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Preface: T h e Interdisciplinarity of Cognitive Science
T h e field of cognitive science exists to promote crossdisciplinary integration of concepts, methods, epistemologies, language, data, and infrastructures for research and
education on cognition. T h e empirical and theoretical base
of cognitive science itself sheds significant light on the nature and complexity of its interdisciplinary enterprise. Yet,
relatively little has been written about interdisciplinarity as
an object of study within cognitive science. Because examination of this topic has significant potential to advance theory and inform professional practice within the community
of cognitive scientists, w e — t h e co-organizers of the 1998
annual meeting of the Cognitive Science Society — chose
interdisciplinarity as the conference theme.
T h e theme of interdisciplinarity w a s reflected in several
ways during the four-day conference, which was held on the
University of Wisconsin-Madison campus, August 1 4,
1998. During the opening session John T. Bruer, President
of the James S. McDonnell Foundation, addressed the entire
conference with his presentation, "Cognitive Science: Interand Intra-Disciplineu-y Collaboration." T w o invited symposia
specifically addressed interdisciplinarity as an object of empirical and theoretical research. T h e first, organized by
Rogers Hall and titled, "Analyses of W o r k Across Disciplinary Boundaries" brought together scholars from linguistics,
psychology, and library and information science to examine
the nature of cognition within interdisciplinary practice,
taken as a recurrent and important feature of our culture.
Based on ecological studies representing a range of approaches and settings, each speaker offered a theoretical
account of h o w interdisciplinary activity is structured and
represented. T h e second symposium, organized by Christian
Schunn and titled, "The Interdisciplinarity of Cognitive Science," brought together scholars from the fields of psychology, philosophy and computer science to critically examine
the history, status and nature of interdisciplinary collaboration within the field of cognitive science. A t the time of the
conference, the texts of the plenary address and invited symposia were being developed as core chapters for an edited
volume. In organizing these talks and arranging for their
publication, our intent w a s to motivate reflective discussions
of practice and community within the cognitive science society, in addition to promoting research and discourse on
interdisciplinarity.
O u r CogSci98 program promoted interdisciplinary integration in traditional ways, as well. For example, crossdisciplinary community w a s encouraged through invited
tutorial symposia designed to educate and broaden a general
cognitive science audience. A s in previous years' programs,
the topics of these tutorials were those likely to hold general
interest to the cognitive science community but not typically
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well represented at the annual meeting. They included
Communication Disorders, Computational Vision, Evolutionary Cognition, Educational Dialog, Affective Neuroscience, and Math and Science Education. Each tutorial comprised survey talks by leading researchers and time for audience discussion. Emphasis was placed on the tutorial nature
of these talks and the breadth of the audience. Five of the six
tutorials represented cognitive science strengths of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and were organized through
the generosity of our Wisconsin colleagues.
Also, a traditional general "Call for Papers" was issued to
the full society and beyond, encouraging submissions for
symposia, spoken papers, full posters, and abstract posters (a
feature introduced in 1996). Submitted presentations were
evaluated for their ability to transcend their disciplinary
boundaries and truly address the breadth of the community
of cognitive scientists, in addition to being evaluated for
their technical and theoretical merit. M o r e general papers
and symposia were scheduled on the spoken program, and
more specialized topics were assigned to poster sessions.
Submitted presentations are represented in these proceedings
as "long papers" (those presented as spoken presentations
and "full-posters" at the conference) and "short papers"
(those presented as "abstract posters" by m e m b e r s of the
Cognitive Science Society).
Last but not least, the theme of interdisciplinarity was
captured in our CogSci98 logo, inspired by the late Donald
T. Campbell. Well-known as a methodologist, Campbell w a s
also a scholar of interdisciplinarity. H e held that a comprehensive multiscience must form a continuous texture of narrow specialties that overlap. "Interdisciplinary programs
have been misled by goals of breadth and multidisciplinary
training." W h a t must be recognized, he argued, is that interdisciplinarity is a collective product, not embodied within
any one scholar. It is achieved w h e n multiple narrow specialties overlap; through this overlap a collective communication, a collective competence, and "omniscience" is attained. Probably with tongue in cheek, Campbell named his
theory "thefishscalemodel of omniscience," which inspired
our logo of overlapping tiles. The tile is an e m b l e m of Madison and its n e w Frank Lloyd Wright M o n o n a Terrace Convention Center, the site of our conference social. T h e conference organizers placed a commemorative CogSci98 tile at
M o n o n a Terrace to serve as a tribute to our most recent act
of collective communication, collective competence, and
collective good h u m o r — our co-organization of this conference and its program.
Morton A n n Gernsbacher and Sharon J. Derry
Madison, W I
M a y , 1998
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Abstract
The dominant model of cognition is based upon amodal symbol
systems. W e support an alternative model that places embodiment
at the center of cognition. On this view, sensorimotor experiences
of actions form the basis of linguistic and nonlinguistic
understanding.
1. A Foundation for Intentionality — Newton
The nature of intentionality (the understanding of meaning)
has been a philosophical issue for centuries. What makes
things meaningful to us? I propose that intentionality is
founded on the performance of goal-directed actions, £md
that this ability, which makes use of action representations
(images) in the initiation and control of actions, involves a
primordial form of understanding. All other understanding,
including that of language and abstract ideas, develops from
this foundation by means of sensorimotor imagery.
2. Perceptual Symbol Systems - Barsalou
During diis century, developments in logic, statistics, and
programming languages have inspired amodal theories of
cognition, with perceptual theories viewed as untenable. A
modem theory of perceptual symbols is presented that rests
on six core properties: neural representation, schematicity,
multi-modality, simulation competence, frames, and
linguistic indexing. These properties establish a basic
conceptual system from which four further properties can
be derived: productivity, propositions, variable embodiment, and abstract concepts. Together these ten properties
establish a fully fimctional conceptual system. Empirical
support for this approach is summarized briefly, as are
implications for cognition, neuroscience, evolution,
development, and artificial intelligence.

3. The Emergence of Language from Embodiment — M a c W h i n n e y
Symbolic models usually describe thought and language
using propositional representations. However these models
fail to capture crucial facts about the embodied nature of
thought and language. In fact, language is strongly oriented
about a core active human perspective that imposes itself

upon the world at four levels: affordances, spatiotemporal
maps, causal action chains, and social perspective-taking.
O n each of these levels, the dynamics of perspective
shifting, focusing, coordination, and maintenance induce a
variety of alternative linguistic constructions; these, in turn,
provide memorial and representational structure to the
flexible, embodied perspective that operates on each of the
four levels. This approach shows how language structure
emerges from the embodied nature of cognition, and points
to specific neural mechanisms supporting these integrative
systems.
4. Indexical Understanding: An Embodied
A p p r o a c h to M e a n i n g — Glenberg
Consider "After wading in the lake Erik used his
shirt/glasses to dry his feet." W h y is the sentence sensible
with 'shirt' but nonsense with 'glasses?' Both versions are
grammatical, both can be represented by connected
propositions, and 'shirt' and 'dry' are no more associated
than are 'glasses' and 'dry.' I will present data demonstrating
a) that people reliably distinguish between these types of
sentences, but machines can't, b) People read and understand the sensible version as quickly as control sentences.
Thus, judging the sensibility of a sentence is not based on
deriving a long sequence of inferences such as 'shirts are
made of cloth; cloth is absorbent; absorbent things can be
used to dry feet.' c) Sensibility judgments are highly
correlated with how easily the actions described by a
sentence can be envisioned. Apparently, a reader indexes
the words to objects or analog representations such as
perceptual symbols. These then determine affordances, that
is, how the reader can interact with the objects. If the
reader can use the affordances (not the words) to create a
sequence of doable actions, the sentence is declared
sensible. The process of creating the sequence is what
Barsalou calls simulation competence, Glenberg calls mesh,
MacWhinney calls taking a perspective, and Newton calls
imagining.

S y m p o s i u m : Cognitive Science E d u c a t i o n

Andrew Brook (abrook@ccs.carleton.ca), Organizer
Director, Institute of Interdisciplinary Studies, 2217 Dunton Tower
Carleton University
Ottawa, O N , KIS 5B6 C A N A D A
Janet Kolodner
College of Computing, George Institute of Technology
Atlanta, G A 30332 U S A
Paul Thagard
Dept of Philosophy, University of Waterloo
Waterloo, O N N 2 L 3G1 C A N A D A
Michael Ranney
Graduate School of Education, 4655 Tolman Hall
University of California
Berkeley, C A 94720-1670 U S A
Sean 6 Nuallain
School of Computing Applications, Dublin City University
Dublin 9, I R E L A N D

Abstract
As is well known, teaching cognitive science presents some
special challenges, whether to undergraduates or to graduate
Michael R a n n e y
students. In this symposium, we aim to explore some of the
Michael
Ranney
will
discuss the challenges of (a) bringing
problems that teaching cognitive science presents in the
coherence to what, when implemented poorly, can strike
class- or senmiar room and identify some of the special
opportunities.
students as just "disciplines on parade,"and (b) balancing
the hyperbole of striking new aspects of cognitive science
Andrew Brook
with the sometimes glacial pace of fimdamental progress on
even primitive notions (e.g., what "similarity" is).
Andrew Brook will focus on identifying some of the
problems that we are faced with when we set out to teach
Sean 6 Nuallain
cognitive science to undergraduates and make new
cognitive scientists out of graduate students. One notable
There has been a huge growth in work on cognition and
problem is that even the meaning of key terms varies across computation in Ireland recently, both in universities and in
the cognitive disciplines, representation', goal' and
the private sector. Dublin City University has been at the
action' being three important examples.
forefront of a lot of this work. Sean 6 Nuallain will bring
us up to date on what has been happening.
Janet Kolodner
Janet Kolodner will take off from her widely-discussed
report on the Cognitive Science Education Day, 1994, in
Atlanta. She will follow up on some of the issues and ideas
raised at that meeting.
Paul Thagard
Paul Thagard will identify some of the problems that arise
for interdisciplinary education in cognitive science, and
discuss some solutions based on unifying themes such as
the computational-representational imderstanding of mind.

Discussion
One of the most interesting and successful features of the
Cognitive Science Education Day in Atlanta in 1994 was
the rich and wide-ranging discussion that followed the
formal presentations. It is our intention to keep the formal
presentations brief, using them to identity and introduce
issues rather than to treat them thoroughly, and to leave as
much time as possible for dialogue to take root and grow
again in Madison, Wisconsin, in 1998!

K u h n , Cognitive Science, a n d C o n c e p t u a l C h a n g e

Xiang Chen (CHENXI@Clunet.Edu)
California Lutheran University
Thousand Oaks. C A 91360 U S A
H a n n e Andersen ( H A N N E A @ D l h l . D l h . D k )
The Royal Danish School of Educational Studies
DK-2400 Copenhagen, Denmark

Peter Barker ( B A R K E R P @ O u . E d u )
University of Oklahoma
Norman, O K 73019 U S A
Nancy Nersessian ( N A N C Y N @ C c . G a t e c h . E d u )
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 U S A

T h o m a s Nickles ( N I C K L E S @ U n r . E d u )
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557 U S A

Beginning in the Postscript to The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions, Kuhn interpreted paradigms primarily as
exemplars rather than worldviews or disciplinary matrices. The
elaboration of his views on exemplars led him to develop a
sophisticated account of concepts that could be directly
supported by results in cognitive science. However, K u h n
showed little interest in the ongoing revolution in cognitive
science, preferring instead to attempt to further his insights
through a kind of linguistic analysis. Without exploration of
the cognitive aspect of concepts by either K u h n or others in
philosophy of science, discussions of conceptual change, the
key theme of Kuhn's philosophy of science, became
increasingly sterile and largely disappeared from the literature.
Interest in conceptual change has been revived, on the one
hand, because of Hoyningen-Huene's penetrating study of
Kuhn's philosophy of science and, o n the other hand, because
of a movement in philosophy and history of science that brings
a "cognitive-historical" method of analysis to bear on
understanding the nature and processes of conceptual change
in scientific practice.
A n essential feature of the "cognitive-historical" analysis is
its reflexive nature - its uses cognitive theories to the extent
that they help interpret historical practices, ^^Wle it tests to
what extent current cognitive theories need refinement and
revision w h e n they are applied to scientific thinking. T h e
purpose of this symposium is a reflexive examination of the
cognitive models of concepts used in the analysis of
conceptual change.
In the discussion of conceptual change, difficulties have
been created by the choice ~ largely implicit and unexamined
— of the cognitive models of concepts. With only a few
exceptions, the classical account that concepts are represented
by neatly bundled and individuated units, that is, sets of
necessary and sufficient conditions, is still widely adopted in
the discussion. But the defmability of concepts in terms of
necessary and suflBcient conditions is n o w seriously questioned
in cognitive psychology.
A m o r e satisfactory account has been developed over the
last decade using "frames" or "schemas" as the basic vehicle

for representing concepts. Unlike the traditional account that
concentrates on compositional properties, the frame/schema
representation of concepts emphasizes structural properties,
outlining relations within and between concepts. In the
symposium, w e will employ the frame/schema representation
of concepts to propose accounts of conceptual change that
more adequately reflect the history of science; at the same
time, w e will examine to what extent the frame/schema
representation of concepts can be employed in
historical-scientific contexts w4ule comparing the resources of
currently available accounts of both frames and schemas.
C h e n and Barker's paper argues that the changes
characteristic of scientific revolutions, especially taxonomic
changes, can occur in a continuous maimer vAi&n concepts are
represented by frames. The transformation from one taxonomy
to another can be achieved in a piecemeal fashion not
preconditioned by a crisis stage, and a n e w taxonomy can arise
naturally out of the old frame instead of emerging separately
from the existing conceptual system.
Andersen and Nersessian's paper focuses on Kuhn's notion
of nomic terms, which cannot be captured by the pure family
resemblance account popular in current cognitive studies but
calls for an extension. They show that nomic concepts can be
represented inframe-likestructures and argue that this account
is consistent with and extends current cognitive science
research that connects concept representation with theoretical
principles. They argue that continuity can be established
between different representations of nomic concepts through
chains-of-reasoning, andfinallyexplore the implications of the
account for the problem of cognitive equilibrium preceding
conceptual change.
Nickles' paper examines the implications of the
frame/schema account for methodology of science. Since
schemas could be implemented in terms of distributed parallel
processing instead of by rules, Nickles argues that the
frame/schema account potentially offers a more naturalistic
account of scientific inquiry, although not one that need be
antisocial.
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Abstract
This symposium reports research concerned with developing
tools and models for the analysis of cognitive processes in
interactive learning situations. Results of several studies of
natural, interactive task-oriented learning situations including
face-to-face learning situations and learning over a network
are compared. The results show how interactive, situated discourse is used to support processes of knowledge construction
and problem solving within these learning environments.
Introduction
In many kinds of natural interactive learning situations, students construct knowledge and learn to reason and solve
problems collaboratively through their interactions. T h e
study of such "situated learning" involves an analysis of
h o w discourse interaction supports knowledge construction
and problem-solving processes within collaborative taskoriented learning environments, and requires both cognitive
and interactive sociolinguistic perspectives. This symposium
compares results across several types of interactive situations using similar analysis tools and models (Frederiksen,
1998). T h e results show h o w interactive, situated discourse
functions to support processes of knowledge construction
and problem solving within these diverse learning environments.
Tutors' Use of Discourse to Model and Explain ProblemSolving Procedures (Carl Frederiksen) W e have been
studying networked tutoring situations in which an experienced tutor interacts with university students using videoconferencing while they share in the use of software to
solve statistical problems. Results will be presented that
compare the coaching, guidance and explanations provided
by the tutor by means of video conferencing to those which
occur in face-to-face tutoring situations. B y using models of
tutoring knowledge based on these analyses to add coaching
functions to our tele-learning environments, w e can study
h o w students learn by interacting with a computer coach
that embodies the same kinds of explanations and knowledge as the h u m a n tutor. The results show h o w

tutors are able to model and explain problem-solving procedures and h o w students use such explanations tc aid their
learning.
Promoting Argumentation in Face-to-Face and Distributed Computer-Based Learning Situations (Susanne L a joie) Bio-World (Lajoie, 1993) is a computer-based learning environment designed to enable high school biology
students to learn to reason about data they collect to verify
hypotheses about what disease a patient is experiencing.
BioWorld is designed to provide multiple situations for
learning: it can be used as a stand alone one-on-one learning
environment, or as a small group learning situation, or it can
be used as a tele-learning environment in which groups of
students at remote locations communicate through videoconferencing while sharing the BioWorld environment. T h e
nature of the discourse patterns pertaining to argumentation
in face-to-face small group contexts and in distributed telelearning contexts will be examined. Preliminary findings
indicate h o w patterns of argumentation within these computer-based learning environments facilitate the acquisition
of skill in scientific reasoning.
Cognitive Implications of Teacher-Student Discourse in
Science Classrooms (Janet Donin) This research investigated h o w teachers display knowledge differently and use
social context differently even within a well-defined instructional unit. In this project, w e studied the nature and functions of discourse in four tenth grade Physical Science classrooms. T h e question addressed was h o w differences in
teacher-initiated discourse affect the explicit and implicit
cognitive requirements for students to function effectively in
these situations. Analyses of the content of the teachers' discourse revealed that different models of the domain knowledge were presented to the students. This knowledge was
displayed using different methods which in turn affected the
task requirements for the students.
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Introduction

they could not support a classical architecture.
I argue here for a middle ground between connecBetween 1965 and 1982, classically symbolic AI was tionism
ofand classicism. I assume, for argument's sake,
ten touted as the most promising basis for a general
that some existing or future form of connectionism can
theory of Cognitive Architecture. By 1986, however,
provide reasonably approximate models - at least for
prominent researchers began to herald the emergence of
ower-level cognitive processes. Given this Eissumption, I
a new paradigm, Connectionism, which would (they arargue on theoretical and empirical grounds that most hugued) eventually displace the cltasically symbolic methm a n mental skills reside in separate connectionist modods aominant in AI and Cognitive Science. Since then,
ules or "sub-networks". In addition, it is shown that
a variety of competing positions have emerged, some
humans certainly employ novel combinations of skills in
purely connectionist, some hybrid, and some purely clas- rule following and, plausibly, in problem solving. During
sical. This symposium examines the present and future
the course of argument, it emerges that only an archiprospects for contending paradigms in this realm. A vatecture with classical structure could support the novel
riety of arguments, arising from computational, psychopatterns of information flow and interaction that would
logical, biological and philosophical bases, are presented. exist among the relevant set of skill modules. Such a classical architecture might very well reside in the abstract
1. Connectionism: Whence, Wither, and
levels of a hybrid system whose lower-level modules are
W h y (Elman)
purely connectionist.

It has now been over a decade since the P D P books
came out (though a half-century since Hebb's proposal

3. Rethinking Eliminative Connectionism
(Marcus)
Humans routinely generalize universally quantified abstract relationships to unfamiliar instances. If we are
told "if glork then frum", and "glork", we CEin infer
"frum"; any name that serves as the subject of a sentence
can appear as the object of a sentence. These universals
are pervasive in language and reasoning. One account of
how these universals are generalized holds that humans
possess mechanisms that manipulate rules, symbols and
variables; an alternative account holds that rules aad
symbols can be eliminated from scientific theories in favor of descriptions couched in terms of networks of interconnected nodes. Can these "eliminative" connectionist
models offer a genuine alternative?
In this talk, after briefly reviewing the empirical literature on universes, I show that contemporary eliminative connectionist models cannot account for how we
extend universals to arbitrary items. The argument
runs as follows. First, I show that if these models, as
2. Novel Combinations of Skills: Implications
currently conceived, were to extend universals to arbifor Cognitive Architecture ( H a d l e y )
trary instances, they would have to generalize outside
the space of training examples. Next, in simulations,
In the late 1980s, there were many who heralded the
I show that two prominent network architectures, the
emergence of connectionism as a new paradigm - one
feedforward network and the simple recurrent network,
which would eventually displace the classically symbolic
cannot extend universals outside the training space. I
methods then dominant in AI and Cognitive Science.
then show how this limitation follows from the matheAt present, there remain influential connectionists who
matics that underlies the models. Finally, I show how
continue to defend connectionism as a more realistic
paradigm for modeling cognition, at all levels of abstrac- this limitation can be avoided through the use of an architecture that implements symbol manipulation.
tion, than the classical methods of AI. Not infrequently,
one encounters arguments along these lines: given what
we know about neurophysiology, it is just not plausible
to suppose that our brains are digital computers. Thus,
for associative learning). During the past 10 years a
flurry of modeling activity has focused a great deal of
attention on core issues about the mechanisms which
underly human cognition. Much has been learned, many
issues are still in contention, and there is an enormous
amount which remains undone.
In this talk I will present what I believe to be some
of the core computational principles which distinguish at
least one broad class of connectionist models from what
has been called the "classical" theory to cognition. This
is the "why" part of the talk. I then will discuss what
I see as the major insights and accomplishments of this
work ("whence"), as well as the major gaps. I close by
proposing a program for the future ("whither"). This includes broadening the scope of inquiry and relevant data
to include more attention to biology, to the social and
affective aspects of cognition, to the relations between
behavior and environment, and to the role of evolution.

Analyses of W o r k Across Disciplinary B o u n d a r i e s
Rogers Hall (rhalKs^socrates.berkeley.edu)
University of California, Berkeley
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S e e i n g in D e p t h

proposals accountable
to a variety
of existing
generalizations (e.g.,multiple code restrictions). In this
Charles Goodwin (cgoodwin@humnet.ucla.edu)
sense, architects can be said to use generalizations. They
Applied Linguistics
consult specialists from structural engineering and historical
University of California, Los Angeles
preservation to m a p the emerging design onto existing
Los Angeles C A 90095-1531
constraints. O u r comparison of interdisciplinary consulting
across these cases supports two observations. (1) T h e
On oceanographic research vessels scientists from different relation between generality and specificity is socially
disciplines must work together to obtain samples from the
constructed and negotiable, though the cost of dissent can be
sea beneath their ship. Such juxtaposition of not just theory,
high once a generalization is established. (2) In consulting
but actual laboratory practice, creates unique possibilities
relations, specialists provide distinctly different perspectives
for synergy, as members of one discipline make use of the and embodied skills for working with the "same" situation.
tools of another. Using videotapes of technicians deploying
While these differences sometimes matter for the outcome of
a probe in the mouth of the A m a z o n , this paper investigates
projects, their interaction is largely unstudied.
how multiple kinds of space including the sea under the
ship, graphic representations, the work space of the lab, and
embodied participation frameworks for the organization of
Categories a n d Cognition: Material a n d
tool-mediated h u m a n interaction are constituted through a
C o n c e p t u a l Aspects of L a r g e Scale C a t e g o r y
range of temporally unfolding, work-relevant, situated
Systems
practices. Particular attention is paid to h o w three parties
work together to precisely position the probe at a spot where
Susan I>eigh Star (star@alexia.lis.uiuc.edu)
a genchemist wants to take samples. Because each actor uses
Graduate School of Library and Information Science
alternative tools to organize his or her perception in ways
University of Illinois
appropriate to complementary tasks required for the
Urbana-Champaign, IL 61820 U S A
successful accomplishment of the sampling run, each sees
the place they are looking at together in a very different way.
Formal and bureaucratic classifications systems span
and
organizational
boundaries.
As
disciplinary
Making and Using Generalizations:
infrastructural tools, they often create a means of
Interdisciplinary C o n s u l t i n g in E n t o m o l o g y
communicating
across
traditional
divisions.
This
versus Architecture
communication m a y take place across wide geographical
scale or long periods of time, even decades. It relies not on
consensus, but on interpretation of the formal system, and
Rogers Hall (rhall@socrates.berkeley.edu)
local modifications suited to the practicalities of the users.
R e e d Stevens (reed@socrates.berkeley.edu)
University of California, Berkeley
This paper will discuss several empirical examples of largeBerkeley, C A 94720
scale classification systems where this process occurs: T h e
International Classification of Diseases, the Nursing
Cognitive processes of making and using generalizations are Interventions Classification, and race classification under
examined through comparative ethnographic studies of work
apartheid in South Africa. Classifications are both
in field entomology and architecture. These processes
conceptual and material. Very little work has examined
depend upon interdisciplinary collaboration, and our
these features together, especially
for wide-scale
analyses focus on video records of workplace meetings
implementation. B y comparing these examples, the paper
between practitioners and consultants from other disciplines.
explores h o w classifications are linked cognitively and
The entomologists are constructing general claims about the
practically with social organization, and h o w they help span
foraging behavior of subterranean termites. T o do this, they
traditional divisions of discipline and organization. Several
must simultaneously account for competing claims of other
dimensions are identified: 1. the ubiquity of standardized
research groups and for contingencies in their o w n field
classifications in modern society; 2. the pracfical politics of
data. Thus, the entomologists can be said to make n e w
crafting classifications across disparate viewpoints and
generalizations. A s part of this process, they consult
locales; 3. T h e historical indeterminacy of classifications as
specialists in chemistry and biostatistics. T h e architects are
traceable records; and 4. T h e crucial role of residual
remodeling historic public buildings and must hold their
categories for managing organizational practice.
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Philosophers have long speculated about the strong constraints that brain science-or, more generally, "natural scientific" descriptions of bodily states-will or should provide for
actual or any future possible psychological theories. Hempel
and others advocated a translation of psychological language
into physical language, presumably a language in which
both behavior and brain states would be described. W . V . O .
Quine has forecast that psychological talk will ultimately be
"cashed out" in physiological or physical terms. The
Churchlands foresee the replacement of "folk psychology"
with neurobiologically informed descriptions. Dennett treats
the "physical stance" as the ultimate locus of explanation.
O n the other side, Fodor has long plumped for the autonomy
of psychology from neuroscience, by analogy with the
(alleged) hardware-independence of computer programs.
T h e first set of predictions were undertaken in virtually
complete innocence of actual cases of the interaction of psychology with neuroscience. Quine's discussions themselves
were so m a n y promissory notes about the future course of
science. Even Patricia Churchland's Neurophilosophy does
not address genuine interactions between psychology and
neuroscience, because the representative of psychology in
that book is (philosopher's) folk psychology, not the actual
results experimental psychology.
This symposium will examine the interplay between psychology and neuroscience in three domains: 1) the relation
between color vision and sensory physiology; 2) neuroethology, or the study of the physiological structures
through the investigation of non-human animals in their
natural environments; and 3) neurology and neuropsychology, or the study of brain-damaged patients in order to infer
normal psychological function. These three topics cover a
varied set of theories in psychology, and differing methodologies from neuroscience.
The first paper-Gary Hatfield on "Mental Functions as
Constraints on Neurophysiology: Visual Psychology and
Physiology"-covers the traditional heart of physiological
psychology and brain physiology: the study of normally
functioning sensory systems in the laboratory. This case
study will reveal that psychology has historically led the
w a y in the postulation of brain mechanisms and the testing
of such hypotheses; a further argument will be given to the

effect that psychology must of necessity condition and guide
any work on the global functioning of brain systems
The second paper-Brian L. Keeley on "Cognitive Science
and the Neuroethology of Electroreceplion"-examines the
methodology of investigating animal nervous systems by
relating organisms to their behavioral capacities in the wild;
in particular, it traces the interesting case of the discovery of
sensory systems in fish that are sensitive to electrical impulses, a discovery that relied on research at a variety of levels. Here, psychological investigation allowed neurophysiologists to understand the function of a structure they
could describe anatomically, but whose function had been a
mystery. Neurobiology and evolutionary biology also made
crucial contributions.
Finally, the third paper-William Hirstein on "Doubt, Certainty, and Confabulation" relates the neurological phen o m e n o n of confabulation-the patient provides false or irrelevant information (without intent to deceive) when asked
a question touching on his disability-to feelings of doubt
and certainty which guide all of us in our epistemic endeavors. Working from a set of experiments recently performed
(together with V.S. Ramachandran) to probe the dynamics of
confabulation in split-brain patients, the paper attempts to
reconcile theories of confabulation which trace it to frontal
damage with theories tracing it to lateral disconnection. The
relevance of all this to our ordinary concepts of knowledge,
doubt, and certainty is then discussed.
This symposium represents a relatively under-developed
area of the philosophy of science: philosophy of cognitive
science treated as a branch of the philosophy of science,
rather than as an extension of the philosophy of mind. It
will reveal the inadequacy for neuroscience and psychology
of traditional pictures of reduction via bridge laws, or identity relations between entities referred to in the reducing and
to-be-reduced sciences. T h e session thus promises to aid in
the development of a n e w area of the philosophy of science,
and also to address the traditional topic of reduction. It will
also serve to illustrate the role of cognitive science in furthering our knowledge of h o w interdisciplinary science can
work to successfully describe natural phenomena.
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It is n o w a virtual truism that background
knowledge affects cognition.
T h e course of
thinking frequently depends on what is being
thought about. Yet beyond this simple admission
it is important to develop specific accounts of
background knowledge. O n e w a y to begin is to
recognize that some beliefs are more influential
than others. In this symposium w e will focus on
the role that causal beliefs play in cognition.
M u c h of our knowledge of die world is organized
around ideas of causal relations. A s a foundational
concept, "cause" figures in a number of cognitive
processes. In this symposium, investigators from
several sub-disciplines of cognitive science will
discuss the influence of beliefs about causal
relations. From these presentations w e hope w e
m a y discern some c o m m o n patterns and begin to
fill in the picture of background knowledge.
Presentations
Learning in Context: The effect of existing
causal k n o w l e d g e o n the acquisition of n e w
knowledge.
Michael J. Pazzani
University of California, Irvine
A variety of studies have shown that the existing
causal knowledge of the learner affects the induction
of n e w knowledge. Here, w e discuss the
implications of these findings on the field of
knowledge discovery in databases whose goal is to
turn data into knowledge. In particular, w e present
recent results in which consistency with prior
causal knowledge affects experts' willingness to use
the results of knowledge discovery and discuss h o w
knowledge discovery algorithms m a y be modified
to produce acceptable results.
The Role of Causal Status of Features in
Determining
Feature
Centrality
Categorization

in

Woo-kyoung A h n
Yale University
I present studies investigating h o w the causal
relations a m o n g features determine the features'
centrality in categorization. First, in natural

concepts, correlated features that are causally related
(e.g., "flies" and "sits in trees" in birds) affect
typicality judgments more than causally unrelated
ones (e.g., "is shady" and "has bark" in trees).
Second, a m o n g the causally related features, cause
features (e.g., "flies" in birds) were judged to be
more cenU-al than their effect features (e.g., "sits in
trees" in birds). This finding has been demonstrated
with natural categories and artificial stimuli.
The pragmatics of causal inference
Denise Dellarosa C u m m i n s
California State University, Sacramento
Causal reasoning is influenced by judgments of
causal necessity and sufficiency, which are distinct
from logical necessity and sufficiency. W h e n
determining causal necessity, reasoners consider
possible alternative causes that could produce a
particular effect; when
determining
causal
sufficiency, they consider possible factors that
could prevent an effect from occurring. T h e
determination of causal necessity and sufficiency
constitute the pragmatics of causal inference. A
model of causal inference is presented in which the
interaction of argument structure and pragmatic
content in determining causal inference is detailed.
Studies investigating the predictions of this model
are discussed.
Children's Inductive Inferences in Natural
a n d Intentional C a u s a l Contexts
Charles Kalish
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Beliefs about causal relations often underlie
inductive inferences. If A causes B at T j , w e
assume A will cause B thereafter (ceteris paribus).
However, all causal relations do not support equally
strong inferences. In particular w e typically believe
there is a stronger, more necessary connection
between cause and effect in cases of natural
(physical) causation than in cases of intentional
(voluntary) causation. T o what extent are children's
inductive inferences sensitive to differences in
causal content? I will discuss research suggesting
that young children exaggerate the differences
between intentional and natural causal relations.
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The development of coherent and accurate evolutionary
explanations presents considerable difficulties for students
studying biology. It has been demonstrated that novices are
prone to teleological and reasoning biases that interfere with
their ability to construct effective Darwinian explanations.
Understanding evolution is predicated on acquiring an appropriate explanatory schema that integrates related facets such
as variation, inheritance, and cumulative change (Ohisson,
1998). T h e second speaker in this symposium, Stellan
Ohisson, addresses novice explanations of evolutionary phenomena. H e presents the results of two studies. T h efirstis
concerned with a characterization of novices' explanatory
schemata of biological adaptation and the second focuses on
an instructional intervention designed to foster the acquisition of a Darwinian explanation schema.
It is increasingly recognized that the development of skills
of reasoning and argumentation is central to the effective
application of science concepts across a range of domains
(Ranney & Schank, in press). Computer-mediated learning
environments have proven to be a useful tool for promoting
the development of these metacognitive competencies. The
third speaker in the symposium, Brian Reiser, will discuss
the teaching of skills of evolutionary reasoning and argumentation using a computer-mediated instructional system.
B G u I L E (Biology Guided Inquiry Learning Environments) is
a collection of learning environments designed to facilitate
students' development of more sophisticated conceptions of
scientific phenomena by focusing on the reasoning strategies
that allow the construction of convincing scientific arguments (Tabak, Smith, Sandoval, & Reiser, 1996). His presentation discusses the philosophy and design of this environment as well as the results from several classroom trials.
In addition to discussing the presentations, Michael Ranney
addresses aspects and findings of h o w evolution is defined
and what the theory means to people and their world-views

Evolution is widely perceived to be a cornerstone of m o d e m
biology. In recent years, evolutionary theory has penetrated
an ever-widening circle of scientific domains including the
various disciplines of cognitive science such as linguistics,
anthropology, artificial intelligence, and neuroscience. Evolution plays a dual role in cognitive science: as an explanatory theory, it m a y provide us with insights into the genesis
of mind and brain; as a complex and controversial scientific
fi-amework, it is the object of philosophical, psychological,
and educational inquiry.
This symposium presents multidisciplinary perspectives
on reasoning about evolution. Evolutionary reasoning continues to provide formidable challenges for children, lay
adults, students of biology, as well as scientists engaged in
the enterprise. Although several studies have documented
student misconceptions and significant gaps in individuals'
knowledge, w e contend that m a n y of the most serious difficulties in addressing evolutionary problems concern the
processes of reasoning, argumentation, and explanation.
This is the focal theme of this symposium.
The nature and structure of evolutionary argumentation
have been the subject of intensive debate within both biology and philosophy. T h e Chair, David Kaufman provides a
framework for considering the philosophical, psychological,
and educational issues in evolutionary reasoning and argumentation. O n e of the central and most contentious issues
has to d o with function and adaptation. For example, certain
evolutionary theories endeavor to account for an organism's
traits and characteristics as adaptations optimized for current
function. T h efirstspeaker in this symposium, Lawrence
Shapiro, considers a dispute in the philosophy of biology
concerning the explanation of function. Most philosophers
of biology accept either an etiological or a dispositional
analysis of function (Shapiro & Epstein, in press). Using
evolutionary psychology as a case study, Shapiro argues that
both analyses can play an instrumental role in explaining
evolutionary processes.
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James Voss, Panelist (voss@vms.cis.pitt.edu)
LRDC, University of Pittsburgh, 3939 O'Hara Street,
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Some recent trends in cognitive science suggest a growing
interest in the role of dialogue in learning. Reflecting the
theme of interdisciplinarity, this symposium brings together
eminent researchers from quite different perspectives. Each
will present a summary of their theoretical and
methodological approach to the area of educational dialogue
and their views on the essential questions raised for
cognitive science.

framework for the assurance of communication across
misalignment of goals or concepts. Conceptual gulfs in the
classic 'hard cases' of educational communication share the
property that the abstract nature of the concepts involved
means that they cannot be distinguished from competing
'naive concepts' by simply learning to sort concrete objects,
but have to be distinguished by the part inferential
transformations play in the dialogue between student and
teacher. The role that external and internal representations
play in this process, and the patterns of social and epistemic
James Gee
authority which dominate the communication are at the
Over the last view years, there has been a major focus
onunderstanding educational dialogue.
heart of
learning through talk, activity, and interaction, rather than
through overt instruction. Within this focus, it is often
Professor Keith Stenning is Director of the Human
assumed, that talk, interaction, and activity are virtually
Communication Research Centre at the University of
signs of learning. However, in areas like science education, Edinburgh. His background is in psychology and
it has been traditional to pay little attention to language, as philosophy. Most recently, he has developed a theory of the
opposed to reasoning and content. Using data from
contrasts between sentential and diagrammatic semantics
elementary-school science classrooms, I will discuss, from and of the impact of'modalities' of information presentation
sociocognitive perspectives, ways in which language and
on students' learning.
interaction can fail to be efficacious in constructivist
classrooms, creating conditions under which students who
James Voss
already know come to know more and students who know
little come to know less. I will formulate a notion of lucid The classroom study of history emphasises learning from
texts and lectures as well as from instruction that may focus
language and argue that only such language can possibly be
on particular themes or movements. Our research has shown
efficacious in classrooms.
that the writing of historical arguments, especially when the
subject matter comes from multiple sources, produces better
Professor James Paul Gee is the Tashia Morgridge Professor
understanding
than when writing narratives. In this paper
of Reading at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. He
we
discuss
how
narrative can be used as a form of argument,
is the author of several books including Social Linguistics
and
how
culturally
based narratives are able to influence
and Literacies, Second Edition (1996) and The New Work
understanding.
Instructionally,
this means that
Order (1996). He has published widely in various areas of
understanding of particular issues will be enhanced when
linguistics and education.
smdents are aware of alternative narratives.
Keith Stenning

James F. Voss is Professor of Psychology and of Politic
Science and also a Senior Scientist and former Associate
Education is a particularly difficult kind of communication
Director of the Learning Research and Development Center
involving a student and teacher communicating across a
at the University of Pittsburgh. His work has included the
conceptual gulf. Because of this gulf, we claim that
educational dialogue is best theorised in terms of argument. solving of ill-structured problems and reasoning in history
and the social sciences.
Traditionally, argument has been analysed using logic, a
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Christian D. Schunn (schunn@cmu.edu)
Department of Psychology; George Mason University
Fairfax, V A 22032-4444 USA

T h e Cognitive Science Society:

M a k i n g Interdisciplinary
Collaboration W o r k

Interdisciplinarity N o w and T h e n

Susan Epstein (epstein@roz.hunter.cuny.edu)
Department of Computer Science; Hunter College and The
Graduate School of The City University of N e w York
N e w York, N Y 10021 U S A

Christian D. Schunn (schunn@cmu.edu)
Department of Psychology; George Mason University
Fairfax, V A 22032-4444 USA

Definitions of cognitive science typically emphasize the
Interdisciplinary work is a fundamental goal in cognitive
science, but its achievement requires more than two researchers with different areas of expertise. This talk will
report on some actual collaborations in cognitive science and
attempt to identify the attributes that m a k e them, in the
judgment of their investigators and external arbiters, particularly successful. Consideration will be given both to relatively obvious features, such as discipline and topic, and to
less obvious ones, including institutional environment and
funding agency.

field's interdisciplinary roots. A s a case study of thefieldof
cognitive science, w e analyzed the activities of the Cognitive Science Society with a particular emphasis on the interdisciplinary nature of thefield,n o w and since its inception.
Analyses of departmental affiliations, training backgrounds,
research methodology, and paper citations suggest that the
journal Cognitive Science and the Annual Meeting of the
Cognitive Science Society are dominated by cognitive psychology and computer science, rather than being an equal
division a m o n g the constituent disciplines of cognitive science. However, at m a n y levels, a growing percentage of
work was found to involve a conjunction of multiple disciplines, such that approximately 3 0 - 5 0 % of recent work in
the Cognitive Science Society is interdisciplinary. T h e goal
of this symposium is to discuss the factors (psychological,
historicaJ, sociological, and others) that have lead to the
current state of affairs, and what m a y be done to further increase interdisciplinarity in cognitive science.

B e i n g Interdisciplinary: T r a d i n g Z o n e s in
Cognitive Science
Paul Thagard (pthagard@watarts.uwaterloo.ca)
Philosophy Department; University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario N 2 L 3 G 1 Canada
As Peter Gallison describes in his recent book on twentieth
century physics, interdisciplinary research requires "trading
zones" in which people from different fields are able to
achieve at least partial communication.
This talk will
discuss some of the trading zones that m a k e interdisciplinary
work in cognitive science possible, taking into account
s o m e of the people, places, ideas, and methods that have
contributed to the development of cognitive science. In particular, I will analyze the trading zone between psychology
and artificial intelligence involving computational models of
cognition, and the trading zone between psychology and
philosophy involving descriptive and prescriptive accounts
of thinking.
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Abstract

gests in his framework of Ecological Intelligence that people's Bayesian algorithms are adapted for natural frequencies
(e.g., "out of 160 coin tosses, 8 0 landed heads") as opposed
to the probabilities (e.g., " 5 0 % of the coin tosses landed
heads") in which information is traditionally presented in
studies that produce anti-normative evidence. This difference
between information formats m a y not seem dramatic, but in
some contexts it can have important effects.
A n example taken from Gigerenzer (in press) d e m o n strates the power of presenting information in a natural frequency format as opposed to a probability format. Consider
a physician w h o just discovered that a symptom-free w o m a n
between 4 0 and 50 years old has had a positive m a m m o g r a m
in a routine breast cancer screening. H e needs to advise his
patient about the bad news and what to do next, and a first
step is estimating the likelihood of the patient actually having breast cancer. Fortunately, he k n o w s all the relevant
information (presented here as in Gigerenzer (in press)):

Instead of subscribing to the view that people are
unable to perform Bayesian probabilistic inference,
recent research suggests that the algorithms people
naturally use to perform Bayesian inference are better
adapted for information presented in a natural
frequency format than in the c o m m o n probability
format. W e tested this hypothesis on the notoriously
difficult three doors problem, inducing subjects to
consider the likelihoods involved in terms of natural
frequencies or in terms of probabilities. W e then
examined their ability to perform the mathematics
underlying the problem, a stronger indication of
Bayesian inferential performance than merely whether
they gave the correct answer to the problem. With a
robustness that may surprise people unfamiliar with
the effects of information formats, the natural
frequency group demonstrated dramatically greater
normative mathematical performance than the
probability group. This supports the importance of
information formats in a more complex context than
in previous studies.

The probability that a w o m a n has breast cancer is 1 % if she is
in the same risk group as this patient.
If a w o m a n has breast cancer, the probability is 8 0 % that she
will have a positive mammogram.
If a w o m a n does nflt have breast cancer, the probability is
1 0 % that she will still have a positive mammogram.

Introduction
Undeniably, reasoning with probabilities can be difficult for
people. This is not because such reasoning is unstudied or
impossible; there is a well-established mathematics of correct probabilistic reasoning, and w e use the term Bayesian
inference (named after T h o m a s Bayes (1702(?)-1761)) to refer
to a normative inference that agrees with this framework.
Nonetheless, cognitive science is rich with demonstrations
of people's failures to reason according to Bayesian norms
when presented with m a n y kinds of non-trivial probabilistic
reasoning problems. In an influential summation,
K a h n e m a n & Tversky (1972) take a pessimistic stance,
concluding "In his evaluation of evidence, m a n is apparently
not a conservative Bayesian: he is not a Bayesian at all."
Recently, however, Gigerenzer (in press; Gigerenzer &
Hoffrage, 1995; Hoffrage & Gigerenzer. 1996) has suggested
an explanation for h u m a n performance on these tasks
without claiming that people lack the ability to function as
Bayesian agents. People d o have methods or algorithms for
reasoning about probabilities, but as humans evolved over
the ages, the algorithms for Bayesian reasoning were not
exposed to information expressed as probabilities. Instead,
people gathered information as it c a m e to them, one event at
a time and not with the collective information about a set of
events that probabilities would give. Thus, Gigerenzer sug-

He can then ask himself:
Imagine a w o m a n (aged 40 to 50, no symptoms) w h o has a
positive m a m m o g r a m in your breast cancer screening.
What is the probability that she actually has breast cancer?
Unfortunately, a study of 24 physicians done by Gigerenzer
& Hoffrage (Gigerenzer, in press; Hoffrage & Gigerenzer,
1996) showed that, under these conditions, physicians frequently mis-estimate the probability of a patient having cancer by nearly a full order of magnitude. The median estimate
of actual breast cancer after a positive m a m m o g r a m w a s
7 0 % . However, the correct Bayesian estimate is 7.7%, and
only 2 out of the 24 physicians ( 8 % ) gave that response.
In the same study, 2 4 other physicians were given the
same estimation task, but they were given the information
in a frequency format, as shown here:
Ten out of every 1 ,(XK) women have breast cancer.
Of these 10 w o m e n with breast cancer, 8 will have a positive
mammogram.
Of the remaining 990 w o m e n without breast cancer, 99 will
still have a positive mammogram.
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Imagine a sample of w o m e n (aged 40 to 50, no symptoms)
w h o have positive m a m m o g r a m s in your breast cancer
screening. H o w many of these w o m e n do actually have
breast cancer?
out of

door, it remains 3 3 % . Since the total probability that the car
is behind one of the doors remains 1 0 0 % , the probability
associated with the other closed door is 6 7 % . Other more
detailed and varied solutions to this problem are available in
m a n y forms, including a calculation from Bayes' Theorem.
With this frequency foimat presentation, 11 out of 24 physiGranberg & B r o w n (1995) provide an informative starting
cians ( 4 6 % ) gave the correct estimate, a dramatic improvepoint for more information on the problem.
ment over the 8 % of physicians in the probability format
case. It does seem that information format can affect doctors'
Method
ability to perform Bayesian inference about issues of great
Typically, in presentations of the three doors problem, the
importance to themselves and their patients.
facts necessary for the mathematics involved are presented in
In general, cognitive algorithms for Bayesian probabilistic
a probability format, and people are rarely able to arrive at a
reasoning m a y be tuned for a natural frequency format rather
correct Bayesian analysis of the game. W e ran a series of
than a probability format. Several studies such as the one
three closely related studies to examine the effect of
presented above s e e m to support this hypothesis
information format on subjects' ability to correctly perform
(Gigerenzer, in press). W e further tested it by considering a
the mathematics underlying the three doors problem. W e
difficult puzzle, the notorious three doors problem, a task
focused not only on subjects' answers to the stay/switch
not necessarily native to any particular profession. In that
question but also on whether inducing subjects to reason
context, w e investigated whether a difference in information
with natural frequency formats rather than probability
format affected the ability of subjects to perform a correct
formats improved their normative mathematical performance
analysis of the likelihoods underlying the problem.
on the w a y toward the final stay/switch answer. Every
participant was read the same description of the three doors
The Three Doors Problem
g a m e (accompanied by Figure 1), designed to avoid
The three doors problem (also called the Monty Hall
probability or frequency specific terminology as m u c h as
problem) (Granberg & Brown, 1995; Selvin, 1975a; Selvin
possible and present the g a m e as unambiguously as
1975b) has been k n o w n as a difficult task since its introducpossible. W e stated explicitly, for instance, that in every run
tion as the mathematically equivalent three prisoners probof the game, the host opens a door to a room containing a
lem (Gardner, 1959a; Gardner 1959b), a task on which peopenny and then gives the player a chance to switch, and that
ple typically fail to behave as normative Bayesians. In fact,
the host's choices, within the rules of the game, are m a d e
people choose the incorrect answer to the problem so frefairly w h e n applicable. Omissions of such details as these
quently that it has been used as a scenario in which one can
can lead to questions extraneous to our study (see, e.g.,
study regret over making a losing decision (Gilovich,
(Falk, 1992) and (Granberg & Brown, 1995)). In general, w e
M e d v e c & C h e n 1995). It recently enjoyed a resurgence in
tried to maximize the number of subjects w h o understood
popular interest due to a series of columns in Parade
the g a m e and its rules without giving information that was
Magazine (vos Savant, 1990a, 1990b, 1991a, 1991b) and
not obvious from the traditional description. If subjects
related stories in publications including the N e w York
failed to understand the rules and workings of the game, they
Times (Tiemey, 1991). It can be concisely presented as a
would certainly be unable to perform the desired Bayesian
multi-part g a m e involving a player, a host, and three rooms
analysis accurately in this experimental context, regardless
behind closed doors. In one room is a valuable prize, a car;
of whether information is presented to them in natural
in the other two, something nearly valueless, a penny. In
frequency or probability format. W c were not concerned that
part 1 of the g a m e , the player selects a door, which stays
our detailed description of the g a m e might result in a
closed. In part 2, the host opens one of the other two doors
slightly higher rate of correct answers to the stay/switch
to reveal a penny behind it. In part 3, the player is offered
question than the traditional presentation, because our focus
the chance to stay with the initially chosen door or switch to
w a s on the mathematics and not simply the stay/switch
the remaining unopened door, and the player keeps whatever
answers, and our comparisons were between the two subject
is behind the door finally selected in part 3. The problem: In
groups (i.e., those given frequency format questions and
part 3, should the player stay or switch?
those given probability format questions).
It has been consistently presumed that people will use the
After hearing the description of the game, participants anfollowing two-stage analysis: W h e n the player makes the
swered questionnaires. There were three different
choice in stage one, he has a 3 3 % chance of picking the car;
questionnaire types, each determining a different study. For
then, in stage two, after seeing the open door and penny beeach of the three types, there were frequency and probability
hind it, the two remaining doors each have a 5 0 % chance of
versions, designed to induce subjects to consider the g a m e
hiding the car. People generally choose to stay with their
and related information in terms of either natural frequencies
initial choice under these circumstances but no matter h o w
counterintuitive it m a y seem, the player should switch.
Our presentation agrees with the traditional one in using a
W h e n two doors remain unopened, the initially chosen room
single-game (single-event) description in matters such as
has a 3 3 % chance of containing the car, and the other
likelihoods of the initial placement of the car. While this may
unopened room therefore has a 6 7 % chance. O n e w a y to
tend
to bias subjects against a natural frequency mterpretation,
understand this is that the likelihood that the car is behind
i
t
affects
all subjects equally and should not artificially enhance
the initially chosen door is not affected by opening another
any advantageous effects a frequency format might have.
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The 3 - D O O R S

GAME

A car has been placed randomly in one of three rooms and will not be moved
during this round of the game. The other two rooms each contain only a penny.
All doors are closed.
The round begins with the player (P) choosing a door.

B

A
o

C
o

0

It doesn't matter
X
which door I choose. )
\|1[ choose A .
. ^

The host (H) must open a door to show the player a room with a penny in it.
In doing this, he must: 1) Not open the door the player chose.
2) Choose randomly when, after these constraints,
he still has a choice.

B

A
o

C
o

o

Given what I know about the player's Apo^^
choice in this round, where the pennies \
are in this round, and m y need to choose]
\ randomly when I can, ...I'll open B.

The host gives the player a chance to switch.

What
should I
do?

/flayer, would you like to S T A Y and keep
what's behind door A , or give it up and
S W I T C H and keep what's behind door C ?
• After the player decides to S T A Y or S W I T C H , the round ends, and the
player keeps whatever is in the room he chose.
Figure 1. Diagram accompanying spoken explanation of the three doors game.
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or probabilities. (Figure 2 shows the frequency format
questionnaire for Experiment 2. Figure 3 shows an elided
version of the probability format questionnaire for
Experiment 2.) Every questionnaire had c o m m o n features
such as an introduction, the stay/switch question, a number
of questions phrased symmetrically (i.e., if a question is
asked about one door, it is asked about all three) with the
correct answers given to at least thefirstof the questions,
and a question asking subjects if they were previously
familiar with the three doors problem. For our results, w e
considered only subjects for w h o m the problem was novel.
Jumping to the expected interpretation, that when only
two doors remain closed in the game the chances of the prize
being behind either one are equal, does not require any deep
Bayesian analysis of the sort that a frequency/probability
format variation is likely to influence. Therefore, w e needed
to induce subjects to actually compute the likelihoods after
the host opens a door from the likelihoods beforehand, so w e
asked a series of computation-based questions leading to the
stay/switch question. T o promote frequency format analyses,
w e provided an introductory section and questions like those
shown in Figure 2. Similarly, to promote probability
format analyses from subjects, the probability versions
contained a corresponding introduction and questions like
those shown in Figure 3. Within each study, questionnaires
were matched so that corresponding questions asked for the
same (or clearly isomorphic) information to try to ensure
that the questions themselves would not predispose one
group to more correct answers than the other. In general,
differences between the frequency and probability versions
were minimized, except for the differing information
formats. In particular, most of the introduction and the final
stay/switch question were identical on all questionnaires,
across experiments and information format versions.
O n each questionnaire, there were three questions immediately before the stay/switch question that were about the
likelihoods of potential car placement after the host opens a
door to a car-less room; w e consider these the "math" questions for determining whether subjects performed the
mathematical analysis correctly. These questions were
identical across experiments. In this paper, w e give the percentages of subjects w h o answered the stay/switch question
correctly, regardless of their performance on the math questions, and of subjects w h o answered all the math questions
correctly, regardless of their performance on the stay/switch
question. (Only one person answered all the math questions
correctly and missed the stay/switch question.) In all three
experiments, participation was during class time and no
further incentive to participate was given.
Experiment 1

Subjects
112 Cornell students from introductory courses in
psychology, cognitive science, German, and computer science were participants. 58 subjects had frequency format
questionnaires; 54 had probability format questionnaires.
Results

21% of the subjects in the frequency version gave the correct
stay/switch answer, while 1 8 % gave the correct answer in
the probability version; x ^ = 1 8 , p>.l. O n the math
questions, 7 % of the subjects in the frequency version gave
correct responses, while 0 % of the subjects in the
probability version gave correct answers; •%}•- 4.0, p < .05.
Discussion
This questionnaire was constructed for minimal coaching to
the correct stay/switch answer and without m u c h help leading to the correct math, lacking three questions present in
Experiments 2 and 3. The results show no significant effect
of the variation of information format on people's performance on the stay/switch quesfion. However, they show a
small but significant effect suggesting that the frequency
format facilitates Bayesian performance on the mathematics
leading to the stay/switch response.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, the questionnaires had 11 questions, which
explicitly asked for all the components needed, according to
Bayes' Theorem, trying to elicit information from subjects
without explicitly giving any added facts. The added three
questions would, w e presume, encourage deeper analysis
than the Experiment 1 questionnaire. A s in Experiment 1,
w e gave the correct answer to only thefirstquestion.
Subjects
68 Cornell students from introductory courses in psychology, cognitive science, and German were participants. 34
had frequency format questionnaires, and 34 had probability
format questionnaires.
Results

29% of the subjects in the frequency version gave the correct
stay/switch answer, while 1 2 % gave the correct answer in
the probability version; x^ = 2.57, p=.l. Considering only
the math questions, 2 1 % of the subjects in the frequency
version gave correct responses, while 0 % of the subjects in
the probability version responded correctly; X^=7, p<.01.

The first experiment attempted to elicit analysis withoutDiscussion
too
m u c h coaching, using 8 questions on each questionnaire
We saw a marginally significant effect of information format
(numbers 1-7 in Figure 2, plus the stay/switch question) and
on people's performance w h e n considering only the
giving the correct answer to only thefirstquestion. This is
stay/switch quesfion. However, w e saw a robust effect on
the presentation w e intended to use as our closest analogy to
performance
on the math quesfions, supporting the noUon
the three doors problem in its traditional form.
that frequency format facilitates Bayesian inference when
figuring out the game's underlying mathematics.
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3-Doors

Problem

Imagine that you've seen 30,000 rounds of tiie game played in
which the player chooses door A in part 1 of the round. W e will
be asking you questions only about those rounds. W e are not
trying to trick you with any of the questions, jus( making sure
you understand the game. W e will even give you the first answer
to get you started.

Questionnaire
behind door C, in h o w many of those rounds will the host open
door B in part 2 of the round?
Keeping in mind your answers to 4), 5), and 6) above...

7) In how many of these 30,000 rounds of the game in which the
player picks door A in part 1 of the round does the host open
1) Of these 30,000 rounds in which the player chooses door A in
door B in part 2 of the round?
part 1 of the round, in how many is the car actually behind door
Keeping in mind your previous answers....
A ? IQ.OOO

8) In how many of those rounds from question 7), the ones in
2) Of these 30,000 rounds in which the player chooses door A in
which the player picks A in part 1 of the round and the host
part 1 of the round, in how many is the car actually behind door
picks B in part 2 of the round, is the car actually behind door A ?
B?
3) Of these 30,000 rounds in which the player chooses door A in
9) In how many of those rounds from question 7), the ones in
part 1 of the round, in h o w many is the car actually behind door
which the player picks A in part 1 of the round and the host
C?
picks B in part 2 of the round, is the car actually behind door B ?
The next three questions all ask about the host opening door B
in part 2 of a round.
10) In how many of those rounds from question 7), the ones in
4) Of the rounds in the answer to question 1), the rounds in which the player picks A in part 1 of the round and the host
picks B in part 2 of the round, is the car actually behind door C ?
which the player chooses A in part 1 and the car is actually
behind door A, in how many of those rounds will the host open
door B in part 2 of the round?
Last: Based on your knowledge, in a round of the game in which
5) Of the rounds in the answer to question 2), the rounds in the player chooses door A in part 1 of the round and the host
which the player chooses A in part 1 and the car is actually
opens door B in part 2 of the round, what should the player do in
behind door B, in how many of those rounds will the host open
part 3 of the round? Should the player S T A Y with door A or
door B in part 2 of the round?
S W I T C H to door C ?
6) Of the rounds in the answer to question 3), the rounds in FOR OUR INFORMATION: Had you heard of this game before
which the player chooses A in part 1 and the car is actually
today?

Figure 2. Questionnaire for Experiment 2, Frequency format.
3-Doors

Problem

W e will be asking you questions only about rounds in which the
player chooses door A in part 1 of a round of the game. W e are
not trying to trick you with any of the questions, just making
sure you understand the game. W e will even give you the first
answer to get you started.

Questionnaire
8) In a round as in question 7), a round in which the player picks
A in part 1 of the round and the host picks B in part 2 of the
round, what is the probability that the car is actually behind
door A ?

Last: Based on your knowledge, in a round of the game in which
1) In a round in which the player chooses door A in part 1, what
the player chooses door A in part 1 of the round and the host
is the probability that the car is actually behind door A ? 1/3
opens door B in part 2 of the round, what should the player do in
(or 33.3%. whichever you prefer)
part 3 of the round? Should the player S T A Y with door A or
S W I T C H to door C ?
Figure 3. Questionnaire for Experiment 2, Probability format, elided.
Experiment

3

understood the g a m e or did not understand it and needed to
analyze it further.
For Experiment 3, we used the same 11 questions as in Experiment 2, but w e gave the correct answers to the first 6 —
Subjects
nearly all but the math and stay/switch questions. O u r goal
was to inhibit any floor effect or paralysis over math dis75 Cornell students from introductory courses in psycholcomfort by giving subjects a head start and providing eviogy, cognitive science, and G e r m a n were participants. 38
dence, upon their self-checking, that they either successfully
had frequency format questionnaires, and 37 had probability
format questionnaires.
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Results

current three doors problem literature. There are many
printed and World Wide W e b based explanations of the
37% of the subjects in the frequency version gave the correct
correct stay/switch answer to the game, but w e suggest that
stay/switch answer, while 2 7 % gave the correct answer in
an explanation in frequency format — which seems to be a
the probability version; f } = .67, p>.l. O n the math
highly non-standard approach — might help some of the
questions, 2 6 % of the subjects in the frequency version gave
many people w h o are initially skeptical of the Bayesian
correct responses, while 07o of the subjects in the
answer to understand and accept that answer. This use of the
probability version responded correctly; x^=10.0, p<.01.
explanatory power of frequency fonnat presentations would
be consistent with Gigerenzer's claim that frequency format
Discussion
explanations render more persuasive and understandable
arguments about likelihoods relevant to the O.J. Simpson
We found a similar effect to that in Experiment 2. There was
trial, H I V testing, and other topics of widespread popular
some concern unique to Experiment 3, however, that some
interest.
subjects might have merely copied the answers from
questions 4-6 into the answer slots for questions 8-10,
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people use for mathematical reasoning better tuned for
Statistician, 29, 134.
natural frequencies than probabilities? O n this particular
Tierney, J. (1991, July 21). Behind Monty Hall's doors: Puzzle,
brainteaser, it seems that the change in information format
debate and answer? N e w York Times, pp. 1,20.
can indeed open doors for people.
vos Savant, M . (1990a, Sept. 9). Ask Marilyn. Parade, p. 15.
Finally, in addition to suggesting that Gigerenzer's
vos Savant, M . (1990b, Dec. 2). Ask Marilyn. Parade, p. 25.
hypothesis applies to two-stage decision processes such as
vos Savant, M. (1991a, Feb. 17). Ask Marilyn. Parade, p. 12.
the three doors problem as well as simpler contexts already
vos Savant, M. (1991b, July 7). Ask Marilyn. Parade, p. 26.
explored, w e hope our results can add a new aspect to the
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the capacity of a subject to detect semantic incongruity in
mismatch trials during wwd-pair matching tasks (for review
This study presents the ^sults of investigating visual purposes on this E R P see Kutas and V a n Pietten, 1968;
and auditory ERP^ in three different groups of Cuban and
Osterhout & Holcomb. 1995).
Spaniard child readers (Poor, Good, and Dyslexics).
O n the other hand, other researchers have observed the
ERPs N400 and N450 were recorded to evaluate semanexistence of a similaf negative onset and peak (called N 4 5 0 )
tic and phonolgical access during lexical and rhyme
occurring later during mismatch trials of rhyming worddecision tasks. Data showed latency differences for
pair. This task has been related to phtmological processing
N400 and N450 between two of the groups studied Lexi(Rugg, 1984; Barret and Rugg, 1987). However, it remains
cal and Non-lexical strategies are considered to explain
unclear whether N 4 0 0 and N 4 5 0 are E E G components
the main differences found. W e conclude by underline
reflecting identical or different cognitive processes at diffethe importance of this kind of psychophisiological
exploration for helping specialists to neuropsychologirent times. T h e detection of both components has been
cal evaluation and diagnosis of child reading impaircarried out by using drawings (Barret and Rugg, 1990a,
ment.
1990b), aldiough only N 4 0 0 has been described for the case
of using spoken words as stimuli (McCallum, Farmer, and
Introdoction
Pbcock 1984; Holcomb and Neville, 1990; Bentin, Kutas,
and Hillyaid, 1993).
Electrophysiological research into E R P s is slowly beginThe idea that there are electrophysiological components
ning to open functional doors to science, allowing us to
which
reflect the differential activity of both processes
better understand certain brain processes involved during
and phonological ) has already been studied by
(semantic
human cognition. T h e interdisciplinary marriage between
various
authors,
although the peak latency related to phonocognitive psychology and psychophysiology has begun to
logical
processing
was situated between 270 and 370 msec.
bear fruit in recent yeare as was foreseen in (Coles, 1989).
(Connolly
and
Philips,
1994).
In this respect, psycholinguistics and neuropsycology have
The
present
work
tests
differential linguistic processing in
proven to be very fertile fields of research.
two
modalities
(auditory
and visual) from a psychophysioT h e relationship between certain linguistic processing
T
h
e
use
of N 4 0 0 and N 4 5 0 latencies
logical
standpoint.
tasks and specific electrophysiological ccanponents (peaks)
instead
of
their
amplitudes,
more
usual among the researhas been pointed out by several authors. Kutas and Hillchers
in
this
topic,
could
give
us
useful
information about
yard (1980) found that the N 4 0 0 component was related to
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the time course of semantic and phonological code activation. T h e characteristics of the groups involved (poor readers, good readers, and dyslexic) can supply clues as to the
different w a y s of processing words (oral and written).

Method
Subjects
Twenty-flve children with a mean age of 10.S years (nuige
: 10-12, S D = 0.85) were tested. T h e sample was divided
into three groups: Group 1 was m a d e up of 14 gardenvariety poor readers w h o had a low-normal I Q (mean =
81.9. S D = 5.2) and. following die Pfeabody Picture Vocabulary Test, a veTi>al age lower than their chronological
age (mean = 9 3 years, S D = 1.27); therefore, whith no
discrepancy between IQ and reading age. Three children
with developmental dyslexia formed Group 2 and were
diagnosed as such out of a group of 3 0 poor reader children
evaluated through a Battery of Computerised Reading Tests
( B T L in the original Spanish versi(Mi) standardised with
Spaniard and Cuban populations. T h e dyslexic children had
a normal I Q (mean = 103.66. S D = 7.57), with no discrepancy between their verbal and chronological age. but with
a difference of more than 15 IQ pants in favour of manipulation tasics versus verbal ones. Group 3 was formed by
8 good readers with a normal IQ and a verbal age superior
to their chronological age (mean = 11.11 years, S D =
1.05).

3500 3000 .
• ReiularWonli

2500 •

Procedure
A s before. Battery of Computerised Reading Tests ( B T L in
the original Spanish version) was used to determine the reading age of the children in each group and to explore reading words and pseudowords (see Fig.l). T h e Group 1
(garden-variety poor readers) had a lower reading age than
their chronological age (mean = 7.79, S D = 5.1), while the
dyslexic children with a high IQ were between 3 to 4 years
behind in reading. The good reader children had a reading
age similar to their chronological age.
In Group 1 (garden-variety poorreaders),6 children (subgroup I) showed an advantage for reading words versus
pseudowords. They read words faster and with fewer errors
than pseudowords (lexical reading pattern). B y contrast, the
remaining 8 children (sub-group II) from Group 1 read
words and pseudowords at a similar speed and score of errors
(non-lexical reading pattern). All the children in Groups 2
(dyslexic) and 3 (good reader) presented a lexical type reading pattern for words and pseudowords.
Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) N 4 0 0 and N 4 5 0 were
recorded in visual and auditory m o d e in schoolchildren. T o
obtain N 4 0 0 w e presented 8 0 pairs of semantically assoaated words (furniture-table) and 8 0 pairs of semantically
incongruent words (fruit-piano). T o obtain N 4 5 0 w e presented 80 pairs of rhyming words (like seven-heaven [niiia-pma
in the original Spanish]), and 8 0 non-rfayming pairs (like
pencil-ruler [casa-pelo in the original Spanish]). These were
two-syllaUe words and had a high frequency of use in Spanish (mean frequency = 4 4 per million). For visual modality ({Minted words), each sequence consisted of identical 8 0
pairs like auditory modality, presented at the center of a
V G A computer monitor, with white letters on a black
background. The letters subtended a vertical visual angle of
0.83' and horizontal visual angle of 0.43*.
Visual and auditory components N 4 0 0 and N 4 5 0 were
exi^ored f w each child. In the matching tasks, two randommized sequences of stimulus pairs were presented, one for
each task.
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R g u r e 2: Experimental Paradigm.

Figure I: Reading T i m e by Group.
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Visual

The subjects had to detect the 5 0 % of the pairs in wich
the two stimuh were closely associated in meaning in the
semantic task, or the 5 0 % of the paira which rhymed in
the phonological task. S a m e decision tasks (semantic and
phonological) with pairs of woixls were tested in all three
groups. Idiomatic words differencies between Cuban and
Spaniard samples were considered in the experiment. The
two stimuli in a pair were presented sequentially. The stimuli were presented with a digital sound reproduction
system to the subjects binaurally and via earphones at a
comfortable intensity level. Figure 2 shows experimental
paradigm used for recording E R P s N4(X) and N450.
The electroencephalographic ( E E G ) activity was recorded
with a M E D I C I D III/E system from twenty sites of the
international 10/20 system; although only activity from
C z will be reported here. Disk Ag/AgCI electrodes were
used and inter-electrode impedeance was kept below 5
k O m h . Linked eaiiobes w o e used asreferenceand Uie forehead was grounded. T w o bipolar derivations were used to
monitor the horizontal and vertical electro-oculogram
( E O G ) . The E E G after amplification and filtering (from
0.5 to 30 H z , -3dB points) was digitized (12 bit converter).
Digitalization was synchronized with the onset of the
second stimulus in each pair, with a sampling period of 4
msec., and was stored on magnetic disk for off-line analysis.

A total of 1024 msec, were recorded on each trial, with a
1(X) msec, pre-stimulus window. Each E E G segment was
visually inspected and those with artifacts, eye movements
or with incorrect responses were eliminated.
For every subject, averaged E R P s were obtained (and
smoothed) for match and mismatch trials. Three quantitative indicators of signal to noise were measured ( C C R ,
S D R and R N L ) . Cases with inadequate values <rf these indicators werereplaced.All data points were corrected by substracting the average pre-stimulus amj^itude value.
T w o independent judges measured onset, and peak latencies of N 4 0 0 and N 4 5 0 at C z site, and in each individual
difference wave-form (mismatch E R P minus match E R P )
by visual inspection, and the average of the two observations was used in subsequent analysis. Additionally, the
time regions in which there were statistical differences
(across the sample of subjects) between match and nonmatch E R P s were calculated f w each task and stimulus
modality C z , For this purpose, permutation techniques
were applied to the t-tests comparing match and mismatch
E R P s for each time point in a region within 100 and 7 5 0
msec. Ensemble onset was defined as the first time point
after five consecutive significant values.

\~j

Figure 3: Auditory and Visual Grand Average ERPs at Vertex (Cz)
for semantical (N400) and phonological (N450) matching tasks in each group
and sub-group (lexicals vs. non-lexicals) of subjects.
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Results

linguistic E R P s differences which distinguish lexical
("direct") from non-lexical ("phonological") readers, and
which could reflects the kind of strategy the reader takes in
each case. Semantic access occurred before phonological, in
auditory m o d e as well as visual, in garden-variety poor reader children w h o presented a lexical profile: their E R P s
indexing phonological access were impaired (no N 4 5 0 for
printed words was found and later onset for N 4 5 0 to spoken
words). O n the other hand, in children with a non-lexical
pattern, phonological access occurred sooner (N450 appeared before N 4 0 0 in auditory and visual m o d e ; see Figure 3).
O n this line, w e can see assimetric electrophysiological
distribution for lexical and non-lexical garden-variety subgroups in Figure 4.
In the case of dyslexics with a high I Q w e found an electrophysiological profile similar to the good readers, what
also suggests a lexical reading strategy.
In conclusion, the study of linguistic E R P s yields valuable information which complements the neurophysiological
exploration of reading.

Electrophysiological profiles and their corresponding mapping are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The grand average
obtained for N 4 0 0 and N 4 5 0 in visual and auditory modes
are shown for each group (see Fig.3). T h e electrical distribution activity for each group (Good, Poor, and Dyslexic)
and sub-groups of Poor reader group (garden-variety poor
readers: lexical pattern, and non-lexical pattern) are mapped
in Figure 4.
Significant N 4 0 0 and N 4 5 0 components were confirmed
both in auditory and visual m o d e (spoken words and printed words) in the control good reader group. For the spoken
words, phonological access occurs before semantic (the
latency of N 4 5 0 occurs sooner than that of N400). This
latency reverses for the E R P s in the written words. This
could be compatible with a lexical "direct" strategy for reading in Spanish.
However, in children with reading problems and a low IQ
(garden-variety poor readers) w e found subtle
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F i g u r e 4: Electrical distribution activity m a p p i n g for e a c h g r o u p (top to d o w n : g o o d readers,
lexical garden-variety, non-lexical garden variety, a n d dyslexics),
showing E R P s N 4 0 0 and N 4 5 0 significative hemispheric differences
between lexical, and non-lexical sub-groups of garden-variety poor readers.
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Abstract

college," "Dartmouth offered a good course of study for
John's major") and s o m e were conjunctive (e.g., "John
wanted to attend a prestigious college and Dartmouth offered
a good course of study for John's major"). Normatively
speaking, the likelihood of two causes' occurrence given an
effect, P(Ci&C2lE), can never exceed the likelihood of one
cause's occurrence given an effect, P(C,IE) or P(C2lE).
Unlike the normative predictions, participants' ratings on
conjunctive explanations were greater than that on single
explanations.
Leddo etal. (1984) discussed that one possible reason for
the conjunction fallacy is that people misinterpret the
inverse probabilities. That is, instead of judging
P(C,&C2lE), participants might have judged P(EIC,&C2).
(see Fisk, 1996; Wolford, Taylor, & Beck, 1990 for a
similar debate on the Linda the bank teller problem.) Note
that in this case, participants' responses are not necessarily
non-normative because P(EIC|&C2) can be greater than
P(EIC,) or P(EIC2). Leddo et al. (1984) dismissed this
account by referring to their data. T h e argument w a s that if
participants were working backwards, then conjunctions
should always be rated higher than the single reasons
because additional reasons should m a k e the event more
compelling. However, the conjoint explanations were rated
less likely than at least one of the single explanations (i.e.,
atypical explanations) and they took this as evidence against
the backward reasoning hypothesis.
However, it should be noted that there can be m a n y other
factors that could contribute to the conjunction fallacy in
causal reasoning. O f most relevant to this point is A h n and
Bailenson (1996) w h o showed that the conjunction effect in
causal explanations depends on the coherency of the two
explanations; the more coherent story one can construct
from the conjunctive explanations, the greater the
conjunction effect was. If the two reasons do not m a k e a
coherent story, then even w h e n the questions were described
as P(EIC|&C2), people did not necessarily judge the two
causes as better than one cause and, in s o m e cases, the
conjunctive likelihood w a s even lower than the single
likelihood. Therefore, even if participants had actually
reversed the conditional probabilities in Leddo et al.'s
studies, the conjunctive explanations could have been rated
less likely than one of the single explanations because the
conjunctive explanations were not coherent enough. Thus,
explaining the conjunction fallacy in causal reasoning in

T w o experiments investigate the conjunction fallacy
(judging that conjunctive probabilities are higher than the
probabilities of the constituents). The conjunction fallacy
was much less for P(EIC) tasks than for P(CIE) tasks. The
results are explained in terms of the way people interpret
the conditional probabilities. W e argue that people prefer
to reason from cause to effect (cause-to-effect reasoning
heuristic), and for that reason, the instructions given for
P(CIE) tasks were misinterpreted, resulting in apparent
fallacy. In addition, w e provide evidence showing that
likelihood judgments are higher with more evidence (moreis-better heuristic).
Introduction
There has been a recent surge of interest in causal
reasoning both in Psychology (e.g., A h n , Kalish, Medin, &
Gelman, 1996; Cheng, 1997; Shanks, Holyoak, & Medin,
1996) and in Computer Science (e.g.. Pearl, 1988; 1995).
O f m a n y issues smdied in this field, the rationality of
h u m a n causal judgments has received a great deal of
attention. T h e purpose of the current study is to investigate
one apparently irrational phenomenon in causal judgments,
namely conjunction fallacy.
Conjunction Fallacy
It is irrational if the probability of an event is judged to
be less likely than the probability of the event along with
s o m e other event. Tversky and K a h n e m a n (1983) first
demonstrated that w h e n laypeople were asked to judge the
probability of occurrence of conjunctive events and their
constituents, their judgments could violate such normative
rules, committing the so-called Conjunction Fallacy. For
instance, given a description of Linda w h o resembles a
typical feminist, participants judged that the likelihood that
Linda is a feminist and a bank teller is higher than the
likelihood that Linda is a bank teller.
Leddo, Abelson, and Gross (1984) expanded this
phenomenon to causal reasoning. For instance, participants
received a story about John's decision to attend Dartmouth
and rated the likelihood of various possible causal
explanations. S o m e of these explanations were "single"
explanations (e.g., "John wanted to attend a prestigious
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terms of misinterpretation of conditional probabilities has
not yet been convincingly dismissed.
Misinterpreting conditional probabilities
In the area of judgments and decision making, a number
of studies have shown that laypeoplc and experts confuse
conditional
probabilities
by
equating
diagnostic
probabilities, P(diseaselsymptom), with predictive ones,
P(symptomldisease) (e.g., Dawes, Mirels, Gold,
&
Donahue, 1993; Eddy, 1982; Meehl & Rosen, 1955). Eddy
(1982), for instance, told physicians that the probability of
the patient has a positive X-ray report from m a m m o g r a p h y
given that the patient has cancer is 0.792. Then, die
physicians were asked to estimate the probability that a
patient with the positive X-ray report would have a breast
cancer. According to the Bayes' formula, the correct
probability is 0.077 because the base rate of breast cancer is
only 1%. However, 95 out of 100 physicians interviewed by
Eddy misinterpreted the statements and estimated the
probability to be about 7 5 % .
In the area of causal reasoning, there has not yet been a
systematic study testing whether the two conditional
probabilities, P(CIE) or P(EIC), are confused. Matute,
Arcediano, and Miller (1996) have utilized measures that
somewhat analogously m a p onto these two probabilities ("Is
C the cause of E ?" and "Is E the effect of C?") and found no
difference in the participants' estimates. In this study there
was no normative criterion that the two estimates should be
different (e.g., Bayesian theorem). Therefore, it is difficult to
assess whether the answers were the same because the
participants confiised the two questions or because the
answers to both questions can be actually the same.
Current causal reasoning models up to date have not yet
made a clear distinction between these two probability
estimates. For instance, Rescorla-Wagner model measures
associative strength between two cues which are bidirectional (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). Cheng's causal
power in the Power P C theory (1996) seems to measure
cause-to-effect strength but it does not indicate h o w effect-tocause strength should be derived from it. The Bayesian
network (Pearl, 1988) certainly makes a distinction between
these two conditional probabilities but it has not yet been
proposed as a psychological model (but see a more recent
attempt in Glymour & Cheng, in press; Waldmann &
Martingnon, in preparation).
In developing a causal reasoning model for predictive and
diagnostic assessments, it is important to understand exactly
in what w a y people confuse the two probabilities under what
situations. For instance, if people equate predictive and
diagnostic probabilities, which one do they use as a basis for
both conditional probabilities? That is, do they use
predictive probabilities to estimate diagnostic ones, or do
they use diagnostic probabilities to estimate predictive ones?
A more-is-better heuristic and a cause-to-efTect
reasoning heuristic as a n
a c c o u n t for
conjunction fallacy

and experts. Things can get only worse w h e n conditional
probabilities involve multiple events. W e propose two
heuristics that people use when reasoning with conditional
probabilities involving multiple causes or multiple effects.
W e propose that these heuristics serve as bases for
explaining the conjunction fallacy in causal judgments as
will be explained later.
(I) A more-is-better heuristic; The more pieces of evidence
are given to be true, the higher the likelihood judgment is.
That is, P(X\Y&Z) > P(X\Y) or P(X\Z).
In most situations, the more-is-better heuristic seems
work well. W h e n asked to predict whether John was going
to choose Dartmouth for college, w e would certainly ascribe
a higher likelihood to this outcome if w e k n e w that John
wanted to attend a prestigious college and that Dartmouth
had the major he was interested in, than w e would if w e only
k n e w one of these pieces of information. This seems to be a
reasonable heuristic to use for a simple reason that two
causes tend to be more powerful than one cause. Thus, w h e n
there are two causes serving as evidence for a possible
c o m m o n outcome, this effect would be judged to be more
likely to occur than only one of the causes is present. That
is, in the predictive situation, the more-is-better heuristic
would produce P(EIC,&C2) > P(EIC,), P(EIC2).
Likewise, the more-is-better heuristic seems to work well
in diagnosis where one is to estimate the likelihood of
causes given effects as evidence. For instance, if someone
received a bad grade on a test and w e were trying to
determine the cause of the bad grade, w e would be likely to
ascribe a higher probability that the test was very hard if w e
learn that five or six other people got a bad grade. That is,
if w e have multiple pieces of evidence for the same cause,
our estimation for the likelihood of that cause would be
higher than if w e have only one piece of evidence. Again,
this is a reasonable heuristic to use in diagnosing causes of
events; the more evidence for the c o m m o n cause, the more
likely the occurrence of the cause, or P(CIE,&E2) > P(CiE,),
P(CIE2).
So far, we illustrated how the more-is-better heuristic can
be used in both predictive and diagnostic situations. This
heuristic concerns the likelihood estimates of a single event
w h e n two events are given to be true. Sometimes, however,
one is to judge the likelihood of multiple events given one
piece of evidence. For instance, one m a y judge two
conjunctive causes (or effects) given that one effect (or
cause) is given to be true; P(C,&C2lE) or P(E,&E2lC). Since
w e do not yet k n o w whether or not the conjunctive events
are true, these events cannot serve as evidence. Hence, the
more-is-better heuristic cannot apply to this situation. W e
propose that under this situation, people use another
heuristic to deal with the difficulty of judging the likelihood
of conjunctive events.
(2) A cause-to-effect reasoning heuristic: In judging
likelihood of complex events involving causal relations,
people mentally simulate the events from cause to effect
direction and provide the plausibility of the simulation as
the estimate.

the

As discussed so far, judging conditional probabilities
seems to pose a difficult and challenging task to laypeople
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A s discussed by Einhorn and Hogarth (1986), judging
P(CIE) can be confusing because it contradicts the temporal
sequence of events in the world. Cause always precedes effect
in the world but one has to assume that an effect occurred
and then estimate the likelihood of a candidate cause. It
seems m u c h easier to reason from cause to effect by
estimating the likelihood of the target effect assuming that
the candidate cause had occurred. Tversky and Kahneman
(1982) made a similar argument. They presented their
participants a number of cases where P(CIE) is equated with
P(EIC), as in the case of P(mother's eye colorldaughter's eye
color) and P(daughter's eye colorlmother's eye color). The
results showed that people tend to judge P(EIC) to be higher
than P(CIE). Tversky and Kahneman argued that this is
because cause-to-effect reasoning is more natural to us, so
P(EIC) tasks led to higher estimates than P(CIE) tasks.
People seem more prone to the cause-to-effect reasoning
heuristic w h e n judging complex events. For instance,
judging P(C|&C2lE), the task used in studies demonstrating
the conjunction fallacy, can be quite complex because the
judgment is opposite to the temporal sequence in the world.
conjunctive
Furthermore, one needs to estimate
probabilities. Given this overload, people might adopt the
cause-to-effect reasoning heuristic and convert P(Ci&C2lE)
into P(EIC,&C2). Then, applying the more-is-better
heuristic, the estimation can be quite high. Thus, this use of
the cause-to-effect reasoning heuristic along with the moreis-better heuristic can result in the overestimation and hence
the conjunction fallacy.
Interestingly, our account for the conjunction fallacy
generates a novel prediction about the condition under which
the conjunction fallacy would be greatly reduced. Consider
the case where participants are asked to judge P(E,&E2lC),
P(E,IC), and P(E2lC). In this case, the direction of the
conditional probabilities are consistent with the direction of
the cause-to-effect reasoning heuristic. Therefore, people do
not need to inverse the probabilities. Furthermore, the moreis-better heuristic cannot be applied to this situation because
the number of evidence is the same in all three judgments.
Because neither heuristics apply, w e predict that the
conjunction fallacy would be greatly reduced under this
condition.

cry more often. Another study by Michelle
Bimbaum
found, a m o n g other things, that ill health can c a m e belies
to cry more than average.
CpmniQn Causg
In a study of 100 families, psychologist Alan Gregor
found that children w h o cry often cause parents to become
more distant and unloving than average. Another study by
Michelle B i m b a u m found, a m o n g other things, that
excessive crying will cause ill health effects.
Table 1. Design and predictions of Experiments 1 and 2.
Causal
Structure

Common
Effect
(CE)
Ci"---^.
^ E
C2-'^

Common
Cause
(CO

Predictive
Questions: P(EIC)
Strong Conj.
Effect:
P(EIC,&C2)
> P(EIC|), P(EIC2)
because of the
more-is-better
heuristic.

Diagnostic Questions
:P(CIE)
Moderate Conj. Effect:
P(C,&C2lE)
> P(C,IE),P(C2lE)
if the cause-to-effect
heuristic is applied.
P(C,&C2lE)
< P(C,IE),P(C2lE)
if the cause-to-effect
heuristic is not
applied.
Small Conj. Effect: Moderate Conj. Effect:
P(E,&E2lC)
P(CIE,&E2)
< P(E,IC), P(E2lC) > P(CIE,), P(CIE2)
because no heuristic because of the more-isapplies.
better heuristic.
P(CIEi&E2)
< P(CIE,), P(CIE2)
if the cause-to-effect
heuristic is applied.

In order to test the hypothesis about the use of the two
heuristics as a basis for the conjunction fallacy, the current
experiments used the following 2 X 2 factorial design shown
in Table 1. In two of the conditions, participants learned that
there is a c o m m o n effect for two causes (Common-Effect
condition) In the other two conditions, participants learned
that there is a c o m m o n cause for two effects ( C o m m o n cause condition). In order to equate the correlation between
the conjunctive events, identical events
were used to
construct the two causes in the common-effect condition and
the two effects in the common-cause condition. The
following are example scenarios:

Half of the tasks were predictive, P(EIC), and the other
half were diagnostic, P(CIE). (See Table 2 for sample
questions for both the common-cause and the common-effect
conditions.) For both predictive and diagnostic conditions,
three probability estimates were asked; two estimates
involving single events and one estimate involving
conjunctive events. Table 1 presents the actual conditional
probabilities for each condition along with the predictions
generated by the use of the two heuristics. Henceforth, each
of the four conditions will be referred by combining the two
variables (e.g., the predictive common-effect condition).
T o reiterate the predictions based on the use of the two
heuristics, the more-is-better heuristic is applicable to the
predictive common-effect and the diagnostic common-cause
conditions. W e predicted that likelihood estimates would be
higher when two pieces of evidence are given to be true than
when only one piece is given, resulting in the conjunction
effect'. In the diagnostic common-cause condition, it is
possible that people might apply the cause-to-effect heuristic
by inverting the probabilities, in which case the conjunction
effect can be somewhat reduced.

Common Effect
In a study of 100 families, psychologist Alan Gregor
found that distant and unloving parents can cause a child to

' Since this is not a violation of probability theories, we will
call this a conjunction effect rather than a conjunction fallacy.

Overview of Experiments
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Table 2. Sample predictive and diagnostic questions for single and conjunctive events
used in the common-cause and the common-effect conditions of Studies 1 and 2.
Causal
Structure
Common
Effect

Common
Cause

Predictive Questions

Diagnostic Questions

Single events. P(g|Ci) QX PiBQi);
Suppose infant Amy's parents are distant and
unloving. H o w likely is it that this will cause
Amy to cry more than average?
Suppose infant. Amy, is of ill health. H o w likely
is it that this will cause Amy to cry more than
average?

Single events, P(CJE).P(CjE}
Suppose infant, Amy, cries more than average.
H o w likely is it that this occurred because Amy's
parents are distant and unloving?
Suppose infant, Amy, cries more than average.
H o w likely is it that this occurred because A m y is
of ill health?

Conjunctive events. P(C^&C;IE)
Conjunctive events, P(EIC^&C^
Suppose infant Amy's parents are distant and Suppose infant. Amy, cries more than average.
unloving and that she (Amy) is of ill health. H o w H o w likely is it that this occurred because Amy's
likely is it that this will cause A m y to cry more parents are distant and unloving and that she (Amy)
than average?
is of ill health?
Single events. PrCIE^I. PCCIE.I
Single events. P(EJC). P(E.IC)
Suppose infant. Amy, cries more than average. Suppose infant Amy's parents are distant and
H o w likely is it that this will cause Amy's parents unloving. H o w likely is it that this occurred
to be distant and unloving?
because Amy cries more than average?
Suppose infant. Amy, cries more than average. Suppose infant. Amy, is of ill health. H o w likely
H o w likely is it that this will cause A m y to be of is it that this occurred because A m y cries more
ill health?
than average?
Conjunctive events. PfEj^&E^IC)
Conjunctive events. PCCIEj^&E;)
Suppose infant. Amy, cries more than average. Suppose infant Amy's parents are distant cwtd
H o w likely is it that this will cause both Amy's unloving and that she (Amy) is of ill health. H o w
parents to be distant and unloving and ill health for likely is it that this occurred because A m y cries
Amy?
more than average?

Of particular interest are the diagnostic common-effect and
the predictive common-cause conditions. As explained
before, the diagnostic common-effect condition is expected
to lead to the conjunction effect as in the previous studies.
People would apply the cause-to-effect heuristic and judge
P(EIC,&C2) rather than P(C,&C2lE). Once the questions are
misrepresented, v^'e predicted that two causes would be judged
to be more likely to lead to an effect than one cause would,
resulting in the conjunction fallacy. To the extent that
participants in the diagnostic common-effect condition
misinterpret the questions, their estimates would be similar
to the responses from the predictive common-effect
condition where participants were explicitly asked to reason
from cause to effect. If participants in the diagnostic
common-effect condition accurately interpret the task, they
would not violate the normative probability theory. Hence,
it is predicted that although the diagnostic common-effect
condition would lead to the conjunction effect, the amount
of the conjunction effect cannot exceed that in the predictive
common-effect condition.
Finally, few instances of the conjunction effect was
predicted from the predictive common-cause condition. In
this condition, the cause-to-effect reasoning heuristic does
not cause any misrepresentation of the problems because the
problems are already presented as cause-to-effect questions.
Furthermore, the more-is-better heuristic does not apply
because the number of evidence is the same across the single
and conjunctive judgments.
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To summarize, the most crucial comparison is between
the diagnostic common-effect condition and the predictive
common-cause condition. As can be seen in the above two
example'scenarios, we used identical events and simply
changed the causal status of the events. That is, C, and Cj in
the common-effect condition are identical to E, and Ej in the
common-cause condition except for the causal role the
events play. If we indicate the three events as X, Y, and Z
ignoring the causal status, the questions they answered were
identical; P(X&YIZ), P(XIZ), and P(YIZ). Despite this
identical content of the events and questions, the commoneffect condition is expected to lead to the conjunction effect
but the common-cause condition is not.
Study 1
Method
Study 1 had a 2 X 2 factorial design crossing Type of
Questions (diagnostic, P(CIE), or predictive questions,
P(EIC)) and Causal Structure (common cause or common
effect) as shown in Table 1.
Eight scenarios were created that could be used in all four
conditions. Scenarios were designed so that the causal
nature of the elements was reversible. That is, if A caused B
in the common cause condition, then in the common effect
condition B was the cause of A. Direction of causality was

imbedded into the background or questions in each scenario
as shown in the two example scenarios in the introduction.
Participants estimated the probability of three events for
each scenario. T w o of the events illustrated a one cause-one
effect relationship (single events). The third event were
either a two cause-one effect in the c o m m o n effect condition
or a one cause-two effect in the c o m m o n cause condition
(conjunctive events). For both single and conjunctive
events, predictive and diagnostic questions were developed.
The sample questions for the above example scenarios are
provided in Table 2. Each probability estimation was rated
on a 1 to 9 scale. A rating of one indicated "definitely no"
and a rating of nine indicated "definitely yes".
Each subject completed all eight scenarios, but no subject
received the same scenario more than once. All participants
completed two scenarios for each of the four cell conditions.
Scenarios were randomly assigned using a Latin-Squares
design. For each scenario, three questions were presented,
two about single events and one about conjunctive events.
The order of the three questions was randomized across the
eight scenarios and participants received the eight scenarios
in a completely randomized order. Participants performed the
task at their o w n pace. Fifty-six undergraduate students from
an introductory psychology course at Yale University
participated for partial course credit.
Results and Discussion
The mean ratings for the conjunctive events and the
minimal of single events are presented in Table 3 along with
the predictions described in Table 1. In addition, Table 3
lists the percentage of participants w h o showed the
conjunction effect (i.e., judging that the conjunctive event is
more likely than the less likely single event).

when the same events are phrased as two effects for the same
condition (the predictive common-effect condition), only less
than half the people (43.3%) committed the fallacy. W e also
examined the amount of the conjunction effect defined as the
difference between the likelihood of conjunctive events and
the smaller of the likelihood ratings of the two single
events. In the diagnostic common-effect condition, this
amount was 1.0, but in the predictive common-cause
condition, it dropped to 0.2. A repeated-measures A N O V A
was conducted to test this comparison with the number of
events (Conjunction or Single) and the Causal Structure
(common-cause or common-effect) as two factors. A s
predicted, there was a very strong interaction effect, F(l, 56)
= 15.45, p < .001. In addition, there was a reliable main
effect of the number of events, F(l, 56) = 23.75, p < .001,
because the conjunctive events were generally estimated to
be higher than single events. There was no main effect of
the Causal Structure. In addition, the predictive c o m m o n effect and the diagnostic common-cause conditions resulted
in strong conjunction effects, providing evidence for the
more-is-better heuristic.
Study 2
O n e concern from Study 1 is that there still was 4 3 . 3 % of
the participants w h o committed the conjunction fallacy in
the predictive common-cause condition. W e speculated that
this occurred probably because both manipulations of Study
1 were within-subject variables. If participants attempted to
make consistent responses for similar questions, the
responses made on the questions in the diagnostic c o m m o n effect condition can influence their responses made on the
predictive common-cause condition. Hence, in Study 2, we
assigned different subjects to these conditions by making the
Causal structure a between-subject variable.

Table 3. Results of Study 1
Methods
Causal
Structure
Common
Effect

Predictive
Diagnostic Questions:
Questions: P(EIC) P(CIE)
Strong Conj. Effect Moderate Conj. Effect
P(EIC);
4.8
P(EIC,&C2); 6.4
Difference: 1.6

:

The design, materials, and procedure were all identical to
Study 1 except that the Causal structure was a betweensubject variable. There were a total of 46 participants, of
which 22 were assigned to the c o m m o n cause condition and
24 were assigned to the c o m m o n effect condition.

P(CIE):
4.5
P(C,&C2lE): 5.5
Difference: 1.0

Table 4. Results of Study 2

>

Common
Cause

% of Conjunction
Effect: 86.6%
N o Conj. Effect

% of Conjunction
Effect: 73.3%
Moderate Conj. Effect

P(EIC);
5.2
P(Ei&E2lC): 5.4
Difference: 0.2

P(CIE);
4.4
P(CIE,&E2): 5.6
Difference: 1.3

% of Conjunction
Effect: 43.3%

% of Conjunction
Effect: 75.0%

Causal
Structure

Common
Effect

Common
Cause

Consistent with previous research on the conjunction
fallacies in causal reasoning, the diagnostic common-effect
condition led to a strong conjunction fallacy as indicated by
7 3 . 3 % of the participants committing the fallacy. However,

^„>yE,
c.
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Predictive
Questions: P(EIC)
P(EIC);
4.8
P(EIC,&C2); 6.2
Difference: 1.7

Diagnostic Question:
P(CIE)
P(CIE):
4.8
P(C,&C2lE): 6.4
Difference: 1.5

% of Conjunction
Effect: 95.8%
P(EIC);
5.7
P(E,&E2lC): 5.5
Difference: -0.2

% of Conjunction
Effect: 9 1 . 7 %
P(CIE);
4.7
P(CIE,&E2): 5.7
Difference: 1.1

% of Conjunction
Effect: 31.8%

% of Conjunction
Effect: 9 1 . 9 %

information in causal attribution. Cognition, 54, 299352.
Cheng,
P. W . (1997). From covariation to causation: A
The results are presented in Table 4. With the betweencausal power theory, Psychological Review, 104, 367subject manipulation, the number of participants w h o
405.
committed the conjunction fallacy was reduced only to one
Dawes.
R. M., Mirels, H. L., Gold, E., & Donahue, E.
third in the predictive common-cause
condition.
(1993).
Equating inverse probabilities in implicit
Furthermore, the amount of the conjunction effect in this
personality
judgments. Psychological Science, 4, 396condition was negative (-0.2). Still, the between-subject
400.
manipulation did not reduce the amount of the conjunction
Eddy, D. M . (1982). Probabilistic reasoning in clinical
effect in any other conditions.
medicine: Problems and opportunities. In D. Kahneman,
One might argue that there still are 3 1 % of participants in
&
A. Tversky (Eds.) Judgment under uncertainty:
the predictive common-cause condition committing the
heuristics and biases (pp. 248-267). Cambridge, N Y :
fallacy. W e speculate that these participants might be
Cambridge University Press.
overgeneralizing the more-is-better heuristic to the judgment
Einhorn,
H. J., & Hogarth, R. M . (1986). Judging probable
of events. It also could be the case that presenting both
cause,
Psychological Bulletin, 99, 3-19.
predictive and diagnostic questions to the same participants
Fisk,
J.
E. (1996). The conjunction effect: Fallacy or
might have made them misinterpret the predictive questions
Bayesian
inference? Organizational behavior and human
as diagnostic ones and vice versa. W e are currently
decision processes, 67, 76-90.
conducting a study to address this issue by manipulating
Glymour, C , & Cheng, P. W . (in press). Causal
both factors as between-subject variables.
mechanism and probability: A normative approach. In M .
Oaksford & N. Chater (Eds.), Rational models of
General Discussion
cognition, Oxford, England: Oxford University Press.
The two experiments provided an account for the
Leddo, J., Abelson, R. P., & Gross, P. H. (1984).
conjunction fallacy when judging the likelihood of
Conjunctive explanations: W h e n two reasons are better
conjunctive or single causes given an effect. W e argue that
than one. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology,
this fallacy occurs because people use the cause-to-effect
47, 933-943.
reasoning heuristic as well as the more-is-better heuristic.
Matute, H., Arcediano, F., & Miller, R. R. (1996). Test
By employing a condition where neither heuristic applies,
question modulates cue competition between cause and
w e could successfully eliminate the conjunction fallacy. In
between effects. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
addition, the results from the predictive common-effect
Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 22, 182-196.
condition and the diagnostic common-cause condition
Meehl, P. E., & Rosen, A. (1955). Antecedent probability
provide evidence supporting the use of the more-is-better
and the efficiency of psychometric signs, patterns, or
heuristic.
cutting scores. Psychological Bulletin, 52, 194-216.
What are the implications of these results for the
Pearl, J. (1988). Probabilistic reasoning in intelligent
normative theory of causal judgments? Given limited
systems: networks of plausible inference. San Mateo, C A :
computational capacity, it is obvious that people cannot be
Morgan Kaufmann.
perfecdy normative as prescribed by the probability tiieories Pearl, J. (1995). Casual diagrams for empirical research,
when reasoning with complex causal relations involving
Biometrika, 82 (4), 669-709.
multiple factors and conditional probabilities. If so, instead
Rescorla, R., A., & Wagner, A. R. (1972). A theory of
of asking whether people are rational, a more useful question
Pavlovian conditioning: Variations in the effectiveness of
would be what heuristics people use under what conditions.
reinforcement and nonreinforcement. In A. H. Black, &
The current study demonstrated and justified the use of the
W . F. Prokasy (Eds.), Classical conditioning II: Current
two heuristics. Furthermore, when these two heuristics do
research and theory (pp. 63-99). N e w York: Appletonnot apply, people's responses did not violate the normative
Century-Crofts.
theory.
Shanks, D. R., Holyoak, K. J., & Medin, D. L. (1996).
Causal Learning: The psychology of learning m d
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Abstract

S y m b i o t i c A p p r o a c h to C o g n i t i v e E n g i n e e r i n g

This paper describes an approach to cognitive engineering
which promotes a symbiosis between the theories and
methodologies of cognitive psychology and the practices of
human-computer interaction design W e ground the
description of our approach in a particular design problem:
the development of computerised decision support in medical
intensive care. W e review the psychological literature of
medical reasoning and decision making, highlighting its
potential to inform the design of medical computerised aids
W e also discuss how addressing this design problem may in
turn benefit cognitive theory. This is followed by a brief
description of our proposed methodology.
Introduction
Intensive care monitoring is an area of health care in which
computerised aids m a y play a significant role. T h e
automatic collection, interpretation and display of
monitoring data ofifer considerable potential for impro\ing
the quality of clinical care. However, it has been shown
repeatedly that computerised monitoring does not always
lead to the sought-for impro\ements (see e.g. Green,
Gilhooly. Lx)gie, & Ross, 1991; Mcintosh, Cunningham, &
Elton, 1994). It can be argued that the main reason for
these difficulties is the failure to develop an understanding
of the ways in which the eventual system users m a k e
clinical decisions at the intensive care unit (ICU).
In this paper w e discuss a cognitive engineering
approach to the problem. T h e goal is to understand the
cognitions and working practices of clinical staff, with a
\iew to developing design principles for computerised
decision support in intensi\e care. W e characterise
cognitive engineenng as a discipline which integrates, in a
symbiotic way, psychological research and the practices of
human-computer interaction design.
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In the last two decades, a great deal of effort has gone into
applying theories and models developed by cognitive
psychologists to inform the design of human-computer
applications. This enterprise has often been referred to as
"cognitive engineering" (Norman, 1986). However there
are strong suggestions that psychological knowledge has
not had a significant impact on system design (see e.g.
Barnard & Harrison, 1988): Carroll, 1991; Landauer,
1987). This has led to n e w characterisations of cognitive
engineering which essentially exclude psychological
practices from human-computer studies (e.g. Long &
Dowell, 1989, 1996).
In contrast, w e argue that cognitive psychology can play
an important role in engineering design, and that system
design and psychological theories and methods can support
each other by maintaining a symbiotic relationship.
W e would like to emphasise that cognitive science can
play (and, in fact, has played) important roles in the
development of usable knowledge for human-computer
interaction. Ifrightlyapplied, a great deal of what is k n o w n
about h u m a n cognition can have important implications for
design. In particular, cognitive science research can play a
number of important roles in the development of interactive
computer systems:
1. T o suggest potential biases, limitations, and
cognitive abilities which could play a central role in
specific human-computer interactions.
2. T o investigate whether and h o w those cognitive
constraints actually influence the interactive task being
smdied. Using psychological methodology one can
study, for example, whether predictions derived from a
given cognitive model apply to a specific interactive
task.
3. T o inform the development of prescriptions or
guidelines for the design of specific computational aids;
that is, a specification of the characteristics a system
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Figure 1: Symbiotic approach to cognitive engineering.

a symbiosis between psychological and h u m a n factors
practices is actually the development of more poweriul tools
for addressing engineering design.

must possess to adapt to user's constraints, so that user
performance is effective and pleasurable.
4. T o provide tools for the evaluation of a particular
computer design. Again empirical psychological
methodologies can contribute to the assessment of the
utility of the designs.

The Design Problem: Computerised Decision
S u p p o r t in Intensive C a r e

Most of the above roles are illustrated in Figure I, which
summarises our symbiotic approach to cognitive
engineering. This paper concentrates on the top half of the
figure (i.e. the one concerned with the roles of psychology
in cognitive engineering). But, as the figure suggests, the
symbiotic relationship w e propose could possibly be
mirrored in the roles of computational sciences in cognitive
engineering.
In fact, cognitive psychology has been successfully
applied to the design of technology in a variety of domains.
For example, the design of auditory alarms in aircraft and
in intensive care applications (Edworthy & Stanton, 1995);
the design of bibliographic software (Egan, Remde, G o m e z ,
Landauer, Eberhardt, & Lochbaum, 1990); the evaluation
of workstation design for telephone operators (Gray, John,
& Atwood, 1993); the evaluation and design of computer
displays in intensive care monitoring (Green, Logie,
Gilhooly, Ross, & Ronald, 1996); etc. In all the above
examples, the application of a cognitive model (e.g. Card,
Moran, & Newell, 1983; Wickens, 1992), coupled with a
sound analysis of the application domain and extensive
empirical psychological
investigations, resulted in
succcssfiil contributions to the design process.
Additionally the results of design-oriented task-specific
psychological investigations can feed back into the
cognitive theory from which they were generated. The drive
to develop a particular piece of technology has often forced
questions on the psychological theories which infonned the
development. And, as a result, these theories have been
refined and enhanced. A n improvement of the cognitive
theory can have useftil repercussions for the solution of
future related design problems as the theory (as well as the
methodology) has been adapted to meet specific constraints
of real world domains. In other words, a potential benefit of
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T h e clinical monitoring of patients in the I C U has three
objectives:
1. to allow confinnation that the patient is stable;
2. the early detection of physiological events, with a
view to rectifying problems before they become too
established;
3. to detect situations in which the patient fails to
respond to treatment, thereby requiring alternative
actions.
Intensive care has seen a rapid increase in the number of
different parameters which can be continuously monitored:
heart rate, blood pressure, blood gases, etc. Conventionally,
each physiological parameter is displayed on a separate
monitor and in a different format. However, physiological
conditions can be indicated by changes in several of these
parameters; therefore such an arrangement results in
significant complications for scanning and assimilating the
data displayed.
Computers and ICU Monitoring
A n important development in the last decade has been the
use of computerised systems to facilitate intensive care
monitoring (e.g. Cunningham, Deere, Elton, & Mcintosh,
1992; Green et al, 1996). Computers can collect data from
the different monitors and display them in a more uniform
way. Furthermore, computers have the ability to store data
and keep a record of physiological trends over long periods
of time, whereas conventional monitors only give a
measure of a particular m o m e n t in time.
Additionally, a potential contribution of computer
technologies is the development of decision support systems
to assist in the interpretation of monitored data (Coiera,
1993). T h e major difference between a computerised

(Evans, 1989). The design of computerised aids do not
normally take into account such limitations of h u m a n
thinking. Therefore w e next present a brief summary of
recent psychological findings on expertise and biases in
medical reasoning.

monitoring s>stem and a decision support system is in the
level of interpretation, organisation and selection of
available data A role of computerised decision support
would be. for example, to detect, as they developed, events
which merited the attention of the person at the bedside
(Salatian & Hunter, 1996). A decision support system could
also suggest the selection of an appropriate, predefined
display to facilitate the interpretation of data. Research and
development in clinical decision support systems has a
history going back for more than two decades; however
only a limited number of such systems is in routine use
(Shortliffe, 1993).

How Cognitive Theory Can Contribute to
Design
Expertise in medical reasoning
Gilhooly (1990) summarised the major findings emerging
from research in expertise in various complex cognitive
activities and compared them with what was k n o w n at the
time about expertise in medical reasoning. In general,
expertise research had suggested that experts perform better
than novices because they possess superior domain
knowledge accumulated after m a n y years of extensive
practice, and not because of superior basic capacities. It is
generally assumed that experts' superior domain knowledge
is in the form of schemata which include recommendations
for action. The assumption is that, because they have a
richer repertoire of schemata, experts can remember better
than novices new information in theirfield,and have better
problem representations, that is, experts focus on the deep
structure of the problem (i.e. they are able to abstract
relevant principles) whereas novices are led by the surface
features of the problem. Additionally, experts work
forwards (i.e. from the starting state to the goal state),
whereas novices work backwards from the unknown to the
givens.
Most of the above findings have been replicated by
research on medical reasoning. However, Gilhooly noted
two significant discrepancies between research on medical
problem solving and general research in expertise. O n e
such discrepancy is that medical experts do not seem to
show a strong tendency to work forward to a goal state. In
pioneering studies of diagnostic thinking (Elstein,
Shulman, & Sprafka, 1978), it was found that expert
physicians generated hypotheses \ery early in the process,
after seeing just a few signs or symptoms; these hypotheses
were then tested, checking for the presence or absence of
symptoms deduced from the hypotheses. This approach,
which can be characterised as one of hypothedco-deductive
reasoning, involves reasoning backwards from the goal (the
hypothesis) to the given (the symptoms). A reasonable
explanation for this type of processing is that in diagnostic
thinking not all the necessary information is presented
initially; hence, the task requires information search, and
this search is usefully guided by hypotheses (see discussions
in Gilhholy, 1990; Elstein, Shulman, & Spraflca, 1990).
A second discrepancy between research on medical
diagnosis and general expertise research is that medical
experts do not remember information about n e w cases any
better than less experienced subjects (Claessen
&
Boshui/en, 1985). However, even if experts have poor

Problems with the Implementation of Computerised
A i d s at the I C U
Sophisticated computer systems often require the
employment of computer support staff, and time-consiuning
training of staff on the ward. In addition, legal
considerations and the perceived or actual reliability of a
system m a y still require paper records to be kept. This
parallel recording, coupled with training requirements
results in the computer adding to, rather than easing, the
workload of ward staff.
In a wide variety of health care domains, it has been
shown repeatedly that computerised aids in medicine m a y
not be readily accepted or widely used by medical or
nursing staff (Green et al, 1991). Furthermore, even where
staff are positive about the utility of the computerized
system, there m a y be no impact on clinical outcome
(Mcintosh, Cunningham, & Ehon, 1994). However, in spite
of all of these diflTiculties, there is a widespread belief
within the clinical professions that computers have
significant potential in patient care provided that the
system is designed and implemented appropriately (ImhoflF,
1992).
Computerised monitoring systems m a y be designed
through consultation with a panel of medical experts.
However typically it is the more junior physicians and the
nursing staff w h o are the main users of the system. Hence,
a major issue is whether junior staff can efTectiN ely use the
data displayed to spot trends and to take appropriate action:
a) the nurses are continuall> by the bedside but m a y not see
it as their role to use computerised data displa>s; b) junior
physicians visit the bedside in turn and m a y not be present
w h e n a trend starts to develop or m a y not ha\e the clinical
experience to detect a trend inherent in the presented data
pattern, c) experts, on the other hand, m a y be able to detect
trends but they are the least frequent professional visitor to
each patient.
T h e above analysis suggests that understanding
differences in clinical expertise m a y be an important
requirement for the design and successful application of
computerised monitoring systems in the ICU. Other
psychological factors which m a y influence the successful
use of such systems are the so-called cognitive biases
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somewhat the number of correct respondents if the figures
in the scenarios are given as frequencies (e.g. 50 out of
every 1000) rather than as probabilities (e.g. 5 % ) (cited in
Gilhooly, 1 9 % , pp. 188-189). Qualified
medical
practitioners are apparently no less prone to faulty
probabilistic reasoning and cognitive biases than are
medical students or other m e m b e r s of the adult population
(sec e.g. Christensen-Salanski &
Bushyhead, 1981;
Schwartz, 1994).
These findings (if confirmed in real medical practice)
have important implications for the design of a
computerised medical decision support system. Such a
system would have severely limited utility if the system
designer assumed (implicitly or e?q)licitly) that decisions
would be m a d e by expert clinicians w h o systematically
evaluate evidence, or if the system failed to take account of
possible biases in probabilistic reasoning or m hypothesis
testing. M o r e spedficaily, the design of appropriate data
displays m a y compensate for user limitations by, for
example, showing rates and other numerical data in an
easily interpretable manner or by highlighting patterns, or
other information, which are likely to be ignored by the
user.

memor> for the specifics of a case, the diagnoses produced
by the experts for that same case tend to be more accurate
than those produced by less experienced subjects. This data
pattern m a y be explained by the diffcrcnl forms of
knowledge brought to bear on the task by export and less
expert subjects (Schmidt & Norman, 1988). Experts seem
to use compiled knowledge in the form of "illness scripts"
which contain prototypical information about diseases. This
usually allows a reasonable diagnosis with little processing
of the textual information. Less experienced subjects, on the
other hand, m a y rely on general pathophysiological
knowledge (not grounded on personal e.xperience) which
leads them to a slower and often less accurate processing of
the information.
Thefindingsjust outlined can be of particular use if they
are incorporated in some w a y in a computerised decision
support system. O n e can view the function of such a system
as that of making available to less experienced staff the
expertise of senior clinicians. This m a y involve, for
example, highlighting or making explicit those correlations
or causal relationships (known by the experts) which m a y
not be obvious to more junior staff; thus supporting the
detection and prevention of risky pathological conditions.
Adtlitionally. by understanding the differences in domain
knowledge and cognitive processes of experts and novices,
one can decide, for example, on the sort of information
which should be m a d e available to junior staff as well as
the sort of representation (e.g. level of abstraction) in which
that information should be provided.

How Solving A Design Problem Can Benefit
Cognitive T h e o r y
Research in medical reasoning has typically involved
simulated patient scenarios, either using actors in the role
of patients, or vignettes comprising a medical history and
sets of symptoms (for a review see Gilhooly, 1990). Rarely
have studies of medical decision making taken place with
genuine patients or genuine patient data (Koehler, 1996).
A n advantage of working on an applied medical domain
such as intensive care is that the physiological data are
recorded and archived. This offers a rich source of stimulus
material for use in experimental studies. In other words, it
facilitates controlled studies of the cognitions of the staff
concerned in realistic settings involving genuine patient
data (i.e. computerised records of monitored physiological
data); hence increasing the ecological validity of the
research. Such investigations can therefore provide insights
as to whether medical decision making is affected in
practice by the biases and expertise effects encountered in
laboratory studies. A s noted earlier, a potential outcome is
the refinement of the cognitive theories which inspired the
investigations.

Heuristics and biases in medical decision making
It is well established that h u m a n decision making is prone
to a range of biases (Evans, 1989). A well-known bias is
the so-called confirmation bias; that is, once an individual
forms an hypothesis there is a tendency to seek evidence
which confirms that hypothesis rather than to gather
information to refute it. Given the open-ended nature of
medical diagnosis which, as noted above, is at least partly
driven by hypothetico-deductive reasoning, the potential
implications of confirmation bias are particularly relevant
In fact, there is evidence that suggests that physicians
(either experienced or novice) do not use scientific
principles based on systematic evaluation of evidence (see
e.g. Patel, Evans, & Groen, 1989),
Another weakness of h u m a n cognition is the tendency to
select inappropriate base rates when making probability
judgements or assessingrisk.For example, if a test to detect
a disease whose prevalence is 1/1000 has a false-positive
rate of 5 % , then what is the chance that a person found to
have a positive result actually has the disease? The majority
of a sample of Harvard Medical School students reported
that the answer to this question was 9 5 % . But this answer
fails to take into account the very low base rate of the
disease, and the correct answer is 2 % (Cascclls,
Schocnberg, & Grayboys. 1978). It is possible to increase

Methodologies
In order to build a system which will actually help its
intended users, w e need to achieve an understanding of its
role by studying the decision-making environment in some
detail. M o r e specifically, w c need to understand what
factors (i.e. biases, expertise, availability of information,
etc.) affect the decision making of medical and nursing
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practitioners at the intensive care ward. In addressing these
issues, our approach has been to use a range of
methodologies which w e outline in the rest of this section
(for a more detailed discussion see Logic. Hunter,
Mcintosh, Gilhooly. Alberdi. & Reiss, 1997).
• Questionnaires and semi-structured interviews with
staff. These will yield a subjective view of working
practices, staff attitudes and perceived expertise. The
interviews also can focus on the clinicians' reports as to
h o w they interpret data and the sources on which they
rely.
• Systematic obser\>ations and recording of daily
activities in the working environment. This provides a
more objective picture of staffs working liabits and
performance.
• Experimental approaches to examine the cognitions
of physicians and nurses. Our current approach is to
present staff with data patterns recorded from previous
real patients, and then ask them to "think aloud" during
their decision making. The "think-aloud" protocols are
then transcribed and analysed (Ericsson & Simon,
1984) to examine, on the one hand, clinicians'
hypothesis generation and testing procedures; and, on
the other hand, their ability to identify relevant
physiological patterns on the computer display. This
form of analysis then allows an assessment of the
decision making in terms of the incidence of decision
making biases, the role of expertise, and so on.
Once the factors affecting decision making have been
identified, this insight can be used to inform the design of
computational algorithms in computerised decision support.

Conclusions
In this paper, w e have highlighted the important roles that
cognitive psychology can play (and in fact has played) in
the design of human-computer interactions. In contrast
with pessimistic views which question the applicability of
psychological theories and methods to the design of
interactive computer systems (Long & Dowell, 1996), w e
have shown the potential mutual benefits of a symbiosis
between psychological practices and the practices oriented
to solving the practical problems of computer design. In
particular, w e have discussed in some detail h o w such an
approach can have its application in a particular design
problem which w e are currently addressing, that is, the
development of decision support systems in medical
intensive care.
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Abstract
This study examined h o w changes in children's
problem encoding influenced their strategy selection.
Fourth-grade students {N=5l) solved six mathematical
+5) in a
equivalence problems (e.g., 3+4+5=
pretest. Children's problem encoding was then
manipulated in one of two ways, or was not
manipulated in a Control group. In the Subtle group,
children solved four additional problems with the
equal sign highlighted in red. In the Direct group,
children solved the same four problems, and were
directed to notice the equal sign in each problem.
Children then solved six problems in a posttest, and
did so again four weeks later in a follow-up test. The
strategies children conveyed in their spoken and
gestured explanations were assessed. Children in the
Direct group considered multiple strategies for the
posttest problems more often than children in the
other groups, as reflected in their spoken and gestured
explanations. Children in the Direct group were also
most likely to generate gestured strategies and to
abandon verbal strategies over the course of the study.
These findings suggest that changes in problem
encoding lead to changes in strategy selection.

Thus, there is growing consensus in the literature
that n e w strategies enter the repertoire gradually.
However, the genesis of these gradually-emerging
strategies remains a puzzle. In this paper, w e suggest
that, in order to understand where n e w strategies come
from, it is essential to consider not only the strategies
that children use, but also the features of the problems
that they encode, or mentally represent.
W e propose that, w h e n solving a problem, children
encode selected features of the problem, and then apply
a set of operations to those encoded features. Under tiiis
view, a strategy is a set of operations applied to a
particular set of problem features. This view implies
that, w h e n children encode n e w features of problems,
they can then use those features in n e w problem solving
strategies. Thus, one potential source of n e w problem
solving strategies is changes in the problem features
that children encode. Changes in children's problem
encoding m a y provide them with "building blocks" fir
use in constructing n e w problem solving strategies.
W e propose that changes in children's problem
encoding m a y be one source of variability in their
sfrategy use. Previous studies have shown that children
often exhibit variable sfrategy use, sometimes
considering multiple sfrategies far individual problems
(e.g., Alibali, in press; Alibali & Goldin-Meadow,
1993; Siegler, 1995). This within-problem variability
is evident in gesture-speech mismatches, in which
children express one strategy in speech and another in
gesture (Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Perry,
Church, & Goldin-Meadow, 1988). W e suggest that
children's mismatching gestures reflect information that
they have encoded about the problems, but have not
used in solving the problems (see Siegler, 1984).
Thus, sfrategies expressed uniquely in gesture are
sfrategies that children consider but do not use to derive
problem solutions (see also Garber, Alibali, & GoldinM e a d o w , 1998).
T h e goal of the present study is to investigate the
role of changes in problem encoding in the process rf
strategy change. T o this end, w e experimentally
manipulated children's problem
encoding, and
examined the resulting changes in their strategy use.

People often use incorrect or inefficient strategies to
solve problems. Over time, people sometimes abandon
these inadequate strategies and begin to use better ones.
Where
do these n e w strategies c o m e
from?
Understanding the origin of n e w strategies is key to
understanding both learning and developmental change.
T h e present study examines the origin of n e w strategies
in children learning to solve mathematical equations.
Previous studies have s h o w n that the path of strategy
change in children is typically gradual rather than
abrupt (Alibali, in press; Siegler, 1995). That is, in
most cases, children gradually expand and then contract
their strategy repertoires, rather than switch suddenly
from one strategy to another. N e w strategies are used
infrequently at first, and c o m e to be used more
consistently over time (Kuhn & Phelps, 1982; Miller
& Seier, 1994).
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As our experimental task, we selected mathematical
equivalence problems (e.g., 3+4+5=
+5). W e chose
these problems for several reasons. First, previous
work has shown that children often use incorrect
strategies for solving such problems, and that children
express their problem-solving strategies in both gesture
and speech (Alibali & Goldin-Meadow, 1993; Perry et
al., 1988).
Second, previous work using a
reconstruction task (similar to those used by Chase &
Simon, 1973, and Siegler, 1976) has shown that
children who solve equivalence problems incorrectly
often encode the problems incorrectly (Alibali, 1998).
Specifically, children who solve equivalence problems
incorrectly often fail to properly encode the position of
the equal sign. In the present study, we manipulated
children's encoding of equivalence problems by
drawing their attention to the position of the equal sign.
W e hypothesized that changes in children's problem
encoding would lead to increased variability in their
strategy use, which would be manifested in increased
production of gesture-speech mismatches. Further, we
hypothesized that changes in children's problem
encoding would lead to changes in their strategy use.
Specifically, we predicted that changes in encoding
would cause children to generate new strategies, and
that these new strategies would often be expressed
uniquely in gesture.
Method

Subtle condition, participants solved and explained four
problems in which the equal sign was printed in red.
In the Direcl condition, participants solved and
explained the same four problems with the red equal
signs, and in addition, the experimenter directed
children's attention to the equal sign, saying "Make
sure you notice where the equal sign is in the problem."
In the Control condition, participants solved and
explained the same four problems, with ordinary black
equal signs. Note that children did not receive any
feedback about whether their solutions were correct in
any of the groups. Following the intervention, eadi
child was asked to solve and explain another set of six
equivalence problems as part of a posttest.
Approximately four weeks later, each child was again
asked to solve and explain a set of six problems as part
of a follow-up test.
Coding
For each of the problems, we coded the strategy that the
child expressed in speech and the strategy that the child
expressed in gesture. Examples of problem-solving
strategies expressed in speech and gesture are presented
in Table 1.
Table 1
Examples of Strategies Expressed in Speech and
in Gesture for the Problem 3+4+5=
+5
Strategy

Speech

Gesture

Add All

"I added 3 plus
4 plus 5 plus 5,
and it made 17."

Right-hand point
to 3, 4, left 5,
right 5, solution.

Add to
Equal
Sign

"3 plus 4 is 7,
plus 5 is 12."

Right-hand point
to 3, 4, left 5,
solution.

Grouping

"I just added 3
and 4 to make
7."

Left-hand point
to 3, 4, solution.

Equalize

"3 and 4 and 5
is 12, and 7 plus
5 is also 12."

Left-hand point
to 3, 4, left 5,
hand down.
Right-hand point
to right 5,
solution.

Participants
Sbcty-four fourth-grade students (ages 9 and 10)
participated in the study. All attended parochial
schools in the greater Pittsburgh area. Thirteen of the
students solved one or more problems correctly on the
experimental pretest. These students were eliminated
from the analyses presented in this paper. Thus, the
final sample consisted of 51 students (34 girls and 17
boys), all of whom solved six mathematical equivalence
problems incorrectly on the pretest.'
Procedure
Students were asked to solve and explain six
mathematical
equivalence
problems
(e.g.,
3+4+5= +5) as part of a pretest. Students were then
randomly assigned to one of three interventions, two of
which were designed to modify their encoding of the
equivalence problems. All three interventions used a
set of four mathematical equivalence problems,
comparable to those presented in the pretest. In the

' The unequal distribution of boys and girls was
unexpected, and was due to the fact that more girls than
boys returned permission slips with parental consent to
participate in the study.
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W e then identified all of the strategies that each child
expressed in speech and/or in gesture during the
problem explanations on the pretest, posttest and
follow-up test. Note that this method for assessing a
child's strategy repertoire includes any strategy that the
child ever mentioned during the problem explanations
(in either modality). W e then compared the sets cf
strategies that children expressed on each test. Any
strategy expressed on the pretest but not on a later test
(posttest or follow-up) was considered to be

Abandoned.
Similarly, any strategy that w a s not
expressed on the pretest but was expressed on a later
test w a s considered to be Generated.
Finally, for each problem explanation, w e coded the
relationship between gesture and speech, if the child
expressed the same strategy in both modalities, the
explanation was coded as a gesture-speech Match. If the
child expressed different strategies in speech and
gesture, the explanation was coded as a Mismatch. For
example, consider a child w h o , for the problem
4+5+7=
+7, said, "I added the 4 and the 5 and the
7", and pointed to the 4, the 5, and the left 7. In this
example, the child expressed the A d d to Equal Sign
strategy in both speech and gesture, so the response
would be coded as a Match. Next, consider a child
w h o said, "I added the 4 and the 5 and the 7", and
pointed to the 4, the 5, the left 7, and then the right 7.
In this example, the child expressed the A d d to Equal
Sign strategy in speech, and the A d d All strategy in
gesture, so the response would be coded as a Mismatch
(see Perry et al., 1988).
Results
W e assessed the effects of changes in children's
encoding on two types of dependent measures: (1)
changes in the number of strategies that children
considered f w individual problems, and (2) changes in
the repertoires of strategies that children expressed in
speech and in gesture. W e hypothesized that, even in
the absence of feedback about correctness, changes in
children's problem encoding would lead them to more
fi-equently consider multiple strategies for individual
problems. W e fiuther hypothesized that changes in
encoding would lead children to generate new
strategies. Based on previous work (Alibali & GoldinM e a d o w , 1993), w e expected that such n e w strategies
would often be expressed uniquely in gesture.
Did changes in encoding lead to changes in
the variability o f strategy choices?

fewer mismatches on the posttest than on the pretest,
with the greatest decrease in the Control group. In
contrast, children in the Direct group produced slightly
more Mismatches on the posttest than they did on the
pretest.
Repeated measures A N O V A revealed a
significant interaction between condition (Control,
Subtle, Direct) and test (Pre, Post), F(2,48)=4.49,
p<.02. Planned contrasts comparing pretest-to-posttest
change scores across groups revealed that the Direct
group differed significantly from the Control group
(F(l,48)=9.36, p<.005), and the Subtle group diflfaied
marginally from the Control group (F(l,48)=2.96,
p<.10). Thus, as predicted, the manipulation led
children to consider multiple sfrategies for individual
problems more frequently.
W e next considered the effects of the encoding
manipulation on changes from the pretest to the followup test. Recall that the follow-up session took place
approximately four weeks after the initial session. Six
of the children were not available to be tested at the
follow-up session, so the overall A^ for all follow-up
analyses is reduced to 45. A s seen in Figure 1, in all
three groups, children produced fewer mismatches at the
follow-up than in the pretest. The drofHjff" from pretest
to follow-up was greatest in the Control group (-1.33),
smaller in the Subtle group (-0.80), and smallest in the
Direct group (-0.67). However, the interaction between
condition (Control, Subtle, Direct) and test (Pre,
Follow-up) did not reach significance (F(2,42)<1).

•

Pretest
Posttest
Follow-up

I

We
first examined
whether
the
encoding
manipulation influenced the number of strategies that
children considered in solving individual problems.
W e hypothesized that changes in encoding would lead
children to more frequently consider altemative
strategies. W e have argued in previous work that when
children consider multiple strategies in solving a
problem, they produce gesture-speech mismatches
(Alibali & Goldin-Meadow, 1993; Goldin-Meadow,
Alibali, & Church, 1993). Thus, w e predicted that the
manipulation would lead children to produce more
mismatches on the posttest and follow-up test
problems.
W e fu-st considered changes from the pretest to the
posttest. A s seen in Figure 1 (white and dotted bars),
children in the Control and Subtle groups produced

Control

Subtle

Direct

Figure 1. M e a n number of gesture-speech mismatches
produced by children in each group on the pretest,
posttest, and follow-up test. Pretest and posttest data
are based on the full sample (A^=51); follow-up data is
based on the reduced sample (A^=45). The errors bars
depict standard errors.
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be noted that almost all of the strategies children
generated were incorrect. In order for children to
generate correct strategies for solving equivalence
problems, instructional input or feedback about
correctness m a y be required.

In sum, children the Direct group more frequently
considered multiple strategies for individual problems
immediately following the encoding manipulation.
However, at the follow-up, four weeks later, this effect
had dissipated.
Did changes in encoding lead to changes in
strategy u s e ?

Strategy Generation: Gesture

1-,

We
next examined
whether
the
encoding
manipulation led children to solve the posttest and
follow-up problems differently from the pretest
problems. T o address this question, w e compared the
repertoire of strategies that each child expressed in
speech and gesture on each test. W e then assessed
whether children generated n e w strategies in speech or
in gesture, and whether children abandoned old
strategies from speech or from gesture.
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Strategy Generation: Speech
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Figure 3. Proportion of children in each condition w h o
generated n e w strategies uniquely in gesture on the
posttest and follow-up test.

[3 Subtle
H

Direct
We next considered strategy abandoning. We
assessed the proportion of children in each condition
w h o abandoned one or more of the strategies expressed
on the pretest, either in speech or uniquely in gesture.
A s shown in Figure 4, the proportion of children w h o
abandoned strategies from speech was greatest in the
Direct group. M o r e children in the Direct group than in
the Control and Subtle groups abandoned spoken
strategies both from pretest to posttest (A^(l)=3.98,
p<.05), and from pretest to follow-up (A^(l)=4.60,
p<.05). Thus, the Direct encoding manipulation led
children to abandon spoken strategies.

0.2-

Post

Follow-up

Figure 2, Proportion of children in each condition w h o
generated n e w strategies in speech (with or without
matching gesture) on the posttest and follow-up test.
We first consider strategy generation. We assessed
the proportion of children w h o expressed any new
strategies either in speech or uniquely in gesture on the
posttest and the follow-up test. A s shown in Figure 2,
the proportion of children w h o expressed n e w strategies
in speech did not <Mer systematically across
conditions, for either the posttest or the follow-up test.
However, as seen in Figure 3, the proportion of children
w h o expressed n e w strategies uniquely in gesture was
greatest in the Direct group, both at the posttest and at
the follow-up test. M o r e children in the Direct group
than in the Control and Subtle groups generated
gestured strategies from pretest to posttest (A*(l)=5.80,
p<.02), and from pretest to follow-up (A*(l)=2.95,
p<.\0). Thus, the Direct encoding manipulation led
children to generate n e w strategies that they expressed
uniquely in gesture.
Although m a n y children generated n e w problemsolving strategies over the course of the study, it should

Strategy Abandoning: Speech
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Figure 4. Proportion of children in each condition w h o
abandoned strategies from speech from pretest to
posttest, and from pretest to follow-up.
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The manipulation m a y have helped children to zero
in on pretest strategies were "worth keeping."
Presumably, children maintained strategies that were
consistent with their n e w encodings, and abandoned
strategies that were inconsistent with their new
encodings. However, it should be noted that all of the
strategies that children maintained were incorrect. This
is because our sample included only children w h o
solved the pretest problems incorrectly.
Finally, w e assessed the proportion of children in
each group w h o abandoned strategies that they
expressed uniquely in gesture on the pretest. Children
w h o expressed no strategies uniquely in gesture on the
pretest were excluded fix)m this analysis. A s seen in
Figure 3, the proportion of children w h o abandoned
such strategies was high overall. Furthermore, more
children in the Control group than in the Subtle and
Direct groups abandoned strategies from gesture. This
pattern w a s non-significant at the posttest, but
significant at the follow-up test (A^(l)=7.37, p<.Ol).
Thus, children whose encoding w a s manipulated were
less likely to abandon gestured strategies.

Strategy Abandoning:
Gesture

Control

they initially expressed uniquely in gesture. These
changes occurred even though children received no
instruction and no feedback that their problem-solving
strategies were incorrect. Overall, the data suggest that
changes in children's problem encoding influence their
strategy choices.
Because w e did not directly measure children's
problem encoding, w e cannot be certain that the
manipulation actually caused children to improve their
encoding. W e also cannot evaluate h o w children's
encoding changed as a result of the manipulation.
However, the results strongly suggest that children in
the Direct group did indeed change their encoding of the
problems. Further, anecdotal evidence suggests that
children in the Direct group specifically changed their
encoding of the equal sign, which was the focus of the
manipulation. For example, on the posttest, one child
described a n e w strategy in which he "switched" the
positions of the equal sign and the plus from the righthand side of the equation (i.e., changing the problem
from 3 + 4 + 5 = _ + 5 to 3 + 4 + 5 + 5 = _ ) , and then added all
four addends. This strategy makes explicit mention of
the position of the equal sign. In a follow-up study that
w e are currently conducting, w e are directly measuring
children's encoding both before and after an encoding
manipulation, in order to establish whether the
manipulation actually causes changes in encoding.
W h y might changes in encoding lead to increased
variability, and to n e w strategies that were expressed in
gesture and not in speech? W e suggest that, when
gesture conveys information that is not expressed in
speech, it reveals information that children have
encoded about the problems, but have not used in their
problem solutions (see Siegler, 1984). This encodedbut-not-used information is active in the children's
reasoning about the problems, but does not play a role
in the final solution procedures that they select. In
contrast, information that is both encoded a n d used to
solve a problem is expressed in speech (with or without
matching gesture) rather than uniquely in gesture. The
present results suggest that the Direct manipulation led
to changes in children's encoding, but that children did
not use their n e w encodings in the procedures that they
ultimately selected to solve the problems.
The present results underscore that, to detect the first
signs of n e w strategies, it is essential to use measures
that are sensitive to subtle changes in children's
reasoning about problems. In this study, a relatively
coarse-grained measure (new strategies expressed in
speech) did not reveal changes due to the encoding
manipulation, while more subtle measures (e.g., new
strategies expressed in gesture, the frequency of gesturespeech mismatches) did. B y using both gesture and
speech to assess children's knowledge, w e were able to
identify problems for which children considered
multiple problem-solving strategies, and w e were able
to identify strategies that were not expressed in speech.
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Figure 5. Proportion of children in each condition w h o
abandoned strategies from gesture from pretest to
posttest, and from pretest to follow-up.

Discussion
T h e results of this study show that changes in
children's problem encoding influenced their strategy
choices. Specifically, guiding children's attention to
the equal sign led them (1) to more frequently consider
multiple strategies, as reflected in their continued
production of gesture-speech mismatches, (2) to
generate n e w strategies that they expressed uniquely in
gesture, (3) to abandon strategies that they initially
expressed in speech, and (4) to maintain strategies that
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Our results demonstrate that assessing performance with
suchfine-grainedmeasures can help us to understand
the process of change in children's thinking.
W e began this paper by raising the question of where
new strategies comefi-om.Although there are probably
many correct answers to this question, in the present
study w e have focused on one particular source of new
strategies: changes in children's problem encoding.
Our data suggest that changes in encoding can indeed
be a source of new problem-solving strategies—
specifically, new strategies that are expressed in gesture.
Our data further suggest that changes in encoding also
contribute to the process of strategy abandoning, hi
fiiture work, w e will examine whetiier feedback about
correctness will encourage children to construct and use
new strategies based on their new encodings.
O f course, knowing that changes in encoding can be a
source of new strategies does not solve the problem cf
the genesis of new forms—one must then ask where
new encodings come fi-om. Nevertheless, w e submit
that the presentfindingsare important because they can
guide and constrain theorizing about the mechanisms
that underlie strategy generation.
Indeed, the
mechanisms by which new encodings are generated are
likely to be quite different fi-om the mechanisms by
which new strategies are generated. W e suggest that
new encodings may arise as a resuh of implicit learning
processes that apprehend structure in a stimulus
environment (Reber, 1993). These new encodings can
then be used as raw material for strategy construction.
Thus, w e suggest that, in order to fully understand the
process of strategy change, it is essential to understand
when and w h y problem solvers change their problem
encoding.
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Abstract
Events appear to be represented distinctly in memory in
large numbers at a fine grain, even in tasks in wiiich
memory retention is not a primary performance measure. In
Experiment 1, participants classified character strings in
sequences governed by randomly-alternating instructions.
Response times were fastest near the start of a sequence,
slowed gradually throughout the sequence, then sped up
again near the start of the next sequence. This speedup and
gradual slowdown were modeled in the ACT-R architecture
as a combination of priming and interference effects in
episodic memory. The model correctly predicts the absence
of these effects in Experiment 2. in which the instruction
must be inferred from the trial stimulus and hence is not a
source of priming. Thesefindingssuggest (a) that episodic
encoding is a pervasive side effect of cognitive
performance; (b) that elements of episodic memory interact
through priming and interference—effects traditionally
associated with semantic memory; and (c) that brief
interruptions of task performance have more complex
effects than previously documented.
Introduction
Episodic m e m o r y , broadly defined, is m e m o r y with a
temporal or contextual aspect, as distinct from a
decontextualized semantic m e m o r y for a fact or concept
(Tulving, 1983). Episodic m e m o r y has been implicated in a
broad range of higher-level cognitive tasks, including
software design (Jeffries, Turner, Poison, & Atwood, 1981),
navigating
large
amounts
of externally-represented
information (Altmann & John, in press), learning interfaces
by exploration (Rieman, Young, & H o w e s , 1996), discourse
comprehension (Kintsch, 1998), and in general the efficient
search of problem spaces (Howes, 1993). In each of these
examples, episodic m e m o r y captures a history of events that
influences task performance. However, the complexity of
task performance in such domains makes the nature of
episodic m e m o r y difficult to assess. W h a t kinds of events
are stored in m e m o r y , and at what temporal grain-size?
T o gain control over such questions, researchers have
typically adopted memory-oriented paradigms, in which
performance is measured in terms of success at recalling or
recognizing elements studied in a particular context (e.g..
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Tulving, 1983; Logan, 1988). However, such paradigms
ignore the interaction of m e m o r y and other aspects of
cognition. W h a t is the role and nature of episodic m e m o r y
within a wider cognitive framework?
This paper examines the role of episodic m e m o r y in a
paradigm otherwise used to study the control of attention
(Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994; Gopher, Greenshpan, &
A r m o n y , 1996; Rogers & Monsell, 1995). T h e paradigm
requires participants to classify simple stimuli according to
varying instructions, allowing us to study the role of
m e m o r y (for the current instruction) in a task with a
decision-making component (judging the class of a stimulus
according to the current instruction). In Experiment 1,
classification of stimuli w a s interrupted at random times
with a n e w instruction. These interruptions were found to
have complex effects on subsequent trials, including a
transient improvement in response time occurring soon after
an interruption. W e describe a computational cognitive
model that accounts for this speedup in terms of priming
between elements of episodic m e m o r y . F r o m the model w e
predict that this speedup will be absent in tasks without
distinct instructions. This prediction is confirmed in
Experiment 2, in which the instruction is implied by the
stimulus and is not presented separately.
Our results suggest that fine-grain events are stored
pervasively in m e m o r y as a side effect of performance, even
w h e n retention of information in m e m o r y is not itself a
performance measure. Conversely, episodic m e m o r y appears
to influence cognition through priming and interference,
effects typically associated with semantic and perceptual
m e m o r y (Tulving, 1983; Tulving & Schacter, 1990).

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, participants classified one string of letters
per trial, based upon an instruction appearing at the start of
that sequence of trials. O n each trial, the string consisted of
one letter repeated one or more times. T w o classification
tasks were used. For Groupsize, participants judged the
number of elements in the string of letters. T h e correct
response was low if Groupsize was fewer than five (1, 2, 3,
4) and high if it was greater than five (6, 7, 8, 9). For Place.
participants judged the string as low if the constituent letter

was near the beginning of the alphabet (a, b, c, d) and high
if it was near the end of the alphabet (w, x, y, z). The
response to a trial caused the next stimulus to be displayed
immediately.
Trials occurred in blocks of 20 grouped into two sequences
or runs. The first run was governed by an instruction
appearing at the start of the block (the start instruction). The
first run continued until a second instruction appeared (the
interrupt instruction). O n e interrupt instruction per block
appeared at a randomly-selected point near the middle of the
block (ranging from after trial 7 to after trial 13).
Participants responded to an instruction by pressing the
space bar, after which thefirsttrial of the following run was
displayed immediately. At the end of the block, participants
received latency and error feedback encouraging them to work
quickly and accurately. Participants completed 192 blocks
each, of which the first 16 were excluded from analysis to
factor out learning effects. Also excluded were trials falling
more than three standard deviations from the mean response
time of each participant.
O n e independent variable was the Position of a trial
within the block. T h e Baseline level of Position was the
mean of the response times for the four trials immediately
before the interrupt instruction. The / + / and 1+2 levels were
response times for the first and second trials (respectively)
after the interrupt instruction.
A second independent variable was Instruction, meaning
the kind of instruction presented at interrupt. This variable
manipulated which task to perform after the interrupt
(Gopher, et al., 1996) and served to require attention to the
interrupt. O n e level was Switch, meaning that the interrupt
and start instructions were different. A block was a Switch
block if the start instruction was Groupsize and the interrupt
instruction was Place or vice versa. The other level was
Noswitch, meaning that the start and interrupt instructions
were the same. Switch and Noswitch blocks were presented
randomly within participants.
W e predicted that the interrupt instruction would generate
two kinds of cost (after Gopher et al., 1996). Interrupt cost
is the performance penalty due simply to interrupting a task,
as measured once the task is resumed. Switch cost is an
extra penalty on Switch blocks due to resuming a different
task. W e predicted that interrupt and switch costs would be
localized to I+l (after Rogers & Monsell, 1995), and hence
that 1+2 performance should be the same as Baseline.
The dependent measure was response time (RT). Twenty
George M a s o n University undergraduates participated in the
study for course credit.
Results and Discussion
W e tested our predictions with a 3x2 A N O V A on Position
(Baseline, I+l, 1+2) and Instruction (Switch, Noswitch).
Figure 1 summarizes the results.
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Figure 1: Interrupt and switch costs on I+l and interrupt
benefit on 1+2.

Interrupt cost was indicated by the main effect of Position,
F(2, 9939) = 803.0, p < .001.' T o identify which positions
were affected, w e applied orthogonal contrasts to Baseline
(571 msec) and I+l (706 msec) and to Baseline and 1+2 (541
msec). Baseline was faster than I+l, t = 30.7, p < .00001,
replicating Gopher et al. (1996). Baseline was slower than
1+2, t =-6.8, p < . 0 0 0 0 1 .
Switch cost w a s indicated by the Position x Instruction
interaction, F(2, 9939) = 27.8, p < .001. T o identify which
positions were affected, w e examined simple effects of
Instruction at each level of Position. There was no effect at
Baseline, F(l, 9939) = 1 . 1 , n.s., as one would expect given
that the task switch had not yet occurred. O n 1+1, Noswitch
(689 msec) was faster than Switch (744 msec), F(I, 9939) =
71.6, p < .01, again replicating Gopher et al. (1996). O n
1+2 there was no effect of Instruction, F(I, 9939) = 1.7, n.s.
Thus both switch cost and interrupt cost were localized to
1+1, as predicted.
W e did not predict that Baseline would be slower than 1+2.
T o explore this effect, w e looked for intertrial trends in
response time. A systematic slowing trend within a run
would explain h o w Baseline (at the end of one run) could be
slower than 1+2 (near the start of another).
Response times for the first through seventh trials in a
run are plotted in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows trials
after the start instruction, and Figure 3 shows trials after the

' Degrees of freedom for this design were calculated as
follows. Participant was treated as an independent variable to
remove between-participants variance from the error term
(Howell, 1997). Block was not treated as an independent
variable, leaving 88 observations per level of Instruction
(Switch, Noswitch) per Participant. There were 501 outlying
observations. Total df were computed from Position,
Instruction, Participant, and observations per cell, minus
outliers: (3 * 2 * 20 * 88) - 501 1 = 10058. Treatment df were
allocated to Position (2), Instruction (1), Participant (19),
Position x Instruction (2), Position x Participant (38),
Instruction x Participant (19), and Instruction x Participant x
Position (38), leaving 10058 -119 = 9939 df for the error term.

A

interrupt instruction.^ Both figures show an initial speedup
between the first and second trials, reflecting recovery from
processing the instruction. This speedup is followed by a
linear slowing trend, t = 12.8 and 10.1, respectively, p <
.00001.^ W e refer to this speedup and subsequent slowdown
as within-run slowing.
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Position
Figure 2: Empirical response times for trials in the 1st
through 7th positions after the start instruction.
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T o account for within-run slowing w e constructed a model
using the activation mechanism of the A C T - R cognitive
architecture (Anderson & Lebi^re, 1998). This mechanism
has been used to account for a variety of priming and
interference effects in semantic memory (e.g., Anderson &
Lebidre, 1998). Applying it to another phenomenon helps
validate the mechanism and links a variety of phenomena in
a relationship of mutual constraint (Newell, 1990). Below
w e describe key aspects of the activation mechanism and
additional assumptions in our model about the encoding of
events in memory.
A C T - R is a production system with a long-term
procedural memory containing productions and a long-term
declarative memory ( D M ) containing chunks. Chunks can be
linked to other chunks, allowing for structured declarative
representations. A C T - R also implements a mechanism for
focusing internal attention: The goal chunk is a privileged
chunk, selected by productions, that in turn controls the
selection of productions. In each cycle of operation, A C T - R
selects one production that matches the goal chunk. The
remaining conditions of this production are matched against
D M . If D M contains chunks that match all the conditions,
those chunks are retrieved from D M , bound to the
production, and the production fired. The actions of a
production can modify, remove, or replace the goal chunk.
A C T - R makes predictions based on the latency of
matching and firing a production. Latency is determined in
part by the activation of chunks retrieved during the match
process (the higher the activation, the lower the latency to
retrieve a chunk from D M ) . Activation is the sum of two
terms: baseline activation, which belongs to a chunk
independent of any other knowledge in the system, and
which will not concern us here; and source activation, the
product of goal activation and associative strength.
Goal activation captures the notion that knowledge in the
focus of attention primes related knowledge. This is
implemented as activation emanating from the goal chunk
and spreading out through chunks to which it is linked. If
the goal chunk is linked to chunk A and chunk A is linked
to chunk B, chunk A conducts goal activation to chunk B.
Associative strength captures the notion that the retrieval
of one memory element m a y predict the need to retrieve
another. In terms of a task like cued recall, the idea is that
the more targets are associated with a cue, the less the
presence of the cue predicts the need to retrieve any one
target (Anderson & Matessa, in press; Anderson, Reder, &
Lebiere, 1996; Lovett, Reder, & Lebi^re, 1997). The
associative strength between chunk A and another chunk B
is a function of h o w many chunks in total are linked to A.
The more chunks are linked to A (the greater the "fan" out of
A ) , the less the associative strength between A and any of
them, including B.
A key additional assumption w e make in our model is that
of pervasive episodic memory, under which every task-
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Figure 3: Empirical and simulated response times for
trials in the 1st through 7th positions after the
interrupt instruction.

The semantic content of the instruction apparently played
no role in within-run slowing. There was no Position x
Instruction interaction, F(5, 20861) = 1.2, n.s., meaning
that the effect occurred regardless of whether the interrupt
presented a new task or presented the old task over again.
The event of instruction processing alone, independent of
semantic content, generated a benefit on 1+2 that attenuated
gradually across the rest of the run.

^ Response times for positions 1 through 7 were 713, 524,
535, 550, 556, 562, and 568 msec, and for I+l through 1+7 were
703, 542, 549, 561, 571, 575, and 577 msec.
^ t-values reflect a significant linear term in an orthogonal
polynomial contrast applied to the second through seventh
trials after the start (2 through 7) and interrupt (1+2 through 1+7)
instructions. No higher-order terms approached significance.
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related event (i.e., every instruction and trial) is encoded
distinctly in D M . This is in the spirit of Logan's (1988)
instance theory, which posits a unique trace for every
exposure to a stimulus. It also has face validity compared to
the alternative: W e r e the model to reuse previously-allocated
m e m o r y to encode a n e w event, then s o m e old event would
be forgotten literally without a trace. Without additional
mechanisms that choose which elements to delete, forgetting
by deletion implies indiscriminate reuse and hence complete
episodic amnesia.
Pervasive episodic m e m o r y requires that the model keep
track of which instruction and trial are current a m o n g the
m a n y in D M . T h e current instruction is distinguished by
being linked to the goal chunk. This has the side benefit of
making the current instruction immediately available for
other uses. In particular, the current instruction is available
to link to each n e w stimulus as the stimulus is encoded.
Linking the instruction to the stimulus makes it faster for
the classification process to retrieve the stimulus for
processing after the stimulus has been encoded,'* because
activation spreads from the goal chunk through the
instruction chunk to the stimulus chunk.
A s the run progresses and more stimulus chunks are
linked to the current instruction, associative strength
between instruction and all stimuli decreases. This reduces
the source activation flowing through the instruction chunk
to each n e w stimulus chunk, accounting for the apparent
trial-by-trial slowdown. It also accounts for the release of
slowing w h e n a n e w instruction is processed. T h e n e w
instruction replaces its predecessor in the goal chunk, and
because initially it has no associated stimuli, its strength of
association with stimuli early in a run will be high.
Figure 2 plots our simulated data against the empirical
data from Experiment 1. Between I+l and 1+2 both slopes
are negative, indicating recovery from interrupt cost. The
crossing lines reflect a work-in-progress account of interrupt
and switch costs (Altmann, Gray, Lipps & Trickett,
submitted). Between 1+2 and 1+7, the simulated and
empirical data have the same upward slope, meaning that the
model captures within-run slowing. T h e gap between the
curves in this interval reflects our focus on a qualitative fit
achieved with a m i n i m u m of parameter optimization. This
qualitative fit is sufficient to m a k e a zero-parameter
prediction concerning within-run slowing, described next.

'' W e assume that retrieval of the stimulus from D M after it is
encoded is a necessary precursor to classifying it. ACT-R
provides a mechanism, known as parameter passing, that would
allow this to occur by bypassing D M , but this mechanism has
no clear theoretical or empirical justification and m a y
overpredict the reliability of certain memory operations. Thus
parameter passing was not used in our model.
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Experiment

2

The Experiment 1 model makes a prediction about the effect
of maintaining an instruction in the focus of attention. T h e
current instruction w a s linked to each n e w stimulus to
ensure correct performance, resulting in instructional
priming of each n e w stimulus. If the instruction had to be
inferred from the stimulus, then the link between instruction
and stimulus would have to be made a n e w for every trial.
There would be n o source of instructional priming, and
hence no opportunity for the subsequent interference a m o n g
trials that accounts for within-run slowing.
Experiment 2 allowed us to test this prediction. Stimuli
consisted of individual characters appearing on the computer
screen one at a time. If the stimulus w a s a digit (1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8), the task was to judge it as odd or even. If the
stimulus was a letter (G, K, M , R, A , E , I, U ) , the task w a s
to judge it as consonant or vowel. Trials occurred in runs of
digits alternating with runs of letters, with the length of a
run ranging from one to four trials. For example, the
sequence of trials 2 4 3 G K 6 R A K M contains runs of three
digits, two letters, one digit, and four letters. There w a s no
instruction intervening between runs, meaning that the task
could change immediately from one trial to the next.
Participants completed 6 0 blocks of 4 0 trials, of which 18
blocks were excluded from analysis.* T h e independent
variable was Position within a run (1, 2, 3, 4), which differs
from Position in Experiment 1 in that n o interrupt separates
different Positions. All trials in a block were contiguous,
with task switches indicated by stimulus type rather than by
instructions inserted between trials. Thus runs are defined by
stimulus type alone, and by definition Position 1 is always
thefirsttrial after a task switch. T h e dependent measure was
response time. Ten George M a s o n University undergraduates
participated in the study for course credit.
T h e Experiment 1 model w a s changed to d o the
Experiment 2 task. T h e changes reflect the need to infer task
from stimulus and the absence of distinct instruction events.
O n each trial, the n e w model encodes the stimulusfirstand
then retrieves the appropriate task from m e m o r y . There is n o
separate instruction chunk to link to the stimulus as the
stimulus is encoded, and therefore n o source of priming
w h e n the stimulus is retrieved by the classification process.
Quantitative parameters were the same for both models.*
* Thefirst8 blocks per participant were excluded from
analysis to factor out learning effects, matching the 320 initial
trials excluded per participant in Experiment 1 (16 blocks * 2 0
trials per block). Also excluded were 10 blocks interspersed per
session in which runs of length five were included to inhibit
learning of the m a x i m u m run length. In the retained blocks,
trials falling more than three standard deviations from each
participant's mean R T were again excluded as outliers.
* Both models used the default global parameter values
supplied with ACT-R 4.0b3, except for latency factor (F=0.5
rather than the default F=1.0) and goal activation (W=0.5 rather
than the default W=1.0).

O u r predictions based on the model are shown in Figure 4.
T h e key prediction is the absence of within-run slowing,
indicated by equal simulated R T for Positions 2 through 4.
A second prediction is of switch cost, indicated by elevated
R T on Position 1. This follows from the need to infer the
task from the stimulus (e.g., the odd/even task would be
inferred from a digit). In the model, each chunk representing
a stimulus identity is linked to the appropriate task chunk.
O n a given trial, the model first encodes the stimulus by
retrieving its identity from D M . The model then retrieves
the appropriate task, to perform the task on the stimulus.
O n the following trial, the stimulus is encoded more quickly
if it implies the same task. The goal chunk is still linked to
that task from the previous trial, making the task a conduit
for goal activation to spread to the stimulus identity. Thus
what others characterize as switch cost (Rogers & Monsell,
1995; Allport et al., 1994) is in our view a benefit due to
priming w h e n consecutive tasks are the same.
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Figure 4: Empirical and simulated response times for
trials in the 1st through 4th positions after a task switch.
Results
The empirical data are also shown in Figure 4.' The effect of
Position w a s significant. F(3, 16522) = 184.9, p < .001.*
Orthogonal contrasts performed between each Position and
the m e a n of the subsequent Positions showed Position 1
slower than the m e a n of Positions 2 through 4, t = 22.8, p
< .00001. This confirms the prediction of switch cost. The
two remaining contrasts were not significant, -1 < t < 1,
confirming the predicted absence of within-run slowing.

' Empirical means for Positions 1 through 4 were 754, 647,
641, and 649 msec.
* Degrees of freedom were calculated as follows. Participant
was again treated as an independent variable. For each
participant there were 672. 504, 336, and 168 observations for
Positions 1 to 4, respectively, in the 42 blocks included in the
analysis. A m o n g these were 238 outlying observations. Total
df were computed from Participant, Position, and observations
per Participant per level of Position, minus outliers: 10 * (672
+ 504 + 336 + 168) - 238
1 = 16561. Treatment df were
allocated to Participant (9), Position (3), and Participant x
Position (27), leaving 16561 - 39 = 16522 df for the error term.
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General

Discussion

Evidence from Experiment 1 suggests that processing an
instruction presented during an interrupt induces an
improvement in response time soon after task resumption.
This improvement attenuates gradually but recurs soon after
the following instruction. This pattern of effects, which w e
refer to as within-run slowing, seems to be independent of
the instruction's meaning.
W e account for within-run slowing by assuming that taskrelated events are encoded pervasively in m e m o r y , such that
every instruction and stimulus encountered during the
session leaves a distinct trace. In the context of ACT-R's
activation mechanism, these distinct traces or chunks
explain within-run slowing as an effect of priming and
interference. The current instruction primes retrieval of the
stimulus in preparation for processing the current trial. The
marginal priming effect decreases as the instruction becomes
less strongly associated with any particular stimulus, a kind
of interference that is released as soon as the next instruction
is fully encoded. Our model predicts the absence of withinrun slowing when performance does not require an
instruction to be retained in the focus of attention. This
prediction was confirmed in Experiment 2, supporting our
model in general and our assumption of pervasive episodic
m e m o r y in particular.
W e conclude that events m a y be stored in m e m o r y in large
numbers at a fine grain, even in tasks where this is not
logically necessary for successful performance. This
suggests that episodic m e m o r y of this kind m a y influence
other cognitive tasks as well. Converging evidence comes
from a model of m e m o r y for attention events developed from
observations of real-worid problem solving (Altmann,
Larkin. & John, 1995; Altmann & John, in press). The
domain, data, and underlying cognitive architecture for that
model were quite different from those for the current model,
but the implied grain-size at which information is stored
(roughly two traces per second) is quite similar.
The present research contributes to the debate over the
distinction between episodic and semantic m e m o r y . Tulving
(1983) has maintained that "priming effects are mediated by,
and reflect the operations of, a system other than episodic
memory." Contrary to this view, w e have shown that
priming flows from encoded events: Within-run slowing
occurs even if the interrupt instruction says simply to
continue the same task, implying that the episodic and not
the semantic representation of the instruction causes the
effect. In addition, w e have shown that priming and
interference effects in episodic and semantic m e m o r y can be
accounted for by the same underlying mechanisms. The
emergence of such functional symmetries bears out the
promise of studying phenomena in context (Newell, 1973)
and of using cognitive architectures to unify phenomena
with existing theory (Newell, 1990).
With respect to h u m a n factors psychology, our data show
that brief interruptions have more complex effects on

performance than previous studies document. In addition to
immediate interrupt and switch costs (Gopher, et al., 1996;
Rogers & Monsell. 1995; Allport, et al.. 1994). there are
delayed effects that include an interrupt benefit under certain
circumstances. Whether task environments can be designed
to exploit the apparent influence of episodic memory on
performance is a question to address in future studies.
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Abstract

Output Layer

In this paper, we make a methodological point concerning the
contribution of the representation of the output of a neural network model when using the model to compare to human error performance. W e replicate part of Dell, Juliano & GovinHidden Layer
djee's work on modeling speech errors using recurrent netcom-bK<n
works (Dell et al., 1993). W e find that 1) the error patterns
reported by Dell et al. do not appear to remain when more networks are used; and 2) some components of the error patterns
that are found can be accounted for by simply adding Gaussian
Elman-type stale units
Jordan-type state units
noise to the output representation they used. W e suggest that
Input Layer
when modeling error behavior, the technique of adding noise
to the output representation of a network should be used as a
control to assess to what degree errors may be attributed to the
Figure 1: Pronunciation N e t w o r k (Dell et al., 1 9 9 3 )
underlying network.
Introduction
H u m a n error performance has often been cited as a w i n d o w
into the mechanisms underlying behaviors. Cognitive modelers, unlike artificial intelligence researchers, aim to have their
models m a k e the same mistakes people do, as well as account
for correct behavior. They m a y then argue that, to the extent
which the model matches bodi kinds of data, it is a better
model than one that only accounts for correct performance.
They m a y then be somewhat m o r e confident in making the
inference that, however the model works, humans m a y work
the same way.
However, once a model makes error patterns similar to humans, it is important to understand what the source of those
errors is in the model. In this paper, w e replicate Dell et al.'s
(1993) (henceforth Dell93) model of speech errors. While
our error patterns are somewhat different than the ones they
found, their error patterns are exhibited by s o m e of our networks. O n average, however, the performance of these networks do not match the h u m a n data as well as they did in
Dell93. W e attribute this to a large N for our models (we test
fifteen networks of each type to Dell93's three).
This is not the point of this paper, however. Rather, it is a
methodological one. Lachter & Bever (1988) criticized neural networks for using representations that predetermined the
results. O f course, one chooses representations that are good
for the domain. But h o w can w e separate the importance of
the representation in studies modeling error data? Here, w e
give a technique for assessing the contribution of the representation to the error patterns that separates it from the underlying network. Essentially, the technique is to add Gaussian
random noise to the output patterns. T o the extent that errors
can be explained in this way, the underlying noise generating
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process (the network) is not very relevant. O n the other hand,
differences from this noise represent biases in the errors that
can b e attributed to the underlying network processing. In
the following, w e review Dell et al.'s m o d e l and results, w e
present our replications both with a n d without an underlying
network, a n d discuss the implications.

The Model
Figure 1 s h o w s the structure o f the networks used in this
work. This structure is identical to o n e of the networks used
in Del 193 (they varied whether they h a d output recurrence or
hidden recurrence or both). T h e network consists of a feedforward path from input and state units through a hidden layer
to afinaloutput layer. Activation levels f r o m both the hidden
units and the output units are copied directly to their corresponding state units at the start of the subsequent time step.
T h e networks w e r e trained to m a p f r o m a representation
of a w o r d to pronunciation, using t w o types of input representation of the word. O n e consisted of a r a n d o m pattern of
bits, simulating the arbitrary nature of m a p p i n g f r o m m e a n i n g
to sound (Cottrell a n d Plunkett, 1991; Cottrell a n d Plunkett,
1995). T h e other input pattern simulated reading, b y using
three banks of five bits to represent the letters in the w o r d ,
with a r a n d o m c o d e for each letter. In order to capture the
temporal aspect of speech, the network output produces each
p h o n e m e segment sequentially, as in (Cottrell and Plunkett,
1991). T h e training set w e used, identical to that f r o m Dell93
(see A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s ) , consists of a subset of 5 0 frequent
English w o r d s w h i c h have both 3 letters in their written form
and 3 p h o n e m e s in their spoken form. E a c h w o r d then is
completed with a "null" end-of-word segment, so each out-

Each word's training input representation was clamped at the
input layer while the output layer was trained to produce each
phonemic segment of the word sequentially, followed by the
null segment vector. Online backpropagation was used, with
error propagated back and weights updated at the end of each
forward pass of an output segment. A n output segment was
then considered correct if the values at the output layer were
closer (by Euclidean distance) to the correct output than to
any other valid segments.
15 separate networks of each of the two model types were
trained, each starting with different random seeds. Performance of each network was examined at every 50 epochs;
training was stopped when the networks achieved greater than
1. Phonotactic Regularity. Errors will usually produce 9sound
0 % correct output segments. This occurred by 200 epochs
sequences which are valid in the language (an estimated
for (Dell et al., 1993) and from 100 to 300 epochs for the
1 % of errors in humans violate this).
replications presented here.
For the Noise simulations, a vector consisting of each out2. CV Category Effect. Vowels replace vowels; consonants
put segment in the training set was perturbed with random
replace consonants (violation rate 0.5%).
noise generated by a Gaussian distribution with mean 0.0
and standard deviation of 0.31. This standard deviation was
3. Syllabic Constituency. When a vowel and an adjacent conselected to produce overall segment correctness percentages
sonant are in error, it is more likely to be a V C than a C V
consistent with those produced by (Dell et al., 1993) net(estimated to be at a ratio of 3).
works, approximately (but no less than) 9 0 % correct seg4. Initialness. Onset consonants are more likely to be ments.
in error
15 noise sequences were produced, again each with a
than noninitial consonants (estimated at 6 2 % ) .
different random seed. Since the networks were constrained
to perform at greater than 9 0 % correct segments, any noise
Table 1 gives the rate at which these errors occur in human
sequence which correspondingly caused more than 19 segspeech, as estimated by Dell93 from several error corpora and ment errors was eliminated from consideration and substisecondary sources (e.g., (Shattuk-Hufnagel, 1983; Shattuktuted with another sequence. T w o such sequences were elimHufnagel, 1987;Stemberger, 1983)).
inated until the desired 15 sequences were produced. For
both the noise model and the random- and correlated-input
Methods
replication networks, each training set output segment was
W e attempted to follow the methods outlined by Dell93 as
marked for type of error occurrence (omission, insertion, subclosely as possible in training our networks. In the following,
stitution). These errors were subsequently analyzed at the
we give these procedures in detail as well as our methods for
word level to determine how well they followed the word
producing the noise model and scoring the errors.
constraints. Phonotactic Regularity was assessed by handThe data consisted of the frequent word vocabulary from
scoring the errors produced. S o m e ambiguous cases were
Appendix B of Dell93, which consisted of English words
given to Gary Dell for scoring (see Acknowledgments). Spewith both 3 letters and 3 phonological segments. T w o input
cific rules for error categorization (mutually exclusive but not
representations were used: a 30-unit random representation
exhaustive), labeled by the constraint they were used to meaand a 15-unit correlated representation where each input letsure, are as follows, scored in the following order:
ter was assigned an arbitrary 5-bit code. The networks were
comprised of a feedforward path with 30 or 15 input units, de- 1. CV Category Effect: A word has a cross category C-V error
if the target output segment was a vowel and the produced
pending on input representation, 20 hidden units, and 18 outoutput
segment was a consonant, or vice versa.
put units which were a feature-based representation of each
phoneme. The output coding used is that from Dell93 Ap2. Syllabic Constituency Constraint: A word has a syllabic
pendix A. The networks had as additional inputs a state layer
constituent error if two immediately adjacent segments are
which consisted of a copy of the output activations from the
in error, where one is a vowel replaced by another vowel
previous time step (hence it contained 18 units) and a context
and the other is a consonant replaced by another consolayer which consisted of a copy of the hidden layer activanant. Further, any other consonant immediately adjacent
tions from the previous time step (hence, 20 units). All conto the vowel must not be replaced by an incorrect consonection weights were initialized to a random number in the
nant. A syllabic constituent is then further categorized as a
range [-0.1,0.1], and each hidden and output unit had an adV C slip or a C V slip, depending on the relative location of
ditional bias input. The standard logistic activation function
the vowel in the pair.
was used; m o m e n t u m was 0.5 while the learning rate was 1.0
for the correlated input vector networks and 0.25 for the ran- 3. Initialness Constraint: An error was categorized as a
dom input vector networks.
single-consonant substitution if the output segment produced a consonant different from the target segment conFor each epoch of Gaining, the words in the training set
were presented in a new random order. At the beginning of
sonant, and any immediately adjacent vowels were not reeach word, the context units were set to zero and the state
placed by an incorrect vowel. Each single-consonant subunits were initialized to the "null segment" (all values of 0.5).
stitution was then classified as initial orfinaldepending on
put pattern is a sequence of four elements, always ending in
the null pattern.
As in Dell93, networks were not trained to full competence; rather, training was halted at the end of any series of 50
epochs for which the errors on a per segment basis were less
than 10%. This was done in order to analyze the types of errors made by the nets and to compare the frequency and types
to those produced by humans in natural discourse settings.
In general, there are 3 types of errors which can occur:
segment omission, insertion, and substitution. W e classify
these errors as to whether they violate any of the following
constraints:
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whether the erroneous consonant preceded or followed the
vowel within the same syllable. Finally, the consonant onset ratio is then the ratio of initial-consonant errors to the
total of both initial and final consonant errors.
Since the purpose of this work is to attempt to model and
explain h u m a n performance, w e are interested in h o w well
our models track h u m a n error data based on the constraints
discussed earlier: Phonotactic Regularity, Cross-Category Errors, Consonant Initialness, and C V A ' C Constituency. To this
end, w e use the deviation score described in Dell93, based
on the differences in error proportions between the models'
performance and h u m a n performance. Since w e do not have
variances, but only average data for humans, this measure
tests for differences in means. For the overall deviation, the
score is the sum of the squared differences between the hum a n proportion and the model proportion. Each proportion
is transformed by an arcsine conversion, included to correct
"for differences in variability for extreme proportions" (Dell
etal., 1993).

Deviation = '^{arcsin{Hpi°-^) - arcsin{Mpt°-^)f

where H p i and M p i are the h u m a n and model proportion
of errors on constraint type i, respectively, i ranges over the
five constraint types above. W e are also interested in the deviation score for each constraint considered individually. The
square roots of these scores were then compared using analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) . Analysis of variance was also computed on the raw error proportions themselves.
Results and Discussion

17.808, p < 0.001] with a closer match to the h u m a n standard for both measures; it was not different on the C V Constituency [F(I,28) = 0.326, p = 0.572], the V C Constituency
[F(1.28) = 0.068, p = 0.796], the Onset Ratio [F(l,28) =
0.001, p = 0.979], or the overall deviation measure [F(l,28) =
0.371, p = 0.547].
Using the deviation score measure, it would appear that all
three techniques performed approximately the same on most
of the measures. However, examining the raw average error
proportions gives a different picture, as shown in Table 1.
One important measure to consider in Table 1 is that of
the Onset Ratio. Based on the deviation score measure used
in Dell93, the error proportions for each of the 3 simulation
methods presented here appear nearly equivalent. However,
inspection of the raw scores makes it clear that this is not the
case: the random and noise model are m u c h less than, and
the correlated model m u c h greater than, the h u m a n standard
of 6 2 % . This distinction does not present itself in the A N O V A
results because the measure used calculates the squared deviation from the standard. This type of measure is intended to
ensure that data with high variance centered around a mean
receives a worse score than data centered on that mean which
has small variance. The systematic offset to one side or the
other can then potentially be lost in this type of measure, as
can be seen above. Cleariy, use of the deviation measure was
necessary in the original case, since the only data available
from the h u m a n standard is the means, and the data sets could
not be directly compared in the usual manner without some
form of variance measure on the h u m a n standard. However,
in this case w e actually do want to compare the three models
with each other so w e can dispense with the deviation score
and compare the raw error proportions with analysis of variance.

Each pair of the 3 methods covered in this paper (rand o m network input, correlated network input, and Gaussian
For this measure, the analysis appears a bit different. For
noise-perturbed output units) was analyzed for difference in
the Phonotactic Regularity constraint the random model difboth overall deviation score and for deviation from h u m a n
fers from both the noise (F(l,28) = 18.445, p < 0.001) and
standards for each measure separately. The correlated and
the correlated model (F(l,28) = 7.439, p = 0.011), and the
random networks performed significantly differently on the
noise and correlated models also differ (F(l,28) = 6.886, p
Phonotactic Regularity constraint, F(l,28) = 9.134, p = 0.005, = 0.014). For the Cross-Category error constraint, the noise
with the correlated model deviating less from the h u m a n
and correlated models produce different results (F(l,28) =
standard. These two models did not perform in a signif17812; p < 0.001). Neither the noise and random (F(l,28)
icantly different manner for the Cross-Category error con= 2.574, p = 0.120) nor the correlated and random (F(l,28)
straint [F(l,28) = 2.991, p = 0.095], the C V Constituency
= 2.836, p = 0.103) differ. For the C V and V C Constituent
[F(l,28) = 0.178, p = 0.676], the V C Constituency [F(l,28)
measures, no significant differences were found: noise and
= 0.101, p = 0.753], the Onset Consonant Ratio [F(l,28) =
random (F(l,28) = 0.154 for C V & 0.000 for V C , p = 0.698
0.022, p = 0.884], or the overall deviation measure [F( 1,28) = & 0.997); noise and correlated (F(l,28) = 1.799 & 0.157, p
0.119, p = 0.733].
= 0.191 & 0.695); correlated and random (F(l,28) = 3.035
The Gaussian Noise model compared similarly with the
& 0.136, p = 0.092 & 0.715). In the case of the Onset Rarandom input model, with its smaller deviation from the hutio, the correlated model differs from both the random model
m a n standard differing significantly for Phonotactic Regu(F(l,28) = 36.390, p < 0.001) and the noise model (F(l,28)
larity F(l,28) = 19.631, p < 0.001 while not differing in
= 50.835, p < 0.001). The noise and random models do not
the other measures (Cross-Category F(l,28) = 0.261, p =
differ, (F( 1,28) = 0.455, p = 0.506).
0.118, C V Constituency F(l,28) = 0.060, p = 0.808, V C Constituency F(l,28) = 0.348, p = 0.560, Onset Consonant RaWhat does this maze of statistics tell us? Recall that what
tio F(l,28) = 0.029, p = 0.865, Overall F(l,28) = 0.822, p =
w e want to k n o w is h o w m u c h the representations chosen af0.372).
fect the outcome of the simulations. Thus, w e are concerned
The Gaussian-Noise model differed significantly from the
with h o w the noise model performs in terms of the human
correlated model on both Phonotactic Regularity [F(l,28) =
performance standard, and then h o w the network models add
4.816, p = 0.037] and on Cross-Category errors [F(l,28) =
to that.
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Table 1: Model Error Characteristics

Model
Random
Correlated
Noise
Dell93
Random
Correlated
Human

Phonotactic
Regularity
86.0
95.5
99.7

Cross
Category
97.8
95.3
99.7

Onset
Ratio
37.9
83.4
32.2

98.0
94.3

100.0
100.0

58
62

99.0

99.5

62

Analysis: Phonotactic Regularity
The noise model produces only one phonotactic regularity violation, thus averaging 9 9 . 7 % across the 15 noise runs. This
high level of correctness corresponds well with the human
error data estimated at 9 9 % , allowing attribution of performance on this measure to the representation chosen.
Analysis: Cross Category Constraint
A s alluded to in Dell93, the high conformance to the CrossCategory constraint is mostly due to the output representation. Cluster analysis of the output representations show that
the vowel representations are distinct from the consonant representations, and thus small deviations are more likely to
change a vowel to another vowel or a consonant to another
consonant. This is empirically verified by the performance of
the noise model: vowels do not, in general, become closer to
consonants with small errors and vice versa. Thus, the CrossCategory constraint is attributable to the representation rather
than the network structure or learning. In fact, the network
models m o v e the errors further from the h u m a n data.
Analysis: Onset Ratio
Analysis of the Onset Ratio constraint is more complex. Recall that this constraint claims that segment onset consonants
are more likely to be in error than segment coda consonants.
Both h u m a n standards and some of the networks in Dell93
show this. However, the noise model examined here shows
the opposite effect, with coda consonants being in error almost twice as m u c h as onsets. This phenomena can be explained by confluence of two statistical factors. First, the
output phoneme data set is biased toward coda consonants.
There are 40 consonant phonemes in the onset category, compared to 54 in the coda set. This produces an onset to total
consonant ratio of 4 2 % . If each consonant was equally likely
to be in error, this is what the Onset ratio should be. O n e
would then expect the noise model to have produced this ratio, but it did not. For the total of 15 instances of the noise
generation, there were 34 consonant-to-consonant errors in
the onset position with 66 in the coda position (a ratio of
approximately 3 4 % ) . However, there are several consonants
which occur in the coding of the output phonemes, which do
not occur at all in the training set. O f specific interest are the 4
syllabic consonants, commonly depicted as /rS/, /IS/, /nS/ and
/mS/. These syllabic consonants have representation identical
to their "plain" consonant partners except in the case of the
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VC

CV

Slips
4.93
4.25
4.94

Slips
1.73
4.00
2.19

10
9
6

4
2
2

VC/CV
Ratio
2.85
1.06
2.26

2.5
4.5

3

voicing feature. That is, /rS/ differs from /r/ in having one
additional bit turned on. All of the syllabic consonants have
this same difference, and additionally no other consonants include this feature. This means that there is a bit turned on in
the coding of the syllabic consonants which is not used in any
other consonants.
Examination of the error set for the noise model revealed
21 cases where a target consonant produced a syllabic consonant in error; in each of these cases, the intended consonant
was the corresponding "plain" version of the consonant (In all
30 networks of the random and correlated models, there was
only one error of this type total). Since an output segment is
classified as the phoneme to which it is closest in Euclidean
distance, none of these phonemes would have been marked
in error if the syllabic consonants were excluded from the set.
The majority of the syllabic errors which did occur were targets of/r/ and /n/, both of which occur more frequently in the
coda position. Eliminating these from the total error counts
mentioned in the above paragraph, w e then are left with 24
onset consonants and 56 coda consonants in error, for an O n set Ratio of 4 4 % , m u c h more in line with the predicted 4 2 % .
This being accounted for by the representation, it can then
be concluded that the difference between the above rates and
the performance of the correlated model (and the analogous
networks from Dell93) on the Onset Ratio constraint is due
to the sequential nature of the networks.
Analysis:Syllabic Constituency
The Syllabic Constituency Constraint ( V C / C V Ratio) derives
from the observance of predominantly more V C than C V type
substitutions in h u m a n error data. The respective frequencies
cited by Dell93 are 6 % and 2 % of all segment errors. While
analysis of the deviation scores and raw error proportions revealed no significant differences in either the V C or C V substitution error rates between any pair of the three model types,
it also did not show any of them to be different from the hum a n data. O n the whole, given that all of the models were
constructed to m a k e errors, it is not surprising that some percentage of them should m a k e errors on adjacent segments,
nor that some of these errors should be V C or C V substitutions. A s previously noted, the segment representation is
such that the easiest errors to m a k e are V —> V and C -> C
substitutions. The interesting phenomena is, rather, that the
predominance of V C over C V substitutions observed in the
h u m a n data is maintained in the models' errors. T h e V C to
C V ratio for the h u m a n data is 3:1; those for the correlated

input, random input, and Gaussian Noise models are, respecTable 2: Frequency & Neighbor Density of Vowel-adjacent
tively. 4.9:1.7, 4.3:4.0, and 3.1:1.9. Though none of the modConsonants
els' ratios match the h u m a n ratio precisely, the random input
and Gaussian Noise models show a strong preference for V C
#
Post#
Preerrors. T h e correlated-input model's V C slips barely outnumvowel
Freq
Neighs
Neighs
vowel
Freq
ber its C V slips, however.
If not for the fact that the Gaussian Noise model also exhibits this bias toward V C slips, this evidence would seem to
suggests that at least the random input network model m a y
have captured some facet of the h u m a n production process
- for h o w can the representation of the individual segments
possibly explain the preference for erring on adjacent segments solely because the vowel precedes the consonant? In
discussion Dell93 attributed the presence of the syllabic constituency effect in their networks' errors to an interaction between the training vocabulary and the sequential nature of
the networks. Pointing out that the training vocabulary has
a greater redundancy in its V C than in its C V patterns, Dell93
conjectured that this caused the networks to develop such a
strong association between the segments of the oft repeated
V C sequences that they came to represent them internally as
a single unit. Hence, when an error occurred by chance on
the initial vowel of an infrequent V C pair and resulted in another vowel that was part of a frequent V C pair, the network
was apt to be pulled off its original course and onto the wellworn trajectory between the in-error segment and its compatriot consonant. This seems like a sound enough explanation,
but w e conjecture that it is only part of the story.
Since the Gaussian Noise model has a strong tendency to
produce V C over C V errors, even more so than one of the
neural network models, w e are forced to look harder for the
source of this predisposition. Looking at the training vocabulary from a slightly different angle than Dell93, a second
potential explanation for V C to C V predominance becomes
apparent.
In Table 3 below it can be seen that there are simply more
opportunities for a V C error to be m a d e than for a C V error.
To assess the contribution of this imbalance toward inducing
a greater number of V C errors, w e calculated the expected
number of C V and V C errors based on the token type probabilities and a random distribution of segment errors. The
probability of a segment error occurring on any given segment was based on the average number of segment errors for
all models combined. The expected error rates obtained were
0.00475 and 0.00434 for V C and C V errors, respectively. Using these predictions w e then estimated the expected V C and
C V error proportions as 0.0684 and 0.0629.
T h e expected proportions above, however, show only a
slight bias toward V C errors. W h a t then can be responsible for the Gaussian Noise model producing nearly double
the amount of V C errors as C V ? Since the effect cannot
be entirely explained by token type frequency with the assumption that errors are randomly distributed, perhaps this
assumption is fallacious. T h e only reasonable explanation remaining is that there is a consistent and qualitative difference
between vowel-preceding and vowel-succeeding consonants.
For some reason, vowel-succeeding consonants must be predisposed at the representational level to errors.
To investigate this possibility, w e analyzed the consonants
that follow a vowel compared to the ones that precede a
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vowel. In particular, w e examined the number of neighbors
each kind of consonant has within a H a m m i n g distance of
3. A s seen in Table 2, the consonants following a vowel
have m a n y more neighbors, on average, than the consonants
preceding a vowel. This means that consonants following a
vowel are m u c h more likely to slip to an erroneous consonant, which, if their neighboring vowel also slips, would lead
to more V C errors than C V errors.
Again, Dell93 claim that the greater redundancy of V C versus C V units in the frequent vocabulary is responsible for
creating the effect of the syllabic constituency constraint in
their models. Presumably, the V C units c o m e to be considered a single unit and the V C slip predominance is a resultant
"emergent property". Our explanation above suggests that
the Gaussian Noise models that w e produced can account for
this effect. However, there is a noticeable qualitative difference between the V C slips of the network models and the V C
slips of the Gaussian Noise model. Dell93 cited the following
three errors as particular examples of V C errors that indicated
the networks were learning to associate redundant V C pairs :
big —>^ /bed/
him — > /h3n/
old — > /#nd/ (#=schwa)
In all the cases above, the low frequency VCs : fig/, /Im/
and /Id/ are replaced with V C s that occur more that once in
the training set. These very same errors also showed up in
our network models' output - some, exactly as listed above,
and others with just the relevant V C -> V C substitution replicated. Furthermore, looking at the frequencies of replaced
vs. replacing V C units for all such errors m a d e by our models shows that the random model produces V C errors that are
frequent in the target vocabulary, while the correlated model
and the Gaussian model do not. In particular, the Gaussian

Table 3: Vocabulary syllable structure
Target V-C Pattern
Frequency in Vocabulary

VCV

CCC CCV CVC CVV VCC
0

41

1

0

VVC

VVV

0

0

Shattuk-Hufnagel, S. (1987). The role of word-inset conmodel takes frequent pairs and replaces them with pairs that
sonants in speech production planning: N e w evidence
never occur.
from speech error patterns. In Keller, E. and Gopnik,
The conclusion w e draw from this is that, while the netM., editors, Adotor and Sensory Processes of Language.
work models have the V C / C V ratios in the right ballpark, they
Eribaum, Hillsdale, NJ.
cannot claim to have them because of an effect of the underlying network. Rather, all that can be claimed is that the content
Stemberger, J. (1983). Speech Errors and Theoretical
(which is m u c h more human-like), not the proportion, of the
Phonology: A Review. Indiana University Linguistics
errors is due to the network's action.
Club, Bloomington.
Conclusion
While this work is still at a preliminary stage, w e believe w e
have demonstrated that an important component of any analysis of network error must separate out the contribution of
the network from the representation. In the above analysis
w e found, for example, that several of the components of the
error pattern could simply be accounted for by adding noise
to the output representation. In this case, the network's role
is simply as the supplier of that noise.
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Abstract
There is growing interest m exploring tlie interaction of
semantics witli otlier infonnation sources in sentence
processing. Tliis study explores tlie role of noun animacy
ui these processes in combination with syntactic (word
order) and morphological (mmiber marking) factors by
means of an on-line agency assignment task in Bulgarian.
Unlike smiilar studies, Uie preparation of tlie stimuli
follows a rigorous series of pro-tests which reveal the
gradable nature of animacy and attempt to accomit for the
mteraction of verb semantics (agency reversibility) with
nomi semantics (anmiac\ contrast). Results confirm
expectations of tlie high significance of agreement in
Bulgarian and present a challenge to the binary view of
animacy. Some of tire predictions on cue interaction within
tlie Competition Model are put to tlie test and generally
confirmed.
Introduction

The extent to which animacy finds explicit expression
across languages vanes In Slavic languages, a m m a c y is
often combined with gender to form a single category
Unlike Russian with its explicit marking for a m m a c y in the
accusative case, Bulgarian, having lost its case system,
relies on other cues instead Generally speaking, in m o d e m
Bulganan, as in English and French, the ammate/inammate
disUncfion is not morphologically maiked on nouns but is
rather a lexical-semantic property of the noun itself
This study aims at identifying those processing strategies
which are used most typically by Bulgarian listeners. In
addition, the validity of some of the predictions within the
framework of the Competition Model (Bates, Wulfeck,
Hernandez. & Andonova, 1996) is examined m relation to
cue convergence, cue competition and cue coaUtions.
Methodological issues are tackled as well, such as desigmng
appropriate stimuli with animacy contrast.
Experimental Method

In recent years there has been growing interest in the
interaction of s\ntax and semantics. It has become clear that
sentence processing is sensitive to vanous lexical influences
in addition to syntax-related phenomena. This line of
research requires a better understanding of the semantic
aspects involved in mterpreting sentences and m a n y studies
nowadays include such semantic \'ariables as noun a m m a c y ,
noun concreteness. etc (Den. & Inoue, 1997; McDonald,
Bock. & KeUy. 1993).
Studies ha\e shown the involvement of a m m a c y in
sentence processmg in English. French. Italian, Chinese,
etc It has been demonstrated that the use of a m m a c y cues in
sentence interpretation depends on the language being
acquired (Kail, 1989).
This is particularly important for the examination of the
validity of major tenets of interactionist models of language
performance If indeed, as has been proposed, sentence
processmg draw s information from a variety of typologically
diflferenl sources, or cues, then w e should be able to
demonstrate the interaction of semanUc, morphological, and
syntactic cues which is the goal of the present study.
It appears that our concepmal system frequently uses
subtle disrinctions of categones such as that between the
living and non-living, the active and the passive, the
moving and the stationary, the a m m a t e and the inammate.
Such distinctions m a y find explicit manifestation in the
system of a language. They m a y also, however, be part of an
implicit, underlying concepmal system which exerts its
influence in indirect ways. Whorf (1956) introduced a
distinction between overt and covert classes, or categories,
in languages. Animacy appears to be one such covert
category across a range of languages.
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Stimuli Selection and Pre-tests
The expenment was intended to examine the interaction of a
semantic factor (noun animacy) with syntax (word order) and
morphological
marking
agreement during
sentence
interpretation. O u r approach overcomes some of the
inadequacies of previous studies of animacy in which noun
and verb stimuli are selected on the basis of researchers"
judgments with the underlying assumption that animacy is
a binary category. N o u n animacy is treated here as a
gradable category for which rating scores are obtained from
subjects. Another methodological difference in the
preparation of the stimuli and the design consists m the
attempt to control for the variation in the interacfion of the
semantics of the verb with the semantics of the two nouns
Three animacy subsets of nouns were obtained after a
series of selection procedures and pre-tests. First, a master
list of 110 nouns w a s generated from which nouns that are
difficult in terms of rion-imageability and non-concreteness
were excluded, e.g.. abstract nouns, kinship terms, proper
nouns, etc. T h e remaining 80 nouns were presented to 10
subjects in a classification-by-animacy task. This allowed
the selection of nouns which typicalh' co-occur in a group.
Subjects in the pre-test were volunteer university students
The resulting 60 nouns were presented to another group of
subjects with instructions to assign a rating score fix)m 1 to
7 (highest) to each noun according to frequency of occurrence
in Bulganan. Similarly, subjects were asked to give a rating
of the same 60 nouns on a scale from 1 to 7 in terms of their
degree of animacy (7-most animate) T h e former was
necessarj' because of the absence of reliable frequency counts
for Bulgarian T h e second rating pre-test was earned out

separately and \ielded measures for the subjectivelj
perceived degree of aiumacy of the 60 nouns 20 subjects (all
psychology students of the same age group) participated in
the two pre-tests as part of their course requirements
Nouns were then ranked according to their fiicquency and
their ammacN rating scores Three subsets of 6 nouns each
were formed according to their degree of a m m a c y — H i g h
(H). Medium (M). and L o w (L) with similar mean frequency
scores (i e . 4 94. 4 98. and 4 94 for Subsets H. M . and L.
respectively) and with significantly different mean arumacy
scores (6 36. 3.83. and 1.67 for Subsets H. M . and L.
respectively)
As pointed out earlier in this paper, another assumption of
researchers which goes without preliminary testing in
similar expenmental work concerns the transitive verbs
which are used in the sentence stimuli. The semantics of
these verbs may frequently be a confounding factor not
examined separateh for its contribution to sentence
comprehension
For the purposes of this study, it was necessary to
eliminate the influence of this potentially confounding factor.
A panel of 5 native speakers of Bulganan (university
students of psychology) participated in generating aixl
selecting semantically reversible verbs m terms of agency
potential. In other words, transitive verbs were elicited
w hich allow reversibility of the agent's role applied across
aiumacy subsets, i e.. both 'The car hit the man' (LH) and
'The man hit the car' (HL) are equally plausible. As a resuU.
si.x verbs were selected for use in all sentences: hutna
("pushed"), udari ("hit"), zakri ("covered/hid"), iztsapa
("soiled/stained"). zastigna ("caught up with") and
nadzhivia ("outlived").
Finally. 30 master sentences were created incorporating
two nouns from the ammacy subsets and one of the 6
selected verbs balancing sentences across conditions.
Similarly, a balance of the number of occurrences of each
noun and of each verb in the total set of sentences as well as
in each of the ammac\ contrast conditions w as insured.
Design
The expenment was intended to study the impact of a
semantic cue. noun animacy. on sentence comprehension
and Its interaction with syntax, namely verb position, which
ultimately yields word order, and agreement on
morphological marking between the verb and the nouns In
the expenmental task, subjects were asked to identify the
agent/doer in simple sentences consisting of a verb and two
nouns In effect this type of task amounts to agency
assignment
The design of the ex-penment includes three independent
\'ariables and two dependent measures The independent
\ anables are position of the verb, agreement in number and
contrast in ammacy For the strucmral factor position of the
verb, there are three le\'els—^verb in first position, verb in
second position and veib in third position ( V N N . N V N .
NNV).
The second independent vanable is a combination of two
groups of morphological markers for number (on nouns and
on verbs) which in Bulgarian are obligators In the sentence
stimuli for this experiment, the \'erb agrees in number with
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either only one of the nouns or with both nouns
Agrammatical strings (where the veib agrees with neither of
the two nouns) were excluded. Thus, the design
distinguishes among A g N l . ie . the verb agrees with the
first occumng noun; A g N 2 . i e . the verb agrees with the
second occurring noun, and A g N 1 2 , ie . the verb agrees
with both nouns in the sentence.
The third independent factor is contrast in ammacy
between the two nouns in the transitive sentence (AC).
A m m a c y contrast is interpreted as the relative distance
between the two nouns in terms of animacy rating and the
direction of the misbalance between the two nouns W h e n
both nouns in the sentence belong to the same subset, fcr
example, both are from subset H , then the contrast in
animacy ratings is negligible (AC=0). W h e n the two nouns
are derived from adjacent subsets, e.g.. H and M . or M and
L. then animacy contrast is one degree (AC=I). W h e n the
two nouns belong to the two most distant subsets, i.e.. H
and L. then noun ammacy contrast is two degrees (AC=2).
In addition, a distinction is made between cases when the
first noun (Nl) is higher in ammacy than the second noun
(N2) and vice versa (Nl and N 2 are thefirstand second
occurring nouns in the master sentence)
In summar)'. the third factor of ammacy contrast (AC)
differentiates among the followingfivelevels:

AC= -2:
AC=-I:
AC= 0:
AC=+1:
AC=+2:

ANl « AN2.
ANK
AN2;
ANl = AN2;
ANl > AN2,
ANl » AN2.

In total, the above 5 conditions with 6 sentences each
(animacy contrast) were combined with the 3 levels for
agreement (AgNl, A g N 2 , A g N I 2 ) and the 3 levels for verb
position ( V N N . N V N , N N V ) . as a resuh of which 270
sentential stimuli were obtained.
There were two dependent variables used in this study—
percent choice offirstnoun as the agent in the sentence
(ChNl) and reaction time (RT) Thefirstvariable shows the
m e a m n g of the sentences as understood, or constructed, on
the basis of the available cues The second variable reveals
some of the cognitive mechanisms of sentence processing.
Subjects
Subjects were 24 umversity students (17 female and 7
male) Their average age was 23.1 All subjects were righthanded native speakers of Bulganan.
Procedure
Subjects were tested individually in an experimental station.
They listened to sentences and saw drawings of referents of
the two nouns in each sentence Subjects were asked to
choose one of the two nouns as the doer of the action as
quickly as possible by pushing one of two corresponding
buttons Before the main section of the expenment. subjects
were familiarized with the drawings and the lexical items for
their referents and also completed a practice test. The order
of presentation of the pictures was counterbalanced and a
unique random order was used for the presentation of the
sentence stimuli in the experiment for each subject.
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Agreement
Agreement between the verb and the subject has been shown
to be the most reliable cue in on-line comprehension in
Bulgarian of those studied previously
(Andonova.
Gerganov. Petrov. & Misheva.1995) It is the cue that
"wins" in cases of cue conflict between agreement and word
order The results from this experiment indicate that it is
also "victorious" in conflicts with the semantic cue (f
animacy contrast There is a powerful main effect for C h N I
data for a g r e e m e n t (F(2 ooi = 1 9 6 4 6. p < .01).
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The results of the main experiment are reported here in
parallel for the two dependent Nariables. For the purpose of
identifying the \alues for the dependent \ariable "percent
choice offirstnoun as the agent." the total number of 24
subjects w as divided randomly into 3 subgroups of 8 each
The percentage of choices is calculated for the subgroup, it
has three replications For both dependent variables. C h N I
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Reaction times and choice data were collected by a
Caniegie-Mellon button-box, an au.xiliary to the Macintosh
workstation working with the Ps\Scope software package
Reaction times were measured from the onset of the auditory
presentation of the sentences. A s sentences \aried
considerably in length, the duration of each indi\ idual
sentence was measured and subtracted from the values for the
reaction times corresponding to it In the subsequent
statistical anah sis. onl> the transfonned reaction time data
were used
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Figure 3; Agreement Main Effect for Percent Choice of First
N o u n as the Agent

Figure 1: W o r d Order M a i n Effect for Percent Choice of
First N o u n as the Agent
In all three conditions. VNN. NVN. and NNV. the fu^
noun is chosen more frequently than the second noun.
although this bias is strongest in the N V N condition, the
canomcal. or basic, word order in Bulgarian sentences (Fig.
1). The reaction time A N O V A test also revealed a
significant m a m effect for word order (Fig 2). These results
are in support of findings from an earlier study where it was
estabhshed that in the N N V condition reaction times are
considerably longer. A s agreement is the most reliable and
competitive cue in Bulgarian, the subjects' strategy appears
to be to wait till they hear the verb-form wliich in N N V
strings is at the end and thus slows d o w n agency
assignment.
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Fig. 3 illustrates the strong preference for assigning
agency to the noun which is in agreement with the verb.
irrespective of word order vanations This figure also rexeals
a preference for choice offirstnoun over second noun even in
V N 1 2 . le.. cases of "neutralization of the effect of
agreement A s presaged by the results described in Fig 1.
there is a general tendency to ascribe agency to the first
occurring noun and thus impart S V O . S O V . and V S O word
order interpretations of sentential m e a m n g
Reaction time results are just as indicative of the
unusually high degree of validity of agreement in Bulgarian
with a major main effect (F(2,o«4) = 58.14. p < .01).
Reactions were considerabh faster w h e n verb agreement was
umquely valid for only one of the two nouns (Fig. 4)

the task in the conditions with a n i m a c y contrast o f only o n e
degree w h i c h are conditions 2 a n d 4 in Figure 6. A s a
reminder. A C = - 1 accounts for those sentences in w h i c h the
first n o u n is lower in animacy than the second o n e by o n e
degree, for example. N 1 belongs to subset L a n d N 2 belongs
to Subset M ("the h a m m e r hit the arm/hand"). In the fourth
condition of A C = + 1 . the ordering is reversed ("the
hand/arm hit the h a m m e r " )
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The third factor examined in this study is animacy contrast.
whose defimtion is descnbed in the section on stimuh
preparation. This factor also has a main effect for the
dependent vanable of choice of first noun as the agent (Fuku
= 38.8,;7<.01).
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Figure 5: A m m a c y Main Effect for Percent Choice of First
N o u n as the Agent
In the absence of animacy contrast (AC=()), the \ alues
here are close to the level of the average percentages of Chi
collapsed o\'er all conditions in the full design of the
experiment, re-stating the preference for assigning agency to
the first noun. The results for the two conditions of animacy
contrast at the two ends of the A C scale, i.e.. when the two
nouns belong to the two most distant subsets (AC=-2 and
A C = + 2 ) . are comparable to those for absence of animacy
contrast (AC=()) with values in the region between 5 0 % and
55%.
As Fig 5 demonstrates, however, the results for the
second (AC=-1) and the fourth ( A C = + 1 ) conditions deviate
considerably from the average o^'erall level Here subjects
prefer the less a m m a t e n o u n as the agent, i.e . N l in " A C = -

l"andN2 m"AC=+r"
T h e second dependent vanable. reaction time, also re\'eals
a main effect of a m m a c y contrast (F(4.64-i4) = 12.48. p < .01),
There is a striking difference between the speed of executing
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The data reveal an important parallelism in the results for
the two dependent variables for animacy contrast The data
for choice for the three conditions " A C = - 2 " . " A C = 0 " . and
" A C = + 2 " can be grouped together in contrast with the data
for the other two conditions, " A C = - 1 " and " A C = + 1 . "
Significantly, those are exactly the kind of groupings that
emerge from the data on reaction time Proper interpretation
of this parallelism requires further investigation. T h e
important point here is that this u m q u e effect has not been
revealed by previous studies because animacy was treated as
a binary category only
This kind of data m a y reflect different cognitive
mechanisms of processing in these two conditions, or an
inherent bias in the complex sentential stimuli The very
gradability of the semantic category of a m m a c y has not been
tested before in on-line language processing. The need to
use verbs that are reversible has also escaped previous
investigation A reliable methodology for the selection of
this type of stimuli is yet to be established. This study is
only a first step in this direction. After all, the transitive
veibs in these sentences m a y not be entirely reversible.
These results demonstrate the complexity of semantic factors
and the need to explore the interaction of the semantics of all
"ingredients" in a sentence.
Verb Position - Agreement Interaction
There emerged also effects for the interaction of independent
variables Fig 7 shows the interaction of veib-noun
agreement and word order (verb position relative to the two
nouns) This interaction has a significant effect (F(4,9o) =
7 16, p < 01) for the variable choice of first noun as the
agent. Here again the effect is mainly due to variation across
word orders in the condition where there is least contrast in
the other factor of agreement, i.e., V N 1 2 . Conversely, there

is little \anatiou in Chi on word orders in the presence of
such a powerful cue as agreement is in Bulgarian (see V N l
aiKl V N 2 conditions in Fig. 7), especially w h e n it leads
uniqueh to one interpretation
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Another interaction effect which reached statistical
significance is that of agreement with a m m a c y contrast
(F(R,90) = 4,01. p < .01) for the variable choice of first noun
as the agent Fig. 9 shows the differences between the levels
of agreement for the five conditions of A C
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Finally, notice the recurrent preferential tendency for Chi Figure 9: Animacy Contrast by Agreement Interaction for
in the neutral, or ambiguous, condition of V N l 2 ,
Percent Choice of N l as Agent
reminiscent of the general outline for the main effect of veib
agreement in Fig. 3
The results for the VNl and VN2 levels of agreement are
Similarly, the tvvo factors interact also in respect to the
predictably parallel, which reflects the strong and apparently
reaction times associated with them. Fig 8 illustrates this
uniform impact of agreement on the dependent vanable
interaction. The almost parallel trends for the second arid
choice of first noun as the agent. The resuhs for V N 1 2
third verb position conditions. N N V and N V N . are not
follow closeU the outline of the other two conditions but
repeated for thefirstcondition V N N . In these cases, w h e n display more variation between the second and fourth
the verb agrees with the second noun only and the verb
conditions of animacy contrast in a way thatrefersback to
comes first the point in time w h e n subjects can already rule
the m a m eflfect for a m m a c y contrast (see Fig 5). This
out one of the two alternatives in their choice occurs early
demonstrates once again the trend for greater variation in
enough in the sentence for them to be able to make a faster
Chi across the conditions of a weaker cue in the absence cf
"rejecting" decision. For example, in V N N and A g N 2 , the
contrast within the stronger cue.
sentence "outlived-Pl the dog-Sg the teacher-Pl" allows
subjects to reach an earh decision that Nl is not the agent
Relevance to Competition Model Predictions
on the basis of a mismatch between the number of the noun
In this section. I will exanune briefly the results
and the verb which appears eariier here than in any of the
obtained in the main expenment in view of some off-line
other two conditions
and on-line predictions of the Competition Model (Bates,
Wulfeck, Hernandez, & Andonova, 1996). Predictions
Plot of Mean5 (unxMighted)
concerning
reaction time include the hypothesis that
2-way interaction
competing cues should inhibit immediate interpretation and
F(4S4M)-6.44 p<.OaO0
thus slow reaction times d o w n Indeed, this is what we
1400
..'•
observe in data illustrated in Fig 8 — w h e n in competition,
13O0
.* •
agreement and word order ehcit slower reaction times that in
.-•' '^
/
those cases when the two cues operate in the same direction
i
/
( A g N 2 competes with N V N ( S V O ) and is slower than
/
900
A g N l in the same N V N condition)
.
y
Another reaction time prediction, however, is not so
/
obviously supported by the data from this experiment,
VNN
V
\r-^.:
namely, that converging cues should facihtate sentence
NNV
500
NVN
interpretation and thus lead to faster response times In Fig.
AGR
8, in the basic word order N V N condition, those cases with
a diverging cue (AgN2) are actually faster than those with a
converging cue (AgNl). In such three-item transitive
Figure 8: W o r d Order by Agreement Interaction for Reaction
constructions a mismatch in markers between a verb and a
Time
noun IS a certain indicator that this particular noun is not
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this study shows clearly the interaction of
typological!) diflferent cues from syntax, semantics, and
morphology in sentence interpretation in Bulgarian. In
particular, animacy contrast between nouns plays a (modest)
role in these processes It becomes CMdent that aramacyrelated methodological issues reqmre further investigation.
The study also shows that the relevant predictions within
the Competition Model are confirmed by data on the
interaction of the three cues of word order, agreement, and
animacy contrast in Bulgarian. Future research and analysis
are needed in order to exanune the possibilm of construing
other cues apart from a semantic factor such as animacy in
temis of contrast
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Abstract

experiment could ever show a usage of color (or texture) if
color differences were simply not perceived. However,
dimensional information could be perceived, but not used,
for example because this information is not diagnostic for
the task at hand. This paper addresses the issue of determinants of dimension perception for object recognition:
Is it fixed, or does it change with categorization experience?

Most models of object recognition assume that shape i s
the primary dimension of recognition and that color and
texture play only a secondary role. One reason for this
could be that color and texture are generally less diagnostic for recognition and so it would be comparatively more
difficult to find evidence of their usage. Another, but as
yet unexplored reason for their secondary role, is that
color and texture differences are not as well perceived at
short exposures of stimuli. W e report two experiments
that address the perception (as opposed to the usage) of
dimensions over the time course of visual processing.

Evidence for the Usage of other Information than
S h a p e in O b j e c t a n d S c e n e Recognition

Introduction
N o one would ever doubt that orange, the color, characterizes oranges, the fruit. In fact, orange peel, the texture,
is also characteristic of oranges, particularly if a basket
contains other fruits such as peaches and apricots. H o w ever, to most object recognition theories, the roundish
shape of an orange is the primary dimension of its recognition, while its typical color and texture are only secondary information. Obviously, this argument is not restricted to oranges and fruit; it applies to the recognition
of all c o m m o n objects, including cars, chairs, houses,
faces and so forth. T h e primacy of shape is the founding
assumption of most object recognition and object categorization theories (Tversky and H e m e n w a y , 1984; see also
Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Ju, 1988).
W h y are shape cues so special for object recognition?
O n e side of this question is familiar to categorization research: Special cues are those that solve a particular recognition problem; they are diagnostic in this task. For
example, shape might be special because one of its determinants is part organization: Objects with c o m m o n parts
tend to have a c o m m o n shape. In fact, Tversky and Hem e n w a y argued that "... the natural breaks a m o n g basiclevel categories are between clusters of parts" (1984, p.
186). According to Biederman (1987), the higher diagnosticity of parts explains the primacy of shape in everyday,
basic-level recognition.
However, none of the studies which argued for the prim a c y of shape over other dimensions distinguished between dimension perception and dimension diagnosticity.
W e will say that a dimension is perceived w h e n its information (e.g., shape, color or texture differences) is distinguishable. For example, texture would generally be perceived for recognition if visual processes could always
notice differences in texture. O f course, the perception of a
dimension is a condition sine qua non for its usage: N o
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W e will here call "object categorization" the typical task
in which participants see object pictures that they then
name. Biederman and Ju's (1988) showed that naturally
colored objects and black and white line-drawings were
categorized equally fast. Even though low intensity, nonmasked photographs were recognized faster than their
black-and-white drawing counterparts, Biederman and Ju
(1988) concluded that shape was the reliable information
most needed, and used. However, a careful control of
stimulation conditions in Brodie et al. (1991) (particularly
shading and contrast) revealed a significant advantage of
colored pictures. Ostergaard and Davidoff (1985) also
showed that color reduced categorization time. M o r e recently, Davidoff and Ostergaard (1988) replicated the categorization advantage of colored stimuli, but failed to show
that color influenced higher-level categorical judgments
(such as living/non-living things).
N o n e of these studies, however, distinguished between
dimension perception and dimension usage. Categorization
performance only reveals dimension usage, which assumes
dimension perception. However, in most studies, the main
determinant of dimension usage (i.e., its diagnosticity for
the task at hand) was not controlled. Furthermore, besides
Brodie et al. (1991), control of stimulation conditions was
generally neglected. For these reasons, it is not at all surprising that the evidence for color usage in recognition
varies from across experiments.
Oliva and Schyns (1996) controlled color diagnosticity
in speeded scene recognition. They used two types of categories: natural scenes for which color w a s diagnostic
(e.g.,field,desert, beach) and artifact scenes for which
color was not diagnostic (e.g., room, city, highway). For
each of these categories, three types of stimuli were produced: naturally colored, abnormally colored and gray levels. Results showed that participants w h o recognized the
scenes at very brief exposures were faster with normally
colored stimuli of natural categories. Hence, Oliva and
Schyns (1996) concluded that color only helped w h e n it

was diagnostic of a categorization. T h e abnormal colors
controlled that the effect was simply a segmentation advantage for colored vis-i-vis gray-level stimuli. Tanaka
andBunosky (1996) also found such diagnostic advantage
for colored objects.
In summary, it appears that color is used when it is diagnostic of a categorization. T o our knowledge, texture
has not been studied, but w e might reasonably expect that
its diagnosticity would also determine its usage. However,
the previous results do not permit any conclusion as to the
actual perception of these dimensions over the time course
of visual processing. O u r studies tap into this issue.
Ground Rules for the Study of Dimension Perception
If recognition tasks change the usage of object cues,
then it is better not to use recognition tasks to study the
perception of dimensional information. A n alternative task
requires participants to judge whether two simultaneously
presented stimuli are physically identical. Stimulus pairs
could either be effectively identical, or differ along one, or
more dimensions. Prior to the task, participants would be
instructed that three dimensions (here, shape, color and
texture) compose each object and that a single dimensional
change unambiguously indicates that two objects are
physically different. Exposures could vary from very brief
(e.g., 30 m s ) to very long (e.g., 1 s) to track perception of
dimensions over the time course of recognition. The following ground rules detail w h y w e believe that such design is well-suited to study dimension perception.
•
Conditions of Presentation: The simultaneous
presentation of two stimuli on the screen warrants that
participants can rely on the displayed information to establish their physical identity.
•
Stimuli: The computer synthesis of 3D objects composed of a specific shape, color and texture enables a
tight control of the physical similarity between stimuli.
•
Instructions: Participants would know the dimensional composition of each object, and they would also
know the possible ways in which objects differ. Participants would be shown each stimulus that they would later
need to distinguish. Thus, it could not be argued that participants do not know which information to seek out in
the visual input.
•
Task: Judgments of physical identity are very constrained and are assumed to tap into the perceptual encodings of stimulus dimensions—at least more so than categorizations, unconstrained same/different judgments, or
sequential assessments of physical identity which are arguably less free of high-level cognitive influences (see
Schyns et al., in press). Physical identity forces participants to look for any difference that they can perceive
between two objects.
•
Data: Participants who would judge as identical two
stimuli that were physically different would indicate that
they could not perceive this dimensional difference. Systematic testing of dimensional differences at different
presentation times of the stimulus pairs would then allow
to track the respective perceptions of these dimensions
over the time course of visual processing.
•
Calibration: Calibration within dimensions, and
overall information across dimensions are here crucial
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issues. Stimuli are perfectly calibrated whenever any two
successive points within a dimension are equally distinguishable. The average confusability of points between
dimensions should also be equalized. Otherwise, the perceptual primacy of a dimension could simply be equated
with the lower overall confusability of its values. Unfortunately, it is close to impossible to control within- and
between-dimension confusability with natural objects.
Furthermore, w e wish to entertain the possibility that the
natural distributions of dimensional points promotes the
relative confusability of naturally distributed dimensions. However, we take issue with the idea that this i s
the only factor explaining the perception of information. Thus, our experiments will test the effect of diagnosticity on dimension perception.
These ground rules were applied to the design of two
experiments investigating categorization influences on the
perception of shape, color and texture. Experiment 1 assessed baseline performance. Stimulus pairs were presented for different durations (30, 120 and 1000 m s ) , and
w e gathered physical identity judgments of objects which
varied either along the shape, color or texture dimension,
or on all three dimensions. Experiment 2 tested whether
categorization experience could change the baseline perception of trained dimensional points.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was designed to assess the baseline perceptual availabilities of shape, color and texture information in object processing. Objects were three-dimensional
(3D) computer synthesized fruits (banana, lemon, orange,
pear, apple) and vegetables (carrot, cucumber, m u s h r o o m ,
potato, tomato) crafted so as to look as natural as possible
(see Figure 1). A physical identity task as just described
required participants to establish whether two simultaneously presented fruits were strictly identical. T h e fruit
pairs could either be identical along all three dimensions
composing the objects (shape, color and texture), or they
differed on one, or three dimensions (see Figure 2). Object
pairs were presented for either 30 m s , 120 m s , or 1000 m s
in different participant groups. If shape, color and texture
information is simultaneously available for object processing, then different exposures to the same object pairs
should not affect the perception of their similarities and
differences. Alternatively, if dimensional information is
subject to a differential availability over the time course of
visual processing, w e might expect people to perceive
identical pairs quite differendy.
Participants
45 Glasgow University students with normal or corrected vision were paid to participate in the experiment.
Stimuli
Stimuli were computer synthesized 3 D shapes of fruits
and vegetables composed of three dimensions: shape,
color and texture. Five N A T U R A L fruits and five
N A T U R A L vegetables constituted the original stimulus
set from which all other stimuli were derived (see Figure
1). Stimuli preserved their "natural" height relationshipheights varied between 2.5 c m to 9 c m and widths between
3 c m to 14 c m on the display, corresponding to about 6 x
6 degrees of visual angle. Several transformations were

applied to the original objects to construct two sets of new
fruits and vegetables. In the one-dimensional change set
(IDIM), the value of one of the three dimensions (shape,
color or texture) was swapped with the of another object
(e.g., a yellow lemon would become red). For each object,
and for each dimension, w e introduced two such changes of
values, see Figure 2. In total, 60 new stimuli were created
(10 objects * 3 dimensions * 2 dimensional changes).
Figure 2: Examples of stimuli created with extreme dimensions.
Procedure
Before starting the experiment, participants were shown
the 10 original stimuli. They were asked to name the objects and to explicitly list the reasons w h y the objects
presented belonged to the named category (e.g. "it is an
orange because it is round, orange and it has a orange peel
texture"). This precaution was taken to ensure that participants were aware of all three dimensions present in each
object. W h e n participants missed noticing one or more
dimension(s), the experimenter pointed out the forgotten
dimension(s) to ensure that participants did see it and could
subsequently distinguish it.
In a trial, two objects were simultaneously presented on
the screen for a duration of 30, 120 or 1000 ms, depending
on the experimental group. The two objects were either
physically identical ( S A M E trials), differed along one dimension (IDIM trials, including the E X T R E M E S ) , either
shape, color or texture, or along the three dimensions
(3DIM trials). Participants' task was to determine as
quickly and as accurately as possible whether the two objects were physically identical. A difference along one dimension was enough to say that the stimuli were different
since to respond "same" the two stimuli had to be identical
along three dimensions. The experiment included four
blocks, each composed of 70 trials. The order of the
blocks was counterbalanced across participants, and the
order of trials within blocks was randomized. Each block
lasted for aboutfiveminutes.
Results a n d Discussion
A d' measure, which includes both Hit (H) rate (saying
that two stimuli are different when they are different) and
False Alarm (FA) rate (saying that two stimuli are different when they are identical), was used as our dependent
variable. A high d' is a sure sign of good discrimination
performance (its m a x i m u m value is 5), but the simplicity
of the task (the objects were simultaneously presented on
the computer monitor) was such that w e expected a performance close to saturation whenever dimensional information was readily available for visual processing.
Table 1: D's of Experiment 1 for each dimension and presentation time.
Shap
Color Texture
30 ms
2.20
1.26
2.85
1.84
2.94
120 ms
3.21
4.24
1000 ms
3.88
4.36
For each dimension in the I D I M condition, w e computed separate d's to investigate whether participants discriminated certain dimensional differences better than others. A two-way A N O V A revealed significant main effects
of exposures (30, 120, 1000 ms), F(2, 42) = 35.63, p <
.001, types of dimensional difference (shape, color, texture

Figure 1: Fruits and vegetables constituting the original
stimulus set
O n e problem with our stimuli is that the higher confusability of a dimension could arise from the choice of
the tested N A T U R A L values. W e crafted 30 supplementary stimuli (that w e call E X T R E M E S ) as controls. Each
one of them was created by replacing the N A T U R A L
value of a dimension {e.g., the orange peel texture of an
orange) with an "extreme" value. E X T R E M E S were designed to appear as different as possible to the N A T U R A L
values of the stimulus set. For instance, the colors of the
rainbow replaced the N A T U R A L colors offruitsand vegetables; a zebra texmre replaced N A T U R A L textures; a
combination of geometric primitives replaced the smooth
shapes (see Figure 2). These values were thought to be
equidistant from the dimensional values composing the
ensemble of N A T U R A L stimuli-e.^., any N A T U R A L
color is equidistant from the colors of the rainbow. The
rationale was that similar patterns of results for
E X T R E M E S and N A T U R A L values could demonsu-ate
that the relative primacies of dimensions depends upon the
that the intrinsic structure of information along this dimension, not just the confusability within a set of
N A T U R A L values.
Three-dimensional transformations (3DIM) were also
applied to the stimuli. In this case, all three dimensions
composing an object were s w i p e d with those of another
object. T o illustrate, a lemon could become a red potato
shape with the texture of a carrot. Note that these stimuli
did not need to correspond to a N A T U R A L fruit or a
N A T U R A L vegetable; 3 D I M objects were included in the
design as unambiguously different trials in the physical
identity task. For each of the 10 original objects, w e computed five different 3 D r M objects. In total. Experiment 1
used 150 distinct stimuli (10 originals -i- 60 I D I M -i- 30
E X T R E M E S -i- 50 3 D I M ) .
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IDIM), f(2. 84) = 110.03, p < .001, and a significant
interaction between these factors, F(4, 84) = 9.72, p <
.001. Further analysis revealed that differences in the perception of dimensional values were true for exposures of
30 ms, F(2, 84) = 67.38. p < .001, 120 ms, /••(2, 84) =
55.06, p < .001 and 1000 ms, F(2, 84) = 7.02, p < .Q\.
At 30 m s exposures, the physical identity of textures was
harder to assess than the physical identity of colors (d' =
1.259 vs. 2.202), which were themselves less accurate
than shape judgments (d' = 2.845). At 120 and 1000 m s
exposures, shapes and colors were systematically easier to
discriminate than textures (see Table 1). Even with very
long, 1000 m s exposures, texture was still harder to discriminate, but because performance was close to saturation
we will not dwell too much on this difference. These initial data reveal (1) that the perceived physical identity of a
given pair of distal objects changes with prolonged exposures to the stimuli, suggesting that some cues are perceptually available before others, and (2) that the order of
availabilities seems to be shape before color and texture.
The perception of texture improves with longer exposures,
but it never really reaches the perception of the other two
dimensions.
Our design controlled extreme dimensional changes to
assess whether the lower availability of texture and color
arose from the subset of tested N A T U R A L values or the
intrinsic structure of textural information for perception.
Were drastic (i.e., E X T R E M E ) textural and color differences still harder to perceive than drastic shape changes? If
they were not-i.e., if E X T R E M E shape, color and textural
differences were as easy to perceive -then higher confusability of the N A T U R A L samples of colors and textures could explain the reported difference of perception
across dimensions.
Discriminations of IDIM E X T R E M E differences were
compared to IDIM N A T U R A L differences (see Figure 3).
A three-way A N O V A revealed significant main effects of
dimension (shape, color, texture), F(2, 84) = 76.94, p <
.001, E X T R E M E vs. N A T U R A L , F(l, 42) = 34.45, p <
.001, and exposure time (30, 120, 1000 ms), F(2, 42) =
29.22, p < .001. W e decomposed a significant triple interaction, F(4, 84) = 2.6, p < .05 to examine significant
simple interactions between shape, color, texture and
N A T U R A L vs. E X T R E M E values for 30 ms, F(2, 84) =
3.18, p < .05, and 120 ms, F(2, 84) = 5.07, p < .01, exposures, but not for 1000 ms, because it was not significant, F(2, 84) = 2.51, «i.
Differences were found in the perception of E X T R E M E
dimensional values that mirrored those of N A T U R A L
values at exposures of 30 ms, F(2, 86) = 12.64, p < .001,
and 120 ms, F(2, 86) = 4.72, p < .05. E X T R E M E shapes
and colors were also easier to discriminate than
E X T R E M E textures at 30 ms, and 120 m s (Tukey, all p <
.05). Thus, N A T U R A L and E X T R E M E discriminations
followed a similar trend suggesting that the intrinsic structure of textural information (not just the N A T U R A L samples w e tested) is less immediately perceivable than shape
and color. However, E X T R E M E colors and textures were
more discriminable than their N A T U R A L counterparts at
30 and 120 ms. Nevertheless, and because we aie here interested in relative, not absolute, availabilities,
E X T R E M E colors and textures differences were still harder
to perceive than E X T R E M E shapes differences.
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Naturals

Exposure tim«.
Extremes

Exposure hmes
Figure 3: D's for the NATURAL and EXTREME values
for each dimension and presentation time.
In summary of Experiment 1, time of exposure changes
the perception of the three dimensions composing objects.
Of all dimensions, texture appears to be rarely available
for processing at very short presentation times, even when
the difference in texture is as extreme as can be. Nevertheless, with longer exposures, the availability of this dimension increases.
Experiment 2
Experiment 1 suggests that the untrained eye is not particularly adept at perceiving the color and textural differences of very briefly presented objects. Even drastic differences along these dimensions were still more difficult to
perceive than shape differences. One general problem that
arises is whether this limitation is fixed (e.g., because
perceptual systems are wired in a way that they cannot
process some information sufficiently fast), or whether it
can change (Schyns et al, in press).
This issue taps into the origin of the higher percepmal
salience of shape over color and texture. W e noted earlier
that expertise with a category, or the diagnosticity of a
dimension, could sometimes change the perception of object cues. The primacy of shape cues reported in Experiment 1 could originate in such acquired perceptual salience
of shape over color and textural cues-for example, because
the psychological distances between shape cues are on
average higher than those of other dimensions. The acquisition of perceptual expertise with a dimension could,
however, reduce the confusability of its values, speed up
the availability of its information and increase its overall
salience to the expert observer. If this were true, the
global salience of a dimension would not be solely determined by the intrinsic confusability of its information.

availability of a dimension does not result from a differential exposure to the values of the other dimension.
Initial training phase. In the initial training phase, the
10 categories received a different arbitrary n a m e (possible
names werefeb, dur, niol, pin, bod, top, glo, jap, cal, and
rac). Participants in the S H A P E , C O L O R and T E X T U R E
groups were instructed to learn the category n a m e going
with each stimulus. A learning trial consisted of the presentation of a category name, for 1000 m s , immediately
followed by a category exemplar, for 30 m s , followed by a
mask composed of colored patches for 30 ms. A keypress
(the space-bar) on the computer keyboard would initiate
the next learning trial. Participants were instructed that
they should keep learning the pairings until they felt they
knew the 10 categories.
Initial testing phase. Following the initial training
phase, participants were tested on their knowledge of the
10 categories. T o ensure that participants knew the cues
defining the categories (not just their exemplars), new
objects were tested-/, e., participants had not seen them
before. In a trial, a category n a m e would appear on the
screen for 1000 m s , immediately followed by a n e w exemplar for 30 m s , and a 30 m s mask. Participants were
asked to indicate whether or not the category name and die
object matched by pressing the appropriate keys on the
computer keyboard. This phase composed of 4 0 trials
tested all 10 categories with a balanced number of "yes"
and "no" responses. A 9 0 % correct response criterion was
required before participants could enter the second testing
phase. Participants w h o did not reach the criterion went
back to the initial learning phase.
Second testing phase. The second testing phase familiarized participants with the perceptually taxing procedure of
the physical identity task. In a trial, participants saw a
category name immediately followed by two stimuli presented simultaneously on the screen for 30 m s , followed
by a 30 m s mask. Only one of the two stimuli was a
category member, and participants' task was to indicate
(via the appropriate keypress) the portion of the screen
(left or right) on which the exemplar of the named category appeared. T w o different blocks of 4 0 such trials, with
a balanced assignment of category members to the left and
right screen portions, composed the second testing phase.
Again, a 9 0 % accuracy criterion was required before participants could proceed to the final testing. Otherwise,
they would go back to the initial training phase.
Final testing phase. The physical identity task was the
final test. The other testing phases insured (1) that participants could identify all values of the learned dimension,
and (2) that this identification was possible even w h e n two
stimuli were simultaneously (and briefly) presented. The
physical identity task was similar to Experiment 1. Object
pairs were presented for 30 m s , followed by a 30 m s
mask, and participants were asked to judge the physical
identity of the displayed objects. The stimuli used in this
task included all the stimuli used in the learning phase and
m the previous testing phases. A s in Experiment 1, participants were told that physically identical objects were
those that shared identical shapes, colors and textures, and

but also by the diagnosticity of this dimension for the
expert observer.
Experiment 2 w a s set up as a problem of perceptual expertise resulting from categorization training. Three participant groups were trained to classify abstract objects
categories using a different diagnostic dimension. One
group used shape cues, the other color and the last one
texture. All groups were then tested on the same task
which asked participants to judge the physical identity of
object pairs (as in Experiment 1). R e m e m b e r that this
tasks ensures that participants k n o w which information to
use to judge the physical identity of two objects simultaneously presented on the visual display.
This design enabled a comparison of the effect of categorization training on the perception of object dimensions.
For example, participants trained, on texture could start
perceiving textural differences that participants trained on
shape or color would not see. W e could then assess
whether the observer's experience with the dimension
changed the perception of this information, its availability
for visual processing, and its relative primacy for recognition.
Participants
45 Glasgow University students with normal or corrected vision were paid to participate in the experiment.
Stimuli
Stimuli were computer synthesized 3 D objects composed of three dimensions: shape, color and texture (see
Figure 4). T o create the stimuli, w e selected ten different
values for each dimension, with the constraint that they
would be as different as possible from one another. Experimental stimuli were created by crossing values along
the three dimensions.

Figure 4: Examples of 1 category defined by a texture.
Procedure
In an initial training phase, three experimental groups
( S H A P E , C O L O R and T E X T U R E ) were assigned to a
different dimension classification task. In each group, participants were required to learn 10 different categories.
Four distinct objects composed each category. O n their
diagnostic dimension, they shared the same value across
the exemplars of the category, while the values of the two
other dimensions were randomly chosen. A s there were 10
different values per dimension, w e defined 10 categories
per experimental group, for a total of 4 0 training stimuli.
It is important to stress that the same ensemble of 40
stimuli was differendy carved into 10 categories, depending on which dimension ( S H A P E , C O L O R
or
T E X T U R E ) was diagnostic in that group. The fact that
participants saw the same stimuli but grouped them differently ensures that any observed difference in the perceptual
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that a single difference along any of these dimensions was
sufficient to judge them different. The task comprised three
blocks of 90 such trials. The order of blocks and trials was
randomized across participants. The experiment took about
60 minutes to complete.

whether it could change with the diagnosticity of a dimension. The outcome was that the perception of textures was
enhanced for participants trained on colors and textures.
However, the overall salience of texture was still lower
than that of shape and color, limiting the impact diagnosticity might have on the perception of dimensions.

Results and Discussion
A s in Experiment 1, a d' sensitivity measure which
combines Hit (H) rate (saying that two stimuli are different when they are effectively different) and False Alarm
(FA) rate (saying that two stimuli are different when they
are physically identical) was used to analyze participants'
response in the physical identity task. A two-way
A N O V A revealed no difference between the groups
( S H A P E , C O L O R , T E X T U R E training), F(2, 42) < 1,
ns, a significant effect of dimensional difference (shape,
color, texture), F(2, 84) = 65.40, /? < .001, and a significant interaction between these factors, F(4, 84) = 5.49, p
< .001 (see Table 2).
Table 2: D's in Experiment 2 for each dimension
and experimental group.
Shape
Color Texture
SHAPE-group
3.757
3.605
2.158
3.601
3.574
2.804
COLOR-group
3.491
TEXTURE-group
3.671
2.936
All groups were similarly adept at noticing shape, F(2,
42) < 1, ns, and color differences, F(2, 42) < 1, ns, irrespectively of the dimension they had been trained on.
However, performance was here close to ceiling and we
therefore concentrate on texture, the dimension of interest
in Exp)eriment 2. Participants perceived textural information differently. T E X T U R E and C O L O R participants perceived textural differences equally well (d' = 2.97 and 2.8,
respectively), and botii better than S H A P E participants (d'
= 2.16)(Tukey, allp<.05).
These data demonstrate that categorization expertise with
a diagnostic dimension in the T E X T U R E group enhances
the discriminability, and therefore the perceptual availability of its points. This supports the idea that the perception
of dimensional points flexibility changes with percepUaal
expertise. However, even when people were experts with
textural information, its perception was still more restricted than that of shape and color, limiting the influence
diagnosticity exerted on the perception of this dimension.
The data also reveal something unexpected: Participants
trained on color discriminated textures as well as those
trained on textures, even though the former were never
explicitly required to categorize textures. It should be noted
that color and texture are two characteristics of objects
surfaces. Categorization training on one surface dimension
(here, color) could set perceptual systems to tune to differences along another dimension (here, texture) that is also
characteristic of the surface. The diagnosticity of specific
dimensional values could then cause a general perceptual
change; one that affects the global settings of perceptual
systems, rather than the detection thresholds of a subset of
learned dimensional values.
In sum, Experiment 2 set out to investigate whether the
perceptual availability of object dimensions wasfixed,or
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General Discussion
The goal of this paper was to provide a framework
whithin which to study dimension perception (as opposed
to dimension usage). W e proposed that judgments of
physical identity would tap into dimension perception. In
Experiment 1 these revealed that shape was available before color before texture. Experiment 2 showed that the
perception of texture could partially depend on perceptual
expertise with this dimension, but also that there was a
"lower limit" on performance: Perceptual learning only
enhanced discriminability, which was always worse with
texture than with shape.
These results raise the interesting possibility that the
extent to which a particular stimulus dimension is available for object, face and scene recognition tasks depends on
the perceptual experience of the categorizer with this dimension. This is an interesting implication to pursue
experimentally.
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Abstract
Levin (1993) has proposed a semantic distinction between
two types of motion verbs: manner of motion verbs and
inherently directed motion verbs. In contrast, Jones
(1995) has argued that this distinction is better accounted
for by syntactic principles. T w o simulations are presented
that demonstrate that verb representations from the
Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) model of memory
(Burgess & Lund, 1997a; Lund & Burgess, 1996) are
sensitive to the distinction between these two verb
classes. The second simulation shows that this effect is not
due to word frequency differences. Thefinalexperiment
uses human judgments of concreteness, imageability, and
familiarity on these verbs to provide further data on the
particular semantic characteristics that may be salient to
the language user. W e argue that these results provide
empirical support for Levin's semantic distinctions.
Theories of how word meanings are represented in the
mental lexicon must account for a range of phenomena.
A m o n g these is the fact that words that are similar in
meaning tend to be used in similar ways in language. A s
well, the understanding (implicit or explicit) that particular
words can be used in certain ways, necessarily, must be a
characteristic of lexical knowledge (Levin, 1993). For
example, while it is not u n c o m m o n to hear people speak of
"trucking" something from one location to another
(furniture perhaps), using the term "earring" in a similar
context would be highly unusual. T h e example highlights
that, whether or not language users are aware of it, the
manner in which words are used in language reflects
characteristics of word meaning and similarity that are a
function of their contexts.
While the exact nature of lexical representations is
unknown, various attempts have been m a d e to determine the
sorts of information that exist within the lexicon.
Traditionally, lexical priming procedures, categorization
experiments, and word association norms have been utilized
to shed light on the nature of lexical knowledge (Neely,
1991; Collins & Loftus, 1975; Rips, Shoben, & Smith,
1975; Rosch, 1978). In addition, rigorous linguistic
procedures have assembled a wealth of information about
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word meanings (Jackendoff, 1990; Miller & Johnson-Laird,
1976). M o r e recently, researchers have applied
computational and statistical techniques to large corpora of
on-line text and machine-readable dictionaries to study
lexical representations (Burgess & Lund, 1997a; Landauer &
Dumais, 1996; Lund & Burgess, 1996; Miller, 1990).
O n e finding that seems to be consistent across a number
of investigations is that lexical knowledge is organized into
somewhat coherent "semantic fields," groups of words that
share some degree of semantic, orthographic, phonological,
or syntactic similarity (Levin, 1993; Miller & JohnsonLaird, 1976; Talmy, 1985). Accepting this notion greatly
simplifies research of lexical concepts, as this allows the
division of lexical space (i.e., all word representations) into
smaller, more manageable units. If one assumes that one of
the more consequential lexical divisions is based on
grammatical class, then this provides the opportunity (and
the motivation) to begin an investigation into nouns, or
verbs, or adjectives, rather than having the range of all
words as the only possible starting point.
Levin (1993) has recently undertaken the ambitious task
of categorizing over 3,000 verbs into distinct classes based
on verb semantics and syntactic behavior. Levin worked
with the theoretical assumption that verb behavior is
semantically determined (or, at the least, that verb syntax is
predictably related to verb meaning), and that an intensive
consideration of the similarity of verb meanings would
enable the development of verb classes in which the
m e m b e r s of a particular class would all share certain
characteristics of meaning and behavior. B y producing these
classifications Levin sought to m o v e closer to the eventual
isolation of a complete set of 'meaning components" that
would bear upon the nature of lexical representations of verb
meaning. T o her credit. Levin produced 191 distinct classes,
each of which captured a coherent collection of semantically
similar verbs. Unfortunately, Levin's procedure for
classification did not rest entirely upon verb meaning, as a
great deal of consideration w a s given to the behavior of
individual verbs with respect to various diathesis

alternations. Highlighting the distinction between verbs
with regard to these alternations allowed Levin to exploit an
important lexical similarity that is not wholly semantic in
nature; and, thus, Levin's book (Part II) docs not stand as
the strongest test of the hypothesis that the meaning of a
verb determines its syntactic behavior.
Jones (1995) evaluated the verb class distinctions
proposed by Levin (1993) and concluded that classifying
verbs based on semantic similarity was not the only way to
produce such distinctions; and that, in fact, one could
reproduce a large percentage of Levin's verb classes using a
system based exclusively on verb syntax. Using the
example sentences provided in Levin, Jones was able to
derive "syntactic signatures" for individual classes based on
the particular syntactic patterns that occurred within the
sentences for a given class. W h e n both positive (971
instances) and negative (554 instances) example sentences
were included in deriving the syntactic signatures, Jones was
able to "replicate" 8 0 . 1 % of the verb class distinctions
presented by Levin. This would be quite a compelling result
if it were not for the fact that the inclusion of negative
evidence is a cognitively unrealistic assumption w h e n
considering the human analogue to Jones' procedure-there is
little evidence that the human language input stream has an
abundance of "negative" sentences (Bowerman, 1987).
Without the negative examples Jones was able to reproduce
only 3 7 . 7 % of Levin's classifications, a drop in precision
that prompts one to conclude that the classification of
semantically similar verbs based on syntactic patterns m a y
be problematic.
T h e intuitions of trained analysts of lexical
representations (i.e., linguists, lexicographers,
psycholinguists) often stand as "educated guesses" as to the
appropriateness of various distinctions between classes of
words. However, though these divisions seem to have more
than an air of correctness, such intuitions m a y be subject to
theoretical and measurement bias. A s such, these educated
intuitions would be buttressed by more empirically rigorous
procedures for testing the similarity or dissimilarity between
putative classes of words. Objective methods for
investigating word representations through statistical
analysis of large-scale text corpora are presently being
developed (Finch & Chater, 1992; Landauer & Dumais,
1996; Lund & Burgess, 1996). These procedures appear to
have an obvious advantage over less technologically
advanced techniques in that these measures have access to
many hundreds of millions of words. More important than
the immense size of these databases, however, is the fact
that these procedures encounter written text m u c h as it
occurs in h u m a n language use. The representations which
result c o m e from an analysis of text alone. Expert theories
do not produce these word representations, nor do these
procedures rely on explicit linguistic "rules" of the sort
human language users are aware. O n e anticipation is that,
while present intuitions about the nature of word meanings
and the relationship between meanings in the lexicon m a y
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not be wholly inaccurate, newer investigative methods m a y
provide the means by which these intuitions can be
subjected to empirical study, and if necessary, appropriate
revision.
O n e of the more recent methods of representing word
meanings is the Hyperspace Analogue to Language ( H A L )
model (Burgess & Lund, 1997a; Lund & Burgess, 1996).
H A L stands as a credible attempt to produce word
representations that encode various aspects of meaning.
H A L has been used to account for grammatical class
distinctions and semantic effects on syntactic processing
(Burgess & Lund, 1997a), several semantic and associative
priming effects (Lund & Burgess, 1996; Lund, Burgess, &
Audet, 1996), the sort of semantic errors m a d e by deep
dyslexia patients (Buchanan, Burgess, Lund, 1996), and
cerebral asymmetries in semantic m e m o r y processing
(Burgess & Lund, 1997b).
H A L is a model that develops word meaning from global
co-occurrence statistics extracted from h u m a n on-line
language use. A -300 million word corpus of Usenet text is
the input stream from which H A L records weighted cooccurrence information for the 70,000 most frequent
vocabulary items. T h e process of recording these cooccurrences allows for the formation of a co-occurrence
matrix from which word vectors are derived. Conceptually,
these vectors represent points in a high-dimensional space.
Having developed high-dimensional representations for
words, similarity between words corresponds inversely to
inter-point distances. The assumption is that the m o r e
similar two words are, the closer their points in the highdimensional space (see Burgess & Lund, 1997a, for further
discussion of the H A L methodology).
A n important consideration is the fact that H A L ' s
representations are the product of a meaning acquisition
process that encounters words as they occur in written
language. Developing these meaning representations does
not require any theory of semantic features, nor are these
representations the products of expert linguistic evaluation.
H A L ' s representations are a function of the global cooccurrence of lexical items in language use. This
distinguishes H A L from those categorization schemes that
are based on the explicit knowledge of word meanings and
behavior held by lexical analysts. H A L does not "know the
rules," as it were, nor does it encounter words in the rich
environment in which w e exist; it simply is sensitive to
h o w words are used in relation to other words (i.e., context).
This sensitivity allows H A L to develop w o r d
representations that m a y be used to test theoretically derived
classification schemes that currently exist.
O f the numerous verb classes considered by Levin (1993),
one of the larger classes, verbs of motion, was further
subdivided by Levin into manner of motion verbs (e.g.,
drift, slide, trot) and inherently directed motion verbs (e.g.,
arrive, depart, leave). These verb classes were distinguished
based on the notion that all of the manner of motion verbs
have meanings that include s o m e manner or m e a n s of

motion, whether the movement is by an animate (e.g., trot,
s w i m ) or inanimate (e.g., twist, glide) entity. Conversely,
the meaning for each of the inherently directed motion verbs
involves a specification of the direction of movement. This
distinction between verb classes appears to be an appropriate
test, not only of the ability of the H A L model to be
sensitive to this dissociation, but perhaps a test of the
appropriateness of the division between these two classes
proposed by Levin. However, as Jones (1995) was able to
reproduce a significant proportion of Levin's verb-class
distinctions only when both positive and negative example
sentences were included, one might predict that H A L will
fail to distinguish between the two verb classes, as the H A L
model rarely, if ever, encounters "negative" sentences.
W h a t follows are two H A L simulations using the verbs
Levin identified as either manner of motion verbs, or
inherently directed motion verbs. In the first simulation, an
attempt is made to reproduce Levin's distinction between the
two verb classes with an alternate methodology and without
relying on negative evidence as employed in Jones'
approach. In the second simulation, the issue of frequencysensitivity is introduced, and an attempt is made to produce
the verb class distinction using a H A L matrix in which the
relative frequencies of words have been controlled.
Following the simulations, consideration is given to human
judgements of word characteristics, and the role this
information might play in distinguishing verb classes.

were removed due to the author's intuition that these words
might behave erratically in the simulations due to their high
frequency use as nouns (pilot simulations confirmed that
advance and exit do cluster erratically in the M D S solution
with this set of items).
Procedure. Co-occurrence vectors were extracted from the
H A L model for the verbs. Each vector was treated as a set of
coordinates in a high-dimensional Euclidean space, and a
M D S solution was computed. The hypothesis was that
these word vectors, representing the interword distances for
the chosen set of words, would operate as a similarity
matrix (Lund & Burgess, 1996).
Results
The similarity matrix was analyzed by a M D S algorithm
that projects points from a high-dimensional space into a
lower-dimensional space in a nonlinear fashion that attempts
to preserve the distances between points. T h e
lower-dimensional projection allows for the visualization of
the spatial relationships between the co-occurrence vectors.
The two-dimensional M D S solution for the verbs is shown
in Figure 1.
Visual inspection of Figure 1 suggests that the two verb
classes were differentiated in the M D S solution. The manner
of motion verbs appear to occupy a separate space than the
wade
canter

Experiment 1:
Dissociating M a n n e r of M o t i o n V e r b s
f r o m Inherently Directed V e r b s
Dissociation of grammatical categories has been
demonstrated before using H A L (Burgess & Lund, 1997a).
The intent of the current simulation was to provide evidence
that the H A L model is sensitive to fmer-grained distinctions
between m e m b e r s of a single grammatical class, namely
motion verbs. T w o classes of motion verbs-manner of
motion verbs and inherently directed motion verbs—were
subjected to multidimensional scaling ( M D S ) using H A L ' s
word vectors as a set of coordinates in a high-dimensional
space in order to show that the interword distances in the
space can provide a basis for distinguishing between these
verb classes.

crawl trot
walk

swim
creep

leap
rush hike
jump
glide
hop roll float
GO ENTER
slide
LEAVE
spin
dash
CLIMB
FALL
COME
RETURN
ESCAPE
RISE
DEPART
ARRIVE
DESCEND

Method
Materials. Levin (1993) presented 22 verbs of inherently
directed motion, while 138 manner of motion verbs were
listed. Sixty of the manner of motion verbs did not occur in
the H A L matrix; from the remaining 78 verbs, 20 were
randomly chosen for the simulation. O f the 22 inherently
directed verbs, 12 were ultimately chosen for the simulation;
six verbs did not occur in the matrix. Tumble was removed
due to low frequency in the H A L corpus, and cross was
removed because Levin explained that this verb does not
behave like the other verbs in the class. Exit and advance
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drift
twist

Figure 1: Two-dimensional multidimensional scaling
solution for word vectors for manner of motion verbs
(lowercase) and inherently directed motion verbs.
verbs of inherently directed motion. However, given the
nature of the M D S procedure, in which an extreme reduction
of dimensionality occurs when projecting data from a highdimensional space d o w n to only two dimensions, it was
necessary to perform appropriate inferential statistics. A n

Results

analysis of variance w a s performed which compared
intragroup distances between verbs with intergroup distances
between these items. Distances between all combinations of
verb pairs within a group (i.e., verb class) were calculated
and compared to the distances between all combinations of
verb pairs between groups. M a n n e r of motion verbs were
differentiated from inherently directed motion verbs, F( 1,
618) = 7.37, p = .0068. A s well, verbs of inherently directed
motion were differentiated from manner of motion verbs,
F( 1,370) = 72.94,/7<.0001.

T h e two-dimensional M D S solution for the 32 verbs is
shown in Figure 2. T h e two-dimensional separation of the
two verb classes w a s not as distinct as seen in Experiment
1, however, the majority of inherently directed motion verbs
clustered together, as they had in the previous M D S .
A s in Experiment 1, an evaluation of the highdimensional separation of the verb classes required a
comparison of the intragroup distances between verbs with
the intergroup distances between these items. Verbs of
inherently directed motion were differentiated from manner
of motion verbs, F(l, 370) = 54.95, p < .0001, however,
manner of motion verbs were not reliably differentiated from
inherently directed motion verbs due to the migration of
three verbs to the other verb class space, F(l, 618) = 1.29, p
= .25.

Discussion
Verb-class information carried in H A L ' s vector
representations is sufficient to distinguish between t w o
groups of motion verbs that have s o m e degree of semantic
dissimilarity, as proposed by Levin (1993). These results
support Levin's theoretical distinction between manner of
motion verbs and inherently directed motion verbs.

Discussion
The notion that the relative frequency of lexical items in the
input stream plays an important role in cognitive models
such as H A L received some support in the current

Experiment 2:
Evaluating Frequency Effects in the
Dissociation between M a n n e r of Motion
Verbs from Inherently Directed Verbs
The claim has been made that all models of cognitive

FALL
leap

processes that are sensitive to the statistical properties of the
system's input are frequency-sensitive rather than reflecting
the richer properties of language use (Fodor & Pylyshyn,
1988). A s the H A L model relies upon the statistical
aggregation of lexical co-occurrences, it falls squarely within
the range of models that potentially o w e a great debt to the
relative frequencies of lexical items occurring in the input
stream. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the degree to
which the relative frequencies of lexical items produce the
effects shown with the H A L model. Inherently directed
motion verbs were more frequent (259 occurrences per
million words) than manner of motion verbs (31 occurrences
per million), (f(30) = 2.49, p = .018), using the original
H A L corpus of 131 million words (Burgess & Livesay, in
press). This difference motivates the efforts of Experiment 2
in which the simulation procedure will be repeated using a
matrix that has been controlled for differences in word
frequency.
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional multidimensional scaling
solution for word vectors (for m a n n e r of motion verbs
and inherently directed motion verbs) derived from a
frequency-controlled matrix.

Method
Materials. Stimuli used in Experiment 2 were identical to
that used in Experiment 1.

simulation. When HAL encountered every stimulus item
exactly 800 times the resulting word representations did not
possess the robust contextual experience required to
completely dissociate inherently directed motion verbs from
manner of motion verbs. However, in spite of the restricted
nature of these w o r d representations, the contextual
information that w a s present w a s sufficient to allow the
majority of inherently directed motion verbs to cluster

Procedure. A new matrix was formed by collecting cooccurrence counts for the 32 stimulus items. T o control for
frequency, co-occurrence statistics were collected for each
word until that item had a raw frequency count in the matrix
of 800 occurrences (854 w a s the frequency for the lowest
frequency verb). All subsequent procedures involving the
development of a similarity matrix for the 32 stimulus
items were identical to those performed in Experiment 1.
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Discussion

together. Limiting the experience H A L has with individual
words by restricting word frequency has the consequential
effect of also limiting the range of contexts in which the
model encounters these words. Thus, it is not surprising
that the verb-class dissociation seen in Experiment 1 was
not quite as pronounced in the current simulation.
Experiment 3: Distinguishing Motion

Verbs by H u m a n Semantic Judgments
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 independently verify the
distinction between the two motion verb classes made by
Levin (1993). However, what is unclear is exactly what
characteristics of these verbs serve to distinguish the two
classes. Levin proposed the distinction between the groups
of verbs based on an important semantic dissimilarity (e.g.,
characteristics of motion). Using the H A L model, the word
vectors for these verbs provide a set of co-ordinates in highdimensional meaning space that demonstrates that these two
verb types indeed exist in separate categorical spaces as
suggested by Levin. In H A L , the vector elements that are
the co-ordinates in the meaning space are other symbols in
the original input stream. T o further explore what semantic
differences there m a y be between these two classes of
motion verbs, w e compared the two sets of verbs using
Toglia and Battig's (1978) Handbook of Semantic W o r d
N o r m s . These norms provide a database of h u m a n
judgments about words on such semantic indices as
concreteness, imageability, and meaningfulness. The two
classes of verbs were compared on these semantic indices to
determine what characteristics might discriminate between
them.
Methods
H u m a n ratings were extracted from the Toglia and Battig
norms for the 14 verbs from Experiment 1 that occurred in
the Toglia and Battig database (e.g., come, crawl, fall, float,
go, j u m p , leap, rise, roll, rush, slide, swim, twist, walk).
These n o r m s included ratings on: concreteness,
imageability, categorizability, meaningfulness, familiarity,
number of attributes, and pleasantness.
Results
Manner of motion verbs were rated higher than verbs of
inherently directed motion on concreteness (r(12) = 2.75, p =
.018), imageability (r(12) = 2.21, p = .047), and
categorizability (r(12) = 2.51, p = .028). In contrast,
inherently directed verbs were rated more highly on
familiarity (r(12) = 2.53, p = .027). The two verb classes did
not differ on meaningfulness (r(12) = .15, p = .88), number
of attributes (r(12) = 1.41, p = .19), or pleasantness (r(12) =
.1, p = .92). These results indicate that, at least for the verbs
that did occur in the Toglia and Battig norms, these two
classes of verbs differ on four semantic characteristics.
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Introspection of the two verb classes suggests that the
manner of motion verbs are more easily visualized than the
inherently directed motion verbs. Visualizing a person
swimming, spinning, or crawling intuitively appears to
involve a more straightforward context than does arriving,
entering, or rising. This intuition is supported by the
normative results that the manner of motion verbs were
rated as more concrete and imageable by human raters. O n
the other hand, the verbs of inherently directed motion were
rated as more familiar. The exact relationship between the
normative information and h u m a n language use is not
completely clear, particularly since only 14 of the 32
motion verbs occurred in the Toglia and Battig norms (and
only four of the inherently directed motion verbs). However,
these apparent differences in human judgments between the
two verb classes is supported by the distinction between the
two verb groups in the high-dimensional analysis (see
Figure 1). In an earlier experiment, Burgess and Lund
(1997a) used HAL's word vectors in a multiple regression
procedure to predict the human ratings for concreteness and
imageability. A substantial amount of variance was
accounted for with the word vectors for concreteness (^2 =
.65) and imageability (/?2 = .63)~both factors upon which
these two classes of motion verbs differ. W e suspect that the
results from Experiment 3 point to several factors that m a y
be salient in discriminating between these two classes of
motion verbs whether by computational approaches (see
Figure 1) or by linguistic judgement (Levin, 1993).
General Discussion
Previous research has demonstrated that H A L ' s
representations are sensitive to the sorts of meaning
information that serve to distinguish words of different
grammatical class (Burgess & Lund, 1997a). In addition to
distinguishing between nouns, verbs, prepositions, and
determiners, the H A L model was also able to distinguish
between different morphological forms of verbs.
Unambiguous past-tense verbs (e.g., g r e w ) were
distinguished from unambiguous past-participle verbs (e.g.,
shown). In the current study a group of motion verbs was
subdivided into two meaningfully distinct classes of verbs:
verbs that concern the manner in which an entity moves,
and verbs which entail a particular direction of a motion
without further specification by prepositions phrases (i.e.,
away from, up onto, etc.). These results add to the range of
phenomena concerning word meanings to which the H A L
model is responsive.
Contrary to Jones' (1995) suggestion that negative
examples play a critical role in dissociating the two verb
classes, the H A L model encounters few, if any, "negative
sentences" of the sort Jones included in his evaluation of
Levin's verb classes. Thesefindingsprovide further support
for the notion that using a global co-occurrence procedure
such as HAL's that produces word representations based
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Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
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InternationalJournal of Lexicography, 3, 235-312.
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processes in reading: Visual word recognition (pp. 264336). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
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Rosch, E. (1978). Principles of categorization. In E. Rosch
and B. Lloyd (Eds.) Categorization and cognition.
Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
Talmy, L. (1985). Lexicalization patterns: Semantic
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Cambridge University Press.
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solely on the system's experience with incoming text is a
robust way in which to derive word meanings. The results
of Experiment 3 suggest four semantic variables that may
play a role in a person's ability to distinguish between these
two verb classes: concreteness, imagcability,
categorizability, and familiarity.
The task of isolating distinct classes of verbs that share
certain aspects of meaning m a y provide some evidence for
the linguistically meaningful set of components which
determine the lexical representations for these items in
memory. Each class of verbs entails a set of lexical
properties which reflects the s u m total of meaning
components across the members of a particular class. The
aggregate properties displayed by a class m a y correspond to
the types of lexical information available in word
representations in memory, as these shared properties appear
to have a great deal to do with h o w particular verbs are used
in language (Levin, 1993). W e conclude that (1) degrees of
contextual similarity between verbs serve to allow intuitive
separation of these motion verbs into meaningful groups,
and (2) that differences in meaning between groups are
systematically related to h o w verbs from different classes are
used differently in language (Burgess & Lund, 1997a; Levin,
1993; Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1991).
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Abstract
This study examined the problem solving strategies used by
staff radiologists and radiology residents during the
interpretation of difficult mammograms. Tenradiologistsand
ten residents diagnosed 10 cases under two experimental
conditions (authentic and augmented). In the authentic
condition, standard unmarked m a m m o g r a m s were used
Mammographic findings were highlighted on a second set of
the same cases for the augmented condition. Verbal protocols
were analyzed and revealed that mammography interpretation
was characterized by a predominant use of data-(iriven or
mixed-strategies depending on case typicahty and clinical
experience Rq)eated measures A N O V A s revealed that the
radiologists scanned the cases significantly faster than the
residents. N o group differences were found in the number of
radiological findings, radiological observations, and number
of diagnoses across experimental conditions. Frequency
analyses revealed that regardless of experimental condition
both groups (a) used the same types of operators, control
processes, diagnostic plans, (b) committed the same number
of errors, and (c) committed case-dependent errors. Overall,
the fact that few differences were found between the groups
on the various measures may be due to the fact that
m a m m o g r a m interiH-etation is a well-constrained visual
cognitive task. The results have been applied to the design of
a computer-based tutor for training residents to interpret
m a m m o g r a m s Future empirical directions include building a
more comprehensive model of the perceptual and cognitive
processes underlying m a m m o g r a m
interpretation by
converging eye-movement, cortical activation (e.g., fMRI)
and verbal protocol data.
Introduction
Radiological expertise is complex, involving several years
of acquiring formalized medical knowledge as well as m a n y
years of clinical experience. It involves the integration of
several distinct bodies of knowledge with separate
organizing principles, including physiology, anatomy,
pathophysiology, and projective geometry of radiography.
Various theoretical frameworks postulate that the attainment
of accurate visual diagnostic reasoning abilities involves the
interaction of cognitive and perceptual factors. However, a
systematic effort employing a combination of analytical
methodologies and perceptual probes is required to clarify
the coexisting contributions of cognitive and perceptual
factors in the development of radiological expertise.
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This study w a s designed to investigate the problem
solving strategies of stafiF radiologists and radiology
residents during the interpretation of difBcult breast
disease cases depicted on m a m m o g r a m s . T h e specific
research objectives addressed in this study included:
1) Identify a cognitive model of diagnostic problem
solving in m a m m o g r a p h y interpretatioa
2) Identify the problem solving strategies, operators, and
control processes used by staff radiologists and radiology
residents used during m a m m o g r a p h y interpretatioa
3) Conduct in-depth analyses of protocols from several
breast disease cases to exemplify typical staff radiologists'
and radiology residents' problem solving strategies.
4) Analyze the frequency and types of errors committed
by both groups while diagnosing the breast disease cases.
5) Study the effects of t w o experimental conditions
(authentic and augmented) on several aspects of the
groups' performance (munber of m a n u n o g r a m findings,
observations and diagnoses, scanning time and reading
time, and diagnostic acciU3cy).
T h e following section presents a brief overview of the
major empirical findings from cognitive studies of
radiological expertise.
Cognitive Studies of Radiological Expertise
Radiological expertise has been investigated by numerous
authors employing disparate theoretical perspectives and
empirical paradigms. Three basic "paradigms" that have
been appbed widely are: (1) search studies which
investigate eye m o v e m e n t patterns while experts and
novices read x-ray films, (2) signal-detection studies
which investigate the ability of novices and experts to
detea normal and abnormal film findings, and (3)
cognitive research aimed at eliciting the underlying
cognitive and perceptual factors involved in radiological
expertise. Relatively few studies (Lesgold, Rubinson,
Feltovich, Glaser, Klopfer, & W a n g , 1988; Rogers, 1 9 % )
have actually investigated the imderlying cognitive and
perceptual factors. In fact, these studies have all been
conducted in the area of chest radiography. A s a result, a
fimdamental understanding of the nature and acquisition of
expertise in other radiological sub-specialties such as
m a m m o g r a p h y has yet to be achieved.
In terms of cognitive research, there have been few
explicit accounts of the problem solving strategies of

radiology residents and staff radiologists during the
diagnostic process. Lesgold and colleagues (1988)
conducted two studies investigating the constitution and
acquisition of radiological expertise in chest x-ray
interpretation. Analytical techniques included perceptual
probes and in-depth analyses of participants' veital
protocols. Their research findings indicate that experts build
schemas of patient anatomy, evoke pertinent schemas
quickly and exhibit flexibility in tuning their schemas.
Secondly, the assignment of x-ray features of normal
anatomy schemata determines which features are "left over"
and hence show signs of abnormality. Lastly, normal
anatomy schemata might contain attached procedures or
locahzation rules for determining where the abnormahties
reside. T h e expert's flexibihty in tuning schemata, in the
case of a dominant hypothesis and a more remote possibility
stemming from inconsistencies presented in the film,
depends upon the availability of mental processing capacity.
For exanq)le, if sub-processes such as localization are not
automated and require conscious processing, working
memory ( W M ) interference can prevent the construction of
an adequately interconnected representation of the patient's
anatomy.
T o summarize, Lesgold and colleagues (1988) have
characterized expertradiologistsas being: (1) able to sustain
the looking and reasoning cycle even in the face of
considerable complexity, (2) opportunistic planners with
very rich recognition and constructive perceptual abiUties,
(3) able to ignore irrelevant data, (4) more able to take
immediate account of relevant data than residents, (5) able
to build a thorough representation of a patient's anatomy,
(6) able to quickly begin executing pertinent general plans,
(7)flexibleand able to tune schemata, (8) able to analyze
several objects that overlap in a fihn, and (9) opportunistic
in the face of n e w evidence. Lastly, their schema-driven
processing was not found to be consistently successfiil.
In contrast, the researchers characterize the lessexperienced radiologists' diagnostic performance as
incomplete in three respects: (1) the confirming or refitting
tests are not applied to the invoked schema, (2) a generally
appropriate schema is not triggered efiRciently enough,
and/or (3) the details of the differential diagnosis process are
incomplete (Lesgold et al., 1988).
In a recent study in chest radiography interpretation,
Rogers (1996) examined the interaction between perception
and problem solving. Verbal protocol data w a s collected
from 8 residents and 2 staff m e m b e r s while they examined
seven computer-displayed chest x-rays. Results indicated
that accurate perceptual characterization of a finding might
still be insufficient to identify a distinrt disease category.
The level of abstraction used in characterizing findings
provided empirical evidence of the transition between the
perceptiial and problem solving activities. Bottom-up (datadriven) strategies were supported by use of secondary
findings to generate diagnostic hypotheses, use of features
to label primary findings, and use of features of primaiy
findings to generate diagnostic hypotheses. Top-down (goal-
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driven) processes involved (1) confirmation of expectation
of secondary findings to support diagnostic hypotheses, (2)
use of features of primary findings to rule out competing
findings and diagnostic hypotheses, and (3) use of features
of primary findings to match or contradict expectations.
M o r e recently, Faremo (1997) investigated the problem
solving processes used by 8 3rd-year medical students and
8 senior surgical residents in diagnosing breast disease
cases. During the experimental sessions, participants were
individually asked to identify abnormal m a m m o g r a m
findings for a set of ten breast disease cases, and to provide
differential diagnoses and follow-up actions. Verbal
protocols were colleaed and the analyses revealed that
both groups differed in their problem solving behaviours.
Furthermore, groups differed significantly in the accuracy
of their responses for findings, diagnoses/differential
diagnoses, follow-up actions, and the number of
differential diagnoses they generated. Students also
differed from residents in the number of instances in which
they generated multiple diagnoses, in their requests for
clinical information, and in the numbers and types of errors
they committed. Detailed analyses were conducted o n a
subset of the protocols and additional between and within
group differences were identified. These differences
include the types and frequency of cognitive operators used
and the use of hypothesis-driven and data-driven problem
solving strategies. Based on the findings of this study,
several recommendations were m a d e concerning h o w a
computer-based instructional system should teach breast
disease to medical students.
In sum, cognitive research in the area of diagnostic
radiology is still in its infancy compared to the corpus of
research in other visual domains (e.g., chess and physics).
T h e few studies that have been reviewed have provided an
initial characterization of the diagnosing process,
specification of the top-down and bottom-up processes
involved in diagnostic reasoning, and the role of perceptual
and problem solving processes. This research has focused
mainly o n the area of chest radiography and in-depth
analyses have revealed differences across levels of medical
experience. However, their utility in terms of developing a
process model of m a m m o g r a p h y interpretation is limited.
In order to adequately understand the diagnostic process in
m a m m o g r a p h y interpretation, a similar investigation is
required. M o r e
specifically, a cognitive
model
charaaerizing the underlying differences in diagnostic
problem solving between radiologist professionals with
different levels of expertise is needed. Such a model has
been developed by smdying radiologists' performance
during the interpretation of difficult breast diseases
exhibited o n m a m m o g r a m s using appropriate cognitive
science methodologies.

Method
Participants
A total of 2 0 participants, 10 staff radiologists and 10
radiology residents from McGill University's teaching

Fifty of the 200 protocols collected were used to refine
an initial coding scheme into a more comprehensive one
consisting of three major categories. The major categories
included knowledge states, problem solving operators, and
control processes (Anderson, 1993; Newell & Simon,
1972). Knowledge states in this domain were coded as
radiological observations, radiological findings, and
diagnoses. Problem solving operators were clustered
around 11 classes (e.g., hypothesis generation) and
comprised a total of 30 operators. Control processes were
comprised of diagnostic planning, goal verbalizations, and
meta-reasoning.
Inter-rater reliabiUty was established by recruiting a
graduate student with experience in the area of breast
disease and mammography and trainmg her to use the
coding scheme. She was instructed to independently code
20/200 randomly selected protocols thus yielding a
reliabiUty coefficientratingof .92.

hospitals participated in this study. T h e 10 staff radiologists
had M D degrees and Board Certification in radiology and
were affiliated with one of the teaching hospitals. Their
post-residency training ranged from 3.S to 34 years (mean
of 20.3 years), including a range of 5 months to 30 years of
m a m m o g r a p h y training (mean of 13.8 years). Participants'
estimates of the number of cases they had analyzed over the
course of their medical training varied from 600 to 100,000
m a m m o g r a m s (mean of 30,(XX) m a m m o g r a m s ) . They also
reported to have "read" (i.e., diagnosed) an average of 66
m a m m o g r a m s per week (range 0 to 200 m a m m o g r a m s ) , and
"seen" (i.e., viewed but not diagnosed) an average of 68
m a m m o g r a m s per week (range 5 to 360 m a m m o g r a m s ) .
The 10 radiology residents had M D degrees and were on
rotation at one of McGill's five teaching hospitals. This
group was compnsed of 2 3rd-year, 1 4th-year, and 7 5thyear residents. All of the residents had completed one
manunography rotation. They reported to have 0 to 12
months of mammography training (mean of 6 months)
Sixty percent of the residents reported to have "read"
between 25 to 100 m a m m o g r a m s , while the other 4 0 %
reported to have "read" between 200 to 1,000
m a m m o g r a m s . N o n e of the residents reported that they
"read" or "see" m a m m o g r a m s on a weekly basis.

Research Design
A mixed factorial design consisting of 10 participants
nested across 2 levels ofradiologicalexpertise (betweensubjects factor) crossed with 2 experimental conditions
(within-subjects faaor).

Breast Disease Cases
Ten breast disease cases were used in this study. A n
additional case was used as the practice case. Cases were
selected by the consulting m a m m o g r a p h y expert's teaching
files. Each case was comprised of a brief clinical history and
at least 4 m a m m o g r a m s including the C C (craniocaudal) and
M L O (mediolateral) views of the left andrightbreasts. The
cases include 3 benign and 7 malignant cases. The
diagnoses for each case were confirmed by pathology
reports fit)m specimens extracted fi-om the breast tissue
corresponding to each case. The breast disease cases
included cases typically encoimtered in mammography
textbooks and clinical research articles, atypical cases
infiiequently encountered in daily practice, and cases with
typical m a m m o g r ^ h i c manifestations encountered in daily
practice. These cases include mammographic features that
ranged from fairly obvious to detect to cases that require the
use of a magnifying glass to detect subtle mammographic
features.
Coding Scheme
A coding scheme was constructed based on the content
analysis of breast disease and manmiography, theoretical
and methodological articles in cognitive science and the
results of previous studies in various relevant areas such as
medical cognition (Hassebrock & Prietula, 1992; Patel,
Arocha, & Kauftnann, 1994; Patel &. Groen, 1986; Patel &
Ramoni, 1997), discourse processing (Bracewell
&
Breuleux, 1993; Breuleux, 1993; Frederiksen, 1975),
syntactical analysis, and artificial neural networks for
tnanunogram interpretation.
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Procedure
Participants were tested individually. The experimenter
provided the participant with a 1-page handout of
instructions for the diagnostic task. The experimenter
placed the materials in front of the participant, including
the practice case, the ten experimental cases, the
magnifying glass to inspect the m a m m o g r a m s , and the
permanent marker to use for pointing (to the
mammographic findings). The experimenter presented
each participant first with the practice case and
subsequently with the 10 cases that were counterbalanced
across experimental conditions and participants.
For each case, the expaimental procedure involved
having the participant: (a) read the clinical history, (b)
display the m a m m o g r a m set on a view-box, (c) point to the
mammographic findings and/or observations, (d) provide a
diagnosis (or a set of differential diagnoses), and (e)
discuss subsequentfiirtherinvestigations (if necessary).
The participant was instructed to "think out loud" (Ericsson
& Simon, 1993) throughout the entire diagnostic process.
The experimental procedure was repeated for each subject
imtil he/she diagnosed all ten cases under the two
experimental conditions (5 authentic and 5 augmented)
without any time constraints.
Results
The results of this smdy are presented in the context of (a)
a cognitive model of m a m m o g r a m interpretation, (b) the
use of different problem solving strategies, operators, and

control processes during m a m m o g r a m interpretation, (c)
interpretation of several performance variables across
groups and e?q)eTimental conditions, and (d) error analyses.
Cognitive Model of Mammogram Interpretation
The cognitive model of diagnostic problem solving in
m a m m o g r a m interpretation was construaed from a
cognitive task analysis and content analysis of the domain
and refined based on the verbal protocol analyses of 40
randomly selected protocols. Decomposition of the complex
task of m a m m o g r a m inteipretation resulted in a model
consisting of seven steps. These steps include: (a) reading a
clinical history, (b) placing a set of m a m m o g r a m s on a
viewbox and identifying individual m a m m o g r a m s in the set,
(c) visually inspecting each of the m a m m o g r a m s either with
or without the use of a magnifying glass, (d) identifying
mammographic
findings
and
observations,
(e)
characterizing mammographic findings and observations, (f)
providing a definitive diagnosis or a set of differential
diagnoses, and (g) specifying subsequent examinations.
The model allows for a "linear approach'" (e.g., from
reading the chnical history to specifying subsequent
examinations) and/or an "iterative approach" in which the
results of a step m a y feed back to previous steps in the
model. The Unear approach is analogous to the use of a
data-driven problem solving strategy whereby a subject
reads the clinical history, scans the set of m a m m o g r a m s , and
provides a diagnosis, lie iterative approach is analogous to
the use of a mixed-problem solving strategy (i.e., includes
both data-driven and goal-driven problem solving
strategies). For example, following the initial scaiming and
characterization of the mammographic findings the
radiologist m a y postulate a set of differential diagnoses
which will lead him/her to inspect particular area(s) of a
mammograms.
Problem Solving Strategies
Overall, the in-depth analyses (of the same 40 protocols)
indicated that diagnostic prc^lem solving in mammography
is characterized by (a) the predominant use of a data-driven
diagnostic strategy, (b) the use of a mixed-strategy
depending on case typicality and clinical experience, and (c)
rapid schema-based problem-solving which facilitates
search and the charaaerization of mammographic features
and integration of clinical history cues (followed by
accurate
diagnosis
and
subsequent radiological
recommendations).
Frequency of Problem Solving Operator Use
The results indicate that residents used more operators
than the staff (based on the same 40 protocols used above).
Both groups used more operators w h e n solving cases
presented in the augmented condition A n analysis of the
fiequency of operator use by staff and residents diuing the
diagnostic jwocess in cases presemed under both
experimental conditions revealed a predominant use of the
following operators (bsted in order of descending
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frequency): (a) data examination, (b) data acquisition, (c)
data exploration, and (d) hypothesis generation. These 4
operators account for 7 6 % of all operators used by all
subjects regardless of level of expertise and experimental
condition.
Frequency of Control Processes Used
The frequency of control process use (based on the same
40 randomly selected protocols) revealed that the staff used
slightly more control processes than the residents (47 as
compared to 41). Diagnostic plarming w a s the most often
used control process regardless of level of expertise and
experimental condition.
Number of Radiological Findings, Observations,
a n d Diagnoses
Repeated measures A N O V A s failed to reveal any
significant differences in the m e a n munber of radiological
findings, observations and diagnoses between the groups
and across experimental conditions. O n average, however,
participants identified at least 1radiologicalfinding,m a d e
3 radiological observations, and gave 1 diagnosis per case.
Scanning Time for Data Acquisition
Scanning time was operationally defined as the amount
of time (in seconds) it took a participant to attain an initial
representation (rf a breast disease case. A repeated
measures A N O V A indicated that the staff radiologists
were significantly faster than residents in scanning the
m a m m o g r a m s (F [1,18] = 4.89, p < .05). O n average, a
staffradiologisttook 46 seconds to scan a case while a
resident took 66 seconds.
Reading Time for Diagnosis
Reading time was operationally defined as the total
amount of time (in seconds) it took a participant to solve a
breast disease case. A repeated measures A N O V A did not
reveal a significant main effect for expertise (F [1,18] =
1.5) or condition (F = 0.11), and there w a s no interaction
(F = .0009). O n average, a staff radiologist took 175
seconds to read a case while a resident took 200 seconds.
Overall Diagnostic Accuracy
Overall diagnostic accuracy includes the combination of
diagnoses
(e.g.,
malignant)
and
radiological
recommendations (e.g., perform a biopsy). The categories
included accurate, indeterminate and inaccurate. For
example, a diagnosis of a carcinoma foUowed-up by an
excisional biopsy would constitute an accurate overall
diagnosis. The percentages for overall diagnostic accuracy
provided by both groi4)s across experimental conditions
were calculated. A 2 X 2 x 2 analysis was performed on the
number of correa and wrong overall accuracy ratings
across levels of expertise and experimental conditions (by
collapsing indeterminate and wrong errors together). The
analysis revealed a non-significant difference in the

distribution of the number of cases across levels of expertise

m a m m o g r a p h y interpretation was characterized by a
predominant use of data-driven or mixed strategies
depending on case typicahty and cUnical experience. The
fact that few differences were found between the groups on
the various measures m a y be due to the fact that
m a m m o g r a m interpretation is a well-constrained visual
cognitive task.
The contributions of this study include: (1) a cognitive
model of diagnostic problem solving in the area of
mammography, (2) enhanced understanding of the problem
solving processes underlying m a m m o g r a p h y interpretation,
and (3) empirical evidence for the design of a
computerized tutoring prototype for training radiology
residents to diagnose m a m m o g r a m s .
The theoretical impUcations of the study include the
need for further studies to build a more comprehensive
model of the perceptual and cognitive processes underlying
m a m m o g r a m interpretatioa Secondly, the results are
presently being applied in the development of a basic
conceptual framework for the design of the RadTutor, a
computer-based tutor for training radiology residents to
interpret m a m m o g r a m s .

and correctness of overall diagnostic accuracy (x^ [1, A^ =
200] = .57,;7>.05).
Overall 2 5 % of the participants (5/20), including 3 stafif
and 2residentscorrectly diagnosed and provided the correct
subsequent reconunendations for the 10 breast disease
cases.
Analysis of Errors Based on Overall Diagnostic
Performance
A n in-depth analysis of the 34 (of 200 protocols
collected) errors committed by participants based on overall
diagnostic accuracy across experimental conditions was
performed. Analyses of the 34 coded protocols revealed five
types of the errors including:
(1) a perceptual detection error was a failure to detect a
mammographic finding;
(2) a finding mischaracterization error was an incorrect
characterization of a mammographic finding;
(3) a DO diagnosis error was the detection, correct
identification, and characterization of a mammographic
finding but a failure to m a k e a diagnosis;
(4) a w r o n g diagnosis error was the detection, correct
identification, and characterization of a mammographic
finding but proposing a wrong diagnosis; and,
(5) a w r o n g recommendation error was the correct
detection and characterization of a mammographic finding,
and proposing a diagnosis at some level of abstraction, but
proposing an iiu^jpropriate subsequent examination.
The analyses of the fi^uency and types of errors by level
of expertise and experimental was conduaed. Overall and in
descending order of frequency, theresxiltsindicate errors
consisted of wrong recommendations (38%), perceptual
detection (26%), finding characterization (24%), no
diagnosis (6%), and wrong diagnosis ( 6 % ) .
The analyses revealed thatregardlessof level of expertise,
the commission of errors was case-related. Furthermore, the
results suggest that the chnical history and more
importantly, the mammographic manifestations are critical
in determining the types of errors committed by radiology
persoimel.

Future Directions
This section presents the empirical and practical
implications of this study. These implications are presently
being pursued in two different directions: (1) the design of
the RadTutor, a computerized tutoring prototype for
training residents to diagnose m a m m o g r a m s , and (2) an
empirical study that will incorporate eye-movement,
cortical activation, and verbal protocol data to build a
comprehensive
diagnostic model of
mammogram
interpretation.
Instructional Implications - RadTutor

Conclusions
The present study investigated the problem solving
strategies used by staff radiologists and radiology residents
during the process of diagnosing difiicult breast diseases
depicted on m a m m o g r a m s . T h e results indicated that staff
radiologists scaimed the cases significantly faster than,
radiology residents. N o differences were found on several
aspects of the groups' performance across experimental
conditions. Frequency aiialyses revealed that both groups
regardless of experimental condition (a) used the same types
of operators, control processes, diagnostic plans and goals,
(b) committed the same number of errors, and (c) committed
case-dependent
errors.
Analyses
revealed
that
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The second project is the design of the RadTutor
(Azevedo, Lajoie, Desaulniers, Fleiszer, & Bret, 1997), a
computer-based prototype for training radiology residents
to interpret m a m m o g r a m s . The RadTutor presently
incorporates the model of m a m m o g r a m interpretation,
problem solving strategies, and error analyses resulting
from this study. Furthermore, it is also based on other
research in instructional psychology, cognitive science,
artificial intelligence and educatioa
Directions for Future Empirical Research
An empirical study will be conducted to investigate the
interaction between perceptual and cognitive factors in
m a m m o g r a m interpretation by converging multiple
sources of data including eye-movements, verbal
protocols, and physiological data (i.e., cortical activity). A
systematic effort employing a combination of analytical
and perceptual methodologies is required to clarify the
contributions of cognitive and perceptual faaors in the

Azevedo, R., Lajoie, S.P., Desaukuers, M., Flesizer, D., &
Bret, P.M. (1997). RadTutor The theoretical and
empirical basis for the design of a m a m m o g r a p h y
interpretation tutor. In B. du Boulay & R. Mizoguchi
(Eds.), Artificial intelligence in education (pp. 386-393).
Amsterdam: lOS Press.
Bracewell, R.J., & Breuleux, A. (1993). Substance and
romance in analyzing think-aloud protocols. In P.
Smogorinsky (Ed.), Speaking about writing: Reflections
on Research Methodology (pp. 55-88). Newbury Park,
C A : Sage.
Breuleux, A. (1991). The analysis of writers' think-aloud
protocols: Developing a principled coding scheme for
ill-structured tasks. In G. Denhiere & J.P. Rossi (Eds.),
Text and text processing (pp. 333-362). North-Holland:
Elsevier Science Publishers.
Ericsson, K.A., & Simon, H.A. (1993). Protocol analysis:
Verbal reports as data. C:ambridge, M A : M I T Press.
Faremo, S. (1997). Novice diagnostic reasoning in a visual
medical domain: Implications for the design of a
computer-based instructional system for undergraduate
medical education. Unpublished master's thesis,
Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Hassebrock, F., & Prietula, M.J. (1992). A protocol-based
codong schema for the analysis of medical reasoning.
International Journal of Man-Machine Studies, 37(5),
613-652.
Just, M.A., Carpenter, P.A., & KeUer, T.A. (1996). The
capacity theory of comprehension: N e w frontiers of
evidence and arguments. Psychological Review, 103,
773-780.
Just, M.A., Carpenter, P.A., Keller, T.A., Eddy, W.F., &
Thulbom, K.R. (1996). Brain activiation modulated by
sentence comprehension. Science, 274,114-116.
Lesgold, A., Rubinson, H., Feltovich, P., Glaser, R.,
Klopfer, D., & Wang, Y. (1988). Expertise in a complex
skill: Diagnosing X-ray pictures. In M . Chi, R. Glaser &
M . J. Farr (Eds.), The nature of expertise (pp. 311-342).
HiUsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
Newell, A., & Simon, H.A. (1972). H u m a n problem
solving. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
Patel, V.L., Arocha, J.F., & Kaufman, D.R. (1994).
Diagnostic reasoning and medical expertise. In D. Medin
(Ed.), The psychology of learning and motivation (Vol.
31) (pp. 187-252). San Diego, C A : Academic Press.
fi-om
Patel, V.L., & Ramoni, M.F. (1997). Cognitive models of
directional inference in expert medical reasoning. In P.J.
Feltovich, K M . Ford & R.R. HofEman (Eds), Expertise
in context: H u m a n and machine (pp.67-99). Menlo Park,
C A : A A A I Press.
Patel, v., & Groen, G. J. (1986^ Knowledge-based
solution strategies in medical reasoning. Cognitive
Science, 70,91-116.
Rogers, E. (1996). A study of visual reasoning in medical
diagnosis. In G.W. Cottrell (Ed), Proceedings of the
Eighteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science
Society (pp. 213-218). M a h w a h , NJ: Erlbaum.

development of radiological expeitise (e.g., verbal, eyemovement, and physiological measures).
Recent advances in brain imaging have facilitated the
construction of comprehensive models of cognitive
processes through the convergence of physiological and
psychological research. Non-invasive brain imaging
techniques such as fMRI have been instrumental in (a)
resolving debates in cognitive science (e.g., interactionism
versus nKxlularity) (Just, Carpenter & Keller, 1996), and
(b) providing adequate models of cognitive processes
including multi-level analyses (e.g., computational,
algorithm, implementation) of data (e.g., physiological,
process-tracing, performance) based on levels of
organiiation and processing (Just, Carpenter, Keller, Eddy
& Thulbom, 1996). Future research has the potential to
provide a comprehensive cognitive model of m a m m o g r a m
interpretation by isolating the various "levels" of
perceptual and cognitive processes based on expert-novice
differences. The participant's eye-movements and the
activity of his/her cortical regions (e.g., activation in the
pre-frontal cortex active during goal-driven problem
solving) would also be captured using an eye-tracking
system that is embedded in a f M R I scaimer which enables
whole brain imaging.
Multilevel analyses (verbal, performance, cortical) would
be conducted in order to (a) reveal the underlying cortical
regions that are active during the various stages of
diagnostic problem solving, and (b) calculate the duration of
saccades,fixations,and regressions for each participant
while he/she scans each set of m a m m o g r a m s .
In suimnary, the contributions of subsequent studies in the
area of medical visual diagnosis will include: (a) a
comprehoisive cognitive model of diagnostic reasoning in
radiology based on the convergence of verbal, eyemovement and physiological data, (b) extended replication
data which could be compared to the present data, (c)
enhanced understanding of the percepttial and cognitive
processes underlying mammography interpretation, (d) an
initial theory of learning in ill-structured domains, and (e)
rich experimental data necessary to run a cognitive
simulation model of radiological expertise.
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Abstract

also based on: (1) an assessment of the state of cognitive
science and learning in medicine, (1) a critical assessment
The purpose of this paper is to present a cognltively-based andof the haphazard nature of radiology residency training
empirically-derived approach for the design of the RadTutor, a
programs, (2) a review and critique of existing computerprototype computerized tutor to train radiology residents in
based radiology training environments, (3) an analysis of
diagnosing m a m m o g r a m s exhibiting breast diseases. A
authentic radiology resident teaching rounds, and (4)
muhitude of computer-based radiology training environments
instructional principles for the design
of the
have recently been developed with the objective of supporting
m a m m o g r a p h y tutor.
the acquisition of radiological expertise. In general, however,
these systems have failed in several aspects including a failure
to incorporate theoretical perspectives and empirical findings
Residency Training Program in Radiology
to the design of these systems. This paper outlines the
conceptual framework for the development of the prototype
The primary goal of the diagnostic radiology training
which includes; (1) a discussion of the objectives and goals of
program at McGill University is to produce well-rounded
the radiology residency training program, (2) a review and
general radiologists w h o have been exposed to all aspects
critique of existing computer-based radiology training
of subspecialty training (e.g., m a m m o g r a p h y ) and have
environments, (3) a synthesis of an expert-novice study aimed
developed
familiarity with all of the imaging techniques
at attaining a cognitive model of problem solving in
(e.g.,
M
R
I
)
and procedures. Becoming a well-rounded
m a m m o g r a m interpretation (Azevedo, 1997), (4) a description
general
radiologist
necessitates a thorough knowledge of
of the results of analyses of authentic radiology resident
teaching rounds, and (5) deriving instructional principles for
the relevant anatomy, physiology and pathology as well
the design of the mammography tutor.
as the essentials of medicine and surgery. Radiation
physics and biology must be well understood so that the
principles can be applied to everyday practice.
Introduction
Radiology residency programs have traditionally
involved
an apprenticeship experience, as have other
Radiological expertise is complex, involving several years of
medical
education
programs. This approach involves
acquiring formalized medical knowledge as well as m a n y
centering
learning
o
n
the patient so that he/she becomes
years of clinical experience. It involves the integration of
the
focal
point
of
all
educational, training and research
several distinct bodies of knowledge with separate organizing
activities.
T
h
e
realistic
constraints of the multitude of
principles, including physiology, anatomy, pathophysiology,
patients,
variability
of
diseases/disorders, and the
and projective geometry of radiography. Various theoretical
complexities of treatments and diagnoses leave little time
frameworks postulate that the attainment of accurate visual
for additional activities in a busy teaching hospital. T h e
diagnostic reasoning abilities involves the interaction of
goal of the residency training program is to expose
cognitive and perceptual factors.
residents to a muhitude of pertinent learning, training and
This
section
outlines the cognitively-based and
research activities aimed at fostering the acquisition of
empirically-derived
conceptual
framework
for the
radiological expertise. These activities include annual
development of the RadTutor, a prototype computerized
research days, conferences, formal lectures, and
tutoring system to train residents to interpret m a m m o g r a m s .
presentations with visiting professors, rounds and
T h e conceptual framework incorporates the results of a
reporting sessions. Competence is developed and refined
recent cognitive study of m a m m o g r a m
interpretation
in instructional activities throughout the five-year
(Azevedo, 1997) including the cognitive model of
residency training program. There is however several
m a m m o g r a m interpretation, the problem solving strategies
problems associated with the residency training program,
used by staff radiologists and radiology residents, and the
typical case-related errors. Furthermore, the framework is
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instruction is based on the assumption that the learner's
cognitive processes can be modeled, traced, and corrected
in the context of problem-solving (Anderson, Corbett,
Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995; Lajoie, in press). In recent
years, several ITSs have been developed for radiology
training.
Examples include the C T Brain Tutor for training
radiology residents to diagnose brain tumors from C T
scans (Macura, Macura, Toro, Binet, & Trueblood, 1994),
and a tutor for training radiology residents to diagnose
neurological M R I images (Sharpies, duBoulay, Teather,
Teather, Jeffrey & duBoulay, 1995). The extensive work
of Sharpies and colleagues (Sharpies, 1991; Sharpies,
duBoulay, Teather, Teather, Jeffrey & duBoulay, 1994) in
developing the C T and M R I tutors focuses on accounts of
professional practice and skill development and h o w these
issues influence the design of their tutors. They have used
statistically-based principles and a structured image
description language for teaching radiological image
interpretation and the diagnosis of cerebral diseases. Their
approach to visual concept tutoring is based on grouping
exemplars. Their tutoring approach facilitates the novice
to expert transition by assisting the residents in the
progression from visual to structural schemas (facilitating
Computerized Tutors for Radiology Training
rapid pattern matching) and therefore ensuring transfer of
skills and learning. Lastly, their tutors aim at training
The problem of inconsistency in radiology residency training
radiologists to view and describe images in a systematic
programs has recently been addressed by the widespread
manner.
proliferation and dissemination of computer-based training
M o r e recently, Rogers (1995) developed the V I A - R A D
programs. However, these systems typically suffer from
tutor based on extensive analyses of verbal protocols
some major instructional deficits (for an extensive review of
obtained from staff and radiology residents. The tutor is
these instructional issues refer to Azevedo, Lajoie,
based on the integration of computer-displayed
Desaulniers, Fleiszer, & Bret, 1997). A multitude of
radiological images with cooperative computerized
computer-based radiology training environments has recently
assistance for decision-making. The V I A - R A D system is
been developed with the objective of supporting the
a blackboard-based architecture, founded on extensive
acquisition of radiological expertise. In general, these
data collection and analysis in the domain of diagnostic
systems have failed to reach this objective since they: (1)
radiology, together with cognitive modeling of the
lack a theoretical framework incorporating the empirical
interaction between perception and problem-solving. A
evidence from cognitive skill acquisition, medical cognition
small prototype of the system has been implemented and
and radiological expertise, (2) are not based on adequate
tested with radiology professionals.
models of learning and instruction, (3) represent technologyIn sum, these ITSs are based on cognitive science
driven projects employing various C B I typologies (e.g.,
principles of expertise development and incorporate
branching CBI, multimedia, hypermedia, and W W W ) , (4) are
tutoring interventions and tutorial dialogues that are based
based on comparison studies of learning effectiveness
on analyses of h u m a n interactions. A s such, an ITS
(between computerized instruction and traditional lectures or
approach would offer consistency and standardization in
several C B I typologies) which lack both methodological and
the training of m a m m o g r a m interpretation. Therefore, this
statistical rigor, (5) fail to include the results of authentic
section presents a cognitively-based and empiricallyanalyses of discourse during teaching rounds, (6) adopt
derived approach for the design of the RadTutor, a
behavioral objectives, instructional methods (e.g., linear
computerized tutor for training radiology residents to
tutorials), assessment techniques (e.g., multiple choice) and
diagnose breast diseases from m a m m o g r a m s .
remediation (e.g., canned feedback messages), and (7) fail
to incorporate the computer environments into existing
The Nature of Radiological Expertise
medical curricula. This section presents the theoretically and
empirically-derived computer-based radiology training
Numerous researchers employing disparate theoretical
environments documented in the literature.
and empirical paradigms have investigated radiological
In recent years there has been a general increase in interest
expertise. Three basic "paradigms" that have been applied
in the application of intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) in the
widely are: (1) search studies which investigate eye
area of medical training. The rationale for computer-based
which pose challenges for the design of a computer-based
training environment.
In general, radiology residency training is somewhat
haphazard. For example, teaching rounds vary in the (1)
material taught, (2) quality of presentation by individual
radiology staff members, (3) participation of residents during
each session, (4) quantity of training experiences, (5) quality
of training experiences, and (6) time that staff radiologists
have at their disposal for preparing to teach in rounds and
lectures. Lastly, the instructional objectives delineated in the
residents training manual are too general and thus hamper
any attempts at a formalized training program and also limit
the objective assessment of residents' skills. For example,
one of the objectives for a 4 * year radiology resident is to
"have achieved diagnostic and clinical skills at the level of a
qualified general radiologist." This extremely broad
objective not only leads to difficulty in assessing these skills
but also in terms of designing a computer-based training
environment. Overall, this leads to an enormous amount of
inconsistency in the training of radiology residents and
therefore affects the adequate acquisition of radiological
expertise.
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movement patterns while experts and novices read x-ray
films, (2) signal-detection studies which investigate the
ability of novices and experts to detect normal and abnormal
film fmdings, and (3) cognitive research aimed at eliciting
the underlying cognitive and perceptual factors involved in
radiological expertise. Relatively few studies (Azevedo,
1997; Faremo, 1997; Lesgold, Rubinson, Feltovich, Glaser,
Klopfer, & W a n g , 1988; Rogers, 1996) have actually
investigated the underlying cognitive and perceptual factors
involved in radiological diagnosis. A s a result, a fundamental
understanding of the constitution and acquisition of expertise
in other radiological sub-specialties such as m a m m o g r a p h y
has yet to be determined. The following section presents a
brief overview of a recent study in m a m m o g r a m
interpretation and presents the major findings.
A Cognitive Study of Mammogram Interpretation
A recent study by Azevedo (1997) examined the problem
solving strategies used by staff radiologists and radiology
residents during the interpretation of difficult m a m m o g r a m s .
Ten radiologists and ten residents diagnosed 10 cases under
two experimental conditions (authentic and augmented). In
the authentic condition, standard unmarked m a m m o g r a m s
were used. Mammographic findings were highlighted on a
second set of the same cases for the augmented condition.
Verbal protocols were analyzed and revealed that
m a m m o g r a p h y interpretation was characterized by a
predominant use of data-driven or mixed-strategies
depending on case typicality and clinical experience.
Repeated measures A N O V A s revealed that the radiologists
scanned the cases significantly faster than the residents. N o
group differences were found in the number of radiological
findings, radiological observations, and number of diagnoses
across experimental conditions. Frequency analyses revealed
that regardless of experimental condition both groups (a)
used the same types of operators, control processes,
diagnostic plans, (b) committed the same number of errors,
and (c) committed case-dependent errors. Overall, the fact
that few differences were found between the groups on the
various measures m a y be due to the fact that m a m m o g r a m
interpretation is a well-constrained visual cognitive task.
Implications for the Design of the RadTutor The results of
this study have served as one source of empirical basis for the
design of the RadTutor. T h e following is a brief discussion as
to h o w the results have been incorporated into the RadTutor.
The content analyses of the areas of breast disease and
m a m m o g r a p h y have been used to construct the domain
knowledge module of the prototype as a series of production
rules. The cognitive task analyses based on extensive
interviews with the domain expert were used to develop the
overall instructional sequencing for each case and to build the
system's expert module.
The
cognitive model
characterizing
mammogram
interpretation consisting of 7 steps served as the overall
instructional sequencing for the system. These steps include:
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(a) reading a clinical history, (b) placing a set of
m a m m o g r a m s on a viewbox and identifying individual
m a m m o g r a m s in the set, (c) visually inspecting each of
the m a m m o g r a m s either with or without the use of a
magnifying glass, (d) identifying mammographic fmdings
and observations, (e) characterizing mammographic
findings and observations, (f) providing a defmitive
diagnosis or a set of differential diagnoses, and (g)
specifying subsequent examinations. In addition, the
system is capable of determining if the user is employing
a data-driven and/or a mixed problem solving strategy.
The system monitors the evolution of the user's problem
solving behavior (during the resolution of a case) and
predicts if he/she is engaged in one or the other problem
solving strategies. This aspect of the prototype is
extremely critical in identifying errors and providing the
appropriate level of scaffolding.
The problem solving operators used by both staff and
residents indicated that both groups m a d e extensive use
( 7 6 % of the time) of 4 particular operators (data
examination, data acquisition, data exploration, and
hypothesis generation). This information was used
primarily in the design of the different levels of
instructional scaffolding and interface. For example, data
acquisition, examination, and exploration meant that the
interface was build to display the case history (data
acquisition) and set of m a m m o g r a m s (data acquisition)
and allow the user to manipulate the images for better
feature characterization or comparison (data exploration).
Similarly, the system provides extensive instructional
scaffolding during the hypothesis generation phase to
ensure that the user has proposed the appropriate level of
hypothesis (e.g., malignant versus infiltrating ductal
carcinoma).
The verbal protocols analyses indicated that diagnostic
planning (i.e., propose further medical examinations) was
the most frequent control process used by the subjects. A s
such the interface was built so as to allow the user to list
more than one medical examination. This aspect of the
prototype is associated with an extensive discussion of the
benefits associated with each subsequent examination.
The error analyses revealed five types of errors
including:
(1) a perceptual detection error (failure to detect a
mammographic fmding),
(2) a finding mischaracterization error (incorrect
characterization of a mammographic fmding),
(3) a no diagnosis error (detection, correct
identification,
and
characterization
of
a
mammographic fmding but a failure to m a k e a
diagnosis)
(4) a w r o n g diagnosis error (detection, correct
identification,
and
characterization
of
a
mammographic fmding but proposing a wrong
diagnosis), and
(5) a w r o n g recommendation error (correct detection
and characterization of a mammographic fmding.

and proposing a diagnosis at some level of abstraction,
but
proposing
an
inappropriate
subsequent
examination).
Each type of error is presently being formalized as a
production rule and is integrated in the expert module.
Furthermore, each error type is also associated with a specific
instructional scaffolding strategy. For example, a finding
mischaracterization error is associated with an instructional
strategy that focuses the user's attention on the part of a
mammographic finding which w a s mischaracterized (e.g., the
border of a mass).
The process of identifying error commission is facilitated
by the fact that the analyses indicated errors to be casedependent. For example, cases with atypical mammographic
manifestations are highly likely to produce a finding
mischaracterization error.
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Analyses of the Radiology Teaching Rounds:
Eliciting T e a c h i n g Strategies
The tutoring strategies and levels of instructional scaffolding
adopted in the prototype are also based on the authentic
analyses of radiology teaching rounds (Azevedo, Lajoie,
Desaulniers, & Bret, 1996). These analyses examined the
diagnostic problem solving processes and teaching
methodologies employed by a staff radiologist teaching six
residents during t w o one-hour m a m m o g r a p h y rounds.
However, this section focuses specifically on the discourse
analyses of the teaching methods used by the staff radiologist
during the m a m m o g r a p h y teaching rounds.
The topographical view of a typical teaching round in
m a m m o g r a p h y is illustrated in Figure 1. A round is typically
comprised of an expert (staff radiologist in charge of the
round), residents (denoted by the circles - numbers indicate
residency level), a resident w h o is solving a case (e.g., R 3 ) ,
and a set of m a m m o g r a m s displayed on the viewbox
(including the mediolateral [ M L O ] and cephalocaudal [ C C ]
views of the left and right breasts). The two arrows represent
the directionality of the discourse that was analyzed. The first
arrow indicates R 3 solving the case that is presented on the
viewbox. The second bi-directional arrow indicates the (1)
pedagogical strategies that the staff radiologist used to
support the resident's diagnostic problem solving and (2) the
resident's request for various levels of support from the staff
radiologist. The results of the analyses are presented below.
The teaching methods used by the staff radiologist during
the breast disease rounds including coaching, scaffolding and
fading, and articulation (similar to the teaching methods
advocated by the proponents of cognitive apprenticeship) are
presently
being
incorporated
into
the RadTutor.
Occasionally, the radiologist would also provide coaching
and support. In the case of intermediate residents, the
radiologist would provide scaffolding during the diagnostic
process in the form of hints, redirecting their viewing
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Figure 1. A topographical view of a typical radiology
teaching round.
process, and subsequently fading all instructional support
w h e n the resident demonstrated the capability to pursue
the task on his/her own. In the RadTutor, coaching and
hints are provided through text messages, pop-up text
messages, and highlighting of m a m m o g r a p h i c findings
and observations. In addition, multiple levels of
instructional scaffolding have also been delineated based
on the results of the dissertation and interviews with the
expert staff radiologist. T h e finest illustrations of
articulation were observed when the radiologist
externalized her reasoning process beginning with the
assignment of probabilities to pathological features,
followed by the systematic elimination of competing
differential diagnoses until the definitive diagnosis w a s
achieved. This teaching method w a s especially valuable
since all residents m a y potentially benefit from the
extemalization of the expert's diagnostic problem solving.
In the RadTutor, articulation is being implemented by
using digitized video clips of the expert staff radiologist
diagnosing a case while the tutoring system highlights the
mammographic findings and observations on the digitized
mammograms.
In summary, this section has presented a cognitivelybased and empirically-derived approach for the design of
the RadTutor. T h e design approach is based on (1)
Azevedo's (1997) study of problem solving in
m a m m o g r a m interpretation and (2) the tutoring strategies
elicited during radiology teaching rounds.

B r i d g i n g the G a p : Deriving Instructional Principles
f r o m Cognitive Science a n d Empirical Studies
The following section delineates instructional principles
derived by integrating the empirical research on medical
cognition, radiological expertise, m a m m o g r a m interpretation,
and analyses of radiology rounds. The successful integration
of these several sources of evidence are critical to the design
of a theoretically-based and empirically-derived prototype for
training both residents and staff radiologists in the
interpretation of m a m m o g r a m s . Each of the four instructional
principles posited is supported by existing theoretical and
empirical evidence described previously in this paper. The
instructional principles incorporated in the m a m m o g r a m
interpretation prototype include the principles of (1)
multiplicity, (2) activeness, (3) accommodation and
adaptation, and (4) authenticity (for an extensive overview of
s o m e of these principles for supporting computer-supported
problem-based learning see Koschmann, Kelson, Feltovich &
Barrows, 1996).
T h e principle of multiplicity is based on the concept that
knowledge is complex, context-sensitive, inter-related and
thus instruction should promote multiple perspectives,
representations and strategies. Tliis principle is based on the
theory of cognitive flexibility (Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, &
Coulson, 1991) in medicine that emphasizes the use of
multiple knowledge representations and repeated exposure to
instructional content. According to this principle, single
mental representations and unitary learning approaches are
insufficient for (1) capturing the nature of complex
instructional materials and (2) knowledge application in illstructured domains (such as radiology). A recent study
examining the effectiveness of hypermedia versus traditional
lectures in radiology has demonstrated the use of multiple
knowledge representations through the use of text, digitized
video clips and animations of radiology physics concepts do
facilitate learning and knowledge application (Shaw,
Azevedo & Bret, 1995). The RadTutor provides the resident
with a stock of breast disease cases that can be accessed in a
structured manner according to diagnostic categories, specific
mammographic
manifestations
(i.e.,
fmdings
and
observations), and relevant clinical history cues.
T h e principle of activeness is based on the concept that
learning is an active process, requiring mental construction
and manipulation of the subsymbolic (e.g., gray-scale
densities exhibited on m a m m o g r a m s ) and symbolic
representations (e.g., clinical findings exhibited on
m a m m o g r a m s and relevant clinical history fmdings) that
comprise the task environment. Therefore, instruction fosters
knowledge construction through problem-solving activities
that lead to the development of skill acquisition. This
principle reflects the nature of learning through active
construction of knowledge facilitated by problem-solving
activities. Effective instructional methods should promote
planning, reasoning, goal-directed problem-solving, and
reflection. This principle reflects the empirical findings in the
areas of cognitive skill acquisition (VanLehn, 1996) and the
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development of expertise (Ericsson & Chamess, 1997;
Ericsson &. Lehmann, 1996). In the RadTutor, instruction
fosters knowledge construction through meaningful
problem-solving activities that facilitate skill acquisition
and the development of expertise.
The principle of accommodation and adaptation is
based on the concept that the learning process is to a large
degree affected by the extent of the learner's existing
knowledge. A s such, instruction facilitates adaptability by
building upon the learner's existing knowledge,
monitoring
learner
progress
and
rectifying
misconceptions w h e n they arise, and fostering the
development of metacognitive skills. A rule-based
domain knowledge module and a student modeling
approach are presently being considered based on the
well-constrained nature of the domain of m a m m o g r a p h y .
The principle of authenticity is based on the concept
that learning is sensitive to contextual factors, which
determine the usability of what is learned, and the extent
of skill transfer. Therefore, instruction should provide
learning activities that are required in the domain, that are
valued in the real-world context, and that emulate the
real-world environment as m u c h as possible. This
principle reflects the recent claims by advocates of
situated cognition (Greeno, 1998) regarding the need to
study the contextual and situational aspects of the
cognitive phenomena being studied. In the RadTutor, the
problem-solving activities resemble what is routinely
encountered in a resident's work environment. For
example, it provides the tools typically used to solve
m a m m o g r a m cases (such as a magnifying glass and a
ruler to measure masses and lesions).
Conclusion
This paper outlined the cognitively-based and
empirically-derived conceptual fi-amework for the
development of the RadTutor, a prototype computerized
tutor to train radiology residents in diagnosing
m a m m o g r a m s . The conceptual framework is based on the
results of: (1) a recent cognitive study of m a m m o g r a m
interpretation (including the cognitive model of
mammogram
interpretation, the problem
solving
strategies used by staff radiologists and radiology
residents, and the typical case-related errors), (2) a critical
assessment of the haphazard nature of radiology residency
training programs, (3) a review and critique of existing
computer-based radiology training environments, (4) an
analysis of authentic radiology resident teaching rounds,
and (5) instructional principles for the design of the
m a m m o g r a p h y tutor.
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program was able to learn spatial terms from labeled example movies for a wide range of languages, using conventional back-propagation techniques.

Abstract
This paper describes an implemented computational
model of lexical development for the case of action verbs.
A simulated agent is trained by an informant labeling
the agent's actions (here hand motions), and the system
learns to both label and carry out similar actions. The
verb learning model is placed in the broader context of
the N T L project on embodied natural language and its
acquisition. Based on experimental results and projections to the full range of early lexemes, a significantly
enriched model is proposed and its properties discussed.
Introduction
T h e embodiment of concepts and language is a central
issue in cognitive science. H o w can a neural system represent and learn concepts, and organize them into a set
of lexical items? For almost a decade, the Neural Theory of Language ( N T L ) group at ICSI and U C Berkeley
has sought computational insight into these questions by
asking them of structured connectionist systems, rather
than the physical neural systems of the brain (Feldman
et ad., 1996). T h e basic questions of neural and cognitive
development are receiving increasing attention from the
connectionist perspective. Although there is a good deal
of theoretical and modeling work on the acquisition of
syntax there does not appear to be any detailed theory
of lexical development comparable to the N T L project.
This paper is an overview some of of our recent results
and challenges.
O n e critical empiricalfindingfrom studies of language
acquisition is that the child'sfirstwords label not only
things, but also relationships, actions and internal states
(Tomasello, 1995). Clearly, embodiment is central to all
of these. Early lexical development thus provides an
ideal task for studying embodied cognition, since w e can
isolate linguistically and conceptually simple situations
for which to construct and test detailed models.
O u r first major effort was the dissertation work of
Regier (1996), a computational model of h o w some lexical items describing spatial relations might develop in
different languages. Since languages differ radically in
h o w spatial relations are conceptualized, there was no
obvious set of primitive features to build into the program. T h e key to Regier's success came directly from
embodiment: all people have the same visual system
from which all visual concepts must arise. B y including a simple but realistic visual system model, Regier's
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T h e project's scope was expanded to verbs with Bailey's dissertation work (Bailey, 1997; Bailey et al., 1997),
a computational model that learns to produce verb labels for actions and also carry out actions specified by
verbs that it has learned. A shortcoming of the standard view of lexical acquisition is that it provides no account of h o w a child learns to make use of the concepts
she learns and the words that label them. This same
weakness appears as a technical consequence of using
back-propagation in Regier's work and in P D P models:
even when the network learns perfectly h o w to classify
a domain, it has no mechanism for executing the action.
Bailey's work addresses this shortcoming by employing
learning algorithms that produce usable representations
of actions. After training on examples of action-word
pairs, the system can produce an appropriate label for
a particular motor action based on features of both the
action and the world state. In addition, however, the
learned verb representation also functions as a c o m m a n d
interface that allows the system to execute a given verb.
Cross-linguistic experiments with both Regier's spatial relations network and Bailey's verb-learning system
reveal both strengths and weaknesses of the current state
of development. W e believe that the basic principle that
early word learning across languages can be modeled
very well by embodiment-based structured connectionist models has been established. O n the other hand, it
is clear that our systems must incorporate m u c h richer
models of the neural substrate to handle even the early
lexical development of children. T o better estimate what
is required, the group is beginning to study the full range
of early word learning, rather than continuing to focus
on isolated sub-vocabularies.
T h e original n a m e of the project, Lq, was chosen because zero was the approximate percentage of language
we were attempting to cover. T h e current effort is still
concerned with only a tiny fraction of the complexity
of language learning, but because w e are now grappling
with all of a child'sfirst(say) 200 words, w e have presumptuously renamed the project N T L . In this paper,
we outline plans for expanding our detailed connectionist modeling to cover all early lexical acquisition. A s
always, the theories and systems are intended to apply
to all natural languages.

Representational m e c h a n i s m s
To bridge the gap from embodied experience to its expression as abstract symbols in language, we have found
it necessary to work at multiple levels of description.
Regier's work, for instance, linked the connectionist and
cognitive levels, with the neural level implicit. Subsequent more complicated dohiains have required us to
add a computational level as an abstraction from the
connectionist level. Although the focus of this paper is
this computational level, the N T L papers in the 1997
Conference of the Cognitive Science Society spanned all
five levels:
cognitive: words, concepts
computational: f-structs, x-schemas (see below)
connectionist: structured models, learning rules
computational
neuroscience: detailed neural models
neural:
[still implicit]

x-schema captures the fact that people shape the hand
while moving the arm to an object and that large and
small objects are handled differently. It includes a loop
that continues motion when not yet at the goal and a
separate little schema for tightening the grip if slip is
detected.
push
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Our computational level is analogous to Marr's and
comprises a mixture of familiar notions like feature structures and a novel representation, executing schemas, described below. Apart from providing a valuable scientific
language for specifying proposed structures and mechanisms, these representational formalisms can be impleFigure 1: A n overview of the verb-learner at the commented in simulations to allow us to test our hypotheses.
They also support computational learning algorithms so
putational level, showing details of the Slide x-schema,
we can use them in experiments on acquisition. Imporsome linking features, and two verbs: push (with two
tantly, these computational mechanisms are all reducible senses) and shove (with one sense).
to structured connectionist models so that embodiment
can be realized.
The most novel computational feature of our curBailey's v e r b learning m o d e l
rent effort is our representation of actions, executing
A
n
overview
of Bailey's verb learning system is given
schemas (x-schemas for short), so named to distinin Figure 1. In this model a special linking f-struct
guish them from other notions of schema and to remind
(center of Figure 1) plays an important role as the sole
us that they are intended to execute when invoked. W e
interface between language and action. It maintains bidirepresent x-schemas using an extension of a computarectional connections to the x-schemas: an x-schema retional formalism known as Petri nets (Murata, 1989). A
Petri net is a bipartite graph containing places (drawn
ceives bindings from f-structs and produces additional
bindings during its execution. In this way, actions can
as circles) and transitions (rectangles). Places hold tobe translated to and from semantic features. More genkens and represent predicates about the world state or
erally, we claim that the requirements of parameterizing
internal state. Transitions are the active component.
x-schemas are the principal determiner of which semanWhen all places pointing into a transition contain an
tic features get encoded in a language. One critical linkadequate number of tokens (usually 1), the transition
ing feature is the name of the x-schema generating the
is enabled and mayfire,removing its input tokens and
action. Others include motor parameters such as force,
depositing a new set of tokens in its output places. Xelbow joint motion, and hand posture. Some world state
schemas cleanly capture sequentiality, concurrency and
features are also relevant, such as object shape.
event-based asynchronous control; with our extensions
they also model hierarchy and parameterization.
Each sense of a verb is represented in the model by
To keep things minimal, our models use only one
an f-struct whose feature values are probability distriother computational mechanism—feature structures
butions. Features are presumed independent and the
(f-structs for short, drawn as a row of double-boxes).
representation is conjunctive or gestalt-like in nature.
F-structs are used for static knowledge representation,
The top third of Figure 1 shows several word senses for
parameter setting, and binding. They have been chosen
the verbs push and shove. The upper left ellipse gives
to be compatible with the "f-structures" in the literature
f-structs for two senses of push. The top sense is a hand
on unification grammars, and are similar to well-known
motion that invokes the Slide x-schema. The ellipse
on the upper right shows that shove also codes for the
AI slot-filler mechanisms. From these simple constructs,
a wide variety of modeling structures can be built.
Slide x-schema but specifies high acceleration.
The bottom third of Figure 1 depicts an example xIn execution mode, a verbal command is interpreted
schema for sliding an object on a tabletop. The Slide
by choosing the sense that best matches the current
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world state. This sense is in turn used to set the linking
f-struct, thus determining which x-schema is to execute
amd with what parameters. For example, shove specifies both a Slide x-schema and high acceleration, but
the force required depends (at least) on the size of the
object involved, which is not specified in the utterance.
The verb leaning model assumes that the child (or
agent) has already acquired various x-schemas for the
actions of one hand manipulating eui object on a table,
and that an informant labels actions that the agent is
performing. As in Regier's work, we avoid some hard
but, we feel, separable issues by assuming that the informant supplies just the verb. The problem faced by
the model (aoid the child) is thus to learn how the verbs
relate to its actions and goals. The detailed learning
mechanisms are explained in (Bailey et al., 1997) and
(Bailey, 1997) and will not be described here.
Learning results
Extensive testing of the verb learning system has
strated its ability to acquire some important distinctions
between verbs of hand motion. For English, the system
acquired 18 verbs from 200 labeled examples, with features such as schema name and hand posture playing
a more important role in determining word sense than
object size and direction of motion. The system had
a 7 8 % success rate for recognizing new examples. The
relatively better performance of the system in obeying
commands (81%) is not surprising, since it was evaluated by executing its learned model of the specified
word and then trying to recognize the action. Interestingly, for both types of testing, errors consistently involved subtle distinctions, such as that between heave
and lift, that caused the system to choose a plausible
alternative. There were no gross errors.
Experiments in Farsi, Hebrew and Russian have confirmed the system's ability to model cross-linguistic variation, with many parameters used during training proving robust across experiments. Results echo those for
English in some respects: most performance errors involved closely related verbs, with the system often favoring specific verbs over more general ones. But as
expected, the lexicons acquired for each language differ
significantly. For example, the distinction between Farsi
hoi daadan (away-directed motion) and feshaar daadan
(applying force without motion) depends more on force
and duration than that between English push and pull.
The Hebrew lexicon was smaller than the English lexicon and involved more general verbs of motion, such
as hirxik (make-far) and kerev (make-close); reflecting a
typological tendency of verbs to encode either path (Hebrew) or manner (English). Results for this simplified
Hebrew were even stronger than those for English.
Diff"ering lexicalization patterns also shed light on
weaknesses of the model. Some of these, such as the
need for more world features (such as object weight),
are easily remedied. Other problems suggest that some
refinement of the underlying model may be necessary: in
general, the system has not been designed to capture either correlations between features (such as that between
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object size and force for push) or abstract verb senses
(such as move) needed to learn hierarchical lexicons.
Challenges of a rather different nature account for the
system's difficulties in handling the widespread grammaticization of aspect and deixis in Russian verb affixes:
although some aspectual distinctions were acquired from
a simplified training set of Russian verbs, the system
had difficulties acquiring word senses in which deictic
reference depends on multiple inter-dependent features.
These problems arise for English verb phrases as well:
the direction of motion in take away is opposite that of
give away despite their c o m m o n particle, since they have
different deictic centers. It also remains unclear whether
the current system can handle more complicated problems involving aspectual composition and goal-oriented
actions. These shortcomings underscore the need for a
richer model of intentional state that can represent alternate perspectives and goal-driven actions.
The remainder of the paper outlines some extensions
to the x-schema representational framework that address
demonsome of these problems and suggests how these additions
should significantly extend the range of learnable words.
An x-schema simulation environment
In recent work (Narayanan, 1997), we have extended the
basic x-schema representation to model domain theories,
with the same mechanism used for acting and reasoning
about actions in a dynamic environment. The basic idea
is simple. W e assume that people can execute x-schemas
with respect to f-structs that are not linked to the body
and the here and now. In this case, x-schema actions are
not carried out directly but instead trigger simulations
of an imagined situation. It is easy to imagine, for instance, sliding King Kong up to the top of the Empire
State Building and to predict what happens upon letting go. The N T L model for such mechanical planning
assumes that the SLIDE x-schema can run with respect
to a world model with simple qualitative physics. Physical models that people normally use appear to be simple
enough tofitour paradigm fairly well, and some elementary ones have been implemented. W e model the
physical world as independent x-schemas with links to
the x-schema representing the planned action. These xschemas can interrupt one another or otherwise affect
execution, for instance by changing f-struct values. A
simplified simulation of the dropping of an object and
the corresponding world simulation, depicted in Figure
2, illustrates the central ideas.
O n the left of Figure 2, we have an x-schema corresponding to the important control transitions of the
underlying DROP x-schema (Narayanan, 1997). O n the
right are x-schemas corresponding to the agent's simulation of the world. Both the agent's actions and the
world's simulated evolution affect the agent's mental
state. At the start of the simulation, the object is supported by an agent who then withdraws support as as
result of the Drop action, consuming the token at the
place labeled supported(objl) and, through an inhibitory
link, triggers the Fall x-schema. Fall simulates the

Dfop(obi1)

FaDlobjl, height)

though not tokens) are nouns, which w e continue to view
as relatively unproblematic cases to be dealt with later. ^
Similarly, early adjectives seem comparatively straightsuppoiKobjl)
forward from a computational modeling perspective and
height(ot)|l)
moreover are not very c o m m o n initially. Deferring work
on nouns and adjectives allows us to focus on the more
lmpact(objl, ground)
challenging early words.
Bounce(ot)i1,hejght1)
elasdc(ot)jl)
For concreteness, let us consider the 49 words used by
fr«gN<*il)
the most children in the B l o o m (1993) preschool study.
Break(obj1)
Half of these are nouns or names of sounds like boom,
l>raken(ob|l)
m o o or woof. W h e n we consider the other words, several
Agent state vector
issues c o m e to the fore. In particular, two methodological issues come prior to any detailed modeling: First, it
Figure 2: X-schema simulation of Drop, resulting in theis known that children often use a word very differently
object falling and either breaking or bouncing.
from h o w an adult would. For example, down and more
from the right hand column in Table 1 are often initially
requests. This is closely related to the second, more gendecreasing height of the object until it hits the ground.^
eral issue: any serious modeling must be based on the
Once the object hits the ground, it m a y bounce back to
physical and intentional context in which the child is ussome new height, depending on the impact force and the
ing a given word. T h e literature is not complete in this
object's elasticity. If the object is brittle (like a vase), it
regard, but it is good enough to get us started.
does not bounce but will instead break.
In our simulation framework, whenever an executing
box
cookie
x-schema makes a control transition, it potentially modichoo-choo door
banana
»
e
t
eye
fies state, leading to asynchronous and parallel triggering
girl
boom apple
nere
or inhibition of other x-schemas. W e believe such a syshammer
bottle
baby
moo
cow
boy
horse
tem design supports a broad notion of action, in that the
in
no more daddy that
shoe
this bead bye mommy ball
out
on
same active representation can be used for monitoring,
no
down
spoon uhoh open hi
lit
truck
control and inference. T h e notion of state as a graph
there whee
two
woof
oh
juice
T
ir
yes y u m Tup
marking is inherently distributed over the network, so
more
—5
IB
n—h—
the working m e m o r y of an x-schema-based inference sysNumber of children
tem is distributed over the entire set of x-schemas and
f-structs. O f course, this is intended to model the masTable 1: Words learned by 7 or more children, reprosively parallel computation of the brain.
duced from Bloom (1993).
This x-schema simulation framework has already
proven useful in modeling metaphoric reasoning about
Several of the 23 words in the table that are not nouns
event descriptions in abstract domains such as internaor names of sounds (shown in bold) appear to be covtional economics. A crucial aspect of the implemented
ered by our previous efforts to model the acquisition of
model is its capacity to exploit domain knowledge of
spatial relation terms (Regier) or verbs of personal movespatial motion and manipulation (implemented as xment (Bailey), although really learning even these words
schema simulations) for real-time simulative inference.
involves some rather deep issues to which w e will return
Results of applying our model to discourse fragments
later in this section. With this proviso, we can count four
from newspaper stories in international economics show
verbs of action {get, sit, go and open) andfivespatial rethat crucial facts about abstract plans, goals, resources lation words {in, out, on, up and down) as understood.
and intent can be expressed by projections from embodBeyond the cases arguably covered by our previous
ied concepts. Further details of this work can be found
models, the remaining lexemes again cluster into a small
in (Narayanan, 1997). In the rest of this paper, w e
number of basic kinds. There are four that appear to be
show how using and extending this simulation frameexpress emotion: uhoh, whee, oh (surprise) and yum. For
work helps us overcome some of the limitations outlined
our purposes, these present no basic problems. O n e asearlier and cover a wider range of early child language.
sumes that the child m a y often hear a parent making the

In this section, w e examine the complete early child vocabulary and its implications for the direction of our
modeling efforts. Although early vocabularies differ
widely both within and across languages, published studies are sufficient for identifying the most c o m m o n words.
As is well known, the most frequent word types (al-

appropriate sound that correlates with the child's o w n
emotional state, often with additional cues in the form
of intonation patterns and facial expressions. Obviously
enough, serious computational modeling of emotion is
not to be taken lightly, but it doesn't seem necessary for
our current purposes.
T h e meanings of the remaining items all depend on
conversational context or reference. There are two greet-

*To simplify exposition, we leave out the relationship computed between the initial height and impact strength.

^Of course, to really implement an object naming system
would require solving the computer vision problem.
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ings, hi and bye, and four gener J communication terms,
so cdled because their communicative content is understandable only relative to their discourse context; these
are yes, no, more and no more. Also, there are two
adult spatial adverbs, here and there, which again rely
crucially for their meanings on the physical context of
the conversation.

Figure 3 illustrates one context in which the phrase no
more might be used. T h e simplified x-schemas and state
representations depict both the child's o w n actions (Eat,
I n f o r m ) and her model of her mother's F e e d M e action.
T h e E a t schema on the left is enabled by the presence
of food and continues until the child is full. T h e figure
models a point when the child, having eaten her fill, is
using the phrase no more to informing her mother that
she is full, which she knows will stop her mother's feeding
process. This communicative act presumably replaces or
augments earlier gestural x-schemas.

Both this and that similarly have referential potential
only in conversational context. Note also that in adult
speech they are each m e m b e r s of two closed classes: articles and pronouns. A s such they play important functions at both the discourse level (by pointing anaphorically to other discourse elements) and the sentencesyntactic level (since articles are associated with an extremely restricted range of syntactic environments and
thus are good predictors of the syntactic class of the next
item). Beyond their semantic dependence on conversational setting, then, the development of specific grammatical functions for these lexical items poses a particular challenge and opportunity for an embodied N T L
model of h o w they might be learned.

This approach accommodates m a n y simple cases in
which a lexeme labels some action in the child's mental
model of (conversational) context. But more complicated semantic distinctions will require additional mechanisms. Let us return to the four action verbs and five
spatial relation words that appear to be explained by
previous N T L models. T h e previous models took a fixed
perspective with respect to which all words were learned.
Regier's spatial term network takes what we call the observer perspective; the learning agent views scenarios
that are then labeled. Bailey's action verb assumes what
w e call the agent perspective; the learning agent receives
labels for its o w n actions. Regier gave no hint h o w an
agent w h o learns to label a scene as into would know
h o w to apply this label to its o w n actions. Bailey is similarly silent on h o w an agent w h o learns that one of its
actions can be called push would recognize the same action when carried out by others. The situation is even
more complex than this — there is at least one additional
basic perspective, which we call the experiencer. Being
pushed is experientially quite distinct from either pushing or observing some third party pushing. Similarly, it
is quite different to put a toy tn your mouth, see milk
put in the refrigerator or be put in your bath.

A s this sampling demonstrates, m a n y early lexemes
depend on conversational context and thus present the
same basic challenge to the N T L paradigm: modeling other people.We can simplify this task by assuming
that these lexemes originally label or augment pre-verbal
communication acts. Children develop communication
patterns with their parents well before they speak; there
are patterns of shared eye movements and other physical
and vocal gestures (Foster, 1990) that form an obvious
possible substrate for the deictic articles this and that.
A n d no parent needs to be told about no.
Under the assumption that pre-linguistic communication routines Eire a necessary precursor to learning communication terms, the challenge to the N T L paradigm
becomes one of modeling the interaction of the child's
o w n mental representations with its representations of
other agents. This simulation of other agents is a direct extension of the general x-schema simulation environment described earlier. Instead of passive x-schemas
representing the physical world as in Figure 2, w e use
x-schemas that model the other agent. T h e interactions
between the model's plans and the anticipated response
of the other agent are computationally the same as in
the case of physical simulation, although models of other
agents must be m u c h richer, including models of both
their actions and their beliefs.

HytUte

MoMof
Mom't itatt

A s is clear from thefiftywords of our sample, children's initial word meanings m a y take any of the three
basic perspectives of agent, experiencer or observer.
Most nouns are, of course, learned by observation, although some (eye, boy) might be learnedfirstas part of
one's o w n body or as a reference to oneself. Emotion
words and actions like sit (and Bailey's examples) are
normally learned first from the agent perspective. At
least for American middle class children, words like up
and down arefirstused in the experiencer perspective
— the child is picked up or put d o w n when the word is
used. It isn't terribly important which perspective comes
first for some lexeme for a given child — the question is
h o w all of these come to be associated with the same
term. Crucially, can a term learned from one perspective be understood and used from the others? W e know
of no systematic study of this transfer, but the anecdotal
evidence suggests that it is c o m m o n .

Fe«<)Me{Mom)

T h e multiple perspectives and the apparent ease with
which children transfer a m o n g them presents a strong
challenge for the N T L project of constructing detailed,
neurally plausible models. Our proposed solution is to
further extend x-schemas to support recognition as well
as execution. Referring once again to Figure 1, one can
imagine that an agent has the ability to recognize some-

lntorm(Mo(n, "no moreT
Figure 3: Depiction of child's own state and model of
her mother's state in a context in which the child might
say no more to halt feeding.
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one else carrying out a Slide action, iiiat is, the xschema formalism can also be used as an active template
to recognize actions as well as carry them out.
This solution is computationally elegant and haa some
experimental basis, but it is still very speculative. In
fact, there have been connectionist models that work exactly this way. T h e most relevant is Goddard's thesis
system (1992) that recognizes h u m a n gaits from stick
figure movie input. Goddard found that the best way
to recognize a motion was to have an x-schema-like active representation that was brought into synchronization with the incoming visual data. In a good match,
the simulation predicted the input stream and the visual
recognition became easy. Alternative models competed
in the usual connectionist way to provide the best match
for a data stream.
There is also some developmental and biological support for this kind of model, often discussed under the
rubric of imitation. Despite controversy about the extent
to which other animals share this ability (Hauser, 1996),
imitation is clearly a crucial aspect of h u m a n learning.
Children can imitate a limited range of facial expressions
just after birth, suggesting a connection between recognizing one of these behaviors and the motor schema for
carrying it out. T h e animal literature contains reports
of cells in monkey pre-frontal cortex that fire actively
either when the monkey itself carries out a specific action or when it sees another primate carry out a similar
action (Gallese et al., 1996).
T h e idea of using x-schemas for execution, inference
and recognition might also help with another major
shortcoming of Bailey's verb learning paradigm. Bailey's system learns only the most concrete embodiment
of a word like push. But there is a more general, abstract meaning as well. This might be glossed as moving
an object away from a deictic center using force directed
through the object. M u c h of the cognitive linguistics literature is concerned with these general image-schematic
(Lakoff, 1987) and force-dynamic (Talmy, 1988) semantic representations. In our Bloom data, three of the four
verbs of action are the general forms: get, go and open,
but these might refer to specific actions; get might refer to a pulling action representable directly in Figure
1. While it is still not k n o w n whether children develop
the general meanings early, the model must allow for the
possibility that they do.
Our current idea is to allow the embodied semantics
for early action words to have both specific and general
components. In this formulation, the Slide x-schema of
Figure 1 would be accompanied by a general x-schema
for achieving the goal of moving a physical object to a
desired place. In learning push the child might associate
the word with either the specific action, the general goal
achievement or both. Recent work by C. Johnson (1997)
suggests that early word learning might conflate specific
and general meanings, such as view and know for see.
This early conflation m a y serve as the basis for later
metaphorical mappings in a manner thatfitsvery well
with the N T L paradigm. By applying recognition to
these general x-schemas, we m a y have the basis for the

inference of the goals and intentions of other agents, a
crucial step m u c h studied in AI.
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as would be desirable in a wide variety of psycholinguistic
domains. Contrary to our expectations, the use of standard
Wordlikeness, which is generally equated with phonotactics,
measures of wordlikeness did not seem to correspond to our
is becoming an increasingly important variable in the study
intuitive judgements of the resultant stimuli in any real way.
of language acquisition and processing as well as in the conThis prompted us to examine more closely the determinants
text of verbal short term memory. Past research has sought
of wordlikeness.
to establish phonotactic knowledge (knowledge of the possible
Thus, our work has a methodological point of departure.
sequences of sounds within a language) as a distinct kind of
knowledge above and beyond knowledge of individual lexical
D u e to the widespread appeal to wordlikeness as a type of
items. It is unclear, however, how separate phonotactic and
linguistic knowledge, however, the research described here is
lexical knowledge really are; conceivably there could be efalso a question about the nature of linguistic knowledge of infects of similar sounding lexical neighbors on perceived wordtrinsic interest; and, as will become apparent, it is a question
likeness. W e report empirical evidence and analysis demonin which resurfaces one of the most ubiquitous issues constrating independent contributions of phonotactics and of lexical neighbors in accounting for wordlikeness ratings, a finding
cerning mental representation in Cognitive Science, namely
with both methodological and cognitive implications.
the extent to which knowledge is abstract or merely implicit
in stored exemplars.
Abstract

Introduction

Measures of Wordlikeness

A n y speaker of English can tell that Zbigniew is not an English n a m e ; any such speaker knows it not only does not happen to be an English n a m e but there is a strong intuition that
it could not be one either. Polish words are clearly different
from English words, and speakers can tell this intuitively even
if they cannot articulate why. Furthermore, even a m o n g actual words of English, s o m e words sound more "typical" than
others, say rat as opposed to sphere, splurge, or phlegm.
Thus given a k n o w n or u n k n o w n sequence of sounds, w e
have intuitions on whether the sequence could be a word of
English and h o w natural it would sound as a word of English.
This sense of "wordlikeness" is the focus of this paper.
Wordlikeness is implicated as a relevant factor in a variety of domains, including speech perception, lexical development, and verbal m e m o r y , which establish knowledge of
wordlikeness as an important type of linguistic knowledge.
Research in these domains has m a d e use of several conceptually related w a y s of measuring wordlikeness. O u r motivation for the research reported here stems from our o w n
attempts to use these measures for the principled construction of experimental stimuli, both words and nonce-words.
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Wordlikeness, as evidenced in our intuitive judgements, is
typically equated with phonotactics. Phonotactics is the term
used in linguistics to refer to the sequential arrangements of
phonological units (sounds) which occur in a given language.
The term has two related senses. It can be used to refer to the
constraints on what constitutes a permissible or acceptable
sequence in the language and it can be used in a more finegrained sense which refers to the probability with which particular sequences occur. Phonotactics as sequence acceptability highlights, e.g., the fact that there are no words in English
which start with the consonant sequence /fs/ or /spm/, and
that there seems to be a strong sense in which English could
not have such words, thus indicating a phonotactic constraint.
Phonotactics as sequence probability is concerned with the
frequency with which a particular sequence occurs in the language and is generally based on measures or counts taken
over large language samples. In this latter sense, phonotactics
deals with graded measures of phonological well-formedness
with the consequence that a sequence of sounds, whether an
existing word or a novel sequence, can be more or less wordlike, more or less typical of English words.

quisition. Childrens' scores on tests of verbal short-term
m e m o r y — s u c h as nonword repetition— are predictors of
Wordlikeness has been established as a relevant type of linthe ease with which they acquire novel words (Gathercole
guistic knowledge in an increasing variety of domains.
and Baddeley, 1989; Gathercole, Willis, Emslie and BaddeThe first of these is spoken word perception. Brown
ley, 1992; Gathercole, Hitch, Service and Martin, 1997) and
and Hildum (1956) found that participants asked to identify
of their ability for foreign language learning (Service, 1992).
monosyllabic sequences embedded in noise were better at
There is also some evidence that children with developmental
identifying real English words than at identifying non-words,
language disorders have poorer vocabulary knowledge due to
but they were also better at identifying non-word sequences
impaired phonological m e m o r y skills (Gathercole and Badwhich are phonotactically permissible in English compared to
deley, 1990). In short, wordlikeness is becoming an increassequences which are illegal. Thus they showed both knowlingly important variable in explanations of cognitive perforedge and effects of phonotactic constraints. Another study, by
mance, with research expanding particularly rapidly in the
Vitevitch, Luce, Charles-Luce and Kemmerer (1997), found
context of language development.
effects of phonotactic probability on participants' reaction
times in an auditory repetition task: high-probability nonThe Nature of Wordlikeness
words were responded to more quickly than low probability
All of the domains in which wordlikeness has been implinonwords.
cated require some way of measuring wordlikeness. Thus all
A second area where wordlikeness has been shown to be
immediately raise the question of what constitutes knowledge
relevant is developmental research which has revealed infant
of wordlikeness, what exactly are the factors that influence it.
sensitivity both to phonotactic constraints and to sequence
Though all the research cited has had some means of meaprobabilities. Jusczyk, Frederici, Wessels, Svenkerud, and
suring wordlikeness, and these measures have proved useful
Jusczyk (1993) found that 9 month old infants listened longer in analyzing behavioral data, our o w n experience, mentioned
to lists of words in their native language, preferring them over above, suggests that these issues might not be resolved.
foreign words which violated native phonotactic constraints.
What factors determine wordlikeness, i.e., what type of
Jusczyk, Luce and Charles-Luce (1994) found that 9 month
knowledge wordlikeness implicates, is thefirstand most funold infants preferred to listen to lists of monosyllabic nondamental question to ask about wordlikeness. But there is a
sense words with high probability phonotactic sequences (in
further question involved in understanding the nature of this
English) over lists containing low probability sequences.
type of knowledge, namely the nature of the mental repreThese results link suggestively with recent computational
sentations underlying it. Specifically, the question is whether
work demonstrating the utility of phonotactic constraints
this knowledge is merely implicit in our lexical knowledge,
(Brent and Cartwright, 1996) and phonotactic probabilities
that is within the individual words w e know, or whether the
(Cairns, Shillcock, Chater and Levy, 1997) for segmentation
relevant information is extracted from the lexical level and
of the speech stream. Thus phonotactics might provide an
stored separately (Vitevitch, 1997), an issue which has been
important cue which the infant can use to bootstrap lexical
given attention in the context of models of speech perception
acquisition.
(Norris, 1994) and m e m o r y (Gathercole and Martin, 1997).
A third area in which wordlikeness hasfiguredprominently
The research presented in this paper concentrates on the
is verbal short term memory. It has recently been demonfirst question, the factors determining wordlikeness (and the
strated that verbal short-term m e m o r y interacts with longresultant implications for measurement), but as will become
term knowledge, rather than being an independent buffer.
apparent, the particular factors w e are investigating also m a k e
O n e source of evidence in this context are studies on the sothis work directly relevant to the representation issue, in parcalled "lexicality effect", the robustfindingthat participants
ticular with respect to the lexicon.
are better at recalling lists of familiar words than lists of the
Before w e describe our o w n study, however, a closer look
same length containing English-sounding nonwords (Hulme,
at previous work on the factors governing wordlikeness is
Maughan and Brown, 1991). Subsequently, very recent renecessary.
search in this area has directly demonsu-ated a "wordlikePrevious Work
ness effect" in nonword repetition—a nonword analogue to
T h e Role of Wordlikeness

the lexicality effect according to which greater wordlikeness
supports greater repetition accuracy in both children (Gathercole, Willis, Emslie and Baddeley, 1991; Gathercole, 1995)
and adults (reported in Gathercole and Martin, 1997). For
measures of wordlikeness, these studies have relied both on
explicit wordlikeness judgements, where participants were
asked to rate wordlikeness on a scale (Gathercole et al.,
1991), and on phonotactic probabilities (Gathercole, 1995).
Additional interest in this work stems from the emerging
links between verbal short-term m e m o r y and vocabulary ac-

Though there has been a sizeable amount of work making use
of wordlikeness, there have been virtually no direct investigations of the factors determining wordlikeness.
S o m e of the studies described above, e.g., Gathercole et
al., (1991), simply use wordlikeness judgments as a measure
of wordlikeness. Here, participants are required to rate words
(or nonwords) on a numerical scale reflecting "goodness", or
"typicality" or "the degree to which this word sounds like a
word of English". M e a n wordlikeness rating is then subsequently used as a predictor.
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neighborhood density. The best of these measures accounted
for 2 1 % of the unique variance in the ratings, thus indicating that lexical density of the phonological space occupied
by a word or nonword is an important contributing factor. So
far, however, no information about phonotactic probabilities
has been reported on this project. Thus, like Greenberg and
Jenkins (1964) it does not link in with the phonotactic based
research.
Thus extant research leaves a lot unanswered. A considerable variety of measures have been used, both phonotactic and lexically based in nature, thus raising the question of
which are the most appropriate. This is a question which
should be pursued directly, not just by demonstrating that a
particular measure such as bigrams can be used to predict significant differences in performance, but by directly estimating
the size of that measures' contribution to performance. There
is good evidence that bigram statistics have an impact on
wordlikeness, but given our o w n experiences bigram statistics might be only one, comparatively small, factor influencing perceived wordlikeness.
Furthermore, pursuing the comparatively ignored issue of
the potential impact of lexical knowledge seems vital. This
follows also from the general debate about the nature of the
underlying mental representations as discussed above. Wordlikeness knowledge might simply be implicit in our lexical
knowledge, or it might be knowledge which is compiled and
extracted from the lexicon, as are phonotactics. Deciding on
the representational nature of this knowledge thus requires a
careful search for both phonotactic and lexical contributions.

Those studies which employ phonotactic measures instead
of wordhkeness ratings at least offer indirect information on
the factors governing wordlikeness. To the extent that the
calculated phonotactic measure successfully predicts behavior, this success provides evidence for the relevance and efficacy of the calculated factors. The most frequent measure
of phonotactic probability by far is simple bigram statistics,
that is a measure of h o w frequently any two phonemes cooccur (e.g., h o w probable the occurrence of /o/ after /I/ is).
Similarly, trigram statistics could be computed (e.g.. Cairns
et al., 1997) or measures which more closely take into account syllable structure. Bigram co-occurrence probabilities, or weighted variants thereof, were used for instance in
Jusczyk et al. (1994), Gathercole (1995).
A more direct investigation of wordlikeness was conducted by Vitevitch et al. (1997). They used (log-frequency
weighted) bigram co-occurrence probabilities and positional
segment frequencies (that is, h o w often a given phonetic
segment occurs in a particular position of a word) to generate non-words of high and low phonotactic probability.
These were then used in a wordlikeness rating task, which
yielded significantly higher m e a n ratings for high-probability
than for low probability non-words, thus confirming the relevance of bigram statistics for wordlikeness. Their second
study demonstrated with the same non-word set that highprobability words were responded to more rapidly than lowprobability words in a speeded repetition task. Thus, the two
studies provide support for bigrams as a relevant factor both
through a judgement task and a behavioral measure. H o w ever, this work (which also sought to examine the effects of
syllable stress) did not seek to quantify directly h o w large the
contribution of phonotactics was.

Experimental Investigation
The study elicited ratings of wordlikeness for a set of nonwords and a set of words, randomly intermixed. The aim
of the study was to assess the utility of various phonotactic measures as well as to test whether and h o w wordlikeness is affected by the phonological distance between a probe
item (word or nonword) and nearby words, and also to test
whether the frequency of these nearby words affects wordlikeness judgments.

While phonotactics has been the dominant way to conceptualize wordlikeness, there are two studies which have
taken the lexicon as their point of departure. Greenberg and
Jenkins (1964) constructed nonwords which varied in "distance" to real words under a transformation-based measure,
i.e., the number of p h o n e m e substitutions required to transform the nonword into an actual word of English. S o m e
nonwords were constructed entirely of phonemes of English,
whereas others also included non-native sounds. Greenberg
and Jenkins (1964) found high correlations between their
transformation-based measure and participants' judgments of
h o w close items were to "being a word of English".

Participants
Participants were 10firstyear psychology students firom Warwick University w h o took part in the experiment as part of
their Methods course.

This emphasis on the lexicon is continued in the most direct
investigation of wordlikeness to date is, a study by Martin and
Gathercole, of which a preliminary report is given in Gathercole and Martin (1997). This study took wordlikeness ratings
of spoken nonwords and directly investigated the impact of
a hitherto unconsidered factor, neighborhood density, on ratings. Neighborhood density measures were derived from lists
of lexical neighbors generated by participants. Specifically,
for each nonword, participants were asked to produce all the
real words which the nonword "brought to mind", thus yielding several different subjective measures of neighborhood and
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Materials
Stimuli were selected byfirstextracting monosyllables from
the C E L E X database^ of English words (these monosyllables are henceforth referred to as the set of English words).
The use of monosyllabic stimuli avoided the added complexity of stress placement and syllabification. A syllable formation grammar was constructed based on the set of all onsetnucleus and nucleus-coda combinations observed in the English (monosyllabic) words, and the grammar was used to
^ C E L E X can be obtained by contacting celex@mpi.ne

generate all "pronounceable" word forms, i.e. phonological syllables consistent with onset-nucleus and nucleus-coda
transitions observed in English monosyllables. O n e or more
nearest neighbors was identified for each word form by comparing it with the set of English words. Each word form
was classified as an isolate, near miss, or word. Word forms
which differed from their nearest real word neighbor by two
phonemes were classified as isolates. W o r d forms which differed from the nearest neighbor by a single phoneme were
classified as near misses. From the isolates, a subset of 22
items were chosen. These 2 2 isolates were included in the
stimulus set, along with 271 near misses which were one
phoneme different from any of the 22 isolates.

Enhanced Model

SYL PART -I- N N B
BIGRAM + N N B
TRIGRAM + N N B
SYL PART + BIGRAM +
TRIGRAM + N N B

b!'
0.12
0.11
0.17
0.17

Fchange (df)
F(l,256) = 34**
F(l,256) = 33**
F(l,256) = 51**
F(l,254) = 52**

Table 1: Table of results indicating the increases in proportion of the variance in ratings explained by adding neighborhood size to the model. Fchange is an F statistic based on
the additional variance accounted for in the enhanced model
(taking neighborhood size into account) compared to a simple model including only phonological well-formedness, **
denotes significance levels of p < .0001.

Procedure
Words were presented in a written questionnaire. Participants
were instructed to judge the sounds of the words, not their
spellings, and to indicate the perceived typicality of the word
or nonword by circling the appropriate number on a scale
from 1 to 9. For example.
Does minth sound like a typical word of English?
Very non-typical = 123456789 = Very typical
Real words and nonwords were intermixed, so as to
heighten the naturalness of the nonword rating task.
Results
Phonological Well-Formedness Three measures of phonological well-formedness were computed for each probe item
based on monosyllables in the C E L E X English database.
This set contains 7239 phonologically distinct entries, i.e. different syllables, a m o n g the 24,859 monosyllabic entries, including homophones, in total.
The phonological well-formedness measures computed
were bigram, trigram, and syllable part transition probabilities. T h e bigram probability for each item was computed by
calculating the conditional probability of each phonological
segment in the item, given the preceding segment. This involves counting the number of times, say, /t/ occurs after /o/,
etc., in the monosyllabic subset of the C E L E X lexicon. Word
boundaries counted as segments in this analysis. The geometric mean of conditional segment probabilities was computed
to arrive at a single average bigram probability for the entire
item. Trigram probabilities were computed in a similar fashion by calculating the conditional probability of each segment
given the preceding two segments. This involves counting the
number of times /t/ occurs after /po/, or after /es/, etc. A syllable part probability was computed for each item taking syllable onset, nucleus and coda to be the basic units of analysis
rather then segments. The syllable part probability for an item
was computed from the geomeU-ic mean of the probabilities
of its onset-plus-nucleus and its nucleus-plus-coda.
Bigram and trigram probabilities were computed with and
without weighting based on the log token frequency given for
monosyllabic words in the C E L E X lexicon. Corresponding
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measures with and without token frequency weighting were
highly correlated (r = .98 for bigrams, r = .99 for trigrams)
and inspection revealed no clear non-linear relationships between weighted and unweighted variables. Subsequent calculations were based on probabilities without frequency weighting. Bivariate correlations between bigram, trigram, and syllable part probabilities were 0.38 (bigram/trigram), 0.44 (bigram/syllable part), and 0.40 (trigram/syllable part).
Data fits To assess the extent to which wordlikeness ratings
might be determined by simple phonotactic probabilities, linear regression models werefitto the nonword ratings which
were averaged across subjects to obtain a single m e a n wordlikeness rating for each probe. All three measures of phonotactic well-formedness were significantly correlated with ratings, though none of them accounted for more than about 7 %
of the variance between items (R"^ = .07, p < .0001; il^ =
.05,p = .0002;i?2 = .02,p = .03; for syllable part, trigram and bigram probabilities, respectively). If all three measures of well-formedness are included, the combined model
accounts for about 9 % of the variance (i?2 = .09, p < .0001).
A s afirstand very crude test for neighborhood effects, each
of the above regression models was enhanced by adding a
variable representing the neighborhood size for each probe
item, that is, the number of real words which differ from the
probe item by no more than two phonemes. In each case,
neighborhood size improved thefitof the model significantly
(see Table 1).
This suggests that wordlikeness ratings were at least partially influenced by their phonological neighborhood, that is,
by the presence in the lexicon of words of similar pronunciation. Disembodied phonotactic well-formedness alone is not
sufficient to account for the ratings. In fact, even as crude a
measure as neighborhood size accounts for 9 % of the variance on its own. This is of the same magnitude as the contribution of phonotactics, but interestingly it is not shared variance: both neighborhood size and phonotactic measures account for a largely different 9 % of the variance as is apparent
from the fact that, together, they account for 1 7 % .
W e also tested a slightly more refined measure of neighbors

It is, of course, possible that in some or even all of the
domains in which wordlikeness is implicated, explicit judgments aside, phonotactics proper will turn out to be doing all
the work. This does not, however, strike us as likely, given the
rather limited contribution to intuitive judgments displayed
here. The ultimate test, however, must be more detailed modelling work in these areas.
Our results are also informative with respect to the representational nature of wordlikeness knowledge in that they
seem consistent neither with the idea that all knowledge of
wordlikeness is given implicitly in the lexicon, nor with the
idea that it is based entirely on a separate non-lexical source.
There is an important caveat here. It remains to be seen
whether morefine-grainedmodels —either of phonological
neighborhood or of phonotactics— might not be found which
are sufficiently powerful to explain single-handedly what now
appears to be a joint contribution. Candidate models for
sim[i, LEX] = J2j exp{-S * d[i,j])
phonotactics could be statistics which include more longdistance or higher-order distributional properties; candidate
where i is the probe, j is a word in the lexicon, and d[i,j]
isof neighbor effects could be models which incorpomodels
the (syllable part) distance between i and j and S a sensitivity rate the (token) frequency of the neighbors. Given the ubiqparameter that governs the rate of the exponential decay.
uity of frequency effects in lexical processing (see e.g.. Luce,
Even this crude measure of similarity on its o w n accounts
Pisoni, and Goldinger, 1990), the latter will be our own next
for 1 3 % of the variance, thus surpassing the combined effects
step.
of phonotactics, and further emphasizing the role of the lexicon.
Conclusions

and neighborhoods, a variant of the neighborhood size measure, where each neighbor is weighted by proximity to the
probe, as measured by the number of shared syllable parts.
This model is based on the large psychological literature that
has systematically related generalization to distance in an
internal psychological space for a variety of tasks such as
identification, old-new recognition, or categorization (Shepard, 1987; Nosofsky, 1988) and, most recently, inflectional
morphology (Nakisa and Hahn, 1996) and artificial grammar
learning (Pothos and Bailey, 1997). W e (crudely) computed
phonological distance between the probe and all other items
by counting the number of syllable positions on which any
two sequences differed.
This distance was then used to derive a composite similarity measure, s i m [ i , L E X ] , between the probe and all other
items in the (monosyllabic) lexicon.

Discussion
Our first main result is the fact that peoples' intuitions about
wordlikeness are not well captured by standard phonotactic
measures alone. Though bigrams, trigrams and syllable-part
transition probabilities all seem to have some influence, their
individual contribution is small, and their joint contribution
limited. Surprising too, was that weighting according to token
frequency yielded such extremely highly correlations with
non-weighted measures.
Our second main result is that our intuitions about wordlikeness are significantly affected by the lexical neighborhood
of an item in phonological space. The degree to which the
lexicon contains words which sound similar to an item affects its perceived wordlikeness. This result confirms those
reported in Gathercole and Martin (1997). The analyses w e
have performed so far also suggest that neighborhood and
phonotactics each make independent contributions. This result goes beyond the work reported by Gathercole and Martin (1997) by directly estimating independent contributions of
lexicon and phonotactics.
A s they stand our results suggest quite simply that the
source of a particular type of knowledge of language w e have,
namely the extent to which a sequence forms a better or a
worse instance of the words of a language is still poorly understood. This also suggests that there might be potential
improvements to cognitive accounts and models in a variety
of areas through incorporation of a notion of wordlikeness,
which is richer than just phonotactics and which incorporates
neighbor- and neighborhood effects as well.
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W e have shown that intuitive judgements about wordlikeness,
that is our intuitions about how typical a sound sequence is of
words of the language, are not well-captured by phonotactics
alone. They are influenced considerably by the lexicon —
sequences have high wordlikeness partially because they are
similar to other known words. This suggests that not only is
a closer look at the knowledge underpinning these intuitions
required, but also that the wide variety of domains in which
either wordlikeness ratings or phonotactics have been implicated might profitably be revisited.
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and sufficient conditions on category membership), a single
prototype representing the most typical case, or statistical
profiles of instance parts. A fundamental question in
cognitive psychology is whether productive use of
knowledge involves summary data, or reference to memories
of specific instances. For convenience, w e will refer to
summary knowledge as rules, though w e emphasise our
intention merely to contrast an exemplar-based account of
generalisation with other accounts based on s u m m a r y data of
any sort.
Reber (1967) showed that after studying a set of strings
generated by an artificial grammar, participants could
discriminate between n e w sti-ings that complied with the
rules of the grammar and strings that violated those rules.
Reber suggested that participants were learning about the
abstract rule structure of the grammar that w a s used to
generate the grammatical strings. But is an abstract
representation of the grammar required to achieve above
chance performance on such artificial grammar learning
( A G L ) tasks? Dulany, Carlson, and D e w e y (1984, 1985)
argued that participants acquire "correlated grammars," that
is a set of "microrules" which approximate the true
grammar, but might at the same time include
unrepresentative or even wrong rules. Dulany et al.'s theory
can be seen as a rule-based account of A G L , though the
knowledge acquired according to this account is fragmentary
in nature. Perruchet and Pacteau also suggested that
participants acquire fragmentary knowledge, though instead
of microrules Perruchet and Pacteau suggest that
participants learn which bigram fragments occur in the
training set (Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990; Perruchet, 1994;
Perruchet, Gallego, & Pacteau, 1992). They showed that
participants were more likely to m a k e errors with strings that
contained legal bigrams in illegal positions compared to
strings that contained illegal bigrams (though cf G o m e z &
Schvaneveldt, 1994; Redington, 1996).
Vokey and Brooks (1992, 1994; Brooks, 1978; Brooks &
Vokey, 1991) proposed that grammaticality decisions are
driven not by adherence to the rule-structure of the finite
state language employed, but by the similarity of a test item
to the training items. V o k e y and Brooks measured similarity
by counting the number of letters different between two
strings. They reported significant effects of both
grammaticality and similarity, that is, items were more likely

Abstract
Artificial grammar learning provides a principled
experimental framework to investigate the roles of similarity
and rule-induction mechanisms in category generalisation.
Past attempts to disentangle these two mechanisms may be
criticised for employing insensitive measures of similarity
with little theoretical or empirical motivation, for failing to
achieve independent measures of the effects of similarity and
rule-induction components, and, with several notable
exceptions, for confining stimuli to the domain of letter
strings. The present work reports on two studies of artificial
grammar learning using a standard grammar to arrange nested
geometric shapes (Experiment 1) and angles between
connected lines (Experiment 2). Grammaticality judgements
for novel items are significantly above chance in both
experiments. Similarity judgements for pairs of stimuli are
used as the basis for modelling grammaticality judgements,
using an exemplar-based model of categorisation. W e test for
independent contributions of similarity and rule-induction
mechanisms byfittingnested regression models. Similarity is
significant in accounting for grammaticality judgements in
both experiments. Rule-induction has an additional,
independent effect in Experiment 2, but not in Experiment 1.
W e discuss the implications of these results and their
relationship to previous studies.
Introduction
Having seen a few instances from a given category, w e
readily generalise our experience to classify n e w instances
as likely or unlikely to be members of the same category.
This sort of inductive inference has been a puzzle for
philosophers and psychologists alike, in part because there is
no logically ideal inference algorithm to use as a benchmark
for h u m a n performance (Goodman, 1954; Watanabe, 1985).
T w o broad classes of knowledge have been hypothesised to
explain generalisation behaviour: m e m o r y of specific
instances or exemplars, and summary information abstracted
or compiled across relevant instances (cf. Brooks & Vokey,
1991; Hahn, 1996; H a h n & Chater, 1998). Knowledge of
exemplars could be generalised by comparing a n e w
instance with m e m o r y traces of previous instances, and
classifying the n e w instance according to its similarity with
old instances. S u m m a r y knowledge, on the other hand,
might take the form of classification rules induced fi-om
previous instances (e.g. a generative grammar, or necessary
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to be endorsed as grammatical if they were actually
grammatical, but also if they were more similar to the
training items. Instead of counting shared letters, Knowlton
and Squire (1996, Exp.l) assessed similarity by calculating
"chunk strengths" (Servan-Schreiber & Anderson, 1990;
1991),
which
measure
also
Servan-Schreiber,
bigram/trigram overlap between test and training items.
Knowlton and Squire argued that if similarity and
grammaticality
are both
significant in predicting
participants' grammaticality judgements, both rule-based
and exemplar-based learning must be taking place. O n e
weakness in their argument is that their measure of similarity
is simply assumed a priori, not grounded empirically in the
perceptual similarity of their stimuli. Unless the model of
similarity rests on firm footings it is a poor benchmark
against which to assess the relative contributions of
similarity and rules. S o m e alternative measure of similarity
can always be devised which accounts for granmiaticality
judgements without appealing to additional knowledge of
grammatical rules (cf. Redington, 1996). Redington (1997),
for example, showed that a single fragment-based procedure
can account for both the similarity and the grammaticality
results of Knowlton and Squire (1996).
Finally, the
statistical analysis employed by Knowlton and Squire does
not unambiguously support the conclusion that both rulebased and exemplar-based learning took place, because it
fails to unconfound the partially correlated factors of
similarity and grammaticality.
In this work w e assess the effects of similarity empirically
in terms of ratings on the items involved in an A G L task. T o
facilitate comparison with other studies, our stimuli are
derived by applying simple mappings to the stimuli used by
Knowlton and Squire (1996). The mappings produce
abstract visual figures, while preserving the grammatical
structure of the original stimuli. The m o v e away from letter
strings emphasises the fact that the type of learning seen in
A G L tasks is by no means confined to tasks involving letter
strings (cf. Pothos & Chater, 1997). Also, w e hoped that
using abstract visual figures would provide a more natural
set of stimuli for eliciting similarity judgements. Similarity
ratings were used to derive a spatial representation of these
items through a multidimensional scaling ( M D S ) procedure,
based on Shepard's theory of psychological spaces
(Shepard, 1980, 1987; Nosofsky, 1992). In this way,
instances are encoded in a multidimensional space which
preserves the relative similarities between
items.
Classification performance is modelled using the generalised
context model of categorisation ( G C M ) to fit instances in
the psychological space to grammaticality endorsements
(Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Medin, 1986; Nosofsky, 1991,
1990, 1989, 1988a, 1988b). The G C M assumes that n e w
instances are classified depending on h o w similar they are to
previous instances of various categories.
Our choice of the G C M was motivated by general
theoretical considerations. The model has provided excellent
fits in a variety of studies comparing it with other models
(Nosofsky, 1991, 1990, 1989, 1988a, 1988b). Also, since
the G C M is equivalent to a non-parametric optimal
classification boundary estimator, if similarity to training
items had any influence on classification, G C M would be
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able to identify it (Ashby & Alfonso-Reese, 1995; McKinley
& Nosofsky, 1995).
Experiment 1
Participants
All 16 participants except one were University of Oxford
students w h o received five pounds for taking part in the
study. The experiment lasted for approximately an hour and
fifteen minutes.
Materials
The artificial grammar was identical to the one used by
Knowlton and Squire (1996; Exp.l), and is shown in Figure
1. The 23 training strings and 32 test items were constructed
by mapping the letters in Knowlton and Squire's material,
V, X , J, and T, to a circle, a hexagon, a square, and a
diamond, respectively (for an example, see Figure 2).
Geometric shapes corresponding to later letters within a
string enclosed shapes corresponding to earlier letters.

Figure 1: Thefinitestate language (Knowlton & Squire,
1996; Exp.l).

Figure 2: Sample stimulus used in Experiment 1,
corresponding to the string V J T V T V .
Procedure
In thefirstpart of the experiment participants viewed the
training items on a computer screen for five seconds each.
The entire set of training items was presented three times in
different random orders.

After the end of the training session, participants were
told that the order of the geometric figures in the training
items had been determined by a complex set of rules.
Participants were asked to classify n e w items according to
whether each item was consistent (grammatical) or
inconsistent (ungrammatical) with the rules. T h e test
presented the 32 test items twice in different random orders.
N o feedback was provided.
In the third part of the study, participants rated the
similarity between pairs of stimulus items, on a scale from I
to 9 (Shin & Nosofsky, 1992). Each trial involved a central
fixation point for 250 m s , followed by one item, then
another fixation point, a 250 m s blank, and the second item
in the pair. After presentation of the second item, the ratings
scale appeared on the screen, and the next trial was initiated
as soon as a response was given. Items were displayed for
one and a half seconds. Each participant rated a fourth of the
possible pairs of items. T h e set of pairs was presented twice
in different random orders, creating about 700 trials for each
participant in this part of the study.

According to this model, the probability that a test item
will be classified as grammatical is determined by adding up
the similarity of the test item to each training item.
Similarities between items, Sjj, are computed from the
distances, djj, between items in psychological space, p
distinguishes between possible forms of the function relating
similarities to istances (usually Gaussian or exponential).
The free parameters of the model are b, c , and the
dimension weights, Wm(which are constrained to s u m to I).
The best fit was obtained with an exponential function
relating distance to similarity (i.e. / ? = ! ) , with an R^ value of
0.42. This is a measure of the variance accounted for by a
similarity-only model, with no provision for additional rulebased knowledge.
The extent to which the G C M fits grammaticality
endorsements reveals h o w well similarity effects capture
classification performance. Tests for similarity and rulebased knowledge proceeded in two stages. T h e first stage
followed the analysis of Knowlton and Squire (1996),
except that where Knowlton and Squire measured similarity
by counting the number of bigrams and trigrams shared
between test and training items, w e used GCM-derived
values of similarity. Grammatical and ungrammatical test
items were split into high- and low-similarity subsets, cutting
at the median similarity values of each group. M e a n
similarity values for the high- and low-similarity groups
were significantly different, for both grammatical and for
ungranmiatical items, t(I4) > 5.5, p < .0005 for both. There
was no significant difference in similarity values for
grammatical and ungrammatical items within either the high
similarity or the low similarity groups, t(14) < 1.9, p > .05
for both. A
two-way A N O V A
on grammaticality
endorsement rates showed
main effects of both
grammaticality, F(l,15) = 14.88, p = .(X)2, and similarity,
F(l,15) = 30.13, p < .0005. The interaction term just missed
significance, F(l,15) = 3.65, p = .076. These results show
that participants were more likely to endorse an item as
grammatical if it was more similar to training items, but also
if it actually complied to the rules of the grammar used.
These findings are in accord with existing experimental
work (Knowlton & Squire, 1996; Brooks & Vokey, 1991),
but they do not necessarily m e a n both rule-based and
exemplar-based learning is taking place. Despite Knowlton
and Squire's efforts to design stimuli in which
grammaticality and similarity are dissociated, there remains
a small correlation between similarity and granunaticality.
This correlation confounds the interpretation of the A N O V A
results, even though the correlation between similarity and
grammaticality is non-significant, 0.25, p > .15. W h a t w e
really want to k n o w is, given the G C M model of similarity,
is there any evidence that participants also employed some
other knowledge when making grammaticality judgements?
T o test whether there were effects of grammaticality that
could not be accounted for by similarity and vice versa, w e
ran several regression analyses with grammaticality

Results
O n the classification test, participants correctly classified
5 6 % of test items as grammatical or ungrammatical ( M S E =
1.54%). This level of performance is similar to previous
studies, and is significantly better than chance, t(15) = 35.9,
p<.0005.
Similarity ratings were averaged and transformed to form
a single dissimilarity matrix. Multidimensional scaling was
used to derive a spatial representation of the stimuli which
preserved the basic structure of the dissimilarity matrix. The
optimal spatial configuration involved a 3 D space with a
Euclidean distance meuic (r = 2) (cf. Shepard, Romney, &
Nerlove, 1972). T h e stress of this configuration was 0.18,
representing a reasonablefit(zero stress represents a perfect
fit; cf. Kruskal, 1964; Krzanowski, 1993).
W e used non-linear regression to fit items in the
psychological space to participants' grammaticality
endorsements, using the G C M
model described by
Equations (1-3) (cf. Nosofsky, 1989, 1992). Since A G L
tasks, including the present one, involve training with
grammatical items, but not with ungrammatical items.
Equation (1) represents a reduced version of the G C M
which compares each item to old items from only a single
category.

(1)
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endorsements as the dependent variable. Similarity was
modelled by the G C M model above, which included four
parameters {b, c, and two dimension weights). Rule-based
knowledge of grammaticality was modelled with a simple
additive term indicating whether each item really was or was
not grammatical. Regressions minimised R^. Comparisons
between models are based on F-change statistics (Howell,
1996).
Table 1 presents statistics for regression models involving
similarity, grammaticality, or both, and also presents
statistics for comparisons between nested models. These
comparisons test whether the addition of a factor makes a
significant improvement to a simpler model. The main
finding is that grammaticality contributes nothing over and
above the contribution of similarity, but the reverse is not
true. The simplest interpretation is that grammaticality
judgements in this study were based on the similarity of test
items to training items, and that participants extracted no
additional knowledge of the abstract grammar underlying
the training stimuli. The failure to confirm an independent
contribution of grammaticality in the regression analysis
highlights a shortcoming of the more usual A N O V A
analysis, which fails to unconfound factors which are
partially correlated (cf. Bogartz, Shinskey, & Speaker,
1997).

Participants
Sixteen University of Oxford students took part in the study.
Materials
The artificial grammar was identical to the one used in
Experiment 1, but here the training and test strings were
mapped to angles between connected lines to produce
stimuli like that shown in Figure 3. The letters in Knowlton
and Squire's material, V X J T , were identified with the angles
Table 1: Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting
Grammaticality Endorsements in Experiment I.

R' df R'-Ch df-Ch F-Ch
4 0.42
3 6.25
1 3.05
2 0.10
5 0.02
1 0.79
3 5.01
5 0.34

0.42
0.10
0.44
0.44

Figure 3: Sample stimulus for Experiment 2,
corresponding to the string V X J T J .
Procedure
The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1 except
that the instructions were modified as appropriate for the
different stimuli. Also, there was no central fixation point
between stimuli.
Results
Analysis proceeded as in Experiment 1. O n the classification
test, participants correctly classified 5 5 . 2 9 % of test items as
grammatical or ungrammatical ( M S E = 1.57%), which is
significantly better than chance performance, t(15) = 35.2, p
< .0005. The level of performance on Experiment 2 was not
different from that for Experiment 1, t(30) = 0.3, p > .75.
The bestfitfor the G C M was obtained with a city block
distance metric and an exponential function relating distance
to similarity. This combination of parameters produced an
M D S stress value of 0.20 and a G C M R^ value of 0.55.
Again, grammatical and ungrammatical test items were
split at the median G C M similarity values within each
group. M e a n similarity values for the high- and lowsimilarity groups were significantly different, for both
grammatical and for ungrammatical items, t(14) > 4.5, p <
.0005 for both. There was no significant difference between
grammatical and ungranraiatical items within either the high
similarity or the low similarity group, t(14) < 0.9, p > .35 for
both. A two-way A N O V A on grammaticality endorsement
rates showed main effects of both grammaticality, F(l,15) =
11.5, p < .005, and similarity, F(l,15) = 104, p < .0005.
There was no significant interaction, F(l,15) = 1.45, p =
.248. A s in Experiment 1, participants were more likely to
endorse an item as grammatical if it was more similar to
training items, but also if it actually complied to the rules of
the grammar used.

Experiment 2

Model(s)
Sim Only
Gram Only
Sim + G r a m
Gram + Sim

75°, 150°, 225°, and 300°, respectively. Unlike previous
A G L studies, the visual parts of these stimulus items were
context-dependent, in that the angle of each line segment
was determined relative to the angle of the previous
segment.

p-Ch
.002*

.09
.38
.01 *

C h statistics for simple models reflect improvement
over the null model with a single parameter for mean
endorsement rate. C h statistics for combined models
reflect the improvement achieved by adding a second
factor to a simpler model including only thefirstfactor.
* A significant p-ch value means the more complex
model is significantly better than the simpler model.
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Regression
models
were fit to grammaticality
endorsements rates to test whether there were effects of
gran\maticality that could not be accounted for by similarity
and vice versa. Regression results are summarised in Table
2. In this study, unlike Experiment 1, similarity on its own
does not account for grammaticality judgements. The best
model includes both similarity and grammaticality, and
removal of either factor results in a significantly worse
model. The significance of both factors suggests that
grammaticality endorsements were based on a combination
of similarity to training items and some other rule-based
knowledge extracted from the training items. Alternatively,
it is always possible that grammaticality judgements were
based on some other (unknown) single knowledge
representation which is partially correlated with both G C M
similarity and with actual grammaticality, but this hypothesis
can be evaluated only with respect to a particular theory of
what that knowledge representation might be.

Discussion
Classification of novel items in two studies was largely
predictable on the basis of similarity between test and
training items. W e employed an independently-motivated
exemplar model of categorisation in conjunction with
empiriccil similarity data, avoiding criticisms levelled at ad
hoc models of similarity. In Experiment 2, but not in
Experiment 1, similarity alone was not sufficient to account
for generalisation performance. This suggests either that
sununary knowledge (e.g. rules) plays a role in some
generalisation tasks but not in others. The finding of
independent effects of both similarity and grammaticality in
Experiment 2, in an analysis which statistically unconfounds
the two factors, confirms a rule-based component of
knowledge underlying generalisation in at least some A G L
tasks. Our two studies were identical except for the visual
form of the stimuli, suggesting that the relative contributions
of similarity and rule-based knowledge can vary with
specific stimulus attributes.
The failure in Experiment 1 tofindindependent effects of
grammaticality over and above the effect accounted for by
similarity highlights a shortcoming of A N O V A . Conclusions
of previous studiesfindingmain effects of both similarity
and grammaticality are confounded by non-zero correlations
between the two factors. This confound was avoided in our
analysis by comparing nested regression models in order to

Table 2: Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting
Grammaticality Endorsements in Experiment 2.
Model(s) R'
SimOnly
Gram Only
Sim + Gram
Gram-i-Sim

df R'-Ch df-Ch F-Ch fch
0.59
4 0.59
3 12.66
0.08
2 0.08
1 2.40
0.70
5 0.10
1 8.42
0.70
5 0.62
3 16.91

.000*
.13
.008*
.000*

See legend for Table 1.
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test effects of one factor over and above effects accounted
for by the other factor.
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Abstract

computational model of hippocampal spatial learning and localization must be capable of satisfactorily dealing with these
This paper describes a computational mode! of spatial learning
errors.
and localization in rodents. The model is based on the suggesIn this paper w e describe a computational model of hiption (based on a large body of experimental data) that rodents
pocampal
spatial learning that allows the animal to learn a
learn metric spatial representations of their environments
metric
place
m a p and explicitly addresses information fusion
by associating sensory inputs with dead-reckoning based
from uncertain sources. Following a brief discussion of exposition estimates in the hippocampal place cells. Both these
perimental data supporting the model, w e present some key
sources of information have some uncertainty associated
with them because of errors in sensing, range estimation,
features of the model and some simulation results that demonand path integration. The proposed model incorporates
strate that the model satisfactorily reproduces certain behavexplicit mechanisms for information fusion from uncertain
ioral experiments.
sources. W e demonstrate that the proposed model adequately
reproduces several key results of behavioral experiments with
Hippocampal Spatial Learning
animals.
The hippocampal formation is one of the highest levels of
association in the brain and receives highly processed sensory
Introduction
information from the major associational areas of the cerebral
Animals demonstrate a wide range of complex spatial learncortex. For anatomical and physiological details the reader is
ing and navigation abilities (Gallistel, 1990). Considerable
referred to Churchland and Sejnowski (1992).
research effort has been expended in understanding different
Cellular recordings in the hippocampus have led to the disaspects of these spatial behaviors. These efforts have resulted
covery of place cells and head-direction cells which show
in a large corpus of experimental data, a number of theories
highly correlatedfiringsduring the execution of spatial tasks.
and models of animal spatial learning, and several implemenPyramidal cells in regions C A 3 and C A l of the rat hippocamtations.
pus have been found tofireselectively when the rat visits parA m o n g the known aspects of animal spatial learning is the
ticular regions of its environment. These cells thus appear
suggestion that rodents learn cognitive maps of their spatial
to code for specific places and have been labeled place cells
environments (Tolman, 1948). There is also a vast body
(O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Cells with such location-specific
of experimental data that directly implicate the hippocamfiring have been found in almost every major region of the
pal formation in rodent spatial learning (O'Keefe and Nadel,
hippocampal system, including the E C , the Dg, regions C A 3
1978). Based on this data, O'Keefe and Nadel proposed the
and C A l , the Sb, and the post-subiculum.
locale system hypothesis, suggesting that the hippocampal
In addition to place cells, head-direction cells in the hipplace cells learn metric cognitive maps by integrating sensory
pocampal region respond to particular orientations of the aniinputs and dead-reckoning ' position estimates generated by
mal's head irrespective of its location. These cells thus appear
the animal.
to function as some sort of an in-built compass (Taube et al.,
In the two decades since the locale hypothesis was first
1990).
proposed, a number of computational models of hippocamA number properties of place cells and head-direction cells
pal spatial learning have been developed (Balakrishnan et al.,
have
been identified (see McNaughton et al. (1996) for de1997). Surprisingly, only a few of these models support mettails), primarily the fact that thefiringof these cells is depenric spatial representations. Furthermore, the few models that
dent on sensory as well as dead-reckoning inputs.
are based on the locale hypothesis make an unrealistic assumption that the two information streams, namely, sensory
inputs and dead-reckoning, are error-free. However, sensory
and dead-reckoning systems of animals are prone to several
sources of errors (e.g., errors in place recognition, distance
estimation, dead-reckoning drifts, etc.), and therefore, any
'Dead-reckoning or path-integration refers to the process of updating an estimate of one's current position based on self-knowledge
of time, speed, and direction of self-motion.

Hippocampal Cognitive Map
We have developed a computational implementation of the
locale system hypothesis. Our model allows the animat (a
robot simulating an animal) to learn its environment in terms
of distinct places, with the center of each place also being
labeled with a metric position estimate derived from deadreckoning. A detailed treatment of this computational model
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can be found in Balakrishnan et al. (1997). Here w e will only
present a brief summary.
A s the animat explores its environment, the model creates
n e w E C units that respond to landmarks located at particular positions relative to the animat. Concurrent activity of
E C units defines a place, and place cells in C A 3 layer are
created to represent them. These sensory input-driven C A 3
place cells are then associated with position estimates derived
from the dead-reckoning system to produce place firings in
the C A l layer. Thus, the firing of C A l cells is dependent
on sensory inputs from C A 3 and the animat's dead-reckoning
position estimates.
W h e n the animat revisits familiar places, incoming sensory
inputs activate a place code in the C A S layer. Since multiple places in the environment can produce the s a m e sensory
input (called perceptual aliasing in robotics), the C A l layer
uses dead-reckoning estimates to disambiguate between such
places and produces a unique place code that corresponds to
the current place. T h e system then performs spatial localization by matching the predicted position of the animat (its
current dead-reckoning estimate) with the observed position
of the placefieldcenter (dead-reckoning estimate previously
associated with the activated C A l place code). Based on this
match, the dead-reckoning estimate as well as the place field
center are updated as s h o w n in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: A schematic of K a l m a n filtering.

the same predict-observe-match-update principle. Further,
K F provides a framework for performing stochastically optimal updates even in the presence of prediction and observation errors. Based on the similarities between the two, w e
have developed a K F framework for uncertain information fusion in the hippocampal localization model described above
(Balakrishnan et al., 1997). In this framework, K F helps the
animal in maintaining and updating an estimate of its o w n position as well as the estimates of the placefieldcenters. These
estimates are modeled by a state vector:
Xfe = [xo,fc,Xl,...,X„]^
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where xq jt denotes the position of the animal at time instant
k, Xi denotes the center of placefieldi, and n is the number
of places that have been visited by the animal. These position estimates are assumed to be specified in 2 D Cartesian
coordinates, i.e., Xj = (xj^,Xij,). T h e animal also computes
and updates the covariance matrix associated with this state
vector, denoted by P*;, which is given by:
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Figure 1: A schematic of hippocampal localization.
Thus, not only does our model learn a metric cognitive map
of the environment, but it also permits the metric estimates to
be updated when the animal revisits familiar places.

•'nO
where
C.,=

Hippocampal Kalman Filtering
It should be noted that the information provided by the sensory and dead-reckoning systems is uncertain because of possible errors in object recognition, distance estimation, and
path-integration. Thus, if the hippocampus performs robust
spatial localization, it must have adequate mechanisms for
handling uncertainty in these information sources.
A s with animals, mobile robots too have to deal with uncertainties in sensing and action. O n e of the probabilistic localization approaches for mobile robots is the Kalman filter
(KF) (Gelb, 1974) (or some extension or generalization of
it). K F allows the robot to build and maintain a stochastic
spatial map, propagate sensory and motion uncertainties, and
localize in optimal ways (Ayache and Faugeras, 1987). A
schematic for a K F is shown in Figure 2.
A s can be observed from Figures 1 and 2, the computational model of hippocampal function and K F both embody
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denotes the covariance between the 2 D Cartesian representations of the state elements x, and Xj.
W h e n a new place is visited, the state vector is augmented
by the center of this new place and the state estimate and
its covariance matrix are modified accordingly. If the animal motions are assumed to be linear and the measurement
function in Figure 2 is also a linear function of the state, the
placefieldcenters and the animal's position estimate can be
updated in stochastically optimal ways. For details, refer to
(Balakrishnan et al., 1997).
Frame Merging
W e have also developed an extension of the computational
model described above that permits the animat to learn separate place maps in different/ramej and to merge frames together in a well-defined manner.

Suppose the animat has learned a place m a p frame foldW h e n the animat is reintroduced at another place, it stores
away fold in its memory, and begins a new frame fnew at
the point of re-introduction. It also resets its dead-reckoning
estimates to zero, thereby making the point of re-introduction
the origin of its new dead-reckoning frame. N o w it proceeds
as before, learning places and creating E C , C A 3 , and C A l
cells using the algorithms described in Balakrishnan et al.,
(1997). At each step it also checks to see if sensory inputs
excite C A l cells residing in fold- If this happens, the animat
is at a place it has seen earlier in the older frame {fold)- It
then merges the two frames, as follows.
Suppose C A l unit cfiresin fnew and m fires in fold- Let
5^/n.u and x/oid denote the estimated center of the animat's
current place in the two frames fnew and fold- W e can update
the placefieldcenters of fold to fnew via the transformation:
xf"'" = xf"''' - A x

Vt€/,old

(1)

The covariances between units in fold and fnew can be updated using the following expressions (details of the derivations can be found in (Balakrishnan et al., 1998b)):
Case I: If i and j were both units in fold

within a squared Mahalanobis distance of less than 4.61, the
last visited goal is kept, while the other goal is discarded.
W h e n the animat reaches a goal, a nearest remembered
goal location is found from the locations the animat has already visited. If no goal location is nearby, a new goal position with it's goal variance ctq = oo is created. This ensures
that the current dead-reckoning estimate is assigned to the
new goal position when equation 2 is applied.
Since the animats can remember multiple goals, a goal selection mechanism is also required. W e have implemented
a heuristic strategy that involves choosing the most recently
visited goal locationfirstand navigating to it. If the goal
is not found at this location, w e use a mechanism in which
the animat chooses to approach the nearest goal or a confident/reliable goal with equal probability.
The animats in our experiments navigate to goal locations
in two ways. If the goal is visible, the animats directly m o v e
towards the goal {goal approaching). However, if the goal
is not visible but the animat has a record of goal locations
already seen, it selects a goal as discussed above and moves
directly towards it {goal seeking). For the purposes of the
experiments described in this paper the environments are assumed to be largely open and obstacle-free.
Simulation Details and Results
E x p e r i m e n t s of Collett et al. (1986)

Case II: If i was a unit in fnew and j was in fold
W e simulated the behavioral experiments of Collett et al.
(1986) using our computational model of hippocampal spatial
cir =cir
learning described earlier. The experimental setup of Collett
et
al. consisted of a circular arena of diameter 3.5 meters
where dj refers to the covariance between units i and j in
placed
inside a light-tight black painted room. Gerbils were
a particular frame.
trained
to locate a sunflower seed placed in different geometT h e animat localizes to the first place that sensorily
ric
relationships
to a set of visible landmarks. Thefloorof the
matches a place it has seen before. Therefore, if multiarena was such that it prevented the gerbil from spotting the
ple places in the environment produce similar sensory inputs
seed until it was very close to the gerbil (Collett et al., 1986).
{perceptual aliasing), this procedure will lead to localization
In our simulations, w e used a circular arena of radius 10
problems.
units. The walls of the arena were assumed to be devoid of
any distinguishing sensory stimuli. The landmarks, on the
Goal Representation
other hand, were assumed to be visible to the animat from all
Goals encountered by the animat can also be remembered in
points in the arena. Estimate of the relative position of the
terms of their metric positions, which is derived from deadlandmark
was assumed to be corrupted by a zero-mean Gausreckoning. Goal position estimate is error prone because the
sian sensing error with standard deviation a s = 0.01. Each
dead reckoning system of the animat is corrupted by noise.
landmark at a specific relative position caused an E C unit to
W e use equation 2 to update the goal location estimate whenfire. A simultaneous activation of E C units causedfiringof
ever the goal is visited. These updates are stochastically optiC A 3 and C A l layers. The animat motion was corrupted by
mal.
zero-mean Gaussians with ctm = 0.5 units. The animats also
possessed means for dead-reckoning with errors modeled as
zero-mean Gaussians with a p = 0.05 units.
(2)
-Xg +
XG =
-xo
For each trial, the animat was introduced into the arena at
oi-^a;
a random position and was allowed to perform 500 steps of
sensing, processing and moving. If the animat happened to
4
see the goal, it was m a d e to approach and consume it. Each
G
animat was subjected tofivesuch training trials. In each trial
the animat learned places in a new frame by inducting E C ,
Here, x g is the estimated goal position and U q its variC A 3 and C A l units in appropriate ways, merged frames when
ance, Xo is the current dead-reckoning estimate with associrequired, and created goal representations.
ated variance Uq.
Once training was complete, the animat was subjected to
W e have also developed a mechanism to remember multiten testing trials, in which the landmarks in the arena were
ple goal locations in a single frame. W h e n two frames are
manipulated in specific ways and the goal was absent. Here,
merged, a Mahalanobis distance test is performed between
the animat was released at random positions in the arena with
all pairs of goals in both frames. If two goals are found to be
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its dead-reckoning variance set to do. Animats were only capable of localizing and did not induct any new units. A localized animat was allowed a m a x i m u m of 300 time steps to
navigate to the estimated goal position. Since the t;oal was
not found even after searching for 25 time steps at the goal
location, animat chose another goal location.
For the training as well as testing trials, the trajectories followed by the animats were recorded. Also, the arena was
decomposed into cells of size 0.33 x 0.33 and a count of the
amount of time spent by the animats in each ceil was kept. A
normalized histogram forfiveanimats was then plotted.
W e simulated the one, two, and three landmark experiments of Collett et al. (1986), and the search distributions
of our animats (Figures 3, 4, and 5) match rather closely with
those of the gerbils. The large dark squares in the plots denote
the landmarks.

Figure 3: Left: O n e landmark experiment. Middle: T w o landmarks experiment. Right: T w o landmarks experiment with
one landmark removed.

:.:, •«:.::::•.:!,:::::/«

Figure 4: Left: T w o landmarks experiment with landmark
distance doubled. Middle: Three landmarks experiment.
Right: Three landmarks with one removed.

Figure 5: Left: Three landmarks with two removed. Middle:
Three landmarks with one distance doubled. Right: Three
landmarks with an extra landmark added.

W a t e r - M a z e E x p e r i m e n t s of M o r r i s (1981)
Morris (1981) experimented with male hooded rats of the Lister strain to demonstrate that rats are capable of rapidly learning to locate an object using distal cues.
A circular pool filled with opaque, milky water was used
for the purpose. Objects present along the walls of the room
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served as distal cues. The pool was devoid of any objects except the escape platform. The escape platform was one of the
following two kinds. First type was black colored, circular
and protruding above the water, and therefore visible from a
distance. Second type was white colored, circular and submerged in the water, thus virtually invisible.
The population of rats was divided into four groups of 8
individuals each. For Cue + Place group, the visible, black
platform was used, which was always at the same location
( N W , N E , S E , or S W ) across all trials for a given rat. The
second group was exactly like the first except that the white
platform was used instead. This was designated the Place
group. In Cue-only group, rats were trained using the black
platform. However, in this case the platform was placed in
one of the four positions, in an unpredictable sequence over
trials. Finally, the Place-Random group was similar to the
Cue-only experiment except in the use of the white platform
instead of the black one.
For each trial, the rats were released in the pool, and their
trajectories were recorded along with the time taken to find
the platform. Following 20 such trials over 3 days, the groups
were further divided into subgroups of 4 individuals each.
Each of these subgroups was subjected to 4 testing trials, of
type A or B.
In Test A the platform was removed and search behavior
was observed for 60 seconds. For Test B, rats of groups C u e
+ Place and Place were tested with the platform n o w placed
in the quadrant diagonally opposite the one used in training.
Rats of groups Cue-only and Place-Random were tested with
the platform position heldfixed.The escape behavior of the
animals was then observed.
In our simulations, w e used a circular arena of radius 3.75
units inside a square room measuring 20 by 20 units. Consistent with the ratio of pool and platform sizes in Morris'
experiments, w e chose the radius of our simulated platform
to be 0.65 units. It was assumed that the animat could see
the platform from a distance of 0.325 units. Four indistinguishable landmarks were used, one along each wall of the
simulated room.
The sensing, motion, and dead-reckoning errors were same
as in the foregoing experiments. W e also assumed that rats
s w a m slower than their normal walking speeds, and hence
the size of motion step was set to 0.4 units.
A s in the case of the original experiment, w e allowed our
animats four pre-training trials in which they randomly explored the environment for 100 steps without the platform
present in the pool. During this stage, our spatial learning system allowed the animat to acquire a spatial m a p corresponding to the environment. In the training trials, the animats engaged in the goal seeking behavior. If the platform was not
found at the particular goal location, the animat searched for
15 time steps before selecting another goal location and navigated towards it.
Groups of eight animats each were used in experiments
corresponding to groups Cue-only, C u e + Place, Place, and
Place-Random as in Morris (1981). The escape latencies for
thefirst20 training trials and the last four trials of Test B are
shown in figure 6.
A s seen in Figure 6, the Place group quickly learned the
goal position. Furthermore, the C u e group achieved very
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Figure 6: Escape Latencies while training and test B.

Figure 8: Performance on Test A. Histogram shows the duration of time spent by the animats in each quadrant. Here T R
is the training quadrant, A / L and A / R are the adjacent quadrants to the left and right respectively, and O P is the opposite
quadrant for groups C u e + Place and Place. The data from
the other groups simply indicate the quadrant.

small escape latencies. O n e reason for this is the fact that
our simulation had a built-in mechanism to directly approach
visible platforms from the start. Actual animals m a y not have
such direct approach behaviors preprogrammed but m a y learn
them with experience. Further, as with rats, our animats too
perform poorly in the Place-Random experiment.

results using this mechanism closely parallel the behaviors
observed by Morris. Indeed, our computational framework
allows one to implement and test different hypotheses of goal
selection. Such an approach can lead to a better understanding of goal selection processes in navigating rodents.
From Figure 8 it can be observed that Place and C u e +
Place experiments indicate a strong spatial bias towards the
training quadrant. While the former observation is consistent
with the results of Morris, the latter is a surprise. However,
this is a direct result of our spatial learning and navigation
strategy, where w e have assumed that the animat faithfully
learns a place map. There is a possibility that in the presence
of reliable visual cues (e.g., platform), place learning m a y not
be as reliable, since it is not even necessary. This hypothesis
regarding differences in place learning in the presence or absence of reliable cues, remains to be studied.
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Figure 7: Trajectories followed by the animats (see text for
detail).
Figure 7 shows the paths taken during the first test trial
by representative animats in different groups. Labels C+P, P,
C and P/R denote group C u e + Place, Place, Cue-only and
Place-Random respectively.
Discussion
The primary goal of the simulations was to test whether our
computational model of hippocampal spatial learning and localization was capable of reproducing the behavior of gerbils.
W e simulated a number of experiments conducted by Collett
et al. (1986) and by Morris (1981).
It should be pointed out that our animats did not remember goals in terms of independent vectors to individual landmarks, as suggested by (Collett et al., 1986). Instead, places
were remembered as independent vectors to landmarks, while
the goal was simply remembered as a place.
In the process of simulating behavior, w e identified an important issue, namely, h o w d o animals choose one goal to
approach from multiple ones that they might remember? In
order to simulate the Place-Random experiments of Morris,
w e had to incorporate a heuristic goal selection strategy. O u r

Related W o r k T o the best of our knowledge the only other
computational simulation of the experiments by Collett et
al. (1986) is that of Redish and Touretzky (1996) (referred
to hereafter as the R T model). O u r computational model
of hippocampal spatial learning is closely related to the R T
model, since both models are based on the cognitive m a p concept of Tolman (1948) and the locale system hypothesis of
O'Keefe and Nadel (1978). Fmally, both simulations represent goals in terms of metric position estimates derived from
dead-reckoning.
Despite these similarities, there are s o m e significant differences between the two models and the behavioral results
generated by them. O u r computational framework explicitly addresses the issue of information fusion from erroneous
(or uncertain) sources. Secondly, by using the framework of
K a l m a nfiltering,w e have derived update expressions which
are stochastically optimal for the given model. Thirdly, the
R T model incorporates a mechanism for initializing the head
direction. However, doing so m a k e s the place cells directional, which appears to be at odds with experimental results
that suggest the non-directionality of the C A 3 and C A l pyra-
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midal cells. Our model assumes thai the place cells are nondirectional. This requires that the animals have reliable headdirection information. Fourthly, our model learns and remembers multiple goal locations. It is not clear how one could represent multiple goals in the R T model, considering thai goals
in their model correspond to the origin of the dead reckoning
system. Finally, the animals in our simulations were capable
of actually moving in their environment, whereas the animals
used in the R T simulations simply predict the goal location.
A more detailed comparison between the two models can be
found in Balakrishan et al. (1998a)
A number of researchers have developed computational
models to simulate the behavioral experiments of Morris
(1981). Blum and Abbott (1996) developed a model of hippocampal spatial learning, where the place cell activity encoded the place further ahead on the path. The animal navigated towards the position coded by the place cell activity al
any given place. However, they only simulated the behavior
of the Place group of rats.
Sharp el al. (1996) used a slightly different model to simulate the water-maze experiments of Morris. In their model
the place and head direction cell firings allowed firing of unit
in the nucleus accumbens which caused the animal to turn
left or right by a certain angle. The experiments with this
model matched closely with the Morris' experiments, but it
was not clear h o w multiple goals can be represented in this
framework.
Kalmanfilter-basedlocalization approaches require a sensor model of the environment and often run into problems due
to perceptual aliasing (Ayache and Faugeras, 1987). The hippocampal model, on the other hand, provides a place-based
extension of K F and addresses these problems (Balakrishnan et al., 1997). A number of robot localization approaches
based on cognitive mapping theories have also been developed (Kortenkamp, 1993). Although closely related to the
hippocampal spatial learning model, they are not formulated
to computationally characterize a specific brain region and
differ in this regard. A number of neurobiological models of
robot navigation have also been developed (Recce and Harris,
1996). A more detailed discussion about the different models
is available in Balakrishnan et al. (1997).
Future Work As we mentioned earlier, our computational
model assumes that the animal has an accurate head-direction
estimate. W e are currently exploring the possibility of such a
head-direction reset mechanism being implemented by place
cells in the subiculum with the correction being performed by
the head-direction cells in the post-subicular region (Balakrishnan etal., 1998b).
Given the fact that Kalmanfilterbased models of place
learning and localization satisfactorily reproduce a non-trivial
body of results from behavioral experiments in animals, it is
natural to ask whether the hippocampus can perform K F computations. A discussion about this can be found in (Balakrishnan etal., 1997)
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Abstract
Models of perceptual systems customarily characterize
maximally efficient operation in optimal circumstances. Another engineering consideration - graceful failure - is usually
ignored. Three experiments on spontaneous speech show that
on-line speech recognition fails gracefully by making us deaf
to the words in reparanda. the items which must be expunged
to restore disfluent utterances tofluency.Experiment 1 uses
word-level gating offluentand disfluent utterances to show
that disfluencies principally disrupt normal late recognition
(Bard, Shillcock & Altmann, 1988) of words in reparanda. Experiment 2 shows that in more namrai listening conditions, attention to continuing matenal and additional effects of repetition deafness (Miller & Mackay, 1996) make recall of the same
words even more unlikely. Experiment 3 shows that the results
are not attributable to the clarity of the lost words. Finally the
relationships among late recognition and various kinds of disfluency deafness are discussed.

Unlike h u m a n listeners, A S R systems seem to have similar
records of words influentand in disfluent speech. T h e diffitheir
culty arises when the system attempts to rank alternate candidate sequences of words in the light of its language model.
Since disfluencies almost always m a k e strings ungrammatical, the best guess - usually the most nearly grammatical strings provide very unsatisfactory transcriptions. The chief
need for such systems is a w a y of expunging disfluencies on
thefly.If h u m a n perceptual failure is more graceful here, then
it is due to some characteristic of h u m a n perception which is
not mirrored in A S R systems.
This paper shows that h u m a n failure to perceive disfluent
speech is graceful and that it can be attributed to two characteristics of h u m a n perception: the dependence of on-line
word recognition on subsequent as well as prior context and
the recall phenomena usually described as repetition deafness.

Introduction
Assuming that perceptual systems evolve to cope efficiently
with their characteristic input, w e usually devote our attempts
to understand such systems to cases where they operate with
maximal efficiency. A second consideration in designing robust systems, often ignored in the study of h u m a n cognition,
is graceful failure: failures, if they must happen, should occur in such a w a y that recovery is relatively easy. This paper
deals with the mechanisms which promote graceful failure in
the recognition of words in running spontaneous speech.
The occurrence of such failures is all too obvious to anyone w h o has had to transcribe or code spontaneous speech.
Disfluencies occur at a rate of about one every three utterances in normal speech. Transcribing disfluent speech verbatim is inordinately difficult: the contents of the disfluency
seem strangely evanescent. Without m a n y replays of the m a terial, even the location of the disfluency is difficult to ascertain. Asking subjects to monitor for disfluency, Martin and
Strange (1968) found that instructions to increase attention to
the task essentially increased bias to report disfluencies but
did not improve accuracy in locating them. Though some
disfluencies can be spotted (Duez, 1995), m a n y present problems.
Graceful failure ought to be centred on words actually in
the reparandum, the speech that must be expunged to create
a fluent utterance. Fox Tree (1995) has shown that words in
reparanda enter and affect the lexical access system, but w e
have no indication of what happens next.
T h e behavior of automatic speech recognition systems indicates that these words are not necessarily indecipherable.
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Normally, listeners depend on both preceding and subsequent context to recognize words in running speech (Bard,
Shillcock, & Altmann, 1988; Connine, Blasko & Hall, 1991;
Grosjean, 1985). While most words can be recognized as
soon as they and their prior contexts have been heard, some
are not identified until a prosodic or constituent boundary occurs up to several words later in the utterance (Shillcock, Bard
& Spensley, 1988). T h e more prior context a word has, however, the more likely immediate recognition is. W h e n disfluencies interrupt speech, they interrupt both contexts on which
listeners depend. A s Table 1 illustrates, thefifthword in the
fluent utterance, (further), has four words of prior context
which can be construed together. In the disfluent examples,
words after I, the interruption point (a, not), have shorter continuously construable prior contexts. Because they reduce the
supporting prior context, disfluent interruptions create conditions where subsequent context should be important to the
recognition process. Whether recognition can recover from
the interruptions depends on h o w m u c h of the utterance follows. For words before interruption points, particularly words
in reparanda, like (bit), the discontinuity truncates subsequent
context, usually before the next expected prosodic or constituent boundary. For these words, disfluencies m a y remove
or delay those sites where late recognition would normally
occur.
Unlike effects of context, repetition deafness (Miller and
Mackay, 1996) has not yet been shown to influence online recognition of spontaneous speech. Repetition deafness and blindness (Kanwisher, 1987) are inabilities to distinguish in recall two very similar stimuli witnessed close to-

gethcr in time, particularly in presentation modes (e.g. rapid
list intonation, time-compressed speech) which make perception and encoding very difficult. Disfluent speech m a y provide naturally-occurring circumstances for repetition deafness: words whose right context is delayed and which are
repeated m a y be harder to recall as subsequent input becomes
the focus of attention.
Experiment 1 - word-level gating
Experiment 1 uses word-level gating to determine whether
the disruptive effects of disfluency create failures of late
recognition particularly for reparanda. The gating method increments the presented portion of an utterance by one word on
each successive trial, giving listeners information about the
number and location of words which they would have to discern for themselves in more normal circumstances. The experiment therefore compares listeners' recognition of words
in disfluent utterances and in length-matched fluent utterances
(Table 1) under conditions which should maximise rates of
recognition.

Table 1; Example Stimuli: Repetition, recast andfluentcontrol. O U = Original Utterance, R M = Reparandum, I = Interruption point R R = Repair, C O = Continuation

Type

OU

RM

Repetition
Recast
Ruent

it's just
it's just
it's just

a bit
a bit
a bit

I

RR
a bit
not very
further up

CO
further up
far up
the road

If disfluencies interfere with contextual support for running speech recognition, several predictions should be fulfilled. First, there should be m o r e failures to identify words
from disfluent items than from fluent items of the same total
length. Second, the difficulties should cluster about the interruption point. T h e greatest rate of outright failure should be in
the reparandum, where subsequent context is truncated. Following the interruption point, continuous prior context is initially minimal and the disfluent interruption should not support immediate recognition as well as in the uninterrupted
control. Third, eventual recognition of of pre-interruption
words should depend on the type of disfluency. If the disfluency is a recast, the context which would permit late recognition of reparandum words m a y never arrive and the repair
words will lack prior context. If the disfluency is a repetition,
then the pertinent later context is merely postponed. Repetitions should therefore support m o r e successful late word
recognitions than recasts.
Method
Materials. All materials were spontaneous utterances from
the H C R C M a p Task Corpus (Anderson et al. 1991). A
subsection of the corpus was word segmented and coded for
disfluencies via Entropic xwaves and xlabel software using
waveform and spectrographic representations. Twenty-eight
disfluent repetitions and 28 recasts containing no repetition
were selected as disfluent stimuli. Half of each group ended
in whole words and half in word-fragments. Each disfluent
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utterance was paired with afluentutterance of the same length
in words, produced by the same speaker. These 112 test utterances and 56fluentfillerswere distributed a m o n g 4 tapes
by Latm square and blocked by speaker (N = 11).
Subjects and Procedure. Subjects were 16 members of the
Edinburgh University community, all native speakers of English with no known hearing loss. Four subjects heard each
tape. Each subject heard all 56fillerutterances and 56 test
utterances, 14 from each cell of the design. Subjects were
told that they would hear utterances beginning with the first
word and then including one additional word until the utterance was complete. Their task was to identify each n e w word
as soon as they had heard it, writing it on an answer sheet
which allowed one block for each word presented on each
trial. They were encouraged to guess and allowed to alter
their transcription for any word on the line corresponding to
the trial where they changed their mind, but not to alter previous lines.
Results
T w o faulty recast items and their fluent controls were discarded, leaving 14 repetitions and 12 recasts. Over all subjects and materials, the data comprise 4384 attempts, usually
over multiple trials, to recognize spoken words, half in fluent
and half in disfluent utterances. A word received an immediate recognition if cortectly identified by a subject on its first
presentation with only prior context, a late recognition if first
recognized only after at least one additional word, and ^failed
recognition if never correctly transcribed.

O Miuad

Disfluent

Fluent

Figure 1: Experiment 1: Distribution of outcomes of all attempts (,N = 4384) at recognizing words in disfluent items
and theirfluentcontrols.
Figure 1 shows that, as predicted, words in disfluent utterances are the m o r e difficult to recognize (X(4384) = 48.82, df
= 2, p < .0001). Disfluent items yielded fewer immediate
recognitions than fluent ( 7 6 . 1 % v 8 1 . 7 % ) and m o r e failures
(11.5% V 5.6%), while late recognitions occurred at a similar
rate in the two ( 1 2 . 4 % v 12.7%). T h e largest component of x^
w a s contributed by the difference in rates of failure (2x2.2).
A s predicted also, difficulties clustered around the interruption point, with failures peaking where they are most
graceful. T o test this proposal, eaph disfluent utterance w a s
divided into 4 parts set out in Table 1: the reparandum ( R M )
immediately preceded the interruption point and contained
words retraced or repeated; the original utterance ( O U ) preceded the R M ; the repair ( R R ) immediately followed the in-

temiption and consisted of either a genuine replacement for
the R M or of a string of w o r d s equal in length to the R M ; the
continuation ( C O ) concluded the utterance. Fluent utterances
were divided at the s a m e points as their disfluent counterparts
for purposes of comparison.

would be more difficult. A s figure 3 shows, recasts produce
more failures to recognize words (13.3% v 9.9%: ,x:?2i92) ~
6.86, df = 2 , p < .04).
lOOl

a Missed
y/y^/yi'

O U Oislluant

O U Hu«nt

R M Oistluani

a Ula

Recast

R M RuanI

Repelition

Figure 3: Experiment 1: Distribution of outcomes of all attempts at recognizing w o r d s in recast ( N = 1004) and repetition ( N = 1188) disfluencies.

0^^^.

E x p e r i m e n t 2 - transcription

RR Oiaflutnt

C O Oisfluenl

C O F!u»nl

Figure 2: Experiment 1: Distribution of outcomes of all attempts at recognizing words in disfluent items and their fluent controls by part of utterance: a. Original Utterance; b.
Reparandum; c. Repair; d. Continuation.
Figures 2a-d display the distributions of recognition outcomes for disfluent and fluent items within each part of the
utterance. All four components show significant differences.
T h e most marked are found in the reparanda (Xnes) ~ 8^00>
df = 2, p < .0001). A s w e predicted, the disfluent R M s ,
lacicing right context, produce many more failures (26.8%
V 3.6%) and fewer late recognitions (9.1% v 17.7%) than
fluent controls. Disfluent repairs are also difficult to recognize (xf864) = ^^•^^' df = 2,p < .0001). Their effectively
truncated left context results in fewer immediate recognitions
(64.4% V 83.6%) and more late recognitions (20.8% v 12.3%)
and failures (14.8% v 4.2%) than the corresponding parts of
fluent controls. The disproportionate rate of failures makes
the largest contribution to x^ for both R M s and R R s , though
the rate is higher for R M s than for R R s (26.8% v 14.8%).
Disfluent original utterances, with abbreviatedrightcontext,
produce fewer late recognitions than theirfluentcounterparts
(11.2% V 17.5%: X(ii44) = 14.20. df = 2 , p < .0008). Finally,
continuations yield more late recognitions than are needed
in thefinalportions of theirfluentcontrols (10.3% v 7.1%:
Xfi608) = 804.cf/ = 2 , p < . 0 2 ) .
Finally, recognition outcomes also depend on the relationship between what precedes and what follows the interruption
point. Repetition disfluencies, where the two are more likely
to be parsable as a single sequence once extra tokens of repeated words are removed, are more successfully recognized
than recast disfluencies, where reconstructing an utterance

no

Experiment 1 indicated that disfluent utterances are subject
to disruption even in a paradigm that provides optimal conditions for successful word recognition. B y identifying word
boundaries, the word-level gating method removes one of the
major problems in recognizing running speech. The second
experiment gives listeners the less artificial task of reporting words larger chunks of speech. A large-scale verbatim
transcription task was designed with two purposes. First,
it checked for recognition failures in the more natural task.
Second, it tested the hypothesis that repetition deafness will
m a k e recall even worse for disfluencies which contain repeated words than for those which do not. T o compare effects
of repetition per se with other characteristics of disfluency,
w e presented both recast disfluencies and repetition disfluencies up to the end of the reparandum, up to the end of the
first word of the repair where the disfluency shouldfirstbe
noticeable (Lickley, Shillcock, & Bard, 1991), up to the end
of the repetition or to an equivalent position in recasts, or
in their entirety. Marked decrease in report of reparandum
words from one chunk to the next should indicate which kind
of additional material is implicated in recognition failure. If
interruption is responsible, deficits should appear as soon as
interruptions are encountered; if disfluent repetitions are to
blame, only stimuli including them will suffer. If the problem
is processing pressure, deficits should increase as more right
context is included.
Method
Materials Eighty simplex disfluencies, each containing a
single contiguous reparandum, included 30 recasts and 50
with repetitions. The remaining 16 disfluencies were complex, containing either multiple attempts to repeat or replace
the reparandum or a series of different disfluencies. For 6
of these, the ultimate repair did not repeat any word in the
reparandum, while for the other 10, repetition was involved.
For each disfluent utterance, there was a fullyfluentcontrol
utterance matching it for speaker and length in words.

Table 2: Stimuli for t w o kinds of disfluency. R e p a r a n d a in bold, repairs in italics. Interruption points ({IP}) w e r e not indicated
to subjects in a n y w a y

CHUNK

DISFLUENCY TYPE
Recast
There's about {IP}
There's about {IP} Youve

Repetition
a
b
c
d

Right
Right
Right
Right

there's
there's
there's
there's

a {IP}
a {IP} there's
a { I P } there's a
a {IP} there's a line about h a l f w a y d o w n

A s table 2 illustrates, for each of the 9 6 disfluent utterances, four substrings were prepared. All began at the beginning of the utterance. T h efirst(chunk a), ran u p to the
interruption point, the second (b) ran u p to thefirstw o r d of
the repair (at which point listeners can usually detect that a
disfluency has taken place , the third (c), to the end of any
repetition, or, for recasts, to the end of the next stressed word,
and the fourth (d), to the end of the utterance. Control utterances were segmented at the corresponding serial positions.
T h e substrings of each utterance were distributed by Latin
square a m o n g four listener groups to give substring comparison between subjects and fluency comparisons within subjects.
Subjects and procedure Subjects were University of Edinburgh students, with n o k n o w n hearing loss. Nine were
assigned to each listener group. Listeners were instructed
to transcribe everything they heard into real words in the
standard orthography and to be as accurate as possible even
though s o m e of the stimuli were difficult or odd. They were
not told h o w m a n y words any stimulus contained. Stimuli
were presented three times in succession via high quality
headphones. A transcription was required after each presentation.
Results
W e report analyses offirstpass attempts at recall and transcription, the most natural listening condition.
A s gating results would predict, listeners had great difficulty in reporting words from reparanda (Figure 4)

There's a b o u t {IP} You 've got
There's a b o u t {IP} You 've got a yacht club right

in reparanda w a s actually w o r s e in the longest strings, w h e r e
the completion o f the utterance could have allowed late recognition, than it w a s in the shortest strings, w h e r e only i m mediate recognition w a s possible (Figure 5). Scoring w h o l e
reparanda a n d corresponding control w o r d s as right or w r o n g ,
the interaction b e t w e e n fluency a n d chunk-length (a-d) w a s
highly significant ( F i ( 3 . 1 0 5 ) = 122.10, p < .0001; ^ 2 ( 3 , 2 8 2 )
= 49.47, p < .0001). All fluent o u t c o m e s w e r e significantly
better than any disfluent (Scheffes at p < .01). Recall for
disfluent reparanda w a s significantly better in the stimuli (a)
w h i c h stopped at the interruption point than at a n y o f the
longer substrings (atp < .01). T h e difference w a s not merely
the effect of encountering a discontinuity at the point of interruption: chunk-d, the whole utterance, gave significantly
worse recall than chunk-b, which contained thefirstw o r d of
the repair.

D Missed
• Correct

Disfluent
Fluent
Figure 5: Experiment 2: Rate of correct report b y substring
length for words in reparanda of disfluent utterances and for
corresponding words offluentcontrols.

100
80

Missod
Correci

20
i

Disfluent Fluent
Disfluent Ruent
Recast
Repetition
Figure 4: E x p e r i m e n t 2: Rate of correct report b y fluency,
part of disfluency a n d type of disfluency
Identification of words in reparanda was markedly worse
than in E x p e r i m e n t 1. Control materials s h o w e d slight, insignificant i m p r o v e m e n t with longer stimuli. Recall o f w o r d s

Four kinds of evidence bear on the second hypothesis, that
repetition deafness helps to expunge disfluencies. Repetition
itself did not produce disastrous reductions in the recall of the
repeated word (at chunk-b for single-word reparanda, chunkc for others). Instead, stress o n m e m o r y or processing load
seemed to promote special deficits for repetition disfluencies.
First, there is a repetition deficit. For the most vulnerable
words, those just preceding the interruption point, report rate
falls m o r e sharply in repetition disfluencies than in others. In
an analysis of recall loss, i.e., h o w m u c h recall rates changed
from chunk-a to the later chunks,, the down-turn for repetitions w a s particularly marked: (fluency x chunk x disfluency
type: ^2(1,367) = 4 5 0 , p < .035). Again, the fall-off in recall continued beyond the point where the repetition occurred
(chunk-b/c) and so m a y be due to the m e m o r y load created
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b y the additional w o r d s in chunk-d. Fluent controls showed
n o comparable trends.
Second, extensive exploration of the results by multiple
regression analyses s h o w e d that recall results for repetition
and recast disfluencies were subject to s o m e w h a t different influences. All w o r d s from disfluent stimuli were coded for
dictionary characteristics of the words (raw frequency, functor/contentive w o r d class), for their characteristics as uttered
tokens (strength of following phonological boundary, from
sentence boundary at 3 d o w n to functor-contentive boundary
at 0; w o r d duration; duration of following pause; stress, from
2 for pitch accent to 0 for n o stress), and for characteristics
of their location in a disfluent utterance (length of chunk-a;
distance of w o r d from interruption point; n u m b e r of words in
R M ; n u m b e r of w o r d s in utterance). All words from fluent
stimuli were coded for the s a m e variables, with characteristics of the matched disfluent partner used for certain position
variables.
In a set-hierarchical multiple regression, equations including characteristics of the disfluent utterance always accounted
for significantly m o r e of the variance in recall rate than equations lacking these variables. All w o r d s s h o w e d effects of the
structure of their disfluency: proximity to the interruption and
longer sequences of w o r d s before the interruption point m a d e
for worse recall. W o r d s preceding m o r e important prosodic
and syntactic b o u n d a n e s were reported better. After chunk-a,
however, only the recall of recast w o r d s depended o n length
and frequency variables, which w o u l d have m a d e these words
m o r e intelligible out of context. T h o u g h repetition and recast
disfluencies have similar m e a n s and ranges for w o r d length
and frequency, recall of w o r d s in repetition disfluencies appears to b e largely dependent o n the surrounding structures,
rather than o n the w o r d s themselves.
Third, w e can see a direct effect of prior context on results
for thefinalw o r d of the reparandum. W e c o m p a r e results for
simplex disfluencies, where the utterance is fully fluent u p
to the interruption point, with complex disfluencies, where
multiple interruptions disrupt the string (Figure 6). In simplex single-word reparanda, repetition and other disfluencies
behaved alike (F^ < 1). A s in the earlier analyses,fluentcontrol w o r d s were s o m e w h a t easier to report w h e n m o r e context
w a s presented, while reparandum-final w o r d s were reported
less accurately in longer strings (fluency x chunk: ^2(2,68)
= 14.06, p < .0001). For the complex disfluencies, there is
bodi a detrimental effect of longer stimuli (F2(2,68) = 10.88,
p < .0003) and an additional deficit for repeated words (disfluency type x fluency x chunk: F2(2,68) = 3.81, p < .035).
In other words, repetition disfluencies are significantly m o r e
forgettable than others w h e n they occur in utterances which
are already difficult to process because of multiple false starts.
T h e final evidence for repetition deafness as a function of
processing pressure is the difference between the results of
Experiments 1 and 2. In gating, w o r d boundaries are indicated, since each w o r d forms the end of s o m e stimulus, and
subjects hear very little n e w material o n each trial. W o r d s in
repetitions w e r e recognized s o m e w h a t better as subsequent
context accrued. In the transcription technique, where w o r d
boundaries were not marked, and recognition of m a n y words
w a s required o n a single trial, the s a m e disfluencies s h o w e d
significantly m o r e tendency to suffer from additional context
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B/C D
Dltdutnt
Pluant
Slmplet Rtcstti

B/C 0
A B/C 0
Dltduanl
Fluent
Simplex Repelltlonl

A B/C D
A B/C D
Complex Receils

A B/C 0
A B/C 0
Complex Repetitions

Figure 6: Experiment 2: Rate of correct report forfinalw o r d
of R M and for corresponding w o r d of fluent controls by fluency, type of disfluency and complexity.

(fluency x task: F j (1,3 88) = 10.16, p < .01). T h o u g h they
improved ultimately in gating, repetitions w e r e worse than
recasts in Experiment 2.
Experiment 3 - isolated word intelligibility
The transcription experiment showed that words in reparanda
were perceptually vulnerable. But was this simply because
they were less intelligible per se than the control words? To
answer this question an intelligibility study was run on words
isolated from the reparanda used in the previous experiment,
words from thefluentcontrols and a further set of words from
fluent utterances.
Method
Materials Eighty-four full words from disfluent reparanda
used in the previous experiment and the corresponding 84
words from their length-matched controls (control set) were
carefully isolated using speech waveform editing software.
Since the control words were not matched for lexical identity
with the reparandum words, a further set of 84 lexically identical words (matched set) was selected from fluent contexts
uttered by the same speakers and prepared in the same way.
The resulting set of 252 words was divided by Latin square
into two groups in such a w a y that no subject would hear both
members of any pair from the disfluent and matched sets of
stimuli while all subjects would hear the m e m b e r of the control set corresponding to both other sets. A further division
was then made, both to prevent too m u c h repetition of different tokens of the same lexical item in any one set of data and
to reduce the length of the experiment. This gave 4 sets of 84
stimuli.

Subjects and procedure Subjects were 20 students of the
University of Edinburgh, all native speakers of English with
no known hearing loss. Five subjects heard each of the four
sets of stimuli. They were asked to try to give a full-word
transcription of each word that they heard. Only one attempt
was allowed at each stimulus.

harder to convert into a form which can be lodged in m e m o r y
as the listener's attention is diverted to new material. It seems
likely that repetition deafness m a y be a special case of more
general inability to operate under perceptual pressure.
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Results
Recognition outcomes were classed as "correct" or "wrong"
and analyses performed on percent correct responses per subject and per item.
Overall, the three sets of stimuli did not differ in intelligibility (Fi(2,38) = 2.19, p > .1; F2(2,166) = 0.46,
p > .6). There was some evidence that words from repetition reparanda were less clear than their controls : two-way
A N O V A s revealed a source (disfluent, control, matched) by
type (repetition, recast) interaction significant only by subjects (Source x type: Fi(2,38) = 4.61, p < .02; ^2(2.164) =
1.19, p > .1) (Table 3) but differences between the critical
cells were not significant (Scheffes at p < .05).

Table 3: Experiment 3: Percent intelligibility for words in
Disfluent, Control and Matched sets by disfluency type.
TYPE
Recast
Repetition

Disfluent

Control

Matched

58.25
46.69

49.53
54.99

58.01
53.28

son, S. Isard, and thefirstauthor.
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Abstract
An implemented AI reasoning system called ATT-Meta is
sketched. It addresses not only AI issues but also ones that are
salient in psychology, philosophy, cognitive linguistics, discourse pragmatics and other disciplines. These issues include
the Simulation-Theory/Theory-Theory debate and Fauconnier
and Turner's notion of concepmal blending. The system performs metaphor-based reasoning and reasoning about mental states of agents; in particular, it performs metaphor-based
reasoning about mental states. Although it relies on built-in
knowledge of specific conceptual metaphors, it isflexiblein
allowing novel discourse manifestations of those metaphors.
The metaphorical reasoning and mental-state reasoning facilities are fully integrated into a general framework for uncertain reasoning. A special result of the overall approach is
that it enables a unified handling of certain apparently separate discourse phenomena: chained metaphor, personification
metaphor, and reports of agents' own metaphorical thoughts.
Introduction
There are two main strands in this paper: belief reasoning
(reasoning about the behefs and attendant reasoning of other
agents, including the case w h e n those beliefs etc. are themselves about beliefs etc.); and metaphor-based reasoning.
These topics are normally studied separately, but of course
metaphorical utterances can be about the mental states and
processes of agents. T h e implemented system (ATT-Meta)
on which this paper is centered is mainly geared towards such
utterances, but it can also d o non-metaphor-based belief reasoning and metaphor-based reasoning about non-mental topics. (The n a m e "ATT-Meta" comes from "[propositional] ATTitudes" and "Metaphor.")
A third research strand is uncertainty-handling. This is important both for useful, commonsensical belief reasoning and
useful, c o m m o n s e n s e reasoning based on metaphor. Yet, it is
relatively u n c o m m o n for schemes for belief reasoning, especially implemented ones, to involve an extensive treatment of
uncertainty (though see: Asher & Lascarides, 1994; Chalupsky, 1996; Cravo & Martins, 1993; Dragoni & Puliti, 1994;
and Parsons, Sierra & Jennings, 1998). Similarly, although
metaphor researchers often m a k e informal reference to uncertainties, H o b b s (1990) is one of very few to devote extensive technical attention to uncertainty. (Indeed, he is one
of the very other researchers to provide a detailed computational framework for metaphor-based reasoning, as oppposed
to a framework for deriving meanings of metaphorical utterances.) O n e goal of the A T T - M e t a research has been to have
the system perform uncertain belief reasoning and uncertain
metaphor-based reasoning in a systematic way, doing more

justice to uncertainty than has heretofore been seen. A T T Meta's treatment of uncertainty is still only afirstapproximation to what is needed, but the work draws attention to crucial but unrecognized complications in belief reasoning and
metaphor-based reasoning.
For the above and other reasons, this A I research is of
broad interdisciplinary relevance. It connects to psychology, philosophy, cognitive linguistics, discourse pragmatics
and other areas. T h e research brings in the following particular issues, a m o n g others, in those areas: the SimulationTheory/Theory-Theory debate (see, e.g., Davies & Stone,
1995, Carruthers & Smith, 1996), the unparaphrasability
of m u c h metaphor usage, the role of literal meaning in
metaphorical processing, the overriding of metaphor-based
inferences by tenor information or vice versa, the role of
metaphor in thought as well as language, and conceptual
blending (Turner & Fauconnier, 1995).
A n early version of ATT-Meta was reported in a previous
annual conference of the Cognitive Science Society (Barnden
et a/., 1994). The current system includes major algorithmic
and conceptual advances over that version. T h e mechanisms
for conflict resolution have been refined and greatly extended,
so as to work properly across multiple layers of belief and
metaphor. Certain interactions between belief reasoning and
metaphor-based reasoning have been streamlined and m a d e
more general. But in any case the present paper focuses on
different aspects of the research from those stressed in the
earlier paper.
T h e remaining sections of the paper are as follows: a section on the main type of metaphorical utterance considered in
the research; a section very briefly sketching ATT-Meta's basic reasoning facilities and uncertainty-handling, irrespective
of metaphor; a section describing ATT-Meta's metaphorical
reasoning; a section on various types of uncertainty handled
in the metaphorical reasoning; a section sketching the facilities for reasoning about agents' beliefs and reasoning, irrespective of metaphor; a section on h o w belief reasoning and
metaphor-based reasoning can interact in ATT-Meta; a section on the similarities and differences between ATT-Meta's
belief reasoning and its metaphor-based reasoning; a section
on connections to some topical issues; and a brief conclusion
section.
A s a major function of the paper is to stress interdisciplinary connections, it will not go into fine technical detail.
Further detail of the work is included in the Barnden (et al.)
items in the References section.
ATT-Meta is merely a reasoning system, and does not deal
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with natural language input directly. Rather, a user supplies
hand-coded logic formulae that are intended to couch the literal meaning of small discourse chunks (two or three sentences).

ATT-Meta is a rule-based reasoning system that manipulates
hypotheses (facts, conclusions or goals), represented as expressions in a situation-based/episode-basedfirst-orderlogic
somewhat akin to that of Hobbs (1990). At any time, any
Metaphor in ATT-Meta
particular hypothesis H is tagged with a certainty level, one
of c e r t a i n , p r e s u m e d , s u g g e s t e d , p o s s i b l e or
A metaphorical utterance is one that manifests (instantiates)
c e r t a i n l y - n o t . The last just means that the negation
a metaphor, where a metaphor is a conceptual view of one
of
H is certain. P o s s i b l e just means that the negation of
topic as another. Here I broadly follow Lakoff (e.g., Lakoff,
H
is
not certain but no evidence has yet been found for H it1993). A n example of a metaphor is the view of the mind as
self. P r e s u m e d means that H is a default: i.e., it is taken as a
a three-dimensional physical region ( M I N D A S P H Y S I C A L
working assumption, pending further evidence. S u g g e s t e d
SPACE). A metaphor is the view itself, as opposed to some
means
that there is evidence for the hypothesis, but it is not
piece of natural language that manifests the view. Such a
(yet)
strong
enough to enable H to be a working assumption.
manifestation might be "John believed in the recesses of his
ATT-Meta
applies its rules in a backchaining style. It is
mind that...," in the case of M I N D A S P H Y S I C A L S P A C E .
goal, and uses rules to generate supporting
given
a
reasoning
In a manifestation, the topic actually being discussed (John's
goals. Goals can of course also be satisfied by provided facts.
mind, in the example) is the tenor, and the topic that it is
W h e n a rule application supports a hypothesis, it supplies a
metaphorically cast as (physical space, in the example) is the
level of certainty to the hypothesis, calculated as the minivehicle.
m u m of the rule's o w n certainty level and the levels picked
The ATT-Meta system does not currently deal with novel
up from the hypotheses satisfying the rule's condition part.
metaphors — rather, it has pre-given knowledge of a specific
W h e n several rules support a hypothesis, the m a x i m u m of
set of metaphors, including M I N D A S P H Y S I C A L S P A C E .
their certainty contributions is taken.
But it is specifically designed to handle novel manifestations
W h e n both a hypothesis H and its negation - H are supof those metaphors. Its knowledge of a metaphor consists
ported
to level at least p r e s u m e d , conflict-resolution takes
mostly of a relatively small set of very general "conversion
place.
The most interesting case is when both hypotheses
rules" that m a p between the vehicle and potential tenors. The
are
supported
to level p r e s u m e d . The system attempts to
degree of novelty that the system can handle in a manifestasee
whether
one
hypothesis has more specific evidence than
tion of a metaphor is limited only by the amount of knowlthe other, so that it can downgrade the certainty level of the
edge it has about the vehicle and by the generality of the conother hypothesis. Specificity comparison is a commonly used
version rules. Note also Lakoff & Turner's (1989) persuasive
heuristic for conflict-resolution in AI, although serious probclaims that even in poetry metaphorical utterances are mostly
lems remain in coming up with adequate and practical heurismanifestations of familiar, well-known metaphors, albeit the
tics.
ATT-Meta's specificity comparison is closely related to
manifestations are highly novel and metaphors can be mixed
other schemes in the literature. Under certain conditions, one
in novel ways.
way for a hypothesis to be more specifically supported than
The metaphor research underlying ATT-Meta has concenits negation is for it to be supported (directly or indirectly)
trated on metaphors for mental states, such as M I N D A S
by a proper superset of the facts supporting the negation.
P H Y S I C A L S P A C E , although the principles and algorithms
Inter-derivability relationships between hypotheses appearing
implemented are not restricted to such metaphors. M u n in the support networks are also used in specificity comparidane discourses, such as ordinary conversations and newsson.
paper articles, often use metaphor in talking about mental
If a hypothesis is more specifically supported than its negastates/processes of agents. Indeed, as with many abstract toption, it stays p r e s u m e d and the negation is downgraded to
ics, as soon as anything at all subde or complex needs to
s u g g e s t e d . If neither hypothesis wins, both are downbe said, metaphor is practically essential. There are many
graded to s u g g e s t e d . The scheme can deal with any
mental-state metaphors apart from M I N D A S P H Y S I C A L
amount of iterative defeat: for example, if magic penguins
SPACE. S o m e are as follows: I D E A S A S P H Y S I C A L O B are special penguins that can indeedfly,but ill magic penJECTS, under which ideas are cast as physical objects that
guins once again cannotfly,then the system will resolve the
have locations and can move about, as in "He pushed these
conflicts correctly for magic penguins in general and for ill
ideas to one side;" C O G N I T I O N A S VISION, as when unmagic penguins.
derstanding, realization, knowledge, etc. is cast as vision,
This paper will not display ATT-Meta's formal representaas in "His view of the problem was blurred;" I D E A S A S
tions and formal rule formats (which are in turn represented
I N T E R N A L U T T E R A N C E S , which is manifested when a
as Quintus Prolog expressions), and will use English glosses
person's thoughts are described as internal speech or writinstead. These glosses m a y use the past tense to match the
ing (internal speech is not literally speech), as in "He said to
tense
of English example sentences, but this is just for readhimself that he ought to stay at h o m e and work;" and M I N D
ability,
and ATT-Meta currently has no treatment of time.
P A R T S A S P E R S O N S , under which a person's mind is cast
as containing several sub-agents with their o w n thoughts,
emotions, etc., as in "Part of him was convinced that he
should go to the party." M a n y real-discourse examples
of mental-state metaphor can be found in a databank at
http://www.cs.bham.ac.ukrjab/ATT-Meta/Databank.

Metaphor-Based Reasoning
Notoriously, metaphorical utterances can be difficult if not
impossible to paraphrase in non-metaphorical terms. Similarly, it can be difficult if not impossible to give them internal
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meaning representations that are not themselves metaphorical. Consider, for instance. " O n e part of John was insisting that Sally was right." This manifests the metaphor of
M I N D P A R T S A S P E R S O N S , where furthermore the mentioned "part" engages in natural language communication.
W e simply do not k n o w enough about h o w the mind works to
give, in non-metaphorical terms, a useful and reasonably full
account of what was going on in John's mind according to
the sentence. W h a t useful non-metaphorical account can be
given of some "part" of John "insisting" something? Rather,
the utterance connotes things such as the following:

system can do any reasoning that arises from its knowledge
of the vehicles of the metaphors involved. In our example,
it can use knowledge about interaction within groups of real
people, and knowledge about communicative acts such as insistence. A s a result of this knowledge, the system can infer,
within the pretence, that the explicitly mentioned part of John
believed (as well as insisted) that Sally was right, and some
other, unmentioned, part of John believed (as well as stated)
that Sally was not right. These conclusions are examples of
internal metaphorical hypotheses.
The key point is that this reasoning from the literal meaning of the utterance, conducted within the pretence, link up
Connotation
with the knowledge displayed as (K), which maps from the
John h a d reasons both to believe that Sally was right and
vehicle to the tenor of the metaphor. That knowledge is itto believe the opposite.
self of a very fundamental, general nature, and does not, for
instance, rely on the notion of insistence or any other sort
This particular connotation arises because a person generally
of
communicative act. A n y line of within-pretence inference
insists something only when someone else has stated the opthat
linked up with that knowledge could lead to conclusions
posite (although there are other possible scenarios). So, the
that
John had reasons to believe certain things. This is the
sentence suggests that
way in which ATT-Meta can deal with novel manifestations
some other "part" of John stated, and therefore probably
of metaphors. There is no need at all for it to have any knowlbelieved, that Sally was N O T right.
edge of h o w "insistence' by a "part" of a person maps to some
non-metaphorically describable property of the person. Thus,
Then, because of the thoughts of the two sub-agents within
the system needs no prior exposure to, or specific knowledge
John (the two parts), w e can infer the connotation displayed
of h o w to deal with, metaphorical utterances involving "insisabove. This is assuming that the system, as part of its knowltence" by parts of people.
edge of the M I N D P A R T S A S P E R S O N S metaphor, knows
To implement the sketched approach on the "insisting" exthat
ample, ATT-Meta proceeds as follows in dealing with the log((K)) if a "part" of someone X believes something P, then X ical input corresponding to a metaphorical utterance. This input includes an encoding — (L) below — of the literal meanhas reasons to believe P.
ing of the utterance. The system constructs a computational
Some investigators may wish to call the above connotation environment called a metaphorical pretence cocoon. The folthe underlying metaphorical meaning of the utterance, or at
lowing shows hypotheses that are placed inside and outside
least to claim it to be part of that meaning. In contrast, I have
the cocoon:
avoided the difficult task of defining the notion of "metaphorInside the Cocoon
ical meaning," and have concentrated instead on the broader
question of algorithms for making commonsense inferences,
((L)) A part PJ of John insisted that
by whatever route, from metaphorical utterances. This is libSally was right.
erating, because the question of which sector of the space of
((PJ)) PJ is a person.
possible inferences should be called the metaphorical meanOutside the Cocoon
ing is merely a terminological issue. I assume instead that
a metaphor-based reasoning system should, in m a n y cases
((SL)) I {the system) am pretending that
at least, construct a literal meaning of the metaphorical ut(L) h o l d s .
terance in question, and should m a k e inferences from it.
((SPJ)) I (the system) am pretending that
(The literal meaning for the above example sentence is that
PJ is a person.
John literally had a part that literally insisted that Sally was
right.) S o m e of those inferences will themselves be couched
As usual, the system is given a reasoning goal, such as
in metaphorical terms — even though they are internally rep((Gl)) John believed Sally was right.
resented, rather than represented in natural language — and
s o m e will be in non-metaphorical terms; but the latter can be
Assume the system has
at an arbitrary inferential distance from the utterance. BeRule R:
cause of the attitude adopted towards metaphorical meaning,
w e can say that ATT-Meta is "semantically agnostic" as reIF X has reasons to believe P
gards metaphor. T h e approach is akin to but less extreme
THEN [presumed] X believes P.
than that of Davidson (1979), which can be regarded as seThe "presumed" is the rule's certainty qualifier, and h
mantically "atheist."
effect of limiting any conclusion of the rule to be at best
ATT-Meta's approach to deriving connotations such as the
presumed. In application to goal (Gl), the system gets the
one above is literal pretence. A literal-meaning representasubgoal
tion for the metaphorical input utterance is constructed. T h e
system then pretends that this representation, however ridicu((G2)) John had reasons to believe that
lous in reality, is true. Within the context of this pretence, the
Sally was right.
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Now, knowledge item (K) appears in the system as the following "conversion" rule, converting between metaphorical
and non-metaphorical terms:

like (SPJ) above. This hypothesis is then potentially subject
to defeat.

(UM2) Conversion rules like KCR are merely default rules
There can be evidence against the conclusion of the rule.
Conversion Rule KCR
Whether the conclusion survives as a default (presumed)
hypothesis depends on the relative specificity of the evidence
IF I (the system) am pretending that
for and against the conclusion. Thus, whether a piece of
part Y of agent X is a person
metaphorical reasoning overrides or or is overridden by other
AND I am pretending that Y believes Q
lines of reasoning about the tenor is matter of the peculiarTHEN [presumed] X has reasons to believe
ities of the case at hand. However, many researchers (e.g.,
Q.
Lakoff 1993) assume that, in cases of conflict, tenor information should override metaphor-based inferences, and thus do
In application to (G2), the rule leads to the creation
ofaddress
the the potential uncertainty of tenor informanot fully
subgoal
tion. It must be realized that, just as with literal utterances, a
metaphorical utterance can express an exception to some sit((G3)) I (the system) am pretending that
uation
that would normally apply in the tenor domain. To say
PJ believed Sally was right.
"The company nursed its competitor back to health" contraAll the goals so far mentioned are outside the metaphorical
dicts default knowledge that companies do not normally help
pretence cocoon, but (G3) is automatically accompanied by their competitors, and should override that knowledge.
the subgoal
(UM3) Knowledge about the vehicle of the metaphor is itself generally uncertain. Correspondingly, in ATT-Meta the
((04) PJ believed that Sally was right
hypotheses and reasoning within the cocoon are usually unwithin the cocoon. This hypothesis can then be inferred
certain. (as
For instance, it is not certain that someone believes
a default) from the hypothesis that PJ stated that Sally was
something just because they state it. (A default step from
right, which itself can be inferred (as a default) from the ex- stating to believing was used in the "insisting" example.)
isting within-cocoon fact (L). Notice carefully that these last
two steps are entirely within the cocoon and merely use com- Because there is uncertain reasoning both within and out
side the cocoon, special complications arise for conflict resmonsense knowledge about real-life communication.
As well as the original goal (Gl) the system also looks at olution. A particular complication is that the pretence cothe negation of (G1 )-and therefore also at the hypothesis that coon is taken to contain as a fact any fact sitting outside.
John believed that Sally was not right, and hence, because of This importation of facts is needed because arbitrary inforRule R, at the hypothesis that John had reasons to believe that mation about, say, physical objects may be needed in a preSally was not right. This subgoal gets support in a rather sim- tence cocoon used for a metaphor like M I N D A S PHYSIilar way to the above process, but it involves richer reasoningC A L SPACE. Within the cocoon, the imported facts may support something that conflicts with conclusions drawn from the
within the cocoon.
special metaphorical facts inserted into the cocoon at the start
(e.g., the fact (PJ) that part PJ of John is a person). However,
Uncertainty in Metaphor
the system adopts the heuristic that such metaphorical facts
A hypothesis like "I (the system) am pretending that P" is
supply added specificity. Therefore, ATT-Meta proceeds as
called a pretence hypothesis. In our example, such a formula
follows: within a metaphorical pretence cocoon, specificityarises outside the cocoon mentioned above. When it does, a
comparison isfirstattempted in a mode where all reasoning
copy of "P" is placed inside the cocoon. Conversely, every
lines partially dependent on imported facts are thrown away.
hypothesis P that arises within the cocoon is reflected outside
Only if this does not yield a winner are those lines restored,
by the corresponding pretence hypothesis. The hypotheses
and specificity reassessed.
within the cocoon are noted as being within the cocoon by being tagged with the system's name for the cocoon. Such tags
Agents' Beliefs and Reasoning
are passed around by reasoning rules, so that rule applications
ATT-Meta can reason non-metaphorically about the beliefs
on hypotheses within the cocoon lead only to within-cocoon
hypotheses. But the tags do not otherwise affect rule applica- and reasoning acts of agents, to any depth of nesting of
tion. Thus, application of a rule within a cocoon is virtually agents. Although ATT-Meta can reason about beliefs in an
identical to application outside the cocoon. (And, currently, ordinary rule-based way, its main tool is simulative reasoning
all rules available for the system's reasoning outside cocoons (see, e.g.: Haas, 1986; Dinsmore, 1991; Chalupsky, 1996). In
can also be used within cocoons.) In particular, uncertainty is attempting to show that agent X believes P (to some specific
level of certainty) from the fact that X believes Q (to some
handled within the cocoon just as it is outside.
level),
the system puts P as a goal and Q as a fact in a "simATT-Meta includes the following three types of uncertainty
ulation
cocoon"
for X, which is a special environment which
handling in its metaphor-based reasoning.
is meant to reflect X's own alleged reasoning processes. Rea(UMl) Given an utterance, it is often not certain soning
what parfrom Q to P in the cocoon is alleged (by default) to be
ticular metaphors or variants of them are manifested. Corre- reasoning by X.
Belief reasoning in ATT-Meta can involve uncertainty in
spondingly, ATT-Meta may merely have presumed, for instance, as a tentative level of certainty for a pretence premise the following three important senses:
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( U B l ) Information gained from mental state reports in discourse can be uncertain, because of hedges in sentences or
speaker unreliability. Correspondingly, in ATT-Meta a hypothesis of the form X believes that H (to some level) can
itself be uncertain.

This phenomenon can be handled by embedding a metaphorical pretence cocoon for pretending that Juliet is the sun within
a simulation cocoon for simulating R o m e o .
BelieC^etaphor Reasoning Similarity
ATT-Meta's metaphorical pretence reasoning and simulative
belief reasoning are almost identical. Note in particular thai
uncertainty types (UBl) to (UB3) are directly analogous to
uncertainty types ( U M l ) to ( U M 3 ) , respectively. However,
there are some major points of difference algorithmically:

( U B 2 ) Even if belief facts like X believes ... in (UBl) were
certain, further conclusions drawn from them about X's beliefs must generally be uncertain. If those conclusions are
reached by ordinary rule application, the rules can be uncertain. Also, simulation of X never supports a hypothesis of
form X believes that G to some level to a level higher than
p r e s x i m e d . This is to allow for the point that the agent doing the simulating cannot be certain that X does the alleged
steps, and in any case X m a y perform unknown steps that
provide an argument against G. In addition, simulative and
non-simulative belief reasoning about an agents' beliefs can
conflict. Conflict resolution might resolve the conflict either
way, depending on circumstances.

(a) Simulative belief reasoning does not need an analogue of
conversion rules adopted for metaphors. O n e can imagine,
however, directly analogous rules of the form IF an agent of
such-and-such a type believes P A N D P is about so-and-so
T H E N / p r e s u m e d / P or of the converse form IF P A N D
P is about so-and-so and agent X is of such-and-such a type
T H E N / p r e s u m e d / X believes P. The former would sanction reliance on the opinions of trusted others, and the latter
would sanction default ascription of beliefs to suitable agents
(cf. Ballim & Wilks, 1991).

( U B 3 ) The reasoning within the simulation is itself generally
uncertain. It can involve uncertain rule-based reasoning, and
it can involve simulation of further agents.

(b) The above-mentioned automatic importation of facts into
a metaphorical pretence from outside has no analogue in simulative belief reasoning.

Belie£^etaphor Interactions
Belief reasoning and metaphor-based reasoning can interact
We have seen that belief reasoning and metaphorical prein a variety of ways. O n e simple way is illustrated by the sentence "John thought, 'Bill is a fool'," which is a manifestation tence can be nested within simulative belief reasoning, and
belief reasoning can be nested within metaphorical pretence.
of I D E A S A S I N T E R N A L U T T E R A N C E S (see Barnden et
Also,
w e have the fourth possibility, namely that metaphoriai, 1996 and Barnden, in press, for discussion). A simple
cal pretence can be nested within metaphorical pretence. This
inference from this (via a conversion rule application to the
handles chained metaphor (A-AS-B mixed with B-AS-C).
literal meaning) is that John believed that Bill was a fool.
Consider the sentence "The thought hung over him like an anA more indirect type of connection is the main point of
gry cloud" (adapted from a real-text example). The thought
Barnden etal. (1994). In the sentence "These two ideas were
is metaphorically cast as a cloud, and the cloud is in turn
far apart in John's mind," which manifests M I N D A S P H Y S metaphorically
cast as an animate being (because only aniI C A L S P A C E , the connotation is that John did not draw othmate beings can literally be angry). This can be handled by
erwise expectable inferences from the two ideas. Whereas
having a metaphorical cocoon for the second of those two
ATT-Meta would normally simulate John as making the infermetaphorical steps nested within a cocoon for thefirst.That
ences, there is a mechanism whereby the far-apartness blocks
is, within the pretence that the thought is a cloud there is a
the simulation from having its normal effect. In brief, each
further pretence that the cloud is a person.
reasoning step in a simulation is accompanied, outside the
In principle, the four types of nesting can be done to arbisimulation, by a hypothesis to the effect that the agent does
trary
depth. This fact, in conjunction with uncertainty types
the step. These special hypotheses can be reasoned about
(UMl-3) and (UBl-3), requires conflict resolution to be hanjust as any other hypothesis can, and in particular they can
dled correctly within different cocoons at any depth of nestbe defeated in the face of special evidence like our example
ing, and across the boundaries of cocoons. The latter is
metaphorical sentence.
needed
because, outside a particular cocoon (for pretence or
Another type of metaphor/belief interaction occurs in perordinary
simulation), a hypothesis might be supported and
sonification metaphor, as in " M y car thinks it's Sunday" utattacked by a combination of argumentation based on that
tered to explain w h y the car won't start. From the fact that
cocoon and other argumentation. The resultant complicathe car thinks it's Sunday, w e could infer that the car thinks
tions in conflict resolution appear not to have been addressed
it needn't "wake up" until some relatively late time. This alelsewhere. The mechanism used in ATT-Meta is sketched in
leged reasoning by the car would occur within a simulation
Barnden (1998) and a concurrent conference submission.
cocoon for the car, embedded within a metaphorical pretence
cocoon for the pretence that the car is a person. Indeed, the
Connections to Some Topical Issues
example sentence "One part of John was insisting that Sally
was right" used above is also a manifestation of personificaThe research contributes to the debate between the Simulation metaphor.
tion Theory and Theory Theory of mental ascription (see,
Conversely, metaphorical pretence can be embedded
e.g., Carruthers & Smith, 1996), in that it clarifies what is
within simulative reasoning about beliefs. A n agent X that is
realistically needed for both of these approaches to work, esmentioned in discourse m a y be portrayed as thinking and reapecially when uncertainty handling is involved. Most of the
soning metaphorically about something, as in (one interpredebate has been rather vague about the necessary underlying
tation of) the sentence " R o m e o thinks that Juliet is the sun."
processes, and has hardly devoted any detailed attention to
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uncertainty handling. The ATT-Meta research also extends
Barnden, J.A. (1998). Uncertain reasoning about agents' besimulation to apply to metaphorical reasoning, as a type of
liefs and reasoning. Technical Report CSRP-98-11, School
of Computer Science, The University of Birmingham, U.K.
pretence.
Invited submission to Artificial Intelligence and Law.
ATT-Meta's metaphorical pretence processing appears to
provide a partial implementation of the "conceptual blendBarnden, J.A. (in press). An AI system for metaphorical reaing" notion of Turner & Fauconnier (1995). Metaphorical
soning about mental states in discourse. In Koenig, J-R
pretence cocoons can contain a mixture of pretence-based
(Ed.), Conceptual Structure, Discourse, and Language II.
and non-pretence-based reasoning (cf. the fact importation
Stanford, CA: CSLI/Cambridge Univ. Press.
in a previous section). Uncertainty-handling, including conflict resolution, is something that conceptual blending needs Barnden, J.A., Helmreich, S., Iverson, E. & Stein, G.C.
(1994). Combining simulative and metaphor-based reasonin order to become algorithmically specific and conceptually
ing about beliefs. In Procs. 16th Annual Conference of the
plausible.
Cognitive Science Society. Lawrence Erlbaum.
Some psychological research suggests the people may not
construct literal meanings for metaphorical utterances, at Barnden, J.A., Helmreich, S., Iverson, E. & Stein, G.C.
(1996). Artificial intelligence and metaphors of mind:
least if the utterances are in an appropriate context and are
within-vehicle reasoning and its benefits. Metaphor and
of a familiar nature (see Gineste & Scart-Lhomme, in press,
Symbolic Activity, 7/(2), pp. 101-123.
for a recent review). Although ATT-Meta is not meant to be
a psychological model, it is worth noting that its use of literal Carruthers, R & Smith, RK. (Eds). (1996). Theories of theomeanings does not conflict with the psychological research.
ries of mind. Cambridge University Press.
For one thing, the ATT-Meta research is not against the use
of direct mappings from familiar manifestations of metaphors Chalupsky, H. (1996). Belief ascription by way of simulative
reasoning. Ph.D. Diss., Dept of Computer Science, State
to metaphorical meanings (rather than from novel manifestaof New York at Buffalo.
University
tions of familiar metaphors). Also, the psychological studies
alluded to do not involve very detailed views of sentence proCravo, M.R. & Martins, J.R (1993). SNePSwD: A newcomer
cessing, literal or otherwise, so that there is plenty of room to to the SNePS family. / Experimental and Theoretical Ardispute that they indicate that literal meanings are not being
tificial Intelligence, 5 (2&3), pp. 135-148.
constructed. For instance, an observation that it does not take Davidson, D. (1979). What metaphors mean. In S. Sacks
longer to process a given utterance when taken metaphori(Ed.), On Metaphor. University of Chicago Press.
cally than when taken literally might indicate only the followDavies,
M & Stone, T. (Eds) (1995). Mental simulation: evaling: that the discourse-understanding beyond mere sentenceuations
and applications. Oxford, U.K.: Blackwell.
meaning construction (such as work for discourse-coherence
establishment) in the literal case is replaced by analogous but Dinsmore, J. (1991). Partitioned representations: a study in
different work in the metaphorical case, with the literal meanmental representation, language processing and linguistic
ing itself being constructed in both cases and taking but a mistructure. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers.
nor fraction of the overall reaction time. A further argument
Dragoni, A.F. & Puliti, P. (1994). Mental states recognition
is given in Barnden (in press).
from speech acts through abduction. In Procs. 11th European Conf on AI. Chichester, U K : Wiley.
Conclusion
Gineste, M-D. & Scart-Lhomme, V. (in press). ComThe ATT-Meta-based research seeks to integrate the treatment
ment comprenons-nous les metaphores? L'Annie Psyof mental state reasoning, metaphorical reasoning and uncerchologique, 1998.
tainty. It thereby contributes to various areas with Cognitive
Haas, A.R. (1986). A syntactic theory of belief and action.
Science and brings together concerns that have been artifiArtificial Intelligence. 28, 245-292.
cially separated in the past. By not insisting on metaphorical
utterances having meanings other than their literal ones, it hasHobbs, J.R. (1990). Literature and cognition. CSLI Lecture
Notes, No. 21, Center for the Study of Language and Inthe freedom to deal powerfully with novel manifestations of
formation, Stanford University.
(familiar) metaphors. Its pretence-based approach makes its
handling of metaphor-based reasoning akin to its handling of
Lakoff, G. (1993). The contemporary theory of metaphor.
belief reasoning.
In A. Ortony (Ed.), Metaphor and Thought, 2nd edition.
Cambridge University Press.
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C a n a C o m p u t e r Really M o d e l Cognition?
A C a s e S t u d y of Six C o m p u t a t i o n a l M o d e l s of Infant W o r d Discovery
Eleanor Olds Batchelder (eleanor@roz.hunter.cuny.edu)
70 West 95th Street, Apt. 9 H , N e w York, N.Y. 10025
Abstract

Cognitive models should be evaluated at least in part on
h o w well they simulate the cognitive process in question. In
Prelinguistic infants must find a way to isolate meaningful this paper w e will compare models that use different compuchunks from the continuous streams of speech that they hear.
tational algorithms, and show that these involve different deThis bootstrapping problem has recently been the focus of sevgrees of similarity to the infant's mental processes.
eral attempts to model the cognitive problem computationally.
In addition, learning models have special features that cogH o w can we evaluate whether this kind of simulation is relenitive
process models do not. Realistic computational learnvant to the cognitive situation, and how can we compare diffing
models
should be unsupervised models—allowing the
erent computational approaches? 1 discuss m y 0-B algorithm,
computer to "learn" from examples by induction. Supervised
a variable-length clustering procedure, and compare it with
models present correctly analyzed instances to be learned,
five other models—three connectionist ones and two statistical
programs which use Minimum Description Length as a decision
and are useful to discover n e w ways of organizing the data
metric. I show that the models differ in their similarity to
so as to achieve the output. Unsupervised models present
cognitive processes with respect to: a) the timing of inputs
unanalyzed instances and require that the system discover
and outputs; b) constraints on the incremental learning prothe correct analysis. Models which perform unsupervised
cess; c) clustering vs. dividing strategy; and d) whether the
learning are also known as "self-organizing" and the resulting
goal is tofindwords or to learn word-finding rules.
structure is called "emergent." T h e models w e will look at
are mainly unsupervised, though some have supervised porWhat Is a Model?
tions.
In one sense, any theory implies some model of reality. In a
narrower sense, a verbal description is called a model when
Cognitive Models vs. Language Engineering
it describes in detail some complex process, providing a fulModeling language in computers is also valued for perforler context for empirical observations whose relationship is
ming practical work in the world. Imitadng cognitive funcnot transparent. A computer program which simulates the
tions is an engineering goal as well as a scientific one, but
inputs and outputs of some behavior, and possibly the interthere are important differences between the two. In scientined processing as well, is also a model. Each kind of model
fic modeling, all aspects of the model are evaluated for their
has different strengths and weaknesses. T h e computer modcloseness to the h u m a n condition. In engineering projects,
el has greater precision and enforces internal consistency,
however, only the outputs need to be realistic—the inputs
but the narrative description can often be drawn closer to reand the processes are not valued for themselves, but can be
ality and can include a wider range of relevant phenomena.
anything that produces the best output. Therefore, workhorse
Models help increase our understanding by forcing us to
models will find supervised training just as acceptable as
look at more aspects of the problem, or more closely, than
unsupervised training, as long as the training data is readily
w e might otherwise do, and they can generate n e w and testavailable and the ultimate output is of high quality.
able hypotheses. But all models are at bottom a collection
In both scientific and engineering models, quantitative
of analogies, and both their power and their limitations stem
evaluation is an important criterion, but it is less critical to
from this fact. Even a precise physical model, such as a
the cognitive enterprise. A few percentage points on a sinmodel railroad, is limited in realism by being m u c h smaller
gle performance measure can affect the choice of algorithm
than the original. In evaluating a model, w e must m a k e exfor a large production project, but the same comparison is
plicit the various analogies involved, remembering that each
negligible when weighed against significant differences in
analogy is a h u m a n construct and all are imperfect.
psychological reality.
In sum, engineering and cognitive goals and methods are
What Is a Cc^nitive Computer Model?
distinct, and the two are rarely effectively combined in the
same project. While there is some borrowing of techniques
Cognitive models depend on analogies with h u m a n mental
processes. In one sense, a cognitive computer model is by
back and forth, w e should be clear about which is which. In
definition unreasonable—computers are very unlike h u m a n
this paper, w e have a cognitive goal rather than an engineering
brains. What's more, the single-purpose computer programs
o n e — t o show that frequency information can be mobilized
w e will discuss here are so far from the complex interactions
in a cognitively realisdc fashion.
of h u m a n cognition that w e will have to stretch our imaginaO n the other hand, one criterion of a successful cognitive
tions even to tolerate the comparison. However, w e hope
strategy is its effectiveness. So, w e will present some quantthat by pushing the analogy as far as w e can, w e will be reitative results for the models, in order to demonstrate that
warded by a heightened awareness and a sharjjer understandthey are roughly equal in their raw segmentation power, and
ing of the issues involved in cognition.
then w e will look in greater detail at qualitative criteria.
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general, a text corpus is chosen and all word boundaries are
removed, then a computer program "reads" the corpus and
gathers statistical observations to decide where to replace
the word boundaries, attempting to duplicate the original
text (the "standard").
O f course, as a cognitive analog, this methodology is very
flawed. First, the criterion of matching some conventional
"word" standard can be justly criticized as not imitative of
infant cognition. Children famously use morphemes, words,
and phrases as basic units. So orthographic words are only
a rough measure of meaning-based segmentation.
Second, all the models use graphemes of some sort, rather
than sound waves, to represent the speech signal:
Orthography:
look theres a boy with his hat
Phonemes:
lUk D*z 6 b7 wIT hiz h&t
Although w e know very little about h o w humans represent
language, and practically nothing about h o w human infants
do so, certainly it is not as orthography! However, decoding
actual sound signals is still beyond the ability of machines,
unless considerable linguistic knowledge is supplied.
W e now review a number of computational models of the
infant's segmentation process. They fall into three major
groups: connectionist networks; algorithms using the Minim u m Description Length principle; and frequency clustering
algorithms. A s a benchmark, w e add a "dumb default" bigram technique.
First w e will briefly describe each project, and give representative quantitative results for them. W e can hardly do justice to these projects in such a small space, so the reader is
referred to the original reports. Figure 1 shows recall and
precision rates in terms of cuts and of words from the respective
papers (most algorithms only report one way or the
Computational Models of Word Discovery
other). The cut metric is more precise, but the word metric
The lack of a purely linguistic explanation for this bootstrapis more intuitive and linguistically useful. The rest of the
ping problem has led to a burst of recent research on the inpaper will discuss in greater detail their relative merits as
fluence of frequency on infant segmentation. The six compu- cognitive models—whether the strategies and processes they
tational models discussed here share an overall approach. In
T h e Infant B o o t s t r a p p i n g P r o b l e m

Infants hear long unbroken streams of speech, which must
be separated into chunks that can be attached to meaning:
e.g.:
the m a n in the moon
not:
them an in them oon
By the end of thefirstyear of life, the infant has started to
find words, and by 18 months or so, a vocabulary of about
50 words is achieved and the rudiments of linguistic knowledge are in place. Thus, w e hypothesize that this first wordfinding process is a prelinguistic and temporary one, soon
replaced by more sophisticated techniques.
Linguistic explorations of this bootstrapping process have
suggested a number of possible sources of segmentation information, some of which are more available and/or useful
than others. Those least likely to be useful are: acoustic
cues to word boundaries (not very numerous); phonetic and
phonotactic cues (word-based, so require prior knowledge
of words); and one-word utterances (too few and not enough
variety). More likely to be helpful are: utterance boundaries, which help focus attention on chunks at the edges as
word candidates; prosodic cues such as intonation, which
helps break up long utterances, and stress, which forms the
nucleus of a cluster of sounds; and distributional cues such
as cooccurrence frequency, which have been shown to become more useful at the end of thefirstyear (Jusczyk, 1997).
None of these has been demonstrated to be adequate by itself, and it is probable that the child uses a combination of
several sources. W e will consider here h o w m u c h of the job
can be accomplished by distributional cues alone—information about the frequency of recurring chunks.

W o r d s as % of Standard

Cuts as % of Standard

BIGRAMS

BIGRAMS
Supervised
Utterance boundaries
Mutual information

Supervised
Utterance boundaries
Mutual information .
ALGORITHMS
Rochester net
Edinburgh net

Rochester net "
Edinburgh net "

^

use net
Brent & Cartwright (DR) .

use net
Brent & Cartwright (DR) ^
0-B ALGORITHM

0-B ALGORITHM
No length constraint
Length constraint

No length constraint
Length constraint J
D Recall H Precision

0

ALGORITHMS

25

0

50 75 100

25 50 75 100

Figure 1: Reported quantitative performance of the various models, measured as number of cuts or words that match the standard. Notes: a) W e show only the results due to distribution and utterance boundary information, omitting those from combined cues (frequency statistics plus prosody or phonotactics). b) deMarcken (1997) does not provide comparable performance measures, c) All the results shown here are for English, since only the 0-B algorithm reports cross-linguistic results.
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use are plausible ones for infants, and whether the timing of
events is similar to that which is observed for infants.
Bigrams
The " d u m b default," against which more sophisticated techniques can be gauged, is a variety of simple statistical procedures which look only at two-character combinations. A
program computes the relevant statistic for each bigram type,
ranks the values, and chooses a cutoff point on which to
base segmentation decisions. Figure 1 shows results on a
33,000-word phonemic corpus from C H I L D E S (MacWhinney, 1995) for several statistics, using a cutoff point chosen
to create the same number of words as in the standard.
• W o r d boundaries (supervised): Frequencies of bigrams
across standard word boundaries vs. within words are used
to segment the same text. This technique outperforms all
others, but it uses information not available to the child.
• Utterance boundaries: Frequency of bigram types occurring before and after utterance boundaries.
• Mutual Information statistic for all bigram types (slightly better than the alternatives of raw frequency or transitional probability)
Connectionist Models
Network, or connectionist, models from three laboratories
all used feature representations of phonemes (see Table 1
for details). The text was presented as a stream, and the networks were asked to predict the next phoneme, gradually
learning to discriminate between phoneme pairs with high
vs. low cohesion. In the Edinburgh net, the amount of error
in this task was translated into the probability of a word
boundary (less error =more cohesion and less probability of
a boundary). In the other two nets, indicators of utterance
boundaries were supplied in the input along with phonemes
(supervised training), and one output unit reported the probability of a boundary after each phoneme.
•Lfniversity of Rochester: Aslin, Woodward, LaMendola
& Bever (1996) tested whether a connectionist architecture
using moving triplets could generalize from utterance
boundaries (pauses) to word boundaries.
•University of Edinburgh: Cairns, Shilicock, Chater &
Levy (1997) ran a very large corpus on a simple recurrent
network ( S R N ) using no boundary information, but did not
get very good results. A m o n g other differences between
this net and the others, they added "noise" to the input by
randomly flipping feature bits.
•University of Southern California (USC): Christiansen,
Allen & Seidenberg (in press) used utterance boundaries
like Rochester, but with a larger corpus and a S R N , and reported similar results. W e show here results without the use
of stress cues.

• de M a r c k e n (1996) used an optimizing approach to
avoid testing every possible lexicon. H e demonstrated his
method on several large corpora, using standard orthography,
but he segmented hierarchically rather than creating a single
series of words. H e cited recall rates of over 9 0 % , but he
did not give precision rates to balance them against because
the number of units created (on several levels) was many
times the number of words in the standard.
• Brent & Cartwright (1996) tried all possible lexicons
exhaustively and were therefore limited to tiny corpora of
about 525 words. They used a phonemic representation of
the speech of mothers to infants, from the C H I L D E S data
(MacWhinney, 1995). The version reported here is called
D R ; w e omit discussion of later experiments which added
several types of phonotactic information.
The O-B Algorithm
Olivier (1968) and Wolff (1977) used similar, but independently developed, algorithms based on identifying as "words"
those variable-length clusters which appeared frequently.
Batchelder (1997) modified Olivier's algorithm to get the
O-B algorithm, which will represent the other two here. Each
utterance was parsed as it was received, using the best combination of words according to the current lexicon. "Best"
was calculated as the most probable parse in light of experience
to date. The results of each parse were then used to revise
and extend the lexicon before proceeding to the next utterance.
This algorithm resembles the child's hypothesis testing:
W o r d s are not discovered abruptly, but gradually become
more and more likely as evidence accumulates, or they m a y
fall from consideration if not m u c h additional evidence is
encountered.

Table 1. Details of three network experiments (see text).
Note: U S C inputs and outputs include 1 boundary unit and 2
stress units; they used a local representation for output of
phonemes (one bit for each phoneme).
Rochester Edinburgh USC
CoEpusof speech directed to child adult child
Size in words
1300
300,000
Size in segments (characters) <5000 1,000,000
W o r d Token/Type Ratio ( T T R )
85
<25
Coding: # segment types -44 45 36
# binary features (bits)
18

9

25,000
73,947
30

11

Training: Iterations 2-3 2 1
Total bits input
<270,000 18,000,000 813,417
Utterance boundary training superv.
unsup. superv.
Net architecture window of 3 SRN SRN
Tasks: Predict segment?
yes
Predict boundary?
yes
Input units
54-1-1
Hidden units
30
Context units
n.a.
Output units
1

Minimum Description Length (MDL)
M D L is a quantitative metric used to evaluate h o w compactly
a particular lexicon represents a particular text. A computer
program trying to construct a "best" lexicon for a corpus
uses M D L to select the best one. A n M D L - b a s e d model
must thus try m a n y possible lexicons and evaluate each one,
generally a very computation-intensive process.
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yes
no
9
60
60
27

yes
yes
11-1-1+2
80
80
36+1-F2

The O-B algorithm begins with a lexicon of one-character
"words." After a few utterances have been seen, two-character words will appear, and so on, with words getting longer
and longer as learning proceeds. T h e average length of
word clusters can be constrained by an optimum-length
("optlen") parameter, which downgrades parses with overly
long words.
The O-B algorithm results shown here are from a corpus
of 75,000 words in standard orthography, both with and
without the optlen constraint.
Cognitive Comparison of Models
Table 2 provides a graphic summary of this discussion.
Timing of Inputs and Outputs
One measure of the cognitive reality of a model is h o w closely it matches the timing of the original. Children receive input continuously and, after a period of no apparent results,
begin to produce and understand words, one by one. Discovery of a few primitive words is followed by more words and
more complex words, in a steady progression. Their learning process is incremental and continuous, with n e w inputs
modifying the results of learning so far. H o w do the computer algorithms measure up as incremental and continuous
processors?
• The M D L algorithm receives the worst score as an incremental process. Both M D L models accept all input as a
single event and then process it repeatedly,finallyproducing a lexicon and a segmented version of the input. Processing consists of placing a trial set of word boundaries in the
text and evaluating the result in terms of the length and frequency of the word types, then trying a new set of boundaries, and so forth. Though the computation proceeds by stages, neither the input nor the output is continuous or incremental:
The search algorithm... operates in batch mode, reading in
the entire input before segmenting any part of it. Clearly,
children do not work this way. Rather, they add to their
lexicons incrementally as n e w input becomes available.
(Brent & Cartwright, 1996:117)
It has been argued that, since thefinalresult is the same, the
inefficiencies involved in incremental or staged outputs are
not justified (Ling, 1996) but w e would like to be reassured
that, however inefficient, an incremental version is at least
possible. Brent has outlined an incremental version (Brent,
1997), but so far has not presented a working model.
The nature of the M D L algorithm itself would seem to
make this unlikely. M D L sets itself tofindthe best representation of a particular and finite set of data. It assumes a
close relationship between a particular text and its "best" lexicon. If the set of input data changes slightly, then a whole
new set of computations must be begun. M D L was not designed for the human problem of keeping up with a continuous stream of data, and it seems to be impossible in principle for it to do this.
• The O - B algorithm is the most cognitively realistic
model, with both input and output occurring incrementally
and synchronously. It processes each utterance as it is encountered and produces a segmented version as it goes along.
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The lexicon is modified for each utterance, adding possible
words and continuing to gather evidence about their likelihood.
O-B also resemblea the child in the gradual growth of the
words themselves. Although all word-spaces are removed
from the text before feeding it to the algorithm, nevertheless
the initial default segmentation is a series of single characters. Thus, even at the beginning of the process, a few small
"words" can be extracted, and the words get longer with experience, just as in the child's learning process.
• The networks receive a mixed score. The input and processing are continuous, with the internal weights changing
very gradually throughout the training process. The input is
presented phoneme by phoneme and, although some nets reprocess their input, this is presumably in imitation of "more
of the same" and is not in principle necessary to the learning
process.
T h e characteristics of the outputs in this respect is not
clearly apparent from the published reports. Recall that all
three nets had some graded output that was interpreted as
the probability of a boundary following each phoneme. There
seem to be two logical possibilities for the change in this output as training proceeds, both of which could be described
as continuous but not incremental: (1) The likelihood of
each of m a n y specific boundaries increases gradually and in
synchrony, so that at some point in the course of training a
large number of boundaries become recognizable at the same
time; or (2) a few boundary points are clearly identified
early in the process, with more and more added as training
proceeds. Thefirstcase is not incremental by any interpretation. The second case, though boundaries are discovered incrementally, produces no usable "words" until far along in
the training process. The first boundaries to be identified
are few and widely spaced, yielding unmanageable stretches
of language in between that are too complex to be accessible
to the infant as objects. Counterintuitively, the "words" get
smaller and smaller as experience and knowledge increase.
Constraints
All of the models m a k e segmentation decisions by a quantitative assessment of the relative cohesion between various
units or clusters. These cohesion metrics form a continuum
with no obvious point indicating a shift from a word-internal
to a word-boundary condition. H o w does each algorithm
m a k e that decision, and h o w does each compare with the
child's process? W h a t constrains or guides the learning process in each case?
T w o algorithms (Wolff, 1977; de Marcken, 1996) produce
a nested segmentation, with the most cohesive units on the
inside: [s[h[or]]t][c[ut]]. This procedure avoids deciding
which letter groups represent morphs, which words, and which
phrases. In one sense, such a representation m a y be more
cognitive than rigid word boundaries. Certainly adults, and
probably even children, store complex lexical units, with
several hierarchical and coexisting levels.
• In the O - B algorithm, the "optlen" parameter sets an upper limit on the built-in tendency for words to grow longer.
It does this with an evaluation metric that penalizes the use
of longer words when there are shorter suitable candidates.
This constraint is the analog of a developmental limitation,

m i n d s — w o r k according to such idealized principles. For
the human brain, where computation is slow and storage is
plentiful, there seems no justification for a scheme which
does a lot of work in order to save storage.
T o carry the argument a bit further, w e can say that M D L
and other compression schemes are an attempt to render
natural language—which is "natural" to the human m i n d —
more manageable by machines. The most efficient structure
for a computer is the least redundant one, but this is not a
characteristic of human language, which by its nature is highly
redundant.

Table 2: S u m m a r y of cognitive evaluation as discussed.

O-B
yes
yes
yes

Continuous input?
Continuous output?
Incremental?
optlen
Constraint
cluster
Strategy
words
Goal

MPL
no
no
no
MDL/hier

N?ts

cluster
words

divide
rules

Bigrams

no
no
no

yes
yes?

no
7

optlen
divide
rules

the combination of the infant's small working m e m o r y and
the short life of the bootstrapping process.
The particular value of the "optlen" parameter used in
these experiments was the one calculated to produce the
same number of word tokens as in the standard, which simplified scoring by bringing precision and recall closer together. For the child there would be no such value, of course,
but by hypothesis a gradual working up from very small to
larger. In fact, the demonstration by the O-B algorithm that
such an incremental clustering process needs some constraint
can be seen as a result that confirms the "less is more" hypothesis of Newport (1990) and Elman (1993).
• In the networks, it is not clear what constrains the learning process. A s mentioned in the previous section, w e do
not k n o w h o w the outputs changed over the training process, and the authors did not report h o w they decided to terminate training. In two cases, since the precision and recall
percentages were fairly close together, w e can see that the
final state of the network produced roughly the same number of word divisions as in the standard (Rochester 8 6 % of
the standard, U S C 108%). The Edmburgh results, however,
showed that the number of divisions m a d e by the network
was only 3 5 % of the standard, a severe shortfall, and only
6 0 % of these were correct ( 2 1 % of the standard).
- The M D L algorithms are constrained by the tension between the length of the word type and its frequency. The
M D L principle tries to minimize the combined length of the
coded text and the lexicon, resulting in the avoidance of
both extremes: a long word which occurs rarely is penalized, as is a very short word which occurs too frequently. In
the fomier case the lexicon entry is too long to result in net
savings for only a few occurrences. In the latter case, each
of the m a n y occurrences will require an index reference that
is almost as long as the original word would have been.
M D L is derived from information theory and defines the
most efficient encoding of a text:
The M D L Principle is a well-motivated and theoretically
sound principle for data compression and estimation... A s
a strategy of statistical estimation, M D L is guaranteed to
be near optimal. (Li & A b e 1996:1)
Brent & Cartwright extend this to the cognitive sphere:
...[T]he notion that the best segmentation of the input is
the one with the shortest representation can be interpreted
as a formalization of Occam's Razor—the notion that the
best explanation of a set of observations (e.g., linguistic
inputs) is the simplest. (Brent & Cartwright, in press:
lOf.)
It is not clear, however, that infant minds—or even adult
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Clustering vs. Dividing Strategies
With respect to overall strategy, the algorithms pattern into
two groups: The nets divide, while the M D L and O-B algorithms cluster. The cluster approach looks for particularly
frequent and thus cohesive groups, and treats these as the objects of interest—words; boundaries between word clusters
are a side-effect of this process. The divide approach looks
for points of unusually low cohesion and treats these as divisions, with words arising between these boundaries as a
side-effect of the process. A s pointed out above, clustering
promotes the incremental growth of outputs, while dividmg
frustrates it. A n even more fundamental difference, perfectly correlated with the cluster/divide dichotomy in our sample, is discussed in the next section.
Learning Words or Rules?
The cluster/divide difference in strategy is linked to a difference in the goal or endpoint of the process. O-B and M D L
are modeling the discovery of particular words, which are
then recognized as words and used again, while the nets are
modeling the discovery of h o w to discover words by monitoring relationships between phonemes and/or features. The
end product of the clustering process is a lexicon of word
types. The end product of the dividing process is a "knowledge" of the statistical regularities of word boundaries as
encoded in the hidden units of the networks.
A s one indication of this focus on process rather than product, all three networks "trained" on one body of data and
then "tested" using a held-out portion. This reflects the designers' view of their model as learning a skill, which is
then demonstrated on data distinct from that which was seen
in training. O-B and M D L , on the other hand, are engaged
in a self-organization of the phonemic stream, creating a lexicon and a parsed version of the input. Their goal is not the
ability to find new words in new input, but the knowledge
store which results directly from the particular input seen.
Which is cognitively more plausible? W h e n w e say that
children are "learning to segment language," do w e mean
that they are discovering meaning units one by one and
entering them in thefirstmental lexicon? Or do w e mean
that they are learning "rules," or regularities, for segmenting
their native language into words? This contrast is sometimes
cast as two kinds of knowledge: rote vs. rule, "knowing
that" vs. "knowing how."
There is a nice distinction here that is intimately related to
the child's role as active learner. W e must differentiate between the goal object of learning and the path by which it is

reached. Babies are not trying to learn rules or regularities,
but to communicate with those around them. T o enter the
linguistic system, they use an artful combination of imitation and analysis. Instinctively trying to minimize effort
and maximize results, they learn to pay attention to the most
productive regularities, the most reliable cues.
So "rules," in this sense of probabilistic regularities, are
being learned by the infant as a by-product of successful
hypotheses. That is, as more and more words are learned,
more and more regularities that led to their hypothesis can
be confirmed. This is the opposite of the usual sense of
"rule" in linguistics as something which generates linguistic
objects, rather than something which is induced from them.
Perhaps w e can say that the words themselves are consciously
"known," while the "rules" or cues that lead to successful
learning are the kind of implicit learning that w e use without
conscious awareness (Cleeremans, 1993).
If so, undoubtedly infants are engaged in both 'learning
what" and "learning h o w " simultaneously, but the first bears
fruit much sooner than the second. The project of learning
mature phonotactics, while certainly ongoing throughout this
period, is unlikely to lead to the first lexicon. A s a result of
discovering the first group of words, the child's linguistic
knowledge is greatly increased, and it is probable that the
first primitive methods of word discovery are soon discarded,
or at least vastly reorganized, on the way to the adult linguistic
system.
But is it possible that the connectionist nets, too, are learning actual words? H o w do w e k n o w that they are making
phonotactic discriminations, not lexical ones? O n the one
hand, they create no lexicon, and their use of featural representations increases our perception of them as discriminating
on phonotactics. But they do evaluate the word boundaries
as output and not the rules which presumably find them.
Since "connectionist networks are notoriously hard to analyze" (Cleeremans, 1993:205) and w e k n o w of no empirical
test which can m a k e the necessary distinction, w e will accept the judgments of their designers:
The main empirical claim behind our approach is that subregularities within a domain can be, and are, exploited to
the extent that they m a k e useful predictions. In our case
the subregularity is phonotaaics, the sublexical distributional regularities of phonology. (Cairns et al., 1997:142)
The most important outcome, however, was the presence
of significantly higher activation for word boundaries than
for within-word phoneme triplets. This indicates that, in
addition to learning p h o n e m e triplets that preceded a
phraseAitterance boundary, the model also learned phoneme triplets that preceded a word boundary. (Aslin et al.,
1996:129)
In sum, as the goal of a bootstrapping task, learning words
seems more plausible than learning h o w to find words, so
the clustering algorithms have an edge in casting the problem in a more lifelike form, and the bigram and connectionist procedures are in this respect less cognitively realistic.
Conclusion
Various characteristics of the child's cognitive processes during early word segmentation can be paralleled in a cognitive
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computer model to a greater or lesser degree. The real gains
of the modeling exercise, however, are a clearer understanding of the nature of the infant segmentation process, and a
greater appreciation for what a cognitive computer algorithm can show us and what it cannot.
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Abstract
The relationship of different learning environments
(traditional versus constructivist/collaborative) to
students' psychological sense of community in the
classroom was examined in this study. In addition to
students' sense of community, students' social skills and
social behavior were also examined. Measures of students'
psychological sense of community in the classroom,
social problem-solving skills, one's o w n social behavior,
and social behavior of the class were collected. Results
from this study suggest that constructivist/collaborative
learning environments support students' psychological
sense of community in the classroom and social problemsolving skills
better than traditional learning
environments, and that psychological sense of community
in the classroom is an important factor in students' social
skills and social behavior in the classroom setting.
Our educational system today is faced with multiple
challenges. O n e major challenge is related to the level of
students' academic and cognitive skills. Students in today's
e c o n o m y have to compete for jobs that require a solid
foundation in literacy, math, science, writing, and
technological skills, as well as expertise in critical thinking,
reasoning, and decision making. Data from the U.S.
Department of Education National Assessment of
Educational Progress indicates that although the average
proficiencies in science, mathematics, and writing in 1992
were slightly higher than in 1988, these improvements
failed to keep pace with the higher level of skills that are
required in a global e c o n o m y ( N A E P , 1995), with the
majority of our students failing to exhibit higher level
problem solving, reasoning, and learning skills. Recent high
school graduates have been found lacking in conmiunication,
collaboration, comprehension, and reasoning skills (Bruer,
1993).
A second major challenge is related to the lack of fit
between students' developmental needs and traditional school

environments. This lack offitis especially evident for early
adolescents and their transition to middle schools.
Adolescence brings forth increases in students' needs for
autonomy, self-efficacy, and focus on peer relations, and
increases in concern about social acceptance by peers, as
well as increased cognitive abilities and a need for complex
and challenging problem-solving activities. If these basic
needs are not fulfilled, adolescents are likely to experience
lack of intrinsic motivation, apathy, lack of confidence,
decline in attitudes toward school and schoolwork, and
decline in self concept of academic abilities (Eccles et al.,
1993).
A third major challenge is related to the level of students'
lack of social skills and prosocial behavior in our schools.
Changes in the structure and cohesiveness of families and
communities have left m a n y children with fewer positive
social supports, less adult guidance, and fewer sources of
positive role models (Carnegie Council on Adolescent
Development, 1995). Increasing levels of violence, drug-use,
and other negative influences in and out of our middle and
high schools are having a detrimental impact on the quality
of life, quality of education, and the future of our students
(Knox, Laske, & Tromanhauser, 1991). Improving the
quality and safety of our schools is increasingly becoming a
national concern (Safe School Act of 1993, U S Senate).
The aforementioned academic and social problems have
yielded increased calls from within and outside the
educational community to reconceptualize goals for students
and roles teachers play in the learning process, as well as the
structure and function of learning environments (Brown &
Campione, 1994; Glaser, 1988; Wise, 1989). These
educational shortcomings have precipitated a growing
m o v e m e n t toward educational reform, a reform that
restructures learning environments so that they better meet
students' cognitive, social, and affective needs by utilizing
existing research and knowledge in cognitive, social, and
developmental psychology (Bruer, 1993; Carnegie Mellon
Report, 1995; Eccles et al., 1993, Pepler & Slaby, 1995).
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Tlie goal of this study was to examine such a middle-school
reform environment (Schools for Thought) and its effect on
students' psychological sense of community, social
problem-solving skills, and prosocial behavior.
Sense of Community in the Schools:
Theory a n d Research
Sarason (1974) proposed that in order to provide students
with an environment that nurtures the aforementioned skills,
w e need to restructure the traditional classroom environment.
One of the key goals of such a restructuring would be the
creation of a learning community in the classroom and
schools and the promotion of a psychological sense of
community in the classroom. According to Sarason, the
psychological need for being part of a community is a
fundamental need all humans have. McMillan & Chavis
(1986) defined psychological sense of community as a
feeling that members have of belonging, a feeling that
members matter to each other and to the group, and a shared
faith that members' needs will be met through their
commitment to be together. McMillan and Chavis (1986)
proposed four criteria for defining a sense of community: a)
Membership—a feeling of belonging and acceptance, of
sharing a sense of personal relatedness. Personal investment
and boundaries are important elements of membership, b)
Influence~a sense of mattering, of making a difference to a
group, and of the group mattering to its members. Influence
is bi-directional, c) Integration and fulfillment of needs-a
feeling that the needs of the individual will be met by the
community, as well a feeling that the needs of the
community can be met by the individual, d) Shared
emotional connection-an emotional bond that gradually
builds as members of a community share events that require
investment of time, energy, and effort.
Although researchers' approaches to sense of community
vary somewhat in terms of focus and content, an increasing
number of researchers are identifying bonding to social
environments, such as schools, that provide norms opposing
high-risk behaviors and enable the acquisition of skills to
live according to these norms, as a factor instrumental in
increasing students' resiliency. School communities that
provide students with a sense of belonging and educational
engagement have been found to be most effective in
retaining high-risk youths. Teachers' sense of belonging in
the school community has also been associated with
positive academic and social student outcomes (Wehlage et
al., 1989). Students' sense of classroom belonging and
support was associated with students' school motivation,
interest and expectations of success in academic work
(Goodenow, 1993). Several studies have demonstrated
students' sense of school and/or classroom community as
being associated with higher levels of social skills, intrinsic
motivation, self-esteem, academic self-efficacy, liking of
school, and interest in academic activities (Battistich et al.,
1995). While the number of studies is small the results are
generally consistent and very encouraging. More research
needs to be done in this area to help establish a) the direction
of these effects (all evidence up to date has been
correlational); b) in addition to social skills, the relationship
of sense of community in the schools to social behavior; c)

the types of school environments that promote a sense of
community; and d) the processes by which sense of
community develops in the school environment. In spite of
the growing interest in community building as an integral
element in the process of improving children's learning
environments, very few studies to date have attempted to
systematically examine the contribution of such learning
environments to students' sense of community, the
classroom structures and mechanisms that promote a sense
of community, the process by which students' sense of
community develops, and the relationship of this process to
students' development of social and academic skills. N o
study to date has examined the sociocultural effects of
constructivist learning environments, and specifically the
relationship between constructivist/collaborative learning
environments and students' sense of community, social
problem-solving skills, and social behavior in the classroom
which is herein examined.
Schools For Thought Learning
Communities
Sarason's theory on the benefits of community building in
classrooms, pioneering projects such as John Dewey's
Chicago Laboratory school (Dewey, 1936), as well as
advances in cognitive and educational research on how
children learn. (Cognition and Technology Group at
Vanderbilt [CTGV] 1994; Bruer, 1993) have provided
inspiration and theoretical foundation for a growing number
of efforts to build classroom and school environments that
are structured as learning communities (Brown & Campione,
1994; C T G V , 1994; L a m o n et al., 1996). Schools for
Thought represents such an effort. SFT's concept of learning
community refers to a community in which everyone is a
teacher as well as a learner. It includes the classroom, the
school, and the community as a whole. S F T has as its goal
the creation of middle school classrooms that support
extraordinary achievement for all students—not just a select
few. Schools for Thought learning communities have the
following cognitive characteristics: a) collaborative
interdependent learning, b) active participation of students in
the learning process, c) distributed expertise among students,
d) authentic and realistic complex problems with generative
formats, and f) formative assessment with opportunities for
reflection and revision (Brown & Campione, 1994; L a m o n
et al, 1996).
Cognitive Research Behind SFT
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S F T grew out of the integration of several key concepts
firom anchored instruction ( C T G V , 1994), guided cooperative
learning (Brown & Palincsar, 1989), and intentional learning
environments (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1991). Three research
projects have served as the cornerstones of the Schools for
Thought program and share features that m a k e them
compatible and synergistic (Lamon et al., 1996). All three
research projects are consistent with a constructivist
approach to learning (Bransford, Goldman, & Hasselbring,
1995; Brown and Campione, 1994; Scardamalia & Bereiter,
1991). Constructivist theories view knowledge as a social
product that is actively constructed by the learner and that

involves the interpretation of phenomena, situations, and
as with outside experts.
events, including classroom instruction, through the
perspective of the learner's existing knowledge.
Constructivist theorists argue that we need to drastically
Building a Sense of C o m m u n i t y in the
change the nature of teaching and learning that occurs in the
S F T Classroom
classroom. Students should not be passive recipients of
As discussed earlier, McMillan & Chavis (1986) proposed
information provided by the teacher, but rather students
four criteria for defining a sense of community. H o w do the
should be actively involved in the construction of knowledge
cognitive characteristics and classroom practices of SFT
(Perkins, 1991; Resnick & Klopfer, 1989).
foster the development of these elements? The following
All three research projects have contributed to the
section is a description of how these elements are fostered in
following educational principals that characterize SFT
the SFT environment.
classrooms: a) the importance of sustained thinking about
a. Membership in the classroom community. The kev to
authentic problems as a basis for extended and deep inquiry
feelings of belonging in a community is the level of
in various domains such as mathematics, science, and social
personal investment that individuals make in the community
studies, b) classroom instruction that promotes collaborative
processes. In other words, the harder one works and the more
and active student involvement in planning and organizing
resources one invests in earning this membership, the more
research and problem-solving activities, c) formative
valuable and meaningful the membership becomes. In the
assessment and revision opportunities for students, and d)
SFT classroom, all students are active participants in a
the creation, through collaboration, of a sense of
rigorous learning process that continually challenges them
community.
by requiring them to engage in deep levels of inquiry.
Students are expected to use active strategic learning, to
Educational Features of SFT
reflect on their learning, and to monitor comprehension. All
The aforementioned research programs share features that
the students are required to invest considerable effort in
make them synergistic. This synergy involves changes in
acquiring expertise in different areas of research throughout
curriculum, instruction, assessment and community.
the year. In addition, students are expected to effectively
communicate, share, and teach their knowledge to other
Curriculum
members of the classroom, and to apply them toward the
common
goals of the classroom. Students share learning
A n emphasis on sustained thinking about authentic
goals that are complex and demanding, so they have to work
problems that are the basis of extended in-depth inquiry in
various domains characterizes SFT curriculum. For example, together, delegating responsibility and sharing resources, in
order to successfully reach their learning goals.
in mathematics the Jasper program uses problem-based and
b. Influence. In the SFT classroom, every student is an
project-based activities that sustain students' interest. The
integral part of the learning experience. Through the process
Jasper adventures are centered around big ideas such as
of distributed expertise, each student becomes an expert in a
measurement in the domain of geometry. The use of videos
domain
of knowledge that his/her peers depend on for their
as anchors allows students flexibility. Students identify their
knowledge and understanding of this particular area.
issues and research domains and seek relevant resources.
Conversely, the student depends on the rest of the group for
his/her understanding of other areas of expertise. The biInstruction
directional nature of this influence bonds each individual to
Unlike typical classrooms, in which students are the
the community of the classroom. The model of instruction
recipients of information in a teacher-directed environment,
and assessment practiced in the SFT classrooms also
SFT students are given the opportunity to plan and organize
provides the student with a sense of influence. Students are
their own research. They also have the opportunity to work
able to actively select (with teacher guidance) their areas of
collaboratively toward their learning goals. A n emphasis on
research, and students are given assessment in which they
distributed expertise allows students to specialize in
often play an active role by evaluating their own
particular areas, so that the learning community benefits
performance. Assessment is geared towards providing the
from students' diverse expertise.
student with useful feedback that has as its goal the
continuous improvement of the student. Thus students feel
Assessment
they have some control and influence over instruction and
Assessment in the SFT classrooms—unlike the traditional
assessment.
achievement tests—focuses on students' complex authentic
performances Students are given frequent opportunities to
c. Integration and fulfillment of needs. In the SFT
engage in formative assessment and revision.
classroom each student's learning needs are facilitated and
Community
The S F T program promotes community building both
within the classroom (i.e., between students and teacher) as
well as between the classroom and the larger community.
Technology is used as a tool in this community-building
process by encouraging communication with peers as well

enriched by his peers through research activities such as
reciprocal teaching, Jigsaw, crosstalk, etc. The continuous
exchange of ideas through various means of discourse allow
students to benefit from the common knowledge base and to
selectively incorporate the information they feel they need.
In addition, the contributions of individual students toward
common goals help establish them as valued members in
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the classroom community. Finally, the opportunity to
become an expert and to share knowledge with other
members of the community in the process of successfully
completing a c o m m o n learning goal provides students with
a sense of success. Instruction that is anchored in authentic
problems provides students with curricula that are relevant
and interesting to them. Students* needs for autonomy, and
for engaging and challenging activities, as well as their need
for social support are met through the structure and activities
of the S F T classroom.

34 items [Social Skills] (Gresham & Elliott, 1990).
2. Psychological Sense of Community in the Classroom
(PSCC).
19 item scale (Bateman, 1998; Bateman,
Newbrough, & Goldman, 1997b).
Student-completed instruments (Day 2)
3. Conflict-situation vignettes (Bateman, 1998; Bateman,
Goldman, Newbrough, & Bransford, 1997a).
This
instrument is intended to measure students' social problemsolving skills. Table 1 depicts an example of one of the
vignettes.

d. ghared emptional connection is defined as the
emotional bond that is gradually built as members of a
community share a c o m m o n history. This shared history
should provide interactions with positive outcomes and
should be a product of considerable investment of time,
energy, and effort. In S F T classrooms, students are exposed
to a year-long collaboration. Their collaborations result in
eventually gaining a deep level of comprehension. The
investment of time and effort results in a sense of mastery
and achievement that includes all m e m b e r s of the
community.

Table 1. Example of a Conflict Vignette
You and another child are working hard on an important
presentation. You disagree on what your presentation
should be. You think it should be a written report and she
thinks it should be a drawing. Each of you thinks his or her
idea is the best.
FIRST CHOICE
I. What would you do in this situation?
SECOND CHOICE
2. If what you chose to do did not work what would you
do then?

Method
The settings for this study were seven sixth grade
classrooms in three inner-city urban middle schools in
Nashville, T N . Four of the classrooms were S F T and three
were traditional.
Participants
There were 94 students in the four S F T classrooms (in their
first year of S F T ) and 65 students in the three comparison
classrooms. In order to examine the possibility of preexisting differences between S F T and comparison
classrooms, students' academic achievement scores in
reading, math, and science from the previous year were
compared with a series of T-tests. N o significant differences
were found between S F T and comparison classrooms. This
lack of pre-exisitng differences in academic achievement
scores supports the assumption that S F T and control groups
were not significantly different academically at the onset of
the academic year.
Data Collection
Students completed the study in three sessions over a period
of three days at the end of the academic year. Students
completed the self-report measures in their classroom during
regular school hours. Students were told that, given that
some of the questions are of a sensitive nature, all their
responses would remain confidential and only the
experimenter would have access to their name. At the
beginning of the first session, students were assigned
numbers known only to the experimenter. All subsequent
forms and questionnaires administered to the students had
their ID number as the sole means of identification.
Materials
Student-completed instruments (Day 1)
1. Social Skills Ratings System—Student Questionnaire,
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The vignettes were constructed in a 2 (type of conflict) X
2 (location of conflict) design. Four hypodietical vignettes
were given to students. T w o vignettes involved conflict over
resources and two involved conflict over ideas. T h e
vignettes took place
in two settings (school and
neighborhood).
Students were asked to provide two
solutions for each vignette (i.e., what they would do first
and what they would do if their first solution did not work)
Student-completed instruments (Day 3)
4. Behaviors of Others in your Class (Bateman, 1998;
Bateman et al., 1997ab). This instrument is intended to
measure students' self-report of the level and type(s) of
antisocial and/or delinquent behavior in their classroom over
the last six months of school (6 items).
5. Your Behavior in Class (Bateman, 1998; Bateman et
al., 1997ab). This instrument is intended to measure
students' self-report of the level and type(s) of antisocial
and/or delinquent behavior in which they had engaged in
their classroom over the last six months of school (6 items)
Results
Psychological
Sense of C o m m u n i t y
in the
Classroom ( P S C C ) Students in the S F T classrooms
reported having a significantly higher psychological sense of
community than students in the comparison classrooms
[F(l,146)= 40.83;/7<.001].
Social Skills Rating System ( S S R S ) . Students in
the S F T classrooms reported significantly higher levels of
cooperative skills than students in the comparison
classrooms [F(l,142)= 5.01; /7<.05].
Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations for

P S C C and SSRS.
Discussion
Table 2. P S C C and SSRS by type of classroom

SFT
Measures
PSCC
SSRS (cooperative)

M
3.20
14.26

SD
.38
2.67

Comparison
M
SI
2.80
.37
13.14
3.22

Behavior of Others in your Class (BOC). SFT
students reported significantly lower levels of fighting
behavior occurring in their classroom than students in the
comparison classrooms [F(l,145)= 5.01;/7<.05].
Your Behavior in Class (YBC).
SFT students reported engaging in significantly lower
levels of fighting in their classrooms than students in the
comparison classrooms [F(l,145))= 6.10;/7<.05].
Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations for
B O C and Y B C .
Table 3. BOC and YBC by type of classroom

SFT
Measures
B O C (fighting)
Y B C (fighting)

M
0.92
0.35

m
.69
.58

Comparison
m
.57
1.19
.76
0.63

M

Students'
Conflict-situation vignettes ( C S V ) .
proposed solutions to the four conflict-situation vignettes
were analyzed. The goal of the analyses was to identify the
total number of collaborative solutions students proposed
(Schmuck & Schmuck, 1983). Students in the SFT
classroom proposed a significantly higher number of
collaborative solutions than students in the comparison
classrooms [F(l,142))= 18.58;/7<.001]. See Figure 1.

c
3
O
00

Did students in collaborative/constructivist learning
environments (i.e., SFT classrooms) report higher levels of
psychological sense of community in the classroom? The
answer is yes. Was the higher level of community in the
SFT classrooms accompanied by higher social skills? It
was. Support for these hypotheses comes from students*
self-report of their social skills. SFT students also
demonstrated higher level of social problem-solving skills in
their proposed solutions to conflict-situation vignettes. Did
this increase of social skills and social problem-solving
ability correlate with decreased antisocial behavior at the
individual and at the group level for students in the SFT
classrooms? It did. Students in the SFT classrooms reported
engaging in less fighting in the classroom, as well as
observing lower levels of fighting in their classroom as a
whole.
This study offers support for a research model in which
certain types of reform learning environments (i.e.,
constructivist/collaborative learning environments) better
support students' psychological sense of community in the
classroom. Future research should examine in more detail
the role that cognitive characteristics of reform learning
environments play in the development of students' sense of
community in the classroom and students' social skills and
prosocial behavior. More specifically, studies should
examine the causal relationship between the aforementioned
variables, the role of learning environment cognitive
characteristics as antecedents of students' sense of
community and prosocial behavior, and the processes by
which such a causal relationship develops.
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Abstract

Siitaa-kii do be hne h6
Sita-gen two sisters be-pres-pl
A thorough account of how grammar is acquired must handle "Sita has two sisters"
(Mahajan, 1997)
the problem of how learners deal with covert grammatical
elements. In particular, there is cross-linguistic evidence
A pattern of alternation between have, and be plus a
that languages contain verbs that are formed by
grammatical marker across languages has led a number of
incorporating a silent grammatical element (a head, in G B
linguists to suggest that the verb have is actually a
terms). Assuming this to be a possibility in natural
composite form of be plus a silent incorporated preposition
grammar, this paper investigates what type of input would
(P). Furthermore, there is evidence from languages such as
enable a learner to identify a verb with covert head
Classical
Armenian and Iranian that the verb have is the
incorporation, and thus to identify a grammar that contains
same
lexical
item in more than one (perhaps all) of its
such a verb. I show that such a grammar cannot be learned
syntactic
occurrences.
That is, the verb have in possessive
from input that does not give the locations of empty heads
in sentential structure.
constructions (e.g. John has a book), is not distinct from the
verb have that appears in past participle constructions (e.g.
Introduction
John has left). Thus, both (or all) types of the verb have
should be complex.
The Poverty of the Stimulus
In languages like English, there is no overt evidence for
the
complex makeup of have. If exposed to a language of
If children were given fully labeled structures as input, with
this
type, how could a learner figure out that have is
all categorial information provided explicitly, language
complex,
unlike other main verbs?
learning would be trivial. But this is not the case in natural
(1)

language acquisition. Language learning always involves
learning from partial input: category labels are not explicit
in speech (people do not explicitly identify nouns, verbs and
empty categories as they speak), and furthermore, learners
have only finite (indeed, limited) exposure to a grammar that
generates an infmite set of expressions.
Given these conditions on natural language learning, it is
important to investigate exactly what type of input is needed
to identify a natural grammar, and whether this type of input
is reasonably available to learners.
Have is a Complex Verb (be+P)
In languages that do not contain a verb equivalent to English
have, possession is often expressed by the copular verb be,
and a preposition or grammatical case marker marking the
possessor. For example, possession in Hindi is expressed in
the following way:

Using a Minimalist

Grammar

In order to identify the type and amount of grammatical
input necessary for a learner to identify have as a complex
verb (be+P), I use a minimalist framework as developed in
Stabler (1996, 1998). The idea behind this framework is that
the grammar is represented within the lexicon, so that each
lexical item is a composite of the item's category,
selectional features, pronunciation and meaning. Lexical
items are combined through the operations of merge (two
items are merged to satisfy selectional requirements) and
m o v e (an item moves to satisfy grammatical case
requirements).
For example, a Determiner Phrase (DP) is formed by
merging a determiner (which selects a noun) and a noun, as
illustrated in (2).
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(2) merge [n= d -case the] and [n cat]
<
[d -case the]

cat

In the application of the rule merge, exactly two features
cancel: the feature that is selected by the head (in this case
the feature n, selected by the head d), and the category of the
item that is selected (in this case, n). The word itself given
at the end of the entry represents both pronounced and
interpreted featrures. A node labeled '0' does not contain any
phonetic material. T h e '<' symbol indicates that the
projecting head is on the left branch in the structure; a '>'
symbol would indicate a head on the right branch. Abstract
grammatical case is assigned to D P s by verbs and the Tense
head. The need for case (a property of arguments, i.e. D P s )
is indicated by [-case]. The ability to assign case weakly,
inducing only covert movement of features, is indicated by
[+case], and the ability to assign case strongly, inducing
overt m o v e m e n t of the case assignee, is indicated by
[+CASE].
In order to use this framework to build constructions
containing the verb have, w e must allow a head to strongly
select another head. In other words, w e will represent head
incorporation by having one head strongly select another
head, thereby inducing m o v e m e n t of all features in the
selected head into the position of the selecting head. W e will
indicate head incorporation by X = , where X is the category
that incorporates into the head that selects it. Thus in our
case, w e will need a verb, v, that strongly selects a
preposition (P=).

Notice that m y grammar contains four distinct p entries,
each pronounced /ha/. Inclusion of these four items, each of
which has different selectional properties, enables the
grammar to generate different types of have constructions
(e.g. possessive: John has a book; past participle: John has
left; causative or experiential: John had Mary leave; locative:
The table has a book on it).
For clarity, I will illustrate h o w the lexical items in (3)
can be put together with the operations merge and move, to
build the sentence Maria has a book (see also Becker, 1997
for a more detailed description).

[d -case a]

book

Figure 1: merge: [n= d -case a], [n book]
Notice that exactly two features cancel: the n feature selected
by the determiner a, and the n category of book.

[+case d= p ha]
[-case a] book
Figure 2: merge: [d= -i-case d= p ha], [d -case a book]
The DP [a book] must move to get case, assigned weakly by
the p [ha].

A Grammar Containing Have as Be+P
Since I a m interested in testing the learnability of a grammar
containing a verb formed by covert head incorporation, I
include in m y grammar a verb (v) which strongly selects a
preposition (p), pronounced /ha/, yielding a lexical element
pronounced /have/. In (3) I give m y grammar, where 't'
indicates a Tense node (corresponding to present/past tense
features), and 'c' indicates a Complementizer node, the root
of each clause.
(3) Grammar
[T=c]
[t=c]
[v= + C A S E t] [V= + C A S E t]
[n]
[n= -case d]
[c= +case d= v] [C= +case d^: v]
[c= + C A S E d= V] [C= + C A S E d= V]
[d=+cased=v]
[d=v]
[p^ y,
[v=pha]
[d=-K;ased=pha]
[p=d=pha]
[t=d=pha]

(a)

(book) [d=pha]

/a/

/book/

Figure 3: move [a book] for case
Since case was assigned weakly, movement is covert: the
pronounced features of the D P [a book] remain in their
original posiiton, and only the interpreted features move.
The preposition [ha] still wants to select another D P , so w e
merge the subject:
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strongly, inducing overt movement.
[-case maria]

< <

mana

(a) (book) [p ha]
/book/

/a/

Figure 4: merge: [d -case maria], [d= p ha]
W e need to merge an item that will select the p, so w e
merge the v that (strongly) selects p:

(a)

(book)

0
/book/

[v+P has]
Figure 7: m o v e [maria] for case
[-case maria]

(book)

(a)

Finally, we merge a node that will select t, namely c.
Once w e do this and remove the interpreted features, w e have
a bare tree structure, with unlabeled nodes, for the
construction Maria has a book.
<

0
/book/

Figure 5: merge: [P= v], [p ha]
maria
Since P is strongly selected, all of its features raise into
the head that selected it, namely v, leaving its original node
empty (represented by '0'). T h e verb n o w needs to be
selected, so w e merge a tense head, which will select the
verb.

[ + C A S E t]

/book/
[-casemana]
Figure 8: merge: [t= c], [t]
The representation in Figure 8 provides no categorial
information (we k n o w by assumption that the root node is
category c), but it still gives the locations of empty nodes,
information that is not plausibly available to children in the
/a/
/book/
auditory input.
W e formally represented the categorial options and used a
Figure 6: merge: [v= -i-CASE t], [v-i-P has]
prolog implementation to identify all the possible
of lexical items consistent with the unlabeled
The subject, Maria, still needs case, and t will assign itclassifications
case

(a)

(book)

0
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structures, finding that in every case, the classification is
unique. That is, our grammar allows these structures to be
derived in only one way. Given the structure in Figure 8 as
input, the prolog program identifies the category of each
node unambiguously, i.e. it generates the lexicon in (3).
After running the program on six different tree structures
containing various have constructions as input, the result
was that the nodes in all six trees were correctly labeled (all
nodes were labeled: even the empty ones). That is, the
program was able to determine that the verb in Figure 8 is
of category V + P , not just category V.
Crucially, this means that the program distinguishes
between the verb in Figure 8 and the one in Figure 9, which
isof category V.

mana

(4)

a. [[Maria [has [a book]]]
b. [[Maria [wants [a book]]]

The grammar in (3) is not learnable from the type of input
in (4), because items that are V + P are n o w indistinguishable
from items that are simply V. Furthermore, without
knowing where the Tense node is, the learner cannot
determine whether the subject, Maria, is in a projection of
the verb, or a projection of Tense.
T h e type of input in (4), however, is a closer
approximation of the type of input children receive when
learning language. Given that children have no difficulty
acquiring the verb have, w e are left with at least two
possibilities: 1) the complex analysis of have (as be+P) is
simply implausible, and 2) children project additional
structure that is unavailable in the auditory input.
I reject the first option because as w e saw in (4), it is
impossible to determine whether the subject is in the
projection of V or T. Thus, even if have were simply of
category V , the grammar would still not be learnable from
the type of input in (4). Exploring the second option, then,
let us ask what information in the auditory input children
might actually exploit in order to acquire a g r a m m a r
containing have as a complex verb.
Acquisition in Children

Since children acquiring English monolingually are not
exposed to possessive constructions formed without have
(e.g. in Hindi, as in (1)), it is worth investigating what
/book/
/a/
overt information in the input of English children could use
to figure out that have is be+P.
Figure 9: The structural difference between has and wants
The verb have in English is quite an unusual verb in
terms of its syntactic distribution. It occurs in a wider
Note that the learning program I use here does not involvevariety of syntactic contexts than any other single verb. A
learning the meanings of these verbs. That is, the learner
partial list of have constructions is given in (5).
identifies have as V + P and want as V , but does not learn
that have in Figure 8 means something hke 'possess', while
(5) example (type)
the have in John had M a r y leave means something like
(a) I have been to Paris.
(auxiliary)
'cause'. The problem of h o w children learn the meanings of
(b) I have to finish this project tonight, (semi-modal)
words, and of verbs in particular, remains unsolved. Very
(c) I have brown eyes, (inalienable possession (animate))
interesting proposals have been put forth, for example by
(d) T h e chair has a high back, (inalienable possession
Gleitman (1990), but I will not address this issue here.
(inanimate))
wants

A Grammar With Less Syntactic Information
Having established that the grammar containing V + P can be
learned from bare structures, w e should ask whether the
grammar can be learned from input that provides less
sUoictural information. For instance, if w e reduce the input
to bracketed strings, w e can no longer see where the empty
nodes are. This type of input is given in (4);

(e) I have a sister, (alienable possession (animate))
(f) I have too m a n y linguistics books, (alienable possession
(inanimate))
(g) I had cereal this morning.
(light verb)
(h) John had m e turn in m y h o m e w o r k early, (causativeeventive)
(i) John had m e turning in six abstracts per week, (causativestative)
(j) The ice had the car sliding around (on it), (causativelocative) (from Belvin, 1993)
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(k) I had a bee sting m e yesterday, (experiential) (from
Dechaine, Hoekstra & Rooryck, 1994)
(1) I have a pen on m e /1 have a hat on. (locative)

(10)

Mother: Close your eyes.
Child: N o ! I want be m y eyes open.

The adult version of the child's utterance is either (I la) or
(lib):

If children assume that different occurrences of a verb are
in fact occurrences of the same verb (not h o m o n y m o u s ,
different verbs), then experiencing the verb have in the wide
variety of constructions in (5) could indicate to a learner that
have is a special verb, perhaps even that it is not simply of
category V. Secondly, its distribution is similar to that of
the verb be in m a n y respects: be also occurs with a wide
variety of complements (e.g. V P , D P , PP, C P ) , a set which
overlaps with the set of complements that have can take
(VP, D P , PP). The fact that have and be take a similarly
wide range of complement types could tell the learner that
these verbs are derivationally related. Additionally, the fact
that these verbs are able to take such a wide range of
complement types is consistent with the idea that these
verbs contain little, if any, semantic content (and thus are
copular verbs).
Beyond recognizing the special status of have and be and
the derivational relation between them, h o w would a child
figure out that have is specifically fce+P? In fact, English
does display a have-be alternation pattern in certain
constructions. S o m e examples are given in (6-7).

(11) a. I want my eyes to be open.
b. I want to have m y eyes open.
A careful study of children's productions of have and their
errors involving have is needed to determine h o w have
develops in natural language acquisition, and whether
alternations with be play a large or small role.
Summary and Future Directions

The employment of the prolog learning algorithm shows
that a grammar containing a complex verb (i.e., one
involving covert head incorporation) is learnable given input
that provides information about the location of empty heads
in the structure, but not from input without this information
(from bracketed strings). This result requires the learner to
draw on information that is not available in the auditory
linguistic input, thus suggesting that the syntactic
information in the input is insufficient for acquiring the
grammar. In solving the learning problem for complex have,
the learner must rely on syntactic structural information,
(6) a. A book is on the table.
both information that is available in the input (e.g. have-be
b. The table has a book on it.
alternations) and information that is not (e.g. the locations
(7)
a. M y knees are bent.
of empty heads). While w e k n o w that non-overt structural
b. I have m y knees bent.
information is necessary, it remains to be determined
whether a learner could identify the grammar based on input
The alternations in (6-7) are somewhat weak, since the
whose syntactic richness lay somewhere between unlabeled
overt P in (6a) remains overt in (6b), so it cannot be the
structures and bracketed strings. That is, w e cannot
incorporated element. In (7a), there is no overt P that could
immediately conclude that the moderately rich structures like
incorporate into be to form the have in (7b). However there
the ones in Figures 8 and 9 are available to children
are some more transparent cases, as in (8-9).
innately.
Importantly, m y prolog learner was not required (or even
(8) a. Sleep is of category V.
allowed) to m a k e any assumptions as to whether the
b. Sleep has category V.
category of a given lexical item remains constant across
(9)
a. Y is a property of X.
different occurrences. That is, if the learnerfiguresout that
b. X has the property Y.
have is be+P when it occurs in a possessive construction, it
cannot assume a priori that causative have is likewise be+?:
In these cases it is easy to see that the verb have in the rather,
(b)
the prolog learner must arrive at this conclusion
examples corresponds exactly to the fee+o/combination in
based on syntactic evidence in the causative h a v e
the (a) examples.
construction. W h a t I suggest, however, is that children do
Interestingly, w e find some examples of apparent have-be
m a k e this a priori assumption. In particular, they must
substitutions in child language. In the following example
reason across utterances (e.g. those in (5a-l)) in order to
from B o w e r m a n (1982), the child (age 2;1) produces what
figure out that have is complex, and in doing so, they must
appears to be either a correct be construction but fails to
assume categorial consistency across occurrences of have.
raise the subject out of the small clause, or she produces be
A number of issues are raised here that remain unresolved.
instead of have:
I have tried to show that while regularities in the input, such
as have-be alternations, are likely to be exploited by
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language learners, syntactic information about empty heads
is an essential key to learning the grammar. This
information cannot be retrieved from patterns in the auditory
input.
The implementation described here is a step toward a
better understanding of how natural grammar can be acquired.
It takes a different direction than most recent learnability
work, in that it assumes initially very little innate syntactic
structure on the part of the learner. Furthermore, it tests the
plausibility of the claim that natural language could contain
covertly complex verbs, by examining whether children
could come to analyze such a verb correctly as containing a
silent, incorporated grammatical element.
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Abstract
Is human domain specific reasoning illogical? The effect
perspective change on reasoning about social contracts is one
of the puzzling phenomena known from research on Wason's
selection task that seems to corroborate an affirmative answer
to this question. Therefore, some authors postulated non-logical cognitive processes specialized for reasoning about social
contracts. In contrast to this view, w e argue that such effects
reflect the influence of domain specific knowledge on logical
reasoning. This knowledge must not be ignored when checking the deductive validity of subjects' inferences. Taking it
into account sheds a new light on individuals' deductive competence. Further, it becomes possible to predict such effects
not only for the domain of social contracts. W e present a
model of causal reasoning that allows us to derive new effects
of perspective change. W e argue that these effects do not show
that people make illogical inferences but, on the contrary, that
subjects validly reason deductively from their causal knowledge. Finally, w e present empirical results that strongly support our arguments.

Introduction
It is one of the theoretically most puzzling findings of recent
research on h u m a n deduction that logically valid inferences
can not only be facilitated by using thematic instead of
abstract reasoning tasks, but they can also be "suppressed"
A recent example builds on research on Wason's famous
selection task (Wason, 1966), namely, the effect of perspective change on conditional reasoning (Gigerenzer & H u g ,
1992). Reasoning about the violation of social contracts
expressed as conditionals was said not to be based on logical
considerations but on pragmatic ones that depend on the
adopted perspective, e.g., which of the parties engaged in a
social contract is possibly cheating (Gigerenzer & H u g ,
1992) or violating its duties (Holyoak & Cheng, 1995;
Politzer & Nguyen-Xuan, 1992). This view w a s tested by
comparing two thematic versions of the selection task: standard vs. reversed.
A n example of a task in standard version goes as follows
(adapted from Gigerenzer & H u g , 1992): A rule created by a
local authority says
'If a home owner gets a subsidy from his local authority,
then that person has installed a modern heating system.'
There is an officer of the local authority who has heard

rumors about h o m e owners having violated the rule. H e has
to check inforination about four h o m e owners represented on
of cards. O n one side of each card there is information about
whether the h o m e owner installed a modern heating system,
on the other side whether that person got a subsidy but only
one side of each card is visible. T h e four cards read: 'got a
subsidy', 'did not get a subsidy', 'installed a modern heating
system', and 'did not install a modern heating system'.
W h i c h card or cards does the officer definitely need to turn
over to determine whether the rule has in fact been violated?
In the reversed version, subjects were cued into the opposite perspective, namely, that h o m e owners w h o are willing
to install a modern heating system have heard rumors that
the local authority has violated the rule.
W h a t are the solutions to these tasks? Abbreviating 'A
h o m e owner gets a subsidy' as 'P' and 'A h o m e owner
installs a modern heating system' as 'Q' w e can represent the
rule as the conditional P -^ Q and the four cards as P, -.P, Q ,
and -iQ respectively . It w a s argued that from a logical point
of view a conditional is violated only if the antecedent (P) is
true and the consequent (Q) false; in all other cases it is true.
Since the rule is the same in both versions of the task one
should choose the s a m e pattern of cards (P/-iQ): the P-card
to check whether Q is true, and the -iQ-card to check
whether P is false. B y contrast, adopting the different point
of view of each version should result in opposite selection
patterns: F r o m the perspective of the local authority, a h o m e
owner has cheated w h e n he got a subsidy (P) but did not
install a modern heating system (—iQ). This can be checked
for by turning over the cards P/—.Q. F r o m the perspective of
a h o m e owner, the local authority has cheated, w h e n a h o m e
owner did install a modern heating system (Q) but did not
get a subsidy (—iP), which can be checked for by turning over
the cards -,P/Q.

' The logical operators used and their approximate linguistic
form:
(negation)
-,P
not P'
(conjunction)
'P and Q'
PaQ
(disjunction)
PvQ
'PorQ'
(conditional)
P-^Q
If P then Q'
P<^Q
'If and only if P then Q' (biconditional)
VX
(universal quantifier)
'For all X'
P=>Q
indicates a deductive derivation
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(1)
(2)

Table 1: Frequencies of the two critical selection patterns
P/-.Q and -iP/Q from 6 studies (see text)

in(Tom, Paris)-> in(Tom, Louvre)
-iin(Tom, Paris)

(1 & 2 => 3) -iin(Tom, Louvre)
Standard
(N = 412)

P/^Q

48,4%

(199.5)

^P/Q

2,8%

(11,5)

Reversed
is a prominent logical fallacy widely known as denial of the
antecedent. T h e logically correct answer would have been
that nothing follows from 1 & 2. But Peter's "illogical" conclusion can be explained if w e assume that he uses content
specific knowledge that the m u s e u m called 'Louvre' exists
only in Paris, therefore being not in Paris implies being not
in the Louvre:

(N = m))
4.1 %
45.4%

(15,5)
(172,5)

The empirical results are clear: Reversing the perspective
changes the predominant P/-.Q response into a -.P/Q
response. Table 1 summarizes the data from six studies (Gigerenzer & H u g , 1992; Hoi) oak & Cheng, 1995; Liberman &
Klar, 1996; Manktelow & Over, 1991; Nagy, 1994; Politzer
& Nguyen-Xuan, 1992; for details see Beller. 1997). T h e
results of Cosmides (1989) were similar: She reversed the
conditional rule leaving perspective constant and observed
the same changes in -.P/Q response patterns.
T w o implications of these results were discussed in the
debate on content effects. First, the observation of "illogical"
-iP/Q responses would rule out the interpretation that thematic content facilitates logical reasoning compared to content-free reasoning (Cosmides, 1989; Gigerenzer & H u g ,
1992). Second, Cosmides (1989) argued that social contracts
were a special content domain because "... no thematic rule
that is not a social contract ... has ever produced a content
effect that is both robust and replicable ..." (p. 200). A n d
indeed nearly all content effects in Wason's selection task
were found for social rules.
In the following w e analyze both arguments: Is Cosmides
right in claiming that "no content effects in selection tasks
without social rules'? D o effects of perspective change really
contradict logical reasoning? W e argue that content effects in
genera! reflect the influence of domain specific knowledge
on logical reasoning. This knowledge must not be ignored
when checking the deductive validity of subjects' inferences.
Taking it into account sheds a new light on individuals'
deductive competence with interesting implications for the
psychology of deduction and the philosophical debate on
rationality. Further, our position implies that it should be
possible to predict such effects from any kind of knowledge.
In the following, w efirstsketch out our general idea using
an example of a simple conditional inference of another
domain. Then w e present a model of causal reasoning that
allows us to derive n e w effects of perspective change. W e
show that the seemingly illogical answers are properly valid
inferences from the causal knowledge. Finally, w e present
experimental results that strongly support our arguments.
Explaining Content Effects: The General Idea
Suppose two persons, Peter and Lisa, are talking to each
other. Peter says: "If T o m is in Paris, then T o m is in the Louvre". Lisa knows " T o m is not in Paris" and Peter concludes
"Then T o m is not in the Louvre". W h a t about Peter's conclusion? Is it deductively valid? W h e n youfirstlook at it from
the point of view of formal logic you would say no': The
corresponding inference pattern

(4) V X: -,in(X, Paris) -^ -,in(X. Louvre)
Adding this premise to Peter's argument makes his conclusion perfectly valid.
W h a t can w e learn about content effects from this simple
example? First, w e have to distinguish between the "superficial logical form" of an inference task and additional premises that people associate with the content the task refers
to. Content effects of the suppressive but also of the facilitative type can be attributed to the influence of such additional
premises, and it is these premises that back up the deductive
validity of the inferences in question. Second, this principle
itself is not content specific. It can be applied to explain the
influence of spatial knowledge as in the example above, as
well as to predict effects of. e.g.. causal knowledge on the
solution of selection tasks. Crucial for this prediction is a
detailed specification of the assumed causal knowledge.
Modeling Causal Perspective Change
The Representation of Causal Knowledge
Causal knowledge deals with dependencies between events,
more precisely h o w effects depend on causal conditions.
This knowledge can be used in reasoning to predict events or
to diagnose causes.
The representation of causal dependencies: W e understand
a cause as an event that changes the outcome of later events
(a position going back to the Scottish philosopher David
H u m e , 1711-1776; see Lewis, 1973). A cause sufficiently
determines the occurrence of an effect. H a d it been absent,
then — all other conditions equal — the effect would have
been absent as well. At least one cause is necessary to elicit
an effect. Each effect has its causes, and without causes
there is no effect, therefore, w e represent the dependency
between an effect (E) and its causes (Cs) as an equivalence
relation: causation(Cs <-> E). Each single effect E is represented separately together with all causes known to elicit E.
Causes m a y be complex which means that several causal factors together are necessary to elicit the effect. W e represent
complex causes as a conjunction of single causal factors. In
addition complex causes m a y contain inhibitory factors
which are modeled by negation (they have to be absent so
that the effect can occur). Alternative (complex) causes for
one and the same effect are represented as disjunctive factors. Thus, w e represent the different (complex) causes for
one effect as a disjunction of conjunctions of single causal
factors (see Gra6hoff& M a y , 1995).
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Suppose a person wants to diagnose a faulty airbag sensor.
She knows that the airbag of a car has been inflated:

A simple example: A person m a y have the following idea
of h o w the airbag of a car correctly works: It is inflated only
if the car has an accident:

(8) inflated(airbag(car_l))

(5) V car: accident(car) <-> inflated(airbag(car))

If the person believes

But the airbag may also react erroneously. There are two
possibilities: O n e observes a cause but no effect or an effect
without a k n o w n cause. A fault of the first type m a y be put
d o w n to an inhibitory causal factor not yet considered, e.g.,
an insensitive airbag sensor that would prevent the airbag
from being inflated when the car has an accident. The corresponding causal knowledge would be:
(6) V car: accident(car) a -.insensitive(sensor(car))
<-» inflated(airbag(car))

(6) V car: accident(car) a -iinsensitive(sensor(car))
<-> inflated(airbag(car))
then she will infer with rule r3 that the airbag sensor
behaved correctly and was not insensitive:
(6 & 8 =>r3 9) -iinsensitive(sensor(car_l))
However a person who believes

(7) V car: accident(car) v oversensitive(sensor(car))
<-4 inflated(airbag(car))
A fault of the second type may be explained by an alternative cause, e.g., an oversensitive airbag sensor that inflates
cannot say anything about the airbag sensor: It could have
the airbag without the car having an accident:
been oversensitive or not.
(7) V car: accident(car) v oversensitive(sensor(car))
<-> inflated(airbag(car))

The Prediction of New Empirical Phenomena

Deduction rules for causal reasoning (Table 2): The
knowledge about causal dependencies can be used both to
predict the occurrence of effects from the observation of
causal factors and to explain observed effects by diagnosing
possible causes. If w e represent causal dependencies as
described above, four inference rules are sufficient: W e can
predict an effect E, if at least one of the complex causes C s
occurred (rule rl). If none of the causes C s did occur w e
predict that there is no effect E (rule r2). Diagnosing causes
is more complex. W e diagnose a single causal factor C of a
complex cause, if the associated effect E occurred and all
alternative causes A can be ruled out (rule r3). If all additional necessary factors N of a single causal factor C
occurred but the effect E did not, then w e diagnose this factor C as absent (rule r4).

Having specified the assumed content specific (causal)
knowledge w e are n o w able to predict new effects of perspective change.
Perspective change in selection tasks: The original effect
was demonstrated by comparing two versions of selection
tasks that were said to have the same logical form (namely a
conditional rule P -^ Q ) , and the same instruction, to diagnose cases of rule violation (P a -.Q). But the two versions
were designed in such a way that subjects understood the
instruction differently with reference to the adopted perspective on the content domain, e.g., cheating of the one party
corresponded to P a —iQ, cheating of the other party to
—iP A Q. Most subjects ignored the conditional and followed
the perspective. O n the basis of our model of causal reasoning, w e are able to predict analogous effects.
Consider two task versions with the same conditional rule

Table 2: Inference rules for predicting and diagnosing events
Predicting an effect E:
rl causation (Cs <-> E) a Cs
=> E

CI 'If a car has an accident (P),
then the airbag of the car is inflated (Q)'
but with different perspectives: A standard version suggesting that the airbag sensor m a y possibly not react because of
an insensitive sensor:
(6) V car: accident(car) a ->insensitive(sensor(car))
<-> inflated(airbag(car))

Predicting the absence of an effect E:
r2 causation(Cs <-> E) a -iCs
=> -.E
Diagnosing a causal factor C:

and a reversed version suggesting that the airbag sensor may
erroneously react because of an oversensitive sensor:
(7) V car: accident(car) v oversensitive(sensor(car))
<-^ inflated(airbag(car))

In both versions the task is to detect cases of rule violation.
can be interpreted causally as to detect the respective fault.
O n the basis of (6) an insensitive sensor can be detected if a
car
has an accident but the airbag is not inflated (classified
Diagnosing the absence of a causal factor C:
with reference to C I as P a —iQ). In contrast, on the basis of
r4 causation (( (C a N) v A) <-^ E) a -tE a N
(7) an oversensitive sensor can be detected if a car has no
=> -.C
accident but the airbag is inflated (-,P a Q with reference to
CI). Thus, changing the point of view, that is to say changing
Note. Cs = causes, E = effect, C = a single causal factor,
the relevant causal background knowledge, results in differN = additional necessary factors, A = alternative causes.
r3 causation( ( (C a N) v A) <-^ E) a E a -A
=> C
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Table 3: T h e prediction of causal perspective change: Changing the point of view (PI vs. P2) results in different violation
checking behavior Classified with reference to the conditional statements C I 'If a car has an accident (P), then the
airbag of the car is inflated (Q)' vs. C 2 if a car has no accident (P), then the airbag of the car is not inflated (Q)' w e
expect the typical effect of perspective change (P a -.Q vs. -.P a Q ) .
Classified with reference
Point of view

Violation = fault diagnosis

to C 1 as

to C 2 as

PI: Additional inhibitory causal factor (6)
V car: accident(car) a -iinsensitive(sensor(car))
<-» inflated(airbag(car))

accident(car) a -.infiated(airbag(car))
=>r4 insensitive(sensor(car))

Pa^Q

^PaQ

standard

reversed

P2: Additional alternative causal factor (7)
V car: accident(car) v oversensitive(sensor(car))
<-> inflated(airbag(car))

naccident(car) a inflated(airbag(car))
=>r3 oversensitive(sensor(car))

-,PaQ

Pa^Q

reversed

standard

Note. The conditional CI can be violated only given perspective PI, the conditional C 2 only given perspective P2.

ent violation checking behavior regardless of the conditional
rule. W e therefore expect in causal selection tasks the typical
answer patterns: P/-iQ in the standard version and -iP/Q in
the reversed version (see Table 3). Note that with respect to
the conditional C I diagnosing an oversensitive sensor in the
reversed version seems deductively not valid, but with
respect to the causal knowledge (7) it is.
Perspective change in a rule evaluation task: In explaining
the effect of perspective change in the selection task w e
assume that most subjects ignore the conditional rule
because the instruction enables them to do so. But if w e ask
for an evaluation of the rule itself w e should expect a logically correct handling.
Suppose a person believes
(6) V car: accident(car) a -iinsensitive(sensor(car))
<-> inflated(airbag(car)).
Asked which of the two conditionals could be violated
CI if a car has an accident,
then the airbag of the car is inflated' or
C2
if a car has no accident,
then the airbag of the car is not inflated'

C a u s a l R e a s o n i n g W i t h a Point of V i e w
O n the basis of our considerations on causal reasoning w e
predict two different phenomena. First, changing the point of
view in causal selection tasks should change the predominant selection pattern in the same way as in selection tasks
with social rules. Second, if w e ask subjects explicitly to
evaluate conditional statements using their causal knowledge
they should handle them formally correct. In the following
w e present an experiment designed to test both predictions.
Materials
W e used two scenarios, airbag and fire extinguisher. Both
have an identical structure, therefore the materials are
described only for thefirstone. For each scenario w e developed two different types of tasks: selection tasks and rule
evaluation tasks. All tasks were presented in German.
Selection tasks: Each task consisted of a conditional rule, a
context story, and an instruction. W e used two conditional
rules (C1/C2) both in cause-effect order. C I was formulated
affirmatively, C 2 was negated:

CI 'If a car has an accident,
then the airbag of the car is inflated' and
the person should answer 'only CI'. If she assumes that a car C 2
'If a car has no accident,
really has an accident (P), then it is not sure on the basis of
then the airbag of the car is not inflated'
(6) that the airbag is really inflated. It depends on the sensor.
Two context stories were used (P1/P2). Both instructed the
If it is insensitive, then the airbag is not inflated (-iQ), and
subjects to take the role of a mechanic w h o has to diagnose a
the conditional C I is violated . However a person w h o
faulty airbag. Version PI cued the subjects to believe the
believes
fault (an insensitive sensor) to be an inhibitory causal factor.
(7) V car: accident(car) v oversensitive(sensor(car))
In version P2 the fault (an oversensitive sensor) could be
<-> inflated(airbag(car))
interpreted as an alternative cause. The subjects' task was to
check information about four cars (written on cards) to find
should give the opposite answer Now only the conditional
out whether the rule has been violated. O n one side of each
C 2 can be violated, if the car really has no accident (P) but
card there was information about whether the car had an
the airbag is inflated (-iQ) because the sensor is oversensiaccident, on the other side whether the airbag of the car was
tive.
inflated. The four cards read 'had an accident', 'had no accident', 'the airbag was inflated', and 'the airbag was not
inflated'. Combining the two conditionals (C1/C2) with the
Proof schema: P a (-.Q) => -,{P -^ Q).
two context stories (P1/P2) w e got four task versions: two
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standard versions and two reversed versions (see Table 3 for
the concrete predictions).
Rule evaluation tasks: The same two context stories as in
the selection tasks were used. This time the subjects' task
was to decide on the basis of the causal knowledge triggered
by the context story (P1/P2) which of the two conditionals in
question (the affirmative CI or the negated C2) can be violated (none, one of them, or both). Taking into account the
causal knowledge only one of the two conditionals can be
violated in each of the task versions (see Table 3 for the concrete prediction).

Table 5: Frequencies of the four possible answer patterns in
the rule evaluation tasks of both scenarios (airbag
andfireextinguisher)
Fire extinguisher
(n = 42)

Airbag
(n = 42)

Subjects

Correct

69,1 %

(29)

69,1 %

(29)

Opposite

14,3 %

(6)

11.9%

(5)

Both

7,1 %

(3)

9,5%

(4)

None

9,5%

(4)

9,5%

(4)

168 students from the University of Freiburg participated in
the experiment. Students were paid volunteers from all disciplines (excluding psychology, mathematics, and philosophy). They were untrained in logics, and none of them had
any prior experience with the selection task. Subjects were
investigated in small groups.

P/-iQ to -iP/Q. In each of the four task versions of both scenarios twelve or more of 21 subjects selected the predicted
card pattern. The exact random probability p that one
observes a frequency x offiveor more predicted answers is
already p<0.01 (;?(x > 5; 21; r = 1/16), computed on the
basis of the binomial distribution with r being the probability
to produce the right answer by guessing). So each single
Design
result is highly significant. In addition, we computed (t)-corW e used a mixed design: The two causal scenarios (airbag
relation coefficients between the task version (standard vs.
andfireextinguisher) were given within subjects, and the dif- reversed) and the frequencies of the critical selection patferent task versions per scenario (selection tasks and rule
terns (P/-iQ vs. -.P/Q) for each scenario separately. Correlaevaluation tasks) varied between subjects (21 subjects per
tion coefficients of ([) = -0,86 (x^ = 49.80, df=\, p < 0.01)
task version). Each subject received one task of each causal
for the airbag scenario, and (j) =-0,87 (x^ = 46.26, df= 1,
scenario in a booklet together with others tasks not analyzed
p < 0.01) for thefireextinguisher scenario respectively, indihere. One of the tasks triggered an additional inhibitory
cate large effects.
causal factor the other an additional alternative causal factor.
Table 5 gives the results of the rule evaluation tasks aggreThe two tasks were balanced with respect to type {standard
gated over the two task versions for each scenario (airbag
vs. reversed selection task, and rule evaluation task). They
andfireextinguisher) separately. In each of the four single
were presented in random order to each subject. In addition, task versions twelve or more subjects chose the correct conthe order of the four cards in each selection task was also
ditional rule as being logically violated given the respective
randomly.
perspective (exact probability p(x > 11; 21; r = 1/4) < 0.01).
Again each single result is highly significant.
Results
The results of the selection tasks are presented in Table 4 for
both scenarios (airbag andfireextinguisher) separately. As
predicted, changing the point of view from standard to
reversed changes the predominant selection pattern from

Conclusions

The empirical results and the theoretical analysis strongly
back up our position. First, we were able to predict and to
empirically demonstrate effects of perspective change in
causal selection tasks and thereby disprove Cosmides"
Table 4: Frequencies of the two critical selection (1989)
patterns
claim that there are no content effects in selection
P/—iQ and —iP/Q in the selection tasks depending on
tasks without social rules. Second, we argued that in the
task version (standard vs. reversed) and scenario
causal selection tasks with reversed perspective an inconsis(airbag vs.fireextinguisher)
tency exists between the conditional rule and both the context story and the background knowledge of the subjects. In
these tasks checking whether the conditional rule is violated
Standard
Reversed
does
not mean the same as diagnosing the technical fault as
(n each 42)
(n each 42)
suggested by the perspective. Most subjects decided to folAirbag
low the perspective, thereby solving the tasks "illogically"
with respect to the conditional rule. With reference to the
P/-.Q
81,0% (34)
9,5 %
(4)
causal knowledge the subjects' answers are perfectly valid.
Finally, the rule evaluation tasks show that people do really
2,4%
^P/Q
69,1% (29)
(1)
handle thematic conditionals logically correctly if we explicitly ask them to do so. Thus, in our opinion the effect of
Fire extinguisher
causal perspective change does not contradict logical reason2,4%
P/-nQ
(1)
69,1 % (29)
ing. A comparablefinegrained analysis of the original effect
with
social rules yields the same result (Beller, 1997). The
-,P/Q
7,1 %
(3)
66,7 % (28)
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subjects' reasoning is logically in line with the knowledge
given by the perspective which in the reversed version is
inconsistent with the conditional rule. But, w h o is to blame,
the experimenter developing such inconsistent tasks or the
subjects w h o have to solve them?
What implications for the theoretical debate on human
deductive reasoning can be drawn from these results? The
significance of these effects is that they make us aware of the
importance of the interpretive process (Fillenbauni, 1993).
W e have to think carefully about how subjects interpret our
reasoning tasks on the basis of their background knowledge.
Further, w e have to consider such knowledge in our general
theories of deductive reasoning (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983,
Rips, 1994) otherwise w e cannot explain the difference
between reasoning with abstract materials and reasoning
with thematic materials. Again Wason's selection task gives
an impressive example for such a difference: the classical
abstract version (in contrast to thematic versions) is normally
solved correctly by less than 10 % of the subjects (Wason &
Johnson-Laird, 1972). Understanding these differences
means that w e have to take the notion of "content" seriously.
In line with other authors (e.g. Cheng & Holyoak, 1985;
Gigerenzer, 1995) w e see the need for integrating "content"
in our theories of deductive reasoning, but w e think that one
cannot play "content" off against "logic".
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Abstract

mediate problems, and m a y instead lead to difficulties several
moves later.
Adaptivity is examined within a complex task environBlame assignment is a fundamental problem in artificial
ment: the Kanfer-Ackerman Air Traffic Controller Task©.
intelligence and has been explored within m a n y frameworks.
A computational model is developed in ACT-R to account
O n e of the simplest representations of the problem of optifor such adaptivity using an implicit learning mechanism.
mal choice is the two-armed bandit. In this problem, the
goal is to determine the optimal payoff of a choice between
People demonstrate considerable flexibility in adapting their
two options, say A and B, where the possible payoffs are 0
strategies to the changing nature of the environment. Previor 1. Choices A and B are random variables with a fixed
ous studies (Reder, 1987; Siegler, 1988; Lovett and Andermean and variance about which w e have no initial informason, 1996) focused on adaptive strategy selection in the contion. If w e k n o w the m e a n payoff of A is higher than B
text of simple tasks. For example, Lovett and Anderson
then the optimal strategy is to always select A. Since w e do
(1996) applied a model of adaptive strategy choice to the
not k n o w which strategy will be more successful, w e must
Building Sticks Task, an isomorph to the Luchins water jug
test both. Further, no finite number of samples of either
task. In the B S T they manipulated the success of the alterstrategy can completely determine the strategy with the
native strategies over time. Their model accounted for the
higher m e a n payoff Trials therefore have two functions:
strategy choices of subjects by using the success and failure
information gathering and payoff accumulation. Optimal
history of the available strategies and picking the more succhoice is a tradeoff between collecting enough information
cessful strategy. Noise added to this selection process alto determine the more successful strategy, and exploiting the
lowed the model to sample the less successfiil strategy in
more successfully strategy to maximize the overall payout.
proportion to its relative success rate, a c o m m o n l y observed
T o o little sampling of both strategies can m a k e the less
feature of h u m a n choice data.
successful strategy look more successful and result in selecAlthough these efforts have succeeded with simple tasks,
tion of the less successful strategy. Excessive sampling
it is possible that complex tasks m a y place different deresults in too m a n y trials of the less successful strategy
m a n d s on people and m a k e it difficult to capture the essence
(Holland, 1992).
of their behavior in a complex task within this type of simThe current task is a more general case of this problem
ple computational fi-amework. This paper reports an effort
which is complicated by a) changing relative payoffs of difto model adaptive strategy choice within a complex task, the
ferent strategies over time, b) possible multiple strategies
Kanfer-Ackerman Air Traffic Control T a s k © ( K A - A T C ,
available at each step, c) the difficulty in determining what
Ackerman and Kanfer, 1994). In addition, w e investigate
constitutes a success or failure, and d) delays infindingout
assumptions about monitoring of strategy choice.
whether a choice was successful or unsuccessful.
M a n y models of strategy choice are commonly thought of
as explicit models of choice, where the choice is controlled
The Kanfer-Ackerman ATC Task©
through explicit metacognitive monitoring. Another possiThe task was designed to simulate some difficult aspects
bility proposed by Reder and Schunn (1996) is that strategy
of air traffic control. It presents the subject with a dynamic
choice is m a d e through implicit m e m o r y and implicit learning. In this case the strategy itself m a y be explicit, but the environment in which they must attend to changing weather,
different combinations of plane types and landing restricmechanism of choosing between these overt strategies is
tions, time pressure, and other real-time factors.
assumed to be implicit. Alternatively, the strategy and
The stated goal of the K A - A T C task is to accumulate as
choice m a y both be implicit, and people m a y be unaware of
m
a
n y points as possible across the trials of the session.
the strategies they used as well as their shifts between them
Points
are accumulated by landing planes without breaking
(e.g., Reder, 1987). In all these situations, learning of the
rules. Rule infractions result in point deductions and the
n e w strategy involves success or failure with the strategy or
amount of points deducted depends on the severity of the
blame assignment.
infraction (crashing a plane due to low fuel is more severe
D u e to the complexity of the task environment in the curthan attempting to land on an illegal runway). T h e K A rent study, blame assignment is a central issue. In a simple
A T C interface has three major screen regions: the hold area,
task, strategy choice leads to immediate consequences. In
the
weather area, and the runway area. T h e hold area conthe K A - A T C task, poor strategy choices m a y not cause im-
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sists of 12 hold positions (North/East/SouthAVest x 3 levels), each of which can hold one plane. W h e n a hold position is occupied, it indicates the flight number, the type of
plane (747, DC-10, 727, or Prop) and the remaining fuel (in
minutes). The weather area shows the current wind speed,
wind direction, and ground conditions for the runways. The
runway area consists of two north/south runways, one long
and one short, and two east/west runways, one long and one
short. W h e n planes are landed they slowly m o v e across the
runway over a 15 second period.
The K A - A T C has a concise set of rules that govern legality of landings and other plane moves:
1. Planes can m o v e only 1 hold level at a time, and only
into an unoccupied hold slot.
2. Planes can only land from hold level 1.
3. Planes must land into the wind (e.g., in a north wind
the plane must land on the north/south runway.
4. Planes with low fuel (less than 3 minutes remaining)
must be landed immediately.
5. Only one plane at a time can occupy a runway.
6. All planes can always land on the long runway. The
current weather and plane type determine whether the
short runway is legal. 747s can never land on the short
runway. DC-10s can land on the short runway when
the runways are not icy and the wind speed is less than
40 knots. 727s can land on the short runway when the
wind speed is 0-20 knots or when the runway is dry.
A n important aspect of this task is that some feedback
about strategy success is immediate, while some feedback is
delayed. For example, if a subject chooses to land a 727 on
the long runway, that runway will be temporarily unavailable. Although the 727 lands successfully, it m a y prevent
the landing of 747s that are low on fuel, resulting in fewer
landings (because of suboptimal runway usage) and possibly
even crashes. O n the other hand, violating the rules by attempting to land a DC-10 on an icy runway causes a popup
window to provide immediate feedback.
T o model this assignment of blame backwards through
time, blame is assigned to all actions on the causal path for
the current goal and subgoals. It is possible that the causal
events in this task are sufficiently remote in time that a current predicament cannot reach back to the true cause to assign blame. In this case w e would expect to be unable to
demonstrate a model that adapts to the structure of the K A A T C task. O n the other hand, if the causal events are sufficiently proximal to a success or failure, w e would expect
that a model could adapt to changing task conditions.
The aspect of the task w e are focusing on is the behavior
involving landing planes. Other researchers have investigated
the behavior of subjects in moving planes within the queues
(e.g., John and Lallement, 1997; Lee, Matessa, and Anderson, 1995; Lee and Anderson, 1997). W e will focus on the
choices made by subjects in assigning the different plane
types to runways under varying weather conditions and proportions of plane types in the incoming flights.
Data Set
The K A - A T C data w e modeled are reported in Reder and
Schunn (in press) and Schunn and Reder (in press). Overall,
subjects demonstrate great similarity despite the task com-
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plexity. A s can be seen in Table 1, subjects land 747s on
the long runway, the only legal runway for this plane type,
almost exclusively. Mistakes with this plane type are rare,
even in the first several trials when subjects are learning the
task.
Table 1: For the adaptive subjects in Block 1, the percentage of all planes landed, and percentage of landings on the
shon and long runways for each plane type.
Plane
type
Prop
DC-10

727
747

% of all
landed

30
40
5
25

% on short
runway

75
20
30
0

% on long
runway

25
80
70
100

Subjects also consistently land props on the short runway
and infrequentiy on long runway even though either runway
is legal and landing long requires fewer keystrokes. O n e
possible explanation is that subjects view the long runway
as a scarce resource and choose this strategy to conserve it.
However, subjects associate props with the short runway
before they have had a chance to determine the relative scarcity of the long runway in this task. A second possibility is
that props are the only plane type that can always land short
so this is a cognitively simple rule. A third possibility is
participants use their real world knowledge of planes: large
planes such as jumbo jets (747s) need long runways while
small planes (props) belong on short runways.
The choices made with DC-10s are of primary interest
here. DC-10s m a y land on both the short and long runway,
although they m a y only land on the short runway under certain wind and ground conditions. Subjects base their runway
choices for DC-10s not only the wind and ground conditions, but also on the proportions of plane types in the mix
of incoming planes. Subjects land the DC-10s on the short
runway more often when there is a mix of planes that make
the long runway scarce. Specifically, Reder and Schunn (in
press) used runway preference for DC-10s to measure a d ^
tivity in subjects. They varied the proportions of Props to
747s by block while maintaining a high but constant proportion of DC-10s (40%) and a low constant proportion of
727s (5%). The lower proportion of 747s in block 2 (5%)
vs. the proportion in block 1 (25%) eases the demand for the
long runway, while the highest proportion of 747s in block
3 (50%) creates the greatest demand for the long runway.
Reder and Schunn labeled a landing 'OpShort' when a subject chose to land a D C - 1 0 on the short runway and both
runways were open. Hits were defined as attempting to land
a D C - 1 0 on the short runway when legal and misses were
defined as attempting to land a D C - 1 0 on the long runway
when it was legal to land on the short runway. False alarms
were defined as attempting to land on the short runway when
the wind and ground conditions made such a landing illegal
while correct rejections were defined as attempting to land on
the long runway when it was illegal to land on the short
runway.
Although the manipulation was quite heavy-handed, some
subjects did not shift their landing patterns to take advantage
of the changing mix of planes. Reder and Schunn labeled

m a n y prior actions will punish or reward productions that
had little to do with the current success or failure. A goal
structure that includes too few productions m a y not allow
the system to assign blame far enough back in time to reach
the causal action.

these subjects as nonadaptive. A second group of subjects,
on which w e focus here—the adaptive subjects—
differentially allocated DC-10s to the long and short runway
in response to the demands caused by high proportions of
Props or 747s. Adaptive subjects showed a pattern of short
runway usage for DC-10s that decreased from blocks 1 to 2,
w h e n more Props and fewer 747s were included in the mix,
and increased beyond the initial level in block 1 when, in
block 3, the proportion of 747s to Props was significantly
increased.
The data in Table 2 report the proportion of hits to hits
plus misses and the proportion of false alarms to false
alarms plus correct rejections for the adaptive subjects. In
the first block, hits and false alarms are not significantly
different (p > .1), indicating no sensitivity to the rules for
landing DC-10s in different weather conditions. In the second block hits and false alarms also have similar magnitudes
(p > .5), but are decreased relative to block 1. In other
words the subjects decrease their usage of the short runway
for D C - I D s during this block, w h e n a high number of props
m a k e the short runway a scarce resource. In the third block,
w h e n there are a large number of 747s, subjects increase
their usage of the short runway for DC-10s relative to both
thefirstand second blocks (p < .01). Also, hits increase
more than false alarms in the third block, indicating that
subjects become sensitive to the weather rules for landing
D C - l O s (p<.01).

Model Description The current model is an ACT-R 4.0
model that interfaces with a LISP simulation of the A T C
task. The aspects of the task simulated include the various
hold levels, runways, plane types, mix of incoming planes
in the queue, weather and ground conditions, rules for moving and landing planes, and the block structure and timing of
the original task. O f the rules mentioned above, only rule 4
which requires that planes with low fuel be landed immediately, was not included in the simulation.
T h e schematic representation used by the A C T - R system
includes a structure of chunks that represent the various elements of the game interface, and the goal structures used in
the task. T h e goal types include goals to obtain information
about the current game state, to land planes, and to m o v e
planes within the hold levels.
The productions used to simulate the behavior of subjects
fall into two categories. The first set of productions gather
or notice information in the environment such as which
planes are in the first hold, what the current wind direction
is, and whether the runways are open or busy. T h e second
set of productions act on the gathered information and interact with the g a m e simulation. At the highest level of abstraction, then, the system first examines the current game
state, and subsequently chooses an action.
A n example production from the model that attempts to
land a D C - 1 0 on the short runway is:

Table 2: Hit and false alarm proportions.
Block
1
2
3

hits
.31
.19
.66

false alarms
.25
.20
.38

If the goal is to land a plane
and there is a DC-10 in hold level 1
and the short riinway is open
then try to land the DC-10 on that runway

Model
The framework w e chose for the current study is the A C T R cognitive architecture (Anderson, 1993; Anderson and
Lebiere, in press). A C T - R consists of a production system
linked to a spreading activation network. These two components provide an architectural separation for procedural and
declarative knowledge. Procedural knowledge takes the form
of individual productions and the parameters associated with
those productions. A goal stack controls the flow of control
within the system and determines which productions m a y
execute at any point. Declarative knowledge takes the form
of a number of chunks, or node-link structures, contained
within the declarative m e m o r y of A C T - R .
The A C T - R theory supports blame assignment through
the goal stack mechanism. W h e n an error state or success
state is reached, that error is propagated back to productions
that participated on the route to the error state. For example, if a D C - 1 0 is successfully landed on the long runway,
but the short runway is also open and the only available
plane is a 747 (which can only land on the long runway),
the production responsible for landing the D C - 1 0 receives
part of the blame for the error (failure to use an open runway). This feedback makes the goal structure a key part of
this modeling project. A goal structure that includes too

There are 6 productions that choose to attempt to land the
various plane types on available runways. There are initially two enabled productions each for the D C - 1 0 and 727
specific to the long and short runways respectively. There is
one production for 747s, which must land long. There is
also only one production for Props, which always land on
the short runway.
T h e action chosen at each step of this simulation is constrained by two things: 1) whether a production applies to
the current goal, and 2) the history of success and failure of
the production. The conflict set includes those productions
that match the type and values of the current goaJ. Each of
these matching productions has an expected gain against the
goal that is calculated by the formula E = P G -C. In this
formula P is the probability of succeeding, G is the value of
the current goal, and C is the cost of following the current
production's path to the goal. Repeated success leads to an
increase in P and therefore the chance that this production
will be selected, while repeated failure leads to a decrease in
P and a decrease in the chance that this production will be
selected. S o m e amount of noise can be added to this calculation to provide variability of behavior. Variability allows
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sampling of previously unsuccessful strategies, which is
necessary to confirm or refute earlier experience in a static
environment, and to adapt and use n e w or more appropriate
strategies in a dynamic environment (Lovett and Anderson,
1996; see also Holland, 1992).
Success and error feedback impacts the estimation of P,
the probability parameter for each production. Because success and failure is the only source of adaptivity within the
model w e are exploring, this definition is critical to the performance of the model. Since the stated goal of the task is
to accumulate points, and points are gained by landing
planes while points are lost by violating rules, w e used this
guideline to define success and failure for the model. A successful uial is a sequence of actions which result in the legal
landing of a plane or planes on the open runway(s). A failure is a sequence of actions which result in a rule violation
or an inability to land a plane or plane(s) on the open runway(s). W h e n neither runway is open, the system engages
in other activities from which it does not receive feedback,
such as checking the weather, moving planes within the
hold levels, and accepting planes from the queue of incoming flights.

Goal

Pop with
Successful
landing

^'

f
Production B

Production A

r

Goal

^'
Production A

Pop with
Failed Landing

t
Production C

Figure 1: Blame assignment pathway

W e also developed (and rejected) an earlier model strategy
in which w e defined success as landing a plane on an open
runway, and failure as a rule violation or inability to land a
single plane on an open runway. The difference between the
two is subtle, but essential to the assignment of blame
within this system. In the newer simulation, by defining
success or failure in terms of landing pairs of planes, a landing on one runway that blocks other possible landings on
the other runway receives partial blame for the failure. This
means that even though a particular action might be legal
and successful on its o w n (e.g., landing a D C - 1 0 on the
long runway), if this action creates a subsequent impasse
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(e.g., unable to land a 747 on the n o w occupied long runway), then it will become less likely. Without this improved definition of failure (and corresponding goal structure), the simulation cannot learn to avoid such problems.
W e discuss this point further in the next section.
Through learning success and failure probabilities associated with each production, the model is able to change its
overall proportion of OpShort use over blocks. However,
there remains the issue of separation of hits and false alarms
in OpShort use over blocks (i.e., initially no differentiation
in blocks 1 and 2, followed by a large differentiation in
block 3).
There are several straightforward alternative explanations
for this change over blocks. In thefirsttwo blocks, the task
is relatively simple, and the subjects were not under heavy
pressure to use the weather information, and they were busy
learning other aspects of the task. However, in the third,
more difficult block, in order to frequently land D C 10s on
the short runway, the subjects had a larger incentive to m a k e
use of weather information. This change in use m a y reflect
either: 1) the creation of n e w productions which encode the
weather; 2) raising the estimates of probability of success
associate with productions which check the weather; 3) the
creation of new productions which actually m a k e use of the
weather information in deciding to use the short runway; or
4) some combination of the above. Changes in both encoding and the introduction of n e w productions upon learning
have both been used to explain adaptation within a production system framework (e.g., Siegler, 1976).
A s a first pass, our A C T - R model simulates the gradual
emergence of proper use of the rule for DC-10s by encoding
the complete weather information (wind direction, wind
speed, and ground conditions) differentially in the three
blocks. In blocks one and two, the complete weather is
encoded 1 0 % of the time w h e n the system checks the
weather. The other 9 0 % of the time the wind direction is
encoded, but the wind speed and ground condition are not
properly encoded. In the third block, the complete weather
information is encoded 8 0 % of the time. T h e model therefore assumes that the obstacle to proper use of the short
runway with DC-10s is insufficient encoding.
A n alternative mechanism within the A C T - R framework
that would provide similar results is the production learning
mechanism. If the model does not have a production that
applies the rule for landing DC-10s, but has the opportunity
to learn the rule and does so for most simulated subjects by
early in the third block, parameter learning will produce a
separation in probability of success between the n e w production and the existing production (and therefore hits and false
alarms) in the third block.
Model Fit to Data The key aspects of data to be captured include the overall landing pattern, and more importantly the pattern of landing D C - 1 Os w h e n both runways are
open. Qualitatively, the model should show a reduction in
hits and misses from block one to block two and an increase
in hits in block three with smaller increase in false alarms.
This separation of hits and false alarms can only be modeled
by sensitivity to ground conditions—otherwise hits and false
alarms will go together.

Conclusions

O u r model provides both a good qualitative and quantitativefitto the data as is shown in table 3 below:
Table 3: Model hits and false alarms proportions,
with deviations from empirical data.
Block
1
2
3

hits
.34
.25
.58

-.03
-.06
.08

false alarms
.22
.20
.32

.03
.00
.06

From the table it is apparent that the success and error information provided to the system placed similar demands on
the A C T - R model to those that subjects were responding to.
The qualitativefitemerged from two things: the pressure of
the planes in the mix, and the enabling of a production sensitive to die rule for landing DC-10s.
W h a t the table does not say is that there were some formulations of success and error feedback for which there was
no apparent easily discoverable A C T - R model that fit the
data. W e experimented with several representations of the
problem and learned several things from these efforts.
First, the inclusion of some plausible strategies did not
change the model behavior because the model abandoned
those strategies due to low probability of success. For example, picking a plane before looking at which runways
were open or picking an open runway to try to use with no
knowledge of die planes present in thefirsthold level were
both ineffective strategies, and were discarded by the model.
If only these strategies were given to the model, it resulted
in very low use of the short runway, well below levels
reached by h u m a n subjects, especially in block 3.
Second, w e found that the error feedback must reach far
enough back in time to pass the blame to the productions
causing the problem. Landing planes in pairs when both
runways were open provided a sufficiently large window in
time to provide effective error feedback. Landing one plane at
a U m e gave error feedback only effecting the current landing
that was too local in nature. A s an example, landing a D C 10 on a long runway will never fail. If the production that
performs this action only receives feedback from that landing, then the model will learn to always prefer landing D C 10s on the long runway. O n the other hand, attempting to
fill both runways when they are both open does allow for
proper feedback. If landing a D C - 1 0 on the long runway
consistently blocks a 747s from landing, as happens during
the early part of block 3, the model learns to avoid using the
long runway for DC-10s.
Finally, change in the probability of weather encoding is
necessary to allow for an increase in the proportion of hits
over false alarms. For a difference between hits and false
alarms to occur in any block, both human subjects and the
model must encode the complete weather conditions and use
those conditions to land DC-10s on the short runway when
legal. A n y model that accounts for this data must be able to
land the DC-10s on the short runway taking the rules and
weather into consideration.
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This modeling effort has important implications for three
different domains: the understanding of h u m a n cognition,
A C T - R , and the K A - A T C task.
W e have demonstrated that implicit learning of local success and failure can help account for the pattern of behavior
that h u m a n subjects exhibit even in a relatively complicated
task. Although it seems intuitive that the only way to
solve a task and perform well is to deliberately plan the
moves, this model demonstrates that the necessary feedback
actually is present at a fairly local level. This possibility
m a y have been overlooked in other studies concluding that
performance resulted from detailed, goal oriented planning.
In these cases, subjects m a y have been aware of their options without understanding that their basis for choosing an
action was their history of success and failure (e.g., Lovett
and Anderson, 1996). It is important to note that this adaj>
tivity over blocks, in which the model decreased and then
increased use of OpShort, did not depend upon the differential encoding over time.
S o m e structural change is necessary within the representation of the problem w e chose for this model to capture the
separation of hits and false alarms in block 3. A s a first
pass, w e simulated this by a shift in encoding from partial
weather information (wind direction) to complete weather
information (wind direction, wind speed, ground conditions).
The inability of subjects to take advantage of this information early on m a y be the result of several factors. It is possible that subjects simply cannot encode chunks to maintain
the weather information early in the game. A s they gain
experience with the chunks, it becomes easier to both encode, retain and use the information. It is also possible that
early on subjects are attending to other non-informative features of the game and do not pay attention to the complete
weather information. Alternatively, the subjects m a y encode
the complete weather information but m a y have difficulty
remembering the rule in order to apply the information.
They m a y need extensive practice before they can reliably
recall the proper rule. It would not be surprising if the hum a n data is best explained by some combination of these
factors rather than any one.
W e are currently exploring extensions to the current model
that will let it gradually accumulate experience with the rule
for DC-10s. W e are also exploring accumulating experience
with the interface as the driving force behind improving the
ability to encode the information presented in the task. This
interface learning should provide an account for the gradual
shift in strategy from rarely encoding the weather information to usually encoding the weather. This type of strategy
shift is another example of strategy adaptivity via implicit
learning—through experience, the model learns the success
and effort levels of trying to encode whether or not bothering
to encode weather and uses this information to selection
among those strategies.
Another interesting lesson learned from the model is that
the strategies that have a higher percentage of success require
the model to maintain more information in working m e m ory. The model strategy that best simulated h u m a n performance required simultaneous access to the current weather
conditions, runway status, and planes waiting to land.

Maintaining all of this information while choosing an option is demanding, and may explain why some human subjects were not able to adapt to the changing proportions of
planes.
Finally, this model succeeded in the ACT-R framework
not because parameters were exhaustively experimented
with, but because a representation of success and failure was
found that allowed the model to effectively assign blame.
Some representations could not provide the necessary feedback for ACT-R to learn the task. This demonstrates that
the probability parameters in ACT-R productions are not
free parameters that can be used tofitcurves. Instead, the
production parameter learning mechanism puts realistic constraints on these parameter values, and therefore on the action of the ACT-R system.
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Abstract

leads to the obvious question: where should models of
representation go next?
I have an answer to that question, and an argument for
that answer that I will adumbrate in this paper.

Cognitive Science is founded on notions of representation,
and shifts in models of representation have constituted the
major internal revolutions in the field. Symbol System and
related conceptions were long dominant, but the frontiers
passed first to connectionism and more recently to
autonomous agent orientations. In spite of its foundational
role, representation has never received a consensual or
adequate characterization within cognitive science. This is
not surprising, given that millennia of effort in philosophy
have also failed to achieve consensus or adequacy, but the
situation nevertheless constitutes something of a scandal or
impasse in afieldin which representation is so central. More
recently, workers in dynamicist and utonomous agent
approaches have argued that representation is not even a
useful notion. I argue that this confusion and impasse
onceming representation is due to a fundamental
misconception about the nature of representation, and offer an
alternative model.

A Diagnosis

Cognitive Science is founded on notions of representation
(Gardner, 1987), and shifts in models of representation have
constituted the major internal revolutions in the field.
S y m b o l System and related conceptions (Newell, 1980)
were long dominant, but the frontiers passed first to
connectionism and more recently to autonomous agent
orientations (Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Clark, 1997; Maes,
1990). In spite of its foundational role, representation has
never received a consensual or adequate characterization
within cognitive science. This is not surprising, given that
millennia of effort in philosophy have also failed to achieve
consensus or adequacy, but the situation nevertheless
constitutes something of a scandal or impasse in afieldin
which representation is so central. Standard names for this
impasse have even b e c o m e c o m m o n , such as "the empty
symbol problem."
In recent work in robotics and autonomous agents, the
very notion and usefulness of representation has c o m e under
attack, with some arguing that representation is an
unnecessary and misleading conception that would be better
Jettisoned. Getting the dynamics right is the fundamental
criterion, so the argument goes, and representation is just
the wrong notion to be helpful in accomplishing that (Beer,
1990, 1995; Brooks, 1990, 1991a, 1991b, 1991c; N e h m z o w
& Smithers, 1991, 1992; Pfeifer & Verschure, 1992a,
1992b; Port & van Gelder, 1995). Such a position, of
course, is not itself consensual, even a m o n g contemporary
dynamicists and roboticists, but that such a rejection of
representation is one of the major positions in the current
frontiers of cognitive science is at least a bit ironic, and it
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W h e n proposing a resolution of a problem, it can be useful
to have a diagnosis of that problem. I have argued that the
impasse with respect to adequate models of representation is
due to a venerable error in assumptions about the nature of
representation (Bickhard, 1980, 1993, 1996; Bickhard &
Terveen, 1995). There is, in fact, an entire family of related
arguments, s o m e of ancient provenance, s o m e discovered
just recently. For current purposes, I will focus on one slice
through these arguments.
The empty symbol problem refers to the fact that standard
symbols are empty of content—representational content.
Content is what specifies, for a content understander, what
the representation is supposed to represent—that this
symbol represents dogs, say, and not cats. In that sense,
standard symbols are symbols only in the formal sense that
there is a w a y of causally differentiating tokens into types.
This is obviously not problematic in the case, for example,
of differentiating bit patterns into their respective pattern
categories. In not having content, however, they are in fact
not genuine representations at all, and, thus, not symbols in
any ordinary sense of the term. The problem, then, is one of
accounting for representational content (Coffa, 1991).
Furthermore, content is a system relative notion, and not
any system relative content will due. In particular, h u m a n
beings have no in-principle difficulty in understanding
printed words and sentences as having content, and, for that
matter, it is a practical headache, but not an in-principle
problem, for h u m a n s to understand content for bit patterns.
T h e impasse is with regard to modeling, and constructing,
organisms and machines that have content for themselves.
The impasse is in providing a naturalistic account of
content, one that does not simply pass the problem off to
s o m e other content understanding system or content
providing source, such as a h u m a n user or designer.
Representation is normally considered to be constituted as
s o m e sort of correspondence between the representation and
whatever it is that is to be represented.
These
correspondences are variously considered to be causal in
nature, or lawful, or informational, or isomorphic, but
although such a correspondence approach is almost
universal, it has encountered deep problems (Bickhard,
1993; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Fodor, 1987, 1990a,
1990b; Loewer & Rey, 1991; Shanon, 1993). O n e class of

problems is that such correspondences are ubiquitous, and
most of them are clearly not representational. Every lawful
connection in the universe creates an instance of some such
correspondence. The standard assumption is that the class
of correspondences has to be narrowed further s o m e h o w —
that correspondence is necessary, but not suflicicnt to
representation—and further criteria are sought that will
refine the class of correspondences into those that are in fact
representational.
There is such a criterion, but, unfortunately, it does not
solve the problem. The point is that there are some
representations that are constituted as correspondences, and
examining them yields an easy criterion, but that criterion is
of no help. A n example is Morse code: patterns of dots and
dashes correspond to—encode—various characters and
numerals, and thereby constitute representations of them.
But such encoding systems depend on their users already
knowing—representing—the dot and dash patterns, already
knowing the characters and numerals, and already knowing
the correspondences between them.
The problem of
representation, thus, is massively presupposed by such
encodings.
It is not solved.
Naturally occurring
"encodings" avoid the conventionality of Morse code, but
do not add any additional modeling benefits: an instance of
smoke "represents" a fire, a neuu-ino flux "represents"
fusion processes in the sun, only to someone w h o already
has all of the relevant representations.
T o be sure, new knowledge can be gained via such
genuine encodings—that is what telegraphs are for, and that
is w h y people construct neutrino detectors. But what cannot
be done is to generate n e w encodings per se, new
representational content. The existence and the use of
encodings presupposes all of the basic representational
issues. Because standard correspondence approaches to
representation assume that correspondences will create
some kind of an encoding, sometimes explicitly using the
term, sometimes not, I have called such approaches
"encodingism". It is the assumption or presupposition that
all representation has the character of encodings. It cannot
be correct because, although genuine encodings have
representational content, they have content only by virtue of
the encoding-user already knowing what that content is to
be.
Encodings cannot be the fundamental form of
representation (Bickhard, 1980, 1993; Bickhard & Terveen,
1995).
In order for correspondences to constitute representations,
they have to have content, and correspondences do not
constitute nor provide content. Content has to c o m e from
somewhere else. Conventional encodings, such as Morse
code, obtain content via definition. Dot and dash patterns
are defined as encoding characters and numerals. But such
definitions succeed only because the characters and
numerals used to define the dot and dash patterns are
themselves already representational. They already have
content for the human learning the code, and they provide
that content to the defined pattern. Again, content is not
accounted for, but merely presumed.
If content has to c o m e from somewhere, and if
correspondences per se cannot provide it, then where could
it c o m e from? Fodor's argument for radical innatism
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(Fodor, 1981) turns on this issue (Bickhard, 1991) and
concludes that all basic contents must be innate—there is no
account of h o w they could be learned or developed. But
Fodor's argument turns on a logical point, that content must
be provided from some source, and that constraint, if it
holds at all, holds just as strongly for evolution as it does for
learning and development. If content has to c o m e from
somewhere, from where did evolution get it?
The assumption that content must c o m e from somewhere
cannot be correct. There was no representational content at
the m o m e n t of the Big Bang, and there is now. Content has
to have emerged. W e have no consensual account of
content emergence, but that is what is required. The above
arguments, plus the m u c h larger family of which they are a
part, urges that no such account is possible on standard
approaches, and, therefore, that s o m e alternative conception
of representation is needed in order to be able to model the
emergence of representational content. I will n o w turn to
such an alternative.
Interactive Representation
There is no action in the typical encoding story of
representation.
If the relevant system engages in
interaction, that is .secondary to the nature and existence of
the representations that might play a role in selecting or
guiding those interactions. About a hundred years ago,
however, and in contrast to the millennia of correspondence
approaches, Peirce introduced the possibility of an action
based framework for understanding the mind, including
representation (Joas, 1993; Rosenthal, 1983). I will not
argue the specifics of Peirce's models, because I think he
got it wrong m the details, but, nevertheless, I a m proposing
an action based, a pragmatic, model of representation.
Consider an interactive agent faced with the problem of
choosing a next action. In simple cases, that "choice" m a y
be a simple trigger based on current system state and current
input, but, in more complex cases, mere triggering will not
do (Bickhard & Terveen, 1995). The basic point is that
triggering
requires
more
reliability
about
the
appropriateness of what is triggered than can be assured in
all cases. W h e n triggering is not sufficient, a richer
resource for action selection is the indication within the
system of the anticipated internal outcomes of various
actions, should those actions in fact be executed (under
these conditions)
With such indications of future
potentialities, the system can both select actions with
anticipated desirable outcomes, and can check internally to
find out if those anticipated outcomes did in fact occur once
the interaction is over.
If they did not occur, then several kinds of options can be
present: do the interaction again, do s o m e different
interaction, engage in problem solving, initiate learning
processes. The critical point here is that the failure of the
indicated outcome to obtain serves as error information, and
error information can guide and initiate m a n y other kinds of
processes. M e r e triggering does not generate (in itself) error
feedback (see Bickhard & Terveen, 1995, for a discussion of
built-in error feedback such as pain).
I claim that this m u c h already provides a model of the
emergence of primitive representation. Further analysis is

required to show in what sense that is true, and it is certainly
a primitive form, so turther modeling is required to account
for less primitive representation.
Nevertheless, such
indications of further interactive potentialities and their
anticipated outcomes constitutes emergent representation,
with emergent content, that is natural in the sense that it
does not depend on any outside user or designer or
interpreter.
T h e first point is that the indication of the potentiality for
a particular interaction and outcome can be false. T h e
outcome m a y not occur. So w e have the emergence of
something with truth value.
Furthermore, that truth value is (fallibilistically)
detectable by the system itself by checking on whether or
not the indicated outcome(s) did or did not occur (since they
are internal outcomes, this checking can be a strictly
functional matter). That is, the emergent truth value is of
and by and for the system (there are additional issues here
regarding the nature of function that I will not address in
this paper—see Bickhard, 1993; Christensen, 1996;
Godfrey-Smith, 1994; Millikan, 1984, 1993). It is not an
observer defined truth value.
Still further, such an indication of interactive potentiality
is a predication about the current environment. It predicates
that this environment is of an appropriate sort that it will
yield the indicated outcoine(s) if the indicated interaction is
engaged in. And, to reiterate, it is a predication that can be
false.
Further once again, such a predication has content,
emergent—and
implicit—content.
The
predication
predicates of the environment that this environment has
those properties, whatever they are, that will support the
obtaining of the indicated outcomes. It is the predication of
this content that can be false, and can be falsified.
Here w e encounter something novel.
Content is
standardly assumed to be explicit, not implicit. " D o g "
represents dogs because the content of that symbol as an
encoding is k n o w n to specify dogs.
A n interactive
indication, in contrast, predicates an implicit content, not an
explicit content. It predicates that this is a "yields outcome
X w h e n interaction Y is engaged in" type of environment.
T h e content is in terms of yielding particular internal
outcomes, and the external properties that would m a k e that
true are, again, implicit not explicit.
Nevertheless, I claim that this rather primitive, interactive,
implicit content, form of representation is foundational to all
others. Certainly it is emergent, it yields truth value, and it
does have content—all aporia on standard encoding
accounts. T h e promissory notes that must be addressed
(though most cannot be here) include: W h a t about explicit
content? W h a t about more familiar representations, such as
of objects? W h a t about representations of abstractions, such
as of numbers?
W h a t about other representational
phenomena, such as m e m o r y , categorization, rationality,
episodic m e m o r y , and so on? W h a t about language? Most
of these questions must be referred elsewhere (Bickhard,
1980, 1992, 1993, forthcoming, in press-a, in press-b;
Bickhard & Campbell, 1996; Bickhard & Richie, 1983;
Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Campbell & Bickhard, 1986).

Explicit content, however, is one that can be addressed
fairly quickly. Consider the possibility thai the system has
engaged in an interaction and has obtained the indicated
internal outcome. The predication is true—this is in fact an
environment of, say, type A. W h a t else might the system
k n o w about type A environments? Presumably one thing
that it might k n o w is that type A environments are also, say,
type B environments.
That is, detecting a type A
environment indicates that the system is also in a type B
environment, so that, if it were to engage in the interactions
appropriate to type B, it would obtain the internal outcomes
appropriate to type B.
There can be predictive—
indicative—relationships a m o n g the primitive indicative
predications.
But note that the general indicative relationship that "type
A environments are type B environments" is removed from
specific environmental encounters. Such an indication
could be present in and for a system even if that system is
not and has not for a long time encountered a type A
environment. Such indicative relationships, then, are a
more general form of knowledge—knowledge about
environmental possibilities, not just about (the possibilities
of) this current environment.
O f particular relevance here is that the content of such
indicative relationships is (more) explicit. The contents of
what constitutes a type A environment and what constitutes
a type B environment are implicit, but the indication that
type A environments (whatever they are) are type B
environments is explicit. Explicit, but still potentially false
and falsifiable, so w e still have emergent truth value, and w e
n o w have explicitness.
Such indicative relationships can iterate: type A indicates
type B, which, in turn, indicates type C, and so on. A n d
they can branch: type A might indicate all of B and C and D
as possibilities. A s such, they can link into potentially vast
webs of representations about what sorts of dependencies
obtain in possible environments, and it is in the possibilities
of such webs that the answers lie to such questions as "what
about representations of objects?".
A simple manipulable object, such as a toy block, will
offer m a n y interactive potentialities, such as visual scans
from multiple perspectives, manipulations of various kinds,
dropping, throwing, chewing, and so on. Furthermore, any
one of these interactions suffices to indicate the
potentialities of all the others, perhaps with intermediate
interactions, such as rotating a toy block to obtain a
particular visual scan. Still further, the entire pattern of
interactive potentialities will remain invariant under a large
class of possible interactions, such as transporting, putting
in the toy box, walking away, and so on—again perhaps
with intermediate interactions such as returning to the toy
b o x — b u t it will not remain invariant under others, such as
burning or crushing. Such internally mutually reachable,
and invariant-under-classes-of-basic-physical-actions, webs
of interactive indicative relationships is, I claim, the basic
form of simple object representations. It is a Piagetian
model of object representation (Piaget, 1954), and I would
suggest similarly Piagetian representational models for
m a n y other kinds of representation, such as of numbers
(Piaget's model is also a pragmatist, action based, m o d e l —
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thus the ability to borrow such Piagetian submodels—but
the interactive model also diverges from Piaget in m a n y
crucial ways; see Bickhard, 1988; Bickhard & Campbell,
1989; Campbell & Bickhard, 1986).
The interactive model of representation, then, arguably
accounts for emergent content and truth value, and provides
resources for modeling other representational phenomena
such as objects and numbers. It is a plausible candidate for
a foundational form of representation.
Consequences
The interactive model of representation does not look m u c h
like standard correspondence models. Representations are
commonly supposed to be produced by the processing of
(transduced) inputs, while interactive representation is
emergent in certain kinds of interactive system organization.
That contrast does raise the question, however, of what role,
if any, input processing might play in the interactive
approach.
Recall that actually interacting with an environment and
arriving at some internal outcome serves to differentiate or
classify that environment as being of, say, type A. O n the
basis of such a differentiation, further indications, such as of
the possibilities of interactions of type Q , R, and .S, might be
evoked, and the full interactive model c o m e into play. M y
focus here, however, is the initial differentiation.
A simple form of interaction, and, therefore, a simple
form of differentiation, is a form in which there is no
output—there is only input and the processing of inputs.
That is, it might suffice to arrive at a differentiation that the
current environment is of type A to only process inputs,
with no full />j/eraction. But it is precisely, in standard
models, the results of such input processing that are
assumed to constitute encoded representations by virtue of
the correspondences that are established (factually) in any
such differentiation (there will always be a factual
correspondence with whatever has been factually
differentiated). The difference in the two sorts of models, at
least to this point, is that encoding models assume that
somehow content has magically c o m e into being in such
correspondence, while the interactive model claims that,
however necessary and useful differentiations are, more is
required in order to get content. In particular, indications of
further potentialities, perhaps based on such differentiations,
are required in order to constitute content.
So, the facts of sensory input processing pose no
problems for the interactive model. Those are the basic
form of simple differentiations of environmental types. But
such processing is understood quite differently—as part of
an entire interactive process, with representation emergent
in the future looking anticipations, not in the backward
looking correspondences.
O n the interactive view, then, standard approaches have it
half right. They focus on differentiations and presume that
that is everything.
They miss the full interactive
perspective, with its future oriented anticipations. Such a
point holds for all correspondence models of representation,
including symbol system models, connectionist models, and
many others (Bickhard & Terveen, 1995).
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O n the interactive view, genuine representation can be
emergent only in interactive systems, not in passive input
processing only systems. Standard computer models and
standard connectionist models, then, cannot have genuine
representations.
On
the other hand, interactive
representation m a y well be emergent in interactive systems
even if it is not recognized as such by the designers of the
systems.
Interactive anticipatory representations are a
natural solution to a natural problem of action selection that
cannot be avoided in complex interactive systems.
The controversy about whether or not representation is a
useful notion for understanding and modeling autonomous
agents, then, looks quite different from the perspective of
interactivism. First, interactivism agrees that standard
encodingist conceptions of representation are inappropriate,
unnecessary, and can be badly misleading if taken seriously,
in the design and modeling of interactive agents. O n the
other hand, a genuine form of representation—interactive
representation—is unavoidable in most interactive systems,
and they can be better understood and better designed w h e n
that is recognized, and its potential power exploited
(Bickhard, 1997a, 1997b; Cherian & Troxell, 1995a, 1995b;
Christensen, Collier, Hooker, in preparation; Hooker, 1996).
So, representation is an essential notion in robotics and
autonomous agents, just not standard encodingist notions of
representation.
M o r e deeply, representation cannot be accounted for in
input processing terms, but it emerges naturally, and in
initially quite simple forms, in the interactive view. Simple
interactive representations emerge in quite primitive
organisms, and became progressively more complex and
differentiated into multiple kinds throughout evolutionary
history, but the basic interactive character remains through
all levels of evolution, and into the design of artificial
agents as well.
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Abstract
The question of how and whether language influences
thought is an important one in many of the cognitive sciences.
Our work integrates linguistic analysis on lexical semantics
with psychological work on memory. It is motivated by
neoWhorfian question whether differences in language use
will produce corresponding differences in nonlingusitic
cognition. The research reported here asks how memory for
familiar, unambiguous, "verb-sized" events presented on
video might be influenced by an accompanying verb. Our
verb choices of Path versus Manner Verbs were guided by
cross-linguistic variation in which aspects of an event are
highlighted by the verb. W efinda predicted interaction: the
verb altered recognition memory of familiar, unambiguous
events
Effects of Language on Event Memory
The information in language and in perception, while
organized so differently, is nevertheless tightly coupled to
allow meaningful interplay: w e can talk about what w e see
and visualize what w e hear described. This constrains
representation (Jackendoff, 1987) and processing. H o w is
this information linked?
Does language influence the
information provided by perception, or is the encoding and
use of perceptual information relatively immune from the
influence of language? The research reported here asks h o w
m e m o r y for familiar, unambiguous, "verb-sized" events
presented on video might be influenced by an accompanying
verb. O u r verb choices are guided by cross-linguistic
variation in which event aspects are highlighted in the verb.
This hypothesis that language might influence perceptual
m e m o r y is a version of the neoWhorfian hypothesis: does
language influence thought? This question can be asked at
two very different, yet related levels: the level of language
system and the level of language use.
At the level of the language system, linguists,
anthropologists, and developmentaiists have asked whether a
person's (native) language influences h o w that person does
some cognitive task. This research tradition emphasizes
careful analysis of the language system but does not give
m u c h attention to identifying what or h o w cognitive
processes produce any effect. While research in the '70's
produced little evidence of Whorfian effects, recent research
has, including effects on clearly nonlinguistic tasks: on
visual m e m o r y (Levinson, 1996), on information selected to
include in narrative (Herman & Slobin, 1994), on social
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inference (Hoffman, Lau, & Johnson, 1986), and on
cognitive and semantic development (Shatz,Martinez,
Dicsendruck & Akar. 1995; Gopnik&Choi, 1990).
At the level of language use, cognitive psychologists ask
what the effect on cognition might be of choosing one versus
another language form from within the same language
system. This research tradition emphasizes careful analysis
of cognitive processing, particularly memory (schema
effects and eyewitness studies), but does not give much
attention to the structure of language. Words are typically
treated simply as pointers to a schema or concept without
reference to their role in the broader language system.
These studies have provided evidence that language
accompanying a visual stimulus does affect the remembering
of it. Effects of label or description are often found when
stimuli are ambiguous (Carmichael, Hogan, & Walter, 1932;
Bower, Karlin, & Dweck, 1975) or hard to describe
(Schooler &Engstler-Schooler,1990) and when tasks invite
reconstructive inference (e.g. Loftus & Palmer, 1974) and
recall. Occasionally effects of language (for memory of
drawings. Centner & Loftus, 1979) are found with
recognition tests and familiar, unambiguous stimuli.
However, visual m e m o r y is quite good, and effects of
description on recognition tests for meaningful material are
relatively hard to find (e.g. McCloskey& Zaragoza, 1985;
Bekerian & Bowers, 1983). With recognition tasks, effects
of language on visual m e m o r y are obtained by "slipping by"
the verbal information in the form of presuppositions in
misleading post-event descriptions and disappears if the
information is presented directly or close to the time of
encoding (Hall, Loftus, & Tousignant, 1984).
Our work contributes to understanding the influence of
language forms on visual m e m o r y in two ways. First, w e
investigate m e m o r y for video tapes of simple, familiar,
everyday events. Rather than looking at h o w language
might fill in missing information when the perception is
ambiguous or already attenuated over the passage of time,
w e look at h o w alternative, appropriate descriptions for the
same, familiar event affect its memory. Perceptual memory
for dynamic, event information might be particularly
influenced by language. Unlike static pictures, events are
fleeting and do not normally bear reexamination.
Second, our variations in the language describing the
events c o m e from linguistic analysis of verbs. W e seek to
preserve the cognitive psychologist's precise investigation
of process but also preserve the insights from lingusitic
analysis and consideration of a verb in the context of a

whole system. Our experiments vary language forms within
English, but our within-English choices are motivated by
contrasts which are important cross-linguistically. W e wish
to lay a foundation for linking within-languagc effects to
between-language differences. Cross-linguistic differences
may be the cumulative result of repeated use of the forms
available in and preferred by one language rather than
another. Indeed, Kay (1996) suggests that any betweenspeaker differences resulting from use of different languages
might be cut from the same cloth as within-speaker
differences in use of one or another form within a single
language. While Kay's emphasis was to down-play crosslinguistic differences, this comparison equally suggests the
importance of investigating within language effects to
understand cross-linguistic differences.
Our study varied the type of verb used to describe a
simple motion event. Languages differ in what aspects of
the event are encoded in the verb, and what aspects in
optional "satellite" constructions such as prepositional and
adverbial phrases (Talmy, 1985). T w o of these aspects are
Path and Manner. Path verbs specify the path over which a
moving object travels, while manner verbs specify the
manner in which the movement takes place. English is a
path-satellite language with manner encoded in the verb, and
information about path in prepositional phrases, e.g. "the
bottle F L O A T E D into the cave". English has a highly
elaborated verb lexicon for manner, e.g. with over 40 verbs
for different ways of walking, from amble to waddle
(counted from Levin, 1993). English does have some verbs
that specify the path of the moving object rather than manner
of movement: "leave", "enter", "ascend", and so forth, but
these are few, low frequency, and borrowed from R o m a n c e
languages. In contrast to English, Romance languages such
as Spanish and French typically encode path information in
the verb, and manner information in an optional adverbial
phrase.
W e designed video events which could clearly be
described by a manner or path verb. For example, a video
clip showed a w o m a n climbing a set of stairs on tiptoe and
this was described either as "Tiptoeing" or "Ascending." W e
asked whether recognition m e m o r y would be affected by
choice of Path versus Manner verb describing the scene at
encoding.
W e predict a disordinal interaction so that foils which
change Manner on a recognition test will be easier to detect
for subjects w h o hear Manner rather than Path verbs at
encoding. Likewise, changes in Path on a recognition test
will be easier to detect for subjects w h o have heard Path
rather than Manner verbs at the time of encoding.
Method Design
Encoding
Condition
(Manner
Verb/ Path
Verb/
NoLanguage), a between-subject variable was crossed with
Recognition Item Type (Path Foil/ Manner Foil/ Old], a
within-subject factor.
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Subjects
Thirty self-reported, monolingual native English-speaking
Stanford students received course credit for participation.
Stimuli
At both encoding and test subjects saw video clips of
c o m m o n , everyday events which lasted 3-20 seconds with 5
seconds of black in between scenes. For subjects in the Path
and Manner encoding conditions, the videotaped events
were accompanied by a verb at encoding. N o language
accompanied any scene during recognition.
Encoding Stimuli
There were 24 encoding events, 8 targets and 16 fillers.
Target scenarios were designed in sets of three events: one
original event and two foils. The target event was designed
to be good example of both a path and a manner verb, for
example, a child skipping through a living room to exit
through the fiont door, or a w o m a n crossing a road,
jogging. The 8 target events were skip/exit, jog/cross,
pedal/pass, tiptoe/ ascend, stroll/leave, float/rise, hop/enter,
and fly/descend.
Fillers were other comnion events
including both motion events and explicitly social events.
Recognition Stimuli
For each target scene (e.g. the scene that was labeled either
as "Exiting" or as "Skipping"), subjects saw the original clip
(as seen at the encoding session) and two foils which were
variations of the original. T h e Path Foil changed the Path of
the action in the event so that the foil event did N O T
exemplify the original P A T H verb. All other aspects,
including manner of motion were kept as identical to the
original event as possible. Likewise, the Manner Foil
changed the manner in the event so that the foil event did
N O T exemplify the original M A N N E R verb. See Table 1.
Filler old items and close foils were included .
Table 1. Design of Target and Foils for Recognition Test
Target
Path foil
Mannerfoil

Exit
Approach (not exit)
Exit

Skip
Skip
Gallop (not skip)

Ideally, both path and manner foils would be of equal
difficulty in the control, N o Language condition. This is not
critical because each item is judged by subjects in both
conditions, but it would reduce questions of scaling in
interpreting an interaction. W e were concerned that w e
would be forced to use "larger" or "more salient" changes
for path rather than manner. Relatively subtle changes in
manner m a y be sufficient to produce a change in manner-from jog to dash, or from skip to gallop. O n the other hand,
it seems like a larger difference to change from entering to
approaching, or from exiting to heading to the door. English
has many manner verbs and so their meanings m a y be "close
together" compared to differences in event meaning needed
to make a novel event no longer an example of the initial
path verb.

Procedure

Verb condition (Manner/ Path/ N o Language), Recognition
Item Type (Manner Foil/ Path Foil/ Old), and their
interaction (as well as Subjects nested in condition). The
3x3(xlO)x8 Recognition Certainty analysis included these
factors plus EventSel(8 different scenarios) and its
interactions. See Tables 1&2.
A main effect of Item Type was significant in both
analy.ses (recognition ceitainty F(2, 621) = 37.79, p< .001;
errors F(2, 54) 23.52=, p <.001). Changed Manner foils
were more difficult to reject than Path foils. Performance
was best on Old Items; subjects seemed biased to accept an
item as old unless they had a reason for rejecting it. There
was no effect of Encoding Condition, on either measure.
The Recognition Certainty analysis also found effects of
EventSet, of Subject, and of the EventSetXItemType
interaction (p<.05).

E n c o d i n g Session
Participants were instructed that they would be doing a
couple of tasks on everyday activities on that day and the
next day. First thev would watch short video clips of
everyday events. Subjects were told they would preview the
video clip events n o w and "rate them later". Also, they were
told that they would hear verbs accompanying each scene
but that their task was to watch the clips.
After watching the 7 minute tape of 24 video clips, they
performed a filler task to prevent the subjects from
rehearsing the video clips and from knowing w h y they
would return. The filler task was writing a instructions for
building a Lego model.
Recognition Session
The next day, subjects took a recognition m e m o r y test on the
video clips with no accompanying language. They viewed
clips concerning scenarios they had seen the day before and
judged whether each video clip was "identical" to the
original clip. Subjects indicated whether the clip was
identical to the original event (old) or not identical (new) on
a scale from 1-6 confidence scale where 1= Very sure the
clip was N E W ; 6= Very Sure the clip was old. T o help the
subjects look for subtle differences between the variations
and the original scenes, items 1 and 3 of the recognition list
were the old and n e w clips for a filler scenario.
Subjects saw 24 target-related items (as well as 16 fillers).
O f the target related items, 8 were the old, original clips; 8
varied the manner (Manner Foils) and 8 varied the path
(Path Foils. N o language accompanied any recognition test
event.
Subsequently subjects wrote d o w n a general description
of what caused them to judge an item as new. They also 1)
viewed the original scenes again and generated descriptions
and 2) recalled the original words heard at the encoding
session.

Encoding Label x Foil Type Interaction
Four analyses found the predicted disordinal interaction.
The interaction term on Recognition Certainty and on Errors
from the 3x3 analyses reported above were significant
(F(4,621]= 9.93 Certainty; F[4,89]=5.92 Errors; p's < .001).
Table 2. Recognition Certainty (SD) for each Encoding
Condition and Foil Type
FOILS
L
A

Path

Path Foil

Manner Foil

Old

5.28 f.46)

3.35 (.76)

5.24 (.39)

g Manner 4.65 (.69) 4.51 (.48) 5.1 (.56)

NL

4.4 (.80)

4.10 (.44)

4.96 (.79)

In addition, two 2x2 analyses provided the most specific
test of the hypothesized interaction of Path vs Manner
encoding and Path vs Manner foil type. These four key cells
are shaded in Tables 2 & 3 ; column differences are the
critical comparison.
Subjects showed the predicted
interaction: Path Foils (e.g., not exiting but still skipping)
are better rejected by subjects with Path Labels at encoding
than by subjects with Manner Labels; and Manner Foils
(e.g., not skipping but still exiting) are better rejected by
subjects Manner Labels, at encoding than by subjects with
Path Labels (Errors F(l, 18) = 14.11; Certainty F(l, 302) =
22.51; p's < .001 ). The fact that the interaction is
significant for Errors as well as the more sensitive rating
measure of Certainty shows that the effect is not due to
subtle changes in confidence.
The critical pattern is the reversal of performance by the
two subject groups for the two Foil Types. While path foils
are easiest for all, the relative performance of Path and
Manner Encoding groups reverses for path and manner foils.

Scoring
Responses were scored for errors and as rated correctness. A
recognition judgment was scored as an error if the rated
response was on the incorrect half of the rating scale. For
each subject, the percent of errors for the 8 items of each
type was totaled, contributing 3 data points.
Rated Correctness scores were generated for every
response, 24 data points/subject. High ratings indicate good
performance. Scores of 6 m e a n a subject was very sure then
they correctly rated an old item as certainly old (rating of 6)
or a n e w item as certainly n e w (rating of 1). Scores of 1
m e a n that a subject was very sure when they incorrectly
rated an old item as n e w or a n e w item as old.
Results
Overall Analysis of D a t a
T w o large analyses, on the Percent Errors and on
Recognition Certainty, provided a general model of the data.
Figure 1 illustrates the pattern for Recognition Certainty.
The 3x3(xlO) Percent Errors analysis included Encoding
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Discussion

Table 3. Percent Errors (SD) for each Encoding Condition
and Foil Type

The primary purpose of the experiment was to seek a
phenomena: is there an effect of manner or path verb on
visual recognition of meaningful, familiar, visually
presented events?
W e did indeed find the predicted
disordinal interaction effect of encoding verb on recognition
memory.
Path foils were easier to reject when an
appropriate path rather than manner verb was heard at
encoding; manner foils were easier to reject when an
appropriate manner rather than path verb was heard at
encoding. This held whether responses were scored as
number correct or average certainty of correct judgment.
This experiment is a first step in integrating the
representational analysis from linguistics with the process
methods of cognitive psychology in the domain of motion
events. However, this experiment alone says little definitive
either about the locus of effect during processing or the
nature of the representations involved. However, reflecting
on patterns in our data does provide some hints that will
guide our ongoing research.

FOIL

A Path
^ Manner
^ NoLang

Path Foil

Manner Foil

.125 (.12)
.238 (.14)
.350 (.19)

.525 (.20)
.288 (.10)
.363 (.15)

Old
.075 (.09)
.138 (.12)
.188 (.21)

Thus the effect with the more sensitive ratings measure is
not simply reflecting subtle shifts in confidence but changes
in whether an item is judged old or new.
Linear contrasts on errors showed that most of the 2x2
interaction effect was produced by subjects in the Path Label
(Item effect for Path Encoding subjects: F(l, 54) = 14.21,
p<.001; for Manner subjects F( 1, 54) = 0.58, p=ns). Path

Rated Correctness on Recognition
by Item Type
Path Verb
Manner Verb
No Label

Locus of Effect

Manner foil
Path Fcil
Old Event
(Error bars are Confidence Intervals jt .95
Figure 1: Rated Correctness on Recognition
Label subjects' errors on Manner Foils are drastically higher
than on Path Foils [ 4 0 % higher], while M a n n e r Label
subjects have only slightly m o r e errors [ 5 % higher) on Path
than on M a n n e r Foils. Further, subjects in the control ( N o
Language) group had equal errors (about 3 5 % ) both for
M a n n e r and for Path Foils. Thus, giving English speakers
Path Labels produces a greater difference between error
types and a greater change from N o Language than does
providing M a n n e r Labels.
Scenario Comparisons
T o look for item effects, w e looked at the error patterns to
foils for the 8 scenarios. For the 8 manner foils, performance
on 1 item was at floor and 1 item at ceiling, leaving 6
informative items. O n all six of these informative manner
foils, subjects in the Manner Label condition made fewer
errors than did subjects in the Path Label condition. For the
8 path foils, performance on 3 was at floor, leaving 5
informative items. O n 4 of the five informative items,
subjects in the Path Label Condition made fewer errors than
did subjects in the Manner Label condition. In sum, while
we have some nondiagnostic items, 10 of the 11 informative
foils follow the predicted pattern.

Does the verb interact with visual information (at encoding
or access) or doc:-; it act only to produce a memoryindependent response-bias? Response-biases in m e m o r y are
practically important, as evidenced from work on eyewitness
testimony. But still more interesting is the possibility that
information from the verb actively guides the way
information from the visual event is processed. W e offer
one broad line of argument that to suggest that our results do
not reduce to response bias: Response-bias should only be
sensitive to the informativeness of the label and the
difficulty of discriminating the visual event, not on the
relation between verb and initial event.
Conversely,
integrative processes should show a more complicated
pattern that varies with the particular relations between verb
and event. If the visual information cannot be accessed at
test with confidence, the label can be used as a guessing
strategy about what the scene might have been. A simple
guessing strategy works like this: if a scene can be described
by a label you heard, then guess that scene is an old item.
lA) This response bias model predicts that the language
conditions should differ from the no language conditions in
the following way: a) better performance on old items
(where test scene will match encoding verb) and on foils that
mismatch the label (gallop scene for "'skipping"); in both
cases the guessing strategy will correctly predict old/new
status; b) poorer performance on new foils that match the
label (a not-exit foil for an original exit-skip scene described
as "skipping"); here the label will still fit this scene (still
skipping) and using it as a response bias will incorrectly lead
to accepting a new item as old. The same pattern of cost and
benefit relative to N o Language should be found for both
Path and Manner Conditions.
In actuality, the pattern of performance in the Path and
Manner Verb conditions is not the same. The Path condition
fits the predicted pattern of cost/benefits, but the Manner
Verb condition does not. Manner Verb subjects showed
(modest) improvement relative to the N o Language subjects
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for all test types, not a mixed pattern of cost and benefit.
T h e different pattern for Path and Manner Conditions
relative to the N o Language condition suggests more is
going on than response bias. If differences among Label
Conditions replicate, this will be one form of evidence that
the effect is not all due to response bias.
IB) A related pattern in the data deseives mention here,
though it is not diagnostic of whether effects are due to
response bias. Not only was the cost/benefit pattern
different for the Manner Condition compared to the Path
Condition, but performance in the N o Language Condition
looked m u c h closer to the Manner Condition than to the
Path Condition.
The N o Language Condition might
resemble the Manner condition more closely than it
resembles the Path Condition because English verbs more
commonly encode manner rather than path. Possibly,
subjects in the N o Language condition were more likely to
generate an appropriate manner verb than path verb, and any
self-generated labels might function analogously to those
provided by the experimenter.
2) A final pattern of differences also suggests that
something more than response bias is at work. In the N o
Language Condition, the foil types were of remarkably
similar difficulty with 3 6 % errors for manner versus 3 5 %
errors for path foils. However for the language conditions,
the path foils ( 1 8 % errors) were m u c h easier than the
manner foils ( 4 1 % errors). A s mentioned in the methods,
w e had anticipated that the path foils would be considerably
easier and that they relied on bigger', or more "salient"
changes. However, this seemed to be true only when
language was provided! Despite counterbalancing, which
would equate any effects from response bias, the relative
difficulty of foils changed when verbs were provided, in
comparison to the N o Language Condition. Again this
suggests that language changed the way information from
the videos was used.
T h e experiments were not designed to identify when in
processing language had its effect. However, data suggest
the effect is not solely late, acting as a response bias.
Representation of Path & Manner Verbs and of
Events
This study also opens investigation of h o w different aspects
of visual events and of verb meanings are represented.
Linguists analyze verb meanings along contrasting
dimensions such as Path and Manner.
But mental
distinctions in verb m e a n m g s m a y not be organized so
neatly; the meanings of skip, gallop, leave, and rise might all
be different but need not be organized along contrasting
dimensions of Path and Manner.
For example, verb
meanings might be relatively idiosyncratic bundles of
schematic information such as the age of typical skippers,
h o w one feels when skipping, together with information
about limb movement, etc. But if hearing manner words
allowed one to selectively prime other manner verbs, or to
selectively attend to manner information in an event,
independent of the particular manner associated with a given
verb, these findings would argue for the functional
significance of Path or Manner attributes. W o u l d any such
attributes simply reflect a nonverbal analysis of event
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structure? Or would this information only be organized into
attributes in reaction to processing in a language which
treats these particular distinctions as fundamental.
Future Directions
Throughout our future research w e can capitalize on
understanding of processing drawn from psychology and on
linguistic analysis of representation. In turn w e hope to
provide a more integrated understanding of h o w language
and thought are related in the domain of verbs and events. In
understanding h o w w e can describe what w e see, w e may
need to account for h o w our seeing is affected by
description.
Our future research has three aims. First w e will trace out
when in processing the effcct(s) occur(s) and the extent of
interaction between visual and verbal information. Second,
w e will investigate the nature of the information provided by
the verb. Are the formal dimensions of Manner and Path
psychologically real such that attention can be shifted at the
level of the whole dimension?
Or is the information
provided by the verb a m u c h more specific schema
regarding the typical unfolding of one class of events?
Third, w e want to investigate possible between-language
differences, particularly comparing performance in N o
Language conditions. D o nonlinguistic judgments differ as
the result of a history of processing events in terms of one
versus another language?
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Abstract
From a cognitive perspective, intentional
communication m a y be viewed as an agent's activity
overtly aimed at modifying a partner's mental states.
According to standard Gricean definitions, this requires
each party to be able to ascribe mental states to the
other, i.e.. to entertain a so-called theory of mind.
According to the relevant experimental literature,
however, such capability does not appear before the
third or fourth birthday; it would follow that children
under that age should not be viewed as communicating
agents. In order to solve the resulting dilemma, w e
propose that certain specific components of an agent's
cognitive architecture (namely, a peculiar version of
sharedness and communicative intention), are necessary
and sufficient to explain infant communication in a
mentalist framework. W e also argue that these
components are innate in the h u m a n species.
Introduction
Cognitive pragmatics is concerned with the mental
processes involved in intentional communication. A theory
in cognitive pragmatics aims at describing what goes on in
the mind of an agent w h o is communicating with a partner.
T o view intentional communication as part of the mental
events and of the interactions with the world that real agents
entertain imposes the need to frame one's specific research
within s o m e broader perspective on the nature and
functioning of the mind.
T h e topic of the architecture of the h u m a n mind lies at the
intersection of several lively debates within cognitive
sciences. O u r work is grounded in three perspectives,
namely, classical pragmatics and speech act theories, the
literature concerning the so-called theory of mind (i.e., the
capability of understanding another individual's mental
states), and current advancements in developmental and
evolutionary psychology. W e consider cognition a
biological, innately structured phenomenon, which finds its
remote roots in the evolutionary history of the species, and
develops in each individual through the history of the
interactions between her innate endowment and the
surrounding environment.
This research is concerned with the innate predispositions
underlying intentional communication. B y communication
w e refer to an agent's faculty of intentional action overtly

aimed at the modification of a partner's mental stales (Grice
1989). This requires dedicated components of the cognitive
architecture (Airenti, Bara & Colombetti 1993), which have
to be c o m m o n to all the members of the species; in other
words, w e view communication as a species-typical
competence (Tirassa 1997, in preparation).
The minimal specific components of communicative
competence are two mental state types, namely, shared
belief (i.e., the agent's ability to unilaterally construe her
o w n mental states as mutually k n o w n to a partner), and
communicative intention (i.e., the agent's ability to act so
that a partner will notice her actions and ascribe them a
suitable communicative meaning). A third component,
which w e will not discuss here, is an adequate (set o O
input/output channels like language, gesture, etc.
In a Gricean definition of communication as the overt
attempt to modify a partner's mental states, it is necessary
that each party involved possess the ability to represent and
understand the other's mental states. This capability
c o m m o n l y goes under the n a m e of theory of mind
(henceforth, T o M ) . Most of the relevant literature agrees
that this capability starts to appear around the third or fourth
birthday (Baron-Cohen 1995; Clements & Perner 1994;
Perner 1991). A serious problem then arises: children under
this age should not be viewed as communicative agents,
which is rather implausible in the light of any everyday
observation of an infant's behavior.
T o solve the resulting dilemma, w e propose to consider
sharedness as the basis for intentional communication in the
infant, and to view it as a primitive, innate component of her
cognitive architecture. This will also imply a redefinition of
the concept of communicative intention. Communication
can then build upon the c o m m o n background that she shares
with her caregivers. W e view this capability as a theory of
mind in a weak sense (cf. Premack & Woodruff 1978),
namely, as the infant's plain capability of recognizing
certain other world entities as agents in their o w n respect,
and therefore as plausible communicative partners.
A fuU-fiedged T o M requires instead an agent to be able to
explicitly represent and therefore possibly verbalize such
recognition; and, most of all, to construe each entity she
views as an agent as endowed with his o w n private and
autonomous mental states, which m a y resemble but are not
necessarily identical to those of the child herself. This highlevel capability develops later, as the child acquires the
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ability to discriminate between what is actually shared with
each specific (set of) partners and what is not, i.e., as she
realizes that certain mental states are private of her o w n and
that only some of them m a y be considered shared with olhcr
agents.
Our position does not contravene the available
experimental data concerning T o M , in that w e do not argue
that explicit T o M is already manifest in the young child, but
that she can communicate by resorting to a more primitive
ability of plain sharedness.
Cognitive Pragmatics
W e have defined cognitive pragmatics as the study of the
mental processes involved in intentional communication.
The roots of this relatively n e w field m a y be traced to
mentalist readings of work done in the philosophy of
language by Austin (1962), Grice (1989) and Searle (1969,
1979), as well as to later attempts to formalize it in a
computational perspective (e.g., Allen & Perrault 1980;
Cohen, Morgan & Pollack eds. 1990; Cohen & Perrault
1979). The works which are most relevant for our current
goals are those developed by Airenti, Bara & Colombetti
(1993), Clark (1992, 1996), Sperber & Wilson (1986), and
Tirassa (1997, in preparation).
Our approach, like the others w e have mentioned, is cast
in terms of the mental states that an agent has to possess in
order to be able to engage in intentional communication
with a partner. It has to be remarked, however, that w e
consider as mental states not only the classical set of
epistemic and volitional states like beliefs and intentions,
but also other types of awareness like emotions or the
mental correlates of inner physiological states (e.g., hunger,
fear, and so on).
The idea behind m a n y such theories of pragmatics is that
the actual meaning of any communicative action is not
univocally predefined as an a priori by the actor, but results
from a cooperative process in which both agents involved
take an active part. Communicative interactions, in other
words, m a y be conceived as only existing against a c o m m o n
background (Airenti, Bara & Colombetti 1993; Clark, 1992,
1996; Tirassa 1997). This c o m m o n background includes an
amount of knowledge about each agent's private and public
mental states, reciprocal expectations, and other types of
social knowledge: it provides a framework within which
each agent can plan and understand the meaning of
communicative actions. A dialogue can only proceed if the
interactants continuously contract and revise this
background, whose creation and flexible modification
requires each of them to actively play her o w n role.
This implies that w e deal with communicative meanings
in terms of ascription. The meaning of a communicative
action is the meaning that the agents involved sharedly give
to a certain event brought about by one of them.
Communicative actions, in this framework, have no
meaning per se: their meaning is to be found in the mental
states that each party shares with the other.
These approaches to communication require each agent
involved to recognize the partner as another agent in his
turn, i.e., as an individual endowed with mental states: no
one attempts to engage in communicative interaction with
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an entity she does not perceive as a plausible partner. This
requirement is commonly k n o w n as the requirement that the
agent entertain a theory of mind. This, however, creates a
problem: since most current literature on T o M concludes
that a child has no such capability before the third or fourth
year of age, it follows that children younger than that should
not be viewed as communicating in a Gricean framework.
In principle, this problem might be solved by adopting
two completely different theories of communication: a
mentalist one, based on the reciprocal modification of the
interactants' mental states and capable of explaining adult
communication, and a nonmentalist one (which w e will later
call ethological), based on some completely different
process and solely dedicated to the explanation of infant
communication. W e will argue below that it is instead
reasonable to adopt the same mentalist approach both to
adult and to infant communication (see also Airenti, in
press). O n the other hand, this framework implies that
children be viewed as agents capable of taking an active role
of their o w n in communication, in spite of not being able to
explicitly theorize about the partner's mental states. This
requires in turn that the whole approach w e have described
be reconsidered from a different point of view.
Sharedness and Intention and Intention in
Infant C o m m u n i c a t i o n
In order to adopt a cognitive perspective on infant
communication, w e propose to take, as a necessary and
sufficient basis for communication, a more primitive
recognition of agency than a full-fledged T o M . This basic
capability is the first means a child has to engage in
communicative interactions with her social environment.
However simple from an adult's viewpoint, these
protointeractions are the child's first steps toward a full
ToM-based communication, building upon a later, explicit
understanding of what goes on inside a partner's mind, i.e.,
of what his mental states are and what differences they bear
to those of her own.
The ability to recognize other entities of the world as
individual agents is innate in the h u m a n species (Leslie
1994, Premack 1990); the later acquisition of a T o M and of
the ability to engage in adult-like communication is thus due
to the interaction between specific innate components of an
agent's cognitive architecture and her social environment,
rather than to a process of simple learning.
W e adopt the basic framework of a computational theory
of cognitive pragmatics, formulated by Airenti, Bara &
Colombetti (1993), and modify it so to account for the early
development of communicative competence. In our account,
the two basic architectural components that allow an infant
to communicate are a peculiar version of sharedness and of
communicative intention.
Airenti, Bara & Colombetti (1993) prove that these
concepts are logically necessary for communication. Their
argument traces back to a drawback in Grice's (1957)
account of non-natural meaning (i.e., of communication). In
Grice's analysis, communication involves the agent's
intention that the partner recognize her intention as
communicative. T o be more precise: if A n n says to B o b
"Don't forget your umbrella when you go out: there's going

to be a rainstorm", her utterance is communicative if she
intends, by uttering it: (i) to induce B o b to lake an umbrella,
(ii) to let B o b recognize intention (i), and (iii) to let such
recognition be (at least part o O Bob's reason for taking an
umbrella.
T h e problem with Grice's account is that it involves an
infinite regression, whereby it is always necessary that the
agent entertain a (n+l)-th intention that her n-th intention be
recognized (Strawson 1964; Schiffer 1972). T o avoid this
pitfall. Airenti, Bara & Colombetti (1993) mtroduce the
concept of overtness, and deal with it in terms of shared
mental states. They define shared belief as a unilateral
primitive mental state, rather than the end point of an
infinite nesting of mental states of the A n n believes that B o b
believes that Ann's sort. In other words, an agent sharedly
believes that p with a certain partner if she believes both
that p and that the partner sharedly believes that p with her.
This definition allows Airenti, Bara & Colombetti (1993)
to also define communicative intention as a circular
primitive of the same sort: in particular, as the intention to
overtly m a k e s o m e of the agent's private mental states
shared with the partner. Overtness here means that the very
intention to communicate has to be m a d e public in its turn.
T o be more precise: an agent intends to communicate that p
to a partner if she intends to share with the partner both that
p and that she intends to communicate that p to him.
Colombetti (1993, 1998) has provided formalized
definitions of both the mental state types w e have discussed
in a modal logic language.
Shared belief and communicative intention are thus
logically necessary components of the architecture of a
communicating agent. Although adult communication will
also have to include private beliefs and a more sophisticated
concept of intention, w e propose that these two basic
components, appropriately reconsidered, are sufficient to
explain infant communication.
Sharedness is an agent's ability to construe her o w n
mental states as mutually k n o w n to a partner. This is the
starting point of communicative interaction, which m a y then
be viewed as the progressive modification of the c o m m o n
background shared between the participants. Sharedness is
m a d e possible by the fundamental identity of all h u m a n
beings' cognitive architecture, which allows us to recognize
our conspecifics as having mental states qualitatively similar
to ours and therefore to view them as plausible
communicative partners (Tirassa 1997).
W e hypothesize that a young child m a y communicate by
resorting not to a full-fledged T o M , as implied by the
relevant literature, but simply to the capability of sharing
her mental states with her partners, provided that she is
incapable of not sharing them. In a reversal of the classical
approach, according to which the infant is unable to ascribe
mental states to other individuals, w e argue that she is
unable not to consider her mental slates shared with the
partners. In this perspective, the egocenirism of the preT o M child m a y be interpreted not as the inability to view
the conspecifics as endowed with menial states, but as the
inability to understand that they do not necessarily share her
o w n mental states. In her earliest stages of life, a child
would then take all of her experiential stales as shared with
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her partners. In our proposal, for an infant to .share all of her
mental slates means that they are, in her o w n perspective,
intrinsically public.
A n adult's, or an elder child's, ability to share not all of
her mental stales (i.e., to understand that both her and her
conspecifics have menial slates private of their o w n ) is
instead m a d e possible by the presence of a full-fledged
T o M , i.e., by her ability to differentiate her mental slates
from those that m a y be ascribed to the partner. This m a y be
a later acquisition in child development, possibly supported
by increasingly complex social interactions with the
caregivers.
A s for communicative intention, Airenti, Bara &
Colombetti (1993) define it as an agent's intention to add to
or, in general, to modify - the c o m m o n background shared
with the partner, i.e., as an individual's capability of acting
in such a w a y that a partner m a y notice her actions and
ascribe them a suitable communicative meaning.
O u r proposal in this respect is that, if the child shares all
her subjective reality with the partners, then every action
she m a y perform is performed in the cognitive space she
shares with them and has therefore a communicative
meaning. A n
infant would
simply
entertain an
undifferentiated type of intention, which would be neither
strictly private nor strictly communicative, since the
difference between the two would require her to be aware
that s o m e of her mental states are not actually shared.
T o m a k e an example: a hungry child would simply take it
for granted that her caregivers share this mental state of
hers, which would bring her to also take it for granted that
her hunger will be satisfied. F r o m the viewpoint of a strictly
Gricean theory of communication, her cry would not be
considered intentionally communicative, because this would
require that she be able to draw an explicit distinction
between the mental states she takes as private of her own,
those she takes as private of the caregivers', and those she
takes as shared with them. She cannot therefore be said to
entertain a fully communicative intention, according to the
definition given above. However, she can take it for granted
that every behavior of hers is public, i.e., shared with the
caregivers: private and communicative behavior are simply
one and the same thing.
Later on, with the full development of T o M , the infant
would begin to recognize that both she and the other
individuals have their o w n private mental states,
qualitatively similar but not necessarily identical to those of
their partners. This will enable her to realize that only some
of an agent's mental states m a y actually be shared with
another individual. This will be the beginning of intentional
communication in a fully Gricean definition: as T o M
develops, communication will become one of the means
available to a certain end, and not a plain state of the world.
Still later, this capability will become explicit, more
similar to a theory in the literal acceptation of the term; this
will allow the elder child to reason upon and to try to affect
the others' mental states in a more sophisticated, adult-like
way, and therefore to deal, e.g., with wrong beliefs and their
revision, deceits (involving a crucial difference between an
agent's public and private mental states), and so on.

Communication an Innatism
Explicit T o M becomes manifest around the fourth birthday;
Clements & Perner (1994) have found evidence of an
implicit T o M appearing around the third. Most researchers
agree that these abilities do not start from scratch, but find
their precursors, or prerequisites, in earlier cognitive
capabilities, like gaze monitoring and joint attention (BaronCohen 1995). In any case, there is strong evidence that a
child younger than 3 or 4 is incapable of differentiating her
own mental states from those that can be ascribed to other
individuals. This implies that she is unable to communicate
in a fully Gricean way; unless one is willing to assert that
she does not communicate at all, this leaves open two
possibilities.
In principle, two individuals belonging to the same
species may interact in two ways: ethological, i.e., affecting
each other's behavior by way of a fully codified repertoire of
behaviors; or psychological, i.e., affecting each other's
mental states by way of intentional communication. These
two types of interaction are found in different species,
emerge in different phylogenic stages, and are irreducible
to each other; the latter, but not the former, requires certain
specific mental states, only typical of the highly complex
cognitive systems of socially sophisticated species like ours.
An explanation of infant communication based on an
ethological perspective would pose serious problems. As a
first thing, it is not parsimonious, from a scientific
standpoint, to have to formulate two completely different
theories for communication in the adult and in the infant.
The greatest difficulties, however, would come from the
attempt to understand the transition from the ethological
theory supposedly used by the infant to the psychological
one used by the elder child and the adult.
A first possibility is that the ethological theory would
simply vanish, leaving room for the psychological one; this,
however, seems rather implausible and even hard to
understand. A second, more interesting, possibility would be
to postulate an evolution of the ethological theory into the
psychological one. W e argue, however, that this will not
work either. H o w could an infant learn that the caregivers
are endowed with mental states, starting from an ethological
theory? Such knowledge cannot come from the simple
observation of their behavior, because an organism's mental
states or even the simple fact that that organism does
actually entertain mental states - cannot be inferred from the
plain observation of that organism's behavior (Searle 1992;
Turing 1950; Watson 1913). Ethological and psychological
theories are intrinsically different, and the latter cannot be
derived from the former, nor from their local or global
falsification. This is, in practice, a reformulation of what is
known in linguistics as the argument from the poverty of
the stimulus"
There is, in other words, a circular problem with the
ethological stance: if an infant had no idea that the
caregivers are endowed with mental states, she would have
no way to make such discovery starting from the
observation of their behavior. The only way to interact with
other human agents qua human agents is by viewing them as
intentional from the beginning.
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Recognizmg conspecifics as plausible communicative
partners cannot be a matter of learning; nor can it be learned
that they possess mental states or that these states can be
more or less different from ours. Therefore, the capacity of
entertaining shared beliefs and communicative intentions
have to be innate and species-typical in order to justify the
very existence of human communication. This does not
mean that these mental states are present at birth: our point
is that they result from the evolution of earlier,
undifferentiated states of sharedness and intention.
Both these earlier mental states and the patterns of their
development into adult-like .states (which will include the
ability to differentiate between private and shared beliefs,
and between private and communicative intentions) have to
be innate. The full development of the earlier states into the
later ones, of course, may well require appropriate
interactions with the social environment. Our point here is
thus that the child cannot learn that there exist other beings,
similar to her, with whom she may communicate: this
knowledge has to be part of her innate competence. Only
this allows for the creation and modification of a common
background with the caregivers.
Conclusion
W e have proposed that there exist primitive components of
human cognitive architecture, necessary for intentional
communication as it has been defined since Grice (1957),
arguing that they have to be innate in order to allow for the
very existence of communication. These components are
sharedness and communicative intention (plus, of course, an
appropriate set of input/output channels like language or
gesture).
These components have to be somehow present in the
infant, if she has to be viewed as part of the human
communicative collectivity (which is also the only way to
guarantee that she will learn what she has to learn from her
social environment). There is, however, evidence that they
cannot be present in the same sophisticated form they take
in the elder child and the adult: something simpler is
therefore needed to explain infant communication.
W e have argued that our version of undifferentiated
sharedness and intention are the necessary and sufficient
components of an infant's communicative competence. A
key point of this argument is that this requires a very early,
innate capability of recognizing agency, i.e., of viewing
certain entities of the world as agents endowed with mental
states, and certain events of the world as brought about by
agents rather than by physical necessity.
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Abstract
Constant interaction with a dynamic environment —
from riding a bicycle to segmenting speech — makes
sensitivity to the sequential structure of the world a
crucial dimension of the cognitive system. Accounts of
sequence learning vary widely, with some authors
arguing that parsing and segmentation processes are
central, and others defending the notion that sequence
learning involves mere memorization. In this paper, we
argue that sequence knowledge is essentially statistical
in nature and that sequence learning involves simple
associative prediction mechanisms. W e focus on a choice
reaction situation introduced by Lee (1997), in which
participants were exposed to material that follows an
extremely simple rule, namely that stimuli are selected
randomly but never appear more than once in a legal
sequence. Perhaps surprisingly, people can learn this rule
very well. Or do they? W e offer a conceptual replication
of the originalfinding,but a very different interpretation
of the results, as well as simulation work that makes it
clear h o w highly abstract dimensions of the stimulus
material can in fact be learned based on elementary
associative mechanisms.
Introduction
Sequence learning is a fundamental process involved in the
m a n y different cognitive skills required for successful
interaction with an intensely dynamic environment.
A m o n g those skills, language is probably the most
complex, and the role that elementary associative sequence
learning processes m a y play in its development have
recently begun to be explored anew. For instance, Saf&an
et al. (Saffran, J.R., Newport, E.L., Aslin, R.N., Tunick,
R.A., & Barrueco, S., 1997) recently showed h o w
incidental exposure to artificial language-like auditory
material (e.g., bupadapatubitutibu...) w a s sufficient to
enable participants to segment the continuous sequence of
sounds they had heard into the artificial words (e.g.,
bupada, patubi, etc.) that it consisted of, as evidaiced b y
their performance in a subsequent recognition test. Based
on these data, Saf&an et al. (1997) suggested that word
segmentation abilities develop based o n mechanisms that
exploit the statistical regularities present in sequences of
events, such as for instance the fact that the transitional
probabilities of successive syllables are higher within
words than between words. Interestingly, Safl&an et al.

(1997) rooted their interpretation of their fmdings in the
apparendy remote literature dedicated to implicit learning.
TTie connection is obvious as soon as one recognizes that
language acquisition, like implicit learning (see Berry &
Dienes, 1993; Cleeremans, 1993 for reviews), is likely to
involve, at least in part, incidental learning of complex
information organized at different levels. In particular,
research on sequence learning has, over the past decade or
so provided a steady stream of relevant evidence suggesting
that participants exhibit detailed sensitivity to the
sequential structure through differences in their reaction
time to stimuli that are or are not predictable based o n the
temporal context. In typical sequence learning situations,
participants are asked to react to each element of
sequentially structured and typically visual sequences of
events (e.g., Nissen & Bullemer, 1987). Several versions
of this basic paradigm can be distinguished. In rule-based
paradigms, sequences either conform or fail to conform to
an abstract rule that describes permissible transitions
between successive stimuli. Rule-based paradigms can in
turn involve either deterministic (e.g., Lewicki, Hill, &
Bizot, 1988) or probabilistic rules, as w h e n the stimulus
material is generated based o n the output of finite-state
grammars (e.g., Cleeremans, 1993). B y contrast, in the
more c o m m o n simple repeating sequence paradigm, a
single sequence containing fixed regularities is rqjeated
m a n y times to produce the training set (e.g., Nissen &
Bullemer, 1987).
A perennial question in this context is to detennine
exactly what people learn about w h e n exposed to
sequentially structured stimulus material. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, it is often the case that several different
accoimts are partially or completely consistent with the
data. Consider for instance a sequence learning situation in
which the stimulus material consists of a simple repeating
sequence such as " A B C D B A " . W h e n exposed to this
material in the context of a choice reaction situation,
participants could either (1) learn something about the
generation rules, (2) memorize the entire sequence, (3)
become sensitive to the frequency of specific repeating
fragments of the sequence, (4) learn something about the
conditional probability of occurrence of each element in
the context of the previous elements, (5) learn about other
aspects of the material such as specific m o v e m e n t patterns
(e.g., alternations, trills, or m o r e abstract patterns).
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Cleeremans and Jimenez (1998) suggested that these
different accounts m a y in fact often turn out to be
descriptively equivalent, and concluded that the core
processes involved in sequence learning are best thought of
as involving elementary associative learning processes that
result in a progressively developing sensitivity to the
statistical constraints contained in the material (see also
Stadler, 1992). Such processes are well instantiated by the
Simple Recurrent Network (henceforth, S R N ; see Elman,
1990; Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991), which w e
describe later in this paper.
In this context, Lee (1997) described an interesting
sequence learning situation which, at first sight, seems to
challenge traditional accounts of sequence learning. Indeed,
the stimulus set used by Lee consisted of a random
selection of the 720 (6!) sequences of six elements that are
consistent with the following simple constraint: Each of
six different elements can only appear once in each sixelements sequence. For instance, the sequences "123456"
or "236145" are both legal because each stimulus appears
only once. The sequence "235451", however, does not
follow the rule because element '5' appears twice and
element '6' is missing. This rule thus results in a
probability gradient across the six positions within each
sequence, such that the first element of any legal sequence
is always completely unpredictable, and such that the
subsequent elements become increasingly predictable based
on the context set by the previoxis elements. The fmal
element of each legal sequence is thus always completely
predictable based on thefirstfiveelements. Lee's material
thus contains almost no structure but for the single highly
abstract structural property described by the generation
rule. Nevertheless, Lee showed that participants trained on
this material tend to respond faster to stimuli that occur in
serial position 6 than to stimuli that appear in serial
position 1, thereby indicating that they had learned
something about the structure of the material. Lee also
suggested that learning involved a combination of implicit
and explicit learning, to the extent that people were unable
to project their knowledge in various direct tests (e.g.,
recognition or prediction), but nevertheless exhibited better
learning when informed of the nature of the rule.
A s Lee (1997) indicated, traditional theories of sequence
learning m a y have a hard time accoimting for the data.
Indeed, theories that rely on the notion that people
memorize entire instances would have difficulty in this
case because the stimulus material simply does not consist
of a few repeating sequences. Fragment-based accounts
also appear implausible because even three-elements
fiagments fail to convey m u c h information about the
relevant regularities. For instance, the fiagment '123' m a y
end in any of the 6 serial positions and be followed by any
of the 6 possible elements but '3' (stimulus repetitions
were forbidden). Lee concluded that "both parsing and
short-term m e m o r y mechanisms must be involved" (p.
428), and that models based on simple associative learning
mechanisms, such as the S R N model, were probably
incapable of learning this stimulus material.
In the following, w e fu^t report on the results of a
conceptual replication of Lee (1997)'s experiment. Next,
and in contrast to Lee's conclusions, w e show that
participants' sensitivity to the rule used to generate the
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stimulus material can actually be understood based on the
operation of elementary associative mechanisms that do
not involve any parsing of the material. More
importantly, w e also challenge the idea that any learning
is involved in this situation. Finally, w e explore h o w well
the S R N model can account for our data.
Experimental Design
Participants
Twelve participants took part in the experiment. They
were paid a flat fee of about $14 and could earn an
additional bonus of up to $9 based on performance at the
task (see below).
Apparatus and Display
The experiment was run on PowerPC Macintosh
computers. The display consisted of six dots arranged in a
horizontal line on the computer's screen and separated by
intervals of 3 cm. Each screen position corresponded to a
key on the computer's keyboard. The spatial configuration
of the keys was fully compatible with the screen
positions. The stimulus was a small black circle 0.35 c m
in diameter that appeared on a white screen background,
centered 1 c m below one of the six dots. The RSI was 120
msec.
Procedure
The experiment consisted of 24 training blocks during
which subjects were exposed to a serial six-choice R T
task. Each block consisted of 180 trials, for a total of
4320 trials. O n each trial, a stimulus appeared at one of
the possible six positions. Participants were instructed to
respond as fast and as accurately as possible by pressing
on the corresponding key. The target was removed as soon
as a key had been pressed, and the next stimulus ^jpeared
after a 120 msec interval. Erroneous responses were
signaled to participants by means of a tone.
All participants were exposed to two practice blocks of
18 trials each before the onset of the experiment. Short
rest breaks occurred between any two experimental blocks.
During these breaks, participants were given feedback
about their performance during the previous block, and
informed about h o w m u c h bonus money they had earned
so far. This amount was computed for each block based on
both accuracy and speed. A longer rest break of about 7
minutes occurred after 12 experimental blocks.
All participants were subsequently asked to perform a
continuous generation task during which they w a «
required to predict the location at which the next stimulus
would appear. This generation task consisted of 540 trials
presented over 3 blocks of 180 trials each. For each
participant, the stimulus material presented during
generation was identical with the material they had been
exposed to during blocks 13 to 15 of the R T task, thereby
ensuring that the R T and generation tasks were as
comparable as possible. N o explicit feedback was provided
during the generation task. However, participants could
obtain feedback merely by comparing their prediction
responses with the actual location at which the next
stimulus appeared.

Stimulus material

Mean percentage of correct predictions

Reaction time

The material used in this experiment w a s the same as
described by Lee (1997). The stimulus set consisted of the
720 (6!) sequences of six elements that were consistent
with the following simple constraint: Each element could
only appjear once in each sequence, as described in the
introduction. Each of the 2 4 training blocks was produced
by randomly selecting (without replacement) 3 0 legal
sequences and by concatenating them in random order with
the only constraint that the last element of any sequence
could not be identical with the first element of the next
sequence. This procedure ensured that the material was
altogether free of repetitions, which are k n o w n to elicit
fast reaction times regardless of their probability. Each
participant w a s exposed to a different random order of the
24 training blocks. In contrast to Lee (1997) then,
participants in this study were exposed to the entire
training set rather than to a subset of all legal sequences.
Results
W e first report on overall performance in the R T task.
Choice Reaction Time Performance
T o assess whether participants were sensitive to the
sequential structure of the material, w e first examined
whether their reaction times reflected the serial position
effect described by Lee (1997). Recall that the stimulus
material w a s such that stimuli appearing as the first
element of a sequence were completely random according
to the generation rules, and that stimuli appearing at
subsequent serial positions were increasingly predictable,
up to serial position 6 where the stimulus was completely
determined. Figure 1 shows the average reaction times
obtained over the entire experiment, plotted separately for
each of the 6 serial positions. T h e figure makes it clear
that participants' responses are strongly influenced by the
serial position within each sequence: T h e reaction times
indeed decrease linearly from the first to the sixth serial
position, with a difference of about 30 msec between the
first and last serial positions. These impressions were
confinned by a two-way A N O V A with block [24 levels]
and serial position [six levels] as repeated measures
factors. This analysisrevealeda significant main effect of
block, F(23, 253) = 48.14, p<.0001, M s e = 2997.7 and of
serial position, F(5, 55) = 22.26, p<.0001, M s e = 1554.3.
The interaction also reached significance, F(115, 1265) =
1.26, p<.05, M s e = 754.4, albeit more detailed analyses
(see below) do not confirm that is should be taken as an
indication of learning. Further, a trend analysis appUed to
the average reaction times collapsed over serial positions 1
to 6 confirmed their linearity, F(5, 55) = 22.26, p<.0001,
M s e = 1554.3 (R^= 0.96).

position
position
Figure 1: Left panel: M e a n reaction times as a function
of serial position over the entire experiment. Right
panel: M e a n percentage of correct prediction responses
produced in the continuous generation task, plotted
separately for stimuli associated with serial positions 1
to 6.
aggregate data, and which again produced a significant
interaction between blocks and positions, F(I5, 165) =
1.77, p<.05, M s e = 185.3. However, this significant
interaction doesn't seem to reflect learning. Indeed, planned
comparisons showed that the difference between reaction
times to position 1 and position 6 stimuli (30 msec) is
already significant over the first two blocks [F(l,ll) =
16.87, p<.001, M s e = 309.5], and that it stays relatively
constant up until the last t w o blocks, for which it
averages 41 msec [F(l,ll) = 23.56, p<.001, M s e =
443.74]. In short, there is in fact very little evidence that
there is any learning in this situation, short of unspecific
practice effects: T h e serial position effect emerges very
early in training and remains quite constant over the entire
experiment.
Generation task performance
After the main R T task, participants were asked to perform
a continuous generation task during which they were to
predict where the stimulus would appear next.
Figure 1 (right panel) shows the average percentages of
correct predictions plotted separately for each of the 6
serial positions and averaged over the 3 blocks. Planned
comparisons showed that the percentages of correct
responses for each position failed to differ from chance
(18%) (p>.10), thus suggesting that participants were
unable to project their knowledge in this direct test.
However,fiirtheranalysis showed that participants were
nevertheless more successful in predicting the location at
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Figure 2 (left panel) shows h o w the serial position effect
described above changes over training. The figure indicates
that the effect is akeady present early in training, and that
the slope of the curves corresponding to different m o m e n t s
during training does not appear to change much. These
impressions were confirmed by an A N O V A with block [4
levels] and serial position [6 levels] applied on this
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Figure 2: Left panel: M e a n reaction times as a
function of serial position, plotted separately for blocs 16, 7-12, 13-18, and 19-24. Right panel: M e a n S R N
responses plotted separately for epochs 1, 3, 5, and 7.
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which serial position 6 stimuli could appear than for
position 1 stimuli, (t(12) = 3.8, p < .005).
Finally, participants were also asked questions about
whether they had noticed anything about the structure of
the stimulus material in either task. All participants
indicated that they thought that the stimulus material was
completely random.
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Taken at fece value, the data w e obtained replicate the
results reported by Lee (1997): Participants seem to be
able to s o m e h o w segment the stimulus material in chunks
of 6 elements. This is what prompted Lee to conclude that
parsing mechanisms were necessary to understand
performance. In addition, and somewhat surprisingly, our
data also indicate that no or little sequential learning took
place in this situation. A reexamination of Lee (1997)'s
results likewise seems to suggest that the serial position
effect is already present very early during training. In the
following, w e will (1) s h o w that parsing mechanisms of
any kind turn out to be uimecessary to account for
performance, and (2) suggest an account of h o w
participant's sensitivity to the sequential structure m a y
develop before they are first exposed to the task.
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The position effect is emergent. Lee (1997)'s
analysis rests on the assumption that it is necessary for
participants to encode the serial position for them to
exhibit faster reaction times to serial position 6 stimuli
than to other positions, and therefore to s o m e h o w parse
the material in successive chunks of 6 elements with the
correct boxmdaries. This, however, needs not be the case:
Participants in fact merely need to be sensitive to the lag
that separates two occurrences of the same stimulus, and
to produce faster responses to stimuli associated with a
long lag. T o see this, consider the fact that any stimulus
that occurs on serial position 6, that is, as the fmal
element of an experimenter-generated sequence, is
necessarily associated with a lag of at least length 5, in
that, by construction, the same stimulus could not have
occurred within the same experimenter-generated sequence.
In contrast, stimuli that occur on serial position 1 could
have previously occurred as recently as two trials ago (in
the previous sequence), and thus be associated with a lag
of length 1. This state of affairs is depicted in Figure 3 A ,
which clearly shows that the different serial positions are
associated with ranges of lags of increasing length. For
instance, position 1 is associated with lags of length 1-5,
and position 6 with lags of length 5-10. F r o m this
perspective, then, the position effect described by Lee
(1997) and rephcated in this experiment, merely emerges
out of more elementary features of the material, namely
(1) that on each trial, the probability of any stimulus
increases linearly with the lag that separates the current
trial from the stimulus's previous occurrence, and (2) that
different serial positions in the experimenter-generated
sequences are, by
construction, associated with
distributions of increasing lags.
If our account is correct, then one should observe a lag
effect in the data. Figure 3 B showstiiatsuch a lag effect is
indeed present: Reaction times decrease linearly with the
lag, as confirmed by an A N O V A with lag [10 levels].
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Figure 3: T h e lag effect. A : Distribution of lags for
each serial position. B : M e a n reaction times (filled
symbols) and m e a n S R N responses (open symbols) for
each of 10 lag levels. C : M e a n reaction times, and D :
M e a n S R N responses plotted separately for the 10 lag
levels and for each serial position. See text for additional
details.
F(9,99) = 25,45, p<.0001. Figure 3C further shows that
position, by itself, seems to have little impact on
performance: Each curve (corresponding to stimuli with a
given lag length as in Figure 3 A ) is relatively flat across
serial positions. A n A N O V A with position [six levels]
applied to these data and restricted to stimuli with a lag of
length 5 (the only case where position and lag are
completely crossed) confirmed this impression and showed
no significant effect of position (p=.09). Hence it should
be clear that participants do not need to, and in fact do not,
parse the material in order to exhibit the observed serial
position effect. Combined with the further fact that w e
failed to observe learning in this situation, it would appear
that sensitivity to the serial position, far from indicating
learning of the sequential regularities, m a y in fact reflect
knowledge that participants already possess before being
exposed to the task. This knowledge m a y consist of a
tendency to prepare responses that have not been used
recently, in a w a y similar to the well-knovm fact that
spontaneously generated random sequences are in fact
m u c h more uniform than true random distributions. H o w
might this knowledge be established? This is the issue w e
focus on in the rest of this paper.
Simulations
T o fmd out whether simple associative learning
mechanisms are in fact sufficient to account for the data,
w e explored h o w well the S R N model (Figure 4) could
leam Lee (1997)'s material. The network uses backpropagation to leam to cr^Jifit the next element of a
sequence based only on the current element and on a
representation of the temporal context that the network has
elaborated itself T o do so, it uses information provided by
so-called context units which, on every step, contain a
copy of the network's hidden unit activation vector at the

1 next(6) 1

on a total of 30240 (720 sequences x 6 elements x 7
epochs) trials, and their responses, assessed as described
above, were averaged together.

hidden units (10) 1

f

Simulation results

HH. " " ^

Over 7 epochs, the network is able to master the training
set ahnost perfectly, as illustrated in Figure 5. The
4 ^
^
network, like h u m a n participants, exhibits a linear serial
1 hkldefl units (70)
| 1 current (6) 1
position effect (Figure 5, left panel). Further, Figure 3 B
shows that the network also exhibits a linear lag effect
Figure 4: The simple recurrent network (SRN). See
that is not only very similar to the h u m a n data, but also
text for details.
remarkably similar to — and indeed almost identical with
—
the actual distribution of lags over the 6 serial
previous time step. Over training, the relative activation
positions within the stimulus material (con^are Figures
of the output imits representing each possible successor
3 A and 3D). A regression analysis using the simulated
c o m e to approximate the optimal conditional probabilities
data depicted in Figure 3 D and tfie corresponding h u m a n
associated with their appearance in the current context, and
data shown in Figure 3 C indicated that the model explains
can thus be interpreted as representing implicit preparation
about 7 0 % of the variance (see Figure 5, right panel) of
for the next element w h e n the network is used as a model
h u m a n reaction times. Thus in all respects, the network
of h u m a n sequence learning performance. Previous work
provides an excellent descriptive account of the h u m a n
(see Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; Cleeremans, 1993)
data. In the next section, w e examine h o w the network
has shown that the S R N is able to account for about 8 0 %
learns the stimulus material.
of the variance in sequential choice reaction time data.
Learning. A s shown in Figure 2 (right panel), over the
course of training, the network progressively starts
Simulation parameters and procedure
exhibiting (after 3 epochs) the serial position effect that
T o assess h o w well the S R N could capture R T
h u m a n participants already produce at the onset of the
performance in this experiment, w e trained the model on
experiment. Note that the network does not capture
the same material as h u m a n subjects. The network
unspecific practice effects — a knovra limitation of the
consisted of 80 hidden imits and local representations o n
S R N as a model of choice reaction time performance.
both the input and output pools (i.e., each unit
Figure 6 provides a more detailed view of the network's
corresponded to one of the 6 stimuli). The network was
performance as it changes over training, and shows that
trained to predict each element of a continuous sequence of
the network becomes progressively able to predict
stimuli generated in exactly the same conditions as for
perfectly which elements are possible at each serial
human subjects. O n each step, a stimulus w a s generated
position (bottom row). For instance, the network perfectly
according to the generation rules and presented to the
predicts that '6' is the only possible successor of "12345"
network by setting the activation of the corresponding
A s described in Servan-Schreiber, Cleeremans
&
input unit to 1.0. Activation was then allowed to spread to
McClelland, (1991), the development of sequence
the other units of the network, and the error between its
knowledge in the S R N involves a gradually increasing
response and the actual successor of the current stimulus
sensitivity to the sequential constraints contained in an
was used to modify the connection weights. During
increasingly large and self-developed representation of the
training, the activation of each output unit was recorded on
temporal context defined by previous elements of the
every trial and transformed into Luce ratios to normalize
sequence. Initially, the network learns to associate each
the responses. For the purpose of comparing simulated and
element with the distribution of its possible successors,
observed responses, w e assumed (1) that the normaUzed
and essentially ignores the context information. In this
activations of the output units represent response
material, each element is associated with a imique
tendencies, and (2) that there is a linear reduction in R T
proportional to the relative strength of the unit
corresponding to the correct response. The network's
650 Raadion Tiira
r2 . 0.704
responses were finally subtracted from 1.0 to make
SRN
increases in response strength compatible with reduction
625 inRT.
W e conducted extensive exploration of the parameter
space using this and other closely related architectures.
Because it appears that h u m a n participants do not learn
o - SBN
m u c h beyond unspecific practice effects in this
Human Data
HumwiData
experiment, w e did not attempt to match the number of
experimental and simulated trials. The results presented
position
below provided the best fit w e could obtain with the
Figure 5: Comparison between simulated and h u m a n
h u m a n data, and they involved 7 epochs of training on the
performance. Left panel: Both himian participants and the
entire training set, a leaming rate of 0.04 and a
model exhibit a linear serial position effect. Right Panel:
m o m e n t u m of 0.9. Ten networks initialized with different
The model accotmts for about 7 0 % of the variance in the
random weights selected in the -0.5, 0.5 range were trained
distribution of h u m a n reaction times.
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successive occurrences of the same stimulus. Parsing
mechanisms of any kind are thus clearly unnecessary.
M o r e surprisingly, perhaps, our results suggest that Lee
(1997)'sfindingsdo not involve learning of the sequential
regularities, but merely reflect knowledge that participants
already possess before being exposed to the task. This
knowledge, perhaps gained through experience in the real
world, m a y consist of a tendency to preferentially prepare
responses that have not been produced recently. The
structure of Lee (1997)'s material would then simply be
congruent with this bias and reinforce it. This bias does
appear to be implicit, although further research is
necessary to clarify this issue. In conclusion, it appears
that performance in this task might be more of matter of
knowing without learning than a matter of learning
without knowing.
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Figure 6: Model prediction responses on the sequence
123456 at different points in training. Each bar
represents the strength of the output unit corresponding
to each of the 6 possible elements.

Authors note
distribution of successors because, by construction, an
element caimot be followed by itself. Hence after one
epoch of training (see Figure 6, top row), the networic
tends to predict that all the elements but the input element
are possible successors, and the patterns of activation over
its hidden units n o w represent these associations. W h e n
fed back onto the context units, these patterns can n o w be
used by the network as a representation of the previous
element, and it can then start basing its predictions on two
elements. It is w h e n the network has become sensitive to
three elements that the material's structure starts
conveying information about the lag that separates
occurrences of the same stimulus. Consider for instance
the fragment '123'. It can never be followed by 3 by
construction, but it is also more often associated with '1'
as a successor than it is with '2',regardlessof the serial
position at which it ends. This is simply because there are
more ways for '1231' to occur in the stimulus set than
there are ways for ' 1232' to occur. Indeed, whereas neither
'1231' and '1232' can occur within any legal sequence,
' 1231' can span two legal sequences in three different ways
('1-231', '12-31', and '123-1'), whereas '1232' can only
do so in two different ways ('12-32', and '123-2'). Hence,
the lag effect emerges out of the network's predictionbased sensitivity to the statistical structure of the material,
and the lag effect is itself the basis for the emerging serial
position effect characteristic of h u m a n performance.
Finally, further simulation work that w e cannot present
due to lack of space indicated that the network's
representations of the material are sufficiently abstract to
enable it to generalize flawlessly after training on only a
subset of the 720 legal sequences.
General Discussion
In this paper, w e suggested that the core mechanism
involved in sequence learning is statistical in nature, and
rooted in the development of distributed representations of
the temporal context acquired through elementary
associative learning processes that operate on exemplars.
W e showed h o w such mechanisms are in fact sufficient to
understand h o w sensitivity to very abstract features of the
material, such the serial position effect described by Lee
(1997) can emerge out of a sensitivity to more elementary
features of the material, such as the lag that separates
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Abstract

follow suit. For example, the other contributors to the
volume in question, each and every one of them, is likeAccording to the received view in the psychology of rea- minded: they either explicitly reject or presuppose the
soning, Piaget's view that
falsity of Piaget's J^}
:F H u m a n s naturally develop a context-free deductive
In this short paper I present a prolegomenon for
reasoning scheme at the level of elementary first-order
vindicating
Piaget's affirmation of T and its relalogic.
tives. The paper is structured as follows. In section
has been overthrown by the poor performance of educated
2 I present four logic problems on which the vast
adult subjects on specific logic problems (e.g., Wason's
majority of educated adult subjects do indeed exselection task). I propose that Piaget's .F (or at least a variant) is alive and well, because the subjects in question are
hibit poor performance: Wason's selection task and
simply victims of a defective education. With a modicum
" T H O G " problem, a well-known and thoroughly studof the right sort of logic training, humans reason deducied
invalid syllogism [Oakhilletal., 1989], and an
tively on logic problems well enough to vindicate Piaget.
ingenious fourth problem involving exclusive disjunction recently introduced by Johnson-Laird and Savary
T h e Received View: Piaget D e a d o n
[Johnson-Laird and Savary, 1995].^ In section 3 I briefly
Deductive Reasoning
review the main responses that have developed in reWhile some elements of Piaget's thought remain very
sponse to the experiments and data discussed in section
much alive today, the consensus seems to be that at least 2. In section 4 I briefly present m y response. In the final
one part has long been reduced to a carcass: the part acsection, 5, I discuss empirical support for my response,
cording to which
garnered from my attempt to produce in students the
reasoning ability Piaget believed would develop at
^ Humans naturally develop a context-free deductive
the stage of "formal operations." This discussion is
reasoning scheme at the level of elementary first-order accompanied by synoptic formal analysis of two of the
logic'
problems presented in section 2.
As evidence that .F is generally regarded to
cold dead, one can do no better than Peter Wason's
[Wason, 1995] relaxed remarks in his contribution to a recently published book [Newstead and Evans, 1995] written in his honor. Wason is credited with devising the
seminal experiments that led to the rejection of T (we
will visit two of the experiments below), and the remarks
in question arisefromhis retrospection on these experiments. For example, we read: "Thefirstformal experiments, done partly in Scotland, met with grave looks
from dedicated Piagetians; the subjects' were clearly incompatible with 'formal operations' " ([Wason, 1995],
296). Wason writes here and elsewhere as if .?^ has been
long buried; most others in the psychology of reasoning

be stone
Four Puzzles
The psychology of reasoning is in many ways driven by a
smallish set of classic reasoning problems. First and foremost among these is no doubt the Wason selection task.''.
If you haven't seen this before, go ahead and try to solve
it, and record your answer and justification.

'That is, at the level of the propositional calculus plus command over some set of simple operations involving the quantifiers 'some* (3 in F O L ) and 'all' (V in FOL)). The proposition
!F, or at least a thesis very close to it (more about variants on
T below), is articulated and defended by Piaget and Inhelder in
[Inhelder and Piaget, 1958].
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For example, as Johnson-Laird (sarcastically?) says:
It seems that adult subjects in the selection task have not
reached the Piagetian level of formal operations. Yet they
are supposed to have aUained it around the age of 12.
([Johnson-Laird, 1995], 133)
^As cognoscenti know, Johnson-Laird worked with
Wason in the "early days" to devise the experiments
taken by nearly all to overthrow the likes of J^ (e.g., see
[Wason and Johnson-Laird, 1972]).
^ Wason first described this problem in print in
[Wason, 1966].

P I : W a s o n ' s Selection T a s k
Suppose that 1 have a pack of cards each of which has a
letter written on one side and a number written on the other
side. Suppose in addition that I claim the following rule is
true;
• If a card has a vowel on one side, then it has an even
number on the other side.

T h o u g h these problems are still catalyzing
n e w research today, they were devised decades
ago by Wason. Let's turn n o w to a recent problem, an ingenious one devised by Johnson-Laird
[Johnson-Laird and Savary, 1995):

Imagine that I now show you four cards from the pack:

What can you infer about the hand in question from the
following if-then statement?

E

t1

4

P3

[7

• If there is a king in the hand, then there is an ace, or else
if there isn't a king in the hand, then there is an ace.

Which card or cards should you turn over in order to decide whether the rule is true or false?

• Answer:
• Justification:
Only about 5% of the educated population give the correct answer, which is E and 7. If you said E, you saw that
the rule in question would be overthrown were there to be
an odd number on the other side of this card — but you
failed to note that if the 7 card has a vowel on the other
side, this too is a case that shoots d o w n the rule.

Many subjects infer that there must be an ace in the
hand. But alas, this is wrong. (As to why, if you don't
know, I'm afraid I'm going to keep you hanging till I formally diagnose this problem in thefinalsection).
Let m e round things out with a fourth logic problem
presented in [Oakhill et a!., 1989]:

P4
What follows from the following two premises?
(1) All the Frenchmen in the room are wine-drinkers.
(2) Some of the wine-drinkers in the room are gourmets.

P2: The THOG Problem
Here's a second problem, once again from Peter W a s o n ;
try again to solve it, and record your answer and justification.'
Suppose that there are four possible kinds of objects:
•
•
•
•

an unhappy dodecahedron
a happy dodecahedron
an unhappy cube
a happy cube

Suppose as well that I have written down on a hidden piece
of paper one of the attitudes (unhappy or happy) and one
of the shapes (dodecahedron or cube). N o w read the following rule carefully:
• A n object is a G O K E if and only if it has either the attiuide I have written down, or the shape I have written
down, but not both.
I win tell you that the unhappy dodecahedron is a G O K E .
Which of the other objects, if any, is a G O K E ?
If your answer is 'happy cube' you are right. If you
missed this problem (known originally as the T H O G
problem) you're not alone: only about 1 0 % of the educated adult population gets the right answer.^

Many subjects in this case infer
(3) Some of the Frenchman in the room are gourmets.
But (3) doesn't follow from (1) and (2). (Do you see precisely w h y ? Once again, formal diagnosis is given later
on.)
Responses
There are three main responses to the fact that people are
dreadful at solving the quartet presented in the last section:^
The Mental Logic Response According to this response, which is promoted (e.g.) by Lance Rips
[Rips, 1994] and David O'Brien [O'Brien, 1995],
humans do naturally acquire the ability to deduce
abstractly, but they are restricted to a deductive
scheme having considerably less power than standard
first-order logic — and this scheme is not adequate to
crack problems like those seen in the quartet displayed
in the previous section.

'This is Wason's [Wason, 1977] THOG problem, with
The Pragmatic Reasoning Schemas Response This
the shape-names changed to work alongside a repreresponse — the chief advocates for which are Cheng
sentation of this problem in the H y p e r p r o o f system
and Holyoack (e.g., [Cheng and Holyoak, 1985],
[Barwise and Etchemendy, 1994] I use to teach logic, automated theorem-proving, and AI. H Y P E R P R O O F is discussed
[Holyoak and Cheng, 1995]) —
springs from the
below.
fact that when conditionals like the one seen in the
* Actually, in 12 years of presenting the selection task and the
selection task are changed into "deontic" conditionals,
T H O G problem, I have never obtained only a 5 % differential
between it and PI. In m y experience at Brown University and
' As I say, these are the main responses. One response I leave
Rensselaer, studentsfindthe T H O G problem much easier than
aside holds that there is a procedure for "checking for cheaters"
the selection task. E.g, in General Psychology of Fall 1997,
that has evolved in us as a result of namral selection (e.g. see
1 0 % of the students (at the start of the semester) solved the se[Cosmides, 1989]). This response appeals to much of the same
lection task, but over 3 0 % solved the T H O G . In a recent offerexperimental data appealed to by proponents of the Pragmatic
ing of Introduction to Logic Programming, 8 0 % solved T H O G ,
Reasoning Schemas Response.
6 0 % the selection task.
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performance improves substantially. For example,
Griggs and C o x [Griggs and C o x , 1982] showed that
deontic conditionals like
• If a person is drinking beer then the person must be
over 18.
tended to elicit correct selections. Here is an example
of a schema that the previous conditional might be an
instantiation of:
• If the precondition is not satisfied, then the action
must not be taken.
The Mental Models Response The response has been
championed for quite a while n o w by Johnson-Laird
(e.g., [Johnson-Laird, 1995], [Johnson-Laird, 1997]).
Logicians will* identify the response with semantic
tableaux, but Johnson-Laird prefers a somewhat idiosyncratic specification, and he has recently produced
a computer program that instantiates this specification.
According to this program, a disjunction (^ V V' is represented by two models, one in which (p obtains, and one
in which i) obtains; the two models are written (one to
a line) as

M y Response
Put brutally, m y response is this. T h e reason that subjects
perform poorly on problems like those seen in the quartet above is that their education is defective; and because
their education is defective, they haven't reached Piaget's
stage of formal operations. I realize, of course, that T
uses the term 'naturally,' and I realize as well that this
connotes that people, without special training, will reach
the competence in question." But this is a bluff I'm quite
willing to call. W h a t , precisely, does 'naturally' m e a n ?
W e all k n o w that without special training h u m a n s aren't
able to solve even simple arithmetic problems. For example, consider this problem:
• John is given | of a chocolate chip cookie. Each
of his ten friends will be content if they receive g
of such a cookie. If John is willing to keep none
for himself, and he can divide his cookie-part precisely, h o w m a n y friends can he satisfy?
Even educated adults do poorly on this problem.'^ (At a
recent talk at a major university, I found, upon presenting this problem, that a goodly number of professors had
completely forgotten h o w to divide fractions.) D o e s poor
performance of m a n y subjects on a puzzle like this imply
the falsity of s o m e such proposition as the following one?

If the reasoner now learns that <i> is false, she strikesF^A
outHumans naturally develop a context-free scheme at
the level of elementary arithmetic.
thefirstmodel and is left with the second — in which
V* is true. (This then becomes a mental models version
If not, then why should .?^ fall? Perhaps, again, the probof unit resolution.)'
lem pertains not to underlying cognitive development,
but
rather to education, pure and simple. If someone inNow as a matter of fact I see fatal problems infecting
sists on a rather strict reading of 'naturally,' according to
each of these responses (as well as the others I don't exwhich only a bare m i n i m u m of "official" education is replicitly consider),'" but m y objective here is just to air the
quired to support the ascription of the adverb naturally,
responses in order to place m y o w n in the full context of
and therefore according to which F a is indeed taken to
the psychology of reasoning and Piaget's IF. I turn n o w
be false, then I will be quite content to settle for defending
to m y o w n response.
the view that
^Correctly, in m y opinion: I think that mental models is
provably reducible to semantic tableaux.
F' If educated in logic as they are in arithmetic, humans
'What I have just said is in no way offered as a thorough
develop a context-free deductive reasoning scheme at
description of the mental models approach.
the level of elementaryfirst-orderlogic — a scheme
'"Here is the tip of the iceberg of problems I see:
that will allow for the solving of problems like those
• The permission schema reaction fails to account (e.g.)
seen in our quartet above, and significantly harder
for consistently better-than-guessing performance on sylloproblems as well.
gisms. Subjects can be given a choice between four conclusion of the A, E, I or O form, as well as "no conclusion fol"I realize also that part of what I've been calling the 'relows," producing a chance rate of 2 0 % for correct solution.
ceived view' is that some such term is part of the thesis at stake.
A correct response rate of more than 5 0 % is common; I have For example, in their discussion of the psychology of reasonreplicated this rate many times in m y psychology, logic, and ing, StiUings et al. [Stillings et al., 1995] opine that a proposicomputer science classes.
tion virtually identical to JF is "obviously" overthrown by the
• Pragmatic reasoning schemas by definition fail to applyfact
to that the vast majority of subjects fail to solve problems like
(or to explain competence with) abstract reasoning problems those visited in our quartet.
having nothing to do with pragmatic reasoning.
'^Here's another problem with a slightly different twist:
• Both the mental logic and mental models approach fails to
• 293 students from Grover Middle School are going on
"scale up" to logic problems more difficult than the simple
afieldtrip to N e w York City. Each bus carries 32 stuones that dominate the psychology of reasoning literature.
dents. H o w many buses will be needed for the trip?
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I see at least two general ways to reply to m y view; in
a nutshell they are:

be missing, I specifically hypothesized, is (among other
things)

1. "You are stretching the concept of 'naturally acquire'HI teaching of </«proofs;
too far. /•' is true, but this doesn't vindicate Piaget."
H2 teaching of diagrammatic techniques;
2. ''T' is false — or at least you've done nothing to conH3 and teaching of rigorous and general-purpose procevince us that it's true."
dures for formalizing natural language logic problems
infirst-orderlogic so that they can then be solved by
The first complaint seems to be easy enough to hanproof.
dle. Clearly, T ' is firmly in the spirit of Piaget, and
I would be quite content with having defended him to
this degree. Besides, the point of the reference in T ' to
arithmetic is to limit the training in logic to something
well short of sustained and intense training of the sort
an aspiring mathematician or logician would encounter.
The training in question is supposed to be analogous to
what people receive in arithmetic in the normal course
of development in civilized society.'^ The second objection is more formidable. In fact, some readers will be
of the opinion that this objection is very formidable —
because apparently training in logic doesn 't cause facilitation on problems like those seen in the above quartet
(see [Cheng et al., 1986]). I must confess that I have long
found the claim that logic training fails to facilitate on
problems like our quartet nothing short of astonishing.
After all, all four of the problems above (and, indeed, all
logic problems at the heart of the psychology of reasoning), from the standpoint of the content of a first-course
in mathematical logic, are painfully simple. W h a t aspect
of the training could be preventing facilitation?
Empirical Support for My Response
I hypothesized that the training provided, because it is
confined to merely brisk coverage of certain purely syntactic rules of inference, fails to give students/subjects
the formal tools required for solving (PI )-(P4), and other
problems from the same general class.'"* W h a t might
'^This is as good a place as any to say that I do happen to believe that careful reading of Piaget's work on the
issues before us — e.g., [Inhelder and Piaget, 1958] and
[Beth and Piaget, 1966] — reveals that a sucessful defense of
J^' constitutes his vindication in the area of logical reasoning,
but exegesis of his writings will have to wait for a time when I
have more space.
'''The training in question, unfortunately, is probably equivalent to that required and suppbed in a number of states as part of
their K-12 math curricula. For example, students in N e w York
State are taught to manipulate symbols in the prepositional calculus, but they are not taught any of the things I enumerate immediately below in m y hypotheses H1-H3. To make the point
a bit more focussed, students in N e w York State are taught how
to respond to questions like
Given the statements
- a V-.6
b
c —* a
which one of the following statements must also be true?
(Check the correct answer.)

In order to test these hypotheses, I have repeatedly taught
students h o w to use certain theorem-proving technologies in order to produce proofs that constitute solutions
to problems at the level of our quartet, and well beyond.
These technologies allow for both the construction of disproofs (so-called "proofs of non-consequence") and for
diagrammatic reasoning; and the use of these systems
to generate proofs absolutely requires that students be
able to formalize natural language logic problems in firstorder logic so that such problems can be mechanically
solved by proof.
In three separate pre-test/post-test designs, using the
system H y p e r p r o o f [Barwise and Etchemendy, 1994]
(and to some degree the system O T T E R ; both are treated
by m e in class as theorem-provers, though the former is
designed mostly for pedagogical purposes while the latter is used by professional mathematicians), this is precisely what I found. For example, in thefirstexperiment,
while 2 0 % of students at the start of a H y p e r p r o o f basedfirstcourse in mathematical logic solved the selection task, PI, over 8 0 % solved a formal analogue at the
end of the course. Similarly dramatic improvement was
obtained for P2-P4. M o r e importantly, at the conclusion
of the course students were able to routinely solve logic
problems much more difficult than P1-P4. This level of
performance was replicated twice in the two other experiments. O f course, Piaget predicted that deductive operations would be something a young person would master
(with suitable interchange with the environment). I see
no reason to think that, say, sixth graders couldn't routinely learn to do what m y college students routinely learn
to do; and I'm planning experiments at this grade level to
see if I'm correct."

D
D
D
D
D
D

c
-6
-•c
h
a
none of the above

But they are not taught how to disprove the incorrect answers
here, nor how to use established diagrammatic techniques to
carry out proofs and disproofs at this level, nor how to take an
English word (logic) problem and transform it into a formal representation that can then be used to mechanically generate a solution in the form of a proof.
" afiiUerdescription of the experiments I've conducted, as
well as those I'm planning, is forthcoming.
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Let m e conclude by briefly diagnosing the two m e m bers of the quartet P1-P4 in the context of m y hypotheses
and the pedagogy with which they are associated. (More
details can be found by looking at the courses on m y web
site.)
Considerfirstthe selection task in connection with H3.
M y students were told that they had to cast the selection
task in a form that would allow the automated theorem
prover OTTER to solve it. Here is a sample input file:
%
%
%
%
%
%

he right? Inspector Reidar is sure that it was a suicide. Is
heright?Inspector Olaf is sure that the butler, despite conventional wisdom, is innocent. Is he right?
Let's consider now the teaching of disproofs, and let's
anchor the discussion to P4: I noted above that in P 4 (3)
doesn't follow from (1) and (2). This sequence — (3)
from (1) and (2) — is one of 256 syllogisms studied by
Aristotle (out of this space, 15 are valid). It's form is
All A s are B s
Some B s are C s
Some A s are C s
In order to conform to the geometric predicates
built
into
the
Hyperproof
system
[Barwise and Etchemendy, 1994], let's recast this
inference infirst-orderlogic as follows.

Wason's Selection Task
This is cin input file for the
proof that if card
4 (which shows a 7 ) , when flipped,
reveals a vowel,
then a contradiction results.

set(auto).

Vx(Dodec(x) ^ Happy(x))
formula_list(usable).
3a:(Happy(i) A Large(x
% The rule:
3i(Dodec(x) A Large(x)'
all X (Vowel(x) -> Even(x)).
% What we observe facing us
Now, it is possible to prove in Hyperproof that this in% before flipping:
ference is invalid. The finished proof is shown in FigVowel(cl).
ure 1. You will notice that thefirsttwo lines of symbolic
Consonant(c2).
text match the premises; this is the "given" information.
Even(c3).
Y o u will then see what is called a "sub-proof under these
Odd(c4).
% The fact that even and odd
lines; the sub-proof is composed of three lines. In the first
% numbers are distinct:
line of the sub-proof (an assumption) a visual situation is
all X (Even(x) <-> -Odd(x)).
constructed in which two dodecs (frenchmen) are happy
% The possibility that card
(wine-drinkers), and some happy things (wine-drinkers)
% 4 bears a vowel:
are large (gourmets). In the second line of the sub-proof,
Vowel(c4).
end_of_list.
a check is done to m a k e sure that this visual situation is
And here is the proof from a sample output file ($F indiconsistent with the given information (a ^/ indicates that
cates that a contradiction has been found):
w e have consistency). Finally, in the last line, w e simPROOF
1 [] -Vowel (x) I Even (x) .
ply observe that the conclusion in question is false in the
2 [] -Even(x)I -Odd(x).
visual situation. This constitutes a disproof of the syllo6 [] O d d ( c 4 ) .
gism.
8 [] V o w e l ( c 4 ) .
In conclusion and in short, Piaget isright:humans can
10 [hyper,8,1] E v e n ( c 4 ) .
rather easily reach the level of formal deductive opera11 [hyper,10,2,6] $F.
end of proof
tions if they are educated in logic as they are in areas like
My students get so good at this process that even logicreading and arithmetic.'^
problems much harder than PI can be formalized and sent
to OTTER to be solved by proof. For example, they are
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Abstract
This study deals with the interpretation of verbal
commands for action. After an experimental study of
human interpretation of instructions for drawing
geometrical figures, w e have devised a model whose
computerized version is called SIROCO. This model
represents an attempt to simulate differents mechanisms
implied in interpretation of verbal commands. These
mechanisms exploiting contextual informations allow
clarifying and completing propositions expressed in
natural language. In the model, first, the constraints
expressed in present command, in environnement (already
presentfigures),and in background communication, are
represented with fuzzy subsets and circumstantial semantic
networks (well suited for flexible and dynamical
representations). Subsequently, an optimization procedure
integrating all this constraints allows finding a relevant
response to the command. Finally a simulation which
consists in translating instructor's verbal commands in a
defmed minimal language and making it interpreted by the
system shows quite good results for the model.
Introduction
W h e n you look at the content of verbal c o m m a n d s , they
appear to be poor, ambiguous and elliptic. Nevertheless, they
are in fact efficient as measured by the fit of operator (the
person w h o executes c o m m a n d s ) actions to the instructor's
(the person w h o formulates the c o m m a n d ) intended goal. In
summary, a few words are enough to elicit complex and
precise actions. H o w can the power of utterances be
explained?
A partial explanation lies in the fact that the operator has
mental models of situations, scenarios and procedures at his
disposal. These comprise a general knowledge which allows
him to complete the information received, to activate other
knowledge in order to understand what is being asked of him
andfinally,to carry out the action. W h e n , for example,
someone is asked to post a letter, he knows that the letter
needs a stamp, an address, that it should be dropped in a mail
box or taken to the post office. Modelling the operator,
(here, the person asked to mail the letter) calls for describing
and representing the kind of general knowledge w e have just
described. This is what a number of recent systems have
attempted to do, including C A R A M E L (Sabah & Briffault,

1993) for understanding stories, C A M I L L E (Hasting &
Lytinen, 1994) for describing scenarios.
Pragmatic explanations might also be useful in
explaining the power of utterances. Sperber and Wilson's
communicational implications (1986) and Grice's m a x i m s
(1975) c o m e to mind. Thus, in the above example, lacking
any indication as to the cost of the stamps, the operator
might rightly assume that the letter should be sent at a
standard rate; because if it were to be sent express or
recommended, this very relevant bit of information would
surely have been provided. Modelling the operator thus calls
for integrating pragmatic rules as well as general knowledge
into the comprehension system. This is what has been done
with D I A B O L O , a system for analysing and generating
dialogue (Vilnat, 1995).
The fu-st explanation as to w h y utterances are so powerfull
is about shared general knowledge, the second concerns the
internal logic of communication. T h e situated action
approach^ provides a more circumstantial w a y of explaining
the efficiency of speech. T h e proponents of situated action
place less emphasis on the notion of internal representation
and more on situational cues and action. For Olson (1970),
w h o rejects the linguistic approach to studying the
comprehension of verbal utterances, the meaning of an
utterance should not be looked for in the proposition, but in
the situation to which the utterance refers. This is the
approach w e are taking here: the power of language resides in
its relation to a given situation. Important clues that allow
completing vague and elliptical utterances are provided by (i)
the environment, (ii) the information that has already been
communicated (what w e will call the "background") and (iii)
the task (what must be done with the elements provided by
the environment).
W e thus propose such a system and called it S I R O C O .
Though it is currently outfitted to interpret verbal c o m m a n d s
for drawing geometrical figures, it could be adapted to
interpret other kinds of verbal commands. W e have used it to
study h o w operators interpret c o m m a n d s and m a k e decisions.
In the case of incompleteness, the system has to identify the
instructor's intended categories. In the case of imprecision, it
has to defme the fuzzy boundaries of the categories. T o this

^See Norman (1993), for an introduction to this situated action
approach .
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end, w e used two tools for representing information that is
incomplete or imprecise, namely: circumstantial semantic
networks and fuzzy subsets.
The study w e present here was done in three phases: A n
experimental phase in which a h u m a n subject-operator was
asked to interpret and carry out instructions for drawing
geometrical figures given in natural language by a subjectinstructor. The second phase consisted in designing a model
of the subject-operator. Finally, a simulation allowed
comparing SIROCO's responses to those of the subjectoperator. This paper is organised following these three
different phases.

A

B

' k ^ ^ r t J

Figure 1: The instructor was placed in A and had in his hands
a drawing (F). The operator was placed in B.
Results and Discussion

Experiment

T h e P o w e r of Utterrances O n average, 9 commands
were necessary for a satisfactory reproduction of the original
drawing. The m i n i m u m was 4, the maximun was 18 for a
single drawing. O n average, 3 commands were required for
reproducing each figure. M o r e precisely, 2 commands were
sufficient to correct the first attempt to draw a figure.

Objectives
The objective of this experiment was to provide empirical
data on the degree of precision with which people interpret
verbal c o m m a n d s for drawing geometrical figures. More
importantly, it aimed at providing information on h o w
missing information is completed and, more generally, on
h o w concrete situations influence the precision with which a
c o m m a n d is carried out. All data relative to instructor
commands and operator actions was collected automatically
to provide a precise record of input and output for the
simulation.

The Precision of Commands for Discrete
Properties Th«ew«-ejust a few lateralisation errors ("not
on the left, I said on the right"). Though information on size
and color was not always given, these were correctly
reproduced by the operator. The hypothesis that the semantic
structure of the properties of the figures akeady in place (see
Model section) allows completing the missing property
information in a c o m m a n d was globally satisfied.

Method
Participants Thirty five instructors wo-e recruited from the
undergraduate population of the University Paris 8, St.DenisVincennes. A single opwator was recruited from the same
population, his responses provided the data w e analysed.

The Precision of Commands for Continuous
Properties From a statistical point of view, there were no
significant diffwences between the figure-values for the
continuous properties of the opoator's finished drawings and
Materials A set of 35 drawings (8,2 cm large and 14,8 cm the corrresponding values of the original drawings: for the X
high), one for each instructor, were created with drawing
coordinates of the figure's top-left comer p>.96, for the Y
software. Each drawing was composed of three simple
coordinates (of the same point) p>.17, for width p>.94 and
geometrical figures. The set was designed to provide a wide
for height p>.08. The rate of correlation between the
range of property combinations for the geometrical figures.
operator's drawings and the originals one was .86 for the X
The different figure-propaties wctc: rectangle, circle and
coordinate (p<.0001), .93 for the Y coordinate (p<.0001), .70
square, for the shape; red, green and blue, for the color;
for W (width) and .86 for H (height) (p<.0001). The average
small, m e d i u m and large, for the size; top, center and bottom correlation for each of the first seven c o m m a n d s is given in
for the vertical position; and, fmally, left, middle and right
table 1.
for the horizontal position. T h e computer apparatus consisted
of two large monitors placed back to back on a long table
Table 1: The average rate of correlation for each of the first
(Figure 1). The instructor could only communicate through
seven commands
verbal commands, the operator could not see the original
drawing the instructor had in his hand.
C6
C4
C3
C2
C7
C5
CI
General Procedure Each one of the 35 drawings was
given to an instructor. The instructor was asked to m a k e the
op«^tor reproduce this picture through vabal commands
only. After the operator had finished carrying out a
c o m m a n d , the instructor could correct the drawing with a
n e w verbal c o m m a n d and so on, until the instructor was
satisfied with the drawing the operator had produced.
Automatic Data Collection All action related to writing
verbal c o m m a n d s (on the word processor) and drawing figures
(on the graphic interface) was recorded with "spy" software.
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X:
Y:
W:
H:

.75
.88
.96
.94

.95
.99
.76
.93

.70
.76
.27
.80

.80
.97
.55
.50

.91
.98
.53
.93

.91
.94
.96
.97

.91
.97
.50
.88

It is clear that the operator faithfully reproduced the original
values quite rapidly, because from the first try on, the
c o m m a n d s were executed with an overall precision of 4 % for
X , 1 % for Y , 3 % for W and 2 % for H. W h e n the operator's
figures did not fully correspond, a few more verbal commands
were all that was needed to correct them.

Model

rectangle) have imprecise boundaries. TTius an element (like a
value corresponding to a surface in square centimetres) can
have an intermediate degree of membership between 0 and 1
in a category. So w e have chosen to represent these
categories with a fuzzy subset. T h e concept of fiizzy subset
(Zadeh, 1965) is a generalisation of the concept of set, it is
characterised by its membership function (Figure 3).

The results of the experiment show that the situation is
indeed an aid in intopreting commands. T h e present model
replicates the w a y in which the situation provides
information by taking advantage of the dynamicity of
circumstantial semantic networks and the flexibility of fuzzy
subsets.
Incompleteness Processing with Semantic Networks
The prepositional meaning of an instruction isfirstanalysed
as to the objects and their associated p r o p ^ e s .
Subsequently, objects and properties are used in order to
construct a semantic network which reflects an understanding
of the proposition (Poitrenaud, 1995). In this network,
properties are grouped togetha- w h e n they are shared by
several objects in order to constitute categories (Figure 2).

^degree of
membership
"medium size"

support

Corresponding semantic network

: aiirfar^
area (cm2)

Figure 3: Membership function of a fuzzy subset
representing "medium size" category. Note that the "core" is
comprised of elements which belong to the fuzzy subset with
a membership degree equal to 1, and that the "support" is
comprised of elements which belong to the fuzzy subset with
a non-zero degree.

small

black (and small) circle (and small)

/ (circle and black and small) X
square (and black and small) white (and circle and small)

o
Present objects

Figure 2: Example of a semantic network constructed
from the object properties of the situation.
The underlying mathematical structure of this property
network is the Galois lattice (Barbut & Monjardet, 1970).
This network allows different logical operations. For
example, if a m o n g different geometrical colouredfigures,all
the squares are black, it is possible to predict the black
property from the square property because of the inherited
properties of the square category in the semantic network.
For example, it is always a problem to categorise an
incompletely described n e w object. A good solution (from
the point of view of modelisation) consists in choosing or
constructing a category that does not alter the structure of the
network (as far as possible). For example, if a white square
has to be drawn, without any specification as to its size, in
the situation described in Figure 2, it will be small. M o r e
generally, this circumstancial semantic network can be very
useful for modelling action taking the situation into account
(Richard, J.F., Poitrenaud, S., & Tijus, C.A., 1993).
Representing a Command with Fuzzy Subsets
A drawing c o m m a n d specifies size, sh^)e, colour and
position categories. Except for colour categories which are
precisely defined (there is just one kind of blue, green and red
available), the otha- kinds of categories (for example, large,
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As we are focusing upon general principles, we chose
simple variables (like surface area for size categories, and
abscissa for horizontal position) and trapezoidal fuzzy
subsets. W e represent a c o m m a n d by associating a fuzzy set
to each dimension of the description. Zadeh (1975) introduced
the concept of linguistic variables which consist of a
variable, a universe in which the variable is defined (real
numbers for example), and a set of fiizzy subsets which
represent different characterisations of the variable (for
example, small m e d i u m and large for a size variable). Here
w e use four linguistic variables to represent a c o m m a n d : (i)
the size linguistic variable which is the surface area of the
figure and which is characterised by "small", "medium" and
"large", (ii) the shape variable which is the width/height
quotient and which is characterised by "upright" "equal" and
"reclining", (iii) the horizontal position on the abscissa
which is characterised by "left", "middle" and "right" and,
finally, (iv) the vertical position which is on the ordinate and
which is characterised by "top", "centre" and "bottom". T w o
discrete variables complete this representation: the colour
which can be blue, green or red and the software's shape
tools, one for drawing rectangles and the second for drawing
ellipses.
Applying a Linguistic Modifier We aim here to
represent utterances like "very large" or "toward the left" (as
opposed to "on the left"). Linguistic are mathematical
transformations which allow constructing n e w fuzzy subsets
from initial ones. T h e initial fuzzy subset represents an
initial category ("large"). The n e w fuzzy subset represents a
modified version ("very large") of an initial category.
Numerous modifiers exist. Here, w e use those introduced by
Bouchon and Y a o (1992) which exploit the distribution of
defined categories in a single universe (size, for example).
T h e mathematical transformation of these linguistic variables
corresponds to a shift (see Figure 4).

.degree of membership
central category
CI
C2
(medium)
(small)

" s a m e " a n d a category part w h i c h is, for e x a m p l e "on the
left" or "large". It is possible to define m e c h a n i s m s such that
from a given relation a n d category, the fuzzy set representing
the utterance can b e constructed. Like modifiers , different
coefficients are associated with each relation expressing a
different strength. " M u c h m o r e " indicates a stronger variation
than " m o r e " (Figure 5).

C3
(large)

Background communication
very

At any point in a verbal exchange involving commands,
what has already been said and done, the exchange's
background, is decisive for interpretation. For example, what
is meant by "larger" can vary according to whether it is an
initial correction whose aim is to get the operator to draw a
figure of roughly the right size or whether it is a final
correction aimed at precision.

ather
maximal
shift

rather

maximal
shift

very

fuzzy subsets representing different
characterisations of a same variable.
shifted fiizzy subset representing
'rather small" for example.
Figure 4: Illustration of linguistic modifier mechanisms.
From a given characterisation and a given modifier, these
mechanisms allow deducing the shift (defined by a direction
and an amplitude) to be applied. Thus, for modifiers like
" v o y " the direction of the shift is toward an extreme and for
modifiws like "rather" the direction is toward the coitre
(Figure 4). T h e amplitude of the shift is defined as a
proportion of the maximal shift which corresponds to the
distance between initial category cores. Thus a modified
category will never overlap a neighbouring category.
MoreovCT, the maximal shift automatically defines a scale
regardless of the type of variable. Finally, it is possible to
use modifio-s with diffwent strengths. Thus "very very" is a
modifier of the s a m e kind as "very" but the amplitude of the
shift associated to it is larger. T o be m o r e precise, the
coefficient associated to "very very" is larger than the one
associated to "very"
Applying a Fuzzy Relation We aim here to represent
utterances like "larger" or "a little bit less to the left". T h e
concept of fuzzy relations is a generalisation of the concept
of relation as it allows intermediate degrees (between 0 and 1)
of relation between elements. It corresponds again to a fuzzy
subset. Unlike the modifiers, this fuzzy set will not be
constructed from a fuzzy set but from a value (the surface area
of thefigure,if the c o m m a n d is "larger").
A degree of membership
TargCT* "much larger"

5^cm2
(figure surface)

surface area

Figure 5: Illustration of fuzzy subset construction for
utto-ances containing "larger" a n d " m u c h larger".
We can divide this kind of command into two parts: the
relation part w h i c h is, for e x a m p l e " m u c h m o r e " , "less" or
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Background Construction During communication,
various indications and corrections are given. This can be
represented by a list of slopes of diffo-ent constructed trapezia
in the prior commands. For each variable, there is one
background. Fixing a maximal length for this list allows
taking the operator's limited m e m o r y into account.
Taking Background into Account Only two slopes are
useful for each variable. They correspond to the more
restrictive constraints (right, left constraints, for instance,
respectively, m u c h less big than 10.3 centimetres and larger
than 5.4 centimetres) and allow constructing a fuzzy set. So,
background is taken into account by intersecting this last
fuzzy subset with the current c o m m a n d associated to the
fuzzy subset. W h e n this intersection is small (under a given
threshold), w e can decide to forget the background in ordo- to
produce an appropriate response despite contradictory
commands.
Choosing an Appropriate Solution
Choosing a Relevant Point According to the specified
position in the drawing c o m m a n d , the relevant point varies.
For example, if the c o m m a n d calls for drawing afigureat the
top left comer, the top left comer of the figure is the relevant
point. F r o m the 3 vertical position characterisations and the
3 horizontal position characterisations, w e defined 9 relevant
points.
Deflning the Degree of Acceptability for all
Points of the D r a w i n g A r e a For a point p of the
drawing area, the acceptability degree is computed by
aggregation of two intermediate degrees di(p) and d2(p). W e
chose the min operator for expressing conjunctions:
d(p) = min(di(p),d2(p)),
w h a e di(p) indicates the degree to which point p (the
relevant point) is a good point from which to begin drawing
thefigurespecified in the c o m m a n d ("in the top-left comer"
or "near the circle") and wha-e d2(p) indicates the degree to
which it is possible to place at p a figure of the size and
shape corresponding respectively to the size and the shape of
the characterisations of the command. It is computed as:
d2(p) = sup{(min (PsizeO). MshapeO^))}
with 0 < 1 < Imax, 0 < h < hmax(l)
whCTe Imax and h m a x are respectively the largest width and
height possible taking into account the figures already

relations to be linear, and chose average coefficients because
the experimental material did not allow inferring their exact
shape-

present and Msize and M s h f ^ are respectively the m e m b w s h i p
functions of the size and shape fiizzy subsets constructed
from the c o m m a n d . C o m p u t i n g d(p) for all drawing area
points allows defining favourable areas (Figure 7).

Simulation
A Description of S I R O C O The system w e developed in
C + + includes a graphic intaface that allows visualising
system and subject drawing responses. It also allows running
a c o m m a n d s file, typing c o m m a n d s interactively and
readjusting the system's responses to the subject's responses
at will. Finally it allows visualising favourable drawing areas
(by creating a matiab file).

—

m

A

B

Definition of a Minimal Language The commands
that were kept in order to test the model were translated into a
minimal language consisting of a limited number of words
and with a strict structure^ . Most of these words indicate the
linguistic variable characterisations, and also, the modifiers
and relations often used in commands. This language aims at
representing c o m m a n d s without interpreting tiiem. For
example, "nearer the edge" is not translated as "more toward
the left" (if the figure is near the left edge) but by "more
extreme" ("extreme" is automatically replaced with the object
category, in this case, the "left"). Likewise, "make the
rectangle longer" is translated by "more extreme". Thus, if
the shape category is upright, the height will be increased. If
the category is reclining, the width will be increased. W e use
also the O R connector in order to express utterances like
"rectangle" (an upright rectangle O R a reclining rectangle) or
"next to" (to the left O R to therightof another figure).

Figure 7: A ) Figures already present B ) Visualisation of
favourable areas for drawing "a large circle at the centre of the
drawing area".
A Solution Suited to the Situation The general
optimization procedure allows choosing a solution suited to
the situation without explicitly describing the situation
beforehand (Figure 8).

o

Figure 8: In these t w o situations, the optimisation
procedures decide respectively to draw an upright rectangle
and a circle to the right of the first one.

Simulation with Readjustment For this simulation,
the operator-subject comparison was m a d e c o m m a n d by
c o m m a n d . Each of the system's responses was automatically
readjusted to the subject's, just before the next c o m m a n d was
interpreted. The communication background was also
readjusted. Thus, for each n e w c o m m a n d , the system was
placed in precisely the same interpreting situation as the
subject.

Validation

Results and Discussion

The above model has been computerised and called S I R O C O .
This system allowed simulating the operator-subject in order
to validate the model by comparing system responses to the
operator ones.

In order to evaluate model validity, w e compared the figures
the h u m a n operator drew with the ones the system drew.
M o r e precisely, w e compared the X and Y coordinates of the
figure's top-left comer, the width W and the height H. T h e
average error margin for the position and the size of the
different figures for the first seven c o m m a n d s is 0.3
centimetres.
Compared to the figure variance in the initial drawings,
there is no significant difference between subject and system
drawings for the X coordinate (p>.2) and for the width W
(p>.32). O n the other hand, w e found differences for the Y
coordinate (p=.02) and for the height H (p <.01). Positions

"Draw a large rectangle
in the top-left corner ".

"Draw a circle near the
first one".

Model Parametrization
The experiment provided thirty five communication records.
Ten records were kept in order to test the model. T h e others
were used for teaching the fuzzy subsets of the different
characterisations, the modifia-s and relation parameters to the
system. M o r e precisely, the first drawings for each
communication (which correspond to a minimal context)
allowed defining the cores for all characterisations. Supports
were then defined in order to construct a fuzzy partition for
each variable (see above). Analysing experimental results
allowed defining nwdifia- and relation coefficients. Relation
coefficients express similarity, these similarity relations are
not necessarily linear. For example, for an equal differraice of
surface, the smaller die two compared surfaces are, the more
they are pwcqitively diffo-ent. Howeva-, w e consido-ed these
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2 The c o m m a n d s which could not be translated correctiy with
the minimal language, were not taken into account for the
results. For more expressiveness, w e should add variables and
objects Oike edges). Indeed, it seems more appropriate to
translate "in the top comer" by "very near the top edge" than
by "very very at the top". However the defined translation
tables allow expressing correctly most of the c o m m a n d s .

and sizes have a very important correlation rate: .93, .84, .93
et .92, respectively for X , Y, W , H.

study are by no means opposed because devising a system
that models a human subject has every chance of being a
system whose behaviour is adequate. This is all the more true
Table 2: For the first to the third figure, the degree ofgiven that verbal communication is a specifically human
activity.
correlation
This study must be considered as afirststep. Our fiitur
work will consist in expanding the scope and the analysis of
.94
.91
.93
X:
the human experiment. In ourfirstexperiment, w e chose to
.93
.30
Y:
.98
keep the same operator (in order to have enough data for
W:
.97
.91
.90
modelling him). W e could n o w compare different operators.
.97
.83
H:
.90
W e could also study the effect of stronger regularities (with
Overall, the results showed a good simulation of a human
drawings composed of more than 3figures).Finally, it would
operator. The error of margin with which the system
be interesting to make the system interact directly with a
operated might be, but is not necessarily, due to the model.
human instructor.
The system chose one solution from a set of equally
possible solutions and, under the same conditions, a human
Acknowledgement
operator might also give different responses.
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General Discussion
This modelisation is based on the integration of a set of
flexible constraints into an optimization procedure. It allows
explaining the adaptability of the cognitive system. A small
number of combined cues are enough to allow defining a
precise solution. The method w e follow,first,determination
of fuzzy meaning for a set of variables, and second, definition
of a solution maximizing the satisfaction degree of all
variable constraints and integrating all environnement
constraints, seems well adapted to model action. Compared
with a rule system where the rules have to cover all
situations and have to be explicited, this method appears
more adaptative and more simple to implement.
OthCT more elaborate experiments could reveal other
important cues. Even in the particular case of this
ejq)eriment, w e do not pretend to have tackled all the facets of
c o m m a n d interpretation. Category learning, that is to say the
adjustment of interlocutor categories, is not taken into
account here. This is not very important here because
communication between the operator and the instructor took
place very quickly (the instructor was replaced for each new
drawing).
A s w e mentioned in the introduction, our study is about a
particular contextual explanation of the power of language.
Thus, some implicits of communication were not taken into
account, whereas their effects were not negligiblefiromthe
point of view of the results. For example, w h e n the
conmiand was to draw afigureon the left and there already
was a figure on the left, the system chose to place the new
figure very near thefirstone (it placed it as far to the left as
it could). T h e implicit information in this c o m m a n d is that
the two figures can not be stuck together, because if they
were, this information would be given. T o explain this kind
of implicit principle of relevance introduced by Sperbo- and
Wilson (1986) seems well suited.
Conclusion and Perspectives
The aim of this interdisciplinary study was double. O n the
one hand, our goal was to model the processes of c o m m a n d
intapretation (through cognitive psychology) and on the
other, it was to create a system capable of responding
consistently to verbal commands, of detecting implicit
information and of adapting itself to a given situation
(through artificial intelligence). These two aspects of the
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the outcome is quite different. Retrieving Dave when Dan
was intended results in an error with more serious
A series of simulations using the HAL model of memory
consequences. Naming problems are also frequent in aphasia.
demonstrates that word representations from the model can
Semenza (1995) discusses cases in which individuals have
be used to categorize a variety of common and famous
demonstrated anomia for proper names as well as a case in
proper nouns, cities, and states. The internal semantics of
which proper name information was spared.
famous proper names provides a richer set of meaning
constraints than do the neighborhoods of common proper
Models of Proper Names
names. Retrieval errors with names may be due to this
Cases of dual dissociation can be used to argue for a
difference in the neighbors and the density of these
dissociation between memory for proper names and memory
neighborhoods. A very salient constraint in common
for
semantic information in an unimpaired system such as in
proper name semantics is gender.
the models of Burton and Bruce (1993). Most models of
proper names share the assumption of a separate memory
Proper names are the Rodney Dangerfield of linguistics.
store for proper names. Burton and Bruce offer a new
They don't get no respect. -- McDonald (1996)
approach with an interactive activation model and argue that
names
are difficult to retrieve not because they are
The investigation of proper name semantics has been
a
"meaningless," but because they are unique - there is just
peripheral domain in all areas of cognitive science. The
domains of cognitive neuropsychology and aging account for one Bill Clinton.
There has been very little discussion of the
most proper name research (see Cohen & Burke, 1993). The
representational
nature of proper names (Cohen & Burke,
paucity of work on proper names is notable when one
1993).
The
purpose
of this paper is to present a series of
considers that proper names are difficult to learn and
that detail what the Hyperspace
simulations
and
experiments
remember and would, on the surface, seem to be an inviting
Analogue
to
Language
(HAL)
model of memory can offer to
area of investigation. The importance of proper names
names. W e will present
representational
issues
with
proper
becomes foregrounded when one considers how often, during
four
experiments
the
f
i
r
s
t
two
will
show how HAL's
the course of a day, a person is required to retrieve a proper
for
the
categorization
of proper names
semantics
can
be
used
name when interacting with another person, and the
and
other
concepts;
then
we
turn
to
a
description
of the
necessity of retrieving other information associated with a
internal semantics of common and famous proper names;
proper name.
and finally a discussion of gender in proper names.
Memory Phenomena of Proper Names
The HAL Model of Memory
Proper names are difficult to learn compared to other
H A L is a model that develops word meanings from a
personal information. When subjects learned different kinds
-300
million word corpus of Usenet text by utilizing a
of biographical information about fictitious persons, Cohen
global co-occurrence learning algorithm. H A L stores
and Faulkner (1986) found that proper name retrieval was
weighted co-occurrence information for the 70,000 most
more problematic compared to memory for other personal
data such as hobbies or occupations. Retrieval failure with frequent symbols. This set of weighted co-occurrences forms
a matrix of co-occurrences for words in the context of other
proper names is likely due to the lack of specific semantic
words. This matrix results in a set of word vectors that serve
information in the name's representation. Cohen and Burke
(1993) argue that, without this semantic depth, there are few as coordinates for the word in a 140,000 high-dimensional
cues to use in the retrieval process. For example, if a personmeaning space. The contextual similarity of the words is
tries to retrieve chair and instead retrieves seat, the result inversely proportional to the distance between the words in
the hyperspace (Burgess & Lund, 1997; Lund & Burgess,
would likely still be useable in the retrieval context.
1996).
Although an analogous error can occur with proper names.
Abstract
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The H A L model has been used to investigate a broad
range of cognitive phenomena, including semantic priming
effects and the dissociation between semantic and associative
priming (Lund, et al., 1996). Although most work with
H A L has been in the domain of traditional semantic and
categorization research, the word vector representations
encode meaning at a general level, not just what is typically
considered semantic. The strongest evidence for this is how
HAL'S representations encode grammatical categorical
information (Burgess & Lund, 1997). As a result, HAL's
vector representations are best characterized as context
vectors, rather than semantic vectors, since they encode the
contexts in which words appear and make use of this
information in a variety of ways (Landauer & Dumais,
1997).
Experiment 1: Proper Names as a Meaning
Class
The goal of Experiment 1 is to show that HAL's basic
ability for categorization extends to proper names. In this
simulation, different groups of words are subjected to
multidimensional scaling ( M D S ) in order to show that the
interword distances in the high-dimensional meaning space
can provide a basis for categorization.

explored in more detail in Experiment 4.
Discussion
The results from this simulation support the contention that
words with similar meanings share similar areas in the highdimensional space. This conclusion holds for what would be
considered more semantic relationships as well as
grammatical categories; similar to earlier results (Burgess &
Lund, 1997). The novel finding is that proper names seem
to occupy a space distinct from other nouns. W e have not
yet shown that proper names have any meaningful internal
semantics. In the next experiment we investigate the extent
that HAL's vector representations can make further
distinctions among proper names and in Experiment 3 we
explore the question about the internal semantics and the
relationship between a name's semantic characteristics and
the cognitive effects for proper names reported in the
literature.
Experiment 2: Categorization of Diverse

Types of Proper N a m e s
One domain in which proper names have been extensively

Methods
Each vector is a set of coordinates in high-dimensional
Euclidean space. Co-occurrence vectors were extracted for all
words used in this experiment; the M D S solution is shown
in Figure la.
Results
This M D S projects points in a 140,000 high-dimensional
space into a two-dimensional space in a non-linear fashion
that attempts to preserve the distances between points.
Visual inspection suggests that the three categories of words
were separated in the meaning space. Since the
dimensionality reduction is substantial, an analysis of
variance ( A N O V A ) of the distances in the high-dimensional
space is conducted to provide another estimate of
categorization. Lines have been drawn in the figures to make
even more apparent the separation of these different classes
of items; the A N O V A s are important to substantiate this
visual (and theoretical) separation. The A N O V A compares
the intragroup distances to intergroup distances. In this way,
one can determine in the high-dimensional space if one
group of words is differentiated from the others by the vector
representations. The proper names are separate from the
other two groups of items, F (1, 42) = 109.71, p < .0001.
Likewise, verbs are in their own space, F (1, 42) = 50.65, p
< .0001; as are the nouns, F (1, 42) = 143.49, p < .0001.
One can observe internal semantics of the items; similar
verbs are close together, although liked and loved are distinct
from shoved and pushed, F (1, 4) = 22.08, p < .009. There
is a suggestion that male proper names occupy a distinct
space from the female names and this gender issue will be

investigated is in text-based information retrieval (IR).
However, proper names can extend to a very diverse group of
concepts: cities, governments, states, famous persons,
diseases, religions, and so on. Approaches to this proper
name categorization have been varied but tend to include
what McDonald (1996) refers to as internal and external
evidence. Internal evidence involves the form of a name,
which is usually recorded in some database (e.g.,
Cornhuskers stored in a database of great football teams).
External evidence uses the context surrounding a name (e.g.,
President Clinton identifies this particular Clinton as the
President). Compilations of databases such as these can
provide the front end to a sophisticated tool that can, in
conjunction with part-of-speech taggers, parsers,
morphological analyzers, text structurers, and other
components, generate a very reasonable categorization of a
diverse set of proper names. One of the more sophisticated
of these can correctly categorize 9 6 % of the names it
encounters (Paik, Liddy, Yu, & McKenna, 1996). Its
unclear, though, if these approaches will correspond well to
the cognitive processing that takes place during name
retrieval. In this experiment we see if a more diverse set of
proper names can be categorized. The items used in this
experiment were motivated by the range of proper nouns
described by Paik et al.
Methods and Results
Co-occurrence vectors were extracted for four classes of
proper names: cities, states, famous proper names, and
common proper names. A M D S solution was computed (see
Figure lb). Visual inspection suggests that these diverse
categories of proper names were differentiated. Cities were
separated in this procedure from the other groups, F (1, 70)
= 49.13, p < .0001; as were the states, F (1, 70) = 28.8, p <
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.0001. Although cities and states share m a n y features and are
found in similar contexts, cities w e r e separate f r o m the
states, F (1, 26) = 46.87, p < .0001. F a m o u s proper n a m e s
reside in their o w n high-dimensional space, F (1, 106) =
32.89, p < .0001; as do the c o m m o n proper names, F (1,
88) = 65.49, p < .0001. Furthermore, the famous names are
separate from the c o m m o n names, F (1, 58) = 99.79, p <
.0001. Further internal semantics is apparent as well. The
co-occurrence vectors for the two presidents place the words
very close. Likewise, murderers (or those accused of murder)
share a similar space.
Discussion
Once again, the high-dimensional meaning space appears
capable of providing the basic contextual information for the
categorization of proper names. Although there is similarity
along some dimensions for certain items, for example,
Reagan and Hitler were both politicians; they are different
within that domain. The results are encouraging for further
consideration in that these vector representations might be a
useful adjunct for information retrieval engines as they seem
able to approach s o m e of the same domains as more
traditional approaches with considerably less top-down
overhead.
The within-group similarity of some of these items
(e.g., Reagan and Clinton) suggests that the internal
semantics of these words m a y provide useful information
related to cognitive issues in proper name retrieval. It is this
matter that the next experiment addresses.
Experiment 3: Semantic Neighborhood
Characteristics o f P r o p e r N a m e s
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that H A L ' s word
representations provide a considerable information that can
contribute to categorization. This "information" is a set of
contextual cues for a word, i.e., all the weighted cooccurrence information that a word has associated with it as
the moving window slides along the text. It is not difficult
to imagine that this contextual information might allow for
the kind of categorization presented in these experiments;

but, at the same time, perhaps not really provide further
information that could provide support or insights into the
cognitive processes involved in proper n a m e retrieval and
representation. In Experiment 3, w e introduce the notion of
the semantic neighborhood and evaluate its potential role in
the cognitive theory of n a m e representation. A word's vector
elements are other symbols in the original text. The value
for a particular element corresponds to the weighted cooccurrence for that word in the weighted context of the other
symbol (usually a word). Each of these vector elements is a
dimension in the high-dimensional space. A n y word in
H A L ' s 70,000 item vocabulary can be isolated in the highdimensional context space. In that space, a word will have
other words that vary in distance from it. W o r d s that are
close are referred to as "neighbors." In previous research.
Burgess, Livesay, and Lund (1998) have shown that these
neighborhoods provide sufficient cues to allow h u m a n
subjects to distinguish between similar words.
T o illustrate the notion of semantic neighborhoods, the
closest 12 neighbors to two words are listed in Table 1. The
neighborhoods differ in a number of respects. Book's
neighbors include words that are very close in meaning to
b o o k {story, b o o k s , paper, issue). Other neighbors are
similar in that they are other forms of informative media
{movie, film), and others are more peripherally related
{game, new, recent, original, word, series). The nature of the
neighborhood for John is different than Book's. John's
neighbors are simply other c o m m o n proper names, and, in
fact, are all male names. F a m o u s proper names have
neighborhoods that have a richer set of cues, more like
objects (see Table 2).
There are two characteristics of these neighborhoods that
suggest that H A L ' s neighborhoods m a y provide cognitively
plausible information that would facilitate the
representational modeling of proper names. Consider what
happens in the case of a naming error. Presumably, the error
occurs because a cognitive process (spreading activation, a
semantic cue) was imprecise to some degree. If that happens
for book, and another nearby word is retrieved, it is likely
that the error will be either something very close in meaning
to book, or some cue that might provide for the generation
of other relevant cues. Conversely, if there is some error in a
proper name, the wrong n a m e will be retrieved. Proper name
neighborhoods lack the semantic depth to provide any rich
cues for retrieval if required. This corresponds nicely to most
accounts of proper n a m e retrieval errors in the literature
(Cohen & Burke, 1993). The second characteristic that could
help explain these types of errors has to do with the density
of the neighborhoods. T h e numbers listed beside each
neighbor in Table 1 are distances (in R C U s ; see Lund &
Burgess, 1996, for details) between the word and the
neighbor. Note that the distance at the end of these particular
neighborhoods differ by approximately 50 R C U s ; the proper
name neighborhood (at least in this case) is denser than the
neighborhood for the c o m m o n object, b o o k . T h e
implication of this is clear; any error in the retrieval process
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is more likely to result in retrieval of a neighbor. The
nearest neighbor of John is David, only 10 R C U s away;
whereas the nearest neighbor of book is story, 17 R C U s
away. In this experiment, we test to see if this is a general
result for both high and low frequency matched nouns and
proper names similar to those shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Semantic Neighbors of Book and John
Neighbors of book
story
game
movie
new
film
books
paper
recent
original
issue
series
wad

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

343
360
368
368
382
384
394
395
396
398
398
399

Experiment 4a: Gender Categorization in
H i g h Dimensional Space
The previous results provide evidence that proper names
occupy their own locale in high-dimensional space But
what of categorizations within the pure name space itself?
Specifically, we were interested in determining what effect
the gender of the proper names has on that name's placement
within high-dimensional space.

Neighbors of John
david
peter
paul
mike
Steve
mark
James
jim
robert
tom
richard
michael

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

299
309
311
324
334
334
335
337
342
344
347
349

Methods
A set of high-frequency male and female names was drawn
from the corpus, and co-occurrence vectors were computed
for the names. A n M D S was performed on the cooccurrence vectors to determine whether names would
categorize in high-dimensional space based on gender.

Table 2: Neighborhoods for Politician and Rock Group
Neighbors of:Reagan
Clinton
republicans
bush
democrats
repubbcan
bill
amencans

poor
congress
american
people
Japanese
president

Neighbors of: Beatles
original
band
movie
song
first
main
lyrics

result in the wrong name. This is exacerbated by the
difference in the densities of these two types of
neighborhoods. In Experiments 1 and 2 there was some
indication in an effect of gender — male and female names
appear to occupy separate spaces. Furthermore, the
neighborhoods of male and female names differ in their
composition of male and female names. In Experiment 4 we
explore the nature of this possible gender effect.

british
best
x-files
songs
last
album

Methods
20 high and 20 low frequency proper names were frequency
matched with 40 nouns. All words were taken from the
Usenet corpus, and their frequency was a count of times the
words appeared in the H A L corpus. This frequency
matching was performed to control for thefindingthat
higher word frequencies result in denser word neighborhoods.
Results
Both high and low frequency names had higher neighborhood
densities than their frequency-matched noun counterparts,
t(l9) = 8.12, p < .001; /(19) = 3.12, p <.01. This result
demonstrates that even when names and nouns appear the
same number of times in the corpus, proper names have
denser word neighborhoods in high-dimensional space.

Results
Analysis of the M D S (Figure 2a) demonstrates that the
model distinguished well between male and female names,
clustering each in its own location in high dimensional
space. In addition to the M D S solutions demonstrating
gender-based discriminability, an A N O V A was performed on
the intragroup and intergroup name distances to provide
inferential support for the M D S model. In this analysis,
male names were differentiated from female names, F(l,188)
= 261.80, p < .001. The co-occurrence vectors provide
evidence that these male and female proper names are
clustering in distinguishable groups in high-dimensional
space. However, there is a significant difference in frequency
between male and female n a m e s in the corpus. Since the
proper n a m e s used were rank-ordered and the highest
frequency male and female n a m e s used, this difference in
frequency w a s not taken into effect. Since frequency can
play a strong role in co-occurrence vectors, it is important
to determine whether the gender-based proper n a m e
clustering in high dimensional space is merely a frequency
effect or due to gender discriminability in the proper n a m e
co-occurrence vectors.

Experiment 4b:
F r e q u e n c y - M a t c h e d G e n d e r Categorization
The previous simulation supplied evidence that names were
categorized by gender in high-dimensional space. However,
whether this was due to the greater frequency of the male
proper names or was the result of gender information
contained within the proper name co-occurrence vectors was

Discussion
The analysis of the proper name and common object
neighborhoods provides several insights into the difficulty
commonly seen with proper names. Neighbor similarity
with common objects reduces the potential impact of an
error. A n error with a proper name will almost certainly
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Figure 2: (a) Proper name gender categorization, (b) Frequency controlled proper name gender categorization

not clear. Our hypothesis was that although frequency
might play some role in gender-based categorization of
proper names in high-dimensional space, gender information
contained in the co-occurrence vectors was also providing
categorical information. T o limit the possible effects of
frequency in gender categorization, another simulation was
performed in which the male and female proper names were
matched for frequency to control for the greater frequency of
male names in the corpus.
Methods
Another set of high-frequency male and female names was
taken from the Usenet corpus. However, in this simulation
the proper names were chosen in frequency-matched male and
female pairs. Co-occurrence vectors were extracted from the
model for this list of names and an M D S was performed on
these co-occurrence vectors.
Results
Analysis of the M D S demonstrated that male and female
names were again discriminated by gender, even when the
proper names were matched for frequency (see Figure 2b).
A n A N O V A provided further inferential support for this
finding, showing that male and female intraname frequencies
were significantly higher than intername frequencies, F
(1,188) = 4.37, p < .05; F (1, 188) = 9.66, p < .01. These
results provide evidence that gender categorization in highdimensional space is not merely due to the higher frequency
of the male names, but rather that gender information is
contained in the co-occurrence vectors of the proper names.

Experiment 4c:
Gender Information in High Dimensional
Proper N a m e Neighborhoods
Simulation 4b provided evidence that male and female names
occupied different locations in high dimensional space, even
when the greater frequency of male names was taken into
account and controlled for. The purpose of this simulation
was to provide further evidence that gender separation in
high dimensional space was not an effect of frequency, but
rather that useful gender information was contained in the
neighborhoods of male and female proper names.
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Methods
Neighborhoods consisting of 1000 words were extracted for a
list of male and female names. A list of adjectives was then
derived from these neighborhoods as seen in Table 3.
Adjectives were chosen over other classes of words because
they were the least ambiguous, that is, most unlikely to
belong to more than one class of words (an example of this
is bill, which can be a proper name, a non-name noun with
several possible meanings, or a verb). Our goal was to
determine if gender information would be preserved in these
adjectives. T w o lists of adjectives, one derived from male
names and one derived from female names, were presented to
participants, w h o were asked to judge which list came from
the neighborhood of a male name and which list came from
the neighborhood of a female name.
Results
Participants were very proficient in determining whether the
lists c a m e from male neighborhoods or female
neighborhoods, ^2 (i, yy = 66) = 21.32, p < .001. These
results provide more evidence that gender separation in the
high-dimensional name space is not merely frequency-based,
but rather that gender relevant information is being preserved
in the co-occurrence vectors for proper names.
Table 3: Adjective Neighbors of Male and Female Names
Neighbors af:
central
special
full
personal
Swedish

male names
sure
national
double
good
digital

Neighbors of: female names
beautiful
sweet
pink
hot
wild
last
new
grand
lovely
cool

G e n e r a l Discussion
There is a dearth of research into the nature of
representations in proper names (Cohen & Burke, 1993). At
the same time there is a consensus about several aspects of
what the representations must be like; c o m m o n names lack
a substantial semantic component; whereas, famous names
have the richer semantic component much like well known
objects. W e suggest that global co-occurrence models, such
as H A L , that develop representations by utilizing the
contexts in which names occur are a plausible candidate for

proper name representation. A number of experiments were
presented that make this case. First, c o m m o n and famous
proper names occupy their o w n meaning areas in the highdimensional space. A n analysis of the neighborhoods
surrounding c o m m o n names suggest that there are two
factors that m a y contribute to h o w retrieval failure is more
likely for names. First, c o m m o n n a m e neighborhoods
contain other c o m m o n names; whereas, neighborhoods of
other nouns contain a rich set of cues as to their meaning
(see Table 1). Thus, an error in retrieval of a c o m m o n name
results in retrieving the wrong name, but an error in retrieval
with other nouns will likely still result in the retrieval of
something semantically relevant that m a y either suffice
given context, or could be used to bootstrap the intended
concept. This description of the semantic neighborhoods
parallels discussion in the proper name literature (Cohen &
Burke) about the lack of detailed semantics of c o m m o n
names. The analysis of H A L ' s n a m e neighborhoods,
however, generated a hypothesis that has not been discussed
in the literature. W e found that the high-dimensional space
of the proper n a m e neighborhoods is denser than for
frequency-balanced c o m m o n objects. Thus, any error in
retrieval makes an error with c o m m o n names more likely
than with c o m m o n objects. W e think that H A L offers a
plausible description (or at least a good starting point) of
neighborhoods of famous names. These neighborhoods
contain a m u c h richer set of cues, m u c h like that of
c o m m o n objects (see Table 2). Representations such as
these provide for a larger set of cues for retrieval and a depth
of knowledge such as has been hypothesized by others.
O n e salient aspect to the proper name representations was
gender and this was unexpected. Given the nature of Usenet
text, it was thought that the gender distinctions m a y simply
be asymmetries in the frequency of use. However, this was
ruled out in Experiment 4b. Lending support to this
distinction was Experiment 4c which showed that humans
were sensitive to the gender bias of the adjectives in male
and female n a m e neighborhoods. Further investigation is
required into the contexts in which male and female names
occur in order to say more about this result. A n important
avenue for future research will be to see if these gender cues
are good retrieval cues.
Most models of proper names posit a separate component
for the storage of proper n a m e lexical/semantic entries
(Burton & Bruce, 1993). It is easy to imagine the
motivation for this step given the striking dissociations that
take place with brain-damaged patients (Semenza, 1995).
Furthermore, without a testable representational model it is
difficult to imagine proper n a m e information residing with
other lexical and semantic information. However, the results
presented here suggest that a H A L offers one approach to a
single model of meaning in which semantic, grammatical,
and c o m m o n and famous proper n a m e information can
coexist in one system. These different kinds of knowledge
are in different areas of the high-dimensional space, but w e
think that considering the possibility of a single meaning

system m a y facilitate n e w insights (such as the
neighborhood density finding), as well as new questions to
ask. Although it m a y appear surprising that all this
information could be encoded in the same meaning system,
it is important to bear in mind that the underlying principle
in the encoding of conceptual information in H A L is that
the contexts in which words appear determines their
meaning. The investigation of proper names will likely
benefit, like all other areas of cognitive science, by the
development of computational models of representation.
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Abstract
Competition can be seen as Adversarial Problem Solving
(APS), thus ideas from problem solving research can be
applied to it. W e tested if better modeling of the opponent led
to better performance in A P S using a zero-sum game played
by pairs, but with no obvious skill component. W e replicated
earlier results that showed that third-order modeling (i.e.,
what I think m y opponent thinks of me: R 3 M A ) , but not
second-order model (i.e., what I think about m y opponent:
R 2 M A ) correlated with performance. W e also manipulated
who was played (same person as in an earlier game, or a
predetermined sequence) and w h o players were told their
opponent was (same or different). Players performed better
when they could apply the appropriate model (i.e., what they
were told matched the opponent). Therefore, w e showed that
more accurate modeling of an opponent can lead to better
APS. However, the critical aspect of modeling may be thirdorder modeling accuracy. W e also found support for a game
theory analysis of the task.
Competition as Adversarial Problem Solving
In M a y 1940, a British trawler w a s on its w a y to a
rendezvous with a German boat in the English Channel.
Aboard the trawler were two double agents (German agents
w h o were actually British agents) code named "Snow" and
"Biscuit". S n o w w a s about to introduce Biscuit as his
subagent to be taken to Germany for training, but in the
murky world of double-agents, British intelligence thought it
unwise for either to k n o w that the other was working for the
British. However, both guessed this fact. Biscuit then
formed the opinion from Snow's behavior and conversation
that he was a genuine G e r m a n agent w h o would turn Biscuit
in as soon as they met the boat. Meanwhile S n o w decided
that Biscuit was a genuine G e r m a n agent w h o would betray
him. So S n o w did everything possible to convince Biscuit
that he, too, was a genuine German agent, which confirmed
Biscuit's fears. Eventually, to avert apparent disaster, Biscuit
locked S n o w in his cabin and returned the boat to England.
B y trying to do what appeared to be the right thing each had
contributed to the ultimate failure of the mission (related by
Watzlawick, Weakland, «fe Fisch, 1974, pp. xi-xii).
Problem solving research has rarely considered the type of
problem that S n o w and Biscuit were trying to solve, one in
which another person constituted the problem task. Studying
static problems simplifies research, however, m a n y tasks
whichfitthe definition of problem solving (i.e., trying to
reach a goal) are not static. Unless the definition of problem
solving is to be restricted, any general theory of problem

solving must incorporate such tasks.
Situated cognition research has emphasized the need to
take into accoimt other cognitive agents in the environment
(e.g., see Greeno, Moore, & Smith, 1993). However, such
research has not considered competition between those
agents. Competition between two people m a y provide a
useful situation for the study of interactive tasks, because the
goals of the adversaries are relatively clear. Yet in
competitive tasks, a critical element is that people react, and
react to reaction, just like S n o w and Biscuit did.
Competition has been studied within social psychology,
but often only in contrast to cooperation (see Axelrod,
1980). Competition has also been studied in economics and
g a m e theory (see Rapoport, 1960). Yet m u c h of this
research has been normative, and has focused either on
explaining or describing aggregate outcomes of competition,
or reactions to it. Little of this research has shed light on the
cognitive processes people use w h e n trying to successfully
compete. However, in labeling competition Adversarial
Problem Solving (APS), it has been suggested that
competition can be seen as problem solving (see Gilhooly,
1988; Holding, 1989; Thagard, 1992), and thus m a y m a k e
similar cognitive demands.
Thagard (1992) proposed a set of cognitive processes that
could be involved in successfiil A P S . In particular, Thagard
argued that across m a n y domains of A P S , it is the ability to
model the opponent, and further to model h o w the opponent
models you, that is critical for success. The mental model
that is formed can then be used to anticipate and counter the
opponent's actions. Such models are a result of interpersonal
perception, a topic with a long history (see Kenny, 1994).
However, Thagard's proposal concerns accuracy in
interpersonal perception, a topic that has received less
attention, partly for methodological reasons (see Kenny,
1994, ch. 7). M o r e precisely though, the implication of
Thagard's proposal is that accurate modeling is not the
critical determinant of success in any one competitive event;
instead, the critical factor is having a more accurate model
than your opponent has of you.
A form of modeling w a s studied by Ruscher and Fiske
(1990), w h o showed that individuals in competition focus
more than non-competitors on trying to individuate their
opponents, particularly on task-relevant attributes (although
competing groups m a y tend to stereotype opponents, see
Brewer, 1979). However, they did not examine whether
trying to individuate the opponent improved performance. In
this paper, w e attempted to empirically test the proposal that
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targets: themselves (the self scale, representing a first-order
model), their opponent (the opponent scale, representing a
second-order model), and how they thought their opponent
would rate them (the opponent-self scale, representing a
third-order model).
A Methodology for Studying APS
It was not clear a priori which personal characteristics
While it seems to make sense that modeling an opponent
should
be critical for successfial APS. However, our
should play a role in success during APS, there is little
proposal
was that the critical aspect of modeling for
empirical support for this intuition. One difficulty with
successful
A P S was how accurate you are in what you
examining APS is that it often involves tasks that are very
thought
about
your opponent, rather than your actual
complex. For example. Holding (1989) pointed out that
assessment
of
the
opponent. Thus we used the responses
taking into account an opponent in a task could increase the
from
a
l
l
six
scales
- the three scales from each player - to
search space of problem states enormously. Therefore, we
derive
the
accuracy
of a player's second- and third-order
needed a simple, manipulatible, competitive task in order to
models of the opponent. To assess a player's second-order
test hypotheses about APS. The prisoner's dilemma game
accuracy for modeling an opponent we compared the
would not be appropriate because it involves pressure
player's
rating of the opponent (the opponent scale) with the
towards both cooperation and competition. Thus the goals
opponent's
rating of him or herself (the self scale), by
that the players choose can change, making it hard to assess
summing
the
absolute differences between the ratings of the
if they have reached them. Therefore, we used a purely
same
item
on
these two scales. Third-order modeling
adversarial game: a repeated, zero-sum, two-player game in
accuracy
for
the
player was derived by summing the
which players simultaneously select the number ONE, TWO,
absolute
differences
between items on the player's rating of
or THREE. A Chooser and an Avoider player made their
'how
you
think
the
opponent would rate you' (i.e., the
selections in secret, then each player was told what the
opponent-self scale) and items on the opponent's actual
opponent selected. If the two players' selections coincided,
rating of the player (i.e., the opponent's opponent scale).
then Chooser won the amount of points that corresponds to
If APS merely requires you to be better than your
the number they both selected and Avoider lost the same
opponent,
then it implies that absolute modeling accuracy is
amount of points. If the players' numbers do not match then,
less
important
than relative modeling accuracy. Therefore,
Avoider wins a point and Chooser loses a point. Thus,
analysis
in these experiments should be the pair
the
unit
of
Chooser could win up to three points, but Avoider could
of
players,
rather
than
individual players. So we used two
only ever win one point. To offset this, Avoider was
relative
modeling
accuracy calculated for each
measures
of
expected to win more individual trials of the game. Table 1
pair of players: the relative second-order modeling accuracy
presents the pay-off matrix for this game.
(to be referred to as R2MA), which was Avoider's secondorder modeling accuracy subtracted from Chooser's secondTable 1: Pay-off matrix for the game. Outcome for Chooser
order
modeling accuracy; and, the relative third-order
is the first number in the pair while the second number is the
modeling
accuracy (to be referred to as R3MA), which was
outcome for Avoider.
the Avoider's third-order modeling accuracy subtracted
from the Chooser's third-order modeling accuracy.
Avoider's selection
THREE
ONE
TWO
A Game Theory Analysis
-1/+1
+1/-1
Chooser's
ONE
-1/+1
Games like this can be analyzed using game theory (see
selection
-1/+1
-1/+1
+2/-2
TWO
Rapoport, 1960). Game theory is essentially descriptive as it
-1/+1
THREE
-1/ + 1
+3/-3
seeks to analyze a state of affairs that exists, or to predict a
future equilibrium state. It does not address what processes
Assessing Modeling
bring about this state of affairs, thus, game theory can only
To assess the participants' models of each other, we
predict the equilibrium point the players should tend
reasoned that if players can accurately model their opponent, towards. However, it provided a useftil tool for analyzing
then they should be able to accurately assess characteristics
what should happen in our game. The critical concept was
of their opponent. Therefore, we had participants use seven- that of a mixed strategy. A mixed strategy assumes diat on
point scales to respond to a set of word pairs that indicated
each trial an alternative is chosen stochastically and
their general assessment of their opponent, such as negative
independent of the previous choices. Von Neumann (1928)
- positive.
showed that for any finite, constant sum, two-person game,
However, there may be different aspects of these models, there exists a mixed-strategy equilibrium that specifies the
in particular, there may be an important distinction between
probability distribution with which each possible choice
your model of what you think your opponent is like, and
should be randomly made. The mixed-strategy equilibrium
what you think is your opponent's model of you. Hymans
is defined as the optimal probability distribution for both
(1989) suggested that the latter may be critical for using
players, such that if both players use the specified
deception. W e will refer to these two aspects as seconddistribution for random choices, then neither player can gain
order and third-order models, following Dennet's (1978,
by deviating from the disfribution. This probability
pp. 274-275) proposal of second- and third-order intentions. distribution depends on the pay-off matrix of the game. For
Therefore, players rated the set of word pairs for three
our game, the distribution was selecting one with

when a player can apply a better model of the opponent,
then they will have more A P S success (i.e., reach the goal of
the competition) than the opponent.
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probability .46 (more precisely, 6 out of every 13 trials),
choosing T w o with probability .31 (4/13), and three with
probability .23 (3/13). With this distribution, Avoider would
be expected to win at least +.077 (1/13) points per trial, if
Avoider imitates a stochastic process. In this game, the
mixed-strategy equilibrium for Chooser is the same set of
probabilities as those for Avoider, even though Chooser has
an expected outcome of-.077 points per trial.

Table 2: Illustration of the design of the experiment. Factors
of w h o both players' opponent was, and w h o Avoider player
was told they were playing (Chooser player was told the
opposite), were crossed so that Avoider had the opportunity
to apply an appropriate or an inappropriate model (Chooser
had the opposite opportunity).

Avoider told same
opponent

A Test of this Methodology
Studies by B u m s (1993) and B u m s and Vollmeyer (in press)
applied this methodology to A P S . A s predicted by game
theory, the Avoider players had a clear advantage in these
studies. Further, the mean proportions with which Avoider
selected ONE, t w o , and three were close to the mixedstrategy equilibrium. However, the Chooser players'
proportions were almost equal for each selection, although
the mixed-strategy equilibrium predicted the same
proportions as for Avoiders.
Relative modeling accuracies were calculated as outlined
above. There was no evidence that R 2 M A correlated with
performance in the game as measured by the cumulative
score after thefinaltrial of the game (in B u m s , 1993: r[48]
= .02, p = .88; B u m s and Vollmeyer, in press: /•[48] = -.19,
p = .18). However, success and R 3 M A correlated, (in
Bums: r[48] = .29, p = .50; B u m s and Vollmeyer: r[48] =
.37, p = .006). Thus, it appeared that modeling was
associated with success, but perhaps only the third-order
component was critical. For no single item were raw
responses associated with success, nor was relative accuracy
on any item particularly associated with performance,
instead, only the overall accuracy was predictive.

Avoider told
different opponent

Played same
opponent

apply appropriate apply
model
inappropriate
model

Played different
opponent
(a sequence)

apply
inappropriate
model

apply appropriate
model

If modeling the opponent is a determinant of success, then
the player w h o could apply the appropriate model should do
better than his or her opponent w h o had inaccurate
information, independent of w h o they actually played and
what they were told. Therefore, the told-opponent condition
should interact with the played-opponent condition, and the
performance by Avoider players in the appropriate model
cells of Table 2 should be higher than those in the
inappropriate model cells.
Method
Participants. One hundred and ninety-two participants fi"om
the University of Califomia, Los Angeles introductory
psychology subject pool took part for partial course credit.

An Experiment: Manipulating Modeling
While B u m s (1993) and B u m s and Volhneyer (in press)
supported the claim that modeling the opponent was
important for success, these were purely correlational
studies. T o more firmly establish a causal link from
modeling to performance, w e directly manipulated the
usefiilness of players' models. This allowed us to generate
and test a specific prediction: If modeling the opponent is
useful in A P S , then when people can use their models more
effectively they should do better than when they cannot.
T o test this hypothesis, w e had participants play the game
twice. In G a m e 1, pairs of participants played 25 trials of the
game against each other. In G a m e 2, they played 30 trials
(starting from a score of zero again) but w e manipulated
who participants played (the played-opponent), and w h o
they were told that they were playing (the told-opponent).
The played-opponent was either same (i.e., each other
again), or different (i.e., both played against a predetermined
sequence of numbers). However, the two members of the
pair were in opposite told-opponent conditions: O n e player
was told that the opponent was the same as in G a m e 1, and
the other player was told that the opponent was different.
Therefore, one of the players should have had a modeling
advantage over the other. A s illustrated in Table 2, one
player could apply the appropriate model, while the other
could not.
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Procedure. Participants went to separate rooms on their
arrival, in order to eliminate all possibility of
communication between players (the game was played via
computer), then they were given the instructions for h o w to
play the game. These included the pay-off matrix shown in
Table 1, although shown in a way thatfitwith a participant's
assigned role (either Chooser or Avoider, randomly
assigned). In G a m e 1, they played against each other for 25
trials. O n each trial, the two players had as m u c h time as
they liked to decide between selecting ONE, t w o , or THREE.
So that they always had access to their o w n and their
opponent's history of selections, they kept a record of all
selections on a scoring sheet. Once G a m e 1 was completed,
they were given the self, opponent, and opponent-self scales
to complete. Each scale consisted of the same ten items, and
each item consisted of a pair of words which anchored the
ends of a seven-point interval. These ten word pairs were:
risk-taking - risk-avoiding; humorous - serious; negative
positive; hard - soft; rational - intuitive; foolish - wise;
weak - strong; pessimistic - optimistic; severe - lenient;
cruel - kind.
For G a m e 2, they were told that they had either the same
or a different opponent, and had their scores reset to zero.
They played the predetermined opponent (same opponent as
in G a m e 1, or different) for 30 trials. The different opponent
was a predetermined sequence so that the effects of different

distributions could be tested (not reported here). Abric and
Kahan (1972) found that playing a sequence did not affect
players' strategies in a prisoner's dilemma game, if they
thought they were playing a person. Our participants were
given no indication that they might not play a person.
After finishing G a m e 2, participants completed the self,
opponent, and opponent-self scales again.
Results
Performance. For the 96 pairs, the first game was won by
Avoider 61 times, and the mean score for G a m e 1 {score 1)
was 1.35 (SD = 8.11) in favor of Avoider. T o test if the
G a m e 2 manipulation affected players' performance, w e
calculated their relative score for G a m e 2: score 1 from
G a m e 1 was subtractedfi-omthe difference between a pair's
absolute scores for G a m e 2. Such a relative score for G a m e
2 controlled for individual differences which m a y have been
reflected by G a m e 1 performance.
Table 3: Mean relative scores for Game 2 {SD in
parentheses) in favor of Avoider for each told-opponent
(same vs. different) and played-opponent (same person vs.
sequence) conditions. For each cell of the table n = 24.

Played
same person
Played
sequence

Avoider told
same opponent
3.25(10.13)

Avoider told
different opponent
-2.75(11.93)

1.67(8.69)

5.13(9.80)

The m e a n relative scores for each group are presented in
Table 3. A 2x2 A N O V A on relative scores found no main
effects of played-opponent, F(l, 92) = 2.23, p = .13, or toldopponent, F(l, 92) = .37, but as predicted there was a
significant interaction between these two factors, F(l, 92) =
5.16,/? = .025. Comparing appropriate verse inappropriate
model conditions, the former had a mean relative score of
4.19 {SD = 9.90) while the latter had a mean relative score
of-0.54 {SD = 10.56). A s predicted, when the appropriate
model could be applied, performance was better, /(94) =
2.26, p = .026.
Modeling Accuracy. We calculated R2MA and R3MA
measures as outlined above. In detail, the following
calculation was made for a player's absolute second-order
modeling accuracy: For each item on a player's opponent
scale, the absolute difference between its rating and the
same item's rating on the opponent's self scale was
calculated, then the differences for the ten items were
summed. Therefore, a low sum indicated accurate modeling.
In order to calculate R 2 M A , the absolute second-order
accuracy for the Avoider player was subtracted from the
absolute accuracy for the Chooser player. Thus, a positive
R 2 M A indicated that Avoider was a more accurate secondorder modeler, the higher the better. The R 3 M A measure
was calculated in the same way, except that the absolute
differences were calculated between items on a player's

opponent-self scale and the opponent's opponent scale. Like
R 2 M A and R 3 M A , all of our dependent measures were
difference scores derived from the Avoiders' and Choosers'
individual measures. A s a convention, better performance on
our measures was always stated in terms of the Avoider
being better, so positive scores indicated better performance
by the Avoider, and negative scores indicated better
performance by the Chooser. Such consistency meant that
w e always predicted positive correlations.
In this experiment, R 2 M A and R 3 M A measures were
calculated at two points: after G a m e 1 and after G a m e 2. A s
the modeling accuracy of players w h o played against a
predetermined sequence would not be expected to correlate
with performance, w e only examined G a m e 2 correlations
for pairs w h o played each other in G a m e 2. There were only
46 such pairs because the rating data was incomplete for two
pairs.
Again, the R 2 M A measures were not associated with
performance (score 1 with R 2 M A after 20 trials: r = .059, p
= .70; relative score with R 2 M A after G a m e 2, r = -.10, /? =
.50). However, R 3 M A after G a m e 2 was correlated with
relative score, r = 3 5 , p = .018. Further analysis showed
again that relative modeling accuracy measure derived for
individual word pairs from the scales did not correlate with
performance. The correlation between score 1 and R 3 M A for
G a m e 1 was not significant, r = .19, p = .22. Perhaps it
takes time to learn enough about the opponent.
T o test whether R 3 M A
was affected by our
manipulations, w e calculated mean R 3 M A from after the
manipulated G a m e 2. A s w e expected, when pairs played
against each other in G a m e 2, R 3 M A was higher when
Avoider was told that the opponent was the same. A/ = 3.04
{SD = 5.84, « = 24), than when told that the opponent was
different. A/ = -1.09 {SD = 8.56, n = 22), although this
difference was not quite significant, t{44) = 1.93, p = .060
(however, this test had low power). This trend was not
inconsistent with modeling differences being responsible for
the better performance of players w h o were given a situation
in which the appropriate model could be applied, and it
provided some evidence for the validity of the R 3 M A
measure. However, if R 3 M A measures were some type of
artifact, then they should have been affected even when die
opponent was not a person. But when pairs played the
sequence, there was no difference between mean R 3 M A for
when Avoider was told that they had the same opponent, M
= 1.13 (SD = 7.00, n = 24), and for when they were told that
the opponent was different, M = 1.71 (SD = 6.13, « = 24),
t{46) = .31, p = .76. Similarly, the correlation between
R 3 M A and relative score for players w h o competed against
the sequence was also not significant, r(48) = .12, p = .43.
This adds some plausibility to our interpretation of R 3 M A
as measuring relative modeling accuracy.
Quality of Distributions of Selections. The mean
proportions of trials on which Avoider players gave each
selection in G a m e 1 were again close to the game theory
equilibrium. Avoider chose ONE, T W O , and THREE with mean
proportions, .42 {SD = .12), .29 {SD = .19), .29 {SD = .11),
respectively. However, as before. Chooser made these three
selections with proportions, .32 {SD = .13), .35 {SD = .10),
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.33 (SD = .13). In G a m e 2, when players competed against a
sequence, the nature of the sequence affected their
distributions (the sequence type results are not important for
the issues addressed by this paper, so they are not reported
here). However, players w h o continued to compete against
each other had proportions like those in G a m e 1; for
Avoider, .43 (SD = .13), .29 (SD = .07), ,28 (5Z) = .11); for
Chooser, .32 (5D = .11), .35 (SD = .10), .33 (SD = .12).
Analyzing the distribution of selections allowed us to ask
whether the to Id-opponent manipulation could have affected
performance via changes to players' distributions. T o test
this, w e calculated relative distribution extremity (RDEx)
measures for G a m e 1 and G a m e 2. T o calculate this, w e fu-st
summed h o w m u c h a player's proportion for selection of
ONE was above .33, and proportions for T W O and three
were below .33, thus it was a measure of the quality of a
player's distribution. R D E x was the Chooser's sum minus
that for Avoider. W e analyzed R D E x for players that
competed against each other in G a m e 2 with a 2x2x2
A N O V A on R D E x with factors for game (1 or 2), role
(Avoider or Chooser) and told-opponent (told same or
different opponent). W e found a large effect of role, F(l,
46) = 34.14, p < .001, but no effect of game, F(\, 46) =
1.90, p = .18, or told-opponent, F(l, 46) = .16. N o
interactions were significant (all Fs < 1.0). Therefore,
distributions did not change between games, and R D E x was
not affected by w h o players were told was the opponent.
Could quality of distributions be a third factor that
explains the correlation between R 3 M A and performance?
T o test this, w e did a regression analysis of R D E x and
R 3 M A measures on relative score. W e found a significant
multiple R = .49, F(2, 43) = 6.79, p = .003. For R D E x , p =
.35 was significant, /(44) = 2.61, p = .013, and so was the P
(.32) for R 3 M A , /(44) = 2.39, p = .021. Therefore, R D E x
and R 3 M A both contributed to performance, but separately.
B u m s and Vollmeyer (in press) also found this.
Discussion
A s anecdotal evidence suggests, it appeared that accurately
modeling the opponent was associated with success in A P S .
This was shown in two ways: 1), the relative accuracy of
third-order modeling was associated with success, which
replicated previous studies; 2), when w e manipulated the
situation to provide the opportunity to use the appropriate
model, players performed better and had greater modeling
accuracy, as predicted.

experiment, if sometiiing was not learnt in G a m e 1 that was
specific to the opponent. Further, w e found that when they
could apply the appropriate model, players tended to be
more accurate at modeling their opponent, as would be
expected if our manipulations had their effect via modeling.
Second, if our results were the product of some artifact of
h o w winners and losers responded, then our experimental
manipulations should have affected modeling just as they
affected performance, even w h e n the players competed
against a fictitious opponent. However, when they played
against a predetermined sequence there was no impact of
whether they were told that they had the same or a different
opponent, and performance did not correlate with R 3 M A .
W e did fmd that using a better distribution of selections
(as measured by R D E x ) was also associated with better
performance. So it was critical to show that our measure of
relative modeling accuracy was not just a substitute for
R D E x . Regression analysis showed that the influence of
R D E x on performance was separate from that of R 3 M A .
Further, there was no evidence that distribution quality was
affected by the manipulations in the experiment, despite
these manipulations affecting performance. Therefore,
modeling appeared to be the only mechanism through which
our manipulations could influence performance.
W e have still not completely eliminated the possibility
that some unmeasured factor could actually be responsible
for the performance-modeling relationship, for example,
intelligence or motivation could be proposed as candidates.
Epstein and Harackiewicz (1992) did find complex effects
of achievement motivation in competition, although they
found no effects of their manipulations of motivation on
performance. Yet although quality of distribution would
appear to be the likely mechanism via which motivation or
intelligence could affect performance, distribution quality
was not influenced by the manipulations in our experiment.
This finding, together with the finding that modeling
accuracy and quality of distribution accounted for separate
variance in performance, makes it hard to explain the
performance-modeling relationship as due to a third factor
that correlates with both relative modeling accuracy and
performance. The barrier for any speculated third factor is to
propose a mechanism through which it could affect
performance other than modeling or quality of distribution.
Further Issues. We have not attempted to determine the
size of the contribution of modeling accuracy to success in
A P S . T o do so would require developing the best possible
measure of modeling. However, our aim was to determine
the existence of a model effect rather than its size. T h e
importance of modeling m a y depend on the particular g a m e
and its demands, and on h o w evenly matched the
competitors are on other factors. In our game, w e tried to
match players as evenly as possible by removing all specific
skill components from the game, but still found that quality
of distribution was a component of success. Yet our g a m e
also provided very little information on which to base a
model of the opponent. In normal competitive situations,
more information is available, and thus the opportunity for
those w h o can exploit it should be greater. Therefore, it is
possible w e have underestimated the amount of variance in

Is Modeling Causal for Success? How strongly can we
argue that relative third-order modeling accuracy is causally
related to success? W e never directly manipulated thirdorder modeling, which weakens any claim of causality.
However, taken together, the results provided good evidence
that better modeling led to better performance, because they
argue against many otherwise plausible alternative
explanations for the relationship between performance and
modeling. First, w e were able to affect performance and
modeling exactly as predicted by manipulating the situation
so that modeling could be more or less effectively applied.
There would be no reason to expect an advantage of being
able to apply the appropriate model in G a m e 2 of the
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performance accounted for by modeling accuracy.
Although w e found that third-order modeling but not
second-order modeling accuracy was important, w e should
be cautious about interpreting this null result as showing that
second-order modeling is unimportant. In particular, the
R 2 M A measure relies on accurate self-ratings, but there are
debates over the accuracy of self-ratings.
Our findings also raise an intriguing question that w e
cannot answer at this time: is A P S a general skill? S o m e
people m a y be better competitors because they find
competition motivating, but perhaps modeling is a general
skill that underlies better competition, independent of task
specific factors. Even if higher motivation were responsible
for better modeling, then it is still unclear exactly h o w it
would lead to better models. O f course, it could be just that
sometimes people happen to hit on the right model in a
particular game and then use it to win (unless they do not
k n o w that they can use it, as in the inappropriate model
conditions), and conversely, they sometimes hit on the
wrong model and use it to lose. Thus, having the right model
may be responsible for success, but it may not be a general
ability. However, it is possible that some people are better at
modeling, giving them an advantage in general.
H o w could modeling accuracy facilitate performance?
Perhaps it helps select between safe and risky choices, or it
allows players to use deception, or it might help them decide
when to deviate from the equilibrium strategy suggested by
game theory. This is an issue for further study.
If modeling is a skill, then it might support Hymans'
(1989) suggestion that deception might be an evolved skill.
Deception is a quintessential human skill, as is implied by its
role in the Turing Test for artificial intelligence.
In many ways our results were consistent with the game
theory analysis. Avoiders w o n by about the amount
predicted by the mixed-strategy equilibrium, and were close
to the frequency distribution of selections predicted by this
equilibrium. However, the Chooser players did not match
this distribution, and Avoiders did not appear to exploit this.
Perhaps Chooser's distribution arose because even if the
mixed-strategy equilibrium was the best for the Chooser, it
was still a losing strategy. As well as game theory being
useful for analyzing the game, the results in turn provided
some support for the psychological validity of the game
theoretic concepts used.
Conclusions
Given that anecdotal evidence supports the claim that
modeling is important in A P S , in one sense, our results were
not surprising, although the finding that third-order
modeling was particularly important goes beyond the
anecdotes. However, w e have demonstrated a methodology
capable of empirically demonstrating this intuition and
suitable for beginning to study this phenomenon. Research
on competition has often focused on factors that bring about
competition rather than cooperation, and h o w competition is
conducted. Rarely have the factors behind successful A P S
been examined, even though competition is a pervasive
aspect of life. Our results suggested that modeling is an
important component of successfiil A P S just as interpersonal
perception has been seen as an important component of
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other social situations. Good modeling can even be a way of
avoiding competition, as it would have been for Snow and
Biscuit. This work presents an opportunity and a challenge
to problem solving research and theory: to address
interactive tasks.
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Abstract

In all these cases, the assumption is that one type of prior
knowledge (domain theories or language) affects the forIt is generally accepted that the process of forming a new
mation of knowledge of a different kind (concepts or catecategory is biased by the learner's prior knowledge. In this
gories). In contrast, this paper focuses on h o w prior knowlcontext, numerous studies and models have paid attention to
edge of one kind (categories) can bias the formation of
the effects of prior domain theories on the process of forming
knowledge
of that very same kind.
new categories. What is yet to be understood is how this
process of acquiring new knowledge might be affected by
Categories as mediators of generalization
background knowledge of the very same type, i.e. by prior
categories. This paper presents a few experiments showing
O n e w a y to start analyzing h o w existing categories might
how the formation of new categories might be facilitated by a
influence the formation of new ones consists of looking at
high overlap between the new and the old categories, where
the role played by categories in generalization. Categories
overlap is operational ized as the mutual entropy between the
have been shown to play an important role in induction by
two.
acting as conducting surfaces spreading the generalization
of new knowledge from one object to a whole class of obIntroduction
jects. In an illustrative developmental study by Gelman and
The idea that the acquisition of new knowledge is biased by
Markman (1987) children showed a strong tendency to
the learner's prior knowledge is one of the basic tenets of
generalize new properties they had learned about one object
cognitive science with respect to learning phenomena. The
to all the members of that object's basic-level category.
idea goes back, at the very least, to the Piagetian notion of
Furthermore, when the categories were made more conassimilation, according to which n e w knowledge is conspicuous by being explicitly labeled, the effect was reinstructed onto, and consequently constrained by, existing
forced, and category mediated generalizations outnumbered
knowledge. Piaget stressed the idea that background
generalizations driven by the appearance of the objects.
knowledge acts as a lens through which meaning is attribOther examples of category mediated generalizations can be
uted to one's observations, in a way that helps the cognitive
found in the area of language development. For instance, in
system maintain a high degree of internal coherence or
the acquisition of the past tense, children find no trouble in
equilibrium.
generalizing morphological rules such as those required to
Since Piaget, several researchers have explored the biasform the past tense to all members of the V E R B category
ing (or guiding) role of background knowledge in learning.
(e.g. "she jumped very high", "he goed to bed") and to no
Just to mention a few, Wisniewski and Medin (1994), and
other classes of words (see Pinker, 1989, for a discussion).
Pazzani, (1991) have studied the interactions between prior
So, if categories constitute a milieu for the generalization
theories and observation in the formation of new categories.
of new knowledge, it would seem reasonable to expect that
Murphy and Medin (1985) attribute prior theories the imthey also help guide the generalization of membership to a
portant role of "holding cateogries together", a role that can
new category being formed, since category membership is
also be traced to Barsalou's work on ad-hoc categories
not but a particular kind of knowledge. In other words, if I
(1983) and to studies of children's conceptual development
learn that Lassie is a M A M M A L , I can use m y prior cate(Keil, 1989). In addition to prior theories, other forms of
gory D O G to generalize this n e w piece of (categorical)
background knowledge might also have similar effects.
knowledge to all dogs. If this interpretation is correct, w e
Cabrera and Billman (1996), for example, found that
might be able to look at existirig categories as conducting
knowledge of one's language can bias the process of cate- surfaces spreading the generalization of n e w category
gory formation in a w a y that is not very different from the
membership, a view that will help us understand the process
effects of prior theories.
of building new categories over old ones.
O n the machine learning side of cognitive science, several
models have been proposed that deal with the effects of
Overlap and Mutual Entropy
theory-driven inductive process in learning (e.g. Mooney,
According to this view, the formation of new categories will
1993; Mitchell, Keller & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986; DeJong &
be facilitated if the n e w categories tend to respect the
Mooney, 1986).
boundaries of existing categories, i.e. if they tend to hold
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together items that also belong together according to the
existing categories. Conversely, if the n e w categories require distinctions not present in prior categories, their
learning might be hindered.
This idea of "agreement" or "disagreement" between
alternative categorizations of a domain can be captured by a
construct that I will refer to as overlap. From all the possible operational definitions of overlap 1 have chosen one that
borrows from information theory, a framework with a successful predictive record in the area of h u m a n categorization
(Corter & Gluck, 1992; Cabrera, 1995). The definition goes
as follows.
Let us refer to each possible w a y of partitioning a domain
as a n . A partition n consists of a set of exhaustive, mutually exclusive classes of objects, n = { C } . Let ITi = {C/,
C 2 , Cj,..., Cfi), be a partition of the domain, and let P ( Q )
be the (prior) probability of occurrence of each class within
the domain. Information theory defines the entropv associn
ated with the set of P(Q)'s as - Z P ( Q ) l o g 2 f ( Q ) . an
.=1
expression that represents the average amount of uncertainty (measured in bits), associated with deciding which
class any given instance belongs to.
For example, a partition consisting of two equi-probable
classes has an entropy of 1 bit, whereas a partition of 8
equi-probable classes will convey an entropy of 3 bits.
Intuitively speaking, entropy represents the average number
of binary questions one would need to ask in order to figure
out which category any given object belongs to. In general,
the m o r e classes in a partition, the more uncertainty the
partition will convey. Also, the closer the probabilities are
to being uniformly distributed the higher the uncertainty.
N o w suppose that w e have two partitions, Yl\ and 112,
where n ] consists of a set of n classes Bi and 112 consists of
a set of m classes Q . Saying that 111 and 112 have a high
overlap amounts to saying that knowing the class membership of an object according to one of them reduces significantly our uncertainty (entropy) about the class membership
of the object with respect to the other one. Overlap can
therefore be measured as the average reduction in uncertainty that one partition provides with respect to the other:

Overlap{U^ ,11^) = - ^ PiC,)logj P(Q) +
i
+ Y,PiBj)Y^P(C^Bj)log^ PiC,\Bj)

across all the categories in 112- Altogether, overlap represents h o w m u c h more certain I a m about the class of an
unknown stimulus according to one partition w h e n I know
the class the stimulus belongs to according to the other
partition.
The "overlap" operator can be thought of as a dotproduct between partitions, representing the size of the
"projection" of one over the other. Mutually uninformative
partitions have an overlap of zero bits, a situation that, following dot-product terminology, can be referred to as orthogonality. Saying that partitions 111 and 112 are orthogonal

amounts

to saying

that

P(C,|By) = P(C,)

and

P{Bj\Ci) = P{Bj) for any C, e D , and Bj e O a .
A situation of particular interest w h e n dealing with hum a n categories is what w e can call embedded partitions.
W e say that partition 111 is embedded in 112 (or that 112
embeds 111), and w e denote it as 111 ^ n 2 , if for every
category C, G D j , there is a category Bj e 112 such that
C, c Bj. E m b e d d e d partitions are at the opposite extreme
from orthogonal partitions in terms of overlap. Between
these two extremes there is a continuous range of possible
degrees of overlap between partitions.
Notice that claiming a learning bias towards highly overlapping sets of categories implies a preference for hierarchically organized systems of categories over systems of categories which cut across each other's boundaries (orthogonal
organization). This prediction is consistent with the often
noted hierarchic character of h u m a n categories (e.g. Mervis
& R o s c h , 1981; Keil, 1983).
Experimental Evidence
This section summarizes the results of three experiments
that were conducted in order to test this hypothesized hum a n preference for highly overlapping sets of categories. In
each of the experiments, subjectsfirstlearned to classify a
set of 16 Phoenician characters' into a number of categories
following the feedback signals provided by the experimenter. Immediately after, subjects had to learn to classify
the same items in a different way. T h e experiments varied
the amount of overlap between thefirstand second sets of
categories and measured the experienced difficulty in the
second task.

(1)
Experiment 1

where P(C,]Bj) represents the probability of an instance
belonging to C/ given that w e ah-eady k n o w that it belongs
to Bj. This expression is k n o w n by information theorists as
mutual entropy. T h efirstterm in this equation represents
the prior entropy associated with partition 111, or Ill's
intrinsic uncertainty in the absence of any additional information. T h e term inside the brackets, which w e can call
conditional entropy, represents the uncertainty that is left
with respect to partition FIi conditionally upon knowing the
class membership of the object with respect to 112. This
conditional entropy is weighed by the probability of occurrence of each of the categories Bj, P(Bj), and averaged
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In thefirstexperiment, 38 Georgia Tech undergraduate
students underwent two successive supervised classification
tasks of 240 trials each: one task with two categories and
the other one with foiu". At,each trial, subjects were presented for 500 m s with a Phoenician character inside an

1 The stimuli were intended to be as novel to the subjects as
possible in order to control for possible contaminating effects of
prior theories. Similarly, categories were formed by grouping
characters as independently as possible from their appearance in
order to control for possible contaminating effects of topological
structure.

imaginary 6 0 b y 6 0 pixel square in the center of a M a c i n tosh high resolution 13' color monitor and had to classify
the character b y pressing a given key in the computer keyboard. If they did not k n o w h o w to classify the character
they could just guess and proceed with the next trial.
In the two-category tasks (labeled as " A " and " B " in
Figure 1), subjects w e r e told that s o m e Phoenician characters c o m e from Persian and others c o m e from Egyptian, and
that they w e r e required to figure out, based o n the provided
feedback, w h a t characters c o m e from w h a t language, b y
pressing either " E " (for Egyptian) or " P " (for Persian).
After their response, the incorrect label w a s r e m o v e d from
the screen, and the character w a s displayed again flanked b y
the correct label a n d the m e s s a g e " C o r r e c t ! " or " W r o n g . "
Subjects w e r e instructed to respond as fast as they could
while trying to b e maximally correct. After responding,
they could wait as long as they wished before pressing the
space bar to m o v e o n to the next trial.
In the four category tasks, the trials w e r e identical, except
that subjects w e r e told that Phoenician writers used to store
their typesettings in four different boxes and that their goal
w a s to figure out w h a t letters w e n t into w h a t boxes b y
pressing either " 4 " , " 5 " , " 7 " or " 8 " o n the numeric keypad.
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Figure 1. Categories in Experiment 1.
Subjects were split into two experimental groups. In one
group ( 2 - 0 , the four categories in the second task (see Figure 1, left panel) w e r e e m b e d d e d in (hierarchically related
to) the t w o categories in the fu-st task (Overlap = 1 bit according to Eq. 1). In the other group (2-4x), the four categories in the second task (Figure I, right panel) w e r e orthogonal to the t w o categories in the first task (Overlap = 0
bits). According to the hypothesis, experience with the fu-st
task should m a k e the second task in the e m b e d d e d situation
easier than in the orthogonal situation.

w a s 5 0 % in the two-category tasks a n d 2 5 % in the fourcategory tasks). There w a s also a significant task b y block
interaction, F ( \ l , 3 7 4 ) = 10.65, p = .000, w h i c h reflects the
fact that the effects of task vanished with block, as subjects
approached perfect performance in all conditions.
According to the hypothesis, an interaction w a s expected
between task and condition, that w o u l d s h o w a facilitation
from hierarchy in the transfer, four-category task. H o w ever, this crossover w a s too small to reach statistical reliability, F ( l , 3 4 ) = 1.02, p = .32. T h e analysis o f variance
also s h o w e d n o m a i n effect o f experimental condition, F ( l ,
3 4 ) = .00, and n o significant interaction o f block with either
experimental condition or task.
In order to test the possible effects o f individual learning
ability, subjects in the 2-4 a n d 2-4x w e r e split into t w o
groups according to the total n u m b e r o f correct responses
during the first task. Statistical analyses of this interaction
w e r e conducted b y including a dichotomized variable representing learning ability with respect to the g r o u p m e d i a n (9
fast learners and 9 slow learners in each condition). T h e
results s h o w e d a significant interaction b e t w e e n condition
and learning ability, F(I, 3 2 ) = 5.72, p = .023, s h o w i n g that
fast learners and not slow learners s h o w e d the predicted
benefit from hierarchical structure.
Disfribution of Errors. Finally, subjects' use o f their prior
categories in generalizing the k n o w l e d g e acquired during
the transfer task w a s assessed b y looking at the distribution
of erroneous responses produced b y subjects to stimuli from
each of the categories in the transfer task o f the hierarchical
2-4 condition. This distribution w a s c o m p a r e d to the responses o f subjects from a different task w h o faced the
s a m e categories with n o prior experience. This w a s d o n e
for slow and fast learners separately, in order to simultaneously assess whether the use o f the prior categories in generalizing n e w k n o w l e d g e w a s affected b y degree o f l e a m m g
of the prior categories. Figure 2 s u m m a r i z e s the results,
expressed as the proportion o f incorrect responses that w e r e
consistent with the superordinate category m e m b e r s h i p o f
the stimulus, for each of the four categories.
Distribution of Errats

Results. Two subjects in the 2-4 condition performed two
S D ' s b e l o w the m e a n in the first task and w e r e discarded for
fiirther analyses, thus leaving 18 subjects in each of the t w o
conditions. T h e analysis o f variance of the learning curves
resulting from grouping trials in blocks of 2 0 yielded significant m a i n effects of block, F ( l l , 3 7 4 ) = 192.39, p =
.000, and task (fu-st and transfer in both conditions), F(l,
34) = 43.10,/? = .000. T h e m a i n effect o f block reflects the
learning progress across trials in all conditions. T h e effect
of task reflects the different baseline (chance) performance
between the t w o - a n d the four-category tasks (chance level
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Figure 2. Disfribution o f errors in E x p e r i m e n t 1
In an unbiased situation, only 33% of the incorrect responses should correspond to the responses associated with
m e m b e r s o f the s a m e superordinate category, because for
every stimulus there w e r e always three possible "incorrect"

responses. Subjects with no prior experience performed
very close to this chance level (average of 31%).
Slow
learners with prior experience with the superordinate categories generalized across the superodinates with a slight
higher probability ( 3 9 % ) , and more so fast learners, w h o
averaged 4 6 % . So, not only did subjects seem to be using
the categories formed during thefirsttask to guide the formation of categories during the second task, but also the
capacity of those categories to mediate the generalization of
n e w knowledge was more noticeable the better had the first
categories been learned.
Experiment 2
The goal of this experiment was to further test whether
degree of overlap with prior categories affects learning
difficulty in a setting that is neither strictly hierarchical nor
strictly orthogonal, but somewhere in between. In addition,
this experiment introduced a n e w experimental design that
allowed for more powerful within subjects analyses.
The categories used in each of the tasks are depicted in
Figure 3. In the A B task there were two categories containing half of the stimuli each, i. e. P^A) = P(B) = .5. In the L O
task^, one category, L, contained all eight characters in category/1 plus half of the characters in B, while the other category, O , contained the remaining half of B. In other words,
PiL) = .75, and P(0) = .25. The A B category set had an
uncertainty of 1 bit, the L O set had an uncertainty of .81
bits, and the two sets overlapped in .31 bits. The A B task
was based on the Persian-Egyptian story line of the previous
experiment. T h e story line in the L O task was about h o w
Phoenician writers organized their type-settings, keeping
some in one box and others in a different box.
Category O
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Category B
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Figure 3. Category sets in Experiment 2.
The key characteristic of the current arrangement as compared to the previous experiment is the fact that each of the
categories in each partition had a different individual overlap with respect to the categories in the other partition.
Category L overlapped in .061 bits with the A B set, while
category O overlapped in .25 bits with that same set. At the
same time, category A overlapped in .406 bits with the L O
set, while category B had a negative overlap of -.094 with
that set. Interestingly (and not so intuitively!) this negative
overlap reflects the fact that w e are less certain about
whether an instance belongs to Z, or O w h e n w e k n o w that it
^ The labels L and O represent, roughly, the shapes of the Venn
diagrams of the respective categories they refer to.
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belongs to B than when w e k n o w nothing at all about the
instance. If w e do not k n o w anything about the instance,
w e can only guess that it belongs to L more likely than to O
(probability of .75 vs. .25), whereas, if w e k n o w that the
instance belongs to B and w e use that information to guess
whether it belongs to L or O, w e are in a situation of maxim u m uncertainty (.5 vs. .5).
There were two experimental conditions. In condition
A B - L O subjects experienced the A B task prior to the L O
task. The opposite order took place in the L O - A B condition.
According to the hypothesis, it was expected that, after
forming categories L and O, learning A would be easier than
learning B. Analogously, when transferring to L O from the
A B task, the learning of O was expected to be facilitated
relative to L. However, the effect in the latter case could be
less noticeable than in the former case, given the relative
values of overlap.' In both cases, comparisons between
categories in the same task were carried out as within subjects.
There were 192 A B learning trials and 192 L O trials. The
trials were randomly ordered in blocks of 48 trials. Within
each block, each of the 16 characters appeared three times.
Twenty-four subjects were randomly assigned to condition
A B - L O and twenty-two to condition L O - A B .
Results. Across all conditions and categories, subjects
averaged between 7 3 % and 8 6 % correct responses in the
first learning task. Subjects w h o scored at least two standard deviations below the m e a n for either of the two categories in thefirstphase were excluded from further analyses.
This was the case with three subjects in the A B - L O group
and two in the L O - A B group.
L O - A B Transfer. The analysis of variance of accuracy
yielded a significant main effect of condition, F(l, 39) =
5.12, p = .029, and block, F(3, 117) = 130.84, p = .000.
However, the predicted condition by category interaction
was only marginally significant, F(I, 39) = 2.92, p = .096.
The predicted interaction was more obvious in terms of
response time. A s expected, experience with the L O task
made responses to instances from the A category faster than
responses to instances from the B category, even though
category A produced slower responses in the absence of
prior experience. The analysis of variance yielded a significant main effect of condition F(l, 39)= 8.10, p = .007, and
block, F(3, 117)= 39.00, p = .000, a significant condition by
block interaction, F(3, 117)= 7.72, p = .000, and, most importantly, a significant condition by category interaction,
F{\, 39)= 9.63, p = .004 that is consistent with the predictions.
A B - L O Transfer. It was expected that prior experience
with the A B would facilitate the learning of O relative to L,
although the effect was expected to be smaller than in the
previous scenario. Statistical comparisons of accuracy in the
L O task with and without prior A B experience yielded a
significant main effect of experience, F(l, 39) = 5.96, p =
.019, block, F(3, 117)= 118.64, p = .000, and category, F(l,
39) = 71.53, p = .000, but no significant interaction, F(l,
' Notice that Overlap{A, L O ) - Overlap{B, L O ) > Overlap{0. AB)
- OverlapiL, AB).

39) =. 18. Analogous analyses performed on response time
data did not show the expected condition by category interaction either, F(l, 39)=.79.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was very similar to Experiment 2 but was
based on a different arrangement of categories. The categories used in this experiment did not differ in overlap as
much as those in the previous experiment but they had the
advantage of allowing us to examine the distribution of
subjects' errors (as w e did in Experiment 1) by including a
task with three categories instead of two (which gave subjects two possibilities for error in each trial).
The arrangement of categories that was used in this experiment is shown in Figure 4. Again there was a symmetrical two category task that I will refer to as A B . The other
task, 123, involved three categories of comparable sizes
(P(l) = P(3) = 5/16; P(2) = 6/16), that were not embedded
in the A B set but overlapped highly with it. The uncertainty
associated with the A B set was 1 bit, the uncertainty associated with the 123 set was 1.58 bits, and the overlap between
the two sets was .625 bits.
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scored less than two standard deviations below the m e a n for
at least one of the categories. The data from these subjects
were excluded from further analyses. This left 21 and 18
subjects in each condition.
AB-123 Transfer. According to the between-within
A N O V A , the expected interaction fell short of reaching the
normative 5 % reliability level, F(2, 74) = 2.52, p = .087.
The main effect of experience also approached statistical
significance, F(l, 37) = 3.04, p = .09, thus indicating that
there might have been some practice effect. Finally, there
was a significant effect of category, F(2, 74) = 8.40, p =
.001, with category 3 leading to the overall highest scores
(85.4%, S D = 5.3), and category /, to the lowest (80.6%,
S D = 8.3). Neither the main effect nor the interaction were
significant in terms of response times.
Distribution of Errors. Figure 5 (left) shows the probability of erroneously assigning to category / an instance of
category 2 that also belonged to A, for subjects with and
without prior experience with the A B task. Subjects with no
prior experience with the A B set erred equally frequently by
classifying instances of 2 as / and 3 (averaging about 5 0 %
to each category). O n the contrary, subjects with prior experience with the A B task tended to err more frequently by
assigning to / the characters that also belonged to A, consistent with the membership of the instances during the first
task. Overall, category-consistent errors were 60%i following A B training, but just 5 0 % , or chance, with no prior A B
training.
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Figure 4. Design of categories in Experiment 3.
Categories A and B had an overlap of .3125 bits each
with respect to the 123 set. Categories 1 and 3 overlapped
also in .3125 bits with respect to the A B set, while category
2 was orthogonal to this set (zero overlap). Consequently, it
was expected that experience with the A B task would facilitate the learning of / and 3 as compared to 2. Conversely, prior experience with the 123 task should not alter
the relative difficulty of A and B. These hypotheses were
tested by comparing relative performance on each category
between the groups of subjects with and without prior experience with the alternative category set.
There were 45 subjects. Twenty-four of them were randomly assigned to the AB-123 condition, and twenty-one
were assigned to the 123-AB condition. The rest of the
design was identical to experiment 2.
Results. Across all conditions and categories, subjects
averaged between 7 5 % and 8 4 % correct responses in the
first learning task they experienced. Three subjects in the
AB-123 group and tiiree subjects in the 123-AB group
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Figure 5. Distribution of errors in Experiment 3.
Similarly, Figure 5 (right) shows the probability of erroneously assigning an instance of category 2 that also belonged to B. to category 3. For all three instances, the probability of being erroneously assigned to 3 was higher for
subjects with prior experience with the A B task. These
results are consistent with the predictions and the findings
of Experiment 1.
123-AB Transfer. Because A and B have identical overlap
with the 123 category set, prior experience with the 123 task
was not expected to affect the relative difficulty of learning
of A and B. The results did not contradict this prediction. A
mixed A N O V A showed no significant experience by category interaction in terms of either accuracy, F(l, 37) = .00,
or response time, F(l, 37) = .44. Accuracy did show a
significant main effect of experience, probably indicating
practice effects. There was no main effect of category in
terms of accuracy or response time.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 showed that fast learners had
less trouble transferring from a two-way classification task
to a four-way task w h e n the categories in the four-way task
were embedded in (were hierarchically related to) the categories in the two-way task, than when the category sets
were orthogonal to each other. O n the contrary, slow learners did not show such a pattern. W h e n looking at the distribution of errors evidence was found supporting the idea that
all learners (but even more so fast learners) had a tendency
to generalize category membership during the second task
across the categories formed during thefirsttask.
Experiment 2 showed that people transferring from an
asymmetric two-way classification task to a symmetric twow a y task had less trouble forming the category with the
highest overlap with respect to the initial two categories,
thus supporting the predictions. This result indicates that
overlap m a y affect category formation even in intermediate,
neither fully hierarchical nor fiilly orthogonal situations.
W h e n the sequencing of the two tasks was reversed, the
predictions were more modest as far as possible effects of
overlap, but the results failed to yield significant effects.
W h e n subjects in Experiment 3 transferred from a three
category task to a symmetric two category task, overlap
predicted no effects. Not willing to support the null hypothesis based simply on a lack of statistical significance, it
is of interest to note that the A N O V A of the non expected
interaction yielded a null value of F. In the opposite case,
w h e n subjects transferred from the two to the three-category
task, overlap predicted an effect favoring categories 1 and 3
over 2, although this effect was predicted to be of less magnitude than that observed in Experiment 2. The results were
in the direction that had been predicted, but they were only
marginally significant.
S u m m i n g up, effects tended to show up when differences
in overlap were large, were either not observed or only
marginally so w h e n differences in overlap were small, and
were not observed at all when the overlap differences were
null. At a general level then, this pattern of results is consistent with the hypothesis that overlap with respect to prior
categories influences the process of constructing new categories. At a detailed level, the absolute predictive validity
of mutual entropy as a measure of overlap remains to be
determined.
The current work indicates that the process of building a
n e w category can be considered as a particular case of
knowledge generalization, and, as such, it is susceptible to
be guided by whichever prior categories might be available
to the learner. W h e n a child learns that a particular dog is a
m a m m a l (a category label never encountered before), he
might be able to generalize the "mammalness" property to
all dogs. A s a conclusion, prior categories will bias the
process of forming n e w ones. In Keil's (1990) terms, prior
categories constitute a domain-specific, acquired constraint
on category formation.
Interestingly, the claim that overlap with prior categories
facilitates category formation might not only contribute to
the further understanding of the process of category formation, but might also provide a parsimonious causal explana-
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tion for the generally accepted claim that h u m a n categories
tend to be organized hierarchically.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the relationship readers with
different levels of prior knowledge construct among
procedural text elements, specifically, among the goal,
the actions and the outcome of a procedural text. Readers
were either beginners, intermediates, or experts in using a
particular software. Our hypothesis was that the main
difference between the prior knowledge organization of
beginner, intermediate, and advanced subjects was due to
the relationship among a goal, the necessary actions to
attain this goal, and the obtained outcome. A n experiment
using a primed recognition task with the goal as prime
and both the outcome and the actions as targets confirmed
this hypothesis. The primed recognition results were
simulated with the Construction-Integration model of
comprehension (Kintsch, 1998).
Introduction
M a n y studies have shown that remembering and learning
from text depend o n both textual characteristics and the
cognitive properties of readers. Kintsch (1994) demonstrated
that with explanatory texts, remembering, and even learning,
was better or occurred more quickly w h e n the exposed
concepts were just beyond the current state of the reader's
knowledge. M c N a m a r a , Kintsch, Songer & Kintsch (1996)
showed that w h e n the coherence of a text w a s weakened,
e.g., nouns were replaced by pronouns, and descriptive
elaborations and connectives were removed, the readers with
prior knowledge used compensatory
comprehension
processes to infer the relations not stated in the text (see also
M c N a m a r a & Kintsch, 1996). Other researchers have
demonstrated an interaction between the readers' prior
knowledge, and the textual semantic sUiicture (Caillies,
Denhidre & Jhean-Larose, in press; Caillies & Denhiere, in
press). In these studies, two versions of a procedural text,
causal and teleological, were presented to three groups d"
learners: beginners, intermediates and advanced. Results
showed that the hierarchical organization of textual
information facihtated the comprehension of advanced
subjects and that the temporal-causal organization facilitated
the comprehension of beginner and intermediate subjects.The
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authors argue that the interaction was due to the similarity
of the structure of prior knowledge and the organization of
the text: texts which are hierarchically organized in a
goal/sub-goals structure are optimal for the advaiKed
subjects, and texts which are organized in a temporal-causal
chain are optimal for the beginner and intermediate subjects.
Based on these results, w e believe that the main
difference between the prior knowledge organization of the
beginner and the advanced subjects lies in the relationship
a m o n g the goal, the necessary actions to attain the goal, and
the obtained outcome (Trabasso & van den Broek, 1985;
B a u d e t & Denhiere, 1991). O u r predictions were based on the
assumption that: (a) for advanced subjects, the goal and the
outcome are direcdy and strongly associated in m e m o r y
while the actions necessary to attain the goal are
subordinated; (b) for intermediate subjects, the goal and the
outcome are loosely connected, and the outcome is more
related to the actions they need to reach the goal; (c) for
beginner subjects, the type of relationship they establish
a m o n g the goal, the outcome, and the actions varied
according to their otder in the text. Given these assumptions,
w e expected an effect of prior knowledge structure on
encoding and on retrieval of information. In our study, w e
therefore focused o n input activities as measured by the
reading times of the different type of sentences - goal,
actions, and outcome— as well as output estimated by the
retrieval of this information in m e m o r y . This was done with
a primed recognition task, with either a goal or a control
sentence as primes, and either outcome or action sentence as
targets ( M c K o o n & Ratcliff, 1992; van den Broek & Lorch,
1993).
Simulations carriedout with the Construction-Integration
model and presented after the experimental investigation w o e
run to account for the effect of prior knowledge structure on
the retrieval of information (Kintsch, 1998). According to
the Construction-Integration model, knowledge is rep-esented
as an associative network, the nodes of which are concepts
and propositions. Text is processed in cycles roughly
corresponding to a sentence, and two phases, construction
and integration, are involved in sentence comprehension. The
construction phase takes as input a serie of concepts and
propositions.

As an exiuiiple, the sentence:
Select the paragraph to he printed,
wrresptmds to the following propositions:
PI Paragraph
P2 T O B E P R I N T E D [PI J
P 3 S E L E C T [PI]
Propositions areconnectedeachother biiscd on referential
coherence (Tapiero & Denhi^re, 1995): the proposition 2,
like the proposition 3 will be connected to the proposition
1 The integration phase is characterized by a process of
diffusion of the activation, reinforcing the propositions
appropriate to the context and inhibiting and deactivating the
irrelevant elements. Tliis results in a memory representation
that is locally and globally well structured, and that can be
represented as a coherent propositional network. From tliis
representation, a reader can recognize sentences, answer
questions, and so on.
Experiment
W e assume thatreadingand primed recognition times should
be shorter for advanced than for mtermediates, with those d"
beginners subjects being the longest. W e further expect an
interaction between prior knowledge and target type for the
goal primed recognition times: For advanced and intermediate
subjects, it should take longer torecognizethe actions than
torecognizethe outcome, this difference being greater for
advanced than for intermediates; for beginner subjects,
without prior rele\ ant knowledge, the target recognition time
will be a function of the text surface distance between the
prime goal and the target (action 1 < action 3 < outcome).
W e expect a larger goal priming effect for beginner than for
intermediate subjects, and for intermediates than for advanced
subjects. For advanced subjects, the recognition times will
be the same for both goal and control primes because these
two types of pnme equally affect the reactivation of the
subjects'ejMsodic goal suiicture (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995).
Method
Participants
Fift} four students from Montpellier (France) participated in
the experiment They differed in their knowledge of the text
editor Word and the spreadsheet Excel: 18 were begiimers, 18
were intermediates, and 18 were advanced users. All
participants read and recognized six texts. They wctc
assigned to one of the three groups according to their prior
knowledge, mesured by their scores obtained in a
questionnaire designed to test their knowledge of Word and
Excel.

To print a paragraph, it is necessary to perform the following
three sequences of actions.
Sequence 1
Select the paragraph to be printed
Position the cursor at-one extremity of the paragraph
Press the mouse button
Place the cursor at the other extremity
Press simultaneously the "Shift" key and the mouse button
The paragraph appears in video-inverted type
Sequence 2
Select the "Print..." command
Position the cursor on the "File" menu
Keep the finger pressed on the mouse button
Choose the "Print..." command
Release the mouse button
The "Print" dialog box appears on the screen
Sequence 3
Print the paragraph
Type the desired number of copies on the keyboard
Put a quotation in the option button " Print selection only"
with the mouse
Position the cursor on "OK"
Press the mouse button
Word throws the impression of the paragraph
The sentences to be recognized were preceded either by
goal prime sentence, such as "Select the paragraph to be
printed," or by a control prime sentence, such as "Remember
this text" The true targets could be the action 1, the action
3, or the outcome of the sequences. Twelve pairs d
sentences were presented after each text reading, 6 true targets
and 6 false targets. Four comprehension questions woe
constructed to make sure that subjects read in order to
understand.
Procedure
Each subject readall six texts. After reading a text, presaited
one sentence at the time self paced, subjects performed the
primed recognition task and answered four comprehension
questions.
Results
Reading time
The repeated measures A N O V A conducted on the reading
times per word revealed a marginally significant effect d"
prior knowledge, Fi(2,51) = 2.77. p < .07; ^2(2,150) =
74.08, p < .01, mainly indicating that the average reading
time was significantly longer for beginner subjects {M = 388
ms) than for intermediate (M = 354 ms) and advanced
subjects (M = 323 ms), Fi( 1.51) =4.29, p < .05; F2(IA50)

Material
= 106.23, p < .01.
Six procedural texts were constructed: three describing the
Primed
recognition
use of W a d ™ and three desaibing the use of ExceF"^. Each
T
w
o
3
x
2
x 3 analyses of variance of yes responses woe
text was composed of three sequences, each sequence
conducted:
one
for the correct recognition time per word, and
contained a goal, four orderedactions, and a outcome always
one
for
the
recognition
errors. Prior knowledge was used as a
presented in this order.
between
factor
(beginners,
intermediates, and advanced), and
A n example of text is presented below.
both Prime (goal and control), and Target (outcome, action
1, and action 3) as within factors.
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While the effect of prior knowledge was not significant
for recognition errors, the m e a n recognition time was
significantly shorter for the beginners than for tlic other
subjects ( M = 255 m s vs h4 = 3 3 4 m s ) , Fi(1.51):= IK 5'), p
< .01; ^2(1,20)= 147.65. E < 01.
The interaction of knowledge and target was significant
for recognition times, and mainly indicated that the difference
in recognition time between the outcome and the two other
targets was smaller for beginner subjects than for the two
other groups. Fi(1.102) = 7.38, p < .01, ^2(1,20) = 5.95, p
< .01. and it was smaller for intermediate than for advanced
subjects Fi(1.102) = 3.79. p < .05. ^2(1,20) = 3.58. p <
.05, whereas the action 1 and the action 3 did not
significantly diffCT.
The Knowledge by Target by Prime interaction was
significant in the subject analysis Fj(4,102) = 3.06, p <
.02, andmarginally significant in the item analysis ^2(4,20)
= 2.37, p < .09 (see Table 1). This interaction mainly
indicated a goal priming effect on action 3 for intermediates,
and a goal priming effect on action 1 for advanced. For each
knowledge group, analyses showed the following results:
F o r beginners, the Prime by Target interaction was
significant, F i ( 2 M ) = 3.62. p < .05; ^2(2,10) = 4.87. p <
.05. and indicated that the difference between goal and control
conditions was greater for the action 1 than for both the
outcome and the action 3. Fj(1.34) = 6.88. p < .05;

Discussion
riie iuialysis showed that subjects with different level a[
prior knowledge differ regarding to reading times and to yes
recognition times but not regarding to yes recognition error.
hideed, w e observed that the reading time w a s the shortest for
the advanced, and the longest for the begiimers whereas the
recognition time of the true target was shorter for the
beginners than for the intermediate and advancedsubjects.
Consistent with our hypothesis, the prior knowledge by
target interaction was significant, and mainly indicated that
the difference between the outcome and the actions was
smaller for the beginner subjects than for the other
knowledge groups, and was smaller for intermediates than f w
advanced
The significant Condition by Target by Knowledge
interaction demonstrated a goal priming effect on the
recognition times on the actions 1 and 3 but n o goal
priming effect on the recognition time of the outcome,
which is consistent with our assumption. A s w e predicted,
the separated analyses indicated that the relationship subjects
with differentlevels of knowledge established a m o n g a goal,
the actions and the obtained outcome differed. The beginner
subjects recognized faster action 1 close to the goal in the
surface structure than the other targets (action 3 and
outcome) w h e n the prime was the goal, whereas the
intermediate and advancedsubjects always recognized fastest
the outcome (which was distant from the goal in the surface
structure), for all priming conditions.

^2(1.10) = 9.53. p < .01. T h e action 1 was faster recognized
than the two other targets only w h e n the prime was the goal.
F o r intermediates, the Prime by Target interaction
was not significant. Althought the recognition times of the
three targets did not significantly vary as a function of the
nature of the prime, the outcome and action 1 targets were
faster recognized than the action 3, Fj(1.34) = 8.54. p < .01;

Simulations

Simulations carried out with the Construction-Integration
model (Kintsch. 1998) were used to reproduce the
recognition results. These simulations are based on the
assumption that the readers used referential coherence to
construct textbase representation (Tapiero & Denhiere. 1995)
and that differences in recognition performance between
'F2(1.10) = 3.86, p < . 0 8 .
beginner and advancedsubjects were due to the activation d
F o r advanced, the Prime by Target interaction was
different prior knowledge structures: a temporal-causal
also not significant. Target effect showed that the outcome
network for beginners and a goal hierarchy for advanced
target was significandy faster recognized than both the action
users. Our main purpose was to simulate the effect of prior
1 and the action 3, Fi(l,34) = 35.04. p < .01; ^2(1,10) =
knowledge structure on the elaboration of an episodic
15,28, p < .01. that didnot differ.
structure during reading and on the retrieval of stored
information.
Table 1: Mean recognition time of the three true targets as a The first step involved in the simulations was to
function of the prime and of the prior knowledge.
construct a network of the textual representional units and
their interrelations. T h e second step was to elaborate a prior
Prior knowledge
knowledge network assumed to represent the prior
Beginners
Intermediates Advanced
knowledge structure of begiimer. intermediate and advaixsd
Goal prime
subjects. In the begiimer knowledge network, the goal, the
345
Action 1
230
actions and the outcome of each sequence are related
335
Action 3
344
according to their order in the text, whereas in the advanced
360
2M
317
Outcome 250
286
network, the goal and the outcome are strongly and direcdy
associate,
and actions subordinate (see figures 1 and 2). In
Control prime
the intermediate network, the goal and the outcome are
Action 1 279
325
344
loosely connected and the actions are related to the outcome
389
Action 3
267
345
according to their presentation orderin the text.
Outcome
252
332
298
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Indeed, at each processing cycle, we linked prior knowledge
A.ti>n4
nodes to the corresponding textbase nodes. These knowledge
RflSin
nodes were linked to those of the textbase according to the
assumption that this knowledge access is not resource
consuming (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995). Separate reading
simulations were performed for the beginner, the
intermediates and the advancedsubjects. The number of links
created between the textbase and the prior knowledge
networks was the same for each knowledge group (n=6). W e
did simulations in order to obtain an activation value in long
term memory for each node. This value represented the
weight in memory of the concept or of the proposition.
To simulate the retrieval of information with the
C(Mistruction-Integration model, we linked a test node to the
textbase. The test node included the appropriate prime, the
goal of the sequence, and a target, either the actions (1 or 3)
or the outcome. A series of 9 retrieval simulations for each

knowledge group was run: 3 for each of the three text
sequences, and target types (action 1, action 3, outcome).
Thus, we obtained activation values for each target of each
sequence: outcome, action 1 and action 3.
W e correlated our recognition time with the activation
values obtained with the Kintsch's construction-integration
model. The activation values obtained are in good quahtative
agreement with the experimental data, except for intermediate
subjects. The spearman rank correlations between target
activation value and recognition time was significant for
beginner subjects (Ts (9) = .65, g < 05), and for advanced (i^
(9) = .83 2 < .02), but was no significant for the
intermediates (is = o)Conclusion
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the
relationship readers with different levels of prior knowledge
constructed between procedural text elements. It was assumed
that the difference in prior knowledge organization d
begiimer, intermediate and advanced subjects were mainly
caused by differences in the relationships among the goal,
the actions, and the outcome, and that these relationships,
reflecting organization of knowledge in memory, delennined
the reading times and the retrieval of information. Our
results support this assumption.
The analysis of the primed recognition results showed
that for beginners, the target recognition time varied with the
surface distance between the prime and the target, whereas for
the advanced and intermediate subjects, the outcome was
always faster recognized than the actions. This result
suggests that the begiimers did not establish relation betweai
the goal and the outcome during reading, and that for
intermediates and advanced subjects, the outcome was more
available in memory than the actions. Consistent with our
main hypothesis, the prior knowledge organization of the
beginner, intermediate and advanced subjects differed in the
relationship they established among the goal, the necessary
actions to attain the goal, and the obtained outcome.
However, contrary to our expectations, the beginners
recognized true targets faster than the two other groups, the
mean mmiber of errors being equal for the three groups. Our
interpretation is that the answers of the beginners were
mairily based upon the surface features of the text (which
was sufficient for these simple texts), whereas answers of
both the intermediate and the advanced subjects were based
on a deeper conceptual understanding.
Finally, we demonstrated that the ConstructionIntegration model proposed by Kintsch (1998) can be used to
test hypotheses concerning the effect of prior knowledge
structure on the elaboration of an episodic mental
representation and on retrieval.
To conclude, understanding the interaction among prior
knowledge structures, text features (Kintsch, 1994) or text
structures (Caillies & al., 1997), and comprehension
measures (McNamara, Kintsch, Songer & Kintsch, 19%;
McNamara and Kintsch, 1996) is fundamental for a
theoretical account of text comprehension. The
Construction-Integration model proposed by Kintsch (1988,
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1998) can provide a
interactions.

framework

to

approach

these
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linguistics poses difficulties; so does his conception of
learning. But the antipsychological implications of
Chomskyan theory and practice are largely traceable to two
assumptions: the doctrine of linguistic competence and the
doctrine of autonomy of syntax.

Abstract
The well-attested friction between linguistics and
psychology is not a superficial phenomenon. N o
conception of language has had more influence on
psychology and Cognitive Science than the linguistics of
N o a m Chomsky. Yet Chomskyan linguistics is radically
incompatible with viable accounts of knowledge, and of
the development or evolution of knowledge. This
incompatibility is strongly manifested in two
characteristic Chomskyan doctrines: linguistic competence
and the autonomy of syntax. The fallacious arguments on
which Chomsky relies are analyzed, and their deep
implications for Cognitive Science are traced.

The Doctrine of Linguistic Competence

Friction between Linguistics and
Psychology
No one who works in linguistics or psychology will be
shocked to hear of significant friction between the two
disciplines; this has been widely attested since the mid1960s. Still, it is normally assumed that linguistics can fit
under the Big Tent known as Cognitive Science just as well
as psychology can. F e w child language researchers would
attempt to study language development without seeking to
incorporate the findings of contemporary linguistics; few
psycholinguists would attempt to operate without regard to
categories, assumptions, and doctrines derived from
linguistics.
Contrary to these impressions, I will argue that important
claims m a d e by contemporary linguistics forestall its
assimilation into cognitive or developmental psychology.
These are not superficial features of linguistic inquiry,
lightly modifiable to assure a betterfitwith psychology. O n
the contrary, they are fundamental. They will not change
unless linguistics comes to be regarded as a purely formal
discipline without relevance to psychology—or linguistics
is radically reoriented to assure psychological relevance.
T o keep this discussion focused, I will consider only the
linguistics of N o a m Chomsky and his followers. American
hnguistics is thoroughly dominated by this school; for most
contemporary cognitive psychologists, developmental
psychologists, and philosophers of mind (although not for
most Artificial Intelligence researchers), linguistics is
C h o m s k y a n linguistics. Moreover, C h o m s k y has
consistently and persuasively insisted that psychology must
pay heed to linguistic formulations, instead of operating in
splendid isolation from them. Meanwhile, he has fervently
resisted any suggestion that linguistics might have
something to learn from psychology.
Chomsky's conception of the data that are relevant to
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Chomsky formulated the distinction between linguistic
competence and linguistic performance in Aspects of the
Theory of Syntax (1965). Though highly controversial when
first presented, it has gradually permeated Cognitive Science;
nowadays it is commonplace for cognitive and even
developmental psychologists to refer to a particular
formulation as a "competence theory," in Chomsky's sense.
W e have to be careful about the precise meaning of
competence and performance here, for they are liable to get
conflated with common-sense, useful notions (Campbell &
Bickhard, 1986). W e all recognize that a person may know
something, or be able to do something, yet m a y not
manifest this knowledge under some conditions. This
distinction—between what the person is competent to do
under some condition or another, and h o w the person
manifests that competence under these specific conditions—
is not at issue. But w e should realize that this commonsense distinction in no w a y constrains h o w the skill or
knowledge is to be accounted for; it prescribes no specific
way of modeling knowledge.
While conducting empirical research in psychology, w e
m a y be concerned to sort out the ability of interest to us
("competence") from other abilities ("performance") that are
extraneous from our point of view. So, for instance, if I a m
trying to assess whether a 7-year-old can solve a problem
that requires a certain type of reasoning, I would like to be
able to exclude memory for the premises as an explanation
for the child's performance. Given the purpose of m y
research, being able to reason in a certain way is
"competence," and being able to remember premises beyond
a certain length or complexity is "performance."
All the same, what is competence to m e m a y be
performance to another researcher; what is an extraneous,
confounded nuisance to m e m a y be the primary object of
inquiry for someone else. A researcher w h o wants to track
the development of working memory capacity would regard
memory for the premises as "competence"; the ability to
make that novel inference that so interested m e would now
become "performance." Again, this second sort of
competence-performance distinction in no way dictates how
either competence or performance is to be modeled.
Chomsky's distinction is often confused with these other
two. It should not be, for it is predicated on very specific

assumptions about the w a y competence is to be modeled
(Campbell & Bickhard, 1986).
Chomsky (1965) distinguishes "linguistic competence,"
or "knowledge of the language," from the various factors
that affect "linguistic performance," such as m e m o r y
limitations and slips of the tongue. It is not merely
limitations and sources of imperfection that are to be
regarded as performance factors; "real-time processing" of
any sort is performance rather than competence.
T o understand precisely what linguistic competence is
supposed to mean, let's consider what a Chomskyan linguist
actually does. Suppose the linguist's goal is to produce an
adequate theory of the syntax of English. T h e linguist
constructs a system of rules that meet the technical
requirements of Chomsky's (current) scheme for syntactic
analysis. The linguist tests these rules by consulting the
"linguistic intuition of the native speaker" (Chomsky,
1965).
For instance, the linguist's current rule system m a y
predict that (1) "It is highly improbable that Bill Clinton
will be impeached" and (2) "Bill Clinton is highly
improbable to be impeached" are both grammatical sentences
in English. However, w h e n asked whether these are good
sentences, native speakers of English accept (1) and reject
(2). (Chomsky limits the native speaker's sphere of
authority to judgments of "acceptability"; the wiggle room
this m o v e affords him is not important here). The rule
system has identified an ungrammatical sentence as
grammatical, so it has failed the empirical test.
Consequently, the linguist must modify it so that (1) comes
out grammatical and (2) does not. This modified rule system
may fail other empirical tests in its turn, and so on.
A rule system that keeps withstanding m a n y such
attempts to falsify it is a valuable commodity: if correct, it
describes an effectively unbounded range of possible
behavior, or possible task accomplishments. It sorts out
possible grammatical from possible ungrammatical
sentences of English; in m a n y cases, no one has actually
said or written any of these sentences. Such a descriptive
theory of possible task accomplishments is a powerful
device.
But nothing about a descriptive theory that correctly sorts
out different kinds of possible task accomplishments makes
it an adequate explanatory theory. Descriptive success does
not make it an adequate theory of h o w those tasks are
accomplished.
The central error in Chomsky's (1965) conception of
competence is his assumption that a descriptive theory of
possible task accomplishments must be part of the account
that explains h o w those tasks are accomplished. The error is
epitomized in his statement that a theory of the linguistic
competence of the native speaker must "incorporate the
grammar" of the language.
In Chomsky's subsequent writings on linguistics, any
effort not devoted to laying out and defending his latest
formalism has been expended on defending this error as an
instance of legitimate scientific practice (e.g., Chomsky,
1975, 1980, 1986, 1988). In his defense, C h o m s k y often
resorts to spurious claims about the methods used in the
other sciences. For instance, C h o m s k y (1980) has asserted
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that if a theory in physics survives empirical tests and meets
other desiderata for a good theory, then no one should ever
ask whether the entities posited by the theory do have, or
could have, "physical reality." In fact, such concerns have
been commonplace in physics, in the past and in the present
(e.g., Laudan, 1977; Bickhard & Campbell, 1996a).
Scientific disciplines are concerned about the ontology of the
phenomena they study; psychology should be concerned
about "psychological reality."
Chomsky's bad philosophy of science aside, his error
most often goes unrecognized in the context of linguistic
analysis. A linguist endeavors to construct a grammar—for
our purposes, this means a descriptive theory of word
endings and sentence structure—for Mongolian. Let's
assume that the linguist has succeeded at this goal: the rule
system he or she has constructed keeps correctly sorting out
sentences of Mongolian from non-sentences of Mongolian;
it keeps passing the test when assessed against the intuitions
of native speakers of Mongolian.
W h a t , then, enables that native speaker to speak
Mongolian? W h a t knowledge does he or she use to
distinguish good from bad sentences in Mongolian?
According to Chomsky, the mature native speaker k n o w s
the very set of rules that the linguist has been laboring to
construct and test. Tacitly, of course; the speaker is not, and
cannot be, consciously aware of these rules. But the mature
speaker must k n o w the g r a m m a r — i n Chomsky's current
notation, no less!—to be able to speak the language. The
learner must be in the process of acquiring that very
grammar—again, as expressed in Chomsky's current
notation.
Over the years, C h o m s k y has placed different restrictions
on the rule system to be constructed by the linguist;
constraints on the form of the rules are driven by a desire for
"explanatory" adequacy, as opposed to "descriptive"
adequacy. But an "explanatorily" adequate grammar of
Mongolian, however motivated by esthetic considerations,
or thoughts about "language universals," or anything else, is
still a formal description of possible sentences and
nonsentences in Mongolian. Even if this g r a m m a r of
Mongolian has been carefully vetted for what it has in
c o m m o n with formal grammars of English, or Japanese, or
Cree, or any other h u m a n language, it is still a systematic
description of sentences and nonsentences of Mongolian. Yet
by virtue of its ability to describe sentences and sort them
out from nonsentences, it is supposed to constitute part of
the Mongolian speaker's knowledge.
If the j u m p from an adequate grammar of Mongolian to
the Mongolian speaker's k n o w l e d g e still s e e m s
unexceptionable, let's consider a different case. A Major
League baseball pitcher (let's say, Greg M a d d u x of the
Atlanta Braves) knows h o w to throw a sinkerball. Not just
any sinkerball, but a sinkerball with pinpoint control, and
other properties that tend to get batters out. A physicist
seeks to describe this sinkerball in terms of Newtonian
mechanics, generating a set of equations that, let's assume,
correctly describe the properties of sinkerballs that M a d d u x
throws under different conditions, and do not describe inferior
pitches of the sort that M a d d u x does not throw.
The physicist, then, has arrived at an adequate

theoretical description of Maddux's sinkerball. Quite a feat.
Is the physicist thereby entitled to conclude that M a d d u x
must actually know the equations in the description, in order
to be able to throw the sinkerball thus described?
Obviously, the answer is no. Psychologists m a y attempt
to account for Maddux's skill using various theories of
motor control. But none will posit knowledge (tacit or
otherwise) of the physicist's Newtonian equations on
Maddux's part. M a d d u x is competent at throwing a
sinkerball. H e does not therefore have "sinkerball
competence."
Similarly, the mature speaker of Mongolian is competent
at speaking Mongolian. It does not follow that he or she has
"linguistic competence" in Mongolian.
Objections are sometimes m a d e to C h o m s k y a n
"competence models" on the grounds that such models
predict "ideal," error-free performance. Nothing in
C h o m s k y a n "knowledge of the language" makes error
possible; extrinsic factors have to be introduced to account
for it. These objections are legitimate. Indeed, they cut
deeper than is often realized: an error-free system could never
learn anything at all (Bickhard & Campbell, 1996b).
The error problem goes m u c h deeper than is usually
supposed. Here is another profound problem: the structures
that C h o m s k y has used over the years to describe sentences
and distinguish them from nonsentences are all static. They
are unsuited by nature to describe processes operating in real
time. But psychology is all about processes operating in real
time. In fact, Bickhard and Terveen (1995) have argued that
knowledge of any kind requires timing. Chomskyan rules
and C h o m s k y a n analyses of sentence structure cannot
describe aspects of an agent that is capable of interacting
with its environment and meeting its goals in real time; that
is to say, Chomskyan sentence structures cannot describe the
knowledge, or mental representation, of any agent—except
(some of) the knowledge of their type of linguistic analysis
that is held by Chomskyan linguists.
Since error is ruled out and nothing describes processes in
real time, it matters not at all whether Chomskyan models
of "linguistic competence" are notated with N P s and VPs, or
V-bars and N-double-bars; whether there are m a n y
transformation rules, or one, or none; whether filters are
allowed at all, or allowed to proliferate; whether "semantic
interpretation" gets done on deep structure, shallow
structure, or surface structure; whether the rules are arranged
to suit Chomsky's 1957 manner, or his "minimalist" style
of the 1990s, or any of the variants in between. All such
models are equally unsuited to account for the speaker's
ability to speak, or comprehend, or tell the difference
between good sentences and bad ones.
Though N o a m C h o m s k y has given this fallacy its classic
statement, and promoted it more aggressively than anyone
else, he is hardly alone in committing it. A s Terry Dartnall
(1997) has noted, 20th century psychology has frequently
fallen prey to "reverse psychologism"; it has continually
jumped from linguistic or logical descriptions to theories
that put those very same descriptions in the minds of
speakers and reasoners. In the psychology of reasoning, the
propriety of this leap is subject to debate; not everyone
agrees that the formal description of an inference is
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necessarily resident in the mind of the person w h o can make
that inference (contrast Braine & Rumain, 1983, with
Johnson-Laird, 1983). In Chomskyan linguistics, and in the
psychological theorizing carried out under its influence, the
m o v e is made all the time, and no one objects.
The doctrine of "linguistic competence," then, is already
profoundly antipsychological. But the damage it causes has
been compounded by another doctrine, this one peculiar to
Chomsky.
The Doctrine of Autonomy of Syntax
From the beginning, Chomsky's enterprise has focused
primarily on sentence structure. Most efforts in phonology
were abandoned a generation ago ("generative phonology"
reached its high-water mark with C h o m s k y and Halle,
1968). A n d C h o m s k y has shown little more affinity for
semantics than his (officially behavioristic) Bloomfieldian
predecessors did (Harris, 1994a, 1994b).
The standard manner of dividing linguistic inquiry, into
phonology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics, is itself
untenable on psychological grounds, but the argument for
its untenability requires an alternative conception of
language (Bickhard, 1980; see also below). At any rate, few
linguists have taken these conventional distinctions and
reified them with Chomsky's vehemence. B y the mid-1970s,
C h o m s k y (e.g., 1975) w a s proclaiming that syntax is
"autonomous." His proclamation meant that the rules and
categories of syntax do not depend on anything else within
the subject matter of linguistics—specifically, they do not
depend in any way on properties of meaning, or of language
use. It also meant that the rules of syntax do not depend on
any properties of anything outside the realm of linguistics.
The findings of cognitive psychology m a y inform us about
linguistic meaning, C h o m s k y (1975) conceded, but they
will neither explain nor constrain the rules and structures of
syntax.
Since C h o m s k y believes that knowing h o w to speak
English means knowing the rules of English syntax as
notated within his system, knowing h o w to speak Dyirbal
means knowing the rules of Dyirbal as comparably notated,
and so on, it follows direcdy that knowledge of syntax is
also autonomous. Knowledge of syntax acquires a unique
status within the Chomskyan worldview: such knowledge is
completely unlike any other knowledge that human beings
could have.
T h e doctrine of the autonomy of syntax was the
immediate inspiration for Jerry Fodor's (1983) conception of
the h u m a n mind as a collection of special-purpose
"modules," each equipped with its private stock of unique
data structures. (Ironically, however, Fodor was too
concerned with accounting for psycholinguistic data to posit
a syntax module as such.)
The autonomy doctrine did not inspire Chomsky's
insistent nativism regarding language acquisition, which
predates it (Chomsky, 1968). But once the autonomy
doctrine is accepted, it has the useful property of making
this sort of nativism inevitable (e.g., Chomsky, 1975,
1980). If learning to speak a language means coming to
know the syntactic rules of that language, precisely as a

Chomskyan linguist would notate them (the linguistic
competence doctrine), and knowledge of those syntactic rules
is completely unlike any other knowledge w e could ever
acquire (the autonomy doctrine), then human beings must all
come equipped with at least a skeletal set of syntactic rules.
Otherwise w e could never acquire the rules of our native
language, and could never "learn" to speak it grammatically.
In the 1980s, Chomsky's brand of nativism acquired its n o w
familiar form of asserting that newborn babies arrive with an
encoded Universal Grammar. All that has to be done, then,
to attain the syntactic rules of the language being learned is
to set approximately 100 parameters, thereby fleshing out
these skeletal rules (Chomsky, 1986, 1988; Pinker, 1994).
Innateness claims are not problematic per se. H u m a n
beings are clearly preadapted to learn spoken (or signed)
language, in ways that w e are not preadapted to learn to read.
The obstacles are the sort of innate knowledge C h o m s k y is
positing, and the grounds for insisting that it must be
innate.
Normally, if w e posit innate skills, knowledge, or
tendencies in human beings, or organisms of other species,
w e are emitting a promissory note. W e m a y not have an
evolutionary account of the origin of these abilities ready to
hand, but if our account of innate knowledge is tenable,
there must be some w a y in which this knowledge came into
being through the processes of evolutionary variation and
selection.
But C h o m s k y a n nativism emits no such promissory
notes; it declares that none can be tendered. If knowledge of
syntax is so m u c h unlike knowledge of anything else that it
could not have c o m e into being during the early years of
individual human beings, h o w could it have c o m e into being
during eons of evolution? Well before C h o m s k y (1988)
affirmed in print that h u m a n language capabilities could not
be a product of natural selection, this anti-evolutionary
conclusion was inescapable, given his doctrines of linguistic
competence and syntactic autonomy.
A s Chomsky's anti-evolutionary proclivities have become
more widely recognized, some of his disciples have sought
to distance themselves from his views. They have diagnosed
Chomsky's anti-evolutionism as a misunderstanding of neoDarwinism, or a theological quirk, unrelated to the substance
of his linguistic theories.
Dennett (1995) accepts all of Chomsky's strictures
regarding syntax, including the supposed proof that babies
are born with innate knowledge of the rules of Universal
Grammar, then takes C h o m s k y to task for his resistance to
neo-Darwinian evolutionary explanations.
Pinker (1994) promotes a strongly C h o m s k y a n
conception of language and of language development—along
with related doctrines, such as Fodorian modularity—while
affirming that h u m a n language arose through selection
pressures on our ancestors' means of communicating with
their conspecifics. In taking this way out. Pinker is required
to dismiss Chomsky's (1975) assertion that h u m a n language
is not primarily a means of communication—despite the
evident irrelevance of Chomsky's syntactic descriptions to
any account of communicative activity. Like Dennett,
Pinker fails to grasp the consequences of the doctrines of
competence and syntactic autonomy, both of which he
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continues to accept.
Chomsky, then, is being consistent w h e n he digs in his
heels and refuses to go where Darwin might lead him; his
followers are being inconsistent w h e n they seek to harness
his linguistic theories to a neo-Darwinian account of
cognitive evolution.
C h o m s k y is consistent, but that does not mean that he is
right. C h o m s k y a n linguistics tells us that some kinds of
knowledge (specifically, syntactic knowledge) cannot
develop. Worse yet, it tells us that they cannot evolve, that
they are evolution-proof. But if a conception of knowledge
makes it impossible for that knowledge to c o m e into being,
that conception is untenable. Knowledge of language did not
exist back when life forms were just emerging out of the
primordial soup, but it does exist n o w — s o it must have
emerged at some time in between.
Chomsky's o w n anti-evolutionary arguments are not the
most philosophically interesting ones. His case for the
autonomy of syntax moves in a tight circle:
"(1) Syntax is autonomous. Its primitive concepts are
irreducible to, and distinct from, those of semantics,
cognitive science, or anything else.
(2) Therefore, only the most abstract syntactic inputs can
be relevant to the learning of syntax. Context, meaning,
intrinsic developmental constraints, and so on, are ruled out
a priori.
(3) Given his austere construal of the language learning
problem, C h o m s k y concludes that the 'available
information' is insufficient to specify the grammar of the
language being learned within the space of abstractly
possible grammars.
(4) Because of the lack of available information, he
concludes that there must be an innate syntax-learning
faculty or organ. Otherwise the task of learning syntax
would be impossible.
(5) The dedicated innate syntax-learning faculty constitutes
further confirmation that syntax is autonomous." (Campbell
& Bickhard, 1992, pp. 581-582)
W h e n not repeating his circular argument, C h o m s k y has
sought to throw his opponents off balance, challenging
them to produce on the spot an explanation of some arcane
detail of his current formal scheme for syntax. Such tactics
m a y be effective in the heat of debate (as they were in
Piattelli-Palmarini, 1980). U p o n reflection, however, those
w h o hold rival conceptions of language m a y realize that they
do not recognize such properties, in which case they are
under no obligation to explain them. In other cases,
explanations for the patterns and constraints of interest to
C h o m s k y m a y be readily available from non-syntactic
sources (see Bickhard, 1995, for a non-Chomskyan account
of the supposedly unique syntactic constraints in Chomsky's
government and binding theory).
Chomsky's longtime philosophical ally Jerry Fodor (e.g.,
1981) is just as anti-evolutionary, but his views pertain to
h u m a n knowledge in general, instead of being restricted to
purported knowledge of syntactic rules. A n d Fodor normally
relies on arguments in principle. Consequently, there is
m u c h more to be learned from the critical analysis of his
doctrines than from the critical analysis of Chomsky's
(Campbell & Bickhard, 1981; Bickhard, 1991, 1993).

Still, it is Chomsky's ideas that have dominated American
linguistics for nearly 4 0 years. It is C h o m s k y a n linguistics
with which psychology vainly attempts to coexist. It is
C h o m s k y a n linguistics that has stubbornly failed to
integrate with the other disciplines that have coalesced into
Cognitive Science.
The Fate of Linguistics
Over time, some members of the Cognitive Science
community have learned to ignore Chomskyan linguistics,
or to work around it. Following Schank (1975), m a n y
researchers in Natural Language Processing have rejected
C h o m s k y ' s system as irrelevant to their enterprise,
particularly because of its failure to deal with meaning. But
m a n y others in Cognitive Science continue to rely in vain
on this intractable set of doctrines. There are developmental
psychologists w h o , in essence, deny that development
occurs. Under C h o m s k y a n influence, they have concluded
that the most important kinds of h u m a n knowledge, like
knowledge of syntax, cannot c o m e into being through
learning.
Formal linguistics is an ancient discipline (Robins,
1967), nearly as ancient as Western philosophy, and far older
than psychology. In the work of C h o m s k y and his school,
traditional hnguistics has finally and fatally overreached
itself. It has ventured too far beyond the limits imposed by
treating sounds and word parts and words and sentences as
"linguistic objects," then subjecting such objects to formal
analysis. (The institutional morbidity of American
linguistics—even wealthy, prestigious universities have
been closing their Linguistics Departments—seems to track
its conceptual crisis.)
Old-fashioned formal linguistics m a y not disappear; it
m a y continue to assist us in gaining metalinguistic
awareness, in learning more about the properties of the
language w e speak and gaining control over some of them.
It m a y endure, in other words, carrying out the functions
that 20th century linguists have c o m e to despise as "school
grammar."
But for those of us w h o need to understand language from
a psychological (or sociological, or neurological, or AI)
standpoint, there is no doubt that massive retooling will be
required. Whether the n e w accounts that w e need will be
called "linguistics," or something else, is not settled. W h a t
they will do with all of the conventional linguistic
phenomena—subjects and predicates, genitives and datives.
N o u n Phrases and V e r b Phrases, infinitives and
complements—is not yet clear; s o m e of the classic
phenomena m a y be discarded, others retained, still others
thoroughly reinterpreted. S o m e linguistic formalisms m a y
be able to contribute to a thoroughly process-oriented
account; other aspects of language use, particularly those
that require variation and selection within the immediate
context, m a y prove recalcitrant to any currently available
formalism (Campbell & Bickhard, 1992).
I offer m y suggestions about alternative conceptions of
language with some trepidation. N o one has less patience
with programmatic alternatives than a formal linguist. A n d
one page of camera-ready copy not enough to specify a
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programmatic alternative. ( A far m o r e elaborated
presentation would still fail to satisfy the noted Chomskyan
w h o refused to read any critique of his position—unless it
was book-length.)
Still, some guidelines can be put forward.
A psychologically adequate account of language must
begin with an adequate account of knowledge. Not because
knowledge and language should be conflated, as they are in
so m a n y contemporary approaches. Rather, an adequate
account begins with a conception of knowledge as
interactive, as an emergent property of a system that is
capable of interacting with its environment, not a
conception of knowledge as structures in the mind that
correspond to structures out in the environment. It is the
persistence of inadequate views about knowledge that makes
Chomsky's competence doctrine and other instances of
"reverse psychologism" so attractive; if knowledge consists
of structures in the mind that are isomorphic to structures in
the environment, what could be wrong with putting the
structures of formal grammar or formal logic back into the
mind of the speaker or reasoner?
But if knowledge is not fundamentally encoded, or
constituted by structural correspondence between mental
representations and things in the environment, then language
cannot be a system for recoding the speaker's encoded
knowledge into utterances, which are then decoded into
encoded knowledge by a listener. (Because they retain
traditional views of knowledge as encoded, and of language
as a system for transmitting encoded knowledge, standard
critiques of C h o m s k y within Cognitive Science [e.g.,
Schank, 1975] fail to identify all of Chomsky's incorrect
presuppositions—nor have they arrived at an alternative
view of language that avoids these presuppositions.)
If knowledge is interactive, it usually will not take the
form required for recoding, transmission, and decoding, so
language will have to be understood in a different way.
Bickhard (1980) has argued that language is an advanced
communicative action system, whose evolution can be
understood in terms of the evolution of communicative
action systems. In Bickhard's approach, utterances are
operators on understandings (or "situation conventions") that
are shared a m o n g the agents w h o are doing the
communicating; sentences are operator forms. Sentence
structure is a matter of differentiations m a d e within whole
communicative acts, not of well-formed encodings; and the
conventional distinction between semantics and pragmatics
collapses, because the conventional distinction can no longer
be drawn between those aspects of language that pertain to
truth and falsity and those that pertain to the uses that can be
m a d e of language. Operator forms are used to bring about
changes in situation conventions, and it is the situation
conventions, not the operator forms, that can be true or
false.
S o m e existing linguistic theories have resources to offer
us as w e embark on this quest. Besides such obvious
candidates (for a Cognitive Science audience) as Speech Act
theory (Searle, 1969) and categorial grammar (discussed in
Bickhard & Campbell, 1992), there are others, little known
in the U S A , that have insights to offer: for instance,
functionalism of the Prague school (Sgall, Hajicovd, &
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Panevovd, 1986) and of the London school (Halliday,
1975), and utterer-centered linguistics (Culioli, 1990).
These conceptions and still others have strengths and
weaknesses that deserve a much more detailed treatment.
Indeed, most have received such a treatment elsewhere
(Bickhard, 1980; Bickhard & Campbell. 1992; Campbell &
Bickhard, 1992; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995). But no positive
guidance will be forthcoming from the Chomskyan school
as we seek a psychologically relevant account of human
language.
That is not to belittle Chomsky's significance. After his
arguments in principle against behaviorism, Chomsky's
major accomplishment was to push old-fashioned linguistics
beyond its limits. He has established once and for all that
old-fashioned linguistic analysis cannot tell us what the
mature speaker of a language knows, or what the language
learner is learning. These are valuable and hard-won lessons.
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Abstract
Two views of problem solving procedure generalization are
the Generalization by
compared in an experiment:
Applying Examples (GenApp) and Generalization by
Studying Examples (GenStudy) views. The results suggest
that learners can acquire a sufficiently general approach for
solving novel problems by studying appropriatelydesigned examples that encourage one to form subgoals to
represent a solution procedure. Learners who are led to
form a more rote procedure show much less transfer. N o
evidence was found for generalization through application.
Introduction
Learners have difficulty solving problems that involve more
than minor changes to the procedure demonstrated by
training problems or examples (e.g., Bassok, W u , & Olseth,
1995; Catrambone, 1995, 1996, in press; Novick &
Holyoak, 1991; Reed, Dempster, & Ettinger, 1985; Ross,
1987, 1989). People tend to form solution procedures that
consist of a long series of steps rather than more meaningful
representations that would enable them to successfully tackle
n e w problems (Singley & Anderson, 1989).
Such findings are a cause for concern. Presumably one of
the jobs of education is to equip people to deal with novel
problems and situations, not just a small recognizable set.
Yet it appears that this job does not get done. Learners
seem to be predisposed, or the environment shapes them to
develop the disposition, to have their problem solving
guided by sets of memorized steps and by surface features of
problems (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981; Larkin,
McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 1980; Ross, 1987, 1989).
Surface or superficial features are those aspects of problems
that, w h e n changed, d o not affect the solution procedure; that
is, they have no necessary relevance to the solution to the
problem. Learners often do not realize that seemingly
different sets of steps across problems might be calculating
the same thing such as the force acting on a particular
object.
Students tend to memorize the details of h o w equations are
filled out rather than learning the deeper, conceptual
knowledge that is implicit in the details. Thus, if they are
given a n e w problem that seems similar to an old one~at a
surface level~they will try to apply a set of steps from the
old problem. These steps are invoked when the leamer
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recognizes certain features to be present in a problem. If the
steps can not be used, the leamer will frequently not know
what to do or will carry out an inappropriate procedure.
A more fruitful approach to problem solving would be to
organize one's problem solving knowledge in some way that
generalizes across problems in a domain. O n e type of
knowledge structure that appears to aid procedural
generalization is one organized by subgoals.
A s used in the present paper, a subgoal represents a
meaningful conceptual piece of an overall solution
procedure. Subgoals can be used by a learner to help him or
her solve novel problems since problems within a domain
typically share the same set of subgoals, although the steps
for achieving the subgoals might vary from problem to
problem. A subgoal can serve as a guide to which part of a
previously-learned solution procedure needs to be modified
for a novel problem (Catrambone, 1996, in press).
Designing Better Examples
Earlier studies have demonstrated that if examples arc
designed in such a w a y as to encourage subgoal learning,
then learners are more likely to correctly solve new
problems that involve the same subgoals but require new
steps for achieving them (Catrambone, 1995, 1996). This
view might be called the "generalization by studying
examples" (or GenStudy) view.
For instance, consider the permutation example and
"equation-oriented" solution in Figure la. After studying
this example about computers, a learner might think that the
way to solve such "choice" problems is to find the number
of things being picked, decrement that number by the
number of times things are being picked, muhiply those
numbers together, and then divide 1 by that result.
However, such an approach would be wrong for problems in
which the roles of humans and objects were reversed.
Consider the problem in Figure lb about chairs. The correct
1
answer to this problem is 11*10 O n e must consider what
is being picked and not just assume that the number of
objects forms the basis for the denominator.
In the
computer problem it is computers that are being picked and
thus, the number of computers (or things) supplies the

starting value for the denominator. Such an approach to the
1

Probability of the first scientist (who c o m e s first
alphabetically) getting the computer with the lowest

chair problem would lead to an incorrect answer of 14*13.

serial number =1/11.

In the chair problem it is the number of secrelarics that
supplies the starting value for the denominator since
secretaries are being assigned to chairs (or. chairs are
"picking" secretaries).
Suppose though that the solution studied to the computer
problem was presented in the following "subgoal-oriented"
way:

Probability of^second scientist getting second lowest
serial number = 1/10.
Probability of third scientist getting third lowest
^^"^' number = 1/9.
_ L * _ L * 1 = _ 1 _ = overall probability
So, 11
10 9
990

a.) The supply department at I B M has to m a k e sure that scientists get computers. Today, they have 11 I B M computers
and 8 I B M scientists requesting computers. The scientists randomly choose their computer, but do so in alphabetical
order. W h a t is the probability that thefirst3 scientists alphabetically will get the lowest, second lowest, and third
lowest serial numbers, respectively, on their computers?
Equation-Oriented Solution:
1
The equation needed for this problem is n * (n 1) * ... * (n r + 1) jhis equation allows one to determine the
probability of the above outcome occurring. In this problem n = 11 and r = 3. The 11 represents the number of
computers that are available to be chosen while the 3 represents the number of choices that are being focused on in this
problem. The equation divides the number of ways the desired outcome could occur by the number of possible
!
= - J — = overall probability
outcomes. So, inserting 11 and 3 into the equation, w e find that 11 * 1 0 * 9
990

b.) The secretaries at city hall are supposed to get new chairs this week. Today, city hall received 14 new chairs and
there are 11 secretaries requesting them. For inventory purposes, the property manager wants to assign the chairs in
the order that they are unpacked. So, starting with the chair that is unpackedfirst,she randomly chooses a secretary to
receive it, and continues until all the secretaries have chairs. W h a t is the probability that the first 2 secretaries
alphabetically will get thefirstand second chairs that are unpacked, respectively?

c.) The Nashville Gnats Baseball team has a bus that has 30 seats. There are 25 players that are going on a road trip to
play in a nearby town. T o avoid arguments, the manager randomly chooses a player for each seat, starting with the
seats in the front. W h a t is the probability that the 6 pitchers get the 6 front seats? (It does not matter which of the
particular six front seats the pitchers get, just as long as it is any one of the six in the front.)

d.) As part of a new management policy, the Campbell Company is allowing the 20 company-owned vacation cottages
to be used for vacations by their 14 plant managers. If the managers, in order of seniority, randomly choose a cottage
from a list, what is the probability that the four managers with the most seniority get the most lavish, second most
lavish, third most lavish, and fourth most lavish cottages, respectively?
Figure 1: Example and Problems.
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This subgoal-oriented solution is assumed to help learners
form two goals. The first is the goal to find the overall
probability. This goal is assumed to be formed because that
goal is explicitly stated in the example. The second is the
subgoal to find each event probability, for example, the
probability of thefirstscientist getting the computer with
the lowest serial number, the probability of the second
scientist getting the computer with the second-lowest serial
number, etc. This subgoal is assumed to be formed because
each individual event probability is explicitly labeled and
spatially separate in the subgoal-oriented solution. A learner
w h o studied such an approach might, when faced with the
chair problem, be more likely to notice that chairs are
picking secretaries rather than the other way around. Thus,
this learner might be more likely to provide the correct
answer. In addition, such a learner might also have a better
chance atfiguringout that the numerators for the individual
event probabilities in the problem in Figure Ic are not
simply " 1 " but rather are numbers that indicate the number
of "acceptable choices."
GenApp Vs. GenStudy
O n e problem with prior studies supporting the GenStudy
view (e.g., Catrambone, 1995, 1996) is that participants
were given, after studying examples, one or two isomorphic
problems to solve before being given novel problems to
solve (where "novel" means that the problem had a change
in roles compared to the examples and m a y have involved a
change in the steps needed to achieve the subgoals). It is
possible that the attempt to apply the examples to the
isomorphic problems led participants to form generalizations
of the solution procedure which then helped them solve the
novel problems.
This alternative might be called the
"generalization by applying examples" (or G e n A p p ) view.
T h e G e n A p p view is supported by the findings of Ross
and Kennedy (1990). In a typical experiment they had
learners
study
four
probability
principles
(e.g.,
permutations, combinations) that were each illustrated
through a worked example. After studying the principles
and examples learners attempted to solve two problems for
each principle. The first test problem for each principle
either did or did not contain a cue indicating which prior
training example was relevant for solving the problem. The
second test problem for each principle did not contain a cue.
Ross and Kennedy (1990) found that when learners
received a cue on the first test problem for a particular
principle, they were more likely to correctly solve the
second test problem for that principle compared to cases in
which thefirsttest problem was uncued. M o r e specifically,
this benefit manifested itself in terms of an increased
likelihood in using the correct principle for the second test
problem as well as instantiating the variables correctly. For
instance, if the example involved humans picking objects
(e.g., scientists choosing computers), the problems would
involve objects "picking' humans (e.g., as a particular
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computer is unpacked, a randomly chosen scientist is
assigned to use it). Learners w h o were cued to the relevant
example when working on the first test problem for a
particular principle were more likely to get the roles for
humans and objects correct when working on the second test
problem for that principle (there was no difference between
cued and uncued performance on thefirsttest problem with
respect to getting the roles correct). Ross and Kennedy
argued that differences between the problem and the cued
example led learners to form a generalization as they
attempted to apply the example to the problem.
This
generalization affected performance on the second test
problem.
O n e difficulty with the Ross and Kennedy (1990) study is
that the examples were not designed to help learners form a
generalization of the solution procedure. Rather, training
consisted of a statement of the probability principle, a study
example, and one means of working out the example
(similar to the equation-oriented solution to the computer
example in Figure la).
The aim of the present experiment was to pit the
GenStudy and G e n A p p views against each other.
Participants studied a single permutation example (Figure
la) with either the equation-oriented solution or the subgoaloriented solution. Thefirsttest problem was a permutation
problem that had humans and objects playing either the
same roles as in the example or playing reversed roles. So,
for half of the participants, the first test problem they
received was the chair problem which had reversed roles
relative to the example (see Figure lb). For the other half
of the participants, thefirsttest problem was just like the
training example and is shown in Figure Id. The second and
third test problems were the same for all participants. The
second problem was a permutation problem with reversed
roles, that is, objects choosing humans (similar to the
problem in Figure lb). The third problem was a
combination problem also with reversed roles (see Figure
Ic).
Consider the fate of two hypothetical learners-one who
studied the equation-oriented solution to the computer
example and one w h o studied the subgoal-oriented solutionwhen faced with the novel problem in Figure Ic in which
the make-up of the individual events, as well as the roles of
humans and objects, are different from the example. The
answer to this problem is
6 ^ 5 » 4 ^ 3 ^ 2 ^
1_
6*5*4*3*2*1
25

24

23

22

21

20

25*24*23*22*21*20

The successful learner must be sensitive to the fact that
the numerator for each individual event probability is not
simply " 1 " and that the denominator is not automatically
based on the number of objects. A learner with an equationoriented approach has little guidance for making such
observations; however, a learner with the subgoal-oriented

approach might be able to figure all this out since he or she
is more likely to focus on the individual events.
Predictions
According to the G e n A p p view, the following predictions
should be made:
1) Participants whosefirsttest problem was the reversed
roles permutation test problem should do better on the
second reversed roles permutation problem compared to
participants whose first test problem was the same-roles
permutation problem. This is because thefirstgroup would
be led, in the process of applying the example, to form a
better generalization than the second group and thus could
use this superior generalization to deal with the reversed
roles in the second permutation problem.
2) Participants whosefirsttest problem was the reversed
roles permutation test problem should do better on the
reversed roles combination problem—at least with respect to
role assignment, that is, putting the correct values in the
denominator-compared to participants whose first test
problem was the same-roles permutation problem. Once
again, the former group would have a better generalization to
use when solving the combination problem.
3) N o particular prediction would be made about
differential performance between the equation-oriented and
subgoal-oriented groups.
According to the GenStudy view, the following
predictions should be made:
1) For participants w h o receive the reversed-roles problem
as their first test problem, those receiving the subgoaloriented solution in the example will do better on that
problem compared to participants w h o studied the equationoriented solution.
2) Subgoal-oriented participants will solve the second test
problem~the reversed-roles permutation problem—with more
success than equation-oriented participants.
3) Subgoal-oriented participants will perform better on the
reversed-roles combination problem compared to equationoriented participants.

T w o factors were manipulated: I) subgoal orientation of
the example, and 2) order of test problems. With respect to
the subgoal orientation, half of the participants were in the
subgoal-oriented condition which meant that that the
solution to the studied example was designed to help
participants to form the needed subgoals for solving both
permutation and combination problems. The other half of
the participants studied the equation-oriented solution that
encouraged a more rote approach. With respect to test
problem order, thefirsttest problem was either a same-roles
permutation problem in which humans pick objects (as in
the example) or a reversed-roles permutation problem in
which objects pick humans. The second and third test
problems were the same for all participants: thefirstwas a
reversed-roles permutation problem and the second was a
reversed-roles combination problem. Thus, there were four
groups with 30 participants per group.
Participants were asked to study the example carefully
since after studying it they would be asked to solve some
problems. They were told they could not look at the
example when working on the problems. This restriction
was intended to increase the likelihood that participants
would pay attention to the example and h o w it was solved.
Participants worked at their o w n pace and were asked to
show all their work. In general, participants took about 30
minutes to complete the experiment.
Each permutation problem was scored for whether a
participant used the correct denominator. For instance, the
_1
solution to the chair problem is 11*10.
_J

if a participant

wrote 14*13. confusing the roles of the chairs and
secretaries, the denominator would be scored as incorrect.
For the combination problem, the numerator and
denominator were both scored as correct or incorrect. T w o
raters independently scored the problems and agreed on
scoring 9 6 % of the time. A n y disagreements were resolved
by discussion.'
Results

Experiment
Method
Participants.
Participants were 120 students from
introductory psychology classes at the Georgia Institute of
Technology w h o participated in the experiment for course
credit. None of them had taken a probability course prior to
participating in the experiment.
Materials and Procedure. Participants received a
booklet containing one training example (a worked-out
permutation example involving humans picking objects; see
Figure la) and three test problems.

Table 1 presents the percentage of subjects in each condition
w h o found the denominator correctly in each problem as
well as the percentage w h o found the numerator correctly in
the combination problem. These percentages are compared

' Logically one could write the correct starting value for the
denominator (for permutation and combination problems) or the
correct starting value for the numerator (for combination
problems) but fail to decrement the value appropriately. In
practice though, if a participant found the correct initial value
(e.g., 14 for the denominator in the chair problem or 6 for the
numerator in the baseball problem), he or she almost invariably
did the decrementing appropriately. Thus, for each problem
there is a single score for the denominator and, for the
combination problem, a single score for the numerator.
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Performance on Combination Problem Denominator: A s
predicted by the GenStudy
view, subgoal-oriented
participants outperformed equation-oriented participants,
)ftil,N= 120)= 10.1 l,p = .0015.
Performance on Combination Problem Numerator. A s
predicted by the GenStudy
view, subgoal-oriented
participants outperformed equation-oriented participants,
;f2(l,/V= 120) = 9.02,/? = .0027.

in various ways below in order to test the predictions of the
G e n A p p and GenStudy views.
Performance on First Permutation Problem with S a m e
Roles as Example: A s the first row of results in Table 1
indicates, participants in both the equation-oriented and
subgoal-oriented conditions found the denominator in this
problem with little difficulty. This simply demonstrates
that participants could mimic the steps shown in the
example.
Performance on First Permutation Problem with Reversed
Roles from Example: The second row of results in Table I
shows that, as predicted by the GenStudy view, subgoalequation-oriented
oriented
participants
outperformed
participants. ;^(1, N = 60) = 4.44, p = .035.
Performance on Second Permutation Problem:
As
predicted by
the GenStudy
view, subgoal-oriented
participants outperformed equation-oriented participants,
/2il, N = 120) = 9.85, p = .0017. Furthermore, the two
equation-orientation groups did not differ from each other.
The G e n A p p view predicted a difference between these two
Ist-problem-has-reversed-roles-fromgroups
since the
example group should have been led to a generalization that
should have helped their p)erformance on the 2nd permutation
problem relative to the other equation-oriented group. This
did not occur. Such a difference also failed to appear
between the two subgoal-oriented groups.

Discussion
The overall performance differences among the groups can be
summarized as follows:
the subgoal-oriented groups
outperformed the equation-oriented groups on all aspects of
the novel problems (role reversals and using a non-"l"
numerator for the combination problem). There was no
evidence of improved generalization by any group as a
function of having attempted to solve a reversed-roles
problem first.
The results suggest that generalization can occur from
properly designed examples and that a learner does not
necessarily have to apply an example to a problem in order
to form useful generalizations. While getting learners to
form useful generalizations is an important pedagogical
goal, it apparently can be achieved in more than one way.
Carefully-designed examples seem to be one effective way to
make this happen.

Table 1: Percentage of Participants Correctly Finding Denominators for Each Test Permutation and Combination Problem
and Percentage Correctly Finding Numerator for Combination Problem
Condition
Equation-Oriented

Problem

Feature

Denominator for 1st
Permutation Problem
(Same Roles)
Denominator for 1st
Permutation Problem
(Reversed Roles)
Denominator for 2nd
Permutation Problem
(Reversed Roles)
Denominator for
Combination Problem
(Reversed Roles)
Numerator for
Combination Problem

Subqoal -Oriented

1st Problem has
Same-Roles
as Example

1st Problem has
Reversed-Roles
from Example

1 St Problem has
Same-Roles
as Example

1st Problem has
Reversed-Roles
from Example

93.3

n/a

90.0

n/a

n/a

46.7

n/a

73.3

40.0

46.7

70.0

73.3

43.3

50.0

73.3

76.7

26.7

23.3

53.3

50.0
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There was no evidence of a generalization being formed
due to applying an example to an initial test problem for
participants in the equation-oriented condition. This is a bit
surprising since this condition was meant to be similar to
Ross and Kennedy's (1990).
However, there arc
methodological differences between the present experiment
and those in Ross and Kennedy that may account for the lack
of an effect of application. For instance, Ross and Kennedy
used examples to illustrate four probability principles during
training and were explicitly cueing (or not cueing) a relevant
example for the first test problem for each principle.
Perhaps the potential confusion about which principle is
relevant for a test problem played a role in the generalization
process. Such confusion was not an issue in the present
experiment since only one principle was illustrated during
training. A second difference was that no explicit cue to a
relevant example was used in the present study. However,
there was certainly an implicit cue since participants were
told that the example would help them solve the test
problems.
Such methodological differences may need to be explored
systematically in order to determine if there are situations in
which the application of an example aids generalization as
much as studying examples designed to encourage
generalization.
Conclusions
While the results support a subgoal-oriented approach to
designing example solutions, they do not provide guidance
as to the specific subgoals that should be taught. That is,
another researcher or teacher working with permutation and
combination problems might determine that a different set of
subgoals than those used here are better for students to learn.
The aim of this study was to show that a particular set of
good subgoals-as determined by a task-analysis and by the
researcher's intuition—can be conveyed to learners through
examples. It would be useful though to develop constraints
on how one determines what are "good" subgoals for
problems in a particular domain. Cognitive modeling tools
such as ACT-R (Anderson, 1993) may provide constraints
within a unified theory that can help one determine the
subgoals that should be taught to learners. On the other
hand, from a pragmatic point of view, it has been this
researcher's observation that forcing oneself to solve
reasonably large number of problems within a domain, and
taking careful notes on how one went about solving the
problems, can produce a useful list of subgoals, and other
types of information, that can then be taught to learners
through paper-and-pencil examples, animations, and other
types of teaching materials (Catrambone, Stasko, & Byrne,
1996).
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Abstract
Two eyetracking experiments were conducted to investigate
how the domain of interpretation for referential expressions
is constructed and coordinated during utterance processing.
O f particular interest was how the uniqueness requirement for
a defmite noun phrase (e.g. 'the book') could be satisfied
given a particular array of candidate referents. Experiment 1
demonstrated that the conceptual relation expressed by a
preposition immediately limits attention to compatible
referents and in turn facilitates definite reference to these
objects. Experiment 2 showed that domains are further
constrained by the judgment of which referents are
compatible with an intended action, and that uniqueness can
be established by such factors even when several objects
compatible with the noun phrase are present in the
perceptual field. The results demonstrate that domains of
interpretation for referential expressions are constructed and
updated dynamically as an utterance unfolds in time, taking
both linguistic and nonlinguistic factors into account.
Introduction
Semantic investigations of reference have suggested that
definite noun phrases carry uniqueness implications (Kadmon,
1990; K a m p «& Reyle, 1993). For example, in responding to
the instruction "pass m e the book", a hearer must determine
that only a single book is relevant, even though several
books m a y be available for reference within the immediate
situation or current discourse.
T h e apparent lack of
ambiguity in the use of definite reference reflects that
conversational agents interpret these expressions with respect
to s o m e subset of the world, or domain of interpretation.
Although the process of subdividing the world of discourse
is essential for effective reference, relatively little is k n o w n in
detail about h o w interpretive domains are constructed or used
in language comprehension, particularly in terms of on-line
processing. T h e current study explores the question of h o w
domains of interpretation are coordinated and used as an
utterance unfolds.
In particular, w e are interested in
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evaluating h o w linguistic and nonlinguistic sources of
information are coordinated in the construction of domains,
and in evaluating the time course of this process. Answers to
these questions are relevant for understanding the cognitive
representations that mediate the link between language and
the world and for evaluating linguistic theories of meaning
and reference.
T o explore these issues, w e used an eyetracking
methodology which makes it possible both to systematically
manipulate properties of the visual context and to use spoken
language stimuli. In this paradigm, participants wear a headmounted eyetracker which allows unconstricted head and body
movement. E y e movements are recorded as participants hear
instructions to m o v e objects in a visual display immediately
in front of them. T h e record of eye movements is used to
infer which entities in the display are considered as candidate
referents over the course of interpreting the instruction.
Previous studies using this paradigm have shown that the
process of referential interpretation is highly incremental. In
the case of definite noun phrases, an eye m o v e m e n t is made
to a target referent as soon as it becomes unique within the
given display. For example, given the instruction "Pick up
the red block", eye movements to the block occur at the point
of the adjective isd, if the block is the only red object in the
display (Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard & Sedivy,
1995). T h e focus of the current study is to evaluate the
extent of the visual domain which is taken into consideration
w h e n identifying a referent for a definite noun phrase, and
what factors control the scope of this domain.
Linguistic cues in domain construction
T h e goal of our first experiment w a s to evaluate h o w
domains of interpretation are constrained on-line in response
to semantic-conceptual cues in the unfolding speech. W e
examined the potential for a spatial preposition (e.g., 'inside')
to limit the domain of interpretation for a subsequent definite
noun phrase.
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Figure 1: Example displays, experiment 1
The question of interest w a s whether a preposition
immediately restricts the set of candidate referents for the
following noun to only those objects which are compatible
with the conceptual relation evoked by the preposition. In
the case of the preposition 'inside', the set of compatible
referents would consist of container-like objects.
The displays used are illustrated in Figure 1. In critical
trials, participants were instructed to pick up an object in the
display (e.g. a whistle) and put it inside another object in the
display (e.g. a can). W e varied the number of containers in
the display such that half the displays in critical trials
contained only one container, while the remaining half
contained three containers. This manipulation w a s crossed
with a second factor, namely the particular preposition used.
Half the critical instructions used the preposition 'inside', and
the remaining instructions used 'below'. T h e instructions
using 'below' were control conditions, since this preposition
should not restrict attention to containers. (Participants were
told beforehand that 'below' corresponded to the grid square in
front of the particular location).
If the relation evoked by the preposition 'inside' restricts
the domain of interpretation to containers only, then
facilitation in identifying the referent, as reflected in faster eye
movement latencies, should be evident w h e n displays
contained only one container, relative to w h e n multiple
containers are present and to the control conditions where the
preposition used was 'below'.

Results
T h e graphs in Figure 2 s h o w the proportion of fixations for
the various objects in the display at 33 millisecond timeslices during the critical region of the instruction. T h e figure
contains the results for the two conditions in which the
preposition used w a s 'inside'. Results from the condition
where multiple containers were present reveals that
identification of the target did not occur until after the onset
of the head noun. T h e results for the control conditions
using the preposition 'below' (not s h o w n ) mirrored this
result. However, w h e n only one container is present, eye
movements to the target object began toward the offset of the
preposition. T h e results for all conditions are represented in
Figure 3 as m e a n eye m o v e m e n t latencies to the target
container.
A n analysis of variance performed on the latency data
revealed a significant effect of preposition type w h e n only
one
container
w a s present
(F(l,l l)=68.78,p<.001).
Instructions with 'inside' lead to faster latencies than those
with 'below'. There w a s also an effect of n u m b e r of
containers w h e n the preposition w a s 'inside' (F(l,l 1)=64.58,
p<.001). Latencies to the target w h e n multiple containers
were present were longer than those w h e n only one container
was in the display. In s u m , the results demonstrate that the
semantic-conceptual information evoked by the preposition
immediately constrains the domain of interpretation to those
referents compatible with the preposition. This result is
consistent with findings from previous studies which
demonstrated that referential interpretation reflects a rapid
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Figure 2: Proportion of fixating objects over time, experiment 1.
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speeded eye movements do not reflect any process of domain
construction, but rather that participants were engaging in a
simple problem-solving strategy where they were trying to
accommodate the instruction as quickly as possible. In other
words, one might argue that the limiting information made
available by the preposition is not used routinely during
language comprehension, but is being consciously applied to
perform the task in the present experiment. This issue is
addressed in the second experiment, where w e focus on the
role which noniinguistic information plays in limiting
domains.
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In a second experiment, w e examined in greater detail the
process of h o w uniqueness is established in definite reference.
This was done by increasing the complexity of the
experiment in two ways. O n e w a s to modify displays such
that the uniqueness of the referent could only be established
on the basis of a subset of the available referents. T o achieve
this, w e used displays in which there were two instances of
the referent of the noun in the critical noun phrase (e.g. two
cans). These objects were two different sizes (see Figure 4).
Instructions in this experiment were analogous to those in
Experiment 1 (e.g., 'Pick up the cube. N o w put it inside the
can'). However, on purely perceptual grounds, the use of the
definite article in these instructions violates uniqueness
requirements, since there is more than one can in the display.
O u r second modification, which introduced the potential for
uniqueness to be satisfied, was to vary the size of the moved
object (e.g. cube) such that it could fit in either both cans
(i.e. small cube), or only the large can (i.e. large cube). This
allowed us to examine the use of a noniinguistic constraint in
the construction of domains, namely the judged compatibility
of the moved object with potential locations.
We
hypothesized that the outcome of this compatibility
assessment would exclude inappropriate locations from the
domain of interpretation.
T h e uniqueness conditions
associated with definite expressions should reveal the success
of this pragmatic cue in constraining the domain. For
example, upon hearing "Pick up the cube. N o w put it

Below

Figure 3: eye movement latencies to target. Experiment 2
process of establishing correspondences between candidate
referents and the unfolding speech.
This potential for a preposition to direct attention to certain
referents is particularly interesting in light of the distinction
traditionally m a d e between referential properties of referring
expressions (such as noun phrases) and predicates (such as
verb phrases and prepositions). This distinction has been
argued to be absolute, meaning that the potential to establish
reference is a property of the class of referring expressions
only (e.g. Huriford & Heasley, 1983). T h e present finding
that prepositions m a y play an important function in
constraining reference suggests that this distinction m a y be
overstated.
O n e limitation in the current experiment is that there were
no conditions present which actually required participants to
interpret the uniqueness of the referent container with respect
to only the set of containers rather than the entire array of
objects in the display (including noncontainers). O n e
possible alternative explanation of the results is therefore that

Big C a n (potential target)

Small Can
(potential target)

Bowl
(unique
competitor)
/
Cube (small O R big)
Figure 4: Example display, experiment 2
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inside...", a comprehender m a y not simply limit attention to
containers, but to only those containers which are compatible
with the object in hand. If the small can is excluded since it
is not compatible with the (big) cube, the domain of
interpretation will contain only one can, thereby satisfying
uniqueness for definite reference.
The object size manipulation w a s crossed with a second
factor, namely the type of article used in the instructions.
Half the instructions used the definite article 'the' to refer to
the target container, and the other half used the indefinite
article 'a'. This manipulation allowed us to evaluate whether
any detected effect of domain restriction for definites is likely
to be due to the use of problem-solving strategies to
complete the task. If the process of restricting the domain to
a compatible container results from simple problem-solving,
results for definites should resemble those for indefinites.
This is because the same number of compatible and
incompatible objects is used in each condition. In other
words, if participants are using the incompatibility of s o m e
of the containers as a means to strategically eliminate
possible locations and accommodate the instruction as
quickly as possible, then participants should be equally fast
when a definite or indefinite is used, since the range of
possible targets is the same in each case.
The displays also contained a third container (e.g. a bowl)
which could contain both the large or small cube. This
container was included to provide a 'genuinely' unique
container referent in the display. Given previous evidence for
the incremental nature of referential processing, this object
m a y be likely to attract eye movements in the definite ('the
can') conditions. For instance, upon hearing the partial
insU-uction "put the cube inside the...", an eye m o v e m e n t
m a y be made to this object since it is the only perceptually
unique container in the display. A considerable number of
looks to this object might be expected if semantic and
pragmatic cues do not have the potential to constrain domains
since reference to one of the actual targets (i.e. one of the
cans) would be unlikely with a definite noun phrase.
Finally, to evaluate h o w uniqueness as satisfied within a
pragmatically-circumscribed domain is comparable to when
uniqueness is satisfied on purely perceptual grounds, the
design contained control trials in which only one instance of
the referent of the location noun phrase was present (e.g. 'put
the pen inside the glass', where there was only one glass in
the display).
Results
In collecting the eye m o v e m e n t data from the second
experiment, the target w a s coded as the referent container
which the participant selected to put the m o v e d object in. A s
Figure 5 shows, the shortest eye m o v e m e n t latencies occurred
in the definite article condition w h e n the display contained
only one compatible referent of the noun phrase. These
latencies were faster than the analogous condition in which an
indefinite was used (F(l,4) = 8.11, p < .05), and the definite
condition where both referents were compatible (F(l,4) =
13.24, p < .05). These results suggest that the pragmatic
compatibility assessment constrained the domain of
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interpretation to only those containers which could
accommodate the m o v e d object, thereby allowing the
uniqueness condition for the definite to be satisfied. The
results also suggest that using an indefinite expression to
identify a referent which is unique within a given domain
violates expectations, as s h o w n by increased latencies. This
result shows that the domain-restriction effect found for
definites is not due to problem-solving. If this were the case,
participants should strategically eliminate the incompatible
container as a candidate and should m a k e comparable rapid eye
movements to the target in both the definite and indefinite
conditions.

800 -I

•
g

O n e Compatible Referent
T w o Compatible Referents

600 •

E 400

200 •

Figure 5: E y e m o v e m e n t latencies to target.
Experiment 2
To assess how the satisfaction of uniqueness within
pragmatically-circumscribed domains compares to the case
where uniqueness can be satisfied on the basis of the
perceptual domain alone, the definite conditions in Figure 5
were compared with the control condition in which a definite
article w a s used with displays where only one instance of the
referent container was present. A s Figure 6 shows, latencies
in the control condition are extremely similar to those in the
condition in which two referents were present, but only one
was compatible. In fact, no reliable difference w a s detected
between these conditions (F<1). This similarity provides a
clear illustration of h o w conceptual and pragmatic cues
eliminate the ambiguity which would otherwise be expected
w h e n using a definite expression to refer to an entity which is
not unique in the immediately relevant perceptual context.

800

always picked out a unique referent (i.e. the bowl in Figure
4). W e hypothesized that the incremental interpretation of
referential expressions m a y cause looks to this item to
increase in the definite condition relative to the indefinite
condition. A s Figure 8 shows, the incidence of looks to this
object was greater in the definite conditions than in the
indefinite conditions (F(l,4)=6.99, p<.05). However, the
average incidence of looks to this object was fairly low,
suggesting that the potential for conceptual and pragmatic
factors to restrict reference does not permit the perceptually
unique container to become particularly salient.

600

400

200

0.15 n
Control

O n e compatible
referent

T w o compatible
referents

Figure 6: E y e m o v e m e n t latencies, definite
conditions and control conditions, experiment 2
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Figure 7 shows the proportion of trials containing a look
to the other instance of the noun phrase referent. T h e results
for the definite article conditions show that incidence of looks
to the other instance of the named container w a s elevated in
the condition where both referent containers were compatible
with the m o v e d object (F(l,4) = 8.13, p<.05), indicating
indecision or confusion. In addition, w h e n both referent
containers were compatible, there were fewer looks to the
other instance of the target referent in the indefinite condition
than in the definite condition (F(l,4)=7.68, p<.05),
suggesting again that the use of definite reference was
incompatible with displays which did not allow the domain
of interpretation to be limited to a unique referent.

2
a

0.10

0.05

m^i^-:
0.00

The
Figure 8: E y e m o v e m e n t latencies for definite conditions
and control condition. Experiment 2

O n e Compatible Referent
T w o Compatible Referents

Collectively, the results of the second experiment highlight
the w a y in which semantic and pragmatic cues operate in
tandem to immediately restrict the domain of interpretation
for a referring expression.
Discussion
T h e experimental findings suggest s o m e interesting
extensions to the issue of context and reference. The first
experiment demonstrated that the process of establishing
reference is facilitated by the presence of semantic-conceptual
cues (in this case, prepositions) which constrain the set of
candidate referents. T h e finding that these cues function to
facilitate reference even w h e n they are not logically or
pragmatically necessary for interpreting a definite expression
provides s o m e insight into the question of h o w reference is
routinely established with minimal effort and with no
apparent delay.
T h e second experiment demonstrated that the semanticconceptual cues examined in thefirstexperiment are further
constrained by pragmatic factors such as the evaluation of
particular actions relevant to completing a task.
The
conclusion that task intentions are relevant in definite
reference is consistent with s o m e theoretical analyses (e.g.

Figure 7: Proportion of trials containing a look to
the alternative referent
Next we considered the proportion of trials containing a
look to the competitor object in the displays.
The
competitor w a s the container in the display whose head noun
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Birner& Ward, 1994). However, the finding that this factor
has an immediate effect in constraining the interpretation of a
subsequent noun phrase is incompatible with a prevalent
claim in psycholinguistics that the complexity of pragmatic
inference leads to delayed processing. Rather, the results an;
compatible with the view that information from a wide
variety of sources is used to dynamically generate and
reevaluate the domain of interpretation of referential
expressions.
The results of both experiments have implications for h o w
the notions of 'context' and 'utterance' are applied in
theoretical and experimental investigations of reference.
Traditionally, context and utterance have been treated as
largely distinct and separable constructs, where context is
characterized in terms of factors external to the utterance.
Such factors include perceptual salience (Clark, Schreuder &
Buttrick, 1983), mutual gaze (Argyle & Cook, 1976), shared
knowledge (Clark & Marshall, 1981), and prior discourse
(Prince, 1992). The current results are inconsistent with a
strict separation of context and utterance since they
demonstrate conceptual information evoked by some
linguistic unit (e.g. preposition) m a y be crucial in creating
the contextual conditions which license a unique referent for a
definite noun phrase in the same utterance.
While w e have provided some specific evidence regarding
the coordination of information and the time course of
establishing domains, the current results only scratch the
surface of problem. Future considerations include examining
the resolution of reference in richer contextual environments,
and h o w this process interacts with highly domain-sensitive
linguistic elements such as prosodic focus and quantification
operators.
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Abstract

verbs and events, motivated by recent results in biological control theory. A novel feature of the model is
an event representation called an executing schema,
This paper describes results of a dynamic model of
or x-schema, an extension of the Petri net formalism
aspectual composition that demonstrates how features
necessary for planning and controlling actions can also
(Reisig, 1985). X-schemas are active structures that
motivate and ground simple analyses of a number of astightly couple action and reaction and are highly responpectual phenomena. A novel feature of the model is
sive to changes in both the environment and intentional
an active computational representation for verb semanstate. Such properties are precisely those needed for contics called x-schemas, an extension of the Petri net
trolling goal-directed behavior in a complex, uncertain
formalism that can encode goals, resources and other
and
dynamic environment. They also, however, provide
features affecting aspect. Vexing problems of aspectual
a cognitively motivated basis for many semantic distinccomposition lend themselves to simple analyses in terms
tions that arise from the highly context-sensitive interof the context-sensitive interaction between verb-specific
action between lexical and grammatical aspect, nominal
x-schemas and a controller x-schema that captures imsemantics and tense. The dynamic model we have important regularities in the evolution of events. The resulting x-schemas can be elaborated and constrained by
plemented supportsfine-grainedevent simulation needed
such factors as tense, temporal modifiers, nominals and
for inference in language understanding.
pragmatic context, providing a rich representation that
(Narayanan, 1997b) showed how our dynamic model
supports simulative inference in language understandof verb x-schemas interacting with their controller xing.
schema could handle some subtle interactions between
Introduction
inherent and phasal aspects and avoid some well-known
paradoxes and problems in other accounts. In this paSince Vendler's seminal paper (1967), the complex and
per, we report on the applicability of our model to the
context-sensitive determination of aspectual status, or
general problem of aspectual composition, including the
the internal temporal shape of an event, has been the fointeraction of verbal aspect with nominals, tense, temcus of much work (Comrie, 1976; Dowty, 1979; Verkuyl,
poral modifiers and pragmatic context. W efirstbriefly
1993; Hwang and Schubert, 1994; Steedman, 1996).
revisit the basic event representation, focusing on extenMoens and Steedman (1988) ( M & S ) make the crucial
sions that allow us to model the composition of multiobservation that aspectual phenomena depend on a nople features in a dynamic system. W e then outline the
tion of event structure that captures contingency reresults of applying our model to the various aspectual
lationships among events. They use a tripartite event
phenomena.
nucleus to characterize inherent aspectual classes and
offer a transition network that specifies possible coerRepresentation
cions between classes induced by grammatical markers
and temporal modifiers. In Harry is hiccupping, for exThe unified representation we employ for verbs and the
ample, the progressive coerces the hiccup into an iteraactions and events they describe is partly inspired by
tive process. M & S also illustrate how notions of continrecent results in biological motor control theory. Our
gency affect the interpretation of temporal connectives
computational model is based on extensions to the Petri
like when.
net formalism. The basic Petri net is a weighted, biparThis paper describes a dynamic model of aspectual
tite graph that consists of places (drawn as circles) and
composition that demonstrates how features needed for
transitions (drawn as rectangles) connected by directed
planning and controlling actions can also motivate and
input and output arcs. The state of a net is defined by a
ground simple analyses of a number of linguistic phenommarking that specifies a distribution of tokens (speciena. Our work extends M&S's analysis by providing an
fied as a black dot or a number) over the places of the net.
active computational model with motivated constraints
The real-time execution semantics of Petri nets models
on aspectual coercion and a more precise description of
the production and consumption of resources: a transiinter-event contingency.
tion is enabled when all its input places are marked such
(Bailey et al., 1997; Narayanan, 1997a; Narayanan,
that it can fire by moving tokens (the number specified
1997b) introduced our basic computational model of
by the weight of the arc) from input to output places.
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ple, dynamically binds store to its goal location and is
parameterized as walking at a slow rate. Stochastic transitions and arcs model uncertainty in world evolutions
as well as prioritized action selection In thefigure,the
high probability p=.9 of taking the iterate rather than
finish arc after two steps models the inherently periodic
or continuous nature of walking.
Flow of activation within a single schema is locally
controlled, but it can be maintained until a goal is
achieved, and it is susceptible to event-based interruption. X-schemas can monitor resources and the effects
of their execution, as well as distinguish between simple
enabling and the actual execution of an action. A much
fuller discussion of the formalism, including a proof of a
theorem establishing the formal connection between x>al3at(stors)
ok(vlslon)
schemas and Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN),
finish done
ongoing
can be found in Narayanan's dissertation (1997).
X
The properties described here, in addition to those of
uprignt
Petri nets in general, are just a few of those that make
energychigh
x-schemas an ideal representation for the control and coordination
of complex actions in a dynamic environment.
1 Fuametera
The next section shows how the same properties prove
rate goal
essential for modeling the semantics of aspect. SpecifSlow at(store)
step(slaw,loot1)
step(slow.foot2)
ically, linguistic elements provide information required
for the initiation and control of underlying x-schemas;
Figure 1: X-schema for walk(to store)
we then describe how information provided by different
elements can be composed. The well-defined execution
The introduction of typed arcs allows places to repsemantics of the formalism then allows real-time simuresent a variety of conditions on transitions. Standard
lation that may be necessary for inference in language
Petri net input arcs, or resource arcs, model measure
understanding.
fluents such as energy and force. In the schema shown
in thefigure,the energy place acts as a resource that
Aspectual composition
must have at least w tokens before the start transiThe semantics of aspect arises from the dynamic bindtionfires.Enable arcs (shown as undirected) and inhibitory arcs (with inhibitory circles) allow places to act ing between verb-specific x-schemas and a controller
x-schema that captures regularities in the evolution of
as pre-conditions and post-conditions that enable and
disable schemas, respectively. The goal of being at(store) complex events, shown in Figure 2.
in Figure 1 does both: it inhibits the start of the schema
(and perhaps other schemas that accomplish the same
goal, such as DRIVE TO STORE), and it is a precondition to finishing the action. The revised execution semantics add the condition that transitionsfireonly if no
inhibitory arc is marked, and all enable arcs are; these
arcs result in no token transfer.
Hierarchical control allows us to model action hierarchies and the decomposition of transitions into subOll|Oll>(
nxlt^
DoM
schemas. In thefigure,WALK is decomposed (shown as a
hexagon) into a sequence of steps; these could be further
refined to stance and swing phases. X-schema transio
o
tions can have real durations which correspond to the
Cued
CaKiM
delay between enabling andfiring.Place markings perFigure 2: The controller x-schema
sist until they are drained by a transition. States that
The most relevant features of Petri nets for our purposes are their ability to model events and states in
a distributed system and cleanly capture sequentiality,
concurrency and event-based asynchronous control. Our
extensions to the basic Petri net formalism include typed
arcs, hierarchical control, durative transitions, parameterization, typed (individual) tokens and stochasticity.
W e will illustrate these extensions through the simple
x-schemafor walk (TO STORE) shown in Figure 1. This
schema depicts conditions (such as visual and postural
conditions) that sdlow an agent with sufficient energy to
begin an ongoing process of walking by taking a step
with each foot, which continues until the agent arrives
at the store.

hold for a certain period can thus be modeled by attaching a sink transition with a specific duration.
X-schemas have several properties that allow them to
adapt to a dynamic environment, rendering it impossible to view x-schemas merely as pre-compiled programs.
Parameterization allows x-schemas to dynaunically
bind to different world objects, corresponding to individual tokens, and to operate with different parameters
during execution. The schema in thefigure,for exam-

In many events, particular preconditions must be met
before an event is ready to start, and even then it may be
canceled. While the event is ongoing it may iterate many
times before it is done (usually with consequences), as in
Figure I. Since the structure of the controller constrains
possible execution trajectories, a marked ongoing node
indicates that the activity in question has already started
and might next iterate.
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as in Figure 4(a).^ Although both [ live in Texas a n d /
a m living in Texas m a y refer to the s a m e ongoing state,
they diff'er in scope: the present tense version focuses
o n the state itself, while the progressive version has the
endpoints of the state in focus a n d thus takes o n a t e m p o rary reading.' T h e ongoing n o d e also often requires a resource to persist, as in (b), licensing progressive m a r k i n g
a n d temporal, intentional readings (Bill's being silly).
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I I
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ATTSTORS

onQoiftQ

flnlth

a) I live In Texas.
I a m living In Texas.

•tart

flnlth

c>H1-^«^.,
periltt
tflort I—I
b)BlU's being slUy.

Figure 3: Binding of w a l k to controller
Figure 4: States v i e w e d t h r o u g h the controller
Crucially, the controller is itself a n active x-schema
that can thus interact with both the underlying s c h e m a
a n d the world state. Figure 3 s h o w s h o w nodes of the
controller can b e b o u n d to different phases of the w a l k
x-schema. T h e interpretation of p h a s a l aspect falls directly out of bindings of particular controller nodes to the
underlying s c h e m a . Figure 3 s h o w s h o w the p r o s p e c tive aspect correspondings to the state of being about to
walk a n d specifies that the agent is upright, has e n o u g h
energy, etc., while the p r o g r e s s i v e aspect binds to a n
ongoing walk process, indicating that steps are being
taken a n d energy being c o n s u m e d . Lexical items can
correspond to specific m a r k i n g s of the controller a n d affect the execution trajectory of the underlying x-schema;
verbs in infinitive f o r m refer to the entire graph.
Cross-linguistic evidence for the m o d e l c o m e s from the
ubiquity of aspectual expressions that directly activate
specific nodes of the controller (Comrie, 1976), though
w e focus o n English in this paper. T h e s e m a y b e either
lexical items (English start to V ) or grammatical m a r k ers (Tamil ind m a r k s iterate; M a n d a r i n le a n d English
perfect m a r k done). T h e controller transitions can t h e m selves b e d e c o m p o s e d into subordinate aspect graphs,
capturing the semantics of almost started to walk, which
e x p a n d s start a n d m a r k s its canceled node.
Conflicting requirements of different lexical items prevent s o m e combinations. E n g h s h progressive activates
the ongoing n o d e , which cannot itself b e d e c o m p o s e d
a n d started. T h u s the preferred interpretation of started
almost walking is o n e in which almost walking refers
to s o m e action distinct from walking, such as crawling.
M o r e c o m p l e x aspectual patterns arise w h e n languages
grammaticize m o r e c o m p l e x controller markings.
A l t h o u g h the controller m o s t naturally applies to c o m plex, d y n a m i c events, even apparently static situations
m a y b e viewed as corresponding to the ongoing node.
This view of states allows our m o d e l to preserve the general restriction against states in the progressive (*He is
being tall) but also account for challenging exceptions in
a principled m a n n e r . Although prototypical states m a y
be s h o w n as simple x-schema places, they can also correspond to the ongoing state of a simplified controller.
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Features of the subject may influence the salience of
each o f these readings. In T h e l a m p is standing by the
d o o r w a y , t h e inability of the i n a n i m a t e subject to provide resources like energy or intention forces a t e m p o r a r y
reading n o t possible for t h e m o r e p e r m a n e n t subject of
* T h e m o a t is surrounding the castle.
Aspectual classes
A s evidenced by the complications that arise even for
simple states, zispectual composition is highly sensitive
to constraints imposed by context and clausal elements.
T h e notion of composition that emerges in our model,
however, differs dramatically from the logical composition of static aspectual features and classes c o m m o n in
the literature. T h e controller and the specific lexical
and grammatical items in a sentence jointly account for
acceptability judgments and contextually salient interpretations. Aspectual inference draws on a more flexible notion of coercion than is possible for theories based
on strict aspectual classes; it is characterized instead in
terms of the dynamic interaction of the various schematized process primitives outlined earlier. In that sense
our model elaborates on Steedman's more recent proposal (1996) to use dynamic semantics to characterize
aspect.
T h e aspectual distinctions proposed by Vendler, M & S
and others are a derivable subset of those in our model.
Resource consumption in continuous processes allows
simple distinctions to be drawn between states and processes, and the standard telicity feature can be treated
simply as progress toward some goal, often depleting
some limited resource, e.g., the distance to the park in
walk to the park.
Additionalflexibilityarises from the fact that specific
events m a y require only a subpart of the overall controller, as demonstrated for states earlier. T h e m o d e l
'Similarly, because verbs that are non-intentional by default, as in H e lost his keys, do not have a preparatory phase,
their enabled and ready nodes m a y be collapsed into a single
enabled node.
^ W e label the controller transition persist here instead of
iterate to emphasize that the same state is being maintained.

thus allo-.-'s the s a m e situation lo be construed in subtly different ways; the well-known Imperfective Paradox
is easily resolved by observing that the actions of Figure 1 m a y or m a y not be seen as goal-oriented. Like
states, a continuous process like walking haa n o larger
goal-oriented structure and no condition preventing it
from finishing. This lexically specified aspectutd structure m a y interact differently with particular aspectual
markers. For instance, since English perfect m a r k s the
done node, goeJ-oriented processes like that depicted in
John has walked to the store clearly license inferences like
at(store). B u t it is possible to infer John has walked at
any time after the lower-level continuous process (taking
two steps) has been executed, since in the absence of a
goal, the done transition can be taken without asserting
that the ongoing state or process has ended.
T h e perspectival shifts important for m a k i n g the basic imperfective/perfective distinction are naturally
modeled by hierarchical decomposition of transitions, as
well as abstraction from the controller to a discrete
transition. S o m e shifts m a y prevent reference to controller nodes, thus accounting for iterative readings (as
in the sneezing examples).^ Depending o n the particular
combination, however, the controller m a y allow instead
of prevent access. T h e verb win, for instance, is usually
seen as a punctual event. In the framework given here,
not only can it be placed in the context of a race —
shown in Figure 5 as the finish transition of a race —
but in combination with progressive marking, as in John
was winning the race, the transition can be expanded
into an ongoing subevent that can even be modified.

relations a m o n g speech (S), evtat (E) and reference (R^
time, but w e can more clearly characterize both R and
E by projecting the controller onto a timeline, as shown
in Figure 6.

TS^

r f .

•) j«<
Figure 6: Projecting the controller over time
E corresponds to the duration of the event; for discrete events like (a), E will, as in Reichenbach, m a p to a
particular point on the line. R is determined by the controller state specified by the event description; here the
past perfect of lose marks the done node of the (simple)
controller, allowing the inference that E preceded both
the reference and the utterance time.
T h e advantage of using the controller becomes clearer
when more of the controller structure is accessible, as
in the future perfect in (b). In particular, w e specify E
as mapping to the time (interval) during which the controller's ongoing node is marked. Note that S potentially
takes place before, during or after the projection of the
ongoing node onto the timeline (shown as after), providing an explanation for the lack of linguistic markers
expressing a relation between S and E in Reichenbach's
analysis.
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Temporal modifiers

Tense

1. a. She read the book for an hour.
b. She read the book in an hour.

Temporal modifiers like forfiveminutes and in an hour
have been used from Vendler onward to distinguish aspectual classes. Both are easily handled as delay on the
firing of x-schema transitions, as mentioned earlier, but
they differ in the requirements they place. Specifically,
win
we model durative (/or-) modifiers as a delay on the
suspend transition in the controller scheme; for states
•tart ^ ^ ^ r p flntoh
this reduces to the finish transition. S p a n (tn-) modifiers apply to a goal-enabled finish transition, modifying
the duration of both the ongoing process and the finish
Figure 5: Progressive marking of win as finish of a race
transition. They m a y also directly m a r k a transition to
indicate simply that the transitionfiresafter the speciThe remainder of this section will be devoted to char- fied time.
acterizing some of the constraints imposed by clausal
These requirements explain the differing inferences
elements, including tense, temporal modifiers and nomabout whether the book has been finished between the
inals.
following:

Our model interprets tense as contributing information
about the time of an x-schema activation state relative
to the time of speech. This approach incorporates observations from Reichenbach's (1947) classic analysis of the

Similarly, duratives naturally combine with states and
processes, but spans produce marked inceptive readings
{Bill walked {for/*in} an hour).^

•'Our model also accommodates perspectival shifts based
on pragmatically determined time scale of reference (e.g.,
slow-motion movie contexts jdlowing He sneezed for 5 minutes). Further details, including the modeling of viewpoint
aspect, can be found in (Narayanan, 1997a).

*Some languages freely allow inceptive reading for past
perfective states, as in Spanish (Yo) le conoci al hombre,
where the perfective form of the verb "know" translates as
"I met the m a n "
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T h e well-kno-vn iterAtive coercion induced sy liura
lives has a motivated explanation in this case, since the
suspend transition can fire only after the specified time
period, forcing discrete transitions like sneeze to take the
iterate loop.
Durative modifiers sometimes apply to a state resulting from am event rather than the event itself: Jill left
the room for an hour refers to the period after Jill has
left; the salience of the state m a y explain w h y this reading is preferred to an iterative one. T h e inference that
she returns at the end of this period falls naturally out
of the fact that states given a duration are implied to
finish after the specified duration, which is most easily
effected in this case by a return to the previous state.
Such durative modification of a result seems to take
place most easily for events construed as simple transitions, even w h e n the underlying event is a more complex
continuous process. Referring once again to Figure 1, the
depicted event could be described by either of the verbs
walked or went, but addition of for an hour produces
differing patterns of most likely inference:
2. a. John walked to the store (for an hour).
b. John went to the store (for an hour).
Additional aspectual mysteries are explained by this
interpretation of temporal modifiers. Transitions that
take place in the context of a larger goal-directed event
easily satisfy the requirements of span modifiers {Marc
won the race in 5.S minutes), but they are more resistant to appearing with duratives: *Marc won the race
for a few minutes. Acceptable interpretations might result from iteration (especially when the duration is for
years), but since no reversible state results the duration
cannot apply to the done state. It can, however, apply
to the ongoing state that has been brought into focus by
progressive marking

the observation i-hat b o u n d e d objects allow come verbs
to appear with span modifiers. T h e verb eat, for instance, provides a clear example of resource consumption: it becomes telic in combination with count nouns
(a sandwich, three sandwiches), quantified mass nouns
(a pound of cheese) or specific mass nouns (the cheese).
W h e n no specific bound is placed on the resource, as
with bare plurals [sandwiches) and unbounded nouns
(cheese), the resource cannot be depleted and therefore
fails to provide a goal. Note that specific prepositions
m a y force a particular reading: compare John walked to
the park with John walked in the park.
This analysis explains w h y arguments that do not provide a depletable resource fail to induce atelic readings.
T h e classic example from Vendler is that of push the cart,
whose object is both bounded and specified, yet fails to
serve as a goal, as in H e pushed the cart for an hour
(cf. H e washed the cart in an hour). Since the PUSH xschema requires the agent (and energy source) to apply
continuous force to the cart, the two participants move
together and there is no m o v e m e n t of the agent with respect to the cart.
Verbs of creation provide an interesting case of conflicting requirements of a construction and temporal
modifier:
3. a. I {read/?wrote} the book for an hour.
b. I wrote poetry for an hour.
The phrase for an hour modifies the ongoing transition without asserting that the finish transition has been
taken, but the object of write doesn't exist until then,
accounting for varying judgments of acceptability. N o
specific goal is present for the creation of the unbounded
noun poetry in (b), so durative modification is clearly
acceptable.
A similar phenomenon in (4) demonstrates interaction
with constructional constraints: although in (4a) cake
cannot function as a goal, the dative construction in (4b)
entails that that the (finished) cake is transferred to the
recipient. Again, requirements of durative modification
conflict with the entailed creation of the product.

Nominal features
Nominal distinctions like number, boundedness (mass or
count), animacy and specificity have widely noted aspectual consequences (Verkuyl, 1993; Langacker, 1991). the
simplest case, plural subjects or objects can provide another route to iteration, as in Soldiers were reaching the
summit all morning.
In more complex cases, w e interpret nominals as affecting the resources provided to x-schemas. A s seen
earlier with progressive states, the ability of nominals to
furnish intentional resources plays a large role in distinguishing kinds of states and processes; a stative sense
of run results in *The road is running from here to the
school.
Similarly, present tense applies only to states that hold
at utterance time and thus favors the stative reading.
W h e n no such reading is possible, present tense often
produces a habitual reading (via iteration into a largerscale currently ongoing process): M a r y runs from here to
the school has a habitual reading, unlike The road runs
from here to the school.
Resources consumed during the event also provide
goals that enable finishing. This analysis accounts for

4. a. I baked the cake for an hour.
b. *I baked you the cake for an hour.
Inter-schema relations
In addition to aspectual composition, the C O N T R O L L E R
also brings insight to temporal relations between events.
M & S have argued that temporal adverbials such as when,
before, and after must be defined in terms of "such
notions as causation and consequence, rather than on
purely temporal primitives". T h e fact that when does
not literally m e a n "at the same time as" is illustrated by
the following example, which M & S take from (Ritchie,
1979):
5. When they built the 39th Street bridge...
a. a local architect drew up the plans.
b. they used the best materials.
c. they solved most of their traffic problems.
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Design

tion l)etween the two x-bchemas, without specifying what
type. In our current implementation, the specific interpretation is found by a reachability simulation from the
individual nodes of the controller for the action indicated
by the main clause to the enabled node of the action indicated by the subordinate clause. These paths indicate
whether the two actions m a y have been simultaneous, or
if there was an explicit causal connection.
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Abstract
Law Encoding Diagrams (LEDs) are classes of representations for problem solving and learning in science. A
framework consisting of four schemas has been proposed
to account for problem solving and learning with LEDs.
This paper assesses the utility of this framework by using
it to analyse verbal and behavioural protocols of a subject
involved in problem solving with a class of L E D s for
electricity.
Introduction
Understanding the nature of representations and the role they
have in cognition is fundamental to Cognitive Science.
Different representations of formally isomorphic problems
can dramatically change the difficulty of the problems (e.g.,
Kotovsky, Hayes and Simon, 1985). Experts and novices
m a y have different problem representations for the same
domain that substantially affect their approaches to problem
solving (Egan and Schwartz, 1979; Koedinger and Anderson,
1990). There are computational benefits of diagrammatic
representations over sentential representations that are
informationally equivalent (Larkin and Simon, 1987). The
focus here is on the internal mental and external aspects of
representations that must be analysed and related to
adequately understand cognition (Tabachneck-Schijf,
Leanordo and Simon, 1997; Zhang 1996).
This paper is part of a research programme that is
studying the role of representations in cognition by
examining a particular class of representations with some
interesting properties — L a w Encoding Diagrams, L E D s .
L E D s , are representational systems that capture the laws of a
domain in the structure of a diagram using geometric,
topological or spatial constraints, such that each
instantiation of a diagram is a single case of the laws or an
example of the phenomena of the domain. The role of L E D s
in scientific discovery has been investigated (Cheng, 1996a,
Cheng and Simon, 1995) and their potential for learning
science is being pursued (Cheng, 1996b, 1996c).
The particular class of L E D s considered here was invented
by the author and has been called A V O W diagrams (Amps,
Volts, O h m s and Watts — the units of the basic electrical
properties). The elementary diagrams are rectangles, A V O W
boxes, that represent the properties of a single resistor or
load, as shown in Figure 1. The mappings of properties to
diagram features are: voltage (V) to height; current (I) to
width; resistance (r) to gradient of the diagonal; power (P) to
area. A s V=I*r (Ohm's law) and P = V * I (power law), the
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geometry of the A V O W - b o x e s encodes these laws (i.e.,
height=width*gradient, area=height*width).
T o model networks of resistors, A V O W boxes can be
composed, as in the diagrams in Tables 4 and 5. The
composition constraints on such composite A V O W
diagrams encode Kirchoff's L a w s that govern the behaviour
of electrical networks. A well formed composite A V O W
diagram must be a rectangle that is completelyfilledwith
A V O W boxes, with no overlap or gaps.
Cheng (1997) proposes a framework to characterize the
nature of information processing with L E D s . This paper
describes h o w the framework has been applied to the problem solving protocols of a subject using A V O W diagrams.
The completeness, coherence,
consistency and parsimony of
the analysis argues for the adequacy of the framework.
Here, the framework is first
described, with electricity
providing an example domain.
Second, the framework is used Figure 1 A n A V O W Box
to analyse protocols of
for a resistor
problem solving, to assess the
utility of the framework.
Finally, the discussion section considers the adequacy of the
framework and related work.

Schemas for LEDs
The four schemas named in Table 1 were proposed as the
basis of a framework for understanding problem solving and
learning with L E D s in scientific domains by Cheng (1997,
in press). The schemas are distinguished on two dimensions. O n e pair of schemas (1,2) holds information about
the basic units or components of a domain. The other pair
(3, 4) deals with the interactions among those components.
The phenomena level schemas (1, 3) are for particular classes of phenomena or cases, and the schemas (2, 4) at the
theoretical, or meta, level hold information about the laws
or principles governing the domain. The four classes of
schemas are considered in turn with examples from the
electricity domain.
L E D schemas (LS). Table 2 shows examples of this
class of schemas for selected circuit components. They have
slots containing information about (i) particular aspects of a
component and (ii) its A V O W diagram representation. For
example, consider the Typical-load LS. The interpretation
slot indicates that this schema deals with typical loads with

Table 1 Schemas for L E D s

Intra-component relations
Inter-component interactions

Phenomena level
(1) L E D schemas (LS)
(3) Composite-LED schema (CLS)

Theoretical level
(2) meta-LED schema ( M L S )
(4) Meta-composite-LED schema ( M C L S )

Table 2 L E D schemas (LS)
Slots
Diagrams

{1) Typical-load

{2} Known-load

{3} Insulator

{4} Conductor

{5} Voitaf e-source

V
^

Vc

I

/

Diagramconfiguration
Domainconditions
Interpretation

/
Rectangle (not
especially thin or
squat)
"Normal values"
(not tiny or huge)
Typical load

Rectangle with
known
dimensions.
Values of some of
I, V, r, P given.
Particular resistor

Horizontal line
(flat, gradient
tiny)
V = 0 or n=0 or
(P=0 and I?tO)
Conductor, "short
circuit"

Vertical line
(narrow,
gradient huge)
1=0 or r=oo or
(P=0 and V?tO).
Insulator,
"broken circuit"

properties (domain-conditions) that are not unusual. The
loads can be represented by a rectangle ( d i a g r a m constraints) that is similar to one in the diagrams slot.
The Known-load, Insulator and Conductor LSs are
specializations of the Typical-load LS. The Voltage-source
LS is for idealised batteries, which supply a constant
voltage. O n e use of LSs is to complete the information
about a component when only partial information is given.
For example, if one considers a resistor of unknown but not
extreme value, then matches with the interpretation and
diagram-conditions slots of the Typical-load L S will be
made and a rectangle (diagram-configuration) to represent
it may be drawn (diagrams).
M e t a - L E D s c h e m a ( M L S ) . These schemas hold
information about (i) the laws governing a class of
components and (ii) h o w they can be represented as LEDs.
In Table 3 the A V O W - b o x M L S is for resistors/loads and
the Source-box M L S is for power supplies such as batteries.
M L S s store information that in effect define the natures of
particular sets of LSs. For example, h o w should a
component with (near) infinite resistance be represented?
First, there will be one diagram box (interpretation-rules)

Rectangle with
constant height
Vc=constant, P and
I variable
Idealized battery

which must be a rectangle of some sort (d lag r a m constraints). Ohm's law (encoded-laws) tells us that
current will be nearly zero (domain-properties) as
resistance is almost infinite. A s current is represented
(property-mappings) by the width of the box (diagramfeatures), so the rectangle will be very narrow. This is the
Insulator L S {3} (Numbers in curly brackets identify
schemas in Table 2 to 6).
C o m p o s i t e - L E D s c h e m a ( C L S ) . These share a
c o m m o n structure to LSs but they deal with networks rather
than individual components. The diagrams (slot) contains
configurations of more than one A V O W box. The
diagram-features specify with relative positions of whole
boxes rather than their individual elements. The d o m a i n conditions relate properties of different boxes, and the
interpretation of C L S s are topologies of components.
Table 4 gives some examples. A C L S m a y be used in a
similar fashion to a LS. For instance, given two loads in
series (interpretation), the Typical-series C L S can be used
to draw the given diagram, or to complete a diagram if one
A V O W box has already been drawn. Particular relations
between the loads can also be asserted (domain-cond-

Table 3 Meta-LED schema ( M L S )
Slot
Diagramfeatures
Diagramconstraints
Domainproperties
Encoded-laws
Property
mappings
Interpretationrules
Cases

(6) A V O W - b o x
A box width, V box height
Q box diagonal gradient, P box area
Rectangle (box) with bottom-left to top-right diagonal.

{7} Source-box.
A s box width, V s box height
Ps box area
Rectangle.

current, / (A); voltage, V (V);
resistance, R (Q); power, P ( W )
O h m s law: V=IR. Power law: P = V I

Source voltage. Vs. Source current. Is.
Power supplied by source, Ps
Power law: Ps=VsIs

I — A;V — V;R — a;P — P

In — X;Vn — \;Pn — F

Horizontal lines are equi-potentials.
Top of box is at Vs and bottom is at 0.
Single component, or an isolated network (with a one A n ideal power source.
input and one output connection).
Table2(l}, {2}, {3}.{4}
Table 2 {5}.
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Table 4 Series Composite-LED schemas (CLS)
Slots
Diagrams

{9} Equal-series-pair

(8) Typical-series

1

Dlagramconfiguration
Domainconditions
Interpretation

10} Series-load-t-conductor

[11} General-series

^

E
stack, same width, boxes
same height
VT=V1+V2,11=12, VT=VH-V2,11=12.
RT=R1+R2
RT=Rl-l-R2, R1=R2
equal resistors in pure
resistors m pure
series
series
stack, same width

itions); such as the current is the same through both loads.
The Typical-series C L S m a y be specialized to give
Equal-pair-series, Series-load-i-conductor and Series-load-i-insulator (not shown) C L S s . Further, it is itself a specialization of the General-series C L S . There are equivalent
C L S s for parallel loads (i.e.. Typical-parallel, Equal-parallelpair, etc.). Table 5 shows some other interesting examples
of CLSs, which are useful for the analysis below.
M e t a - c o m p o s i t e - L E D s c h e m a s ( M C L S ) These
schemas capture (i) the laws governing the interactions
among components and (ii) h o w they are to be represented as
configurations L E D s . Table 6 gives three examples, two of
which. Series cind Parallel M C L S s , are specializations of the
third, General-Network M C L S . A n interesting example to
consider is the generation of the Series-and-parallel C L S
{13} from M C L S s . From a circuit diagram with three resistors, Rl in parallel with a sub-network comprising R 2 and
R 3 in series, the Series M C L S can first be applied to the
sub-network of R 2 and R 3 to draw a stack of two A V O W
boxes. Then taking this sub-network and Rl together, the
application of the Parallel M C L S puts another box for Rl
next to the stack for R 2 and R3, like the drawing in Table 5.
Although the schemas are similar to each other, these
particular pairs of schemas appear necessary on logical and
psychological grounds (Cheng, in press). M u c h of the
explanatory power of the framework for scientific reasoning
with L E D s resides in the dimensions identified in Table 1.
Protocol Analysis
In other applications of the framework, it was used to
characterize Galileo's kinematics discoveries (Cheng, 1997)
and to analyse the nature of scientific understanding using
particle collisions as an example domain (Cheng, in press).

0
stack, same width, 1 box
squat
VT=V1,V2=0,11=12,
RT=R1, R2=0.
resistor in pure series with
conductor

stack, not of uniform
width.
VT=V1+V2, 11^12,
RT=n.a.
two resistors partly in
series with each other.

Here, it is applied to protocol data from experiments to
continue to assess its utility. If coherent, parsimonious,
complete and consistent accounts can be given of h o w
subjects learn and do problem solving with A V O W
diagrams, this will argue for the adequacy of the framework.
However, the complexity of scientific domains and the
normal use of multiple representations in problem solving
makes this a significant challenge. For instance, a subject
saying 'resistance' m a y be referring to (i) a variable in an
equation, (ii) a particular circuit component, (iii) the
magnitude of a property, or (iv) the gradient of the diagonal
in an A V O W box. Here, an opportunity provided by particularly good quality verbal and behavioural protocols of a
single subject was taken up. The subject, SL, participated
in a pilot experiment on the effectiveness of A V O W diagrams for learning about electricity. Not only were his verbalizations detailed but he did a lot of meaningful pointing,
which provided the means to disambiguate the referents of
verbal expressions. S L is a graduate electrical engineer. In
pre-test problem solving with the conventional algebraic
approach to electricity, it was found that he had a reasonable,
but not an expert, understanding of the domain.
S L received brief instructions on A V O W diagrams (see
below) and attempted three problems using A V O W
diagrams. The processing of SL's verbal protocols mainly
followed the guidelines of Ericsson and Simon (1993), with
transcripts of the verbalizations segmented into expressions
and a simple coding scheme devised to catergorize drawing
activity, computations and pointing. T o identify when the
subject appeared to be using a particular schema various
coding rules based on the definition of the different schemas
were devised. Basic schemas for components, L S or M L S ,
are implicated when: an expression refers to single resistor

Table 5 More Composite-LED schemas (CLS)
Slots
Diagrams

{12}N-equal-parallel

^
Diagram-configurations
Domain-conditions
Interpretation

^

{13} Series-and-parallel

7

^ ^

side-by-side only, same height
Vl=V2=..Vn, R 1 = R 2 = ... = R n
l/RT=l/Rl-l-l/R2+ ... -l-l/Rn,
N equal components in parallel
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stack of 2 boxes side by side with one box, equal height
V 1 = V 2 + V 3 ; 12=13
l/RT=l/Rl-l-l/(Rl-l-R2)
A pair in series in parallel with a single

Table 6. Meta-composite-LED schemas ( M C L S )
Slots
Component-LEDs
Compositionconstraints
Domaindescription
Encodelaws/relations
Mapping-rules

Interpretation-rules

Configurations

{15} General-Network
A V O W boxes
Completelyfilledrectangle
(no overlaps or gaps)
A n y (2D) network

jl6}Series
A V O W boxes
Stacked

(17) Parallel
A V O W boxes
Side by side

series components

parallel components

Kirchoffs laws: general

Kirchoffs laws: current
conserved, voltage distributed
1 box for each component or 1 box for each component or
sub-network. Topologies of sub-network. Vertical order of
circuit and diagram match.
boxes matches loads.
current, voltage (and power) Current shared through loads.
shared among components
Voltage split across loads.
Power distributed among loads.
All (non-crossing) networks. E.g.,{8}{9){10}{ll).

or one A V O W box; or a group of boxes are treated as a
unitary entity; or a network is taken as a whole with no
consideration of its internal topology. Composite schemas,
C L S or M C L S , are implicated when relations among boxes
or the structure of a network are mentioned. Phenomena
level schemas, L S and C L S , are indicated when there is a
inference consisting of the recognition of a configuration/case followed immediately by the recall of associated
information or the drawing of a diagram, with no intervening inference steps. Theoretical level schemas, M L S and
M C L S , are deemed to operate when there are explicit
inferences to obtain new information or the incremental
piece-wise consideration/construction of a diagram.
To enable the identification of new schemas being generated/learned, four conditions were specified: (i) the subject
comes across a novel domain configuration not previously
solved; (ii) solves this sub-goal with a series of inferences
that invoke existing schemas; (iii) there is no single schema
that could have been used to make that inference; and (iv) the
subject later solves another sub-goal for an isomorphic
domain configuration without making a series of inferences.
These conditions restrict the hypothesizing of new schemas
to a minimum, so that difficulties in the explanation of the
protocol cannot simply be circumvented by proposing new
conceptual entities. This in turn makes the overall test of
the framework as stringent as possible.
Working through the protocols, schemas to explain
particular inferences were proposed based on the information
available to the subject at each point in the protocol and the
new information he inferred. All three problems have been
analysed, but only the instructions and the first problem will
be considered (given the limited space), to illustrate the
nature of the analysis.
Instructions
These must be considered as they provided S L with his
initial schemas. They consisted of two brief pages of
written text and diagrams. From their content and SL's
protocols it is clear that S L learnt the following schemas:
Known-load {2} and Voltage-source (5) LSs; A V O W - b o x
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Kirchoffs laws: voltage
conserved, current distributed
1 box for each component or
sub-network. Horizontal order
of boxes matches loads.
Current split over loads.
Voltage shared across loads.
Power distributed among loads.
Parallel configurations.

M L S {6}; Typical-parallel and Typical-series {8} C L S s ;
Parallel {17} and Series {16} M C L S s . Consider, for
instance, h o w the instructions supplied the information for
all the slots of the Voltage-source L S {5}. O n the second
page of the instructions was a circuit diagram showing a
network connected to a battery and a corresponding A V O W
diagram. Both the battery and the overall height of the
A V O W diagram shared a c o m m o n symbol to indicate the
voltage of the battery across the whole network. Thus, S L
had a diagram representing a battery, which he knew was an
idealised voltage source (interpretation), and the symbol
told him that the fixed height of the rectangle (diagramconfigurations) represents that constant voltage of the
battery (domain-conditions).
Problem 1
In this problem the overall resistance of the network in
Figure 2 had to be calculated, using the given values of the
resistors. (Resistors will be identified in the text by a 'R'
plus their value; e.g., Rl/12.) Figure 3 shows SL's
solution to the problem, with labels [A] to [I] for the
A V O W boxes that were drawn. SL's general approach to
this problem was first to incrementally construct the A V O W
diagram from the circuit, starting with box [A] and working
through to box [I]. Then S L assigned values to boxes in
turn starting with [A] and propagating the known values
through the diagram to help constrain the further assignment
of values, which included a little algebra to find the values
for [H] and [I]. Then from the calculated total height and
width, S L found the overall gradient and thus the resistance
of the network.
This problem solution can be characterized in terms of
the schemas learned from the instructions, plus the
generation of 3 new schemas. Table 7 summarizes the main
steps in the solution with the particular schemas that were
invoked or created at each step. The information read from
or placed into particular slots are not given, but some
examples will give the flavor of the types of inferences made
and how they were coded.

(Step 1) The initial drawing of
[A] is an application of the
Typical-load LS {1}, with SL
quickly drawing the A V O W box
diagram for Rl/12, assuming an
interpretation of it as a typical
load. This is the first A V O W
box SL has drawn. (Step 2) He
checks what the diagram's
features represent by comparing
the given values to the example
on the first page of the
instruction sheet, which is an
application of the A V O W - b o x
M L S {6} to match particular
diagram-features to domainproperties using the propertyFigure 2. Circuit for
mappings.
(Step 3) By
problem 1.
examining the values SL may be
considered to have speciaUzed the
Typical-load {1} LS into a Known-load {2} LS for Rl/12,
associating particular values with domaln-properties,
rather than assuming they are just "typical". (Step 4) SL
sees that Rl/4 is in series with Rl/12 and states that 'series
are on top of each other', implying the Series M C L S {16}
was used to decide where to place box [B]. (Step 5) The
actual drawing of [B] is just an application of the Typicalload LS{1}.
Skipping to Step 11, we find an interesting example of
the generation of the Series-and-parallel C L S {13}. SL is

s----

& - .

k
Figure 3. Solution to Problem 1

trying to decide how to draw [H] and [I] given [A-G] us
the Typical-series {8} and Typical-parallel CLSs. The interpretation of R 4 and Rl from the circuit diagram means that
both the schema are simultaneously applicable, so the diagram has [H] stacked on [I] and both next to [A-G]. Now,
given this new configuration SL can reasonably be assumed
to have generated a new schema, C L S Series-and-parallel
C L S {13}, which happens to be used in the next problem.
The analyses of the second and third problems are largely
similar, but other new schemas are generated.
Discussion
The framework has been used to analyse SL's protocols for
the three problems. As the same conditions for identifying

Table 7 SL's Solution Path to Problem 1
Step
1
2
3

Actions
Schemas Invoked and N e w Schemas Created (*)
Draw [A]
Typical-load LS{1}
Diagram features?
AVOW-box MLS{6}
(i) Compare [A] gradient with (ii) instruction example box (i) Typical-load LS {1} =>Known-load LS {2}
(ii) Known-load LS
4 Where to draw [BJ?
Series M C L S {16}
5
Draw[B]
Typical-load LS{1}
6
Series sub-network, draw [CDE] perimeter
Typical-series CLS{ 8}
7
Split [CDE] into three equally
Parallel M C L S { 17}, *N-EquaI-parallel CLS {12}
8
Add diagonals
3X Typical-load LS {1}
9
Series sub-network, draw perimeter [FG]
Typical-series CLS {8}
10 (i) Split into two and (ii) add diagonals
(i) Typical-series CLS{8}, (ii) 2X Typical-load LS
{l},*Equal-parallelCLS
11 [H] and [I] in series and in parallel [A-G], draw perimeter
Typical-series C L S {8}, Typical-parallel CLS,
*Series-and-parallel CLS {13}
[HI].
Typical-series CLS {8) and 2 X Known-load LS {1}.
12 Divide [HI] into two using given resistance
13 Total resistance is overall diagonal
A V O W - b o x M L S {6}.
(i) Known-load LS {2}; (ii) A V O W - b o x M L S {6}.
14 (i) Compute values for [A]; (ii) check with Ohms law.
15 Compute values for [B] given it is in series with [A].
Known-load LS{2} and Typical-series {8}.
16 Compute values for (i) [C] given (ii) it is in parallel with(i) Known-load LS {2}; (ii) N-equal-parallel CLS
[DE] and (iii) [CDE] in series with [B]
{12}, (iii) Known-load LS {2}
17 Check with (i) O h m s law and (ii) instruction example.
(i) A V O W - b o x M L S {6}, (ii) Known-load LS {2}.
18 Compute values for (i) [F] given (ii) it is part of [FG]. (i) Known-load LS {2}, (ii) Equal-parallel CLS.
(i) Known-load {2}; (ii) 4 X Known-loads {2}
19 (i) Total height by summing (ii) individual heights
20 Equations to compute (i) heights of [H] and [I] given (ii) (i) Series M L S {16}, (ii) 2X Known-load {2}.
total height.
(i) 2X Known-loads {2}, (ii) Known-loads LS {2}.
21
Sum (i) widths, thus (ii) overall gradient
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the different schemas were used throughout the instructions
and all three problems, the analysis appears to give a fairly
consistent interpretation. The analysis can be considered to
be complete as there were no substantive expressions or
drawings that could not be reasonably accommodated by the
schemas. The analysis was fairly parsimonious as only a
relatively small number of schemas of each type needed to
be hypothesized to explain SL's behaviour and they were
typically invoked more than once. The analysis has some
coherence as it provides a fairly uniform characterization of
the different phases of SL's reasoning and on quite different
problems types. There is good reason to think that the
number and particular definition of slots is necessary and
sufficient for explaining the various inferences observed. At
least for A V O W diagrams, there do not seem to be any
redundant slots containing unnecessary information and none
of the expressions had substantive information that could
not be placed in one of the proposed slots.
Further, the framework appears to capture the complex
reasoning that relates the values of properties of individual
components/AVOW boxes to the global structure of the
A V O W diagrams/circuit topology — an important aspect of
problem solving with L E D s . The framework also provides
an integrated account of problem solving and learning with
A V O W diagrams. Problem solving is largely characterized
by the application of schemas by matching contents of
certain slots to available facts and then asserting the facts
from the other slots of the schemas. O n e important aspect
of learning is the generation of novel domain level schemas,
LSs and CLSs, using the meta-level knowledge of the
domain contained in M L S s and M C L S s .
The various slots of the schemas have, quite deliberately,
not been defined in precise terms with the specification of
particular data formats, because the exact nature of the
information m a y vary from domain to domain, or even
within a domain. For example, domain-conditlons m a y
be specified as magnitudes of properties for one aspect of a
domain but as topological relations in another. The
framework aims to be a general characterization of the
classes of information that are necessary for problem solving
and learning with L E D s in diverse problem domains, but in
doing so trades some precision in the definition of slots for a
great scope of applicability.
The proposed framework extends previous work on
problem solving with diagrammatic representations based on
schemas. In contrast to Egan and Schwartz (1979), w h o
studied the role of perceptual chunks in the recognition of
functional units in circuit diagrams, the framework provides
a basis for studying problem solving that integrates circuit
diagrams with the novel A V O W diagrams, which
incorporate information about the underlying laws governing
the domain. Koedinger and Anderson (1990) show h o w
expert geometry problem solving can be characterized as the
search through a space of diagrammatic configuration
schemas, DCSs. The L S and C L S schemas are similar to
DCSs, but the matching of slots contents is not only to the
diagram configuration, as in D C S s , but also to the
conceptual information about the domain. Further, the
M L S and M C L S schemas provide a basis for beginning to
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explore the "knowledge-based" processes by which L S and
C L S can be learned in thefirstplace.
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Abstract

borhood training. W h e n the input and output representations
are chosen appropriately, training a single input/output patIn this paper we investigate representational and methodologtern improves the performance not only of that pattern, but
ical issues in a attractor network model of the mapping from
of similar patterns also. Thus, a rule-like behavior is induced
orthography to semantics based on [Plaut, 1995]. W efindthat,
which causes novel inputs to be pronounced in a manner simicontrary to psycholinguistic studies, the response time to conlar to human subjects, and also accounts for the neighborhood
crete words (represented by more 1 bits in the output pattern)
is slower than for abstract words. This model also predicts
effect.
that response times to words in a dense semantic neighborSince that time, the focus in modeling lexical access effects
hood will be faster than words which have few semantically
has
shifted from feed-forward to attractor networks, recurrent
similar neighbors in the language. This is conceptually consisnetworks
which are trained to settle to a stable output. Ustent with the neighborhood effect seen in the mapping from
orthography to phonology [Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989,
ing attractor network models, A number of experiments have
Plaut etal., 1996] in that patterns with many neighbors are
been reported which lend credence to the idea that many of
faster in both pathways, but since there is no regularity in the
the effects seen during lexical access with human subjects are
random mapping used here, it is clear that the cause of this
naturally
modeled using attractor networks.
effect is different than that of previous experiments. W e also
Plaut
et
al. (1996) showed that the regularity effect demonreport a rather distressingfinding.Reaction time in this model
is measured by the time it takes the network to settle after bestrated by [Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989] holds for attracing presented with a new input. When the criterion used to
tor networks as well as for feed-forward networks. Plaut
determine when the network is "settled" is changed to include
(1995) demonstrated semantic and associative priming in an
testing of the hidden units, each of the results reported above
attractor
network model which implemented a random mapchange the direction of effect - abstract words are now slower,
ping whose intent was to simulate the mapping from orthogas are words in dense semantic neighborhoods. Since there
are independent reasons to exclude hidden units from the stopraphy to semantics. Plaut and Shallice (1993) demonstrated
ping criterion, and this is what is done in common practice,
an attractor network model which, when damaged showed a
we believe this phenomenon to be of interest mostly to neural
number of symptoms of deep dyslexia.
network practitioners. However, it does provide some insight
The purpose of our research is to look for regularities in
into the interaction between the hidden and output units during
the
behavior of attractor networks implementing a mapping
setthng.
Introduction
from orthography to semantics. The principle aspect of the
The publication of the Seidenberg and McClelland (1989)
mapping from orthography to phonology, that of regularity, is
model of naming set into motion an extensive debate on the
lacking in the mapping from orthography to semantics. Even
nature of the processes used in the recognition and pronuncithough two words which are spelled similarly have a good
ation of English words. A number of existing models relied
chance of having similar pronunciations, there is little reason
on two separate mechanisms: a rule-following mechanism for
to believe that they will have similar meanings. In spite of this
the pronunciation of regular words and novel non words, and a
lack of regularity in the mapping, w e show that regularities
look-up mechanism for the pronunciation of irregular words.
still persist in the behavior of attractor network models of this
Seidenberg and McClelland claimed that a single mechanism
mapping.
in the form of a neural network could perform both rule-like
W e present a comprehensive set of network simulations in
and exception mappings, and account for regularity effects
which w e independently vary several factors:
seen in reaction time studies using the lexical decision and
• the frequency with which an input/output pattern is seen
naming tasks. They showed that their parallel distributed produring training
cessing model demonstrates a so-called neighborhood effect
in which the reaction-time to a word is decreased if it has a
• the semantic neighborhood density, the proximity and
number of neighbors with similar orthographic to phonologinumber of output patterns which are similar to a pattern
cal mappings.
of interest,
The principal attribute of a neural network which makes it
a good model of regularity effects in reading is that of neigh• the number of bits which are on in an output pattern.
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Thefirstfactor, training frequency, w e equate with the frequency of occurrence of a word in speech or text for h u m a n
subjects. Since word frequency is perhaps the most reliable
determiner of reaction time in reading, any study which left
out this factor would be incomplete.
The second factor, semantic neighborhood density, is one
possible source of a neighborhood effect in networks which
are trained without a regular mapping. Evidence for such
an effect without a regular mapping would have interesting
implications for our understanding of the regularity effect in
reading. It would also m a k e a unique prediction of attractor networks. W e are aware of only one paper that looks for
an effect of semantic neighborhood [Buchanan et al., 1996].
This paper reports the results of testing three deep dyslexic
patients in a naming task. Reading errors of one of the patients showed significant correlation with the density of the
semantic neighborhood of the stimulus words. Though this
study counts errors rather than looking at reaction times as
does our model, by showing some effect of a semantic neighborhood, it does lend credence to the concept.
The third factor, output pattern bit density, has been
used to encode concreteness of word meaning in a
number of connectionist models [Cottrell & Plunkett, 1995,
Plaut & Shallice, 1993]. In this research, patterns which have
more bits on are taken as having more features instantiated,
thus representing more concrete concepts.
A number of psycholinguistic studies show an effect of
concreteness on reaction time. A significant facilitation in reaction time for either concrete or highly imageable words has
been reported both for the lexical decision task [James, 1975,
Whaley, 1978, Kroll & Merves, 1986, deGroot, 1989], and
the naming task [de Groot, 1989]. In general, the effect seems
to be stronger in the lexical decision task than in the naming
task.
All of these lexical decision studies which found the main
effect and which included statistics on interactions^ reported
a significant interaction between frequency and concreteness or imageability such that the concreteness effect was
stronger for low frequency words. Indeed, two of the studies [James, 1975] [Kroll & Merves, 1986] report no concreteness effect for high frequency words while reporting a significant effect for low frequency.
D e Groot (1989) does not report a significant interaction between frequency and imageability, but analysis of
[Strain et al., 1995] shows a nonsignificant trend in the same
direction as the lexical decision studies. In theirfirstexperiment, which is the only experiment which includes high frequency words, the facilitation for high imageable words over
low imageable words is 24.5 msec, for low frequency words,
but only 6 msec, for high frequency words. Most of this difference comes from words with exceptional pronunciations.
Their second experiment shows a significant interaction between the regularity of pronunciations and imageability such
'One study [Whaley, 1978] reported multiple regression statistics and therefore did not report statistics on any interactions.
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that facilitation for highly imageable words is m u c h stronger
for exception words.
Together these results suggest that semantics plays a
role in lexical decision and naming, and also in the pronunciation of exception words, as has been suggested by
[Plaut & Shallice, 1993, Plaut et al., 1996].
Network Simulations
To c o m e to a better understanding of the factors that affect
settling time in an attractor network model which maps from
orthography to semantics, w e ran a number of simulations. In
this section, w e explain our simulation methods and present
results. These experiments represent a parametric study of
the effects of certain kinds of semantic structure on lexical
access.
Network Architecture
Figure 1 shows the network architecture used in our simulations. There were 20 inputs, 100 hidden units, and 100 outputs units with recurrent connections within the output layer
and back to the hidden layer. This architecture and m u c h
of the training method are taken directly from [Plaut, 1995].
M u c h of the technique is similar to that used in experiment 3
of [Plaut etal., 1996].
In order to approximate continuous time, continuous network units are used. The following formula describes the activation behavior of these units. The activation of unit j at
time t, s y , is simply the squashed net input of unit j at that
time. T h e net input x y is a time varying average:

T h e T parameter regulates the granularity of discrete time
used to approximate continuous time by specifying the smallest tick of time the network operates on. W e will refer to these
smallest units of time as ticks, and the actual units of time w e
are approximating, t, as simulation time units. In the graphs
below, settling time is in terms of simulation time units.
The recurtence and the use of continuous units m a y seem
overly complex, since the problem of mapping between our
representations of orthography and semantics can be learned
by a feed-forward network. W e chose this methodology because w e are interested in an accurate simulation of the time
it takes the network to settle to the correct output pattern after the input is changed, as a measure of reaction time to the
stimulus.

for the original prototype. The value of any bit which is not
designated to be resampled is left unchanged.
The network was trained to map from "orthography" to "seThe value of the probability p is chosen so that the probamantics." W e include quotation marks around these two lability of corresponding bits being different between two patbels because we do not attempt to set up a correspondence
terns
in the neighborhood will be P { F L I P ) . The value of
between a word representation and any word of English or
p
necessary
to achieve a given P { F L I P ) varies depending
any other natural language. Instead, following (Plaut 1995),
P
{
O N E ) parameter. That is, with one setting of p
upon
the
we use random 0/1 bit patterns to represent both the orthogfor
two
different
settings of P { O N E ) , the expected distance
raphy and semantics of each word. The input "orthographic"
between
patterns
in a neighborhood would change. Hence
patterns were uniformly distributed, sparse bit patterns. The
we
had
to
compute
the proper value of p for each value of
probability of any bit being on is 0.1. W e imposed a more
P { F L I P ) so that the expected distance between two patterns
interesting structure on the output "semantic" representation
in
a neighborhood is independent of our choice of P { O N E ) .
to capture the concepts of imageability, and semantic neighA
third parameter, N N B O R S , is the total number of patborhood.
terns
in the neighborhood. Note that N N B O R S is indeHighly imageable or concrete words are often characpendent
of P{FLIP). For instance, it is possible to have
terized in the literature as having a richer representation
a
tightly
packed neighborhood containing only a few patterns
[Breedin et al., 1994]. This may take the form of more se(small
P
{
F L I P ) , small N N B O R S ) , or a loosely packed
mantic features for concrete words, or more sensory conneighborhood containing many patterns (large P{FLIP),
nections for highly imageable words. In the context of our
simulations, we capture this concept by varying a single pa- large N N B O R S ) . Despite the two parameters being independently controlled, we do expect these two parameters to
rameter, P { O N E ) , the probability of a bit being a one in
have
similar effects on the simulation, so we will call a neighthe output representation. Representations with more feaborhood
containing many patterns "dense" and one with few
tures, or 1 bits, we call concrete. Those with fewer bits,
"sparse".
we call abstract. The P { O N E ) parameter is set to 0.5 for
So far we have mentioned three parameters used to genconcrete words, and 0.1 for abstract words. Note that simerate
our random semantic representations: The P { O N E )
ilar representations are assumed elsewhere in the literature
parameter
determines the concreteness or imageability of a
[Cottrell & Plunkett, 1995, Plaut & Shallice, 1993].
word, while N N B O R S and P { F L I P ) determine how many
To capture the concept of a semantic neighborhood, in
semantic neighbors a word has and how close together they
which a number of words have similar meanings, we want
are. There is a fourth andfinalparameter attached to each
to generate output patterns such that two patterns from the
word, the F R E Q parameter. This determines the relative fresame semantic neighborhood have more bits in common than
quency
of the word, or how often it is seen during training.
two patterns from different neighborhoods. W e capture this
Table
1 records the various levels used for each of the four
concept using the P { F L I P ) parameter. This parameter is the
parameters.
Our base simulation was a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 experprobability that any single bit in the semantic representation
iment
with
6
patterns in each cell for each network resulting
will change, or "flip" between two neighbors. This controls
in
96
word
patterns
for each network.
how tightly packed the patterns in a neighborhood will be.
W e use the terms "dense" and "sparse" to distinguish low and
Table 1: Summary of Simulation Parameters.
high P { F L I P ) values respectively.
All patterns in a neighborhood are generated from a single prototype pattern which is not included in thefinalset of
Probablity that a bit in
P{ONE)
0.1 = abstract
training patterns. The process we use to produce these patthe pattern is a one
0.5 = concrete
terns is designed so that:
P{FLIP)
Prob. that bitflipsbe0.05 = dense
Training Patterns

tween 2 patterns in n'hood
• the probability that a bit in any pattern is a 1 is independent
Number of patterns in
N
N
B
O
R
S
of all other bits, and is given by P { O N E ) ,
the neighborhood
F RaE Q
Relative number of
• the probability that two corresponding bits between
pair
presentations
in training
of patterns in a neighborhood are different is independent

0.15 = sparse
6 = dense
2 = sparse
1 =low
4 = high

of all other bits in the pattern and is given by P { F L I P ) .
First a prototype pattern is generated where each bit is ranTraining Method
domly set to 1 with probability P { O N E ) . To generate a single exemplar pattern from the prototype, we randomly and
W e trained and tested ten separate networks, each with difindependently decide whether or not toflipeach bit. This de- ferent initial weight values, and different sets of patterns gencision is made in two stages. First, with probability p, the bit erated using the parameters described above. Our networks
were trained using Pearlmutter's method for continuous, reis designated to be resampled. Next, each bit so designated
is set to 1 with probability P { O N E ) similar to the process
current back-propagation through time [Pearlmutter, 1989].
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During training, before the presentation of a new input pattern, the activation of each unit (sy) was set to 0.3, and the

2.4-]

the inverse-sigmoid of the initial activation of 0.3. This ini-

E 2.2H
en 2.0B

tial activation value was chosen as it is the average value of
all output pattern bits in the training set.

(A 1.8

time-averaged net input (ly') was set to -0.8473, which is

O n each presentation, mean 0 Gaussian noise with standard
deviation 0.05 was used to corrupt the input portion of the
training pattern. The activation values of the input layer were
set at time t = 0to this corrupted pattern, and activation was
propagated forward using the formula of the previous page,
until simulation time t = A. During this time the input layer
activations were clamped to their noise-corrupted values so
they did not change between time 0 and 4.
During the back propagation phase, cross entropy error
[Hinton, 1989] between the activation of the output layer and
the output training pattern was injected between time t = 2
and 4. The error accumulated during this period was backpropagated to time 0, but no farther.
Gradient descent with m o m e n t u m was used to calculate
new weights, and the weight changes were applied before the
next pattern was presented. The learning rate was 0.005, with
m o m e n t u m 0.8. Each network was trained for 1000 epochs
at T = 0.2. This was followed by "annealing training" consisting of 6 0 epochs at t = 0.05, and 40 more epochs at
r = 0.01.
Simulation 1 - Results & Discussion
After training, w e assessed the settling times for each of the
96 patterns for each of the ten networks. Each network unit
was initialized to its starting activation of 0.3, and allowed to
settle. In this simulation, the network was considered settled
when no output unit changed by more than 0.001 in a single
time tick. This is the method used in [Plaut, 1995], and is
similar to that of [Plaut et al., 1996].
At this point, for every training pattern, the sum squared
error on thefinalactivation of the network is within y/O^ of
the training pattern, which is adequate to assure us that no bit
is off by more than 0.5.
Figure 2 plots the main effects on settling time for the four
parameters. In these graphs, the dependent axis plots the average amount of simulation time the network took to settle to
a stable semantic output. The error bars plot one standard error on each side of the mean. M e a n settling times are plotted
after various amounts of training ranging from 200 to 1000
epochs. T h e weights used in these graphs were derived by
doing annealing training starting from the weights produced
on the same set of 10 networks after 200, 400, 600, 800, and
1000 epochs of training.
W e performed 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 repeated measures A N O V A s
on the settling times at 1000 epochs. Each of the 10 networks
was treated as a separate subject, and all 4 factors were treated
as within subject sources of variance. The results show that
all the main effects, except for N N B O R S , are significant.
Frequent words settle faster than infrequent (FpREQi'i-,^)
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Figure 2: Main Effect for Simulation 1
= 897 7 < 0 001). Abstract words are faster than conCrete ( F ; L k ) ( 1 . 9 ) = 12.1, P = 0.007). T h e influence of
the P ( F L I P ) parameter is to m a k e words in dense semantic neighborhoods faster {Fp(FUP){'^,^) = 6.90, p = 0.027).
The direction of influence for N N B O R S is consistent with
P { F L I P ) , but the result is not significant {Fnnbors{'^, 9)
= 4.92, p = 0.054).
The same pattern of significance is obtained w h e n the analysis is performed at 200,400, 600, and 800 epochs. W e have
also performed preliminary trials using a number of other
manipulations: changing the magnitude of the stopping criterion, the range of the P { O N E ) parameter, and the range
of F R E Q . With the exception of the F R E Q experiment,
none of these manipulations had any noticeable effect on the
result. In the F R E Q manipulation, frequencies of 1 and 8
were used. All significant effects were the same as reported
above except for P { F L I P ) which showed a non-significant
trend consistent with our reported results. Informal analysis
suggests that m u c h of the effect of P { F L I P ) is lost at high
frequencies.
T h e fact that abstract words are faster than concrete words
is inconsistent with the findings of a number of psycholinguistic studies which report that reaction times to abstract
words in the naming and lexical decision tasks are slower
than to concrete words. These findings were summarized in
the introduction to this paper. This is a problem for those w h o
believe that attractor networks m a k e good models of lexical
access phenomena, while at the same time hold that the primary distinction between abstract and concrete words is that
concrete words have denser semantic bit representations. O u r
finding suggests that a difference in the density of the bit representation is inadequate to explain reaction time differences
of human subjects.
The simulation shows that being in a dense semantic neighborhood results in decreased settling times. This is consistent with the regularity effect in reading. There, according
to [Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989] and [Plaut etal., 1996]

3.2-

the effect is a result of neighborhood training. Training on
one pattern has the effect of reducing reaction times on similar patterns. In our simulation, the mapping between inputs
and outputs is random. Knowing the correct output for some
input can give no information about what is the correct output for any other input. Therefore, the result reported in this
paper cannot be caused by the same kind of neighborhood
training. W e suggest rather that training on a pattern m a y
have the effect of decreasing settling time of patterns which
are nearby in output space. This within-domain neighborhood effect is distinct from the neighborhood training observed by [Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989] which w e will
call a between-domain neighborhood effect, although it may
have significant influence on settling times even in problems
which feature a regular mapping. Further study to determine
the relative size of these two effects is required.
For problems without a regular mapping, this withindomain neighborhood effect may serve as a distinctive prediction of attractor network models. A s such, it is a candidate
for distinguishing between such models and alternative hypotheses.
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Figure 3: Main Effect for Simulation 2
P(ONE)=0.1
Output Units Settle

Simulation 2 • Results & Discussion
W e reran the testing phase of the previous section, using
the same set of ten networks, and the same final weights.
The only difference between this run and the earlier one is
that in this second run hidden units as well as output units
were included in the test for settling. Under this new stopping criterion, each of the main effects is significant at p <
0.05. Unfortunately, the direction of all of the effects except frequency are reversed. Frequent words are still facilitated (Ffreq{1, 9) = 247.1, p < 0.001). However, now concrete words are faster than abstract {Fp(^oNE) (1.9) = 208.5,
p < 0.001). Also, each of the factors controlling the density of a semantic neighborhood now interferes with settling
(i^p(FL/P)(1.9) = 52.5, p < 0.001; F n n b o « 5 ( 1 , 9 ) = 13.1,
p = 0.006). Figure 3 plots the results.
W e have recently successfully reproduced the results of
[Plaut, 1995], which demonstrates possible mechanisms behind associative and semantic priming in an attractor network
model. In [Plaut, 1995], associative priming is shown to have
a m u c h stronger influence on reaction times than does semantic priming. W e have found that in our replication including
hidden units in the stopping criterion has the effect of reversing this result. With hidden units in the stopping criterion,
semantic priming has a stronger influence than does associative priming. For details see [Clouse, 1998].
Note that in both sets of simulations, the only change in
methodology was the introduction of hidden units into the
stopping criterion. H o w could such a small change have such
a large impact on the results?
Given some input pattern and some set of weights, the trajectory followed through activation space for the two tests
must necessarily be identical up to the point where the outputonly criterion is met. After this point, the output units change
very little, but the hidden units continue to change until the
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Figure 4: Settling times for two words
settling criterion is met. The time during which the hidden
units change by themselves is approximately half the length
of time required for the output units to reach criterion. This
is long enough to reverse much if not all of the difference in
settling times of the output units. Seefigure4.
For the case of the P { O N E ) effect, w e have some understanding of why the settling time reverses when hidden units
are included in the stopping criterion. The settling behavior
can be characterized by a number of stages. In the earliest
stage little influence from the input pattern has yet "leaked
through" to the output layer. The observed behavior, which
w e believe is based mainly on the bias weights of the output units, is to turn all outputs off. This is followed by a
second stage in which selected bits corresponding to ones in
the target pattern are turned on in the output. The distance
traveled from all zeros to the correct number of output ones
is much greater for patterns with P { O N E ) = 0.5 than for
those with P { O N E ) =0.1. This m a y account for the longer
settling times for concrete patterns when only the output units
are tested for settling. In thefinalstage, after the output units
have settled, the output units change very little, therefore the
hidden units are settling under constant input. The formulas
governing activation under these conditions dictate that units
with more extreme inputs will tend to reach settling criterion
faster than those with inputs near zero. W e have observed
that the inputs to hidden units are generally more extreme for
patterns with P { O N E ) = 0.5, which accounts for the faster
settling of hidden units for these patterns. That the inputs
to P { O N E ) — 0.5 patterns are more extreme is reasonable
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considering that these inputs consist of more non-zero terms,
due to the greater number of ones in the output. W e have yet
to work out a satisfying explanation for the semantic neighborhood effect.
Since changing the stopping criterion has such a profound
influence on the simulation results, a principled choice of
stopping criterion is very important. C o m m o n practice is to
exclude hidden units from the stopping criterion. This, w e
believe, is based on the reasonable assumption that the activation of the hidden units is, by definition, not visible to
other networks, and therefore has no influence their behavior,
including any network whose task requires deciding if this
network has settled.

[Buchanan et al., 1996] Buchanan, L., Burgess, C. & Lund,
K. (1996). Overcrowding in semantic neighborhoods.
Modeling deep dyslexia. Brain t& Cognition, 32:111-114.
[Clouse, 1998] Clouse, D. S. (1998). PhD thesis, University
of California, San Diego, in preparation.
[Cottrell «& Plunkett. 1995] Cottrell, G. W. & Plunkett, K.
(1995). Acquiring the mapping from meaning to sounds.
Connection Science, 6(4):379^12.
[deGroot, 1989] de Groot, A. M. B. (1989). Representational aspects of word imageability and word frequency as
assessed through word association. J Exper Psych: Learning, M e m o r y & Cognition, 15(5):824-845.

Conclusion
In this paper w e have reported the results of a simulation of
the effects of a number of different variables on an existing
attractor network model of the mapping from orthography to
semantics. W efindsignificant effects offrequency,the number of ones in the output pattern, and two measures of neighborhood density.
W e find that more ones in the output pattern tends to slow
setding. O n e possible representation of concrete words used
by connectionists includes more one bits. Since the psycholinguistic literature suggests that reaction times to concrete words are faster than to abstract, our result suggests that
this representation causes a conflict with human behavior. A
more radical conclusion, not shared by both authors, is that
concrete words should be represented by patterns with few
bits on, suggesting a more "focal" pattern of activity. W e also
find a semantic neighborhood effect in which words which
have many semantically similar words in the language tend
to settle faster.
In a second set of simulations, w e show that both of these
effects reverse when hidden units are included in the stopping criterion. This w e interpret as an effect which is of interest principally to neural network researchers, rather than as a
prediction of human behavior.
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labels in the laboratory can affect children's performance in
tasks like word generalization and analogical problem solvLanguage plays a pervasive role in our day-to-day experience
ing (Jones & Smith, 1993; Centner, Rattermann, M a r k m a n , &
and is likely to have an effect on other non-linguistic aspects
Kotovsky, 1995). Other developmental studies also show parof life. At the same time, language is itself constrained by the
allels
between linguistic and non-linguistic performance in
world. In this paper w e study this interaction using Playpen, a
various
domains (Jones, Smith, Landau, & Gershkoff-Stowe,
connectionist model of the acquisition of word meaning. W e
1992;
Smith
& Sera, 1992).
argue that the interaction between linguistic and non-linguistic
categories depends on the pattern of correlations in the world
W e believe that learning is the right place to look for reland on their relation to the correlations defined by words. W e
ativistic effects, but w e also believe that the empirical work
then discuss three kinds of possible interactions and present
on development must be supplemented with a computational
simulations of each using Playpen, a neural-network model of
account, one which looks at h o w the demands of linguistic
the acquisition of word meaning.
and non-linguistic tasks m a y lead to long-term effects. In the
paper w e present the beginnings of such an account. In the
Introduction
next section w e discuss the role of correlations in the learning
Language plays a pervasive role in our day-to-day experiof linguistic and non-linguistic categories. Next w e present
ence. Thus it is no surprise that people wonder to what extent
a computational model and discuss the results of three simlanguage in general and the particular language one speaks
ulations demonstrating possible kinds of relativistic effects.
affect the rest of our cognitive abilities. Does language afFinally w e consider the implications of the model for future
fect thought; that is, do linguistic categories influence general
research on linguistic relativity.
cognitive categories? M o r e generally, h o w do linguistic and
non-linguistic categories interact?
Linguistic and Non-Linguistic Correlations
T h e Linguistic Relativity Hypothesis, associated most
We propose that the way linguistic and non-linguistic cateclosely with Benjamin Lee W h o r f (Whorf, 1956), concerns
gories interact depends on the nature of the correlations in
thefirstquestion. T h e claim, in its strongest form, is that linthe world and the w a y these relate to the correlations in the
guistic categories exert a direct influence on general cognitive
language. During theirfirstyear, babies experience the world
categories. Since Whorf, m a n y researchers have attempted to
without any of the biases that are built into language. It
find evidence for this influence (see Lucy (1996) for a reis by n o w clear that they learn a great deal about h o w the
view), but there is as yet no agreement that the evidence has
world works during this time (Baillargeon, 1994; Spelke,
been found.
Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992). O n e aspect of
People have usually studied the effect of language on cogthis learning is the discovery of correlations between feanition by looking for differences in adult speakers of different
tures along different dimensions (Younger, 1990). These nonlanguages. Negative results (Rosch, 1973; K a y & McDaniel,
linguistic correlations define what w e will call non-linguistic
1978) are met with the arguments that the experiments are
categories. In its second year, the child begins to learn lanbiased towards Indo-European languages, are dealing with a
guage, which introduces its o w n categories, defined in terms
part of perception not subject to linguistic effects, or involve
of the correlations between words and non-linguistic dimenirrelevant language distinctions which should not be expected
sions. T h e linguistic categories m a y agree or disagree with
to have an effect in thefirstplace. Positive results (Carroll &
the non-linguistic categories. Figure 1 shows some of the
Casagrande, 1958; K a y & Kempton, 1984; Bloom, 1981) are
ways in which the two sorts of categories can be related to
generally explained away as effects of culture, biased stimuli
one another.
or the linguistic nature of the task being used.
M o r e recently, linguistic relativity has been studied in the
Given these sorts of correlations, linguistic and noncontext of learning, and the picture there looks more promislinguistic cognition could interact at several levels. First,
ing for linguistic relativity. It has been shown that the order in
some words could be rendered easier to learn than others.
In fact, some categories of words are consistently learned
which children learn certain words, as well as their patterns
of overgeneralization, depend on the language being learned
before others, an effect which cannot be explained by fre(Brown, 1994; B o w e r m a n , 1996), evidence for an effect of
quency. Across languages nouns are learned before verbs
language on the rest of cognition. This is further supported
(Nelson, H a m p s o n , & Shaw, 1993) and instrument verbs are
by converging evidence from studies showing h o w learning
learned before other verbs (Huttenlocher, Smiley, & CharAbstract
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Figure 1: Possible correlations between linguistic and nonlinguistic categories. Non-linguistic features, represented by circles,
may be associated with words, represented by squares, in such a
way that the words agree with non-linguistic categories (squiggly
pattern), disagree with non-linguistic categories (solid pattern), subdivide non-linguistic categories (cross-hatched pattern), or combine
non-linguistic categories patterns (diagonal hatched pattern).

perceptual dimensions. Alternatively, the non-linguistic correlations m a y be irrelevant for the linguistic categories. T h e
child has both linguistic and non-linguistic tasks to perform.
In performing the non-linguistic tasks, the child can rely on
non-linguistic correlations, but if the language agrees with
these correlations, she can rely on linguistic correlations as
well. O n the other hand, if the non-linguistic correlations
have nothing to do with the language, non-linguistic tasks can
only be performed using these correlations. This implies that
the strength of the non-linguistic correlations might vary with
the languages. While w e k n o w of no direct evidence for this
possibility, the strong version of the Linguistic Relativity H y pothesis predicts this sort of effect m a y be found.
In what follows, w e provide illustrations in the model of
all three sorts of interactions, the influence of the match between linguistic and non-linguistic categories on the relative
ease of words, the influence of linguistic categories on attention to perceptual dimensions, and the influence of linguistic
categories on the w a y in which non-linguistic categories are
represented.

The Model
Playpen (Gasser & Colunga, 1997) is a connectionist model
of the acquisition of word meaning. For the purposes of this
paper, the following features of the model are relevant:

ney, 1983; Behrend, 1990). These orderings have been explained in terms of the traditional view that categories are
formed around strong correlational structure (Rosch, Mervis,
Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976; Kersten & Billman,
1997). This strength-of-correlations account should also hold
for the correlations between words and other perceptual inputs. Words that agree with previously learned categories
should be easier to learn than words that disagree with them.
Another place where an effect of language on cognition
could be found is in the highlighting (or downplaying) of
dimensions that are relevant (or irrelevant) to the language
being learned. This effect on attention could be shown in
both linguistic and non-linguistic tasks. Hunt and Agnoli
(1991) suggest that learning a language that makes a distinction could m a k e speakers of that language more sensitive to
that distinction in non-linguistic tasks, a direct effect of language on perception.
A n example of a linguistic task where effects of language
on attention can be observed is the development of the shape
bias. Children at around 18 months of age tend to generalize words to novel objects of the same shape as the exemplar,
rather than to novel objects that share size, color or material
with the exemplar. Because concrete nouns in most languages
are organized mainly in terms of shape, this attentional bias
helps them generalize correctly. T h e shape bias appears only
after the child has learned roughly 50 nouns, most of them
naming categories of things that are similar in shape (Jones
et al., 1992). This suggests that it is the learning of words
that drives the learning of the bias. T h e way in which the
linguistic categories correlate with perceptual dimensions apparently causes the learner to attend to particular dimensions,
at least in the context of linguistic tasks.
A more dramatic effect of language would be on the nature
of the non-linguistic categories themselves. Non-linguistic
categories are built up out of correlations between perceptual dimensions. Linguistic categories m a y agree with these
non-linguistic correlations if words correlate with correlating

1. The network is a generalization of a continuous Hopfield
network. Units are updated randomly until the network
settles.
2. Network units have relative phase angles in addition to activation, and feature binding is handled through the synchronization of unit phase angles. Units affect each other's
phase angles via the weights on the connections joining
them.
3. Units are of two types. Micro-object units (MOUs) represent object features. Micro-relation units ( M R U s ) represent relations between the features of separate objects.
Relation words take the form of M R U s . Each M O U has a
single phase angle; each M R U has two phase angles, one
for each of the objects it relates.
4. Connection weights are adjusted via the contrastive Hebbian learning rule (Movellan, 1990).
5. Non-linguistic features and relation words interact through
one or more intermediate layers of M R U s .
Three characteristics of Playpen make it especially well
suited to the study of the interaction between language and
perception. First, linguistic meaning and non-linguistic concepts are not rigidly distinguished. This is important because,
if w e are to enter the linguistic relativism debate without any
biases, w e should not assume from the start that linguistic
and non-linguistic concepts are independent. T h e model allows correlations to develop in the layers of M R U s separating
words and non-linguistic perception as learning takes place,
and these correlations can have m o r e or less of a linguistic
character Second, the model is designed to deal with relational knowledge. Languages vary more in the w a y in which
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they express relational information than in the way they express information about objects, so it is more likely that effects of language will be found in relational words (Centner
& Boroditsky, 1998) While w e do not model these properties
of relation words, they argue for focusing on relation words
as a possible site of relativistic effects, and modeling these
effects would require a system capable of handling relations.
In particular, a model must be able to learn relational correlations (Gasser & Colunga, 1998). Third, the model can
be "run" in both the "comprehension" and the "production"
directions, allowing for the possibility of mutual effects of
language and perception on one another.
Experiments
T h e three simulations w e describe here were based on a set
of pre-defined correlations a m o n g non-linguistic dimensions
and correlations between the non-linguistic dimensions and
words. There were two non-linguistic dimensions, and relations within each dimension correlated with relations within
the other. That is, a pair of objects with particular values on
one dimension tended to have particular values on the other.
T h e relational correlations are shown in Figure 2a.
Dim 1

Dim 2

AA

I

AB

V -

BA
BB i

Easy Language
Hard Language

T h e architecture of the networks used in these simulations
is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Network architecture. Micro-object units are represented
by squares, micro-relation units by diamonds. Arrows indicate complete connectivity between layers. Each Hidden M R U is associated
with a pair of Perceptual Dimension M O U s . A possible pattern
across the network is shown. Darkness indicates activation, and arrow direction indicates relative phase angle.
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DD i
- - Word 1
Word 2

a
Figure 2: Correlations used in experiments. A, B, C and D represent possible micro-relations between features on Dimensions 1 and
2. (a) The micro-relations are associated with each other across the
dimensions in the two clusters shown, (b) Possible pairings of relations on the two dimensions are associated with one or the other of
two words. In the Easy language, the words agree with the nonlinguistic correlations; in the Hard language, the words correlate
only with micro-relations on Dimension 1.
We defined two "languages," an Easy language, which
agrees with the non-linguistic correlations, and a Hard language, which disagrees with the non-linguistic correlations,
as shown in Figure 2b. Each language consists of two relational words. For the Easy language, the categories in the
world agree with the categories promoted by the words. That
is, each of the two correlational clusters existing in the world
is associated with one of the words in the language. For the
H a r d language, the words cut across the two prelinguistic correlational clusters in such a w a y that the word describing a
pair of values along the two dimensions is determined by the
value along Dimension 1 only. For example, according to the
pattern of correlations between dimensions in Figure 2, the
pairs of values labeled A - B and B - A should be in the same
category but they are assigned to different words in the Hard
language. That is, the value along Dimension 2 is not predictive of the linguistic category.
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The networks are trained and tested on two different tasks.
For Non-linguistic Pattern Completion, they are presented
with a pattern on one of the Perceptual Dimensions and expected to produce an appropriate pattern on the other. (Note
that there are always two possibilities for the appropriate pattern.) T h e network can learn to solve this task using the connections joining the Perceptual Dimension and Hidden Relation layers or the connections between the two Hidden Relation layers. For Production, the networks are presented with
a pattern on the Perceptual Dimensions and expected to output a word.
Experiment 1 - Difficulty of languages
T h e goal of this experiment is to see h o w the different correlational patterns both between dimensions and with the words
affect the difficulty of learning the two languages. T h e networks werefirsttrained in a Pre-linguistic Phase on Nonlinguistic Pattern Completion alone for 30 repetitions of the
relevant training patterns (epochs). Next, during a Linguistic
Phase, Pattern Completion training was discontinued, and the
networks were trained on Production for seven epochs. W e
predict that the Easy language will be learned faster than the
Hard language during the Production phase because the Easy
language categories agreed with the non-linguistic categories.
During the Pre-linguistic Phase, the networks mastered the
Pattern Completion task by learning weights between the two
Hidden layers representing the non-linguistic correlations.
Results for the Linguistic Phase are shown in Figure 4.
T h e data were submitted to a 2(Language) * 7(Epoch) anal-

as well as across languages. If this is true, this would explain the facilitated learning of instrument verbs over other
verbs. The instrument together with the action form a tight
correlational cluster that is likely to be there prelinguistically.
In contrast, for a more abstract verb, for example, enter, a
child would have to concentrate on the one thing that matters
(path) and ignore the other aspects of the situation to which
the word applies. This is also consistent with findings that
in Tzeltal, a M a y a n language with an apparently complicated
system for expressing spatial relations, context-specific spatial relation words are learned earlier than the more abstract
spatial prepositions (Brown, 1994).

Peifomuince in Prodnction T a s k
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Experiment 2 - Highlighting dimensions

epoch

Figure 4: Results for Experiment 1. The Hard language is harder
to learn than the Easy language.

ysis of variance for a mixed design. This analysis revealed a
main effect of epoch, indicating that the networks get better
as they receive more training. M o r e importantly, as predicted,
there is a main effect of language (p < .001). Thus, the Easy
language is learned faster than the Hard language, although
by the end of the training the two networks have comparable
performance. N o interactions between language and epoch
were found.
The results m a k e sense for two reasons. Given the correlations between the Perceptual Dimensions and the two language situations, a network learning the Easy language could
choose to attend to Dimension 1, to Dimension 2, to both
dimensions or even to different dimensions for different values along the dimensions. In contrast, to learn the Hard language the network needs to attend to Dimension 1 and ignore
Dimension 2. Since the space of possible good solutions is
larger for the Easy than for the Hard language, the words in
the Hard language to be harder to learn than the words in the
Easy language.
A second reason for the ease of the Easy language concerns the effect of the non-linguistic correlations on language
learning. In the case of the Easy language, learning the right
association between one perceptual input and its corresponding word should improve the chances of producing the right
word for the other instances of that word. This is because
of the previously existing correlations. At the beginning of
Production training, any associations between a Hidden unit
and the Word layer indirectly affect the other Hidden units
involved in non-linguistic clusters with that Hidden unit. In
the case of the Easy language, the correlations help since linguistic and non-linguistic categories agree; in the case of the
Hard language, the correlations fail to help solve the Production task.
This experiment demonstrated h o w words can differ in ease
of learning to the extent that they agree with non-linguistic
categories. That is, given a particular set of perceptual dimensions, for example, the set of dimensions that is learned
relatively early because of its salience or importance to the
child, words will differ in the degree to which those dimensions define them. A n d this difference will lead to differences
in ease of learning. The comparison holds within languages
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The goal of the second simulation is to verify that the networks trained on the Hard language d o in fact pay more attention to the relevant than to the irrelevant dimension. To test
this w e presented the trained networks with novel perceptual
input patterns. W e predict that the networks trained on the
Hard language will produce the word which is consistent with
the relevant dimension (Dimension 1), while those trained on
the Easy language should show no such preference. For example, in Figure 2, if the network is given the values for A in
D i m l and C in D i m l , the networks trained on the Hard language should tend to output W o r d I, because only the pattern
on D i m l (A) counts. In the same situation networks trained
on the Easy language could output either W o r d I (consistent
with A A and A B ) or W o r d 2 (consistent with C C or D C ) .
Networks werefirsttrained in the Pre-linguistic Phase, then
in the Linguistic Phase for 7 epochs of training on the Production patterns. W e were only concerned with the performance
following this training. To compare the performance of the
networks, w e subtracted the number of words agreeing with
Dimension 2 from the number of words agreeing with Dimension 1. Thus a positive result indicates a preference for
Dimension 1, a negative result a preference for Dimension 2.
The results are shown in Figure 5. A T-test revealed that,
as expected, the networks trained on the Easy language had
a different preference pattern from those trained on the Hard
language. In fact, the networks trained on the Easy language
showed no preference for either word while the networks
trained on the Hard language showed a significant preference
for the words consistent with Dimension 1.
Experiment 3 - Effect of language on non-linguistic
categories
The goal of Experiment 3 is to determine whether the difference in the two languages can have an effect on the w a y in
which the network learns the correlations between the Perceptual Dimensions. During pre-linguistic training in Experiments 1 and 2, the networks readily learned the weights
on the connections joining the two Hidden layers representing these correlations. Since each hidden unit is associated
with a pair of values along one of the Perceptual Dimensions,
these weights are easily interpreted. Pre-linguistic training
results in positive weights on each of the connections joining
Hidden-layer M R U s representing pairs of perceptual features
which correlate and negative weights on the other connections. A s can be seen from Figure 6a, there are eight correlating pairs; hence eight of the weights joining the Hidden
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Figure 5: Results for Experiment 2. The networks trained on the
Hard language responded with the word consistent with Dimension
1 9 7 % of the time, while networks trained on the Easy language
showed no preference.

icantly larger (p < .02) than the weights in the Easy network.
This shows that the nature of the linguistic categories can directly influence the weights representing the non-linguistic
correlations.
In this experiment w e showed h o w the kind of language
being learned can affect the way the same information is
learned. More importantly, the same task was solved with
or without linguistic knowledge depending on the correlation patterns between the words and the world. This points
out a flaw in one of the most frequent complaints about relativism experiments, namely that whenever a cross-linguistic
difference is found, the task is declared to be linguistic in nature. In our illustration, both networks solve the same task
using different parts of the architecture. There was no behavioral difference between the two networks in either of the
two tasks they were trained on and yet their representation of
the knowledge necessary to solve the tasks was different. W e
think this is a direct effect of the structure of the languages
being learned by the networks on cognition. This suggests
that it is not the task that makes the process linguistic or nonlinguistic, and to a certain extent, that it could be the structure
of the language that does. The fact that w e found no behavioral differences reflecting the weight differences in the networks should not be discouraging. Brain scan studies could
be performed on people to look for effects analogous to the
weight differences in the networks. Also, preliminary results
show language effects during the course of learning suggesting that that is a good place to start looking for evidence for
relativism.

layers are positive, while the other eight weights are negative.
For example, the weight on the connection joining the hidden
units representing A on Diinension 1 and B on Dimension 2
is positive, while the weight for A on Dimension 1 and C on
Dimension 2 is negative.
In Experiment 3, rather than training the networks on the
Non-Linguistic Pattern Completion task before training on
the Production task, w e trained them on the two tasks simultaneously by alternating between the two tasks.
For the Hard network, the two tasks must be solved using
<o o
completely different weights. To learn to produce the correct word, the network must rely on the connections from
the Dimension 1 Hidden layer to the Words layer. To learn
to perform the Pattern Completion task, it needs to learn the
o o
inter-Hidden-layer correlation weights.
o o \
o o
For the Easy network, on the other hand, because the linguistic and non-linguistic correlations agree, the two tasks
can m a k e use of the same weights. In particular, there are two
ways in which the network could learn to solve the Pattern
D D
D
Completion task. It could make use of the inter-Hidden-layer
• D
n
n
correlation weights, as w e expect in the Hard network. Alternately, it could rely on the Hidden-to-Words connections, using the word as a bridge between the two dimensions. These
two paths are shown in Figure 6. Because the Easy network
can perform the Pattern Completion task without the interHidden-layer weights if it has the Hidden-to-Words weights, Figure 6: Two paths for performing Non-Linguistic Pattern Comand because it needs the Hidden-to-Words weights anyway to
pletion, (a) The network uses the between-Hidden-Iayer connections
representing the correlations between the Perceptual Dimensions.
solve the Production task, w e predict the inter-Hidden-layer
This is possible with both the Easy and Hard networks, (b) The netcorrelation weights will be smaller in the Easy than in the
work uses the Hidden-to-Words connections. This is possible only
Hard network.
with the Easy Network.
W e trained 10 networks each on the Easy and Hard set
of patterns, alternating Production and Pattern Completion
tasks. For this experiment, w e are interested only in the interConclusions
Hidden-layer weights that resulted during training, not in the
performance of the networks on the tasks. After four epochs
In this paper w e have argued that linguistic relativity can be
of training, w e compared the correlation weights for the A
best studied in terms of the correlations between different perand B input patterns, that is, the A-A, A-B, B-A, and B-B
ceptual dimensions, the correlations between linguistic categories and perceptual dimensions, and the way in which these
inter-Hidden-layer weights, for the Easy and Hard networks.
A s w e expected, the weights in the Hard network were signifcorrelations interact during the learning of language and of
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non-linguistic tasks. W e focused on three specific relativistic effects and showed how each of these could be simulated
with a simple neural-network model of word learning. W e
believe that such a model is crucial to the relativity debate.
Without an explicit account of how the learning of linguistic
and non-linguistic categories depends on different kinds of
correlations, it will remain unclear precisely what linguistic
relativity might mean for cognition.
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Abstract

response to both intentional and contextual influences and —
crucially in the context of visual dominance phenomena —
Visual dominance refers to the tendency for visual stimuli the
to resolution of response competition. This paper describes
dominate awareness of stimuli of similar or lesser intensity
an extension of the contention scheduling model derived by
presented simultaneously in other modalities. The effect may
the addition of modality specific input channels. Under a varibe seen in simple and choice reaction time studies. W h e n viety
of conditions, the extended model exhibits m a n y of the visual and auditory stimuli are presented separately, visual reacsual
dominance effects seen in Colavita's (1974) multi-modal
tion time is typically slower than auditory reaction time. Howreaction
time experiments.
ever, when visual and auditory stimuli are presented simultaneously the visual stimulus generally provokes the first response.
T h e remainder of the paper begins by reviewing Colavita's
In this paper w e provide a computational account of such vi(1974) results. This is followed by an outline of the consual dominance effects. The simulation extends an existing
tention scheduling model and a s u m m a r y of our previous
computational model of routine action selection, accounting
findings. A detailed description of the theoretical and compufor the counterintuitive visual dominancefindingswhilst protational extensions required of the model in order to simulate
viding further support for the original action selection model.
multi-modal reaction time tasks is then given, and simulations
of the experiments performed by Colavita (1974) are reIntroduction
ported. W e conclude by discussing three issued raised by the
Colavita (1974) demonstrated that although simple auditory
modelling work: the methodological difficulties arising from
reaction time is significantly less than simple visual reaction
the simulation of quantitative reaction time data; the relation
time, visual stimuli appear to dominate awareness w h e n stimbetween the current model and the theoretical literature on
uli of equal subjective intensity are presented simultaneously
visual dominance; and continuing difficulties with the quanin the visual and auditory modalities. This result — an intitative modelling of "conflict" reaction time.
stance of visual dominance — is somewhat counter-intuitive:
one might expect that, on simultaneous presentation, the auColavita's Reaction Time Tasks
ditory stimulus would be detected before the visual stimulus
In Colavita's experiments, subjects adjusted the intensity of a
and thus, on a serial account of attention, be processed before
light so that it was (subjectively) equal to that of a tone. The
the visual stimulus. Instead, the detection of the visual stimlight and tone were then used as stimuli in a number of trials
ulus appears to over-ride processing of the auditory stimulus,
in which simple and choice reaction time were assessed. In
which, Colavita found, could go undetected.
all trials, subjects placed their index fingers over two keys,
Visual dominance is not limited to the prepotency of the vione of which was designated the tone key, and the other of
sual modality with respect to the auditory modality. Posner,
which was designated the light key. In simple R T trials, subNissen, & Klein (1976) discuss a variety of experimental sitjects were told before each trial which stimulus to expect, and
uations in which information presented in the visual modality
were required to respond by pressing the appropriate key. Aftakes precedence over other sensory input (including proprioter the simple R T trials were complete, subjects were given
ceptive input and tactile input). Posner et al. (1976) also prochoice R T trials in which they were not told which stimulus
vide a theoretical account of visual dominance. They argue
would be presented on each trial. The results are reproduced
that visual dominance p h e n o m e n a arise from mechanisms dein table 1, in which reaction times are given in milli-seconds
signed to compensate for the "low alerting capability of visual
and standard errors are shown within brackets. A s can be seen
signals" (p. 161).
from the table, auditory R T was less than visual RT. This difSimple reaction time experiments like those of Colavita
ference was significant. There was no significant difference,
(1974) link simple perception (detection of a stimulus) to simhowever, between R T s in the choice condition.
ple action (effecting a key-press). In previous work (Cooper,
Shallice, & Farringdon, 1995; Cooper & Shallice, 1997) w e
Table 1: Colavita's Reaction Time Data
have developed a computational model of the control of rouSimple R T Choice R T
tine action based on the contention scheduling theory of NorVisual
197(7.9)
299 (9.0)
m a n & Shallice (1986). Although not originally developed as
Auditory
297(8.3)
179(7.2)
a theory of visual dominance (or perceptual phenomena), the
theory does provide an account of the selection of action in
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other low-level schema to become active. W h e n all necessary
component schemas of a high-level schema have been performed the activation of that high-level schema is also inhibited, allowing a further high-level schema to become selected.
This system of inhibition after execution leads, in theory, to a
dynamic system capable of performing organised sequences
The Control of Action
of action without continuous supervisory control.
The original verbal specification of the contention schedulNorman & Shallice (1986) argue that action is controlled
ing theory specified h o w actions were selected, but not h o w
by a semi-automatic "slave system" (known as contention
the arguments of those actions were selected. Thus, whilst
scheduling). This system m a y in turn be controlled by a highthe theory could account for sequencing of actions, no atlevel supervisory system (the supervisory attentional system),
tempt was m a d e to account for the selection of the objects
but such high-level control is only necessary in situations involving attention to detail, planning, trouble-shooting, etc. In to which those actions were to be applied (or, indeed, for the
selection of the specific effectors to perform the actions). T h e
particular, supervisory attention is not required when executcontention scheduling theory has, however, been extended in
ing routine or repetitious tasks. For such tasks, contention
recent computational work (Cooper et al., 1995; Cooper &
scheduling m a y be configured appropriately (by supervisory
Shallice,
1997) so as to incorporate argument selection. T h e
attention) and left to operate autonomously.
basic mechanism consists of further interactive activation netThe contention scheduling system is held to consist of a
works. Within one network, effectors compete for the "effecset of action schemas participating in an interactive activation
tor roles" of actions. Thus, in the case of pick-up, left and
network. Action schemas are hierarchically structured. At
right hands m a y compete to be the hand that carries out the
the lowest level they correspond to action primitives such as
action. Similarly, object representations compete for the obpick-up or press-button. At higher levels they comprise goalject argument roles of schemas (which specify, for example,
oriented sets or sequences of lower-level schemas.
the particular object to be picked up).
A number of influences act upon schema activation within
The viability of the contention scheduling theory as a thethe interactive activation network. Firstly, schemas m a y be
ory of the control of routine action has been demonstrated
excited (or inhibited) by environmental factors (such as the
by the simulation of behaviour in the complex hierarchically
presence of a button, which m a y excite the press-button
structured task of coffee preparation (Cooper et al., 1995;
schema). In the absence of appropriate control such enviCooper & Shallice, 1997). Successful completion of this natronmental triggering is held to cause utilisation behaviour
uralistic task, which involves the addition of various coffee(Shallice, Burgess, Schon, & Baxter, 1989) and capture errelated substances to a m u g of hot water, requires the exrors (Reason, 1984). Secondly, schemas m a y receive exciecution of three intermediate-level schemas, each of which
tation from higher-level schemas within the network. This
comprises four primitive actions. T h e actions within the
top-down activation is gated such that it only flows when the
intermediate-level schemas must be performed in an approparent schema is selected. Schemas are selected when their
priate
sequence (e.g., opening a packet of sugar before pouractivation exceeds a threshold. O n c e selected, a schema will
ing the contents into the m u g ) , but the order in which the
excite its component schemas (i.e., those schemas immediintermediate-level schemas themselves are performed is not
ately below it in the hierarchy), thus increasing the likelihood
critical. In addition, the intermediate goals (e.g., sugaring the
that one or more of the component schemas will also be secoffee) can be achieved by a variety of means (using either a
lected. Thirdly, schemas compete through the mechanisms
sugar sachet or a sugar bowl).
of self activation and lateral inhibition. All schemas are self
A significant concern in this work was to demonstrate that
excitatory. Self excitation tends to maintain schema activathe contention scheduling theory could account for both nortion values. This maintenance is countered by lateral inhibimal behaviour and behaviour resulting from various forms of
tion. Schemas are said to compete if they share resource reneural damage or malfunction. Indeed, the coffee preparation
quirements. Schemas inhibit their competitors by an amount
task was chosen because of the availability of data concerning
proportional to their o w n activation. Fourthly, schemas at
the errors m a d e by neurological patients during the preparaany level m a y receive activation directly from the supervition of coffee within an institutional setting (cf. Schwartz,
sory system. If necessary this excitation m a y be directed at
Reed, Montgomery, Palmer, & Mayer, 1991). With this in
schemas corresponding to primitive actions, causing (under
mind it was shown that reduced top-down activation within
normal functioning) the direct selection of those actions. Fithe schema network leads to a general disorganisation of acnally, a small degree of random excitation and inhibition of
tion similar to that of Action Disorganisation Syndrome (conschemas is assumed to exist. This random noise m a y ultifirming the arguments of Schwartz et al., 1991). It was also
mately lead to minor variations in the system's behaviour.
shown that reduced self activation (or equivalently increased
The various sources of activation, and in particular the
lateral inhibition) within the schema network leads to greatly
competitive sources, lead to a system in which one schema
slowed initiation of action, as is seen in Parkinson's Disease.
from each set of competing schemas will become highly active (and hence be selected). Selection at the lowest level of
Modelling Reaction Time Data
the hierarchy leads to the execution of the primitive action

Colavita also interspersed "conflict" trials with the standard choice trials. In these trials both the tone and light were
presented simultaneously. Subjects were not warned of such
trials. O n 9 8 % of conflict trials, subjects responding by first
pressing the light key.

corresponding to the selected low-level schema. Once performed, the activation of the schema is inhibited, allowing an-
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In order to apply the contention scheduling model to reaction
time data it is necessary to augment the model by I) relating

the selection of action to real time, and 2) including modalityspecitic input channels. W e consider each in turn.
T h e mechanism of interactive activation is modelled within
the implementation of contention scheduling by a cyclic process. O n each cycle the activations of all nodes are updated.
Schemas whose activation exceeds the selection threshold are
also marked as selected, and actions corresponding to any
low-level schemas are performed. Within such models reaction time m a y be related to the number of processing cycles
elapsed between stimulus presentation and action execution.
For simplicity the current work assumes a linear relationship
between processing cycles and time. Thus, each cycle is assumed to take afixednumber of milli-seconds, tc, and processor time, expressed in milli-seconds per cycle, is a parameter
of the simulations reported here.
O u r assumption of a constant cycle time requires some justification. T h e time-course behaviour of interactive activation
networks is crucially dependent upon the precise equations
used to update activation values, and a variety of equations
yield qualitatively similar behaviour (compare, for example,
McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Houghton, 1990; Cooper
et al., 1995). In order to overcome this difficulty, w e consider
behaviour of the model with two different activation update
equations, and with a variety of different (but constant) processor cycle times. Regularities which hold over these variant implementations are more properly understood to arise
from theoretical commitments within the contention scheduling theory, rather than from implementational details relating
to any one particular implementation (cf. Cooper, Fox, Farringdon, & Shallice, 1996).
T h e contention scheduling model m a y be extended to reaction time tasks by the inclusion of modality-specific input
channels. These channels are assumed to feed into the object
representation networks which m a y in turn excite schemas.
A s figure 1 shows, these input channels are assumed to be
independent, and to have separate time parameters. In the

Total visual and auditory reaction time m a y be expressed
in terms of the parameters introduced infigureI:
R T „ = ty + tc, -I-1^
R T a = ia + tc, + U

(1)

This m a y be simplified by merging effector time and channel
time:
RTu = /„-!- tc,
(2)
R T „ = /a + tc.
ly and la are referred to as visual and auditory lag, and are
given by:
/„ = «v + t,
(3)
la = t a + te
Furthermore, as noted above w e assume a linear relationship
between processing time and processing cycles:
tcs = # of processing cycles x tc

(4)

The behaviour of input channels is assumed to be influenced by a second parameter, the channel's strength (or
weight). A channel's strength determines the impact of
signals travelling through that channel on the contention
scheduling system. Within the model, visual dominance is
held to arise from the interaction of strength and timing parameters within the different modalities. In particular, the
strength of the visual channel is assumed to be greater than
that of the auditory channel (leading to dominance of the auditory channel by the visual channel under simultaneous stimulus presentation), but the auditory channel's time lag is assumed to be less than that of the visual channel (leading to
shorter reaction times in the auditory modality than in the visual modality when stimuli are presented separately).
In sum, the extended model, with auditory and visual perceptual channels, includes 5 parameters above and beyond
those present in the original model: auditory lag (la), auditory
channel strength (Sa), visual lag (/„), visual channel strength
'c.v
(s„), and cycle time (tc). A n extensive investigation of regularities that hold across this 5-dimensional parameter space
is necessary before sound conclusions relating to the application of the contention scheduling theory to visual dominance
phenomena can be drawn.
Contention
Hands
In order to simulate Colavita's simple and choice R T tasks
Scheduling
within the extended contention scheduling system it is also
necessary to specify appropriate schema networks. W e assume that the difference between the simple and choice tasks
lies purely in the schemas installed in these networks, and
that all numeric parameters of the complete system are fixed
across the tasks. W e further assume that all parameters governing flow of activation within the contention scheduling
Figure 1: Hypothesised processes from percept to act
system have domain-independent values. W e therefore fix
these parameters to the values used in the coffee preparation
figure, ty is the time elapsed between presentation of a visual
task (Cooper & Shallice, 1997).
stimulus and notification of that stimulus to the contention
scheduling system, ta is the equivalent time for an auditory
Simple Reaction Time
stimulus, tcs is the time taken by the contention scheduling
Although qualitative similarities between the behaviour of
system to select a response, and te is the time taken to press
the button once the contention scheduling system has selected
the model and that of Colavita's subjects m a y be established
without difficulty, the establishment of quantitative equivaa response (including nerve transmission time and time to
overcome effector inertia).
lences is less straightforward. W e begin with the simple R T
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task and a fixed update equation. W e assume that the task
requires four schemas: one which detects when a stimulus is
present, one which detects when a stimulus is not present, one
which corresponds to a key press, and one which corresp()nds
to abstinence of a key press.' The hierarchical network structure of these schemas is shown infigure2, where italic font
is used to indicate schema names and bold font is used to indicate goals.
Decide

No Stimulus

Stimulus Present
0.0

Prepare

Press

0.2

0.4
06
Channel Strength

0.8

Figure 3: RT (in Cycles) as a Function of Channel Strength

value of/„ which will yield a simple visual reaction time near
to that of subjects. Similarly for any value of Sa an appropriWait
Push
ate value of la m a y be determined. The equations effectively
allow the isolation of lines of fixed R T (geodesies) within
Figure 2: Simple R T Schema Hierarchy
[Strength x Lag] space. Figure 4 shows two such lines, corresponding to the observed simple auditory and visual reaction
Note that the schema hierarchy of figure 2 is independent times (with tc = 2 milli-seconds per cycle).
of modality. A s the difference between visual and auditory
channels is assumed to result from their different parameter
Vision
values, it is possible to adopt a modality-free approach to the
Audition
exploration of the relation between these parameter values
120 •
and reaction time. In what follows, w e use the parameters
s and / to refer to modality-free channel strength and lag.
a
The schema hierarchy offigure2 does indeed yield a sys-J
tem capable of simulating simple R T behaviour. Qualitatively
normal reaction time behaviour (i.e., pressing of the appropriU
ate key shortly after the appearance of a stimulus) occurs over
a wide range of parameter values, but the number of processing cycles required of contention scheduling before an action
is effected is highly dependent upon the channel strength (as
would be expected). This relation is shown graphical in fig0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
ure 3 (where channel lag is set to zero). The effect of inChannel Strength
creasing channel lag is to add a constant time to total reaction
time. A s noted above, the effect of modifying cycle time is to
multiply reaction time by a constant.
The results plotted infigure3 are derived from the simulation of 100 trials at each of 51 values of s ranging from 0.00
to 1.00. A non-linear regression suggests an exponential relation between number of cycles and the square of channel
strength:
# cycles = 39.3-1-23.8 x e -S.lxs^

(5)

This provides a good fit to the data, with an R M S error of
0.48 cycles over the 51 data points.
For any value of Sy and Ct, equation 5 m a y be used in conjunction with equations 2 and 4, and the simple reaction times
reported by Colavita and reproduced in table 1, to determine a
'The competitive mechanisms within contention scheduling require that all schemas have at least one competitor. Hence, schemas
are required for both situations in which a stimulus is present and
those in which no stimulus is present.
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Figure 4: Geodesies in [Strength x Lag] Space

Choice Reaction Time
The geodesies in [Strength x Lag] space do not identify
unique values for all five parameters in the model. Rather,
for any value of tc, they define independent pairs of values
for {sy,lv) and {saJa)- The results of Colavita's choice reaction time experiments impose a further constraint on these
parameter values.
A further set of simulations aimed at reproducing choice
reaction time behaviour was therefore performed. In these
simulations, the schema hierarchy given infigure5 was employed. It is assumed that this corresponds to the schema hierarchy that a subject would employ w h e n s/he was not warned
of the stimulus modality before presentation of the stimulus
(as in Colavita's choice R T experiments). All other aspects
of the model remained as in the simple reaction time simulations.

Decide

Table 2: Parameter Values
Equation

N o Stimulus

Stimulus Present

tanh
tanh
tanh
sigmoid
sigmoid
sigmoid

Choose

Auditory
Stimulus

tc
1
2
3
0.5
1
1.5

Sv
0.141
0.210
0.262
0.140
0.210
0.260

Iv
136
80
28
136
81
29

Sa
0.128
0.191
0.237
0.130
0.192
0.241

la
117
60
7
118
61
9

Visual
Stimulus

Prepare

Press
Left

Press
Right

Wait

Push
Uft

Push
Right

"sigmoid" equation is similar to tanh, except that the sigmoid
or logistic function is used in place of the hyperbolic tangent
and a persistence parameter of 0.90 is used.
Conflict Reaction Time

Figure 5: Choice R T S c h e m a Hierarchy
Comparison of the schema hierarchies of figures 2 and 5
shows that choice reaction time requires selection of an additional schema identifying the modality of the stimulus.
W h e n a single stimulus is presented (as in Colavita's standard choice R T trials), this additional step allows more time
for differences in channel strength to play a role, and the
greater strength of the visual channel cancels out that channel's greater lag.
T h e schema hierarchy of figure 5 was found to yield the
observed choice reaction times when, for example, tcs = 1,
{sy,k) = (0.141,136), and {saJa) = (0.128,117). These
(s, I) pairs lie on the appropriate geodesies, and so are guaranteed to also yield appropriate simple reaction times.
Further Results
A s noted above, merely showing that the model can reproduce the Colavita data with one appropriate configuration of
parameters is, methodologically, a poor test of the model.
Firstly, it m a y be argued to be little more than parameter fitting. Secondly, it m a y lead to the results being interpreted
too strictly (by implying that the true value of each parameter has been determined). W e therefore adopt a strategy of
providing multiple parameter configurations, with two activation update equations, which give rise to the data reported by
Colavita. Table 2 presents a series of such parameter/equation
combinations arrived at by the method described in the preceding sections. All equation/parameter combinations in this
table lead to reaction times within 5 milli-seconds (i.e., less
than 1 standard error) of those in table 1.
In this table, equation refers to the function used to calculate change in activation in terms of current activation and net
input. T h e "tanh" function is that used by Cooper & Shallice
(1997). This function specifies that the activation of a schema
node at any time t is the hyperbolic tangent of the s u m of the
net input at that time plus 0.80 times the net input at time i — 1
plus 0.80^ times the net input at time t - 2 plus 0.80^ times
the net input at time t — 3 and so on. 0.80 is a parameter,
the persistence of previous input, which serves a role similar to that of decay in other interactive activation work. T h e
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W e assume that in Colavita's conflict trials — w h e n visual
and auditory stimuli are presented simultaneously but when
the subject is expecting only one stimulus to occur — the
supervisory system deploys the same schema hierarchy as is
used in standard choice trials. In the vast majority of such
situations Colavita found that subjects respondedfirstto the
visual stimulus, and frequently appeared totally unaware of
the presence of the auditory input. M e a n reaction time in
these situations was 303 milli-seconds, which, though greater
than choice reaction time for stimuli in either modalities, was
not significantly so.
W h e n simultaneous visual and auditory stimuli are presented to the model qualitatively similar behaviour is observed: the visual response dominates, with a slowed reaction
time. Because auditory lag is less than visual lag, the schemas
corresponding to the detection of an auditory stimulus initially react more quickly than those corresponding to detection of a visual stimulus. The activation of auditory related
schemas begins to rise. Once the input from the visual stimulus arrives at the schema network, however, the strength of the
visual input causes the activation of visual-related schemas to
quickly exceed that of auditory-related schemas, despite the
lateral inhibitory competition between the two. W h e n the visual schemas are more active than the auditory schemas, the
visual schemas quickly inhibit the auditory schemas, causing
the activation of auditory schemas to fall back to near rest.
Once a visual response is given, the visual schemas are inhibited. If the auditory stimulus is still present, this allows
the auditory schemas to reactivate and become selected. The
basic effect is illustrated infigure6, which shows the salience
of each stimulus throughout a typical conflict trial.
All settings of strength and lag parameters investigated in
the previous section led to the visual stimulus being prepotent (i.e., an initial visual response under conflict conditions).
However, the extent of slowing in the response is consistently
far greater (generally by approximately 100 milli-seconds)
than that observed in subjects by Colavita (1974).
General Discussion
W e have developed a model of visual dominance based on
parallel pre-processing of visual and auditory stimuli and
subsequent competition at the level of the control of action.
The model builds on N o r m a n & Shallice's (1986) contention

1.0

al.'s proposition that visual signals are less alerting than signals deriving from other modalities, although this proposition
might follow as a result of the magnitude of visual lag.
Despite the difficulties mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, the strengths of the model (as an extension of an existing action selection model, and as providing an account
of visual dominance in Colavita's simple and choice reaction
time tasks) suggest that it is worthy of further investigation.
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0.8
0.6
< 0.4 ^
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Abstract
Here, the fundamental question is the existence of a mental
lexicon for pictures, as it exists one for words. A n d so, what is
the structure of the semantic memory and its relationships with
access modalities ?
In the fu^t experiment w e determine if a picture or a word can
activate the same semantic structure by using the semantic
priming paradigm. The classical effect of facilitation was found
for word priming, but not for picture as prime. A n hypothesis is
that the semantic network activated by pictures is different from
that activated by words. In the second experiment, w e
demonstrate that the semantic association structure for pictures
and for words is different. So on the basis of these data, w e
replayed the experiment I. In this case, pictures as words could
induce semantic priming of a word. A n d so w e discuss the issue
of multiple vs unitary semantic storage.
Introduction
Analysis of semantic representation is central to the study
of language comprehension. Semantic m e m o r y is initially
described as a network (Quillian, 1967) constituted by
nodes interconnected by links. Nodes are generally words
and the semantic network is described as an organization
of verbal entities. So, semantic networks are essentially
verbal networks. This brings up the question of the
semantic processing of pictures. Both kinds of models were
designed to accoimt for picture processing : in one the
semantic m e m o r y is a c o m m o n structure for words and
pictures; in the other, for each category of input (words,
pictures...) there is a specific corresponding semantic
network. T h e aim of this article is to analyze the
assumption of a c o m m o n semantic representation.
The thesis of a common semantic network is supported by
smdies of picture/word interference tasks (Stroop effect)
which demonstrated the influence of semantic activation in
the processes of color naming (Potter & Faulconer, 1975;
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Snodgrass, 1980; Glaser & Glaser, 1989; L a Heij, Happel
& Mulder, 1990; Smith & M a g e e , 1980). In fact,
interpretation of the interference effect is difficult because
interference can result from the propagation of activation
either inside a c o m m o n network or between two networks.
In the analysis of interference effects, the hypothesis of two
semantic networks must be distinguished from the
hypothesis of independence of the networks. T o s u m up,
relationships between the two networks can generate
interferences. T h e discussion on the niunber of semantic
files requires comparison of word identification models
with the picture naming model. Indeed, only a precise
description of these two models can allow an explanation
to be m a d e about the origin of interference effects. This
comparison can be facilitated by the fact that some picture
naming models reproduce reading models (Levelt and al.,
1991).
In general, the study of semantic networks is carried out
using the priming technique. T h e experimental paradigm
has been labeled as the single-word semantic paradigm
(Neely, 1991). A trial consists of two events:first,a
semantic context is provided by the presentation of a single
stimulus (more often a word) called the prime, to which no
overt response is required. Second, this prime is followed
by a presentation of a single string of letters, called the
target. In nearly all experiments, subjects have been
required either to m a k e a word/nonword decision about the
target (the lexical decision task). In the lexical decision
task, decision latency decreases w h e n the prime and the
target are semantically associated. This facihtation was
examined in some detail by Neely (1976). Semantic
priming effects were initially interpreted in terms of a
spread of activation in a semantic network to nearby nodes
for related words (Collins & Loftus, 1975). In particular

The experiment was divided into three parts, each
corresponding to one of the three categories of prime
(auditorily presented word, visually presented word, and
picture). Each part was m a d e up of 40 associated couples
(prime and target semantically associated), 40 couples of
controls (with neutral prime), 40 couples of disfractors
(with non-word as target), and 40 couples of distractor's
controls (with neutral prime and non-word as target). T h e
associated couples were selected on the basis of the French
table of word association (Lieury, Iff, & Duris, 1976). T h e
target is the first word spontaneously associated to the
prime by more than 50 % of the subjects.

conditions (very short prime-target stimulus onset
asynchronies (SOAs)). this spread of activation might be
considered as an automatic phenomenon. In this condition
the priming paradigm can be used to study the organisation
of the semantic network.
Experiments
The goal of the research presented here is to test the
validity of the hypothesis of a c o m m o n semantic structure,
independent of the input. In the first experiment, w e will
determine if a picture, a word presented auditorily or the
same word presented visually can activate the same
semantic structure. Results from the first research led us to
construct tables of association for pictures (experiment 2).
The third experiment will allow us to specify if there exists
a specific semantic system for pictiu-es.
1 - First experiment
The aim of the first experiment is to examine the role of
the nature of input in the activation of the associative
network. For the lexical decision task, most experiments
have used words as stimuli. W o r d s could be associated by a
graphemical, a phonological (using homophones), a
syntactical, or a semantical relation. The purpose of our
experiment is to determine if the presentation of a picture
or an auditorily presented word (prime) facilitates the
lexical decision on the written word (target).
Method: Subjects. A group of eighteen people, m a d e up of
graduate students and researchers in computer science and
in cognitive science at the University of Paris-Sud, took
part in this experiment. They were native French speakers
who had either normal or corrected to normal vision and
normal hearing. Participation was voluntary.
Materials and design. The stimuli were 240 pairs of items
where the prime was either a written word (i.e. a visually
presented prime word), or a heard word (i. e., an auditorily
presented prime word), or a picture ( colored drawings).
The target was always a written word. Each prime evoked
an object, an animal or a vegetable, etc. W o r d s were
controlled concerning their length (4-9 letters), and the
word frequency was medium. The pictures were selected
from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) norms and
colored to resemble the natural colors of the objects
considered. These were drawings of familiar objects and
animals or vegetables, with a moderate amount of detail,
all easy to identify. The auditory material was composed by
heard words, from the list of written words, recorded
without intentional specific intonation. The auditory prime
words were recorded via a Sound Blaster card on a P C .
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For the picture condition, the neutral prime was a
shapeless picture, for the written-word condition a number
X equal to the number of letters in the associated word
target, and for the auditory condition a continuous sound.
There was an equivalent proportion of associated and
control conditions. Instructions and stimuli were presented
using a P C , either on the center of the screen or via an
acoustic headset. The computer was equipped to permit
millisecond accuracy.
Procedure. Subjects were tested individually. All subjects
went through the three conditions of the experiment and
therefore also went through the three modalities of
presentation. Effects of order and
ranks were
counterbalanced. T h e three conditions of priming were
contrasted with the control condition (with neutral prime).
Subjects m a d e a decision task and respond ed "yes" or "no"
by means of pushbuttons. Right-handed subjects responded
" yes " with the right index finger, left-handed subjects
with the left index finger.
A trial consisted of the presentation of the prime, an ISI
and the presentation of the target. T h e picture prime
appeared for 40 m s , the written-word prime for 60 ms. T h e
identification threshold for pictures and written words w a s
imder 10 m s , weaker for the pictures than for the written
words. The target remained in appearance until the subject
had m a d e a decision, but after 1500 m s . the message " it is
too late " appeared . T h e S O A was 90 m s (as is supposed
to be a condition for automatic activation).
Each session began by practice trials. Trial order was
randomized. Reaction times were measured.
Results and discussion:
Mean values for lexical decision latencies of positive
answers (exact decision for target words) are presented m
Table 1. The number of errors is negligible, i.e. always
inferior to 1 0 % .

conditions. A n A N O V A indicated that there were no
differences (F<1) between control conditions: for prime
pictures mean latency was 597,94, for prime heard-word,
605,36 and for prime written-word, 599,86.

Tablet : M e a n values for lexical decision latencies (msec.)

Prime Picture

Cond. Associated

Control

m

591.12

597.94

a

27.18

22.63

When the prime is a word, the classic effect (Neely, 1991)
of facilitation was found: the lexical decision is shorter
w h e n the prime and the target are semantically linked.
This result usually found with written words was also
found w h e n the prime was a word presented acoustically.
Thus, visual and acoustic words activate the same semantic
system. In contrast, the effect of facilitation was not found
w h e n the prime was a picture. A n explanation of our data
is that there exists two semantic networks, one for pictures
and one for verbal inputs.
2. Experiment 2 : Associations table

Prime Written-Word

Cond. Associated

Control

m

571,66

599,86

a

15,81

29,76

In the first experiment, the associated couples were
selected from the "table of verbal associations" (Lieury and
al., 1976). If the semantic network is different for words
than for pictures, the table of associations will also be
different. So, to test the hypothesis of a dual semantic
network it is necessary to define a " table of picture
associations". T o compare the pictiu-e prime condition
with the verbal prime condition a n e w " word association
table" has been constructed with the same group of
subjects.
Method: Subjects
Thirty graduate students at the University of Paris-Sud
volunteered for this experiment. They were all native
French speakers. N o n e had previously seen the set of
pictures

Prime Heard-Word

Cond. Associated

Control

m

585,87

605,36

a

17,22

23,35

Materials and design : The stimuli were 284 pictures or
corresponding words. They are the same as those used in
the first experiment. The colored pictures were selected
from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart norms (1980). These
were drawings of familiar objects and animals or
vegetables and were easily labeled. 284 words
corresponding to pictures were used to construct the word
association table. The words were 4 to 9 letters in length
and their frequency was medium.
Design and procedure : Stimuli were presented on a
screen for 10 s. They were numbered. At the beginning of
the experiment subjects received an 11-page notebook
containing the numbers of the stimuli (from 1 to 284).
Subjects were instructed to write the first response
associated with the stimulus in front of its number. They
had the duration of the presentation (10 s) to respond to
each stimulus. For the word association table they wrote

For each situation (picture, heard word and written word)
w e have compared the associated condition with the
control condition. Significant effects were found in the
situation where the prime is a written word (t (17) =
4.810, p = .0002) and in the situation where the prime is a
heard word (t (17) = 3.451, p = .0031); in contrast, w h e n
the prime is a picture there was no difference (t ( 17) =
1.092) between results for associated and control
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thefirstword evoked by the word stimulus, and for the
picture association table they wrote the word that named
thefirstimage evoked by picture stimulus. This last task
was very difficult because, as w e have tested in a prcxious
experiment, thefirstanswer evoked by the subjects is the
name of the picture and then the second word evoked is the
word associated with thefirstword naming, which brings
us back to the verbal associations table. Thus, in this
experiment w e had to encourage them to perform the task
of generating an image associated with the picture
presented. T o avoid n a m e response, subjects were trained
to activate a mental image and to n a m e it (one word) or to
describe it by few words.

3. E x p e r i m e n t 3
The hypothesis of the dual semantic network is tested in
this experiment. T h e experiment 1 is replayed without the
acoustic condition. In the situation where the prime is a
picture, associated couples are chosen by using the
associative picture table.
Method : Subjects. There were 16 volunteer subjects, all
graduate students in computer science or in cognitive
science at the University of Paris-Sud. They were native
French speakers w h o had either normal or corrected to
normal vision and normal hearing.

Subjects who took part in the construction of the two tablesMaterials and procedure. The method was identical to that
used in Exp. I with respect to instructions and presentation
(word association and picture association) were tested in
rates. In the case where the prime w a s a pictiu-e, the target
two sessions : one session with picture stimuli and one
of the associated couple w a s thefirstassociated word given
session with word stimuli. Half of the subjects began with
by a m i n i m u m of 50 % of subjects in the test of
picture stimuli and were tested two months later with word
association.
stimuli and half of the subjects began with word stimuli
and were tested two months later with pictiu-e stimuli. T h e
Results and discussion
experiment was run collectively by group of 15 to 20
subjects.
Mean values for lexical decision latencies of positive
answers (exact decision for target words) are presented in
Results
Table 1. A s in experiment 1, the number of errors is
The first analysis involves calculating the dispersal of thealways inferior to 1 0 % .
answers for each stimulus. For word stimuli, 59.27 % of
Table 2 : Mean values for lexical decision latencies
responses are identical. Thus, more than half the subjects
gave the same association response w h e n the stimulus was
a word. For picttu-e stimuli, the percentage is slightly
Written-word
Prime
Picture
weaker at 60.26 %. T h e difference between these two
percentages is not significant. Despite the difficulty of the
task, when the stimulus is a picture, associative responses
Control
Cond.
Control Associated
Associated
are no more dispersed than w h e n it is a word. Thus, the
picture association table is as valid as the word association
table.
Comparison between the two tables was completed by the
study of the rate of recovery, i.e. the ratio of cases where
the majority's response is the same in the two association
tables (word or image). This rate of recovery is 36.26 %.
Thus, the rate of divergence is 63.74 %.. This result
indicates that associations activated by pictures are
different from those activated by words.
The most important result of this analysis is the fact that
the presentation of the picture is most likely to evoke the
situation in which the stimulus is habitually encountered. It
is the case for 4 3 . 1 5 % of the responses. That leads to the
thought that the associative structiu-es corresponding to
pictures and to words are different. This hypothesis is
evaluated in the third experiment.
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m

553.71

575.44

565.32

581.96

a

21.70

24.84

24.86

19.43

Comparison between associated and control conditions
indicated significant effect for written-word (t (15) = 2.298, p = .0354) and for picture (t (15) = -3.132, p =
.0064). Difference between control conditions w a s not
significant. So, the presentation of a picture activates word
naming associated with an image. Semantic activation
with picture prime is similar to semantic activation with
word prime w h e n the target is a word.

G e n e r a l discussion
The hypothesis of a single semantic network would be
strengthened if phonological encoding preceded semantic
activation. Phonological encoding would generate a single
output for both picture and word. The hypothesis of
phonological encoding before semantic activation is not
supported by studies of picture identification. Levelt and al.
(1991), Dell and O'Seaghdha (1991) and Vikovitch,
Humphreys and Lloyd-Jones (1993) have proved that
semantic processing precedes phonological encoding of the
picture. This conclusion is confirmed by Experiment 2 and
3 results: were this not the case, and the naming of picture
preceded its semantic process, words and pictures would
have the same associated item. In fact, results from
experiments 1 and 3 as well as the study of the table of
figure association indicate that the presentation of a picture
does not evoke the same associated item as the presentation
of a word. In the majority of cases, the presentation of a
picture activates the situation where the object is generally
encountered (bread - bakery) while the reading of a word
evokes another object (bread - butter). These results do not
involve two semantic networks; rather they indicate that
the part of the semantic network that is activated varies
with categories of input. This interpretation of these results
brings up the question of the format of the semantic
network since it is necessary to imagine a semantic
network that could be activated by pictures, or by visual or
auditory presentation of words.
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Abstract

Recently it has been argued that extra-geometric factors
m a y play an important role in the use and comprehension
One large experiment is reported wliich examined the role of
of spatial prepositions. In particular, functional relations
geometry and functional relations on the comprehension of
have been postulated as the key components underlying the
the spatial prepositions over, under, above and below. The
meaning of the spatial prepositions in, on and at
task consisted of rating h o w appropriate a sentence
(Coventry, 1992, 1998; Coventry, Carmichael and Garrod,
(containing one of these prepositions) was to describe a
1994; Garrod and Sanford, 1989; Talmy, 1988;
picture. The results show a significant effect of functional
Vandeloise, 1994). Functional relations have to do with
relations on the ratings given, demonstrating the importance
h o w objects interact with each other, and what the
of
fimctional relations as a determinant of the
functions of objects are. For example, with in, Garrod and
comprehension of spatial prepositions. However, while over
and under were very sensitive to functional relations, above
Sanford (1989) and Coventry (1992, 1998) propose that the
and below were more influenced by geometric relations.
lexical entry is;
Thus these results indicate for the first time that spatial
in: functional containment - in is appropriate if
prepositions are differentially influenced by geometric and
the ground is conceived of as fulfilling its
functional relations, and that geometry and functional
containment function.
relations are distinct factors.
Whether or not in is appropriate depends o n a number of
factors which determine whether the container is fulfilling
Introduction
its function. These include m o v e m e n t over time where the
Spatial prepositions are a m o n g the shortest words in the
figure remains in the same position relative to the
English language. Nevertheless, it is difficult to specify the
container, or where the container is sealed, thus blocking
conditions under which terms like in and over are used.
movement of the figure beyond the rim of the container,
Traditionally geometric constructs have been invoked to
allowing constraint of location over time.
underpin their lexical entries (e.g., Herskovits, 1986). For
Empirical evidence for the importance of this functional
example, in the sentence, "The pear is in the bowl," the
analysis has been forthcoming for topological prepositions.
figure (the pear) is located in the region described by the
For example, Coventry (1992, 1998) found that contiguity
prepositional phrase in the bowl, with the spatial relation
of movement offigurewith groimd significantly increased
expressed by in corresponding to "contained interior to the
the use and rating of in w h e n the figure w a s positioned on
reference object." However, there is not a direct mapping
top of other objects above the rim of a container as
between spatial relations and prepositional usage. For
compared with static scenes where the geometry w a s the
instance, in is appropriate to describe the relationship
same. Conversely, m o v e m e n t of the figure independently
between the pear and the bowl in 1(a) but over would be
of the groimd w a s found to reduce the use of in. Similarly,
the most appropriate term in 1(b) although the geometric
tilting the container reduces the use of in if it looks like the
relations are identical.
figure m a y fall out.
In addition to the effects of movement, Coventry,
Carmichael and Garrod (1994) provide preliminary
evidence that function effects m a y be object specific.
Comparing static scenes involving a jug and a bowl in w a s
used significantly more with the bowl as ground than with
the jug as ground w h e n the pile w a s high. Furthermore,
adding liquid to the jug w a s found to further decrease the
use (and ratings) of in, but m a d e no difference in the case
of the bowl. Thus the addition of water appears to m a k e
the
object-specific function of the jug (to contain liquids)
(a)
more salient, further reducing the appropriateness of the
container as a container of solids. Additionally, Coventry
Figure 1
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et al. (1994) found that labelling the same object a dish
versus a plate influences prepositional usage, indicating
that diflerent nouns suggest different object-specific
properties.
It would appear that the importance of extra-geometric
factors as a determinant of the use and comprehension of
topological prepositions has been established. However, it
is less clear (a) the relative extent to which function and
geometry influence the use and comprehension of spatial
terms and (b) whether extra-geometric factors influence
the use and comprehension of all spatial prepositions.
The present experiment was designed to evaluate the
relative extent to which functional versus geometric
relations contribute to the comprehension of the
prepositions over, above, under, below.

predicted that above and below would be more affected by
changes in geometric relations than over and under.
Experimental Design

Function, Geometry and Over, Under, Above,
Below
T h e role of geometry underpinning the use and
comprehension of projective prepositions such as over,
under, above and below has b ^ n the subject of both
extensive linguistic analysis (e.g., Bennett, 1975; Brugman,
1988; Lakoff, 1987) and recent empirical study (CarlsonRadvansky & Irwin, 1993, 1994; Carlson-Radvansky &
Radvansky, 1996; Hayward & Tarr, 1995; Logan and
Sadler, 1996). Logan and Sadler (1996) found that the
prototypical above relationship is at a point higher than
directly above the reference object. Displacing the figure
from the central axis of the reference object was found to
reduce the appropriateness of the term. However, these
studies involved participants marking points or rating
scenes involving abstract geometric shapes rather than real
objects with any relations between them.
Carlson-Radvansky and Radvansky (1996) found that the
presence of a functional relation between objects to be
described w a s associated with a preference for intrinsic
descriptions, whereas the absence of a relationship was
associated with
a preference for deictic-extrinsic
descriptions. Coventry and Mather (in press) also
demonstrate context effects based on object knowledge with
the spatial preposition over. They found that the
introduction of a context in which a plane had to drop a
b o m b in order to hit a building significantly influenced the
used and rating of over to describe the position of the plane
at various points on a path higher than the building as
compared to a no-context control condition. Furthermore,
there was a relationship between where subjects thought
over was appropriate and where they thought the b o m b
should be dropped to successfully hit the target. However,
no such effects were found for above. F r o m this, Coventry
and Mather have argued that over is more influenced by
extra-geometric factors than above, and that prepositions
m a y cluster into functional and non-functional types.
T h e present experiment therefore manipulated geometry
and function independently and together in order to assess
the influence of both factors on the comprehension of over.
above, under and below. Following the findings of
Coventry & Mather (in press) it was predicted that function
effects should be present with the prepositions over and
under, but absent with above and below. Conversely it was
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The experiment was designed to test for the differential
effects of fiinction and geometry on participants' ratings of
the appropriateness of sentences to describe a series of
pictures. The variables manipulated included three levels of
geometry and three levels of functionality. Either the figure
in the picture was positioned canonicallv above the ground,
at an angle of 45° or at an angle of 90 to the ground (see
Figure 2). For each level of geometry three levels of
functionality were employed. The figure was shown to be
either fulfilling its fiinction, not fulfilling its function, or
other objects were not present to make the functional
relationship relevant (a control). The sentences given to
rate were presented in pairs for each picture. Each sentence
in a pair was identical except for the preposition. For
example, a pair of sentences could be The m a n is under the
umbrella and The m a n is below the umbrella. The
predictions were that if geometric relations had an effect on
the comprehension of these prepositions, the participants
would give the highest ratings to a sentence when it
described a picture where one of the objects appeared in its
canonical position and the lowest ratings w h e n the same
sentence described a variant of the picture which contained
the same object titled at 90°. W e were also predicting that
if functional relations had an effect, participants' ratings
for a particular sentence would be higher w h e n it described
a picture depicting afiinctionalrelation between objects,
than w h e n the fiinctional relation was not present.
Additionally, it was predicted that over and under would be
most sensitive to functional relations while above and
below should be more sensitive to geometric relations.
Method
Participants: Thirty-eight undergraduate students from the
University of Plymouth participated in this experiment as
an extra credit option in a Psychology course. All
participants were native speakers of English.
Materials: The materials for the experiment consisted of
a total of 144 pictures and were based on two sets of four
types of pictures. Each picture in a set had nine variants (3
levels of geometry and 3 levels of functionality), making a
total of 72 pictures. Each picture was printed twice, one
with a pair of sentences (e.g. The m a n is under/below the
umbrella) and the other with another pair of sentences
(e.g. The umbrella is over/above the m a n ) to test all four
prepositions.
Thefirstset of pictures depicted a m a n using an object to
protect himself from a falling object/objects (e.g., a m a n
using an umbrella to protect himself from rain). For each
picture there were three levels of geometry of the object
used by the m a n to protect himself (in this case the
umbrella). Additionally, for each geometric permutation
there were three levels offiinctionality:control, where the

object the m a n tried to protect himself from was absem
(e.g. there w a s no rain); fimctional. where the object was
present (i.e. the rain was falling on the umbrella keeping
the m a n dry); and non-fimctional. where the falling object
was present but the protecting object did not fulfil its
function (i.e. the rain was falling on the m a n despite the
umbrella's presence). See Figure 2 for an example of all
nine levels of picture for one set of materials.

free to use any number in the scale. T h e experimental
sessions lasted around 30 minutes.
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Figure 3: Examples from Material Set 2

Figure 2: Examples from Material Set 1
The second set of pictures depicted two related objects
(e.g., can and a pan). O n e of these objects was always a
recipient object. For each picture there were three levels of
geometry of the recipient object (in this case thepan).There
were also three levels of functionality: control, where the
falling/poiuing object was missing (in this case there were
no beans in the can); functional, where the falling/pouring
object was present (i.e. there were beans falling into the
pan); and non-fimctional. where the falling/pouring object
was present but did not end up in the recipient object (i.e.
there were beans missing the pan and dropping onto the
floor). See Figure 3 for an example of a picture with all
nine levels of function/geometry (and Appendix for a
description of the picture materials used).
Procedure: Participants were run in groups of 6-10 people.
Each participant received the instructions and a booklet
containing the material. T h e participants were told that
each page of the booklet contained a picture and two
sentences, and that their task consisted of rating h o w
appropriate each sentence was to describe the picture. They
were given a 7-point scale where 1 meant totally
inappropriate and 7 totally appropriate. Participants were
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The test materials were divided into two parts. One copy
of each picture (with one pair of prepositions) appeared in
part one and the other copy of the picture (with the other
pair of prepositions) in part two. Half of the participants
saw part onefirstand the other half saw the second part
first (though participants were not aware of the two parts).
Additionally, the materials were randomised in a stratified
fashion. W e created 9 groups of 8 pictures for each part.
Each group had one picture from each material set, and
corresponded to a different level of geometry and
functionality. Then, each individual group was randomised
before being grouped with another group. Each participant
had a different grouping and randomisation. T h e end result
of this process meant that the possibility of priming effects
was minimised.

Results
The results for each set of materials are reported separately.
Material Set 1
A five way analysis of variance (fully within) was
performed on the rating data. T h e variables were material
type
(umbrella/man,
head/hat,
shield/viking,
visor/gardener), function (e.g., functional, non-functional
and
control), angle
(canonical, 45°, or 90°),
superior/inferior prepositions (over/above and under/below;
higher than and
lower than prepositions) and

Material Set 2

functional/non-functional prepositions (over/under and
above/below).
A m a i n effect of function w a s found [F(2, 7 2 ) = 82.41, p
< 0.0001]. Follow-up analysis using T u k e y H S D tests
revealed significant differences between all three levels of
function. T h e highest ratings were given for the functional
scenes, a n d the lowest ratings w e r e given for the nonfunctional scenes. There w a s also a m a i n effect of angle
[F(2, 7 2 ) = 213.22, p < 0.0001]. A s expected, the highest
ratings w e r e given for the canonical orientation a n d the
lowest for the 9 0 ° pictures. All three levels differed
significantly from o n e another.
N o m a i n eflFect w a s found for the superior/inferior
distinction [F(l, 3 6 ) = 0.37, p > 0.05]. H o w e v e r a m a i n
effect w a s found
for the over/under-above^elow
comparison [F(l, 3 6 ) = 76.07, p < 0.0001]. Overall
over/under w e r e given lower ratings that above/below.
A significant interaction w a s observed between function
a n d angle [F(4, 144) = 5.36, p < 0.001]. For the 4 5 degree
a n d 9 0 degree angles, the ratings for functional, nonfunctional a n d control scenes differed significantly from
o n e other. W i t h the canonical position, there w a s n o
significant difference between the functional a n d control
scenes although the non-functional scenes did differ
significantly from the other two.
T h e r e w e r e also significant interactions between the
functional/non-fiinctional preposition distinction a n d angle
[F(2, 7 2 ) = 122.15, p < 0.0001] a n d function [F(2, 7 2 ) =
34.36, p < 0.0001]. T h e s e interactions are displayed in
Figure 4.
T h e r e w e r e a n u m b e r of materials effects a n d
interactions. N o t only w a s there a m a i n effect of materials
PF(3, 108) = 80.07, p < 0.0001], but materials also
interacted with function, angle a n d the functional/nonfunctional distinction. O n examination all sets of materials
behaved the s a m e w a y with all the m a i n variables - w h a t
differs between materials is the size of the effects although
the direction remains the s a m e in each case. It w o u l d
appear that s o m e sets of materials are m o r e functional than
others, a n d this should b e noted in future studies.

Again a five-way analysis of variance (fiilly within) was
performed on the data). T h e variables were material type
(tap/bucket, chute/skip, can/pan, bottle/glass), function
(e.g., functional, non-functional and control), angle
(canonical, 45°, or 90°), superior/inferior prepositions
(over/above and
under/below) and ftinctional/nonfiinctional prepositions (over/under and above/below). The
results were very similar to those found with the first
material set. M a i n effects of function [F(2, 70) = 96.23, p <
0.0001], angle [F(2, 70) = 164.71, p < 0.0001] and the
functional/non-functional distinction [F(l, 35) = 119.45, p
< 0.0001] were found, all in the same direction as those
found with Material Set 1. Additionally there w a s a main
effect of the superior/inferior distinction [F(l, 35) = 5.24, p
< 0.05]. Above and o\er were given lUgher ratings that
belovi and under overall, which is consistent with previous
work (e.g., Seymour, 1974). Similarly, there w a s also an
interaction between angle and the superior/inferior
distinction [F(2, 70) = 5.80, p < 0.01].
There was a significant interaction between function and
angle [F(4, 140) = 10.47, p < O.OOOI]. Follow-up analysis
revealed that all three levels of functionality differed
significantly from one another in the predicted direction at
every geometric position.
There were also significant interactions between function
and fiinctional/non-functional prepositions [F(2, 70) =
35.86, p < 0.0001] and angle and fimctional/non-fimctional
prepositions [F(2, 70) = 46.52, p < 0.0001]. This pattern of
results w a s the same as those found for Materials Set 1.
Function has an effect with over/under but not with
above/below. Conversely, angle had an effect with
above/below but not with over/under. T h e three-way
interaction between function, angle and functional/nonfunctional prepositions was also significant [F(4, 140) =
7.26, p < 0.0001]. This is displayed in Figure 5.
A s with Material Set 1, there was a main effect of
materials plus interactions between materials and ftmction
and angle. O n examination all sets of materials behaved in
the same w a y with all the main variables - what differs
between materials is the size of the effects although the
direction remains the same in each case.
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G e n e r a l Discussion
The results across both sets of materials were very similar.
Main effects of function and angle were found in both sets,
demonstrating that functional relations and geometry arc
both important factors in determining the appropriateness
of a preposition to describe a spatial scene
With regards to geometry, the results were very similar to
those found in the literature (Carlson-Radvamsky & Irwin,
1993, 1994; Hayward & Tar, 1995; Logan & Sadler, 1996).
W h e n the figure is displaced from the point directly above
the central axis of the reference object, appropriateness
ratings for suitable spatial prepositions decrease.
Additionally, the study showed a main efifect offiinctionof
similar magnitude to that found for the geometric
manipulation. Participants gave significantly higher ratings
to sentences corresponding to scenes where the functional
relation between objects held, than to sentences
corresponding to scenes where an object was shown not to
be fulfilling its function.
The interaction between geometry and function also
reveals that it is not the case thatfiinctionalrelations only
become important w h e n the prototypical geometric relation
is not present. Functionality effects were present with both
sets of materials at all three positions, not just in the
marginal geometric cases.
The effects found in the experiment presented in this
paper build on thefindingsobtained by Carlson-Radvansky
and Radvansky (1996). These authors found that functional
relations influenced frame of reference selection. Frame of
reference ambiguity was absent in the present study,
providing evidence that functional relations are crucial both
not only in the choice of frames of reference but also to
determine the appropriateness of a spatial term within a
single frame of reference.
Although materials effects were observed across both
sets, effects of flinctionality and geometry were in the same
direction for all sets. It is worth noting, however, that the
canonical position for the figure across scenes did differ,
which m a y have lead to the material differences. For
example, an umbrella is normally held directly above the
head, whereas a shield is usually held in front of the body.
Given the existence of functionality effects in the present
study, and previous research indicating that there are
object-specific function effects with topological prepositions
(Coventry et al., 1994) future studies need to control for the
types of object relations used if geometry is to be the focus
of attention.
It should be noted that most studies examining projective
prepositions have focused on geometric relations. For
instance, Logan and Sadler (1996) using abstract objects,
showed typicality effects for projective prepositions. They
propose that geometric templates are used to assess the
appropriateness of spatial terms. However, this proposal
should be treated with caution. It m a y be the case that such
effects are only present with abstract objects where subjects
distinguish between geometric regions as they have no
other information to go on.
The present study has, for thefirstterm, demonstrated
the importance of both function and geometry in the
comprehension of projective prepositions. Furthermore,
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clear evidence has been produced that some prepositions
are more influenced by functional relations while others are
more influenced by geometry. T h e rating of over and under
across both sets of materials were influenced mainly by
functionality, while above and belov/ were mainly
influenced by geometry. This pattern of results supports the
findings of Coventry and Mather (in press), for over and
above, but also extends the results to under and below. It
m a y be the case that prepositions cluster into two groups:
one where the meaning is primarily determined by the type
of simple geometric construct, as proposed by Herkovits
(1986), and the other where the meaning is primarily
determined by a myriad of extra-geometric factors, which
might include not only functional relations, but other
contextual factors as well. Future research should examine
this n e w distinction further.
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A p p e n d i x - Materials U s e d
Setl:
Umbrella and m a n (with or without rain)
Shield and Viking (with or without spears)
Hard hat and workman (with or without brick)
Visor and gardener (with or without insect)
Set 2:
Glass and bottle (with or without wine)
Bucket and tap (with or without water)
Pan and can (with or without beans)
Skip and rubbish chute (with or without bricks)
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our h u m a n interactions. W h a t w e need is a theory that
accounts for the cognitive function of emotions, a theory that
explains rather than takes for granted our knowledge of
Emotions are a special class of Intentional states with structural
classes of emotions with radically different functions.
components and properties similar to those of the traditional
This version of Dahl's theory^ is based upon three basic
somatic appetites of thirst, hunger and sex. These were
propositions: (1) a 3-dimensional classification scheme of
originally part of a hardwired, phylogenetically adapted,
emotions, (2) the intentional (cognitive) concepts of wishes
nonverbal information system for implicitly conveying
and beliefs,^ and (3) the biologically rooted concept of
information about these states both among and within individual
appetites. The ground covered includes:
members of the species. A classification system provides two
major functional classes of emotions, (1) those serving as
1. A 3-dimensional classification scheme;
Appetitive Wishes toward objects, and (2) those serving as
2. Basic definitions of wish, pleasure, unpleasure, and
Beliefs about the status of fulfillment of those and other
appetite;
significant wishes. Thus, emotions such as Anger and Fear
3. T w o major functional classes of emotions;
indicate a wish to attack or escape from some object or
4. A causal feedback model of the two classes;
situation, while Love and Surprise indicate wishes to care
5. The relationship ofthe model to commonsense knowabout or explore an object or situation. Emotional wishes, like
ledge of emotions.
their somatic brethren, require Consummatory Acts for their
fulfillment. The result of these acts are emotions such Anxiety
A 3-Dimensional Classification of Emotions
and Depression, which indicate Beliefs that the relevant wishes
will be hard or impossible to satisfy, or Contentment and
W e take for granted that any theory of emotions must
Elation, which function as Beliefs that the wishes have been or
include some account of both their similarities and their
are being fulfilled. Together, emotional wishes and beliefs form
diversity; such an account implies, at a m i n i m u m , some
a comprehensive wish-belief information feedback system with
system of classification. This system is an adaptation of the nmanifold causal consequences.
dimensional scheme that de Rivera (1962) used in his
"decision" theory of emotions: the three polarities are the same
Emotions are Cognitive Processes
as those that Freud (1915) claimed are basic to mental life, i.e.
Subject-Object, Pleasure-Unpleasure, and Active-Passive.
If the prima facie goal of cognitive science is to understand
how w e k n o w the world around us and ourselves in it, then it
is essential that the science include a theory of emotions. O u r
claim is that a vast amount of our knowledge about ourselves,
'Searle (1983) wrote: ". . . it seems to m e obvious that infants and
our goals, the behavior of other h u m a n beings, and that all
many animals that do not in any ordinary sense have a language or
pervasive but elusive thing called c o m m o n sense, is based on
perform speech acts nonetheless have Intentional states. Only
the implicit information content of emotions. T o the degree
someone in the grip of a philosophical theory would deny that small
that this knowledge is implicit, w e need a coherent, scientific,
babies can literally be said to want milk and that dogs want to be let
empirically testable theory of emotions, such as the one
out or believe that their master is at the door. ... the causal basis of
proposed here.
the animal's Intentionality is very much like our own,. . . [and] w e
The theory w e outline is quintessentially cognitive in the
can't make sense of his behavior otherwise."
sense of perceiving and knowing. It views emotions as having
evolved as a (the?) primary means for our mammalian
^For the previous versions, and background and support for some of
ancestors to communicate with and understand fundamentally
the major claims see Dahl (1978, 1979) and Dahl and Stengel (1978).
important intentions of other members of their o w n species.
'These terms from our everyday common sense were first given a
In this sense emotions constitute a basic information
more formal status in Heider's (1958) "commonsense" or "naive"
processing, i.e. cognitive, capacity. Moreover, emotions are
psychology and later in "folk" psychology (Stich, 1983) and
thefirstlanguage of every h u m a n infant before symbolic
intentional system theories, e.g., Dennett (1978, 1987, 1988), Searle
language is acquired.' A n d the commonsense knowledge that
each of us has of our o w n and others' emotions underlies all of (1983) and many others.
Abstract
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6 5 % of the judged words were decided at p <.05 on all three
dimensions; for 153 words the splits were significant at
ACTIVE
[Love]
p <.001 on all three dimensions (a joint chance probability of
<1 in 1 billion). Moreover the judges' ages and sex were
ATTRACTION
<
PASSIVE [Surprise]
uncorrelated with their choices.'
Thus, despite the obvious fact that each person only has
ACTIVE [Anger]
direct access to his o w n particular emotional states a n d in
/ < REPULSION
principle cannot have such access to another's internal state,
<
PASSIVE [Fear]
and despite the fact that each person has his o w n unique set of
emotion/
memories derived from his o w n developmental interactions,
PASSIVE [Conlenlment]
it seems necessary to assume substantial shared experiential
POSITIVE
referents
in order to account for the judges' shared variance
ACTIVE [Elation]
and agreement.
However even if w e accept the tidy simplicity of this
PASSIVE [Depression]
scheme,
there is a certain arbitrariness to all classifications of
NEGATIVE
ACTIVE [Anxiety]
emotions, as James (1890) noted when he suggested that "the
only question would be, does this grouping or that suit our
purposes best?" For purposes of outlining this theory, there
Figure 1
were two results of special interest.
Thefirstwas that these abstract dimensions produced 12
Our adaptation employs the following three polarities:^
major categories, 8 main categories (as shown in Figure 1 and
Orientation [IT-ME]
Tables 1 and 2) and 4 intermediate categories (not shown)
which together include most of the emotions that others have
Valence
[ATTRACTION/REPULSIONPOSITIVE/NEGATIVE]
regarded as fundamental, based on a variety of criteria such as
Control
[ACTIVE/PASSIVE]
behavioral expressions (Darwin, 1872), instincts (McDougall,
1923), facial expressions (Tomkins, 1970; Izard, 1971, 1977;
E k m a n , 1973) and other (Plutchik, 1962; Davitz, 1969;
A classificatory tree showing the results of the intersections of
Ortony, Clore & Foss, 1987).
these dimensions is illustrated in Figure 1 together with typical
The second result w a s that the classification provided a
examples of emotion names for each of the eight resulting
principled distinction for two major functional classes of
categories.
emotions, here called I T and M E . Schwartz and Trabasso
If such a scheme has any validity it surely implies that
(1984) produced evidence for the psychological reality of the
ordinary people have some kind of internal representation of
I T - M E distinction in a study which showed that 6-year olds
these dimensions and ought to be able to use them to classify
implicitly understand the classificatory dimensions as well as
emotions. In fact, in his dissertation de Rivera showed that 20
the implicit wishes and beliefs associated with the IT and M E
judges could reliably classify 188 emotion words based
emotions. Skeptics w h o find the w-dimensional classification
primarily on their knowledge of definitions of these abstract
implausible on other grounds should remind themselves that
dimensions. Dahl and Stengel (1978) replicated and extended
in the course of evolution just such n-dimensional
his empirical classification using the above three dimensions.
computations
were selected very early, allowing mobile
TTiey gave 58 judges definitions of each dimension and had
animals with multiple senses to orient themselves in space and
them classify 400 emotion words to see if they actually did
time by vision, smell and sound. It is conceivable that
share both the implicit knowledge of the dimensions and
evolution, having once selected whatever powerful
knowledge of the internal states referred to by each emotion
computational methods underlay these capacities, might also
label. The reliabilities (coefficient alphas) of these judgments
use /j-dimensional computational strategies for solving new
by 58 judges for each of the three dimensions were .95, .99+,
problems such as the apparent need for conspecifics both to
and .97, respectively, and the intercorrelations a m o n g the
express and to recognize each other's intentions, i.e. wishes
dimensions were nil, providing important evidence for the
and beliefs.
empirical independence of the dimensions. Approximately

3 - D I M E N S I O N S

[Examples]

B a s i c Definitions a n d Characteristics
''Among those who have proposed n-dimensional schemes only de
Rivera among emotion researchers, along with Descartes (see Stone,
1980) and Freud, has stressed the importance of the Subject-Object
(IT-ME) dimension (cf Wundt, 1907; Tolman, 1923; Schlosberg,
1954; Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1957; and Davitz, 1969). N o
theoretical (as distinguished from commonsense) rationale for this
distinction is provided by any other major theory except perhaps that
of Pribram and Melges (1969). The terms "orientation," "valence,"
and "control" provide abstract terms intended to capture the essential
properties of the dimensions.
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W i s h , Pleasure a n d Unpleasure
The theory of emotions as wishes and beliefs restsfirmlyon
a definition of a wish as an attempt to achieve perceptual
identity and/or symbolic equivalence with a previous

'For a complete list of the words (with the distribution of the judges'
choices on each dimension) and a display of the classifications see
Dahl and Stengel (1978). See also Dahl, HOlzer & Berry (1992).

experience of satisfaction.'' Pleasure, in this model, is the
satisfaction of a wish and unpleasure is the nonsatisfaction of
a wish. These definitions have several decisive implications,
some obvious, s o m e not quite so. First, certain basic initial
experiences ofsatisfaction are phylogenetically adapted, that
is, they are wired in by evolution. A s Deutsch and Deuisch
(1966) put it:
It is the taste of water, the feeling of satiety, the
sensations from the genitalia that an animal finds
rewarding. T h e connection of these sensations with need
reduction is not one which is m a d e by each individual
animal. Such a connection ... has been m a d e by the
process of natural selection. Only those animals which
have found certain sensations rewarding have survived.
Learning ... has ab-eady occurred in the species; the
individual need not recapitulate it. (pp. 143-144)
Second, m e m o r y is required to record the experiences.
Third, memories, w h e n activated by any means, serve as a
goal, which is to repeat the same experience of satisfaction
(pleasure), i.e. to achieve perceptual identity. Freud (1900)
even postulated that the initial activation might be an
hallucinatory fulfillment, i.e. activation of the m e m o r y to
hallucinatory intensity. Implausible as this m a y appear, Helen
Keller (see Dahl, 1965) vividly described just such
hallucinatory memories of previous experiences of satisfaction
(e.g. the taste of ice cream) during the period before she
acquired language at about the age of six. T h e activation of
memories is the attempt to achieve perceptual identity; until
then the wish remains latent, that is, potential or descriptively
and/or dynamically unconscious.^ Fourth, the inclusion of
symbolic equivalence provides for the well k n o w n h u m a n
capacity for finding and satisfying alternate wishes as
substitutes for primary experiences of satisfaction.
A n d last, lest w e be limited to highly restricted and
stereotyped behavior, it is necessary to assume, with good
evidence to support the assumption (cf Wolff, 1966; Sroufe
and Waters, 1976; N a c h m a n , Stem and Best, 1986), that novel
experiences, for all their variety, are percepUially identical in
the sense of being classified on the property of their
unexpectedness and the aroused emotion of mild surprise.
Novelty qua novelty is an intrinsic experience of satisfaction.
This attraction to novelty assures a truly interesting creature.

one with built-in opposing tendencies: on the one hand to
repeat the same old experiences of satisfaction, but on the
other to enlarge its repertoire, to satisfy its curiosity, and to
expand its range of experiences. Whereas once w e were
content with the taste of milk alone, w e can eventually acquire
an appetite for such odd tastes as a dry martini with onion.
Appetite
There are four essential structural components to an
appetite:
(1) A perception of a specific internal (partly bodily)
state, e.g. thirst or genital sensations,
(2) an implicit wish to reinstate (achieve perceptual
identity with) a previous experience of satisfaction,
e.g. the taste of water or the sensations from
copulation,
(3) a consummatory act, e.g. drinking water or copulation,
(4) a reafferent perception of the feedback from the
consummatory act, e.g. the taste of water or the
genital sensations and their motor accompaniments,
which eventually terminate the act.
Lorenz (1965) emphasized the learning that takes place in
the context of appetitive behavior via the teaching function of
phylogenetically adapted motor patterns interacting with "the
reafference which the organism produces for itself by
performing the consummatory act in the adequate
consummatory situation." In other words the teaching is
accomplished by the feedback that terminates a consummatory
act, i.e. that satisfies the wish. A s Dahl (1978) wrote , "Using
the model of infant feeding, w e can say that the infant's
consummatory act of sucking teaches it that the incoming
fluid satisfies its appetites of hunger and thirst because that is
the w a y the infant is built." A n d , w e would n o w stress, built
by natural selection in the course of evolution.
Appetites also have a numbe r of conspicuous properties:

(1) Peremptoriness, i.e., they function as instructions.
(2) Selectivity of objects, i.e., there are objects that are
specifically necessary for their satisfaction.
(3) Displaceability of objects, i.e., in the absence of the
specific objects substitutes m a y suffice.
(4) A tendency to self-stimulation w h e n satisfaction is
possible.
(5) A tendency to expansion of range and refinement of
*This definition is adapted from Freud's (1900) famous Seventh
discrimination of experiences that will satisfy—in
Chapter of the Inteipretation of Dreams (cf Dahl, 1965, 1978, 1979,
other words a tendency to acquire n e w 'tastes.'
1983), in which he proposed two very different models of
motivation: one based on wishes, a very modern-looking cognitive Two Major Functional Classes of Emotions
model, and the other on instinctual energy. The instinctual energy
According to this theory, Emotions are a special class of
model prevailed. H o w different psychological history might have
appetites, exhibiting the same structure as somatic appetites
been had the cognitive model survived instead!
plus all of the above properties of appetites. They function as
wishes and beliefs in an evolutionarily given, phylogenetically
^Koob and Bloom (1988:720), as a result of their studies of "cellular
adapted, nonverbal feedback information system, a system
and molecular mechanisms of drug dependence," have in a sense
reinvented the wheel (wish in this case) in their attempt to account for that is quintessentially cognitive in the sense of knowing. For
the animal without symbolic language (which includes our
the intense craving experienced by opiate and cocaine addicts
evolutionary ancestors and every h u m a n before acquiring
undergoing withdrawal. They wrote, "If craving is defined as a
memory for the pleasant aspects of the drug, then ... various external symbolic language) emotions are the primary intelligence
and internal signals can act as discriminative stimuli for eliciting the system for surviving in a complex world of m a n y dangers and
for communicating and recognizing the intentions of members
memory of drug experiences and these memories may serve as
ofones o w n species.
motivational factors in drug recidivism."
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T h e essential difference between emotions and somatic
appetites lies in the fact that two major classes of emotions,
the IT and the M E emotions, are specialized to fulfill different
structural components of appetites. T h e IT emotions include
the functions of thefirstthree structural components: (1) the
perception of a specific intentional state, (2) an implicit wish
toward an object, and (3) a consummatory act. T h e M E
emotions function as the fourth structural component of an
appetite, namely (4) the reafferent perception of the feedback
information about satisfaction or nonsatisfaction accompanying the consummatory act. Thus w e have the following
defmitions and examples:

E m o t i o n s as a F e e d b a c k Information S y s t e m
[Facilitate Consumtnation]

I
I
I
H
I

Love
Surprise
Anger
Fear

|/« Consummation
PonibM)

Somatic i n
Appetites

No

Negative
M E Emotions
[Unpleasure]

Key:
Q Psychological STATES
• Emotioiu with an Object a IT Emotions
• M E emotions • Feedback about SUtus of Wish Fulfillment
• Decision Processes
I I Psychological FUNCTIONS
. Wishei
• BelUfi
• DecUion: Can Wuh be FulfiUedt
• >- m Facilitation of Wish Fulfillment
.-->•- Inhibition ofWiihlConaummationlNegative U E emotion
( ) QuaUty of Affective EXPERIENCE
Figure 2.

G O A L : To Perform Sample
Consummatory Act Emotion
Take Care of It
Explore It
Get Rid of It
Escape From It

Positive
M E Emotions
Yes [Pleasure]

T
\
\Bel^fs\
I
[Inhibit/Defend Against: Wish, Consummation andio? Belief] |

Table 1

[1] Active Attraction (to) IT
[2] Passive Attraction (from) IT
[5] Active Repulsion (to) IT
[6] Passive Repulsion (from) IT

Emotions
with
Object*

[Wishes]

IT Emotions have objects, function as appetitive wishes
about those objects, and can be represented as: P wishes that
X, where x is one of four formally definable classes of
consummatory acts, defined by the intersection of two
dimensions, valence (Attraction-Repulsion) and control
(Active-Passive). Table 1 shows the four generic emotional
appetites for objects, each with its generic wish and generic
consummation and an arbitrary category number.

Generic Wish

ME

rr

A Causal Feedback Model

In Figure 2 the question, "Is Consummation Possible?"
involves a computation that is assumed to be made
automatically following the activation of any significant
wishes including the wishes implicit in the IT emotions. The
outcome of this computation. Yes or N o , determines the
M E Emotions do not have objects, function as beliefs, and
resulting major category of M E emotion. M a n y factors,
can be represented as: P believes thaty, where >' is information historical and situational, influence the computation.
about the status o{ satisfaction or nonsatisfaction of appetitive
Similarly, the consummatory act m a y or m a y not actually be
and other significant wishes. The satisfaction of wishes results
carried out depending on m a n y of the same factors. Part of a
in the experience oipleasure, while nonsatisfaction results in
comprehensive program of research on emotions would have
the experience oi unpleasure. Four generic classes are defined
to include systematic investigation of these determinants.
by the intersection of the two dimensions, valence (PositiveThe causal effect of the positive M E emotions is that of
Negative) and control (Active-Passive). Table 2 shows the
facilitation in the sense of helping to stabilize the m e m o r y of
four generic M E emotions, each with its generic belief, unique the experience of satisfaction, promoting both its reactivation
experience, goal, and typical name.
under suitable conditions and fantasies about the objects
involved.
Table 2
Similarly, the causal effect of negative M E emotions is
that of inhibition in the sense of a signal to invoke some kind
of defense against: (1) the wish itself, that is, the activation of
Sample
Experience
the m e m o r y of the experience of satisfaction, (2) the
Generic Belief
Emotion
(Goal)
consummation of the wish, and/or (3) the negative M E
emotion itself Needless to say there is great variation in the
[3] Passive Positive M E
success of such defenses, particularly against the negative
Wishes have been satisfied PLEASURE
Contentment
emotion itself often leading to auxiliary means such as
[4] Active Positive M E
(Repeat)
alcohol and other drugs to get rid of the aversive quality of
Elation
Wishes going well
negative M E emotions.
[7] Passive Negative M E
Depression
Wishes can't be satisfied UNPLEASURE
Emotion Model and Commonsense Knowledge
[8] Active Negative M E
(Get Rid Of)
An unassuming little scenario, created by Trabasso (1982),
Wishes not going well
Anxiety
illustrates an everyday commonsense application of the theory.
In Table 3, column 1 tells a story about John, column 2
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Table 3
A Story about JOHN and MARY and FRED (adapted from Trabasso, 1982|
NARRATIVE
John sees Mary, an attractive
1 classmate, at a party.

JOHN'S EMOTIONS
Interested, curious

JOHNS WISHES & BELIEFS

[

ACTIVE/PASSIVE A T T R A C T I O N IT
Wish: [Cat \-l\lo gel acquainted with Mary.

John feels attracted to Mary.

Affectionate, fascinated, friendly
ACTIVE/PASSIVE A T T R A C T I O N IT
Wish: [Cats \&2] 10 consummate his several appetites. 1

John imagines what he and Mary
will do; he walks toward her.

Eager, enthusiastic, bold, advenACTIVE POSITIVE ME
turous, optimistic
Belief: [Cat 4] his wishes will be satisfied.

Mary suddenly turns to Fred,
John's friend.

Anxious, distressed, upset, worACTIVE NEGATIVE ME
ried
Belief: [Cat 8] his wishes may not be satisfied.

Fred joins hands with Mary and
they leave together.

Dejected, depressed, lonely, disPASSIVE NEGATIVE ME
couraged
Belief: [Cat 7] his wishes can't be satisfied.

John imagines that Fred has a
serious accident.

Angry, jealous, envious

lists some of John's emotions that one might plausibly infer
from each event in the story. C o l u m n 3 translates these
emotion names into the formal terms of the theory including
John's corresponding wishes and beliefs and the emotion
category numbers (from tables 1 and 2) which they represent.
The relationship between columns 1 and 2 is based o n
everyday commonsense knowledge and that between columns
2 and 3 is based on both the empirically established
relationships between emotion words and the classification
dimensions and the definitions of the theory.
O n e not necessarily self-evident advantage of these
concepts lies in their representation of the cognitive content of
emotions as wishes and beliefs.* Since emotions can be
systematically represented as prepositional attitudes, their
prepositional content can be incorporated into models and/or
simulations of h u m a n cognitive processes, in particular,
artificial intelligence models of cognition. Dyer (1983), for
example, built c o m m o n s e n s e knowledge of emotions into
B O R I S , a computer p r o g r a m designed to understand the

A C T I V E R E P U L S I O N IT
Wish: [Cat 5] to get rid of Fred.

emotions implicit in stories about everyday situations such as
two people getting divorced
Moreover one can systematically incorporate this m o d e l o f
the fundamental functions of emotions into intentional system
theories that also use wishes and beliefs to predict and explain
the behavior of complex bio-psycho-social systems. Both
Dennett (1978, 1987, 1988) and Searle' (1983), for example,
claim that emotions are typical intentional states, yet neither
has proposed or borrowed a theory of emotions that accounts
for the inclusion of emotional states as wishes and beliefs.
Finally, w e agree with Ortony and Turner (1990) that:
... the question "Which are the basic emotions?" is not
only one that probably cannot be answered, it is a
misdirected question, as though w e asked, " W h i c h are the
basic people" and hoped to get a reply that would explain
h u m a n diversity.
T h e emotion theory outlined here addresses t w o different
questions: W h a t are the functions of the different emotions
that w e can readily identify? A n d what wishes and beliefs d o
they entail?

*Even, or perhaps especially, among emotion researchers there is still
remarkable disagreement and unclarity over the cognition/emotion
^Among 48 states that Searle (1983) listed as potential intentional
distinction. There are those w h o believe (e.g., Lazarus, 1984,
following Arnold, I960) that "appraisal" precedes emotional states
states were 37 explicit emotion states (italicized here); belief,/ear,
hope, desire, love, hate, aversion, liking, disliking, doubting,
and those w h o believe (e.g., Zajonc, 1980, 1984) that "preferences
wondering whether, yoy, elation, depression, anxiety, pride, remorse,
need no inferences." Our position is that emotions are another givensorrow, grief, guilt, rejoicing, irritation, puzzlement, acceptance,
by-evolution form of knowing, that is, of cognizing. For example,
forgiveness, hostility, affection, expectation, anger, admiration,
anger just is a computation by the nonverbal system whose generic
knowledge (read cognitive) content is: a repulsion toward an object, contempt, respect, indignation, intention, wishing, wanting,
imagining, fantasy, shame, lust, disgust, animosity, terror, pleasure,
and anxiety iust is a computation whose generic cognitive content is:
abhorrence, aspiration, amusement, and disappointment.
there is a probability that a relevant wish cannot be satisfied.
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Abstract
A previous experiment tested subjects' new/old judgments
of previously-studied faces, distractors, and morphs between
pairs of studied parents. W e examine the extent to which models based on principal component analysis (eigenfaces) can
predict human recognition of studied faces and false alarms to
the distractors and morphs. W e also compare eigenface models
to the predictions of previous models based on the positions of
faces in a multidimensional "face space" derived from a multidimensional scaling ( M D S ) of human similarity ratings. W e
find that the error in reconstrucdng a test face from its position in an "eigenface space" provides a good overall prediction
of human familiarity ratings. However, the model has difficulty accounting for the fact that humans false alarm to morphs
with similar parents more frequently than they false alarm to
morphs with dissimilar parents. W e ascribe this to the limitations of the simple reconstruction error-based model. W e then
outline preliminary work to improve thefine-grainedfitwithin
the eigenface-based modeling framework, and discuss the results' implicadons for exemplar- and face space-based models
of face processing.
Introduction
The errors that subjects m a k e during face recognition tasks
may hold the key to improving our understanding of the representations and mechanisms underlying face processing and
visual perception. O n e effective w a y of evoking such errors
is testing subjects' recognition of studied faces that have been
combined in s o m e w a y (e.g. Solso and McCarthy, 1981;
Reinitz, L a m m e r s , and Cochran 1992). In a recent series
of behavioral and modeling experiments, Busey and Tunnicliff (submitted) have examined the effects of facial blending
and distinctiveness on subjects' tendencies to m a k e recognition errors.
Their experiments used facial images of bald males and
morphs between pairs of these images (see Figure 1) as stimuli. In an earlier study, Busey (in press) had subjects rate the
similarity of all pairs in a large set of faces and morphs, then
performed a multidimensional scaling ( M D S ) of these similarity ratings to create a 6-dimensional "face space" (Valentine and Endo, 1992). Busey interpreted the resulting dimensions as representing 1) age, 2) race, 3) facial adiposity, 4) extent of facial hair, 5) head aspect ratio, and 6) hair color (shading). H e also found that in general, a carefully-created morph
lies near the average of its two "parents" in M D S space, with
a systematic bias toward youth (dimension 1) and adiposity
(dimension 3).
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In "Experiment 3" (Busey and Tunnicliff, submitted), 179
subjects studied 36 target faces, 8 similar pairs of parent faces
(16 images), and 8 dissimilar pairs of parent faces (16 images), for a total of 68 studied images.' All facial images
were of bald m e n , and none of the parents used for morphing
had facial hair. T h e subjects were asked to study the images
and remember them for a recognition test. In the test phase
of the experiment, the 16 morphs between parent pairs and 2 0
n e w distractors were added to the pool of stimuli. A t test time,
each subject was presented with 8 of the morphs, one parent
of each of the unseen morphs (8 parents), the 36 targets, and
the 2 0 distractors. They were asked to m a k e old/new judgments of each of the test stimuli. T h e results of this experiment were extremely interesting. For m a n y of the morphs,
subjects responded "old" to the unstudied morph more often
than to its studied parents. O n a finer scale, subjects were
more likely to respond "old" to the similar morphs than to
those morphs' parents, and less likely to respond "old" to the
dissimilar morphs than to those morphs' parents (see "Experiment 3 Data" in Table 1). O n e theoretical explanation is that
the similar parents are so similar to their "child" m o r p h that
memories of both contribute toward an "old" (false alarm) response to the morph.
Busey and Tunnicliff (submitted) used the 6-dimensional
M D S scores for each of the stimuli in a series of models tuned
to predict the probability of the h u m a n s responding "old" to
each image (hereafter referred to as P(old)). They applied
two alternative versions of G C M , the Generalized Context
Model (Nosofsky, 1986), and "SimSample," a model based
on the assumption that a test face results in sampling a similar face from m e m o r y and a response of "old" if the similarity between the probe and sample are above s o m e threshold.
T h e best-fitting G C M models are surprisingly poor predictors of the data, but the SimSample models perform m u c h
better. T o achieve a strong quantitativefitto the m e a n h u m a n
responses for each of the six stimulus categories (targets, distractors, similar parents, similar morphs, dissimilar parents,
and dissimilar morphs), however, Busey and Tunnicliff had to
introduce a prototype mechanism into the SimSample framework. The prototypes, situated at the locations of the morphs
in M D S space and weighted by the similarity of their parents,
are assumed to be the result of a similarity-dependent blend'The similarity of each parent pair was determined by human
subjects in a pilot study.

Figure 1: Three normalized morphs from the database.

ing or abstraction mechanism.
In this paper, w e apply an alternative flavor of model to the
Experiment 3 data, based on the quality with which a test image can be reconstructed after it is "compressed" by projecting it onto a subset of the principal component eigenvectors
(eigenfaces) of the studied face set. Eigenfaces, which are the
orthogonal axes along which the study data vary the most, can
be computed with a simple procedure, principal components
analysis ( P C A ) . Models of this type assume that rather than
storing the studied exemplars explicitly, subjects construct a
low-dimensional manifold contcuning (with some error) the
representations of the studied stimuli. T h e probability a subject responds " n e w " to a test stimulus, then, is a monotonic
function of the model's reconstruction error (distance to the
manifold). In this view, reconstruction error models the "novelty" of a test stimulus with respect to the study set, and its
inverse, reconstruction quality, models the "familiarity" of a
test stimulus with respect to the study set (Kohonen et al.,
1977; O'Toole, Millward, and Anderson, 1988). Metcalfe,
Cottrell, and Mencl (1992) have shown that a nearly identical
mechanism (reconstruction error in the autoencoding backpropagation network, which essentially performs P C A on the
study set) is a good candidate model for the explicit m e m o r y
task of cued word recall. Past successes like these motivated
us to determine the P C A reconstruction error model's ability to account for the subjects' new/old judgments in Experiment 3 ?
A n eigenface-based familiarity model is an appealing alternative to a model based on facial positions in M D S face
space for several reasons:
• "Unsupervised" representations: Eigenface-based representations are not dependent on h u m a n judgments. For
M D S face space approaches, all the stimuli must be simultaneously subjected to an experiment with h u m a n observers to determine where the n e w faces lie in face space.
Adding n e w faces to the study set in a P C A model simply
requires a n e w P C analysis; adding n e w faces to the test set
requires no effort.
• Underlying mechanisms: MDS face space exemplar techniques only model the mechanisms underlying face recognition indirectly. But P C A models are processing models;
^Since the term "recognition" is overloaded with easily confused
meanings, w e will use the term "familiarity" (with respect to the
study set) to refer to the probability a subject responds "old" to a test
stimulus. W e do not make any assumptions as to whether a subject
"recognizes" or "identifies" individuals at test time.
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they actually implement the process of obtaining a familiarity rating directly from the stimulus. First, several neural
network architectures using Hebbian learning are capable
of learning the principal components of a training set (Diamantaras and Kung, 1996). Second, m a n y of the cells in
monkey temporal cortex are sensitive to various aspects of
face stimuli (Perrett et al., 1992). Thus the P C A model is
a biologically plausible candidate abstraction of the mechanisms involved in familiarity judgments.
• Free parameters: PCA models have few free parameters,
and these parameters can often be set in a principled manner independent of the specific effects being sought. For
instance, w e canfitthe range of eigenfaces used for projection to the h u m a n responses for the studied stimuli only,
and examine h o w the model generalizes to the novel test
data (a one-parameter fit).
We found that a simple model based on PCA reconstruction error provides a fairly goodfitto the overall P(old) ratings from Experiment 3, effectively separating targets from
distractors. The model often exhibits a "morph familiarity inversion effect," in which a morph is judged as more familiar
than one or both of its parents. However, it cannot account
for thefinestructure of the h u m a n familiarity ratings; in particular, it predicts more frequent false alarms to the morphs
with dissimilar parents than to the morphs with similar parents, just the opposite of the pattern in the h u m a n data. In
the discussion section, w e outline the simple reconstruction
error model's fundamental limitations in accounting for the
similar/dissimilar parent effect and outline our preliminary
attempts to improve on our models'fitwithin the eigenface
modeling framework. W e then discuss our results' implications for face space- and exemplar-based models of face processing.
Experimental Methods
This section details the methods we applied to modeling the
human data from Busey and Tunnicliff (submitted) Experiment 3. W e normalized the face images from the experiment
to make them amenable to computational analysis and then
performed a principal components analysis on the set of images the subjects studied. W e then interpreted the ability of
the model to reconstruct a studied or novel image as a measure of the image's familiarity.

Figure 2: Firstfiveeigenfaces of the studied image set.

Face Data

Pi back to image space:

Figure 1 shows three of the morphs between "parent" pairs
in the database (the original images are copyrighted and cannot be published). The original images were 104 digitized
560x662 grayscale images of bald men, with consistent lighting and background, and fairly consistent position. The subjects varied in race and facial hair.
Normalization
W e used eye templates to automatically locate the left and
right eyes of each face image and then translated, rotated,
scaled, and cropped all images so that the individuals' eye
positions were in the same location. W e did not, however,
normalize the position of the mouth in each image. Since the
ratio of a head's width to its height was a significant factor
in rating the similarity between two of these stimuli (Busey,
in press), w e instead scaled the images by the same amount
in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The images
were scaled to 115x143 pixels to make the principal component analysis tractable on a workstation. The morph images
in Figure 1 are examples of the result of this process.
Principal Components Analysis
Principal components analysis ( P C A ) is a technique that extracts the orthogonal axes along which a data set varies the
most by computing the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
data's covariance matrix. WTien applied to facial images,
these eigenvectors are often called "eigenfaces." Using Turk
and Pentland's (1991) efficient technique, w e computed the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the 68 images used
for study in Busey and Tunnicliff's Experiment 3. Figure 2
shows thefivemost significant eigenfaces for this dataset.
PCA Reconstruction Error as Novelty
To model the old/new judgments in the testing phase of Experiment 3, w e projected the 68 studied images, the 18 distractors, and the 16 morphs between studied faces from image
space onto the subspace defined by thefirstk eigenfaces of
the study image set:
P, = A x j

(1)

where Xj is the i-th input image represented as a 16,445element column vector and A is a matrix formed from the
k unit-length row eigenvectors with the highest eigenvalues.
W e then computed each image's reconstruction by projecting
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Xi = A^pi
and then computed its reconstruction error:
erri = ||x, - Xi||
We treated A; as a free parameter, and for each of its possible values from 1 to 68, w e computed the erri measure for all
104 test images used in Experiment 3. A s A; approaches 68,
the reconstruction error for the studied images approaches 0.
But with intermediate values of k, w e can interpret the reconstruction error err^ as a measure of novelty, the inverse
of familiarity (Kohonen et al., 1977; Metcalfe et al., 1992;
Pomerleau, 1993).
Generally speaking, an unstudied image Xj that is not similar to the studied images will have a large erri. O n the other
hand, an unstudied image that is similar to study images will
have a lower reconstruction error. Thus w e expect the reconstruction quality to provide a good model of the probability
a subject will respond "old" to a previously-studied face or
false alarm to an unstudied face that is similar to some of the
studied faces. B y the same token, however, the reconstruction
error model m a y not account as well for high hit rates for the
most distinctive studied faces. The next section shows h o w
well this simple k-PC model can account for the Experiment
3 data.
Results
Reconstruction error
A s expected, average reconstruction error for the test images
decreases with the number of eigenfaces used in the projection. For the studied images, reconstruction error decreases
to 0 when 68 eigenfaces are used. For the unstudied images,
the average reconstruction error decreases much more slowly:
with 68 eigenfaces, it is approximately 6 0 % of the error obtained using one eigenface.
W e chose the value of free parameter k, the number of
eigenvectors for projection, as the value for which the P C A
model's rankings of the familiarity of the studied images (as
measured by the ranking induced by negative erri) best fit
the human subjects' ranking of the familiarity of the studied
images. Figure 3 illustrates h o w well the reconstruction error
ranking correlates with the human subjects' familiarity ranking of the studied images, using Kendall's r (a) (Kendall and

H i g h e r dimensional reconstruction error
W e have m a d e several preliminary attempts to improve the
reconstruction-based model'sfit,with limited success. W e
found that projection and reconstruction using an intermediate range of principal components (e.g. projection and reconstruction using P C s 3-23) can improve the model'sfitto
the morph and parent data. O n e might expect this based on
O'Toole, Deffenbacher, Valentin, and Abdi's (1994) observation that the most significant eigenfaces typically encode
intergroup differences such as race and gender rather than
subtle within-group differences that m a k e faces distinctive or
typical. However, at these parameter settings, the model still
predicts the most false alarms to the morphs with dissimilar
parents, rather than those with similar parents.

Model/Human Rank Correlation for Studied Faces

0.4-

0,2-

." -0.0 H

-0.2-

Nonlinear autoencoder networks

-0.4-

W e have also attempted to improve our modelfittingby experimenting with nonlinear autoencoding neural networks.
It is well-known that in an autoencoding backpropagafion
network with a fc-node linear "bottleneck" hidden layer, the
trained network's hidden unit weight vectors will span the
Figure 3: Study set rank correlation between model's preA;-dimensional principal component subspace corresponding
dicted familiarity rankings and the h u m a n familiarity rankto
the covariance matrix of its training set, effectively impleings, as a function of the n u m b e r of eigenfaces used for promenting
P C A (Baldi and Hornik, 1989; Cottrell and Munro,
jection.
1988). However, as Japkowicz, Hanson, and Gluck (submitted) have observed, autoencoders with nonlinear hidden layers tend tofitmore complicated nonlinear reconstruction erGibbons, 1990) as the rank correlation measure. T h e best
ror surfaces to their training data. Thus reconstruction qualcorrelation, with r (a) = 0.177, occurred at A: = 23.
ity in such networks can sometimes provide better models of
W e then determined h o w well reconstruction error in the
novelty and familiarity, depending on the application domain.
23 P C m o d e l predicts the probability of a h u m a n subject reIn principle, then, a nonlinear autoencoder could possibly acsponding "old" to a test face in Busey and Tunnicliff's Excount for the low false alarm rate for the dissimilar-parent
periment 3. T h e results for the individual test images are
morphs and the high false alarm rate for the similar-parent
presented in Figure 4. W e transformed the reconstruction ermorphs due to a larger reconstruction error for the dissimilarror into a prediction of the h u m a n subjects' probability of remorphs. To test this hypothesis, w e built several nonparent
sponding "old" using a function of the form
linear autoencoder reconstruction error models on the study
face set. Although theirfitto the overall h u m a n familiarity data can compare favorably with the P C A models (e.g.
with parameters Ci,C2, and cz fit to minimize the root mean Kendall's r (a) of 0.28 for a 20-hidden node network, comsquared error ( R M S E ) over all of the test images. (This funcpared to 0.31 for the 23-PC model), their familiarity rankings
tion simply provided a better mapping from reconstruction
for the morphs and parents are typically uncorrelated or even
error to familiarity than did a linear function.) T h e resulting
negatively correlated with the humans. Thus the nonlinear auR M S E w a s 0.169 and P = 0.315. Thisfitis a large improvetoencoders do not merit further consideration in this domain.
m e n t over Busey and Tunnicliff'sfitof the Generalized C o n A PCA projection exemplar model
text M o d e l ( G C M ) , which had a R M S E of 0.271. However,
the reconstruction error model does not outperform either of
In another attempt to account for the high false alarm rate for
their SimSample models, which had R M S E 0.148 and 0.141.
morphs with similar parents, w efita simple exemplar model
At the same time, though, it is a surprisingly goodfitconsid- to the data using projections of test images onto the space
ering the low number of free parameters and the fact that it
formed by a range of principal component eigenvectors. The
is based directly on the image pixel data, without relying on
model is identical to the Generalized Context Model (Nosofh u m a n similarity ratings.
sky, 1986), except w e do not incorporate variable attentional
Although w e did find that the model often predicted a
weights. It assumes that the study faces' projections (the Pi
higher P(old) for a morph than one or both of its parents, un- in Equation 1) are placed in memory, and that the familiarity
fortunately, it does not capture the most interesting aspect of of a test face is the s u m of the similarity of that face to each
the h u m a n familiarity ratings: that h u m a n subjects tend to
of the stored exemplars. That is, familiarity is defined as:
false alarm to morphs with similar parents, but not to morphs
with dissimilar parents. In fact, on average, the model prej^studyset
dicts the opposite. Table 1 compares the 23-PC model with
the h u m a n ratings and Busey and Tunnicliff's SimSample fits. where T]ij is the similarity efface i to face j:
T h e next few subsections describe our attempts to build better
models based on P C A techniques.
—I—
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Familiarity Predicted from Reconstruction Error, 23 P C s

1.0-1

•
A
o
a
•
*
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Non-parent Targets
Non-morph Distractors
Similar Morphs
Dissimilar Moiphs
Dissimilar Parents
Similar Parents

RMSE: 0.169
Rsquared: 0.315

0.2

0.4
0.6
Predicted P(old)

Figure 4: Fit of the 23-PC reconstruction error model to human subjects' probability of responding "old" to a test face.

and dij is the Euclidean distance from image z's projection M D S representation was derived directly from human simito image j's projection. By hand-tuning this model, we found larity ratings, presumably exploiting the higher-level percepparameter settings that roughlyfitthe humans' high false
tual mechanisms of the humans making the similarity judgalarm rate to the morphs with similar parents and low false
ments. It is also surprising that the P C A exemplar-similarity
alarm rate to the morphs with dissimilar parents, but the rank model, which is equivalent to the G C M without variable atorder of the response averages was incorrect, and it failed to tentional weights, performed no worse than the M D S G C M
fit the overall familiarity ratings as well as the reconstructionmodel. Taken together, these two results indicate that the poerror model. This model has an R M S E of 0.193 and an r^ of sition of a face in M D S space may not be the best represen0.110. For comparison with the other models, the results are tation for modeling familiarity judgments in new/old experireported in the last column of Table 1.
ments. A possible explanation is that the human subjects in
the similarity experiments "post process" low-level represenDiscussion
tations of the stimuli to the point that the similarity ratings no
longer adequately reflect the underlying data they were deThe apparent failure of P C A reconstruction error to predict
the high false alarm rate to similar-parent morphs and the low rived from. Of course, it is difficult to make this claim given
false alarm rate to dissimilar-parent morphs is simple to inter- that Busey and Tunnicliff's SimSample models make better
pret in retrospect. When a morph is projected into PC space, familiarity predictions than either of the P C A models. W e
its projection will be near the average of the projections of itswill examine the issue more closely in future work.
parents. When its parents are dissimilar, the morph's projection will very likely be closer to the "center" of the PC space Future Work
(more typical) than either parent (on average 3 7 % closer for The modeling results we have obtained thus far point in two
this data set), so the dissimilar-parent morphs will often be
main directions for further research. First, since it has a history of success in modeling old/new judgments of faces, we
better reconstructed than their parents. When the morph's
cannot reject P C A reconstruction error as a predictor of novparents are similar, however, the morph is not much more
typical than either parent (only 1 9 % closer to the origin), and elty prematurely. One potential problem in the current model
since the parents were in the study set, the model will most
is that the eigenface decomposition was only performed on
the studied faces. This is certainly a common approach in
likely reconstruct the parents better than the morph.
Despite this limitation of the P C A reconstruction error
modeling memory tasks, but it ignores possible biases due
model, our results show that it can provide a fairly goodfitto to the subjects' prior experience. Perhaps the true effect of
the overall human familiarity ratings. In particular, it outper- studying a set of novel faces is to somehow bias a preexforms Nosofsky's G C M applied to the M D S face space by a
isting set of memories toward the new faces rather than to
large margin (though it does not outperform the Identification store them in isolation. W e can potentially model this process
variant of the G C M ) . This is surprising considering that the within the P C A reconstruction error framework by perform-
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Condition
Dissimilar Parents
Similar Morphs
Targets
Similar Parents
Dissimilar Morphs
Distractors

RMSE

Experiment
3 Data
0.665
0.619
0.611
0.578
0.462
0.280

SimSampie
Predicted P(old)
0.628
0.521
0.623
0.604
0.413
0.323
0.148

SimSampie + Prop.
23-PC Recon. Error
Prot. Predicted P(old)
Predicted P(old)
0.625
0.581
0.632
0.553
0.604
0.589
0.585
0.580
0.470
0.601
0.303
0.348
0.141
0.169

P C Projection
Similarity
0.539
0.552
0.568
0.543
0.529
0.486
0.193

Table 1: Modelfitsto human data for each of the six stimulus types used in Busey and Tunnicliff's Experiment 3. Their best
M D S exemplar-based model, SimSampie,fitsthe overall human P(old) fairly well, but cannot account for high false alarm rate
to morphs with similar parents. Their best model, "SimSampie + Proportional Prototypes,"fitsthe category means and overall
human P(old) quite well, but requires the addition of prototypes at the morphs' positions in M D S space, weighted by their
parents' similarity.

ing the eigenface decomposition on a larger set of faces that Kohonen, T , Lehtio, P., Oja, E., Kortekangas, A., and Makincludes faces not used in Experiment 3 as well as the studied isara, K. (1977). Demonstration of pattern processing propfaces.
erties of the optimal associative mappings. In Proc Intl.
Conf on Cybernetics and Society, Washington, D.C.
The other main thrust of our current and future research is
to develop improved exemplar models and representations for
Metcalfe, J., Cottrell, G. W, and Mencl, W. E. (1992). Co
comparison with the reconstruction error model and Busey
nitive binding: A computational-modeling analysis of the
and Tunnicliff's (submitted) exemplar models. W e have condistinction between implicit and explicit memory systems.
structed an exemplar-based model in M D S space that proJournal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 4:289-298.
vides a much improvedfitto the human data by modulating the exemplar similarity function's width and height by
Nosofsky, R. M. (1986). Attention, similarity, and the
a face's distinctiveness. W e are currently experimenting with
identification-categorization relationship. Journal of Eximage-based representations in the context of this new model. perimental Psychology: General, 116(l):39-57.
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Abstract

Analogy has traditionally been defined in terms of a
contrast definition: analogies represent connections
between things which are distinct from the 'normal'
connections determined by our 'ordinary' concepts and
categories. In this paper w e present empirical evidence
which, when added to otherfindings,supports our argument
that in the light of current knowledge, the distinction
between the two is based more on folk-psychology than on
empirically based theory.
Research into analogy is however, distinct from
research into categorisation when it comes to the richness
of its process models. A number of detailed, plausible
models of the analogical process exist (Forbus, Centner
and Law, 1995; Holyoak and Thagard. 1995): the same
cannot be said of categorisation. O n the other hand, these
analogical process models make a number of explicit and
implicit assumptions regarding an 'extemal' categorical
process. Whilst treating these processes as separate has
been useful in constraining the scope of cognitive
investigations, w e argue that it ultimately confuses the
relationship between analogy and categorisation and is
hampering the progress towards further understanding of
both.
Introduction
The belief that analogy and categorisation are distinct and
separable cognitive processes has widespread appeal. In our
ordinary lives w e unquestioningly accept an ontology that
distinguishes between literality
saying what something
'really' is - and analogies and metaphors, which, however
informative they m a y be, are nevertheless not considered to
be real statements about the world. W e might talk of "the
foundations of a theory"; w e might wish to "buttress a
theory with more facts"; "theories that w e construct can also
collapse", but from our everyday viewpoints, an igloo and a
castle and a skyscraper really are similar in a w a y that
similarities between buildings and theories are not; w e can
talk of someone's foxy cunning without really meaning to
directly equate the cognition of fox and h u m a n cunning.
French (1995) describes an experience of suggesting to an
academic audience that an upturned orange-crate, when
covered with a cloth and laid out with a picnic, might really
be described as a table. This m e t with the swift response,
"An orange crate is an orange crate is an orange crate." The

' This ordering is alphabetical: the authors all contributed
fully to the experiment and the composition of this paper.

attachment to pre-theoretical intuitions is a strong one, even
amongst those w h o seek to explore them.
Research into categorisation, analogy and metaphor has
accepted this realism, as indeed for a large part has cognitive
science in general. Holyoak and Thagard (1995) describe a
world in which " w e think w e see things as they really are",
and analogy is used in order to recycle our existing
knowledge of the real world to formulate n e w bits of 'real'
knowledge.
Ramscar and Pain (1996) questioned the basis of these
everyday distinctions in theory by querying the formulations
that are offered in their defence. Analogy and metaphor are
defined in conti-ast to "categories' - Holyoak and Thagard
(1995) describe analogy and metaphor as something tiiat
"connects two domains in a w a y that goes beyond our
normal category structure" (pp 217) - a definition that does
nothing definite by w a y of defining w h e n w e consider the
account that can be provided of what constitutes a "normal
category structure' (c.f. Komatsu, 1992).
Empirical evidence was introduced to support this dispute
regarding current definitions: Ramscar and Pain examined
whether analogy could be distinguished firom categorisation
by contrasting the two processes. They presented
participants with Centner, Ratterman and Forbus' (1993)
classic analogy materials (the 'Karla the H a w k ' stories) and
asked them to categorise them. Given that Centner et al
define the analogical mechanism in terms of structure
mapping theory (see below for a full account), Ramscar and
Pain hypothesised that assuming that the "analogical'
process w a s not distinct from the basic categorisation
process, structure mapping would determine categorisation.
Centner et al assumed that match items with only
structural similarities (i.e. analogues) should be considered
as belonging to different categories. Ramscar and Pain
predicted that they would be categorised together. They found
that 7 9 . 5 % of the groupings formed by participants in their
study had only shared systematic structure (traditionally
defined as analogy) as a c o m m o n feature amongst m e m b e r s
of the categories formed. In contrast, only 5 % of groupings
produced had c o m m o n object descriptions as the c o m m o n
similarity across categories (i.e. the attribute matches often
thought to be determinate of categorisation). T o the 7 9 . 5 %
of structural congruity groupings could be added a further 8 %
of classifications where structural additions to otherwise
structurally congruent representations caused them to be
classed singularly. Ramscar and Pain concluded that that
mechanisms normally considered to be analogical
specifically the preference for mapping systematically
similar structures - could also in fact support categorisation
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tasks, and that in their study no discernible difference could
be found between analogical and categorical behaviour.
Ramscar and Pain's study can be added to other theoretical
and empirical evidence which casts doubt on a two-process
account of literal (categorical) versus non-literal (analogical
or metaphorical) reasoning, such as Hoffman and Kemper's
(1987) review of a number of reacdon time studies which
also convincingly demonstrates the paucity of the evidence
for the widely held belief that literal (intra-categorical)
meanings are processed faster than metaphorical (intercategorical) meanings (as well as the considerable evidence
for the opposite effect; see also Recanati, 1995).
Despite the weight of evidence contra the two-process
account - and the concomitant lack of evidence for it
suggestions which violate the two processes-account still
tend to meet with s o m e incredulity (c.f. French, 1995,
above). The belief that an orange crate is an orange crate is
an orange crate holds great sway. Indeed, such is the twoprocess account's entrenchment in ordinary, pre-theoretical
understandings of the world that a more than usual quantity
of counter-evidence seems to be required simply for the twoprocess account to be subjected to the usual standards of
scientific and theoretical justification. And, whilst Ramscar
and Pain's (1996) study might apply to classifying stories
their study provides little evidence that this classification of
stories can be generalised to other categorisadon behaviour.
Structural systematicity and 'normal' categories
The following experiment was designed to offer more
evidence for Ramscar and Pain's (1996) claim that a subprocess rather than two-process view should be taken of the
relationship between analogy and categorisation (and thus
add further support to Medin, Goldstone and Centner's
(1993) contention that structure-mapping m a y play an
important part in categorisation). T h e Ramscar and Pain
study utilised the 'Karla the H a w k ' story sets (Centner at al,
1993). These were designed as materials for studying
analogy, and comprised a number of scenarios, typically
episodic stories, with a controlled variance of relations
between the narrative features of each story set member. In
order to demonstrate the generalisability of Ramscar and
Pain's findings, w e designed a n e w set of materials, based on
the 'Karla the H a w k ' sets, but which rather than being
stories, were sets of descripdons of novel objects (again,
with a controlled variance of relations between the narrative
features of each set m e m b e r ; see Figure 1).
T h e principle reasoning behind this is su-aightforward:
typical 'natural' categories - the kind of categories found and
used in h u m a n societies - tend to concern objects - and other,
more regular 'things in the world' - rather than stories
(Rosch, 1978). Classifying objects is more akin to ordinary
categorisation than classifying stories (though a set of
descriptions of "rituals' was also included to reflect the fact
ordinary categories reflect a good deal more than just
physical regularities). Thus, the resulting object descriptions
fell neatly and clearly into 'normal' categories (Figure 2).
Ramscar and Pain showed that shared structural
systematicity (Centner, 1983; see below) - typically defined
as analogy - was the key determinant in participants'
categorising in their study. In the light of this finding, w e
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hypothesised that because structural commonalities in the
object description sets ran across the 'normal' categories
embodied in the set's object descriptions, these "normal'
category boundaries would be ignored as participants
categorised objects according to shared structure.

Base
A Karla is a novel type of cooking pot, used by the
Timuni in Alnata.
The structure of the Karla is designed in order to reduce the
heat inside, and therefore prevents the food getting burned in
the scorching cooking fires.
Water is poured into a layer of the Karla during cooking,
which cools the food.
Literal Similarity
T h e Valkri is a special kind of frying pan, used by the
Jalpeni in Frodon.
The Valkri is created in such a w a y as to be able to reduce
heat, thereby preventing meat being getting burned when
using the extreme temperatures of the cooking fires.
A liquid is poured into the layers of the frying pan when
cooking, which cools the temperature of the meat.
Structural Similarity Only
The V u b u is a special wall built by the Jakar tribesmen in
Frodon.
T h e V u b u is built in such a w a y as to be able to reduce
the heat within it, thereby preventing the Jakar from
sweating too m u c h in the extreme temperatures of the
midday sun.
A liquid is pumped through the V u b u , which cools the
stone and therefore prevents the Jakar within the walls from
getting too hot.
Mere Appearance
The people of Frodon use a special type of frying pan,
k n o w n as the Valkri.
The Valkri is designed in order to allow it to be handled
by children, as this can be difficult.
Its handle is designed with a special U-shape, which
enables it to be held by people with small hands.
Structurally Similar to MA
The Jakar tribesmen of Frodon have built a special wall
k n o w n as the Vubu.
T h e Vubu's stone gates can be opened by elderly people,
despite their heavy weight.
Handles set in the wall incorporate springs, which allow
weaker people to open the gates.
Objects Only
A n e w type of cooking pot, called the Karla, is used by
the people of Alnata. Karlas can be purchased in a range of
colours. Food cooked in a Karla tastes great.
Figure 1 Example of an object description set used in the
study.

1
Object Sets
SET 1
SET 2
SET 3
SET 4
SET 5
SET 6
SET 7
SET 8

Set M e m b e r

1

Descri ption

SMAO

B

LS

SSO

MA

plant

plant

country ruler
board game

country ruler
board game
animal

tribe
leading animal
field game
tribe

plant
country ruler
board game
animal

tribe
leading animal
field game
tribe

cooking utensil
animal
chant

wall

cooking utensil

priest
game

animal
chant

wall
priest
game

food

drink

food

drink

animal
cooking utensil
animal
chant
food

Centner's structure m a p p i n g theory of similarity
Centner's (1983; Falkenhainer, Forbus and Centner, 1989)
Structure Mapping Theory ( S M T ) is well known, and w e
include only a brief account of the most salient aspects here.
S M T proposes that the mapping and inference between
two representations can be achieved by assigning
correspondences between objects and attributes and then
mapping predicates with identical names. In order to do this.
Centner
assumes
a
predicate-like
representation
distinguishing between objects, object-attributes and
relations. Object-attributes are those predicates that have one
argument and describe object properties. Relations are
divided into a hierarchy of orders, with those predicates with
two or more arguments which are used to describe relations
between objects forming the lowest order, and those
predicates describing different levels of relationships between
relations forming the higher orders.
The theory itself comprises two parts: mapping rules and
the systematlcity principle. Mapping rules state that (a)
attributes of objects are not mapped and (b) relations
between objects are preserved. T h e systematlcity principle
requires that higher order relations are mapped preferentially,
followed by the relations that constitute the higher order
arguments. Ramscar and Pain (1996) showed that
participants' classification of stories could be predicted and
explained according to S M T .

The Experiment
Participants
20 volunteers participated in this experiment. The
participants were a mixture of Artificial Intelligence and
Psychology students from the University of Edinburgh.

OO
plant
country ruler
board game
animal
cooking utensil
animal
chant
food

A s with the materials used by Centner et al, the following
taxonomy of similarity relationships between the object
descriptions was defined:
"Literal similarity" matches include both c o m m o n
relational structure and c o m m o n object attributes;
- "Surface matches" are based upon c o m m o n object
attributes, plus somefirstorder relations;
"Structural similarity" matches are based upon a
c o m m o n system of internal relations;
- "First order" matches only havefirstorder relations as a
c o m m o n feature;
- "Object only" matches only have object matches in
c o m m o n between the object descriptions.
Each of our sets consists of a base (B), a literally similar
object description (LS), an object description that shared die
same structure as the base, but no object attributes (SSO), a
mere-appearance object description, with surface and first
order commonalities with the base ( M A ) , an object
description which shared structure with the M A , and object
attributes with the S S O ( S M A O ) , and an object only match
object description, with only surface attribute commonalities
with the base (00). This allowed for a number of potential
groupings to be formed, according to the classification
strategy participants adopted.
W e predicted that despite the fact that w e were using novel
object descriptions which embodied existing categories rather
than Centner et al's relatively 'category-neutral' stories,
participants would again use structural similarity as their
categorical similarity determinant, putting analogues and
bases into the same categories (i.e. B , L S and S S O
together), rather than grouping match items at the object
level (i.e. grouping B, L S , M A and 0 0 together; which also
equated to existing category membership; seefigure2).
Procedure

Materials
The basic materials used for this study were 8 sets of 'Karla
the Pot' novel object descriptions (see Figure 1 for
examples). These were descriptions of objects created to
replicate the framework used by Centner, Ratterman and
Forbus (1993) in the creation of the "Karla the H a w k "
stories.
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Each participant was presented with eight envelopes, each
containing a different set of six novel object descriptions,
and was asked to work through them one set at a time. Sets
were presented in random order, as were the object
descriptions within them.
Participants were instructed to read through the object
descriptions within a set several times, until they felt
familiar with their contents. They were then asked to put the
objects together into groups, grouping the things that fitted
most naturally together in their judgement. Croupings could

range from putting all descriptions into the same group to
having them all in separate groups as well as all variations
in between.
W h e n the categorisation decisions had been decided on, the
participant pasted them onto a large sheet of blank paper and
then circled each grouping using a marker pen.
Once all eight sets had been divided into groups using this
procedure, participants were re-presented with their
groupings a set at a time, and were asked to give any group
containing two or more members a simple descriptive name.
(Participants were also asked to write a few sentences
explaining what had led them to classify each named group
of descriptions together, though this data will not be
analysed here).
The experiment took around an hour to complete.
Results
For every object description set, the groups formed by each
participant's classifications were analysed (with the results
displayed in Table 1). Groupings which emerged fell into a
number of broad patterns . These classification types arc
listed in Table 2, below. Similarities across groupings (i.e.
similarity shared by every m e m b e r of a two or more m e m b e r
group across a categorised object description set) which
could be identified according to Centner et al's taxonomy
were found in 8 0 % of groupings (in Types 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6).
The most c o m m o n grouping pattern used was of Type 1
(groups divided into: 1. B-LS-SSO: 2. S M A O - M A : 3. 0 0 ,
using a network of systematic causal relations), which
accounted for 7 0 % of all classified object description sets.
The next largest grouping, comprising 5 % of the total
was of Type 6. These sets were grouped using a largely
strucmral criterion which resulted in the same grouping
pattern as for Type 1 with the exception of the S S O object
description which was grouped on its own, even though M A
and S M A O were still grouped together.
Groupings which occurred due to participants using
c o m m o n first order relations (those of Type 3) occurred in
1.9% of cases.
Object description sets were grouped according to Types 4
and 5 in 3.1% of cases. The only similarity across
groupings of these types is that the object descriptions in
each group had only objects in c o m m o n .
Other groupings worth mentioning were Types 7 and 8, in
which the structured object descriptions were grouped
according to a determinable pattern, (structure for Type 7,
4.4%) and object attributes (Type 8, 1.9%). but the O O
descriptions were assigned according to feamres in Type 7
(where w e would expect a separate grouping), and grouped
separately in Type 8 (grouped with descriptions containing
similar object attributes expected).
Only 0.6% (one occurrence) of groupings were of Type 2,
where the base was put into a category of its o w n , with
shared structure being the only similarity across groupings.
In 11.2% of groupings it was impossible to determine an
overall criterion for determining the pattern produced; each of
these groupings had only a single occurrence.
Object Description Sets
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1

s
u
b
J
e
c
t
s

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T

2 _3_ 4

5 _6_ 7

5

1
1
1
1

7
1
1 3
- 1
8
4 1
1
6 2
1
6
1
1 6
8 1
1
1
7
1 6
1
9 1
6
1 4 3 1 3

8
7
1
1
1
1
7

1
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
I 1
1 8
4 1
6 6
1 7
1 1
6 7
9 4 9

Type 1 Total

5
8
6
5
6
6
5
7
6
5
8
7
5
6
6
5
8
3
3
2

Table 1: Results for grouping patterns. Each participant
was given 8 sets of object descriptions (each row represents
one participant; each column an object description set): the
type of grouping is indicated by the type number in the
object description set column (see also Table 2).

Discussion
This study further examined the hypothesis put forward by
Ramscar and Pain (1996) that categorisation judgements in
humans can be determined more by shared structural
systematicity than by shared object attributes (surface
features) between the objects/ things/ rituals to be classified.
The results show considerable evidence to support this
hypothesis: 7 0 % of the groupings were made in this way
(had
participants grouped
randomly,
mathematical
combinatorics yield 213 possible groupings of the
materials). In a further 1 0 % of groupings (Types 2, 6 and 7),
shared structure was clearly the criterion determining the
participants' overall groupings, although a single object
description was classified unaccountably (usually singly).
A n interesting effect from the Ramscar and Pain study that
intentionally - was not replicated in this experiment, was
the production of a large number of Type 2 groupings. In
their experiment, Ramscar and Pain left an extra structure
(inserted by Centner et al as part of their analogy study) in a
subset of the base stories presented to participants. These
base stories with extra structure then tended to be grouped
singularly (see Type 2 in Table 2, below). Since the 'Karla
the Pot' materials did not contain any extra structures in the
Base, w e did not expect significant numbers of Type 2
stories to be produced, and in the event, only 0.6% of
groupings (1 out of 180) resulted in a Type 2 pattern, where
the base was classified singularly in an otherwise
structurally determined grouping pattern.

Classification

Number

Criterion

% of Total

Systematic network of relations in c o m m o n - Type 1

IBLSSSO

2 S M A 0 M A 3 00

112

70%

Systematic network of relations in c o m m o n - Type 2 (Ramscar & Pain, 1996)
(Base classified separately)

1 LS SSO

2 SMAO M A

3B

4 OO

1

0.6%

3

1.9%

4
1

2.5%
0.6%

8

5%

7
3

4.4%
1.9%

First order relations in c o m m o n - Type 3

1 B LS SSO SMAO M A

2 00

Only object similarities in c o m m o n Types 4 & 5

I M A L S B O O 2 SSO SMAO
IB 00
2LSMA
3 SSO SMAO
Largely systematic network of relations in common
1 B LS
2 SSO
3 M A SMAO
4 00

Type 6

0 0 'Problems' Structure based - Type 7
Object attribute based - Type 8

1 B LS SSO 0 0
1 B LS M A

2 M A SMAO
2 SSO SMAO

3 00

Type 9 and others - N o clear pattern

I B LS
Others

2 SSO

3MA

4 SMAO

5 00 3
18

1.9%
11,2%

Table 2: Output patterns from the categorisation task, showing the groups formed and criteria established. T h e object
descriptions are labelled according to Centner's taxonomy of similarity (defined above): B = Base; L S = Literal Similarity;
S S O = Structural Similarity Only; S M A O = Structural Similarity with M A and Object Similarity with S S O ; M A = M e r e
Appearance; 0 0 = Object Only match.
Groupings that appeared to be formed on the basis of
shared surface attributes only amounted to 3 . 1 % of the total
(Types 4 & 5). T o these could be added another 1.9% of
groupings (Type 8) in which shared features determined the
overall groupings, although the 0 0 object description distinctive due to its complete lack of any systematic
structure - was classified separately.
O f those object descriptions classified according to shared
object attributes, only 2 . 5 % (Type 4 groupings) reflect the
"normal' categories shown in Figure 2.
Clearly, structure appears to be the key determinant of
participants' classifications in this study. Typically,
categorisation models have tended to concentrate on object
descriptions, making use of very representationally-simple
attribute-value lists (see M u r p h y and Medin, 1985;
Komatsu, 1992), whereas, analogy research has examined
relationships between highly structured representations
(considering the influence of attributes, relations and higherorder relations in judgements of similarity. T h e evidence of
this study would appear to support the claim that more
notice needs to be taken of the kinds of representations used
- and the effects representations produce in categorisation
studies (Medin, Goldstone, and Centner, 1993; Ramscar and
Pain 1996).
The results of the present study also support the broader
findings of Ramscar and Pain (1996), w h o conjectured that
the processes underlying analogy and categorisation are not
as distinct as is usually proposed. Both their results and ours
show shared structural systematicity (Centner, 1983) as the
main process underlying categorisation judgements in the
particular experimental conditions. Ordinarily, structural

systematicity has been considered the domain of analogy,
rather than categorisation.
In this study, the influence of shared structural
systematicity has been remarkable. Participants have
preferred groupings between pots and walls, and walls and
pans, to pots and pans and walls alone. Whilst w e feel that
these findings have strong implications for categorisation
research, w e also feel that they should cause s o m e food for
thought as regards the w a y that analogy is typically viewed.
A s noted earlier, there is a widespread acceptance in analogy
research of the two-process view of analogical / metaphorical
and literal understandings, whereby 'literal' (within category)
understandings are external to non-literal (analogical or
metaphorical) understandings, and are therefore assumed to
be computed by separate cognitive processes.
T h e evidence of this study can join other theoretical and
empirical evidence against a two-process account of literal
(categorical) versus non-literal (analogical or metaphorical)
reasoning: w e mentioned earlier Hoffinan and Kemper's
(1987) review of reaction time studies, which convincingly
demonstrates the meagre evidence for the widely held belief
that literal (intra-categorical) meanings are processed faster
than metaphorical or analogical (inter-categorical) meanings.
In spite of this, w e do not want to say that analogy is
categorisation. It is difficult to envisage h o w such a central
cognitive process such as categorisation could be reduced to
a single process (c.f Coldstone, 1994). Given the difficulty
inherent in characterising analogical, metaphorical and
categorical reasoning (Wittgenstein, 1953; Ramscar, 1997),
w e are as dubious of the usefulness of the kind of identity
statements made by Clucksberg and Keysar, (1990), w h o
argue that metaphorical statements should be understood as
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class-inclusion statements, as w e are of the contrast
definitions with which w e started this account; w e consider
it plausible - even likely
that a number of reasoning
processes play a part in categorisation. Rather, like Ramscar
and Pain (1996) w e argue that - in the light of the evidence
currently available - analogy is best viewed as a sub-process
of categorisation, and not as a separate process. Ultimately,
w e believe that the adherence to the two-process account
confuses the relationship between analogy and categorisation
and is hampering progress towards further understanding of
both (Ramscar, Pain and Cooper, 1997). Until there is a
better empirical and theoretical basis to do so, we argue that
it m a y be useful (and more honest) to keep an open mind as
to whether an orange crate is an orange crate can be a table?
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Abstract
We present an unsupervised learning methodology derived
from compact data encoding and demonstrate how to consUuct
models of polysemy, priming, semantic disambiguation and
learning using this theoretical basis. The model is capable of
simulating human-like performance on artificial grammar
learning.
Introduction
William of Occam suggested a mechanism for deselecting models given nothing but examples of a process.
Occam's suggestion, n o w known as Occam's Razor, posits
that among the models that explain a phenomena, the simplest or most parsimonious should be chosen. Karl Popf)er
rejected Occam's Razor as a methodological advance to
inductive inference because he felt it was too subjective
(Popper, 1959). Solomonoff (1964), however, again investigated inductive inference, or learning classificatory rules and
models from examples, as a formal topic in information theory and statistics. T h e solution to Popper's quandary proposed by Solomonoff, and later developed by Rissanen
(1978), was to consider the concept of simplicity as derived
from informational code-length. Under this formulation, the
statistical properties of an example data stream are used to
estimate the properties of a communication model that can
be used to transmit the shortest possible message. In so
doing, the communicator must encode as m u c h redundancy
in the data as possible in their message. T h e subjectivity of
Popper is replaced by an objective measure of information
content derived from the statistical properties of the data and
proposed model. The end result is that the m i n i m u m encoding of the data stream results in m a x i m u m accuracy of the
predictions of the model.
In this paper, the consequences of the code-length formulation of inductive learning are investigated. A model is
presented that effectively accounts for the acquisition of the
relationships between terms with multiple, distinct meanings
(polysemy) using this approach to compact data coding. Further, the same technique is shown to model human performance on artificial grammar learning and string recall
experiments, and to explain the way in which meanings are
observed to be activated during reading (lexical priming)
(eg., McNamara, 1992).
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Bayes' T h e o r e m a n d C o m p a c t Coding
W e can formulate the problem of model selection for
data as an extension of Bayes' Theorem. If w e consider
Bayes' Theorem operating on data D and statistical models
M

,(„,„,, n o M ^

(1)

w e are then interested in comparing the posterior probability
of different models given the data. If w e constrain our models to just a specific class of models, then w e are interested
doing the same comparison over the model parameterizations within that class:
argmax P ( M \ D ) =
M

argmax
M

P(D\M)P{M)
PCD)

(2)

where M is the model class. Applying -log to both sides, and
dropping the a priori distribution of the data (the prior data
disfribution is constant over models) yields
aigmin [-log/'(D|A/)-log/'(M)]
M

(3)

which says that w e can choose the best model for a given set
of data by choosing the most probable model P(A/) that also
encodes the data in the most probable manner P ( D \ M ) . Note
that this is simply the m a x i m u m a posteriori formula in the
space of models and data. B y using the base-2 logarithm, this
same formula can also be interpreted as meaning that a data
model costs \M\ bits to encode (where \M\ is the bit length
of the model) plus additional bits to specify the data using
this encoding. The two interpretations are really only equivalent if the a priori model distribution is the universal prior
on the model length.

P{M) = 2-m

(4)

but the relationship is arguably justifiable (Li and Vitanyi,
1997, but also see Baxter and Oliver, 1995), or at least defensible as a heuristic (de Marcken, 1996). The additional cost
to encode the data using that model is -\ogP(D\M). W e then
want to choose the model that minimizes the combined coding costs of data and model.
Rissanen (1978) characterized this approach as the Min-

i m u m Description Length ( M D L ) principle. M D L has been
applied in pruning decision tree models (Quinlan and Rivest,
1989). grammar induction (de Marcken, 1996) and neural
network training (Hinton, et. ai, 1995), while the subclass of
m a x i m u m entropy models has found wide application in
image reconstruction and data analysis (Smith and Grandy,
1982).

mine a (locally) optimal model. First consider the incremental progression from a codebook containing only codewords
for documents, followed by the progressive addition of term
merges,
U
U+BM
U+BM+BR

Parsimony Networks and Word Meaning

U+BM+BR+FM

A Parsimony Network (PN) is an application of compact
coding that can be used to model the causative and correlative relationships a m o n g data. A P N is represented as a hierarchical network with the hierarchy grown using a
concatenative model. T h e specific application that w e will
put P N s to in this section is the problem of learning poiysem o u s term relationships from a collection of documents. T h e
P N is self-organizing, starting with only the most basic syntactic elements and growing hierarchical structure to account
for co-occurrence patterns in the data.
A s a primary exeunple, let us imagine that w e have a collection of 3 6 documents that contain varied distributions of
the terms m o n e y ( M ) , bank (B), river ( R ) and finance (F) as
given by the following table of term co-occurrences (entry
m,j is the n u m b e r of documents in which terms w, and wj
both occur).

U+BM+BR+FM+(BM)(FM)
where U is the lexicon populated only by the single elements
B, M , R and F. The costs for performing these merges are
given in the following table, where the bit cost of lexical
entries and data are inversely proportional to the (negative)
log probability of a symbol in the complete message:
Table 2: Description lengths of lexicon, data, and
combined lexicon and data for merge operations.

u
U+BM
U+BM+BR
U+BM+BR+FM
U+BM+BR+FM+
(BM)(FM)

Table 1: Document co-occurrence counts for terms

\ M
•^
B
F

m " ^
^

B
25

F
10

H
^
s H ^ ^ ^ H

R
1
10

Note that although F and B do not explicitly co-occur,
w e would hope that the P N procedure would find a connection between them because of the chain of connections from
M / F and M / B . Further, the procedure should automatically
determine that the M / R and R/F co-occurrences are spurious.
W e can build a parsimony network by considering the
coding problem as follows. Suppose w e want to communicate the documents to someone. The simplest encoding
would be to transmit a document start symbol followed by
codewords for each word in the document, then the next document start symbol, and so forth. If w e assume w e do not
care about word order, however, pairs and groups of terms
co-occur significantly enough that w e m a y want to group
them together in our codebook and assign them a unique
codeword. That way the entire group of terms could be communicated by a single codeword. W e only want to do this
grouping, however, when the length of the new entry in our
codebook is more than offset by the savings w e achieve in
transmitting the data using this modified codebook.
To build the P N , w e must use a heuristic to search the
space of concatenative models that operate on the co-occurrence matrix. W e can guess that a relatively high frequency
of co-occurrence should lead to an improved encoding,
although w e must use a generate-and-test style heuristic to
examine the space of potential codeword merges to deter-

Lexicon
(bits)
8.76
13.16
21.38
34.74

Data
(bits)
175.39
163.56
146.10
130.43

167.48
165.16

45.67

125.17

170.84

Total
(bits)
184.14
176.72

T h e final entry includes a merge between t w o merged entities, and is not successful because the merge of the B M and
F M entities does not result in a decrease in the overall
description length of the data.
Given the set of merges in Table 2, the P N can be constructed by choosing the m i n i m u m total description length
model seen thus far ( U + B M + B R + F M ) and constructing nodes
for each entity in the lexicon, with connections between each
node that is subsumed by that entity. T h e document codewords, although considered constants for the previous argument, m a y also be considered as part of the lexicon. T h e
graph is constructed in a bottom-up fashion, with all of the
document words serving as leaf nodes at the bottom. T h e
first-level merges are then added, with connections to the
words that they encode. This continues until the parse tree of
the lexicon is fiilly represented. A document layer can then
be added with connections to all of the lexical entities
needed to encode the data. T h e complete P N for this data is
s h o w n in Figure 1.
Further, w e can associate a weight with each connection
in the network by estimating the conditional probabilities
that connected nodes occur in the s a m e document. For example, for the edge connecting B A N K to R I V E R - B A N K , w e
would calculate a weight that is equal to
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P(RB\B) =

N,

(S)

P ( F M ) = (10/35)(l/2) = 0.1428

where N^b is the number of documents that contain R I V E R
and B A N K (10), and Ng is the number of documents that
contain B A N K alone (35). W e treat the network as a Markov
Network, similar to a Bayesian Network but without the
restriction that the representation be a D A G (directed acyclic
graph). Instead, w e will be satisfied if w e can capture correlational relationships as opposed to those that are definitively
causal. Using the Markov Network, w e can calculate the
marginal probabilities of documents, merge-nodes and leaf
terms given evidence of one or more leaf terms. For example, the activation of B A N K with P(B) will cause updates
throughout the network, starting with the R B node:

(6)

P{RB) = P{RB\B)P{B) + P(RB\R)P{R)
and the M B node:
P i M B ) = P{MB\B)P{B) + P ( M B \ M ) P { M )

(7)

which, in turn activate documents with P{D,\RB) and
P { D \ M B ) , respectively. Further, w e can propagate the effect
of a B A N K activation through R B and back to R I V E R using:
P{R) = P(R\RB)P(RB\B)P(B) (8)

(11)

The P N algorithm thus shows the primary properties that w e
set out demonstrate; it provides an algorithm for self-organization of correlational data with a built-in criterion for determining h o w the self-organization should proceed. The
algorithm provides an automatic method for, in effect,
assigning a hierarchy of categories to co-occurring events
based only on inU'insic structure of the data. Further, the correlational data, as expressed in the parsimony network,
expresses latent relationships among variables that share significant correlations with a given event, but which do not,
themselves, co-occur.
This last point emphasizes the similarity of the procedure to Latent Semantic Analysis, which has been used to
model synonymy and human performance on learning tasks
(e.g., Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Landauer, L a h a m and
Foltz, 1997). In Latent Semantic Analysis, a factor-analytic
approach to data analysis, a singular value deconstruction
( S V D ) is performed on a matrix of feature co-occurrence
patterns—often term-document counts or a related statistic.
A direct comparison can be made between the reconstructed
version of the S V D of the preceeding term by term matrix,
and the matrix built by the P N algorithm:

So, for our example, an activation of BANK with P(B) = 1
would lead to PiRB) = 10/35 = 0.2857 and R I V E R would,
in turn, be activated at that same strength since
PiR\RB) = I .

N^
Nm

M

N o w , if w e activated M O N E Y , P ( M ) = 1 / 2 , and
B A N K , P(B) = 1/2, at the same time, the spread of activations to the M B node would be given by

1

N.
Nm
N FhiN UB

Nrb
(12)

N„Ns

0

1

0

0

NRgNfuNMB
NmNbN,
1

P ( M B ) = P{MB\B)P(B) + P { M B \ M ) P { M )
MB ''A

P{MB)

2[n

(9)

,|.|.0.7«4

Nm

W e can also see that the R B and F M nodes will be activated
to a lesser degree than the M B node: .
(10)

P(RB) = (10/35)(l/2) = 0.1428

Parsimony a n d Priming

D36

D2

ONEY

BANK

This matrix is highly correlated with the matrix produced by Latent Semantic Analysis (first singular value) tor
the same data, r = 0.897. This close relationship to factor
analysis has been examined before. Wallace and Freeman
(1992), for example, propose a proof that M M L (their formulation of the M D L principle) can be used for single factor
analysis.

RIVER

RNANCE

MONEY

Figure 1: Parsimony Network (PN) constructed
from the minimum description length merge data.

While the analytic and empirical features of the PN procedure appear useful, w e can also see in the networks an isomorphism to connectionist architectures. If w e assume that
the speed of propagation through the P N is isomorphic to the
speed of cognitive access to a stored lexicon, activation of a
term like B A N K will, in one step, spread to both connected
senses of the term, R I V E R - B A N K and M O N E Y - B A N K ,
with activation levels conditioned on the base rates of their
co-occurrences in the document space. If M O N E Y then
occurs, the M O N E Y - B A N K node will receive additional
activation, while the R I V E R - B A N K node will receive
extremely weak activation through a three step activation
sequence later on ( M - > M B - > B - > R B ) . B y choosing the node
that has the highest probability at each stage the P N network
disambiguates terminology in a manner thatfitswith the lei-
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ical priming results. Specifically, the network behavior is
consistent with thefindingsthat all senses of a term appear
to be activated within an initial 300-500 m s window after
exposure to a prime, but that activation quickly settles on the
correct sense of a term after the initial 300-500 m s window
{e.g., M c N a m a r a , 1992; Kintsch, 1988). Further, frequency
effects that have been observed in priming experiments are
explicitly handled due to the differential weighting of the P N
edges by their marginal frequencies.

i

F

Observe—and re-examine if possible—all available
events, merging together any events and encoded event
groups that appear with frequency >1.
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PNs provide a mechanism for the acquisition of structure from a complete database, but there is no reason to suspect that the same mechanism translates directly into an online procedure for learning from partial data in a way that
corresponds to observations of human learning. In this section, an alternative version of the P N algorithm is developed
that can be used for on-line learning. The algorithm has a retrospective component that m a y reorganize the P N as new
evidence presents itself so the algorithm can be considered
integrative. The procedure, which w e call Parsimonious Integration (PI), is as follows:
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Learning Through Parsimonious Integration

Maintain a lexicon that contains a PN-like hierarchy of
merged, observed events.

r ' ^ ^

V

X

1.

v ^

^

Figure 2: Finite-state machine (from Vokey and Brooks
1992).
flip, and so forth, stochastically working through the states
until exiting from states 8, 9 or 10. Thefirst10 such strings
are shown below:

MXRWM
VXTX
VXT
VXVTX
VXVTRX
VXTR

Use local calculations to heuristically reorganize the
lexicon. Attempt to reorganize lexicon subtrees if an
observed pattern in the lexicon spans multiple elements.
D o the reorganization based on the comparative encoding costs of the two alternative subtrees.

MVRM
MVRM
MVXT

The procedure can be seen as similar to Nevill-Manning's S E Q U I T U R algoridim (Nevill-Manning, 1996), but
with a global re-evaluation component that undoes grammatical changes based on global observations, yet which is simpler than the complex global observations in the P N
construction procedure of the previous sections. The Parsimonious Integration procedure makes partial use of downstream calculations to attempt to reorganize the constructed
grammar as new information becomes available. The following example in artificial grammar induction illustrates the
P N procedure.
Artificial Grammar Learning
A s an example of h o w P N s can be learned, w e will
examine data from an artificial grammar. The data strings
will be generated from a stochasticfinite-statemachine that
corresponds to a grammar used by Vokey and Brooks (1992)
in artificial grammar implicit learning studies. The state
machine, as well as some strings consistent with the grammar, are shown in Figure 2.
For this experiment, random sequences of consistent
strings were produced by an algorithm that initially began at
node 1, then transited to state 2 or 3 based on a random coin
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VMTX
If we incrementally apply the Parsimonious Integration
algorithm above to these strings, w efirstrecognize the W
in thefirststring, so our lexicon contains V V and w e can
represent the encoding of the string with M X R ( V V ) M . With
the second and third strings, w e discover the commonality
V X T and add it to our lexicon. But then by committing to the
V X T encoding, when w e encounter the fourth string
V X V T X , w e must encode it as (V)(X)(V)(T)(X) and can't
take advantage of the shared V X pattern with the previous
strings. W e apply a heuristic-version of the P N procedure at
this point, counting the number of lexicon and data elements
produced by two alternate formulations. These calculations
are conducted locally with respect to the strings V X T X ,
V X T , V X V T X (i.e. w e do not modify the probabilities of
other strings in the complete lexicon based on these
changes).
So, the
encoding
(VXT)(X),
(VXT),
(V)(X)(V)(T)(X) with the lexicon ( V X T ) requires a lexicon
of size 1 to create data of size 8. A reformulation would be to
add V X and V X T to the lexicon and code the data
((VX)T)(X), ((VX)T) and (VX)(V)(T)(X), resulting in a lexicon of size 2, data of size 7. At this point the value of creating the additional V X lexical element appears to be

equivalent to the value of coding things separately because
w e don't have additional examples of the V X ? pattern,
where the ? represents any character except T. If w e did have
another example, it would tilt the evidence in favor ol the
recoding of the lexicon to include the V X element.
For the purposes of the Parsimonious Integration algorithm, the criterion under which w e decide whether to evaluate a recoding is based on observing a new pattern that
contains a substring found in an existing lexical element, or
that spans two lexical elements, but which is not already in
the lexicon. Note that the PI algorithm bears a similarity to
the Competitive Chunking (CC) model suggested by ServanSchreiber and Anderson (1990), but with the use of the M D L
heuristic mechanism for incorporating the observed chunks
into a hierarchical model. The C C model uses a concept of
support that is closely related, but not identical to, the M D L
heuristic incorporated into the PI algorithm.
Most experiments to test implicit learning of artificial
grammars involve subjects w h o have studied productions
from the grammar, then must decide whether new strings are
from that grammar or not. The test set must be carefully constructed so that the strings are balanced in terms of the frequencies of repeated bigrams and trigrams within the strings
of the test versus training sets, otherwise the subjects m a y
simply be deciding on grammaticality based on short,
repeated sequences (Higham, 1997). A s a model, the P N s
constructed by the Parsimonious Integration procedure can
be used to decide on grammaticality by parsing observed
sequences with the constructed P N lexicons, then choosing
grammaticality based on the coverage of the string afforded
by the P N lexicon. For example, given the lexicon built from
thefirstfour strings in the last example, if w e observed the
string V X V R , w e could parse it as (VX)(V)(R), resulting in
a 5 0 % chance of choosing this as a legal production from the
grammar given only the information of the first four strings.
Following Servan-Schreiber and Anderson's (1990) suggestion, the scoring of a string parse should be inversely proportional to the number of chunks needed to represent the string.
The suggestion is that the subject's degree of confidence in a
given string being grammatical increases up to the point at
which it can be encoded as one chunk. O n e way to do this is
to assign the probabilities according to a decreasing function
of the number of chunks needed to code the string:

''(^>='-S

(13)

where N is the number of chunks needed to parse the string.
Note that w e need to consider the unigrams in this formulation, so (VX)(V)(R) is parsed into 3 chunks, giving a 2 5 %
chance of grammaticality, (VXV)(R) has a 5 0 % chance and
(V)(X)(V)(R) has a 0 % chance.
Artificial grammar induction experiments typically
involve subjects w h ofirstexamine sets of strings created by
the production system. In Higham (1997), for example, 16
training strings werefirstpresented to test subjects in random order for 3s each. Subjects were also asked to reproduce
the training strings on a piece of paper. After observing all
the training strings, the participants were told that the strings
had been generated according to a rule system, although they
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were not told the nature of the rule structure. They were then
tested on other strings that did not occur in the training set
and asked to decide whether the strings were grammatical
according to the rules system used in creating the training
strings. Seven sample training strings, as well as a subset of
the test strings, used in Higham (1997) are reprinted in
Table 3.
Table 3: Training and test strings from Higham (1997)
Test strings
Grammatical
Nongrammatical

Training
strings

MXRVXT
MXTRRR
VXVRMXT
VXVRVM
MXRTMVR
VMRMXTR
MXR

MXRMXT
VXTRRR
VXVRVV
MXRTMXR
VMTRRRX
MXRVM
VMRVVVM

MTR
VXVRTXT
VMRVVVR
VMRTXTR
VMRMTRV
MMRMVRM
MXRTRXT

The PI algorithm can be applied directly to the training
strings shown in Table 3. The Pl-constructed lexicon is
shown in Table 4, below.
Table 4: Pl-constructed lexicon for artificial grammar
training.

MX

XT

RR

(MX)R

(VX)T

MV

M(XT)
(M(XT))R

(MV)R

TR

VM

(TR)(RR)

(VX)(VR)
(VR)(VM)

(VM)R

VX

vv

VR

Using this grammar, w e can perform left-to-right greedy
parses of the test strings and calculate the coding probability
using (13). Thefirsttwo parses and their corresponding
probabilities are shown in Table 5, below.
Table 5: Parses and recognition probabilities for
grammatical and nongrammatical test strings
1

Grammatical
Parse
((MX)R)(M(XT))
((VX)T)(RR)R
Nongrammatical
Parse

MTR
((VX)(VR))T(XT)

P(S)
0.67
0.50
P(S)
0.0
0.57

Overall the mean performance figures were 0.58
(a = 0.064) for the grammatical strings and 0.39
(a = 0.222) for the nongrammatical. A t-test shows that the
differences are significant at p = 0.05 . H u m a n subjects also
show significant differences for this data set, with human

subjects also able to detect grammaticality even given carefully balanced data sets (Higham, 1997).
Conclusions
The philosophical position of William of O c c a m suggests that simple models lead to better models. Yet the apparent subjectivity of the notion of simplicity has until fairly
recently left Occam's Razor without more than a dull, retrospective edge. With careful formulation of heuristics based
on information-theoretic grounds, however, w e have demonstrated h o w Occam's suggestion can become the methodological backbone of a theory of inductive inference with
practical—and testable—consequences for understanding
and modeling human intelligence.
The model is unique among related psychological theories in that it presents a fully-automated induction method
(with minimal arbitrary parameters) for learning predictive
models from data in a completely unsupervised fashion. In
our current work, w e are interested both in practical applications, like using the heuristic version of the Parsimonious
Integration model for information retrieval, and in further
understanding the model's capacity for simulating psychological processes. For example, although a promising model
for artificial grammar learning, more work is needed to
understand h o w implicit versus explicit knowledge can be
represented in hierarchical compact representations. W e are
currently modeling human m e m o r y data originally obtained
by Miller (1958) in which subjects are asked to recall rand o m and redundant strings. W e have discovered that the
probability of recalling random strings is significantly lower
than recalling redundant ones using the P N algorithm. Overall, the wide range of problems that appear admissible to
compact data encoding suggests this method has significant
implications for understanding cognition.
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h u m a n mind includes two basic hierarchical levels of
knowing. The first of these involves environment-oriented
This article is about nooplasis. That is, the article outlines
a
systems,
the second involves system-oriented constructs. At
general model about the dynamic organization and
the intersection of these two levels there also seems to be a
development of mind. This is done in terms of a number of
functional system that defines the activation and the
postulates concerned with the architecture of mind, its
interaction between the two knowing levels. It needs to be
development and dynamics, and the nature of learning.
also
noted that each of the levels m a y itself be
Specifically, the model postulates that the mind involves
hierarchically organized. This architecture will be analyzed
systems oriented to the understanding of the environment and
below (Demetriou, 1998; Demetriou, Kazi. & Georgiou,
of itself, in addition to general processing functions. It is also
submitted a; Demetriou, Efklides, & Platsidou, 1993).
postulated that the development of each of the systems is
partially autonomous and partially constrained by the
The first of the two knowing levels involves structures
development of the c ler systems, and that it involves both
addressed to the environment. Thus, the input to this level
system-specific and system-wide mechanisms of development
is information coming from the environment and its output
and learning. Finally, it is argued that these postulates
are actions, overt or covert, directed to the environment.
suggest a model of constrained constructivism which differs
Empirical research in our laboratory led to the
considerably fi^om what is suggested by the Piagetian or the
identification of a handful of such structures: categorical,
Vygotskian conception of constructivism.
quantitative, causal, spatial, propositional, and social
thought (Demetriou & Efklides, 1985; Demetriou et al,
1993; Demetriou, Efklides, Papadaki, Papantoniou, &
Introduction
Economou, 1993; Demetriou, Kazi, Platsidou, Sirmali,
Kiosseoglou, submitted b;Demetriou,Pachaury, Metallidou,
This article outlines a theory of cognitive architecture and
& Kazi, 1996; Demetriou, Platsidou, Efklides, Metallidou,
development. This is done in terms of a n u m b e r of
& Shayer, 1991; Shayer, Demetriou, Prevez, 1989). Music
postulates which summarize our research o n cognitive
and drawing, which are n o w under study in our laboratory,
development but also the research of other scholars. These
m a y also be added to the list (Demetriou et al., submitted
postulates relate to (1) the architecture of the mind, (2) its
b).
basic characteristics during development, (3) the dynamics
Each of these domains constitutes very complex
and mechanisms underlying its development, and the (4)
specialized capacity spheres (SCSs), which are themselves
the nature of learning. T h e term nooplasis is used to refer
hierarchically organized and which involve m a n y
to all of these processes. This word is m a d e of two Greek
dimensions. That is, each of these systems involves three
words, the words "nous", which means "mind", and
kinds of components: ready-made kernel elements (which
"plasis", which m e a n s "construction" or "formation" both
match relations in the environment which are typical of the
as a state and as a process. Thus, this w o r d is able to denote
reality domain to which this S C S is affiliated), operations
at one and the s a m e time the architecture, the development
or computational functions (which refer to systems of
and dynamics, and the education of mind.
action, overt or covert, that the thinker brings to bear on
different aspects of the domain to which each S C S is
The Architecture of Mind
affiliated), and knowledge and beliefs (these are the
products of the functioning of the kernel elements and the
Postulate 1: The Mind is a Hierarchical,
operations).
Multisystem, a n d Multidimensional Universe
The SCSs are domain-specific, computationally-specific,
According to this theory, the basic architecture of the
and symbolically biased. Obviously, problem-solving
human mind is biologically given and it remains invariant
creatures other than humans, such as animals and
throughout life. Specifically, the theory assumes that the
computers, m a y possess SCS-like systems which are
Abstract
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governed by these three principles. However, possession of
SCS-like systems is not sufficient to credit these creatures
with mind. T o have mind, a cognitive system must be
capable of self-mapping. That is, the mind is possible only
if cognitive experiences, which differ between each other in
regard to domain-specificity, computational specificity, and
symbolic bias, are felt or cognized by the problem-solver as
distinct of each other. Otherwise, they have to be felt or
cognized as functionally similar or equivalent.
Thus, creatures capable of self-mapping involve a
second-order level of knowing. In our terms, this is the
hypercognitive system. The input to this system is
information coming from the first level (sensations,
feelings, and conceptions caused by mental activity). This
information is organized into the maps or models of mental
fiinctions and the self to be described below. These are
used to guide the control of the functioning of the first
level. Thus, the hypercognitive system involves selfawareness and self-regulation knowledge and strategies and
is conceived as the interface between (a) mind and reality,
(b) any of the SCSs or any other cognitive functions, and
(c) the processing system to be described below and the
SCSs.
This level involves three distinct but interdependent
systems: (1) the person's o w n model of the mind
(awareness of different cognitive functions such as
anention, memory, and inference, and awareness of
specialized processes such as those involved in the SCSs);
(2) the person's o w n model of intelligence (this model
specifies what is and what is not intelligent in a given
environment); and (3) one's o w n cognitive self-image (this
specifies the person's representations about her o w n
intellectual strengths and weaknesses, preferences, etc.).
The person's cognitive self-image is directly connected to
dimensions of personality. W e have shown, for instance,
that the more positive one's self-image is in regard to
processing speed, working memory, and reasoning ability,
the more open to experience one is (Demetriou & Eflclides,
1987, 1989; Demetriou et al, 1993; Demetriou et al.,
submitted a, submitted b).
At the intersection of the environment-oriented and the
self-oriented level there is the processing system.
According to the theory, the processing system is a threedimensional construct. It involves speed (the m a x i m u m
speed at which a given mental act can be efficiently
executed), control (the m a x i m u m efficiency at which a
decision can be made about the right mental act to be
executed according to the moment's requirements, as
indicated, for instance, by response times to stimuli
involving conflicting information), and storage (the
m a x i m u m number of information units and mental acts the
mind can efficiently activate simultaneously). In a sense,
the processing system m a y be seen as a dynamicfieldthat
is always occupied by elements coming from both of the
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other hierarchical levels, in proportions which vary from
m o m e n t to moment. Specifically, the input to this system is
environment-relevant information, skills, and processes,
which pertain to an S C S or something equivalent, and
management and evaluation processes, which pertain to the
hypercognitive system. Hypercognitive processes are
responsible for effecting the orchestration of the SCSspecific processes and the evaluation of the outcome of
processing in relation to the goal of processing. W e would
argue here that working hypercognition is the management
system which is responsible for the management of the
processing system (Demetriou et al., 1993).
Postulate 2: The Levels and Modules of the Mind
O b e y Different F o r m a l Rules
However, the architecture of mind as depicted by this
theory suggests that no single logical system can suffice to
model the different systems of understanding the
environment or the self Alternatively, there is a need for
different logics to model the peculiarities of each different
system. Thefirststep in this direction would be to show
that the various environment-oriented domains of thought,
that is the SCSs sketched above, cannot all be modeled by
the same logical system. Indeed, w e have recently
presented a series of logically based proofs which show
that each of thefiveSCSs involves a unique element that is
characteristic of the domain, but cannot be analyzed by
logic (that is, the specification of essential characteristics,
the inclusion of an element to a broader quantitative
construct, causal necessity, and the representation of
wholeness and the analogue namre of representation, for
the qualitative-analytic, the quantitative-relational, the
causal-experimental, and the spatial-imaginal SSS,
respectively). Moreover, w e have also shown that this
unique essential element is readily handled by intuition and
carmot be reduced to any of the others (Kargopoulos &.
Demetriou, in press).
A further step in this direction is to show that the
computational networks in each of the various SCSs
requires different logical systems to be sufficiently
modeled. W e are n o w working in this direction.
The Character and Process of Development
Postulate 3: The Mind Develops Along Multiple
Roads
In other words, this postulate states that the mind evolves
(1) from being perceptually driven and action-bound to
self-guidance, reflection and self-awareness, (2) from fewer
and reality-referenced to more and reciprocally referenced
representations, and (3) from global and less integrated to
differentiated but better integrated mental operations.

It is accepted that pre-language infants are able to
recognize and abstract meaning from complex patterns of
configurations and
relations in the environment
(Butterworth, 1997). However, pre-language infants are
highly attracted by variations in their perceptual
environment and they are primarily oriented to doing rather
than to thinking and reflection. Moreover they do not seem
aware of themselves or of their representational nature until
late in infancy.
Preschoolers are able to represent the world and the mind
and they can operate on representations. In fact, they
possess a theory of mind that enables them to understand
and explain others' behavior and even manipulate and
deceive them (Chandler, Fritz, & Hala, 1989). However,
they are frequently clumsy in doing so, they are easily
deceived by appearances (Flavell, Green, Flavell, 1986),
and they have difficulties to understand the representational
functions of symbols (DeLoache, Uttal, & Pierroutsakos,
1998). They are m u c h more efficient w h e n they have to
work with few (one or two) rather than m a n y dimensions or
representations (Case, 1992). Moreover they are more at
ease under conditions which are overly suggestive of the
meaning and the intended solutions, rather than under
conditions which require analysis and reorganization to be
understood and efficiently dealt with. Thus, they can follow
complex conversations by deciphering (that is, inferring)
the meaning conveyed in them, but they are not yet able to
reason systematically on the basis of logical relations as
distinct from the context in which they are embedded
Pemetriou, 1998).
During primary school, children become increasingly
able to manipulate multiple representations, and they
become increasingly resistant to deception
from
appearances. Thus, they acquire considerable conceptual
stability, and their knowledge of the world and the mind
becomes fairly differentiated and accurate (for instance
they can n o w differentiate between different mental
functions such as attention, m e m o r y , and inference). A s a
result of these advancements, school children begin to
reason on the basis of logical relations as such rather than
automatically applying inference schemata (Moshman,
1990). However, their general attitude to problem-solving
is descriptive (that is, it reflects h o w things are seen to be)
rather than inquisitive, and they think with representations
rather than about representations (which reflects an interest
in the underiying properties of things and situations and
their dynamic relationships as such) (Flavell, 1988).
From adolescence onwards, individuals become able to
view representations from the perspective of other
representations (Demetriou, 1998). This opens the w a y for
the construction of abstract or synthetic concepts that can
represent the most complex and dynamic aspects of reality.
Thus, the adolescent's entire approach to the w o d d is
gradually differentiated from that of the child. That is, the
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balance gradually shifts from the description of reality to
suppositions about it and to inquiry about suppositions. In
other words, there is a shift in the focus of understanding
from reality itself to its representation. A s a result,
knowledge of the mind and of the self becomes
increasingly differentiated, accurate, and codified, and the
adolescent can n o w build complex mental m a p s of the
mind in which different mental operations and processes.
such as those involved in the various SCSs. are cleariy
represented (Demetriou et al., 1993, submitted b). Codes
of mind raise inferential processes to the level of
metareasoning, which enables the individual to think in
reference to criteria of logical validity and adequacy
(Demetriou, 1998; M o s h m a n , 1990). T h e endproduct of
this shift is a model-construction, a model-testing, and even
a model-modeling strategic approach. This gradually
generates models of the world which are recognized as
such, skills for testing the models, either empirical or
conceptual, and even skills for formalizing and
communicating the models (Demetriou, 1998).
Later, in the years of maturity, alternative models of
reality and action m a y be simultaneously envisaged and
accepted. A s a result, relativism prevails and wisdom starts
to guide action (Baltes & Smith, 1990).
Postulate 4: As it Occurs at Multiple Levels,
Development H a s M a n y Faces
The view of development and mental architecture outlined
above suggests that there are different kinds of
developmental change. Their nature and form depend upon
the system involved and the level of analysis preferred by
the researcher.
At a refined level of analysis, such as day- or week-long
intervals, the mind change constantly due to variations in
the world or simply due its o w n functioning—which is
directed either to the understanding of the world or of itself
Thus, at this refined level, development appears to be a
permanent state of the system (Demetriou, 1996).
However, w h e n analyzed globally, development appears
to occur in spurts and to result in the acquisition of n e w
forms of understanding- as opposed to adding skills of the
old kind. O n e example are the changes associated with
representational shifts, such as the m o v e from sensorimotor
to representational intelligence or from a descriptive to a
suppositional attiuide towards the world. These shifts
frequently seem to demarcate the end of one developmental
cycle and the beginning of another.
In conclusion, development seems discontinuous for
certain processes at one particular level of analysis and
continuous for other processes at another level of analysis.
This is an important concept, because both faces of
development are equally valid.

Postulate 5: D e v e l o p m e n t at Different Levels or in
Different Systems of M i n d Requires Different
Developmental M e c h a n i s m s
The theory claims that different types of change take
through different mechanisms. Specifically, changes in the
processing system are concerned with the flow and
representation of information in the mind. W h e n these
changes occur, processing becomes faster and better able to
focus on goal-relevant information and operate on larger
blocks of information. Therefore, if changes in the
processing system are to be transformed into functional
capabilities, mechanisms such as information search,
selective attention, and storing and retrieval processes,
which are concerned with information processing per se,
are required.
Changes in the SCSs concern the refinement of existing
operations, skills and concepts so that they become better
tuned to the domain concerned, or can be integrated into
larger blocks to deal with more complex aspects of the
environment. These changes m a y be confined either within
the same S C S or they m a y involve more than one SCS.
The theory assumes that different mechanisms are required
to produce changes within the same S C S from those
required to produce changes in the relations between two or
more SCSs. For instance, the integration of two units from
within the same S C S (such as the integration of hypothesis
formation with experimentation into a model construction
ability that enables one to systematically build theories
about the world) is guided by elements c o m m o n to both
units, such as a general conception of causality. The
integration of two units coming from two SCSs (such as
integrating quantitative reasoning and spatial reasoning into
a graph reading ability) does not have these guidelines.
Thus their integration must be constructed ad hoc in
relation to the needs of the particular task. Therefore, in
each of these occasions of change different mechanisms are
required. The
terms
interweaving and
bridging,
respectively, were used to refer to these two different
mechanisms of S C S change (Demetriou, 1998).
Changes in the hypercognitive system are concerned with
self-monitoring, self-mapping, self-awareness, and selfregulation. In other words, these changes are concerned
with the running of the mind per se rather than with the
context and content in which the running takes place. W h e n
they occur, changes in the hypercognitive system m a y have
far-reaching effects in the functioning of all other systems
because they m a y alter the terms of cognitive functioning
in general. This is particularly clear in the case of
metarepresentation, which is the primary mechanism of
change
in the hypercognitive system. That is,
metarepresentation is considered as a process which looks
for, codifies, and typifies similarities between mental
experiences (past or present) to enhance understanding and

problem-solving efficiency. In a sense, metarepresentation
is analogical reasoning applied to mental experiences or
operations, rather than to representations of environmental
stimuli. For example, when a child realizes that the
place
sequencing of the ;/ ... then connectives in language is
associated with situations in which the event or thing
preceded by // always comesfirstand that it produces the
event or thing introduced by then, this child formulates an
inference schema that leads to predictions and
interpretations specific to this schema. W h e n abstracted
over many different occasions, and somehow symbolized
in the mind it becomes a frame which guides reasoning by
implication (Demetriou, 1996, 1998).
Postulate 6: Intra- and Inter-Individual
Variability is the Rule in D e v e l o p m e n t
Postulate 3 suggests that there are changes which affect all
systems and levels of mind at more or less the same age.
However, the variability in the levels and systems of mind
and in the forms and mechanisms of their development as
suggested by the other postulates provides for variations in
the development of the various systems involved in the
different levels of mind both within and across individuals.
For instance, all SCSs do not develop at the same rate in an
individual nor is the same mechanism of change applied in
the same way across different SCSs. These differences are
due to m a n y reasons. O n e reason is related to the fact that
the dynamics of organization differ among SCSs, due to
factors such as the status of kernel elements and the internal
and unique constraints that define processing within each
SCS. Moreover, subjective factors such as familiarity and
individual preferences or tendencies will affect h o w a
problem is represented and tackled (Demetriou et al., 1993;
submitted b).
Postulate 7: Learning Varies Across Hierarchical
Levels or Systems
The assumptions about a hierarchical and multisystem
mind which involves structures that deal with different
types of problems in the environment bear important
implications for learning. Specifically, these assumptions
suggest that each of the various hierarchical levels and
systems of mind m a y learn in ways which will m a k e them
as efficient as possible in dealing with their o w n types of
problems. Thus, there m a y be different types of learning,
each dependent on the level or system of mind involved.
Topographically speaking, learning m a y be either domainspecific or domain-free. Domain-specific or modular
learning springs from particular domains in the
environment and it affects the fiinctioning of the
corresponding domain-specific modules. This type of
learning does not generalize.
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for granted-Iegacies of Piaget and Vygotsky. According to
the myth, these processes are constructive; our postulates
above strongly suggest that the myth is only partially true.
W e have postulated that the mind involves multiple levels
and systems which are both distinct and synergistically
fiinctioning so that development and leaming in any one of
them is constrained by the condition of the others. Thus,
while development and leaming in any system m a y be
constructive to a certain extend, what can be constructed
and h o w this is done are constrained by the condition of
many other systems. Thus, it is time to abandon the
Piagetian and Vygotskian myth of wild constmctivism and
consider seriously a model of constrained constructivism.
In fact, if w e are to understand h o w the mind is formed
during development and leaming w e must pinpoint h o w
development and leaming in each of the system constrains
and is constrained by development and leaming in every
other system with which it synergistically interacts and find
out h o w w e can remove or ameliorate these constraints,
when necessary, and build onto them, w h e n possible.

Domain-general learning, or hyperleaming, refers to
changes in the knowledge structures, processes, and skills
which are concerned with knowing and handling the
functioning of the mind itself This kind of learning always
involves the hypercognitive system in some way. Logical
reasoning is one of the most imponant products of
hyperleaming. B y definition, therefore, hyperleaming is
transferrable over different domains and, when it occurs,
has immediate or delayed implications for the fiinctioning
of the other systems (Demetriou & Valanides, in press).
Conclusion: Constrained Constructivism?
Postulate 8: Learning and Development are
Constructive but Constructive Possibilities in A n y
System or Level in the M i n d are Constrained b y
the Condition of O t h e r S y s t e m s or Levels
The theory presented here is related to a number of other
theories of intelligence and cognitive development, such as
the so called neo-Piagetian theories of Case and PascualLeone or Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences. These
relations are discussed in a number of places (e.g.
Demetriou, 1996, 1998; Demetriou et al, 1993, submitted
b). Moreover, it is to be noted that research in such diverse
fields as evolutionary psychology (Cosmides & Tooby,
1994; Donald, 1991), neuroscience (Thatcher, 1994), and
the psychology of individual differences (Gustafsson,
1994) strongly suggests that the picture of mind depicted
above is generally accurate. That is, evolutionary theorists
argue that evolution has sculpted special purpose circuits
which have gradually c o m e under the control of higher
order self-mapping skills. This evolutionary sculpture can
be seen directly in the architecture of the brain, which
involves sets of superimposed structures, some of which
are impressively specialized vis-a-vis the environment
(such as the visual or the verbal cortex) and others (such as
the frontal lobe), which function as general purpose
systems for planning and control. Moreover, the conception
of development as being both continuous and
discontinuous is consistent with m o d e m dynamic systems
conceptions of development which suggest that some
aspects of mind change smoothly whereas others change
abruptly and they lead to major reorganizations in
understanding (van Geert, 1994). Finally, it is recognized
by many that no single mechanism of change would suffice
to explain the development of all systems of mind and also
that different systems m a y involve different types of
learning (Siegler, 1996).
What then is the main message of this article? I want to
focus attention on the implications that this model has for
our conception of the nature of development and leaming.
A whole mythology surrounds these two basic dimensions
of the formation of the mind that w e unquestionably take
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Abstract
The Process Dissociation Procedure as applied to episodic
recognition requires subjects to study two lists and then
determine which of the words in a test list appeared in the
second list (Exclusion condition) or on either list (Inclusion
condition). W e demonstrate that the dual processing account
of episodic recognition (Jacoby 1991) does not account for
the effects of manipulating the amount of time between the
study lists. In contrast, the Bind Cue Decide Model of
Episodic Memory ( B C D M E M ) isfitto the list separation
data.
Introduction
Episodic recognition refers to the task of identifying a
stimulus as having occurred within a particular episode or
context. In a typical recognition experiment, subjects
process a study list of items and are then presented with a
test list containing some old items fi-om the study list and
some n e w items which did not appear in the study list. T h e
subject's task is to determine which of the test items
appeared in the study list. This basic design can be
elaborated in a number of ways by adding additional study
lists and requiring subjects to recognize items from
individual lists or from all of the lists.
In this paper, w e contrast two models of episodic
memory: the dual processing model (Jacoby 1991,
Yonelinas 1994) and the Bind C u e Decide Model of
Episodic M e m o r y ( B C D M E M , Dennis & Humphreys in
press, Dennis & Humphreys submitted). Firstly, w e outline
the dual-processing model and describe the process
dissociation procedure. Then w e outline B C D M E M .
Finally, w e demonstrate that data on the effect of
manipulating study list separation in the P D P are
problematic for the dual-processing model, but are well
captured by B C D M E M .
The Dual Processing Model and the Process
Dissociation P r o c e d u r e
The Dual Processing model of episodic recognition hinges
on the distinction between automatic and controlled
processes (sometimes denoted conscious and unconscious
processes, intentional and unintentional processes or aware

and unaware processes). Automatic processes produce a
feeling of familiarity which, in the context of episodic
recognition, tends to evoke an old response independent of
subject control. This familiarity is not specific to an
individual list context and is thought to be the same
information on which subjects base decisions in implicit
tasks such as lexical decision and perceptual identification.
In contrast, controlled processes are based on recollection
retrieving some aspect of the study opportunity that can be
used to infer that the item appeared in the list (i.e. "I
remembering solving an anagram for this item so this item
must have been in the study list"). This source of
information is subject to control by the participant and is
thought to be vulnerable to disruption at both storage and
retrieval.
T o separate the influences of familiarity and recollection
in episodic recognition, Jacoby (1991) has used a number of
procedures. In this paper, w e focus on the Process
Dissociation Procedure (PDP), which w a s introduced in the
third experiment. In a typical application of the P D P , a
subject studies two lists and is asked to m a k e one of two
recognition decisions at test. In the inclusion condition, they
are required to respond "old" if the item was in either of the
two lists. In the exclusion condition, they are required to
respond "old" only if the item appear in the target list (either
list 1 or list 2). In Jacoby's third experiment, list one
contained read and anagram words and list two contained
heard words. Subjects were asked either to recognize words
from both lists (inclusion) or from list two only (exclusion).
T o estimate the independent contributions of familiarity
and recollection, Jacoby assumes that in the inclusion
condition the subject will respond old if the item is familiar
or if the item is unfamiliar but is recollected:
P (Inclusion) = F + (1-F)R
In the exclusion condition, when the subject should be
responding new, it is assumed that they will mistakenly
respond old if the item is familiar but they fail to recollect
which list it occurred in:
P (Exclusion) = F(1-R)
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These equations can be solved for R and F giving:

context (i.e. the study list) the input vector would be
P E N C I L + G R A S S + L I S T l where P E N C I L and G R A S S are
sparse vectors representing the items and LISTl is a sparse
vector representing the context (see Figure 1).

R = P (Inclusion) - P (Exclusion)
F = P (Exclusion) / (1 P (Inclusion) + P (Exclusion))

Lilt 1 * Pencil t Ortit
The estimates of familiarity generated using the equations
outlined above have been shown not to vary in a number of
manipulations that have an effect on recollection estimates
(Jacoby 1991, Yonelinas 1994)
suggesting that the
procedure was providing estimates of independent
familiarity and recollection processes.
The dual-processing framework has generated a number
of innportant insights. FirsUy, it suggests that episodic
recognition involves more than one process and that the
application of these processes can vary depending on the
conditions, in particular, whether attention is divided.
Secondly, the dual-processing framework has focused
attention on multi-list paradigms. Because previous
approaches to episodic m e m o r y were primarily sensitive to
manipulations of the other items in the target list, efforts to
test these models have focused on single list paradigms.
However, it is only possible to be certain you are dealing
with the episodic m e m o r y system when multi-list paradigms
are employed and so the process dissociation procedure can
provide useful data for testing h o w models approach the use
of contextual information.
In the next section, w e outline the Bind C u e Decide
Model of Episodic M e m o r y .

The Bind Cue Decide Model of Episodic
Memory
A s the n a m e suggests there are three critical components to
B C D M E M - the binding mechanism, the cues employed and
the decision rule. T h e binding mechanism specifies h o w
elements of an episode including items, contexts and other
information are associated in episodic memory. The cues are
the elements that are used to initiate retrieval. Not all of the
information available to a subject need be used as a cue, so
part of the theory involves specifying which components are
used as cues in a given experimental paradigm. Finally, the
decision rule takes the results of retrieval and outputs the
required information in the form of an item in recall
paradigms or a yes/no decision in recognition paradigms. A
complete theory of episodic m e m o r y must address these
components and in the following sections, the each will be
considered in turn.
The Binding Mechanism
Figure 3 depicts the B C D M E M architecture, which consists
of three layers of units. Items and contexts (e.g., "the list of
words 1 saw today" or "the list in which I was forming
anagrams") are represented as sparse binary distributed
vectors.
The components present at a given moment are added to
form an input vector (a composite encoding). For instance,
if a subject were studying the pair "pencil grass" in the listl
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Figure 1: The B C D M E M architecture. The layer names
are intended to give an indication of the hippocampal
structures that might be involved.
Bindings are formed in the middle layer (the binding or
C A l layer), which is assumed to be a set of pools of
competitive units. Each pool will contain a unit representing
either a single item or a combination of the input items (a
conjunctive encoding - see Figure 1) that will be reactivated
if any of those components are presented at a later time. It is
assumed that a node will only be reactivated if the current
input pattern is very similar to the input pattern to which it
responds. So, for instance, the plural form of a word may
reactivate the same node as its singular form, but
semantically similar items would reactivate different units.
In the "pencil grass" example, bindings would be formed
representing LIST! & P E N C I L & G R A S S , LISTl &
P E N C I L , LISTl & G R A S S , P E N C I L & G R A S S , LISTl,
P E N C I L and G R A S S . The relative proportions of these
bindings will depend on factors such as the sparsity of
connectivity between CA3/Entorhinal cortex and C A l as
well as the sparsity of the item and context representations.
Finally, the system is assumed auto-associative, so that
the input layer is also the output layer. Associative weights
connect the binding layer to the output layer forming the
m e m o r y of the system. For modeling purposes these
weights are considered to be binary (either they form or not)
and will be present with a probability that depends on the
amount of time and attention employed.
In constructing the binding mechanism w e have attempted
to produce the simplest architecture that captures three key
behavioural constraints. The conjunctive pools allow the
system to bind three-way information. The bindings are
symmetric so that learning the pair A B will allow A to be
used to retrieve B and B to be used to retrieve A to
approximately the same extent. And, the bindings are
formed rapidly rather than as the result of a large number of
repetitions. It would be possible to produce a more
complicated model that described the sparsity of the
connections and provided a more realistic account of
learning. Such a model will be necessary to capture the
affect on binding formation of training (c.f. Chalmers &

Humphreys in press). However, at this stage, there is
insufficient data to constrain the neural mechanism and so
we have chosen a simple option that embodies the existing
behavioural constraints.
The Cues
The cues presented to the m e m o r y system at test play an
important role in determining the sources from which
interference will arise. In B C D M E M , it is assumed that
recognition paradigms primarily involve cueing with an
item or items (Anderson & B o w e r 1972, Dennis &
Humphreys, in press), while recall paradigms primarily
involve cueing with a context. In recognition, interference is
generated mainly from the other contexts in which the item
has been seen. In recall, interference is generated mainly
from the other items from the same context (i.e., in the same
list). O f course, circumstances m a y predispose a subject to
use a different cueing strategy (for instance, in some
associative recognition experiments subjects m a y employ
recall, Clarke & Gronlund 1996). Making this general
distinction, however, provides insight into a number of
dissociations between recall and recognition including word
frequency effects and the null list-strength effect (Dennis &
Humphreys in press, Dennis & Humphreys submitted).
Cueing with the item for contexts in recognition is a
major departure from previous approaches, where it is
uniformly assumed that the primary source of interference is
the other list items. However, w e believe that cueing with
the item is more consistent with the intuitions behind the
dual processing approach. Recollection involves the
retrieval of contextual elements associated with the item, as
if the item were being used as a cue. Furthermore,
familiarity is a property of an item, as if retrieval is starting
with the item. So for both familiarity and recollection, the
assumption is that subjects focusfirston the item, as is the
case in B C D M E M .
T h e Decision R u l e
Thefinalessential component of the m e m o r y mechanism is
the decision rule, which selects the response of the model
(Humphreys, Wiles & Dennis 1994). In recall paradigms,
the decision rule selects an item for output. In yes/no
recognition paradigms, the decision rule selects an old or
new response. In B C D M E M , w e assume that the neural
mechanisms underpinning these decisions will approximate
the optimal decision rule in a Bayesian sense (c.f. Anderson
& Milson 1989, Glanzer & A d a m s 1990, Shiffrin &
Steyvers 1997, McClelland & Chappell in press). In
recognition, the decision can be characterized as the odds
ratio:

piold I data)
p{new\data)
where the data is the evidence retrieved from the memory
system.
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Figure 2 outlines the components of the architecture of
B C D M E M relevant to recognition. At study, an item is
represented as a single node (i.e. a local code) in the binding
layer. Each node at the binding layer is connected via
associative weights to the m e m o r y layer which contains a
distributed representation of the context (with sparsity s and
length 1) in which the item is being studied. These weights
are originally zero, but are set to one with probability r
(amount of learning) if the corresponding component of the
context vector is one. T h e item m a y also have appeared in
non-study contexts so that there will also be weights that
have been learned during these episodes. T h e probability
that a weight is one as a result of previous learning is called
m e m o r y noise (p).
In a single item recognition test, the item node is
reactivated which in turn reinstates at the m e m o r y layer a
binary addition (the bit-wise O R operation) of the contexts
in which this item has been seen weighted by the amount of
learning in those contexts (see Figure 2). In addition, the
context vector that was present at study is reconstructed. For
a target item, the binary addition will contain the study
context whereas for a distracter it will not. There m a y ,
however, be components of the study context that are
activated even when a distracter is presented as a
consequence of the overlap between the study context and
the contexts in which the distracter has been seen. Likewise,
the target pattern m a y be missing components of the study
context because they were not learned.
Target
J

(•:
EntorhinalConex

c-Cl

J m-Cl + C2 + C3 + C4

CAl
Distractor

(*: •

•

Entorhinal Cortex
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J m - CZ + 05 t ce 4- 09

CAl
Distractor
Figure 2: T h e B C D M E M architecture for recognition.
The decision rule must discriminate outputs that contain
the target pattern from those that d o not. It is in m a k i n g the
discrimination that the majority of the noise is added to the
system. Following w o r k by Glanzer & A d a m s (1990),
Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997) and McClelland and Chappell
(in press) o n the nature of retrieval in recognition, w e have
specified the discrimination problem as a Bayesian
procedure and have derived the expressions for the

likelihood o f a yes or n o response given the history of the
item.
T h e o d d s ratio, P (oldldata)/P (newldata), can b e rewritten
as follows:

p{old\data) _ pjold) pidatalold)

number of contexts an item has appeared in and its word
frequency is very high (Dennis 1996), w e will assume word
frequency reflects m e m o r y noise under most conditions.
Vector Dimensionality (1): the length of the context and
m e m o r y vectors. Note I = noo + noi + nio + nn.

p{new I data)

Substituting into the previous equations, we get:

p{new) p{data I new)

The data referred to in the likelihood expression are the
vector retrieved from m e m o r y ( m ) and the reinstated context
vector (c). T h e probabilities depend on h o w well these
vectors match. T h e item will be considered old if the
probability that it is old given the data is greater than the
probability that it is n e w given the data (i.e. if the odds ratio
exceeds one).
In m a n y experiments subjects see equal numbers of
targets and distracters, so that it could be assumed that in the
absence of specific manipulations of criterion, P (old) = P
(new) = 0.5, and the prior probabilities cancel. In this case,
the odds ratio is equal to the likelihood ratio (i.e. P
(datalold)/P (datalnew)).
Since both the context vector and the m e m o r y vector are
binary there are four types of match (i.e. Ci=l & mi=l, Ci=l
& mi=0, Ci=0 & mi=l, Ci=0 & m,=0). T h e probability of a
given sort of match is independent of the component in
which that match occurs, so the data can be summarized by
n^k. the number of components in which C| = j & m; = k.

Now,
P (datalold) = Oj P(Ci & m;
I old)
. nOO
=P(c, = 1 & mi= 1 I old)"'' P(Ci=0 & mi=0 I old)
nlO
P(c,=0 & mi=l I old) •*' P(c,= l & m,=0 I old)
nil
=IP (cfI I old) P ( m p l I Ci=l & old)] "
nOO
[P (Ci=0 I old) P ( m p O I c f O & old)]
nOI
[P (c,=0 I old) P (m,= l I c,=0 & old)]
nIO
[P (Ci=l I old) P (mi=0 I c f I «fe old)]
Similarly for P (data I n e w ) .
W e can n o w restate the likelihood ratio in terms of the
parameters o f the m o d e l that have been introduced. In
s u m m a r y they are:
Sparsity (s): the probability a component cf a context vector
is a one.
Learning (r): the probability that the link between an item
node and a context component of one is learned during
study.
M e m o r y Noise (p): the probability that a component of the
m e m o r y vector is a one because of other contexts in which
this item has been seen. M e m o r y noise incorporates both the
number of other contexts in which the item has been seen
and the amount of learning in those contexts. However,
adding additional contexts is likely to affect the m e m o r y
noise more than repeating an item within the same context
(because the context representations are sparse and chosen
independently). Therefore, the number of different contexts
in which an item appears should be a sensitive measure of
m e m o r y noise. However, since the correlation between the
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P (datalold) = [s(r+p-rp)]"" [(1-s) (l-p)]"°°
[s(l-r)(l-p)|"'°[(I-s)p]"°'
P (datalnew) = [s p]"" [(I -s)( 1 -p)] "^
[s(l-p)]"'°l(l-s)p]"°'

So,
P(datalold)/P(datalnew) = [(r+p-rp)/p]"" [l-r]"'"
Note that the 01 and 00 matches have no impact on the
likelihood ratio. They affect the P(datalold) in the same way
as they affect the P(datalnew).
A s mentioned previously, w h e n there is no specific
manipulation of criterion it is assumed that an item will be
called old if the probability that it is old given the data is
greater than the probability that it is n e w given the data,
which is true w h e n the likelihood ratio is greater than one.
In general, then, as the m e a n likelihood ratio approaches
one, from above in the case of targets and from below in the
case of distracters, w e expect performance to degrade. W e
can begin to understand h o w the above likelihood function
simulates performance by looking at h o w its expected value
varies as a function of the parameters (note a full exposition
would consider the complete likelihood distribution).
Firstly, as m e m o r y noise (p), which represents word
frequency, approaches one, (r+p-rp)/p approaches one and
the expected value of nio approaches zero, so the expected
value of P(datalold)/P(datalnew) approaches one. In other
words performance decreases as word frequency increases.
Secondly, as learning (r), approaches zero, (r+p-rp)/p
approaches one and 1-r approaches one, so the expected
value of P (datalold)/P(datalnew) approaches one. So as
study time or number of repetitions decreases so does
performance.
Adding the Contextual Reinstatement Parameter In the
derivations outlined above, it is assumed that the ability to
retrieve or otherwise reconstruct the study context at test
(contextual reinstatement) is perfect. The context employed
at test is identical to that used at study. It seems more likely,
however, that features of the original context vectors will be
lost. T h e ability to reinstate context is likely to be
compromised by factors such as the length of the list and
somewhat by delay.
The contextual reinstatement parameter (d) is the
probability that a unit that was a one in the study context is
a zero in the reconstructed context. T h e likelihood ratio can

be re-derived taking into account contextual reinstatement
(see Dennis & Humphreys in press) to give:
P (data I old)/ P (data I n e w )
= [(l-s+d(l-r)s)/(l-s+ds)]"°° [1-r]nIO
nOl ((r+p-rp)/p]I nil
[(p (l-s)+d(r+p-rp) s)/(p (I-s)+dps)]""'
If d is set to zero, indicating that reinstatement is perfect,
the likelihood ratio reduces to that previously derived a n d
the 0 0 and 01 matches have no impact.
Another way in which w e might expect the reinstated
context to differ from that at study would occur w h e n the
test context must encompass more than the study context.
For instance, in a dual list design w e might expect that the
subject would form a reinstated context that incorporates the
context vectors from both lists, particularly in the inclusion
condition. In B C D M E M , w e model the experiment wide
context by taking the bitwise O R of the contexts for each
study list. The resulting reinstated context will contain more
ones (i.e. be less sparse) than either of the study list contexts
and the sparsity will decrease if the lists are separated in
time (so that the amount of overlap decreases). Likewise, w e
might expect study list contexts that incorporate different
tasks (such as the anagram/read list in the Jacoby, 1991,
design) would be less sparse than if only one task was
performed.
The Effect of List Separation
One of the important distinctions between B C D M E M and
the dual processing approach is the use of a graded temporal
context. In B C D M E M , temporal context is represented by a
vector and different context vectors can overlap to different
degrees. Lists that appear in close temporal proximity will
have a greater degree of overlap making it more difficult to
determine which list an item appeared in. Under the dual
processing assumptions, however, one would not expect the
temporal separation of the lists to influence performance.
The familiarity of a word is insensitive to whether it
appeared in the target or non-target list, so one would not
expect the separation of the lists to affect performance w h e n
recency is controlled. Recollection is related to the
prevailing conditions when a word is being studied. While
one might anticipate that decreasing the separation between
lists would increase the probability of misidentifying the list
in which an item appeared, to allow the solution of the P D P
equations it is assumed that recollection is never in error in
this way (Dodson & Johnson 1995). So one would not
anticipate that the separation of the lists would affect it.
Consequenti>, the temporal separation of the lists in the
process dissociation procedure is an important variable to
manipulate when distinguishing the two approaches,
particularly if this is done in the absence of a study task
distinction.
Hall (1996) varied the temporal separation between the
lists in a P D P design by including an eight-minute filled
interval. In the after lists condition, subjects studied list 1,
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then list 2, then spent eight minutes solving a pu/zie task
before being tested. In the between lists condition, the
.sequence was list 1 - filled interval - list 2 - test. T h e
Jacoby (1991) version of the process dissociation procedure
was used with inclusion instructions that covered both lists
and exclusion instructions that targeted list two. T h e critical
items were those from list one and the design controls for
the recency of these items. In both study lists, subjects were
asked to m a k e pleasantness ratings. So, unlike the Jacoby
(1991) design, the study task was constant across lists.
Figures 3 and 4 show the results. While the inclusion
results for the list one words differed very little as a function
of list two placement (0.825 verses 0.865), the exclusion
probability of the list one words is m u c h lower w h e n the
lists are separated by the filled interval than w h e n they
follow each other (0.365 verses 0.590). B y varying the
placement of list two. Hall (1996) was able to alter both the
familiarity and recollection of the list one items (familiarity
was 0.68 in the between lists condition and 0.82 in the after
lists condition, while recollection was 0.46 in the between
lists condition and 0.28 in the after lists condition). This
result is inconsistent with the dual processing framework
and underlines the importance of temporal context.
T o model the manipulation of inter-list interval in
B C D M E M w e allowed the overlap between the list one and
list two context vectors to change. T h e overlap parameter
was defined as the probability that a component is a one in
the context vectors of both lists in the P D P paradigm.
Placing the filled eight-minute interval between the lists
should lead to a lower value of this parameter (i.e. a
decrease in the similarity of the list one and list two context
vectors).
Bias m a y also play a role in the Hall (1996) results. All of
the exclusion probabilities are below the corresponding
inclusion probabilities suggesting the use of a more
stringent bias in exclusion. In the exposition of the
B C D M E M likelihood ratio w e argued that prior odds could
be eliminated on the basis that in most experiments the
probability of an old word is equal to the probability of a
n e w word. W h e n inclusion instructions include both lists,
the probability that a word should be called "old" is higher
than in exclusion, which only includes one list. In Hall's
(1996) experiment, the actual probabilities of an old word
were 0.66 in the inclusion case and 0.33 in the exclusion
case. While it is unclear h o w accurate subjects might be at
estimating prior odds, the results suggest they are playing a
role. Rather than add two n e w free parameters to model the
prior odds, w e chose to set the exclusion probability to 0.33
and allow the inclusion probability to be optimized. A least
squares optimization procedure was used to find parameter
values and Figures 3 and 4 s h o w thefitsto the data for the
between lists interval and after lists interval respectively.
T h e parameters of the fit were Inclusion Prior = 0.9093,
Exclusion Prior = 0.33, learning rate: r = 0.3540, m e m o r y
noise: p = 0.1604, sparsity: s = 0.02, vector length: 1 = 1000,
context overlap; o(Between) = 0.0099, o(After) = 0.0152,
contextual reinstatement: d = 0.3368. T h e m a x i m u m

absolute difference was 0.056 and the correlation between
the model and the data was 0.993. So, B C D M E M seems to
have captured the effect of temporal separation.
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Figure 3: Fit of B C D M E M to Hall (1996) data experiment
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Figure 4: Fit of B C D M E M to Hall (1996) data experiment
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Conclusion
W e have demonstrated that the dual processing approach to
episodic recognition is unable to account for the effects of
manipulating the temporal separation of lists in the process
dissociation procedure. B C D M E M is able to model these
effects primarily because it proposes that contexts be
modeled as vectors and allows these vectors to overlap to
varying degrees. S o m e construct of this nature would seem
necessary in order to provide an account of the effects of
context in episodic recognition.
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execution of competing tasks. T h e implementation is just
one of a theoretically infinite number of computational
frameworks that might give rise to human-like multiple-task
behaviors. In building the O M A R framework, particular
attention has been paid to developing multiple-task
behaviors from an assembly of concurrently operating
fiinctional centers absent an executive or cenfral controller.
The motivation for this approach to h u m a n performance
modeling, derived from a selective a reading in several
disciplines, is outlined in the Section 2. Section 3 provides
background on the aircrew/ATC domain and describes
implementation of the models of aircrew in-person
conversations and their interruptions by A T C directives.
Section 4 provides a description of the computational
elements for constructing O M A R h u m a n paformance
models.

Abstract
The Operator Model Architecture (OMAR) provides a
computational framework in which to develop human
performance models that generate reasonable multiple-task
behaviors. A n interdisciplinary foundation that reached
beyond the experimental psychology and artificial
intelligence literatures was considered essential to the
construction of successful models. Brain imaging and
clinical studies suggest that tasks are accomplished
through the coordinated execution of function-specific
perceptual, cognitive and motor capabilities. These studies
together with philosophically grounded cautions, further
suggest that the mediation of task contention be
accomplished in a framework that does not require an
executive that manages task execution. The computational
framework for building models sensitive to these
considerations is described. Examples from a commercial
air traffic control domain are used to illustrate O M A R
modeling capabilities.

2. Interdisciplinary Foundations for Modeling
M u l t i p l e - t a s k B e h a v i o r s in O M A R

1. Introduction
The Operator Model Architecture ( O M A R ) provides a
simulation environment in which to model h u m a n
operators, the workplaces at which they operate and the
entities of the larger world that are reflected in their
workplaces. A n important goal has been to provide h u m a n
performance models with sufficient fidelity to useftilly
explore and develop operating procedures for complex
environments. M u c h of the research has focused on the
commercial air traffic control environment with aircrews and
air traffic controllers as the principal players. Each of the
players typically has several tasks in process and
interruptions are commonplace. T o address the fidelity
requirement, the O M A R operator models must exhibit
reasonable multiple-task behaviors.
The modeling of multiple-task behaviors has been
explored extensively in E P I C (Meyer & Kieras, 1997), and
S O A R (Newell, 1990; Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom,
1987) has also been adapted to model multiple-task
behaviors. In particular, Meyer and Kieras (1997) report
considerable success in developing a production rule-based
model of the psychological refractory period ( P R P )
procedure. T h e basic components of their model are a
cognitive processor comprised a production rule interpreter
with inputs from long-term and production m e m o r y , and a
working memory, with auditory and visual processor inputs
that interact with the production rule interpreter. The model
relies heavily on a centralized, synchronous production rule
framework. A production rule-based executive process
administers the task scheduling sfrategy for regulating the

The process of building a h u m a n performance model capable
of emulating the operators of a complex system is a
somewhat speculative endeavor at best. Drawing on the
research from a number of disciplines, a modest goal of this
undertaking has been to put in place a neuropsychologically
motivated distributed processing framework from which to
explore some of the h u m a n performance issues, related
principally to multiple-task behaviors, that impact the
operation of complex systems. T h e modeling environment
developed is symbolic, but does not preclude the inclusion
of connectionist components.
Over the years, experimental psychologists have
conducted extensive experiments providing a wealth of
interpreted data, philosophical discussion dates back
through the millermia, and more recently, cognitive
neuroscience and clinical
studies
have
provided
electroencephalography ( E E C ) , magnetoencephalography
( M E G ) , positron emission tomography
( P E T ) and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRl) of the brain
at work (Posner, 1993; Raichle, 1994) that identify the
locus of specific perceptual, cognitive and motor
functionalities. M a n y readings of this literature are possible
and it should not be surprising that the computational
architecture for models developed in the O M A R framework
differs from that of E P I C and S O A R in fimdamental ways:
(1) stimuli impinge directly on, activate, and propagate
through long term procedural m e m o r y — t h e knowledge of
h o w to do things (see Figure 1); (2) tasks, skilled
cognitively-driven behaviors, are accomplished through the
coordinated
actions of function-specific
procedures
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representing the contributions of specific brain areas; (3) to
the extent that the resulting behaviors m a y be considered
intelligent, that intelligence is the product of the pattern
matching implicit in the changing sensitivities of the
network of procedures as stimuli evoke responses at network
nodes; (4) task contention outcome, rather than being
determined by a central executive, is mediated on a pairwise basis a m o n g contending tasks. The foundations for
these choices are discussed in this section.

Goals
Plans

Hands

Mouth
Perceptors

M e m o r y / Process

Effectors

Figure 1: The O M A R H u m a n Performance Model
The now routine accounts of the early PET studies and
the m o r e recent f M R I studies portray the execution of each
experiment as being the product of a small number of brain
centers—small areas of activity at widely dispersed major
brain centers. Posner, Peterson, Fox, and Raichle (1988)
draw on the evidence of a series of their P E T experiments to
suggest that "the mental operations that form the basis of
cognitive analysis are localized in the h u m a n brain." T o
fiirther support their assertion of the localization of
cognitivefiinction,they cite studies of patients with lesions
and their related deficits. Based on these studies, the basic
architectural framework seems reasonable well established.
Tasks, m a d e up of perceptual, cognitive and motor
components, appear to be accomplished through the
collective actions of small specialized areas of activity that
take place in each of several widely dispersed brain centers.
O n a closely related but more conjectural plane, Edebnan
(1987) discusses the
psychological
functions
of
"development, perception (in particular, perceptual
categorization), m e m o r y , and learning" and h o w they relate
to the brain. Edelman (1989) extends his analysis to
consider "perceptual experience—the interaction of m e m o r y
with the present awareness of the individual animal," that
is, perceptual awareness and conscious experience. H e
describes neural m a p s as the ordered arrangement and
activity of large groups of neurons as distinct from singleneuron connections. They are highly and individually
variant in their intrinsic connectivity. Changes in the
behavior of the network are the result of changes within
particular populations of synapses. "These structures
provide the basis for the formation of large numbers of
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degenerate neuronal groups in different repertoires linked in
ways that permit reentrant signaling" (Edelman, 1987, p.
240) where, in degenerate systems,frinctionalelements in a
repertoire m a y perform more than one ftinction and a
ftinction m a y be performed by more than one element
(Edelman, 1987, p. 57). Reentry is a basic mechanism
suitable for synchronizing the neuronal activity across the
mappings at diverse hierarchical levels. Global mappings
have a dynamic structure that reaches across reentrant local
m a p s and unmapped regions of the brain to account for the
flow from perception to action. Motor activity, an essential
input to perceptual categorization, closes the loop.
Moscovitch (1994), while ascribing central-systems
functions to the prefrontal cortex, describes it as "a large,
heterogeneous structure consisting of a number of distinct
areas, each with its o w n projections to and from other brain
regions and each having presumably different functions
(Pandya «& Barnes, 1987)." H e goes on to state that "... the
functions ofother smaller regions can also be distinguished
one from another (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Pefrides, 1989)."
Taken together, Moscovitch, Posner et al. and Edelman
present a picture of the execution of a task as the
coordinated activities of small, specialized local sites
operating at several remotely located brain centers. In
Edelman's terms, reentrant signals link the components
within the local sites, while global mappings connect the
activities of the broadly dispersed major centers. The
O M A R models attempt to emulate this basic computational
framework. That the smallest operating units are large
groups of neurons is taken as license to build the models at
a symbolic level.
Edelman, referencing Bartlett (1932), goes on to present a
view of m e m o r y as process. For him, m e m o r y is the
"ability to categorize or generalize associatively" (Edelman's
italics, 1987, p. 241). Categorization occurs at the level of a
global m a p and is degenerate. Edelman is well aware of the
distinctions between declarative and procedural memory, but
he is also quick to point out that these distinctions m a y be
less than generally assumed. H e suggests that there m a y be
a procedural base supporting declarative memory.
In Edelman's view of m e m o r y as process, perception,
categorization, generalization, and m e m o r y are closely
linked. " M e m o r y is a form of recategorization based upon
current input; as such, it is fransformational rather than
replicative" (Edelman, 1987, p. 265). M e m o r y is an active
process of classification leading to recategorization and,
thus, a partitioning of the world that is presented as one
"without labels." Storage, to the extent that it exists, is one
of procedures for mapping inputs to responses; hence, full
representations of objects are neither stored nor required: "It
is the complex of capacities to carry out a particular set of
procedures (or acts) leading to recategorization that is
recollected" (Edelman's italics 1987, p. 267). This view
contrasts sharply with that of m e m o r y cast as data residing
in a data base where the content is passive. In such schemes,
something operates on m e m o r y as data, reinforcing some of
it and degrading other parts of it. In the models developed
here, m e m o r y is an integral part of the processes that
employ it.

The scope or very presence of executive controllers is an
important issue. Dennett (1991) expresses considerable
concern over such homunculi-based theories. Centering his
discussion around the metaphor of the Cartesian Tlieater
where "everything" comes together, he suggests that the
theater provides catchall for awkward elements leading to
the failure to address difficult underlying questions. Dennett
offers a Multiple Drafts model of consciousness in which
"all varieties of perception—indeed all varieties of thought
or mental activity—are accomplished in the brain by
parallel, multiple-track processes of interpretation and
elaboration of sensory inputs." H e speaks in terms of an ongoing process of "editorial revision." Dennett reinforces
parallel processing as essential to modeling task execution
and reminds us to be firm in our disavowal of homuncular
concepts.
Cognitive modeling systems based on production rules
(e.g., EPIC and S O A R ) take a different stand on the issue
of control. Production rule interpreters operate as executives
with broad administrative responsibilities. Rule conditions
may have oversight of one or more active tasks and m e m o r y
stores, while rule actions m a y initiate, interrupt or terminate
tasks and execute operations on m e m o r y or other
capabilities central to the functioning of a model.
Following Dennett's admonition, the models developed
in O M A R do not employ an executive or controlling
process. The position explored here interprets the brain as
home to a broad range of specific and spatially separated
perceptual, cognitive and motor functional capabilities and
attempts to model selected component parts as a
dynamically configured network of computational elements
operating in parallel and at times contending with one
another in producing h u m a n multiple-task behaviors.
3. An Aircrew/Air-Traffic-Control Scenario
While scenarios in the commercial air traffic control domain
can be developed to an arbitrary level of complexity, even
the simplest scenarios can m a k e multiple-task demands on
aircrews and air traffic controllers (ATC).
3.1 Aircrew/Air-Traffic-Control
Communication
Verbal communication,frequentlythe point of convergence
for task contention in the air traffic control environment,
takes place in three modes: in-person conversation between
aircrew members, party-line radio communication between
aircrews and the A T C managing their airspace, and
telephone communication between A T C s in adjacent
sectors. A t the discretion of the aircraft's captain, either the
captain or the first officer m a y undertake the task of
handling A T C communication. T h e aircrew m e m b e r not
handling the A T C communication will monitor all A T C
communications expect for occasional periods w h e n
communication with, for example, a c o m p a n y dispatcher is
required. T h e party-line nature of radio communication
means that A T C communication with each aircraft is heard
by the aircrews of all aircraft under control of that A T C .
Hence, an A T C will identify the designated aircraft call sign
as the first segment of an utterance.
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Conversation on the flight deck between the captain and
first officer is the m o r e typical person-to-person
conversation of everyday life, but it is subject to
interruption by A T C communication. T h e interruptions m a y
take the form of directives addressed to their aircraft or to
another aircraft under control of the A T C . In the interests of
clarity and efficiency, m o s t
of the aircrew/ATC
communications are highly stylized exchanges initiated with
a directive or a question and completed b y an
acknowledgment of the directive or a response to the
question. Established policy plays an important role in
these exchanges. Verbal transactions between aircrew
members
must
be
suspended
for ATC-initiated
communication, even w h e n the communication is directed
to another aircraft. A n aircrew m e m b e r wishing to initiate a
communication with an A T C m u s t wait for the completion
of an on-going transaction before initiating the
communication. Typical directives to an aircraft m i g h t
involve changes in heading, altitude and airspeed. T h e crew
m e m b e r handling the communication will acknowledge the
communication and monitor the execution of the directive
by the other crew m e m b e r . Policy dictates cross c h e c k i n g —
each crew m e m b e r ' s expectations of exactly w h a t the other
crew m e m b e r will d o m u s t be confirmed or the exception
addressed. T h e crew must r e m e m b e r to resume their intracrew transaction o n completion of the A T C interruption.
T h e d o m a i n is a fertile one in which to examine multipletask behaviors.
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Figure 2: Aircrew Conversation Timeline
Figure 2 provides a timeline of a aircrew conversation
interrupted once by A T C directive that they m u s t attend to
and then by an A T C directive for another aircraft causing
them to fiirther delay their conversation. Jim, the captain of
flight D A L 100, has just initiated a conversation with his
first officer Joe w h e n they are interrupted b y a
communication from the A T C . Jim acknowledges the A T C
directive and Joe, having initiated the flight level change
(not s h o w n in the figure), resumes the in-person
conversation, but it is immediately interrupted b y another
A T C communication, this time directed to Jane and Bill's
flight, U A L 10. Jim m u s t pause once m o r e before he once

again resumes the interrupted communication with his first
officer.
3.2 Modeling Task Contention and its
Resolution
Established policy plays an important role in determining
aircrew response to communicative acts: in-person
communication is deferred in response to the onset of A T C
radio communication; cross-checking dictates overlapping
responsibilities with A T C communication managed by one
crew m e m b e r , while A T C directives are acted on by the
other crew m e m b e r ; expectations must be satisfied and those
that are not meet must be called out to secure safe aircraft
operation; initiation of a party-line communication must
await the completion of ongoing transactions. In S O A R or
E P I C , each of these "decision" events might be viewed as
the appropriate subject of an executive process and
implemented as a rule set. In these tick-based simulation
environments, each decision might be revisited numerous
times before it is resolved and the concurrent nature of the
ongoing tasks might dictate that several separate rule sets be
evaluated at each tick.
The O M A R simulator is an event-based simulator to
accommodate the particular and varied time steps at which
each of several concurrent processes can be expected to
operate. A n aircrew m e m b e r m a y initiate the action required
by the change-altitude portion of an A T C directive (perhaps
by setting the n e w altitude on the m o d e control panel
( M C P ) ) , while continuing to attend to subsequent speed and
heading directives. These activities go on concurrently, each
implemented as tasks with appropriate time frames.
Established policy dictates that an in-person aircrew
conversation be deferred at the onset of an A T C
communication. In O M A R , rather than being the subject of
a rule-based decision, established policy-driven behaviors
are viewed as a cognitive form of automaticity (Logan,
1988). The priority of the aircrew "listen to the A T C " task
is higher than the aircrew "in-person conversation" task. The
onset of "listen to the A T C " task interrupts the "in-person
conversation" task based on its priority. In like manner, the
aircrew "listen to other A T C transaction" has higher priority
than "initiate A T C communication." A n aircrew m e m b e r
will wait for the completion of an on-going party-line
transaction to complete before initiating a n e w transaction.
Policy-based decisions are viewed, not as the product of a
centralized executive process, but rather as the outcome of
contention a m o n g the particular subset of tasks activated
and competing to execute in response to events initiated
externally or internally. Events, be they externally or
internally initiated, impinge, not on short-term m e m o r y ,
but on activated long term memories in the form of
schemata with established policy-based priorities. In acting
on an the initial directive of an A T C directive while
attending to subsequent directives there m a y be no
contention, but w h e n contention is present, as in initiating a
party-line communication, policy-based priorities mediate
action. Given that several dispersed functional components
m a y contribute to each of the contending tasks, w h e n the
contention is resolved, the component functions must act in
accordance with the resolution.
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3.3 M o d e l i n g T h r e e F u n c t i o n a l
o f Listening

Components

The implementation of the listening tasks is representative
of task modeling in O M A R . T o elaborate on the
implementation, it is necessary to examine h o w tasks are
constructed from goals, and their plans and procedures (see
Figure 1), and h o w competition between tasks is mediated.
The aircrew members each have goals to manage in-person
(handle-voice-communication) and radio communication
{handle-atc-communication or manage-atc-communication
depending on whether the crew m e m b e r is responsible for
managing or simply monitoring A T C communication).
Each of these goals is implemented as a plan made up of
subgoals and procedures. The goals and subgoals express
the proactive agenda of the agent in addressing anticipated
contingencies, while the procedures express the actions to be
taken to accomplish each goal. These particular goals are
distinct to the extent that the protocols for conducting inperson and radio communication are distinct. The
communication goals are activated with the procedures
listen-for-voice-message and listen-for-radio-message in a
wait-state. The goals and their plans instantiate the
cognitive capability to conduct an in-person or radio
conversation using the appropriate protocol for each
communication media. Their procedures are in a wait-state
pending the onset of a communication in their particular
media. These goals, subgoals and procedures form the
attended cognitive component of the "listening" complex of
tasks. Additional goals and procedures stand ready to assess
and act on the content of the communication, for example,
setting a n e w target altitude using the M C P .
A s currently implemented, the listening tasks have two
additional components. The listening task complex is
activated by a verbal communication. A separate procedure
for processing the auditory input, initiated through a
separate goal, awaits the onset of an auditoiy
communication. Shortly after the auditory procedure is
activated, it in turn activates a speech understanding
procedure to develop the propositional form of the
communication that the attended cognitive task will respond
to. In the simulation, the communication content is
conveyed as an object and the auditory and speech
understanding processes are time-consuming process stubs.
The development of the listening task posits three distinct
functional areas of processing. Separate goal and subgoal
trees set up each of die functional capabilities. The onset of
the auditory communication initiates the processing with
the activities of the three functional areas coordinated
through a series of messages, or signals, as they are defined
in O M A R . The functional areas and signals are a symbolic
analogue of Edelman's (1987) reenfrant nets. The procedural
bias in the modeling approach is taken a step further.
Motivated by Edehnan's (1987) process view of memory
and reinforced by his references to Bartlett (1932), shortterm memory, rather than being treated as a faculty in its
o w n right, is modeled as a set of distinct capabilities
(Martin, 1993; Schneider & Detweiler, 1987) distributed
a m o n g a family of modality-specific functional procedures.
Auditory m e m o r y for a verbal communication is a
component of the auditory process, while the propositional

memory is a component of the language understanding
process. Their persistence, different for each modality, is
envisioned as, but not yet implemented as, a product of the
persistence of their enclosing procedures.
The model makes explicit a proposal for h o w component
functionalities might be coordinated during task execution
and h o w task contention might be mediated. Given a task,
postulated to be the product of contributions from several
dispersed functional capabilities, the event of the execution
and interruption of that task has been explored in a manner
that does not require an executive controller. The
implementation suggests h o w an attended listening task
might interact with auditory and language understanding
components of the task and h o w actions based on the
communication's content might be coordinated.
4. OMAR Support for Multiple-task Human
P e r f o r m a n c e Modeling
OMAR'S strengths as a human performance modeling
environment lie in its representation languages and their
graphical editors and browsers, its simulator and its postrun analysis tools. T h e principal representation languages
are the Simple Frame Language (SFL) and the Simulation
Core ( S C O R E ) language, a language for specifying the
concurrent execution of goals and procedures. S F L is a
direct descendent of the K L - O N E (Brachman & Schmolze,
1985) family of frame languages, while S C O R E is a
descendent of A C T O R S (Agha, 1986), a model of
concurrent computation in distributed systems. A rule based
language provides the capability to develop rule packets as
models of decision making. This section focuses on the
aspects of the languages that support the development the
models of h u m a n muhiple-task behaviors.
4.1 Concurrent Task Execution and Mediating
T a s k Contention
Language constructs in S C O R E provide the building blocks
for modeling task execution. Tasks are expressed as goals to
be accomplished by means of plans that are m a d e up of
subgoals and procedures. Concurrent execution essential to
the multiple-task capability in the models is specified using
race and join forms in the language. A race form completes
when the first of its enclosed forms completes. A join form
completes when all of its enclosed forms complete. A
spawn form is available to initiate an independent execution
thread.
The contention between tasks is a more complex concern.
At least three levels of contention can be envisioned.
Attended thoughtful deliberation can lead to the selection of
one course of action over another. This class of deliberation
processes that might be explicitly modeled on a case by case
basis is not addressed here. The concern in the current effort
has been with the simpler cases of policy-driven decisions
as described in the aircrew scenarios above and the still
simpler contention based on access to particular, identifiable
resources. The contention between tasks can occur high in
the goal tree as in the contention between "listen to A T C "
and "in-person conversation" procedures or near the leaves of
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the tree, as in contention between tasks for access to the
dominant hand for a skilled manual operation.
All S C O R E procedures are S F L concepts and each m a y
be classified as a procedure that contends with another
particular procedure (as in the case of "listen to A T C " and
"in-person conversation") or with other instances of their
o w n class (as in the case of the dominant hand requirement).
A n e w procedure about to run must either establish that it
does not contend with a running procedure or that it has
sufficient priority to block the execution of the running
procedure. If a n e w procedure has sufficient priority, it
begins execution and execution of the contending procedure
is halted until execution of the n e w procedure has
completed. At this point, barring intervening events
affecting the contending procedures, the original procedures
resumes execution. If the priority of the n e w procedure is
not sufficient to block the running procedure, it must wait
for the running procedure to terminate. Procedure priorities
are computed dynamically and procedure contention is
revisited as priorities change. Contention is mediated on a
pair-wise basis that does not require management by a thirdparty controller.
4.2 Pattern Matching in Coordinated
Functional C o m p o n e n t E x e c u t i o n
A s w e have seen in the aircrew scenario, goals are employed
to establish a network of procedures, each of which assumes
a wait-state sensitive to particular externally or internally
generated events. The events take the form of signals in
S C O R E . The signals are implemented as lists with the first
element of the list defining the signal type and additional
elements of the list provide the data required for the signal
type. T h e S C O R E form, signal-event, takes a list as an
argument and generates the signal. A procedure m a y
enqueue on a signal by using the with-signal form.
Execution of the procedure invoking the with-signal form
enters a wait-state pending the occurrence of a signal of the
designated type. The with-signal form m a y include a test on
any of the data elements of the signal that must be satisfied
before the signal is accepted for processing. O n c e a signal is
accepted, processing of the enclosing procedure continues. If
the signal type is of further interest, the with-signal form
must be employed again.
A procedure issuing a signal continues operation—it does
not wait upon or receive any returned values. The issuing
procedure has no knowledge of the other procedures that
have enqueued on the signal. There m a y any number of
procedures enqueued on it or none at all. A given procedure
m a y enqueue on a signal once or in each of two or more
parallel threads employed to explore different patterns of
events that each include this particular event. Signal-based
coordination of procedure execution bears some resemblance
to a dataflow architecture (Arvind & Culler, 1983). A
procedure in a wait-state resumes execution w h e n data
meeting its pattern matching requirements arrives.
The capability to enqueue on signals forms the basis for
the coordination of the functional capabilities that m a k e up
the multiple-task model of h u m a n performance. Signals are
used both as the representation of external events that trigger
the model's h u m a n receptors (eyes and ears in the current

implementation) and as the representation of the elements of
the subsequent internal cascade of events that is produced in
developing the coordinated multiple-level response to
external events. The network of activation of with-signal
forms can change rapidly over time to reflect the occurrence
of external events and the evolving reconfiguration of
procedures that represent the functional capabilities that
combine to form tasks governing the response to those
events. The changing network of active procedures, each
sensitive to particular external or internal events, forms a
pattern matcher that incorporates a temporal dimension and
determines the behaviors of the model. The proactive
component of the behaviors is provided by the goals and
subgoals that govern the initial network configuration and
activation of event-sensitive procedures. Each of the
behaviors in the performance of a task is the result of the
activation of a mix of the proactive and reactive components
of the task. The signal-driven activation of network nodes
that represent functional capabilities provides an emulation
of Edelman's reentrant and global maps.

5. Future Work
Simulation studies in the commercial air traffic control
domain employing professional aircrews and air traffic
controllers have been conducted on a regular basis over the
past several years. Access to the data from these studies
would provide the basis for an assessment and further
refinement of the modeling described here. In refming the
human performance model, several areas are of particular
interest. The first is to fiirther explore the link between
process and memory, and in particular, to model the
persistence of memory instances as the residuals of
procedure execution. A second area of interest is the
increased tempo in performance that people exhibit as
workload increases. In part, this will lead to a reexamination
and further elaboration of the priority-based mediation of
task contention.
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Abstract

shape their views of college education. The analogy also
m a y influence people's choice of problem solutions. From a
This study analyzed how a working group used an analogy ofproblem solving perspective, the most helpful analogies
•'education as a pathway" as a tool for conceptual
highlight elements of the issue that are salient for solving the
understanding and teamwork. The team's definition of the
problem. Schon (1979) called metaphors that facilitate
analogical structure remained consistent over the course of
problem solution "generative" because they provide a n e w
team work, but they applied the analogy to different targets.
perspective or solution to a problem. The utility of an
Ambiguities in the analogy contributed to its limited
analogy m a y depend on the its structure, with highly
application as a tool in detailed analysis. Implications are
systematic explanatory analogies (or scientific analogies)
noted with respect to how analogies are evaluated in team
being useful in scientific model building and expressive
work, how the nature of a metaphor influences its
analogies (metaphors) being more successful at prompting
applicability in analytical work, and how group process may
affect analogy use in team work.
rich descriptions or idea generation (Centner, 1982).
This study analyzed h o w one natural working group used
an
analogy between education and a pathway as a basis for
Introduction
building an analytical model. First, w e identified h o w the
This study explored h o w analogical reasoning was used by
team defined and applied this potentially ambiguous
an interdisciplinary working group to understand a complex
metaphor. Like many c o m m o n analogies (e.g., an
phenomenon and design an analysis. Analogical reasoning is
electricity/water analogy. Centner & Centner, 1983), both
the process through which learners use knowledge of one
the target and source domains were familiar to participants.
domain to address a similar problem in a new domain. The
In addition, just as instructional analogies are provided to
details of particular steps have been outlined in several
students by a teacher or textbook, the pathway analogy was
different models (e.g., Centner, 1983; Holyoak & Thagard,
supplied to the team by the team leader prior to the
1989), but the broad pattern of applying analogies involves
beginning of team work. A s such, selection of the analogy
the following steps: identifying an appropriate analogy,
(the first step in analogical reasoning) was not an issue for
mapping components of the source domain to the target
the team. However, unlike typical instructional analogies the
domain, and evaluating the mapping. Through this process,
pathway analogy's detailed structure was not explicitly
information about relationships in the source domain is
presented to participants, so team members needed to
applied to relationships in the target domain, allowing for
generate and explain the structure on their o w n in order for it
new insight and understanding about the target.
to be used in the team work. Our goal was to identify the
Research has shown that analogies can enhance many
characteristics of the analogy that facilitated or hindered the
areas of discourse and problem solving, including
team's analogical reasoning.
explanation (Centner, 1983), theory formation (Nersessian,
1992), probability reasoning (Ross, 1984), argumentation
Subject and Methods
(Schon, 1979), scientific insight (Langley & Jones, 1988),
and problem solving in academic domains (Chi, et al.,
Subject of Study
1989). Studies in business and social science (e.g., Schon,
1979) indicate that the selection and use of an analogy can
The subject of study was an interdisciplinary working group
have a strong effect on people's understanding of a problem.
(Team A ) within an institution that had an overall mission of
Analogies affect cognitive processes by constraining the
developing strategies to improve education in science, math,
thinking that occurs. If an individual or group accepts the
engineering, and technology ( S M E T ) at a national level. A s
validity of an analogy, the objects and relationships in that
part of its task. T e a m A intended to investigate questions
analogy are active in participants' memories. For instance,
about college S M E T education by drawing an analogy
viewing college education as a pathway might imply that the
between college education and a pathway. The goals for the
educational process has a starting point, an ending point, and pathway project included (1) characterizing and comparing
a direction. People using the metaphor might not explicate
student pathways in selected S M E T and n o n - S M E T majors,
these implications, yet the implications nevertheless might
(2) identifying the impact that reformed courses had on
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students' paths, and (3) developing a model that could be
used to analyze pathways in other situations.
At the time observation began, the team comprised 6
m e m b e r s (3 professors of various levels and disciplines, 2
graduate students, and 1 academic staft"). B y the end of the
one-year observation period, one graduate student and the
staff m e m b e r had left the group, and a n e w graduate student
had joined the team. Each team m e m b e r missed at least one
meeting.
Data Collection and Analysis
The data set analyzed here included videotape, audiotape,
and observers' notes from 21 meetings and 16 interviews
that spanned a one-year period. Observations began shortly
after T e a m A began its work and ended with interviews
conducted after the last meeting of the team. In the first
phase of work (Meetings 1-10), T e a m A's primary pathwayrelated task was to begin an analysis of student course
transcript data. These meetings included discussions of the
team's approach to pathway analysis and reviews of initial
data analyses. T h e end of this phase was signified by a lapse
in team meetings and a shift of focus away from the course
transcript analysis. During the second phase of research
(Meetings 11-21) conversations focused on theoretical issues
with little group discussion of the specific transcript
analysis. The
transcript
analysis
was
eventually
discontinued, and at the end of the period of observation the
group stopped meeting as a team. Individual interviews were
conducted periodically throughout this time period.
The qualitative analysis that follows is the product of an
extensive inductive identification of ideas and patterns
evident in conversational and interview data. First, relevant
meeting segments (involving a reference to a pathway
metaphor or related task) were targeted for detailed analysis
as described in Chi (1997). A n "open coding" (see Strauss &
Corbin, 1990) was done on the reduced protocols to identify
salient data categories. The resulting emergent coding
categories included analogy components and characteristics,
targets, evaluations, and applications.

of the analogy did not shift significantly over the course of
team meetings, the target of the analogy application
changed.
Analogy Definition
Analogy source. Participants' explicit definitions of a
pathway described a basic picture of a pathway as
comprising m o v e m e n t between two points. For example,
Protocol 1 presents excerpts of three participants'
descriptions of pathways.
Protocol 1
"the route that students take from starting college to
when they get their major"
"where they start and where they end"
"a w a y to get from here to there, ... the sequence of
courses that are taken."
This generic view represented a path as a series of points
along a single direction. In this definition, a pathway (the
source domain) had three major components: starting/entry
point, gateways or milestones, and end point. In addition,
different types of pathways were characterized in different
ways. For example, all paths were presumed to have a
general direction, but the degree of flexibility or rigidity of
the path varied, with "true paths" being rigid in nature while
other types of paths were more flexible. Figure 1 illustrates
conceptual representations of "true paths" versus other types
of paths.
A s shown in Figure 1, "true" paths require a sequential
progression along a single route. This view of a pathway
corresponded to the stereotypical view of some S M E T
disciplines (e.g., engineering) as strict, "unforgiving"
pipelines. Other, more flexible, paths have multiple starting
points, a chance for re-entry, and optional gateways that are
not sequentially organized. S o m e majors (e.g., biology)
might allow students to follow this type of less sequential
path through school.
Analogy target domain. Conversations included references
to two target domains: a target related to student course
work, and a target related to non-course-reiated events. A

Deflnitions of the Pathways Analogy
O u r inductive analysis revealed that while the basic structure
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charJ^cn/cs

re-ent

mapping had a course work target if it connected pathway
components (start,finish,milestones) to specific courses or
educational milestones such as graduation. In this view a
pathway was a progression from course to course, with
courses and grades being the primary markers ideiitifymg
parts of a path. In contrast, a mapping targeted a life path if
it referred to non-course-related events such as entering
school with a certain type of motivation, finding the correct
advisors, or pursuing a career in a certain field.
In initial conversations (Meetings I-II), all references to
pathways implied course-related targets, and course-related
references continued through Meeting 21. In Meetings 12,
15, and 16, team members extended the target of the
pathway analogy to include "life paths." Although team
members realized that the analogy could be applied to a liferelated target, they recognized that they did not have access
to data—such as social networks or student friendships—
necessary to analyze a life path and thus did not see life
targets as appropriate for their task.
This shift in target of the pathway analogy reflected an
implicit evaluation of the metaphor. Participants were aware
of the pathway analogy as a potential tool with limitations
and benefits, and they viewed the original target as at least
partially inadequate. It is interesting that they did not alter
the structure of the metaphor (i.e., the components of a
pathway) but merely shifted the target of analogical
reasoning. This might indicate that they viewed the structure
as correct but limited in its application.

DL'sfirststatement implies the existence of group pathways
("hard science path" versus "biological science path") and
thus uses an aggregate pathway target. The subsequent
exchange, in contrast, explicitly indicates that a "path
oriented" approach requires tracking individuals, thus
specifying that the desired target is individual rather than
aggregate.
While participants acknowledged in interviews that a
"path" could refer to both individual and aggregate paths,
this ambiguity was never explicitly addressed in team
meetings. A s will be discussed, this ambiguity was a source
of communication difficulties.
Analogy Mappings

There was only one explicit mapping m a d e between a
component of a pathway and educational experience (i.e., a
link between a particular course and the start of a path), but
participants frequently linked characteristics of pathways
and various educational experiences. For example,
participants frequently described educational pathways as
having different degrees offlexibilityand rigidity, just as
real paths differ in their ease of access.
This indicated that team members' analogical reasoning
w a s based on specific paths rather than on representations of
a generic pathway. A s Figure 1 indicated, at a generic level
all types of paths shared basic components (start, gateway,
exit), while specific pathways had different characteristics
(e.g., true paths were rigid and sequential while others were
flexible). Most mappings, however, involved characteristics
Analogy target level of speciricity. The target's level of (which differed only for specific paths) rather than
specificity indicated whether the source domain was mapped
components ( c o m m o n to a generic pathway), indicating that
to individual pathways (an individual student's experience)
specific paths (identified by specific characteristics) were
or to non-individual, or aggregate, pathways. A c o m m e n t
the basis for analogical reasoning.
referred to an individual pathway // it indicated that a
In addition, participants mentioned pathways w h e n
pathway was unique to an individual or determined by an
describing the goals of the group. For instance. Protocol 3
individual's choices. A n aggregate pathway was defined as a
shows excerpts from two participants' interviews in which
path-related reference that implied that the path was not
they c o m m e n t on the team goals.
based on experiences of a single individual. This included
references to group pathways ( c o m m o n paths taken by a
Protocol 3
group of students) and institutional pathways (expected
D L : I think that [we are trying] to empirically show, . .
pathways defined by a major department or university).
. "Is it [science education] a true path?"
Both levels of specificity were referred to throughout the
//
team meetings and interviews. For example, in Meeting 1,
S Y : W e got a large data set of people in the different
18 turns contained pathway references. O f these turns, 3 0 %
sciences and . . . [want to] see if w e can plot out
referred to individual paths and 1 1 % implied aggregate
what their pathways look like. So that w e can say
pathways. Protocol 2 (from Meeting 1) illustrates references
that there are pathways, and these are variations
to aggregate and individual targets in the same conversation.
across disciplines.

DL:

Protocol 2
I wonder if w e can characterize a hard science
pathway versus a ... biological science pathway.

In both statements, the term pathway was used in referring
to educational experiences, thus implying the validity of
viewing education as a pathway. However, details of h o w
education was a like a pathway were never discussed. This
constituted a high-level mapping which linked the two
domains but which did not provide any detailed description
of h o w relationships within the domains were linked to each
other.

//
D L : [The analyst] is looking at percentages. He's not
tracking the person throughout.
H C : Right, it's not really path-oriented.
//
D L : If w e could get him to . . . plot data sets per
person, ... w e can see where the dropouts occur
along the path.

3Ii

Alternate M e t a p h o r s

designing the analysis), it was not invoked in detailed
discussions of data. This reflected a limited application of
the analogy in the analysis.
Meeting 16, in contrast, comprised a broad conceptual
discussion in which the nature of the underlying metaphor
was explored. In this meeting, the discussion focused on the
nature of the metaphor itself, with little discussion of the
transcript analysis. Meeting 16 illustrated h o w the analogy
could prompt higher level conceptual discussions; this
represented a use of the analogy as a framework for
meaning-making rather than as a tool in detailed analysis.

In meetings and interviews participants used alternate
metaphors—some
closely
resembling
the
pathway
analogy—to clarify their view of h o w students traverse
educational institutions. Examples of alternate metaphors
included pipelines, rivers, expressways, footpaths, and
trains. S o m e references constituted a simple mention of a
metaphor, while others involved elaborate descriptions. For
example, one participant described h o w school was like a
turbulent channel of water constrained by steep
embankments. Students caught in the stream were thrown
about by institutional forces. In this view, educational
reform represented a "softening of the banks" that would
decrease the turbulence of the water and thus ease students'
experiences. This illustrated h o w an alternative metaphor
could vividly emphasize situational elements that were not
highlighted with a simple pathway metaphor.
Although these alternate metaphors could be viewed as
challenges to a pathway metaphor (i.e., that the pathway
metaphor w a s inadequate in explaining a concept), team
m e m b e r s indicated that they felt metaphors such as roads,
rivers, and pipelines exemplified specific types of paths.
This view is represented in Figure 1 through inclusion of
alternative metaphors as examples of various paths.
Notwithstanding this definition of the term pathway as
denoting a generic path, participants' use of the term
pathway periodically was ambiguous. For example, one
participant indicated that a "random walk" was not a "real
path." Another indicated that a "true path" was similar to an
inflexible pipeline. This dual connotation of the term
pathway introduced ambiguity into the use of the metaphor.
While the term was periodically used to imply a broad
category encompassing several variants, it also occasionally
had connotations of rigidity.

Factors Influencing Analogy Use
While the pathway analogy was to be used as the basis for
building a model of student educational experiences, specific
analogical mappings were discussed infrequently. A s a
result, while high-level mappings between the approach to
the work and the nature of a pathway (such as those found in
discussions of planning activities) m a y have helped team
members generate interesting ideas about education, they did
not help participants in the detailed analysis of student
transcript data. Based on the results discussed above, we
believed that the lack of success of analogical reasoning was
exacerbated by failure to build an explicit componential
model of the base analogy and failure to clarify ambiguities
in mappings between the base and target domains.
Lack of Discussion about Model Components
In order to determine h o w to identify student "paths" in
transcripts, participants needed to determine what data
corresponded to particular parts of a pathway. However,
only one explicit mapping was identified in team meetings,
indicating that the team as a whole did not discuss how
mappings should be made. In addition, only in one meeting
(at which no analysts were present) did a participant
acknowledge the complexity of identifying h o w various
courses corresponded to components of a pathway.
The lack of explication of specific mappings hindered
team progress on the task by making it difficult for the
analysts to k n o w h o w to use the analogy as a basis for model
building. Explicit discussions about possible components of
pathways and mappings between the pathway model and
student coursework likely would have facilitated the
analysts' ability to proceed on the task.
It is possible that the lack of explicit discussion about the
pathway model and its application resulted from
participants' acceptance of the metaphor as a " c o m m o n
sense" idea that did not need further explanation. Because
participants presumed a c o m m o n understanding of the
metaphor, further explication or discussion of the model
components appeared unnecessary.

Uses of the Pathways Analogy
T w o meetings (Meetings 1 and 16) stood out as examples of
in-depth pathway-related discussions. These meetings
included the highest percentage of turns containing explicit
pathway-related propositions (with 7.7 and 9.5% of turns
being path-related, compared to an average of 1.7%). In
addition, both
meetings
contained
pathway-related
exchanges that were complex (e.g., multiple propositions
about pathways raised in a single turn) and generative (e.g.,
participants building on each other's ideas). These two
meetings illustrated the dual purpose of the pathway analogy
in T e a m A's work.
In Meeting 1, the pathways metaphor was invoked as a
planning tool, with the intent of designing the analysis to
conform to designated characteristics of a pathway. In
particular, participants indicated that they expected the
analysis would be "path related" if it tracked individuals, as
shown in Protocol 2. Subsequent meetings (at which data
were reviewed but no planning took place) contained less
frequent mentions of the analogy. W h e n the metaphor was
mentioned in these meetings, it was not discussed in-depth,
and its characteristics or components were rarely invoked.
This indicated that while the metaphor was useful in
planning the analysis (and in providing a framework for

Ambiguous Mappings: Aggregate Goals Versus
Individual Analyses
Application of the pathway analogy also was difficult
because the research goals and the expected analytical
approach comprised two different levels of analysis.
A s mentioned above, the pathway analogy was mapped to
targets at two levels of specificity: individual student
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pathways and aggregate pathways. The team's primary
research questions involved analyzing aggregate pathways.
For example, participants wanted to compare paths through
various majors and to examine the impact that a major
path's flexibility or rigidity had on retention of students from
different backgrounds. A s a result, the research questions
mapped the base domain of a pathway onto an aggregate
target comprising experiences of groups of students.
However, in planning the analysis most team members
indicated that an "individually based" approach should be
used. At early meetings group m e m b e r s criticized the initial
analyst's reports for providing summary
statistics
(aggregates) instead of tracking individuals and thus not
being "path oriented." These statements reflected mappings
between a pathway and an individual-level target. Because
these team members' expectations were based on a view of
individual pathways, the initial analyst's work (which
implied an aggregate target) did not meet their expectations.
A n in-depth analysis of this situation (see DuRussel &
Derry, in preparation) indicated that the ambiguity
contributed to a social conflict that hindered the team's
effectiveness.
The issue of h o w to use individual transcripts to obtain
conclusions about aggregate paths was never clarified by
any group member. Similarly, while in final interviews
participants recognized the existence of both individual- and
aggregate-level targets, this issue was never discussed in
team meetings. Possibly because of this lack of clarification,
analysts expressed confusion about h o w to approach the
detailed analysis. The individual/aggregate ambiguity in
analogical mappings complicated the task and thus
contributed to the lack of progress.
The fact that the individual/aggregate mismatch for the
transcript analysis was problematic was underscored by the
fact that a different task involving pathways did not seem to
pose a problem for the team. A s a related endeavor, one
team m e m b e r created flow charts of institutional pathways
as defined in course catalogs. In this project, the research
goal and the data were at a parallel aggregate level. Because
the level of data (course catalog information) and the
expected result (a m a p of the path reflected in the course
catalog) were aligned, the application of the analogy was
unambiguous and thus less complex. This, in combination
with the fact that the data were clearer and more easily
available, m a d e this task easier than the transcript analysis
task.
Participants' Evaluations of the Analogy
T e a m members' actions and comments indicated that they
recognized the analogical mappings were not clearly
defined. First, in meetings and interviews participants
indicated that identifying h o w the "pathway" model should
be applied was more complex than it initially seemed.
Several participants (in particular the analysts) described the
pathway idea as not very important or interesting.
In addition, participants' actions revealed their awareness
of the limitations of the analogy in its current form. At
Meeting 11 the team initiated a literature search of research
that would lake the pathway analogy "from metaphor to
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model" by identifying h o w the pathway analogy had been
used in other lines of research. The literature review was not
completed, so it is uncertain h o w such a product—one that
provided more specific information about applying the
analogy as an analytical tool—might have influenced a
subsequent analysis.
T e a m members' negative reactions to the metaphor m a y
have reflected the difficulty of using a simple abstract
structure (such as a pathway) to analyze a complex data set.
Although the metaphor provided a framework for
participants to understand the general goal of their task, it
was not specific enough to be an easily accessible analogical
tool for a detailed analysis of student courses. There thus
was a gap between the abstract metaphor and the specific
analogy (including mappings) needed in the data analysis.
Alternatively, the lack of progress m a y have reflected a
lack of metacognitive knowledge and reflection about the
analogical reasoning process. Participants seemed to accept
the appropriateness of the metaphor (including the existence
of educational pathways) without discussing explicit
mappings and their implications. This indicated that while
participants acknowledged the analogy as a tool in their
work, they did not k n o w h o w to apply it successfully in a
process of analogical reasoning.
In either case, however, participants' discussions and
reactions to the metaphor indicated that even if team
m e m b e r s did not explicate all the implications of the
pathway metaphor, they were active users of the analogy,
not passive recipients of it.
Conclusion
This case study illustrated h o w an analogy w a s used by a
natural group to address a complex problem. The pathway
metaphor had limited application as a basis for detailed
analogical reasoning. This analysis raised several issues
relevant to analogy use in group work, including the value of
explicitly discussing the analogical reasoning process, the
impact that domain clarity m a y have on an analogy's utility,
and possible subtleties in analogical evaluation.
First, effective team use of the analogy relies on c o m m o n
understanding and application of the metaphor. However,
participants m a y interpret the analogy differently and use it
in different ways in their work. This m a y result in
misunderstandings a m o n g team members, and m a y
contribute to team products being created and evaluated
based on different criteria. If a metaphor is c o m m o n l y used
in normal speech, then an assumption of c o m m o n
understanding m a y preclude explicit discussions about the
assumptions and ambiguities in the metaphor. This lack of
discussion might result in an inefficient or inconsistent
application of the metaphor both in analogical tasks and in
conceptualization. It also is possible that participants'
familiarity with the term and the concept m a y blind them to
the fact that it can be broken into components that could be
compared separately as a part of an analogy.
Adequate
communication
also
may
enhance
metacognitive monitoring of the reasoning process, which in
turn would facilitate analogy application. If team m e m b e r s
do not attend to the ways in which the analogy could be

used—and to the implications of various mappings—then
the analogical reasoning process may not result in a
productive understanding of the target domain. Even if the
analogy is implicitly evaluated (as was the case for Team
A ) , the evaluation may not result in improved application of
the analogy. A higher level of metacognitive awareness of
the reasoning process is probably required to apply a
complex analogy successfully in teamwork.
Second, ambiguities in the source and target domains
appeare to influence participants' ability to generate
analogical mappings. A n analogy that requires far transfer
across domains may not provide enough clues about how to
apply the analogy in detailed work. Because this type of
analogy involves a source and target of radically different
domains, many details may need to be supplied by the
group before generating mappings, making analogical
reasoning complex. In order to avoid miscommunications
among team members, it is important that team members
clarify both the base and the intended target of the analogy
and explicate the type of mappings that are to be made.
This case study also provided information about
analogical evaluation in a natural group. While little explicit
evaluation of the metaphor was evident in team
conversation,
participants'
actions—including
their
expansion of the analogy target and their search for
examples of its application in other fields—indicated subtle
evaluation of the metaphor's utility. The use of alternate
metaphors to extend and clarify the pathway metaphor also
revealed that participants were constantly evaluating the
validity of the pathway metaphor. However, these
evaluations apparently did not improve the application of the
analogy.
This analysis highlights that while analogy can be a useful
tool in team work, the nature of the analogy and the skill of
the group in analogical reasoning constrain its utility for
certain functions. In this case, the pathway analogy was
unsuccessful as an explanatory analogy (see Centner, 1982)
designed to facilitate detailed understanding of patterns in
student educational data, but it was more successful as an
expressive metaphor that highlighted interesting questions
for study. The analogy's lack of success as an explanatory
analogy likely was related to its status as a " c o m m o n sense"
idea. While instructional analogies may be selected either
for their ease of application or their emphasis of particular
aspects of the target domain (thus ensuring their success as
explanatory devices), a "common sense" analogy is not
necessarily as carefully selected. If the analogy's
ambiguities and limitations are not identified and resolved
by team members, the analogy application may be limited or
misapplied, resulting in a lack of progress on the team task.
T e a m managers and members need to be aware of these
issues in order to facilitate the application of an analogy in
teamwork.
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Abstract
This study discusses belief-change as the problem of
deciding which previously-accepted belief, or premise, to
abandon, when an inference from an initial belief set is
subsequently contradicted. The data concern h o w
"disbelieving" a previously-accepted conditional premise
is realized as a particular modification to that premise.
The types of revisions that are made are influenced by the
kind of knowledge expressed in the conditional. The
results and the broader issues of belief-revision are related
to other concerns that have emerged in the literature on
propositiona! inference, such as the reported reluctance of
people to make simple valid modus ponens inferences in
some circumstances and the general interest in
incorporating subjective belief into accounts of deductive
inference.
Introduction
Consider the following occasion of common-sense beliefchange. Suppose you believe (a) your colleague is
planning on attending a seminar and (b) If he is attending
the seminar, he will be leaving the office at 3:45. A
conflict would become apparent w h e n you fail to observe
him leaving at 3:45. Y o u might inquire "Aren't you going
to the seminar?" and learn that he had changed his mind.
Once you change the belief about his attendance, your
resulting belief set is a consistent and accurate model of
this particular situation. Alternatively, you might have
questioned the belief If m y colleague is attending the
seminar, then he will be leaving at 3:45. Denying this
conditional belief would also have served to eliminate the
conflict with the n e w information (colleague is not leaving
at 3:45).
Given that there are these sorts of alternatives, h o w is it
that a reasoner chooses a m o n g them, so as to identify a
plausible n e w belief state as a model of a particular
situation? That is, given that a reasoner is cognizant of
some conflict, what are the principles guiding the beliefchange decision, as characterized above, i.e., the principles
by which a reasoner decides it is more plausible to abandon
belief/ rather than belief y, in order to arrive at a consistent
model of some situation?
The real-life example outlined above has the feature that
the reasoner could establish on-the-spot which beliefs were
faulty, by asking a few questions. However, it is not to
hard lo imagine a variant in which the reasoner cannot
iininediatcly validate a n e w candidate bclicl-scl (perhaps
you observe your colleague through an office window
across a courtyard and must nonetheless instead m a k e a
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transition to a n e w belief-state without such validation). In
any case, the issue still remains: what are the principles
underlying h o w the reasoner chooses a m o n g several
possible belief-revisions, thereby moving to s o m e other
belief-state?
Another w a y to look at the example above is that there
is a need to resolve a contradiction arising between a valid
inference derived from a set of accepted premises and s o m e
newly-arriving information. A reasoner can always refuse
to accept the n e w information and not be so quick to
assume that the premises were faulty Indeed, there is a
large literature that indicates that beliefs persevere even
w h e n they ought not. M y interest in belief-change starts at
the point where any inertia to accept the n e w information
has been overcome, leaving the reasoner with the problem
of deciding which accepted premise (belieO to n o longer
accept, in order to resolve the conflict.
Belief-change, prompted by the recognition of
contradiction, has been studied as an element of scientific
theory revision or formulation. But in addition to occurring
in these grand-scale cases of constructing a theory of s o m e
domain, belief-change occurs on a m u c h smaller scale, I
believe, as a prevalent part of everyday reasoning by which
w e formulate and revise situational models of our world.
T h e work reported here is part of a larger research effort
in understanding the principles that underlie h o w a
reasoner, w h e n faced with a contradiction, chooses to
abandon one sort of belief (previously-accepted premise)
over another (Elio, 1997; Elio & Pelletier, 1997). T h e data
described in the present paper provide s o m e insight into
h o w "denying" a previously-accepted premise is realized as
a particular modification to that premise, so that a
contradiction-free belief set results. In particular, they
provide s o m e indication of a taxonomy of belief-revision
operators, which are called upon to resolve contradictions
in simple scenarios. T h e results and broader issues of
belief-revision are related to other concerns that have
emerged in the literature on propositional inference,
namely the unwillingness of subjects to m a k e simple valid
m o d u s ponens inferences in s o m e circumstances (e.g.,
Byrne, 1989) and the interest in extending accounts of
deductive inference with subjective inference (George,
1995; Johnson-Laird, 1994; Stevenson & Over, 1995).
Previous work on belief-change
I have studied belief-change, as charactcnzcd above, by
using a problem format that can be schematically described
as follows: Suppose you initially believe that p — > q is
true, that p is true, and therefore, also that q is true.

Suppose you later discover that q is false. Given that the
which one of those conditionals is "disbelieved", what
information about q being false is guaranteed to be
might this mean? In what sense is a conditional "denied"?
accurate, indicate which of the following you regard to be
To obtain some insight on "disbelief or "denial" in the
the most plausible set of beliefs to have: {a) p — > q is true, context of belief revision, subjects were given the beliefp is false, q is false or (b) p — > q is false, p is true, q is change scenarios used in previous belief revision studies
false.
(Figure la). The present experiment asked them to provide
In some experiments, subjects are given the option to
open-ended information, specifically to indicate what
claim both the initial premises are "uncertain" in their
changes they would make to one or the other of the initial
belief status; in other experiments, subjects arc not forced
beliefs, in order to resolve the contradiction.
to make this hard-and-fast decision about which premise to
believe or disbelieve, and instead rate their degree of belief
Suppose you initially belief the following:
in the initial premises p — > q and p, given that new
If Joe cut hisfinger,then it bled
information asserts ~q. In brief, those studies found that (a)
Joe cut his finger.
on problems where the antecedent and consequent are
Therefore, you believe hisfingerbled.
instantiated by nonsense phrases, subjects showed no
You do some additional study and discover this is true:
preference in which initial premise they disbelieved, in
Joe'sfingerdid not bleed.
resolving the contradiction; (b) when the problems
(a)
involved natural-language cover stories about unfamiliar
Causal-few disabler:
domain, subjects preferred to disbelieve the conditional; (c)
If Mary jumps in the pool, then she gets wet.
when the problems used familiar, real-world content,
Causal-many disabler
subjects' preference for disbelieving p — > q v. disbelieving
If John studies hard, then he does well on the test.
p depended upon the kind of knowledge expressed in the
Promise
conditional (Elio & Pelletier, 1997; Elio, 1997). In the
If Susan completes the report by the weekend,
case of the last result, the conditionals expressed either
then her boss will give her a day off next week.
causal relationships, promises, familiar defmitions, and
Familiar Definition
unfamiliar definitions. Following a manipulation used by
If a mineral is a diamond, then it is made of
Cummins and her colleagues (Cummins, Lubart, Alksnis,
compressed carbon.
& Rist, 1991; Cummins, 1995), four types of causal
Unfamiliar Definition
conditionals were used, defined by whether there were many
If a plant is an equisetium, then it spreads by creeping
or few alternative causes for the consequent, and many or
horizontal root stems.
few 'disabling factors'—factors that would lead to the
(b)
denial of the consequent even in the presence of the
antecedent. The key result for belief- revision was the
Figure 1: Sample belief-revision problem (a)
finding that causal conditionals with many associated
and illustrative examples of each conditional type (b)
disabling factors were more likely to be disbelieved, as a
way to eliminate contradiction, than conditionals with few
Experiment
disabling factors. In the latter case, more subjects preferred
to say, essentially, "It's more plausible to disbelieve the
Stimuli and Design
premise p" when ~q arrived as the new information. A n
Twenty-eight belief-revision problems, used in previous
account of thesefindingswas based on the idea that the
belief-revision studies, were adapted for this task. This set
reasoner considers alternative candidate belief sets, each
consisted of (a) 16 causal conditionals (8 many disabler, 8
corresponding to assuming that some disabler might be in
few disabler), (b) four promise conditionals, (d) four
effect. It was supposed that, when a reasoner can identify
familiar definition conditionals, and (e) four unfamiliar
many disabling factors that would prevent a conditional's
definitions.
The data reported here concerns modus ponens
consequent from occurring in the present of a conditional's
belief-change problems, like the one illustrated in Figure
antecedent, this is tantamount to identifying many belief
1, in which the initial belief set presents a modus-ponens
sets in which the conditional is denied. When there arc few
such factors, the reasoner may regard it more likely that it inference that is conU"adicted by the new information.
Figure 1 also gives examples of each type of conditional.
is the non-conditional premise that is more worthy of
Cummins ct al. (1991) and Elio (1997) identified items as
disbelief, to eliminate a contradiction This account did not
consider the plausibility of candidate belief sets. I return to exemplars for these conditional types through norming
studies.
this matter in the Discussion section.
The kind of conditionals used in the belief-change
Subjects and Method.
experiments include ones such as: // the ignition key is
turned, then the car starts; If Larry grasped the glass with
To ensure the task was completed in a reasonable amount
his bare hands, then hisfingerprintswill he on it; If Susan of time, the problem set was divided into two sets, one
completes the report by Friday, her boss will give her a
comprised of belief-revision problems using only the
day off next week; If a mineral is a diamond, then it is
causal conditionals and another using only the promises
made of compres.sed carbon. When subjccls indicate that, to and definitions. T w o groups of 21 subjccls each received
resolve contradiction, a plausible belief set would be one in
one or the other of the sets. Problems were presented in
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random orders to subjects in booklet form. For each
problem, subjects were first asked which of the two initial
beliefs they believed it was more plausible to disbelieve,
given that the n e w information was accurate. They were
then asked to indicate the revisions they would m a k e to the
belief they targetted for denial (either p or/>—>^) so that it
became consistent with the new information, ~q. Subjects
were drawn from the University of Alberta Department of
Psychology subject pool.
Results
The major interest is in the kinds of modifications subjects
proposed to the initial belief set, so that contradiction
created by the n e w information is eliminated. S o m e
descriptive data on which belief they targeted for revision is
useful, however, to show consistency with previous
findings. Table 1 presents these data as the frequencies with
Table 1: Percentage of choices disbelieving/?—>q v. p to
resolve contradiction with ~q

Causals
F e w Disablers
M a n y Disablers
Promises
Familiar Defs.
Unfamiliar Defs

Disbelieve p — > q

Disbelieve p

57%
74%
84%
39%
45%

43%
26%
16%
61%
55%

which subjects modified the conditional or the nonconditional premise, as a function of the type of knowledge
expressed in the conditional form. Consistent with
previous studies, the key factor is the role of disabling
factors for causal conditionals. M o r e subjects marked the
p — > q premise for disbelief when the causal conditional
had many disablers than w h e n it had few ( 7 4 % v. 5 7 % ) .
The trends for promises and definitions are also consistent
with previous studies: For conU-adicted promises, the
preference is to disbelieve the conditional premise; for
familiar definitions, subjects prefer to disbelieve the nonconditional premise p. This preference occurred to a lesser
degree in the unfamiliar definitions.
The primary focus of this study was a descriptive
characterization of what might be meant when a belief is

labelled for "disbelief or "denial", in the context of
identifying a plausible consistent belief set. Seven
categories were used to describe the modifications that
subjects proposed to the conditional belief, w h e n it was the
conditional belief
that they indicated ought to be
"disbelieved" to resolve contradiction. These categories and
the percentage of responses falling into each of them, for
each type of conditional belief, are given in Table 2.
The demote-to-default category covered responses of the
sort "Usually p — > q " or "p only increases the likelihood
of q," or "p — > q , but there are exceptions". O f course,
subjects expressed these notions in the context of a
particular problem, such as 'If the apples are ripe, then
they often they fall from the tree" (few-disabler causal) or
"If the ignition is turned, then the car should start" (manydisabler causal). Category 2—missing enabler—covers
responses such as "If Susan finished the report by the
weekend and the report was good enough, then her boss
would give her a day off next week" (promise); "If Joe cut
his finger and the cut was deep enough, then it would
bleed" (few-disabler causal). These are cases in which
subjects expressed a necessity condition and often
(although not always) indicated that the condition was not
holding, and hence the inference q could not be made, thus
eliminating the contradiction with ~q.
The third category in Table 6 — present disabling factor
—
covers responses in which subjects expressed the
presence of an additional antecedent proposition that makes
~q a consistent inference. Examples include "If the trigger
was pulled and the gun had no bullets, then the gun would
not fire" (causal: m a n y disablers) and "If Chris signs up
additional students for the art course and the students are
not of the right type, then Chris's instructor will not give
her a discount on art supplies"(promise). It m a y be
tempting to collapse categories 2 and 3, since necessary
and disabling factors are related: an absent necessary
condition can be viewed as disabling the relationship. But
from an inference viewpoint, they are not quite the same: a
present disabler allows one to conclude ~q and an absent
necessary condition just blocks q from being inferred. The
subsequent belief state is different in these two cases.
Category 4 —"generalize q" — occurred only in a few
particular items which seemed to invite this sort of
revision. For definitions, almost all occurrences involved
the item "If A m a n d a is a cardiologist, then she specializes

Table 2: Categories of modifications proposed to p — > q ,
when p- ->q was disbelieved to resolve contradiction, and percentages of each type
Causals
Promises
Definitions
F e w Disablers
M a n y Disablers
Familiar
Unfamiliar
I. demote p-^q to default
30%
27%
41%
63%
81%
43%
0
2. p & enabler —>q
39%
7%
23%
23%
3. p & disabler -> ~q
21%
0
8%
3%
4. generalize q
0
0
25%
0
13%
5. p-^q invalid/incorrect
1%
6%
10%
1%
0
6. exceptional instance
6%
3%
2%
12%
5%
7.lime, intervening events
0%
0
0
3%
4%
(lolal N )
(114)
(142)
_(75l_
(33)
(42)
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in diseases of the heart." Here, the revisions of this type
included "Cardiologists do more things than specialize in
diseases of the heart....If she's a cardiologist, then she is
concerned with general aspects of the heart." T h e promise
conditional that invited this sort of revision was "If Jeremy
m o w s their lawn, the Robinsons will give him $15". The
amount of payment was dropped or specified more
generally ("...then they will pay him something").
Similarly, the case of Susan completing a report
(mentioned above) invited a generalization of the
consequent to "... then her boss will give her a day off
sometime." Despite the infrequent use of this beliefrevision option, which I attribute to the nature of a few of
the items used here, it is an interesting revision operator
because it is a small semantic fix to the sense of the
conditional belief: the notion is domain independent, but
requires a domain-dependent understanding of h o w a
variable can be generalized.
Category 5 — t h e conditional as a whole is deemed
incorrect or generally invalid — subsumes cases such as,
for the Susan promise, "Susan's boss lied" or for the Harry
promise "It was a misunderstanding that, if Harry found
someone to job-share with him, his boss would approve
it." This revision seems motivated by s o m e notion of
epistemic uncertainty of the information. Category 6 —
exceptional instance—covered cases such as "Joe was not
h u m a n " (for If Joe cut his finger, then it bled ) and "The
match was wet" (for // the match is struck, then it lit).
These responses can be viewed as alternative expressions of
demoting p—>q to a default rule which has exceptions.
which in turn is a less-specified account of missing
necessary or present disabling conditions (e.g., "If the
match is struck a n d the match is not wet....")
Category 7—intervening events or an appeal to the
passage of lime—corresponded only to a few cases that are
nonetheless interesting for belief revision and for
endorsement of a conditional to m a k e an inference in the
first place. Examples of responses that initiated this
category include "Larr^' wiped his fingerprints off the
glass'' for "If Larry picks up a glass with his bare hands,
then his fingerprints are on it." (causal: few disablers);
"The apples will eventually fall off the tree" (i.e.. just not
n o w ) for "If apples are ripe then they fall off the
Iree"^"Alvin got a headache and then it went away" for "If
Alvin reads the newspaper without his glasses, then he has
a headache."
Having gone through the meaning of these categories,
what arc w e n o w in a position to observe? Firstly, these
data offer s o m e insight into a taxonomy of belief-revision
operators that people have in their repertoire, and draw
upon, to resolve contradiction. There is a clear connection
to accounts of w h y subjects m a y not draw or fully-believe
m o d u s ponens inferences that appeal to notions of
entailment (e.g., George, 1995). These data, from beliefrevision perspective, underscore role of abduction in both
the explaining aspect (why didn't .something occur—the
revision case) and the predictive aspect (what do I expect to
be true—the inference case) of plausible inference.
Secondly, these data indicate that, even w h e n the choice is
to deny p — > < / , the type of revision proposed is related to
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the type of knowledge expressed in the conditional; or
perhaps more precisely, to the type of knowledge the
reasoner can bring to bear to plausibly deny the conditional
so as to resolve the contradiction. S o it is not surprising
that the most frequent denial of unfamiliar definitions takes
the form of demoting them to a default—the reasoner has
no other knowledge (presumably) for generating specific
possible necessity or disabling factors that might be at
play. It is also a "quick-and-dirty" way to get rid of
contradiction, w h e n the reasoner does not find it easy or
necessary to identify more specific accounts of a
contradiction. Unlike definitions, causal conditionals arc
"disbelieved" through the appeal to necessary and disabling
conditions, as well as to the simple demoting to default
status.
T h e remaining insights about h o w a previously-accepted
belief is "disbelieved" to resolve contradiction c o m e from
the considering the other type of revision, namely
"disbelieving" the non-conditional premise p in order to
obtain a consistent belief set w i t h / ? — > ^ and ~q (see again
Table 1). In most cases, subjects w h o targeted this premise
for disbelieve merely indicated that ~p was holding, e.g.,
"Larry did not pick up the glass with his bare hands." or
"Joe did not cut his finger." This kind of flat denial was
most prevalent in the causal/few disabler case. In contrast,
revision to the premise p had a different flavor for
definitions. Here, the disbelief in p was often expressed as
doubt about the validity of p as an observation. That is,
there were frequent appeals such as "It only appeared that
the mineral w a s a diamond" or "It w a s not yet firmly
established the plant under investigation was eugenolic"
(offered for a contradicted, unfamiliar definition). What
seems interesting is that there was no appeal to such
misleading appearances with the premise p for the causal
belief-revision problems. W h e n subjects opted to
disbelieve the non-conditional belief paired with a causal
conditional, their disbelief always took theflat-denialform
and never "It only appeared that Joe cut his finger."
Whether there is something more, or less, to this reading
of the data is a question for closer study.
Discussion
This goal of this investigation was to obtain some
insight into h o w "disbelief might be operationalized,
w h e n subjects resolve a contradiction by targeting either a
conditional or non-conditional premise from an initial
belief set as the most plausible one to deny. The broader
significance of the results reported here is as follows. First,
these data give some insight into the range of beliefrevision operators that people have in their repertoire for
resolving contradictions involving simple, everyday
knowledge. Secondly, it underscores the abductive
component to the resolution of contradiction. Thirdly.
these belief-revision issues arc, I contend, intimately tied
to views on "belief-ba.sed" inference and the current interest
in probabilistic extensions to models of deductive
inference.
The unwillingness of subjects to m a k e m o d u s ponens
inferences in certain circumstances has contributed to the

interest in considering probabilistic accounts of h u m a n
deductive inference. S o m e researchers appeal to the notion
that a conditional m a y not be fully "endorsed", and so even
a simple m o d u s ponens inference based on it m a y not be
forthcoming (George, 1995; Politzer & Braine, 1991). It
seems that "endorsement" and "entrenchment" of a
conditional are opposite sides of the same coin: the "coin"
of default reasoning. W h e n w e start imagining cases where
an antecedent m a y not be sufficient for a consequent, then
w e have entered the realm of default reasoning. Default
reasoning is also called non-monotonic reasoning, because
the set of accepted beliefs does not grow monotonically.
Initially, our background knowledge plus a set of premises
m a y entail conclusion s. U p o n later learning statement r is
true, our background knowledge and premises combined
with r m a y no longer entail statement j. Unlike the
operators of standard logic, default reasoning requires a
"retraction" operator to remove s from the set of accepted
beliefs.
The "suppression of valid inferences" reported by Byrne
(1989) can be viewed in this manner. Politzer and Braine
(1991) argue that "suppression" of the m o d u s ponens
inference p given the premise set { p ^ , r—>q, p ] occurs
when the r proposition primes a consideration of whether p
is sufficient to conclude q (e.g., "If M a r y meets her friend,
she will go to the play. If she has enough money, she will
go to the play. She meets her friend). This suppression
does not occur w h e n the r proposition does not cast
suspicion on the sufficiency of p for q, e.g., w h e n r is
instantiated as If she meets her family. Bryne's
interpretation of these results is that, in the former case,
the conditional is re-interpreted as p & r - ^ and in the
latter case, as p v r—>q. Whether subjects m a k e a
conjunction of p and r in the antecedent of the conditional,
and that is w h y they do not m a k e the inference, or whether
they no longer think p is sufficient to conclude q, reduces,
in m y view, to the same matter: p — H ] is interpreted as a
default rule. The antecedent might be a good predictor of
the consequent, but it is not logically sufficient, for the
consequent m a y be retracted upon learning something else
(e.g., M a r y does not have enough money for the movies).
Once w e enter the realm of default or probabilistic
reasoning, it is unclear that our prepositional models will
be appropriate. Making this step m o v e s us toward
quantification, for h o w can even levels of belief or
acceptability in a statement be derived without the notion
that some variable is instantiated with some probability
distribution? In Stevenson and Over's (1995) task. If John
goes fishing, he will have a fish dinner. John is (always,
often, sometimes, rarely) lucky when he goes fishing.
John goesfishing,subjects' likelihood of concluding John
will have a fish dinner was a function of the content of the
frequency level mentioned in the second, syntactically
unrelated premise. Stevenson and Over propose that the
frcqucncy-of-luck manipulation tells subjects something
about the proportion of worlds in which antecedent and
consequent co-occur vs. those in which they do not.
John.son-Laird (1994) has made similar suggestions, with a
notion of extending a mental models framework to have
probabilities attached alternative models. W e should note
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three points that are relevant to these views. First, these
proposals are consistent with rendering p ^ q as a default
rule, one that (at best) is true only most of the time.
Second, another w a y of understanding the effect of the
frequency-of-luck manipulation is to say that it is a clue
about the frequency with which disabling events and
conditions might be present, or necessary events and
conditions might be absent, such that p is not sufficient to
conclude q. Both these points are related to a last one,
namely that to apply this perspective w e must interpret
these conditionals as quantifying over s o m e variable, as in
For all events in which John goes fishing, there is another
event in which John has a fish dinner. This is one of those
kind of conditionals that seems to have hidden variables in
it, and the frequency-of-luck manipulation says something
about the probability distributions of those variables.
Items used here can be interpreted similarly. Intuitively, it
seems our understanding (indeed, our endorsement) of the
conditional If Larry picks up a glass with bare hands, then
his fingerprints are on it stems from our belief in
something like For all events e and for all persons p, if
there is a glass-picking-up event (e) done by person (p)
with bare hands, then person(p)'s fingerprints will be on
the glass. O n e might still wish to argue that w e reason
about the world "propositionally"—by constructing
concrete models of atomic sentences with assigned truth
values. However, it does not seem w e can identify a level
of belief or acceptability in m a n y sorts of conditional
statements relevant to real-world situations without there
being a representation of corresponding universallyquantified
forms. A n d
these
universally-quantified
statements, in turn, m a y be defeasible. T h e suppression of
logically valid inferences m a y be best understood as an
expression of defeasible reasoning; the different
experimental manipulations that obtain this suppression
effect m a y , in turn, be understood as indicating that the
statement being reasoned about is defeasible. Different
populations of reasoners m a y not all demonsU-ate the same
patterns of suppression effects on the real-world conditional
statements, because their different background knowledge
informs them differently as to whether or not such
statements are defeasible (see C h a n & Chua, 1994).
Since it seems that there are very few simple
conditionals that accurately describe the real world without
the addition of complex qualifications, aspects of both
endorsement and entrenchment m a y be better viewed as
assessing h o w plausible it is that these qualifications c o m e
into play: "If p and unstated assumptions are holding, then
q, otherwise ~q." This perspective, however, presents at
least two problems as w e consider a process model for the
sort of reasoning required here. O n e problem is what I'll
call the Problem of Infinite Regress: the process that
gathers evidence for assessing whether p is sufficient for q
in a particular situation needs a "stopping rule." A second
problem is specifying an evaluation function that returns
one of several candidate epislemic states as the most
plausible one to m a k e a transition to. I have developed
these ideas more fully in Elio (1998) and here I will m a k e
remarks only about the second issue here. Suppose that I
have generated a set of examples and counterexamples that

arerelevantdeciding whether p is sufficient to conclude q
in the current situation (i.e., deny p — > ^ ) , and another set
of examples relevant to whether I ought just to change m y
mind about believing p is holding in the current situation
(deny p). These imagined situations are only input for
some evaluation function that must still assign a metric to
each candidate epistemic state, by which one emerges as
the "most plausible." O n e approach is to assign a degreeof-belief to each possible contender, and the formal
semantics for deriving degrees-of-belief from probabilities
developed by Bacchus et al. (1992) are relevant here. They
consider the problem of what prior probability distribution
might characterize this set of imagined situations, and they
note that as long as there is some probability distribution,
degrees-of-belief can be generated from statistical
information using Bayesian conditioning. Their simplest
case—assuming a uniform distribution—corresponds to the
intuitions offered by Johnson-Laird (1994) and Stevenson
and Over (1995), w h o suggest that a degree-of-belief for
p - ^ can be computed from the proportion of the imagined
situations in which;? and q are both true v. those in which
p and ~q are true.
However, w e should not lose sight of the fact that these
imagined situations include other m a n y predicates besides p
and q, namely the predicates whose truth value w e
conjectured in order to consider whether to change our
minds about accepting p is sufficient for q \. p is true.
Thus, w e have to wonder about holistically assessing the
plausibility of each entire model that w e generate as an
example or counterexample situation, because each one
was generated using abductive inference. There are always
very m a n y such imaginary situations that can serve as
examples and counterexamples to a set of formulas. Not all
are equally plausible. Ultimately, the reasoner must settle
on s o m e particular model of a situation, so that further
inferences can be drawn or actions can be justified.
This underscores the need for s o m e kind of evaluation
function on the candidate models being considered. Here
too a few possibilities have been proposed. Both Thagard
(1989) and N g and M o o n c y (1990) offer coherence metrics
that m a y serve this function. Another implication of these
considerations is that epistemic entrenchment and
endorsement might not be best conceptualized as a feature
of individual sentences, premises, or beliefs. Instead, the
consideration of entailment in these realms seems more
consistent with a holistic ordering oi hzWci sets rather than
sentences. This is because an agent must generate
something like "disablers" or "cnablcrs' as truth conditions
that could co-exist with the antecedent under consideration,
if they are to have an influence on the plausibility assigned
to continued belief in some conclusion. Even if w e assert
that the set of possible situational models a reasoner
generates has a uniform probability distribution, each of
those entire models—and not just a single sentence under
consideration—must satisfy the rcasoncr's background
knowledge. Thus w e m a y wish to think of both
endorsement as well as entrenchment as a holistic property
assigned to hcWcisets, and not to individual sentences.
It is useful to remind ourselves that notions like
entailment and dcrivability arc monotonic and an;

properties of logic. Everyday reasoning is likely to be nonmonotonic. W e need retraction operators or processes for
withdrawing or modifying previously accepted beliefs as
part of a broad theory of everyday human inference.
Exploring belief revision is an important avenue for
specifying the scope and content of such a theory.
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Abstract
This paper provides empirical evidence that multimodal
signals are produced and understood as integrated units of
communication called composite signals, rather than being
independently interpretable "channels" of communication. I
propose that using composite signals relies on two
communicative norms, co-expressivity and consistency:
- co-expressivity: each element of a composite signal refers
to the same underlying referent
• consistency: elements of the same composite do not
contradict each other.
This paper will show that these norms are consistent with
data comprising a set of explanations of how locks work in
which participants spoke while gesturing, drawing diagrams,
and manipulating a sample lock. Co-expressivity is
supported by the fact that co-expressive speech segments can
be found in nearby speech for communicative nonverbal
behaviors but not for non-communicative nonverbal
behaviors. Consistency is evidenced in inferences that
maintain number and modality consistency in cases of
apparent contradiction.
Introduction
This paper is part of an effort to develop a general theory of
multimodal communication. Recently there has been
significant research on h o w gesture and speech are
coordinated in face-to-face communication (e.g. Bavelas,
1994; Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992). I a m extending this
work on speech and gesture to a wider range of multimodal
communication: cases where speech is also used in
coordination with diagram drawing, object manipulations,
and gestures that are superimposed over diagrams and
objects. For example, I have found that synchronization
patterns seen for gesture with speech generally apply to this
wider range of multimodal signals (Engle, 1998).
This paper will develop the hypothesis that multimodal
communication is achieved via integrated communicative
units which Herbert Clark and I call composite signals
(Clark, 1996; Engle & Clark, 1995). This hypothesis argues
against the c o m m o n assumption (as discussed in Sanders,
1987) that communicative modalities like speech, gesture,
and diagrams are independently interpretable communicative
"channels".' T h e composite signal hypothesis is an

' This alternative claim is usually assumed as self-evident rather
than explicitly argued for. For example, in testing whether
iconic gestures are communicative, Feyereisen, van de Weile &
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extension to multimodal communication of claims by
Bavelas (1994), McNeill (1992), Sanders (1987), and others
that gestures are "integrated" with speech. If composite
signals that combine language with nonverbal signals do
exist, understanding h o w composite signals are created and
interpreted will be a key element in a more complete
understanding of both language and communication.
Theory
I argue that composite signals are integrated in that
communicators and their addressees jointly assume that all
signals in a particular composite signal are intended to be
treated from the start as contributing to a single, unified
interpretation. This is a fundamental communicative norm
that is in effect whenever more than one method or modality
is used to communicate about some topic. It is a claim of
the same sort as Grice's (1967/1989) cooperative principle.
In most situations, w e should expect people to try to be
cooperative and to present multimodal signals that are easily
integrated. However, in any particular case, a communicator
m a y not be sufficiently skillful to produce a composite that
can be integrated into a single interpretation. In such cases
w e should expect evidence that the composite did not
successfully communicate (e.g., the communicator repairs
his/her original version, an addressee asks for clarification,
or addressees are shown to have misunderstood later). In
addition, a communicative norm can be obtrusively not
followed in order to lead addressees to infer something else
(e.g., that simultaneously more than one conversation is
occurring—one carried by conventional hand signals, the
other by talk) (Grice, 1967/1989).
I will make two specific claims about composite signals:
1. Elements of Composite Signals Are Co-expressive
First, the elements of each composite are in McNeill's
(1997) terms "co-expressive". Each element of a composite
Dubois (1988) had raters watch videotaped gestures with the
sound turned off, questioning whether they were communicative
because raters were not consistent at attributing meanings to
them. By an integrated view, it is assumed that when iconic
gestures communicate they do so in coordination with
accompanying speech. Since iconic gestures do not have
conventional meanings, it is not surprising that they do not
have independent, reliable interpretations separate from
integration with conventional symbols provided in speech.

(whether it be a single gesture, an addition to a diagram, or a
segment of speech) is assumed to refer to the same
underlying referent (i.e., the same object, event, relation,
etc.)- The elements of a composite m a y do this by being
completely redundant with each other, or they m a y provide
complementary and only slightly redundant information
about a larger referent that neither could establish alone .
In addition, the "integrated meaning" supported by a
composite signal can vary. In m y data, which are
explanations of h o w locks work, most composites helped to
update the construction of analogical models. The analogical
models were spatially anchored nonverbally by diagrams,
gestures or a sample lock, with speech primarily providing
conceptual perspectives on the resulting models. A few
composite signals in the beginning of the explanations
seemed designed to help learners k n o w what category of
prior knowledge to access for understanding the explanation,
with nonverbal signals used to exemplify the category'. In
other work, gesture-speech pairs have been shown to
combine to form indirect requests (Barr & Kelly, 1997).

then individually explained locks to a series of three
undergraduates w h o did not k n o w h o w they work. For one
explanation, the sample lock was available; for another,
paper and pen were; for a third, no additional material
resources were available. Thus, the data includes not only
gestures with speech, but also the kinds of multimodal
signals mentioned previously: diagram-drawing,
manipulations of a sample lock and key, and gestures
superimposed over diagrams or the lock system.
Order of material resource availability was
counterbalanced. Each explainer-learner pair was told to stop
only once both participants felt that the learner understood
h o w locks work well enough to explain them to someone
else. All 18 explanations were videotaped. O n e camera
focused on the explainer, another on the learner; and a third
was focused d o w n on the table where participants gestured,
drew diagrams, and manipulated the lock.
Analysis
Transcription

2. Elements Are Assumed to be Consistent
Second, each element of a composite is assumed to provide
consistent information about the underlying referent. For
example, what is communicated in a diagram should not
contradict what is said about the diagram. A n d generally it
does not. However, if one interprets each element separately,
it is sometimes possible to identify apparent contradictions
between what was conveyed verbally and nonverbally. In
most cases, these apparent contradictions would not arise if
one assumed from the start that the elements are coexpressive and consistent, and guided interpretive inferences
accordingly'*. W h e n contradictions remain despite assuming
co-expressivity and consistency, w e should expect
communication failures. W h e n a videotaped narrative was
designed to artificially have gestural content not match
coinciding speech, listener's retellings included both
inferences maintaining consistency and errors (McNeill,
Cassell & M c C u U o u g h , 1994).

Method
Six undergraduates examined a sample lock and studied a
written explanation of h o w locks work. Each undergraduate
" A n example of complementarity from m y data: in explaining
how a lock works, an explainer wanted to establish where the
cotter pins were located inside the cylinder. In speech, the
explainer fixed 2 dimensions of their location (their location in
a horizontal/vertical plane) while representing the 3rd
dimension and one of the previous dimensions with a gesture
over the lock (their location in the vertical/horizontal plane).
In this case, though each element alone only represented two
dimensions of the pins' positions, the composite as a whole
represented their full 3D location with respect to the cylinder,
^ For example, one explainer began his explanation by saying
"it's a lock" while demonstrating himself putting an imaginary
key into a door lock. This made clear what kind of lock would be
explained, allowing the learner to access relevant knowledge.
"Examples of this will be discussed in the results.
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Explainers' and learners' speech was coded for pauses, false
starts, emphatic stress, and intonational contours. All
observable hand and other body movements-which included
all gestures as well as any manipulations of pen, paper, or
lock-were described.
Sampling
O n e episode from each explanation was selected for intensive
analysis. Each episode was a coherent piece of the
explanation that had been collaboratively grounded as a
"conversational contribution" (Clark & Schaefer, 1989) and
for which there was evidence later in the interaction about
h o w well the learner understood the information presented.
Beyond fulfilling these criteria, episodes were selected to
maximize variation in communicative methods and
information presented in order to capture as m u c h of the
variability in the larger dataset as possible. O n average, each
episode contained 7.1 spoken intonation units and 8.1
completed nonverbal behaviors, resulting in a total sample
of 127 speech units and 146 nonverbal behaviors.
Ratings of Content Communicated
Pairs of independent raters watched the videotape up to the
start and then up to the end of each selected episode. Each
rater constructed representations of what had been
communicated about the lock before the episode started and
once it had finished. B y comparing these start and end
representations it was possible to measure what new
information had been communicated in each episode.
One representation raters constructed was a diagram of the
lock system. The second w a s a propositional style
representation in which the rater specified what components
of the lock system had been explained and what each of their
so-far specified static properties (e.g., shape, location, etc.),
kinematic properties (e.g., direction, trajectory, etc. of any
part that moves, is able to m o v e or is not able to move) and

causal relations (static or kinematic properties of objects in
the lock system that cause other parts to move, be able to
m o v e or not be able to m o v e in some way) were. Raters
then constructed jointly agreed upon start and end diagrams
and prepositional descriptions of the lock system by
comparing their individual diagrams and descriptions, and
often watching the videotape again.
Communicative Status & Interpretability Codings
The investigator and one of the independent raters coded the
nonverbal behaviors either as communicative about locks or
not (i.e., meta-communicative, preparatory, or irrelevant).
T o be communicative, a behavior had to be more than
simply informative about locks; its performance also had to
be treated in the interaction at that m o m e n t as part of the
explainer's intended presentation (see Grice, 1957). O f the
147 nonverbal behaviors, 108 were coded as communicating
something about locks, 35 were coded as not
communicating anything about locks and 3 were coded as
unclear ( 8 9 % agreement, with a third rater used to resolve
difficult cases). O f the 108 nonverbal signals about the lock,
43 were hand gestures performed alone ). The remaining 65
involved the lock or diagram in some way:
• 7 involved drawing or writing something on paper;
• 10 were manipulations of the lock or key;
• 27 involved a diagram with a gesture superimposed over it;
• 20 involved the lock with a gesture superimposed over it;
• 1 combined drawing with gesturing over the diagram.
For each nonverbal behavior coded as communicative, an
independent rater w h o had participated in the content ratings
codod its meaning as either clear or unclear given its context.
Timing
Beginnings and endings of nonverbal behaviors were timed
with respect to speech, to the nearest syllable. Behaviors
were considered to begin as soon as a hand m o v e d into
diagram, lock or gesture space* and to end as soon as it
began leaving diagram/lock/gesture space or initiated a new
movement. For communicative acts, this criterion singles
out when meaningful content is being conveyed by
excluding preparatory movements. For gesture, this criterion
has the "gesture proper" consist of the stroke and post-stroke
hold phases, the two phases found to often coincide with coexpressive speech (Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992, 1997).
Results
Evidence for tiie Norm of Co-expressivity
1.

Co-expressive

Speech

Is

Identifiable

for

'31 of these 43 gestures were made in the no material resources
condition when neither paper nor the lock were available to use.
* A hand is in diagram space once it or the pen is touching the
portion of the paper's surface on which the diagram is being
drawn. A hand is in lock space once it is touching the lock or
key. A hand is in gesture space once it is in a location
observable by both the gesturer and the addressee and from
where the gesture proper can then be initiated.
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Communicative
Nonverbal
Behaviors.
The
intonation units just before and during each nonverbal signal
rated as communicative about the lock were examined to see
if they contained a speech segment co-expressive with the
nonverbal signal. T o count as co-expressive, both the speech
segment and the nonverbal signal were interpretable as both
referring to the same underlying referent. For all but one of
the 108 nonverbal signals, a co-expressive speech segment
could be found within this two intonation unit time
window'.
Synchronization of the nonverbal and verbal elements of
composite signals was usually even more precise than that
(see also Engle, 1998). Seventy-five percent of nonverbal
signals' exactly coincided with a segment of co-expressive
speech while another six percent' followed immediately after
a co-expressive speech segment, results consistent with (and
dius extending) the gesture-speech synchronization literature
(Kendon, 1980, 1988; McNeill, 1992, 1997). In sum,
communicative nonverbal behaviors are generally performed
near a segment of co-expressive speech that they could be in
the same composite signal with.
2. Co-expressive Speech Is Often Not
Identifiable for N o n v e r b a l Behaviors R a t e d as
N o t C o m m u n i c a t i v e A b o u t L o c k s . O f the 35
nonverbal behaviors rated as not communicative, 17 were
considered by the investigator to be behaviors that could
have potentially communicated something about the lock in
other communicative situations. For example, consider the
action of putting a key into a lock. In some situations,
explainers used this to demonstrate what happens when the
key is put into the lock (e.g., the key's wedges can be heard
pushing the cotter pins up). But in other situations, putting
the key in the lock was used simply to get the lock into the
right state for demonstrating something else (e.g., to prepare
for demonstrating what happens w h e n the key is turned). In
such situations, putting a key in the lock could have played
a communicative role, but in fact it did not.
H o w do people distinguish w h e n nonverbal behaviors are
playing a communicative role versus when they are only
preparatory actions chat support later communication? O n e
factor appears to be whether or not a co-expressive speech
segment can be found. If any of the 17 potentially
communicative behaviors had in fact been communicative, it
should have been possible to find a segment of speech coexpressive with its likely interpretation. So, for the example
of a key being put in the lock, one could look for coexpressive speech that m a d e some reference to something
that happens w h e n the key is put in the lock. Using this
likely interpretation for each of the 17 potentially
' The one exception was drawing a line to represent a pin in a
diagram after having twice earlier indicated that the "pin" was
located along that line. T o see the line as a "pin" was also
confirmed in the next intonation unit when the line was traced
over and extended slightly.
' 7 8 % of nonverbal signals involving the lock or diagram while
7 0 % of gestures not involving the lock or diagram.
' All of these involved the lock or diagram in some way.

communicative nonverbal behaviors, the current and
immediately preceding intonation units were again examined
for co-expressive speech. In stark contrast to communicative
nonverbal signals, in 14 of these 17 non-communicative
cases, no co-expressive speech was present'".
Putting the last two sets of results together, w e see that
w h e n a nonverbal behavior is likely to be part of a
composite signal with speech (i.e., w h e n the behavior is
communicative about the topic of speech), it is easy to find
a speech segment that can be interpreted as referring to the
same referent. In contrast, when a nonverbal behavior cannot
be part of a composite (i.e., when it is not communicative)
a co-expressive speech segment is less likely to be available.
3. Noncommunicative Behaviots Are
D e s y n c h r o n i z e d Speech coinciding with each nonverbal
behavior was coded as independently referring to something
about the lock or as not doing so, either because no speech
coincided or the speech segment was too incomplete to fix
reference. T h e 35 nonverbal behaviors rated as not
communicative about the lock were significantly more
likely to occur without speech or be synchronized with such
incomplete segments (overall: X^=61, df=l, p <.001; for
hand movements only: X^=30. df=l, p <.001; for behaviors
with diagram or lock: y}='i2, df=l, p <.001).
Evidence for the Norm of Consistency
1. Potential Contradictions Are Infrequent.
Interpreting speech and nonverbal elements relatively
independently, I looked for two kinds of potential
contradictions between the 108 nonverbal signals and
associated co-expressive speech segments in m y data:
number and modality contradictions. A number contradiction
was coded if the same entity (object, event, etc.) was
represented in both nonverbal signals and co-expressive
speech and either: speech used a plural form while only one
entity was shown nonverbally; or speech used a singular
form but more than one entity was shown nonverbally.
Modality contradictions were coded when a motion event
w a s represented as being impossible (e.g. "can't move"),
currently occurring (e.g., "moves"), or possible but not
currently occurring (e.g., "can m o v e " ) in speech but
represented in a different modality nonverbally. O f the 108
nonverbal signal and co-expressive speech pairs in the
sample, there were only 15 potential number inconsistencies
and 2 potential modality inconsistencies.
2. Many Potential Contradictions Never Arise
Because of Implicature-Style Inferences. In all but
one of the 17 cases of apparent contradiction, it is easy to
m a k e an inference that re-interprets either the spoken or
nonverbal element (or both) so that a consistent

'" In the three cases where a co-expressive speech segment
could be found, each speech segment appeared to be already
linked into a composite with a nonverbal signal that coincided
with it.
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interpretation can be arrived as from the start.
Though not crucial for m y argument, these inferences can
be thought of as Gricean-style (1967/1989) implicatures by
extending a subset of Grice's m a x i m of quality "do not say
what you m e a n to be false" from purely linguistic
contradictions like "the key is moving but it's not" to cases
in which a proposition and its negation are distributed across
modalities. Rather than being cases where a maxim is
flouted, most of m y cases are what Levinson (1983) calls
"standard implicatures", cases where the communicator
"implicates that which he must be assumed to believe in
order to preserve the assumption that he is observing the
maxim" (Grice, 1967/1989).
Prototype implicatures. O f the 15 apparent number
inconsistencies between spoken and nonverbal elements, 13
do not arise if one assumes that the nonverbal signal was
depicting a prototype that represents the characteristic
features c o m m o n to some set of entities described in speech.
Table 1 below is an example in which more than one pin
is referred to in speech but only one pin is depicted
nonverbally, resulting in a prototype implicature:
Table 1: Transcript of Paper-2B #11.2."
nonverbal behaviors
in one motion, explainer traces pen over an
already drawn vertical line on the keyface
diagram & draws in a n e w segment of the
line so that it extends d o w n into the cylinder

speech
11.2
these
pins.

In this example, a diagram n o w includes a single vertical
line that represents a pin and its location with respect to the
rest of the objects visible on the keyface of the lock: an
inner cylinder, a keyhole cut into it and an outer cylinder
that encases the inner cylinder. Though only one pin is
drawn, speech makes reference to more than one ("these
pins"). This appears to be a contradiction, but is not if the
single drawn pin is assumed to be depicting a prototypical
pin. In that case, the single pin shown represents part of
what the explainer means to be the case for all of the pins.
Interpretation of the speech m a y also be affected. "These
pins" m a y be assumed to refer to this type of pin rather than
the more standard interpretation these particular pins, also
helping to maintain consistency'^ Based on these inferences,
a model of the lock can be generated that has all of the pins
include the c o m m o n features depicted in the prototype (esp.
their orientation & 2 D location with respect to the keyface).
Prototype implicatures are not limited to drawing while
speaking. The next page presents an example of a gesture
superimposed over the lock that also supports a prototype
implicature (Table 2):
" Legend for transcript tables:
• actions in the same row occurred simultaneously
• actions performed later appear below earlier actions
• nonverbal behaviors rated as communicative about locks in
plain text, those not communicative about locks in italics
• bold indicates emphatic stress; hyphen a self-cutoff
'^ Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.

Table 2: Transcript of Lock-3C #20.
nonverbal behaviors
(none)
explainer picks up lock & tilts the
keyface up towards the learner
traces right index finger d o w n keyface
of lock, from top of stator to keyhole

speech
20 and
the pins
are
going down
like that.

I a m claiming that in these and eleven similar cases, it is
reasonable to assume that the composite signal is referring
to a prototype. Besides maintaining consistency of number
and allowing participants to construct models, the existence
of these prototype implicatures shows that when nonverbal
representations like diagrams and gestures are used with
language, they are not limited to depicting specific
situations as is sometimes assumed. W h e n used in
composite signals with language, nonverbal signals can be
used to depict types of situations, like prototypes.
Exemplar implicature. In one of the two remaining
number inconsistencies, it is reasonable to suppose that the
single entity that has been indicated nonverbally is an
exemplar of the set of items described in speech (Table 3):
Table 3: Transcript of Lock-6A #64.
nonverbal behaviors
with nail of left index finger. Explainer
points to the top of the wedge of the key
(none)

speech
64 these
things.
are just to
push it into
the groove.

In this case, the top of the frontmost wedge is supposed to
be an example of one of the kinds of things that push each
pin into each groove of the key. Given that the rest of the
key's wedges are visible, the learner can use this single
point to one wedge-top to find the rest of the wedge-tops
being referred to linguistically.
Notice that in both prototype implicatures and exemplar
implicatures, speech uses a plural while the nonverbal signal
only depicts or indicates a single entity. A n important
question is h o w it becomes clear which inference to draw in
a specific situation. O n e hypothesis consistent with m y data
is that exemplar implicatures will be drawn w h e n the
nonverbal signal draws attention to the actual entity being
referred to (in this case, pointing to the actual key) while
prototype inferences will be drawn w h e n the actual referent
is not present, forcing the nonverbal signal to only
selectively represent the entity (as in iconic gestures and
pictorial diagrams)". Because of their potentially wide range

of usefulness, it m a y also be true that both kinds of
implicatures are at least partially conventionalized.
Implicatures resolving apparent modality contradictions.
In one of the potential modality contradictions, the explainer
said an object "can't m o v e " while showing the object
moving nonverbally. Since the non-existence of a motion
cannot be shown nonverbally, the implicature is that the
explainer is showing h o w the object would m o v e if it had
not been prevented from moving.
In the other apparent modality contradiction, the explainer
talked about the key turning "to the left" while holding his
fist stationary. Given that the fist's position is already
twisted to the left, the implicature is that the gesture is
showing the end state of the motion of turning the key to
the left. In a larger sample, other kinds of implicatures
would probably arise.
I hypothesize, consistent with other work on implicatures
(see Gibbs, 1989), that participants assumed from the
beginning that information represented in both modalities
would be consistent and m a d e any additional assumptions
necessary to preserve consistency, instead of having to detect
inconsistencies and then resolving them afterwards. In fact,
in none of the cases of implicature posited above was there
any evidence—from later in the interactions or from the
ratings of what had been communicated—that a contradiction
had been detected. Ratings were consistent with the
hypothesized inferences, there were no repairs of
understanding initiated by either explainers or learners, and
there was no evidence from their written and oral reexplanations that learners misunderstood these composites.
3. An Example of an Unsuccessful Composite.
In contrast to all other cases, in the one remaining
contradiction (in number), the contradiction m a y have been
detected as the speaker repaired it. A s seen in Table 4 below,
the original co-expressive speech segment (#8) referred to a
single thing that would be heard in the lock demonstration,
when in fact 3-4 separate sounds were easily distinguishable:
Table 4: Transcript of Lock-2A #8-9.
nonverbal behaviors
speech
(none)
8 you can probably hear it.
explainer slowly moves the
key into the keyhole:first3
(long pause)
separate clicks can be heard
9
as keyfinishessliding in,
you can
a 4th click can be heard
(none)
hear each pin go up?
(none)
Learner: m h m
The explainer repaired the original co-expressive speech
segment (#8) by cutting into the middle of the
demonstration to add speech segment #9 which modified the
singular "it" to "each pin go up". Using the expression
"each pin" resolves all potential n u m b e r contradictions
because this is a way of referring to a group of things while
considering them individually. Because the explainer m a d e

For those familiar with Peirce's (1940) distinction between
icons and indexes, exemplar inferences are drawn when an icon
represents the referent while protoype inferences are drawn
when there's an index that goes directly to the referent. See
Clark (1996; Clark & Gerrig, 1990) for further discussion of
how the icon/index distinction is being used here.
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this and other clarifications in segment 9''*, apparently the
explainer decided'^ that segment 8 was not sufficiently
consistent with the lock demonstration to be a composite
signal that the learner would understand and acknowledge (as
the learner did soon after segment 9).
Discussion
The data patterns presented above do not support the
c o m m o n assumption that nonverbal communicative
modalities always function as separate channels that convey
meaning independently from speech. The existence of coexpressive speech near every nonverbal signal in the lock
explanations is consistent with the idea that speech and
nonverbal signals are to be integrated, though it could be
argued from the separate channels view that the similarity in
content only arises because explainers were thinking about a
single topic which happened to be expressed in both verbal
and nonverbal channels. What a separate channels view
would find difficult to explain are the desynchronization and
implicature results. If whether and what nonverbal behaviors
will communicate is always independent of what is
happening in speech, why did explainers desynchronize
noncommunicative behaviors from speech segments
referring to the lock? A n d if nonverbal signals are interpreted
independently from speech, why would the nonverbal signal
convey things on the same topic that on the surface appear
to be contradicted by speech? Finally, how would prototype
and exemplar implicatures be drawn if nonverbal signals
were not to be integrated with speech? Until these questions
are answered, it cannot be claimed that communication can
always be divided into the linguistic and the nonlinguistic,
which can each be studied and understood separately'*.
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Abstract
The effects of repeating a task-irrelevant element and inserting intervening trials between the last prime and the probe
trial in a negative priming study were compared with a standard prime/probe pair A n associative model based on SAC
(e.g. Reder & Schunn, 1996; Schunn, Reder, Nhouyvanisvong,
Richards, & Stroffolino, 1997) was able to account for both the
decrease in response times across the repeated primes and the
increase in response times when the task-irrelevant element became relevant.
Introduction
Until recently, theories of attention have focused on the object of attention. These theories emphasized the facilitatory
"spotlight" at the center of attention, and the remaining areas
of visual space were largely ignored (e.g., Broadbent, 1958;
Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Over the past several years,
however, researchers have developed evidence of an inhibitory effect of attention on objects that fall outside the spotlight.
In particular, if s o m e part of a visual display (either an object
or a location) is to be ignored at some point in time, responses
to that same item (or to one that is sufficiently similar) will
be inhibited (i.e., slower or less accurate) at subsequent points
in time. This inhibitory effect of ignoring an object has been
termed negative priming (Tipper, 1985).
A typical negative priming experiment consists of pairs of
visual displays. Before any stimuli are displayed, participants
are told to respond to a certain aspect of each visual display.
For example, participants might be told to n a m e the object
shown in the center of the display and to ignore any other objects. In thefirst(or prime) display of each negative-priming
pair, the important object is the one that is to be ignored, the
one that, in this example, is not centrally located. A s stated
above, w h e n this object is presented in the second (or probe)
display, in the central, to-be-attended location, participants
are slower to respond (or less accurate) relative to a control
condition.
Since this phenomenon wasfirstdescribed, two principal
explanations have been proposed to account for it. T h e first
posits that the role of attention in negative priming is one of
inhibition or active suppression. O n e variant of this explanation is that w h e n an object or location is ignored, the activation of its cognitive representation is suppressed (Neill, 1979).
A second variant is, instead, that although the representation
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of the ignored information can remain active, that activation
is kept from influencing one's response (Tipper & Cranston,
1985). Thus, according to these theories, negative priming occurs because this inhibition remains in force for s o m e period
of time after it is invoked. Herein, this will be referred to as
the inhibitory account of negative priming.
T h e second candidate explanation is that negative priming occurs because of associations that form between instances of a stimulus and their subsequent responses as in L o gan's (1988) instance theory of automaticity (Neill & Valdes,
1992; Neill, Valdes, Terry, & Gorfein, 1992). In this case,
however, the responses in question are not the overt responses
measured by the experimenter; they are internal, attentional
responses. A s part of the process of making overt responses,
however, participants' are hypothesized to be making internal
responses to focus attention on the stimulus to which they are
to respond and consequently to ignore the irrelevant stimulus.
According to the instance theory of automaticity, associations
are then formed between each of the stimuli and the internal
responses they evoked. O n the probe display, w h e n the previously irrelevant stimulus becomes relevant, it triggers its associated, internal ignore-response, which slows the overt n a m ing response. This explanation will be referred to as the attentional association account of negative priming.
If, as is asserted in the attentional association hypothesis,
negative priming is caused by associations formed between
ignored stimuli and an internal ignore-response, then repeated presentations of an ignored stimulus over time should
strengthen these associations. While the ignore-response is
the correct internal response, performance should improve
(i.e., become faster and m o r e accurate). If, after repeatedly
being presented as an irrelevant, and hence, to-be-ignored element of the display, an item becomes relevant, there should be
substantial evidence of negative priming.
Moreover, since long-term associative m e m o r y decay has
been shown to be well described by a power function (e.g.,
Anderson & Schooler, 1991),^ which predicts considerable
retention even after fairly long periods of time, these repeated,
ignored items should provide evidence of negative priming
^The functional form of a power function is ct~'', where c is
the initial level of encoding, t is the amount of time since the last
presentation, and d is the rate of decay. Power functions show a relatively rapid initial decline followed by a long period of only gradual
decline.

at substantial delays. Also, if the set of items shown over
the course of the experiment are sufficiently distinguishable,
the inclusion of even a fairly large number of intervening trials between the last prime trial and the subsequent probe trial
should have a minimal effect.
It should be noted, however, that these predictions depend
upon a specific associative model that will be described below.
While discussing these same issues, M a y , Kane, and Hasher
(1995) m a d e substantially different predictions, but proposed
no formal model of associative m e m o r y by which their predictions could be tested.
In this paper w e test these predictions of the associative account of negative priming empirically. This is thefirstexperiment, to our knowledge, to attempt to build up long-term associations by repeated presentations of a task-irrelevant stimulus and test negative priming with large numbers of intervening trials. W e then propose a formal candidate model of the
theory and determine whether the model provides an adequate
account of the empirical data.

would not all be presented near the end of the experiment, 10
D N P sequences concluded in thefirsthalf of the non-practice
trials, and 10 D N P sequences concluded in the second half.
In control trials, two numbers were presented that were
never used as critical numbers in either the INP or D N P sequences. Participants saw 80 control trials throughout the
non-practice trials.
The positions of the numbers and the fonts in which they
were displayed was chosen randomly on all trials, so that each
number in each pair was equally likely to be displayed in
either font and in either position.
Each trial began with a fixation cross appearing on the
screen for 500 m s . Then thefixationcross disappeared, and
the stimuli were displayed until a response key was depressed.
Immediately following the button press, thefixationcross
reappeared to begin the next trial. Thus, the response-tostimulus interval (RSI) is 500 m s for the INP sequences. For
the D N P sequences, w e did not measure the RSIs directly, but
they can be estimated to be at least 6 s and have a median of
about 15 s.

Negative Priming Experiment
Results and Discussion
In this experiment, participants were presented with 520
visual displays (one per trial), each composed of two, twodigit numbers situated one above the other. In each display,
one of the numbers was presented in boldface and the other
in an outline font. T h e participants' task was to report, as
quickly and accurately as possible, the font of the number with
the smaller magnitude. Participants m a d e their responses by
pressing one of two buttons labeled "Bold" and "Outline."
T h efirst4 0 trials, which were not distinguished from the remaining trials, were practice trials. T h e remaining trials were
each part of one of three different kinds of trials: immediate
negative prime sequences, delayed negative prime sequences,
and control trials.
Immediate negative prime (INP) sequences consisted of a
pair of contiguous trials, the prime trial and the probe trial. In
these trials, a number selected to be the critical number was
presented as the distractor (the greater of the two numbers) in
the the prime trial and as the target (the lesser of the two) in the
probe trial. Each participant saw 30 I N P sequences randomly
distributed across the 480 non-practice trials.
Delayed negative prime ( D N P ) sequences consisted of 17
non-contiguous trials. For each D N P sequence, a number was
chosen as the critical number for that sequence. Over the
course offirst16 trials in the sequence, the critical number was
presented as the distractor. Although each of these 16 prime
trials was separated from the others by at least one trial, the
median number of intervening trials was 10. These intervening trials were not special in any way. They contained elements of I N P sequences, other D N P sequences, and control
trials. The last trial in the sequence, the probe trial, was separated from the last prime trial by at least four intervening trials. Again, the median number of intervening trials was 10,
and these trials were, again, not special in any way. Each participant saw 20 D N P sequences. So that the D N P probe trials
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W e excluded the data from one of the 29 participants from our
analyses, because he or she appeared to be reporting the font
of the greater number. The results are summarized in Figure 1.
Immediate Negative Priming Participants were not significantly less accurate in their responses to immediate negative probe trials ( M = .95) than to control trials ( M = .96),
t{27) < l , p > .10. They did, however, respond more slowly
to immediate negative probe trials ( M = 1104)^ than to control trials ( M = 1015), t{27) = 4.23, p < .001.
Delayed Negative Priming Participants' responses to
delayed negative probetfialswere also not significantly less
accurate ( M = .95) than their responses to control trials
( M = .96), «(27) = 1.06, p > .10. Once again, however,
they did respond more slowly to delayed negative probe
trials ( M = 1074.61) than to control trials ( M = 1015.18),
«(27) = 2.38,p<.05.
Figure 1 shows the effect of repeated priming in the delayed
negative priming sequences. In thatfigure,and for the analyses that follow, the primes in the D N P sequence are combined into groups of two. For example, in Figure 1, the mean
of participants' median response times for thefirstand second
trials in the D N P sequence are labeled D l . Thus, the response
times for the 16 delayed negative prime trials are represented
by 8 groups of two trials each.
A repeated measures, one-way a n o v a of these eight
delayed negative prime groups indicated that the repetition of
distractors in the D N P sequences caused participants to respond more rapidly as indicated by thefirstdegree polynomial
^Only trials in which participants responded correctly were included in these response time statistics. Also, response time means
were computed as the mean of participant medians to minimize the
influence of response time outliers. The same statistical results were
obtained using a variety of transformations and trimming procedures.

shown are presumed to exist and to be have identical, longterm (or base-level) activations, which w e set to 1.0.
A node's base-level activation, B^r, m a y increase or decrease according to the power function
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Figure 1: T h e bestfitof the associative model to the empirical
data. The stimulus types D n and / denote delayed and i m m e diate negative/?n'/ne trials, respectively, the stimulus types D P
and IP denote delayed and immediate negative probe trials,
and stimulus type Ctrl denotes the control trials. Error bars
indicate 9 5 % confidence intervals around the m e a n (Loftus &
Masson, 1994).

where c ^ and d ^ are the growth and decay constants for
nodes and tj is the time since the I'th presentation. This function describes both power-law learning of practiced memories and power-law decay of memories over time (Anderson &
Schooler, 1991).
In addition to its long-term, base-level activation, each node
has a short-term activation, a ^ , that decays exponentially.
This decay m a y be expressed as a proportional decrease in
short-term activation at each time step

AaN = -pNdN,

(2)

where 0 < P n ^ 1 is the short-term decay constant for nodes.
T h e current activation. A , of each node is merely the s u m of
the short-term and base-level activations

A = B n -\-aN.

(3)

Activation spreads between nodes via links. Although each
number node might be expected to have m a n y links, for the
purposes of this simulation, w e used just two links per n u m ber node: one to an attend response and the other to an ignore
response. Because other aspects of the experimental task were
randomized, links to aspects of the tasks such as font or position would not have m a d e any difference in the molar predictions of the model. Links to nodes representing information
An Associative Model of Negative Priming
external to the task, likewise, would not influence the molar
predictions inasmuch as the numbers were randomly assigned
The model we propose to account for these data is an instanto each condition for each participant.
tiation of the S A C model of memory (e.g. Reder & Schunn,
T h e link between a n u m b e r node and a response node is
1996; Schunn et al., 1997),^ which m a y be thought of as a
strengthened w h e n that response is evoked by the presentageneric semantic network model of memory most closely retion of the number. T h e link will decay as time passes after
sembling the declarative memory structure in A C T (Anderthe co-activation of the two nodes. Like node activation, link
son, 1983). S a c represents memories both as nodes with
strength is composed of two parts, a long-term, base-level
short- and long-term strengths and as connections between
strength and a short-term strength. T h e long-term component
these nodes with short- and long-term strengths.
for the link connecting node s to node r, Bi(a,r)^ changes acAlthough w e are using an associative model to account for
cording to the power function
these data, w e do not wish to argue that all instances of negative priming are due to associative processes (Reder & Weber,
(4)
Bz,(.,^) = c ^ E ^ ^ ' ^
1998), nor do w e wish to argue that the negative priming in
this experiment is due solely to associative processes. Rather,
where ci and d t are the growth and decay constants for links
our goal is to show that an associative model that incorporates
and ti is the time since the ith co-occurrence.
principles that have successfully accounted for a substantial
Like the short-term activation of a node, the short-term
number of memory phenomena can account for the data from
strength of the link connecting node s to node r, a^g,.),
this experiment. Thus, w e are providing converging evidence
grows by being incremented by a constant amount, which w e
that associative processes can play an important role in negatchose to set to 100, and decays exponentially. It is incremenive priming.
ted w h e n a response r is m a d e to the number represented by
At the beginning of each simulation of the experiment,
node s. It decays in proportion to its activation at each time
nodes representing all the two-digit numbers that are to be
step according to the difference equation
contrast F ( l , 27) = 40.65, p < .001. N o other polynomial
contrast w a s significant.
In summary, the participants exhibited significant negative
priming in both the I N P and D N P conditions as predicted.
Further, repetition of the distractor in the D N P sequences
caused improved performance.

^Sac stands for Source of Activation Confusion.

^0,L{s,r) = -PLO.L(s,r)-,
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(5)

w h e r e 0 < P i < 1 is the short-term decay constant for Hnks.
T h e current strength, S^s,r). of each H n k is the s u m of the longand short-term strengths

S(s,t) - •BL(»,r) +(^L(i,r)-

(6)

Increases in the short-term activation of nodes occur by two
means. First, w h e n a number is presented on a trial, that
number's short-term activation is incremented by a constant
amount (which w e chose to be 100), presumably, by some
perceptual process outside the model. Second, each number
node's total activation spreads via links to its associated response nodes. The amount of activation that spreads to each
response node depends on the total activation of the sending node and on the relative strengths of each of the sending
node's links. Although in this model, each response node only
received activation from a single number node, in general, the
change in a response node r's short-term activation, A o r , is
computed by summing across all the nodes that send activation to it according to the equation

a- =

E a , % l .

(7)

T,iS{s^)
where A g is the activation of each sending node as defined in
Equation 3, 5(,,r) is the strength of the link between node s
and node r, and ^ , •S'(s,t) is the s u m of the strengths of the
links from node s to any node i, both as defined in Equation 6.
Because there was no effort to systematically manipulate the
number of responses associated with each number node in this
experiment, this normalization of link strengths in Equation 7
is not essential to account for the negative priming data w e
obtained. Nevertheless, it is a key element in the mechanism
employed by Anderson (1993) to account for the phenomenon
k n o w n as the fan effect (e.g., Anderson, 1974). Hence, it is
important in other negative priming experiments that use stimuli with variable numbers of associations (Erickson & Reder,
1998).
O n c e activation has spread from the number nodes to the
attentional-response nodes, a measure of facilitation is computed by examining the activation of the four response nodes
associated with the two numbers that were presented on the
current trial. Recall that the participants' task is to report the
font of the lesser number. Their performance should be facilitated by the associative system, then, if it biases the attentional system to attend to the lesser number and to ignore the
greater number. The associative system will produce a facilitatory bias to attend to the lesser number to the degree that
the attend response associated with that number is active; conversely, it will produce an inhibitory bias to the extent that the
associated ignore response is active. This m a y be expressed
as
•fsmall = -i4small,att. "" -^small.ign.,

(o)

where Fsmaii is the degree of facilitatory bias for the lesser
number, and Asmaii,att. and Asmaii.ign. are the respective activations of the attend and ignore nodes associated with the

lesser number. Likewise, the associative system will produce
a facilitatory bias to ignore the greater number to the degree
that the ignore response associated with that number is active
and inhibited to the extent that the associated attend response
is active. This m a y be expres.sed
Fiarge = ^1arge.ign - A large,att. i

(9)

where Fiarge is the degree of facilitatory bias for the greater
n u m b e r , and ^large.ign. and .4|arge,att are the respective activations of the ignore and attend nodes associated with the
greater n u m b e r . N o t e that these "facilitatory biases," Fsize,
w h e r e size is either large or small, m a y take o n both positive
and negative values. W h e n Fsize < 0, it m a y , of course, be
thought of as either a "negative facilitation" or an inhibition.
T h e total a m o u n t of facilitation provided by the associative
system, Ftotai. is the s u m of the facilitation provided by the
associations with each n u m b e r , Ftotai = Fsmaii + Farge- T o
convert that to the influence o f the associative system o n participants' response times, Ftotai w a s simply multiplied by a
constant, a.
A t this point, h o w e v e r , the m o d e l only predicts deviations
from s o m e base-line response time. W e assume that there exist other systems that process the sensory input, c o m p a r e the
t w o n u m b e r s , direct attention toward the lesser number, accumulate e n o u g h information to decide in which font the lesser
n u m b e r is displayed, a n d m a k e the appropriate response. Although m o r e detailed modeling of these systems might bec o m e necessary if w e w e r e to attempt to account for these data
at a trial-by-trial or a distributional level, at the level of representation s h o w n in Figure 1, w e can m a k e substantial simplifying assumptions.
Because our associative system only predicts facilitation
and inhibition around a base-line response time, w e assumed
that these other systems w e r e responsible for generating the
base-line response time. Moreover, because the data w e were
trying tofitw e r e distributed across m a n y trials, w e allowed
for s o m e systematic variation in the base-line response times
over the course of the experiment. In particular, w e assumed
that the base-line response times w o u l d decrease according to
the power law of practice (e.g. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981),
which predicts that response times should decrease over the
course of the experiment according to the (now-familiar) formula

Tp = T o N - \

(10)

where Tp is the response time for a given trial, To is the initial
response time, N is the trial number, and 7 is the rate at which
performance times change.
W e fit this function to the m e a n of participants' median response times from practice and control trials grouped into 13
blocks of 40 trials'* allowing Tq and 7 to vary freely. The best
fitting values of To = 1486.45 and 7 = 0.0590, yielded
r2 = .4194.
''Although each block ranged over 40 trials total, recall that only
80/480 = 1/6 of the non-practice trials were control trials. Thus,
the expected number of trials per participant per block was only 6.6.
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Table 1: Parameter values used tofitsac to the negative priming data.
Parameter

a
cn
dN
PN
cl
di
PL
SSE
r^

Mo
0.0000*

38,884.42
.1217

Ml
0.1795
7.5242*
0.175*
0.1442*
1.3235*
0.12*
0.1442*
2,347.05
.8991

Eqn.

11
1
1
2
4
4
5

Note: Values marked with a * were held constant.
S S E indicates the s u m squared error between the
model predictions and the empirical data over 12 different conditions, r^ indicates the squared Pearson correlation coefficient computed between model predictions
and the empirical data.

depended on the exact position of each trial due to the power
law of practice.
T o show that the proposed associative system based on S A C
was important to account for the data, w e fixed a = 0.0
and ran the simulation to evaluate h o w well the data could
be accounted for by the power law of practice alone. T h e
fit was quite poor, only accounting for 1 2 % of the variance.
Moreover, thisfitpredicted values that were too slow, on average 40.3 m s too slow.
W e thenfitthe complete model to the data by allowing q to
vary freely and minimizing the s u m of squared error ( S S E ) .
T h e predicted response times are shown together with the data
in Figure 1. Considering that thisfitonly added a single free
parameter, the improvement is remarkable. T h e model accounted for 9 0 % of the variance in the data and showed clear,
qualitative negative priming effects.
General Discussion

This research makes two contributions to the negative priming
literature. First, to our knowledge, this is thefirstresearch that
has systematically manipulated the repetition of an ignored
item in a negative priming experiment and has shown negative priming of familiar stimuli after the completion of large
By combining thisfitof the power law of practice to the
numbers of intervening trials (up to 90). Second, to our knowcontrol trial data with the predicted facilitation provided by
ledge, this is thefirstattempt tofleshout a specific, formal asthe associative system, the model'sfinalresponse time predicsociative model of attention that accounts for R T patterns in
tion is
a negative priming paradigm (cf. Houghton & Tipper, 1994;
^jj^
R T = 1486.45 AT-oosgo ^ ^^^^^^^^
Houghton, Tipper, Weaver, & Shore, 1996).
where RT is the predicted response time, N is the trial num- Although the bulk of this paper has been spent describing
h o w attentional association can account for negative priming
ber, a is the associative system scaling constant, and Ftotai
data, w e reiterate that w e do not wish to claim that this is the
is the total amount of facilitation provided by the associative
system.
exclusive source of negative priming effects. M u c h as other
authors have described (Houghton et al., 1996; M a y et al.,
Simulations
1995; Tipper & Milliken, 1996), it seems likely that attentional
association and inhibition both contribute to negative
Rather than estimate all the parameters in the model freely,
priming.
we converted ones that had appeared in the implementation
Nevertheless, by combining the results from our empirical
of SAC by Schunn et al. (1997) to values appropriate for the
study with a successful formal model of the data, w e have
time-scale in this experiment. This conversion was necesprovided substantial evidence that associative processes play
sary because the average duration of each trial in their experan important role in negative priming as proposed by Neill and
iment was about 15.5 s whereas the average duration of each
his colleagues (Neill, 1979; Neill & Valdes, 1992; Neill et al.,
trial in our negative priming experiment was about 1.5 s. W e
1992).
set the n e w exponential decay parameter for short-term link
In summary, w e found comparable negative priming effects
strengths, pi, to be the same as the exponential decay parafor
sequences of both immediate and delayed prime and probe
meter for short-term node activation, p ^ , for the sake of parsitrials.
These results were compatible with an associative view
mony. Thus, although sac's behavior is governed by several
of
negative
priming. W e showed that an associative model, a
different parameters, only one parameter, a, was allowed to
variant
of
SAC,
could account for these data. Although w e do
vary infittingthe data. A s stated, the other parameters were
not
claim
that
this
model provides a complete account of negpreviously determined in an entirely different paradigm. The
ative
priming,
w
e
suggest
that it provides an important step in
parameter values along with the equation number where they
the
process
of
generating
formal
models of this phenomenon.
are defined, andfitstatistics are shown in Table 1.
W e simulated the experiment by presenting the exact same
sequence of trials seen by experimental participants to the
model. This is important both because the interval between
presentations of a stimulus influences the model's predictions
and because the predicted responses times in each condition
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Abstract

Springer and Murphy found a phrase feature priority:
phrase features (e.g., "white") were verified faster than were
We examine how context affects the accessibility of features
noun features (e.g., "round").
of combined concepts. A 'contrast hypothesis' suggests that
contrasting a to-be-verified feature in the context hinders its
The Role of Context in Comprehension
later verification. Results of Experiment 1 instead support a
Relevant contexts facilitate the comprehension of combined
priming hypothesis whereby features are differentially acticoncepts.
Murphy (1990) found that comprehension of advated by contexts. Experiment 2 demonstrates that this priming effect is positive rather than negative, even when feature
jective-noun phrases is faster than comprehension of nounverification follows a contextual combined concept that is innoun phrases after neutral contexts. However, given a releconsistent with the to-be-verified feature. W e conclude that
vant context, the difference between adjective- and nouncontext can differentially activate features of combined connoun phrases disappears. Gerrig and Murphy (1992) demoncepts, and that it may do so by way of semantic priming.
strated that comprehension of an ambiguous combined concept is facilitated by a context suggesting an appropriate
Introduction
interpretation. For example, comprehension of 'snake frown'
The question of h o w concepts combine has received considis facilitated by a preceding context that indicates that a 'dog
erable attention recently in the cognitive sciences. This at- smile' is a smile in response to a dog.
tention m a y be attributable to the question's broad implicaGagne and Murphy (1996) examined the effect of context
tions. Concept combination has implications for the strucon the availability of noun and phrase features of combined
ture of concepts (e.g., Franks, 1995; Hampton, 1988;
concepts. Specifically, they sought to determine if the givenMarkman & Wisniewski, 1997; Rips, 1995), the composinew contract could account for Springer and Murphy's
tionality of semantics (e.g., K a m p & Partee, 1995; Osherson
(1992) finding that phrase features are available prior to
& Smith, 1981), and the comprehension of language (e.g., noun features. T h e given-new contract posits that compreGagne & Shoben, 1997; Wisniewski, 1997), among other
hension is influenced by whether information is given (i.e.,
things. But despite this varied research, little is known of the
previously stated or presupposed) or n e w (Haviland &
role that context plays in the comprehension of combined
Clark, 1974), with n e w information being processed more
concepts. Does context influence the ease of comprehenquickly than given information. Gagne and Murphy's argusion? A n d if so, h o w ? In two experiments, w e examine h o w
ment is that head nouns of combined concepts are considcontext affects the accessibility of features of combined
ered given information, whereas the modifier concept is n e w
concepts.
information. Intuitively stated, the modification of a noun
Combined concepts (e.g., 'peeled apples') m a y be thought signals that the combined concept s o m e h o w differs from the
of as consisting of two types of features. N o u n features are noun in isolation, according to Gricean principles. If a
features that are true of both the combined concept and the speaker intends to emphasize the round shape of an apple,
head noun in isolation. For instance, both 'peeled apples' and there is no need to refer to it as a peeled apple' because
'apples' are 'round". However, other features of combined
apples in general are round. A n d furthermore, because apconcepts are not true of either of its constituent concepts in ples are round, modifying 'apples' with 'peeled' m a y serve
isolation. A n example of one such phrase feature is the feato shift the focus away from this noun feature and toward
ture "white" of 'peeled apples'; neither apples nor peeled
features that emerge from the modification instead.
things in general are white, though 'peeled apples' are white.
Gagne and Murphy (1996) varied the given-new structure
Springer and Murphy (1992) investigated the activation of
of combined concepts. T o accomplish this, they constructed
these different types of features of combined concepts. Parcontexts that repeated either the modifier or the head conticipants indicated whether sentences such as 'Peeled apples
cept in one experiment. For instance, a context might include "peeled carrots' and "peeled apples'. B y repeating the
are round' and 'Peeled apples are white' were true or false.
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modifier, it might c o m e to be considered the given information, and the head noun might then become the n e w information. If n e w information is indeed preferentially processed, and this preferential processing can account for the
phrase feature priority, then the above manipulation should
cause noun features to be verified faster. But a context including 'peeled apples' and 'chopped apples' should yield
the usual phrase feature priority, because repeating the head
noun serves to establish it as given and the modifier as n e w
information. Results did not support the given-new hypothesis: Phrase features were verified more accurately (though
not more quickly) than noun features after either context.
Gagne and Murphy's Experiment 3 employed contexts
that either repeated the critical combined concept (e.g., included 'peeled apples' twice), or repeated only the head
noun (e.g., included 'organic apples' and 'fresh apples').
T h e given-new hypothesis again failed to receive support;
accuracy for phrase features was higher than that for noun
features, regardless of the context. Gagne and Murphy did,
however, find that context can influence feature accessibility
in combined concepts: Feature verification is faster after a
context that contains the critical combined concept twice
than after a context that does not include the critical combined concept at all.
Gagne and M u r p h y next constructed contexts to emphasize the particular feature to be verified, rather than the concept as a whole. B y contrasting the critical feature in the
context, they reasoned, emphasis would be on that feature,
and the phrase feature priority might be upended. T o illustrate, a context that includes 'peeled apples' and 'diced apples' contrasts and should emphasize the noun feature
"round", while a context embedding 'peeled apples' and
'whole apples' contrasts and emphasizes the phrase feature
"white", they argued. This emphasis should lead the noun
feature to be verified more quickly and/or accurately following the former context, whereas the phrase feature
should be verified more easily following the latter context in
which it is contrasted. But contrary to this prediction, they
found a significant context-type by feature-type interaction
(see Table 1). Gagne and M u r p h y conclude that "features
that have been previously contrasted are harder to verify
than features that were not contrasted in the preceding paragraph." W e will refer to Gagne and Murphy's conclusion as
the contrast hypothesis.
Table 1: Mean response times in milliseconds (and accuracy
rates in parentheses) for Gagne & M u r p h y (1996, Exp. 4).
Feature-type
Phrase feature
Context-type
N o u n feature
Noun-emphasis
2603 (.70)
2334 (.81)
ex: peeled, diced apples ^
round
white
Phrase-emphasis
2408 (.83)
2535 (.82)
ex: peeled, whole apples; ^
round
white
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A Semantic Priming Account
A n alternative hypothesis of the context effect on the accessibility of features of combined concepts becomes apparent
when w e recast the data according to the contextual consistency of the critical features. Rather than viewing a context
including 'peeled apples' and 'diced apples' as emphasizing
the noun feature "round" by virtue of its being contrasted,
w e suggest viewing this context as consistent with verification of "white" because this feature is true of both peeled
and diced apples. Conversely, because "round" is true of
'peeled apples' but false of 'diced apples', this context is
inconsistent with verification of the noun feature. Similarly,
a context with 'peeled apples' and 'whole apples' m a y not
emphasize the phrase feature "white" by contrasting it, but is
instead consistent with the noun feature "round" and inconsistent with the phrase feature "white". Thus, Table 1 can be
recast as Table 2.
Table 2: Recasting of Gagne & Murphy (1996, Exp. 4).

Context-type
Consistent
Inconsistent

Feature-type
N o u n feature
Phrase feature
2408 (.83)
2603 (.70)

2334 (.81)
2535 (.82)

Table 2 reveals that consistent contexts (e.g., 'peeled apples' and 'whole apples' for verification of "round"; 'peeled
apples' and 'diced apples' for verification of "white") led to
faster verification than did inconsistent contexts (e.g.,
'peeled apples' and 'diced apples' for verification of
"round"; 'peeled apples' and 'whole apples' for verification
of "white"). A n d the phrase feature priority was present, but
small. In the accuracy data, only the verification of noun
features after an inconsistent context resulted in an appreciable difference from the other conditions.
Priming m a y be a better explanation of the results of
Gagne and Murphy's Experiment 4 than the given-new hypothesis or the contrast hypothesis. Consistent contexts
likely active the critical feature twice, whereas inconsistent
contexts activate it only once. This differential activation
m a y account for their results. W e conducted 2 experiments
to test this semantic priming hypothesis.
Experiment 1
Can the differential accessibility of noun and phrase features
be affected by the activation of particular features in a preceding context? T h e purpose of Experiment 1 was to determine if the finding of Gagne and Murphy's Experiment 4
could be attributed to priming of critical features. W e tested
this by including only one relevant combined concept in the
context, as opposed to the two relevant combined concepts
used by Gagne and Murphy. Thus, our contexts included
either 'diced apples' or 'whole apples', but did not include
'peeled apples'.

The semantic priming hypothesis predicts main effects of
both feature-type, such that phrase features are verified
faster and/or more accurately than noun features (cf.
Springer & Murphy, 1992), and context-type, such that consistent contexts will lead to easier verification than will inconsistent contexts. The contrast hypothesis—that contextual conu-ast of the critical feature is responsible for the result—predicts only the phrase feature priority and does not
predict any consistency effect because the context includes
only one combined concept. If a main effect of consistency
is obtained, the result would not be attributable to a contextual contrast.

'Did Alan have his assistant prepare the centerpiece?' Half
of these questions were true, and the truth/falsity of the
questions was fully counterbalanced across conditions.
Four lists were constructed such that each consisted of 5
items in each of the 4 experimental cells. Each experimental
context appeared in only one of the four cells in each of the
lists, with each context rotated through every cell. Item order
was randomized within list for each participant.
Participants and Procedure
Forty Princeton University undergraduates participated for
partial course credit. All were native speakers of American
English, and none participated in both experiments. T h e
procedure followed that of Gagne and M u r p h y (1996, Exp.
4). Participants read a context paragraph on a computer
monitor and pressed the space bar upon completion. I m m e diately thereafter a probe sentence was presented in the
center of the screen. Participants pressed one of two labeled
keys to indicate whether the sentence was true or false. After
this response, a comprehension question was presented on
the screen, and again participants indicated their response by
pressing the appropriate key. This sequence was repeated for
all 40 items. Participants were instructed to read the paragraphs at their o w n pace, but to respond to the sentences as
quickly as possible without making errors. T h e task lasted
approximately 25 minutes.

Materials and Design
The experiment employed a 2 (consistency) X 2 (featuretype) within-subjects design, with response time and accuracy as dependent measures. Feature-types were noun and
phrase features, as described above. Contexts were brief,
and included one combined concept that shared only its head
noun with the critical combined concept. Most contexts and
feature verification sentences were taken from Gagne and
Murphy (1996, Exp. 4), though the contexts were slightly
shortened and altered to accommodate the removal of one of
the combined concepts. There were 20 experimental contexts, each having two variations (e.g., containing either a
consistent or an inconsistent combined concept). There were
also 20 filler contexts with corresponding false sentences
(e.g., 'Pepperoni pizza is vegetarian'), also taken from
Gagne and Murphy (see Table 3 for examples of stimuli).
Table 3: Examples of stimuli used in Experiment I.
Contexts
Alan was a famous French chef w h o used fresh fruit to
garnish his meals. Each night, he spent half an hour selecting
the perfect fruit for the centerpiece. Last night, Alan decided
to use D I C E D A P P L E S A V H O L E A P P L E S in his creation.
Verification sentences
Peeled apples are round.
Noun feature:
Phrase feature:
Peeled apples are white.

Results and Discussion
Accuracy of responses to the comprehension questions did
not differ across conditions, p > .15, with a m e a n accuracy
of 9 5 % . Hence, the contexts were indeed comprehended
equally in each of the conditions. There was no effect of list,
F < 1, and thus reported analyses collapse across lists. T w o
repeated measures A N O V A s were conducted: one used participants as a random variable (Fs) and one used items as a
random variable (F|). Incorrect responses ( 1 5 % ) are not included in analyses of response times, nor are response times
greater than 10,000 or less than 5 0 0 m s ( 1 % ) . See Table 4.
Table 4: Mean response times in milliseconds (and accuracy) by condition in Experiment 1.

Noun and phrase features were matched for number of
syllables. Combined concepts embedded in contexts were in
lower-case font. Each context contained only one of the
combined concepts, and the contextual combined concept
and to-be-verified feature determined the consistency of any
given item. For instance, if the context contains 'diced apples', the noun feature "round" is inconsistent and the phrase
feature "white" is consistent. If the context includes 'whole
apples', "round" is consistent and "white" is inconsistent. In
addition, a comprehension question was constructed (or,
again, taken from Gagne and Murphy, 1996) for each context. For instance, the 'peeled apples' sequence ended with
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Context-type
Consistent
Inconsistent

Feature-type
N o u n feature
Phrase feature
2700 (.88)
2759 (.81)
3068 (.84)
2846 (.86)

Consistency had a reliable main effect on response time,
Fs (1,39) = 5.51, p < .05 and F, (1,18) = 5.34, p < .05, such
that consistent contexts led to faster feature verification. T h e
main effect of feature-type on response time was significant
by participant analysis, Fs (1,39) = 4.53, p < .05, and marginal by item analysis, F, (1,18) = 3.07, p < .10, thus replicating the phrase feature priority. There was also a marginal

effect of feature-type on accuracy, ¥$ (1,39) = 2.99, p < .10.
N o other differences in accuracy were found, and the consistency by feature-type interaction also failed to reach significance in either analysis for either dependent measure.
These results demonstrate that the semantic priming hypothesis can account for the effect of context on the differential accessibility of features of combined concepts. Contextual combined concepts that activate a to-be-verified
feature facilitate later verification of that feature in a target
combined concept with the same head noun. For instance,
the feature "round" is verified of 'peeled apples' faster after
a context containing 'whole apples' than after a context
containing 'diced apples'.
The results in Table 4 parallel those in Table 2. That is,
our Experiment 1 findings are the same as Gagne and Murphy's Experiment 4 findings. Our data replicate the phrase
feature priority and show the consistency effect postulated
ft-om their data. In both experiments, the verification of noun
features following inconsistent contexts seems particularly
difficult, accounting for m u c h of the consistency effect. The
contrast hypothesis is also called into question: W e obtained
the same results, but without contrasting the critical feature
in the context.
Experiment 2
The findmgs of Experiment 1 render our priming hypothesis
more specific and simultaneously more generalizable than
the contrast hypothesis. It is more specific in that the priming account does not simply describe the effect, but also
explains the process by which context affects feature accessibility. It is more generalizable in that it appears to account
for the effect of contexts with single (Experiment 1 above)
or multiple (Gagne & Murphy, 1996, Experiment 4) combined concepts. However, Gagne and Murphy confounded
the contextual contrast and the order of that contrast (due to
their differing hypothesis), and thus the priming hypothesis
has yet to be explicitly tested in a controlled experiment
with two, rather than one, combined concepts embedded in
the context. A more precise manipulation would be useful.
Another issue is whether the priming effects are positive
or negative. It m a y be the case that consistent contexts produce facilitation while inconsistent ones result in inhibition
or interference. Alternatively, the different contexts might
both yield facilitation. T o determine the direction of the differential priming effects found in Experiment 1, w e included
unrelated baseline contexts in Experiment 2. For instance,
prior to verifying a feature of 'peeled apples', participants
read a context about a philosophy major and a business major w h o roomed together in college.
There is reason to doubt that the priming w e suggest for
inconsistent stimuli would be positive. Positive priming in
inconsistent contexts would require a duration of activation
of the critical feature across another combined concept not
having that feature and across the remainder of the context.
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For instance, in order for verification of 'Peeled apples are
round' to be positively primed by its inconsistent context,
activation of "round" from 'peeled apples' in the context
must persist through several more seconds of reading (see
Table 5 below). But semantic priming has been found to
decay rapidly (e.g., Gough, Alford, & HoUey-Wilcox, 1981;
Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1973, cited in Tweedy,
Lapinski, & Schvaneveldt, 1977), often persisting through
no more than one intervening item. Hence, positive priming
from an inconsistent context might be unlikely. More recently, however, Joordens, Becker, and colleagues (Becker,
Moscovitch, Behrmann, & Joordens, 1997; Joordens &
Becker, 1997) showed that semantic processing can produce
priming effects across many intervening items and a duration of several seconds. D u e to the semantic nature of our
context paragraphs, then, positive priming—even following
inconsistent contexts—would not be surprising after all.
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to extend the consistency effect found in Experiment 1 to contexts containing
not one but two embedded combined concepts, and to determine the direction of the differential priming effects.
Materials and Design
The experiment used a 2 (feature-type) X 3 (context-type)
within-subject design. The materials of Experiment 1 were
augmented in two ways: to accommodate the addition of the
target combined concept, and to include unrelated baseline
contexts. The non-target combined concept always appeared
second in the context (after the embedded target combined
concept), prior to feature verification (see Table 5 for examples of stimuli).
Table 5: Examples of stimuli used in Experiment 2.
Contexts
Alan was a famous French chef w h o used freshfruitto
garnish his meals. Each night, he spent half an hour selecting
the perfect P E E L E D A P P L E S for the centerpiece. Last
night. Alan decided to use D I C E D A P P L E S / W H O L E APP L E S in his creation.
Verification sentences
N o u n feature:
Peeled apples are round.
Peeled apples are white.
Phrase feature:
Six lists were created such that each list contained 30 experimental items (5 items in each of the 6 experimental
cells) and 30filleritems. Each item was rotated through
every experimental cell of the design. A s in Experiment 1,
verification sentences of thefilleritems were false, and half
of the comprehension questions were true. The truth/falsity
of the questions was again fully counterbalanced across
conditions, and order of items was randomized within list
for each participant.

Participants a n d P r o c e d u r e
Forty-two Princeton University undergraduates participated
for partial course credit or for pay. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the six lists, and the procedure and
instructions were identical to those used in Experiment 1.
The task took an average of 35 minutes to complete.
Results and Discussion
List had no significant effect on response time or accuracy, p
> .05, so all reported analyses are collapsed across lists. A 2
(feature-type) X 3 (context-type) A N O V A yielded a significant effect of feature-type on the accuracy of responses to
the comprehension questions, F| (1,29) = 8.02, p < .05:
comprehension questions following verification of phrase
features were less accurate than following verification of
noun features. Incorrect responses ( 8 % ) and response times
less than 500ms or greater than 10,000ms ( 1 % ) were removed from analyses of the response time data.
Only the consistency manipulation had an effect on response times: Consistent contexts led to faster feature verification than did unrelated baseline contexts, Fs (2,82) =
10.99, p < .01 and F, (2,58) = 9.68, p < .01. Planned comparisons revealed that inconsistent contexts also led to faster
verification than did unrelated contexts, ts (41) = 4.63, p <
.01 and ti (29) = 4.04, p < .01, though there was no reliable
difference in response times for verification following consistent and inconsistent contexts, p's > .50. A significant
consistency by feature-type interaction was found in the accuracy data, Fs (2,82) = 5.19, p < .01 and F, (2,58) = 7.08, p
< .01. Finally, w e examined the two baseline conditions to
see if the phrase feature priority holds when verification
follows an unrelated context. The only effect was a marginal
effect of feature-type on accuracy in the participant analysis,
ts (41) = 1.95. p = .06, all others p > .10 (see Table 6).
Table 6: Mean response times in milliseconds (and accuracy) by condition in Experiment 2.

Context-type
Consistent
Inconsistent
Unrelated

Feature-type
N o u n feature
Phrase
2274 (.88)
2302
2442 (.82)
2201
2591 (.84)
2537

feature
(.83)
(.92)
(.91)

In summary, as compared to unrelated baseline contexts,
verification of features of combined concepts is speeded by
preceding contexts that are either consistent or inconsistent
with the to-be-verified feature. Because the effect of inconsistent contexts was facilitation, results of Experiment 2 do
not support the contrast hypothesis—that contextual contrast
of to-be-verified features makes later verification of those
features more difficult. Furthermore, the priming effect of
the context is not reliably greater following consistent than
following inconsistent contexts, as one might have expected.
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However, this lack of a difference m a y be attributable to the
inclusion of the unrelated baseline contexts, for the following reason. Semantic priming has strategic as well as automatic components; the proportion of trials in which the
prime (context, in this case) is related to the probe influences priming effects (Tweedy & Lapinski, 1981; Tweedy,
Lapinski, & Schvaneveldt, 1977). T h e unrelated baseline
contexts m a y have affected participants' task strategy, in
comparison to Experiment 1.
There was an unanticipated consistency by feature-type
interaction in the accuracy data. W e also failed to obtain
support for phrase feature priority overall. This is not surprising, given its subtle nature (Gagne & Murphy, 1996).
These might also be attributable to the finding that the comprehension questions in Experiment 2 were answered m o r e
accurately following noun feature verification than phrase
feature verification. If participants paid less attention to
these contexts for some reason, then context effects would
dissipate in these conditions.
General Discussion
Springer and Murphy (1992) found that phrase features are
verified more quickly than are noun features of combined
concepts. Gagne and M u r p h y (1996) sought to examine the
influence of context on this phrase feature priority. They
argued that the given-new contract (Haviland & Clark,
1974) could explain this phrase feature priority. Though
they did find that context can effect the accessibility of features of combined concepts, the given-new hypothesis failed
to account for their results. Instead, Gagne and M u r p h y offered the observation that contrasting the to-be-verified feature in a preceding context makes that feature more difficult
to verify later—the contrast hypothesis.
W e favored a priming account of their data, and tested this
in two experiments. W e proposed that preceding contexts
might affect the availability of features of combined concepts by simply activating those features or not. In addition
to demonstrating the phrase feature priority following a
context paragraph. Experiment 1 also replicated the result of
Gagne and Murphy (1996, Exp. 4), but with only one combined concept in the context. Because the context did not
contain two combined concepts, the result cannot be attributed to contextual contrast, and hence the contrast hypothesis is questioned. Contexts containing combined concepts
consistent with the critical feature resulted in faster verification of that feature than did contexts inconsistent with the
critical feature. T h e priming hypothesis better accounted for
the data: it proved more specific and more generalizable.
In Experiment 2 w e altered the contexts so that the critical
combined concept and another combined concept were included. W e also included baseline contexts, which allowed
us to determine the direction of the contextual priming effect. W e found that both consistent and inconsistent contexts
facilitated verification of features of combined concepts, and

this positive priming did not reliably differ between consistent and inconsistent contexts. W e have shown that context
can differentially activate features of combined concepts,
and that it may do so by way of semantic priming.
Another issue relevant to these experiments is compositionality. The phrase feature priority appears to run counter
to a compositional semantics, which predicts a two-stage
model of concept combination (Springer & Murphy, 1992).
A compositional model would predict that features of the
constituents are first activated independently, and then in a
second stage the intensions of the constituents are combined.
Thus, features true of the noun in isolation (e.g., "round")
should be available prior to features that emerge only after
the combination stage (e.g., "white"). The phrase feature
priority seems at odds with this. However, more recent evidence indicates that both noun and phrase features are activated very early, but noun features quickly lose their activation (Moss, Tyler, Dalrymple, & Hampton, 1997). For instance, "yellow" is a noun feature of 'rotten bananas', and
"brown" is a phrase feature. At a 100ms S O A in a lexical
decision task, both "yellow" and "brown" are primed by
"rotten bananas'. But by 300ms, "yellow" is no longer
primed, though "brown" still is. This suggests that noun
features are indeed initially activated. So it may be the case
that compositionality is not addressed by sentence verification tasks, which tap into later stages of processing. Both
early and late processing are interesting and informative
research topics.
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Abstract
W e report the results of two experiments designed to
investigate the role of inference in Wason's selection task. In
Experiment 1 participants received either a standard one rule
problem or a task which contained an additional rule. This
additional rule specified an alternative antecedent. Both groups
of participants were asked to select those cards they considered
necessary to test whether the rule common to both problems
was true or false. The results showed a significant suppression
of "q" card selections. In addition there was weak evidence for
increased "not-q" selection. In Experiment 2 w e manipulated
number of rules, as before, and the presence or absence of
explicit negation on the cards. Once again "q" card selections
were suppressed, but there was no evidence of an increase in
"not-q" selection. There was also no effect of type of negation.
Our results suggest that inferences about the unseen side of the
cards underlie participants' selections. W e argue firstly that
these findings are inconsistent with current views of selection
task performance (Oaksford and Chater, 1994, Evans and
Over, 1996) and secondly, that they support accounts which
emphasise the role of inference in the task.
Introduction
There is an anomaly in the reasoning literature: in relation
to their performance on simple conditional inference tasks
people perform poorly on indicative versions of Wason's
selection task. This anomaly has led several workers in the
field (e.g. Oaksford and Chater, 1994; Evans and Over,
1996; Kirby, 1994) to claim that people's performance on
the selection task is best explained in terms of decision
making rather than inference. Our goal in this paper is to
demonstrate that people do engage in inference w h e n
confronted with indicative versions of the selection task.
In its original form Wason's task consisted of four cards,
two of which had a letter on the upwards facing side (e.g. A
and L), and two of which had numbers (e.g. 3 and 7).
Accompanying these cards is an indicative conditional rule
such as:

cards they would need to turn over in order to test whether
the rule is true or false. The criterion for solving the task is
selection of the A and the 7 cards.
Correct selection rates for indicative selection tasks belie
the apparent simplicity of the problem and can be as low as
1 0 % (Wason and Johnson-Laird, 1972). M u c h more
c o m m o n are selections of the A card on its o w n , the A and
3 cards, or the A , 3 and not-3 cards. T h e preponderance of
3 card selections is intriguing. In order to recognise that the
3 card has no bearing on whether the rule is true or false
one only has to consider what might be on its unseen side.
O n the back of the 3 card there m a y be an A or a not-A. A n
A on the reverse side of the 3 card offers confirmation of
the rule. A not-A, on the other hand, turns out to be
irrelevant as the rule concerns those cards with an A only.
People's poor performance on the task in the light of its
apparent simplicity and the mismatch between selection
task and simple conditional inference task performance has
led to a revaluation of the role of inference on the task. W e
will begin by outlining several alternative accounts of the
processes underlying performance on the task. W e will
characterise these approaches in terms of the role they
ascribe to inference. W e will then go on to present the
results of two experiments which suggest that consideration
of what is on the unseen of the cards does affect people's
choices on the task.

Non-Inferential Accounts of the Task
In recent years m u c h emphasis has been placed on attempts
to integrate the literatures on reasoning and decision
making (see Johnson-Laird and Shafir, 1993; Evans and
Over, 1996). This has led to accounts of indicative selection
task performance which characterise the participants' task
as one of decision making. That is, participants have to
decide which cards to select when faced with the task. W e
will briefly present two accounts of the selection task as a
task of decision making. Whilst w e would emphasise that in
m a n y important respects these account are very different,
that people's card selections on Wason's
If there is an A on one side of the card then there is neither
a 3 on suggests
the
task are determined by a consideration of what might be on
other side
the unseen side of the cards.
which participants are told may or may not govern what isThe first account is that offered by the heuristic/analytic
on each side of the cards. Participants are asked which
(Evans, 1989) or dual process (Evans and Over, 1996)
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model. This m o d e l explains behaviour on indicative
selection tasks by positing the existence of an initial stage
of processing where the aspects of the task to be attended
to (those aspects which contain a high degree of relevance)
are unconsciously determined. Evans suggests that
attention is mediated by the operation of heuristics. O n
standard abstract selection tasks which employ affirmative
rules the relevant heuristic is the IF heuristic. Evans (1989)
argues that the function of if in natural language is to direct
attention to the possible state of affairs in which the
antecedent is true (causing people to think about the p and
q cards in the selection task which correspond to the A
and 3 cards in the example above).
Evans (1996) has claimed that participants in selection
task experiments select cards based purely on the results of
unconscious processing. H e further suggests that any
explicit inference which participants engage in whilst
attempting the selection task takes the form of
rationalisations for choosing cards which are attended to.
Recently, however, Evans and Over (1996) have suggested
that people's selections m a y sometimes be determined by
the explicit inferential system. This suggestion w a s
prompted by the success of several researchers in
facilitating performance on the selection task (e.g. Green
and Larking, 1995). The significance of the role played by
the explicit inferential system remains unclear however.
The second non-inferential account of the selection task is
that of Oaksford and Chater (1994) which is, in certain
respects, very similar to that of Evans. They share with
Evans the view that the selection task is best viewed as a
decision making task where participants must m a k e a
decision about which cards to turn over. Accordingly,
Oaksford and Chater reject logic as a normative standard
for subjects' behaviour on the task and instead propose an
alternative Bayesian account based upon the principles of
optimal data selection.
T h e basic principle behind optimal data selection is very
simple and is illustrated by Oaksford and Chater using the
following example. Suppose you are asked to test the rule
"If you eat tripe (p) then you feel sick (q)". There are four
classes of individuals one could examine to test the rule:
individuals w h o have eaten tripe (p); individuals w h o have
not eaten tripe (not-p); individuals k n o w n to feel sick (q);
individuals k n o w n not to feel sick (not-q). The question, of
course, is one of deciding which classes of individuals will
supply the most useful information. Intuitively, p, q, and
not-q individuals are likely to be informative whereas not-p
individuals will supply no information whatsoever.
Oaksford and Chater have formalised these intuitions using
Shannon-Wiener information theory and elements from the
probability calculus. Table 1 contains their general
predictions, based on their formalisations, about the
relationship between the informativeness of any card and
the probability of items mentioned in the rule.
Oaksford and Chater m a k e an assumption of rarity - that
is the probability of p (eating tripe) and the probability of q
(feeling sick) are assumed to be low. Given this assumption
they predict the following order of card selection
frequencies on the affirmative abstract selection task:
p>q>not-q>not-p.

Table 1: The conditions under which Oaksford and Chater
predict cards will be informative
Conditions for Informativeness
Cards
P
q
not-q
not-p

P(q) is low
P(p) & P(q) are low
P(p) is high
None

Clearly, Oaksford and Chater's account of the task is noninferential. Their claim is that people select cards based on
the probability of the items mentioned in the rule. Indeed
there are several demonstrations in the literature of the
importance of the probability of the antecedent and
consequent in determining the selections which participants
m a k e on the task (e.g. Kirby, 1994)
Inferential Accounts of the Task
In conU-ast to the non-inferential accounts presented above,
the literature also contains what w e will call inferential
accounts of the indicative selection task. A s w e did for
non-inferential accounts of the indicative selection task, w e
will also present two inferential accounts: thefirstoffered
by Sperber, Cara and Girotto (1995) and the second by
Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991; Johnson-Laird, 1995).
Again w e hasten to point out that the accounts which w e
will present are, in m a n y respects, very different. In this
context, however, it is the emphasis which both place on
inference which is of interest.
Sperber et al's account purports to account for indicative
selection task performance in a very simple manner, by
assumingfirstly,that people understand the task as one of
selecting relevant evidence for testing a rule and that this
rule m a y only be tested indirectly (i.e. through its
observationally testable consequences). Secondly, inferring
s o m e of the consequences of the rule is done
spontaneously, as part of the process of comprehension.
These spontaneous inferences lead to an interpretation of
the rule which contains certain expectations of relevance
(i.e. expectations, on the part of the subjects, about what is
relevant to the experimenter). For example, on affirmative
abstract selection tasks participants, given a minimal
presumption of relevance, will infer that there are cards
which have both P and Q features. Their selection of cards
will reflect a test of this assumption. This will lead to the
selection of the p and q cards.
A s m a y be seen from this account, the crucial factor is the
spontaneous inferences which subjects m a k e whilst
comprehending the rule. This determines both the way in
which any conditional rule is found to be relevant and the
cards which participants select on an indicative selection
task. Interestingly, Oaksford and Chater (1995) claim that
their account is compatible with Sperber et al's relevance
theoretic account. W e would argue that these accounts
differ in one crucial respect: Sperber et al claim that
people, when attempting the indicative selection task, think
about the consequences of turning over certain cards. There
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is no such level of explanation in Oaksford and Chater's
account.
Thefinalapproach to the indicative selection task which
will be considered here is one based on mental models
(Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991; Johnson-Laird, 1995).
The model theory assumes that people select only those
cards that are explicitly represented in their initial models
of the rule. These initial models encode only those items
that are mentioned in the rule together with a mental
footnote which specifies the manner in which the initial
models m a y be fleshed-out. Furthermore, mental model
theory assumes that people select those cards for which the
unseen side could have a bearing on the truth or falsity of
the rule. Whether people select the p card or the p and q
cards depends on their interpretation (and initial encoding)
of the rule. A simple conditional interpretation will lead to
selection of the p card only as the hidden side of the q card
has no bearing on the truth or falsity of the rule. A
biconditional interpretation (that a conditional such as If p
then q implies its obverse: If q then p) will lead to the
selection of the p and q cards as the unseen side of both
cards has a bearing on whether the rule is true or false.
Although lack of space precludes a more thorough
consideration of the model theory, suffice it to say that the
model theory, like the relevance theoretic account, claims
that people do engage in inference on the selection task.
The cards selected, however, depend both on h o w people
interpret and represent the rule as well as the inference they
engage in.
W e will n o w consider h o w it might be possible to
discriminate between these two types of account. W e will
argue that it m a y be possible to suppress the rate at which
certain cards are chosen on the indicative selection task.
W e will further argue that, if such suppression does occur,
it m a y be explained only in terms of card choice being
determined by consideration of the unseen side of the
cards.
How to Suppress Card Choices on the Task
It has been k n o w n for some time that the rate at which w e
draw both valid and invalid inferences on a conditional
reasoning task m a y be suppressed. The phenomena of
inference suppression was first demonstrated by Rumain,
Connell and Braine (1983). Their experiment used a simple
conditional inference task where participants were given a
series of major and minor premises and were then asked
what followed. For example, participants might be told:

ensuring that, for example, w h e n participants were given
the premises:
If there is a tiger in the box then there is an orange in the box
If there is a dog in the box then there is an orange in the box
There is an orange in the box
they did not make the affirmation of the consequent (AC)
inference that there w a s a tiger in the box. Various
suppression effects have been demonstrated since the
publication of Rumain et al's paper (e.g. Byrne, 1989). O u r
purpose in this paper, however, is not to examine these
effects in detail but to the consider the effects of Rumain et
al's original manipulation for people's response patterns on
the indicative selection task and to discuss these effects in
the light of the debate about the role played by inference in
contemporary accounts of the task.
W e start by assuming that, in the case of the A C inference,
the presence of the additional premise in R u m a i n et al's
study caused their participants to realise that there m a y
have been a tiger or a dog in the box Accordingly, to m a k e
any inference about the presence of a tiger, given the
presence of an orange, would be unsafe.
N o w consider an indicative version of the selection task
where your are presented with a simple conditional rule
such as:
If P then Q
together with four cards labelled P, Q, not-P and not-Q and
an additional rule specifying an alternative antecedent such
as:
If R then S
How is the presence of the additional rule likely to affect
people's card selections? If, as w e claim, people's response
patterns are determined by a consideration of the possible
consequences of turning over, at least some of, the cards,
w e would expect the presence of the alternative rule to
greatly suppress q card selection. This is because on the
back of the q card there m a y be a p or an r. Thus it will
have no bearing in determining the truth or falsity of the
first rule. Importantly, this prediction rests on the claim that
people consider or represent the consequences of turning
over the cards and hence, m a y be characterised as thinking
inferentially on Wason's task. W e will n o w present two
experiments which test this prediction.

If there is a tiger in the box then there is an orange in
the box 1
Experiment
There is a tiger in the box
Method
Participants: 98first-yearstudents in the psychology of
It was found that the inclusion of a second major premise
the authors' h o m e university served as participants in this
such as:
experiment.
If there is a dog in the box then there is an orange in the box
Materials: each participant attempted one indicative
selection task. The selection tasks used were either abstract
before the presentation of the minor premise greatly
reduced people's tendency to m a k e the invalid conditional or thematic and contained one rule or two. T h e abstract
inferences. Rumain et al claimed that their manipulation materials were as follows:
blocked a biconditional interpretation of thefirstpremise
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Imagine that your friend has Just shown you a strange deck of
cards. Each of the cards in the deck has a number on one side and

a letter on the other side. She tells you that the cards in the deck
obey the following rule:
If a card has the letter A on one side then it has the number 3 on
the other side
You decide to investigate whether this rule is true or false. You
get your friend to draw four cards from the deck. These cards are
shown below. Please indicate by circling the appropriate card or
cards, which ones you need to turn over to decide whether the rule
is true or false.
Remember the rule is:
If a card has the kttcr A w one side then it has the number 3 on
the Qther side

conditions. This result suggests that our number of rules
manipulation was successful in suppressing card selections.
A n examination of Table 2 suggests that our materials
variable had no significant effect on observed patterns of
card selection. Accordingly, for the purposes of
determining the individual cards responsible for the trend
towards
Table 2: Individual card selection frequencies for
Experiment 1 as a function of condition

not-p
Below this were printed four cards containing a 7, an A, a 3
A i 23 (92%) 5 (20%)
and an L. These cards were presented in one of two random
I I 20 (80%^ 2 (8%)
orders.
43 (86%) 7 (14%)
T h e materials for the two rule conditions were identical,
except that after presentation of thefirstrule, participants A2 14 (61%) 5 (22%) 7(30%)
read the following:
12 1 7 ( 6 8 % M n 6 % ^
31 (65%) 9 (19%)
She also tells you that they obey the following additional rule:

not-q
15 (60%) 8 (32%)
15(60%^9(36%>
30 (60%) 17 (34%)
12(52%)
8 r32%) 14 (56%^
15 (31%) 26 (54%)

If a card has the letter I qu one side then it has the nmnber 3 on
suppression in the total number of cards selected we
the other side
collapsed across contents. As predicted a significant
reduction due to number of rules in q-card selection
The thematic materials were analogous to the abstract
materials and concerned an imaginary conversation frequency (x2 (1) = 8.15, p < . 005). There was also a
between the participant and their doctor during which the smaller, non-predicted decrease in p card selection
participant is told that she has been diagnosed with a frequency (x2 (1) = 6.07, p < .02) and an increase in not-q
serious disorder of the i m m u n e system. T h e rule to be card selections (x2 (1) = 4.05, p < .05).
T h e significant difference in participant's tendency to
tested in this case was:
select the q card due to number of rules w a s both highly
and in the direction predicted. Surprisingly the
significant
If a person with this disorder gets pneumonia then thev will
die
reduction in q card selections is accompanied by an
increase in not q selections. This suggests that our
The four cards (again presented in one of two random
orders) represented a patient with cancer, a patient with manipulation m a y serve, not only to suppress true
pneumonia, a patient w h o had died and a patient w h o had antecedent choices, but also to facilitate the selection of the
lived. The additional rule in the thematic/two rule condition potentially falsifying not q card. However this increase in
selection w a s not associated with a greater incidence of
was:
logically correct selection combinations in the two rule
Of course, if a person gets cancer then they will also die condition. T h e rate of p and not q selection is no greater
with two rules than with one rule (7/50 in the one rule
Procedure: the experiment was carried out at the end of a conditions and 9/48 in the two rule conditions). That these
lecture. Participants received neither payment nor course results are not due to an increase in logically correct
responding is further borne out by the significant and
credit for taking part.
surprising decrease in p card choices.
Design: the experiment had a 2 (no. of rules) x2 (materials)Although the finding of q card suppression confirms our
between subjects design. These combine to give four prediction, it could be argued that the effect of Q being
conditions: abstract with one or two rules (Al vs. A 2 ) and c o m m o n to both rules m a y have served to increase its
perceived probability. If this is the case, Oaksford and
thematic with one or two rules (Tl vs. T 2 )
Chater (1994) would predict the observed decrease in p
card selections. This finding might also be predicted by the
Results and Discussion
T h e first analysis performed w a s on the m e a n number of dual process account (Evans and Over, 1996) as the
cards selected by participants. A 2 x 2 between subjects presence of an alternative antecedent m a y have served to
A n o v a w a s carried out on the total n u m b e r of card decrease the relevance of the p card.
In summary, this experiment has strongly confirmed our
selections. Neither the main effects for number of rules and
content nor the interaction w a s significant. However, the prediction about q-card suppression. However, the finding
main effect of number of rules approached significance (F of both increased not-q card selections and decreased p(1, 9 4 ) = 3.184, p < .08). T h e m e a n number of cards card selections are consistent with alternative, nonselected by participants in the one rule conditions was 1.94 inferential accounts of performance on the task. In
(S.D. = .74) and 1.69 (S.D. = .66) in the t w o rules Experiment 2 w e test the reliability of the effects found in
Experiment 1. W e also include a further manipulation
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designed to explicitly test a prediction of the dual process
model.
Experiment 2
Thefirstaim of this experiment is to test the reliability of
the effects on individual card selection frequencies of our
number of rules manipulation from Experiment 1. As the
content manipulation in Experiment 1 did not lead to any
differences in either individual or total card selections it
was dropped from this experiment. Instead, all participants
received abstract versions of the indicative task. In place of
a content manipulation w e varied the type of negation used
on the cards presented. In Experiment 1 negation was
expressed implicitly on the cards. Thus, the not-p and not qcards were labelled L and 7 respectively. In this experiment
half of the participants received cards where negation was
explicitly expressed i.e. a card that is not an A and a card
that is not a 3.
This manipulation serves to test a prediction of the dual
process account. Evans, Clibbens and Rood (1996) have
demonstrated that the use of explicit negation on the cards
presented in abstract selection tasks leads to an increase in
the selection of all cards and a decrease in the selection of
those cards which match the items mentioned in the rule.
Evans (in press) has claimed that the presence of explicit
negation increases the relevance of all of the cards. Hence,
the use of explicit negation in this experiment should result
in an increase in the total number of cards selected.

.001). The mean number of cards selected was 2.15 (S.D. =
.83) in the one rule conditions and 1.6 (S.D. = .55) in the
two rules conditions. Thisfindingsuggests that our number
of rules manipulation was successful in suppressing card
selections.
A n examination of individual card selection frequencies
(displayed in Table 3) suggests that, as was the case in
Experiment 1, our number of rules manipulation has had by
Table 3: Individual card selection frequencies for
Experiment 2 as a function of condition
not-p
20(100%) 3 ( 1 5 % )
16 ($0%) 7 (35%)
36 (90%) 10 (25%)

P
u
Ei

12
E2

18 (90%)
17 (85%)
35 (88%)

3(15%)
2 (10%)
5(13%)

not-q
15 (75%) 6 (30%)
12 (60%) 7 (35%)
27 (68%) 13 (33%)

q

4 (20%) 5 (25%)
8 (40%) 7 (35%)
12(30%) 12 (30%)

far the biggest influence on the results of this experiment.
Therefore, for the purposes of our statistical analysis of
individual card selection frequencies w e collapsed across
Negation Type. A significant difference in selection rates
for individual cards due to number of rules were found for
the q-card (x2 (1) = 11.26, p < . 001) only. The equivalent
statistics for the p and not q cards were x 2 (1) = .125 and
Method
yl (1) = .058 respectively. Finally, card combination
Participants: 80first-yearstudents from the authors' h o m e frequencies revealed that, once again, there was no
evidence of our number of rules manipulation leading to an
university served as participants in this study
increase in logically correct responding.
The results of this experiment confirm the highly
Materials: again each participant attempted one indicative
selection task. All of the tasks used in this experiment were significant suppression of q card selections found in
abstract. The materials received by participants in the Experiment 1. In addition, the findings suggest that the
implicit negation conditions were identical to those used in weaker effects present in Experiment 1 (decreased p card
the abstract conditions of Experiment 1. The materials used selection and increased not q selection) are unreliable.
in the explicit negation conditions differed only in labelling
of the cards presented. The cards presented were labelled a General Discussion
number which is not 3, the letter A, the number 3 and a The experiments reported in this paper offer strong support
letter which is not A. Again the cards were presented in one for the claim that people engage in inference w h e n
of two random orders.
attempting Wason's selection task. B y providing
participants with an additional rule which specified an
Procedure: as for Experiment 1.
alternative antecedent w e have significantly decreased their
tendency to select the q card when testing the experimental
Design: the experiment had a 2 (no. of rules) x2 (negation
rule. W e feel that the most likely explanation for this effect
type) between subjects design. These combine to give four is that participants recognise that on the back of the q card
conditions: implicit negation with one or two rules (II vs. there may be a p or a letter which is not a p. Hence, the
12) and explicit negation with one or two rules (El vs. E2)
selection of the q card will have no bearing on determining
the truth or falsity of the rule. If this is the case our effect
Results and Discussion
has been caused by participants explicitly considering the
The results of this experiment werefirstanalysed in terms unseen side of the cards with which they were presented.
of the total number of cards selected by participants. A 2x2
Our findings pose some difficulty for non-inferential
between subjects Anova was carried out on the number of accounts of the indicative selection task. For example, the
card selections. Contrary to the predictions of the dual dual process model of Evans and Over (1996; Evans, in
process account, neither the main effect of Negation Type press) makes several predictions that are inconsistent with
nor the interaction between Negation Type and Number of our findings. The presence of an additional rule with a
Rules was significant. However, the main effect of Number c o m m o n consequent should serve to increase the relevance
of Rules was highly significant (F (1, 94) = 12.04, p < of the q card leading to an increased selection rate. Both of
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our experiments demonstrate significant suppression of q
card selections. In addition, the dual process model predicts
increased overall selection rates with the use of explicit
negation on the cards. Experiment 2 demonstrates an
overall reduction in card selections due to the presence of
an additional rule and no evidence for an effect of explicit
negation. Evans and Over do claim, however, that people
engage in inference on conditional inference tasks. W e
believe that w e have demonstrated people's ability to
engage in the same type of thinking on the selection task.
Oaksford and Chater's (1994) information theoretic
account fares somewhat better in the light of ourfindings.It
is likely that one effect of our two rule manipulation is to
increase the perceived probability of Q. A s an examination
of Table 1 reveals, the informativeness of the q card is an
inverse function of P(p) and P(q). Hence, Oaksford and
Chater would predict that as the perceived probability of Q
increases, the rate of q-card selection will decrease. This is
entirely consistent with ourfindings.However, as Table 1
also shows, the informativeness of the p card is an inverse
function of P(q) on its o w n . Therefore, Oaksford and
Chater's model would also predict a reduced p card
selections in our two rules conditions. Although our
findings demonstrate a small reduction in Experiment 1,
there is no such reduction in p card selections in
Experiment 2.
Accounts of the indicative selection task which w e have
characterised as being inferential in nature can more readily
cope with our data. For instance, Johnson-Laird (1995) has
claimed that participants w h o choose the q card on
indicative selection tasks do so because their initial
representation of the rule does not discount a biconditional
interpretation. The additional rule m a y cue participants to
construct a m o d e l containing both antecedents as
alternative conditions for the consequent (Byrne, 1989).
This would ensure that the rule to be tested cannot be
interpreted as its obverse and reasoners recognise that
turning over the q card will have no implications for the
falsity of the rule.
Similarly Sperber, Cara and Girotto (1995) can also offer
an explanation of ourfindings.Recall that their account of
the standard abstract task claims that the rule achieves
sufficient linguistic relevance by cueing reasoners to
assume the existence of cards with P and Q features.
People's selections reflect a test of this existential
assumption. It is likely, therefore, that our manipulation
will cue reasoners to infer the existence of cards with the
features mentioned in the experimental rule (P and Q
features), and to infer the existence of cards with the
features mentioned in the additional rule (R and Q
features). Selecting the P card to test for the existence of
cases with P and Q features has greater inferential
consequences in this context than does selecting the Q card
(which m a y confirm either assumption). Again, it is
important to highlight that this account is dependent upon
the assumption that reasoners consider the unseen sides of
the cards.
T o conclude, w e feel that although the experimental work
demonstrating people's sensitivity to the probabilities of the
items they are thinking about is very important, w e do not
feel that it merits a wholly probabilistic approach to

thinking. T h e experiments presented in this paper
demonstrate that, at least under certain conditions, people
do think inferentially on the indicative selection task.
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bowl has an interior, and the pear is completely included in
that interior, providing an exactfitto the ideal meaning.

Abstract

Previous researchers on the semantics of spatial relational
terms have reported the importance of geometric factors (e.g.,
(1) The pear is in the bowl.
Bennett. 1975; Talmy, 1983), the importance of functional
factors {e.g., Coventry, Carmichael, and Garrod, 1994;
Vandeloise, 1991), and the lack of importance of the nature
of the Figure, or object located (e.g., Landau and Stecker,
1990; Talmy, 1983). In this paper, we present the results of
an experiment testing each of these claims for the English
spatial prepositions IN and O N . Ourfindingsconfirm that
Figure 1: A pear in a bowl (adapted from Herskovits, 1986)
geometric and functional factors are indeed important. In
addition, our results suggest that the nature of th? Figure
contributes to the selection of spatial prepositions.
Similarly, the geometric approach to spatial semantics can
account for the unacceptability of the sentence in (1) as a
description
of the scene in Figure 2, in which the pear is
Introduction
definitely not included in the interior of the bowl.
One challenge for researchers in semantics is to determine
the subset of what w e perceive that actually ends up being
encoded in language. A s Centner (1981, 1982) has pointed
out, this challenge is particularly striking for relational
terms. Across languages, spatial relational terms have been
shown to encode a variety of components of a scene
Figure 2: A pear that is not in the bowl
For example,
(Bowerman, 1996; Levinson, 1996).
Bowerman (1996) has pointed out the importance of
tightness offitfor Korean spatial terms, a factor that is not Not all researchers agree that the geometry of the scene is
of primary importance to the selection of an appropriate
often considered by English speakers. In this paper, w e will
spatial term. S o m e have suggested that the function of the
examine some of the proposed factors influencing the
reference
object, or Ground', is the major determinant of
selection of spatial relational terms, with a focus on English
which
preposition
appropriately describes the scene
prepositions.
(Coventry,
Carmichael,
and Garrod 1994; Vandeloise, 1991,
In their investigation of the semantics of spatial relational
1994).
For
example,
the
use of I N to describe the relation
terms, many theoreticians have pointed out the importance
between
the
pear
and
the
bowl in Figure 3 would be
of the geometry of the scene (Bennett, 1975; Herskovits,
motivated
by
the
fact
that
the
bowl is fulfilling its function
1986; Lindkvist, 1950; Talmy, 1983).
Under these
as
a
container,
despite
the
fact
that the pear is not actually
approaches, an appropriate use of a spatial relational term is
at
the
bowl's
interior.
Geometry, if it is given a
located
one in which the geometry of the scene fits an "ideal"
meaning for the term. For example, the following ideal
meaning for IN: "inclusion of a geometric construct in a
one-, two-, or three-dimensional geometric construct"
' Following Talmy (1983), w e will use Figure to refer to the object
(Herskovits, 1986, p. 149), accounts for the acceptability of
located, and Ground to refer to the reference object. For example,
the sentence in (1) as a description of Figure 1, where the
in example sentence (1) and Figure 1, the pear is the Figure, and
the bowl is the Ground.
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problems with regard to the assignment of spatial
prepositions in English:
• Is the geometrical relation between the Figure and the
Ground important?
• Is conceptual/functional information about the Ground
important?
•
Is the nature of the Figure important?
In order to answer these questions, w e adapted a method
developed by Labov (1973) to study complex interacting
factors in the use of English nouns. Labov presented his
participants with similarly shaped objects, lor which the
relative dimensions had been varied systematically, allowing
him to examine the way in which small changes in shape
would affect object naming. In our study, w e will apply this
method to changes in geometric and conceptual/functional
information about the Ground.

prominent place in these theories, is said to imply the
functional relation (Vandeloise, 1991).

Figure 3: T h e pear is in the bowl.
Vandeloise (1991) introduces the container/contained
relationship as the definition for the French preposition dans
(generally translated as English in), claiming that a Figure is
dans a Ground if the Ground serves to contain the Figure.
H e continues by laying out traits of the relationship, none of
which is necessary, and only one of which, total inclusion, is
sufficient.
Because total inclusion is sufficient,
Vandeloise's analysis can account for situations in which a
scene fits a likely geometric meaning, as Figure 1fitsfor
Example (1). Additionally, because one of the traits of the
container/contained relation is that the container controls the
position of the contained entity, this analysis can account for
examples such as (2) (Vandeloise, 1991, p.228).
(2) The needle is in the field of the magnet.
Finally, because total inclusion is not necessary,
Vandeloise's functional approach is able to account for
situations in which the relation between the Figure and the
Ground does notfitthe "ideal" meaning of the spatial term.
T h e Figure's contribution to the use of English spatial
prepositions has been largely discounted (Landau and
Stecker, 1990; Talmy, 1983). Landau and Stecker (1990)
showed participants novel objects being placed on a box
while introducing a novel term, either as a noun ("This is a
corp") or as a preposition ("This is acorp m y box"). They
found that while participants attended to the object's shape
in the noun condition, they tended to ignore it in the
preposition condition, suggesting that this detail about the
nature of the Figure is unimportant for the selection of
spatial prepositions. This is particularly striking given the
geometric nature of an object's shape, and the prevalence of
geometric notions in the literature on spatial semantics.
However, it is not the case that the nature of the Figure is
considered unimportant for the selection of spatial terms in
all languages. Notably, the M a y a n language Tzeltal appears
to accord particular importance to the nature of the Figure
when assigning spatial relational terms to a scene (Brown,
1994;Levinson, 1996).
An Empirical Test
Although
there
have
been
numerous
theoretical
examinations of the semantics of spatial relational terms,
m a n y of the theoretical claims await empirical investigation.
In this paper, w e raise the following questions as empirical

Geometry
B y looking at the usage of English prepositions to describe
scenes in which only the geometry varies, w e can examine
the proposal that the geometry of the scene is an important
factor in the use of English spatial prepositions. CarlsonRadvansky and Regier (1997) found evidence for the
importance of two geometric factors, center-of-massorientation and proximal orientation, for the use of the terms
above, below, left, and right. In this experiment, w e chose
to examine the effect of geometry on the I N / O N distinction
by varying the concavity of the Ground objects depicted in
our scenes. B y varying the concavity of the Ground, w e
were able to vary the extent to which the Ground is
perceived to have an interior in which the Figure can be
located (Figure 4), resulting in a variation in the extent to
which our scenesfita geometric ideal for the preposition IN.

V

j

^

-

f

c

Figure 4: T w o scenes differing in the concavity of the
Ground
Conceptual/functional information
To
investigate the factor of conceptual/functional
information, w e used three different nouns, dish, plate, and
bowl, to refer to the inanimate Ground in our scenes. This
manipulation is based on two assumptions.
First, if
conceptual/functional information is important to the
selection of spatial terms, then the perceived nature of the
Ground should influence this selection. Coventry and his
colleagues (Coventry et al, 1994) found evidence that
functional information about the Ground influences the use
of English spatial prepositions. Second, the label applied to
a Ground should influence participants' interpretation of the
Ground. Labov (1973) found the context in which an object
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affected by whether the Ground is called a dish, a plate, or a
bowl, with the highest proportion of IN responses given to
scenes for which the Ground is called a bowl, and the
lowest, 10 scenes for which the Ground is called a plate.
The concavity of the Ground object would exert no effect;
the proportion of IN responses would be equal across levels
of concavity.
If both geometrical relations and conceptual/functional
information are important to the use of English spatial
prepositions, w e would expect to see both a change in the
proportion of IN responses as the concavity of the depicted
Ground object changed, and a higher proportion of IN
responses to scenes for which the Ground object is called a
bowl than to those for which it is called a plate. Scenes for
which the Ground object is called a dish, which is a
superordinate term for both plate and bowl, are expected to
yield an intermediate proportion of IN responses.

was introduced (neutral, holding coffee, holding food, etc.)
influenced participants' choice of nouns. This suggests that
the use of a noun to label an object carries
conceptual/functional information, which w e assume lo be
available to a listener.
The Figure
The nature of the Figure could have an effect on the use of
spatial terms, as demonstrated by the myriad differences due
to Figure found in Tzeltal (Brown, 1994; Levinson, 1996).
In a previous study using similar methodology. Feist and
Centner (1997) found evidence for an effect of the animacy
of the Ground in choosing between the prepositions IN and
O N . Animacy is also a factor in other linguistic phenomena,
such as dative shift^ (Beth Levin, personal communication)
and classifier usage (Comrie, 1981; Lucy, 1994). Apart
from the fact that animacy is often linguistically relevant,
there are specific reasons to suspect that the animacy of the
Figure might matter. Because an animate Figure is able to
exert control over its o w n position, it might be a less ideal
participant in
the
container/contained
relationship
(Vandeloise, 1991, 1994) than an inanimate Figure.
Therefore, w e expect to find a lower proportion of IN
responses to scenes involving an animate Figure than to
comparable scenes with an inanimate one, providing
evidence that the nature of the Figure makes an important
contribution to the meaning of spatial terms. For the
animate, self-determinate Figure, w e used afirefly;for the
inanimate, non-self-determinate Figure, w e used a coin.

Method
Participants 55 Northwestern University undergraduates
received course credit for their participation in this
experiment. All reported being fluent speakers of English.
Stimuli A set of concavity-matched stimuli were used in this
experiment (Figure 5; see Feist and Gentner, 1997). These
stimuli depicted two Grounds (an ambiguous dishlike tray
and a hand) paired with two Figures (afireflyand a coin) at
three levels of concavity, for a total of twelve pictures. Only
the data involving the ambiguous dishlike tray as Ground are
reported here; see Feist and Gentner (1997) for results
involving the hand.

Predictions
Though investigators in spatial semantics would not likely
espouse the extreme views that it is only the geometry of the
scene, or only the function of the Ground, that contributes to
the choice of a spatial relational term, it m a y be instructive
to follow these proposals to their extremes, examining their
likely predictions regarding our experiment.
If only geometrical information were important to the
assignment of spatial relational terms, then the functional
nature of the Ground would have no effect on the rate of use
of different spatial terms. Thus, w e would expect that in our
experiment the prepositions IN or O N would be assigned
based on the concavity of the Ground object, regardless of
whether it was called a dish, a plate, or a bowl. The scenes
depicting the Ground object with the deepest concavity
would receive the highest proportion of IN responses, with
no noticeable differences due to the lexical item applied to
the object.
If only conceptual/functional information matters, then
relative use of IN or O N in our experiment would only be

tN

tv

tv . /
•^aSi*-^'

Figure 5: Dishlike tray at three concavity levels: low
(approximatelyflat),medium, and high (deeply curved).
Procedure Stimuli were presented in two randomized
blocks. In each block participants saw each of the stimuli on
a computer screen. The participants' task was to circle IN
or O N on their answer sheets. Answer sheets contained
sentences of the form:
The Figure is IN/ON the Ground.

^ Dative shift refers to the movement of the indirect object out of
the prepositional phrase, which is acceptable with animate, but not
inanimate, indirect objects. For example, we can say either "1 sent
the book to Sue" or "I sent Sue the book", but we can only say "I
sent the book to Spain" and not "I sent Spain the book"
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Participants were told to choose the term that best
described the corresponding picture on the computer screen.
In one condition, the inanimate Ground was called a dish,
in the second it was called a plate, and in the third it was
called a bowl. In all conditions, the animate Ground was
called a hand, and the Figures were called a firefly and a
coin, respectively.

firefly (mean proportion IN responses for coin as Figure =
.46; mean forfireflyas Figure = .37).

Design W e used a 2 (Figure: firefly and coin) x 3
(concavity) x 3 (labeling condition) design. Figure and
concavity were varied within subject and labeling condition
w a s varied between subjects.

0.9 •
0.8 Results
In answer to the first question, is the geometrical relation
between the Figure and the Ground an important factor in
the assignment of spatial relational terms in English, w e
found that the changes in the Ground's concavity influenced
participants' choice between IN or O N to describe the
scenes (Figure 6). In particular, w e found that the greater
the concavity, the greater the proportion of IN responses
from our participants (mean proportion of IN responses to
scenes depicting concavity 1 was .34; for concavity 2, .43;
and for concavity 3, .47).
In answer to the second question, is conceptual/functional
information about the participants in a scene, in particular
the Ground, an important factor in the assignment of spatial
relational terms in English, w e found that the noun used to
refer to the Ground object did have an effect on the rate of
use of the two prepositions (Figure 6). W h e n the Ground
object was referred to as a bowl, the proportion of IN
responses was highest (mean proportion I N responses =
.65). W h e n w e referred to the Ground as a plate, the
proportion of I N responses was quite low (mean proportion
I N responses = .09). T h e proportion of IN responses when
the Ground was referred to as a dish was intermediate (mean
proportion IN responses = .50).

- firefly

£ 0.2
0, •
2
Concavity of Ground

Figure 7: Proportion IN responses to the two Figures,
averaged across Grounds
These results were confirmed by a repeated measures
analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) , where w e found a main
effect for the concavity of the Ground (F(2,104) = 8.465, p
< .001), a main effect for the labeling condition (F(2,52) =
19.630, p < .001), and a main effect for the Figure depicted
(F(l,52) = 4.778, p < .05). In addition, a linear polynomial
test of order confirmed that greater concavity elicited more
IN responses (F(l,52) = 11.488, p = .001). There were no
significant interactions.
Discussion
The results of our experiment suggest that the appropriate
use of spatial prepositions in English is influenced by
multiple factors. A m o n g these factors, w e found evidence
for the importance of the geometry of the scene, as
manifested in the concavity of the Ground object.
Additionally, w e found evidence for the importance of
conceptual/functional information about the Ground object,
as conveyed by the lexical item used to label it. Finally, we
found evidence that the nature of the Figure is taken into
account when choosing an appropriate preposition to apply
to a scene.
In future work, w e plan to follow up on each of these
effects. W e are currently examining the effect of geometry
across different Ground objects and different labeling
conditions, and the effect appears to remain robust. W e also
plan to examine the data obtained using different Grounds
and labels for further evidence of the effect of
conceptual/functional information. Finally, w e intend to
repeat the experiment with additional Figures in order to
further understand the contribution of the Figure.
Having found evidence for the influence of multiple
factors on the use of English spatial prepositions, w e are
interested in identifying the set of factors that define the
parameters for use of these terms. In order to do this, w e

0.8
1 — — -bowl

- * -dish
-plate

1

2
Concavity of Ground

3

1

Figure 6: Proportion IN responses to scenes in which
different labels w e r e applied to the dishlike G r o u n d ,
averaged across Figures
In answer to the final question, is the nature of the Figure
a n important factor in the assignment o f spatial relational
terms in English, w e found that the a n i m a c y o f the Figure
influenced participants' decision to use either I N or O N to
describe a scene (Figure 7 ) . A s predicted, scenes involving
the inanimate Figure, a coin, received a higher proportion o f
I N responses than scenes involving the animate Figure, a
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plan to investigate the usage of spatial relational terms in a
number of languages, experimentally testing candidate
factors that this investigation illuminates. One such factor
was reported here: the nature of the Figure. Although
previous studies suggested thai the nature of the Figure docs
not contribute to the use of English spatial prepositions
(Landau and Stecker, 1990), researchers on Mayan
languages, particularly Tzeltal, have shown the Figure to
play a prominent role in the use of the spatial terms of those
languages (Brown, 1994; Levinson, 1996). Our results
suggest that the nature of the Figure is also important to the
use of English spatial prepositions. Thus, w e expect that a
cross-linguistic investigation of spatial semantics, which
should show cross-linguistic differences, will also provide
useful clues about the factors that contribute to the meanings
of spatial relational terms in general.
Similarly, factors that have been identified as important to
the semantics of English prepositions should be tested
empirically for their influence on spatial terms of other
languages. B y using this paradigm to investigate spatial
semantics in many languages, w e can further our
understanding of cross-linguistic variation and linguistic
universals in the semantics of space.
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good approximations of regular languages from positive evidence alone. Although no natural language is strictly regular,
Children face an enormously difficult task in learning their nalarge subsets of natural languages are regular, and this class
tive language. It is widely believed that they do not receive or
of languages is the simplest one covered by Gold's theorem.
make little use of negative evidence (Marcus, 1993), and yet
A s such, it seemed like a good place to start our investigations
it has been proven that many classes of languages less powerful than natural languages cannot be learned in the absence
into learnability.
of negative evidence (Gold, 1964). In this paper w e present
O u r approach to learning regular languages begins with a
an approach to learning good approximations to members of
class
of languages, called Szilard (Makinen, 1997), that can
one such class of languages, the regular languages, based on
be
learned
from positive evidence alone. Given examples of
positive evidence alone.
sentences generated by an arbitrary regular language, w e ass u m e that the language is Szilard, yielding a representation of
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
the language that simply "memorizes" the input and does no
T h e ability to communicate through spoken language is
generalization.
W e then apply heuristic techniques to create
widely regarded as the hallmark of h u m a n intelligence. Chilincreasingly
more
compact representations that maintain the
dren acquire their native tongue with remarkable ease, masSzilard
property
and
that become better approximations to the
tering the vast majority of that language before they enter
target
language.
school. However, the facility with which children acquire
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
language belies the complexity of the task. For example, chil2
briefly
reviews deterministicfiniteautomata, their relationdren clearly receive positive evidence (examples of sentences
grammars, and h o w a Szilard language can be
ship
to
regular
in the language), but it is widely believed that children do not
learned from positive evidence alone. Section 3 explains our
receive negative evidence (examples of sentences that are not
algorithm for learning a good approximation of an arbitrary
in the language and that are s o m e h o w marked as such) (Marregular language from positive evidence. Section 4 describes
cus, 1993). T h e difficulty with respect to leamability arises
the
implementation of the algorithm and Section 5 presents
with a n o w famous theorem due to Gold(1967). H e proved
experiments
and results. Finally, Section 6 concludes and
that several classes of languages, including regular, context
points
to
future
research directions.
free and context sensitive, can be identified in the limit w h e n
Abstract

the learner has access to both positive and negative evidence.
However, those same classes of languages cannot be learned
from positive evidence alone. H o w d o children overcome
Gold's theoretical hurdle?
Difficulties such as the one above led Chomsky(1975) to
suggest that language is innate, that it is not learned per se
but that facility with language grows and matures m u c h in the
same w a y that one's organs are genetically predetermined to
grow and mature. In this paper w e explore the possibility that
language is not innate by developing algorithms for learning
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^This research is supported by a National Defense Science and
Engineering Graduate Fellowship.
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2. Finite automata, trivial DFAs and Szilard
regular g r a m m a r s
Deterministic finite automata(DFA) are well known, simple computing devices that are described by the tuple:
(Set-of-States, Alphabet, Transition-Function
Start.State, Set.of-FinaLStates)
Thefiniteautomata are equivalent to regular grammars and
thus recognize precisely the class of regular languages. Their
functioning is described by a transition function:
6{current.state,current-input-syTnbol) = next^tate
which is equivalent to a set of productions:
{cur rent.state -> current .input s y m b o l next.state}.
T h e input symbols are elements of the alphabet and are usually called terminals. A D F A can be visualized by its associated graph, as in figure 1: the nodes are the states and the
arcs represent the transitions. T h e labels on the arcs are the
input symbols. A sentence is said to be accepted by the au-

It can be noticed though, that the Szilard regular languages
are included in the Szilard* regular languages, because the
property that a terminal uniquely identifies a transition between a pair of states implies that it also identifies the next
state.
W e d o not k n o w if a natural language or at least a part of
it can be described by a Szilard g r a m m a r , but it can be reFigure 1: A small deterministicfiniteautomaton.
garded as such for the purpose of learning a g r a m m a r from
positive examples. T h e trivial D F A for a set of examples has
tomaton if there is a path from the start state to a final state,
the Szilard property if each terminal occurrence is considered
labeled with the words of the sentence. D F A induction is the
distinct. For example, in the sentences {"thei boys see the2
problem of finding the automaton that describes a given lancat", "thez girls walk"} the three occurrences of "the" are
guage from a set of examples: sentences w h o s e membership
considered different. Unfortunately this does not solve the
to the language is k n o w n . Gold's famous theorem on lanproblem yet, because w e got the desired Szilard property, but
guage learnability states that any class of regular languages
the trivial D F A is not the language representation w e want
(and other languages) can be learned from positive and negato learn. T h e t w o sentences above suggest that actually not
tive examples, but not from positive examples only, if at least
all occurrences of "the" should be d e e m e d different. While
one infinite language exists in the class.
"thei" and "the2" are different, one determining the noun
A n y finite language can be represented by a trivial D F A ,
in the subject and the other in the direct object, "thei" and
that has a distinct state for each word occurrence in each sen"thes" both determine the subject noun and so should belong
tence, meaning that the learner memorizes all the sentences.
to the s a m e terminal. It follows that w e need an algorithm
A Szilard regular g r a m m a r has the property that its prothat partitions w o r d occurrences into classes that can be assoductions have the form A i -i- aijAj, meaning that each terciated with g r a m m a r terminals.
minal appears on one arc only. It follows that the n u m b e r of
terminals equals the n u m b e r of productions. T h e n u m b e r of
Terniln*! Merging tn a Szil«rd DFA prossrvas Che proporCy on*
Cerminal appaara on ona arc only.
states (without the start state) is at most equal to the n u m b e r
of productions. T h e inference algorithm that finds a Szilard
grammar from a set of positive examples, is:
• assume that the n u m b e r of states is equal to the n u m b e r
of productions; associate each state with a terminal a and
n a m e it accordingly, A : A -^ a X , where " X " stands for
the u n k n o w n next state; if a terminal is thefirstone in a
sentence, then its associated state is the start state; if it is
the last one in the sentence, it is followed by thefinalstate.
• starting from the start state, follow the derivations for the
given examples and merge the states which follow the s a m e
terminal; continue the process until a Szilard g r a m m a r is
obtained.
The algorithm finds the target D F A , provided that it sees all
the possible consecutive transitions {ai,aj). For example, the
D F A in figure 1 can be learned from three examples {aceb,
adeb, ab}, even if its language is infinite. T h efirststep yields
the state sequences: (SO C E B F S ) , (SO D E B F S ) and (SO
B FS). Because the states B , C and D all follow the terminal
"a", they are merged into state ( B C D ) and the desired D F A
is obtained. A n even simpler g r a m m a r which can be inferred
from positive examples only has the property that each terminal uniquely identifies the next state. T h e inference algorithm
is immediate:
• assign one variable A to each terminal a to obtain productions of the type X -^ a A , where " X " is the u n k n o w n
current state;
• from the start state, for a sequence ( a b ... ), recover the
productions: S O ->a A , A ^ b B,...
Through an abuse of notation, w e will denote this second
g r a m m a r Szilard* and it and thefirstone collectively Szilard.
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Terminal Merging In a szilard* DFA preaarvas cha proparcy tha aana teml
alwaya laada Co tha sajna acaca.

Figure 2: Terminal merging
An interesting property of the Szilard regular grammars is
that if w e conflate t w o terminals and then m e r g e their associated states, the g r a m m a r remains Szilard. A s can be seen
in figure 2, if w e m e r g e the terminals "thei" and "thez"
into one terminal "thei^z" and the states {s2,S6} -> «2,6 .
{^3,87} -¥ S3,7 for the Szilard D F A , the resulted automaton retains its defining property, namely that each terminal
appears on just one arc. T h e Szilard* property is also preserved if the t w o terminals "thei" and "the^" and the states
{s2, se} are merged. This leads to the following strategy for
addressing the problem of g r a m m a r induction, by breaking it
into t w o subproblems:
• "Szilard-ify" the language by immediately constructing the
trivial D F A .
• "compact" the trivial D F A , by merging w o r d instances, and
the associated states.

3. Approach and Algorithms
It follows that a device is needed that can distinguish word occurrences up to classes associated with the grammar's terminals. F r o m these classes, a Szilard regular g r a m m a r can then
be inferred, in the form of a deterministic finite automaton
( D F A ) . It was reported in (Elman, 1990), that an Elman-type
recurrent neural network(rnn) can classify the word instances
in a partition that reflects grammatical categories. W e will use
this device to extract representations of word instances which
are suitable for the task of identifying terminal classes. These
representations will then serve as input to a D F A extraction
algorithm. T h e generic Elman-type m n is presented in figure 3: the hidden layer encodes the current network state and
the context (recurrent) units maintain a copy of the previous
state. T h e output layer encodes the probability distribution of
the next word for the current input symbol. T h e network as a
dynamical system is described by the state function F and its
output is given by the function O :

space, the network can use similar state vectors for either the
same or different D F A states and still encode the desired output.
Since our goal is to extract grammatical categories from
the network, w e will look at ways of distinguishing word instances, based on the m n states, rather than trying directly to
extract D F A states. The D F A can be extracted afterwards, due
to the assumed Szilard property. If w e consider each word occurrence to be represented by the hidden layer as in (Elman,
1990), w e might lose the information encoded in the previous
state. T h e example infigure4 illustrates h o w two different
words can get similar representations, because of the constraints imposed on the hidden layer by the output function:
{h = F{see,Ai)) « {h' = F{sees,Aj)) because C>(/i) must
equal 0{h'), so "see" and "sees" can be clustered together.

next-State = F {current-input.symbol, current Mate)

'?9Y

'Sees-

the

• © £aU
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Figure 4: H o w "see" and "sees" can get the same representation. T h e weights can encode a function F such that
F{see,Ai) « F{sees,Aj)
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This problem can be viewed as a miss-representation of
the D F A states in the hidden layer. It turns out that states, and
thus word occurrences, can be better distinguished by the difThe mn state function F is similar with the transition func- ferent paths that lead to them. A simple way of achieving this
tion of afiniteautomaton, and so it appears to be convenient
is by considering the concatenation of the context layer (preto draw a one-to-one correspondence between m n and D F A
vious network state) with the hidden layer (current state) as
states, thus solving the problem of grammar induction. U n the representation of word instances. Even so, the problems
fortunately this is not immediately possible, the main reason
of non-discrete and eventually falsely similar vectors of word
being that the network states belong to a continuous space,
occurrences remain. It follows that two other processing steps
while the D F A states are discrete. O n e method used so far for
are needed:
D F A inference from mn{G\]es et al. 1992) is to assume that
• network state clustering, using the Euclidian distance, for
the network states which are close in the continuous space
detecting the potentially similar word occurrence represenform clusters that represent the automaton states. This protations
cedure is immediately equivalent to extracting the Szilard*
• merging the word instances considered similar by the preD F A , where the terminal classes uniquely identify the states.
vious step, but only if they also conform to a criterion other
Both positive and negative examples were used in the m e n than their vector distance
tioned work. Kolen(1994) argued that the network states canA distributional criterion, albeit weak, that allows discrimnot be m a p p e d directly onto the D F A states because of an inination of word instances, is the probability distribution of the
stability of the dynamic system represented by the recurrent
previous and next word occurrences. While the representanetwork, that makes the D F A state encoding in the hidden
tions of words reflect local information (consecutive states
layer shift in time. W e can address this problem by resetting
in a dynamical system), the probability distributions carry
the network before the beginning of each sentence. Another
global information that spans sentences.
problem is that of local minima: due to its huge parameter
The overall processing is:
Figure 3: E l m a n recurrent network.
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1. obtain vector representations of word occurrences, using
an Elman-type m n
2. hierarchically cluster the word instances, using the Euclidian distance, obtaining a binary tree
3. create initial classes of words from the leaves of the tree
belonging to the same subtree, at a certain low level in the
tree
4. "climb" the tree only if the two children of the current internal node represent two classes that can be merged according to the distributional criterion
5. extract the D F A from the classes of terminals obtained at
the previous step, by considering that the target grammar
is Szilard

s
s
NPJis
NPJis
NPJip
NP^hp
VPJis
VPJis
VPJip
VPJip
VPJip

OBJ
NP-as
NP^p
VP.as
VP.as
VP.ap
VP^p
RC-hs
RC-as

4. Implementation
4.1. T h e language
W e wrote a small context free grammar (CFG), similar to the
one used in (Elman, 1992). From this C F G w e obtained a
regular grammar by expanding the start symbol with all possible productions, up to an arbitrary depth in the derivation
trees. This regular grammar can generate only a subset of the
original language. Furthermore, the regular grammar is used
to generate sentences no longer than a chosen length. The
target of our learning system is thisfiniteregular language,
which is exhaustively presented to the learner. The fact that
the language isfinitehas no influence on the learning algorithm, which neither builds the trivial D F A , nor does it assume that it has seen the entire language or that the language
is finite.
The initial grammar w e used is given infigure5. The grammar encodes no context constraints, so it can generate sentences like "John hears John", which are unlikely from the
semantic point of view. W e are not concerned here with the
semantic content of words, but want to test that the two occurrences of John, which are syntactically diferrent, are considered so by the learning system.
4.2. The recurrent network
For the experiments w e used the package "tlearn" (Plunkett &
Elman, 1997). W e used one input and one output unit, respectively, for each word in the language, as in (Elman, 1990). A n
extra output unit encoded the (End.of_Sentence) marker. The
number of hidden units was equal to the number of states in
the target D F A . The network was trained on the classification
problem: predict the next word or (End_of-Sentence). W e
used the cross-entropy function as the error function. T h e
cross-entropy function, when applied to classification tasks,
was shown by Rumelhart et al.(1993) to make a network learn
the probability distribution over the output vectors. The network state was reset before the start of each sentence, in order to avoid the instability phenomenon mentioned in (Kolen,
1994). In our experiments this training regime gave the best
results in terms of word clustering.
For small languages w e inspected the output units and as
expected, they encoded a close approximation of the proba-

-^
-¥
-¥
->
->•
-f
->
-+
-»•
-)•
-f
->
->•
-¥
-*
-¥
-¥
->•
->•
-^

NPJisVPJis. INPJip VPJip.
NPjisVP.as. | N P . a p V P j p .
the {boy, girl} | {John, Mary}
the {boy, giri} RCJis | the {boy, giri} RCJis
{John, Mary} and {John, Mary}
the {boys, giris} RC_hp
chases OBJ | feeds OBJ
{walks, lives} | {sees, hears}
{see, hear} OBJ
chase OBJ | feed OBJ
{walk, live} | {see, hear}
NPJis INPJip |NP.as |NP.ap
the {cat, dog} | the {cat, dog} R C a s
the {cats, dogs} | the {cats, dogs} R C a p
{walks, lives} | {sees, hears}
chases OBJ | {sees, hears} O B J
{walk, live} | {see, hear}
chase OBJ | {see, hear} OBJ
whoVPJis
RCJip -4 who VPJip
whoVP^s
R C a p -> whoVP.ap

Figure 5: hs stands for human_singular, as stands for animal_singular, hp stands for human4)lural and ap stands for
animal-plural
|i8JI>ry_N«|
|EE!EH|

F^

^-EEIHH^^^^^^^^r^
<
H-J«»n,«w|

E^iEK^^HEEEK^^^l^^^^^Hi^^]
^
Figure 6: F r a g m e n t o f initial tree

bility distribution over the next w o r d s . F o r larger languages,
the approximation b e c a m e less accurate.
4.3. The merging algorithm
The algorithm relies on the initial clustering of word instances, based on their vector representation. This vector was
obtained by concatenating the context and hidden layers in
the network. W e used a simple hierarchical clustering algorithm that yields a binary tree. T h e word instances that have
almost identical vectors are placed by the algorithm, in subtrees at low levels in the tree, as illustrated infigure6. These
subtrees form the initial classes of word instances.
After the initialization stage the tree can be viewed as in
figure 7. The merging algorithm proceeds then by trying to
merge classes of words associated with sibling nodes in the
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There are 4 instances of "Mary" with
H Mary|4)_lvn
cls_293 —

identical vectors. All were placed in
a subtree at the third level from the
u John(4)_lvl3
fringe and now form one class. The
same holds for "John".

Figure 7: Fragment of the tree after the initialization step.

tree. For the example in figure 7, the t w o classes "John" and
" M a r y " are proposed. T h e criterion for merging is the similarity of their probability distributions over the next and previous w o r d classes. That is, "John" and " M a r y " are merged
into one class if they tend to be preceded and followed by the
s a m e w o r d classes. W e use the G statistic, (Cohen, 1995) to
test if there is a statistically significant difference between the
t w o probability distributions.
T h e G statistic has a x ^ distribution w h o s e formula is:
G _ ty ^ ^ f
fobaerved
— ^ / ^ Jobserved ,
,, ,,
Jexpected
all cells
^
The merging process continues until no more merges are
possible.
4.4. The DFA extraction algorithm
W e do not k n o w exactly what information is encoded in the
word representations obtained by the m n . W e can only assume that these word instances uniquely identify either transitions or states in the target D F A . Both D F A extraction algorithms, as presented in section 2, can be applied after the
word classes that define the grammar terminals are formed
during the previous stage. It can be immediately observed
that if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the obtained m n states and the states of the original D F A , then both
extraction algorithm will recover the target automaton.
The context free grammar in figure 5 was expanded at
depths 1, 2 and 3 in order to obtain regular grammars that
approximate the original grammar. These regular grammars,
named "elm_rr"and "elmj-2", were then used to generate
sentences of up to 3, 4, 5 and 6 words. The resulting languages are "elm_rl -d3", "elm_rl .d4" for sentences of 3 and 4
words, from the regular grammar "elm-rl", and "elm_r2_d5"
and "elm_r3_d6", respectively.
Both Szilard and Szilard* regular grammars were induced
for all languages. The results are shown in table 1.
The original and the induced automata for the language
"elm_rl-d4" can be seen in figure 8.
In all the induced automata, there could be observed
classes formed from the same words. For example "sees hears
walks lives" appear on different transitions in figure 8. From
figure 8.b. it follows that there are three such classes, associated with the states "q2", "q9" and "qll". These classes are
formed from non-overlapping sets of occurrences of the four
words which were not merged, and so are considered distinct
classes. They were not merged because their vector representations, as extracted from the network, are not similar.
For the slightly larger languages, "elm_r2_d5" and
"elm_r3_d6", the induced grammars no longer recognize exactly the target languages, but supersets of them. A sample of
correct and incorrect sentences can be seen in table 2. From
the sentences listed there it can be noticed that some distinctions which were encoded in the original grammar are not
learned. Such is the distinction between verbs that require a
direct object and verbs for which it is optional. This type of
error yields incorrect sentences, like "the boys feed". Another

language
name
elm_rl-d3
40 sent.

Original

Szilard'

DFA

DFA

elm_rl_d4
56 sent.

8 states

elmj-2.d5
512 sent.

22 states

elmj-3-d6
1184 sent.

31 states

6 states

16 states
finite lang.
4U corr.sent.
0 err. sent
2 0 states
finite lang.
5b corr.sent.
0 err.sent
4 7 states
finite lang.
M 2 corr.sent.
4 3 err.sent
8 0 states
infinite lang.
' 1184 corr.sent.
1133 err.sent

Szilard

DFA
8 states
finite lang.
4U corr.sent.
0 err.sent
12 states
finite lang.
56 corr.sent.
0 err.sent
31 states
finite lang.
5 1 2 corr.sent.
258 err.sent
63 states
infinite lang.
• 1184 corr.sent.
4 3 4 0 err.sent

Table 1: T h e original and induced automata for the four increasingly complex sub-languages of the g r a m m a r in figure
5. • T h e sentences were obtained by imposing a Umit of 7
words on the sentence length.

•mtmh h

Figure 8: a. Original D F A for the language elmj-I.d4. b.
Induced Szilard'DFA . c. Induced Szilard D F A .

missed distinction is between verbs that require a h u m a n subject and those for which it is optional: the s a m e "feed", but
in "the cats feed Mary". S o m e other sentences are grammat-
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ically correct generalizations, that are longer than the number of words allowed by their original grammars. Such is
"the boys w h o see hear John" in table 2, which is generated
by the "elm_r2.d5" Szilard D F A . Although this sentence is
not present in the original language, it actually appears in the
larger language, "elm_r3-d6".
elm-r2-d5
correct sentences
incorrect sentences
Szilard*
"the boys feed the cats."
"the boys feed."
"John and Mary see."
"John and Mary walk Mary."
"the dogs chase Mary."
"the dogs chase."
"the cats feed Mary."
"the dogs w h o see live."
Szilard
"the boys w h o see
hear John."
"the girl walks the dog."
"the dog lives the boy."
correct sentences

"the girl feeds
John and John."
"the girl w h o walks
feeds John."
"the cats w h o walk
chase John."
"the boys w h o see
hear John."
"the boy w h o John
feeds lives."
"Mary and John see
the girls."

because of sentences like "Mary sees" and "John and Mary
see", the instances of "see" and "sees" can be merged, if such
a merge is proposed by the m n .
H u m a n language learners have access to a vital source of
information that is unavailable to our algorithms, the context
in which a sentence is uttered. W e hypothesize that by adding
additional information about the states, in terms of semantic content of the current word, the network search space can
be reduced such that the network is more likely to find the
desired function. Furthermore, if the word instances are distinguished by additional information, w e have better grounds
to treat the original language as Szilard. It is appealing to
consider that this is actually the case with natural languages,
where it is the context that makes the distinction between
word occurrences.
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Abstract

problems. Or, they are contained in scientific journals not
easily comprehended by non-specialists. Handbooks can
be useful, but still require the designer to k n o w what
information is needed and h o w to match the design
requirements to the available data.
modeling in
The introduction of G O M S
conjunction with the Model H u m a n Processor [Card84],
m a d e available a promising n e w methodology for dealing
with complexity at a systems level. The Model H u m a n
Processor ( M H P ) provided researchers with a cognitive
architecture whose resources and parameters constrained
behavior while G O M S provided a formal method for
procedure execution that enabled the representation of
rules and procedures for selecting action in complex task
domains [John94; Gray93].
Despite the success and widespread use of G O M S
modeling, it has proven difficuh to account for human
error, or to handle the executive control needed to manage
multiple tasks. These are significant shortcomings when
modeling domains such as air traffic control where the
coordination of muhiple tasks is central and the concern
with h u m a n error paramount. If w e are to develop
representations of h u m a n behavior that aid the designers of
procedures and displays for air traffic control, w e must
deal directly with the source of h u m a n error in a dynamic,
multitasking environment.
W e have constructed a h u m a n operator model called
A P E X that is intended to help identify situations in which
the design of equipment and procedures might
inadvertently contribute to operator error [Freed97]. In
keeping with the G O M S - M H P approach, A P E X combines
mechanisms for proceduralized task execution with a
cognitive architecture that specifies resources. O u r choice
for a task execution model w a s driven by the demand for
flexible scheduling of multiple tasks [Freed98a]. W e
replaced the G O M S component with a similar but more
powerful procedure execution mechanism based on R A P s
[Firby89]. Originally designed to enable robots to

We present a GOMS-MHP style model-based approach to
the problem of predicting human habit capture errors.
Habit captures occur when the model fails to allocate
limited cognitive resources to retrieve task-relevant
information from memory.
Lacking the unretrieved
information, decision mechanisms act in accordance with
implicit default assumptions, resulting in error when relied
upon assumptions prove incorrect. The model helps
interface designers identify situations in which such
failures are especially likely.
Introduction
Advances in our understanding of human cognition have
not informed the design of complex human-machine
systems to the extent possible. This results in part because
the complexity of these systems poses a formidable
challenge, and in part because the knowledge is not in
form that can readily be applied in a design setting. M u c h
of our knowledge of h u m a n capabilities and limitations
comes from laboratory experiments using simple tasks and
tight controls over extraneous variables. These controls
are necessary to isolate mental operations of interest.
However, it is hard to generalize the results to complex
applied environments in which operators must plan the
execution of multiple concurrent tasks in the face of
considerable uncertainty. Under these conditions, no single
mental operation determines behavior.
Rather, is
necessary to understand h o w the diverse set of internal
resources are managed to accomplish tasks. Even w h e n
certain k n o w n facts about h u m a n performance could be
usefully apphed in design, human-system designers would
have difficulty locating those facts and imderstanding h o w
they might apply to their specific problem. Such facts are
often buried in bulky sets of guidelines, whose rules
themselves are often difficult to match to specific
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interleave and coordinate multiple tasks in dynamic,
uncertain task environments, the R A P approach provides
several important capabilities including:

m e m o r y phenomena referred to as prospective m e m o r y .
Failures of prospective m e m o r y are c o m m o n in daily life
and include such errors as failing to take medication at
prescribed times. Typical of prospective m e m o r y failures,
operators often recognized their error shortly afterward.
This suggests that at least s o m e cases of prospective
m e m o r y failures result not from a failure to successfully
retrieve information, but a failure to m a k e a retrieval
attempt.
O u r model ascribes such failures to initiate
retrieval to the misallocation of limited resources during
action selection. W e illustrate the model using a class of
prospective m e m o r y errors that w e term habit captures.
The signature of a habit capture error is the execution of a
habitual action in place of an intended but non-routine
action [Reason82]. A c o m m o n example of such an error
might be the failure to stop at the market on the w a y h o m e .
The intent is formed before leaving work, but cannot be
carried out until the car reaches a specific turn-off. W h e n
this occurs, instead of exiting the highway at the intended
exit, the driver proceeds on the normal, habitual route.
Accounting for habit captures that result from
failure to initiate a m e m o r y retrieval requires an
understanding of w h e n retrievals occur. B y retrieval, w e
refer to m e m o r y access that requires the allocation of a
limited capacity resource that model can only retrieve one
item of information at a time [Carrier95]. The model
assumes that no capacity-limited m e m o r y access is
required for routine behaviors, which are encoded directly
in procedures. For non-routine behaviors, the model must
decide whether or not to allocate limited resources to
retrieve the required information. It is this difference in
the resource demands of routine and non-routine
information that underlies the generation of habit capture
errors.

• continuous coordination of concurrent activities
•
diverse mechanisms for handling task interruption,
task switching, and resumption
•
mechanisms needed to cope with uncertainty inherent
in complex, dynamic environments
•
monitoring for and recovering from task failure
Our implementation of these capabilities is embedded
within a h u m a n resource architecture that enforces h u m a n
limitations on behavior [Freed98b]. Components of the
architecture, each representing a perceptual, cognitive, or
motor resource, are associated with limitations and
parameters. For example, the vision component has a
locus-of-attention parameter. Execution can set this value
to a single location in the current visual field. Because the
visual component restricts access to visual information
outside the selected location, agent performance depends
on the effectiveness with which the locus-of-attention
resource is allocated.
Using the execution module and resource architecture
to simulate h u m a n behavior requires specifying domainspecific rules and procedures. Performance will depend on
h o w those procedures use limited resources to carry out a
task. Thus, the process of specifying procedures should be
informed by an understanding of the strategies people use
to manage limited resources. For example, people
sometimes rely on written lists rather than faulty m e m o r y
when shopping for groceries, or scan the market shelves
for needed items, replacing a difficult m e m o r y task (recall)
with an easier one (recognition). Such strategies become
incorporated into people's routine procedures for carrying
out a task, enabling them to circumvent limits that would
otherwise affect performance [Salthouse91]. Modeling the
effects of resource limitations on performance thus
requires representing the procedural end-product of
adaptation to routine tasks. While these adaptations are
generally useftil, they create the opportunity for error. W e
will discuss the role of such adaptations in producing a
form of error called a habit capture and present a h u m a n
operator model that incorporates this analysis to predict
error in realistically complex envirormients.

Anomaly-driven retrieval
In making decisions about how to allocate resources, the
model is guided by observed anomalies and internal goals.
Anomaly-driven m e m o r y retrievals are initiated to
explain unusual or ambiguous aspects of the current task
environment. For example observing a basket of laundry
in the middle of one's living room might trigger an attempt
to locate an explanation in m e m o r y . People can take
advantage of this aspect of h u m a n m e m o r y processing to
provide timely reminders that help manage tasks. Thus, a
person might intentionally place laundry in a conspicuous,
atypical location as a reminder to do the wash. Similarly,
people m a k e use of unintended or incidental perceptual
structure in the task environment to cue retrievals. For
instance, if one were interrupted while bringing laundry to
a washing machine, setting the laundry basket d o w n might
later serve to remind one to resume the task.

Habit Capture Errors
Human error is an important concern in safety-critical
work environments such as air traffic control. A survey of
air traffic control related errors revealed that a high
percentage of controller errors involve failures to carry out
some intent, or failure to apply updated knowledge of the
world in selecting an action. Errors involving failures to
execute deferred intentions are examples of a class of
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T o simulate these anomaly-driven m e m o r y retrievals, our
model assumes that people acquire expectations about the
perceptual structure of their task environment and that they
monitor these expectations in the normal course of
carrying out a task.
W e further assume that w h e n the
environment
regularly provides timely
perceptual
indicators that a m e m o r y retrieval is warranted, h u m a n
decision-making processes adapt to take advantage of
them. Such adaptations have been demonstrated in a
variety of task domains; in s o m e cases, people seem to use
goal-driven retrieval in the early stage of learning a task,
but gradually c o m e to rely on perceptual indicators to
initiate retrieval (see e.g. [Vera96]).
Learning to use environmental cues can be seen
as an adaptive response to opportunity-costs associated
with m e m o r y retrieval. Since only one m e m o r y retrieval
attempt can be processed at a time, use of retrieval
mechanisms for one task blocks or delays their use for all
other tasks. Though they provide an efficient w a y to
m a n a g e a limited resource, adaptations that rely on
perceptual cues entail their o w n cost. In particular, w h e n
the usual cues are absent, reliance upon them m a y result in
failure. For example, if someone removes a basket of
laundry from the living room, its value in reminding a
person of their cleaning task will be undermined. M o r e
generally, habit capture errors are especially likely when
perceptual indicators normally present in the task
environment are absent, a n d thus cannot trigger needed
m e m o r y recall actions.
It is helpful in analyzing such failures to contrast
nominal behavior, in which a timely m e m o r y retrieval
results in correct behavior, fi-om error behavior in which
no retrieval is initiated. In the latter case, a person behaves
as if the unretrieved m e m o r y item had never been encoded.
Decision-making processes can be described as operating
under an implicit default assumption that some typical
condition, opposite that implied by the m e m o r y item, holds
in the current situation. In the example in which an
intentionally placed laundry basket w a s removed and a
failure to do laundry results, w e could thus say that
decision mechanisms implicitly assume that no intention to
do laundry exists. The idea of a default assumption is
useful in specifying what behavior is likely to follow w h e n
a relevant m e m o r y item is not retrieved. It also serves a
useful practical purpose in explaining simulated behavior,
allowing the simulation trace to m a k e explicit reference to
a critical non-event
— i.e. the non-occurrence of a
retrieval attempt.
Goal-driven retrieval
Goal-driven retrievals
for s o m e active task.
m e m o r y to determine
deciding where to exit a

[Freed98a], routine goal-driven behavior results from the
execution of procedures, each represented as a set of
primitive and non-primitive steps. Executing a primitive
initiates activity in model resources, specifying simple
actions such a gaze shift, utterance, or m e m o r y retrieval
attempt.
Non-primitives specify a subgoal that, in many
cases, can be accomplished by any of several alternative
methods, each represented as a separate procedure.
Executing a non-primitive requires selecting a method and
then recursively executing each of its steps. Procedures
often include information acquisition steps that satisfy
information prerequisites for subsequent steps of the same
procedure. For example, a procedure for getting home
from work might include steps to acquire the location of
one's car and then go to the specified location.
In m a n y cases, information acquisition can be
achieved by any of several alternative methods. Decision
mechanisms can also forego explicit information
acquisition, especially in highly routine tasks where the
outcome of the acquisition process would tend to be some
predictable value; instead, behavior conforms to the default
assumption that this predictable value holds in the current
situation. Thus, the exit path from one's office building
can be selected by retrieving the car's current location
from m e m o r y , visually scanning for the car out a window,
or asking a companion. Alternately, one can simply leave
by the usual exit without ever explicitly considering the
car's location. The implementation of our model treats
reliance on a default explicitly — i.e. as another method
for acquiring task-relevant information. T o reflect its
psychological status as an implicit rather than explicit
event, the method of relying on a default takes no time and
requires no limited resources.
In our model, which information acquisition
method (including reliance on a default) is used in a
particular instance depends on several factors. For this
discussion, w e will focus on one such factor. In particular,
after learning of s o m e unusual situation, w e assume that a
person will be less likely to rely on a default (that the usual
situation holds) for some time thereafter. For instance, if a
person parks his/her car somewhere other than the usual
location, decision mechanisms that usually rely on the
default location will have an increased likelihood of
retrieving location from m e m o r y w h e n exiting the
building. W e further assume that this likelihood decreases
to the usual level over time, although time here is just a
proxy for interference and other cognitive phenomena not
currently represented in the model.
The likelihood of a habit capture error will thus
depend partly on the amount of time since an unusual
are initiated to acquire information condition was observed and partly on the rate at which
increased likelihood of retrieval declines. Our model
For example, one might query
handles the process of determining whether decisionwhere the car is parked w h e n
mechanisms rely on a default or retrieve from m e m o r y in a
large office building. In our model
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simplified way.
Whenever an intention or unusual
condition is encoded (or retrieved), the model generates
bias, causing any attempt to acquire information about that
condition to avoid reliance on the default. Representations
of bias are associated with a fixed expiration interval;
when this interval has passed, the decision mechanisms
revert to the usual method of determining an information
acquisition method for the specified condition.
Like Anderson [1990], w e assume that adaptive
processes largely determine m e m o r y behavior, allowing
experienced practitioners of a task to approximate optimal
expiration interval values. A n optimal intervals weighs the
risk of habit capture against the opportunity cost and time
cost of retrieving a m e m o r y value that merely confirms the
default. The ability of m e m o r y to approximate nearoptimal intervals depends on experientially-derived
knowledge of factors such as the expected duration D of a
non-defauh condition, expected interval I between
successive observations of a non-defauh (bias is refreshed
each time the condition is observed), and expected risk of
reducing performance at another task by blocking retrieval
(opportunity cost). W e approximate optimum expiration
interval EI = min(D,I).
Since bias can be maintained by retrieving the
non-default condition from memory, anomaly-driven
mechanisms that use retrieval to explain non-defauh
conditions can be used to support goal-driven retrieval.
For instance, placing a written reminder that one's car is
parked at an unusual location in a conspicuous place, and
observing the reminder during the day, increases the
likelihood that decision mechanisms will explicitly
consider the car's location w h e n determining where to exit
the building. Such strategies will tend to fail (and result in
habit capture errors) in the same conditions that the purely
anomaly-driven strategies will fail — i.e. when needed
perceptual support is absent. W e illustrate h o w our model
simulates such an error in a hypothetical air traffic control
scenario. Greater detail about the implementation of the
model is given in [Freed98b].

closed. H o w does the controller remember this important
fact? Normally, the diversion of all inbound planes to the
open runway produces an easily perceived reminder. In
particular, the controller will detect only a single line of
planes on approach to the airport, even though two lines
(one to each runway) would normally be expected.
However, problems can arise in conditions of low
workload. With few planes around, there is no visually
distinct line of planes to either runway. Thus, the usual
situation in which both runways are available is
perceptually indistinguishable from the case of a single
closed runway. The lack of perceptual support would then
force the controller to rely on memory-driven retrieval and
thus increase the chance of error.

Simulation a n d I m p l e m e n t a t i o n
In our air traffic controller simulation model, the arrival of
a plane at a certain position in airspace (as observed on the
radar display) causes the simulated controller to begui the
task of selecting a destination runway for the target plane.
W e assume that for highly routine decisions such as
runway selection, h u m a n controllers can be expected to
k n o w which factors to consider in making the decision and
h o w to appropriately weight each factor. This knowledge
is incorporated into the following decision procedure:
Procedure! 7: select runway for ?plane
1) determine which runway has fewer planes on approach
= > ?factorl
2) del. which approach would be faster = > 7factor!
3) det. which approach easier for me = > ?factor3
4) det. which runway safest for ?plane = > ?factor4
5) det. left runway open? = > ?factor5
6) det. right runway open? = > ?factor6
7) compute-decision (factor 1 factor!,..)
Generally, a decision procedure consists of n
steps. The first (n-1) prescribe information acquisition
tasks to evaluate potentially decision-relevant factors. The
nth step runs a simple rule that selects from a fixed set of
decision alternatives (left-runway or right-runway in this
case) based on factor values.
Factor evaluation steps can typically be
accomplished by any of several methods. In this example,
the controller could determine the status of the left runway
by retrieving information from m e m o r y , asking another
controller, or by assuming the most likely condition - i.e.
that the runway is open. Since runways closures are rare
and m e m o r y retrieval is expensive, w e assume that a
typical controller will rely on the default unless transient
bias promotes a more effortful alternative.
In the described scenario, the simulated controller hears
that the left runway is closed. Interpretation mechanisms
cause a propositional representation of this fact to be

Example air traffic control scenario
At a Terminal Radar Control center, one controller will
often be assigned to the task of guiding planes through a
region of airspace called an "approach sector" [Stein93].
This task involves contacting planes at various sector entry
points and getting them lined up at a safe distance from
one another on landing approach to a particular airport.
S o m e airports have two parallel runways. In such cases,
the controller will form planes up into two lines.
Occasionally, a controller will be told that one of the two
runways is closed and that all planes on approach to land
must be directed to the remaining open runway. A
controller's ability to direct planes exclusively to the open
runway depends on remembering that the other runway is
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proposition had been encoded for thefirsttime. Thus, the
unusual arrangement of planes on the radar scope acts as a
constant reminder, preventing the controller from reverting
to the use of its default assumption and thereby preventing
error.

encoded in m e m o r y . T h e encoding event generates bias
according to the following rule:
IF (closed ?runway) is encoded in memory
T H E N biasprocedure-27, stepS. (expire in lOmin)
Consequently, procedure execution mechanisms
will be biased against relying on the default value when
carrying out step5 of procedure27 for the next ten minutes
— i.e. the availability of the left runway will be verified
rather than assumed w h e n selecting a runway for an
approaching plane.
Eventually, the initial bias expires. T o select a
runway for a newly arrived plane, the controller will once
again consider only the default assumption. Other factors
then determine which runway is selected. For example, the
controller m a y choose to direct a heavy plane to the longer
left runway which, in normal circumstances, would allow
the plane an easier and safer landing. With the left runway
closed, actions following fi-om this decision result in error.
Avoiding error requires maintaining appropriate
bias. In a variation of the described scenario in which no
error occurs, visually perceived reminders of the runway
closure cause bias to be periodically renewed. In particular,
whenever visual attention mechanisms attend to plane
icons on an approach path to the airport, interpretation
mechanisms note the absence of a line of planes to the left
runway and signal an expectation failure on the basis of the
following rule:

Aiding user interface design
By helping to simulate such scenarios, the model can direct
an interface designer's attention to potential designfacilitated errors that might otherwise be overlooked.
Moreover, the model's ability to m a k e explicit h o w such
errors might occur can help indicate the best w a y to refme
an interface. For example, one of the difficulties in
designing a radar display is balancing the need to present a
large volume of information against the need to keep the
display uncluttered. In this case, by showing h o w the error
resultsfi-omlow traffic conditions, the simulation indicates
a clever fix for the problem: use an icon to explicitly
represent runway closures, but only display the icon in low
plane-load conditions w h e n it is most needed and produces
the least clutter
Conclusion
We have presented a GOMS-MHP style approach to the
problem of predicting h u m a n habit capture errors in the
domain of air traffic control. Our model assumes that
people manage limited m e m o r y retrieval resources by
taking advantage of perceptual indicators that a retrieval
is warranted, and by incorporating knowledge about when
retrievals should occur into routine procedures. Habit
captures occur w h e n decision mechanisms fail to retrieve
intentions or knowledge of unusual conditions; lacking
the unretrieved information, decision mechanisms act in
accordance with implicit default assumptions resuhing in
error. The model helps to identify situations in which
such errors are especially likely. Interface designers can
then use this information to reduce the likelihood of error.

IF I a m visually attending to left approach path, and
visual group ofplane icons not detected
T H E N signal-anomaly: (absent plane-group left)
In general, whenever an expectation failure
occurs, a task to explain the observed anomaly is initiated.
T h e first step in such a task is to try to match the anomaly
to a knowrn explanation-pattern ( X P ) [Schank86]. A match
results in a task to verify the explanatory hypothesis
provided by the X P .
Explanation-pattern
Anomaly: (absentplane-group ?left-or-right)
Candidate Explanation: (closed runway ?runway)
To verify: retrieve from memory (closed runway ?runway)
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Abstract
We used the Quinlan's C4.5 machine learning algorithm to
analyze tutorial dialogues as part of the derivation of planning
rules for CIRCSIM-Tutor v. 3, a natural-language based
intelligent tutoring system. W e annotated a corpus of tutoring
dialogues with an SGML-based representation of tutorial
goals in order to make mechanical processing possible. W e
looked for rules of the form "under what conditions is goal x
implemented with plan y?". W e discovered rules for highlevel plaiming of the tutoring session and dynamic
modification of the tutorial agenda. At a lower level of
planning, w e looked at rules for generating sections of the
mtor's utterance. The use of the rule induction algorithm has
helped us discover which knowledge available to the planner
is significant in making these decisions, as well as producing
some decision trees w e can actually use in CIRCSIM-Tutor.
Introduction
ClRCSIM-Tutor (v. 3) is a conversational intelligent tutoring
system (ITS) which uses natural language for both input and
output. T h e core of CiRCSlM-Tutor is an integrated planning
and execution module that uses STRIPS-style planning
operators. Here is an example of an operator;
(def-operator neural-DLR
:action ()
:goal ( d i d - n e u r a l - D L R ?vbl)
:precond ((is-neural ?vbl) ...)
:recipe
((did-tutor m e c h a n i s m ?vbl)
(did-tutor D R - i n f o ?vbl)
(did-tutor v b l - v a l u e ?vbl))
f i l t e r ...
add
del
...)
T h e goal of the planner is to generate a conversation
resulting in the student knowing some desired concepts.
^This work was performed while Reva Freedman was at the
Illinois Institute of Technology.

Each goal is satisfied by replacing it on the planner's agenda
by the prerequisites and recipe steps of an operator which
achieves it. W h e n a primitive operator, i.e. an individual
speech act request such as elicit or inform, is reached, it is
added to a buffer whose contents will eventually form the
tutor's next turn.
W h e n a reply is required from the student, the planner is
temporarily suspended and text is generated from the
operators in the buffer. After the student replies, the planner
resumes operation. T h e student's reply is one of the factors
which is then taken into account in order to generate the
following turn.
The question then becomes: where does the operator
library c o m e from? In early text generation systems, the
operators were obtained from intuition and introspection.
M o r e recently, researchers have used a variety of informal
means to abstract plan operators from naturalistic corpora
(Reiter & Dale, 1997). W e have profitably used all of these
methods. Recently w e have become interested in more
formal methods of identifying operators which would
provide a good model of our corpus. In this paper w e report
on some experiments w e have done using the decision tree
induction program C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) to identify potential
operators in our corpus of human tutorial transcripts.
Rather than obtain rules which could be transferred
automatically to an automated system, our goal was to
obtain ideas for better modeling our h u m a n experts. In
addition, w e wanted to find out which of the available
features were truly useful in explaining tutor behavior.
Our work attempts to discover rules connecting different
types of goals in our annotations, rather than discovering
relationships between directly observable phenomena such
as sentence length. Although it is therefore dependent on
solid definitions of the annotation categories, this strategy
increases the chance that the rules obtained will be
meaningful to humans, because w e have chosen features
which are meaningful to humans.
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Background
Roughly speaking, the purpose of the C4.5 program is to
provide the best possible decision tree to explain a given set
of data. A decision tree is a set of rules for guessing the
value of a dependent variable, the result variable, given the
values of a set of features.
Each of our experiments attempts to determine a set of
rules for making one decision about the text to be generated.
As the criteria for making such decisions are encoded as
prerequisites for one or more plan operators, appropriate
features for experimentation include any predicates whose
values would be available during the operation of the
planner. These predicates deal with several kinds of
knowledge:
• Tutorial agenda, all goals which have been chosen but not
realized as text yet. O f these, the current goal and its
ancestors are most relevant.
• Tutorial history, a record of past tutoring goals enabling
us to answer questions such as "is this the first time w e have
tried to explain this concept to the student?". W e also
maintain a dialogue history, which contains the student's
responses

The Corpus

• Student input. O n e of the most important determinants of
the tutor's response is what the tutor is responding to, i.e. the
student's latest turn. W h a t is generally important is not the
content of the student's response but rather its relation to the
tutor's question that elicited it. Our categorization of student
responses is described in more detail below.
• Student model. A n important aspect of the student model
is the tutor's overall evaluation of the student. In this paper,
we use the number of errors in the student's initial solution
of the problem as a measure of this value. Note that a
dialogue history feature, namely the number of times a
question was asked before the student gave the correct
answer, could also be used as a measure of student
knowledge.
• Domain knowledge base. This category includes
information about the problem domain as well as
information about the task being tutored.
Our human tutors try to maintain a global tutoring plan
but at the same time reply to issues raised by students. A s a
result, turns generated by h u m a n tutors tend to have the
following structure (Freedman & Evens, 1996), which w e
have adopted for CiRCSIM-Tutor:
Response to student's previous statement
Acknowledgment of student's response
Content-based reply to student
Next step of tutorial plan

(1)
(2)
(3)

CmcSFM-Tutor builds each segment separately, then
combines them. In this paper w e report on four experiments
that attempt to determine aspects of the tutor's dialogue. In
experiment 1, w e look at the high-level structure of the
conversation, attempting to find features that determine
which tutorial strategy the tutor will choose. In the next two
experiments, w e look at rules for building the segments of a
turn. In experiment 2, w e attempt to determine h o w the tutor
decides what to do after receiving the student's response,
e.g. continue with the next step of the current plan, add a
content-based reply before continuing, or change plans
altogether. In experiment 3, w e look at features which m a y
determine the existence and type of the acknowledgment.
Finally, in experiment 4, w e m o v e closer to surface text,
choosing one topic which tutors frequently teach and
attempting to determine w h e n it will be realized with the text
generation primitive t-informs and w h e n with t-elicits.
These experiments cover a spectrum of the types of rules
needed for CiRCSIM-Tutor.

Over the last seven years, we have accumulated over 5000
turns of transcripts of h u m a n tutoring sessions conducted by
typing over a m o d e m . In the tutoring sessions, the students
are presented with a hypothetical medical problem which
affects blood pressure, such as a hemorrhage or an overly
fast pacemaker. T h e focus of the lesson is on the baroreceptor reflex, the negative feedback loop by which the
autonomic nervous system adjusts blood pressure back
toward normal. Students are required to predict the
qualitative change (increase, decrease or no change) in
seven core variables, such as cardiac output and central
venous pressure, in each of the three physiological stages
which form the negative feedback loop.
In our current protocol, students work the problem one
stage at a time, followed by tutoring on their errors. T h e D R
or direct response stage, referred to below, includes the
changes that occur after the precipitating event but before
the activation of the nervous system. Since three of the
seven core variables are largely controlled by the nervous
system, they are k n o w n as neural variables. In the examples
below, the reader will see that whether or not a variable is
neural is one of the most important domain-level
determinants of various choices.
Tracing the operation of our planner creates a hierarchy of
goals. Although nothing in the planner itself requires it, w e
have attempted where possible to maintain consistency in
the type of goal which appears at each level of the hierarchy.
•
•
•
•
•

The following example illustrates the tripartite structure:
T: Yes,
that's the effect of increased sympathetic
stimulation on the myocardium.
But what happens to C C in the D R period?

(1)
(2)
(3)

Physiological stage
Physiological variable to be taught
Tutoring strategy
Topics which implement the strategy
Text generation primitive (inform or elicit) for each topic

In the example at the beginning of this paper, neural-DLR is
a tutoring strategy which consists of the three topics named
in the recipe in the order listed.
W e annotated one section of our corpus, namely the D R
section of every transcript dealing with a broken pacemaker,
with the same hierarchical goal structure our planner uses.

Each of the three segments is optional. For example, if the
content-based reply segment is omitted, the tutor might say:
T: Yes, but what happens to C C in the D R period?
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Then w e added annotations for features available in the
planning environment at the time the turn was generated,
using each of the sources above. Finally, w e used Quinlan's
(1993) C4.5 learning algorithm to determine tutoring goals
based on subsets of the available features.
The following is an example from the annotated corpus.
W e used S G M L format because a number of utilities are
available for processing S G M L mechanically. In S G M L , as
in H T M L , the opening delimiter of a piece of text is an
identifier in angle brackets, and the closing delimiter is
identical except for an initial slash. The identifiers
correspond to the names of our plan operators.
T h e numbers in parentheses are the turn number and
sentence number from the original corpus. The t-ack and
s-answer forms model a cooperating process which
responds to student utterances; they do not belong to the
goal hierarchy.

information about the D R stage), and t-tutors-value (to
discuss the corrected value of T P R ) . Each of these three
topics can be realized as an instance of the tutorial primitive
t-inform (conveying the information to the student) or
t-elicit (eliciting the information).
Since the purpose of these experiments was to suggest
rules for ClRCSlM-Tutor, w e considered only dialogue that
will be emulated by dialogue in CmcsiM-Tutor, eliminating
dialogue used for giving instructions, collecting data, and
other operations that the graphical user interface will handle.
Choosing a Tutorial Strategy
The first experiment explored h o w tutoring operators are
chosen at the tutoring strategy level. Each case represented
one attempt to tutor one variable. T h e features we
considered were:
•
•
•
•

The total number of variables predicted incorrectly
The number of neural variables predicted incorrectly
Whether the variable is neural or non-neural
Sequence of the variable within the neural or non-neural
group. The tutors usually tutor all the neural variables
first, followed by the others. Within each group, the tutors
have a standard order but do not include all the variables.
• H o w many previous attempts had been made to tutor this
variable

<T-does-neural-DLR>
<T-tutors-inechanism>
<T-elicits-mechaiiisiii>
(29.4) C a n y o u tell m e h o w T P R is controlled?

<S-answer catg=correct>
(30.1) Autonomic nervous system.
</S-answer>
<T-ack type=positive>
(31.1) Yes.
</T-ack>

Our sample includedfivedifferent tutoring methods:
• t-does-neural-dlr, tutoring using a guided series of
questions exploring the behavior of a neural variable
• t-shows-contradiction, tutoring using an inconsistency in
the predicted values of the variables
• t-tutors-via-determinants, tutoring using the set of
variables which have an effect on the variable which was
incorrect
• t-moves-forward, tutoring using causal reasoning from a
known-correct variable to the incorrect one
using
other
• t-tutors-via-deeper-concepts, tutoring
concepts and more particular physiological parameters

</T-elicits-inachanism>
</T-tutors-niech2mism>
<T-tutors-DR-info>
< T - informs -DR- i n f o
(31.2) A n d the p r e d i c t i o n s that y o u are
m a k i n g a r e for the p e r i o d b e f o r e any neural
changes take p l a c e .
</T-informs-DR-info>
</T-tutors-DR-info>
<T-tutors-value>
<T-elicits-value>
(31.3) So w h a t about TPR?

In this experiment w e had 23 cases, each with 5 features.
There were 5 possible outcomes. T h e original tree produced
by C4.5 is too specific to be useful. C4.5 produced the
following simplified tree:

<S-ans catg=correct>
(38.4) I w o u l d like to change m y response r e
TPR to z e r o change.
</S-ans>
< T - a c k type=positive>
(39.1) Good.
</T-ack>
</T-elicits-value>
</T-tutors-value>
</T-does-neural-DLR>

If variable is neural
iffirstneural variable, use t-does-neural-dlr
if second, use t-shows-contradiction
else {variable is not neural}
iffirstnon-neural vbl, use t-tutors-via-determinants
if second, use t-moves-forward

T h e example above shows a successful attempt to remediate
the neural variable T P R in the D R stage. It shows a tutoring
strategy (neural-DLR), the three topics which make up the
strategy, and the primitives (inform or elicit) used to realize
the topics. A D L R , or directed line of reasoning, is a preplanned series of questions designed to make a particular
point. In this example, t-does-neural-dlr is realized as a
sequence of three topics: t-tutors-mechanism (to teach the
fact that T P R is neural), t-tutors-dr-info (to teach basic

This tree misclassifies 3 of the 23 cases, for an error rate of
1 3 % . O f the three which are misclassified, two involve
second and subsequent attempts to tutor the same variable.
These attempts tend to employ the less c o m m o n tutoring
methods. Although w e have coded about half of the
transcripts involving these tutoring methods, w e have coded
only about 1 0 % of the total corpus. W e hope that
completing the annotation of the corpus will provide criteria
for invoking the lesser-used tutoring methods.
W h a t this tree has uncovered is a high-level plan for the
entire tutoring session. Previous research has found an
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algorithm for sequencing the variables to be tutored, and the
rule described here tells us which tutoring strategy to use for
each variable.
Within each group of variables, neural and non-neural,
C4.5 found an interesting rhetorical pattern. The .second
variable to be tutored in each group uses a method which
builds on knowledge taught in the first variable. For
example, a c o m m o n rhetorical pattern for tutoring two nonneural variables V| and V2 is to tutor V] via determinants,
then move forward to V2 as follows:

answer, then proceeded with the next tutorial goal.
• Nested method. The tutor introduced a n e w tutoring
method to address the current tutorial goal. W h e n the n e w
method terminates, the tutor will return to the next goal of
the original method, i.e. the younger sibling of the current
goal.
• N e w method. The tutor abandoned the current methodlevel tutoring goal and all its descendants, and tried
another method to tutor the same variable.
For this experiment w e had 57 cases of tutor behavior
following a student response. C4.5 produced the following
decision tree, which required no simplification:

<t-corrects-variable variable=vi>
<t-tutors-via-determinants>
W h a t variables in the prediction table determine Vi?
(vi is tutored, based on its determinants)
</t-corrects- variablo
<t-corrects-variable variable=V2>
<t-moves forward>
And what effect would vi have on V2?
(V2 is tutored by moving forward from \\)
<Jt-corrects-variable>

If student answer was correct,
proceed
If student answer was correct but hedged
give info a n d proceed
If student answer was partially correct
give info a n d proceed
If student answer was a near miss
introduce a nested method
If student answer was incorrect
if variable is neural then
if this is thefirstattempt for this variable
try a n e w method
else {subsequent attempts}
give info a n d re-elicit
else {non-neural variable}
iffirstnon-neural variable in dialogue
give answer a n d proceed
else (subsequent variables}
give info and re-elicit

The pattern for neural variables is similar.
Choosing a Response Strategy
In the second experiment, w e were interested in categorizing
the change (or not) in tutoring goals directly after a student
replies to a tutor query. The following are the most fi-equent
categories of student responses in our current markup:
• Correct. The student's answer contained the information
the tutor was attempting to elicit.
• Correct but hedged. The student's answer was correct but
contained some indication that the student was unsure of
the answer, e.g. saying "maybe heart rate?"
• Partially correct. O n e correct answer, when two or more
items were requested.
• Near miss. The student's answer was technically correct
but was not what the tutor was attempting to elicit, e.g. it
was at the wrong level of detail.
• Don't know. The student's response was equivalent to "I
don't know."
• Incorrect.
W e tried a number of features, of which the most
explanatory turned out to be:
•
•
•
•

The category of student response
Whether the variable is neural or non-neural
Sequence of the variable within its category
H o w many previous attempts had been made to tutor this
variable

This tree provides an algorithm for updating the tutoring
plan based on the student's response. It correctly classifies
50 of our 57 cases, yielding an error rate of 1 2 % .
The biggest source of error is that the tree underpredicts
the use of a new method, predicting only three n e w methods
where seven actually occurred. Trying a n e w method means,
for example, abandoning t-tutors-via-determinants and
switching to t-shows-contradiction. W e hope that adding
more transcripts to our experiment will shed light on this
issue.
M a n y of the features that w e coded were not used by C4.5
in building thefinaldecision tree, most notably the counts of
h o w many predictions were incorrect. This indicates that the
tutor's response to a student utterance appears to depend
more on the category of the student utterance than on a
global assessment of the student's performance.

Possible tutor behaviors were:

Choosing an Explicit Acknowledgment

• Proceed. The tutor proceeded with the next tutorial goal.
This is the normal action when the student gave the
desired answer.
• Give info and proceed. The tutor responded with some
tutorial information before proceeding with the next
tutorial goal.
• Give info and re-elicit. The tutor responded with some
tutorial information before asking substantially the same
question again.
• Give answer and proceed. The tutor gave the student the

In the next experiment, w e explored the style of acknowledgment issued by the tutor, in response to a student
answer. In 62 cases of tutor acknowledgments, w e
categorized the observed acknowledgments as follows:
•
•
•
•

Positive, e.g. "Correct."
Partial, e.g. "Well that's pardy correct, ..."
Negative, e.g. "No."
Nil, no explicit acknowledgment.
The possible features were the same as in the previous
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experiment. In this experiment C4.5 found significance in
the number of times the tutor retried the t-elicit to which the
student was responding. T h e resuUing decision tree is quite
messy, with 28 nodes before simplification and 15 nodes
after, and the simplified tree misclassifies more than 2 0 % of
the cases. H o w e v e r w e did obtain a few fairly solid rules:
If answer w a s partially correct
then issue partial ack
If answer was correct
then issue posirive or nil ack
If the answer was incorrect
if w e are on thefirstneural orfirstnon-neural vbl
if w e are on thefirstattempt to tutor that variable
then nil ack
else {a subsequent attempt}
negative ack

classify 16 cases where t-tutors-dr-info is realized as
t-informs (9 cases) or t-elicit (7 cases). Since this topic
occurs when an incorrect prediction for a neural variable is
tutored, w e chose the following as possible explanatory
features:
• N u m b e r of variables predicted incorrectly for the stage
• N u m b e r of neural variables predicted incorrectly
• Whether or not the tutor has already tutored the topic
t-tutors-mechanism in the course of remediating the
incorrect prediction. This topic is used to teach the student
that a variable is neural.
The first two features were chosen because they could be
used as part of an assessment of the student's performance.
Previous work (e.g., H u m e etal., 1996) suggests that our
tutors change their tutoring style, especially their use of
hints, based on their assessment of the student.
The following decision tree was obtained ft-om C4.5:

The distinction between the first attempt (no acknowledgment) and subsequent attempts (negative acknowledgments) appears interesting at first glance. However,
further analysis shows that this result is confounded by the
results of the first experiment, i.e., first attempts and
subsequent attempts generally use consistently different
methods. Thus it is possible that a feature of the second
method is the underlying cause of the rule above.
There is further evidence that tutorial planning features
are not sufficient to explain the use of acknowledgments.
For example, our decision trees offer no explanation as to
w h y correct answers receive a positive acknowledgment
about three times out of four and no acknowledgment the
rest of the time. W e suspect that other features affecting
dialogue coherence, such as the presence or absence of an
initial discourse marker, are related to the decision to use an
explicit acknowledgment. Schifftin's (1987) study of
discourse markers lends credence to this theory. For
example, according to Schiffrin's analysis, the use of well in
the following excerpt indicates that the tutor is contradicting
the student's wrong answer. This is similar to the purpose a
negative acknowledgment would serve.

If a t-tutors-mechanism topic has occurred
then a subsequent t-tutors-dr-info topic will be
realized as t-inform
otherwise it will be realized as t-elicit.
This rule, which uses only the feature t-tutors-mechanism,
correctly classifies 14 of the 16 cases, giving an error rate of
137o. The other two features were ignored.
It is worth noting that none of the readers of the
transcripts had previously noticed this relationship.
Having discovered this relationship, w e built a 2-by-2
contingency table showing the realization oi t-tutors-dr-info
vs. the use oi t-tutors-mechanism (Table 1). W e computed
X^ = 6.3, including the Yates correction for small N , which
shows that the relationship is unlikely to be random {p =
0.02).
Table 1: Contingency Table for Realizing t-tutors-dr-info
Has preceding
t-tutors-mechl
t-inform
t-elicit
Total

T: W h a t to you think will happen to S V ?
S: N o change.
T: Well, you predicted that R A P would go d o w n and ...
Also, since D L R s already have internal coherence, it is not
surprising to see fewer acknowledgments on student
responses to questions inside a D L R .

Yes
9
2
11

No
0
5
5

Total
9
7
16

Intrigued by the fact that both components of the student
assessment were ignored, w e decided to see what happened
if w e eliminated the t-tutors-mechanism factor instead. A n
even simpler decision tree was obtained:

Choosing a Realization

If all three neural variables were incorrectly predicted
then use t-elicit
else use t-inform

T h e final experiment examined the realization of the topic
t-tutors-dr-info. This topic is always realized by an instance
of the primitive t-informs or t-elicit. Our question was to
determine under what conditions each of these primitives is
chosen by the h u m a n tutor.
Although t-informs is usually realized as a declarative
sentence and t-elicits with an interrogative, other alternatives
are possible. For example, t-elicits could be realized as an
imperative: "Please tell m e ..." (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975).
Thus these rules do not directly determine surface structure,
although they do m o v e one level closer to surface structure.
For this experiment w e had C4.5 build a decision tree to

This tree misclassifies 3 out of the 16 cases, an error rate of
1 9 % . Our tentative understanding of this rule is that when
the student makes the same error repeatedly, the tutor
switches to a schema where the information involved is
specifically probed for.
Related Work
Vander Linden and Di Eugenio (1996a, 1996b) studied rules
for distinguishing the occurrences of warnings in written
instructions, in particular h o w to choose a m o n g phrases such
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as never do X, don't do X, and be sure not to do X. They
coded instances of such expressions in recipes, instructions
for operating equipment, and similar types of written
material. The used three semantic features, such as "writer
believes that reader knows that doing X is dangerous." They
then used a machine learning algorithm to derive decision
rules which could be integrated into a text generation
application.
Moser and Moore (1995) and Di Eugenio, Moore and
Paolucci (1997) studied the use of cue words such as
because and also in tutorial text. They annotated text
segments with features describing structural (core/
contributor), intentional, informational and syntactic
relations between text segments. They used a decision-tree
generating algorithm to test hypotheses about the occurrence
and placement of the cue words. Unlike the work of Vander
Linden and Di Eugenio, the text segments are coded for a
very large number of features, and part of the experiment is
to determine which features are significant.
Each of these papers studies relationships between words
or syntactic structures in a surface text and semantic or
textual features which have been coded. Although our
methodology is similar, our work is different because w e are
relating levels of goal structure to lower-level goals rather
than directly to surface text. Thus our work can be used to
build rules at several levels of a hierarchical planning
process.
Conclusions
W e are currently building a dialogue-based intelligent
tutoring system which uses a rule-based global planner. T o
better understand the tutoring strategies used by human
tutors, w e studied transcripts of expert tutors doing the same
task. W e annotated this corpus to show the tutorial goals
from which utterances could be derived. W e used the C4.5
rule induction algorithm to derive rules relating some of our
plan operators to the lower-level operators used to
instantiate them. Using a small but significant portion of our
corpus, w e obtained some intuitively satisfying rules at
several levels of discourse. S o m e of these rules are
statistically significant, and some point to ideas for future
work. In one case C4.5 caught a generalization which our
human readers had missed.
W e conducted four experiments. The first experiment
revealed a high-level plan for a whole stage of the tutoring
session. A second related the category of the student answer
to a subsequent change in tutorial goals, providing rules for
dynamic modification of the tutoring agenda. A third
experiment showed that explicit acknowledgments of the
student's utterances may not be fully explainable by the
tutorial goal structure. A final experiment was just above the
level of text realization, finding relationships between
student errors and the decision to express certain tutoring
goals as t-informs or t-elicits.
This work has shown that rule induction on a naturallanguage corpus can produce planning rules which are both
useful and interesting. It is a step on the path toward more
objective methods of corpus analysis for text generation. W e
plan to expand our analysis to cover more plan operators
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and more examples of each in order to produce the most
realistic text possible in CiRCSlM-Tutor.
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(1996, 1997), F o x (1996), and so on. Further, interlingual
Stroop tests have also shown clear evidence of considerable
This paper draws on previous research that strongly suggests cross-language interference (Dyer, 1971; Preston &
that bilingual memory is organized as a single distributed
Lambert, 1969; MSgiste, 1984).
lexicon rather than as two separately accessible lexicons
In this paper, therefore, I will take for granted that these
corresponding to each language.
Interactive-activation
inter-language priming and interference effects are real and
models provide an effective means of modeling many of the
that some form of interactive-activation model (McClelland
cross-language priming and interference effects that have
& Rumelhart, 1981) can provide a reasonable explanation
been observed. However, one difficulty with these models is
for
them.
However, interactive-activation models of
that they do not provide a plausible way of actually acquiring
m
e
m
o
r
y
are
localist
connectionist networks that, in general,
such an organization. This paper shows that a simple
are not designed to learn. This is the case, in particular, for
recurrent connectionist network (SRN) (Ehnan, 1990) might
provide an insight into this problem. A n S R N is first trained
Grainger's (1993) Bilingual Interactive Activation model
on two micro-languages and the hidden-unit representations
This paper explores the question of what type of distributed
corresponding to those languages are studied. A cluster
cormectionist architecture, capable of learning, might be
analysis of these highly distributed, overlapping
able to produce some of the effects whose explanation
representations shows that they accurately reflect the overall
currently requires an interactive-activation framework. I
separation of the two languages, as well as the word
will suggest that a simple recurrent cormectionist network
categories in each language. In addition, random and
( S R N ) — frequently referred to as an E h n a n network
extensive lesioning of the S R N hidden layer is shown, in
(Ehnan, 1990) —
is an appropriate non-localist
general, to have little effect on this organization. This is in
connectionist framework in which to study bilingual
general agreement with the observation that most bilinguals
w h o suffer brain damage do not lose their ability to
memory. This S R N network exhibits:
distinguish their two languages. O n the other hand, an
• progressive development of hidden-unit representations
example is given where the removal of a single node does
that cluster according to graimnatical forms (subject,
radically disrupts this internal representational organization,
verb, object) and languages, even though there are no
similar to rare clinical cases of bilingual language mixing and
explicit markers on input distinguishing the languages
biUngual aphasia following bram trauma. The issue of
or their grammatical forms;
scaling-up is also discussed briefly.
• inter-lingual interference effects;
• considerable resistance to lesioning;
Introduction
• significant disruption of internal organization that can
O n e of the central questions in thefieldof bilingual m e m o r y
be produced, on rare occasions, by lesioning a very
involves the lexical organization of bilinguals' two
small number of nodes.
languages within the brain. Are these languages organized
Related work has been done by Cleeremans (1993) in his
in a highly independent, selectively accessed manner or
connectionist simulations of imphcit learning of Reber
rather in a highly overlapping, distributed maimer, m u c h
grammars (Reber, 1967). In addition, thae is currently at
like monolingual m e m o r y with twice as m a n y words? hi
least one other non-localist connectionist model of bilingual
short, are there two lexicons or one?
memory. This is a model developed by T h o m a s & Plunkett
Research throughout the past decade has left httle doubt
(1995) and T h o m a s (1997). However, the latter model is
that, at leastfimctionally,there is a great deal of interaction
not recurrent and therefore caraiot be used to study the
between the two lexicons. N u m e r o u s experiments have
sequential acquisition of language.
K a w a m o t o (1993)
consistently shovm evidence of inter-language priming and
proposed a recurrent cormectionist network to study word
interference, even w h e n bilingual participants are carefully
disambiguation. This model could almost certainly also be
put into strictly monolmgual contexts. E v e n a partial list of
adapted to the case of bilingual memory.
the work on cross-lingual priming and interference is
extensive and would include: Kolers (1966), M e y e r &
Simulation Environment
R u d d y (1974); Schwanenflugel & R e y (1986); Beauvillain
The two micro-languages that were used were called Alpha
& Grainger (1987), Grainger & Beauvillain (1988); Chen &
and Beta. Each language consisted of 12 items: subject
Leung (1989), D e Groot & N a s (1991), Beauvillam (1992),
nouns, verbs and object nouns. These were broken down as
Keatly & de Gelder (1992), Grainger & O'Regan (1992),
follows:
Keatley, Spinks, & D e Gelder (1994), French & Ohnesorge,
Abstract
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Alpha
Subject Nouns: B O Y , GIRL, M A N , W O M A N
Veri)s: LIFTS, T O U C H E S , SEES, P U S H E S
Object Nouns: T O Y , B A L L , B O O K , P E N
Beta
Subject Nouns: G A R g O N , FELLE, H O M M E , F E M M E
Verbs; S O U L E V E , T O U C H E , VOIT, P O U S S E
Object Nouns: J O U E T , B A L L O N , L I V R E , S T Y L O
It is important to remember that the words "BOY".
"FILLE", "VOIT', " P U S H E S " , etc. carry no semantic
information. For the purposes of this simulation, I could
just as easily have chosen single letters, or any other
arbitrary symbols. The reason I chose these particular
words was so that they, and the sentences produced by
them, would be immediately identifiable as belonging to one
language or another. Thus, w e know B O Y T O U C H E S
B O O K is from Alpha, whereas FILLE S O U L E V E S T Y L O
is from Beta.
Sentences in each language have the following simple
S V O grammatical structure: NOUNsubject - V E R B NOUNoBrecT
A "language generator" (a finite-state
machine) generates sequences of legal sentences in both
languages (Figure 1). It is designed to simulate an AlphaBeta bilingual environment. It has a fixed probability of
0.001 of switching fi-om one language to another. This
probability does not change during the course of a single
run. In other words, if the switching probability is 0.001 at
the beginning of the run, it will be the same 10,000
sentences later. Language svkitching was only permitted at
the end of a sentence. (This constraint was relaxed in other
experiments and the clusters of hidden-layer representations
for both languages remained essentially the same as in the
case where language-switching was only permitted at the
end of sentences.)

BOY LIFTS T O Y M A N SEES PEN M A N TOUCHES
BOOK GIRL PUSHES BALL W O M A N TOUCHES T O Y
BOY PUSHES B O O K F E M M E SOULEVE STYLO FILLE
PREND STYLO G A R g O N T O U C H E LIVRE F E M M E
POUSSE B A L L O / FILLE SOULEVE JOUEX W O M A N
PUSHES PEN P O Y LIFTS BALI^-WOKl^ TAKES
BOOK...

at 0.1, m o m e n t u m at 0.9, with a sigmoid squashing function
and using a Fahlman offset of 0.1 (Fahlman, 1989). Input to
the network consisted of individual words from a long string
of sentences (Figure 1) generated automatically by a finiteFor each word in the sequence, the
state machine
network's task was to predict the following word. For
example, in the sequence shown in Figure 1, the network
wouldfirstget B O Y on input and try to predict LIFTS on
output, then LIFTS on input, trying to predict T O Y on
output, and so on.
Unlike standard sequence learning, the network never
returns to the beginning of the sequence. A single weight
change is made per input word (i.e., it learns for one epoch
per presentation). The network has no hope of actually
memorizing the two-language sequence because the
sequence, as in real language, is non-deterministic. The
expedient of localist input coding was used for the twentyfour words comprising the combined Alpha and Beta
vocabularies. This coding was done as follows:
BOY
= 100000000000000000000000,
GIRL = 010000000000000000000000,
MAN
= 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , etc
The Emergence of Language-Specific Clusters
of Internal Representations
In this simulation w e allowed training to continue until
300,000 items (100,000 sentences) had been seen. At
various points in the run, the hidden-layer activation
patterns were collected for each of the 24 words in the
Alpha and Beta and were subjected to agglomerative
hierarchical cluster analysis using a Euclidean distance
metric and Ward's method to determine linkage.
Figure 2 shows the SRN's hidden-layer representations
of Alpha and Beta. It can be seen that these representations
are highly distributed and overlapping, but they are also
clustered (Figure 3). After exposure to 60,000 items
(Figure 3), stable clusters have developed that correspond
not only to grammatical structures (Subject nouns. Verbs,
and Object nouns), but also to each of the two languages.
Alpha words lie in a distinct cluster from Beta words. It is
in this sense that w e can talk of language separation. In
addition, this clustering has occurred in the absence of any
explicit language (or sentence) "marking."

No explicit markers between languages (or between
av«rag« tctlvaUon
individual sentences).
• Alpha
• Beta

Figure 1. A typical Alpha-Beta language stream
generated by the language generator. This stream of
input will be fed to the S R N . Notice that, as in real
(spoken) language, there are no explicit markers either
between sentences or between languages.

IJUU^
n 9 U IS » 21 7 12 1] 31 11 >2 8 27 2 10 21 3 22 4 24 5 19 « 19 21 30 1 20 17 II »
Hldd*n unit* (arnngad according to aetivatlan lavala)

Methodology
Each word in the sequence was presented to a 24-32-24
Ehnan network with a bias node. The learning rate was set
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Figure 2: The highly distributed overlapping
representations o f A l p h a a n d Beta at the hidden layer
after exposure to 20,000 sentences (60,000 items).

languages or become incapable of distinguishing their two
languages (Albert & Obler, 1977; Paradis, 1977; etc.). In
the S R N model presented here, while this type of disruption
is rare, it has been observed. T h e case presented in this
paper (Figure 4) w a s provoked by the removal of a single
node (Node 22) from the hidden layer after learning. If w e
refer to Figure 2, w e notice a very large difference in the
average activation of N o d e 22 for words in Beta compared
to words in Alpha. It turns out that if this node (or any
combination of nodes including this crucial node) is
removed, the Alpha and Beta clusters disintegrate. Figure 4
shows the powerful effect on the language clusters of the
removal of this node.

WOMAN
LIFTS

GARCOM
FILLE:

^
BALLON
STYLO
LIVRE
Figure 3. After 20,000 sentences (60,000 items)
clusters h a v e f o r m e d not only for the parts o f speech in
each language, but also for each language. T h e
network has separated the two languages into distinct
clusters of hidden-unit representations.

Discussion

The Stability of the Language Clusters to
Disruption b y Lesioning of the H i d d e n L a y e r
In general, brain trauma in bilinguals does not result in the
loss of one language or even extensive language-mixing.
Connectionist networks modeling bilingual m e m o r y
organization should also be able to display this ability of
resistance to damage. In general, the abiUty to function
w hen damaged is one of the most significant advantages of
distributed connectionist systems. In the case of the present
S R N model, once it had learned Alpha and Beta, it was very
hard to disrupt the organization of the clusters it had
developed. Following learning, nodes were removed from
the hidden-layer and a cluster analysis performed on the
activation patterns of the remaining nodes. In some cases,
up to 3 0 nodes (out of 32) were removed and the
organization of the representational clusters remained
essentially unchanged.
BOY
QRL
^
MAN
WCMAN
JOUET
BALLON
STYLQ
LIVRE
^
SOULEVE
POUSSE
PREMJ
y
«>T
LIFTS
FEMME
SEES:
HOMME
TAKES:
pusecs 4. T h e separate Alpha-Beta language clusters
Figure
TOY
areBALL
completely disrupted following the removal of
N o dPEN
e 22.
BOOK
OnGAROON
the other hand, in certain cases of brain traiuna,
FILLE
fortunately
quite rare, bilinguals can lose one of their

It can be seen in Figure 2 that the representations for both
languages are highly distributed and overlapping but what
allows the network to distinguish Alpha from Beta is,
ultimately, differences in the overall activation patterns for
each language. In this case, it turns out that Node 22
accounts for 2 7 % of this difference, compared to an average
contribution of the other nodes of only about 3%. It is for
this reason that its removal has such a significant effect on
the overall organization of language clusters.
0.3 AcllvHlon dtflKMici
(Alpha • Bata)
0.25
02
0.15
01
0 05- l l
• -• - I •
,-,•,•,
,-,•,-,-,»,• u
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132
nod*
Figure 5. The activation difference between Alpha and
Beta measured as the difference in the overall activation
of all words in both languages.
activation difference
0.6
0.4
0.2

T T
.0.2 ' I ' " " "

JLaUUl

III I

-0.4
12 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10111213 14151617 181920212223242526272829303132
node
Figure 6. In general, the differences between the two
sets of average representations for the words in each
language are distributed over m a n y nodes. Each node
only accounts for a small fraction of the total difference
and its loss would therefore be m u c h less significant
than the loss of N o d e 22 in Figure 5.
In most cases, the pattern of differences is much more
evenly distributed over the entire hidden-layer. For
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give rise to the perception of activation "spreading"
throughout a language in an mteractivc-activation model.
In other words, if the hidden-unit representation for B O Y is
active and the hidden-unit representation for GIRL is close
by (i.e., the two representations have highly shared patterns
of activation), this means that a very small change in the
weights of the network can transform its internal
representation of B O Y into its representation for GIRL. O n
the other hand, the transformation from B O Y to, say,
S O U L E V E , will be considerably more difficult since the
respective representations of B O Y and S O U L E V E are
considerably farther apart than B O Y and GIRL, thereby
requiring, on average, greater weight changes to transform
one into the other. Clusters of representations are, by
definition, activation patterns that are close together. It is
therefore reasonable to suppose that if the hidden-layer
activation clusters for each language are clearly separated
(as in Figure 3), activation will "spread" within a language
before it "spreads" to the other language,

example, the distribution of diflferences shown in Figure 6
(from another run of the program), is far more typical. In
the latter case the loss of a single node is not enough to
seriously disrupt the overall difference between the two sets
of representations.
The Decrease of Homographic Priming
French & Ohnesorge (1997) reported a disappearance of
homographic priming for bilinguals in a mixed FrenchEngUsh condition compared to an All-English condition.
They looked at a series of interlexical homographs —words
that have distinct meanings in two separate languages; for
example, words like, FIN (which means "end" in French),
"PAIN" (= "bread" in French, etc.) — and paired them with
words that they strongly primed in English. So, for
example, the homograph FIN was paired with the target
word SHARK, since in a word-nonword recognition task
S H A R K will be recognized to be a word much faster when
it has been immediately preceded by FIN; we say that FIN
primes SHARK. The homogr^h PAIN was paired with the
target word H U R T , and so on. The participants' task was to
say whether the target word was a word in English. The

Simulating the Decrease of Homographic
Priming in the S R N M o d e l

Based on this notion of spreading activation, we will say
T(ms)
)
—•—All-English
that in our S R N model, the amount of "priming" of a target
725.
-•-Mixed
word by a prime word will be determined by the how far the
output of the network is from the target word after the prime
700.
•
.
word
has been presented to it on input. So, for example,
•s»„^^
•
when
a prime word W p is presented to the network, an
675"--^^
output vector Xp will be produced. This vector will be a
certain Euclidean distance d, from each word, W „ known to
650^ " " ^ - ^ ^ ^
the network. The word W , that is best primed by W p is the
625one for which d, is the smallest. In the simulation described
below, we trained the network on 10,000 sentences and then
ran the priming tests.
bOO^ Unrelated
Rela ed
For the following simulation, wefirstcreated an Alphajraph
Homo(
English
Beta interlexical homograph similar to the French-English
Prime type
homograph, FIN. GAR(^ON and B O Y were replaced by a
single made-up word which, for no particular reason, I
Figure 7. The substantial priming effect of S H A R K by
called TRAT. (Keep in mind that the "words" in Alpha and
FIN in the All English condition is significantly
Beta have no semantic content. Their resemblance to
reduced in the Mixed Condition.
French and English words serves only to identify the
amount of priming of the target words was compared in two language they come from. Lexically speaking, T R A T could
have come from both.) Recall that the French-English
conditions: an All-English condition and a Mixed condition
homograph
FIN is a low-frequency word in Enghsh that
(where the participants saw a mixture of half English and
strongly
primes
S H A R K , and a high-frequency word in
half French items). In the All-EngUsh condition, there w a s
French.
T
R
A
T
was designed to simulate this type of
significant priming of the set of target words by the
homograph. This was done as follows: 9 5 % of the time
interiexical homographs. However, w h e n French words
that T R A T appeared in an Alpha sentence, it was followed
were included in the Mixed condition (the task, identifying
by LIFTS. As a result, T R A T strongly primed LEFTS,
the item as a word in English, remained the same), the
according to the defmition of priming given above. O n the
amount of priming w a s greatly reduced. T h e results in
other hand, when the program was being given Beta
Figure 7 (French & Ohnesorge, 1997) show a priming effect
sentences, T R A T was made to occur more frequently than
of 62 m s in the All-English condition but very little effect
other Beta subject nouns: When a Beta subject noun was
(12 m s ) in the Mixed condition.
needed, T R A T was selected 4 0 % of the time instead of the
usual
25%.
"Spreading activation" in an SRN framework
The network was first tested in an "All-Alpha
Overlapping patterns of activation at the hidden layer can
condition." The All-Alpha context was created by giving
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the network 10 Alpha words: five randomly chosen pairs
m a d e u p of an Alpha input w o r d a n d a legal Alpha
successor to that word. T h e M i x e d context w a s created b y
giving the network 10 Alpha or Beta words consisting of 5
randomly chosen legal pairs of either Alpha or Beta words.
Learning remained on. Data w a s gathered over 100
independent runs of the program.
Using the definition of priming given above, it can b e
seen that in the S R N m o d e l priming of the w o r d L I F T S by
T R A T is significantly decreased in the M i x e d condition
(Figure 8). T h e Y-axis s h o w s the E u c U d e a n distance
between the network's actual output and the target word.

Alpha_nounl=
Alpha_noun2=
Alpha_noun3=

0000000000
0,
0000000100
0;
QOOOOOlQiOQ
0;
8-i)Sdes
Alpha_noun256= 11111111000
0;
etc.
The network had 48 input and 48 output units and 100
hidden units. After exposure during learning to 30,000
sentences (90,000 items), the pattern of hidden-unit clusters
shown in Figure 9 developed (calculated fi^om a random
sample of 100 words).

29 J
2 7

All-Alpha
Mixed

ZS
23
2.1Beta J

I.B.
1.7 Unrelated
Alpha

Homograph
Figure 9. Hidden-unit representation clusters for 1536
Alpha and Beta words after 90,000 items (Alpha words are
preceded by a series of X's to distinguish them fi-om Beta
words, which are preceded by a single "b")

Figure 8. Priming of L I F T S b y T R A T is significantly
reduced in the M i x e d Condition. T h e Y-axis represents
the E u c U d e a n distance between the output of the
network after the prime w o r d (either a n uiu-elated Alpha
w o r d or T R A T ) is presented a n d the w o r d L I F T S . T h e
X-axis s h o w s the type of prime word. C o m p a r e with
Figure 7.
Means for the English-Urwelated and Homograph-Related
conditions were calculated for each run of the program and
submitted to a m i x e d A N O V A .
T h e interaction of
Context(All-Alpha, M i x e d ) X Prime-Relatedness(AlphaUnrelated, Homograph-Related) w a s significant, F(l,183)=
4.4, p<0.05. T h e priming effect in the All-Alpha condition
w a s 0.85, compared to 0.49 in the M i x e d condition.
In other words, using a canonical definition of priming
as a measure of the proximity of the output of the network
to the target, the S R N m o d e l exhibits a loss of priming
comparable to that observed in real bihnguals.

Can the SRN Model Scale Up?
Real languages obviously contain more than 12 words and
have a far more complex grammatical structure than either
Alpha or Beta Consequently, it is necessary to say a few
words about the problem of scaling up.
The present model has been tested on as m a n y as 1536
words (256 words per category) with the same simple S V O
grammar. For the simulations involving 1536 words, the six
categories of words were coded with 8 bits per word
category, as follows:

The overall internal organization of the hidden-unit
representations is basically the same as it was for the much
smaller set of 24 words. Although a great deal more work
needs to be done on this model, this result for over 1500
words would seem to indicate that there is at least some
reasonable hope that the S R N model could scale up.
Conclusion
This paper suggests that biUngual memory phenomena that
have been explained by an interactive-activation model of
the B I A type (Grainger, 1993) m a y also be able to emerge
from a simple recurrent connectionist network (SRN) model
(Elman, 1990; Cleeremans &
McClelland, 1991;
Cleeremans, 1993).
T h e S R N model presented here
receives as input a long, undifferentiated sequence of
sentences in two micro-languages and can reproduce a
certain number of important effects that have been observed
in studies of bilingual memory, in particular, those related to
cross-lingual priming by interlexical homographs. In
addition, the internal representations that the S R N develops
reflect not only the divisions between the two languages, but
also to the grammatical structure within each language. The
organization of these internal representations is generally
highly resistant to damage but, under certain exceptional
circumstances, can also exhibit severe disruption following
the removal of a as little as one node from the hidden layer.
Even though this initial work would seem to demonstrate
that an Elman network might be able to serve as a usefiil
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model for bilingual memory, it is also clear that a great deal
of work still needs to be done. However, these initial
positive results would suggest that fiirther exploration of the
S R N model of bilingual memory is justified.
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Farah and McClelland (1991) explored this hypothesis by
constructing a connectionist model of semantic m e m o r y and
lesioning it. In this model, both animate and inanimate
Category-specific semantic deficits refers to the inability to
words were associated with functional as well as perceptual
name objects from a particular category while the naming of
features. However, the proportion of functional and
words outside that category is relatively unimpaired. W e
perceptual features differed for animate and inanimate
suggest that such semantic deficits arise from the random
words respectively. They found that by lesioning either the
lesioning of a unified semantic network in which internal
perceptual or functional components of semantic memory,
category representations reflect the variability of the
animate or inanimate words were impaired respectively.
categories themselves. This is demonstrated by lesioning
This w a s used to corroborate Warrington and Shallice's
networks that have learned to categorise butterfiies and
account of category-specific semantic deficits. Categorychairs. The model shows category-specific semantic deficits
specific semantic deficits arose even though words were not
of the narrower (butterfly) category with the occasional
stored with respect to semantic category.
reverse semantic deficits of relatively impaired chair
While this is a plausible account of the source of
category.
category-specific semantic deficits that does not appeal to
the prior taxonomic organization of semantic memory, it
still implies that there exists an intrinsic dissociation in the
Introduction
w a y that functional and perceptual features are stored in
Category-specific semantic deficit refers to the inability
semantic m e m o r y . T h e Farah and McClelland model only
to n a m e objects fi-om a particular category as a result of
works because there are identifiable regions that encode one
neurological damage. T h e naming of objects outside the
or the other type of semantic information, and that these
impaired category is relatively well preserved. Perhaps the
regions can be lesioned selectively. This account still relies
most striking category-specific semantic deficit is the
on an a priori structuring of semantic m e m o r y to explain
dissociation found between animate vs. inanimate objects.
the observed semantic dissociation. T h e only difference is
In general, naming of inanimate objects is found to be better
that rather than positing an explicit taxonomic order, the
preserved than naming of animate objects (Warrington and
taxonomic ordering is mediated by a high correlation
Shallice, 1984; Silveri & Gainotti, 1989; Gainotti & Silveri,
between perceptual features with animate objects, and
1996: Sartori & Job, 1988; Funnell & Sheridan, 1992;
functional features with inanimate objects.
Farah, Meyer, & McMulien, 1996). However, for a small
The greatest shortcoming of the model is that it fails to
number of patients, the naming of animate objects is better
explain w h y damage should occur either (a) selectively to
preserved (Warrington & McCarthy, 1987; Hillis &
the perceptual features (thereby preserving knowledge of
Caramazza, 1991, Sacchett & Humphreys, 1992).
inanimate words) or (b) selectively to the fiinctional features
Warrington and Shallice (1984) have tried to explain
(thereby preserving knowledge of animate objects).
these findings by suggesting that words for animate and
S o m e evidence for separate perceptual or fiinctional
inanimate objects are learnt in different ways. Words for
m e m o r y damage comes fi-om the neuropathologies
animate objects are learnt primarily though association with
associated with category specific semantic deficits.
perceptual cues because animate objects tend to be
Localised damage (e.g., from herpes encephalitis) to the
described by their surface features (e.g., color, size).
temporolimbic system (resulting in a loss of percepual
However, words for inanimate objects are learnt primarily
features), or to thefrontoparietalregions (resulting in a loss
through association with the object's fiinction because
of functional features have been associated with the loss of
inanimate (man-made) objects tend to be described by their
one semantic catgeory or the other (Saffran & SchwartA
use (e.g., a car is for driving). According to this view, the
1988). However, category specific impairements have also
naming dissociation does not reflect a taxonomic ordering
been found in patients with Alzheimer's disease, a
of semantic m e m o r y , but rather, the differing proportion of
widespread pathology, causing damage to both the
the type of semantic features (perceptual vs. functional)
temporolimbic system and the frontoparietal regions.
associated with a word.
(Gonnerman, Andersen, Devlin, Kempler, & Seidenberg, in
Abstract
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press; McKrae, D e Sa, & Seidenberg, 1997; Silveri &
Gainotti, 1988). This sort pathology cannot be modelled by
selectively leasioning neurons in separate memories. O n e
would expect that the diffuse neural damage found in
Alzheimer's patients with category-specific semantic
deficits would result in equal damage to perceptual and
functional features. Hence, even if inanimate words have
more functional features and animate words have more
perceptual features both categories would be equally
impaired by the random damage.
In this paper w e present a connectionist model of
category-specific semantic deficits that does not assume an
initial partitioning of semantic m e m o r y along either a
taxonomic or a perceptual/fiinctional divide. The model
posits a unified semantic m e m o r y in which all features are
treated equally (e.g., Caramazza, Hills, Rapp, & Romani,
1990). Category-specific semantic deficits arises from
random lesioning of the network. The model w e propose
suggests that category-specific semantic deficits reflect
differences in the variability of features encoding both
animate and inanimate objects.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. First, w e
briefly present the pseudo-recurrent network architecture
developed by French (1997a) and used for modelling
semantic m e m o r y (french, 1997b). A n explanation for
category-specific semantic deficits is then presented. The
next section illustrates this process by lesioning networks
that have been trained with two real world categories. These
results are extended to account for concrete vs. abstract
noun dissociations. Finally, the likelihood of recovery from
damage is discussed.

P s e u d o - R e c u r r e n t Connectionist N e t w o r k s
The architecture discussed in this paper was first
developed by French (1997a) to overcome catastrophic
interference in backpropagation (BP) networks. It suggests
that catastrophic interference in m e m o r y can be overcome
by
mixing
in previously
learned
approximations
(" pseudopattems" of Robins, 1995) with n e w information
during learning. Learning proceeds in two stage. The first
stage (which involves mixing n e w and old information)
takes place in an early-processing area of the network. The
second stage (which involves laying d o w n the n e w
knowledge) takes place in thefinalstorage area.
This method is analogous to that used by McClelland,
McNaughton, and O'Reilly (1995) to model the exchange of
information between the hippocampus and the neocortex
involved in the laying d o w n of memories. The shunting of
information between two m e m o r y systems is believed to
have evolved as a natural w a y of overcoming the problem of
catastrophic interference in a distributed system such as the
brain.
The network consists of a feedforward B P network that is
divided into two parts, one used to help train the other
(Figure 1). W e will call the left-hand side of the network the
"early-processing m e m o r y " and the right-hand side the
" fmal-storage memory." It is perhaps easiest to explain
h o w the network works in terms of a specific example.
Suppose that the " fmal-storage" area contains what the
network has learned up to the present time. The network is
then asked to sequentially learn 20 n e w patterns, P,, Pj, ...

inhibitory link
TEACHER N O D E S
J N E W PATTERN, (OUTPUT) = £ ?
Error signal

Q
FINAL-STORAGE\AR£A
EARLY-PROCESSING AREA

R A N D O M INPUT'

^ N E W P A H E R N , (INPUT) :
\
I

NEW PAnERN2
NEW PAHERN]
NEW PAnERN4
NEW PAHERNs

Figure 1. The pseudo-recurrent network architecture
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Pjo- Each of these patterns, P„ consists of an input and an
output ("teacher") association: (I|, T|). B y sequentially
learning these patterns w e m e a n that each individual pattern
must be learned to criterion before the system can begin to
learn the subsequent pattern. T o learn pattern P,, its input I,
is presented to the network. Activation flows through both
parts of the network, but the output from the final-storage
part is prevented from reaching the teacher nodes by the
thefinal-storagem e m o r y and will be learned by the earlyprocessing m e m o r y along with P,.
Pseudopattems are generated byfinal-storageand learned
by the early-processing m e m o r y as follows. A random
input pattern, /„ is presented to the input nodes of the
system. This input produces an output, o,, at the output
layer of the early-processing m e m o r y and also produces an
output, /„ on the teacher nodes of thefinal-storagem e m o r y .
This input-output pair (/„ /,) defines a pseudopattem, y/y,
that reflects the contents of thefinal-storagem e m o r y . The
difference between r, and o, determines the error signal for
changing the weights in the early-processing m e m o r y .
Similarly, the other random inputs, /j, h, . . . in, produce
pseudopattems, V6, ^ j , . . . i/„ that are also be learned by the
early-processing m e m o r y . O n c e the weight changes have
been m a d e for the first epoch for the set of patterns {P„ y/^,
iff-i, . . . if/^}, the early-processing m e m o r y cycles through
this set of patterns again and again until it has learned them
all to criterion. B y learning the pattern P, the earlyprocessing m e m o r y is learning the n e w information
presented to it; by learning the pseudopattems y/^
y/„ the
early-processing m e m o r y is, in addition, leiaming an
approximation of the information previously stored in final
storage. Obviously, the more pseudopattems that are
generated, the more accurately they will reflect the contents
of final storage. O n c e leaming in the early-processing
network has converged for P,, ^/„ y/-^, . . . yf„ the earlyprocessing weights tiien replace thefinal-storageweights.
In other words, the early-processing m e m o r y becomes the
final storage m e m o r y and the network is ready to leam the
next pattem, Pj. CNote that this weight-copying strategy is
certainly not biologically plausible. However, it has been
shown (French, 1997) that information transfer can also be
effectively done from early-processing tofinal-storageby
means of the above type of pseudo-pattern transfer.
T h e essence of this technique is to interleave n e w
information to be leamed with pseudopattems that reflect
the contents offinal-storage.Thus, rather than interleaving
the real, originally leamed patterns with the n e w input
coming to the early-processing m e m o r y , w e do the next best
thing — namely, w e interleave pseudopattems that are
approximations of the previously stored patterns. O n c e the
n e w pattem and the pseudopattems are leamed in the earlyprocessing area, the weights from the early-processing
network are copied to the corresponding weights in the
final-storage network (or, more plausibly, the earlyprocessing area trains thefinal-storagearea using its o w n
set of pseudopattems).
T h e model is called " pseudo-recurrent" not only because
of the recurrent nature of the training of the earlyprocessing m e m o r y by the final-storage m e m o r y
—
approximations of previously learned information is
continually fed back into the early-processing area from
final-storage — , but also as a means of acknowledging the
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"real" teacher T,. In other words, the teacher pattem T,
fills the teacher nodes. The early-processing network then
adjusts its weights with the standard backpropagation
algorithm using as the error signal the difference between T,
and the output O , of the early-processing network.
Crucially, however, the early-processing network does not
only leam the pattem P,. Intemally creited pseudopattems,
reflecting the contents offinal-storage,are also generated by
all-important mechanism of information transferfromfinalto early-processing
storage
—
namely,
storage
pseudopattems. During sequential leaming, information is
continually passed back and forth between the two m e m o r y
areas by means of pseudopattems.
O n e unanticipated result of this use of pseudo patterns is
the compression of the representations that develop in final
storage. This is illustrated for a particular example in
Figures 2 and 3, and discussed in more detail below.
Compression has a numerous advantages. In particular,
there is a decrease in the number of resources required to
activate any given word, and a decrease in the amount of
overlap in final storage. Compact representations may,
presumably, allow for more efficient processing of
incoming stimuli because of their reduced demand on
system resources (i.e., less activation is required to fiilly
activate a compact representation. However, highly compact
representations are more vulnerable to selective damage
than highly distributed representations.
It is worth repeating that pseudorecurrent architecture is
meant to capture the natural process by which the brain m a y
be overcoming catastrophic interference (McClelland,
McNaughton, and O'Reilly; 1995). T h e compression of
categorical representations is a processing by-product that
falls naturally out of the pseudo-recurrent mechanism.
A Mechanism for Category-Specific Loss
In contrast to explanations of category-specific semantic
deficits that rely on the perception/function distinction
(Warrington & Shallice, 1984; Durrant-Paetfield, Tyler,
Moss, & Levy, 1997; Farah & McClelland, 1991), w e
suggest that this selective m e m o r y loss is due, at least in
part, to the considerable difference in the average variability
within most biological and artificial kinds. This difference,
is combined with the phenomenon of gradual compression
of representations as they are consolidated in final-storage
— making them increasingly susceptible to damage.
W h e n two real-world categories that have very different
variance are stored in a network — connectionist or human
— the difference in variance will be reflected in a difference
in the variance of the internal representations of the two
categories. The greater the variance in the real-world
category, the greater the variance in the internal
representation of that category, where the variance of an
intemal representation is determined by the " spread" of the
distribution of hidden-unit activation pattem corresponding
to a representation w h e n it is activated.
T h e more compact the distribution (i.e., the lower the
variance) the more vulnerable the category is to catastrophic
damage. This is because the loss of one or two nodes in a
narrowly defined category corresponds to a greater
proportional loss of information. This is true in any
distributed connectionist network. The pseudo-recurrent
network enhances this effect by effectively reducing the
number of nodes participating in the representations. W e
explore this account further by training a partially recurrent

pseudo pattern network with two categories: one artificial
( T A B L E ) and the other natural ( B U T T E R F L Y ) .
Animate vs. Inanimate Semantic
Dissociations
Twenty standard Backpropagation (BP) and 20 pseudorecurrent network with 13 input units, 13 output units, and
32 hidden units each were trained to autoassociate 20
examples of both butterflies and tables (for a total of 40
tokens). The parameter training values were as follows:
learning rate = 0.1, m o m e n t u m = 0.9, initial weight range
=2, and Fahlman offset =0.01. The pseudo-recurrent
networks used 15 pseudo-patterns in learning.
The categories of C H A I R and B U T T E R F L Y were chosen
because they were familiar categories with extremely high
naming reliability ( 1 0 0 % for both) and very similar image
agreements (chair=3.22 and butterfly= 3.92) according to
the Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) picture naming data.
Subjects recognise these categories easi y and have similarly
well-defined mental images for both categories. The 40
exemplars were coded along the following 13 dimensions:
head-length, head width, eye separation , antenna length,
dominant colour, leg length, number of legs, vertical extent,
horizontal extent, number of angles, material, surface
incline, deformability. Measurements were taken from
randomly selected actual examples of butterflies and chairs
as detailed in Howarth (1973) and Humphreys (1970)
respectively.

representation developed across the hidden units for the
B U T T E R F L Y and C H A I R categories.
Both categories are encoded over the whole band of
hidden units. Presentation of a butterfly exemplar produces
activation on 28 out of 32 hidden units while presentation of
a chair produces activation on 32 out of 32 units. All hidden
units are involved in coding the distributed category
information.
Figure 3 shows the same internal representations for the
pseudo-recurrent networks trained with 15 pseudo-patterns.
These hidden unit representations are m u c h more compact.
The B U T T E R F L Y category is only coded across 2 hidden
units while the C H A I R category is coded across 19 units. A s
compared with the standard B P networks, there is a net
decrease in the variance of the internal representation of a
category as measured by the number of units required to
encode it. It is worth noting that a loss in information also
accompanies this representational compression. Although
the pseudo-recurrent networks can autoassociate as well as
the standard B P networks, thefinerdetails of the exemplars
are lost during the compression process.
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Figure 2. Hidden unit activation profile for Butterflies and
Chairs in a standard B P network.

Chairs (15 pseudopattems)
Figure 3. Hidden unit activation profile for Butterflies and
Chairs in a network trained with 15 pseudopattems.

Exemplars were selected randomly and were learned
sequentially: each exemplar was learned to criterion before
the next was presented. Training was stopped when all
outputs were within 0.2 of their target or after 1000 epochs
of training. Figure 2 shows an example of the internal

To explore the robustness of these representations, the 40
networks were systematically lesioned by removing each of
the hidden units one at a time. There were 32 possible
lesions for each network for a total of 640 lesioning
instances. The systematic lesioning approach guarantees that
the whole space of possible damage is explored. Table 1
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within a network with the new information before laying it
down in a network by using backpropagation. One result of
this process is that categorical representations become more
compact, less distributed, and more susceptible to
catastrophic damage. W e suggest that such a mechanism
could account for a range of category-specific semantic
Table 1. Percentage of lesions resulting in total category
deficits.
loss (n=640)
The pseudorecurrent architecture was used to model the
category-specific semantic deficits observed between
Pseudorecurrent
Standard BP
animate and inanimate objects. This was illustrated by
-Wo
in%
CHAIR
teaching
the network on one animate category
BUTTERFLY
0%
3%
( B U T T E R F L Y ) and one inanimate category (CHAIR).
After consolidation with pseudopattems the networks were
With standard BP none of the lesions resulted in total
exposed
to random diffuse lesioning. There was a
category loss. The distributed representations are immune to
this type of lesioning. However category loss did appear in a predominant loss of the animate category (Butterfly) with a
small minority off networks showing the reverse effect of
number of pseudo-recurrent networks. Three percent of
losing the inanimate category. This closely matches what is
lesions resulted in the loss of B U T T E R F L Y (while
found
with human patients. The model does not have to
preserving C H A I R ) and 0.3 % resulted in the loss of C H A I R
appeal
to a structured semantic memory (for example by
(while preserving B U T T E R F L Y ) . The natural kind category
was more likely to be selectively lost than the artificial kind. positing taxonomic or percept/fiinction structures in
memory) and is therefore more parsimonious than previous
However, it is important to note that about 1/10th as many
models of semantic dissociation.
lesions resulted in the opposite effect: the selective loss of
Minimal systematic lesioning was used to explore the
the artificial category. This is compatible with the finding
robusmess of the category representations. Clearly,
that for a small number of patients, the naming of animate
increasing the amount of lesioning would increase the
objects is better preserved (Warrington & McCarthy, 1987;
amount
of loss in both categories. An important implication
Hillis & Caramazza, 1991, Sacchett & Humphreys, 1992).
of the model is that category-specific semantic deficits can
Both phenomena can be explained by appealing to the same
occur even with minimal lesioning. However, the large
random damage and the different distribution characteristics
majority of subject experiencing this type of damage would
of the categories.
One implication of this approach is that relative category not report any loss. This suggests that the population of
subjects having suffered damage may be far greater than the
loss can only be meaningfti ly evaluated between categories
number who are diagnosed with an semantic deficits.
that are at a similar taxonomic level. Basic individual
W e do not wish to claim that there are no differences
categories such as B U T T E R F L Y and C H A I R would both be
between perceptual or functional object information. There
lost before superordinate categories such as A N I M A L and
are many reasons to believe differences exist (at the very
F U R N I T U R E because both the later categories have much
least in terms of encoding) and that these difference may
more variation than either of the basic level categories.
impact on the ability to retrieve animate or inanimate words.
The model we present is very simple and explores a single,
Recovery From Damage
simple mechanism that can produce category-specific
Early in learning few pseudopattems have been mixed in
deficits as a results of random damage. The basic point it
with the categorical information. Each category remains
makes is that one does not need to appeal to a structured, or
relatively broadly defined across the hidden units. As
separate semantic memories to account for category-specific
learning progresses (as the network gets older and more
dissociations. McRae, De Sa and Seidenberg (1997) make a
pseudo-patterns are mixed in) the categories become more
related point. They suggest that knowledge of animate
compact and more tightly defined. One implication is that
objects is more susceptible to diffuse damage in a unified
random damage early in learning (at a young age) will
memory because that knowledge is encoded across a
produce general damage to all categories but is unlikely to
smaller set of more highly correlated features units than
catastrophically damage any one category. Because no
knowledge of inanimate objects.
category is eradicated there is a much better chance that a
Finally, the model suggests that more attention should be
small amount of subsequent exposure to examples of that
paid to the input statistics of the categories used for testing
category will produce a complete recovery of the category.
semantic deficits. A strong prediction of the model is that In contrast, older networks have narrowly defined,
within a subject- the variability of categories should be a
relatively sparse category representations. As a result,
strong predictor of whether they are preserved or not. Thus,
random damage is less likely to effect any of them.
within a subject showing semantic deficits, the categories
However, if a category is damaged, it is more likely to be
with broader definitions should be preserved independently
catastrophically damaged and unable to recover with
of whether they are animate, inanimate, concrete, or
subsequent exposure to examples of that category.
abstract.
In short, young networks are more susceptible to minor
damage but can recover from the damage whereas older
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Abstract

features are together and the participant is asked to categorize
the cue, the participant will tend to respond with the lower
base rate category.
Base rate neglect and inverse base rate phenomena have
apparently struck investigators as surprising because these
phenomena seem counter to a tacit, appropriate decision
procedure. Thus, this paper investigates the ability of one
such procedure, the naive Bayesian classifier and extensions
to fit experimental data by Kruschke (1996).

This paper examines the naive Bayesian model and
extensions of it to account for the effects of base rate
neglect and inverse base rates. These are human
categorization phenomena in which base rate information
appears to be ignored. The naive Bayesian classifier
accounts for a subset of the phenomena observed in base
rate experiments. A n extension to the model is examined
that uses structure in the data sets resulting from features
shared between categories.

Bayesian Models
Introduction
The base rate of a category is the probability of occurrence
of an instance of that category. H u m a n s appear to be
sensitive to the base rates of categories in training and
testing data sets. In some circumstances the more times a
category appears, the more likely humans are to predict its
occurrence. However, in other experimental settings,
categories with smaller base rates appear to be preferred to
categories with larger base rates.
Base rate neglect refers to a categorization phenomenon in
which a feature that occurs proportionally in two categories
appears to be associated with the less probable category (i.e.,
lower base rate). H u m a n categorization performance
suggests that the higher base rates of the more probable
categories are being ignored. Gluck and Bower (1988)
showed apparent base rate neglect in a medical categorization
task. The participants were trained to predict a c o m m o n and
a rare disease given a symptom set of four symptoms si to
s4.
T h e probability of the rare disease occurring was 0.25 and
the probability of the c o m m o n disease occurring was 0.75.
T h e symptom probabilities given the rare disease were 0.69,
0.46, 0.35, and 0.23 for symptoms si to s4, respectively.
T h e probabilities given the c o m m o n disease are in the
reverse order. Since the probability of si is 0.345, using
Bayes formula the probability of the rare disease given si is
0.5. However, when asked to predict disease given a cue of
si, participants predicted the rare disease 0.67 of the time.
Collectively, the pool of participants tend to over-estimate
the probability of the rare disease given the symptom.
T h e inverse base rate phenomenon can be described as
follows. Suppose one feature is only identified with a high
base rate category and another feature is identified with a low
base rate category. W h e n a cue is given in which both
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The naive Bayesian classifier is a popular machine learning
technique, which often outperforms competing learning
strategies Langley, Iba, & T h o m p s o n (1992). Bayesian
classifiers have also been used to account for many
categorization phenomena (Anderson, 1991). Thus, it seems
natural to examine the ability of these classifiers to fit
experimental data on base rate neglect and inverse base rate
effects.
Naive Bayesian Model
The Bayesian model is a probabilistic classifier, which
assigns a probability to an object's membership in each of a
set of contrast categories. Assuming the categories partition
the instance space, Bayes' theorem (Eq. 1) is used to assign
the probability that an instance, represented as a feature
vector, F j ri, is a m e m b e r of class Q :
p(Clf ) P(c.)P(f.-.^.)

(1)

where P(Ci) is the base rate of class C,. In the naive
Bayesian classifier, the features of an instance are assumed
to be independent for each category, which gives the
simplification expressed in Equation 2.
P(f...K:.) = nP(P/^.) (2)
Thus, the naive Bayesian classifier assigns probabilities
using Equation 3.
p(c,)np(f,^.)
The base rate phenomena discussed above pose a problem
for a naive Bayesian model of h u m a n categorization. The
model uses base rates in its calculation and in light of the
inverse base rate effect an obvious modification would be to

remove the base rate term from the model. A difficulty with
this approach is that base rates appear to be used for some of
the cues in the test set. Removing base rates would cause a
misfit for such cues. Also, some cues seem to use base rale
in a more biased fashion than a naive Bayesian classifier.
Modifying the naive Bayesian classifier to use even more
base rate information has the difficulty of not accounting for
the inverse base rate effect. These difficulties suggest the
need for a model thatfindsa middle ground between ignoring
and over using base rales.

Each category can be predicted using one of four "perfect"
features: fac,far-fbo and//br, respectively. For instance,
skin-rash is the perfect c o m m o n predictor,/qc, for category.
Car since PC Cacl/ac)=/0. T w o of the features, p ^ and pfc,
arc called "imperfect" predictor features. They are imperfect
because they occur in two disease categories, but they still
inform categorization (e.g., P(Cac^Pa) > P(Cac))- T h e
imperfect features can be used to disUnguish the two
category groups a and b. For example, ear-ache occurs in
group a's rare and c o m m o n disease categories, but Ear-ache
does not occur at all in Cbc or ^br-

Cue-Validity-Weighted Bayesian Model
A model that finds middle ground is the cue-validityweighted Bayesian model. It uses the structure between
categories to influence categorization. The cue validity
measure, P(Cfc\Fi) is used to express the structure in the data
set. It does this by relating categories that share features.
W h e n a shared feature occurs in a test instance, cue validity
expresses the feature's relative weighting between the
categories in which it occurs. W h e n novel instances occur,
this relative weighting m a y be used to aid in classification.
P{C,)UP{C,\F,)P(F,\C.)
L
^
(4)
lP(Q)nP(C.|f,)p(F,^,)
^ ^
The cue-validity-weighted Bayesian classifier (Eq. 4)
weights features according to cue validity. This results in
shared features biasing the classification in the direction of
the category in which it occurred most frequently. If the
feature value Fi occurs in the test instance and in the
category k, then the probability of that feature given the
class is multiplied by the cue validity. Otherwise, the cuevalidity-weighted Bayesian classifier behaves like a naive
Bayesian classifier. See discussions on cue validity in
Rosch & Mervis (1975) and Hampton (1979).
There are different kinds of features being used by the
classifier. Features that have a high cue validity are
predictive features. If P(QIF/)=/.0, then the feature is
perfectly predictive. Features that have a high probability
given the category are predictable features. If P(Fi\C0=l.O,
then the feature is perfectly predictable. The weighting of
the model has the effect of fully using perfectly predictive
features and making shared features more strongly predict
the category in which they occurred more frequently. The
cue-validity-weighted Bayesian formula is a way of
mathematically formalizing the impact of structure in the
data set due to shared features.

Table 1. Training stimuli used in Exp. I (Kruschke, 1996)
Dis.
Car
Car
Che
Chr

Symptoms/Features

Freq.

Skin-rash (far) Ear-ache (pg)
Backpain (far), Ear-ache (pg)
Sore-muscles (fhc). Dizziness (ph)
Stuff-nose (fer). Dizziness (pfe)

45
15
45
15

During the testing phase participants were required to
diagnose nine novel combinations of six symptoms. The
nine symptom-combinations were repeated four times for a
total of 36 test items. Table 2 presents the diseases chosen
by the subjects for these novel combinations (i.e., cues).
Table 2. Observed choice proportion for Exp. 1
Example
Symptom(s)
Ear-ache
Skin-rash
Backpain
Skin-rash +
Backpain
Ear-ache + Skinrash + Backpain
Ear-ache +
Sore-muscles
Ear-ache+
Stuffy-nose
Skin-rash +
Stuffy-nose
Ear-ache + Skinrash + Stuffy-nose

Cue

^ac Qzr Cbc

Cbr

fac+far

.75
.93
.04
.35

.17
.03
.91
.61

.05
.03
.02
.02

.03
.00
.03
.01

Pa +fac •*•far

.58

.40

.01

.00

Pa +fbc

.41

.08

.47

.05

Pa +fbr

.22

.09

.03

.67

fac +fbr

.35

.03

.06

.56

Pa +fac +fbr

.72

.04

.04

.21

Pa
far
far

Experiment 1
Kruschke's (1996) Experiment 1 consisted of two phases: a
training phase and a testing phase. The participants were
given eight training trials per block forfifteenblocks for a
total of 120 trials. After each training trial, they were given
accuracy feedback. The training data set, presented in Table
1, consisted of four disease categories {Cqc^ Car^ C^q,
m d C b r ) and six symptoms or features {i-^-, fac fan fbo fbn
Pa, and p/,). T w o of the disease categories (i.e., Cac and
Che have a higher frequency of occurrence than the other two
categories (i.e.. C a r and C ^ ^ ) - thus the "c" versus "r"
subscript for c o m m o n and rare, respectively.
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These results indicate that there are inverse base rate
effects. Kruschke's (1996) inverse base rate effects replicate
the phenomena reported by Medin & Edelson (1988). The
inverse base rate effect is observed when the cue fac +far is
presented and participants collectively favor the rare disease,
Car, (61%) over the c o m m o n disease, Cac, (35%). This is
the inverse of the 2 5 % to 7 5 % base rates of these rare and
c o m m o n categories.
The inverse base rate effect diminishes with the addition of
the imperfect feature in the cue pa + fac "^ far- This cue is
placed in c o m m o n category, Cac, 5 8 % of the time and in
rare category. Car, 4 0 % of the time. The presence of the

The naive Bayesian classifier performs in similar ways to
imperfect feature m a k e s the cue's choice proportion closer to
the base rates o f these categories, 7 5 % a n d 2 5 % , the participants on the main effect of inverse base rates. The
respectively.
ambiguous cue fac + far 's predicted to be associated with
the rare disease. This occurs because there are two
T h e imperfect s y m p t o m ( p a ) by itself gives choice
"mismatching" features for the c o m m o n category: p a
proportions that are consistent with base rates, with it being
which is missing and far which never occurred in the
placed in c o m m o n category, C ^ c , 7 5 % of the time and in
c o m m o n category. T h e rare category also has two
rare category. C a n ' 7 % of the time.
mismatching features, but the category is smaller so the
In cues pitting the imperfect predictors against the perfect
mismatches d o not count as m u c h as in the c o m m o n
predictors, the rare perfect features influenced the choice
category (Anderson, 1990). T h e following are numerators
m o r e than c o m m o n perfect predictors. For example, the rare
for the naive Bayesian classifier for the categories C a c and
disease, C ^ r , is predicted m o r e often b y the cue, p a + fbr,
instead of diseases C q c or Car- A n inverse base rate effect
C a r ( C b c ^"d C b r have small numerators d u e to four
also occurs w h e n the cue consists of a group "a" imperfect
"mismatches" each):
C o m m o n Category
predictor, paired with a group "b" perfect predictor for a rare
category, p a + fbr- I" this case, it is placed in c o m m o n
P(Cac)P(^alCac)P(faclCac)P(far'Cac)P(^b'Cac)P<-^bclCac)P(-fbr«=ac)
45
category, C a c , 2 2 % of the time and in rare category, C b n
V120 A46A46A46A46A46A46, 120*46
6 7 % o f the time. H e n c e , it s e e m s that s o m e cues are
predicting diseases in inverse proportions of what base rates
versus Rare Category
by themselves w o u l d predict, and other cues are predicting
P(Car)P(^alCar)P(faclCar)P(faiJCar)P(-Pb'Car)P(-fbclCar)P(-fbr'Car)
disease in proportion to the base rates.
15 Y' 1_ Y
1
L Y1-Y16Y16Y16Y16^
5-Y—Y—Y—Y—'
\.no)a6Al6Al6Al6Al6Al6. 120*16
The 45/120 is the base rate for the common category and
Modeling Phenomena in Experiment 1
the
15/120 is the base rate for the rare category. 1/46
Bayesian models are "trained" from the 120 instances used to
represents
a mismatch while 46/46 or 16/16 represents a
train subjects in Experiment 1. The instances are
match
of
a
feature that occurs in every instance of a
represented as a six dimensional vector of values along
category.
The
difference in the numerators, due to the
binary dimensions (i.e., "present" or "absent") corresponding
mismatches,
causes
the naive Bayesian classifier to choose
to each feature. The probabilities for the features are
the
common,
C
a
c
and the rare, Car, 2 7 % and 73%,
approximated from frequencies of the features in the training
respectively.
data. Thefrequencyof a feature given a category is one plus
When the cue contains the imperfect feature p^ +fac +far
the number of times a feature occurs in a category over one
the
naive Bayesian classifier predicts the common disease
plus the number of instances in a category. The addition of
and
rare disease equally. The reason for this is that each
one to the numerator and the denominator is used to avoid a
category
mismatches on only one feature, (i.e., far for Cac
probability of zero if the feature has never occurred in the
and
fac
for
Car)- With only one mismatch the numerators
category.
are equal. The computations for these two cues are similar
to those that Anderson (1990) made in accounting for
Naive Bayesian Model
inverse base rates in Medin & Edelson's data set.
Overall, the naive Bayesian model offers a reasonablefitto
For the imperfect feature alone, the naive Bayesian model
the results from Experiment 1 (r^ = 0.76, and root mean
predicts the common disease and rare disease equally;
squared deviation ( R M S D ) = 0.16). Comparing Tables 2
although, humans predict in proportion to the base rates of
and 3, it becomes evident that the naive Bayesian classifier
the two diseases. This occurs in the model because both
fits a subset of the effects, and it is the performance categories mismatch on only one cue (i.e., fac for Cac and
involving the effects with imperfect features that the model
far for Car)- The match for the imperfect feature and the
fails to capture.
mismatch for the perfect feature for both categories gives the
following numerators in the naive Bayesian classifier:
Table 3. Modeled choice proportion for Experiment 1
C o m m o n Category
P(Cac)P(PalCac)P(-faclCac)P(-farlCac)P(-PblCac)P(--fbc'Cac)P(^'i)r<Cae)
Bayesian
Model
Cue-Validity-Weight
fiiY—Y—Y—Y—Y—Y—1- 1
Bayesian
120

ll2oA46A46A46A46A46A46j°
versus Rare Category

Cue

Cfjr Car Che Chr Car ^nr C h r Chr
.51 .49 .00 .00 .75 .24 .00 .00
Pn
.99 .00 .00 .00 .99 .00 .00 .00
fnr
.00 1.0 .00 .00 .00 1.0 .00 .00
fnr
.27 .73 .00 .00 .27 .73 .00 .00
far+far
.49 .00 .00 .76 .24 .00 .00
.51
Pn+far+fnr
.21
.58 .21 .00 .31 .28 .41 .00
Pa+fhr
.15 .42 .00 .42 .18 .16 .00 .66
Pn+fhr
.27 .00 .00 .73 .27 .00 .00 .73
fnr+fhr
Pa+far+fhr .99 .00 .00 .00 .99 .00 .00 .00

P(Car)P(PalCar)P( ,faclCar)P(-farlCar)P(-PblCar)P(-'bclCar)P(-fbc«^ar)
1
'ilYi^Y—Y—Y—Y—Y—1
120
a20Al6Al6Al6Al6Al6Al6J
This causes the rare and common diseases to be predicted
equally which is not what the participants predicted. They
chose the c o m m o n 7 5 % of the time and the rare 1 7 % of the
time for the imperfect predictor alone.
The naive Bayesian classifier predicts cue p a + f b c to be
put into C a r 5 8 % , C a c 2 1 % , and C b c 2 1 % . This occurs
because the cue matches on one feature and mismatches on
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two features for each of these categories. The mismatches
effect the c o m m o n categories more than the rare categories.
The rare category gets predicted more because of the
mismatches. This effect is not observed in the parlicipanl's
choice proportions. T h e participants choose Ca,- 8 % , €"<,<
4 1 % , and Cbc 4 7 % .
For the cue pa +fbr the naive Bayesian classifier equally
predicts the rare category, C a n 4 2 % , the rare category, Ct,r,
4 2 % , and the c o m m o n category, Cac< ' 5 % . This occurs
because the cue matches on one feature and mismatches on
two feature on Cqc, C a r and Cbr- The mismatch effects
the c o m m o n category the most and splits the choice
proportion between the two rare categories.
A n obvious modification to model inverse base rates with
a variant of the naive Bayesian model is to remove the
contribution due to base rate. This model was examined and
over compensates for the inverse base rate effects. It causes
too many of the cues to exhibit inverse base rate behavior.
Cue-Validity-Weighted Bayesian Model
The cue-validity-weighted Bayesian model accounts for 9 3 %
of the variance in the data set ( R M S D = 0.09). It behaves as
a naive Bayesian classifier when there are no imperfect
features in the cue. This can be observed in Table 3 for any
cues that do not have imperfect features. Consistent with
the inverse base rate effect and the naive Bayesian classifier,
the cue-validity-weighted Bayesian classifier predicts the rare
disease with higher probability for the ambiguous cut, fac +
far
If an imperfect feature is in the cue, then for categories
with that feature the cue validity is multiplied into the
equation. This moves the choice proportion from the
smaller categories to the larger categories. This predicts the
c o m m o n disease, Cac< with 7 6 % of the choice proportion
and the rare disease, C a n with 2 4 % for the cue pa + fac +
far The choice proportion shifts from equally predicting
both in the naive Bayesian classifier to predicting the
c o m m o n disease because the imperfect predictor was
associated 3 out of 4 times with the c o m m o n disease. This
result is more consistent with participant choice proportions
than the naive Bayesian classifier.
Given the imperfect cue, pa, by itself the cue-validityweighted Bayesian model predicts the c o m m o n disease, Q ^ ,
7 5 % compared to the rare disease. C a n 2 5 % . This occurs in
m u c h the same w a y as the above cue with the imperfect
predictor. The 45/60 is the c o m m o n category's cue validity
for the imperfect predictor and 15/60 is the rare category's
cue validity.
C o m m o n Category
P(Cac)P(CaclPa)P(PalCac)P(-faclCac)P(-farlCae)P(-PblCac)P(-fbclCac)P(-'fbrlCac)
U20A60A46A46A46A46A46A46J°°120*4
versus R a r e C a t e g o r y
P(Car)P(Ca,iPa)P(PalCar)P(^aclCar)P(-farJCar)P(-PblCar)P(-fbclCar)P(-fbrlCar)
f i l Y l l Y16 Y16 YJ_ Y16 Y26 Y16^ _ 1
ll20A60Al6Al6Al6Al6Al6Al6J°120*4
The cue-validity-weighted Bayesian model predicts for the
cue P a +fbc the categories C a r 2 8 % , C a c 3 1 % , and C b c
4 1 % . This occurs because the cue validity value associated
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with the imperfect feature shifts s o m e of the choice
proportion from Car to CacFor the cue p a +fbr the cue-validity-weighted Bayesian
model predicts the rare category. C a n and the rare category,
Cbr- T h e shift from the category C a r related to the
imperfect feature causing the choice proportion to m o v e to
the Cbr.
In summary, both Bayesian models exhibit inverse base
rate effects. The cue-validity-weighted Bayesian classifier is
equivalent to the naive Bayesian classifier for cues without
imperfect features (since P(C\f)=1.0 for perfect features/
relative to class C). W h e n cues have imperfect features, the
cue-validity-weighted Bayesian classifier provides a better
account of the data.
Experiment 3 (Kruschke, 1996)
Kruschke's Experiment 3 is similar to Experiment 1 except
that one of the c o m m o n diseases, Cnc, shares a rare disease's
symptom (p/„; Backpain)- T h e s y m p t o m occurs fifteen
times in both the rare, C^r, and c o m m o n , C ^ c diseases.
This change in the training stimuli increases the complexity
in the data set allowing for a larger number of novel cue
items and the co-occurrence of the inverse and neglect effects
resulting from the same training condition. T h e n subscript
refers to the neglect condition. T h e diseases with the i
subscript refer to the inverse condition.
Table 4. Training stimuli used in Exp. 3 (Kruschke, 1996)
Dis.

Cnc

Cnr
Cir
Cir

S y m ptom s/Features

Freq.
30
Skin-rash (fnc). Ear-ache (pn)
15
Skin-rash (fnc)< Backpain {pfnr).
Ear-ache (/?«)
15
Backpain (p/^r). Ear-ache {pn)
Sore-muscles (//<-), Dizziness (pj)
45
Stuff-nose (/",>), Dizziness (p,)
15

Procedures were similar to Experiment 1, the participants
were again given eight training trials per block for fifteen
blocks for a total of 120 trials. In Experiment 3, the testing
phase occurred after every five blocks instead of only at the
end of the fifteen blocks. T h e novel test items are given in
the table below as the symptom sets.
A s in Experiment 1, the inverse base rate effect w a s
found. In particular, the cue//c +fir was categorized 3 2 % of
the time in the c o m m o n disease, Cjc, and 6 4 % of the time
in the rare disease, C,>.
In the neglect condition, Gluck & Bower's (1988) base
rate neglect phenomena is replicated. T h e cue, pfnr, is
classified as the c o m m o n disease, C/j^ ' 3 % of the time and
as the rare disease, Cnr, 7 7 % of the time. This occurs even
though the cue equally predicts both the c o m m o n and rare
disease (i.e., P(CnrWnr) = P ( C n c W n r ) = 0.5)Although base rate neglect occurs in the neglect condition,
the inverse base rate effect did not occur. T h e cue, fnc +
pfnr, is categorized as the c o m m o n disease, Cnc, 5 4 % of the
time and as the rare, Cnr, 4 0 % of the time.
For the imperfect features alone, pi and p « , both
conditions are similar to base rates. For the cue p,- the

category, Q c . received 7 8 % and C/r received 1 3 % . For the
cue p n the category C^c received 6 4 % and C/,r received 2 7 %
of the choice. For the cue p,i + pi the choice proportion
w a s 3 6 % for the neglect c o m m o n and 1 7 % for the neglect
rare and 3 7 % for the inverse c o m m o n and 1 0 % for the
inverse rare.
For the imperfect feature paired with the c o m m o n perfect
feature of the other condition, for the cue p n + fic< the
category, Cnc, received 3 3 % of the choice and Cic receives
5 0 % of the choice. For the cue /?/ + f n c the category, Q c .
receives 3 5 % of the choice and C ^ c receives 5 4 % of the
choice.
For the imperfect feature paired with the rare perfect
feature of the other condition, given the cue, P n + fin the
category, C/r, received 6 5 % of the choice and the Cf,(received 2 3 % of the choice. For the cue, pi + pfnr' the
category, C^r> received 5 1 % of the choice and Q c received
2 7 % of the choice. These cues exhibit the inverse base rate
effect with the rare categories being preferred over the
c o m m o n categories.
Table 5. Observed choice proportion for Exp. 3.

Cue

Cnr
.64
.04
.36
Pn + Pi
.83
fnr
.04
fir
.49
fnr-^ fir
.13
pfnr
.01
fir
.02
pfnr + fir
.54
fnr + pfnr
.01
fir + fir
P n + f n r + pfnr .88
.09
Pi + r,r + Ir
'
.33
Pn + f r
.54
Pi + fnr
.23
Pn+fir
.08
Pi + pfnr
.29
fnr + fir
.08
pfnr + fir
.70
JjL+fllC + fir
.14
Pi + rkr^fir
Pn
Pi

Cnr
.27
.06
.17
.11
.03
.05
.77
.03
.29
.40
.02
.11
.02
.16
.05
.09
.51
.03
.46
.04
.17

Cic
.03
.78
.37
.02
.89
.41
.04
.03
.04
.02
.32
.01
.48
.50
.35
.03
.27
.01
.42
.00
.64

Qr
.07
.13
.10
.04
.04
.05
.05
.94
.65
.04
.64
.01
.41
.02
.07
.65
.14
.67
.04
.27
.05

Modeling P h e n o m e n a in Experiment 3

T h e naive Bayesian model for Experiment 3 again performs
in similar ways to the participants in general and on the
main effect of inverse base rates (r^ = 0.70, R M S D = 0.18;

1
120 A 46 A 46 A 46 A 46 A 46,
360*46
versus Rare Category
P(Cnr)P(^PnlCnr)P(-.fnclC„r)P(pfnrlCnr)P(-PilC„r)P(-ficlC„r)PMir<:nr)
f i l Y J_ YliYii Y l ^ Y l ^ Y l ^ l » J I120A16A16 Ai6Ai6Ai6Ai6j" 120
For the imperfect features alone, p/ and pn, the naive
Bayesian model predicts the rare and c o m m o n categories
equally for the inverse condition. For the neglect condition
the model predicts the rare category 5 9 % and the c o m m o n
4 1 % . This is in the wrong direction in relation to the
participants' choice proportions. For the cue p n + pi the
naive Bayesian model predicts the rare neglect category 3 8 %
and the rare inverse category 3 8 % . This also is in the wrong
direction.
For the imperfect features paired with the perfect features
of the other condition, p ^ + fi^ and pi + f n c the naive
Bayesian classifier predicts the rare class of the imperfect
feature condition. This occurs due to the same reasons
expressed for Experiment 1.
The cue pn + fir predicts the rare neglect category 4 5 % and
the rare inverse category 4 5 % . This is over-predicting the
rare neglect category and under-predicting the rare inverse
category. This is due to mismatched features on the
c o m m o n neglect category which gets 1 1 % of the choice
proportion. The cue pi + pfnr predicts both rare categories
equally each with 4 2 % of the choice proportion. This is an
over-prediction of the rare inverse category.
Cue-Validity-Weighted Bayesian Model

Both Bayesian models use the probabilities of the features in
the 120 training instances to model the data. In Experiment
3, the models are tested on twenty-one novel instances. The
instances are represented in the same fashion as in
Experiment 1.
Naive Bayesian Model

compare Tables 5 & 6). For the same reasoning as in
Experiment 1, the ambiguous cue,//c +fin 'S predicted to
be associated with the rare disease, Q > 7 3 % and 2 7 % for the
c o m m o n disease.
The naive Bayesian classifier models the apparent base rate
neglect effect for the cue pf„r- The model predicts the rare
category in the neglect condition with 9 9 % of the choice
proportion. This occurs because there are two mismatches
and a partial match for the c o m m o n category while there is
only one mismatch for the rare category (see below
numerators).
C o m m o n Category
P(C„c)P(-.pnlC„c)P(-f„clC„c)P(pfnrlCnc)P(-PilC„c)P(-ficlCnc)PMirlC„c)

The cue-validity-weighted Bayesian model performs in a
similar way to the participants on inverse base rates and base
rate neglect (cf, Tables 5 & 6). The generalfitof the model
is r^ = 0.89 and R M S D = 0.12. It predicts the same choice
proportions as the naive Bayesian classifier when there are
no imperfect features in the cue. It predicts the rare disease
for the cue, fie + //r. which is consistent with the inverse
base rate, and it predicts the apparent base rate neglect for the
cue, pfnrFor the imperfect features alone, p / and p n , the cuevalidity-weighted Bayesian model predicts the rare category
2 4 % and c o m m o n category 7 5 % . This is similar to h u m a n
performance which is 1 3 % and 7 8 % for the rare and c o m m o n
categories, respectively. For the neglect condition the model
predicts the rare category 3 2 % and the c o m m o n 6 7 % . This
is consistent with h u m a n performance in the inverse
condition which is 2 7 % for the rare and 6 4 % for the
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c o m m o n category. For the cue P n + Pi the cue-validityweighted Bayesian model predicts inverse c o m m o n 2 8 % and
the inverse rare 2 6 % . This is more consistent with human
performance than the naive Bayesian classifier. Humans
choose the c o m m o n 3 7 % and the rare 1 0 % . The c o m m o n
neglect category is chosen 1 9 % by the cue-validity-weigliicd
model and 2 6 % for the rare neglect category. The human
performance is 3 6 % for the c o m m o n category and 1 7 % for
the rare.

The effect of using cue validity to weight the naive
Bayesian classifier belterfitsthe inverse base rate and base
rate neglect effects of Experiment 3 than the naive Bayesian
classifier. If the cues do not have imperfect features, the
model achieves similar results to the naive Bayesian
classifier. W h e n cues with imperfect features are presented,
the cue-validity-weighted Bayesian model provides a better
match of the human performance than the naive Bayesian
classifier. Although Experiment 3 is more complex, the
cue-validity-weighted Bayesian classifier is able to model
many of the effects.

Table 6. Modeled choice proportion for Experiment 3.
Model

Cue

Cnr
.41
.00
.09
pn-4-Pi
.99
fnr.
.00
fir
.40
fnc+ Uc.
.01
pfnr
.00
fir
.00
pfnr + fir
.85
fnc+ pfnr
.00
fic+fir
pn+fnc+Pfpf .94
.00
Pi+rir+ rir
.15
Pn+ fir
.15
Pi+ fnc
.11
Pn+ fir
.00
Pi+ pfnr
.20
fnc+ fir
.00
pfnr+fir.
.99
Pn+fnc+fir
.00
pn
Pi

Cnr
.59
.00
.38
.01
.00
.01
.99
.00
.50
.15
.00
.06
.00
.62
.00
.45
.42
.00
.73
.01
.00

_C/C

.00
.51
.14
.00
.99
.59
.00
.00
.00
.00
.27
.00
.51
.23
.23
.00
.15
.00
.27
.00
.99

Conclusion

Cue-ValidityWeighted Bayesian

Bayesian

9r
.00
.49
.38
.01
.00
.01
.00
1.0
.50
.00
.73
.00
.49
.00
.62
.45
.42
.80
.00
.01
.00

Cnr
.67
.00
.19
.99
.00
.40
.01
.00
.00
.85
.00
.98
.00
.23
.32
.13
.00
.20
.00
.99
.00

Cnr
.32
.00
.26
.01
.00
.01
.98
.00
.33
.15
.00
.02
.00
.31
.01
.17
.49
.00
.58
.00
.00

Cir

C'lr

.00
.75
.28
.00
.99
.59
.00
.00
.00
.00
.27
.00
.76
.45
.35
.00
.27
.00
.42
.00
1.0

.00
.24
.26
.01
.00
.01
.01
1.0
.67
.00
.73
.00
.24
.00
.32
.70
.24
.80
.00
.01
.00

This paper has presented a cue-validity-weighted Bayesian
account of the psychological phenomena inverse base rates
and base rate neglect. The cue-validity-weighted feature
Bayesian model accounted for 9 3 % and 8 9 % of the variance
in the performance data of Kruschke's Experiment 1 and 3,
respectively. The naive Bayesian model accounted for 7 5 %
and 7 0 % of the variance, respectively. Kruschke modeled
the phenomena with a connectionist model with five
parameters. The model accounted for 9 9 % of the variance in
Experiment 1 and 9 7 % of the variance in Experiment 3. It
posited an early-late learning process to account for the
phenomena. Without positing processes or parameterizing
the model, the cue-validity-weighted feature Bayesian
classifier modeled inverse base rate effects and the base rate
neglect phenomena just as well as the naive Bayesian
classifier and better for cues including imperfect features.
The names of the phenomena "base rate neglect" and
"inverse base rate" m a y be misnomers, and m o r e
investigation is required to evaluate the role of base rate
when participants are faced with novel composite cues.
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Abstract
Deduction is a high level cognitive ability which has not
been much analyzed in neuropsychology. Cognitive psychologists and cognitive scientists strongly debate the nature of the mental processes involved in deductive reasoning. A theory particularly pertinent to the neuropsychology
of thinking is Mental Model Theory, which postulates the
use of analogical representations in reasoning. Studies on
unilateral neglect in neuropsychology show that the right
hemisphere is involved in analogical representations. O n
these theoretical bases w e make a critical prediction about
the role of therighthemisphere in reasoning. This paper
investigates the ability ofright-braindamaged patients to
deal with two main sorts of deduction: syllogistic and
relational reasoning. Our results suggest a significant
involvement of therighthemisphere in reasoning. Also, as
far as syllogistic reasoning is concerned, the results allow
for the existence of a verbal component, beside the
analogical one.
1. Introduction
Deductive ability is the h u m a n capacity to draw
conclusions from premises, depending o n their form. A
valid deduction is one where the conclusion is true given
that the premises are true. In this paper w e focus on two
sorts of deduction, relational and syllogistic reasoning.
W e investigate relational reasoning through three-term
series problems. They consist of two premises and a
conclusion; each premise refers to two terms linked by a
transitive relation. O n e term is shared by the premises and
allows to draw a conclusion concerning the relation
between the other terms. A n example is the problem:
[1] Ann is taller than Bob
B o b is taller than Carl
Therefore, A n n is taller than Carl
Syllogistic reasoning consists in drawing a conclusion
from couples of quantified premises. Each premise can
have the following forms: universal affirmative (All of the
X are y), particular affirmative (Some of the x are y),
universal negative (None of the x is a y), and particular
negative (Some of the x are not y). A n example is the
syllogism:
[2] All the architects are bakers
N o n e of the bakers is a chemist
Therefore, none of the architects is a chemist
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The two premises share a c o m m o n term, the so-called
'middle' term B - and they can have four different arrangements (or figures') of their terms: A B - B C , B A - C B , A B C B , and B A - B C .
Recent researches in neuropsychology argue that a
damage to the right hemisphere impairs patients' ability to
m a k e deductions. In a study on conditional reasoning,
Whitaker et at. (1991) and Savary etal. (1992) found that
right-brain damaged patients (hereafter, right-patients)
were poorer than left-hemisphere damaged at reasoning
from false conditional premises; in particular, they were
unable to draw inferences independently on their world
knowledge. Thus, the authors claim that the right
hemisphere is responsible for reasoning deductively, that
is independently on the content of the problem.
Caramazza et al. (1976) have shown that right-patients
have problems even in deducing the converse of relations
in problems of the following kind:
[3] John is taller than Bill
W h o is shorter?
In line with this result. Read (1981) carried out a study on
right patients and concludes that they are impaired with
three-term series problems such as [I].
Deglin and Kinsbourne (1996), in contrast with the
previous studies, claim that people reason logically under
right hemisphere suppression, and they reason empirically
(especially for familiar content) under left hemisphere
suppression. Thus, the authors claim that the left
hemisphere is responsible for reasoning deductively.
In order to bring n e w evidence on this issue, w e devised
a n e w experiment to more deeply investigate right-patients
ability to reason deductively.
In Section 2 w e shall briefly present the main cognitive
theories of deduction. In Section 3 w e present our
experiment, and the results. Discussion and conclusions
are in Section 4.
2. Cognitive Theories of Deduction
Cognitive scientists have proposed three main classes of
theory about deduction:
1. Rules of inference, either formal rules (Braine &
Rumain, 1983; Rips, 1994) or content-specific rules (BarHillel, 1967; Clark, 1969).
2. Verbal processes, such as encoding and decoding of the
verbal information given in a problem's premises (Polk &
Newell, 1995).

3. Analogical representations, constructed and manipulated by semantic procedures (e.g. D e Soto, London &
Handel, 1965).
The latter approach, unlike the others, assumes iluit the
major component of reasoning is nonverbal. In lis
perspective, deduction has nothing to do with constructing
chains of inference using mental rules (see theories in 1).
Further, the analogical approach claims that language
comprehension and generation do not account for the
entire range of deductive phenomena (see theories in 2).
Deductive reasoning is considered a semantic, rather than
syntactic process: it involves construction of analogical
representations in some cognitive space. The actual
mental representations m a y take the form of Euler circles
(Erickson, 1974; Ford, 1994; Stenning & Oberlander,
1995). Alternatively, they could be mental models
(Johnson-Laird, 1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).
The tenets of the analogical approach, together with
earlier neuropsychological data, provide a major
prediction. If it is true that the manipulation of analogic
representations depends on the right hemisphere, as some
neuropsychological studies on unilateral neglect and
visual imagery suggest (e.g., Bisiach & Luzzatti, 1978;
Farah, 1984), then patients with right hemisphere damage
should find it hard both to reason about abstract matters
and to reason about topics that are easy to visualize. Our
aim is to test this prediction.
W e shall follow the tenets of Mental Model Theory
( M M T : Johnson-Laird, 1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne,
1991), as it is the only proposal inside the analogic
paradigm to account for both syllogistic and relational
reasoning. Hence, w e assume that reasoning consists in
constructing and manipulating mental models. A model is
a representation with a structure corresponding to the
structure of the state of affairs it represents.
A theory of deductive reasoning ought to explain two
main phenomena: (a) some problems are easier than
others; (b) there exist consistent patterns of errors,
commonly drawn by the reasoners. M M T accounts for the
two phenomena. W e illustrate the theory on the syllogistic
domain (cfr. Bucciarelli & Johnson-Laird, 1998), but the
same procedures also apply to the relational domain.
Consider, for instance, the syllogism:
[4] AH of the architects are bankers
N o n e of the bankers is a chemist

[banker]
[banker]

-chemist
-chemist
[chemist]
[chemist]

The model explicitly represents the bankers as not
chemists. The second step in the reasoning process is the
integration of the models of the premises in a single
representation, by overlapping the items identical in the
two models {integration phase). In our example, the
integration produces the model:
[architect]
[architect]

[banker] -chemist
[banker] -chemist
[chemist]
[chemist]

The model supports the putative conclusion "None of the
architects is a chemist', or viceversa. In fact, the
conclusion could be erroneous; it could be possible to find
an alternative model of the premises where the conclusion
does not hold. Thus, an exhaustive search for all possible
integrated models of the premises guarantees from
erroneous conclusions (falsification phase). However, in
syllogism [4] falsification produces no alternative models
of the premises, and the initial putative conclusion can be
correctly drawn. N o w consider syllogism [5].
[5] None of the aviators is a baker
S o m e of the bakers are contortionists
Some of the contortionists are not aviator
The model of the first premise is:
[aviator] -baker
[aviator] -baker
[baker]
[baker]
The model of the second premise is:

N o n e of the architects is a chemist
M M T claims that the reasoner starts by constructing a
mental model for each premise (construction phase). The
state of affairs described by the first premise in [4] is
analogically represented by the model:

[architect]
[architect]

where each line corresponds to an individual. T h e mental
footnote denoted by the square brackets - denotes that
the set of architects has been represented in its entirety.
Hence, if n e w entities are introduced into the model, they
cannot be architects. T h e second premise has a model of
the form:

banker
banker
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contortionist
baker
baker
contortionist
It represents three sorts of individual: one baker and
contortionist, one baker, one contortionist. A first integration of the models of the premises yields the following
model:

I aviator] -baker
(aviator) -baker
[baker]
[baker]

contortionist
contortionist

which supports the putative conclusion "None of the
aviators is a contortionist", or viceversa. If falsification is
not attempted, such a conclusion is erroneously drawn. In
fact, falsification would produce the following model:

3. The Experiment
Participants

[aviator] -baker contortionist
[aviator] -baker
[baker] contortionist
[baker]
contortionist
where the putative conclusion does not hold. The model
supports the conclusion "Some of the aviators are not
contortionist'. A s a matter of fact, falsification produces
also the following model:
[aviator] -baker
[aviator) -baker
[baker]
[baker]

1. Deductive reasoning is impaired in right-patients, as
the analogical theories predict.
2. M M T ' s predictions about problems' difficulty and
erroneous responses hold for right-patients.
3. O u r further aim was to explore possible correlations
between the ability to solve deductive problems and the
measures provided by two neuropsychological tests, in
particular the measure of the spatial working memory
capacity.

contortionist
contortionist
contortionist
contortionist

T h e correct conclusion is the one that holds in all the
possible integrated models of the premises, namely "Some
of the contortionists are not aviator'. So, in order to draw
the coirect conclusion it is necessary to produce all the
possible integrated models.
T o s u m up, M M T claims that people are able to reason
deductively because they construct and manipulate the
analogical representations of the premises. T h e theory
predicts that problems' difficulty depends on the number
of models that the reasoner has to construct: the greater is
the number of models, the harder is the problem. Thus,
M M T predicts that problem [5], that requires construction
of two models is more difficult than problem [4], that
requires construction of one model. Further, M M T
explains and predicts both correct and erroneous
responses. Correct responses are based on all the possible
integrated models of the premises, whereas the erroneous
responses are based on a subset. Thus, for syllogism [5]
M M T predicts the erroneous response N o n e of the
aviators is a contortionist' (or viceversa), and 'Some of the
aviators are not contortionist'.
According to the theory, the amount of working
m e m o r y necessary to draw a conclusion is a cognitive
resource that influences the reasoning process. In
particular, as models are analogical representations, and
analogical representations have spatial features, the ability
to manipulate models should correlate with the spatial
working m e m o r y capacity.
Our experiment (Section 3) was devised to test the
following hypotheses:
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Thirty-four right-handed patients with right unilateral
cerebral lesion revealed by C T scan participated in the
experiment. Fourteen of them were ruled out because they
did not understand the requirements of the experimental
tasks; twenty patients are left (5 w o m e n and 15 men).
Their ages ranges from 4 2 to 84 years (mean age = 60.6;
sd = 13.2 years), their school attendance ranges from 5 to
19 years (mean = 9.3; sd = 4.6).
T h e control group consists of twenty participants (12
w o m e n and 8 m e n ) comparable to the experimental group
for both age (mean age = 59.9: sd = 10,9) and years of
school attendance (mean = 9.6; sd = 3.6)
W e have excluded from the two groups the participants
with intellectual impairments, as revealed by the Mini
Mental State (i.e., score below 25/30), and the rightpatients with impairment in verbal comprehension, as
revealed by the Token Test (i.e., score below 30/36).
Design and Material
The experiment consists of three sorts of tasks: deductive
reasoning tasks, paraphrases tasks and neuropsychological
tests. T h e paraphrases tasks were introduced to test the
ability to infer the converse of relations such as 'Ann is
shorter than Ben' (i.e., "Ben is taller than Ann"), as well as
the converse of quantified assertions like 'AH of the
painters are musicians' (i.e., 'Some of the musicians are
painters'). A s w e said above, some studies suggest that
also the ability to deal with paraphrases of this sort would
be impaired in right-patients.
Reasoning Tasks The tasks consists of 10 syllogisms and
8 relational problems.
T h e syllogisms are selected among the classical set of
64, and they all have a valid conclusion interrelating the
end terms. Five of them are according to M M T onemodel problems, and five of them are multiple-model
problems. Syllogisms are balanced according to the figure
of the premises and the sort of conclusion. Further, the
m e d i u m term B in the premises refers to an hobby, the end
terms A and C refer to jobs. T h e experimenter reads the
syllogistic premises, then he asks the question: H o w many
A are C ? ' or H o w m a n y C are A?', consistently with the
direction of the correct conclusion. Subjects £ire told that

possible answers
are: 'AH...are...'; 'Some... are...';
"None...is...'; "Some...are not...'.
The relational problems are three-terms series problems
supporting a valid conclusion. All of them are - according
to M M T - one-model problems. The premises refer to the
relations taller than' and 'shorter than'. T h e relations, as
well as the terms, are arranged in the 4 possible ways
inside the couple of premises. The experimenter reads the
relational premises, then he asks the critical question. In
half of the problems the question is 'Who is the tallest
between A and C?', and in half of the problems is "Who is
the shorter between A and C ? '
Paraphrases Tasks The tasks consist of 10 paraphrases
of quantified premises and 8 paraphrases of relational
premises. The terms inside each premise refer to a hobby
and a job. Each of the premises to paraphrase is presented
with another premise of the same sort, i.e. quantified or
relational. Thus, the couples of premises are analog to the
couples of premises used in the syllogistic and the
relational reasoning tasks. The only difference is that in
the paraphrases tasks it is not possible to relate the
information conveyed by the premises, because they do
not share a c o m m o n term (the figure of the premises is
A B - C D ) . The experimenter reads a couple of premises,
and invites the participant to paraphrase thefirstpremise
in half of the problems, and the second premise in the
other half, in a random order. The reasoner is cued to
paraphrase by questions of the following sort: "How m a n y
A are B?' (paraphrases of quantifiers), 'Who is the tallest
between A and B?" (paraphrases of relational terms).
Neuropsychological Tests We used two tests to depict a
general framework of the participants' working m e m o r y
capacity: Corsi's test and a W o r d List Learning test.
Corsi's test was adopted to measure the visuo-spatial
short-term m e m o r y capacity. W e followed the standard
procedure. The experimenter shows the participant 9
cubes attached on a wooden-board. Then, in a preliminary
trial, he touches each cube one at a time, and invites the
participant to repeat the same movements. The real test
starts in case no errors occur. The experimenter touches
cubes in series of increasing length (from 2 up to 10 cubes
in a row), and the participant is invited to touch the same
cubes in the same sequential order. The participant deals
with three different trials for each series; if she succeeds at
least in two trials, then the test continues. T h e visuospatial m e m o r y span of the participant corresponds to the
number of cubes in the longest of the series reproduced,
where at least two trials were successful.
A W o r d List Learning test was used to measure the
verbal m e m o r y span. The experimenter reads to the
participant a list of 10 words, and the participant repeats
as m a n y of them as she can remember, in her preferred
order. Shortly, the experimenter reads again the 10 words,
and the participant is invited to repeat them, trying to
enrich the list of the words remembered. The test
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continues until the participant repeats all the 10 words.
The m a x i m u m number of repetitions by the experimenter
is 20. The score is calculated by taking into account the
number of repetitions, age and years of school attendance
of the participant. T h e score in this test is counterintuitive:
ii increases with the decrease of the performance
Procedures
The experiment is carried out in a single session, individually, in a quiet room. The order of presentation of the
problems is the same for ail the participants. First, the
participant deals with the Token Test (only the rightpatients) and the Mini Mental State. In case she does not
encounter any difficulty, the experiment continues with
Corsi's and the W o r d List Learning tests. Then, the
participant deals with the reasoning and the paraphrases
tasks. W e devised two protocols, where the following
factors were balanced: the order of presentation of the
reasoning and the paraphrases tasks; the order of
presentation of the syllogistic and relational problems
inside the reasoning tasks; the order of presentation of the
paraphrases of quantifiers and relational terms inside the
paraphrases tasks. The tasks are introduced by a warm-up:
the experimenter reads a relational problem and invites
the participant to draw a conclusion, thus answering the
specific question. Further, the participant is invited to
consider as true the premises, and to draw a conclusion
that is true given that the premises are true.
Results
Reasoning and Paraphrases Tasks As predicted, the
performances of the patients are worse than the
performances of the control group (see Table 1). T h e
difference is statistically significant for the relational
problems (Mann-Whitney test: z= -2.029; p <.05) and the
paraphrases of relations (Mann-Whitney test: z= -2.056; p
<.04). The difference is not statistically significant either
for the paraphrases of quantifiers (Mann-Whitney test: z-1.43; p = .15), or for the overall syllogisms (MannWhitney test: z= -1.44; p = .14). However, one-model
syllogisms are easier for the control group ( 8 0 % of correct
conclusions), than for the patients group ( 7 1 % of correct
conclusions), although the difference is only marginally
significant (Mann-Whitney Test: z = -1.894; p = 0.058).
Multiple model syllogisms are hard to solve for all the
participants (as M M T predicts); the two groups do not
differ in their performances (Mann-Whitney Test: z =
.812; p = .075). In general, w e conclude that the results
concerning the two tasks confirm prediction 1: deductive
reasoning is impaired in right-patients, as the analogical
theories predict.

Table 1. Percentages of correct responses in reasoning and
paraphrases tasks.

Table 2. M e a n scores obtained by the two groups ot
participants in the neuropsychological tests.
Patients

Control
group

Patients

Control
group

Neuropsychological
Tests

Syllogisms

35

42

W o r d List Learning
(best score=2.437)

6.95

4.89

Relational
problems

72

82

Corsi
(best score=7)

3.44

5.1

Paraphrases
(quantifiers)

48

51

Paraphrases
(relational terms;

68

Tasks

76

Prediction 2 is also confirmed: M M T ' s predictions
about problem difficulty and erroneous responses also
hold for right-patients. One-model syllogisms are easier to
solve than multiple-model syllogisms; the prediction holds
for both the patients ( 7 1 % versus 0 % , Wilcoxon Test: z =
-3.62. P = 0003) and the control group ( 8 0 % versus 4 % ,
Wilcoxon Test: z = -3.92, p <.0001). Thus, syllogism [4]
is easier than syllogism [5], both in the patients ( 7 1 %
versus 0 % of correct conclusions) and in the control group
( 9 0 % versus 0 % of correct conclusions). Further, as M M T
predicts, the most c o m m o n erroneous responses are based
on a subset of the possible integrated model of the
premises. Thus, the c o m m o n error in dealing with
problem [5] is to infer that N o n e of the aviators is a
contortionist', or vice-versa ( 4 4 % of the errors in rightpatients, and 8 5 % in the control group)'.
Neuropsychological Tests The performance of the rightpatients was significantly worse than the performance of
the control group in Corsi's test (Mann-Whitney test: z =
4.1; p <.0001), as well as in the W o r d List Learning test
(Mann-Whitney test: z = -2.86; p <.005). The m e a n
scores obtained by the participants are in Table 2; as the
two tests have not, in principle, a m a x i m u m score, a
benchmark is the best score obtained by the participants.
R e m e m b e r that, in the W o r d List Learning test, the score
increases with the decrease of the performance.
Correlations Between Tests and Tasks We explored the
possible relations between the performances in the
neuropsychological tests and the performances in the tasks
through s o m e correlations. For the syllogistic reasoning
task, w e used only the data concerning one-model
syllogisms because multiple model syllogisms were hard
to solve even for the control group.

' The participants had no chance to draw the erroneous response
'Some of the aviators are not contortionist', which is predicted
by M M T , because the cueing question for this syllogism is:
'How many contortionists are aviators?'.
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A s far as the control group is concerned, a good performance in the relational problems correlates with a good
performance in both Corsi's (Fisher's r= .685; p<.001) and
W o r d List Learning (Fisher's r = -.618; p.005) tests.
Besides, there is a positive correlation between the performance in the paraphrases of relations task and the performance in Corsi's test (Fisher's r = .531; p<.05).
In the right-patients, w e found a single correlation
between the performances in the W o r d List Learning test
and the syllogistic reasoning task (Fisher's r= -.56; p<.05).
A s our underlying hypothesis is that both syllogistic and
relational reasoning rely on the same mental processes, we
also explored the relation between the two sorts of task.
A s expected, w e found a correlation in the right-patients
(Fisher's r = .787, p = .0002) and in the control group
(Fisher's r = 516, p = .0186).
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Our results suggest that the right hemisphere plays a major
role in deductive reasoning. In particular, right-patients
are worse than the control group in reasoning with
relational problems and paraphrasing relational premises.
These results support the idea that the two tasks involve
analogical representations, which
are mainly a
competence of the right hemisphere. Our results agree
with those of some previous studies (see Section 1), and
they disagree with the results of Deglin and Kinsbourne
(1996). The authors claim that the left hemisphere is
responsible for reasoning deductively, but w e have two
methodological reasons for being skeptical about their
results. First, their experimental sample consists of either
schizophrenics or manic-depressive psychotics. Second,
they use problems with identical content to test the
participants in different experimental conditions.
T h e results concerning the performance of the right-patients and the control group in the syllogistic reasoning
task and the paraphrases of quantified assertions task
deserve some consideration. In particular, although one
model syllogisms are harder to solve for the right-patients
than for the control group, multiple-model syllogisms are
difficult to solve for all the participants in our experiment.
This result confirms M M T ' s prediction that multiple
models problems are difficult to solve. However, the
really bad performance of the control group is a genuine

surprise. Indeed, in a previous study by Bara, Bucciarelli
and Johnson-Laird (1995), adult subjects' percentage of
correct responses to the same set of 10 syllogisms was
5 6 % (26% if we consider only the multiple models ones).
W e suspect that our experimental procedure for
syllogisms makes hard the task of drawing an inference,
especially for the hardest of the problems. The procedure
which consists in reading the couples of syllogistic
premises together with thefinalquestion "How many x are
y?' was meant to cue reasoners, especially right-patients,
towards the relevant information. However, in order to answer the critical question, the reasoner has to keep in mind
the verbatim of the premises and the cueing question. W e
suspect that this task interferes with the reasoning process.
The correlations between the verbal memory span and the
reasonmg tasks would support such an hypothesis. In line
with the same argumentation, we observe that also threeterm series problems were quite difficult for our control
group, whrereas it is well known that they are quite easy,
and the difference in difficulty among problems is
detectable, following the standard procedure, only by
positing a time limit to draw the conclusion (see, De Soto
et al. 1965). Again, our experimental procedure could
explain the bad performance of our control group in the
relational reasoning task.
An alternative explanation of the results is that the
analogical component plays a major role in relational
reasoning and paraphrases of relational terms, but the
verbal component is as important as the analogical
component in reasoning with syllogisms, and in
paraphrasing quantifiers. A s the performances of the rightpatients and the control group in the two tasks considered
as a whole do not significantly differ, it is plausible that
they involve verbal processes which are mainly a
competence of the left hemisphere.
The results of the correlations between the
neuropsychological tests and the reasoning and the
paraphrases tasks are consistent with the two possible
explanations. Further, they confirm the existence of a tight
bond between the deductive ability and the spatial
working memory capacity, as predicted by M M T .
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text as "the set of all entities that influence h u m a n (or system's) cognitive behaviour on a particular occasion" (KokiIn this paper we present a context-based family of formal sysnov, 1995). In AI. since John McCarthy's seminal paper on
tems (called MultiContext Systems) which we propose to use
generality (McCarthy, 1987), a lot of work has been done toas a formal framework for a theory of mental representation.
wards the formalization of context and its logic (Guha, 1991:
W e start with an intuitive notion of context as a subset of the
McCarthy, 1993; Buvac & Mason, 1993): however, as M c complete (cognitive) state of an individual. Then we introduce
Carthy himself points out, the goal of this work was not to
two general principles which we believe are at the core of any
reach a unique conclusion about what context is, but rather
logic of context, namely the principles of locality and compatto
"introduce contexts as abstract mathematical entities with
ibility. W e show how these principles can be formalized in the
framework of MultiContext Systems, and argue that this conproperties useful in artificial intelligence" (McCarthy, 1993).
ceptual/logical framework can be used to account for a variety
O n top of these different approaches, w e also find a lot of
of phenomena in a theory of mental representation. Finally, we
work about "belief contexts", "intensional contexts", "social
compare our framework with previous work.
contexts", "reasoning contexts", and so on, where the concept
of context is assumed as given.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to present a context-based family
Context is one of the most interdisciplinary notions in the of formal systems (called MultiContext Systems) and show
contemporary scientific debate on cognition. In general, conh o w it can be used to account for m a n y a.spects of a theory of
text is viewed as a key notion in the explanation of h o w our
mental representation. T h e paper goes as follows. First, w e
mental contents are (logically) structured. A s a consequence, introduce the basic principles of our approach, namely the
context is part of the explanation of h o w these mental conprinciple of locality and the principle of compatibility. Sectents are used in c o m m o n sense reasoning, natural language
ond, w e briefly discuss h o w these principles are formalized in
understanding, learning, problem solving, and so on. The in- MultiContext ( M C ) System. Then w e recall some important
terest in the notion of context is proved by the growing numaspects of a theory of mental representation and show how
ber of scientific events related to it, e.g., the workshops on
they can be easily formalized in our framework. Finally, w e
context at the 13th and 14th International Joint Conference
critically compare our approach with previous work.
on Artificial Intelligence (Brezillon, 1993; Brezillon & AbuHakima, 1995), the workshop on context at the last EuroLocality and Compatibility
pean Conference on Cognitive Science (Bouquet etal., 1997),
the First Interdisciplinary Conference on Context (Brezillion,
According to (Giunchiglia. 1993). a context can be defined
1997), the A A A I - 9 7 Fall Symposium on Context in Natural
as "that subset of the complete state of an individual that is
used for reasoning about a given goal". T h e intuition is that
Language and Knowledge Representation (Buvac & Ivanska,
1997).
reasoning is always "local", i.e. involves only a small subset
Despite the large amount of work and number of events,
of what an agent's actually knows; this subset is what deterwhether there is a unifying notion of context underlying its
mines the context of reasoning. This intuition can be mapped
usage is still unclear. If w e look at some of the most wellinto the idea that a context is a partial and approximate thek n o w n definitions in the literature, w e find a wide spectrum
ory of the world which encodes some agent's perspective. It
of proposals. In philosophy of language, David Lewis defines
is a partial theory because it does not represent all the infora context as the "location - time, place and possible world mation that an agent has about the world, but only a small
where a sentence is said" (Lewis, 1980) (a very similar notion
portion. It is an approximate theory because even this portion
of context was proposed by David Kaplan in his well-known
is represented only at s o m e level of detail. S o m e examples of
paper O n the Logic of Demonstratives (Kaplan, 1978)). In
context are: the facts that an agent knows about a specific domain {e.g. about money, about another agent's beliefs, about
linguistics, Sperber and Wilson define context as "the set of
the Italian cuisine, . . . ) : the facts that an agent uses to solve
premises used in interpreting an utterance [...] a psychoa problem on a particular occasion; the facts that an agent
logical construct, a subset of the hearer's assumptions about
uses to interpret another agent's utterance. A context about
the world" (Sperber & Wilson, 1986). In mental represenmoney, for example, is not only partial (it is about money and
tation, (Dinsmore, 1991) introduces the notion of context as
not about the Italian cuisine), but also approximate (using an
a key concept in the (intuitive) semantics of partitioned repexample from (Guha, 1991), the relationship between an obresentations. In cognitive psychology, Kokinov defines conAbstract
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the fact that on(computer. table) was true in r«). Imagine now
that C3 describes John's office from his o w n perspective and
that Mary is sitting in front of him on the other side of the table. Suppose C4 represents (some of) the beliefs that John ascribes to Mary. If C3 contains the sentence on(c(>nipuler. leftside-of(table)) (i.e. John believes that there is a computer on
the left side of the table), then c^ is likely to contain the belief
on(computer, right-side-of(table)) (John ascribes to Mary the
belief that there is a computer on the right side of the table).
• on one side, if we take seriously the idea that a context
Finally, assume that Cj is the context of a conversation about
is a theory (though partial and approximate), then expresthe furnitures in different offices. In c^ w e could have a sensiveness (what can be said), denotation, truth and logical
tence like lst(cs, on(computer, table))', whose truth has the
consequence must be conceived of as local to a context.
fllowing relation with the truh of the sentence on(c(>niputer.
This is what w e call ihe principle of locality;
table) in the context cg (the context describing John's office):
lst(ca, on(computer. table)) is true in c^ only \i' on(computer.
• on the other side, the fact that an agent's complete knowltable) is true in cg.
edge is represented as a collection of contexts suggests that
ject and its cost can be represented at different levels of detail:
as a binary predicate costs(x,y) (x costs y) in a naive money
theory, as a ternary predicate cosls(x.y.UstPrice) in a general
transaction theory in which w e m a y have different kinds of
costs associated with an object; and so on),
In our view, a logic of context is the logic of possible relations between partial and approximate theories. The idea is
the following:

different kinds of relations must exist among different contexts. This is what w e call the principle of compatibility.

MuItiContext Systems

MultiContext ( M C ) Systems are a formal framework which
A first consequence of locality is that different contexts
formalizes the principles of locality and compatibility. M C
may have different ontologies (intuitively, because each of
Systems were introduced in (Giunchiglia, 1993), and forthem represents a different portion of an agent's knowledge).
mally refined in other papers, e.g., (Giunchiglia & Serafini,
For instance, the ontology of a context describing John's be1994; Giunchiglia & Ghidini, 1998). Here w e recall just the
liefs about the world of Calvin & Hobbs will include children,
main concepts; the interested reader m a y refer to the cited
tigers, cars, schools, friendship, and so on; whereas the onpapers for more details.
tology of a context describing John's beliefs about mechanics
In a M C System, a context is formalized as a theory prewill include different categories of objects. A second consented
as an axiomatic formal system. Let L be a logical lansequence is that contexts seem to require a "local" notion of
(e.g.,
afirstorder language), Q a subset of L and A a
guage
denotation and truth. For instance, 'Hobbes' m a y refer to a
set
of
inference
rules defined over L. A context c is a triple
speaking tiger in the context of Calvin & Hobbes adventures,
(L, Q, A ) , where L is the representation language of r. il is
and to a philosopher of the XVIII century in a handbook of
the set of facts which are assumed to be initially true in c
modern philosophy. A s to truth, John m a y believe that the
(also called the axioms of c) and A is the set of rules which
sentence "Hobbes is a speaking tiger" is true in the context
can
be used to infer new facts from Q. (e.g., the rules of natuof Calvin & Hobbes stories and that the sentence "Tigers do
ral
deduction
(Prawitz, 1965)). A formula $ belonging to the
not speak" is true in the context of zoology. A third imporlanguage L of a context c is called a L-formula. Informally,
tant consequence of the principle of locality is that different
w e use the notation c : $ to express the statement that the
logics may be allowed in different contexts. For instance, in a
L-formula
$ is true in the context c.
context which represents an agent's reasoning about air travThe
second
element of a M C System is a collection of
elling, w e are likely to require a sort of closed-world assumption (e.g. if aflightconnection from Glasgow to M o s c o w does bridge rules, namely rules whose premisses and conclusion
belong to different contexts. The general form of a bridge
not appear on theflightschedule of Glasgow airport, then the
rule is the following:
agent will infer that a direct connection does not exist); however, in a context involving phone calls, closed-world reasoning does not seem to apply (if the phone number of the Italian Prime Minister R o m a n o Prodi does not appear on Rome's
phone book, w e don't want to infer that he does not have a
phone number in R o m e ) .
The principle of compatibility captures the intuition that
contexts, as partial and approximate theories, can be somewhat related. A few examples. Take a context ci to describe
John's beliefs on January 31, 1998 and a context c^ to de•scribe John's beliefs on February 1st, 1998. Then it is rea•sonable to postulate a relation between cj and C2 such that
the truth of the sentence "Today's sunny" in Ci entails the
truth of the sentence "Yesterday was sunny" in 02- Suppose
now that a context cg describes John's office on January 31,
1998 and that the sentence on(computer, table) is true in it.
If (for some reason) w e switch to a less approximate description where time is explicitly taken into account, then it's reasonable to expect that it will contain a sentence of the form
on(computer, table. 31-/2-98) (and this as a consequence of
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Ci : ^l,...,Cn : 4>a

Cn+l • ^n+l
where ci : $1,..,, Cn : $,i are the premisses of the rule and
Cn+i : ^n+i is the conclusion.
Notice that the rules in A , (the inference machinery of a
context Ci) can be applied only to L,-formulae (where L, is
the language of Cj), namely premisses and conclusion always
belong to the same context. In a bridge rule, instead, the conclusion always belong to a context which is different from the
context(s) of the premisses.
A M C System is defined as a pair (Cxt, B R ) . where C.v/ is a
set of contexts and B R is a set of bridge rules.
'The predicate 1st was introduced by McCarthy in his paper
Notes on formalizing context (McCarthy. 1993). The intuition is that
lst(c,p) holds in a context when the proposition p is true in the context c. For a formal treatment of the modality Isi see (Guha, 1991;
Buvac& Mason, 1993),

. C I D ^

Figure 1: Local Models Semantics

(Giunchiglia&Ghidini, 1998) provides an intuitive semantics for M C Systems, called local models semantics ( L M S ) .
A detailed presentation of L M S is beyond the scope of this
paper. Here w e present the core intuitions, mainly to show
h o w locality and compatibility are captured by L M S . For the
sake of simplicity, w e discuss the case with only two contexts. T h e generalization to any enumerable set of contexts is
straightforward.
Consider Figure 1. L1.L2 are twofirstorder languages
(think of them as the languages associated with two contexts
j-i and C2). T h e circles labelled M i , M 2 at the bottom of the
figure are the class of allfirstorder models for the languages
Li,L2 taken in isolation. Each m G M , (for i = 1,2) is
called a local model for Lj. T h e basic idea of L M S is that
there m a y exist some constraints on the local models of a language w h e n this language is "embedded" in a M C System.
These constraints (called compatibility relations) are the semantical counterpart of bridge rules. Syntactically, a bridge
rule allows us to derive in a contexts more formulae than w e
would derive using only local inference rules. Semantically,
this means that the set of (admissible) local models is smaller
than it would be without any bridge rule. Therefore the semantical effect of a bridge rule is to cut away local models of
a language. A context - from a semantical point of view - is
thought of as the set of local models which not only satisfy
a set of local axioms (the Q of the definition), but also a set
of further constraints which depend on the relations with the
local models of other languages. In Figure 1, the two grey
areas within the circles labelled M i , M 2 (respectively Ci,C2)
represents two contexts, namely the result of restricting the
sets M l , M 2 (i.e. the models of the two languages taken in
isolation) to the set of models that "survived" the further constraints.
Formally, let m i C M i and Wi-z C M 2 be two sets of local
models for Li and L2. T h e pair ( m i , m 2 ) is called a compatibility pair. A compatibility relation C is a set of compatibility
pairs, namely:

a formula c, : $ (in symbols, m , |=j,^ i : $ ) if and only if
V m e m,(7N 1=^^^ (f) (\~.^ is the symbol for classical satisfaction). A model C satisfies a formula r, : ^ if and only if
forany compatibility pair ( m i , m ; ) € C, m i |=j^^^ r-| : 4> (for
i — I) and 7772 K,t '''^ ' ^ (^"•'' = 2).
Proof-theoretically, locality is captured by the application
of the rules A , associated with a context r,, and compatibility is captured by the application of bridge rules. Modeltheoretically, locality is captured by the fact that the notion of
satisfiability is local (the satisfiability of a (labelled) formula
is given in terms of the local satisfiability of the formula with
respect to its context, and the structures w e consider to test local satisfiability are local: contexts have their o w n , generally
different, domains of interpretation, sets of relations, and sets
of functions); compatibility is captured by the idea of forcing
relations over the set of local models defining each context
(in some sense, w e force local models to agree up to a certain
extent).
Let us reconsider thefirstexample w e gave at the end of
the section on locality and compatibility, ci was meant to
describe John's beliefs on January 31,1998 and c-z to describe
John's beliefs on February 1st, 1998. The intuitive relation
between the two contexts ci and 02 can be formalized in a
M C system as follows:
• proof-theoretically, we can provide a bridge rule of the
form:
ci : ^ T o d a y ]
0-2 : ^[Yesterday]
(where $[i] stands for any formula whose truth is relafive
to a time t). It allows us to infer Sunny (Yesterday) in c?
whenever w e can infer Sunny(Today) in ci;
• model-theoretically, we impose the following con.straint
over local models of Ci and C2: two local models ni] and
m 2 (of ci and 02 respectively) are compatible iff whenever
thefirstlocally satisfies a sentence of the form ^[Today],
then the second locally satisfies a sentence of the form
^[Yesterday].
Contexts in Mental Representation
O u r intuition is that m a n y important mechanisms which were
proposed in mental represention can be quite directly mapped
onto the principles of locality and compatibility, and therefore
formalized as a suitable class of M C systems. Here we consider three of these mechanisms: the existence of a (logical)
structure in an agent's mental contents, the (dynamic) generation of reasoning spaces where problems are solved, and
the capability to carry on reasoning processes that cut acro.ss
different reasoning spaces.
Structuring mental contents

M a n y authors believe that mental contents of an agent are
better thought of as a collection of relatively small .sets of
facts rather than as a unique, huge and unstructured reposC C 2 ^ . X 2^^'
itory. The reason for such a structuring of mental contents
A model for a MC System is a non-empty compatibility
re- it provides an economical and intuitive explanation
is that
lation such that the pair (0, 0) does not belong to the relation
of m a n y reasoning processes which are not easily accounted
(this is for technical reasons that w e do not need to discuss
for in a different conceptual framework. These sets of facts
here). W e say that a set of local models m , locally satifies
have been given different names: mental spaces (Fauconnier.
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1985). spaces (Dinsmore, 1991), micro-theories (Lenat &
Guha. 1990; Guha. 1991). contexts (Guha, 1991; McCarthy,
1993). Dinsmore writes that "each space represents some logically coherent situation or potential reality, in which various
propositions are treated as true, objects are assumed to exist,
and relations between objects are supposed to hold". G u h a
defines a micro-theory as "a theory of some topic, e.g. a theory ot mechanics, a theory of the weather in the winter, a
theory of what to look for w h e n buying cars, etc." W e believe that the notion of context w e proposed in the previous
sections can be used to formalize all these intuitions, since
each space (mental space, micro-theory,...) can be thought
of as a partial and approximate theory {i.e. as a context).
Reasoning spaces
There is m u c h evidence that m a n y reasoning processes are
highly contextual. The underlying intuition is that real agents
do not use all they k n o w in order to solve a problem, but
rather a small subset of it. For instance, w h e n playing chess,
we are unlikely to consider what w e k n o w about the Italian
cuisine or about Sherlock Holmes, unless w e have good reasons to believe that these topics are relevant in order to win
the game. In problem solving, w e use only a subset of the
facts that are potentially available (both from our m e m o r y and
from the external environment), i.e., the set of facts that w e
assume to be relevant to solve the problem at hand^. Sperber and Wilson, in their well-known book about relevance
(Sperber & Wilson, 1986), discuss a lot of nice examples to
show that the interpretation of a speaker's utterance happens
in a context. In their terminology, a context is a collection
of sentences expressing "expectations about the future, scientific hypotheses or religious beliefs, anecdotal memories,
general cultural assumptions, beliefs about the mental state
of the speaker". It is also worth mentioning that there are
philosophers w h o adopt a similar perspective; here w e only
cite Davidson's explanation of the communication process in
(Davidson, 1986). (Dinsmore, 1991) calls "parochial reasoning" any form of reasoning which involves only the resource
available in a given space. (Guha. 1991; McCarthy, 1993;
Buvac & Mason, 1993) use the metaphor of "entering" a context to say that reasoning can be circumscribed only to the set
of facts which are true in a context. Behind all these concepts,
the unifying idea seems to be that reasoning is often localized
to a portion of an agent's global state. A s such, a reasoning
space can be thought of as a context where only local facts
and rules are used.

"What if your pants are stolen at the airport toilet'" G e n erally a h u m a n being has no problem to recognize that this
is an (unexpected) obstacle to his plan. McCarthy's point is
that it is unreasonable to assume that facts about clothes and
social norms are by default included in a contenxt concerning air travelling. Therefore his conclusion is that they must
be lifted from another context on the basis of some relation
of generality over contexts (e.g. the context of .social rules
is more general than the context of air travelling because the
second is a special case of a social action)^ T h e idea that
the contents of one space can be inherited by another space is
discussed also in Dinsmore's work on partitioned representations.
Inheritance is just one possible relation between contexts
(spaces, micro-theories). Other important relations are .specialization (the contents of a space m a y specialize the contents of another context to a particular place, time, agent, etc.)
and reflection (a space can be a sort of meta-level description
of the contents of another space). T h e general mechanism
which links the contents of a space to the contents of another
space is analyzed in different terms. (Guha, 1991; McCarthy.
1993) call it lifting and define it as follows; "Given a pair of
contexts Ci and C 2 and a formula Fi in C ] w e would like
to determine what an equivalent formula in C-> would be: i.e..
w e are interested in computing a formula Ft which in C j
would 'state the same thing' in C 2 as Fi in C i " (this definition emphasizes the fact that lifting a fact froin a context
to another in general requires a "translation" in order to preserve its intended meaning). In the logic of PR. Dinsmore
introduces two notions of context to explain the relation between different spaces. O n one side, primary contexts are
defined as "representations of functions that m a p the satisfaction of a proposition in one space onto the satisfaction of
a (more complex) proposition into another space""* O n the
other side, secondary contexts are defined as "a kind of m a p ping from the content of one space to the contents of another
that is consequence of the semantics of the primary contexts
involved". T h e idea is that the mapping strictly depends upon
the intuitive meaning of the contents of the spaces.
In our approach, all these examples can be given a simple
interpretation in terms of bridge rules (semantically, in terms
of compatibility relations). A n y possible relation between
contexts (inheritance, specialization, reflection, ...) corresponds to a different (set of) bridge rule(s). For instance, a
simple form of inheritance can be expressed via the bridge
rule:

61 :P
6-2 : P

Reasoning across different spaces

T h e intuitive meaning is that, for any Li-formula P that
There are m a n y senses in which reasoning processes m a y incan be proved in Ci, there is a Lj-formula P that can be
volve information belonging to different (mental) spaces. A
first possibility is that a fact (a set of facts) is imported from a proved in C2^ Reflection can be expressed via the following
context to another one in order to solve a problem. A nice ex""a different approach, based on M C Systems, can be found in
ample is the Glasgow-London-Moscow problem (McCarthy,
(Bouquet & Giunchiglia. 1995).
1991). Suppose an agent is planning a trip from Glasgow to
^In short, the idea is the following. Suppo.se a space SI repreM o s c o w via London. T h e plan will include flight schedules,
sents John's beliefs and contains the sentence "Mary is nice" Then
airtickets. airports, and so on. N o w suppose w e ask the agent: the statement "John believes that [[SI]]" is the primary context of
SI. From "Mary is nice" in SI, the primary context allows us to inMl goes without saying that this process of "focussing' has evfer the (more complex) sentence "John believes that Mary is nice"
ident efficiency advantages, but also that it can be used to explain
^Notice that, because of locality, we cannot say that the formula
many reasoning failures (since some relevant facts can be disreP is true in both contexts, since P in Li and P in L2 are not the same
garded).
formula. W e will come back to this problem in the next .section.
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space. McCarthy's logic of context has a bottoni-up architecture, namely it has the structure of a onion (actually, severeil
onions) with infinitely many layers. The idea is that any context can be always transcended via the operation of leaving a
context: if the formula 4> is true in the context r, then there is
always a context ri such that the formula i.st{c.\, $ ) is true in
it; and this can go on indefinitely. The intuition is that, since
w e can never make a complete list of the implicit assumptions of a context, there is always a more general context in
which some new assumption is taken into account. The problem with these two approaches is that they do not lespect the
principle of locality: Dinsiiiore reduces the truth of an assertion in a space to the truth of a (inore complex) assertion
in another space (i.e. the space base); McCarthy's logic of
context (at least in the form it is formalized in (Buvac & Mason, 1993)) introduces modal formulae who,se truth value (in
a context) depends on the truth value of another formula in
a different context (and therefore there is not a clear notion
of local satisfiability). It is worth noting, however, that M C
systems allow us to "simulate" the hierarchical structure of
McCarthy's logic. Indeed, w e can define a M C system whose
bridge rules are reflection rules of the form:

/ n (Pi
H il'i
B ii'>yi

B..a'>yi

Hlllt\lll>H tU'HH

Hflhi '"•" "/'

Miiry

Mar>

Figure 2: SiinLilati\e reasoning: in belief contexts

two rules (called reflection up and d o w n respectively):
Cl-P
C2 : .(F)

c-2 : *(P)
cr-.P

where the symbol •" represents any possible predicate on
which w e operate the reflection ( c o m m o n examples are: T h
- is a theorem; Pivv - is provable; fi, - is a belief of the
agent i). Figure 2 shows an application of reflection rules in
order to perform simulative reasoning on beliefs. The circle
labelled with "John" on the left represents some of the beliefs
that John ascribes to Mary. In order to simulate Mary's reasoning on her beliefs, Johnfirstreflects them d o w n in a belief
context (the circle labelled "Mary" in the picture) representing Mary's beliefs from John's perspective; second, performs
local reasoning within this context (basically, a trivial application of M o d u s Ponens);finallyreflects up the result in his
o w n belief context^. Notice that the formula B m { Q ) >s derived in the context "John" because of the compatibility relation formalized by the two reflection rules. In other words, all
local models of the context "John" which satisfy the formulae B,n{P) and B m { P -^ Q ) and do not satisfy the formula
B m i Q ) are not compatible with the local models of the context "Mary" which satisfy the formulae P and P -> Q .

cr.P
c,+i : ist(c,,P)

whose intuitive meaning is that for any index /, the formula
ist(Ct,P) is derivable in Cj+i iff the formula P is derivable
in Ci. The main difference is that this hierarchy of embedded contexts is "hardwired" in McCarthy's logic, wheieas in
our framework it is just one possible architecture which represents a special case of compatibility involving an infinite
chain of contexts such that the context Cj+i is a sort of metatheory of the context Cj.
A s far as w e know, M C systems are the only formal framework that explicitly allows for multiple distinct languages.
Dinsmore, Guha, McCarthy, Buvac all introduce many examples which seem to require such a feature. However, when
they turn from the examples to the formal systems, things
are different. Dinsmore's logic of P R and Buvac's logic of
context explicitly start with a single language, so that the set
of well-formed formulae is the same in every space (context).
Cuba's logic is the only exception, but his distinction between
Comparisons with other frameworks
grammaticality and meaningfulness results in a definifion of
The goal of this conclusive section is to emphasize the differlanguage (starting from a single vocabulary) that is quite cumences with other proposed frameworks both from an intuitive
bersome. Beside the localization of expressiveness, the conand a technical point of view.
ceptual advantage of having multiple languages is that we do
A n important feature of M C Systems is that they have a
not have the problem of defining the different meanings of
flat architecture. Metaphorically, they can be viewed as a
the same symbol in different contexts (single-language apflat collection of theories possibly linked via a set of logiproach), but w e can just specify the relations between the incal constraints. This is very different from what happens with
terpretation of symbols belonging to the language of different
Dinsmore's logic of P R and with McCarthy's logic of concontexts. In other words, the fact that two formulae belonging
text. In thefirstcase, w e have a top d o w n architecture, at
to the languages of different contexts happen to have the saine
the bottom of which there is a special space called base. The
syntactic form does not mean in principle that their meaning
idea is that the asserttions of any space can be given a conis related in any way. If such a relation exists, then w e must
tent if and only if they can be "translated" into an assertion
state it explicitly by adding a suitable bridge rule (or axiom)
of the space base via the rule of context climbing; otherwise,
in the system.
P R doesn't provide an interpretation for the contents of that
M C Systems are the only context-based framework which
allows
for different logics in different contexts. In all other
''The two circles labelled "John" are not two different belief conproposed
frameworks, the logic of the system is global.
texts, but the same context after some reasoning has been performed.
namely w e cannot use different sets of rules in different conAnalogously for the context "Mary"
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texts. W e have already discussed the example of air travelling
vs. looking tor a phone number. Another example concerns
simulative reasoning. Consider again Figure 2. If John had
good reasons to assume that Mary cannot use Modus Poncns,
then such a rule would not be included among the iiiffrcnce
rules of the context "Mary" (the context where John simulates
Mary's reasoning process). In our opinion, this should be an
essential feature ot any framework for mental representation.
Compatibility allows us to model most of the examples
of lifting proposed by Guha, McCarthy and his group, and
the examples of partitioned reasoning proposed by Dinsmore.
W e stress the fact that compatibility is conceptually very different from "lifting" as defined by Guha and McCarthy. In
M C systems, w e do not have the notion of "saying the same
thing" in two different contexts. It is interesting to notice
that this notion seems in contraddiction with the intuitions
that Guha and McCarthy themselves describe in their work,
namely that w e can never have complete knowledge of a context. If so, it is not clear how we could then know that two
sentences in different context express the "same" content, if
not for trivial cases. Compatibility is a way out of this difficulty, since w e only require that the intended meaning of two
formule $ and ^ belonging to contexts ci and C2 respectively
is such that if $ is locally satisfied by a set of local models
nil, then * must be locally satisfied by all the sets of local
models m-i which stands in a compatibility relation with m i .
W e believe this is the best that w e can do with contextual information as far as we accept that contexts are only partially
known.
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Abstract

pare its behavior with that of humans in experiments where
random positions are presented for durations between one and
It is a classic result in cognitive science that chess masters
sixty seconds. Finally, I discuss to what extent the E P A M
can recall briefly presented positions better than weaker
architecture can be used with visuo-spatial tasks.
players when these positions are meaningful, but that their
superiority disappears with random positions. However,
Chess as a Research Domain
Gobet and Simon (1996a) have recently shown that there is
a skill effect with random chess positions as well. The imHistorically, chess has been an important research domain in
pact of this result for theories of expert memory is discognitive science. Several concepts and techniques in the
cussed. C H R E S T , a computational, chunking model of
field come directly from this domain, such as progressive
chess expertise based on E P A M (Feigenbaum & Simon,
deepening, protocol analysis as a tool for studying problem
1984) accounts for this skill difference. The model is also
solving behavior, and D e Groot's recall paradigm, which
compared with human data from an experiment where the
consists of a brief presentation of domain-specific material
role of presentation time for random positions was sysfollowed by a recall test. A s a consequence, chess is often
tematically varied from 1 second to 60 seconds.
as a key domain in research on expertise, an
described
Simulations show that the model captures the main features
increasingly influential subfield of cognitive science
of the human data, thus adding support to the E P A M
(Charness, 1992; Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996).
theory. They also corroborate eariier estimates that visual
short-term memory may contain three or four chunks.
H o w can w e explain this popularity? A s argued elsewhere
(Gobet, 1993b), several factors speak in favor of chess. T o
begin with, chess is a complex and challenging domain,
Introduction
while, at the same time, allowing a clean formal description
E P A M (Elementary Perceiver A n d Memorizer) is a cognitive
that makes it relatively easy to develop mathematical and
architecturefirstdeveloped by Feigenbaum and Simon in the
computational models. In addition, chess has good ecologiearly sixties. A t its core lie mechanisms for encoding
cal validity (Neisser, 1976), allowing one to study experts in
chunks into long-term m e m o r y ( L T M ) through the
their usual environment. A s a consequence, many experconstruction of a discrimination net and mechanisms for
imental manipulations are possible which are still close
handling information in short-term m e m o r y (STM). E P A M
enough to the "real thing" to ensure that chess players are
was originally built to provide a unifying theory of verbal
highly motivated. Moreover, the Elo rating' (Elo, 1978) ofbehavior (Feigenbaum & Simon, 1962, 1984), was later
fers a quantitative scale of measurement widely used in the
used for simulating chess m e m o r y (Simon & Gilmartin
chess community that provides the researcher with a fine1973), and has recently been applied to letter perception and
grained classification. This makes it possible both to use
expert digit-span m e m o r y (Richman & Simon, 1989;
statistical techniques like regression analysis and to meanRichman, Staszewski & Simon 1995). Although not yet as
ingfully compare samples from different studies. Just think
influential as Soar (Newell, 1990) or A C T - R (Anderson,
of domains such as medical or physics expertise, where par1993), E P A M remains attractive as a parsimonious, chunkticipants are typically classified into three groups (novices,
based explanation for perceptual and m e m o r y phenomena.
intermediates, and experts), which are hard to compare from
A s added value, E P A M addresses phenomena that are not yet
one study to another, and you will readily realize the advanaccounted for by Soar and A C T - R and m a y offer a useful extage offered by chess and its rating system. Finally, chess is
tension of these theories.
a natural domain to consider for developing a computational
In this paper, I focus on chess m e m o r y and use C H R E S T
(for Chunk Hierarchy and REtrieval STructure; see D e Groot
& Gobet, 1996, and, Gobet, 1993a, b, for earlier accounts of
The Elo rating scale is an interval scale ranking competitive
the model), an expansion of Simon and Gilmartin's (1973)
chess players, with a standard deviation of 200. Skill levels
M A P P program, itself a program inspired by E P A M . After
have standard names, which are used consistently in this paper
discussing the advantages of chess as a research domain, I
(in parentheses, the corresponding range in Elo points):
present some data from chess m e m o r y experiments, with a
grandmaster (above 2500), international master (2400-2500),
special emphasis on the recall of random positions. These
master (2200-2400), expert (2000-2200), class A players
data are used to compare some leading theories in thefieldof
(1800-2000), class B players (1600-1800), and so on.
expertise. I then describe C H R E S T in some detail and com-
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model of cognition, because a large body of empirical data
on chess expertise already exists (see Holding, 1985, or
Gobet, 1993b, for reviews).
A Short History of Random Positions
M u c h of what is known about chess expertise goes back to
D e Groot's seminal work (1946/1978). O n e of D e Groot's
important findings was that there are clear differences in a
m e m o r y task consisting in the brief presentation of a
position taken from a tournament game. Typically, players
at and above master level recall the entire position almost
perfectly, while weaker players are overwhelmed by the task
(see Figure 2 below). A natural extension of D e Groot's
work was to ask chessplayers to recall meaningless
positions (see Figure 1 for examples of g a m e and random
position). This was first carried out in 1964 in Amsterdam
by D e Groot and his students, w h o found that players of all
skill levels were identically poor at recalling meaningless
positions. Interestingly, they considered this result so
obvious and trivial that it did not deserve publication
(Vicente & D e Groot, 1990). It was only in 1973 that a
replication was carried out (and published) by Chase and
Simon, w h o extended the A m s t e r d a m work both
experimentally, by adding a copy task to the m e m o r y task,
and theoretically, by developping what is commonly known
as the "chunking theory" (Chase & Simon, 1973; Simon &
Chase, 1973).

Like the unpublished data collected by D e Groot and his
colleagues, the data obtained by Chase and Simon with rand o m positions were reassuring: there was no difference in recall between their three subjects, a master, a class A player,
and a novice. Taken together with grandmasters' and masters' massive recall superiority with g a m e positions over
weaker players, the uniform poor recall with random positions was such a vivid illustration of the principle that
knowledge is the key to expertise that it has become a classicfinding,widely cited in textbooks of cognitive psychology and in papers on expertise. There is no doubt that the
random position experiment contributed to making Chase
and Simon's papers "classics" in thefield(Charness, 1992).
A s usual, things are more complicated than the textbook
account. W h e n Herb Simon and I were working on
C H R E S T , a re-implementation and extension of M A P P
(Simon & Gilmartin 1973), a program aimed at simulating
chess memory, it occurred to us that the model was making
predictions about the recall of random positions that were at
variance with the classical no-skill-difference result. A s will
be described later in more detail, C H R E S T constructs a discrimination net of chunks by scanning positions from a
database of master games and identifying patterns of pieces
in these positions. A s expected, the model was getting better and better at remembering g a m e positions as the number
and the average size of its chunks increased. However, the
model was also showing a small, but robust increase in recall with random positions. This was a matter of serious
concern, for it was clear that the simulations were correct
and that the skill differences in recall were due to a simple
mechanism: just by chance, it is more likely for a large discrimination net than for a small one that chunks could be
found in random positions. W e therefore decided to do a systematic review of experiments using random positions.
Altogether, w e found 13 studies (Gobet & Simon, 1996a).
In 12 of them, masters did maintain some advantage, even if
25 n

Figure 1: Types of positions typically used in chess research
on memory. O n the left, a g a m e position taken from a tournament game. O n the right, a random position obtained by
shuffling the piece locations of a g a m e position.
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The use of meaningless material had two functions. First,
10 it served as a control condition for ruling out the possibility
that chess masters were performing better just because of
superior mental abilities. Second, it addressed one of the
5challenges of cognitive science, which is, to put it simply,
to tease apart architectural components (the "hardware") from
knowledge components (the "software"). The idea is that,
<1600 1600-2000 2000-2350 >2350
because knowledge structures are of little use in the case of
Skill level (in ELO points)
random positions, this type of material offers a baseline
condition with which knowledge-rich stimuli m a y be
Figure 2: Mean number (averaged over 13 studies) of pieces
compared. A s is clear from research in neuropsychology and
placed correctly as a function of position type (game or ranin developmental psychology, this approach contains many
d o m ) and skill level. Positions had 25 pieces on average, and
pitfalls, including the fact that the hardware/software
the presentation time was < 10 s. Error bars indicate standard
dichotomy m a y represent quite a simplification and m a y
errors of the means. After Gobet and Simon, 1996a.
collapse several levels of processing.
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it was less impressive than with game positions. The only
exception was Chase and Simon's (1973) study, where the
master actually did worse than the novice! While the skill
differences were not significant in most studies because of
lack of statistical power, it became clear that the effect was
genuine when the various studies were pooled together (see
Figure 2).
Random Positions as a Litmus Test for

Theories of Expert M e m o r y
Our first reaction was to conclude that random positions do
not offer the kind of control stimuli hoped for. This is certainly an annoyance for thefield,but not as bad as might be
feared, as independent evidence shows that there is no correlation between chess skill and general cognitive abilities,
including visual m e m o r y for non-domain-specific material
(Gobet & Simon, 1996a; Holding, 1985). Our second reaction was to realize that random positions offer a powerful
way of teasing apart current theories of chess expertise. A
comparison of four theories of chess skill (Gobet, in press),
shows that two of them, the chunking theory (Chase &
Simon, 1973), and the template theory (Gobet & Simon,
1996b), an extension of the chunking theory, predict masters' superiority with random positions. It also shows that
two other approaches, the long-term working memory theory (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995) and Holding's (1985) S E E K
theory do not account for the result, the former because it
overestimates recall performance with random positions, and
the latter, which emphasizes the role of high-level, concepmal knowledge, because it underestimates performance.
A s mentioned above, the chunking theory proposes that
expertise in a domain develops by the creation of a discrimination net, through which stimuli can be rapidly recognized.
With learning, individual features or parts of stimuli are
chunked, which allows a more efficient storage of the information in short-term m e m o r y ( S T M ) . N o w and then,
masters adventitiously recognize chunks in random positions, which explains their superiority with this type of material. The template theory adds to this view the idea that
chunks that recur often in the domain of expertise develop
into larger and more complex structures (templates), which
have slots that allow values of variables to be stored rapidly.
Templates are related to retrieval structures, which play an
important role in the skilled m e m o r y theory (Chase &
Ericsson, 1982) and in its extension, the long-term working
memory theory (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995). The difference
is that the latter theories propose a general, multi-purpose
retrieval structure, while the template theory proposes several, specific structures that m a y be used only after they
have been accessed by recognition processes. Since templates contain large chunks, their access conditions are unlikely to be met in random positions. O n the other hand, the
retrieval structure proposed by Ericsson and Kintsch can be
used even with random positions; hence their incorrect
predictions that masters can store information from random
positions rapidly.
The skill difference in recalling random positions indicates
that this material does not tap hardware variables alone.
However, because the amount of knowledge used is low,
this material still offers a reasonable solution for reaching
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tentative conclusions about the hardware of the cognitive
system and, therefore, for testing some of the system constants proposed in the E P A M theory (Feigenbaum &
Simon, 1984), from which both the chunking and template
theories stem. The template theory has been implemented in
the latest version of C H R E S T . Simulations show that
templates are almost never accessed with random positions,
because the conditions of their evocation are not met.
Without templates, the current implementation is close
enough to the specifications of the chunking theory to allow
us to study the template and chunking theories together.

Description of CHREST
The model consists of the following components: recognition LTM, semantic LTM, and STM. STM is made of 2-5
visual chunks (simulations presented later will explore the
effect of varying S T M size). S T M is a queue, with the exception of the largest chunk met at any point in time (the
"hypothesis"), which is kept in S T M until a larger chunk is
met. Figure 3 presents an overview of the model.
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Figure 3: Overview of C H R E S T (#Ch stands for Chunk).
Attention is modeled by eye movements (see Chapter 8 of
D e Groot & Gobet, 1996, for more about mechanisms directing eye movements). For each newfixation,the model
sorts the pieces found in the visual space through the discrimination net. (The visual space is defined as the squares
located at most two squares away from thefixationpoint.)
Learning new chunks essentially occurs in the same way as
in the E P A M model, with the qualification that only one
type of (implicit) test is carried out in C H R E S T : "What is
the next item in the visual space?", while E P A M allows for
testing various features of objects. The uniformity of tests
has been adopted in order to grow large nets; it is assumed
that other tests in addition to the location of pieces are carried out by human players, such as tests dealing with
threats, plans, and other concepts.
The net is grown by two learning mechanisms,/ami/jarization and discrimination. W h e n a new object is presented
to the model, it is sorted through the discrimination net.
W h e n a node is reached, the object is compared with the image of the node, which is the internal representation of the
object. If the image under-represents the object, new features
are added to the image (familiarization). If the information in

the image and the object differ on s o m e feature or s o m e subelement, a n e w node is created (discrimination).
T w o other learning m e c h a n i s m s (one for creating templates and the other for creating links between nodes) will
not be described here, since these features of the program are
almost never relevant with r a n d o m positions.

Class A
span=2
span=3
span=4
span=5

Role of Presentation Time: Human Data
In order to test the plausibility of the parameters used in
CHREST, Gobet and Simon (1995) collected data from random and game positions where the presentation time was
systematically varied from 1 s to 6 0 s. Data are based on 2 0
subjects: 5 grand or international masters (mean Elo=2498),
8 experts (mean Elo=212I), and 7 class A players (mean
Elo=1879). Positions for the r a n d o m condition were created
by randomly placing pieces from a g a m e position o n the
chessboard, and were presented to subjects o n a computer
screen. For the r a n d o m condition, in which w e are interested
here, one position w a s presented for each of the following
times: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 6 0 s. T h e results are
given in Figures 4 to 6 (thick lines).
Simulations
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Learning Pliase
Three nets, having 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 nodes
(referred to below as, respectively, Ik, 10k and 100k nets)
were created by letting the program scan a database of several thousand positions. The sizes of the three nets were
chosen in order to have nets of three different orders of
magnitude. The matching between the three nets and levels
of expertise (class A players, experts, and masters
respectively) was rather loose and based on earlier
simulations. For ease of exposition, I will directly compare
these Ik, I Ok, and 100k programs with class A, experts, and
masters, respectively. The reader should, however, keep in
mind that this is only an approximation.

>

Twenty random positions were presented for each of the presentation times. For each position, C H R E S T moved its
simulated eyes around the board, storing recognized chunks
into STM, and, when applicable, using the following learning mechanisms. First, as described before, C H R E S T
chunks two chunks together (that is, adds a chunk as a test
to another chunk). It takes 8 seconds to carry out this discrimination operation, as in the E P A M theory (see Simon,
1976, for a discussion of this parameter). Typically, a new
test is added to the hypothesis. Second, chunks that have
been in S T M for at least 4 seconds are "flagged," which
means that episodic cues that permit the access to this node
are added to the discrimination net. Flagging is a type of familiarization. Little is said in the E P A M theory about the
time needed to familiarize a node, except that this operation
is faster than discrimination. This value has arbitrarily been
set to 4 s in C H R E S T . Flagged nodes can be recalled during
the reconstruction phase even if they are n o longer in S T M .
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Figure 4: Percentage correct as a function of presentation
time. Thick lines represent h u m a n data. Dotted lines
represent C H R E S T simulations with Ik nodes (upper
panel), 10k nodes (middle panel), and 100k nodes (lower
panel) with S T M spans ranging from 2 to 5.
The following parameters were used during the simulations (see D e Groot & Gobet, 1996, for the parameters related to eye movements):
• time to create a chunk in LTM 8 s
• time to flag a node
• time to place a symbol into S T M
• time to compare two symbols
• time to carry out a test in the net

4 s
50 m s
50 m s
10 m s

The three versions of the program were used with 4 different S T M capacity parameters (from 2 to 5 slots).
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Figure 6: Size of the largest chunk as a function of presentation time. Thick lines represent h u m a n data. Dotted
lines represent C H R E S T simulations with Ik nodes (upper
panel), 10k nodes (middle panel), and 100k nodes (lower
panel) with S T M spans from 2 to 5.

Figure 5: N u m b e r of chunks as a function of presentation
time. Thick lines represent h u m a n data. Dotted Hnes
represent C H R E S T simulations with Ik nodes (upper
panel), 10k nodes (middle panel), and 100k nodes (lower
panel) with S T M spans from 2 to 5.
Recall of R a n d o m Positions as a Function of Skill
When presentation times equal or less than 10 seconds are
pooled, Gobet and Simon's (1995) recall percentages (Class
A: 11.7%, experts: 17.0%, masters: 23.7%) show the same
pattern illustrated in Figure 2. Run on the positions used by
Gobet and Simon (1995), C H R E S T simulates the skill effect with random positions, though the percentage of recall
is somewhat less than with humans. With a S T M span of 4
slots, the Ik, 10k and 100k nets obtained performance of
10.5%, 15.6%, and 20.3%, respectively.

illustrated in Figure 4. Larger spans allow better recall,
though the effect is not as large as one might have expected.
This is due to the fact that chunks stored in S T M or L T M
overlap, and, as a consequence, additional chunks bring less
and less new information. The model matches the human
data well for the three skill levels. The class A and expert
programs are slightly below human performance with one
and two seconds. It is possible that humans perceive configurations according to Gestalt rules that are not captured by
the way chunks are stored in the program. Additional time
allows more chunks to be found and compensates for this.

Role of Presentation Time
Percentage Correct The results on percentage correct are
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Number of Chunks With humans, chunks are defmed
as sequences of pieces having latencies of less than 2 sec-

onds between successive pieces. Pieces placed individually
are not counted as chunks, as they are often due more to
guessing than to memory. (The number of chunks for humans is thus slightly underestimated.) As for CHREST, it
sequentially replaces the pieces contained in the nodes held
in S T M or accessible from L T M through episodic cues.
Such nodes are counted as chunks only if they contain at
least one piece not already replaced. Obviously, the number
of chunks stored increases with S T M span. Overall, the
programs with a small S T M span obtain a number of
chunks similar to that of human players (Figure 5).
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various elements in our dreams are juxtaposed, our inability
to describe exactly what happened, our sense that all sorts of
A new explanation is offered for the phenomenon of dreaming,impossible combinations occur in them. It's not the elements
based on thefindingsabout brain activits during sleep reported
that are impossible-they are generally quite ordinary It's the
m McClelland. McNaughton, and O'RcilK (1995) Many of the
juxtaposition of the elements that defies our ordinary logicphenomena that make dreams seem so strange to us arc
seeing someone w h o looks like one person but has someone
explamed as a b>product of the process of storing temporary
else's name, getting from A to B without going through the
memones into permanent memor\ during sleep, as it occurs m
space that separates A from B, being our much younger self
the connectionist networks of the brain. This explanation
in
our present surroundings, or being our present age in the
provides physiological support for for Malcolm's (1962)
house
w e lived in as a child.
criticism of Dement and KIcitman's (1957) interpretations of
theirfindingsabout the correlation between R E M sleep and
dreaming, suggesting that the sense of havmg had a dream is an
Some Connectionist Background
artifact of being awakened during the process of memory
The explanation I propose for all these strange aspects of
storage
dream structure is a connectionist one It is based on a
theory about the interconnections between short-term and
It's obvious that dreams are strange, but what is really
long-term
memory
put forward
by McClelland,
strange about them? F r o m the dream interpreters of old to
McNaughton, and O'Reilly in their 1995 paper, " W h y there
the psychoanalysts of today, people have offered
are complementary learning systems in the hippocampus and
interpretations of the content of dreams, as if that were the
neocortex." The paper offers evidence for the existence of
strange thing about them. But the content of dreams is
short-term m e m o r y stores in the hippocampus and long-term
almost always very ordinary. If w e are or have been
stores in various parts of the cortex. It describes the way
students, w e m a y dream about taking exams for which w e
short-term memories become incorporated into our longare unprepared If w e need to get to some appointment on
term m e m o r y stores through mutual activation. Each shorttime the followong day, w e often dream that w e have missed
term m e m o r y automatically activates the long-term
the appointment. If w e are deprived, even temporarily, of
memories that are similar to it in various ways, thus
food or water or sex, w e m a y well dream about what w e
strengthening these memories. Reciprocally, the long-term
lack
memories influence the short-term ones that activated them,
The Midrash ~ the Jewish hermeneutical commentary on
changing them slightly to conform with the long-term
the Bible - -recognized that m u c h of the content of our
structures, so that w e remember often-repeated incidents as
dreams is based on what w e experienced or thought about
more similar to the usual situation than they m a y actually
the previous day, and Freud too w a s aware of this fact. T h e
have been.
interpreters of content believed, however, that this is the
O n e of the interesting n e w flndings reported by
unimportant part of our dreams. I propose that, on the
McClelland et al is that much of this activity of
contrary, the fact that m u c h of our dreaming reflects the
incorporating short-term memories into long-terms ones
previous day's occupations is a key to explaining our dreams
occurs during sleep. Based on thisfinding,I suggest that it is
M y primary observation is that what is strange about our
the occurrence of this activity during sleep that is responsible
dreams is not their content but their structure This structure
for the entire phenomenon of dreaming, including the
is very different from the structure of our waking
strange structural nature of our dreams. Moreover, it can
experiences, and this is what makes them so hard to
provide some insight into the empirical findings of the
describe Anyone w h o has ever tried to report a dream to
scientific dream researchers and reconcile them with our
someone else upon awakening, or write it d o w n for later
ordinary, "common-sense" beliefs on the subject.
analysis, is aware of h o w hard it is to put the dream in
narrative form. W e often carmot remember what happened
Dement's Findings
before and what happened afterwards. W e start describing
The dream research that was so popular a few decades ago,
one incident in the dream and then w e say, "No, actually
begun by Dement and Kleitman (1957), established that
before I went outside I put m y sweater o n " W e aren't sure
there are periods of R E M sleep, w h e n the sleeper's eyes are
of w h o people are in our dreams. W e say, "I saw Uncle Joe
in rapid movement, and periods of n o n - R E M sleep, when the
in m y dream—well, I s o m e h o w k n e w he was Uncle Joe, but
sleeper's
eyes are not moving Sleepers w h o are awakened
actually he looked like m y high-school teacher M r . Rogers."
during
R
E M periods report dreams, while those awakened
W e often have no idea h o w w e got from one place to
during
n
o
n - R E M periods report vague thoughts that do not
another in the dream.
constitute a "dream." The dream researchers interpreted this
All these strange aspects of dreams involve their structure
finding to m e a n that dreams occur during R E M sleep. They
rather than their content W h a t makes dreams so weird is
concluded
that everyone actually dreams several times every
generally not what w e dream about, but the strange w a y the
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night, even though w e only occasionally "remember" these
dreams
The idea that w e are actually "conscious" during part of
the time that w e are sleeping~in fact, during the time when
w e are sleeping most deeply, since research has also
established that rapid eye movements occur when w e are in
the deepest phase of sleep-is a very strange one, changing
the meaning of the word "conscious" Let us see what w e
can accomplish if w e try to stick to the usual meaning of the
word "conscious", namely, that w e are conscious only when
w e are awake, not while w e are sleeping.
What I propose is this; W e are "conscious" of our dreams
only when w e wake up and have a subjective awareness of
the brain activity that has just been occurring while w e were
asleep. That is what being conscious consists of—having an
experiential, subjective awareness of our brain activity, like
seeing the color green when a particular combination of
wavelengths induces activity in our visual cortex. According
to McClelland et al.'sfindings,our short-term memory store
needs to be highly active while it is consohdating the
experiences it has recorded during the day with our longterm memories and knowledge. If w e waJce up while this
activity is occurring, w e become "conscious" of the events
that occurred during the day that were recorded in these
neural nets in our short-term m e m o r y Since the w a y w e
normally k n o w that something has just happened to us is that
it is active in our short-term memory, w e have a subjective
awareness of all this activity as if w e have just had the
experiences that are represented in the neural nets that are
activated at the moment of awakening.
Thus Dement'S (1974) conclusion that w e actually dream
many times every night seems to be an artifact of his
research method. W h a t seems to be true is merely that there
is brain activity going on all the time w e are sleeping. If
someone wakes us up at a time when w e have been in R E M
sleep w e will report a dream, but the dream has been caused
by the very fact that w e have been awakened-if w e had not
been awakened, the brain activity would not have been
experienced as a dream.
The Proposed Explanation of Dreaming
A similar artifactual eifect can also explain the well-known
phenomenon that patients whose psychotherapists encourage
them tend to report more dreams, and that they seem to
dream in accordance with their therapists' theory. The
suggestion that they will remember their dreams causes them
to wake up more often while they are in R E M sleep, just as
m y setting the alarm for 7:30 often causes m e to w a k e up at
7:25 and shut it off, since I hate being awakened by an alarm
clock. This explains w h y such patients report more dreams
The reason they report dreams that accord with their
therapists' theories is that their brain activity is influenced by
the therapists' pronouncements, just as it is affected by
anything significant to us that has occurred during the day.
The hypothesis that many types of brain activity are
occurring in parallel while w e are sleeping, and that w e
become aware of all of them simultaneously when w e w a k e
up, can explain many of the strange phenomena of dreaming.
As Malcolm (1962) pointed out in his criticism of Dement
and Kleitman's (1957) interpretation of theirfindings,there
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is no need to postulate that w e are conscious while w e are
sleeping W e are conscious only w h e n w e are awake, but
since w e w a k e up with active memories of something just
having happened to us, w e believe that w e have just been
experiencing these events
A s little children, in fact, w e believe that these are events
that have actually occurted W e need to be taught by our
parents that nothing actually happened in the "outside"
world, that w e were only "dreaming," The word "dream",
then, is used to reify the memories activated during sleep
that w e happen to become conscious of as w e w a k e up. W e
k n o w that these events did not really happen while w e were
sleeping, yet w e feel n o w that w e are awake that w e did just
experience something, so w e give it a name, "dream", to
denote something that w a s experienced even though it didn't
really happen. Malcolm (1962) insists that this is the only
proper use of the word "dream", that the question of
whether w e really had an experience while w e were sleeping
is meaningless, as there is nothing that could be evidence
either for or against it.
Then, as w e grow up, having w o k e n up "with a dream"
many times, the phenomenon becomes commonplace, and
w e believe that w e k n o w what a "dream" is even if w e might
not understand the actual content of the dream. So w e
ignore the strangeness of the phenomenon itself and try to
interpret the content of the dream. This has been the basis of
all dream interpretationfi-omthe biblical Joseph to the quasiscientific Freud. What I propose is that once w e gain a better
understanding of all the strange structural aspects of the
phenomenon, w e will see that there is no reason to try to
interpret the content at all
Let us consider the strange structural aspects of our
dreams one by one and see h o w McClelland et al.'s
connectionist description of what happens in our brain w h e n
w e are sleeping explains each of these aspects. Consider first
the fact that w e often are confijsed about which event
preceded which other event in the dream The events
themselves m a y be as ordinary as walking into a room and
talking to some familiar person, but at one m o m e n t in the
telling it seems as if w efirstwalked into the room and then
spoke to the person, yet the next m o m e n t the order seems to
be the reverse.
M y connectionist explanation for this is that these
memories are activated in parallel in our sleeping brain, and
so our dream experiences of these two events actually occur
simultaneously. W h e n describing the dream, even to
ourselves, w e automatically try to impose a narrative
structure on it, with one event occurring after another, since
that is h o w things happen to us in real life. But in the dream
there are two events both of which seem to be at the focus
of our attention, so w e try to order them in a sequence, and
are then baffled by our inability to do so This inability is the
necessary consequence of the fact that the two dream
experiences actually occurred simultaneously, in parallel.
Thefi-equentphenomenon of seeing a person in a dream,
and s o m e h o w being certain that it is one person even though
it looks like someone else, can be given a similar
explanation. There is a simultaneous activation of our
knowledge about one person, as some previous-day m e m o r y
arouses our long-term memories of that person in the

association areas of the cortex, together with an activation
of the w a y a different person looks, as the same or a
different previous-day memory arouses the pattern
associated with the appearance of the latter person in the
visual areas of the cortex
T h e explanation of h o w w e can dream that w e are at one
place and then immediately find ourselves at some distant
place without any transition just falls out of the general
hypothesis It is merely a special case of two separate
memories being activated at the same time O n e memory is
of being at place A, while the other is of being at place B A s
w e awaken and experience both of these memories
simultaneously, w e try to make normal sense of them by
experiencing ourselves as having beenfirstin one place and
then in the other, but this leaves us with the puzzle of h o w
w e got from one place to the other. Once w e realize that
these are just activations of two separate memories the
puzzle dissolves.
The explanation of h o w w e can be at our present age in
the dream, yet be living in our childhood home, and many
other strange juxtapositions w e experience in our dreams,
can be given along the same lines. Once the general principle
is clear it seems fairly straightforward to apply it to the
various strange structural aspects of our dreams. The
content is then seen to be a mixture of the short-term
memories that are being stored in the long-term storage
areas of the cortex and the long-term memories activated by
the short-term ones, due to various sorts of similarity
between them.
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In saying that dreams are no more than the subjective
experience of a conglomeration of memories as if they were
actually happening, I do not mean to imply that dreams
cannot be used in therapy as a practical way of helping
people c o m e to terms with matters of importance to them.
But then almost anything a person chooses to talk about in
therapy can be used as a stepping-stone to reach important
issues for that person Dreams are merely bits and pieces of
memories juxtaposed in a way that makes them seem
unusual, and so they are accorded the awed respect w e often
give to unusual phenomena. But once w e see that what is
unusual is their structure rather than their content, and that
this unusual structure has a natural explanation, w e no
longer need to consider the content of dreams as being in
need of elaborate interpretation.
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Abstract

outstanding on criteria that people find interesting are more
likely than others to be spoken and written about, and are
subsequently more likely than others to become recognized.
The probabilistic inference can be m a d e that the recognized
names are outstanding and unrecognized ones less so.

While a hindrance to statistical and computational models
of inference, missing knowledge can be exploited by
organisms in their natural environments. T h e recognition
heuristic utilizes missing knowledge to m a k e accurate
inferences about the real world.
A consequence of
applying this heuristic is a counterintuitive less-is-more
effect where less knowledge is better than more for
inferential accuracy.
Theoretical
arguments and
experimental evidence supporting the less-is-more effect are
given.

Accessible
Environment

The Missing Value Problem?
In statistics, artificial intelligence, and m a n y computational
models of mind, missing values are perceived as a nuisance
which must be replaced or eliminated before proceeding with
the business of inference. In contrast, in interactions
between minds and natural environments, patterns of
missing knowledge carry information which can serve as the
basis for intelligent inference. Consider the eating habits of
wild rats which c o m e to recognize foods from their o w n
diet, or from smelling food traces on the breath of
conspecifics (Bamett, 1963). These animals have been
shown to exhibit a strong neophobia, that is, a reluctance to
eat foods they do not recognize. This preferencecan be so
strong that rats m a y prefer recognized foods over novel ones
even if they recognize them from the breath of neighbors
w h o appear to be suffering from food poisoning at the time
(Galef, 1987; Galef, McQuoid, & Whiskin, 1990). While
this behavior seems like a bias, recognition-based food
choice helps rats avoid poisoning: any food a living rat or
its living neighbors has chosen w a s clearly not deadly.
Missing knowledge, specifically, a lack of recognition,
informs food choice in rats. In this paper, I shift focus from
animal behavior to h u m a n inference and examine the
prevalence and consequences of reasoning by recognition in
our o w n species.
W e live surrounded by proper names, some which w e
recognize, and some of which w e do not. The names w e
recognize are not a haphazard collection, they tend to stand
out on various criteria which people find interesting. W e
may notice that the cities whose names w e recognize are
often larger than those w e do not. T h e corporations w e
recognize tend to generate more revenue, and possess a
greater market share, than those w e do not. The scholars w e
recognize tend to draw larger audiences than those w e do
not. H o w do the names w e recognize c o m e to reflect such a
variety of variables in the world? N a m e s which are
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VJllKllUWIl
^O* S»
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%

Mind

INFERENCE
Recognition Validity

Figure 1: T o m a k e inferences about u n k n o w n features o f the
environment, w e m a y exploit the relationship b e t w e e n the
presence o f items in recognition m e m o r y a n d a criterion.
This relationship c o m e s about through mediators in o u r
accessible environment w h i c h reflect the criterion.
A probability cue framework, inspired by Brunswik
(1955), describes h o w inferences m a y be drawn from
recognition memory. Figure 1 illusfrates h o w u n k n o w n
criteria which can not be directly perceived, such as the
endowment of a university, or the deadliness of a disease,
c o m e to be reflected in the proper names w e recognize. For
example, let the population of a city be the u n k n o w n
criterion w e wish to infer. Population caimot be directly
observed, however, a city's population correlates rather
well h o w often it is mentioned in the newspaper. T h e
newspaper is a mediator which casts unobservable aspects of
the environment into our immediate surroundings. T h e
correlation between the population of cities and h o w often
they are mentioned in the newspaper is designated the
ecological correlation. H o w often cities appear in the
newspaper correlates with the number of people w h o
recognize them, denoted by the surrogate correlation.
Through the two correlations, the mind can infer the
unknown criterion. For instance, people m a y infer that the
cities they recognize are larger than the cities they do not
recognize. The correlation between the number of people
w h o recognize a city and its population is the recognition
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correlation. The degree to which inferences based on
recognition are accurate is the recognition validity. M a n y
approaches to ecological psychology stress the importance of
the relationship between the mind, probability cues, and the
environment. In the following section, I demonstrate n o w
h o w these relationships can be quantified in a real-world
domain.
Measuring the Relationship Between Memory,
Mediator, and Environment
This paper deals with a model domain for inference: the set
of cities in Germany with more than 100,000 inhabitants
(83 cities in 1994). T o measure the strengths of the various
correlations in this domain 1 compared the populations of
these cities to the number of articles in which they were
mentioned in the last 12 years of the Chicago Tribune, and
the percentage of 67 University of Chicago students w h o
recognized them (also in 1994). Table 1 shows the 12
largest cities in Germany (in order of 1994 population) taken
from the complete data. Computing Spearman correlations
over all 83 cities, the surrogate correlation was .79, the
ecological correlation was .70, and the recognition
correlation was .60. W e observe that the Chicago residents'
recognition m e m o r y is slightly more in tune with h o w
frequently cities are mentioned in media than with the actual
populations. This is to be expected since the newspapers,
and not city populations, are a part of our observable
everyday environment.
Given that there are solid
relationships between recognition m e m o r y and sociallyinteresting criteria, h o w might the mind exploit this fact to
m a k e inferences?
Table 1: The largest German cities ranked by population,
along with the number of articles in which they appeared in
the newspaper, and the percentage of people w h o recognized
them.
City
Berlin
Hamburg
Munich
Cologne
Frankfurt
Essen
Dortmund
Stuttgart
Dusseldorf
Bremen
Duisburg
Hannover

Articles
3484
1009
1240

461
1804

93
84
632
381
140
53
260

T h e R e c o g n i t i o n Heuristic
I turn n o w to a model of h o w people draw inferences from
recognition memory. The task is inferring which subset of a
class of objects scores highest on some criterion. For sets of
two objects, this amounts to the two-alternative forcedchoice paradigm. A n example question would be: Which
river is longer? A ) The Nile B ) The Isar. For questions of
this sort, the recognition heuristic is simply stated:

If only one of the alternatives is recognized, then choose it.
Naturally, this heuristic is only sensible in domains
where recognition is correlated with the criterion. If the
correlation is negative (as it would be in the task of inferring
which of two cities is smaller, for instance), then the
unrecognized alternative should be chosen. The purpose of
this article, however, is not to explore w h e n people follow
recognition, or if it is a conscious process, but rather to test
if they follow it and to describe the mathematical
consequences of doing so. Please note that m y use of the
term recognition differs from the standard usage in the
psychological literature (which refers to identifying items
from a previous session among disfractors) and familiarity
(which has to do with degrees of exposure). Here, let us
focus on mere recognition, that all-or-none state which
accompanies objects which have been experienced before.
This sense of recognition seems to constitute a separate
m e m o r y system, and its presence can be feh everyday life
w h e n one hesitates in recalling the identity of a recognized
face. (The Scottish verb "to tartle", interestingly, refers to
just this sort of hesitation.) The recognition heuristic, which
rests on this simple and subjective sort of memory, seems
like a bias or overly simple strategy. Is it?
Accuracy
The accuracy attainable from the recognition heuristic
depends on two variables: h o w often the heuristic can be
applied, and the degree of correlation between recognition
and the criterion of interest. A s a thought experiment,
consider the case of an American w h o learns, one by one, to
recognize the 100 largest cities in France. Every time she
learns a new city, she is given a test consisting of all
possible pairs of cities drawn from the 100 largest, and her
task is to pick the larger city in each pair. Before she has
learned any of the cities, she will have to guess on every
pair, and thus score 5 0 % correct, as represented by the
leftmost point in Figure 2.
At a later time, represented by the middle point, she has
leamedthenamesof 50of the 100 cities, and the cities she
recognizes are larger thein the cities she does not recognize in
9 0 % of all possible pairs. Assumeftirtherthat when she
recognizes both cities in a pair, she is able to use fiirther
knowledge to pick the larger one 6 0 % of the time.

Recognition (%)

99
96
100
82
96
28
19
63
81
44
7
88
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person represented by the leftmost pair of bars had 156
opportunities to choose according to the recognition
heuristic, and did so every time. T h e next person did so
216 out of 221 times, and so on. T h e proportions of
recognition heuristic adherence ranged between 1 0 0 % and
7 3 % . The median proportion of inferences following the
recognition heuristic w a s 9 3 % (mean 9 0 % ) . Unprompted
participants m a d e most of their inferences in accordance with
the recognition heuristic, perhaps for lack of a better
strategy. W o u l d they still follow it if predictive information
which suggested violating recognition were available?
e V)

N u m b e r of Cities Recognized

I

Figure 2: Applying the recognition heuristic m a y lead
considerable accuracy, as well as a less-is-more effect.

,u o
H
^
o
I-.
V

A quick calculation shows that in half of the pairs on the
quiz, she will recognize one city and not the other. She
will get 9 0 % of these pairs correct. In another one-quarter of
the questions, she will recognize neither city, guess, and
score 5 0 % correct. O n the remaining one-quarter, she will
recognize both cities in the pair, and score 6 0 % correct. At
o
this intermediate state of recognizing half of the 100 cities,
in
she will attain (.5)(.9) + (.25)(.5) + (.25)(.6) = .725, a
respectable 7 2 . 5 % correct. W h e n she recognizes all 100
22 Individual Participants
cities, represented by the rightmost point, she will recognize
both cities in each pair, and score only 6 0 % correct. The
13 Number of tests in which • N u m b e r of tests
striking result is that she scored a higher percentage of
the recognition heuristic
consistent with the
could be applied
recognition heuristic
accurate inferences w h e n she recognized half the cities than
she did w h e n she recognized them all. A n y state of affairs
Figure 3: How often participants made choices in accordance
where lesser recognition knowledge enables more accurate
with the recognition principle.
inferences than greater recognition knowledge is a case of the
less-is-more effect, which I shall try to evoke empirically.
Before doing so, w e must ask if the recognition heuristic is
A Tougher Test of the Recognition Heuristic
a fundamental mechanism in h u m a n inference.
In this experiment, participants were taught useful
information that offered an alternative to following the
A Simple Test of the Recognition Heuristic
recognition heuristic (Goldstein, 1996). T h e information
This simple test asks h o w often unprompted people will use
was about the presence of major league soccer teams, which
the recognition heuristic (Goldstein, 1996). I quizzed people
are powerful predictors of city population in Germany. T h e
on all pairs of cities drawn from the 25 (n=6) or 30 (n=16)
objective w a s to see which people would choose as larger:
largest in Germany (300 or 435 questions) and asked them
an unrecognized city, or a recognized city that they just
to choose the more populous city in each case. Either before
learned has no soccer team.
or after the test, the participants were asked to check off from
The experiment began with a training session during
a list which of these cities they recognized (order, however,
which participants were instructed to write d o w n all
had no effect). From this recognition information, 1
information that would follow. They werefirsttold that they
calculated h o w often participants had an opportunity to
would be quizzed on the populations of the 30 largest cities
choose in accordance with the recognition heuristic, and
in Germany. Next they were taught i) that nine of the 30
compared it to h o w often they actually did. Figure 3 shows
largest cities in G e r m a n y have soccer teams, ii) that the
the results for 22 individual participants.
cities with teams are larger than cities without teams in 7 8 %
For each participant, two bars are shown. T h e lighter bar
of all possible pairs, and iii) the names of four cities that
shows h o w m a n y opportunities the person had to apply the
have soccer teams, as well as the names of four cities that do
recognition heuristic, and the darker bar shows h o w often
not. These eight cities appeared to be randomly-drawn, but
their inferences agreed with the heuristic. For example, the
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the drawing w a s rigged so that the same eight, well-known
cities were chosen by each participant. A pre-test followed
in which participants had to reproduce all of the presented
information exactly and could not proceed with the
experiment until they did so. Either before or after the main
task, participants were shown a list of G e r m a n cities and
asked to mark those that they recognized before coming to
the experiment.
With their notes beside them, participants were then
presented pairs of cities and asked to choose the larger city
in each pair. T o motivate them to take the task seriously,
they were offered a chance of winning 15 dollars if they
scored more than 8 0 % correct. T o reiterate, the point of the
experiment w a s to see which participants would choose as
larger: a city they have never heard of before, or one which
they recognized beforehand but just learned had no soccer
team. F r o m the information presented in the training session
(which m a d e n o mention of recognition), one would expect
the participants to choose the unrecognized city. W h y ? A n
unrecognized city either has or does not have a soccer team.
If it does, thentfiereis a 7 8 % chance that it is larger. If it
does not, then there is an equal chance it is larger. If a
person does not use recognition at all, the unrecognized city
should always be chosen since any chance of it having a
soccer team suggests that it is probably larger. Figure 4
shows the results.

i

n

i

1

II

^
u
E

X

ri

1
21 Individual Participants
n Number of tests in
• Number of tests
which the recognition
consistent with the
heuristic could be applied
recognition heuristic
Figure 4: Recognition heuristic adherence despite training
that encouraged the use of information conflicting with
recognition.
In Figure 4, the left-hand bars are of different heights
because individual participants recognized different cities
before the experiment, so the number of cases where the
recognition heuristic applied varied. Twelve of 21
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participants m a d e choices in accordance with the recognition
heuristic without exception, most others deviated on only
one or two items. All in all, participants chose in
accordance with recognition in 273 of the 296 total critical
pairs. The median proportion of inferences agreeing with the
heuristic was 1 0 0 % (mean 9 2 % ) , despite conflicting
knowledge. It appears that the additional information was
not integrated into the inferences, consistent with the
recognition heuristic.
Does the Less-Is-More Effect Occur in Human
Reasoning?
A s the previous studies show, the recognition heuristic can
be a major force in certain inference tasks. This result
provides empirical support to the theoretical prediction that
the less-is-more effect should appear in certain situations.
However, this effect is yet to be seen in the reasoning of
people. Gerd Gigerenzer and I had 52 University of Chicago
students take two quizzes each (Goldstein & Gigerenzer, in
press). O n e was on the 22 largest cities in the U S , cites
about which they k n e w numerous facts useful for inferring
population. The other was on the 22 largest cities in
Germany, about which they k n e w little or nothing beyond
n a m e recognition. In fact, they did not even recognize about
half of them. A s in the previous two studies, each question
consisted of two randomly-drawn cities, and the task was to
pick the larger. If participants would score higher on the
foreign cities (of which they recognized half) than on the
domestic ones (of which they recognized all), it would be an
instance of a less-is-more effect. The curious phenomenon
of a less-is-more effect is hard to demonstrate with people
w h o have definite knowledge of the criterion. That is, many
Americans, and nearly all University of Chicago students,
can n a m e the three largest American cities in order. This
alone gives them the correct answer for 2 6 % of all possible
questions. Those w h o k n o w the top five American cities in
order will score at least 4 1 % correct from that knowledge
alone. This definite knowledge of the criterion, coupled with
the lifetime of knowledge Americans have about their own
cities, would m a k e their scores on the domestic test hard to
match.
The result was that the Americans scored a median 7 1 %
(mean 71.1%) correct on the their o w n cities and a median
7 3 % (mean 71.4%) correct on the foreign ones. Despite the
presence of substantial knowledge about American cities, the
recognition heuristic resulted in a very slight less-is-more
effect. For half of the subjects, w e kept track of which cities
participants recognized: the m e a n proportion of inferences
according with the recognition heurisdc was 8 8 . 5 % (median
90.5%). Furthermore, participants could apply the
recognition heuristic nearly as often as possible because they
recognized a m e a n of 12 cities, roughly half of the total
(compare to Figure 2). In a study that is somewhat the
reverse of this one, a less-is-more efifectwas demonstrated
with Austrian students w h o scored a greater proportion of
correct inferences on American cities than on G e r m a n ones
(Hoffrage,1995).

P. Todd (Eds.), Ecological rationality: Simple heuristics
that
make us smart. N e w York: Oxford University Press.
T h e R e c o g n i t i o n Heuristic A s a P r o t o t y p e of
Hogarth, R. M . (1987). Judgement and choice: The
Fast a n d F r u g a l Heuristics
psychology of decision. 2nd ed. Chichester: Wiley.
Payne, J. W., Bettman, J. R., & Johnson, E. J. (1993).
The recognition heuristic is one of many fast and frugal
The adaptive decision maker. Cambridge: Cambridge
heuristics which organisms can use under limited time,
University Press.
knowledge, and computational might (Gigerenzer &
Goldstein, 1996). Since it uses recognition memory, a
fiindamental psychological mechanism, and profits from
missing knowledge, the recognition heuristic is perhaps the
simplest of these adaptive tools. Reasoning by recognition
is a form of one-reason decision making (Goldstein, 1996)
because it bases complex inferences on recognition alone.
This conflict-avoiding strategy eliminates the need to make
trade-offs between cues pointing in opposing directions, a
well documented desire of human decision makers (e.g.,
Baron, 1990; Hogarth, 1987; Payne, Bettman, & Johnson,
1993). In the interaction between minds and real-world
environments, patterns of missing knowledge carry
important information which organisms can exploit to make
inferences. A s this missing knowledge is filled in, the
usefulness of recognition is diluted, and the accuracy and
efficiency of inferences m a y decline.
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Abstract
D y n a m i c A p p r o a c h e s in General
Contemporary dynamic theories of cognition and functional
Dynamic theories — including approaches like connectiontheories of linguistics fall into two general camps:
ism, dynamic systems theory, self-regulating and self-orga"traditional" and "emergent" approaches. Building on work
nizing systems theories, some brands of functional cognitive
of the linguist Paul Hopper, I identify four characteristics of
theories,
and many brands of cognitive and functional linemergent phenomena: feedback properties; sociohistorical
guistics — share a sense that no static or highly formalizable
embeddedness; language and language-like "structures"; and
set of rules can be used to characterize human cognitive or
what I call "recursivity," the feedback-based presence of
system-analytic elements within the cognitive systems they
linguistic competence. They differ, in part, with respect to
seem to explain. This latter feature, especially, raises queswhether or not they take the notion of competence itself to
tions about whether "emergence" is a phenomenon, a theory,
be very useful or revealing. Traditional dynamic approaches
an approach, etc. I suggest that emergence offers at least a re- display some faith in the sense that a set of rule-like princifreshingly ordinary framework for theories of empirical cogples in dynamic systems can serve similar functions to the
nition, which nevertheless flow to the "deep" levels claimed
ones served by static rules in objectivist approaches.^ What 1
by riile-based cognitive explanations.
will call emergent approaches doubt that competence makes
m u c h sense, and therefore believe that cognitive phenomena
Emergence
fail to obey very formalizable rules or regularities, regardIn recent years, psychologists and linguists have developed
less of whether these rules are construed objectively or
dynamic and interactive theories about a wide range of
traditional-dynamically.
mental activities, from thinking, calculating, knowing and
understanding, to speaking and writing.' These approaches
Emergent Approaches. It is no surprise, then, that the tenor
have developed in large part as positive alternatives to any
of emergent approaches is more often available in statenumber of what might be generically called "objectivist"
ments of purpose than in fully rigorous statements of princiviews, the most extreme of which include some versions of
ple. For example, near the end of Beyond Modularity,
Fodorian Realism and Chomskyan Rationalism.^ But the
Annette Karmiloff-Smith writes that "consciousness for m e
qualities shared by dynamic approaches belie deeper divi[is] not a "box" or a sensible operator; it [is] an emergent
sions. Chief a m o n g them is a distinction w e can draw beproperty of the reiterated process of representational retween what might be called "traditional" and "emergent"
description. It is m y view that the types of construct that
views of cognition. Traditional-dynamic and objectivist
arise within dynamical systems theory, and its implementaviews have received relatively thorough expositions in the
tion in connectionist models of development, m a y turn out
literature. Emergent perspectives, which I attempt to outline to be at the right level for more precise future explorations
here, have received lessrigorouspress, in no small part beof the R R model" (1992, p. 190). In A n d y Clark's words.
cause they raise deep questions about some guiding assumptions of both the objectivist and even traditional-dynamic
theories.
^ Rather than a hard and fast division, 1 really mean to suggest here
that there is a continuum of more-or-less traditional dynamic
theories. Theorists at the most traditional end of the continuum include Stich in his most recent incarnation (1996); Dennett (1991):
' In much of this essay 1 use the term "cognition" to refer to the
and perhaps Morgan and Tienson (1996). Also, but from the rewhole gamut of mental capacities; when necessary I distinguish
verse angle, see some of the more doubting passages in Fodor
among them.
(1994; 1995). Paul Churchland (1989; 1998), Putnam (1988) and
^ For compelling defenses and explications of Fodor's realism —
an eariier of Stich's incarnations (1990) seem to m e plausibly atwhich may not be the same thing as Fodorian realism — see Fodor
tempting to occupy a middle ground. Among philosophers of cog(1981; 1987; 1990). For general explications of some of
nitive science, Clark (1993; 1996), Karmiloff-Smith (1992):
Chomsky's views see Chomsky (1986); a more technical and reLeyton (1992); van Gelder (1995), the works in Port and van
cent explication is available in Chomsky (1995), especially its final Gelder (1995), and, arguably, Cummins (1995) push hardest tochapter. Lakoff (1987) offers an elaborate characterization (and
ward a properly emergent perspective, as I discuss below; see furone of the most thorough contemporary critiques) of the objectivist ther on as well for a discussion of a similar continuum in contemposition.
porary linguistics.
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"connectionism reconfigures content in dynamic ways
which can often outstrip our attempts to capture it in a piece
of static, text-like code" (1993, p. 67).
According to this perspective, traditional approaches rest
on implausible and arguably ideological grounding assumptions about h u m a n cognitive activities. Emergent theories
are obviously composed in large part of critical examinations of the principles put forth by objectivist and traditional-dynamic theories; this should not cause us to lose
sight of the constructive aspects of emergent views. In the
remainder of this paper I briefly develop four characteristics
of emergent theories: a feedback or reciprocal nature; embeddedness in social and historical phenomena; language
and language-like "structure"; and, building on these three, a
recursive character that constrains our attempts to offer systematic explanations of emergent phenomena, and raises
substantial questions about whether emergence should best
be viewed as a theory, as a set of properties, as an empirical
phenomenon, or none of these.
Feedback
By far the most familiar of the characteristics of an emergent approach to cognition is feedback in the most basic
sense. Connectionist systems rely fundamentally on feedback and feedback loops. Interactions between a connectionist network and a set of objects in the real world are
never one-to-one; it is never the case that a connectionist
system sees a pattern it associates with a rock and draws
upon its lexicon to produce the word "rock" (or, more typically, the signal "true").'' Rather, the system addresses the
probabihty it ascribes to the signal being true, and it simultaneously adjusts the weighting in the network of
"judgments" it has used to judge the signal itself. It thus
builds an ever-more-finely-tuned system, one that never arrives at hard-and-fast and simply binary weightings.
There is at least intuitive appeal to the "feel" of feedback
systems as opposed to objectivist ones; for in facts w e ourselves perceive about our experiences, it is rarely the case
that circumstances clearly present themselves as "true" or
"false," or that meanings present themselves as anything but
"relatively true" or "relatively false." Though it is not m y
focus here, this raw appeal of feedback as a principle in
cognition seems to m e to gain most from empirical examination.
Generality of Feedback
What is of some interest to m e in this context, however, is
the ubiquity of the feedback model. O n reflection, it seems
clear that most of the activities in our everyday lives in
which w e most rely on our cognitive abilities, themselves
rely heavily on feedback. For example, social relationships
from the most intimate to the most distant rest on feedback
loops: it is very rare that w e could characterize those relationships without an element of interactive change. That is
certainly true of our personal and general competence at the

* For a more detailed account of feedback in connectionist systems,
see, e. g., Churchland (1989); Clark (1993); Karmiloff-Smith
(1992).
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various mundane tasks w e engage in each day, no less than
of our professional expertise, and of other forms of competence as well. It is really not accurate to say that one learns
to drive a car; it is more accurate to say that, once one gains
a certain level of mastery over a relatively small set of skills,
one feel competent to engage in an ongoing interaction with
the environments and skill requirements of driving, and that
one is constantly adjusting, even in minor ways, one's competence as novel situations present themselves. A n d it seems
hard to find any social or experential aspects of h u m a n life
that do not require such analyses: change, not stasis, is a
hallmark of experience.
Resistance to Systematicity. The emphasis on change,
however, does not exhaust the appeal of feedback learning
to dynamic theories. Just as important, and perhaps more
important to us in the long run from an emergent perspective, is the resistance to systematicity that feedback is taken
by emergent theorists to imply. A s I shall discuss further on,
this general anti-systematicity raises what are ultimately
profound questions about the status of emergence as a theory or property.
The Social
Earlier the issue of feedback pointed us to the question of
the social. It is not simple coincidence that so m a n y of the
phenomena that have obvious feedback characteristics are
themselves social; rather, at least some dynamic theorists
have come to understand that social phenomena are inextricably part of most of the activities to which w e give the
name "cognition."^ In its most pointed form, this view states
that the kind of p h e n o m e n a w e call cognition, while
seemingly easily abstractable from the social matrices in
which they are embedded, turn out to become highly distorted by analytic abstraction. Feedback connects cognition
to the social matrix, in that the social matrix is at least some
part — although w e might be tempted to argue that it is a
very large part, and includes some of those features w e
characteristically consider "individual" — of that with
which cognition enters into feedback loops.
The impact of the social on cognition as such has been
expressed most recently along a number of axes: these include studies of the ways in which communication and
cognition are realized in the body; studies in linguistics that
focus on body-based phenomena (including phonology and
gesture); and the classic recent line of argument in philosophy of mind around the social basis of meaning. All of these
treatments are tremendously important for emergence as I
a m discussing it here. But the approaches I a m most especially interested in here are historical (and, more generally,
social) approaches, which have received m u c h more detailed
explication in the linguistic literature than in cognitive science proper.

5 Most notably, Clark (1993; 1996) and, to a lesser extent, Stich
(1996).

E m e r g e n c e a n d History
Traditional theories of cognition assume that it is possible,
and even desirable, to construct a largely "objective" picture
of something that w e can approximately call "human cognitive potential" (or practice). It seems to m e entirely arguable
whether there is such a thing, contra a wide range of speculation I lack the space to deal with here.
W h a t w e can say with some certainty is that there is a history of all the acts of cognition that h u m a n beings have engaged in. But what would complete knowledge of this entire, particular history look like? I m e a n to place this question for us, in our world — a world where the question literally has no answer. The best answer w e might give would be
something on the order of, well, if you had a library full of
film of every event in h u m a n history, that might constitute a
kind of complete history of h u m a n beings and their cognitive activity. But every time w e try to use or to watch these
films, w e create another h u m a n event, which by definition
has to be filmed, and then watched by the investigator,
whose watching must be filmed, etc. That is, and not only in
this fashion, w e fall into a kind of infinite regress that seems
more appropriate to certain kinds of metaphysical speculation than to the objective study of history.*
Emergence and Social Embeddedness
This illustration helps us see s o m e of the ways in which
emergent phenomena like cognition are embedded in and
interactive with, and in a sense not "metaphysically" separable from, the contexts and interactive phenomena out of
which they emerge. Emergent phenomena have real histories that are too granular to be explained in complete detail
(but which w e feel compelled to try to explain), that are impressively massive, that display all kinds of "internal" and
"external" structural principles. But these structures ultimately call themselves into question — m u c h as most recent
theories of cognition and mind have, in succession, openly
called themselves into question.^
M a n y if not most of the everyday social and historical
forms of cognition with which w e are intimately familiar are
very m u c h emergent — that is they emerge from the historical matrix. Looking at the development of any themic material in culture it is easy enough to see what this means. The
development of artistic styles, vernaculars, pidgins and Creoles, institutional capabilities, professional skill sets, patterns of social interaction, groups and institutions themselves, all of these share emergent "structures" — structural
features that grow, and grow on examination, and in which

* Oddly, this sort of formula does occur fairly often in standard analytic treatments of cognition; David Lewis (1970) writes that
"What then, are things? Of course I want to say, once and for all:
everything is a thing. But I must not say that. Not all sets of things
can be things; else the set of things would be larger than itself (p.
196).
^ O n the historical embeddedness of conceptualization, see
Columbia (In Press; Under Review) and Margolis (1995).
Specifically on the historical nature of language see Columbia (In
Preparation).
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the search for formally ordering rules is both extremely seductive and, ultimately, beyond the abilities of our
(current?) structural apparatus.

Language
This description sounds m u c h like the current state of investigation into language, and indeed there are no more clearly
emergent phenomena than those w e together call language.
But that is perhaps not the most significant reason that the
study of language is critical to the study of emergence, for
m u c h about our o w n particular languages as historically
emergent entities in turn structures our ability to understand
just what the subject of our discourses is.
Indeed, the source for the term "emergence" is Paul
Hopper's (1987; 1988) essays of the late 1980s on Emergent
Grammar. In the first of those essays Hopper writes that
"'Grammar' is an infuriatingly elusive notion ... it is very
easy to have a clear idea about what 'grammar' is in the
sense of being able to give an abstract definition of it, but
quite another to apply that definition consistently in practice.
This asymmetry suggests that the notion of grammar is intrinsically unstable and indeterminate, relative to the observer, to those involved in the speech situation, and to the
particular set of phenomena being focused upon" (pp. 154155). Earlier in the same essay Hopper writes that "the linguistic system is n o w not to be seen as something complete
and homogeneous, in which 'exceptional' phenomena must
be set aside as inconvenient irregularities, but as a growing
together of disparate forms. Similarities spread outwards
from individual formulas, in ways that are motivated by a
variety of factors ... They do not, however, merge into the
kind of uniform grammar which would lead one to posit a
uniform mental representation to subtend them" (p. 147).
Hopper arrives at his understanding about the syntactic
"system" from his o w n and other recent linguists' work on
grammaticalization.' In opposition to the great part of theoretical linguistics that takes languages as static (synchronic)
objects, grammaticalization theory looks at linguistic phenomena as diachronic processes, collections of parts that
don't readily coalesce into identifiable wholes.
Grammaticalization theory addresses certain fundamental
processes of language change — for example, the processes
by which strings of words arranged according to syntactic
"rules" change over time into more and more transparent
forms. Another way of putting the observation is to note that
it is very c o m m o n for words that have clear lexical meanings to change over time into words that serve purely syntactic functions.
Anaphorization and Cliticization. One of the most fertile
lines of study in synchronic linguistics has been that of
anaphora — the "absence" of morphological forms in
grammatical structures where grammatical meaning never-

' For other of Hopper's writings see (1989; 1990). Hopper and
Traugott (1993) is the best overview of grammaticalization; also
see Heine (1992; 1995; 1997), Traugott & Heine (1991), and
Heine, Claudi, & Hunnemeyer (1991).

theless persists.' Grammaticalization suggests that anaphora
constitute marks not of the formal rules underlying language, but of the historical sediment traceable everywhere in
emergent phenomena. Hopper (1990) writes that "the study
of language change ... tells us that the normal course of
events is governed by attrition. While this course can be
slowed or even arrested internally by analogical extension
and externally by borrowing and adaptation, left to its o w n
devices the controlling drift of change is loss. ... It seems
clear that one possible outcome of attrition is zero, the actual
disappearance of a word, as a result of cliticization, affixation, and eventual absorption into a stem" (pp. 151-152).
Grammaticalization also raises questions about the notion
of "word" itself — questions that have also been raised by
close students of words themselves — for example, Bauer
(1983), w h o writes that "syntactic and morphological productivity seem to have more in c o m m o n than they have to
distinguish them. In fact, if one accepts the conclusion that
the difference between the productivity of sentence formation and word-formation is a quantitative but not a qualitative one, then the two are so similar that it becomes virtually
obligatory for the analyst to attempt to deal with sentence
formation and word-formation in the same component of the
grammar" (p. 74)."' Through cliticization, by which grammatical particles become affixes, and through history, words
are always already becoming rules and rules are always becoming words.
Conclusion. Taken together, these and other approaches
suggest that language exhibits a great variety of underlying
structures, and that these structures emerge from the phenomena themselves and from the "social" and "cultural" and
"individual" matrices in which they are embedded.
Recursion
I will use the term "recursion" in the remainder of this paper, for lack of any better term in the literature, to indicate
structures that build on those I outlined earlier when talking
about feedback. Because feedback "systems" resist traditional functional or syntactic analysis, they instance a phenomenon that is both remarkably commonplace and yet
generally overlooked.
To understand this phenomenon w e need only reflect on
the fact that traditional philosophical and cognitive inquiry
' For an especially relevant discussion of anaphora see Fox (1987);
also see Labov (1995).
'" Of course, the syntax/semantics dvision and the exact nature of
the lexicon with regard to that division have long been objects of
debate in linguistics and cognitive science, and I consciously take
some inspiration not only from the works of some linguists after
they "stopped" being "generative semanticists" (see especially
McCawley 1973; 1979; 1981; 1982) and from some of Ray
Jackendoff s recent (1997) work that very calmly calls into question major aspects of the supposedly modular "language organ."
For an excellent summary of some of the issues raised by these debates see J. D. Fodor (1977); a more pointed summary of the controversy from a cultural perspective is Harris (1993). For more
technical discussions of the status of words see Snow (1988),
Hopper (1990), and Di SciuUo & Williams (1987).
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takes it as analytically reasonable to separate into various
registers or rhetorics the whole range of cognitive abilities:
thinking, knowing, remembering, and so on. In emergent
phenomena, all the members of this cognitive suite are generally engaged together. Y o u can't "use" language without
understanding it, or knowing about it, or using it, or referring to it, and so on.
In fact, even the attempt to understand, to analyze, to explicate this "meta-feedback" phenomenon requires the rest
of the members of the "suite."
Which leads m e to attempt to m a k e a statement, but I a m
not altogether sure I have the language to express it, for it is
by definition the expression of concepts that lack the structure our apparent conception of language demands.''
Emergence and Cognition
Emergence is a key concept (or property, or term, or result,
or procedure) in all those activities to which w e refer by
terms associated with mental, cognitive, and linguistic phenomena. That is not to say that it explains those phenomena,
but the presence of emergent structures frustrates certain
kinds of what w e might call "static" (or what Hopper calls,
somewhat generically, a priori) explanations. M u c h of language is characterized by emergence, as is m u c h of thinking,
understanding, even perceiving.
T o o m a n y of the categorizations of experience that have
served Western society so well have begun to show more
plainly than ever the holes in the fabric out of which they
are made. W e can n o w clearly see that the plainest divisions
— between nature and culture, self and other, inside and
outside — conceal as m u c h as they explain. T o m y mind,
m u c h of the character of contemporary cognitive science
theorizing (by which I mostly mean here the development of
"orthodox" views in philosophy of mind) can be seen as a
kind of desperate response to the great pressure under which
these divisions have come.
But that pressure exists because our concepts fail to capture adequately the full texture of experience, and thus tempt
us toward the construction of abstracted systems that seem
to account for m u c h more than they do.'^ A m o n g other
things, much of the syntax of our m u c h of our handed-down
conceptual apparatus consists of accretions of rule-like
structures that, on examination, cannot exactly provide the
formalizations they promise. This is by no means to suggest
that they cannot model experience, or bring us understanding, or provide insight: to the contrary, that is just what they
do — only not the way the word "rule" suggests that they
do. Our concepts and our cognitive practices are infinitely
" It is this clear empirical paradox of conceptual systematization
on which deconstruction rests. See below.
'^ It is at this point precisely that the strongest homology exists between what I am here calling "emergent approaches" to cognition
and deconstruction in general. I lack the space here to explicate in
great detail these connections; for a gesture in this direction
(though not exactly the one I would endorse) see Globus (1995).
For relevant readings in deconstruction (although their relevance
itself is an issue deserving explication), see Bennington (1994),
Critchley (1992); Derrida (1967; 1971; 1980; 1982; 1989; 1992;
1993; 1994), and Spivak (1980).

moreflexiblethan rule-bound systems imply. The fact that
they often display seemingly rule-bound characteristics
should be analyzed in terms of propensities for regularity —
emergent propensities — as well as propensities for disorder
and disjunction. Both propensities exist, and the fact that our
conceptual "systems," such as they are, appear vulnerable to
broadly systematizing endeavors should tell us much about
the fabric in which the systems are knit, about its, we might
say, its conceptual viscosity. But this tells us too little about
the various inter-animating mechanisms that produce phenomena we label "syntax," "semantics," "morphology," no
less than "thinking," "wondering," "calculating." And it tells
us too little about the specific histories and cultural-psychological "structures" that are encoded in the viscosity itself.
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Abstract
Our goal is to develop a cognitive model of how humans acquire skills on complex, sensorimotor tasks. To
achieve this goai, we collected data from subjects leeiming the N R L Navigation task, then used the data to
construct a model that reflects the bcisic, cognitive elements required to learn emd thereby succeed at this task
(Gordon & Subramzuiian, 1997). This paper describes a
new experiment with humcin subjects on the task. Data
from this experiment not only confirms the key cognitive
element of our model, but also helps us better understcuid individual differences in leciming this task. Four
evaluation metrics indicate that we are able to model
important trends in the evolution of action choice.
Introduction
O u r goal is to model h o w h u m a n s acquire skills on complex, cognitive tasks. W e are pursuing this goal by designing computational architectures for the N R L Navigation task, which requires competent sensorimotor coordination. T o achieve this goal, w e first constructed a
model reflecting the basic, cognitive elements required
to learn and thereby succeed at the task. T h e model
was engineered from h u m a n subjects' data. This model
is reported in Gordon and Subramanian (1997), and is
briefly summarized here. T h e metric for evaluating the
degree offitbetween the subjects and the model is a
learning curve, which captures improvement in success
rate over time. With respect to this metric, the model
is a good match for learning behavior in our subjects.
T w o questions from our previous research motivated a
n e w experiment with h u m a n subjects on the task. First,
a key cognitive element is a focus of attention heuristic,
which is used to switch between two subtasks of the Navigation task. C a n w e confirm this heuristic objectively?
Second, although nearly all subjects use the bcisic cognitive elements, a deeper analysis of the data suggests
subjects acquire Eidditional cognitive elements that vary
between individuals. C a n w e better understand these
individual diff"erences in what is learned? Here, we describe the new experiment, which uses an eyetracker to
monitor subjects' visual focus of attention. T h e results
of this experiment not only confirm the focus heuristic.

but they also provide sufficient data for understanding
and modeling individual diff"erences. For our subjects,
acquisition of a new, cognitive element is accompanied
by a shift in perception and action strategy. W e do not
model the cognitive elements per se. However, using
a popular machine learning tool, we model significant
shifts in action strategy that are correlated with changes
in eyetracker pattern. T h e verbal utterances that occur
during these shifts indicate that they are associated with
deep, conceptual shifts which radically alter the subject's
view of the task. At least one of the conceptual shifts appears to be motivated by an individual's dislike of a certain type of failure. Therefore, to better understand this
and other other subjects' shifts, the success rate evaluation metric is supplemented with two additional metrics
which reveal the nature of subjects' failures before and
after learning. W e also add a fourth evaluation metric
consisting of perception and action probability distributions. This is a m u c h stricter performance metric than
learning curves, but because we are n o w modeling individuals' action strategies, it is plausible that we can
obtain a reasonablefit,even using this stricter criterion.
T h e main novelty of this work is the modeling of shifts
in action strategy that coincide with conceptual and
perceptual shifts, using a suite of revealing evaluation
metrics. T h e evaluation results suggest that important
learning trends are captured.
This paper begins with a description of the task and a
brief review of the cognitive model in Gordon and Subramanian (1997). T h e new, h u m a n subjects experiment
is then described, followed by our current modeling of
individuals. T h e paper concludes with related work and
directions for future research.

The NRL Navigation Task
The N R L navigation and mine avoidance domain, developed by Alan Schultz at the Naval Research Laboratory
( N R L ) and hereafter abbreviated the "Navigation task,"
is a 2-D computer simulation that can be run either by
h u m a n s through a graphical interface, or by an automated agent (Gordon, et al., 1994). T h e task involves
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a single agent who controls an autonomous, underwater
vehicle (AUV) that has to avoid mines and rendezvous
with a stationary target (goal) before exhausting its fuel.
Time is divided into episodes. A n episode begin.s with
the agent on one side of the mine field, and random target and mine locations; it ends with one of three possible outcomes: the agent reaches the goal (success), hits
a mine and explodes (failure), or the simulation times
out because fuel is exhausted (failure). The outcome is
received at the end of each episode.

Experiment
E x p e r i m e n t a l a n d T a s k Configuration

Five subjects ran the task with a task configuration of
60 mines and no sensor noise.^ A n Applied Systems
Laboratories (ASL) Model 4000 eyetracker was placed
on the head of each subject. The gauge sizes and the
visual distances between gauges were sufficiently large
to enable the eyetracker to distinguish subjects' focus in
almost all cases.^
The joystick, custom-made by Thrustmaster, IncorpoWhen human subjects run this task, the sensory input
rated, was used to input the turn and speed of the A U V .
is through visual gauges, and the motor output is conJoystick conversion routines, written by James Ballas at
trolled by a joystick. A sonar gauge for detecting mines
N R L , convert the joystick position to one of 17 discrete
consists of seven squares in a row that provide a 90 deturn values and one of 9 discrete speed values, which
gree forwardfieldof view for a short distance. Mines
are forwarded to the simulation. Turn ranges from -32
appear as circles in the squares; the mapping between
(sharp right) to 32 (sharp left), and speed from 0 to 40.
mines and circles is often not one-to-one. Circle size in
Data Collection Procedure
a square is proportional to mine proximity in that direction. A range gauge provides the target distance, a bearSubjects ran consecutive episodes during the hour. The
ing gauge in clock notation indicates the target direction
number of episodes per hour varied from around 60 to
(12 o'clock means target ahead, 6 o'clock behind), and
160. Each episode varied from a few to 200 time steps
a time gauge indicates the remaining fuel. The AUV's
(action decisions).
turn and speed are controlled by joystick motions.
Data was collected on three different media: (1) execution traces of sequential snapshots of every set of gauge
readings and actions taken, along with success/failure
A Cognitive Model
feedback at the end of each episode, (2)fixationfiles
of every visualfixation,and (3) videotapes recording
the pictorial gauges seen by the subjects on the comOur goal is to build the simplest model that accounts
puter screen, along with a white square denoting the
for human subject data in learning performance. Inieyetracker's recording of the subject's visual focus of attial experiments were run in 1994 withfivehuman subtention, and all verbal utterances of the subject.
jects, using a task configuration of no sensor noise and
All subjects ran forfiveone-hour daily sessions. At
25 mines. A cognitive model was constructed from the
the beginning of thefirstsession, they were told they
verbal protocol data alone, and is reported in (Gordon
had to navigate through a minefield to get to a target
& Subramanian, 1996; 1997).
location and were instructed on how to operate the joyThe verbal protocol data from the 1994 experiments
stick. Subjects only saw the gauges view of the task.
reveals that the most salient aspect of learning and reaBetween episodes, the experimenter occcisionally asked
soning on this task is a decomposition of the task into
them to verbalize what they were thinking and learning.
two subtasks: avoid mines and navigate to the target.
The subtask on which the subject is focused determines
Data Analysis and Results
his/her action choice.
One of the most striking results from the eyetracker
data
is confirmation of the focus heuristic. Novice subOur cognitive model Mjocus, which inputs numeric
jects distribute their focus of attention rather randomly
sensor values and outputs numeric actions, reflects the
among the gauges. The three subjects who developed
basic, cognitive elements in its architectural structure.
expertise at the task eventually converged upon an eyeThe key element is the model's focus of attention heuristic for selecting actions, which is the following. W h e n the tracker pattern restricted to only the sonar and bearing
gauges. W h e n the sonar squares are empty, focus is on
sonar values are below an empirically determined threshthe bearing; otherwise, focus is on the sonar. This is
old (indicating mines nearby), use sonar predictions to
select the best action to take; otherwise use bearing pre'Five undergraduates at San Diego State University pardictions to select the best action. The learning curves
ticipated in this experiment and received $10 per hour as
generated by Mjocus match those gathered from our hucompensation.
man subjects (Gordon & Subramanian, 1997). It is quite
•^To control the brightness in the room, a photographic
interesting that although verbal protocols can in genlight meter was used, and the readings were consistently between 9.4 and 9.8 exposure values. Sometimes the eyetracker
eral be quite unreliable, in this case they provided useful
had to be recalibrated once or twice mid-session, incurring a
guidance for model engineering.
loss of about 5-10 minutes for each recallbration.
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Figure 2: S5's eyetracker post-shift.

Figure 1: S5's eyetracker pre-shift.
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Figure 4: S5 model's speed differences.
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Figure 6: 85 model's turn differences.
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(which senses mines straight ahezid) determines whether
the A U V will hit a mine. At this point, the eyetracker
pattern shifts from attention on all gauges to attention
on only the bearing and sonar gauges. W h e n looking at
the sonar, attention is more closely clustered near the
middle square, as seen in 50-episode fixation and transition summaries in Figures 1 and 2.^ In these figures,
Modeling Individuals' Conceptual Shifts
the row of adjacent squares near the middle of the figure
Recall that we have four evaluation metrics: success rate,
is the sonar gauge. T h e bearing gauge is in the square
two failure rate metrics, and the probability distributions
just above the middle sonar. Other gauges and regions
over actions and perceptions. In particular, the two failof interest are denoted with rectangles.
ure rate metrics are the explosion rate and the timeout
B y episode 67, the subject states that her hypothe(fuel exhaustion) rate.
sis is confirmed, and a change in action strategy occurs.
With this suite of metrics, we turn to the modeling.
In particular. Subject 5's pre-shift strategy is forward
Mfocui is not able to capture individuals well enough to
motion and more random turn decisions. T h e post-shift
satisfy our more exacting evaluation metrics. For these
strategy consists of slowing d o w n w h e n the circles get
metrics, functionfitters(e.g., decision trees and neural
larger, "sweeping" the A U V left and right in an attempt
networks) seem most appropriate. T o select one functo see the direction with least obstruction, then proceedtionfittingmethod, w e ran a comparison of the fit to
ing in that direction. She keeps the bearing straighter
the execution trace (sensorimotor data) of one of our
toward the target (12 o'clock) post-shift. Figures 3 and
subjects. C4.5 (Quinlan, 1986) performs well and pro5 show h o w Subject 5's action probability distributions
vides the most understandable strategies of all the syschanged. All figures are obtained by subtracting the
tems tested; therefore it is selected for further modelpost-shift minus the pre-shift distribution. Positive n u m ing of individuals. From the subject's execution traces,
bers imply an increase in frequency from pre- to postC4.5 learns a decision tree model of the subject's cicshift. Figure 7 shows the change in bearing distribution
tion strategy, which can be summarized by two funcresulting from her change in action strategy, and Figtions: sensors -^ turn and sensors —> speed. It does
ure 9 shows her accompanying substantial performance
not model internal, cognitive elements such as the focus
improvement.'' It is very interesting to note that the perof attention heuristic; future work will address adding
formance improvement is exclusively along the dimension
the cognitive elements. Butfirstw e need to understand
of reduced explosions. This is consistent with Subject
what conceptual shifts m a y motivate the development of
5's stated philosophy that "Timeouts are less bad than
these elements, and what are their associated sensorimoexplosions."
tor shifts.
C4.5 learns a separate pair of functions to model SubW e begin by examining the trends in the data to
ject 5 before and after the shift. T h e results are in Figbe modeled. W h e n using the timeout, explosion, and
ures 4, 6, 8, and 10. Note that although the magnitudes
success rate measures, w e notice that individual subproduced by the model only coarsely approximate those
jects go through periods of relatively stable performance,
produced by the subject, most trends are captured. For
punctuated by substantial improvements in performance
example, both model and subject increase the number
along at least one of these three dimensions. Further exof full stops, go straight slightly less often, increase the
amination of the data reveals that the performance leaps
number of timeouts, reduce the n u m b e r of explosions,
are associated with radical shifts in conceptualization of
and keep the success rate nearly constant after the conthe task coupled with shifts in perception then action
ceptual shift. Only the bearing trend is not correctly
strategies. T h e remainder of this section focuses on a
modeled. W h e n running the simulation with the model's
study and initial modeling of two of these conceptual
action strategy, one can see that post-shift the model
shifts, one for Subject 4 and another for Subject 5 (two
mimics the subject's strategy: slow d o w n w h e n seeing a
of the subjects w h o became experts). Both of these submine, sweep, then m o v e toward a "hole."
jects show suggestive evidence for their shifts well before
Next, consider Subject 4's conceptual shift. During
they verbalize them conclusively.
session 3, Subject 4 shows the seeds of the shift as early
Shifts in both subjects occur gradually and unevenly,
as episode 85, with a seemingly purposeful scan across
but once cemented they correspond to a leap in perthe sonar. At episode 122, Subject 4 shows signs that
formance. Let us examine Subject 5's shiftfirst.During session 2, around episode 45, Subject 5 first ver•'Since each soneir square is only 0.6 inch, it is hard to stay
focused in exactly the middle square. Also, we hypothesize
balizes the shift as a hypothesis by stating "only the
the eyetracker calibration was off slightly, causing the focus
middle sonar can kill me." B y this, the subject means
to be slightly left shifted.
that she can safely ignore all sonar squares other than
''Based on empirical data, episodes 48-66 are selected for
the middle one, i.e., only a circle in the middle square
pre-shift, and episodes 67-82 for post-shift.
precisely the focus of attention heuristic for switching
between subtasks embedded in MjocusA more detailed analysis reveals striking individual
differences. T h e next section summarizes our analysis
and modeling of individuals.
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Figure 12: S4's eyetracker post-shift.

Figure 11: S4's eyetracker pre-shift.
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Figure 15: S4's turn differences.
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Figure 18: S4 model's bearing differences.
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Figure 20: S4 model's performance differences.
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a shift has taken plaice by a change in eyetracker pattern. Before the shift, he checks other gauges periodically. Post-shift, his attention seems tightly focused between sonar and bearing only (see Figures 11 and 12).
At this time, the subject tentatively Eidmits to a conceptual shift. Subject 4 states that he can perform the
task more easily by visualizing the mines as "stones."
By this, he means that he clusters multiple circles in
consecutive sonar squares together into a single "stone,"
with smaller circles on the ends represent the receding
sides of the stone. This perceptual clustering correlates
with a change in action strategy. After the conceptual
shift, Subject 4 goes faster, goes straight more often, and
keeps the bearing to target straighter. The result is an
improvement in the success rate, accompanied by a substantial reduction in timeouts. Figures 13, 15, 17, and 19
show his post- minus pre-shift performance differences.^
Subject 4 does not verbalize the conceptual shift conclusively until episode 136.
C4.5's model of Subject 4 is shown in Figures 14, 16,
18, and 20. Again, the trends, but not the magnitudes,
are closely modeled. Like Subject 4, post-shift the model
tends to go faster and straighter, and increases the frequency that the bearing is at 12 o'clock. Success rate is
increased, timeouts decreased, and explosions incrcEised.
Only with timeouts is the magnitude close.
Although most trends are nicely captured, the action
distributions generated by C4.5 are statistically (using a
chi-squared test) significantly different at the 9 9 % level
from those of the subject. It appears that modeling of
internal state is crucial to meet this most stringent fit
criterion. Therefore, we are currently exploring stochasticfinitestate automata (SFSAs, also known as hidden
Markov models), which so far seem to provide a much
betterfitto action probability distributions. Since SFSAs model internal states, they facilitate integrating the
internal, cognitive elements of Mfocus- Additionally, we
can include the cognitive elements learned during the
shifts just described. The cognitive element acquired by
Subject 5 is a refinement of the focus of attention heuristic, with attention more toward the middle sonar square.
Subject 4's cognitive element will be more challenging to
characterize and model. W e surmise it may be a mental
model of mines.
Discussion and Related Work
Sun and Peterson (1997) use their C L A R I O N architecture to model learning on the N R L Navigation task.
Comparisons between our model Mjocus and theirs on
this task are in progress. Gray and Kirschenbaum (1997)
also study strategy selection on a complex task. The research of John and Lallemont (1997) is closely related
to ours because they also (1) model learning on a com^Based on empiricaJ data, episodes 106-122 are selected
for pre-shift, cind episodes 123-142 for post-shift.
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plex task, (2) study individual differences, and (3) study
shifts in strategy choice. Nevertheless, the novelty of
our work is that we study the action strategy shifts that
coincide with conceptual and perceptual shifts, and we
identify a suite of performance measures for which individuals reach differing levels of expertise in unique ways.
Finally, literature on insights is related - these are what
appear to prompt the conceptual shifts. Our findings
confirm Metcalfe's (1986) experimental results, for example, which show that on insight types of problems
her subjects demonstrate lack of confidence at problem
solving until the moment of insight, at which point confidence jumps to a high level. Both Subjects 4 and 5
expressed frustration and low confidence prior to their
conceptual shifts.
Future work will focus on developing and fusing the
cognitive elements of Mjocus with the function fitting
approach, using SFSAs.
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Abstract

some cases provided support for basic claims presented in
the Binding Theory (Chomsky, 1981; 1986) but in other
The correlational structure of judgments of grammatical
cases did not. In the present work w e use factor analysis as
coreference is examined using factor analysis and the results
a scaling tool for revealing the dimensions underlying
are used to identify the dimensions of grammatical variation
grammatical coreference in a community of competent
in competent speakers of English. The dimensions that are
speakers of English. The dimensions that emerge provide
discovered do not correspond to those typically discussed in
information about which forms of referring expressions
generative linguistics but they can be explained very
vary together in their ease of coreferential interpretation.
naturally by a model in which coreference is achieved
The
resulting classification of types of referring expressions
through a process in which linguistic expressions are mapped
is
not
consistent with central theoretical principles in
onto a model of discourse.
generative linguistics (Chomsky, 1981; 1986; Evans, 1980;
Intuitions of grammaticality constitute the most basic data M a y , 1985), but is consistent with a model that treats the
acceptability of coreferential interpretation as emerging
to be explained by theory in generative linguistics. This has
from the ease with which a discourse model can be
been so since C h o m s k y (1965) argued that a competent
dynamically constructed from linguistic input containing
speaker-hearer's implicit knowledge of a language provides
different types of referring expressions (Gordon &
the best path to characterizing the essential, generative
Hendrick, in pressa).
capacity of a grammar. While generative linguists have
accepted intuitions of grammaticality as their basic data,
Coreference With Names and Pronouns
they have by-and-large eschewed the development of
formal methods for assessing those intuitions. There have
In Gordon and Hendrick (1997) w e report a series of
been occasional, interesting attempts to apply more formal
surveys of intuitive judgments of coreference designed to
methodology to the study of grammatically significant
test the adequacy of Principle C of the Binding Theory.
intuitions, but these have not had m u c h impact on linguistic
Those surveys systematically investigated coreference
theory (Shutze, 1996). Psychologists studying intuitions of
possibilities in sentences with coreference between namegrammatical (and other types of) well-formedness have
pronoun, name-name and pronoun-name sequences; the
c o m e to characterize such studies as "offline" and to regard
structures were systematically varied as to whether the
them primarily as ways of validating materials being used in
coreferential elements were in a c-command relation or not.
online studies designed to reveal moment-to-moment
(A constituent a is said to c-command another constituent P
processing of language. W e believe that more systematic
if thefirstbranching node that dominates a dominates P as
use of formal methods for studying intuitions of
well. Principle C states that a n a m e or definite description
grammaticality can be of real value both to formal theories
cannot have a c-commanding antecedent.) Table 1 shows
of grammar and to models of language processing. The
the types of coreferential configurations examined and
present paper provides support for this belief by showing
sample stimuli from the fourth experiment in that work.
h o w applying scaling techniques to judgments of
Subjects were asked to use a six-point scale to rate the
grammaticality can reveal h o w different types of linguistic
grammatical acceptability of coreferential interpretation of
forms give rise to dimensions of grammaticality in the
the two boldfaced words. T h e experiment manipulated the
domain of coreference.
linear order of names and pronouns, and whether a cIn previous work (Gordon & Hendrick, 1997; Gordon &
c o m m a n d relation existed between them.
Hendrick, in pressfc), w e have applied elementary
The implications of the pattern of means are discussed in
techniques of experimental psychology to the study of
Gordon and Hendrick (1997). Here w e examine h o w
judgments of w h e n coreference between two noun phrases
individual variation in grammaticality judgments can reveal
(NPs) is grammatically acceptable. T h e results of these
underlying dimensions of grammaticality. Factor analysis is
studies were analyzed by calculating the mean acceptability
a statistical tool for capturing the correlational structure in a
of coreference for different types of N P s in different
set of data by determining h o w linear combinations of
syntactic relations. T h e pattern of acceptable coreference in
observed variables can account for the pattern of observed
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Table 1. Sample stimuli and summary results (grammatical acceptability of a coreferential interpretation of the boldfaced
words on a 1 to 6 scale) from Experiment 4 of Gordon and Hendrick (1997).
Type of Sequence
Name-Pronoun
Name-Pronoun
Name-Name
Name-Name
Pronoun-Name
Pronoun-Name

Example Stimuli
Lisa's brother visited her at college.
Lisa visited her brother at college.
Lisa's brother visited Lisa at college.
Lisa visited Lisa's brother at college.
Her brother visited Lisa at college.
She visited Lisa's brother at college.

Average
4.47
5.32
4.12
3.50
2.70
2.44

C-Command

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

correlations between these variables. It can be used either
in an exploratory or confirmatory manner. For current
purposes, w e have performed an exploratory factor analysis
of the data from this experiment. Table 2 shows the
correlations in subjects' ratings between sentences in the six
basic coreference conditions. A very substantial positive
correlation of .76 was observed between ratings for the
Name-Name sentences in the c-command and no ccommand conditions. Another very substantial positive
correlation of .68 was observed between ratings for the
Pronoun-Name sentences in the c-command and no ccommand conditions. T w o other correlations were smaller
but still significant: Name-Pronoun sentences in the two ccommand conditions (.32) and c-commanded NamePronoun sentences with c-commanded Pronoun-Name
sentences (-.30).
N o other correlations approached
significance. The strong correlations suggest that our
subjects showed reliable individual differences along clear
syntactic dimensions.
A factor analysis simplifies the pattern in this correlation
matrix by determining h o w linear combinations of the
observed variables can account for the pattern of observed
correlations between those variables. Factor analysis of
these data revealed three factors with eigenvalues greater
than one, which together accounted for 82.3 percent of the

predictable variance in the matrix. Table 3 shows the
resulting factor matrix. The absolute value of the numerical
entries for the factors indicates on a scale of zero to one the
extent to which individual coreference conditions contribute
to the factors. Interpretation of the pattern of these weights
provides the basis for labeling the factors. Accordingly,
Factor 1 can be called the "Name-Pronoun" factor because
it depends on Name-Pronoun sequences of NPs. Factor 2
can be called the "Pronoun-Name" factor because it very
clearly depends on the "Pronoun-Name" sequences of NPs,
with a smaller contribution of the c-commanded N a m e Pronoun sequences. Factor 3 can be called the " N a m e N a m e " factor, because it depends on the N a m e - N a m e
sequences of NPs. The very clear cut pattern of these
factors suggests that different principles govern the
grammaticality of these different sequences of NPs.
The correlational results (Table 2) and the subsequent
factor analysis (Table 3) provide a direct window on the
systematic variation of acceptable coreference in a
community of competent users of English. They show that
there are three independent factors along which individuals
reliably vary in their willingness to accept coreference
between two NPs. These factors are related to the three
sequences of types of N P s that w e explored: N a m e Pronoun, Pronoun-Name and N a m e - N a m e . O n each factor
a subject's criterion for accepting coreference with or

Table 2. Correlations in subjects' mean grammaticality
ratings for the different configurations of referring
Table 3. Factor matrix for subjects' grammaticality ratings
expressions for the data in Table 1. A^ = Name, P =
in Table 1. A^ = Name, P = Pronoun, Yes = C-Command,
Pronoun, Yes = C-Command, N o = no C-Command.
N o = no C-Command. This factor matrix is shown after
varimax rotation, which is a standard factor analytic
N-N:
N-N:
P-N:
P-N
N-P:
technique for assisting in interpreting the factors (Gorsuch,
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
1983).
Varimax rotation will tend to promote a
.15
-.07
-.13
.15
.32**
N-P:
representation of the factor-analytic solution that emphasizes
No
separate factors and minimizes an overall group factor.
.19
.30
.06
.15
N-P:
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Yes
N-N:

.76***

-.09

-.17

.01

.01

No
N-N:

N-P: N o

.84

.26

-.13

N-N: N o

.05

-.11

.93

P-N: N o

.04

.89

.01

N-P: Yes

.78

.34

.14

N-N: Yes

-.06

.05

.94

P-N: Yes

-.06

.91

-.05

Yes
P-N:

.68*

No
n = 94, * p < .05; ** p < .005; *** p < .001
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without c-ciimmand is quite similar. Accordingly, a subject
who was conservative in accepting coreference in the
Name-Name condition without c-command would also tend
to be conservative in accepting it with c-command.
Likewise, a subject who was liberal about coreference in the
Name-Name condition would be that way regardless of
whether there was a c-command relation. Such strong
relations do not exist across factors. Accordingly, each
factor can be seen as a principle of linguistic knowledge
while a subject's criterion for acceptance can be .seen as a
parameter setting for that principle.
Of course, the analysis of language structure in terms of
principles and parameters has been an important part of
syntactic theory for the last decade (Rizzi, 1982; Huang,
1982). This approach has been applied across languages in
an effort to adduce universal principles of human language,
and to explain language variation in terms of the setting of
parameters. Linguists often try to explain gross differences
between languages and major dialects this way. In
principle, it should extend to idiolectical variation as well.
Applying this approach to experimental results obtained
from a collection of speakers of a single language is novel
as far as we know. W e do so because the correlational
structure of the subjects' judgments is strikingly clear in its
delineation of independent linguistic dimensions, which
constrain the kinds of variation that exist in individual
subject's judgments. That is what the principles and
parameters approach is meant to do. The principles that our
correlational analysis reveals are not consistent with those
of binding theory. Classical binding theory (Chomsky,
1981) offers only a single Principle C that should apply to
both Name-Name and Pronoun-Name sequences. That is
not consistent with ourfindingthat these dimensions are
independent in our subjects" acceptability judgments.
Further, ourfindingslead to a conception of parameter
setting in terms of specifying the value of a criterion on a
continuous dimension. That conception also differs from
the standard approach to principles and parameters.
From this point of view correlational studies of linguistic
variability within a speech community bear directly on

claims about hypothesized principles and parameters. Our
correlational analyses show that there is systematic variation
across individuals in their acceptance of different kinds of
linguistic coreference that can be modeled in terms of
principles and parameters of grammar. W e should note,
however, that these analyses cannot by themselves provide
evidence about why that variation exists. Gerken and Bever
(1986) have examined individual variation in the acceptance
of coreference in pronoun-name sequences, and have shown
that it is related to differences among individuals in how
their comprehension strategies handle syntactic closure. W e
are not in a position to offer this kind of basis for
interpreting the differences among our individual subjects.
However, our examination of a large variety of linguistic
constructions does allow us to provide compelling evidence
about the dimensions of linguistic variation that are
psychologically salient.
Coreference With Non Definite NPs
In Gordon and Hendrick (in pressfe) we examine patterns of
acceptable coreference involving non definite NPs (such as
no one, everyone, and who) and compare them to patterns of
acceptable coreference involving definite NPs (such as
names and definite descriptions). It is commonly held that
there are special structural restrictions on the relation
between an non definite N P and a pronoun that it binds (cf
(Hornstein, 1995)). These differences have been used to
support claims that non definite NPs semantically bind
pronouns in a different fashion than definite NPs (Evans,
1980) and have been crucial to the development of claims
about the existence of Logical Form as an abstract level of
syntactic structure (May, 1985). These theoretical claims
have also depended on Principle C of the Binding Theory
with its reliance on c-command. Because our results on
coreference involving names and pronouns (Gordon &
Hendrick, 1997) challenge Principle C we undertook a
formal study of judgments of coreference involving non
definite expressions (Gordon & Hendrick, in pressb).
Thefirstexperiment in Gordon and Hendrick (in pressfe)
examined the assumption, common since (Evans, 1980),

Table 4. A summary of conditions, sample stimuli and results used in Gordon and Hendrick (in pressfc). Subjects were asked
to rate the grammatical acceptability of the sentences given a coreferential interpretation of the expressions in boldface.
C-Command
Yes
No
Yes
No

Type of Sequence
Quantifier-Pronoun
Quantifier-Pronoun
Pronoun-Quantifier
Pronoun-Quantifier

Yes
No
Yes
No

Definite Description-Pronoun
Definite Description-Pronoun
Pronoun-Definite Description
Pronoun-Definite Description

Yes
No
Yes
No

Name-Pronoun
Name-Pronoun
Pronoun-Name
Pronoun-Name

Sample Stimulus

Mean Rating &
(95% Confidence Interval)
4.83 ± .18
Each girl decided what she could do.
4.05 ± .24
Each girl's parents decided what she could do.
She decided what each girl could do.
2.43 ± .30
2.42 ± .24
Her parents decided what each girl could do.
The girl decided what she could do.
The girl's parents decided what she could do.
She decided what the girl could do.
Her parents decided what the girl could do.

5.43 ±.14
4.98 ± .20
2.27 ± .26
3.20 ±.22

Jill decided what she could do.
Jill's parents decided what she could do.
She decided what Jill could do.
Her parents decided what Jill could do.

5.45
5.23
2.17
3.19
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±.16
±.21
±.27
±.24

discussed Gordon and Hendrick (in press£>). Here w e use
factor analysis to examine the correlational structure of
these ratings in order to provide evidence about whether
non definite and definite N P s contribute to the same or
different dimensions of grammatical variation.
Our exploratory factor analysis (presented above) of the
results of the results of Experiment 4 from Gordon and
Hendrick (1997) yielded two factors, "pronoun-name order"
and "name-pronoun order", that could be expected to be
found in the results of our current experimental data set if
quantified expressions are psychologically grouped with
definite expressions and names. Accordingly, a factor
analysis restricted to two factors was performed on the
results of the two experiments from Gordon and Hendrick
(in pressfc) on coreference involving non definite
expressions. The results for thefirstexperiment are shown
in Table 5.
Examination of the absolute values of the entries for
Factor 1 shows that it clearly depends on quantified N P pronoun sequences, definite N P
pronoun sequences and
name-pronoun sequences regardless of the presence or
absence of a c-command relation. In contrast. Factor 2
depends on the remaining types of N P sequences, pronounquantified N P sequences, pronoun- definite N P sequences
and pronoun name sequences, again showing no special
sensitivity to c-command. This pattern strongly suggests
that linear order rather than hierarchical relations lies behind
the intuitive judgments of our subjects.
A factor analysis of the data in Table 6 is given in Table 7
and provides further support for the importance of linear
order in these intuitive judgments by yielding two factors
whose loadings are consistent with the Name-Pronoun and
Pronoun-Name factors that were observed in the preceding
analyses. The general pattern in Table 7 accords well with
our earlier claim that quantified expression group with
definite expressions and names in h o w they bind pronouns.
The general tendency in Table 7 for the linear order N P -

Table 5. Results of the factor analysis of the judgments
obtained in thefirstexperiment of Gordon and Hendrick (in
press/?).

c-

Type of Sequence

Factor 1

Yes
No
Yes
No

Quantified NP-Pronoun
Quantified N P -Pronoun
Pronoun-Quantified N P
Pronoun-Quantified N P

.72
.58

Yes
No
Yes
No

Definite N P -Pronoun
Definite N P -Pronoun
Pronoun-Definite N P
Pronoun-Definite N P

Yes
No
Yes
No

Name-Pronoun
Name-Pronoun
Pronoun-Name
Pronoun-Name

Factor

C o m m a n c1

-.11

.13
.79
.83

-.14

.09
.84
.77
-.12

.32

.13
.83
.61

.83
.89
.26
.25

.00
.08
.85
.58

-.32

that quantified expressions must c-command pronouns that
they bind. W e also evaluated the long-standing claim that
quantified expressions exhibit weak and strong crossover.
(Crossover refers to configurations in which a question
word and its trace are separated by a coreferential pronoun.)
The second experiment in Gordon and Hendrick (in pressfc)
explored the nature of crossover phenomena more deeply,
examining h o w and w h y structures involving syntactically
dislocated arguments exhibit the crossover restriction. The
method was similar to that in Gordon and Hendrick (1997)
and involved ratings of whether coreference between two
boldfaced expressions was acceptable. The experimental
conditions as well as sample stimuli and average
acceptability ratings are shown in Table 4 for the first
experiment and Table 6 for the second experiment. The
implications of these patterns of average acceptability are

Table 6. Experimental conditions, sample stimuli and results from Experiment 2 of Gordon & Hendrick (in pressft). Subjects
were asked to rate the grammatical acceptability of the sentences given a coreferential interpretation of the expressions in
boldface and italics. M e a n grammaticality ratings (on a scale of 1 to 6), along with the lower and upper bounds of the 9 5 %
confidence intervals, are shown for the different kinds of coreferential expressions.
Crossover
Type of
Sequence
No
W H trace -pronoun
No
W H trace - pronoun
Weak
pronoun - W H trace
pronoun - W H trace Strong

CCommand
No
Brian
No
Brian
No
Brian
Yes
Brian

Sample Sentence
knows
knows
knows
knows

which
which
which
which

girl asked the teacher to help her classmates.
girl asked the teacher to help her.
girl her classmates asked the teacher to help.
girl she asked the teacher to help.

OP trace - pronoun No No Brian knows the girl that asked the teacher to help her classmates.
No
No
Brian knows the girl that asked the teacher to help her.
O P trace- pronoun
W
e
a
k
N
o
Brian knows the girl that her classmates asked the teacher to help.
pronoun -OP trace
Strong
Yes
Brian knows the girl that she asked the teacher to help.
pronoun -OP trace
name - pronoun
name - pronoun
pronoun - name
pronoun - name

No Brian knows that
No
No
Yes

Karen asked the teacher to help her classmates.
Brian knows that Karen asked the teacher to help her.
Brian knows that her classmates asked the teacher to help Karen.
Brian knows that she asked the teacher to help Karen.
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M e a n Rating
( 9 5 % C.I.)
4.41 ±.21
4.45 ± .24
2.97 ± .23
2.62 ± .27
4.69 ±.19
4.91 ±.20
2.95 ± .22
2.48 ± .20
5.27 ±.14
5.40 ±.14
3.55 ±.17
2.66 ±.18

Table 7. Results of the factor analysis of the judgments
obtained in the second experiment of Gordon and Hendrick
(in press/?).
Type of structure
wh-trace pronoun
wh-trace pronoun
pronoun wh-trace
pronoun wh-trace

c-command
yes
yes
no
yes

Factor 1
.73
.76
.02
-.16

Factor 2
.19
-.26
.77
.84

OP-trace pronoun
OP-trace pronoun
pronoun OP-U-ace
pronoun OP-trace

yes
yes
no
yes

.75
.78
.40
-.10

.16
-.26
.35
.76

name pronoun
name pronoun
pronoun name
pronoun name

yes
yes
no
yes

.69
.67
.25
.17

.00
-.33
.70
.70

pronoun and pronoun-NP to be inversely related accords
well with our earlier claim that quantified expression group
with definite expressions and names in h o w they bind
pronouns.
In this analysis, relative clauses that have the pattern
pronoun OP-trace show the weakest loadings on the
relevant factor when there is no c-command relation
present. From our perspective on the correlational structure
of idiolectical variability, weak loading of pronoun OP-trace
sequences without c-command should reflect a parameter of
grammatical knowledge. A possible candidate is the often
proposed parameter of Universal Grammar that gives
grammars of particular languages an option between traces
and resumptive pronouns. M a n y languages (e.g., Irish,
McCloskey, 1990) allow resumptive pronouns where
standard English requires a trace and such languages do not
exhibit weak crossover effects. Accordingly, the weak
loading of sentences with relative clauses and pronoun - O P
trace sequences without c-command could emerge from the
use, by some subjects, of the resumptive pronoun
parameter.
The resumptive pronoun parameter is
unavailable for W H questions because they involve
movement (eschewing resumptive pronouns in all
languages) and it is inapplicable to pronoun-name
sequences. This provides an explanation of the judgments
of pronoun OP-trace sequences in our data, but it does not
provide a good account of the dependence of these
judgments on c-command. Other possible explanations of
this finding could draw on the fact that in all of our stimuli
where a pronoun c-commands an OP-trace, the pronoun is
in subject position adjacent to the head of a relative clause.
Assessing the validity of these possibilities will require
further investigations into the grammaticality of coreference
in these types of N P sequences.
General Discussion
While a complete explanation of the details of the
grammaticality judgments requires further work, the larger
pattern is very clear in revealing dimensions of
grammaticality in coreference. The first factor analysis
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revealed three clear factors which w e dubbed (NamePronoun, Pronoun-Name, and Name-Name). The second
and third factor analyses showed that different types of full
N P s (definite descriptions, quantified expressions, and W H
phrases) grouped together with names in terms of the
variation they elicited in subjects' grammaticality
judgments; these analyses provided further support for the
Name-Pronoun and Pronoun-Name factors (with the label
"name" being broadened to include these other types of
NPs). These findings provide a basis for treating these
different types of N P s as equivalent with respect to
coreference and for focusing on h o w coreference is
achieved between these different types of N P s and pronouns
that either follow them or precede them.
In Gordon and Hendrick (in pressa) w e have developed a
model of the interpretation of referring expressions as
deriving from the way in which syntactic representations are
mapped onto discourse representations. This explanation is
expressed using a formalism created by K a m p and Reyle
(1993) which seeks to apply model theoretic semantics to
phenomena in natural language, particularly the semantics
of discourse. Our model aims to provide an explanation for
the distribution and processing of coreferential expressions
within and between sentences. Here w e offer a summary of
the model and h o w it accounts for the ease of coreferential
interpretation of different types of referring expressions.
Then w e show h o w the model can account for the
dimensions of grammatical coreference revealed by the
results presented in this paper.
Models based on the K a m p and Reyle formalism use
Construction Rules to m a p syntactic representations onto
Discourse Representation Structures. Each construction
rule is composed of a triggering condition that delineates
the linguistic input that causes the rule to apply, and specific
instructions for replacing part of the linguistic
representation with a information in the Discourse
Representation Structure.
The material added to a
Discourse Representation Structure by a Construction Rule
is termed a condition set. What w e take to be important in
this formalism is that syntactic structures trigger the
building of a part of a discourse representation structure in a
dynamic fashion. Entities are introduced into the universe
of the discourse by the dynamic rules that construct these
representations.
These entities are termed discourse
referents.
Our model includes three construction rules to handle
reference and coreference. (I) The construction rule for
names is triggered by the occurrence of a name in the
syntactic representation of the input sentence; it then posits
a new discourse entity in the discourse model predicated on
the name. The same basic mechanism of interpretation
applies to the definite and non definite expressions. (2) The
construction rule for pronouns is triggered by a pronoun; it
then attempts to find a suitable antecedent in the discourse
model. Failing that, it posits a new discourse entity. (3)
Thefinalconstruction rule (for equivalence) is triggered by
the presence of two discourse entities predicated on the
same name. It adds a condition set to the discourse
representation equating the two entities.

These three rules provide a straightforward account of our
results concerning the acceptability of coreference in the
three types of N P sequences shown in Table 1. Namepronoun sequences trigger successive application of the
construction rule for names and then for pronouns. The rule
for names posits a discourse entity predicated on the name,
this subsequently provides a suitable antecedent when the
construction rule for pronouns is triggered, yielding
coreferential interpretation of the name and pronoun.
Name-name sequences trigger two applications of the
construction rule for names, resulting in two discourse
entities predicated on the same name. This situation
triggers the construction rule for equivalence, which equates
the two discourse entities. Compared to name-pronoun
sequences, establishing coreference in name-name
sequences requires an additional construction rule
(equivalence) and results in a more complex discourse
representation. This is in accord with our subjects'
judgments of coreference. Pronoun-name sequences first
trigger application of the construction rule for pronouns. As
it canfindno suitable antecedent, it posits a new entity in
the discourse model. Subsequently, the construction rule
for names is triggered, resulting in the positing of a name.
However, the equivalence rule is not triggered at this point
because predication of the entity created by the pronoun
rule has no identifying information. This accounts for the
low acceptability of coreference in pronoun-name
sequences.
Because the construction rules for interpreting definite
and non definite expressions share the essential features of
the construction rule for names, the principles outlined
above also explain the relative difficulty of establishing
coreference in sequences containing those types of NPs as
shown in Tables 4 and 6. Thus, the three basic construction
rules can be seen as providing an account of the relative
acceptability of coreference in sequences of different types
of NPs.
The ways in which coreference is established for the three
different kinds of N P sequences leads to a straightforward
account of the finding that these kinds of coreference
correspond to separate dimensions of grammaticality in a
community of competent language users. Coreference in
each case is determined by how different linguistic
configurations trigger different construction operations. If
individual subjects have thresholds for triggering that are
independently set for the different construction rules, then
we willfindthat subjects' judgments of different reference
conditions are highly correlated when coreference requires
the same construction rule, and uncorrelated when they do
not. This is the pattern shown by the correlation matrix in
Table 2 and by the factor analyses in Tables 3, 5 and 7. The
Name-Pronoun factor (Factor 1 in Tables 3, 5 & 7) is
created by individual differences in sensitivity to triggering
the construction rule for pronouns, which is the basis for
coreferential interpretation in these cases. The Name-Name
factor (Factor 3 in Table 3) is similarly created by differing
thresholds for triggering the construction rule for
equivalence. The Pronoun-Name factor (Factor 2 in Tables
3, 5 and 7) emerges from the fact that establishing
coreference in such sequences requires that the NPs in a

sentence not be interpreted in a strict left-to-right fashion,
something that clearly happens in cases where an N P is
present in a fronted adjunct expression. The Pronoun-Name
factor can be explained by the supposition that some
subjects arc more inclined than others to interpret NPs in the
verb phrase before NPs in the subject.
In this way, our model provides a straightforward account
for the dimensions of grammatical variation revealed by our
analyses of the correlational structure of judgments of
coreference.
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Abstract
Causality plays an important role in giving discourse its
characteristic coherence. This paper examines how causality
implicit in an utterance helps to organize dynamically
constructed mental models of discourse. Experiments are
reported suggesting that the linguistic form of utterances
contributes significant semantic information about causality
to a discourse representation. This view is contrasted with
competing claims in the literature that causality only emerges
from social psychological inferences or optional inferences on
background knowledge.
Implicit Causality in Discourse
A satisfactory account of the cognitive processes involved in
language comprehension must provide an explicit
understanding of h o w individuals m a k e sense of a discourse
(i.e., a sequence of spoken or written utterances), and h o w
that sense is related to the world it is about. There is
substantial agreement in the psycholinguistic literature that
such an account will identify explicit mechanisms that m a p
successive utterances onto a dynamic mental model and
research on formal semantics adds to this view the
requirement that such a model represent objects in the world
and relations between those objects (cf. Johnson-Laird,
1983). O n e important line of research in this effort attempts
to ascertain the form of the mental model of a discourse (i.e.,
discourse model) and poses questions concerning h o w it is
constructed from linguistic input (e.g., Gordon, Grosz, &
Gilliom, 1993; Gordon & Scearce, 1995). A second line of
inquiry emphasizes h o w inferences beyond the information
directly represented in the linguistic input play an important
role in the elaboration of a discourse model (e.g., Graesser,
Singer, & Trabasso, 1994). These two research programs are
complementary: thefirstemphasizes the contribution of the
"said" (information taken to be directly represented in the
linguistic input); the second emphasizes the contribution of
the "unsaid" (information not directly represented in the
linguistic input but inferred).
In previous work w e have examined w h y natural
languages m a k e use of proper names and pronouns to refer
to entities in the world (Gordon & Hendrick, 1997). Formal
logic constructs formal languages that m a k e no use of
pronouns, and our research has been aimed at understanding
the role of names and pronouns in dynamic discourse
models. O u r research suggests that the difference in the
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linguistic form of referring expressions marks and exploits
the orderly elaboration of a discourse model. C o m m o n
sense suggests that causal connections between utterances of
a discourse are also important in establishing a coherent
discourse model, and evidence exists that substantiates this
point of view (Giv(3n & Gernsbacher, 1995). Subjects can
often identify a cause in a single utterance. For example, in
the sentence Robin wrote to Sandy, Robin appears to be the
cause of the event of writing. This kind of judgment goes
under the label implicit causality in the psycholinguistic
literature. In this paper w e explore the determinants of
implicit causality in a discourse model.
Three Views of Implicit Causality
The
psycholinguistic
literature
distinguishes three
conceptions of the source of implicit causality and its
integration in a discourse model:
1. Formal semantics has a tradition of categorizing
predicates into simplex functions expressing states and
complex functions involving a relation of causation and a
resulting state (e.g., Dowty, 1975, Parsons, 1990). S o m e
research has built on this semantic tradition and analyzed
causality as a relation expressed by a predicate invoked in an
utterance of a discourse. T o comprehend an utterance is to
understand the relation of causality asserted by invoking a
particular predicate. Garvey and Caramazza (1974) and
Garvey, Caramazza and Yates (1975) offer a typology of
predicates based on whether the subject noun phrase or
object noun phrase of a particular predicate is treated as the
source of implicit causality in an expressed event.
2. Social psychology has led some researchers to analyze
the causality implicit in an utterance as originating outside
of the linguistic material of a discourse and place it in more
general cognitive schemas. B r o w n and Fish (1983) and
B r o w n (1986) for example observe the same general
typology of predicates as Garvey and Caramazza but derive
its existence from general, independent principles (of
attribution theory) rather than from the semantic nature of
linguistic predicates.
3. N o n explicit inferences generated from discourse
models have also been suggested as likely candidates for
judgments of implicit causality. Garnham, Traxler, Oakhill,
and Gernsbacher (1996) offer an "integrationist model" in
which inferences about implicit causality are derived from
discourse models. These inferences are only produced when

needed for some task (such as fixing the reference of a
pronoun or integrating the information of a n e w clause into a
discourse model), and closely resemble inferences made
from information not explicitly represented in linguistic
input (i.e., from "background knowledge"). This view
differs from formal semantic analyses by denying that
information about implicit causality is part of the linguistic
predicate invoked in an utterance; it diverges from the social
psychological analysis by claiming that the inferences are
specific to discourse and only optionally constructed as
needed.
This paper reports evidence supporting the view that
implicit causality is represented in a discourse model and is
strongly influenced by the way in which information is
encoded by predicates. This evidence is not naturally
modeled in social psychological terms or as non explicit
inferences.
Does Implicit Causality Reduce to a Social
Psychological Inference?
H u m a n s exhibit recurrent patterns of thought and feeling as
they engage in social life, and this provides the subject
matter for social psychology. Attribution theory explains
h o w individuals ascribe causes to events in order to give
meaning and coherence to their experience (Kelley, 1967).
The intuition at its core is that causality is attributed to what
is informative in the scene of a perceived event. This leads
to a significant asymmetry between attributions of causality
by observers of an event and participants in that event. A n
observer attributes causality to the participant in motion
(because they are perceptible and informative) while a
participant tends to attribute causality to the other coparticipant (because only the other participant's movements
are informative).
Brown and Fish contrast three groups of predicates
exemplified by cheat, attract, and admire. Predicates like
cheat typically lead speakers to ascribe causality to the
subject noun phrase (what is identified in the semantic
literature as the agent) in active sentences as opposed to the
direct object (the patient). Predicates such as admire or
please denoting mental states (the so-called "psychological
predicates") sometimes attribute causality to the subject of
the predicate (as please does) and sometimes to the direct
object (as admire does). T h e correct generalization here is
that causality is attributed to what the semantic literature
terms the stimulus of the experience rather than the
experiencer and that these predicates differ as to whether the
stimulus is linked to the subject noun phrase position or the
direct object position.' B r o w n (1986) explains this variation
in the perception of causality as a principled consequence of
attribution theory. Subjects estimate the cardinality of the
set of experiencers (e.g., admirers) and of stimuli (e.g.,
admirees), as suggested by Figure 1; the set of experiencers
is (claimed as) larger than that of stimuli; therefore the

non admirees

non admirers

admirers
admirees

Figure 1. Relative proportions of different types of people
based on Brown's (1986) of implicit causality in terms of
attribution theory.
stimulus always carties more information value to an
observer. In this way agents and stimuli are m o r e likely to
receive attributions of causality than either experiencers or
patients.
If the difference in the psychological predicates reduces to
the estimated cardinality of the set of stimuli and
experiencers as B r o w n envisioned, then this analysis should
predict that the judgments of causality should reverse in
negated sentences because they involve comparing the
cardinality of the complement set of experiencers (e.g., the
non-admirers) with the cardinality of the complement set of
stimuli (e.g., the non-admirees). O u r first experiment is
designed to test this claim.
Experiment 1
Method
Participants. 7 2 undergraduates participated in this
experiment. They were enrolled in introductory psychology
courses at the University of North Carolina.
Materials. These were modeled on those of B r o w n and
Fish. Subjects were asked to respond to questions like those
shown in Table 2. T h e verb like in the example w a s
systematically replaced by each of the 36 verbs in Table 1.
These verbs are grouped into three classes that vary the type
and order of the semantic roles they assign to their noun
phrase arguments (i.e., <agent, patient>, <stimulus,
experiencer>, <experiencer, stimulus>).
Table 1: Verbs used in stimuli.

' The stimulus of attract is linked to its subject while the
experiencer is in the direct object position in a sentence such as
Ted attracts Paul. The predicate admire works in the opposite
way: the experiencer is its subject and the stimulus is the direct
object in a sentence like Ted admires Paul.
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AgentPatient
apologize-to
cheat
compete-with
criticize
defy
disobey
dominate
flatter
harm
help
protect
slander

StimulusExperiencer
astonish
attract
charm
deceive
delight
exasperate
impress
influence
repel
scorn
shock
trouble

ExperiencerStimulus
abhor
admire
despise
detest
dread
enjoy
esteem
honor
like
loathe
notice
pity

Table 2. Sample stimuli for thefirstexperiment.

Results and discussion.
Table 3 presents the mean causality ratings as a function
of type of verb and negation.^ Table 4 presents the
difference between attribution of causality to thefirstnoun
phrase and to the second noun phrase, yielding a concise
measure of whether greater causality is attributed to the first
noun phrase argument of the predicate or to the second.
Significant main effects of verb type [F(2,I42) = 89.1, p <
.001] and negation [F(2,142) = 6.2, p < .005] were
observed, as was a significant interaction of the two factors
[F(4,284) = 7.6,p<.001].

affirmative:
T e d likes Paul.
H o w likely is it that this is because:
A. T e d is the kind of person that likes people.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
B. Paul is the kind of person that people like.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
C. S o m e other reason.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely

Table 3. Results of Experiment I. Mean ratings of causality
attributed to different arguments of the predicate.

negated main clause
Ted doesn't like Paul.
H o w likely is it that this is because:
A. Ted is not the kind of person that likes people.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
B. Paul is not the kind of person that people like.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
C. S o m e other reason.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
negative relative clause
T e d doesn't like Paul.
H o w likely is it that this is because:
A. Ted is the kind of person that doesn't like people.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
B. Paul is the kind of person that people don't like.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
C. S o m e other reason.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
Design. The three types of verbs were crossed with the
three types of negation, with each participant rating a given
verb in only one negation condition. Across participants
each verb appeared in all three negation conditions. Three
different randomizations of items were used.
Procedure. Each participantfilledout one questionnaire.
T h e following instructions, taken from Brown and Fish,
introduced the questionnaire:
Each item in this questionnaire begins with a statement
followed by three possible explanations of the event
described by the statement. Y o u are asked to rate each of
these explanations on h o w likely it is to have caused the
stated event. D o so by circling the appropriate numbers.
Please m a k e the rating for each cause (A, B, and C )
independent of the other causes, in that, the three circled
numbers are not required to sum to any particular value.
Please also m a k e the ratings of each sentence-event
independent of each other sentence-event. The same
proper names (Paul and Ted) are used throughout and are
not intended to have any significance. Y o u should not, for
instance, think of Paul (or Ted) as one person w h o should
be rated in a consistent way from one sentence-event to
another. The names are arbitrary and have been randomly
jjermuted in sentence position.

Type of Negation
Main
Relative
None:
Clause Clause

Type of
Verb

Cause
Attributed

AgentPatient

to
agent
patient

7.21
5.03

6.89
5.27

7.12
5.24

StimulusExperiencer

stimulus
experiencer

6.89
5.00

6.31
5.49

6.48
5.18

Experiencer
-Stimulus

experiencer
stimulus

5.45
6.54

5.79
6.33

5.82
6.01

The affirmative stimuli in our experiment elicited the
same judgments of causality that B r o w n and Fish
discovered. Subjects attributed causality to those noun
phrases serving the semantic role of agent or stimulus and
resisted attributing causality to experiencers or patients. The
stimuli with negation exhibit the same pattern only more
weakly: causality is attributed to agent and stimuli but only
weakly to experiencers or patients. W e find that the degree
of difference between attributions of causality to the
semantic role of agent vs. the patient or the stimulus vs. the
experiencer is reduced in negative contexts. However the
attribution of causality did not reverse in the negated
Table 4. The difference between the ratings of causality for
first and second noun phrase in Experiment 1.
Type of Negation
Type of
None
Verb
AgentPatient
StimulusExperiencer
ExperiencerStimulus
Mean

Main
Clause

Relative
Clause

Meai

2.18

1.62

1.89

1.90

1.87

.81

1.28

1.32

-1.08

-.55

.19

-.61

.99

.63

.99

sentence-events, casting doubt on Brown's claim that the
relative cardinality of the set of experiencers and stimuli
Values for response c ("other" responses) did not vary
significantly as a function of condition.
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determines inferences about implicit causality.
Two
possible explanations suggest themselves for the significant
effect of negation. O n e line of explanation might appeal to
the fact that negated statements typically pose processing
problems for subjects (Clark, 1974, Sherman, 1973). A
second explanation might be based on the content of
semantic roles. Dowty (1991) suggests that traditional
semantic roles (agent, patient, stimulus, experiencer,
instrument, etc.) should be modeled in formal semantics as
drawing upon two primitive roles, proto-agent and protopatient. These are analyzed as fuzzy sets defined by factors
licensing semantic inferences. T h e factors contributing to
proto-agenthood are volitional involvement in an event or
state, sentience or perception, causing an event or change of
Proto-patients
state in a participant, and movement.^
undergo change of state, are causally affected by another
participant, and are stationary. The first noun phrase in a
sentence like Jones assaulted Smith is a stereotypical agent
from this point of view, and is a somewhat better agent than
thefirstnoun phrase in a sentence like Harvard rejected
Smith because reject does not entail movement nor does it
imply a change of state in Smith. Experiencers are poor
agents because they are only sentient, and lack the other
stereotypical properties of proto-agent; they also have
limited proto-patient properties (typically only being
causally affected by another participant). The semantic role
stimulus is also a weak agent because it only causes a
change of state in another participant. Refraining from an
act or psychological state is semantically treated as
volitional and thus related to causality by the proto-agent
role. In the sentence Ted flatters Paul causality is attributed
to Ted, while in a sentence like Ted likes Paul causality is
attributed to Paul. Refraining fromflatteryor liking can be
deliberate and appear somewhat causal: thus Ted appears
more causal in sentences such as Ted doesn't like Paul. At
the same time, the fact that an event failed to take place
might diminish the perceived causality of an agent or
stimulus. There is no reason in our data to prefer the
explanation in terms of processing difficulties of negation or
in terms of the interaction of negation with semantic roles.
Indeed these two consequences of negation are not
incompatible and they might both contribute to the effect of
negation in our data.
Does Causality Reduce to an Inference from
Background Knowledge?
Garnham, et al. (1996) argue that implicit causality is not a
property of predicates but that such causal relations are part
of one's knowledge about what events are usually like. This
store of information is accessed only where needed for a
task (e.g., the comprehension task of resolving pronominal
reference). This theoretical point of view attributes implicit
causality to background knowledge that can be used in the
production of non explicit inferences. Languages have a
' The role of proto-agent correlates probabilistically, according to
Dowty, with occupying the position of subject of a sentence. The
fact that experiencers and stimulus are sometimes subjects and
sometimes direct objects is a consequence of only weakly
approximating the proto-agent role.
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wide range of anaphoric devices used to reinvoke
information already present in a discourse model. Pronouns
are surely the most well studied anaphoric form, but others
exist as well. In particular, English has anaphoric verbs like
da (and phrasal variants like do so, do that kind of thing);
these anaphoric expressions index previously invoked events
in a discourse; w e will call these expressions event
anaphors* Event anaphors do not integrate another event to
a discourse but instead refer back to an event already
represented in the model. F r o m the perspective of Garnham,
et al. (1996), they should, as verbs, correlate with no
implicit causality effects of their own. This expectation
stems from the fact that they represent no privileged event
but instead are linguistic wild cards, able to represent
virtually any event in a discourse. Our second experiment is
designed to test whether the implicit causality of event
anaphora gives the same results as our other experiment or
whether such verbs contribute distinct patterns of implicit
causality.
Experiment 2
Method
Participants. 11 n e w participants, drawn from the same
population as the previous experiment, were tested.
Materials. Subjects were asked to respond to questions
like those in Table 5. The verb admire was systematically
replaced by each of the 36 verbs in Table 1 exemplifying
different three different ordered pairs of semantic roles (i.e.,
<agent, patient>, <stimulus, experiencer>, <experiencer,
stimulus>).
Design and procedure. The design and procedure were
the same as in the previous experiment.
Table 5: Sample stimuli for the second experiment
negated main clause
Ted doesn't admire Paul.
H o w likely is it that this is because:
A. That is not the kind of thing that T e d does.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
B. That is not the kind of thing that happens to Paul.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
C. S o m e other reason.
Not likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Definitely likely
Results and discussion.
Table 6 presents the mean causality ratings as a function
of type of verb and negation.^ Table 7 presents the
difference between attribution of causality to thefirstnoun
phrase and to the second noun phrase, yielding a concise
" To illustrate this process consider the sentence Jane managed to
land a better job, but few others will do so. Here do so is
anaphoric to land a better job. The verb happen is also anaphoric
in sentences such as Many people hope to win the lottery but few
happen to.
^ There is a small but significant increase in response c, "other"
from agent-patient to stimulus-experiencer to experiencer-stimulus
verbs. This pattern is consistent with our argument that the
anaphoric predicate influences judgments of causality.

Table 6. Results of Experiment 2. M e a n ratings of causality
attributed to different arguments of the predicate.

roles. In ourfirstexperiment w e found a significant effect
of negation and noted that it could be due to either an
asymmetry in the processing load (of affirmative and
negative statements) or an asymmetry in the concept of
volition implicated in the semantic role of agent. The
presence of negation in conjunction with the event anaphora
was able to m a k e an experiencer appear significantly more
causal than a stimulus. Garnham, et al. (1996) are unable to
explain the increased causality of experiencers when
accompanied by the verb do, or the reversal in attributions
of causality to experiencers when negation is used with
conjunction with an anaphoric verb.

Type of Negation
Main
Relative
None ;
Clause
Clause

T y p e of
Verb

Cause
Attributed

AgentPatient

to
agent
patient

7.15
4.76

6.89
4.44

6.97
4.70

StimulusExperiencer

stimulus
experiencer

6.41
5.11

6.03
4.88

6.13
5.03

Experiencer
-Stimulus

experiencer
stimulus

5.32
5.69

5.63
4.96

5.62
4.93

General Discussion

Judgments of implicit causality are complex. This situation
measure of whether greater causality is attributed to the firststems from the multiple sources of information that people
noun phrase argument of the predicate or to the second. A
can appeal to in attributing causality.
Undoubtedly
significant main effect of verb type [F(2,142) = 74.8, p <
knowledge of what events are typically like can contribute to
.001] w a s observed but there w a s no significant main effect
such inferences, and it is equally probable that subjects are
of negation [F(2,142) = 2.65, p > .05]. T h e interaction of
influenced in these calculations by their perceptions of
these two factors w a s significant [F(4,284) = 5.8, p < .001].
social interactions.
However, w e believe that the
Post hoc contrasts showed that greater causality was
experiments presented here cast doubt on attempts to reduce
attributed to the experiencer than the stimulus when
attributions of implicit causality to either of these factors
negation w a s in the main clause [t(71) = 7.23, p < .001] and
exclusively. They also m a k e what seems to us to be a point
w h e n it is in the relative clause [t(71) = 7.34, p < .001].
of c o m m o n sense: the predicates employed in an utterance
This pattern is a reversal of the implicit causality effect first have a significant impact on h o w implicit causality is judged
found by B r o w n and Fish (1983) and shown in m a n y
by virtue of h o w they contribute their (semantic) information
subsequent studies.
to the dynamically constructed discourse model.
T h e results of this experiment challenge theories that deny
The social psychological explanation of implicit causality
that predicates m a k e a contribution to the calculation of
is weakened by its unwillingness to recognize the traditional
implicit causality independent of the representation of events
wisdom that predicates perform important semantic work.
in a discourse model. Experiencers in this experiment were
The failure of Brown's conjecture about the source of
m o r e likely to be judged as causal than in our first
implicit causality can be attributed to its appeal to an
experiments.^
This is remarkable in that the events
insufficient semantic theory. For B r o w n a statement like
described are the same. Apparently do requires an agentive
Paul admires Ted semantically involves an admirer and an
admiree (homologous to the interpersonal relation), and it is
this
fact that warrants calculating the cardinality of the
Table 7: difference between attribution of causality to the
respective
set of admirers and admirees. W o r k on formal
first and second noun phrase
semantics (Parsons, 1990) suggests that this view is
mistaken and that a more adequate analysis would treat such
Type of Negation
a sentence as conjoining three bits of information: there is
T y p e of
Main
Relative
an act of admiration, Paul is its experiencer and Ted is its
Verb
None
Clause
Clause
Mean
stimulus. F r o m the perspective of this semantic analysis it is
Agent2.39
2.45
2.27
2.37
m u c h more difficult to say with confidence Uiat the
Patient
cardinality of the set of experiencers tout court is greater or
Stimulus1.30
1.15
1.09
1.18
smaller than the set of stimuli.
Experiencer
The integrationist model of Garnham, et al. (1996) is
Experiencer-.37
.68
.69
.33
weakened because it does not attempt to m a k e explicit the
Stimulus
inferences that bear the explanatory burden of their claim.
T h e study of semantics shows that they are distinct classes
Mean
1.11
1.43
1.35
of inferences; they differ for example in whether they are
necessary or deniable, whether they are licensed as a social
subject while at the same time being able to recapitulate a
convention, or by some aspect of the linguistic context (cf.
previously mentioned event. These data also provide some
Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet, 1990). T h e broad category
fiirther evidence of the influence of negation on semantic
of non explicit inferences that is appealed to in some
psycholinguistic work obscures these important distinctions.
* The problem identified here would hold for reductions in other
Predicates carry with them information that licenses
directions, such as Hilton's (1990) conversational model.
inferences about causality. Furthermore this information can
' Our results on this point converge on those of Pesetsky (1995)
be affected by negation and other aspects of the linguistic
w h o provides very different arguments that experiencers can be
causal when in subject position.
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context (such as event anaphora) as our two experiments
show.
The fact that the perception of implicit causality is
susceptible to such influences is also important because it
may warrant a modification of standard semantic roles in
favor of graded prototypical roles, along the lines suggested
by Dowty (1991).* On this account, it is possible that
additional sources of information might influence how
closely a particular participant is to the proto-typical agent.
The advantage of such an approach would be that it offers a
means of expressing the contribution that the linguistic form
of a predicate makes to the calculation of causality attributed
to a predicate's argument.
The experiments we have reported here extend the
exploration of implicit causality by varying the linguistic
context in which agent-patient, stimulus-experiencer, and
experiencer-stimulus verbs are assessed for the locus of
causality. W e have found that the original effect reported by
Brown and Fish that causality is preferentially attributed to
the semantic roles of agent and stimulus over experiencers
can be influenced by the aspects of the linguistic context in
which they appear.
Negation and event anaphora
signiflcantly influence such judgments, and in combination
can reverse the Brown and Fish effect.
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Abstract

about, if necessary, and the user will not always eventually
share its knowledge. T h e aim of such a system is then to proTo produce effective advice several sources of knowledge are
duce persuasive messages having a more effective impact on
needed. Knowledge about the application domain the advice
the addressee.
is concerned with is of course necessary, but not sufficient. If
In order to design a system whose ultimate aim is to try and
the aim of the intervention is inducing people to modify their
habits, w e also need specific theories of how and why peoinfluence the user's behaviour very diverse sources of knowlple change behaviour to guide the advising process. In some
edge have to be integrated. Knowledge about the specific
cases, however, it still does not suffice: when suggesting a
domain,
knowledge about h o w individual behaviour is influchange in a well established habit, several factors have to be
enced
by
a variety of beliefs, attitudes and subjective feelings,
taken into account, and a good adviser might also need argumentative capabilities, in order to overcome possible personal
and knowledge about h o w argumentation techniques can be
and environmental barriers to the change. This paper presents
used, all have a crucial role in producing effective messages.
a model of advice giving that integrates Artificial Intelligence
In this work, all these sources of knowledge are combined
with concepts and methods coming from different disciplines.
with
Artificial Intelligence methods and techniques in a comThe model has been implemented in Daphne, an advice giving
system that operates in the nutrition education domain.
puter system. Daphne, able to argue with a user. The resulting
domain independent model is illustrated in the domain of nuK e y w o r d s . Advice Giving Systems, Argumentation, Health
trition education.
Promotion, Behaviour Modelling, Dialogue.
Nutrition: an Argumentative Scenario

Introduction
Advice giving systems are often considered as a sub class
of tutoring ones, the difference being that they interact with
more expert users, w h o , rather than being instructed in performing a task, only need s o m e suggestions about h o w to perform it m o r e efficiently (Forslund 1995). A c o m m o n hypothesis in such systems is that the user's beliefs are fewer than
the system's, both in qualitative and in quantitative terms.
T h e system being the expert in the conversation domain, a
disagreement between system's and user's knowledge is considered as a user's misconception. Also, all the concepts that
the user is modelled to have on the domain form a subset of
system's ones.
In this work w e would like to analyze a wider concept of
"advice", that is the provision of opinions about what to do,
or h o w to behave, not necessarily with respect to a technical task, but also concerning more general issues, involving
personal opinions and values.
Giving advice, in these situations, does not mean only providing knowledge, and, more importantly, does not mean
owning knowledge. A s Hustadt (1994) pointed out, the hypothesis of system's greater expertise should be relaxed when
the personal attitude towards the topic is an important subject of discussion. In these cases both the participants are
experts: the system's beliefs can be seen as opinions, more or
less warranted, to be communicated to the user, and argued
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It is generally agreed (Department of Health 1992) that a
healthier nutrition habit can have a crucial role in decreasing diet related diseases. Nevertheless, as Fries & Croyle
(1993) pointed out, "far too often, what an educator regards as
healthful virtues m a y be regarded as social vices by clients".
Enlightening studies showed that several barriers and stereotypes influence people's nutrition habits. A sample of college
students interviewed by Fries & Croyle (1993), for example,
found that persons eating low-fat food are picky and people
with a high-fat diet attend parties. Similar stereotypes can be
found in Sadalla & Burroughs (1981). Ziebland etal. (1998)
identified some of the external and internal barriers to change
in diet, such as / enjoy eating foods that are bad for me. A s
Fries & Croyle (1993) suggest, the kind of barrier is similar
to those faced in advertisement: so an educator should show
similar argumentative skills.
Moreover nutrition is a topic in which every person feels in
a sense to be an expert: w e all know, at least roughly, which
are the bad and the good foods. A n d w e certainly are the
experts when speaking about what w e like to eat!
These characteristics m a k e the nutrition education scenario
very appropriate for our study: it involves personal attitudes
and values, the addressees have some expertise on the domain, such to allow them to counter-argue with the educator's advice, and a dialectical ability is then involved in order

Schema
Pragmatic Argument
Arguing by Model

Arguing by Dissociation

Definition
Evaluates acts or events in terms of their consequences
Presents specific case as a model to be imitated.
The model must be admirable or have authority or
prestige
Breaks connected links, reorganizing the addressee's concept of reality

Example
Eatingfruitwill make you slimmer
Italians know all about healthy eating

You said that people who are concerned about diet
are self-centred, but I prefer to consider them just
responsible persons

Figure 1: Three New Rhetoric's schemas

to overcome the lack of willingness to accept educator's point
of view.

A T h e o r y of A r g u m e n t a t i o n

In looking for a theory able to express everyday arguments,
w e excluded those dealing only with demonstrative reasonThe Theoretical Basis
ing, being more concerned about the effectiveness of arguments than their validity.
An objective of this research was to appeal to well established
Perelman's N e w Rhetoric (Perelman 1979) met our retheories for each of thefieldsof exploration: health promoquirements. It is a theory of argumentation which deals with
tion and argumentation. This section briefly details the chardialectic reasoning, defining an argument as more or less sucacteristics of the theories which contributed to the realization
cessful when its premises make the conclusion plausible to
of the system.
a greater or lesser degree. The concept of audience is crucial in this scenario, as the same argument can produce very
Health Promotion
different results when addressed to different kinds of people.
According to Perelman's definitions, the orator can build
Some of the theoretical models in health research were ex- an argument on premises, belonging to two wide classes:
amined, in order to find the appropriate framework for our
premises relating to the real, that is statements in which the
formalization. W e found two of them which, with minor
claim can be recognized by the universal audience (for inchanges, could be easily formalized into a computer system.
stance apples are fruit), and premises relating to the preferThe transtheoretical model of change, or Stages of C h a n g e
able, that are statements which have to do with the preference
Model, (Prochaska & DiClemente 1992) suggests that indiof a particular audience, consisting of personal Values (for inviduals progress through very distinct stages of change on
stance natural products have to be preferred), and the ways
their way to change their behaviour. In afirstprecontemin which an audience arranges them in Hierarchies.
plation stage, people see no problem with their behavior and
Especially useful for our purposes is the N e w Rhetoric's
have no intention of changing it. A contemplation stage
concept oi schema, as a mechanism used by the arguer to arcomes when people c o m e to understand their problem, and
range premises in such a way that the audience will be most
start thinking about solving it, but have no immediate plans. influenced. Perelman proposed several classes of schemas.
In a following preparation stage, people are planning to take
Warnick & Kline (1992) elaborated the classification, proposan action in the immediate future, and have already m a d e
ing an accurate collection of coding guidelines for each
some small changes in this directions. The action stage inschema. Examples of schemas are given in Fig. 1.
volves people w h o are actually in the process of actively makDaphne: Dialectical Argumentation for
ing behavior changes. Finally, the maintenance stage characterizes a period of behavior continued on a regular basis;
P r o v i d i n g H e a l t h y Nutrition E d u c a t i o n
6 months is generally agreed to be a good measure of time.
The design of Daphne was meant to follow two main guideThe process of change, however, is not linear and a relapse is
lines:first,it should show a high modularity, that is each sinalways possible at each stage.
gle component should be as m u c h independent as possible
The Health Belief M o d e l (Becker 1974) assumes that for
from the others, in order to allow an easy upgrade. Second,
people to actually take an action to avoid a negative situation
it should employ simple and practical techniques. Figure 2
they need to believe that: they are personally susceptible to it;
depicts the system architecture. The theories presented influits occurrence would have at least moderate severity on some
enced our decisions in particular on the definition of system's
components of their life; taking a particular action would in
reasoning ability and on the establishment of the domain lanfact reduce their susceptibility to it or, if it occurs, would reguage. Its main components are:
duce its severity; taking a particular action would not cause
them overcoming important (for them) barriers (eg. cost,
Reasoning unit: it is responsible for managing the factual
convenience, pain, embarrassment and so forth).
knowledge of the system, about the domain and the user. It
The two models are successfully used in many healthy diet
promotion interventions (Roe et al. 1997).
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consists of three classes, the third one being split into two
sub-classes:

(de Kleer 1986) to guarantee coherence a m o n g beliefs are
used in this unit.

13
Ouicomim mcsNages
Incoming messages

PLANNING UNIT
{ Scheduler 1

'ftft-ahrtiit/ '\Uip
DIALOGUE f
UNIT

mc.\.\agcs HI Jeliver
new goals

Dialvtgue Game

1

)|

Planner unit: The system was designed to have a planning
component, whose aim is to decide about built-in goals
and trigger follow-up actions when solicited. The presence of a neat separation of the sources of knowledge used,
suggested the same neat separation of the competences of
the planning operators into conceptual abstraction spaces
(Sacerdoti 1974). Three spaces are defined: the high level
space, or strategist, is concerned about the general goal
of the system about the promotion of a given behavior;
this space formalizes the knowledge about the Stages of
Change and the Health Belief models. T h e middle level
space, or tactician, is concerned about the argumentative
skills of the system; it is in a sense independent from the
subject of the argumentation, and embeds knowledge from
the N e w Rhetoric domain. T h e bottom level space, or orator, has strictly linguistic knowledge: it is concerned about
h o w to express, in a natural language, the argument proposed by the tactician. Moreover, the planner has a sU-uctural hierarchy of planning layers (Stefik 1981): a domain
space layer, a meta-planning layer, whose aim is to control the applicability of domain operators, and a scheduler
layer, which is responsible for controlling the overall process, by activating n e w goals etc. T h e output of the planning process consist of communicative acfions, that is messages to be delivered to the user. A plan operator has the
following structure:

( Mela-Planning
( Domain level ]

Dialogue Hisiory

REASONING
UNIT
7
^
Pniblem Solver
ATMSs

Belief ModST'

Figure 2: D a p h n e ' s Architecture

class 1: the system's own beliefs {Bs)\
class 2 : the system's beliefs about user's private beliefs

(BsBu);
class 3.1: the system's beliefs about w h a t the user b e lieves b e mutually believed about the system's beliefs

{BsBuMBs);
class 3.2: the system's beliefs about w h a t the user b e lieves b e mutually believed about the user's beliefs

Effect: the goal it aims to achieve;
Prerequisites: the conditions that have to be verified before the operator can be applied;

{BsBuMBu).
And each other type of nested belief is collapsed into one
o f the classes at level 3. This classification w a s c h o s e n
to allow the s y s t e m to b e not fully sincere. S o m e sort o f
deception is in a sense inherent in the definition of dialectic argumentation. T h e fact that the arguer bases his or her
justification o n the audience's beliefs a n d not o n w h a t h e or
she really thinks o n the matter c a n b e seen as a subtle kind
of deception. In particular, the arguer m a y like a claim to
pass as his or her o w n w h e n it is only a projection of the
audience's m i n d (for e x a m p l e , the claim Eating fruit is important because it helps slimming can be m a d e by an arguer
w h o k n o w s the audience gives a high value to being slim,
even if he or she does not). With this model it is possible to
represent sincere communication, with the possibility for
an agent to misinterpret it, and insincere communication
about one agent's o w n beliefs (and the detection or not of
it by the other agent). However, it is not possible to deceive about one's beliefs about the other one (I cannot say
/ believe you believe X if I think you disbelieve X ) . Figure
3 represents h o w the various parts of the belief models of
the speaker and the hearer are updated after different sorts
of communication, showing that the four sets proposed are
necessary and sufficient to represent them.
A problem solver, using Horn clauses, and an A T M S
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Decomposition: the description of h o w the effect is decomposed into subgoals.
Dialogue unit: it is responsible for the actual communication with the user; messages are exchanged between the
two conversants, and a track of the dialogue so far is
kept. T h e dialogue mechanism is mostly inspired by the
metaphor of a dialogue game: the two conversants are
viewed as players, each of them having a certain number
of allowed moves in every situauon of the g a m e (Carlson 1983). A n important task of the Dialogue unit is to
suggest following up goals to the planner, on the basis of
the message received. A n example of this ability will be
shown later. Daphne and its user communicate by means
of a mailbox: Daphne reads messages the user sent in an
incoming mailbox, and put its messages to the user in an
outcoming mailbox.
Agent central unit: the aim of this unit is to activate and coordinate all the others; there is no explicit mention of it in
Fig. 2, but its role can be represented by the dashed lines
between the various components.
Knowledge base definition: the definition of the language
of the domain was also affected by the theories used. Val-

ues are implemented as the attribution of a certain degree
of importance to an object. A s different values can be associated with the same object for different reasons, the specification of the perspective or point of view from which the
attribution is considered is included (for example Having a
slimfigureis good from the social life perspective). Other
predicates in the language were defined after the concepts
of the behavioural models: w e needed to express the successfullness of actions with respect to a given purpose, the
association of the user's stage of change towards an action
and so on. Finally, to realize the N e w Rhetoric's schemas,
we needed to represent concepts such as being a model or
having consequences etc.

B s B u HasVal(Boring,Emotional,Bad)
the system can infer that the same value is passed to EatingFruit; it is also inferred that in user's hierarchy the E m o tional perspective has a higher position than the Health one;
moreover, as it is supported by the fact that EatingFruit is
presented as a Granny's habit, it is inferred that Granny is an
anti-model for the user from the Emotional perspective:
B s B u HasVal (EatingFruit,Emotional,Bad)
B s B u More Valuable (Emotional, Health)
B s B u AntiModel (Granny, Emotional)
Second System's IXirn: S2

The dialogue manager, after analyzing the input message, can
propose to the planner some counter-moves. The main arguA Detailed Example
ment of the user involves a member/set relation (EatingFruit
This section will show Daphne's behaviour with respect to the
is a member of the Boring set). A response to this argument
following short dialogue (system and user's turns are numcan be a Dissociation, if two instances of the set EatingFruit
bered and denoted with S and U respectively).
can be found with different values with respect to the E m o tional perspective. The dissociation should emphasize a posSI: Have you considered eating more fruit? It is good for your
itive
value. The tactician operator to try will be:
health, as it helps you preventing cancer.
Ul: Fruit is boring! It's granny's stuff!
Effect DissociatePos(EatingFruit, Emotional)
S2: Maybe pears are. But what about avocados? Did you know
B s B v M B v HasVal(EatingFruit, Emotional, Bad) &
Prereq
it's Caiifornians' favourite?
B s B u M B u Is(EatingPears, EatingFruit) &
B s B u Is(EatingAvocados, EatingFruit) &
B s B u HasVal(EatingAvocados, Emotional, Good)
First System's TXirn: S I
Decomp Concede (HasVal(EatingPears, Emotional, Bad)) &
The system is trying to m o v e the user from the precontemDistance (EatingAvocados, EatingPears) &
plation to the contemplation stage with respect to eating fruit.
Claim HasVal(EatingAvocados, Emotional, Good)
The following strategic operator applies:
Notice that it is not necessary to assume that EatingPears
has a specific negative value: as a c o m m o n instance of
Effect PrecToCont (KatingFruit)
EatingFruit, it is assumed that the user will pass to it the
Prereq
B s B u (Precontemplator(EatingFruit)) &
negative
emotional value of EatingFruit.
B s (Successful (EatingFruit,Prevent(Cancer)))
Let us suppose, however, that the system cannot assume
Decomp PragmaticArgueNeg(EatingFruit, Cancer)
that the user will believe that EatingAvocados has a good
The decomposition refers to a tactician operator, so the
emotional value, that is the prerequisite is not satisfied and
control is passed to the next abstraction level. The evoked opneeds to be planned for. The most general tactician operators
erator involves a pragmatic argumentation, labelled as "neghave the attribution of a value as their effect, and one of the arative" because it stresses on what the proposed action avoids
gumentative techniques as their decomposition. For instance,
rather than achieves.
there will be the operator:
Effect
PragniaticArgueNeg(EatingFruit, Cancer)
Effect BsBu HasVal(EatingAvocados, Emotional, Good)
B s B u HasVal(Cancer, Health, Bad) &
Prereq
Prereq
B s (Successful (EatingFruit,Prevent(Cancer)))
Decomp ArgueByModel (EatingAvocados, Emotional)
Decomp Claim (HasVal(EatmgFruit, Health.Good)) &
Support (Successful (EatingFruit,Prevent(Cancer)))
It will be fired, as the following operator can be fired:
The application of the operator also bound the variable inEffect ArgueByModel (EatingAvocados, Emotional)
dicating the perspective (Health) from which the effect that
Prereq
B s Habit(EatingAvocados, Caiifornians) &
the action prevents has a Bad value, so passing a Good value
B s B u M B u Model(Californians, Emotional)
from the same perspective to the action itself.
Decomp Claim Habit(EatingAvocado5. Caiifornians)
The Claim and Support operators refer to the orator abstraction level, producing the phrase in the dialogue above.
Unexplored Alternatives
After receiving the user's response, the system had several
choices. A repair to the original plan could have been done
at the strategic level: the user was not yet ready to m o v e to
the contemplator stage, and it could have been induced by
increasing the user's perceived susceptibility to cancer, or by
finding another effect that EatingFruit can achieve or prevent.

User's response: Ul
The user communicated that:
B u Is(EatingFruit, Boring)
B u Habit(EatingFruit, Granny)
With the assumption that boredom is not a positive emotion:
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(c) Insincere communication detected

(d) Insincere communication non detected

Figure 3: Communication types

At the tactician level, an alternative response to the m e m ber/set relation used by the user could have been another
member/set (rather than a Dissociation), that is finding another set of which EatingFruit is m e m b e r that has a good
value from the Emotional perspective. Or, the user's supporting argument could have been attacked: an anti-model can be
counter argued by a model (that is by finding a model whose
habit is EatingFruit) or another anti-model (that is by finding
an anti-model whose habit is not EatingFruit). The system
could also have chosen not to follow the dialogue manager's
suggestion, and keep on arguing about EatingFruit, by applying the generic operator to pass a positive value to the action,
either from the same emotional perspective or from a brand
n e w one.
Further Developments
After Daphne's prototype was completely implemented in
C a M L , in a Unix environment, an evaluation stage began,
consisting of three phases.
T h efirstphase, just completed, consisted of the collection
of real dialogues with nutritionists. Five researchers from the
Department of H u m a n Nutritions of the University of Glasg o w were contacted by e-mail, and asked to engage into a
conversation about dietary habits with a "user" (whose responses were constructed by hand on the base of five different "characters"). These dialogues were analyzed in term
both of the behavioural models and the argumentative techniques. W h e n asked to c o m m e n t about the e-mail chat, two
of them explicitly stated they had the Stages of Change model
in mind to guide the advising process, one used a motivational interviewing approach, and the remaining two did not
appeal to a particular model, but stated they tried to assess the
user's health beliefs. All of them did not just provide knowledge about nutrition, but used the user's responses to establish

his/her priorities and give advice from different perspectives,
and all their responses could be catalogued according to the
N e w Rhetoric's classification of argumentative schematas.
In the second phase, in progress, the situation is the opposite: some "users" were contacted via e-mail and solicited
to engage into a conversation about diet. Daphne's responses
are generated and then sent by hand to the user, again via
e-mail. This phase will hopefully assess the appropriateness
of Daphne's responses, and will help collecting a corpus of
"real" arguments to augment system's expertise.
The third phase has just began, and will consist of preparing a simplified W e b version of Daphne's prototype, in order to let a wider population to have access to it via a W e b
site. A more accurate evaluation of the argument produced
will then be possible, together with the assessment of whether
this style of health promotion intervention is actually acceptable/useful.
Conclusions
The aim of this system was to generate effective advice on a
controversial subject, involving personal attitudes and values,
by appealing to a well established theoretical basis to produce
more effective advice.
The idea is not entirely novel. The Stages of Change Model
has already attracted interest from the artificial intelligence
community (Marcu 1996; Reiter etal. 1997). Also, many argumentative systems exist, although they are either focused
on presenting "valid" arguments (Fox, Krause, & ElvangGoransson 1993; Karacapidilis 1996; Vreeswijk 1997), or
stress the generation of arguments in natural language (Elhadad 1995; Maybury 1993; Reed & Long 1997). Zukerman,
Korb, & M c C o n a c h y (1996) describe a system able to generate nice arguments tailored to the addressee, even though
validity is again the evaluating measure used, an argument
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being 'nice' when it can persuade though having some steps
missing in its logic chain. A system very close to ours is PERS U A D E R , by Sycara (1990): she also maintains that the argument generation process is always guided by argumenlalion
goals, changing the importance a person attaches to things,
and argumentation strategies to achieve them. The theoretical basis on which the strategies are defined are, however, not
made explicit.
Daphne's strength was to combine both behavioural and
argumentative research for its purpose, in a well formalized
framework. Thefirstresults from the evaluation phase seem
to confirm the validity of the framework.
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which w e view as communicative interactions. This does
not deny the value of analyses which focus on one or more
We present a \ iew that conceives of conceptual learning as of the individuals in group interaction, treating the group as
changes in discourse practices. This view focuses on
a context for those individuals' thinking and understanding.
interactions in which people construct understanding
collaboratively, either as deliberate conceptual inquiry or
Some Qualifications
to facilitate accomplishing something else. Our analysis
T o forestall misunderstanding, w e make three points about
combines concepts and methods from ethnography (e.g.,
what w e do not assume.
Jordan & Henderson, 1995), linguistic discourse analysis
(e.g., Lemke, 1990), cognitive analyses of conceptual
First, w e do not assume that the term "discourse" refers
growth (e.g., Keil, 1994), and theories of information
only to talk. W e include both verbal and nonverbal
structures in comprehension and reasoning (e.g., Kintsch
interactional moves. W e m e a n by "discourse" both these
& van Dijk, 1978). In this view, conceptual understanding
moves and the whole interactional event in which people are
is considered mainly as an interactional process. The view
engaged.
focuses on how concepts are created and built up when
Second, w e do not assume conceptual understanding and
people engage in activity, especially when they
learning
occur only in face-to-face interaction. Although we
communicate about the things they are doing and trying to
consider
interaction between people as the primary locus of
understand. Participation in a community includes using its
conceptual understanding and learning, w e recognize, of
concepts according to practices in which members
course, that individuals understand and learn to use concepts
communicate, coordinate their action, and achieve mutual
understanding. Our view of concepts is illustrated with
as they read and write texts, draw diagrams, or engage in
examples drawn from a study of two F C L science classes.
contemplation by themselves. W e note, however, that these
solitary activities also can be conceptualized as special forms
Introduction
of discourse (e.g., between a reader and an author), and that
these
solitary activities are generally carried out as parts of
In this paper w e present an alternative to considering
an
individual's
participation in social practices.
concepts mainly as structures of information in individuals'
Third, w e do not assume that by participating in a group
memories. A s in the standard view of conceptual
interaction in which the group arrived at some conceptual
understanding in cognitive psychology, developmental
understanding,
that all the individual members of the group
psychology, and artificial intelligence, w e analyze structures
reached
the
same
understanding. In our analyses w e take
of information in the ways that people describe and explain
into
account
wide
variations in the ways in which different
things. Unlike the standard view, however, w e consider
individuals
participate
in the activity. Indeed, a major focus
conceptual information structures mainly as aspects of social
of our effort is to understand h o w individuals coordinate their
activities, and w e consider that a community's concepts are
activities of conceptual understanding and learning.
patterns in social practices. This is not to say that w e
Abstract

discount the idea of individual learning or of internal
structures posited in the standard cognitive perspective.
Rather, w e seek to e m b e d these more standard ideas of
understanding and learning into an account of interaction
focused on participation in and learning of social practices.
A s the primary level of our analytic and theoretical focus,
w e choose communicative interactions. W e argue that this
perspective has the potential to provide a more successful
scientific analysis than the cognitive perspective that focuses
primarily on individual processes. In our study w e obtained
data of students interacting with teachers and each other, and
of individual students interacting with an interviewer: events
* This paper was written collaboratively, with all authors
making substantial contributions.
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Theoretical Assumptions
Our analysis is a contribution to the situative perspective on
cognition and learning (Greeno, Collins, & Resnick, 1996;
Greeno & M M A P , 1998). In this paper w e carry this
situative perspective one step further and address conceptual
learning. W e examine not only the individual located and
thinking in a situation, but also the developmental trajectory
of the interaction and the developmental trajectory of the
emerging conceptual structure in the discourse of a group of
learners. Students working in a group, along with their
teacher, other groups, and learning resources constitute each
others' situation: they influence each other, and (as is well
known in sociology) create their o w n particular interactional
system. This tendency of particular communities to create

their specific interactional and discursive styles or registers
also has long been noted in socio- and text-linguistics (Biber
& Finegan, 1994; Swales. 1990).
Levels of Learning
Viewed in the situative perspective, learning occurs at two
levels (ca. Rogoff, 1995). At one level, learning pertains to
individuals and involves becoming a competent participant
of a community. A n important aspect of this learning by
individuals is coming to participate in discourse in ways that
are aligned with the prevailing patterns in the community,
including using concepts in ways consistent with the
group's practices.
At another level, learning pertains to groups or
communities. For a group, learning means developing
practices that are m o r e effective in realizing the
community's purposes and functions. For example,
discussions of changes in classroom discourse practices have
been provided by numerous investigators (e.g., C o b b &
Yackei, 1997; Lampert, 1990; Roth & B o w e n , 1995;
Rosebery, Warren, & Conant, 1992; see also a review of
discourse and learning by Hicks, 1996).
Learning Conceptual Content
Our view of learning has been influenced strongly by the
theoretical work of Vygotsky (1978, 1986), Lave and
Wenger (1991), Rogoff (1990), and Wertsch (1991). In these
perspectives on learning, however, there has been little
consideration of conceptual understanding, especially the
content involved in school learning. Given that w e take
learning to be participation in (one or more) discourse
communities, w e believe that it is in the discourse of these
communities that w e need to look for conceptual learning.
Our goal is to account for learning of concepts, including
their coming-into-being and their gradual refinement, in
terms of discursive and interactional development.
In this view w e take, concepts are treated dynamically. A s
proposed by Chi (e.g., Chi et al., 1994) and Keil (e.g.,
1994), concepts are considered as ways of organizing more
detailed information, thus supporting easier access to
specific material. W e contend that this process of organizing
a domain can also be applied to discourse, where it is
reflected in the coherence of the development of a topic.
Relevance as a Learning Mechanism
W e consider it promising in analyzing conceptual change as
change in discourse practices to use relevance theory (e.g.,
Sperber & Wilson, 1995). In a well organized discourse,
ideas are only contributed if they are relevant. If a topic is
taken up again later, although it was seemingly closed off
before, there is generally good reason for it: new information
m a y have been brought into the discourse, which is
presuppositional for s o m e new aspect of the topic. W e
believe that, as in language learning, people w h o are
believed to be competent serve as models for others. They
model what "things go together," and what are appropriate
questions in a domain. Attentive listening allows an
individual to become attuned to the relevance structure that
underlies the discursive organization on the ideational as
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well as on the interpersonal level (Hailiday & Hasan, 1985).
A s in Hobbs' (1997) formal analysis, this can be modeled
by readjusting weights in an evaluation function, which
increases the likelihood that particular things are said, or not
said, at the next occasion. This analysis provides a linguistic
view on learning to participate more successfully in a
community's discourse practices.
"Shared" Meaning and Learning
In our analyses of discourse, w e focus on the participants'
co-construction of a public understanding in c o m m o n
ground. This process rests on a mutually understood
background of largely implicit norms. O f course, the public
understanding is only shared to the extent that participants
work for shared understanding (Clark, 1996), and despite
h o w participants in discourse work to align their meanings,
there is always some ambiguity and misalignment in shared
meanings. This ambiguity can contribute importantly to the
productivity of a conversation (Barnes & Todd, 1977; Wells,
1986) or derail it (Lemke, 1990).
Our analyses focus on the discourse of groups. O f course,
w e do not believe that any participating individual takes
notice of the entirety of what is said and discussed.' Even so,
w e consider the information that is contributed (in Clark &
Schaefer's, 1989 sense) to constitute a collective c o m m o n
ground that is taken as understood in the conversational
group and is, in principle, accessible to all of the
participants. The extent of engagement in, understanding of,
and agreement with the information in the group's c o m m o n
ground varies between individuals and, from time to time,
within any individual. These variations in an individual's
relations to collective c o m m o n ground, as well as differences
in the opportunities afforded different individuals to
participate actively in discourse, undoubtedly result in
differences in what individuals learn.
Empirical Illustrations
T o illustrate the use of these ideas in an empirical analysis,
w e present a few examples taken from a study of classroom
learning. W e observed students in twofifth-gradeclassrooms
in Brown and Campione's (1994) Fostering a C o m m u n i t y
of Learners ( F C L ) project, during a 39-day unit on
endangered species, held over 12 weeks. Key concepts in the
unit were the survival needs of animal species and h o w these
survival needs contribute to species endangerment. Students
worked in research groups of 4-5 m e m b e r s to study a
particular species, with each student in the group focusing
on one of the survival needs concepts.
During the unit, students engaged in a variety of learning
activities, including conducting scholarly research,
discussing their findings and writing reports. T o maximize
effective use of resources, the lessons c o m m o n l y were
divided into rotations, during which groups would be
engaged in different activities. In addition, there were
' While we have included measures of individual learning in this
study, detailed analyses of individuals' learning in group
discourse is problematic, because one is limited in what can be
known about individuals' moment-to-moment intentions and
understandings of specific items of information.

activities that took place outside of the classroom. These
included reciprocal teaching sessions, breakout groups in
which ail students studying a given survival need met, and
jigsaw groups formed for presenting the finished reports.
In collaboration with the two classroom teachers w e
developed pre- and post- unit assessments of the students'
conceptual understanding. Each of these assessments
included a videotaped 45-minute individual interview with
each student, and a group assessment done by the research
groups over three class periods. W e chose two focal research
groups in each class, videotaping their pre- and post-unit
group assessments as well as most of their learning
activities during the unit. Various episodes and interactions
of the groups as well as of individual group m e m b e r s were
chosen for detailed case analyses, based on having content
especially relevant to conceptual learning that occurred.
First w e provide t w o examples that illustrate what kinds
of conceptual change occurred. T h e n w e consider h o w these
changes m a y have c o m e about.
Increasing Complexity in Pre-Post Assessments
O v e r the course of the unit, students' discourse about
survival needs changed. Statistical analysis of answers given
in the pre- and post-interviews s h o w e d that students used
m o r e survival needs after the unit (from categorical coding
for presence or absence of the six salient survival needs). T o
explore the quality of this and other changes, qualitative
analyses of individual and group cases were performed.
More Linkages Between Key Concepts A major part
of conceptual understanding and learning in the unit involved
a relational structure between the survival needs that were
salient in the classroom (food getting, reproduction, etc.),
properties of the environment (i.e., the animal's habitat) and
behavioral or physical adaptations of the animal which allow
it to survive in its environment (Figure 1):
survival need
a species'
adaptations

a habitat's
properties

Figure 1: Conceptual links in endangered species unit.
More advanced conceptual understanding in this domain
includes m o r e integration between conceptual components
(e.g.. B r o w n & C a m p i o n e , 1994), so m o r e conceptually
advanced discourse w o u l d include m o r e elaborated and
coherent relations between these three components.
T h e following analysis of conceptual learning by Jamal,
one of the case study students, is based on comparing his
pre- and post-interview answers to a problem of designing a
n e w kind of animal, called Borogoves. S o m e details of the
animal were prescribed (e.g., it eats tiny w o r m s in the
m u d d y bottom of the ocean). T h e discourse about this
question, including the interviewer's m o v e s , w a s divided
into episodes focused on similar content. Each episode
centers around the presentation of an adaptation of the
designed animal along with any reasoning about it. For
e x a m p l e , in the pre-interview episode below, Jamal
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proposed the behavioral adaptation of hiding behind plants
(segment 3). T h e segments about methods of eating food (1,
by the interviewer) and plants existing under the sea (2, by
Jamal) are also included in the episode because they function
as initiation and elaboration of the adaptation:
Interviewer: Okay, let's see if there's any other questions
(71 need to) ask you about. (Is) u m , okay, u m , so
I
h o w would these animals go about eating these worms?
2 Jamal: Just, uh like, if they- like the plants that w- under
the sea?
Interviewer: M h m .
3 Jamal: They can hide behind 'em.
Segments that made reference to one or more of the three
conceptual components s h o w n in Figure I were identified.
The sequencing of discourse (e.g., the question-answer pair
represented by 1 followed by 2+3), co-reference relations
(e.g., using the pronoun '"em" in 3 to refer to the plants
under the sea from 2), and other discourse patterns were then
used to infer links between conceptual components. A
network diagram w a s drawn for each episode to represent
h o w (and if) identified conceptual segments and concepts
were related to each other. Figure 2 shows the resulting
network for the episode above:
survival need: food getting
(eating worms)
/
Borogoves'
adaptation
(hiding behind plants)

habitat property
(plants under the sea)

Figure 2: Conceptual links in the episode.
If a link was occasioned by a prompt of the interviewer,
the link is bolded. In segment 1 the interviewer prompted for
a relation between food-getting (a survival need) and a w a y
of behaving (an adaptation of the Borogoves). In response,
Jamal constructed an adaptation for food-getting (3 - hiding
behind plants) which, without any prompting, considered a
property of the deep sea environment (2 - it has plants). This
results in two links, one prompted and one unprompted.
For the design-an-animal question of Jamal's pre and postinterview, the n u m b e r of prompted and unprompted links
m a d e in each episode were added across all episodes and
divided by the total n u m b e r of episodes. This results in the
m e a n n u m b e r of links per episode, which is s h o w n below:
Table 1: Mean number of links in Jamal's responses to the
design-an-animal question.

Prompted
Unprompted
Total Links

In Pre-interview
.8
(47%)
.9
(52%)

1.7

In Post-interview
.2
(8.3%)
2.2 (91.6%)

2.4

A s the table shows, in the pre-interview the percentage of
prompted links was m u c h higher than in the post-interview.
In the post-interview Jamal took more initiative; overall he

created 4 1 % more links per episode, and the majority of
those were unprompted. Thus, Jamal is an example of a
student w h o became able to construct a discourse which
linked together survival needs, adaptations, and hnhital
properties—the core concepts of the unit.
Increasing Multicausality Another aspect of
conceptual learning was increased consideration of multiple
causes. For example, when evaluating h o w a species would
survive in a new habitat, one focal group considered more
multicausal relationships in their post-discussion than in
their pre-discussion. The features of the habitat (e.g.,
presence of other animals) were more often causally linked
to more than one potential outcome for the species (e.g.,
having sufficient food and having too many predators); and
any one outcome hypothesized by the group was more likely
to be caused by more than one habitat feature (e.g., low tides
and other animals contributed to insufficient water).
Multicausality was evidenced using diagram and counting
techniques similar to those demonstrated in the analysis of
Jamai's interview.
Learning in Classroom Interactions
W e examined episodes in the learning activities of the unit
to identify ways in which observed changes in discourse
practices in assessments could have been brought about by
the students' participation in the unit. The following
examples illustrate the workings of the relevance principle
in bringing about conceptual change. A s briefly explained
earlier, a particular communicative event can be used by
learners to influence h o w they determine what is an
important thing to contribute to a particular topic and to
structure possible future contributions. Learning can occur
as students become better aligned with the discourse patterns
of teachers or peers.

Teacher 1: Y o u can make a pretty good list of the places:
they live in [she reads Ron's list] . . . But, so you've
told m e the names of the places they live. A n d I bet on a
m a p you could point to all those places. But n o w I want
you to start thinking about what are the things that they
need to have in the places that they live? ... A n d try to
make a list of things you know eagles need to start to
live somewhere.
Later, in a whole class wrap-up, the teacher used this
interaction with Ron as an example for all students working
on habitat, pointing out that their reports needed to include
not only place names, but what kinds of things the animals
need to have in their environments to live there.
Changing Prominence of Conceptual
Components In the next example, a teacher (the school's
science specialist) brought all students studying habitat in
each research group together, and asked them to report on
what they had discovered so far. This was the first breakout
group session of the unit, so there was no pre-established
discursive practice for students to use: thus, at the very least
the first student speaker needed to draw on interactions
outside this session to get an idea of what to do.
The first student, Ron, presented what he had found out
about his animal, including 'where it lives' - something that
certainly comes to mind if one has to study habitat. The
teacher used this as a teachable moment and stressed, as did
the teacher in the previous example, that 'place" is more
than just a location:

Ron: Bald eagles., (xxx) over all of California. With the
exception of desert areas, and/
Teacher 2: So it doesn't live in a desert.
Ron: M n h .
Teacher 2: Ok. [...] Ron has said a few sentences and it
may not sound like much but what he has just said is
Adding Conceptual Relations Teachers helped bring
really a lot. H e has said that he found out the range. H e
students into the discourse practices of the unit through
knows where his animals lives. He said in California,
scaffolding and instruction, stressing to students what
right?
H e is saying, he said he found out that they need
concepts and conceptual relations were important and
old trees to live. [...] Ok. The range. Ok. N o w he said
relevant to discuss in their research. In the following two
they didn't live in desert. That's another big part in the
teacher-student consultation sessions from 19 days into the
puzzle. Not the desert. N o w why do you think that don't
unit, the teacher encouraged students to include the
Uve in the desert? Ron.
conceptual links shown in Figure 1 in their research.
Ron: Because they don't have any trees there just sand
In the first example, Jamal showed the teacher his
Teacher 2: (laughs) Right. [...] What do you need to
progress so far on eagles' food getting, a list of the food that
find out.
eagles eat. In response, the teacher asked Jamal to address
Jonah: More where they live. Like maybe some of them
what adaptations allow eagles to eat their food:
live in N e w York or something.
2: So you are not sure exactly where their range
Teacher
Teacher 1: This is the list of things that they eat. Now
is. Ok.
you can tell m e like, not what do eagles eat, but how?
H o w do they get their food? What I- what kind of
This discourse highlighted the importance of the concept
adaptations do they have? Like the talons (that you
of place before other students were asked to report on their
talked about), do the talons help? What kind of things do
animal. A n d 'range/place' started to be interpreted as an
the eagles have to help them get that food, (xxx), ok?
implicitly stated relevant fact, which had to be reported. W e
believe it is no coincidence that all subsequent student
In the second example, Ron, specializing in eagle habitat,
presentations (see transcript excerpts below) started with a
had created a list of where eagles live. The teacher asked Ron
report of the place where the animal could be found. A
to identify what habitat properties are needed in the places
discursive expectation was set up, which was evidenced by
eagles can live:
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Daria's acknowledgment that she did not k n o w about the
Panda's range. There were m a n y facts the students had not
discovered yet, and which they knew they would need to find
out. However, except for the range/place feature, none of
those was reported as "don't know":
Andy: Ah, my animal is. It lives in (Florida) [...]
Bob: M y animal is gorillas, and they live in Africa, and
Daria: My animal is bears and I know that they live in
mostly California in uh mountain ranges. I don't k n o w
where the Pandas live.
We believe that episodes like this are important for
learning; however, no causal claim that permanent
conceptual changes result from these interactions can be
m a d e , especially as important subject-matter concepts
usually turn up in several interactions throughout the unit.
Even so, w e believe that interactions like these serve the
s a m e function: they model the underlying (discursive)
relevance structure of the domain.
T o see the status of the concept of range/place at the end
of the unit, w e analyzed the final reports students wrote.
Students included discussions of range/place in the section of
the reports on habitat. For example, in Ron's section on
Eagle habitat, about 1/3 of his sentences presented where
eagles are to be found.
Change in Participation in Research An important
element of our theory is that conceptual change is not only
change in a particular w a y of talking about a domain, but
also a change in activities undertaken. The following
example discusses such a change in the students' practices of
doing research.
The research groups were the dominant structure of the
unit: the students' w o r k w a s organized around their
membership within a particular group studying a particular
endangered species. F r o m our observations during the unit,
and from our theoretical perspective of learning as
transformation of participation, w e expected to find changes
in what the students did as research. Since one of the central
goals of the F C L program is to create classroom
environments in which children assume responsibility for
their o w n learning ( B r o w n & C a m p i o n e , 1994), w e
hypothesized that students would take on a greater role in
organizing their o w n research work. Such a change in the
participation structures of the classroom would provide a
case in which a group of students working collaboratively
s h o w progress in taking over control of its activity, moving
through its zone of proximal development (Vygotsky,
1978). This is analogous to ways in which individual
children have been shown to increase their self-control in
interactions with adults (e.g., Wertsch & Stone, 1985).
Such a change would also include conceptual growth, as
students increased in their understanding of ways in which
different conceptual contents are involved in subtasks that
they can undertake.
A content analysis of one group's activity up to the
midpoint of the unit has s h o w n clearly observable
differences in h o w it functioned in its research time. Early in
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the unit, the group's activity was organized primarily by
their classroom teacher, teacher 3. She began each lesson
with an introduction, explaining what the students would be
working on for that day. In thefirstdays of the unit, these
introductions generally included very brief, broad outlines of
the unit as a whole, little about h o w the task for the day fit
into the unit, but detailed instructions for completing the
task. For their part, the students subscribed closely to the
teacher's instructions for the task; they did not discuss the
bigger purpose and concepts underlying the tasks in which
they were engaged. For example, on Day 2 of the unit, the
teacher briefly discussed the scope of the unit, then indicated
that for that day the students would be cutting out questions
and then sorting them into categories. W h e n the group was
handed the questions, they spent several minutes fervently
attacking the job of cutting, but no one showed any interest
in the content of the questions. Only when the cutting was
almost completed did one of the group begin to read a
question out loud. At this point, the group began talking
about what categories they could think of. Their progression
through the lesson followed quite literally the sequence
suggested by the teacher's introduction.
S o m e days later in the unit, however, the shape of the
lessons had changed. The teacher's introductions were less
specific in their instructions and shorter in length,
establishing the structure of the lesson's rotations, but
leaving more to the discretion of the students regarding how
to use that time. Students occasionally began their research
time without consulting the teacher at all, with each
m e m b e r of the group organizing their o w n activities. Also,
as the unit progressed the group discussed amongst
themselves h o w to proceed with their work. For example,
on Day 12 two members of the group suggested that another
m e m b e r look for information about his topic on the C D R O M s , and one went with him to help him with his search.
B y the middle of the unit, then, the overall structure of
classtime was still largely set by the teacher, but the ways
in which the students organized their time within that
structure had shifted somewhat. The frequency and nature of
the group's interactions with the teacher had changed: the
students tended to address questions amongst themselves and
to take responsibility for turning to the teacher for guidance.
For her part, the teacher did not m a k e reference to the larger
context of the unit, spent less time each day establishing a
detailed protocol for the lesson, and instead gave a quick
orientation to the rotations.
Conclusion
Concepts are usually thought of as mental constructs that
exist in individual people's minds. B y relocating them in
people's discursive interactions, w e have a new way to look
upon the development of symbolic action. This perspective
facilitates the exploration of the interconnectedness of
aspects of h u m a n life which have traditionally been isolated
in a wide range of disciplines. W e have used this perspective
to interpret examples taken from a longitudinal study of
conceptual learning as development of participation in
(discursive) practices. These interpretations have allowed us
to demonstrate the integrating power of our approach, which

incorporates social, interactional, and informational aspects
of learning.
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Abstract

for deciding which strategy to use when. In our research,
w e have chosen to model reasoning found in problem-solving
In this paper we explore the idea of reflection in the context
protocols (Clement, 1989), because these protocols show both
of scientific exploration. H o w does an agent reflect upon its
successful and unsuccessful attempts at solving a problem usbehavior in order to enable productive exploration? W e outline
ing multiple reasoning strategies. T h e computational model
an abstract cognitive architecture for combining reflection and
developed through the protocols can then be applied to hisexploration. To achieve this we present a language for modeling
torical cases. T h e key is to acquire protocols which address
cognition: the Task-Method-Knowledge ( T M K ) language. W e
similar issues to those found in the historical case (Nersesfurther present a computational model based on this language,
sian and Greeno, 1990). Only w h e n w e can construct models
T 0 R Q U E 2 (Griffith etal., 1997; Griffith, 1997). T o R Q U E 2 is
a model of exploratory reasoning in the domain of scientific
of scientists which capture their m a n y reasoning strategies,
problem solving. W e claim that the T M K language supports
will w e be able to construct agents capable of real scientific
both reflection and exploration, and enables them to benefit
activity.
from one another.
In the T 0 R Q U E 2 system w e have modeled four reasoning strategies for exploratory problem solving: model-based
search ( M B S ) , model-based analogy ( M B A ) , structure-based
Introduction
model transformation ( S B M T ) , and limiting-case analysis
O n e outstanding issue in scientific discovery is: h o w do sci( L C A ) . These strategies are represented in the Task-Methodentists decide w h e n to abandon one reasoning strategy to
Knowledge ( T M K ) language (Murdock and Goel, 1998). In
pursue another? O r from a cognitive perspective: h o w do
the remainder of this paper w e describe a control process
w e model a process for multi-strategy exploration? In our
which enables the selection of strategies through reflection.
research w e show evidence from a computational system,
W e claim that this process is sufficient for modeling exploT 0 R Q U E 2 , which suggests that "reflection," an agent's abilration in science.
ity to reason about its o w n reasoning, plays an important role
in the selection of reasoning methods and in the abandonment
Reflection
of reasoning paths.
A theme which runs through a vast range of research
For the past 2 0 years researchers have attempted to comparadigms in cognition is the idea of reflection: humans are
putationally model the processes of science. In this pursuit
able to explicitly reason about their o w n cognition. There are
they have investigated tasks including: experimental data ina great m a n y aspects of cognition which seem to be related to
terpretation (Langley et a!., 1987;Zytkow, 1990), hypothesis
the notion of reflection. A few of these are:
formation (Karp, 1989), and theory revision (Darden, 1991;
Adaptation People are able to adapt to an extremely broad
Rajamoney, 1990;Falkenhainer, 1990). In order to understand
range of novel situations in the world. It is clear that they
these tasks, researchers have modeled historical cases of sciare able to modify their reasoning abilities to some extent. It
entific reasoning (Kulkami and Simon, 1988; Darden, 1991;
seems likely that the ability to modify one's o w n reasoning
Thagard and N o w a k , 1990). O n e difficulty with such cases
m
a y depend on knowledge about that reasoning.
is that they rarely show paths of reasoning in which the sciExplanation
People are able to explicitly state what they are
entist w a s unsuccessful, yet it is these paths which m a k e up
doing
and
why.
While it is clear that this ability is limited
themajority of the cognitive effort (Nersessian, 1993). Soreit is certainly present. The ability
and
is
often
inaccurate,
searchers mistakenly place emphasis on the sources that have
to
even
partially
describe
one's o w n reasoning seems like
survived. This, however, presents a problem. It results in
conclusive evidence of at least a partial self-understanding.
computational models which are cognitively implausible and
Multi-strategy reasoning Explicit representations of funcare of little use in the development of scientific agents.
tional elements potentially enables dynamic,flexibleselecFor this reason s o m e would have us throw out the baby
tion of these elements within a reasoning episode.
with the bath water by giving up on historical cases of sciPrediction People are able to predict the actions of other
entific reasoning altogether. W e argue that this abandonment
people. It seems plausible that this ability is tied to some
is premature. T h e trouble is not with the research program
knowledge of their o w n mental processes.
but with the methodology. In order to construct accurate
Error
Prevention In s o m e situations, people are able to precomputational models, one must model each of the strategies available to the scientist as well as the control processes
dict cognitive errors that might m a k e and act to prevent
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them. For example, someone doing a complex arithmetic
problem, as in (Brown and VanLehn, 1980), might recognize that there is a significant chance of error and might do
the problem twice to confirm that the correct answer was
obtained; such reasoning clearly depends on an understanding of what constitutes complex, error prone reasoning.
Error Recovery M a n y researchers in cognitive science have
observed that explicit representation of processes can be
particularly useful in recovering from mistakes after they
occur (Suchman, 1987; Kirsh, 1991). W h e n someone
reaches a reasoning state which is clearly erroneous, they
are motivated to reason about h o w they got to that state,
even if the process which got them their was largely nonreflective at the time.
Much of the past work on TMK models has focused
on thefirstthree topics above: adaptation (Stroulia, 1994;
Strouliaand Goel, 1995; Murdock and Goel, 1998), explanation (Goel et al., 1996; Goel and Murdock, 1997), and
multi-strategy reasoning (Punch et al., 1996). In this paper
we consider yet another possible application of reflection:
that of exploratory reasoning. This idea extends the notion
of multi-strategy reasoning; instead of simply selecting "the"
best method or a satisfactory method, w e might explore a
variety of possible methods for accomplishing a given task.
Tasks such as scientific reasoning, in which an agent clearly
does not have an a priori account of what constitutes optimal
or even satisfactory methods for solving problems are ideally
suited to this kind of reasoning. Exploratory reasoning involves a great many complex decisions. S o m e of the kinds
of decisions that an exploratory reasoner might make include:
what method to consider next, when to attempt a new method
for solving a problem, when to concede that a problem cannot
be solved, etc. Reflection provides the knowledge which m a y
be used to guide these decisions.
TMK Models
Our development of an account of reflection originates in
a line of research which examines computational representations of physical devices (Goel, 1989; Goel et al., 1996;
Goel et al., 1997). This research shows that effective adaptation of physical devices can be supported by models which
are causal (i.e., that show the mechanisms by which effects
occur), compositional (i.e., that show h o w the effects of elements of a device are combined), and functional (i.e., that take
an intensional stance toward describing w h y elements are arranged as they are). The basic idea behind these models is that
the relationship between the physical construction of a device
(i.e., the structure) and the intended effect of that device (i.e.,
the function) is described by a flow of causal interactions (i.e.,
the behavior).
There have been a number of theories which have viewed
elements of cognition as inherently device-like in nature. The
theory of Generic Tasks (Chandrasekaran, 1988) suggests that
there are primitive "building blocks" of cognition such as classification and recognition and that complex reasoning strategies can be viewed as complex devices resulting from the
synthesis of these components. This perspective suggests that
perhaps past work in adaptive redesign of physical devices
may be applicable, by analogy, to the adaptation of these
proposed abstract cognitive "devices."
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It is this intuition which lead to the development of the
T M K language. T M K models have been used for both explanation and adaptation of the capabilities of a variety of A l
computer programs. T M K models are very m u c h an extension of our modeling framework for physical devices. The
division of reasoning into tasks (i.e., functional elements) and
methods (i.e., behavioral elements) very m u c h duplicates the
functional and causal features of our physical device models,
and the explicit modeling of knowledge states duplicates the
compositional aspects of these device models.
The extensive Al research on T M K models has conclusively shown that they do provide at least some support for a
computer system to adapt its o w n capabilities. Does this necessarily make them relevant to the study of human cognition?'
Consider the space of all possible mechanisms for representing self-knowledge for exploration. It is intuitively obvious
that this space is extremely large; virtually any kind of knowledge could potentially be in memory. In contrast, consider
the space of all sufficient mechanisms for this phenomenon.
This space is clearly far more restricted; the mechanism must
be shown to be both powerful enough to allow exploration
to occur, parsimonious enough to form a credible theory, and
general enough to support a wide range of exploratory reasoning. To the extent that these are strong restrictions, it is
apparent that the space of sufficient solutions is very small
with respect to the space of possible solutions. Furthermore,
as the breadth and depth of the sufficiency is increased, it is
conceivable that the space of sufficient solutions becomes so
small that any sufficient solution approximates a necessary
solution. From this reasoning, w e argue that because T M K
models have been shown to provide a broad and powerful
range of capabilities, they constitute a plausible hypothesis
for a cognitive account of reflective self-knowledge.
Exploration
W e define exploratory reasoning as reasoning which is not
directed by some goal. This does not mean that goals must be
absent from the reasoning. O n the contrary, most interesting
cognitive activities involve goals. It does mean, however,
that some goals are either too abstract to direct the control,
e.g., one might have a goal to discover the cure for cancer, or
the agent m a y simply lack the knowledge to suggest possible
alternatives, e.g., a robot which does not know what cabinets
are wanders into a strange room full of cabinets with the goal
tofinda hammer. In thefirstcase the goal does not by itself
suggest a course of action. Discovering a cure for cancer is
simply too broad to suggest a course of action. In the second
case, since the robot has never seen a cabinet it is unlikely that
its goal to find a hammer would direct it to open a cabinet.
Certainly discovering the cure for cancer can be broken d o w n
into many subgoals, but a tremendous amount of knowledge
is needed to both form these subgoals and to decide which
of these subgoals to pursue. The issue is not whether or not
'Note that this question is fundamental to the role of Al and
computational modeling in the study of human cognition. The argument presented here is present, either implicitly or explicitly, in
an enormous range of research, e.g. (Newell and Simon, 1963;
Minsky, 1975; Anderson, 1983). Furthermore, it is largely isomorphic to traditional philosophical views on the nature of all scientific
theories, e.g. (Kant, 1781).

w e should give agents more knowledge which is clearly true,
but rather a control issue: what should an agent do when
appropriate knowledge is not available?
M u c h of the distinction w e are making between goaldirected and exploratory reasoning can be clarified by referring to an A I principle k n o w n as the principle of rationality
(Newell. 1981). The principle of rationality states that an
intelligent agent will act in a manner to achieve its goals. For
this reason A I has focused on goal-directed behavior in which
the actions of the agent are always directed toward some goal.
O n e problem with this focus is that it does not say what an
agent should do w h e n the goals are not sufficient to direct
reasoning as in the examples above. Newell often referred
to such situations as impasses. Newell's solution to the impasse problem was to set up more goals (often these goals
were learning goals). In some situations, however, an agent
m a y not k n o w in advance what the relevant sub-goals are nor
h o w to choose between them. The point here is that rational agents cannot be purely goal-directed but must also be
capable of making decisions when presented with abstractly
specified goals or insufficient knowledge. Intelligent agents
must have methods for pushing beyond the bounds of their
current knowledge. In other words, agents must be able to
refine their o w n state space. A n early example of such an
exploratory system is A M (Lenat. 1978).
In this research w e propose that exploratory reasoning is
achieved by making structural transformations to a model and
then generating the behaviors which follow from the changes
to the structure. The result is a model which m a y be either
further or closer to the goal than the original model. This
new model can then be transformed in a similar manner. A n
agent's ability to reflect on the resulting knowledge in working
m e m o r y constrains this exploration. It is through this kind of
exploration that imaginative reasoning occurs, and w e posit
that this is one form of h u m a n imagination which has led to
discoveries and inventions in the face of seemingly unsolvabie
goals.
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Figure I: Initial Problem

problem solution, S2 had to construct a novel representation
for himself of h o w a spring works.
To solve this problem, w e claim that S2 used a number
of transformations w e call Generic Structural Transformations (GSTs) to construct a variety of models (Griffith, 1997;
Griffith et al., 1996). W e refer to these transformations
as "function-follows-form" transformations (Griffith et al.,
1997) because the form of the model is transformedfirstand
then the behavior of the model is changed in response to this
change. The progression of these transformations is shown
in Figure 2. The figure shows h o w each target model is explored and h o w analogs are retrieved and generated based on
that exploration. In a later section w e describe h o w working
m e m o r y queues are employed to generate this sequence.
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A Case of Exploratory Problem Solving
In this research w e have investigated imaginative reasoning
evidenced in a scientific problem solving protocol taken by
John Clement (Clement, 1989). In the protocol a subject
k n o w n as S 2 attempts to solve a problem about springs:
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... a weight is hung from a spring. The original spring
is replaced with a spring m a d e of the same kind of wire;
with the same number of coils; but with coils that are
twice as wide in diameter. Will the spring stretch from
its natural length more, less, or the same amount under
the same weight? (Assume the mass of the spring is
negligible compared to the mass of the weight.) W h y do
you think so?" (Figure 1)
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Figure 2: Progression of Target and Source Analogs

On our interpretation, S2 began the problem-solving session with the understanding that the stretch of a spring is due
to it'sflexibility.Then he derived a new understanding that a
spring maintains constant slope wtten stretched through both
twisting and bending. So, although this is a more modest outc o m e of imaginative reasoning than evidenced in historical
cases, for S2 it was an instance of highly imaginative problem solving. To find a satisfactory explanatory model for the
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The TMK hierarchy shown in Figure 3 presents an architecture for addressing the task of relating some structural feature
of a physical system with some behavioral or functional outcome. In the S2 case the structural feature is the diameter
of the spring and the behavioral feature is the amount the
spring will stretch. H e needs to determine h o w the diameter
will affect the behavior of the spring. The hierarchy presents
four strategies which S2 appeared to use to address this task:

Model-Based Search, Model-Based AnaIogy,Structure-Based
Model Transformation, and Limiling-Case Analysis.

reasoning of multiple subjects by providing the system with
different knowledge conditions. This allows us to focus on
the knowledge and methods which are essential to exploration
processes.
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Figure 3: T M K Hierarchy

Instantiation
The value of T M K to a theory of exploration is twofold. First,
T M K provides an architecture in which the exploratory processes of multiple subjects can be represented. Second, T M K
allows forflexibleexperimentation with this representation.
W e claim that both of these features are important for modeling agents capable of exploration.
The T M K representation is more than a program that encodes a subject's reasoning. It is aflexiblemodel, which
captures the reasoning for some set of subjects. A T M K
model shows different behaviors (i.e., reasoning strategies)
depending on the knowledge of the individual subject. In
experiments with T o R Q U E , w e have taken the protocols of
eleven subjects (including S2) and modeled them.^ T o R Q U E
shows eleven unique behaviors depending upon the knowledge of the subject. For example, one subject, S3, is concerned with the material properties of the spring, so he uses
a method by which he can explore the properties of the materials. S3 explores properties of the material by considering
what would happen if the materials were veryflexibleor very
rigid, i.e., he instantiates a spring where the rigidity of the
material is very small and one where it is very large. This
is an example of limiting-case analysis. The T M K architecture in T o R Q U E models this behavior through a limiting-case
method. In T o R Q U E the limiting-case method is dependent
upon the agent's knowledge. The T o R Q U E model hypothesizes that if an agent is unable to retrieve analogs and does
not have any transformations available in working memory,
then the agent may choose a limiting case strategy which involves instantiating a model with one of its values taken to
the limit. The central issue here, however, is not the specific
behavior of limiting case, but the fact that given a different
knowledge condition the agent m a y use a different strategy for
exploration. Thus the T M K architecture is able to model the
^Five of these protocols formed an initial set for which T o R Q U E
was built. The other six were set aside for testing and evaluation
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The second reason that T M K is valuable for modeling exploration is that it provides a means for conducting experiments. T M K representations are completely declarative. The
declarative nature of these representations provides both the
experimenter and the program itself with a means for adapting the control of the process. So as an experimenter I a m
able to change the ordering of methods or subtasks simply by
reorganizing a list. Thisflexibilityis vital when attempting
to model the reasoning of subjects. It is clear that subjects
are not limited to a single reasoning strategy. Researchers
in cognitive science have identified analogy (Centner, 1983;
Holyoak and Thagard, 1989), limiting-case analysis (Nersessian, 1992; Weld, 1986), search (Newell and Simon, 1963)
and transformation (Griffith, 1997; Griffith et al., 1997;
Murthy and Addanki, 1987) as significant reasoning processes, and there are certainly others. It is also the case
that h u m a n reasoners are able to choose particular reasoning
strategies depending upon what knowledge they have available, e.g., finding one's way in a familiar city requires different strategies than finding one's w a y in a unfamiliar city.
Thus, it is important to be able to account for both a subject's
knowledge and strategies in using that knowledge. This is a
stark contrast to the modeling found in the Protocol Analysis
of (Ericsson and Simon, 1984) which imparts a rigid set of
production rules to the system and a single reasoning process
(heuristic search) based upon those rules. In T M K both the
knowledge and the methods can be manipulated based on evidence from the protocols. The advantage is that experiments
can uncover interesting relationships between knowledge and
process.
To achieve exploration in T M K requires reflection over a
working m e m o r y of target models ( W ^ T ) , analogs ( W ^ A ) ,
and G S T s (WTVIGST). A s an agent addresses it's task it m a y
come to a point where it does not k n o w h o w to proceed. Past
reasoning stored in working m e m o r y allows the agent to pick
a G S T which is related to the reasoning at hand or to reasoning which has occurred recently. This serves to constrain the
randomness of the selection of a G S T . In T o R Q U E working
m e m o r y is captured in a queue data structure which has a
last-in-first-out (LIFO) structure. Figure 4 shows two snapshots of working m e m o r y queues. The snapshot labeled (A)
shows the W M during thefirstmodel-based analogy process,
prior to attempting any transformations. Snapshot B shows
what transformations are placed on the queue when the circular coil becomes the target model. The transformation queue
between A and B contains the transformations performed between these snapshots. All the transformations which are
retrieved are ordered and placed onto this W M G S T queue.
Thus one can think of this queue as using the last transformation which the agent was thinking about but did not apply.
Not all transformations can be used on all models so m a n y
transformations m a y be rejected quickly prior to being applied, e.g., a circle-to-square transformation is only possible
if the target model is circular. Also, previously explored target models are removed from the queue such as when a coil
retrieves a spring as an analog.

The exploration process proceeds through the interaction
of Model-Based Analogy ( M B A ) and Structure-Based Model
Transformation ( S B M T ) with the working m e m o r y queues,
W M A and W M G S T . M B A retrieves a set of analog models
to solve the particular problem, one of which is selected and
the rest of which are placed on the W M A queue. The answer which is produced from these analogs is evaluated by
attempting to reduce the differences between it and the target
model. O n e method of reducing these differences is to apply
S B M T to the source or target analogs. Similarly G S T s are
indexed and retrieved by these differences and one G S T is applied while the remaining are placed onto the W M G S T queue.
A s reasoning progresses a collection of transformations have
been placed into W M . In this way W M is not being used as a
repository for knowledge which is currently being addressed,
but as a repository for knowledge which has been retrieved
but which has not been considered.

with which he is faced. T h e T o R Q U E 2 system provides a
computational account of such reflective reasoning.
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Results
The Clement protocols provide some evidence that subjects
need to reflect on their reasoning processes in order to carry
out effective exploration. The difficulty with such evidence
is that it is still unclear what aspects of reasoning are consciously accessible to the reasoner. While it is clear that there
is some relationship between reflective knowledge (of the sort
represented by T M K models) and consciousness, it is not clear
exactly what that relationship is; w e believe that this knowledge is partially but not fully consciously accessible. In the
S 2 protocol there are two clear indications of conscious reflection. T h efirstis a quote in which S 2 has become frustrated
that his reasoning has cycled to a past reasoning state.

Figure 4: Working M e m o r y Queues
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Abstract

' support timely notification of events requiring intervention by knowledge acquisition participants;
Task analysis is a critical first step in understanding a new ' provide validation in the form of the identification of discomplex domain. Currently, tasic analysis is a mostly manual
crepancies between newly entered task analysis data and
process with weak automation support. This paper introduces
previously validated data; and
thefirstphase of the S A W I I prototype as a proof-of-concept
adapt to validation biases of the project, domain, knowlfor early validation of task analysis activities. Early validaedge elicitor, or ontology system.
tion is supported by the transference of semantics from data
values to data structures. Rough estimations of discrepancies
between tasks are used to focus the knowledge elicitor's atSAVVII Focus of Attention
tention on questionable areas, thereby reducing much of the
tediousness and time-intensive nature of validation. SANA'II
Domain
Knowledge
Knowledge
was shown to work on the developmental domain of parables.
Experts
Elicjtora
Engineers
It is currently undergoing experimentation in two real-world
knowledge acquisition activities.
Formal i
Unstructured )
'—
Ontology
j-i
structured
Domain
y
Introduction
Domain
Knowledge j ^
Domain i
M a n y systems engineering methodologies call for extensive
^Knowledge J
'- Modeling pJ
efforts in knowledge acquisition along with design, implementation, and test. Task analysis is a critical phase in m a n y
knowledge acquisition processes. T o ensure the quality of
Figure 1: S A V Y I I is a tool intended for knowledge elicitors
task analysis results, validation is often performed b y c o m as an information conduit from d o m a i n experts to knowlparing the results with additional sources of information.
edge engineers. B y adding only partial structure to otherThis validation process is currently manual, tedious, timewise unstructured d o m a i n knowledge, validation can occur
consuming and expensive. However, using possibly erroneearlier in the lifecycle.
ous task analysis results accepted from a w e a k validation
process inserts too m u c h risk into n e w system development.
The System for Assisting with the Verification and ValiCurrent w o r k in applied ontologies is one approach to redation of Imperfect Information ( S A W T I ) is a prototype
ducing task analysis risk. In practice, limited fmancial redesigned to achieve the research objectives andfiinctionas
sources often result in a lack of proper effort given to the an aid to knowledge elicitors as they translate knowledge
ontology creation process. This is due to the mostly manual
from d o m a i n experts to knowledge engineers, as s h o w n in
process of ontology creation, requiring a collaborative effort
Figure 1. It is a " System for Assisting" in that the user rea m o n g m a n y uniquely talented individuals. Automated tool
tains the ultimate responsibility for final determination o f
support for both the humanistic nature of knowledge acqui" Verification and Validation" activities, which is supported
sition and the exacting nature of ontology formalization is
through an automated process of similarity and discrepancy
needed.
determination followed b y feedback from d o m a i n experts.
T h e objective of this research is to develop a process and
" Imperfect Information" describes the evolutionary state o f
representation framework that will facilitate partial automatask data as the core representation. All task data originally
tion of the validation process. Requirements of a task analyappears as a potentially erroneous perspective of the dosis validation framework include:
main. T h r o u g h assimilation, conflict resolution, validation,
• support validation as early as possible in the knowledge
acquisition process;

acceptance, and m a n a g e m e n t of this imperfect knowledge,
task data evolves into information that is usable b y other
lifecycle systems. Future w o r k will expand the focus of
S A W I I from task analysis to other types of knowledge
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engineering processes, such as interaction, concept, and
decision analyses.
Thefirstphase of the S A W I I prototype has focused on a
short vahdation cycle for the knowledge elicitor. The processes and representations of this phase are presented in this
paper after a brief review of task analysis concepts. Future
phases of S A W I I development will introduce assimilation
processes, acquisition of multiple domain perspectives, and
visualization and manipulation of task data through visualization mechanisms.

Table 1: Task Template: descriptive decomposition categories. Adapted from Kirwan and Ainsworth (1992).
Detcrlptlon

Requirements

Task Analysis
Task analysis as part of domain analysis is designed to elicit
detailed descriptions of domain tasks. Task analysis has
evolved in separate communities. Each community has developed task analysis techniques that best fit their requirements.
Industrial engineering is concerned with operator capability (Kirwan, & Ainsworth, 1992). From an industrial engineering perspective, task analysis is useflil in the areas of
system design (safety, productivity, and system availability), system evaluation (internal company audits,riskassessments), and specific concerns (technology vubierable to
human error, system changes causing uncertainty about
system integrity, implementation of new constraints). T e a m
effectiveness is the central focus of task analysis in organizational management. The goal is to understand the relationships between teams, tasks, and organizational structures such that team performance can be predicted (CannonBowers, et al., 1995).
Understanding a process such that new automation systems can be integrated into specific problem areas is the
focus of task analysis in software engineering. Tasks are
studied so that n e w systems can be built that will either perform those tasks for the users or support the users in their
accomplishment of the tasks. Tasks are decomposed such
that behavior of the process is apparent ( M c G r a w & Harbison-Briggs, 1989). Behaviors of actors w h o currently perform the task are significant with respect to what they do,
rather than what they know. (Other knowledge acquisition
techniques are useful in eliciting what an expert knows, and
are not within the scope of this paper.) A n additional area of
concem is the task's relationship to the goals of the whole
system.
Knowledge engineering is focused on understanding a
domain, with the end-use of the knowledge of less a concem than the other disciplines previously discussed. Knowledge engineering is an attempt at combining all other perspectives. Task analysis is used to understand a domain
through constraining its description into formalized model
representations (Arango, 1993). Modeling limits the description and limits the complexity, so that various analysts
can draw their o w n conclusions by studying the models
rather than be overwhelmed by unconstrained data.
Perhaps the simplest model is the task template. Table 1
lists task decompositionfieldsof a task template (Kirwan &
Ainsworth, 1992). The template allows the knowledge engineer to gather as m u c h information in as m a n y different
categories as possible through one set of knowledge acquisition sessions with experts.
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Nature of
task

Description
Type of activity or
behavior
Task or action
verb
Function or purpose
Sequence of
activity
Initiating cue or
event
Information

Task difficulty
Task criticality
Amount of attention required
Output from the
task
Feedback

Location
Controls used
Displays used
Critical values
Job aids required

Performance

Performance metric
Time taken / starting
time
Required speed

Skills / training
required
Personnel required / staffing
Action required
Decisions required
Responses required
Complexity

Outputs

Hardware

Required accuracy

Other
items

Criterion of response
adequacy
Subtasks
Communications

Consequences

Coordination requirements
Concun-ent tasks
Likely / typical en-ors
Problems
En-or consequences
Adverse conditions /
hazards

Task Terminology
The ability to m a p between different ontological concepts
that might result from task analysis resides in the ability to
understand and manipulate terminology. The terminologist
builds a terminological database as a list of terms with associated linguistic information and a natural language definition (Aussenac, 1995). Linguistic analysis of text usually
consists of identification of terms and their semantic relations, followed by extrapolation of concepts from those
terms. This data structure is insufficient for conceptual understanding required by knowledge engineers.
Terminologists focus almost entirely on statistical text
analysis processes. The text is considered the ultimate reference, as it is assumed to be the resuh of a consensus of domain experts. The S A W I I prototype facilitates a strong tie
to terminologyfidelityand depends on thatfidelityfor its
validation processes.

Task Model
The data representation of this research is based on the
C o m m o n K A D S Task Model (Duursma & Olsson, 1994).
For a historical perspective of K A D S , C o m m o n K A D S , and
ESPRIT, see (Schreiber & Wielingua, 1996), where C o m m o n K A D S is introduced as "the most widely used method
for K B S development." Concepts introduced in this section
are from M c G r a w and Harbison-Briggs (1989) for task information and Duursma and Olsson (1994) for task modeling.

A n activity refers to actions performed in the real world.
A task is a set of coherent activities that are performed to
achieve a goal. Task descriptions add a teleological dimension, such as the purpose for performing the task. The task
model is a resulting artifact of task analysis. The task model
consists of functions of an organization in terms of tasks. A
scenario is a description of a sequence of tasks performed
as one thread of execution in the domain. A scenario contains an ordered set of tasks.
A process model is the collection of all tasks performed in
all domain-relevant scenarios, along widi the rationalization
for selecting subsequent tasks as indicated in the scenarios.
Therefore, the process model adds sequencing and timing
decision points that guide an actor in performance of particular tasks in a given context. However, the task model is
not concerned with organizational processes. The focus is
on the performance of the task itself in light of the environmental context, but not with subsequent activities in a given
scenario, or task interaction in a particular process. Therefore, the task model consists of an unordered set of tasks.
The C o m m o n K A D S Task Model is highly integrated with
external C o m m o n K A D S models, including Design, Agent,
Communication, Expertise, and Organization Models.
These external models are not the subject of this research.
However, it is expected that a robust application should also
be able to reason sufficiently over these external representations, and is the subject of future efforts.

GUI
Knowledge elicitor and
domain expert create
task descripbons and
provide feedback to
discrepancy
infonroton.
aSCREPANCr <_
TABt£S
Reports on domain
expert feedback are
used to evaluate the
accuracy and
precision of the
discrepancy
detection algorithms.
Error values are fed
back to adapt
threshold values.

-

TASK
oescRpnoN
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detect
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between ii«eresling|
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Domain-specific
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LEXICAL
SYSTEM
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intemal and external,
generic and domainspecific, natural
language resources.

Figure 2: Component-based Architecture of S A W i i .
Validation Representations and Processes
The S A W I I prototype has been implemented using commercial-off-the-shelf components and publicly available
components. Microsoft Access 97 was chosen as the database component due to its relative affordability, laptop capability, and replication facility. The replication facihty is
important for traveling knowledge elicitors. Each elicitor
can add data to the database while in the field. Through a
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m o d e m connection, the fielded databases can be periodically synchronized with a master database. Only changes to
the databases are transmitted. During the synchronization
process, each elicitor in the field receives task data from all
previously synchronized field elicitors, providing a validation activity that is current even in a distributed operational
environment.
Representations
S A W I I database components consist of tables for task
descriptions, discrepancies and thresholds, and a lexicon
taxonomy for semantic comparison (see Figure 2).
Task Description Tables The SAWII Task Model is an
implementation of a specialized version of the C o m m o n K A D S Task Model. It is a relational database with intermediary tables that support the many-to-many relations
required between satellite tables and the entry-point task
table. The many-to-many relations help to reduce size of the
database by supporting only one entry for repeated instances
a m o n g tasks. For example, one task m a y be performed by
m a n y agents, and one agent m a y perform m a n y tasks. Each
agent is entered only once, just as each task is entered only
once. Only the pointers to these entries are repeated in the
relation tables.
Figure 3 shows the satellite tables related to the task table
through many-to-many relation tables. These tables are
drawn mostly from the C o m m o n K A D S Task Model, with
the inclusion of particular tables found to be useful in other
knowledge acquisition projects. For example, both the Hazards and Errors tables were subsumed by the Features table
of the C o m m o n K A D S Task Model. However, an increase in
specificity of the satellite tables improves the comparative
capability within each table. M o r e accuracy is expected
w h e n comparing hazards to hazards and errors to errors,
than is expected if hazards and errors were intermixed in the
same table. U p o n continued use of S A W I I , more satellite
tables m a y be defmed and populated depending on the context of the active domain. Table creation is guided by an
ontology that specifies concepts as significant for task
analysis. Expansion of S A W I I into other analyses of
knowledge engineering depends on the creation of ontologies to guide appropriate table creation.
Early validation depends on the ability to transfer semantic information from raw K A notes to ontological categories. Ontological categories are represented as satellite tables in the prototype. The knowledge elicitor is expected to
perform the semantic transfer by assigning segments of the
text to a category. Other segments of text are ignored because they provide the same semantic information as the
category. Therefore, semantic information is transferred
from the text to the category. W h e n selecting a previously
existing satellite table entry for a n e w task, the knowledge
elicitor is classifying the entry as similar for both tasks. The
specificity of category creation guided by the ontology is
contrasted against the cognitive ability of the knowledge
elicitor to perform similarity classification during data entry. Further research into this tradeoff is expected. A n increase in the number of categories results in an increase in
the semantic transfer from data to structure. However, a

corresponding increase in the complexity of data entry upon
the knowledge elicitor at s o m e point m a y result in cognitive
overload and result in error msertions or disuse.
Not s h o w n in Figure 3 are the metamodel tables. These
tables are used to track the knowledge acquisition activity.
Information provided in each task m o d e l is associated with
the expert w h o provided the information, the type of knowledge elicitation technique used to acquire the knowledge,
the source document from the technique (or written document if n o expert w a s used), information o n h o w to access
the source document (storage location and m e d i u m , etc.)
and the knowledge engineer or elicitor involved in the process. This metamodel data is available for future quality determination experiments, such as the distribution of contributions over experts and novices per organization.
Discrepancy and Threshold Tables Separate sets of data
tables are maintained for discrepancy filtering. Task data
that has not yet passed the filtering process are analyzed for
similarities and discrepancies with task data previously accepted. Questionable data remains in these discrepancy tables as persistent storage until such a time that a knowledge
engineer rejects, modifies, or accepts the questionable data
into the Task M o d e l Database. T h e acceptance of questionable data must be accompanied b y a rationale for its acceptance. This rationale is maintained with the data for traceability.
Threshold tables are used in S A V Y I I to apply numerical
values as bounds for discrepancy classification. These values are manipulated during experimentation and are stored
for future analysis. Weighting factors per satellite table are
also stored with the thresholds. Weighting factors facilitate
a domain bias during similarity comparison.
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Figure 3: Task Model Relational Tables. Semantics of the
relation is maintained in the structure of the tables.

sophisticated techniques after concept maturation. Processes
concern lexicon maintenance, statistical metrics, discrepancy determination, and validation feedback.
Lexical System At the core of discrepancy determination
lies semantic comparison. Semantic comparison in turn relies on a solid terminological base. Existing terminology
tools specializing in segments of the English language can
be integrated into the S A W I I framework. O n e such tool is
WordNet, developed at Princeton University (Miller, 1995).
WordNet is a hub-based taxonomy of c o m m o n English
terms. Another tool is the Library of Medicine's Unified
Medical Language System ( U M L S ) , a medical terminology
taxonomy (Lindberg, Humphreys, & McCray, 1993). Specialty taxonomies for jargon-rich applications like
healthcare can be integrated into S A W I I through the same
mechanisms implemented for c o m m o n English terminology. Internal to S A W I I is a lexicon that is used to maintain
a taxonomy of terms particular to the S A W I I database, and
not available in the associated external terminology taxonomies. Terms that are not found in the external taxonomies are entered into the table. Evaluation of the table is
supported, including rating its cohesiveness and viability.
Users of the system are encouraged to enrich the lexicon as
n e w terms are discovered.
Statistical Metrics Statistical metrics are concemed with
identification of additional relationship patterns in the task
model. These relationships include the level of relative contribution by experts, documents, and knowledge engineers.
The distribution of contribution per expert, for example, is
readily identifiable by analyzing the tables that facilitate the
many-to-many relations between tasks and experts.
This statistical data can be associated with discrepancy
data. The result could be useful in analyzing the quality of
the contributing expert, knowledge engineer, or document.
For example, one expert m a y contribute data that repeatedly
results in discrepancies with m a n y otherwise consistent experts. Detailed correlation m a y show that this expert's contributions should be considered suspect. A t the extreme, all
data contributed by this expert could be marked questionable, or even eliminated entirely from the knowledge base.
Radically different information does not always point to
errors, as this expert m a y be the only sane voice crying out
in the darkness. The inclusion of a feedback loop allows a
user to override the computer's determination of discrepancy. Radically different data can remain in the knowledge
base and serve as an indicator to the knowledge elicitor that
more knowledge acquisition is necessary. In the future, sophisticated technologies for data mining will enhance the
capabilities of such analyses in complex domains.
Discrepancy Determination One of the more complex,
imprecise, yet critical functions of the task analysis validation is the automatic classification of similar and discrepant
data. Similar tasks are difficult to assess in unrestricted data
collection processes. A rough similarity rating can be calculated between two tasks through analysis of the structural
semantics resident in the relation tables. For example, if
Task A and Task B share more than s o m e threshold per-

Processes
For the S A W I prototype, algorithms were implemented in
Visual Basic for Applications due to its close integration
with Microsoft Access 97. Algorithms were designed for
proof-of-concept motivations, and to be easily replaced with
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indicate a correction is needed due to a typographical or
semantic error. S o m e experts, w h e n facing conflicting
opinions of other experts, might change their mind. N e w
information m a y be added to the task data, such as a particular context that must hold for the task data to be accurate. They m a y indicate that the data they provided is correct, and the data in the previously accepted task is in error.
Experts might also indicate that the determination of the
discrepancy is incorrect.

centage of the exact same satellite table pointers (same
agents, same errors, same decisions, etc.), then those two
tasks are considered similar enough to promote further investigation. If they share less than the threshold, then they
are not interesting enough to warrant further study.
Initially, the rating is based on a simple percentage adjusted by a weighting factor. The weighting factor facilitates
a satellite table bias. Further research is required as to the
appropriateness of the threshold value, as well as more sophisticated similarity formulas. The threshold can be automatically adjusted during analysis feedback stages. O n e
might hypothesize that different applications will adjust this
threshold to different levels. A n interesting future study
could determine if the domains themselves cause the difference, or if the value depends more on the individual users.
O n c e two tasks have been classified as similar, further
analysis of dieir differences is attempted. This analysis requires an in-depth look into the contents of the records that
do not match in each task's satellite table. The assumption is
that there is s o m e discrepancy. Otherwise, users would have
selected pointers to identical records. The extent to which
the discrepancy is significant can be measured through semantic distance evaluations.
Several researchers have implemented semantic distance
evaluations in comparing text fields, for example (Smeaton
& Quigley, 1996; Wilensky, 1993). In S A W I I , terms
within the fields are compared first for synonym matching
and then for h y p e m y m distancing. T h e values are accessed
from the systems lexicon or an extemal term taxonomy.
S y n o n y m matching provides a level 1 rating of word distance. T w o tasks whose only difference was the use of
synonyms would see a reduction or even an elimination of
the discrepancy classification.
Another form of semantic distance can be calculated
w h e n two terms share an accessibility path in a hierarchy
created by overlapping their h y p e m y m paths. For example,
the terms "controller" and "medic" m a y meet in the hierarchy at the point of " human." However, this meeting m a y
occur at several levels above the individual terms. A threshold parameter governs w h e n two terms are too far apart to
be considered similar. User feedback can affect the value of
this threshold such that the system performs better through
extended use. D u e to the component framework structure of
the architecture, semantic distance algorithms that perform
better than the current approach can be readily integrated
into the system.
T o speed up computation, words are paired based on their
part-of-speech. W o r d pairs and their calculated semantic
distance are stored in a database table. This table is accessed
through a lookup flinction to provide a quick response
rather than initiate a detailed analysis on previously compared terms. A study will be m a d e to determine the effectiveness and limitations of scaling up this lookup table for
large complex d o m a m s .

Experimental Domains
Biblical parables were used for S A W I I ' s development
domain. Parables were chosen due to their resemblance to
scenarios gadiered during typical K A sessions, their jargonless word selection, and their familiarity to m a n y English
readers.
"A parable is an extended metaphor or illustration.
... Like most illustrations, parables usually have one
central point. They differ from allegories, stories in
which the details abound with hidden meanings. Failure to distinguish between parables and allegories, and
the attempt to treat the parables of Jesus as though they
were allegories, has led some Bible students far afield.
pursuing mysterious meanings in meaningless details. "
John White (1988)

Validation Feedback When discrepancies are detected, the
n e w task is not assimilated into the accepted task model. Its
discrepancy information is transferred to the discrepancy
database until feedback is received from the knowledge
elicitor. Feedback can be of several forms. Experts might
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White's concept of " meaningless details" is the rationalization for this research's efforts of rough classification of
"interesting" tasks, rather than precise semantic understanding as is necessary for allegorical reasoning.
T w o parables in the following explanation are considered
by m a n y to be the same parable told by different authors.
TTiey both deal with error conditions that result from scattering seed while sowing. It is relatively simple for an English-reading person to immediately judge that one parable
validates the other. However, after reading m a n y parables, it
m a y become more difficult to recall all past parables that
are similar in some aspects yet different in others.
Parables from the N e w International Version of the Holy
Bible were entered into the database as though they were
generic farming tasks. A s m a n y parables concern farming,
they have some overlap in terminology, such as seed, soil,
and sowing.
S A W I I properly classified parables such as Matthew
13:24-30 as being uninteresting w h e n compared to Luke
8:5-8. However, Matthew 13:3-8 was not only determined
to be interestingly similar to Luke 8:5-8, but certain aspects
were identified as warranting more attention. A n example is
the comparison between the crop being " a hundred, sixty or
thirty times what was sown" verses " a hundred times more
than was sown". The question is not only which one is correct, but is this difference significant or meaningless, can
they be unified into " 3 0 to 100 times", or does one preclude the other. Discrepancies such as these require feedback from an expert through further interviews with the
knowledge elicitor. The ability of the system to focus the
attention of users on only those areas that warrant such attention is intended to reduce m u c h of the tediousness of
manual validation.

At this time, two experiments are being conducted to test
the capabilities of the S A W I I prototype in real-world K A
applications. Aircraft scheduling anomaly resolution is the
domain of the first experiment, chosen due to its low degree
of special jargon, limited degree of complexity, and high
degree of undocumented expertise. The oncology medical
domain was chosen as the domain second for the second
experiment due to its heavy reliance on specialized vocabulary, extreme complexity of unknown factors, and high
degree of erroneous data.
Future Work
The S A W I I prototype has proven the value of early
validation. Much multidisciplinary work remains to be done
towards theoretical foimdations and specific technical capabilities. Currentftjnctionalityof the user interface will not
scale up for large complex domains. N e w selection processes will need to be explored to facilitate the cognitive ease
of which SAVATI usage depends. Automatic detection of
new terminology during data entry would make it easier for
the knowledge elicitor to realize when the system is introduced to a new term. The ability to defme die term at the
point of entry also helps to ensure the person defining the
term does so under the context of its usage.
As research in natural language resources continues to
produce advances, these systems can be integrated into the
algorithms. This would result in a continuous enhancement
to the accuracy of the analysis process. The mechanisms
used for similarity comparison in this research are unsophisticated at best. Further analysis and integration of sophisticated similarity methods may result in using more
efficient comparison techniques, such as graph analogy reasoning, decision theory, or case-based reasoning.
The ability to view the task hierarchy is currently limited
to the supertask/subtask taxonomy. Other views might be
more appropriate for given situations and will require support from sophisticated search mechanisms with automated
taxonomy creation capabilities. A mechanism for the unification and specialization of near neighbor tasks is key to
converting validated data into information useful to subsequent lifecycle systems, such as assimilation based on context, feedback, terminology or similarity.
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Abstract
A Hebbiein-inspired, competitive network is presented which learns to predict the typical semantic features of denoting terms in simple and moderately complex sentences. In addition, the network learns to predict the appearance of syntactically key words, such as
prepositions and relative pronouns. Importantly, as a
by-product of the network's semantic training, a strong
form of syntactic systematicity emerges. Moreover, the
network can integrate novel nouns and verbs into its
training process. This is achieved by assigning predicted
semjintic features as a default meaning when a novel
word is encountered. All network training is unsupervised with respect to error feedback. Issues addressed
here have been the subject of debate by notable psychologists, philosophers, and linguists within the last
decade.
Introduction.
Between 1990 and 1995, substantial research weis directed at demonstrating the capacity of simple recursive networks ( S R N s ) to predict the syntactic category
of the next word in a sentence, given some current word
of input (cf. E l m a n , 1990, 1993; Christiansen & Chater,
1994). In addition, since about 1990, a n u m b e r of publications have described networks which achieve some degree of syntactic or semantic systematicity {cf. Chalmers,
1990; Christiansen and Chater, 1994; Hadley, 1994a,
1994b; Hadley <k Hayward, 1997; Niklasson and van
Gelder, 1994, Phillips, 1994). Overwhelmingly, this research on systematicity has focused on the capacity of
connectionist networks to generalize the use or interpretation of terms to novel syntactic positions within
sentences. However, as explained in (Hadley, 1994b and
Hadley & Hayward, 1997), the forms of systematicity
achieved thus far by S R N s lack robustness - they display
systematicity in very limited contexts, and only for a
small fraction of the words, or symbols, involved. Moreover, w e k n o w of no connectionist network which has
achieved systematicity in a strong or robust form except
networks which employ classical (explicitly combinatorial) semantic representations within the output layer.
(See Hadley & Hayward, 1997, for one such example).
This paper presents a connectionist system which satisfies a definition of strong systematicityfirstoffered in
(Hadley, 1994b). Briefly stated, that definition requires
that an agent learn to generalize the use of a significant
fraction of its vocabulary to novel syntactic positions. In
this context, a word or symbol is considered to occupy
a novel position (e.g., grammatical subject) only if the
agent has not encountered that word in that syntactic
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position at any level of sentential embedding. Significantly, the present system achieves this property without
presupposing the existence of previously acquired, classical semantic representations.
B y contrast with the S R N based architectures cited
above, a major task of our network is to predict the semantic category of the next word in a sentence, rather
than its syntactic category. O u r working assumption
here is that, to a large degree, systematicity at the
syntactic level derives from predictability at a semantic level. N o w , although w e recognize that certain of our
strategies could just as well be implemented in some version of S R N , trained by the standard backpropagation
algorithm, w e have sought to avoid all forms of error
feedback. Several researchers have remarked upon the
desirability of replacing backpropagation-based networks
with architectures which are (at least) closer to biologically grounded systems. For this reason, w e have employed only Hebbian and self-organizing forms of connectionist learning (see Hebb, 1949; Rumelhart and Zipser,
1986).
In addition, w e have taken other steps in the direction
of cognitive plausibility (though w e are well aware that
m u c h remains to be done in this regard). For example,
w e have employed comparatively sparse sets of training
data. During training, the network is exposed to less
than 4000 distinct sentences, while the set of potential
test sentences numbers over 300 million. Also, during
training, two-thirds of all nouns are restricted to a single syntactic position and clausal embedding is restricted
to a depth of one. During testing, these restrictions are
dropped. Moreover, once training is underway, the network is presented with novel nouns and verbs. T h e network's learning is not derailed by exposure to these novel
items; rather default semantic features are assigned to
these words and learning progresses unhindered.

Task and System Overview.
The connectionist network presented here is designed to
process words, taken in sequence, from a variety of sentences generated according to the syntax displayed in
Figure 1.
All nouns and verbs shown in Fig. 1 have previously
been assigned semantic feature vectors. T h e totality of
possible semantic features for nouns and verbs are displayed in appendix A. Less than half of the possible "candidate" features are assigned to any given noun or verb,
since m a n y pairs of candidates are semantically inconsistent. In addition to the basic vocabulary shown in
Fig. 1, three of four distinct training sets (corpora) contain dozens of sentences in which novel nouns and verbs

s NP
N •

NP V NP
tic features, any available semantic information for the
» N I N R C N PP
next word is presented to the output layer's semantic rewomen | gir i I birds I bats | men | boys | chairs ;ion. This requires that we assume that a learning agent

I balls dogs I tables | cats I mice
chase | sees swing I love | avoid ] follow | bump
I hit consume | dislike
RC
* that V N P
PP
> PrepNP
Prep -+ from I with
Figure 1: The grammar for generating training and test
sentences.

Training Corpora.

appear. Similar to other training data, these sentences
follow the syntax given in Fig. 1. The novel words in
question have no previously assigned semantic features.
Now, although there are similarities with Elman's well
known models (1990), the primary task of our network
(shown in Figure 2) is not to predict words or syntactic
categories. Rather, its main task is to predict typical
semantic features for the next word (next) in a sentence,
when given semantic features for the current word (current). However, if features are not available for next at
the time current is presented, an attempt is soon made to
assign reasonable semantic features to next. In certain
cases, where sensible semantic features cannot be discovered, the network can learn to predict the probable
occurrence of certain words. For this reason, the network's output layer contains not only a semantic region,
but a lexical region.

lexical part : semantic part

las access not only to the current input word, but to
the next word to appear. This assumption is shared by
Elman's prediction models (1990, 1993) and by several
other systems inspired by Elman's work. One rationale
for this approach is that the learning agent could wait to
hear the next word before attempting to learn anything
from the current word.

output layer

competitive layer

I , I / y .' X ^^' ^ \^'
I'll"//,'''/"'
'""///,;''<.

There are four separate training corpora; each containin
1000 sentences. Each sentence in each corpus employs
the syntax displayed in Fig. 1. Corpus 1 contains only
the vocabulary presented in the original grammar. The
remaining three corpora each include some sentences involving novel nouns and verbs whose semantic features
are initially unknown. Corpus 2 contains just one novel
noun and a novel verb in addition to all previously employed vocabulary. A n additional two nouns and two
verbs are added when corpus 3 is generated; similarly
for corpus 4. Thus, a total of ten novel nouns and verbs
are introduced.
In all four corpora, about 5 0 % of sentences are of
the simplest form (noun verb noun). The remaining
sentences all contain either one relative clause or one
prepositional phrase. For purposes of testing syntactic
systematicity, four of the initial nouns were permitted
to appear only as grammatical subject, and another four
could appear only in object position. The remaining four
initial nouns were not restricted. However, of the initial
set, only these 'free' nouns were permitted to appear
immediately before 'that', which introduces the relative
clauses.
In addition to the above, some semantic constraints
were employed. Only one of the initial 'inanimate nouns'
is ever employed as grammatical subject during training, and this occurs only in conjunction with the verbs
'bump'and 'hit'. Every training sentence is generated in
a fashion which maximizes randomness. That is, subject
to all constraints mentioned above, whenever a decision
is made about which word to pick, or whether to employ a simple or complex sentence, a random selection is
made.
Algorithms and Architectural Details.

^» input layer

As indicated in Fig. 2, there are lexical and semantic
regions within both the input and output layers. For
convenience, we refer to these as 'lexical-in', 'semanticin', 'lexical-out' and 'semantic-out'. Both lexical-in and
Figure 2:
Overall Architecture of the Hebbianlexical-out employ local encodings, where a single unit
Competitive network.
(one of 36) is assigned to represent a single word. The
end of sentence marker (a period) is also assigned a sinIn order to challenge the generalization capacity gle
of unit
our within the lexical layers. Likewise, the reprenetwork, the various training corpora are designed to en- sentation of a single semantic feature is local, but the
sure that 2/3 of all nouns are limited to a single syntactic
representation of an entire feature vector, corresponding
position during training. Each sentence selected from a
to a word's meaning, is distributed across several units
given training corpus is presented, one word at a time,
within both semantic-in and semantic-out. Since there
to the input layer of the network. As a word is provided
are a total of 35 semantic features, both semantic-in and
as input, its lexical encoding is activated within the lex- semantic-out contain 35 units.
The only hidden layer present (middle of Fig. 2)
ical region of the input layer (see Fig. 2). In addition,
if the word's semantic features are already known, they
should be regarded as a single competitive cluster. It
are activated within the input layer's semantic region.
contains 20 units which compete with one another to
To enable the system to learn to predict <j//?ico/semanrepresent patterns of semantic input values. All input
lexical part semantic part
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units and competitive units produce only binary (1,0)
output. By contrast, units within the top output layer
can produce real values as output.
As indicated in Fig. 2, three sets of links (a, f3, and
7) connect various regions/layers. Each of the three sets
comprises a fully connected link configuration (all pairwise combinations of nodes selected from the adjoining
layers are linked). Weights on the a, 0, and 7 sets are
initialized as follows: a-links, which connect semantic-in
with the competitive layer, are initialized with random
values from the interval [0,1] and are then normalized
such that for each unit j in the competitive layer, the
sum of weights of all links feeding into the unit equals 1.
All other weights are initialized to 0.
Training Algorithms.
The a links, which connect semantic-in with the competitive layer, are trained by means of a familiar Hebbianinspired, competitive learning algorithm, developed by
von der Malsburg (1973). (See Rumelhart & Zipser, p.
164, for a concise explanation). The network's learning
rate is set to .01. However, we do employ one variation
on the typical use of this algorithm. In most applications (though not all) a single winner is selected on a
given iteration from a competitive cluster. By contrast,
we select, on each training iteration, the five most active
nodes as winners and update weights on links feeding
into each of these nodes. Once a given winner is selected, it fires and sends an output of -fl towards the
output layer. Competitive "losers" transmit no output.
By contrast with a links, 0 and 7 links do not enter a hidden layer, and are trained according to a simple
Hebbian-based formula. O n each iteration, an increment
is applied to /? and 7 links, provided some positive activation has just passed through that link to an output
node that was already active. Thus, increments are applied only in cases where both the sending and receiving
nodes begin with positive activation levels. Each increment is computed thus:
increment = 1.25- 10"^
The Training Cycle.
As previously mentioned, there are four distinct corpora.
Sentences from a given corpus are randomly selected for
training. O n average, each sentence from each corpus
is presented to the network 12 times. For each selected
sentence, the following cycle is applied:
Let current be the first word in the sentence.
Repeat until current = '.'
Let next = the item following current.
Activate current's lexical encoding within lexical-in.
If current has an available semantic feature
vector, activate that within semantic-in;
Else, semantic-in remains inactive and
transmits no activation
on this iteration.
If next has an available semantic encoding,
activate that within semantic-out;
Else, if next has previously been
flagged as "meaning unknown"
(it still lacks a semantic encoding).
Then activate the lexical encoding
of next within lexical-out.
Else, place next on Hold and place

zero activation in semantic-out.
Spread activation upwards from all
active input units.
Apply competitive and Hebbian training
to a and 7 links
(respectively) wherever possible.
If activation did spread from semantic-in
to the competitive layer then some
winners emerged. Let those winners fire
along /? links. Apply Hebbian training,
wherever appropriate, to /? links.
If next was put on Hold, then examine
current activations reaching
units in semantic-out.
If the activation level of any such unit
is at least 2 0 % of the m a x i m u m activation
thus far received by that unit,
then a reasonable semantic feature was
predicted for the word in next.
So, assign each such semantic feature as
a default feature for that word.
Default semantic features for a given
word are recorded for later use.
Else, no reasonable semantic prediction
was made for the word in next.
So, flag that word as "meaning unknown".
Let current be assigned the contents of next.

End of cycle.
As a careful reading of the above outline reveals, the
process governing precisely how default semantic features are cissigned to words is implemented, in some aspects, by a procedure external to the network itself. (The
same can be said of many other connectionist systems;
consider, for example, the "probing" process used in St.
John's and McClelland's (1990) approach to language
learning.) However, the default semantic features which
are actually assigned to novel words are those which the
network actually predicts. Moreover, we see no reason
why the "external processes" could not arise through the
activity of externa connectionist modules.
O n a separate theme, it is noteworthy that novel words
can be assigned default semantic content if training has
progressed sufficiently. However, in our training corpora,
the words 'with', 'from' and 'that' are encountered too
early for reasonable semantic content to be assigned. In
such cases, the algorithm treats the words merely as lexical items. This decision is not reversed unless the words
are later assigned semantic features by external means.
Such external means might correspond to ostensive definition or verbal explanations.
Although such "early occurring" words are never assigned default semantic content by the network, they still
play a predictive role. For example, as our test results reveal, 'that' consistently predicts the occurrence of verbs,
and prepositions overwhelmingly predict the occurrence
of nouns. Moreover, because the lexical encodings of
such words are frequently activated within lexical-out,
the network learns to predict their occurrence in a reliable fashion. So, although the network's primary task
is to predict semantic content, it also learns to predict
the occurrence of particular words whose function seems
more syntactic than semantic.

The Test Corpus.
A single 3000 sentence test corpus was generated using
the grammar previously discussed. In addition to the ba-
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sic vocabulary (Fig. 1), all novel nouns and verbs were
permitted to appear within sentences. Apart from semantic sensibility constraints, previous restrictions were
relaxed. Every noun could freely serve as subject or object, and as head of a relative clause. Within the test
corpus, ten percent of all sentences involved deep ciiibedding of relative clauses, to a m a x i m u m depth of three levels. A n additionalfifteenpercent of test sentences contained either a relative clause or a prepositional phrzise.
A s with the training corpora, random selections were
made wherever possible.
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Figure 3: Semantic predictions w h e n the input is a noun.

Test Phase and Analysis of Results.
The testing procedure involved feeding each of the 3000
test sentences, word by word, through the network. A s
each word was processed, its lexicau encoding was activated within lexical-in and, if available, its semantic
features were activated within semantic-in. Once activation had propagated to the output regions, activation
vectors appearing in lexical-out and semantic-out were
accumulated for later averaging. Various cosine comparisons were m a d e both between particular average vectors and also between average vectors and the semantic
vectors of particular words. These comparisons are discussed below and are displayed in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and
7.
As anticipated, our analyses revealed that the network
does learn to predict typical semantic features of words
that immediately follow a given word of input. In addition, activations for the words 'with', 'from', and 'that'
are accurately predicted within lexical-out. Semantic
features for these words are not predicted because the
network never assigns features to these words.
Significantly, abundant evidence for syntactic systematicity did emerge in terms of the network's capacity to
process nouns (construed grammatically) in novel positions both withm simple sentences and at novel levels of
embedding. For example, during the test phase, w e compared the average of semantic vectors predicted by the
"restricted nouns" (those whose position was restricted
during training) to the average of semantic vectors that
actually belonged to words immediately following those
given nouns. T h e cosine of the angle between the two
average vectors was above .99, indicating that the vectors were very close to each other. T h e same kind of
comparison was performed for those nouns whose positions were unrestricted during training; the result was
virtually identical. In this case, the cosine was above
.993. Precisely similar analyses were performed for out)ut vectors in lexical-out. T h e results here were even
jetter. T h e cosine for restricted nouns was nearly .9986
and for unrestricted nouns, the result was above .999.
Clearly, the predictive power of both restricted and unrestricted nouns is very good and nearly equal. Included
in all these analyses are those "novel" nouns whose semantic vectors were assigned by the network itself during
training.
Our remaining analyses were intended to confirm that
words belonging to each syntactic category (noun, verb,
preposition, and relative pronoun) m a d e strong predictions for semantic features, or lexical representations,
belonging to words which could legally follow the word
making the prediction. For example, Figure 3 indicates
which words possess semantic features that are strongly
predicted w h e n the input word belongs to the category
'noun'. In detail, the height of each bar in the graph

displays, in terms of cosines, h o w closely the semantic feature vector of each vocabulary word matches the
average vector produced within semantic-out w h e n the
input word is a noun. A s can be seen, only the class
of verbs possesses semantic features close to those predicted by the class of nouns. Interestingly, thefiveverbs
at the right side of the graph, whose vectors are closest to the average predicted vector, are 'novel' verbs,
which were assigned default features during the training
phase. T h e strength of these predictions is explained by
the fact that default features are the very features that
are predicted by an input word on a given occasion. In
the present case, all the assigned default features were
predicted when the input was a noun. Note also that
certain very weak predictions for specific nouns can be
discerned. W e believe these weak predictions are due to
randomness that arises in the early stages of the learning
process.
Although verbs are the only words whose semantic features are strongly predicted by nouns, other words can,
of course, grammatically follow a nouns. Within our
restricted language, either of two prepositions ('with'
and 'from') or one relative pronoun ('that') can legally
fill this position. However, these words were assumed
not to have k n o w n semantic features at the onset of
training, and they never acquired features during the
course of training (due to the fact that they are each
first encountered before any semantic predictions of sufficient strength are m a d e by the network). T h e upshot is
that semantic features for these words are not predicted
within semantic-out. Nevertheless, as revealed in Figure 4, the network does learn to predict the appearance
of each of these three words following the occurrence of
a noun. Figure 4 displays activation levels predicted for
units within lexical-out w h e n the input item is a noun.
(Cosine meaisures would have been inappropriate in this
analysis because each word's lexical encoding contains
only a single "on" bit.) T h e displayed activation levels reflect the raw frequency of occurrence of particular
words. T h e very strong prediction for the period arises
from the fact that, within our corpora, nouns are followed by a period m u c h more often than by any of the
three words in question.
Figure 5 illustrates the strength of semantic predictions for semantically k n o w n words w h e n the input belongs to the category, 'verb'. A s with Fig. 3, the height
of each bar reflects the cosine between each word's k n o w n
feature vector and the average semantic vector predicted
w h e n the input word is a verb. Clearly, all and only the
semantic features of nouns are predicted with any significant strength.
Figures 6 and 7 are precisely analogous to the preceding graph. In Figure 6 w e see that only semantic features
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for verbs are strongly predicted when the input is a relative pronoun ('that'V This is just what w e would hope,
given the g r a m m a r m Fig. 1. Likewise, Figure 7 reveals
that only noun features are strongly activated w h e n the
input word is either 'with' or 'from'.

Summary and Future Directions.
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Figure 4: Lexical predictions w h e n the input is a noun.
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Figure 5: Semantic predictions w h e n the input is a verb.
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Figure 6: Semantic predictions w h e n the input is 'that'.

As the preceding analysis implies, the stated goals for
our working model have been attained. Clearly, the network does learn to m a k e accurate semantic predictions,
w h e n provided with words taken from any of the syntactic categories listed in the target g r a m m a r . In addition, the level of accuracy was virtually identical both
for nouns whose position was restricted during training,
and for unrestricted nouns. Thus, strong systematicity
in a syntactic dimension was achieved. This is despite
the fact that two-thirds of all nouns were presented in a
single syntactic role during training. Moreover, the network successfully integrated novel nouns and verbs into
its training process. Indeed, 10 of 32 nouns/verbs used
in the final test corpus were not present in the first training corpus. Significant also is the fact that all network
training was unsupervised with respect to error feedback.
Finally, it is clear that the presence of deeply embedded relative clauses within the test corpus did not degrade the network's predictive accuracy. This was to be
expected, of course, since the network's predictions are
a function only of the current input state - no m e m ory or context layers are contained in the network. T h e
absence of context layers does present a limitation, however. Unlike Elman's S R N , the present incarnation of
our network cannot detect long range dependencies between predicted categories. Nevertheless, by the time
this paper appears, w e will have implemented an extended version of the current model, which w e expect
to overcome this limitation. Indeed, prior, closely related research (by Cardei and Hadley, 1996) strongly
suggests that context-sensitive behavior of the required
kind can be achieved through the inclusion of (a) additional " m e m o r y layers", which retain prior contents of
the competitive layer, and (b) the addition of a higherlevel self-organizing layer which receives input from the
first competitive layer and all m e m o r y layers. W e wish to
stress, moreover, that our present results have been attained via training algorithms which are widely believed
to be closer to biological reality than the commonly used
backpropagation method.
Appendix A.
Features assigned to words in our implementation are
admittedly incomplete and approximate. However, they
serve to convey the general approach w e have adopted.
Features assigned to nouns are taken to be subsets of
the following;
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Figure 7: Semantic predictions w h e n the input is a
preposition.

animate, inanimate, two-legs, four-legs, talks, barks,
meows, squeaks, has-weight, has-size, has-shape,
has-location, furry, large, small, heavy, light,
laughs, bites, long-snout, fiat-face, small-nose,
rigid, flexible, tubular, round.
Note that all nouns would have certain features in comm o n , e.g., has-weight, has-size, has-shape, has-location.
Features assigned to verbs are taken to be subsets of the
following:
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rapid, slow, emotive, feeling-nice, physical-motion,
involves-coniact, involves-animate, feeling-bad,
involves-perceiving.
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Abstract

What exactly do researchers mean when they appeal to
rules
in explaining behavior? W e can distinguish two differThe extent to which human cognition can be understood as
ent
kinds
of usage of "rule", which w e will respectively refer
rule-based is a classic issue in Cognitive Science and one
to as "weak" and "strong". Examples of weak usage of the
which continues to provoke heated debate in a wide variety
term rule are statements such as, for example, a general, beof areas, ranging from Implicit Learning through Inflechavioral claim that a language learner has succeeded in
tional Morphology to the acquisition of reading skills. Despite its centrality, the central notion of "rule" is far from
"mastering the rules of English" or the assumption that inwell-defined. This paper examines a central feature of mlefants are born with "rules for looking" which guide their
based models, the concept of rule-following, and clarifies
exploration of the visual environment. Statements like these
its role, its content, and some of the typical fallacies assouse the term "rule" to refer to an external regularity (of Engciated with its use.
lish) or to an internal constraint without making a claim
Introduction
about mental architecture, i.e., without wishing to endorse a
particular
view about h o w the external regularity or the inT o what extent human cognition is based on rules is a cogninate constraint are internally represented by the agent. Such
tive question of longstanding interest. In the early days of
a weak usage of the term rule in a cognitive context is N O T
AI, the rule-based nature of human thought was axiomatic;
the focus of the debate about mental rules, nor is it the focus
rules no longer have this general, dominant role, but ruleof this paper.
based accounts of particular tasks still abound. Artificial
Rather, this debate is concerned with the "strong" use of
Grammar Learning (Reber, 1989; Brooks & Vokey, 1991;
rule. O n the strong reading, speaking of an agent as possessRedington & Chater, 1996) and Inflectional Morphology
ing a rule is a statement about cognitive architecture. It is
(Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; Plunkett & Marchman,
the claim that an agent has mental representations of a p)ar1992; Pinker. 1991; Marcus et al., 1995; Nakisa & Hahn.
ticular representational format, a format which is distinct
1996) are but two areas which are dominated by ongoing
from other types of mental representation. This stronger,
debate between proponents of rule-based accounts and supmore specific claim lies at the heart of the debates in Artifiporters of alternative models such as exemplar-based or concial Grammar Learning or Inflectional Morphology, where
nectionist accounts. Despite this continued interest in rules,
rule-based models are contrasted with exemplar or connecthe very notion of rule is one of the most confused within
tionist accounts.
Cognitive Science. This is manifest, to name just one example, in the lack of consensus about whether or not connecRule following
tionist networks have or embody rules: statements to the
effect that they clearly do not, and, hence, offer alternatives
Most importantly, the strong use, on which w e will focus
to rule-based accounts (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986;
below, claims an agent-internal role for the rule. The claim
Smith, Langston, & Nisbett, 1992) can be contrasted with
is one about the nature of the representations underlying a
the claim that "contrary to rumour, it is not the case that
particular behavior. Stating that an agent possesses a particuconnectionist systems have no rules" (Bates & Elman. 1993, lar rule is not merely saying that this agent's behavior dispg. 634).
plays a particular regularity, but rather that this "rule" has a
Conceptual clarification is essential if debate about rules is causal role in producing this behavior: the behavior has the
to have substance. In service of such clarification, this paper
regularity it does, because the agent posseses the rule in
focusses on a central aspect of the notion of rule -the dichotquestion.
o m y between behavior which is guided by rules as opposed
This is commonly phrased in terms of the distinction beto behavior merely described by rules. This distinction is
tween rule-guided, or "rule-following", behavior and behavior
fundamental to what it means for a behavior to be rule-based,
which is merely conveniently described by rule (see e.g.,
yet confusion both about its content and its role prevails.
Marcus et al., 1995). For an example of rule-following, one
can think of legal systems and their effect (where documents
"Rules" in cognitive contexts: "strong"
encoding the law cause particular behaviors such as paying
a n d " w e a k " readings
certain amounts of tax), whereas a standard example of rule-
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describabeable but not rule-guided behavior is that of the
planets—their orbits are well-described by physical laws, but
they do not themselves use these laws to guide their behavior.
It is this notion of rule-following, rule-guided behavior,
that is implied by the claim that a particular bahavior is rulebased. Stating that performance is based on rules is not saying merely that this performance is well-described by a particular rule or rules, but rather that it is an instance of ruleguided behavior.
In the remainder of this paper, w e will investigate what
this claim really means, h o w and w h y it makes sense in the
context of cognitive architecture and w h y it is important. W e
will also draw attention to s o m e important pitfalls which
have the potential to render the empirical debate about rules
conceptually vacuous.
The basic intuition distinguishing rule-guided from
merely rule-describeable behavior is straightforward enough.
Our theory of planetary motion is not a "cognitive theory";
it does not posit mental representations which the planets act
on, and correspondingly, w e do not assume that planetary
motion is "rule-based". Such an account, while logically
possible, would be considered ludicrous.
Difficulties start to arise because the same overt behavior
can be subject to the rule-guided/rule-describable distinction.
Imagine, for instance, drivers stopping at a red light; if I stop
at the red light because of m y knowledge of traffic regulations I a m following the rule; if I stop, totally oblivious to
these regulations, because I a m intrigued by the sight of a
pretty colour, I a m behaving in accordance with the rule "if a
traffic light is red, then stop", and, hence, m y behavior can
be described by it, but I a m not following it.
This latter example illustrates w h y the distinction is relevant in cognitive contexts: only the rule-guided case shows a
particular form of a psychological explanation. Only here is
an overt behavior linked to a type of explanation, which
makes reference to agent internal states, e.g., "I stop, because
I know the traffic rule". Merely stating the regularity— "at a
red light, the agent stops" lacks this explanatory force.
Regularities and statements of regularities
The preceding discussion implies that in the context of rulebased explanations of cognition "rules" must be sharply distinguished from mere "regularities." A "rule" is not the regularity itself but rather a statement of the regularity. In other
words, a rule is a representation of the regularity which follows a particular representational format. Different authors
disagree on what formats exactly qualify as rules, but all
imply rule-following as discussed here.
With the distinction between the regularity per se and the
rule as a statement of the regularity firmly in view, w e can
see that rule-based models offer a kind of explanatory "default
account", in the sense that they are conceptually straightforward to generate, a fact which has presumably, greatly contributed to their popularity. Rule-based accounts are straightforward to derive because once a regularity has been observed,
w e need only posit a representation or statement of that regularity which is agent internal and w e have the core of a cog-
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nitive account. Given, for example, the observation that the
vast majority of English words form a past tense by adding
the suffix /ed/—the regularity—one can immediately derive a
cognitive account by positing a mental representation of this
regularity, roughly "for past tense add /ed/", as an internal
rule which speakers are using to generate the appropriate
forms (see e.g.. Pinker, 1993) and one has a cognitive theory
of past tense production.
O f course, just because such an account is conceptually
easy to c o m e by, does not m e a n it is empirically adequate.
In all liklihood, the regularity can be exploited in different
ways, giving rise to alternative cognitive accounts; in the
worst case, the regularity might be spurious—a mere correlate of the "true" underiying cause. Returning to the past
tense example, English not only has regular forms, which
take +/ed/, but irregulars such as sing/sing, hit/hit, or
sleep/slept. These are not just isolated exceptions but often
c o m e in families such as sing/ring and they can form the
basis for generalization of non-words such as "spling".
Hence, a certain regularity holds between phonology of the
singular and the type of past tense form a novel word receives. O n e can exploit this regularity by extracting the relevant phonological features that determine a particular past
tense type, collating them into an explicit statement and then
using this statement of the regularities to identify the past
tense of a n e w word; on this account novel forms would be
generated on the basis of a collection of rules: exceptional
rules stating phonological regularities for irregulars and a
general rule "add +/ed/" which is used where the exceptional
rules fail to apply. Alternatively, a simple "nearest neighbour" strategy (a simple exemplar account) might work just
as well: here, a novel word is always inflected in the same
w a y as the k n o w n word to which it is phonologicaliy most
similar. There are no rules at all, neither general nor exceptional. This strategy might work equally well because phonologicaliy close items will naturally share the regularity in
question. Nearest neighbour models are "structure mirrors",
which reflect the structure present—here, in the English lexic o n — b u t do not extract and explicitly represent this structures as rules do. They can succeed, because it is ultimately
the same regularity that is being exploited, albeit in a different way.
It is this possibility of alternative m e a n s of exploiting the
same regularity that makes rule-based reasoning an issue and
that makes cognitive psychological explanation non-trivial.
If rule-based accounts were the only models conceivable, the
most challenging task would be that of finding the pertinent
regularities. Psychological explanation in terms of mental
representations and processes would be reduced to perpetual
positing of internal statements of these regularities ("rules")
and would add nothing much. Because w e k n o w that a plethora of conceptual alternatives exists, however, the discovery
of a salient regularity can only ever be the first step for psychological theorizing. This holds even in domains such as
natural language syntax where the discovery of the dominant
regularities is by no m e a n s an easy task. A n y description of
such a regularity must always be supplemented with aixl
account of h o w this regularity is exploited. Because rules are
only one possible representational format which can deliver

such an account, more must be given than the possibility of
a rule-based account; it must be shown that the posited rules
are causally efficacious.
R u l e f o l l o w i n g a n d t h e causality
representation

of

Causal efficacy is typically cited as the hallmark of ruleguided behaviour. For instance, Searle, in a critique of
Chomsky's (1980) Rules and Representations, holds that, in
contrast to rules as used in the natural sciences which merely
describe and explain, the use of rules in explanation of hum a n behavior requires that the content of the rule must function causally in the production of the very behavior the rule
seeks to explain (Searle, 1980).
First, from what w e have said above, it is clear that
Searle's position must be disagreed with in one respect: it is
not "the content of the rule" which must function causally,
but rather the statement (representation) of the rule. Its content, as w e have seen is just the regularity in question; but,
as w e have also seen, this regularity can be exploited in different ways. It is only w h e n it is used by a particular type of
representational format that w e speak of rule-based accounts;
it is this particular type of representation that must function
causally, not the regularity.
Second, w e must ask what it actually means to "function
causally" and h o w this can be ascertained. Loosely following
C h o m s k y (1986) w e assume that w e are entitled to hold that
an agent is following a rule R if our "best theory" of what
the agent is doing, i.e., the best w e can construct with the
available evidence—invokes a mental representation of R.
But this requires further clarification both of what it is a best
theory of and what evidence must be taken into account.
W e have already seen that rule-guided behavior is about a
particular type of explanation. T h e sort of explanation which
such a "best theory'^ seeks to provide is an account of behavior in terms of mental representations and procedures; For
"causal efficacy" w e require no more than that the rules are
invoked in an explanatory account which involves procedures
drawing on representations of these rules and that this explanatory account constitutes our "best theory" available.
Such explanatory accounts in terms of representations and
procedures are exactly what researchers engaged in classic
rule debates such as Artificial G r a m m a r Learning or Inflectional Morphology are seeking. M o s t importandy, there is
no restriction on what evidence is permissable or relevant.
In our past tense example, evidence for what constitutes
the best theory is by no means confined to the ability of the
models to produce the right past tense forms. Rather, both
models exhibit a whole range of characteristics which give
rise to further predictions. For example, they require different
learning strategies (rule induction vs. instance storage) and as
a result m a y produce quite different learning profiles: the
time course of learning can differ, as might be what is easy
and hard. O n e might be more tolerant of "noise' in the data
and so on. A n y such attributes can be called upon in assessing which theory best fits the data, as well as the desire for
parsimony and coherence with other bodies of theory which
w e bring to the task.

Additionally, the importance of levels of description must be
emphasized. Levels of description are inherent in the context
of biology—our theories can invoke brain regions, neurons,
or neurotransmitters—as well as in computation where we
can reiterate the question of h o w an algorithm is implemented proceeding downwards from "C-code" to assembly
language, to logic gates, to silicon and so on. Hence, the
issue of levels is unavoidable for cognitive theorizing. It is
pertinent in this context, because accounts in terms of representations and procedures, putative "best theories", might be
available at multiple levels as both biological and computational examples suggest.
Specifically, production-rule systems are Turing equivalent, that is, any effectively solvable algorithmic problem
can be solved by a production system (Post, 1943). This
means, any computation can be made "rule-based" and, as a
result, any cognitive theory could be perceived as mle-based
if there are no constraints on level. In particular, the nearest
neighbour account of the past tense could be implemented
using production rules, giving rise to the spurious claim that
performance was "rule-based" after all.
Similarly,
the constraints
on
what
consitutes
"connectionism" seem weak enough to allow implementation of virtually anything and connectionist implementations
of "higher-level" cognitive accounts are regularly presented,
e.g., Kruschke's (1992) A L C O V E , which implements an
exemplar model popular in the categorization literature) or
Touretzky and Hinton's (1988) implementation of a production-rule system.
This means commitment to a particular level of description is required. In particular, sweeping contrasts between
connectionist and rule-based accounts of cognition, lacking
commitment to a particular explanatory level, lack focus and,
hence, substance.
The scope of the distinction
Inocuous as our rendition of what it means for behaviur to be
rule-guided might look, it has a number of highly desirable
properties. First, it applies equally to agent external,
"public" rules and to agent internal, "private" rules", i.e., to
rules I a m told as well as rules I posit to myself;' furthermore, it can apply equally to rules, which are formulated in
natural language and to "tacit rules" to which w e typically
have no conscious access. This is because it is defined, generally, in terms of causal efficacy of a representation with
requisite format. Again, it does not obviate the need for decision on which formats qualify, but this is a question which
itself arises equally for the natural language case and for putative cognitively impenetrable representations.
Second, our rendition of "rule-guided" allows one to see
that what is generally treated as one of the m a n y problematic
issues about rules is ultimately a general issue of cognitive
theorizing. "Rules" are not special: the rule-guided vs. ruledescribeable distinction is all about the inference from salient
regularities to cognitive models which exploit these regularities. For behaviour to be rule-based, more must be shown
than the regularity itself, this "more" being the "causal effi-

1 This contrasts, for instance, with Quine (1972).

The importance of levels
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cacy" which w e have reconstructed as "explanatory role in
our best theory". This "more", however, is a requirement
which any cognitive account, rule-based or other, must meet.
The issue, really, is about certain types of cognitive explanation, not one particular to rules.^
W h a t is particular to rules, is the ease with which regularity and rule are confounded and the ready availability of a
rule-based cognitive story. Anything can be described by a
rule in the sense that any regularity can be stated in a
(sufficiently rich) language, in a format which corresponds to
our natural intuition of rule. This is simply a fact about language and description. But, given such a description, w e can
also always use this as the heart of a rule-based cognitive
model which claims that it is exactly this description (i.e.,
the statement of a regularity) which is being used by the
agent to produce the behavior in question. This is what w e
referred to as the default availability of rule-based models
above. Again, however, just because such a model is easy to
provide is not sufficient reason for preferring it over competing accounts.
A p p l y i n g t h e distinction
W e will conclude by discussing two prominent examples
which enable us to put the outlined distinctions to use.
Thefirstis a quote from E l m a n et al.'s, otherwise highly
commendable, 1996 book:
"To say that a network does not have rules is factually incorrect, since networks are function approximators and functions are nothing if not rules. S o arguments about whether
or not networks have rules really do not m a k e m u c h sense.
Others have tried to distinguish behaviour which is characterized by rules, and behaviour which is governed by rules. Presumably, in the first case, behaviour only accidentally conforms to a rule, whereas in the latter case the rule has causal
effect. Clearly, the behavior of a network is causally connected to its topology and connection weights, so ultimately
this is also not an interesting distinction." (pg. 102)
A s should be apparent from the preceding sections, the argument based on function approximation is unsound. Even if
the function in question is undoubtedly one which w e would
qualify as a rule^, all this is saying is that the behavior of
the network exhibits a particular regularity, namely that
summarized by the function. T h e argument does not answer
the question it is required to, namely whether the network is
using a representation of that function to produce this behavior. The approximated function is a regularity, the question
of rules is about the means by which this behaviour is
^This has consequences for Kripke's (1982) claim that statements about rule-following are not statements of fact, see Hahn
(1996).
^ It seems questionable whether one would want to call all
functions "rules"; functions which succinctly capture a regularity, e.g., x=2y, are perceived as typical rules, an un-computable
function which consists of a random mapping between elements
of the domain and the range is a function (as long as the mapping is unique) but it has no succinct description. The infinite
"look-up" table it constitutes does not accord with our intuitions
about "rule". These two examples are merely the extremes of a
continuum.
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achieved. Equating "having rules" with the behavior of the
network (the approximated function) means that planets too
"have" the laws of gravitation. But then "having rules" or
not ceases to be a question.
Rule-following has to be at stake if debate about rules is
to have any substance. T o show this in a network, requires
identifying a representation format which one is willing to
call "rule" present within the network. It must be decided
what kinds of representational formats count as "rules" and
whether or not a network exhibits them. This is a task which
requires rather more space than w e have available here (but
see Hahn, 1996; H a h n & Chater, 1998) so w e will limit
ourselves to a few general comments. T h e first is that, regardless of what decisions one m a k e s on requisite formats,
there is not likely to be a generic answer for all connectionist nets, due to the generality of the criteria defining connectionism and theflexibilitythey allow. Accordingly, w e will
limit our o w n comments to one particular architecture,
namely, standard backpropagation networks. Even without
attempting any definition of "rule", w e can ask what, in such
networks, is available as a candidate for "rule". Because rulefollowing is a matter of causal efficay of a particular representational format, a prerequisite is that putative candidates
be representational.
Unfortunately, those parts of the network which undoubtedly are representational in nature fail to be appropriate candidates for other reasons. Both input and output units in a
network clearly satisfy the "representational" constraint, but
they are not the components that matter: any cognitive
model assumes representations of inputs and outputs, the
debate is entirely about what is in between.
The two candidates "in between" are hidden units and
weight vectors. Hidden units seem a poor candidate for rules,
partly because they simply rerepresent the input in a w a y
that allows problem to be solved by linear mapping from
hidden to output. Intuitively, hidden units appear to merely
be encoding the results of intermediate calculations involved
in mapping from the input to the output. But the question of
whether a system has rules seems to be concerned with the
nature of the transformations between input, intermediate
representations and output, not with intermediate representations themselves. Thus, hidden units would seem to be the
wrong kind of thing to be candidate rules. Finally, if hidden
units representations are candidate rules, this would m e a n
that networks with a single layer of weights could not follow
rules. This has the puzzling consequence that a multilayer
network follows rules, but consists of a concatenation of
single layer networks which do not.
The standard suggestion concerning rules in a network, is
that they are encoded not in the hidden units, but in the
weight vectors. The question here, however, is whether
weight vectors should really be viewed as representational at
all. It is c o m m o n to speak of "knowledge" implicit in the
weight vector, but is there reason to assume that a purely
causal, non-representational story about weight vectors is not
enough? Weights ensure that activation flow is appropriate,
i.e., such, that the network gets the mapping right. W h y
should this be taken to involve a statement of the regularity?
W h a t additional generalizations about network behavior be-

c o m e available if one were to adopt this view? T o our
knowledge, none have been put forward. This is in strong
distinction from a classical rule-following system, like an
expert system, where the rules which the system uses in
inference provide a completely different level of explanation
from the causal story about the workings of the underlying
machinery.
This leads to the general question of w h y the ruleguided/rule-describale distinction really matters. F r o m the
point of cognitive theory, there appears to be a consistent set
of generalizations concerning the behavior which classical
rule-based system exhibit: e.g., it is possible discretely to
add in extra pieces of knowledge to a rule-based system,
which will then interact with previously stored rules; the
system can learn by being "told" such knowledge, rather than
learning from experience; and it is easy to achieve generalization across extremely disparate items. N o n e of these properties apply to standard backpropagation networks, which have
a different set of abilities, learning primarily from experience, where information is accrued incrementally, rather than
in discrete packets, and most easily generalizing across similar items. Conversely, rule-based systems have problems in
Icciming from experience, and have difficulty learning "quasiregular" mappings which involve regular and exceptional
cases, particularly if such mappings are governed by subtle
effects of similarity. Connectionist networks excel in these
domains. Overall, then, it is not clear that any of the important theoretical generalizations associated with rule-based
systems carry over to standard backpropagation networks;
hence, saying that these networks "follow" rules inappropriately suggests that the t w o kinds kinds of system share properties on which they actually differ.
There is one further interesting assumption in the Elman
et al. quotation, namely, the remark that for merely ruledescribable behavior, behavior only "accidentally" accords
with the rule. O f course, there need be no accident about the
fact that behavior corresponds to the rule; planets do not accidently have the orbits posited by the laws of physics. It is
just that they do not use a statement of these laws to compute their orbits.
Assuming
that rule-description is
always
only
"accidentally" connected to observable behavior marginalizes
the explanatory import that rule-description too can have.
Issues of explanatory relevance, seem, to us, to underly the
misunderstandings surrounding Chomskian linguistics, our
second and fmal example.
W e have repeatedly stressed that rule-following is about a
particular kind of explanation and, above, w e introduced
Searle's c o m m e n t s that the use of rules in psychological
explanation is distinct from that in the natural sciences.
These issues deserve further elaboration. It is true that, as the
case of the motion of planets shows, concise statements of
regularities are central to the natural sciences and there ate
unquestionably perceived as "explanatory". Crucial to the
explanatory power is the reduction of a complex behavior to
a limited number of variables. Contrary to what Searle seems
to suggest, this type of explanation has a role in psychology
and Cognitive Science as well. Shepard's Universal L a w of
Generalization (1987) claims a universal function underlying
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generalization in h u m a n s and a range of non-human species
on a variety of tasks. Similarly, "rational analysis"
(Anderson, 1990) provides a form of explanation not immediately concerned with mechanism. M o s t frequently, however, descriptive statements of regularities, "weak" uses of
rule, provide a form of explanation which is only partial
and, hence, incomplete.
W e can illustrate this latter category with a linguistic example, that of the G e r m a n gender system. Linguistic study
and connectionist modelling (see Koepcke, 1993) have isolated phonology as the key factor determining the assignment
of gender to G e r m a n nouns. This has made it clear that Germ a n gender, which was previously thought to be arbitrary,
is, in fact, highly systematic. A highly complex system and
corresponding linguistic behavior are reduced to a single
critical variable. Discovering and stating this regularity does
"explain" G e r m a n gender.
• F r o m a cognitive perspective, however, w e have said that
this is always only afirststep. Stating the regularity is not a
full cognitive account, i.e., an account which explains behavior in terms of mental representations and procedures,
simply, because—as seen above—this regularity might be
exploited by the cognitive system in a myriad of ways.
The cognitive architecture underlying knowledge of gender
might be simple exemplar storage, schemas which abstract
families of similar words into more abstract internal representations (Koepcke, 1993) or sets of rules. All of these are
conceptually distinct and give rise to different secondary predictions. It is precisely because of these different further predictions that these issues matter to the study of behavior.
Finally, this step to internal representations and procedures
matters, because it provides a lithmus test for the regularity
in question. T h e "wrong" regularity, e.g., a spurious cortelation, will ultimately yield only unsatisfying cognitive accounts, hence, theories in terms of representation and process
feed back in to the evaluation of particular descriptive accounts.
All of these issues play a role in the continued debate
about C h o m s k y . Chomskian linguistics, which C h o m s k y
explicitly holds to be concerned with the psychology of the
individual (Chomsky, 1980, 1986), aims to answer questions about the nature of linguistic knowledge through the
specification of a grammar, i.e., a descriptive account
(Chosmky, 1986). Such a grammar is viewed as a putative
"best theory" from which w e are allowed to infer the entities
postulated are "real". This step from description of regularity
(grammar) to mental representations is just the step from
regularity to rule-based account, which, as w e have seen, is
an inference which requires further evidence to be justified.
While C h o m s k y does not set out any bounds on "allowed
evidence" for what constitutes our best theory, he also shows
no positive sign of interest in the type of additional data one
needs to resolve architectural in other areas of cognition.
In fact, Chomsky's "Knowledge of Language" (1986)
shows considearble disdain for the rule-guided/ruledescribeable distinction, a stance which seems to stem from
the assumption that all the hard work, at least w h e n it comes
to syntax, is discovering and describing the salient regularities. However, if successful, such an account would have
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Abstract
Inflectional morphology hasfiguredprominently not only in
debate about the nature of linguistic knowledge, but also in
the foundational debate between proponents of symbolic and
of connectionist accounts of cognition. W e present two experiments designed to test predictions of Tinker's (1991) dualroute account of inflection, the central component of which is
a symbolic rule. Contrary to the predictions of the dual-route
account, w efindevidence of both frequency and similarity effects on the regularization of novel items (i.e., pseudo words).

Introduction
T h e nature of the computational processes underlying inflectional morphology —e.g., forming the past tense or a plural—
has been the subject of intense debate for over ten years.
Rumelhart and McClelland's (1986) model of past tense acquisition challenged long held views about the nature of linguistic knowledge. A s a connectionist model, it suggested
an alternative to the notion of symbolic rules as underlying
linguistic competence. Rather than generate past tense forms
through the application of a rule such as V -> /ed/ the network learned to associate stem and past tense forms through
changes to the set of weighted connections linking stem and
past tense representing units. Furthermore, this kind of pattern association governed both regular (e.g., walk - walked)
and irregular (e.g., sing - sang) forms; both were produced
within a single, uniform network architecture. B y contrast,
the rule account (in its simplest form) assumed that irregulars
were stored in lexical m e m o r y as rote-learned exceptions and
thus, unlike regular past tense forms, were not the result of a
generative process at all.
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In the ensuing debate about the adequacy of a connectionist account of past tense acquisition and production (Pinker
& Prince, 1988; Pinker, 1991; M a c W h i n n e y & Leinbach,
1991;Plunkett&Marchman, 1991,1993)[tonamebutafew],
Pinker (1991) proposed a revised version of the rule-based
account which incorporated aspects of the connectionist explanation. Specifically, Pinker's "dual-route account" of inflectional morphology retains the idea that regular past-tense
production proceeds through application of a symbolic rule,
and that irregular past tense forms are based on lookup in lexical memory, but the notion of lexical m e m o r y is enriched by
an additional pattern associator component. This pattern associator component allows phonologically (i.e, sound-) based
generalization of irregular forms to account for the empirical
finding that speakers will occasionally produce novel irregular forms, such as for instance spling - splang, in analogy to
sing - sang, ring - rang,..., w h e n presented with "nonce-" or
"pseudo-" words (Bybee & Moder, 1983).
Thus, the dual-route account assumes that regular and irregular production proceeds via two separate routes or systems: irregular forms derive from lexical memory, whereas
regular past tense forms are not stored in lexical memory, but
generated by a symbolic rule. In processing, the two routes
interact in the following way: given a stem to inflect, lexical m e m o r y isfirstsearched for an irregular entry, if none
is found the rule is used to generate a regular as the default.
Because of the pattern associator component, an irregular response which blocks rule application can arise even if there is
no specific entry for the stem in question, if the word is sufficiently similar to other stored irregulars to elicit an irregular
response through generalization. Consequently, the account

is not only dual-route but also computationally hybrid.

results has widely been obtained, though apparently not without exception ((Sereno & Jongman, 1992) cited in Marcus et
al. 1995).
Generalization tasks have also been used. The dual-route
account invokes similarity-based generalization (via the pattern associator component) only for irregulars, whereas application of the symbolic rule governing regulars is blind to
the particular sound of a word. Thus single- and dual-route
predictions for suitably chosen novel words differ. Specifically, irregular generalization, i.e., production of irregular
forms for novel items, should show clear similarity effects,
given that generalization is based on similar sounding irregulars in the lexicon. B y contrast, regular generalization should
lack similarity effects. First, similar sounding regular forms
should have no influence on generalization because they are
not stored in the lexicon, and thus cannot lead to the lexically
Previous Work
driven generalization via the pattern associator component
Empirical support for single- or dual-route accounts has been
that characterizes irregular generalization. Second, because
sought in a number of ways. Initial computational work tried
the symbolic rule is blind to word sounds, similar sounding
to demonstrate that adequate performance, both with respect
words can have no influence on the rule-route either. Conseto accuracy of learning and with respect to putative developquently, regular generalization should be independent of the
mental patterns —i.e., so-called U-shaped learning— could
phonological neighborhood of an item (i.e.. those words simbe achieved by a connectionist model (Rumelhart & M c ilar in sound) and should be possible even for nonce words
Clelland, 1986; M a c W h i n n e y & Leinbach, 1991; Plunkett &
which bear no similarity to known words such as "ploamph".
Marchman, 1991, 1993). Replies to this work by proponents
Here, conflicting results have been obtained. Thefirststudy
of the dual-route account has taken the form of detailed criof this kind, by Prasada and Pinker (1993), found significant
tiques of model performance (Pinker & Prince, 1988) and of
effects of similarity only for irregulars but not for regulars, in
new linguistic data thought problematic or even impossible
accordance with the dual-route model. A further study by Lee
for connectionist models (Marcus, Pinker, Ullman, Rosen, &
(1995), however, found evidence of similarity-based generXu, 1992; Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, Woest, &
alization both for irregulars and regulars, so contradicting the
Pinker. 1995; X u & Pinker, 1995).
dual-route predictions.
Most recently, computational research has provided direct
In summary, the weight of the experimental evidence with
comparisons of implemented single- and dual-route models,
respect to both frequency and similarity effects seems to favor
results of which for a variety of languages favored singlethe dual-route account, though results have not been entirely
over dual-route models (Nakisa & Hahn, 1996; Hahn, Nakisa,
unequivocal. This is somewhat in contrast with the results
& Plunkett, 1997; Nakisa, Plunkett, & Hahn, 1998). This
of our o w n computational investigations of the dual-route acwork has also challenged the validity of some of the intuitive
count (Nakisa & Hahn. 1996; Hahn et al., 1997; Nakisa et al..
arguments from linguistic data provided by the dual-route ac1998) which have consistently failed to provide evidence in
count (Hahn & Nakisa,).
favor of the dual-route account. Thus w e sought to address
The other main line of empirical work has sought to estabthese issues with two experimental studies of our own.
lish difference between regulars and irregulars, which are to
Experiment 1
be reflective of the two routes on which they depend. Very
recently this has involved imaging studies which seek correThe question addressed in this experiment was whether or not
lates of regular and irregular production directly at the level
generalization of regulars shows similarity effects. Specifiof brain function (Jaeger, Lockwood, Kemmerer, Valin, Murcally, does generalization decrease with increasing distance
phy, & Khalak, 1996; Penke, Weyerts, Gross, Zander, Munte, of the phonologically closest known regular. T h e dual-route
& Clahsen, 1997; Seidenberg & Hoeffner, 1998).
prediction is that there should be similarity effects only for
However, most of the research seeking to establish differirregularization. but not for regularization, because regulars
ences between regulars and irregulars has focused on lexiare generated independently of the lexicon via the symbolic
cal variables such as frequency effects (Clahsen, Eisenbeiss,
route (Prasada & Pinker. 1993).
& Sonnenstuhl-Henning, 1997; Ullman, 1993; Daugherty &
Participants
Seidenberg. 1992). Because the dual-route account assumes
Participants were 32 Warwick University undergraduates of
lexical storage only for irregular, but not for regular inflected
w h o m 23 were female. O n e participant was dropped from
forms, only irregular past tense forms should show frequency
effects on the time necessary to produce them, in lexical deci- the study after reporting influences of knowledge of other languages.
sion tasks or in ratings of their "naturalness". This pattern of
It is the debate about computational architecture —
symbolic vs. connectionist— which has most fuelled interest in inflectional morphology and has elevated ihe issue not
just to a microcosm for inquiry into the nature of linguistic
knowledge, but to a focal point for the challenge of Cognitive
Science's founding view of cognition as symbol manipulation
and more recent views of cognitive computation in connectionist terms (Smolensky, 1988; Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988).
Over the last decade, research has put forth a variety of
ways in which the dual-route account and the connectionist
single-route explanation might be empirically distinguished.
W e summarize these in the next section, before presenting our
o w n experiments which seek to address this issue.
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Materials
N o n c e words were automatically generated based on
p h o n e m e transition probabilities for verb stems in English.
For the entire set of nonce words the phonological distance to
the 15 nearest verbs in the English lexicon was established.
Phonological distance was measured as Euclidean distance
between the words represented as vectors of phonological
features. For the test set, only items for which all of these
15 nearest neighbors were regular were selected. Furthermore, test items were selected to form 3 categories, 'near',
'intermediate', and 'far', depending on the distance of the
single nearest neighbor. Phonotactic "goodness' (phoneme
transition probability) was matched in spread across all three
categories.
T h e resultant test set comprised 7 2 nonce words with 24
items at each distance.
Procedure
T h e nonce words were presented in a written elicitation task.
They were embedded in short story passages which had an
underlined blank space at an appropriate point of the text.
Participants were asked tofillin this blank with whatever inflected form of the nonce word, supplied at the beginning of
the text, they felt was appropriate. T h e entire questionnaire
consisted of eight separate passages, each accompanied by a
list of nine nonce words (three from each class assigned randomly). Each nonce word w a s accompanied by a m a d e up
definition whichfittedthe text. Only regular verbs were used
within the definition. T h e only irregular past tense used in the
story passages w a s "was". There were eight different versions
of the questionnaire to ensure that responses were not determined by the order of the nonce-words, their 'definitions' or
the story passages: each list of nonce-words was presented
with four different passages and definitions and each list had
two different random orders. Apart from being listed in the
margin of the text, the words were also presented aurally via
audio-cassette.
Results
Contrary to the predictions of the dual-route account, there
were significantly fewer regular responses for items of the
far group than of the near group according to a Wilcoxon
signed ranks test, Z = 3.882; p < .001. Also significant were
the differences between near and intermediate group, Z =
3.163;p < .05., and intermediate and far, Z = 2.622p < .05.
That is, nonce words for which the nearest (regular) neighbor was close, elicited more regular responses that words for
which this neighbor was distant.
T h e effect of distance was carried primarily by an increase
in "no-change" forms (analogous to hit -> hit, as opposed to,
e.g., grit -¥ gritted)- T h e proportion of no-change forms increased from 1 3 . 7 % to 2 5 . 1 % from the near to the/ar group,
Z = 2.948, p < .05, Wilcoxon's signed ranks.
However, an items analysis revealed that this effect was
carried by (and significant only for) those nonce words ending
in dental stops (/t/ and /d/). There were no significant effects
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once these items were removed, though results approached
significance.
Discussion
W h a t does this result imply? First, even in its restriction to
dental stops it contradicts the dual-route account. A s outlined
above, the rule-route is blind to phonology. Thus words ending in dental stops should be treated no different than any
other sequence of sounds. Consequently, there should be no
effect of distance to the nearest (regular) neighbor.
No-change forms, the response that primarily drives the effect in our data, are strange in that they might seem to indicate not a particular irregular response (as found, for instance,
with hit -> hit) but a failure to inflect. However, here they
cannot plausibly be put d o w n to a simple failure to understand
the task, because this provides no rationale for w h y they occur
more frequently as a function of distance to the nearest neighbor. If, however, they are viewed as a simple refusal to inflect,
then this too contradicts the predictions of the account, again
because all strings are equal as potential regulars.
It rS worth mentioning again that the English lexicon does
contain regulars ending in dental stops, such as pit -^ pitted
or flit -> flitted, though m a n y are irregular, either involving internal vowel changes, sit, spit, or nochange hit, slit,
split. It is also worth emphasising, that these results do not
seem explicable as arising from analogies to known irregulars, at least at the level of stem-similarity, given that the 15
nearest neighbors of each item were regular.
The most likely explanation for the particular sensitivity
with respect to dental stops seems, at least to us, to be that
items ending in dental stops already look like past tense
forms, and that the reluctance to add the regular affix is not
based on confusion but on what the literature has called product oriented considerations. O n e strand of recent work on
inflectional morphology (e.g., Koepcke, 1993; Bybee, 1995 )
has emphasised that inflection is characterized not only by
analogy between source (i.e., stem) forms, but also influenced by considerations about "goodness" of output or product and by analogies between product (i.e., inflected) forms
such as k n o w n past tenses. Traces of product-orientation
have been identified in diachronic contexts, but have also
been invoked for explanations of production (Bybee, 1995;
Koepcke, 1993). W e have also noted improved model-fits
through the incorporation of output oriented considerations in
our modelling of German inflection (Hahn and Nakisa, 1997).
The data w e presented here strike us as evidence of productoriented considerations in an experimental setting.
Because they are one contributing factor, product oriented
considerations can be overridden by similarities between
stems, thus leading to a lesser proportion of no-change forms
a m o n g the items with close regular phonological neighbors
as found in our data set.
If one accepts this explanation of our results, then they simultaneously provide a second source of evidence against
the dual-route account. T h e dual-route account is based
entirely on the idea of inflectional processes operating on

stems. There is no place in the account where considerations
about products (outputs) could c o m e into play. Crucially, this
stem+process orientation is shared by connectionist models
in that they, too, typically model inflection as the task of associating input (stem) and output (past tense) forms.
Viewed in this light our results would seem add to an increasing body of evidence for the role of product-oriented
considerations, and thus suggest a reorientation in the conception of the task which affects both dual-route account and
current connectionist single-route models.
In summary, the experimental results show distance effects
(albeit for dental stops only) which contradict the dual-route
account, and, furthermore the particular pattern obtained here
—prevalence of no-change f o r m s — w e interpret as evidence
of "product-oriented" considerations, which themselves contradict the stem+process orientation of the dual-route account.

Procedure
Stimuli were presented in written form, in a questionnaire
which was sent out to participants. The questionnaire provided a brief sentential context for each word, along with an
irregular option and a regular option for each word. For example,
• At the moment I spling
L a s t y e a r I splung
L a s t y e a r I splinged

Participants were asked to indicate the naturalness of the
sound of both of the past tense forms by circling the appropriate number on a rating scale from 1 ("really bad" or "unnatural") to 7 ("sounds perfectly good and natural").
Results

The crucial question to be asked was whether the frequency
of the regular prototype affected the regular rating of a nonce
The question addressed by our second experiment is whetherword. Thus w e restrict our analysis here to regular prototypes
or not regularization of nonce words is affected by the freand regular ratings.
quency of the most similar real regular item in the lexicon.
Stepwise multiple regression revealed significant effects, at
Because regular production in the dual-route account is inthe level of p < .01, for distance, and log-frequency, as well
dependent of the lexicon (regular forms are generated by the
as an interaction between distance and frequency:first,the
symbolic rule) the properties of extant regular words, such
main effect of distance, t = 2.84, p < .0045, and both logas their frequency, should be irrelevant to the production of
frequency t = 3.81, p < .0002 and squared log-frequency
regular forms for both words and nonce-words.
as a non-linear term, t = -4.43,p < .0000 and,finally,a
The specific w a y w e address this question is by examining
significant linear interaction between frequency and distance
whether ratings of "naturalness" for regularized nonce words
t = -2.52,p<.0121.
are influenced by the frequency of their most similar lexical
According to this interaction, if a nonce word is very close,
neighbor.
i.e., one phonological feature away from the prototype (distance 1), goodness ratings increase together with prototype
Participants
frequency. For nonce words that are slightly less close to
The participants were 47 University of Oxford undergradutheir most similar neighbor, i.e., 2 phonological features from
ates, with approximately equal numbers of male and female
the prototype (distance 2), goodness ratings decrease as frestudents.
quency increases.
Experiment 2

Materials

Discussion

Nonce words were generated by changing phonological features of real monosyllabic words ('prototypes'). Words were
generated from both regular and irregular prototypes. The
chosen prototypes displayed a range of different frequencies
as documented in the C E L E X database. ^ Nonce words were
formed at two levels of distance: either through change of a
single phonological feature ('distance 1'), or through change
of two phonological features ('distance 2')- 171 nonce words
were generated in total, of which each participant saw 36. O f
these 36,9 each were words with irregular-prototype/distance
1, irregular-prototype/distance 2, regular-prototype/distance
1, and regular-prototype/distance 2. Within each of these
4 groups of 9 nonce words, 3 were generated from a highfrequency prototype, 3 from a medium-frequency prototype
and 3 from a low-frequency prototype.

Thesefindings,too, contradict the predictions of the dualroute account. Because regular past-tense forms are not assumed to be stored in the lexicon at all, but generated via the
rule-route, frequency of the regular prototype should have no
impact.
The frequency-distance interaction, too, is interesting as
it provides a rationale for w h y significant results might be
missed in studies of this kind, simply because overall effects
across different phonological distances might cancel out. Furthermore, it raises interesting questions as to its cause. O n e
possible explanation is that generalization gradients become
steeper with increased frequency as illustrated in Fig. 1.
This could be a way of interpreting Bybee's (1995) suggestions that lexical representation varies as a function of token frequency. Bybee (1995) suggests that lexical entries differ in lexical strength which affects ease of access, ability to
serve as the basis of morphological relations, and resistance

'CELEX can be obtained by contacting celex@mpi.nl.
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A

ticipants' treatment of nonce words ending in dental stops.
These considerations conflict with the general stem+process
orientation of the dual-route account, an orientation that it
shares with current connectionist modelling of inflection.
This seems, to us, to coincide with an increasing body of
evidence for product-oriented considerations, both from theoretical analysis and from computational modelling, and to
suggest a key direction for future work on inflection.
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Abstract
We describe an experimental investigation of the
development of children's knowledge stmctures which aims
to provide data for connectionist modelling. 167 children
between 5 and 11 years of age completed two category
fluency tasks where they were asked to produce as many
names of a) animals and b) parts of the body, as they could
in one minute. Similarity scores were derived based on
distances between concepts in the lists produced. These
were analysed using the ADDtree algorithm (Sattath &
Tversky, 1977) to build structures representing the
organisation of the children's knowledge of animals and
body parts. The results showed that animal knowledge was
generally organised
in terms of environmental
context/habitat, however, there was evidence for subtle
changes in knowledge organisation between age groups.
More pronounced changes were observed in the
organisation of knowledge of body parts which gave some
support to the assertion that children progress from
making coarser to making fmer distinctions between
concepts (see Keil, 1979) and reflected the progression
observed in knowledge structure development in a
connectionist model of semantic memory discussed by
McClelland, McNaughton and O'Reilly (1995). Our aim is
to extend this work to provide data enabling connectionist
modelling of semantic memory within a developmental
framework.
Introduction—Connectionist Modelling of

Semantic M e m o r y Development
Recent years have seen much interest in the use of
connectionist modelling to investigate the structure and
function of semantic m e m o r y (e.g. Hinton & Shallice,
1991; McClelland, McNaughton & O'Reilly, 1995; M c R a e ,
de Sa & Seidenberg, 1997; Plaut, 1995; Rumelhart, 1990;
Rumelhart & Todd, 1992). This work has been based on
knowledge of adult semantic m e m o r y , with training sets
derived from adult data, and has investigated the organisation
and functioning of the established semantic system and the
effects of brain damage on this system (e.g. Farah &
McClelland, 1991; Hinton & Shallice, 1991; Plaut &
Shallice, 1986).
This is valuable, insofar as it aids
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understanding of an adult's semantic system, however, it
generally sheds little light on h o w this system develops in
children. O n e exception is the work of McClelland et al.
(1995) w h o draw parallels between the development of an
internal knowledge structure in their model (a replication of
Rumelhart &
Todd, 1992) and observations from
developmental psychology (see later). These parallels are
drawn post hoc, however, as this model w a s not designed or
trained with the express intention of investigating
development in semantic memory.
T h e value of
connectionist modelling techniques in investigating
developmental processes is well recognised (Elman et al.,
1996). It is clear that the study of semantic m e m o r y with
connectionist models can benefit from a developmental
perspective using data firom work on child m e m o r y for
network training and behaviour comparison.
A developmental approach to semantic m e m o r y modelling
should also improve our understanding of the effect of a
child's knowledge base on learning processes and cognitive
performance (see Bjorklund, 1987; Schneider, Korkel &
Weinert, 1989; Schneider, Korkel & Weinert, 1990). A s
Grube and Hasselhorn (1996) point out, although the impact
of changes in the knowledge base are well documented, little
is understood about h o w exactly such changes exert their
effect. O n e possibility is that quantitative increases in a
child's knowledge base lead to qualitative changes in the
structure of internal knowledge representations, in turn
affecting the child's performance on tasks tapping this
knowledge. There is m u c h evidence for such changes
between 4 and 10 years of age.
Children's conceptual
representations undergo shifts from being concrete to more
abstract between these ages (e.g. Keil, 1989; Vygotsky,
1962). Carey (1985) observed marked changes in the
inductive inferences children will m a k e about biological
kinds, while Keil (1979) demonstrated a gradual change from
children making coarser to their making finer distinctions
between concepts, reflected in their ability to correctly decide
which terms (or features) could be attributed to certain
concepts. It was to the latter progression that McClelland et
al. (1995) drew parallels with the development of conceptual
knowledge structures in their connectionist model. Figure 1

illustrates our o w n replication of this study w h i c h used the
s a m e the network architecture and training schedule as
reported by McClelland et al. T o aid comparison with data
from developmental studies reported later in the paper, an
A D D t r e e analysis (Sattath & Tverksy, 1977) is s h o w n here
for the relationships between concept representations formed
in the hidden unit weights of the network. A s illustrated in
the figure there is a clear progression from coarser to finer
distinctions between concepts as training proceeds. This is
indicated b y the distinct clusters of animals a n d plants which
are not present at 5 0 epochs, develop b y 1 0 0 epochs, and are
m o s t pronounced at 2 0 0 epochs. B y the final stages of
training the conceptual structure is also further refined with
birds,fish,trees, and flowers clearly differentiated.
pine
daisy
epoch 50

oak
• sunfish
canary
robin
salmon

oak
pine
daisy
- canary
robin
salmon

epoch 100

the comparison between the t w o studies s o m e w h a t indirect.
O u r implementation of the m o d e l w a s extended to include a
measure of response latency (the cascade
mechanism
developed b y McClelland, 1 9 7 9 ) that allowed us to
investigate semantic priming effects (for details see Hartley,
in prep.). T h e s e experiments demonstrated that semantic
priming in the m o d e l is particularly sensitive to the
type/token distributions of conceptual and featural
information in the training s e t — inappropriate distributions
generate priming effects quite different f r o m those described
in the h u m a n priming literature. T h e data set used for
training the network b y McClelland et al. and ourselves w a s
not influenced at all by distributions obtained from either
adult or child data. T h e s e observations suggest that the
current m o d e l can provide only limited insight into the
operation and development of child semantic m e m o r y .
O u r proposal is to investigate connectionist m o d e l s of
semantic m e m o r y within a m o r e explicitly developmental
framework—training m o d e l s o n data collected f r o m studies
with children, and evaluating t h e m b y direct comparison
with behavioral measures. T h e m a i n study described in this
paper presents the results of a category fluency study
illustrating the development of children's knowledge
structures for the animals and body parts categories. T h e
results of this study are currently being extended with a
series of experiments o n children's concept and feature
k n o w l e d g e in order to provide developmental data for future
connectionist modelling.

sunfish

oak
pme
daisy

epoch 200

canary
robin
salmon
sunfish

Figure 1: A D D t r e e analysis of hidden unit weights in a
connectionist m o d e l o f semantic m e m o r y . T h e distance
between items is indicated b y the length of the horizontal
arcs in the path joining them. T h e length of the arc joining
a cluster to the rest of the tree gives an indication of the
distinctiveness of that cluster. T h e root is chosen to give the
most balanced tree possible. S e e Sattath & Tverksy (1977)
for a full description of A D D t r e e s , and McClelland et al.
(1995) for description of network architecture and training
schedule.
The method used to judge concept similarity is quite
different, however, in this connectionist m o d e l (comparing
internal distributed representations) f r o m that used in Keil's
(1979) developmental study (asking children to judge
whether a feature applies to a concept, e.g. 'can milk be
alive?', then comparing feature attributions). This renders
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The Category Fluency Task
The category (semantic) fluency task has been used in
several studies investigating the development of knowledge
organisation in children (e.g. Grube & Hasselhom, 1996;
Kail & Nippold, 1984; Storm, 1980). This procedure
requires participants to generate as m a n y exemplars of a
category as possible in a given length of time. It m a y be
assumed that when a word or concept is activated (generated),
it will in turn activate other words or concepts which are
semantically similar or associatively related to it. Such an
assumption is well supported by evidence from numerous
semantic priming studies (see Neely, 1991). T h e order in
which words are recalled can therefore be assumed to indicate
the psychological proximity of the items produced. Henley
(1969) provided evidence to support this assumption by
demonstrating that animals of close psychological proximity
are named in closer proximity in lists.
Fluency studies have generally concentrated on the
category of animals, as one which is familiar to most
children. In addition to increased production frequency with
age, the findings have typically shown a tendency for the
children's responses
to
be
clustered
based
on
habitat/environmental context (e.g. those which live on
farms, those from tropical places etc.) and for older children
to produce larger clusters. G r u b e and Hasselhorn (1996), and
Storm (1980) observed older children to use a greater n u m b e r
of strong inter-item associations (e.g. lion-tiger) in their

responses. These results certainly suggest quantitative
changes in the child's knowledge base, but provide limited
insight into changes in knowledge structures. Storm (1980)
attempted to find evidence for developmental change in the
structure of children's knowledge of animals, however, she
was unable to show any substantial differences in
organisation of concept clusters between ages 5 to 11 years.
The present study was stimulated by the need to provide
data on the development of internal knowledge structures to
be compared to that obtained from existing and future
connectionist models. However, it was also motivated by
the curious fact that Storm's (1980) study had failed to show
any progression (from coarser tofinerdetail) in children akin
to that described by McClelland et al. (1995), or that might
be expected given Keil's (1979, 1989) findings. There are
several reasons w h y this might have been the case.
First, Storm analysed concepts which a majority of
children were shown to be able to name, in a separate picture
naming task, rather than those which had occurred with high
frequency during the fluency task. Since picture naming
involves somewhat different memorial processes (visual
recognition and word recall) than concept generation this
could have an influence on the pattern of results obtained.
T h e present study therefore focuses on the most frequent
responses made during the category fluency task across age
groups.
Second, knowledge of animals develops early in children
(Clark, 1995), so it is possible that, by the time Storm
tested her subjects, a developmental progression in
conceptual knowledge had already taken place, even for the
youngest children. Later changes m a y be somewhat subtle
and therefore more difficult to detect. T o address this issue,
some researchers have attempted to assess the conceptual
knowledge of children below school age and of infants (e.g.
Gelman, 1988; Mandler, 1993; Oakes, Coppage & Dingel,
1997). Although the results of these studies have been of
great value, there are recognised difficulties in assessing the
breadth of a child's knowledge given the communication
problems that arise with children of this age. The current
study therefore took a different approach, which was to
investigate a second category of conceptual knowledge, that
of h u m a n body parts, which m a y continue to develop later
in childhood (Meadows, 1993).
Third, the hierarchical cluster analysis method used by
Storm imposes severe constraints, such that with disjoint
clusters, all intra-cluster distances are smaller than intercluster distances, and all inter-cluster distances are equal.
Similarity measures derived ft-om category fluency data
generally violate such constraints. The ADDtree algorithm
(Sattath & Tversky, 1977) provides a more flexible
clustering method allowing representation of different inter
and intra-cluster distances, leading to a more faithful
representation of the data. ADDtree analysis has been
successfully employed to investigate conceptual structure in
adult semantic m e m o r y ( C h a n et al., 1993; Sattath &
Tversky, 1977). The present p^jer uses the ADDtree
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algorithm and demonstrates h o w this technique m a y be used
to look at changes in the structure of conceptual knowledge
as indicated by performance in thefluencytask.
Method
Participants
167 children from two schools, one in
Sheffield, U K , the other in Cheshire, U K , were involved in
the study. Three groups of children participated in school
years 1 (equivalent to U S first grade), 3, and 5. There were
60 children in the year 1 group, mean age 6:1 years, range
5:7 to 6:6; 54 in year 3, mean age 8:4, range 7:10 to 8:10;
and 53 in year 5, mean age 10:1, range 9:3 to 10:9. All of
the children spoke English as theirfirstlanguage.
Administration of the BPVS and Category
Fluency T a s k s The children were tested individually at
school, in a quiet area. The short form British Picture
Vocabulary Scale ( B P V S ) (Dunn, 1982) was administered to
all children to assess receptive vocabulary. Each child then
completed two tasks, which will be henceforthreferredto as
the 'animals task' and the 'body parts task'. Half of the
children in each class were asked to complete the animals
taskfirstfollowed by the body parts task, the other half vice
versa. For the animals task, the child was asked name as
m a n y different animals as they could think of in one minute,
similarly for the body parts task, they were asked to name as
m a n y different parts of the body as they could in one
minute.
Obtaining Similarity Scores The fluency task
provided separate lists of animals and body parts produced by
each child, in production order. Target concepts were chosen
for analysis (13 animals and 12 body parts) on the basis that
they occurred within the top twenty most frequently
produced responses for all age groups. Six matrices (3 year
groups x 2 categories) of distance measures between pairs of
terms were derived using the following algorithm (modified
from Chan et al, 1993), to control for differences in
production frequency between terms and age groups:

^ij k=i "t
Here, for terms / and j, D,j is the distance recorded in the
matrix for the two terms, d^t is the measured distance
between the terms for participant k (proportional to the
number of intervening terms), T^j is the total number of
subjects w h o responses contained the pair i m d j , and n^ is
the total number of responses for subject k. Further details
of this algorithm are given in C h a n et al. (1993) and Hartley
(in prep.).
Results and Discussion
Production frequency 1 factor ANOVA revealed highly
significant overall increases with age in the total number of
responses given for both the animals (F(2,164)=67.731;

ixO.OOOl) and body parts (F(2,164)=62.204; p<0.0001)
tasks (see table 1). T h e raw B P V S scores and production
frequency showed a significant positive correlation
(p<0.0(X)l) suggesting that the increase in production
frequency isrelatedto increased vocabulary size. In other
words, the increase in production frequency suggests that the
children's conceptual knowledge base is increasing over the
age range investigated.
Representing category structure ADDtree analysis
was applied to the distance measures to build a
representation of the category structure of the children's
knowledge of animals and body parts. T h e ADDtree program
used was that written by Corter (1982). T h e resulting trees
are shown in figures 2 and 3. Note that the signal-to-noise
ratio is higher than for the artificial data shown in figure 1
(this is indicated by the generally shorter lengths of internal
arcs in the ADDtrees). This is to be expected given the
nature of the task, the use of child subjects, and the larger
number of concepts analysed.

dog

year 1

— tiger
- lion
elephant
rabbit giraffe
— fish

cat

Table 1: M e a n number of responses for category fluency
tasks (standard deviations in brackets)
Animals

Body Parts

1
3
5

9.200 (2.730)
13.037(3.376)
16.377 (3.834)

9.450 (3.520)
12.574(4.183)
17.981 (4.555)

pig) in years 1 and 5 and to a lesser degree in year 3. There
was s o m e evidence for change in the organisation of
concepts, however, possibly reflecting the broadening of
children's knowledge. For example, 'cat' is closer to the
cluster of big cats (tiger and lion) within the wild animals
cluster, for year 5 children, than for younger children. This
m a y suggest a development of taxonomic associations in
addition to those of habitat outlined in previous studies. In
year 5, elephant and giraffe form a more distinct cluster
possibly because, in addition to being exotic, they are
recognised as being large animals. Analyses of adult data
have often found size to be the second most significant
factor after environment in determining conceptual
relationships between animals (Chan et al., 1993; Henley,
1969;).

arm

bird

- horse
cow
P'gsheep

Year

year 1
hand
elbow

cat

tiger
elephant
- lion

^
dog

cow

years

knee
fish

arm

sheep

horse

•CE

year 3

rabbit
— giraffe bird
pig

hand

elbow

dog
cat

years

lion
tigerelephant

- rabbit
fish
bird
— horse
pig cow
• sheep

arm

giraffe
years

hand
elbow
knee

Figure 3: ADDtree showing differences in conceptual
structure of body part knowledge for children in different age
groups.

Figure 2: ADDtree showing differences in conceptual
structure of animal knowledge for children in different age
groups (years 1, 3, and 5 correspond to m e a n ages of
approximately 6, 8 and 10 years).

Progressive change in conceptual structure was perhaps
In accordance with the results of Storm (1980), analysis of more evident for body parts than for animals (see figure 3).
T h e children in all years distinguished a cluster of sense
the animal data revealed major clusters of wild/exotic (tiger,
(eye, ear and nose), however, this becomes
lion, elephant, giraffe) and farm animals (horse, cow, sheep. organs
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progressively more distinctive with age forming a welldefined major cluster in the year 5 group. The year 1 children
showed additional sub-clusters of digits (toe,finger)and arm
parts (hand, elbow), and the year 3 children a cluster of
joints (knee, elbow), however, overall the year 5 group
again shows the greatest differentiation of concepts with a
large cluster of 'limbs and attachments' sub-dividing into
clusters of limbs (arm and leg), attachments (foot and hand),
and joints (elbow and knee).
General Discussion
The results provide strong support for observations in
previous studies that children produce more exemplars with
increasing age. Thus an important developmental trend that
needs to be captured in the modelling work is the
quantitative increase in conceptual knowledge with age.
With respect to the animal data the current study confirms
previous reports (e.g. Corter, 1982; Grube & Hasselhora,
1996; Kail & Nippold, 1984; Storm, 1980) that animal
concepts
are
generally
clustered
in
terms
of
habitat/environmental context. The results showed no clear
evidence of a trend toward finer discrimination between
concepts with age, however, some evidence of subtle
developments in conceptual structures with age were found
which could be followed up in future studies (for instance,
the suggestion that older children may be more influenced by
taxonomic category or may makefinerdiscriminations on
the basis of animal size).
This is thefirststudy to look at children's semantic
memory for body parts using the categoryfluencytask. The
results for this domain show some clustering of body parts
with similar functional status in all three groups which is
much better defined in year 5 where there are more
pronounced clusters for sense organs, limbs, attachments,
and joints. These changes provide some support for the
notion of a progression from children making coarser to
their makingfinerdistinctions with age.
Bjorklund (1985) has argued that when different age
groups have equal knowledge of a conceptual domain there
will be no difference observed in performance on tasks which
investigate knowledge structure. Since knowledge of animals
develops early, it is likely that to a greater extent the
knowledge of the older and younger children is similar.
Although knowledge of some body parts is acquired at an
early age more knowledge is acquired later during schooling
(Meadows, 1993). This could explain why there is more
evidence of conceptual change in the body parts data.
It is possible that using only those concepts named
frequently by children in all three year groups yields results
that do not do justice to the diversity of the older children's
knowledge. Preliminary analyses of the top 20 responses
fi-om each year group has therefore also been carried out.
These results illustrate further subtle changes within the
categories of animals, and the development of structured
knowledge of internal body parts (e.g. heart, lung, brain
etc.). Categoryfluencydata has also been collected from a
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range of other semantic domains, and is being analysed for
developmental changes in knowledge structures. W e have
also investigated children's explicit similarity judgements
for animal concept pairs. ADDtree analysis of the results
reveals an almost identical clustering pattern as that obtained
from category fluency, showing our results to be robust
with an independent measure of concept relatedness.
There is much evidence to support the assumption that the
ordering of items produced in a categoryfluencytask reflects
internal knowledge structures (see earlier summary). It has
been suggested, however, that changes in word generation
behavior could reflect the development of metamemorial
skills (Hasselhorn, 1992) rather than a change in the
underlying knowledge. In other words, older children may
use specific strategies to make their recall more efficient—
e.g. they may purposefully decide to produce as many farm
animals as they can, name parts of the face, etc. Bjorklund
(1985) has investigated this possibility and suggests that
although older children are able to use strategies to aid their
recall, the use of these strategies depends upon, and is
supported by, their conceptual knowledge structures. Our
results from the similarity judgements study provide further
support for this. It is unlikely then, that the changes in
category knowledge noted for the categoryfluencydata are
due solely to the development of metamemorial skills.
The difficulties involved in interpreting empirical findings
illustrate the need for models of semantic memory
development. Initial comparisons between the current results
and those of McClelland et al. are promising. Specifically,
there are similarities between the developmental trajectories
in the connectionist model and the body part data presented
here (comparefigures1 and 3) both showing more distinct
conceptual categories with training/age. Much more could be
done, however, to bring the modelling work closer to the
empirical studies. The present study constitutes part of an
ongoing project which aims to provide developmental data
for constructing future models. Theoretical accounts of
semantic memory generally suppose that concept-relatedness
derives from shared features or properties, and most
modelling approaches begin with this premise. For example,
in the McClelland et al. model internal concept
representations are derived by training the network with
concept/relation/feature-llst triples (e.g. robin/isa/animalbird-etc). Therefore in addition to collecting concept norms
and similarity judgements we are also investigating property
norms and children's attributions of properties to concepts.
These experiments should provide a further means for testing
the hypothesis that children makefinerdistinctions between
concepts with age, and will allow the construction of
connectionist models that bear more direct comparison with
developmental data.
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Abstract
Given that the single most important mathematical skill for
students w h o wish to study beyond arithmetic is the ability
to take a problem situation (usually stated in words) and
formulate a mathematical model (usually an equation), we are
working on a cognitive developmental model of this skill to
be used in an intelligent tutoring system. W e call this skill
symbolization. High school students do it poorly and
improve slowly. W e are using a Difficulty Factors
Assessment as an efficient methodology for identifying the
critical cognitive factors that distinguish competent from
less competent symbolizers. W e present a developmental
model identifying three major transitions through which a
student must pass. Underlying the developmental model are
empirical results which suggest, contrary to prior research
and c o m m o n belief, the difficulty in algebra word problem
solving is less about the difficulties of comprehending the
word problems, and more about the difficulty of speaking in
the foreign language of algebra. Many of students' errors are
analogous to the errors people make when learning to speak
in a new language. While it may be that mathematically
algebra symbolization is a generalization of arithmetic,
cognitively it is more accurate to say algebra symbolization
is the articulation of arithmetic.
Introduction
W h e n a student is presented with an algebra word problem
such as problem C S in Table 1 and asked to provide a
symbolic expression (rather than a numerical answer), she is
doing what w e refer to as symbolizing. For instance, the
symbolic expression for C S is "(72-m)/4." In studying
symbolization skills w e have focused on algebra story
problems but our results m a y also be relevant more generally
to symbolization skills needed in using a calculator or
programming a spreadsheet
or computer.
A s these
computational devices take over more of the symbol
manipulation of algebra, symbolization deserves, and is
receiving, increasing instructional emphasis. W e are trying to
understand h o w students learn to symbolize. T o test that
understanding w e are building a cognitive developmental
model which will be used in an intelligent tutoring system.
M u c h of the prior work ( C u m m i n s et. al., 1988; LeBlanc
& Weber-Russell; 1996, Lewis & Mayer, 1987; Paige &
Simon, 1979) on word problem solving has focused on
students' comprehension abilities. C u m m i n s et. al. "suggest
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that m u c h of the difficulty children experience with word
problems can be attributed to difficulty in comprehending
abstract or ambiguous language." T h e general conclusion
from the above research is that comprehension rules are key
knowledge components students must acquire to become
competent problem solvers.
Generalization/Comprehension Hypothesis
This brings us to the first naturally intuitive hypothesis
about what makes algebra symbolization difficult. What we
call the generalization hypothesis flows naturally from the
previous literature that has focused on comprehension
A n important
difficulties caused by abstract language.
conceptual leap for students is to m o v e from the concrete
grounded world of arithmetic problems to the more abstract
worid of algebra problems with variables. According to this
hypothesis, what is hard about algebra is the generalization
ability needed to think about a problem with an abstract
variable, as opposed to a concrete known.
But more recent research by Koedinger & Anderson (in
press) found evidence that acquiring such comprehension
skills is not sufficient for symbolization competence. They
reported that in 3 6 % of problems that students comprehended
well enough to find a numerical answer, students nevertheless
failed to correctly symbolize. W e call the difference between
the students' performance on symbolization problems and on
similar arithmetic problems the symbolization effect.
Previous Results on this Problem
T o determine if the symbolization effect is well-explained
by the generalization hypothesis w e (1997) performed an
assessment in which w e compared students' performance on
symbolization problems (like problem C S ) with their
performance on arithmetic symbolization problems. W e
could turn problem C A into an arithmetic symbolization
problem simply by changing the final question to "Write an
single expression that shows all the computations you would
need to do in order to find h o w m u c h she can spend on each
sister." T h e correct answer for this problem would be "(7232)/4." Arithmetic symbolization problems are a special type
of symbolization problem that have no variables. W e found
no statistically significant difference between students
performance on these t w o types of problems. This suggests
that the presence of a variable did not increase difficulty, thus

CS:
CA:
DSl
DS2
DAI
DA2

Sue made 72 dollars by washing cars to buy holiday presents. She decided to spend "m" dollars on a present for her mom and then use the
remainder to buy presents for each of her 4 sisters. She will spend the same amount on each sister. How much can she spend on each sister?
Sue made 72 dollars by washing cars to buy holiday presents. She decided to spend 32 dollars on a present for her mom and then use the
remainder to buy presents for each of her 4 sisters. She will spend the same amount on each sister. How much can she spend on each sister?
Sue made 72 dollars by washing cars to buy holiday presents for each of her "s" sisters. She will spend (he same amount on each sister. How
much can she spend on each sister?
Sue made 72 dollars by washing cars to buy holiday presents. She decided to spend "m" dollars on a present for her mom and then use the
remainder to buy presents for her sisters. How much can she spend on her sisters?
Sue made 72 dollars by washing cars to buy holiday presents for each of her 4 sisters. She will spend the same amount on each sister. How
much can she spend on each sister?
Sue made 72 dollars by washing cars to buy holiday presents. She decided to spend 32 dollars on a present for her mom and then use the
remainder to buy presents for her sisters. How much can she spend on her sisters?
Table 1: The 4 Problem Types: Composed Symbolization(C5), Composed Arithmetic(C4), Decomposed Symbolization
(DSl and DSl together), and Decomposed Arithmetic(D/iy and DA2.)

calling into question the usefulness of the generalization
hypothesis's focus on the variable per se as the factor that
causes the symbolization effect.
A n alternative hypothesis was suggested by another factor
w e tested. W e found what w e called the composition effect.
The composition effect is the difference in student
performance on what w e call composed problems, like C S ,
and their decomposed analogs {DSl and DSl), which are two
separate problems from the student's point of view, but for
analysis purposes they are treated as a single problem and the
problem is correct only if both parts are correct. The
decomposed version of a composed problem is made by
dividing the composed problem into two separate questions
that each ask for one of the steps required to solve the
composed version. Our results showed that there was a
significant composition effect because many students could
correctly answer both parts of a decomposed problem but fail
to correcdy answer the composed version. In other words, in
this case, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. The
size of this composition effect overshadowed the small and
not statistically significant difference, mentioned above,
between arithmetic symbolization and symbolization.
Articulating Composition Hypothesis
W e suspected that the cause of the symbolization effect was
actually the composition effect. W e will illustrate with an
actual student w h o answers "72-m=n/4=" for C S .
This
student demonstrates that she knew the two steps she would
need to perform if she had been given the arithmetic version
CA. This student must learn h o w to correctly represent these
two steps. She uses a placeholder variable, possibly because
she does not know h o w to represent anything but a single
operation at a time. For the expert it is obvious that "72-m"
can be treated in the same way any number is treated. But
the novice, w h o looks at "72-m" as a recipe and not as an
object of reflection, does not k n o w that she can operate on
this quantity directly by adding parentheses and "/4". W e call
this missing skill articulating composition and w e suspect
that it is this difficulty that explains w h y symbolization
problems are so much harder then arithmetic.
A n important distinction between the articulation
composition hypothesis and the generalization hypothesis is
on where in the translation process a student has difficulty:
the comprehension of the source language, or the
production/articulation of the target language. The
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generalization hypothesis suggests that students are having
difficulty on the comprehension side of the translation
process. The articulating composition hypothesis suggests
the difficulty is on the production side. T o investigate if this
"articulating composing hypothesis" is a good explanation,
w e performed the current difficulties factors assessment
(Koedinger & MacLaren, 1997).
Experimental Design and Predictions
The two factors w e studied were 1) arithmetic vs.
symbolization (CA vs. C S and D S vs. D A ) crossed with 2)
composed vs. decomposed ( C S vs. D S and C A vs. D A ) .
Remember that the decomposed problem D S is actually one
problems from the analysis point of view, but two separate
problems from the student's point of view. In our previous
study (1997) w e may have even underestimated the size of the
composition effect, because w e had a few students w h o would
answer "(72-m)/4" for D A 2 . These students had noticed the
superficial similarity of the two problems parts of a
decomposed problem and interpreted the second one to be
linked to the first. T o avoid such misinterpretation by
students w e superficially changed a few aspects of the second
part of the decomposed problems including the participants
name. W e also changed the numbers (making sure not to not
decrease the difficulty of the arithmetic) to ensure that the
results of the first part of a decomposed problem did not
appear as a given in the second part of the problem. For
example, D A 2 was changed to "Rebecca made 81 dollars
working at the grocery store. She decided to give her m o m
25 dollars for Mother's Day and put the remainder in her
savings account. H o w m u c h can she put in the savings
account?" W e found this strategy worked well and students
did not think the two problems were connected.
The articulating composition hypothesis suggests that
there should be no composition effect for arithmetic, but a
large composition effect for symbolization. The reasoning
behind this is that students k n o w h o w to combine steps in an
arithmetic problem, but they don't k n o w h o w to say, in
symbols, h o w to put two steps together. Therefore, it
predicts that there should be many students w h o know h o w to
do both composed arithmetic problems and decomposed
symbolization problems but fail to do composed
symbolization problems. The two hypotheses differ in their
predictions because the articulating composing hypothesis
predicts an interaction between these two factors, while the

for symbolization. They also show a composition effect
during arithmetic problems. This is the exact opposite
interaction w e were expecting to see, but its cause is
Procedure
intuitively sensible. Students first leam to deal with the
easier arithmetic problems, and the lower-performing students
Given the two binary factors that were studied, there were four
will show competence only in these. T h e fact that there is a
different problem types: composed symbolization, composed
composition effect a m o n g the arithmetic problems will be
arithmetic, decomposed symbolization
and decomposed
explored below. The middle-performing group (total scores of
arithmetic. These 4 problem types were crossed with 8 different
4) show that the composition effect for arithmetic problems
cover stories and distributed in a Latin square design among 4 test
is going away as overall performance improves. The highforms that were balanced for each factor. Therefore each form had
performing students ,with total scores of 5, 6 and 7, are doing
two problems of each type. Given that students tend to perform
worse on items near the end of a test, the order of various problem equally well on both types of arithmetic problems and are
improving on symbolization
but primarily decomposed
types was systematically varied on each form. The cover-stories
were not a variable of critical interest, and from our previous D F A
symbolization.
In other words, the students show the
we knew the performance on the cover stories would vary
interaction that the articulating composition hypothesis
considerably. W e used 6 of the 8 cover stories used previously
predicted.
and added two new cover stories to replace the two easiest cover
T o statistically characterize the individual variation we
stories from the prior study. Because we wanted to be able to
witnessed, w e classified the subject population into a topcompare the performance of students on cover stories we made
performing half and a bottom-performing half (using total
two versions of each form that differed only in the order of the
score).
W e performed a full three-factor (2*2*2) A N O V A on
problems. The subjects were 76 ninth grade students in the first
the average of students' means, again treating our two
month of a regular-level algebra course from an urban high
difficulty factors as within-subject repeated measures, and
school in Pittsburgh. T w o subjects were dropped for lack of
treating the factor of "top half vs. bottom half as a between
participation in the test. Each student was randomly given one of
the 8 different test forms and enough time to complete the test.
subjects factor. Again w e had highly significant effects of
Each test was then graded and no partial credit was given. A
symbolization (F(l,280)=172.5, p<.0001) and composition
decomposed problem was considered correct only if both parts
(F(l,280)=22.1, p<.0001). N o n e of the three possible twowere answered correctly.
w a y interactions were close to statistical significance (P>.24
in all cases), but w e did find a highly significant
Analysis and Results
(F(l,280)=14.0, p<.0004) three-way interaction. Again, to
T o test for the effect of the two factors w e performed both
verify that these effects occurred across items as well as across
subjects, w e did a three-factor (2*2*2) A N O V A on the item
an item analysis and a item analysis as recommend by Clark
(1973). W e performed a subject analysis on the students
means, treating all three factors as within item repeated
m e a n score for each of the four problem types. W e performed
measure factors. Again, the only significant effects were the
a full two-factor (2*2) repeated measures A N O V A with each
two main effects for symbolization (F(l,56)=50.1, p<.0002)
factor as a within-subject variable. W e found significant
and composition (F( 1,56)= 11.7, p<.012) and the three-way
effects of symbolization (F( 1,73)= 170.8, p<.0001) and of interaction (F(l,56)=9.4, p<.0183).
composition (F(l,73)=22.4, p<.0001.) but not the expected
W e will speculate below as to whether or not the
interaction (F( 1,73)^1.024, p>.31). T o verify that these
composition effects seen in arithmetic(at the low end) and in
effects generalize across items as well as across subjects, w e
symbolization (at the high end) are caused by a single effect
performed an item analysis on students' m e a n performance on
or two separate effects.
O u r articulating composition
the 3 2 different items (8 cover stories and 4 problem types)
hypothesis suggests that they are different effects and this will
be explored n o w . W e will then explore the other transitions
appearing on the test. W e performed a full two-factor (2*2)
A N O V A on the item means. Each factor was treated as a
w e observed, which were not the main focus of the
experiment, but nevertheless provide us with insight into the
repeated measure. W e
found significant effects of
symbolization (F(l,28)=55.476, p<.0001) and a smaller effect composite skills for composed symbolization.
of composition (F(l,28)=13.26, p<.0083). T h e size of the
symbolization effect w a s m u c h larger then the size of the
Why are Composed Symbolization Problems
composition effect. Contrary to the prediction of the
Hard?
articulating composition hypothesis, there w a s not a
Our articulating composition hypothesis predicted that there
significant interaction (F(l,28)=.821, p>.395), and this will
would be an additional cognitive hurdle for students to be able
be addressed below. Since the subject and the item analysis
to solve composed symbolization problems. W h e n w e look
agree, w e can be confident that both effects are real and
at the top-performing half of the students w e see the
generalize across the larger populations of both similar
interaction which suggests that composed symbolization
students and similar items.
problems are unduly difficult. But h o w is that w e get this
W e were initially surprised at the absence of the expected
average performance?
Are most of these students
interaction, but upon investigation w e saw that the individual demonstrating the same effects? The answer is "some, but
variation, as shown by the histogram in Figure 1, was very
not all." Let us call the prerequisites to being able to do a
large. Figure 1 shows h o w average student performance
composed symbolization problem the ability to do both
changes as their ability level increases. The lower-performing
decomposed
symbolization
and composed arithmetic
students, with total scores of 1, 2 and 3, are all at the floor
problems. Then 4 0 % of the students w h o have met the
generalization hypothesis does not predict an interaction and
instead predicts one broad symbolization effect.
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prerequisites for composed symbolization, failed to solved a
composed symbolization problem. W h e n w e say a student
has met the prerequisites, w e m e a n that a student was able to
do at least one composed arithmetic problem, as well ;is one
decomposed symbolization problem, there were 43 students
w h o met this criterion, and 17 of them failed to solve a
composed symbolization problem. W e think that these 17
students are missing the knowledge of h o w to compose two
symbolic expression together.
These 17 students made a total of 34 errors on composed
symbolization problems and w e would like to see if these
errors are consistent with the articulating composition
hypothesis. T h e largest category of errors are the 8 examples
of errors where students wrote only the first step (i.e. one
student wrote "72-m" for problem CS.) These errors are
consistent with the articulating composition hypothesis,
because a student that doesn't k n o w h o w to put two steps
together might simply stop once she gets to a point where
she doesn't k n o w h o w to continue. There were 3 errors of
missing parentheses and one student w h o incorrectly used
parentheses. These errors are also consistent with what one
would expect from a person w h o can both symbolize single
steps and do the arithmetic for two step word problems, but
doesn't yet k n o w h o w to put two symbolizations together. It
is also good to see that the missing-parentheses errors are
responsible for a small portion of this effect. M a n y of the
other errors are not easily categorizable and don't give us
much insight into what the student was thinking. It is true
that about a third of the errors of students w h o appeared to be
trying to overcome this hurdle are those that the articulating
composition hypothesis would predict.
Our articulating composition hypothesis is what
Newell(1990) would have called a knowledge-level
explanation as opposed to a symbol-level explanation. W e
hypothesize that students are missing a certain bit of
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knowledge (e. g., production rules) that w e can point to. But
an alternative explanation of the additional difficulty of
composed symbolization problems could be made at the
symbol level. For example, m a y b e both symbolization
problems and composed problems put a burden on working
memory, and w h e n these two factors combine, there is a
strong interaction. W e looked for evidence of such a symbollevel explanation by seeing if the composition effect while
doing symbolization problems increased under a working
m e m o r y load. Conveniently w e have data to m a k e this
comparison, from our previous difficulty factors assessment.
In this w e studied both composition while symbolizing as
well as the effect of distractor numbers. T o illustrate, w e had
studied problem D S l with and without a distractor phrase
where w e changed the problem to read "6 cars" rather then just
"cars." W e found a large effect for these distractor phrases,
and w e claim that this m a y be due to an increased working
m e m o r y load. If the composition effect in symbolization
problems is a working m e m o r y phenomenon w e should
expect to see the composition effect increase for distractor
problems. Unfortunately, the results are inconclusive. Figure
2 shows a trend towards the predicted interaction but it is not
significant (F( 1,250)= 1.48, p=.23).
But w e do have evidence that conclusively shows that a
knowledge-level component is definitely present. In our
previous work (1997) w e conjectured that if the hard part is
composing
steps together, then instruction focused on
teaching students just the missing knowledge should improve
their performance, even if divorced from practice on word
problems. W e haven't space for a full reporting, but in short,
w e trained 39 students on problems like "Let X = 72-m. Let
B = X/4. Write a new expression for B that composes these
two steps." W e then looked for transfer from the learning of
this skill to students' improvement on algebra symbolizing.
In a single hour of training on this skill, w e saw statistically
significant increases in student performance on algebra
symbolization as a result of training on symbolic
substitution, even factoring out gains due to using
parentheses correctly. This is possibly the strongest evidence
w e could present in favor of the articulating composition
hypothesis. This result also supports the more general idea
that there is greater difficulty on the production side rather
then the comprehension side of translation, since these
students improved without practice reading algebra word
problems; the only practice they had w a s composing
expressions together.
Symbolization Effect among Decomposed Problems
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Figure 1: The two main effects across ability levels

W e n o w consider one of the transitions students must make
before being able to deal with composed symbolization
problems. This transition occurs when students leam
decomposed symbolization problems. T h e evidence suggests
that this transition is difficult. Fully one-third of the students
w h o demonstrated competence (at least one correct) in the
decomposed arithmetic problems could not do get any of the
decomposed symbolization problems correct (let alone the
composed one). This is a substantial effect that results in an
additional 108 errors occurring (152 errors on decomposed
symbolization problems while only 4 4 errors on decomposed
arithmetic problems). W h a t is the explanation for this
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A

O Distractors
N o Distractors
Composed

Decomposed

Figure 2. A possible working memory induced interaction.
symbolization gap of 108 errors? W e note that there were
m a n y more "no answers" increasing from 12 to 57, but these
"no answer" responses do not give us m u c h insight into what
is causing the difficulty. W e n o w look at four different
explanations that might account for w h y there are so m a n y
more errors.
T h efirsthypothesis to explain the symbolization effect in
decomposed problems is similar to the articulating
composition hypothesis in that w e focus on difficulties
students have with production and not with comprehension.
W e will introduce two types of errors that are analogous to
the sorts of errors made w h e n learning a natural language.
O n e such error is to say words in the wrong order, for
instance, writing " m - 7 2 " w h e n "72-m" is intended. W e call
these reversal errors. A second language production error is
to use the wrong verb. For instance, writing " 7 2 + m " when
"72-m" is intended. W e call these wrong verb errors. But just
because a person has written " 7 2 + m " does not mean w e can
assume they meant "72-m" so w e will have to compare the
error rates on symbolization problems with the number of
analogous errors on arithmetic problems(for instance the
number of people w h o added 7 2 + 3 2 to get 104 for problem
D A 2 in Table 1) It turns out that there are 7 errors of
students using the wrong verb to arrive at a arithmetic
answer. In contrast, for symbolization problems, there are 31
such errors. T h e increase in these wrong operator errors is
due to the fact that that students' difficulties arise not so
m u c h in English comprehension but in symbolic production.
W e see a similar pattern for the reversal errors, with no such
errors occurring for arithmetic problems (nobody answers "4 0 " for D S 2 ) while there are 12 such errors for symbolization
problems. T h e difference in these simple articulation errors
accounts for about 4 0 % of the symbolization gap.
A second explanation is a possible consequence of the
generalization hypothesis. Consider the 6th grade student w h o
has never seen a variable before and is suddenly confronted
with a problem with a variable for thefirsttime. She would
probably be totally confused and be inhibited from using that
variable in her answer. She might be m u c h more likely to
randomly guessing using the more familiar numbers from the
problem. O r she might answer as one student of ours did on
several of the symbolization problems: "Not enough info".
This leads to the prediction that novices are inhibited from
using a variable. O f the students w h o gave an answer 38
answers did not contain the given variable even though in a
decomposed problem there are only two numbers.
This
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accounts for 3 5 % of the symbolization gap. But there is a
consistency
problem with this variable inhibition
hypothesis. In previous research w e (1997) found that
students' ability to do arithmetic symbolization (e.g.
answering with "72-32" rather then "40") was not
significantly different (F(l,30)=.9, p>.35) from their ability
to do algebraic symbolization (e.g. answer with "72-m").
However, w e do note that the trend in the data was
particularly large and in the predicted direction: the absolute
performance on decomposed problems rises from 5 8 % for
arithmetic symbolization problems to 6 8 % for symbolization
problems with a variable. Furthermore, the students in the
current study were generally at a lower level where variable
inhibition m a y be greater. O n the 6 cover-stories that the two
populations had in c o m m o n the percentage correct, on
average, for symbolized problems was significantly different
(F(l,10)=7.292, p<.02) with this present group averaging a
low 2 7 . 2 % while the previous group averaged a higher
42.8%.
A third hypothesis is that the symbolization effect for
decomposed problems is caused by the fact that students may
be using back-up strategies (like repeated addition:
40+40+40) for the arithmetic problems instead of the direct
arithmetic strategy (e.g. 3*40) that is necessary for
symbolization. W e looked at all of the responses students
gave to the arithmetic problems to see if w e saw any evidence
that students were using any math operations other than those
expected, and found no evidence to support this hypothesis.
At the same time, since students did not always show their
work, w e can not rule this out.
A fourth explanation for the presence of a symbolization
effect in decomposed problems is what w e call the semantic
support hypothesis. If a student actually has numbers that
they can use to compute answers they have the advantage of
being able to look at the answer to detect violations with the
semantics of the problem. W e discussed above that there
were no reversal errors on arithmetic problems but 12 on
symbolization problem. M a y b e the reason reversal errors
don't occur on decomposed problems is that if a student
calculates "-40" she will quickly detect that a negative number
of dollars to give to the sisters does not make sense. The
semantic support hypothesis also suggests that even without
doing any of the arithmetic, it might be easier for a student
tofigureout which operator to use if they k n o w the relative
size of the numbers given: students seem to have heuristics
like "if one number is m u c h larger then the other, then
division is likely", in addition to heuristics like "always
subtract the smaller number from the larger." So a student
might benefit more by having numbers rather then variables
even before she actually does any math. In our previous
work, though w e failed to find a significant difference
(F(l,30)=.9, p>.35) between the performance on arithmetic
symbolization vs. algebraic symbolization problems (as
mentioned in the introduction), there was a difference of
average percentage correct of about 1 0 % from 5 8 % correct to
6 8 % correct. This suggests that there might be a role for the
semantic support hypothesis that helps students use heuristics
based on the size of numbers as well as heuristics that check
the result of arithmetic computations for semantic violations.
Neither of these strategies is possible if the problem has a

variable present. Further research is needed to conclusively
distinguish between the merits of these explanations.

The third developmental transition w e detected was the gap
shown by students w h o could not do composed arithmetic
problems as well as decomposed arithmetic problem (which
leads to what w e call a composition effect in the decomposed
problems). The gap is not large; there were 42 errors on
decomposed problems while composed problems had 52.
Again w e notice that 10 of the answers for composed
problems were the result of doing just the first of two required
steps. These students possibly stop early because they are
not reading the question carefully. There were only 5 students
w h o were able to get a decomposed problem correct but failed
to get any other type of problem including composed
arithmetic problems correct. More generally, there were 24
students whose performance on composed arithmetic
problems was worse than their performance on decomposed
arithmetic problems.
W e would assume that this
composition effect is partly explained by reference to
cognitive models like LeBlanc and Russell (1996) that
attempt to explain arithmetic word problem performance
based on working m e m o r y load considerations. That is,
composed problems are somewhat harder to read. It also
might be that some students do not bother to re-read such
problems even in the face of this high working memory load.

composed arithmetic. This is most likely due to the fact that
students see composed arithmetic problems in elementary
school, but most see variables m u c h later. There were at the
level of showing competence in both composed arithmetic
and decomposed symbolization, but were not successful on
any of the composed symbolization problems. W e considered
four altemative hypothesis regarding what students need to
leam to m a k e this transition to competence on simple
decomposed symbolization problems.
At the highest level there were 25 students w h o were able
to get one of the composed symbolization problems correct
(only one student got both composed symbolization problems
correct).
In making this transition to competence in
composed symbolization problems, students leam h o w to
combine the articulation of individual steps.
W e will limit ourselves to one instructional design
suggestion that can be derived form this developmental
model. In helping students transition from competence at
symbolizing one operator problems to competence at
symbolizing multiple operator problems, w e recommend
practice on symbolic substitution problems. At the face of
it, such problems seem totally unrelated to translating wonJ
problems to symbols. However, our cognitive analysis and
difficulty factors assessments have identified substantial
overiap in the skills required for these apparently unrelated
tasks. Furthermore, w e have preliminary evidence that
training on substitution transfers to symbolization.

A Sketch of a Developmental Model
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Abstract

and (4) the model's treatment of words and its interaction
with the lexical spelling mechanisms.

A model of the productive sound-spelling mapping in
English is described, based on previous work on the
analogous problem for reading (Zorzi, Houghton &
Butterworth, 1998a, 1998b). It is found that a two-layer
network can robustly extract this mapping from a
representative corpus of English monosyllabic sound-spelling
pairs, but that good performance requires the use of
graphemic representations. Performance of the model is
discussed for both words and nonwords, direct comparison
being made with the spelling of surface dysgraphic M P
(Behrmann & Bub, 1992). The model shows appropriate
contextual effects on spelling and exactly reproduces many of
the subject's spellings. Effects of sound-spelling consistency
are examined, and results arising from the interaction of this
system with a lexical spelling system are compared with
normal subject data.

Division of labor in reading and spelling

Introduction
T h e study of reading has recently been m u c h enlivened by
the development of explicit computational models of
reading aloud and word recognition (Coltheart, Curtis,
Atkins & Haller, 1993; Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; Plaut,
McClelland, Seidenberg & Patterson, 1996; Seidenberg &
McClelland, 1989; Zorzi, Houghton & Butterworth, 1998a).
At the same time, progress has been m a d e in the related
problem of spelling, both from m e m o r y (Glasspool &
Houghton, submitted; Houghton, Glasspool & Shallice,
1994) and by sound-sjjelling conversion (Glasspool,
Houghton & Shallice, 1995; Olson & Caramazza, 1994;
Shallice, Glasspool & Houghton, 1995).
In this paper, w e look at results produced by a particular
model of the sound-spelling mapping for English
monosyllables. T h e basic architecture of the model is based
on the reading model of Zorzi, Houghton and Butterworth
(1998a, 1998b). T h e particular aspects of spelling which are
examined are (I) the nature of orthographic output
representations and their role in facilitating the learning of
the productive sound-spelling mapping for English, (2) the
minimal computational requirements for an adequate
learning of this mapping, with the emphasis on
generalization to nonword spelling, (3) direct comparison of
model output with nonword spelling in surface dysgraphia.
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Skilled problem solving generally involves the interaction
of at least two kinds of knowledge, which w e will refer to
as "generative" and "case-specific" knowledge. The first
type, generative knowledge, exploits regularities found to
apply across specific examples of the problem class, and, in
principle, m a y be applied to any problem instance, in
particular novel examples. Case-specific knowledge only
applies to particular instances and is based on memory for
previously experienced examples. This latter form of
recognition-based problem solving m a y have the advantage
of relative efficiency, and in particular can be applied to
non-regular or exceptional cases w h e n the problem domain
is only "quasi-regular".
With respect to spelling (and reading) this general
perspective translates into the idea that there will be a
distinction between "rote" performance, based on memory
for the spelling of a word, and a more productive capacity
for mapping from the constituent sounds of a word to
constituent letters (and vice versa for reading). The
problems of reading and spelling English are good examples
of a quasi-regularity. Thus English spelling to sound
relationships are basically systematic but with many
inconsistencies and specific exception words. However,
skilled spellers can also easily spell n e w or non- words, and
generally do so in a w a y which conforms to the dominant
regularities which exist amongst the words they know. The
idea that the regularities employed in spelling and reading
nonwords (the generative route) m a y be separately
represented from knowledge of individual words (casespecific route) has a long history (see e.g., Baron &
Strawson, 1976; Coltheart, 1978). With respect to spelling,
specific evidence for distinct lexical and generative routes
has c o m e from neuropsychological studies of dissociations
(Beauvois & Derouesne, 1981; Shallice, 1981).
However, beginning with the work of Rumelhart and
McClelland (1986) on learning the past tense of English
verbs, studies with neural networks have led to the
psychological validity of this distinction being questioned,
at least for some domains. It is argued that a neural network

with a single, homogenous route from input to output can
handle both the regular and irregular cases and still be able
to generalize the regularities to novel cases (e.g., Plunkett &
Marchman, 1993; Plaut et al., 1996; Rumelhart &
McClelland, 1986; Seidenberg & McClelland. 1989). In the
case of reading, however, it has become clear that no single
route model can account for both experimental and
neuropsychological data (Plaut et al., 1996; Zorzi et al.,
1998a).
Connectionist modeling must not necessarily commit to a
single route approach (see, e.g.. Jacobs, Jordan & Barto,
1991). In fact. Zorzi et al. (1998a. 1998b) describe a
connectionist model of reading where a dual-route
processing system emerges from the interaction of task
demands and initial network architecture in the course of
reading acquisition (for brevity w e will henceforth refer to
this as the Z H B model). In this model, the distinction
between generative (phonological assembly) and casespecific (lexical retrieval) knowledge is realized in the form
of the connectivity (either direct or mediated) between
orthographic input and phonological output patterns. In
particular, it was found that, w h e n spelling and sound are
directly connected in a two-layer network (i.e., interactions
are not mediated by hidden units), then this direct pathway
learns the most reliable spelling-sound correspondences,
without forming representations of individual training items
(i.e., lexical representations
these will form in the
mediated pathway, i.e., one containing a layer of hidden
units). This is so even though the training set contains
numerous inconsistent and exception pairs. This two layer
model, trained with the Delta rule, was thus found to
implement a phonological assembly mechanism. It
generates correct pronunciations of regular words, and tends
to regularize irregular words (with a pattern similar to that
of a surface dyslexic patient). O n nonword reading, the
model closely matches data from normal subjects. Further
studies (Zorzi et al., 1998b) showed that a multilayer
network with no direct connectivity between input and
output, when given the same training, performs m u c h less
well as a phonological assembly mechanism, tending to
simply memorize its training set (i.e., act as a lexical route).
Zorzi et al. conclude that it is not necessary to specify a
priori the functional roles of the different routes in reading
but that they can emerge as the optimal use of specific
computational resources, viz. direct vs. mediated
connectivity.
Mapping sound onto spelling
Following the Z H B model results, Glasspool and colleagues
(Glasspool et al.. 1995; Shallice et al., 1995) looked at the
capabilities of two-layer networks on the sound to spelling
mapping. In this model input phonemes arrive serially using
a "sliding window" technique (cf. Olson & Caramazza,
1994; Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1988). During learning, the
spelling of the word is also presented serially as a timevarying pattern of activation over a single set of nodes
representing graphemes (letter groups corresponding to
phonemes, e.g., T H , E A , S H , etc.). Grapheme position was
not explicitly represented. After 60 epochs of training on a
set of 3957 spelling-sound pairs the model achieved about
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8 0 % acceptable (i.e., phonologically plausible) spellings.
The results of Glasspool et al. are encouraging; however a
lower rate of implausible spellings is desirable. In the model
reported here, w e dispense with the serial aspects of the
Glasspool et al. model and describe results from an
"inverse" version of the Z H B model.
Description of the model
The Z H B model of phonological assembly uses a slot based
representation for input and output, with a distinction
between onset and rime. Input units represent the presence
of individual letters in particular positions in the
orthographic onset and rime. Only representations of
individual letters were used (i.e., no complex graphemes).
Letters occurring before the vowel letter fill successive
onset slots (up to a m a x i m u m of 3). Letters following the
first vowel letter fill successive rime slots. Output
phonology is represented in the same way. In the first
version of this model w e simply inverted the Z H B assembly
model and trained it from sound to spelling. W e found for
this model that the level of acceptable spelling produced
was rather low (around 7 0 % ) and m u c h of the problem was
due to the model producing blends of alternative
"graphemes" for a given sound, e.g., for the sound /f/,
blending F and P H , to produce F H (note that P H is not
represented as a single unit). This suggested that grapheme
units should be used in the output representation.
Interestingly, Barry and Seymour (1988) present data from
priming studies which support the use of graphemes in
spelling. W e therefore developed a second model with the
same onset-rime structure in the orthography but with the
addition of nodes for complex graphemes.
In this model the output representation requires 7 groups
of grapheme units, consisting of three successive onset
groups, and 4 rime groups starting with the orthographic
vowel. The graphemes used (in addition to the standard
single letters) are shown in table 1.
Table 1 - Graphemes used in orthographic output
representation.
Onset
Vowel

Coda

CH KN PH KN Q U SH TH W H W R
Al AR A U A W A Y EA EE EI ER E W
EY IE IR OA OE 01 O O O U OR O W
O Y UA UE UI UR U Y YE
C H C K D D DGE FF G H GHT G U E
LL M B N G PH Q U E SH SS TCH TH
I'l ZZ

Most onset graphemes are initial and hence only occur in
thefirstorthographic position. This scheme produces output
representations such as: the = T H - - E
; church = C H
U R C H - -; strength = S T R E N G T H -; where a hyphen
indicates an empty slot (no graphemes activated). The
architecture of the model is depicted in Figure I.

complication here; see Zorzi et al., 1998a, for the
description of a similar competitive output system). The
threshold was set at 0.2.
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Figure 1. Structure of the model. The direct soutidspelling network maps from a (slot-based) onset/rime
representation of phonology to an onset/rime
representation of spelling via a single set of learned
weights. The output representation uses graphemes and
the figure illustrates the representations in the mapping
from /T I 9/ to T H I N G (see Table 1 for grapheme set,
Table 2 for phoneme symbols). Input and output m a y
also be linked by a lexical route.
The network was trained on a set of 2500 monosyllabic
sound-spelling pairs using the Delta rule error correcting
algorithm (Widrow & Hoff, 1960). For each spelling-sound
pair in the training set, an appropriate phonological input is
established, setting each activated phoneme node to a value
of 1. Activations propagate to the output layer, using the dot
product net input rule to calculate the inputs to each
grapheme unit. Connection weights are all initialized to
zero, and units have no bias term. Phonemic activations are
a sigmoidal function/of their net input, bounding phoneme
activations in the range [0,1], and with/fOj = 0 (no input, no
output). This output activation is compared with the target
activation (nodes that should be on have a target activation
of 1, nodes that should be off a target of 0). The error for
each grapheme unit is the difference between the target and
actual activations. Where errors occur, weights to the
offending units are changed according to the delta rule, i.e.,

A%=^,(^-«;)
where w^ is the weight from input unit u, to output unit Uj, a,
and a^ are activations of the input and output units
respectively, t^ is the target activation for output unit), and X
is a learning rate parameter. Training stopped when the
mean error reached asymptote. This was typically after
around 20-30 epochs of training. Following this the model's
performance on words and nonwords was tested. Testing
consists of presenting the phonemic representation at the
input and then reading out the spelling by selecting the most
active grapheme above a threshold at each output grapheme
position (this selection can be achieved using lateral
inhibition between nodes within a "slot", but w e ignore this

Basic performance After learning reached asymptote the
model's spelling was tested on 500 randomly selected
words from the training set. O f these, about 9 6 % were
judged to be phonologically plausible spellings, in the sense
that the pronunciation could be reliably retrieved from the
model's spelling. This was clearly a great improvement over
the inverse Z H B model, showing that the use of complex
grapheme representations is highly functional for this basic
architecture. This supports the Barry and Seymour (1988)
priming results showing the use of graphemes by adults
spelling nonwords to dictation. The model also performs
better than the Glasspool et al. (1995) model in terms of
avoiding implausible spellings. W e take this improvement
to be due to the explicit provision of orthographic syllable
structure in the output representation.
For regular words {plank, match, bill, etc.) the model's
spelling was correct, while irregular and inconsistent words
were regularized, e.g. soap - sope; sauce sorse; spear speer. This aspect of the model's performance is
investigated more systematically below.
M a n y of the errors involved adding an unlikelyfinal"E"
on words with short vowels and a final /s/ or /z/, so for
instance, /s w I s/ was spelt swisse. Although these were
scored as errors, w e suspect many would be pronounced
correctly.
Nonword spelling Of particular interest is the model's
nonword spelling (generalization). A s a simple test of the
model's nonword spelling. Table 2 provides a comparison
of the model's spelling of a set of 58 nonwords with those
produced by M P (Behrmann & Bub, 1992), a surface
dyslexic subject w h o showed near perfect performance on
nonword spelling and reading.
The model makes one clear error, /g e d/—> gd. In this
case no vowel grapheme has been activated above the 0.2
threshold. However, the most active subthreshold vowel
letter is e. Apart from this the model shows the tendency
mentioned above to overuse afinale, e.g., in noode, degse.
draite, although this does not generally lead to unacceptable
spellings. In general this is due to the fact that "silent e"
spellings, as in late, pole, mule etc., are not represented in
the model as distinct (orthogonal) output options and hence
cannot compete with alternative spelling as a single
coherent "group". So for instance, in the case of draite,
there is competition between the alternative spellings droit
and drate. However, thefinale does not form a group (or
discontinuous grapheme) with the a of drate with the result
that when the a loses the competition in the vowel position
to the grapheme ai, the final e is not affected and is still
produced. T o the extent that people do not produce such
spellings, it suggests that the vowel + e option should be
represented as a single unit which can be selected or
rejected.
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Table 2: Comparison of model's nonword spelling with that of surface dyslexic
subject M P (Behrmann & Bub, 1992, appendix 2).
Key. Vowels: / & / as in cAt, Id as in bEt, IV as in hit, /O/ as in hOt, N l as in hUt,
/I/ as in bEAt, IvJ as in bOOt, AJ/ as in pUt. 101 as in d O O R , / @ U / as in grOve,
/al/ as in file, /el/ as in wAIt, /3/ as in bURn, /I@/ as in chEER.
Consonants: most have standard values, e.g., /d/ as in Door. Also /S/ as in Shed,
191 as in siNG, H I as in Thin. (.) = subthreshold response; * denotes response
marked as an error by Behrmann and B u b (1992).
Word
/bll/
/sek/
/mel/
/sp«&l/
/ked/
/flelt/
/neld/

/k@Ub/
/bOs/
/d I m p/

/w@Ul/
/lim/
/selt/
/kOdZ/
/frim/
/nllt/
/t r I s t/
/flip/
/blim/
/ged/
/rllt/
/ris/
/ m al s/
/fent/
/rel/
/pi O k /
/rOg/
/bilk/
/f r i tS/

MP

mell
spal

Model
beel
seek
mell
spall

ked

ked

flate
neld
cobe
bauce
dimp
wole
leem
sate
cudge*
frim
nilt
trist
fleep
bleam
rilt
reese
mise
fent
rell
pluck*

flate
neld
cobe
borse
dimp
wole
leam
sate
codge
frim
nilt
trist
fleep
bleam
g(e)d
rilt
rease
mice
fent
rell
plock

rog

rog

blick
freech

blick
freach

beel

sek

ged

Word
/bl@Um/
/kOm/
/tS&m/
/hin/
/d i tS/
/d r el t/
/d 0 1 d/

/fl&m/
/l&ts/
/sVf/
/wVS/
/d r i s/
/sk31/
In i tS/
/swim/
/mup/
/telz/
/holl/
/b r i s/
/ w i tS/
/plik/
/h ol s/
/k el 1/
/d e g s/
/s 1 0 1 d/

/skim/
/p e tS/
/lOt/
/nud/

MP
blome
caum
cham
been
deetch
drate
dold
flam
lats
suff
wush
dreece
skirl
neech
sweam
moop
taze
hoil
brease
weech
pleak
hois
kail
degs
stold
skim
petch

Model
bloame
corm
cham
been
deach
draite
dold
flam
latse
suff
wush
driese
skirl
neach
sweam
moope
tase
hoil
brease
weach
pleak
hoice
cale
degse
stold
skim
petch

lot

lot

nood

noode

Consistency effects in w o r d spelling Effects of the
spelling-sound consistency of particular words o n such
measures as R T s have been important for models of
reading aloud. Unfortunately, equivalent data regarding
possible effects of sound-spelling consistency d o not
appear to exist for writing (though see Glover & B r o w n ,
1994, for s o m e results o n oral spelling). H o w e v e r , w e
believe this will prove important in further studies of
spelling, for instance of errors and problems in learning to
spell. In addition, it m a y turn out to prove important in
modeling subtle aspects of reading, as Stone, V a n h o y and
V a n Orden (1997) have produced evidence that soundspelling (as opposed to spelling-sound) consistency can
effect visual lexical decision.
T o m a k e a m o r e systematic comparison between the
model's spelling of consistent and inconsistent words
(with consistency defined with respect to the soundspelling, rather than spelling-sound m a p p i n g ) w e used
w o r d lists from the study b y Stone et al. (1997)

Apart from this, the model clearly performs well, and in
particular it produces identical spellings to M P in those
cases where the sound to spelling mapping is highly
consistent, e.g., dimp, wush, fent, cham, etc. Where there
is more inconsistency, the model m a y produce an
alternative acceptable spelling, e.g., freech vs. freach,
caum vs. corm, kail vs. cale. In m a n y of these cases,
inspection of the activations of the grapheme layer prior
to output competition show that the spellings produced by
M P have been activated but have not w o n the output
competition. For instance, in spelling // r i tSI the
grapheme ee has an initial activation of 0.3, but is
suppressed by the more active ea grapheme. Note also
that the model exhibits an appropriate degree of context
sensitivity in performing the mapping. For instance M P
spells an initial IkJ as k in ked, but as c in cobe, caum,
cudge; she spells final /kJ siS k in pleak, but as ck in blick.
T h e model produces exactly the s a m e results.
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mentioned above. Stone et al. produced list of words
based specifically on their sound-spelling consistency
(also see Ziegler, Stone & Jacobs, 1997). S o m e words
which have a "consistent" pronunciation, given their
spelling (e.g., "bean"), m a y be inconsistent in terms of the
spelling, given the pronunciation (i.e., the syllable lb i nl
might be spelt bean, been, or even bene). W o r d s such as
plank, march, loft, however, are considered soundspelling consistent, as there is (putatively) no other
plausible way to spell them. If the model has extracted the
basic regularities of the sound-spelling mapping for
English, it should show a clear difference between these
sets of words, spellmg the consistent words the way they
are actually spelt, but producing alternative spellings for
more of the inconsistent words. The results are shown in
Figure 2.

argue (Zorzi et al.. 1998a, 1998b) is best done by a
separate set of units (e.g., a lexicon) laying between input
and output. W e have implemented such a route as a
localist, lexical network, individual units being accessed
from phonology and sending activation to their
constituent graphemes in the same competitive output
layer that the assembly model uses. The model can
generate a spelling when input arrives from both routes in
parallel. For regular words, the inputs are generally the
same and simply reinforce each other (though see the
example of belch above) . For inconsistent and exception
words there can be varying degrees of "interference" due
to the assembly route trying to regularize some part of the
spelling (most often the vowel). However, the lexical
spelling will dominate if its input is sufficiently strong.
This is because, when the assembly route is "uncertain"
regarding a spelling (due to inconsistency in the mapping
in the training set), it produces a set of competing
candidates at the point of uncertainty. Each of these
candidates achieves a lower activation than letters for
which there is no uncertainty. In addition, one of the
candidates will often be the lexically correct spelling,
which supports the lexical input. This permits the lexical
input to inhibit the regularizing effect of the assembly
procedure. However, the conflicting input still causes
interference in the competition process, and time taken
for the network to produce an unambiguous spelling can
vary as a result. The model thus predicts effects of
regularity in spelling production if, for instance, time to
initiate a spelling depends o n having a "clean"
orthographic spelling plan activated before spelling
begins (as is required by models of the serial operation of
the graphemic output buffer, e.g., Houghton et al., 1994).
Glover and B r o w n (1994) measured both response
initiation time and response duration in oral spelling of
k n o w n words, and found significant effects due to the
sound-spelling consistency of individual words,
inconsistency tending to increase both response initiation
and duration times, in line with the model. Glover and
B r o w n concluded that adult spelling of known words does
m a k e use of sound-to-spelling constraints, suggesting that
access to the assembly procedure m a y be automatic.
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Figure 2: Percentages of canonical (i.e., correct) and
non-canonical
(i.e., phonologically
plausible)
spellings produced by the model on sound-spelling
consistent and inconsistent words (from Stone et al.,
1997, experiment 1).
Of the 25 Stone et al. (1997) consistent words the model
spelled 22 of them canonically (88%). The three "errors"
were belch spelt bellch, fluke spelled flooke, and loaf
spelled loafe. The last 2 show the final "e" problem
alluded to earlier, while the first produces a doubled I in
an (orthographically) inappropriate position. However the
spellings remain phonologically acceptable. O f the 25
inconsistent words, the model only spelt 6 canonically
(24%) while all 2 5 spellings were phonologically
acceptable. The model thus shows clear sensitivity to the
dominant sound-spelling regularities of English w h e n
spelling words on which it has been trained. If the word is
an inconsistent or exception word this could in principle
act as a source of interference with respect to lexical
(case-specific) spelling. This raises the issue of the
interaction with lexical spelling.

Conclusions
The above results show that a two layer network with
structured
input-output
representations, including
grapheme nodes, will extract the basic regularities of the
sound-spelling mapping for English when trained on a
representative sample of monosyllabic sound-spelling
pairs, including numerous exceptions and inconsistencies.
W e suggest that this is probably the "minimal
architecture" necessary for acceptable performance on
this task. D u e to its absence of hidden units, the model
cannot learn the training set, and in trying to minimize its
error on the words it sees, it extracts the most reliable
sound-spelling relationships. These generalize well to
nonwords, and cause regularization errors on inconsistent
and exception words. In short, the network, though
trained on words, end ups behaving as a model for

Interaction with lexical spelling The two-layer model
(which will refer to here as the "assembly route")
regularizes exception and inconsistent words, even if it
has been repeatedly trained on them, e.g., soap is spelled
sope. A more general model must therefore be able to
represent learned spelling of specific words, which w e
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assembled spelling, mirroring the results of Zorzi et al.
(1998a) for reading. W h e n combined with a lexical
spelling route the model produces interference effects in
the time taken to generate an unambiguous spelling
"plan", when the two routes are in disagreement. This fits
with what data is currently available. W e conclude that
the distinction outlined at the beginning, between
generative and case-specific knowledge, is applicable to
spelling, and that the generative knowledge can arise as
the result of training on actual words in a network not
capable of learning them individually.
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Abstract
This paper descnbes psychometric investigations that have
been carried out as a prelude to developing new approaches to
learning structures vnthin education, based on connectionist
concepts. In Experiment A, the ability of 15 subjects to
produce different interpretations of an image fonned from
abstract geometric shapes was studied over a 30 mmutc period
of obscr\ing the diagram The rate at which these subject
produced ideas was shown to initialK decline and then become
constant. Experiment B investigated the effect of a strategy
that encouraged 16 subjects to defocus theu- thinking before
attempting to fuid another new interpretation. O n returning to
the problem, the average time taken to produce another
interpretation was significantly reduced. Both sets of results
are discussed m terms of connectiomst modelling, the need to
broaden one's attention during creative problem-solving and
the neural mechanism of 'lateral inhibition'. Further evidence
for the potential effectiveness of 'chance' strategies is also
referenced in the work, techniques and philosophy of wellknown and recognised artists
Introduction
The generation of ideas through the combination of elements
has been emphasised as an essential part of creative problem
solving. Campbell (1960) proposed that underlying this
ability is a process of "blind variation and selective retention'
H e argued that a spontaneous construction of ideational
combinations takes place in a more or less unpredictable
fashion, a small proportion of which are selected for further
elaboration. Others have successfijlly used this theory to
model the career trajectories of creative geniuses (Simonton,
1997) and scientific communities (Kantorovich,1993)
Finke , W a r d and Smith (1992) have developed a model
which suggests that there is alternation between a generative
phase in which 'pre-inventive' structures are produced
through combining elements, and an exploration phase in
which these structures are interpreted. In this 'geneplore
model', constraints m a y be involved at both stages. Based on
empirical evidence Finke et al (1992) suggest that
broadening the focus of attention m a y improve creativity.
T h e ability to access a large number of elements for possible
combination inevitably involves elements which m a y be only
remotely associated with the problem. Mednick (1962)
investigated the associative strength of different words in
individuals. H e considered a non-creative person as being
characterized as possessing steep associative hierarchies of
ideas. In other words, such an individual could at first
respond quickly with 2 - 3 stereotyped associations to a

particular stimulus word Thereafter, however, the strength
of their associations would rapidly diminish and, although a
few further responses might be produced with difficulty,
these individuals would then quickly dry up. A creative
individual, Mednick explained, has m u c h flatter associative
hierarchies Their behaviour in word association tasks is
characterized by a slower but m o r e continuous rate of
production Since a flatter associative hierarchy means that
the relative strengths of association between close and
remote associations are less, such individuals are more able
to produce associations which are less stereotyped It can be
argued that to combine remotely associated elements
requires one's attention to be unfocused, and that a wide
focus of attention increases the probability of finding a novel
and useful combination In terms of Mednick's ideas, it is
easier to widen the focus of attention if one has a flat
associative hierarchy, since the first and more obvious
associations are weaker and less distracting.
A s early as 1926, Wallas labelled the stages of creative
problem-solving with the terms preparation, incubation.
illumination and insight. This sequence has often been
referred to by later writers and researchers w h o have been
struck by the need for a period of incubation, and also by the
apparently effortless, sometimes inspirational, arrival of
illumination with a solution that often involves knowledge
only remotely associated with original problem The
phenomenon of fixation (eg Jansson & Smith, 1991) can be
explained in terms of difficulty in broadening the focus of
attention away from a particular area to discover new
associations for combination Finke et al (1992) describe
incubation as merely the 'dissipation of fixation', suggesting
that a broadening of the focus of attention m a y play some
part in all creative problem-solving
There appears, then, to be a general agreement that the
defocusing or broadening of attention is an essential part of
the creative process. In contrast, critical analytical thinking is
considered to benefit from sharply focused attention
Reflection upon a possible dichotomy of 'reasoning' led the
psychoanalytic theorist Ernst Kris (1952) to propose that
there are t w o m o d e s of thinking: primary process and
secondary process Whereas secondary process thinking is
concerned with conscious, focused and logical analysis,
primary process thinking is m o r e concerned with defocused,
unconscious, m o r e freely associative thinking H e suggested
that the t w o formed a continuum along which consciousness
varies This concept is strongly allied with Wundt's (1896)
associative versus intellectual, and Werner's (1948)
dedifferentiated versus differentiated thinking Secondary
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process thinking m a y be essential for the critical exploration
and validation of novel combinations of elements
(corresponding to Wallas's insight, or Finke's exploration
phase), but the initial production of ideas through the
combination of remote associates would also require primary
process cognition. Thus, creativity m a y be characterized by
an ability to m o v efreelybetween the two modes of thought.
Advances in connectionist modeUing have suggested ways in
which primary process thinking can occur in terms of the
type of massively parallel architectures associated with the
mind. Artificial neural networks consist of large numbers of
nodes interconnected with each other. Connections between
adjacent nodes are strengthened w h e n they are active
simultaneously (Hull, 1943). Martindale (1995) divides
consciousness into attention (most activated nodes) and
short-term m e m o r y (nodes that are activated but less so than
those in the focus of attention) During preparation, attention
becomes highly focused and just a few nodes dominate
consciousness These highly active nodes exert strong lateral
inhibition (see Anderson and Spellman, 1995 for a review of
this mechanism) on other nodes, preventing them from
becoming more active. A s attention is gradually defocused,
inhibition caused by the previously highly-active nodes that
encoded the problem is decreased and those other nodes
which were only primed by remote association with the
problem become more active If, at some stage during this
incubation period, one of these partially active nodes is
related to the nodes that encoded the problem then the latter
become fully active, providing the experience of illumination.
Attention becomes focused again during the verification
stage when the idea is being analysed for suitability
Martindale (1995) has also used neural network models
developed by Hopfield (1982) to account for h o w transitions
between primary and secondary process thinking m a y take
place
T h e weighting of the connections varies
symmetrically so that the strength of the connection from
one node to another is the same in both directions The
extent to which nodes are activated varies according to a
probabalisticfianction,and the term 'temperature' is used to
describe the degree of randomness of this function Thus, at
low temperature, nodes are almost always activated, and to a
predictable extent, when adjacent nodes are activated At
high temperature, nodes behave more randomly
Hopfield borrowed concepts derived from analogous
physical systems to suggest that such networks m a y operate
so as to minimise what he called 'energy'. Energy is
minimized for any one node w h e n the constraints placed on
it by other nodes are satisfied. Thus, for two nodes which are
positively connected, energy is minimal if both are on For
two nodes which are negatively connected, one should be on
and the other off for minimum energy. A large variety of
combinations must be investigated to determine a 'global'
energy minimum. Thus, a network which has been trained,
by self-adjustment of its connection strengths, to recognise
certain patterns will recognise n e w or partial patterns by
updating the activation of its nodes one at a time and moving
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towards the best solution - identified as the one which
minimizes energy
Interestingly, Hopfield's network
occasionally suffered from getting caught in local minima which could be considered as a type offixation.These local
minima are configurations of activity which provide some,
but not the greatest, minimizing of energy but which
discourage the network from searching further. Hopfield
continued drawing on the analogy of such neural systems
with physical systems, by applying a process of simulated
'annealing' to dissipate the problem. T o simulate annealing,
the temperature of the network is increased producing quasirandom nodal activity, allowing the system to crawl out of
local minima T h e temperature is then slowly reduced,
allowing the activity to become increasingly more 'rational'
and less random, until the global minimum is found
Martindale (1995) has suggested that the oscillation between
high and low temperatures during simulated annealing is
analogous to the oscillation between primary and secondary
process thinking
The experimental evidence and models of creative problemsolving discussed above suggest that broadening of the focus
of attention is an essential part of all creative problemsolving. The experiments described below attempted to
investigate whether such concepts m a y provide the basis of
classroom strategies to improve creative thinking
Experiment A investigated h o w ideational productivity varies
over time and Experiment B attempted to explore the
hypothesis that defocusing can be encouraged by an
instructional strategy.
Methodology for Experiment A
16 volunteer subjects in the age range 18- 40 were asked to
perform a task involving the interpretation of a diagram T h e
experiment w a s run on a P C workstation A simple image
w a s created from randomly-selected geometric shapes (see
Fig 1 a) and subjects were asked to identify what 'invention
or artifact, real or imaginary' the picture might represent.
Subjects were told that their ideas could be 'as wild as you
like and do not have to be realistic'. Subjects were requested
to enter their ideas for the image via the keyboard as soon as
they occurred to them, by typing 1 - 2 words. Having
entered their response, the same image would reappear and
subjects were required to think up another idea, and so the
test continued. Subjects were asked not to repeat any ideas
or words during the test session T h e time spent by the
subject observing the image before they began typing the
response w a s recorded for each response Both the response
and the time taken for the response to begin w a s recorded by
the computer. T h e time taken for the subjects to enter their
response w a s not included in the response time T h e test for
each subject was halted w h e n their response times totalled
30 minutes Training, invofving the use of a different pattern
to the one used in the test, w a s provided prior to the test
Encouraging subjects to ignore the quality of their ideas
sensitised the test to detect efficiency differences in primary
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Figure 1; Stimuli for Experiment A (a) and B (a & b) Figure 2: Expt. A; Productivity as (P/P) over 30 minutes
process thinking, but it can also be argued that a measure of
ideational productivity which takes no account of quality is
unhelpful w h e n investigating mechanisms of creative
problem-solving (Finke et al, 1992). However, while
quality, in terms of originality and usefulness, is essential in
judging the final outcome of a creative problem, it is
generally considered that fluency or the ability to produce a
large number of initial ideas is essentially related to the
quality of thefinaloutcome Thus, productivity has formed
the basis for m a n y tests of creativity (eg Torrance, 1974).
Furthermore, it can be argued, based on the combinatory
mechanisms already discussed, that the odds of producing a
quality idea should be a positive function of the total number
of ideas generated. Historical studies of quality suggest that
it is a probabalistic function of quantity (Simonton, 1997).
Indeed, experimental evidence confirms such a strong
correlation between quantity and quality that the costly effort
of quality ratings is difficult to justify (Diehl and Stroebe,
1987). Nevertheless, the procedure described here should be
considered more accurately as a test of 'ideational
productivity', than of general creativity, where productivity
refers to rate of production of ideas irrespective of quality.
Results and Discussion for Experiment A
Productivity of the subjects over the 30 minute period is
summarised in Fig. 2 (all error bars and errors quoted are
estimated standard errors in the mean). T o reduce variance

due to individual differences in productivity, ideation rates
werefirstnormalised with respect to individual productivity
as measured over the entire 30 minute^period T h e graph
plots the mean over the group of (P/P), where P is the
productivity of each subject during each of the periods (0-6,
6-12, 12-18, 18-24, 24-30 minutes) and P is their mean
productivity over the total period.
In this study, no subject produced a stream of nonsense and
thus it must be assumed that each w a s applying their o w n
quality criteria Whether these criteria were applied
consistently is less certain However, it can be postulated
that the rate of production of ideas should be proportional to
the number of potential ideational combinations that remain
(compare Simonton, 1997). If this figure is very large, as
must be considered the case here, one would expect that the
rate of productivity should be constant if criteria are being
applied consistently.
In fact, productivity appears to fall in an approximately
exponential fashion (Bousfield, Sedgewick & Cohen, 1954),
towards a non-zero asymptote. T h e difference between
values of (P/P) measured during thefirsttwo periods (0-6
and 6-12 minutes) is significant at the 1 % level, whereas no
significant change w a s detected during the last 3 periods
A n initial drop in productivity has been discussed (Mednick,
1962) in terms of the difficulties that subjects experience in
moving beyond theirfirststrong associations T h e activity
encoding these associations reduces, through the mechanism
of lateral inhibition (Martindale, 1995), the accessibility of
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other, more remote, associations involving short-term
memory encoded as weak initial activity In connectionist
terms, w h e n the diagram is first seen by the subject, the
nodes encoding the features of the diagram will become
active Any nodes connected to these and also to others
already activated prior to the experiment commencing, will
increase their activity and the subject will begin to draw
solutions arising from a reservoir of active nodes encoding
useful associations. For example, if the subject has just been
using a pen, then his/her first solutions m a y be related to
pens, pencils, stationary, etc. These ideas arise from what
may be considered a narrowly focused domain of attention.
The effect of lateral inhibition by these active nodes will not
yet be a problem, because solutions are being produced from
these more active nodes. W h e n , however, this initial
reservoir starts to become exhausted, more remote
associations encoded more weakly in other nodes are
required to contribute to solutions. These nodes are suffering
inhibition caused by the high levels of activity of the nodes
related to the previous solutions, and time is required for this
inhibition to subside F r o m this point on, the arrival of n e w
solutions will be delayed as the lateral inhibition, or fixation,
arising from previous solutions dissipates.
Methodology for Experiment B
Experiment B attempted to explore the hypothesis that
instruction can encourage the broadening of attention.
By considering Martindale's neural network model, it can be
predicted that the impact of such a strategy will be
significantly influenced by the type of task involved In
particular, it will depend upon h o w 'well-defined' the
problem is Reitman (1965) classifies a well-defined problem
as having a start, a goal and set of processes by which to get
from the start to the goal In a well-defined problem which
has only a few specific answers, solution m a y rely more
critically upon the re-organisation of activity initiated by
those few nodes which were partially activated during the
focused preparation but which enjoy renewed activity as
lateral inhibition subsides R a n d o m stimulus, especially one
which arrives with considerable emphasis, m a y slow d o w n
successful reorganisation since, although it m a y successfully
reduce the amount of activity associated with original foci
and thus reduce lateral inhibition, it m a y also influence the
state following "preparation' in an unpredictable and
unhelpful fashion. It m a y break d o w n those trace activities
which would have been essential in determining one of the
few solutions. In such a situation, a random stimulus m a y
help the thinker defocus from their original thoughts, but will
cause distraction away from the few fertile areas of thought
that had begun to be touched upon.
However, for an ill-defined problem that can be satisfied by
an infinite number of solution's, random stimulus m a y
encourage the release of lateral inhibition without having
such a deleterious effect upon the re-organisation of the
network,since there is a greater number of potential solutions
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and range of successfijl routes that can be taken. Here, the
random stimulus m a y simply encourage the problem-solver
to m o v e on from his or her previous thoughts into one of
many other areas of potential productivity. Even within such
a problem, solving context, the w a y in which the random
stimulus is introduced m a y still prove crucial to its
helpfulness. Great emphasis upon the extra stimulus, such as
informing the thinker that it is an essential clue, m a y simply
bring about another state of fixation. Thus, in developing the
methodology for this experiment, the choice of the problem
to be solved, and the type and the manner of presentation of
random stimulus were seen as critical
16 volunteer subjects in the age range 18- 4 0 were asked to
perform two tasks. The first task w a s similar to that
described in Experiment A, except that subjects were
allowed only a total of 6 minutes to observe the figure and
determine their responses The other task in Experiment B
again involved interpreting another diagram formed from
geometric shapes This time, however, an instructional
strategy to encourage defocusing of attention w a s employed
before each attempt at interpreting the diagram A partial
nonsense sentence appeared on the screen, which subjects
were asked to complete by providing the last word Subjects
were told "Don't worry about the sentence making sense - it
can't! Choose any word that appeals to you". Having entered
the word via the keyboard, the diagram reappeared and
subjects were encouraged to "think around ideas associated
with the word, and see if any n e w interpretations of the
diagram occur to you" It w a s also explained that their idea
did not have to be related to the word at all, and that the
strategy was only there to help them think up more ideas.
It w a s considered that encouraging the subjects to arrive at a
randomly chosen word, rather than choosing it for them,
was important both in terms of giving a sense of ownership
of the process involved, and in maximising the influence of
the task upon the focus of attention Again, a short training
exercise was provided Order of presentation of the t w o
diagrams (Fig 1 :a,b) and the conditions of'With Instructional
Strategy* ( W I S ) and N o Instructional Strategy* (NIS) were
permutated, minimising learning and fatigue effects
Results and Discussion for Experiment B
After returning from the exercise with the nonsense
sentence,subjects were, on average, significantly faster at
completing the creative task (See Fig 3), with a 31.9 (+/6.3) % reduction in response time (significant at the 2 %
level). Since the time taken to generate a n e w response w a s
reduced by simply having randomly generated a w o r d prior
to each attempt, it would appear that this generation w a s
directly contributing to the ideation process If the strategy
does nothing except encourage the subjects to depart from
their previous focus in another (randomly chosen) direction,
then it would appear that this encouragement to defocus
contributes positively to their performance w h e n they return
to the creative task
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<Q1.0m
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m
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<Q.
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1
1—
0-2
2-4
4-6
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Figure 3; Expt.B: Average response times for M S ( N o
Instructional Strategy) and W I S (With Instruct Strategy)

Figure 4. Variation of Productivity as (P/P) over the 6
minutes during conditions N I S and W I S of Expt. B

If fixation, caused by lateral inhibition, is not evident inTothe
measure the originality of responses, the numbers of
W I S condition, w e should also expect to see no drop in
responses that did not contain a noun used by any other
productivity with time. Fig. 4 shows the quantity (P/P) for
subject during the N I S and W I S conditions was calculated
the periods 0-2, 2-4 and 4-6 minutes. A s expected, there is a
Condition
significant initial drop in (P/P) for the N I S condition as
Original Responses
40.0 %
lateral inhibition begins to influence productivity, whilst no
NIS
56.8 %
significant drop can be seen for the W I S condition
WIS
However, a criticism of such an interpretation might be that,
Table 1: Percentage original responses
by encouraging the subject to stay with the n e w focus, the
strategy goes fiirther than encouraging defocusing, by
Also, on only 2.5% of occasions during the WIS condition
directing the subject h o w to approach the rest of the problem
did t w o different subjects use the same noun in a response
solving task ('think around ideas associated with this word')
Is the strategy helpfiji simply because it 'appears' to provide
following the same nonsense sentence. These results tend to
some extra guidance in solving the problem? This guidance
imply that originality w a s not being decreased by use of the
m a y only serve the purpose of reassuring the subject and
same nonsense sentence set for each subject, and provides
reducing the anxiety which s o m e studies and writers have
some evidence for it having been increased A s already
implicated as a negative influence o n creative performance
discussed above, however, this is primarily an investigation
(Amabile, 1983). Interestingly, however, m a n y subjects
of ideational productivity and has deliberately avoided asking
subjects to apply selection criteria such as practicality and
reported that they found the task more difficult w h e n
encouraged to use the nonsense sentences as a 'jumping-off" originality Whether releasingfixationin this w a y influences
point', and felt they performed less well, even though this
quality of ideas cannot be determined from this study.
w a s clearly not the case Certainly, if 'placebo' strategies d o
prqduce results, they would still have usefiil applications.
Summary and Applications
If the use of sentences as stimuli were, in themselves,
prompting similar answers, it could be argued that the The initial drops in rates of ideational productivity observed
subjects were no longer responding creatively, since our
in Expt A support the concept offixationoccurring even in
original definition of a creative response includes originality
problems that m a y be solved over short time-scales. W h e n
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subjects in Experiment B carried out an additional task
intended to draw them away from previous associations, the
average time required to arrive at a new solution on returning
to the original brief was reduced by about a third. N o
significant initial drop in productivity was observed when
this strategy was employed. These results tend to suggest
difficulties in broadening the focus of attention may account
for the phenomenon of fixation which has been discussed in
terms of a connectionist model of creative cognition.
Although the effectiveness of such strategies may be
limited to ill-defined problems with multiple solutions and an
assessment of their efficiency would need to include the time
taken to carry out the strategy itself, applications suggest
themselves in terms of learning structures that m a y boost
productivity within, say, the creative arts.
It is also worth noting that a number of strategies to
broaden the focus of attention have already been developed
pragmatically. M a n y distinguished artists (eg M a x Ernst,
1948) have succeeded in 'elevating the appeal to chance and
accident into afirstprinciple of creation' (Hunter, 1948 on
Jackson Pollock). The Surrealist artistic movement is
particularly rich with artists attempting to 'liberate the
modern consciousness from that terrible fixation mania'.
Many of the techniques used by these artists involved chiefly
random starting points that were ordered only by a 'disdain
for thesis' (Manheim, 1951). Hans Arp developed collages
with titles such as "Objects arranged according to the law of
chance' and Kurt Schwitters developed sculptures from the
contents of his waste-bin. M a x Ernst's 'frottages' were
developed from rubbings of various rough surfaces in order
to "intensify the irritability of the mental faculties". The
successful use of such random' strategies tends to infer that
they were not, in these instances at least, considered to
diminish final quality. However, the influence of strategies
involving randomness upon creative quality would be a
useful line of future experimental enquiry, both in
determining the cognitive mechanisms of creative thought
and in developing strategies for its enhancement.
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Abstract

Rinzel, 1994; Demir, Butera, DeFranceschi, Clark, &
Byrne, 1997).
have The wide range of models and conditions under which
synchrony results suggests that synchronous oscillations
might be unavoidable. Virtually universal synchrony would
not serve a useful function and might predict almost
universal epilepsy (for classic work on synchrony and
epilepsy see Jasper & Kershman, 1941). In this article I
provide evidence that the buildup and propagation of action
potentials along nerve fibers substantially limit the range of
conditions under which synchrony develops.

Several theorists in perception, attention, and memory
suggested that temporal correlation in neural firing patterns
(synchrony) could play an important role in processing and
learning. Recent neuropsychological evidence demonstrates
the wide spread occurrence of synchrony and its stimulus
specific nature. Numerous proofs and simulations have
demonstrated the ease with which synchrony develops.
However, ease of development could be a problem since
synchrony is the mechanism behind abnormal processing in
epileptic seizures. Previous modeling ignores the role of
spatial propagation along the axon. Comparing simulations
with and without propagation for a biologically plausible
model of neural oscillations, I show that synchrony is far less
liable to occur. Using a grid of fully activated cells, the extent
of connectivity, impulse amplitude and duration, and natural
frequency variability are examined: synchrony is
substantially diminished when propagation is included.

Behavior of a Single Cell
Choosing a Model

Introduction
A long standing problem in theories of information
processing is the lack of adequate mechanisms for binding
together separate components of a stimulus or memory.
Traditionally, theorists have proposed high-level abstract
models to deal with this "binding problem" without
appealing to the neural substrate of processing (Biederman,
1987; Carpenter & Grossberg, 1988; Treisman & Gelade,
1980). Recent evidence demonstrates that the temporal
correlation of neural firing patterns (synchrony) exists in
m a n y species under conditions of normal behavior and is
stimulus specific in its elicitation (for a review article see
Singer & Gray, 1995). Accordingly, some theorists propose
that synchrony is the neural mechanism underlying binding
within their models (Grossberg & Somers, 1991; H u m m e l
& Biederman, 1992; Treisman, 1996).
In support of these ideas, numerous simulations and
proofs demonstrate the ease with which coupled oscillators
readily achieve a synchronous state. Synchrony has been
demonstrated for leaky integrate and fire models of neurons
which couple by discrete activation changes ( G o m e z &
Budelli, 1996; Mirollo & Strogatz, 1990), simple sinusoidal
oscillators coupling through phase pulling (Lumer &
Huberman, 1992), two variable relaxation oscillators with
continual coupling (Grossberg & Somers, 1991), and
models implementing multiple ion currents through
Hodgkin-Huxley style gating terms (Golomb, W a n g , &

Somers and Kopell (1993; 1995) provide mathematical
proofs that the group of models termed relaxation
oscillators, referring to systems operating with variables on
different time scales, synchronize more readily than other
models. Their theorems are specific to two variable
oscillators such as the Morris-Lecar (Morris & Lecar, 1981)
or Fitzhugh-Nagumo (Fitzhugh, 1961; N a g u m o , Arimoto, &
Yoshizawa, 1962) models, but are relevant to the four
variable Hodgkin-Huxley equations (Hodgkin & Huxley,
1952) which the two variable models approximate.
Essentially these relaxation oscillators easily synchronize
since small impulses cause multiple cells to immediately
and synchronously "fire" due to rapid threshold
modulations. This situation can arise even between cells of
differing frequencies since the fast variable (i.e. N a + gating)
is unchanged with frequency.
In order to demonstrate that inclusion of spatial
propagation provides an important constraint on synchrony
development, I select one of these relaxation oscillators.
Rather than working with the four variable Hodgkin-Huxley
equations, I choose the two variable Fitzhugh-Nagumo
model. Limiting the situation to two variables allows for a
qualitative accounting of behavior through phase portrait
analyses.
Fitzhugh-Nagumo Model without Propagation
The Fitzhugh-Nagumo model was independently derived
by Fitzhugh (Fitzhugh, 1961) and N a g u m o (Nagumo,
Arimoto, & Yoshizawa, 1962) from the Hodgkin-Huxley
equations by assuming that N a + gating is instantaneous and
lumping K + gating, leakage currents, and A T P p u m p action
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into a single recovery variable. A s a simplification of ion
currents, it is inadequate for quantitative modeling yet
sufficiently captures the dynamics for the present situation.
The assumption for N a + gating results in a cubic
expression for thresholding on membrane potential. This is
the fast variable, v, whose actions are dictated by the partial
differential equation:
dv
— = - v ( v - 0 ) ( v - l ) - w + {/}

(1)

combination of m e m b r a n e potential and recovery will
ultimately end up at the fixed point and oscillations will
cease (see Figure 2). A cell at rest (7=0) would be an
example of this. T h e cell will remain at rest indefinitely.
However, the cubic thresholding allows that a small
temporary input to the cell will cause it to cycle a single
time and then return to its resting point. This is in keeping
with real neurons at rest with s o m e spontaneousfiringdue
to randomfluctuationsin input.

in which v is the membrane potential (measured in arbitrary
units so the term voltage is avoided), w is a recovery
variable, 6 is the threshold parameter (O<0<I fixed at .2 for
all simulations), and {/} is any external driving currents or
synaptic input.
T h e slow recovery variable, w, is
determined by the partial differential equation:

dw
— = e{v-Yw)

y-isocline
H^isoclinel

(2)

in which e is the coupling parameter between membrane
potential and recovery ( 0 < e « l ) , and yis a shunt parameter
(fixed at 2.5 for all simulations) placing a m a x i m u m on
recovery growth. Since £ determines the time scale for w, it
is used to run the model at different frequencies.
O n e w a y to analyze the behavior of dynamical systems
is with a phase portrait. This is a graph (see Figure 1)
representing the change in each variable by a vector (arrow)
as a function of the current values for each variable. In this
graph there is no m o m e n t u m and subsequent values for the
variables are completely determined by their present values.
A n aid for interpreting phase portraits is the portrayal of
isoclines. These are lines along which one of the variables
does not change. Isoclines are derived by setting the partial
differential equations equal to zero. For equations 1 and 2,
this produces:

(3)
for the membrane potential (v) isocline and:

(4)
for the recovery (w) isocline.
Figure 1 shows the phase portrait when the model is
driven with an input of /=.112. This corresponds to a real
neuron which is fully activated by synaptic long lasting
input. For a range of constant inputs (see Figure 2), the
model will display this limit cycle behavior. Limit cycle
behavior is characterized by a repelling fixed point. A fixed
point is any location where the isoclines cross resulting in
no change in either variable. With the exception of starting
at the fixed point, a cell placed at any other combination of
membrane potential and recovery will ultimately relax onto
the gray line representing a path of continual oscillations.
This is the limit cycle.
For somewhat lesser or greater values of constant input,
the membrane potential isocline (eq. 3) will correspondingly
shift downwards or upwards and the cell will enter an
attractor state. In an attractor state, a cell placed at any

~

-0.5

firing
criterion

0.0
0.5
1.0
m e m b r a n e potential (»/)

Figure 1. Phase portrait for limit cycle behavior in the
Fitzhugh-Nagumo model without propagation. T h e gray
line is the limit cycle (f^.00216; Period=300) and flow in
the recovery direction is magnified lOX.
In order to measure synchronous behavior or even record
the frequency of a cell, an explicit firing criterion is needed.
I have chosen the membrane potential corresponding to the
right hand peak of the m e m b r a n e potential isocline. For a
cell to reach the right hand branch of the membrane
potential isocline, it is necessary to cross this criterion. This
is analogous to recording voltage fluctuations in a real
neuron and using a voltage criterion for determining the
exact m o m e n t w h e n a cell fires.
Adding Spatial Propagation
All of the previously mentioned models (including the
Fitzhugh-Nagumo model) are expressions of inward and
outward currents (i.e. radial currents) for any arbitrary point
along the axon. T h e models disregard current in the
direction of the axon (i.e. axial current). Radial currents are
due to voltage gated or leakage ion channels and the actions
of A T P pumps. In order to relate these radial currents to
axial current, a simple two step derivation has been
developed by applying conservation of charge and O h m ' s
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law (Fitzhugh, 1962; Jurisic, 1987).
following expression:
^(v)v

dt

This leads to the

r d\
+ Jr

(5)

where the variable v is position along the axon, c is
m e m b r a n e capacitance (which can by a function of the
m e m b r a n e potential), r is axon radius, R is resistance of the
axoplasm, and J^ is radial current. This is a very general
expression and any of the previously mentioned models for
radial current could be used to replace /,.
In deriving an expression for radial current, Hodgkin and
Huxley (1952) used empirical data obtained with a voltage
clamped neuron. With this technique the voltage at each
position along the axon is kept at a fixed value through a
feedback loop. For this reason die second derivative of v
with respect to x is assumed to be zero. Based upon these
condition, the Hodgkin-Huxley model and others similar to
it are only appropriate for explaining the nature of voltage
clamped data. In order to capture the true buildup and
propagation of an action potential it is necessary to consider
the spatial variable as well.
T h e equations are kept relatively simple by assuming
capacitance is minimally dependent upon membrane
potential and is set to one. Similarly, the expression r/2R is
set to one yielding the following equation for change in the
membrane
potential
within
the Fitzhugh-Nagumo
framework:

dv

determined with the frequency maximizing input of/=.1I2.
A range of e's was chosen based upon this figure such that
the slowest ceil has a period of 4 0 0 time units and the
fastest cell a period of 2 0 0 time units. This is the range
used in the next section for a grid of cells. For the inclusion
of propagation, it is not clear what input is appropriate for
maximizing frequency since, as seen in Figure 2, cells
respond differently with different e's. T h e value of /=.25
was chosen because it is below thefirstmajor non-linearity
for both the m a x i m u m and m i n i m u m e's.

6x10-3

without propagation

4x10-3

2x10-3

W = 00357
.... E„,„= .00155
0-6x10-3 Jwith p r o p a g a t i o n

4x10-3

2x10-3

d\
- v ( v - 0 ) ( v - l ) - w + {/^=o} (6)

dt
dx"
T h e axon hillock is placed at position jr=0. This is the
only position receiving external input. Every other position •
remains at rest except for changes initiated by axial
currents. T h e equation for the partial differential of
recovery with respect to time is the same as before (eq 2)
and is applied separately at each position along the axon.
Insulated boundary conditions are assumed and the partial
differential with respect to x is solved through a spatially
centered difference scheme with step size 1.0. Partial
differential equations with respect to time are calculated
using a forward difference scheme with fixed step size .25.
A s s h o w n in Figure 2, the behavior of the model for
different amplitude inputs radically changes with the
addition of propagation. Larger inputs are needed to yield
constant oscillations due to a spreading out of injected
charge as dictated by the second order spatial differential.
Additionally, the range over which a cell oscillates is
increased. Without propagation, the Fitzhugh-Nagumo
model has strong symmetry and its behavior is similar for
different frequency cells (i.e. different e's). With the
inclusion of propagation, non-linearities appear for larger
amplitudes. Most significantly, the behavior is no longer
consistent for different frequencies.
Figure 3 shows that period is proportional to 1/e for both
types of simulations. T h e graph without propagation w a s
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0.0

0.2
0.4
0.6
constant input {/}

Figure 2. Resultant frequencies from driving a cell with a
range of constant inputs. Curves are shown for the
m a x i m u m (Emax) and m i n i m u m (Emin) frequency cells.
The reason for analyzing behavior in terms of period
instead of frequency is to compare refractory period to
baseline period. Refractory period is assessed by driving a
cell with a sinusoidally varying input of the same amplitude
as the constant baseline input. The period of oscillation for
the sinusoidal input was systematically varied from zero up
to a value corresponding the baseline period. T h e shortest
period for constant firing w a s recorded as a rough estimate
of refractory period. For simulations with propagation,
firing is determined at the end of the axon (a:=19). A n
oscillation occurring at x = 0 is irrelevant unless it is capable
of producing an action potential which traverses the entire
length of the axon.
For a cell without propagation, the refractory period is
around 5 0 time units and remains at this level regardless of
e. Essentially, the cell has no refractory period without
propagation. If a sinusoidal driving input of a larger
amplitude is applied, the refractory period can be reduced

further. This is not the case for a cell with propagation.
Here the refractory period is proportional to the baseline
period and is absolute. Even a very large input is incapable
of provoking an action potential during the refractory
period. At the point where the refractory period and
baseline period converge, the cell becomes non-viable and
oscillations cease. A s e is set to larger values, recovery can
prevent the axon from producing any action potentials even
though oscillations are still provoked at the axon hillock.

without propagation

400

— constant input (baseline)
• sinusoidal input (refractory)
E's used in simulations

200
•D

•8 0
0)
Q.

with p r o p a g a t i o n

400

200

200

400
600
800
Inverse of epsilon (l/e)

1000

Figure 3. Baseline and refractory periods for cells with
different natural frequencies (i.e. different e's).
Behavior of a Grid of Cells
For assessing synchrony, a grid of 11 X 11 cells was
simulated with different degrees of connectivity. At one
extreme, each cell communicated with its 8 immediate
neighbors (local connectivity). At the other extreme every
cell communicated with every other cell (full connectivity).
For local connectivity the ends of the grid were connected
to form a torus thus avoiding edge effects. All the cells
were driven with a constant baseline input (/=.1I2 without
propagation and 1 = 2 5 with propagation). For every
simulation, cells were placed at randomly determined
positions along their limit cycles to place the grid in a
completely asynchronous state. T h e only means for
synchronization was through impulses delivered between
cells with each passing of their firing criteria.
A s with communication between real neurons, these
impulses were exponentially decaying inputs. The non-
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committal term impulse is used since the effect of one cell
on another might be due to neurotransmitter gated ion
channels or direct electrical coupling (i.e. gap junctions).
For each cell the totality of its input {/} was the baseline
input plus the sum of the incoming impulses. For each
simulation, these impulses were of a fixed amplitude and
exponential decay rate. Individual amplitudes were
determined by dividing total amplitude by the number of
connected cells. In other words, amplitude was divided by
8 for local connectivity and 120 for full connectivity. This
equates the connectivity conditions for a fully synchronized
grid. 100 simulations were performed with variations of
total impulse amplitude from .1 to 1.0 in increments of .1
combined with variations in average impulse duration from
25 to 250 in increments of 25. Each of the bars shown in
Figure 4 is averaged across these 100 amplitude/duration
combinations.
Impulse amplitudes were either excitatory (positive) or
inhibitory (negative) and simulations were run with
identical (same e) or non-identical cells (different £'s). For
the non-identical cells, e's were chosen according to the
previously mentioned range with periods from 200 to 4 0 0 in
equal increments. T h e actual location of each of these
different cells was randomly determined.
Synchrony was measured in the same manner found in
the single cell recording literature. Auto-correlograms were
computed with bins of 5 time units for every cell and then
averaged. Cross-correlograms between every cell and every
other cell were calculated and then averaged. After an
initial 1000 time unit period, cellfiringtimes were recorded
for 2560 time units. Recording two simulations for each
condition allowed for the calculation of shift predictors to
normalize correlograms for random matching (see Singer &
Gray, 1995 for a discussion of all these measures).
Synchrony was determined by taking the s u m of the zero
centered 3 bins in the averaged cross-correlogram and
dividing by the zero centered bin of the auto-correlogram.
If all the cells fired within 15 time units of one another, this
would be measured as perfect synchrony (ratio of I). It
should be noted that this is a measure of global synchrony
for the entire grid and would under represent a situation of
separate synchronous groups of neurons placed at evenly
spaced phase relationships.
For simulations with spatial propagation, every cell had
an axon of length 20. Perhaps a more realistic assumption
would be to vary axon length with the separate distances for
each connection. This would serve to further diminish what
turned out to be greatly reduced synchronization.
The four sets of results seen in Figure 4 stem from three
conditions without the inclusion of propagation and a fourth
with propagation. The immediate condition is the standard
Fitzhugh-Nagumo model with immediate delivery of
impulses between cells. This condition is similar to m u c h
of the previous work on synchrony development. In the
delay condition, the basic model is augmented with a delay
of 60 time units which is approximately the time it takes for

propagation d o w n an axon of length 20. T h e delay+ref
condition is a further augmentation through the inclusion of
refractory periods as dictated by the results in Figure 3 for a
cell with propagation.

1^
identical cells

I

jC 0.0
M 0.8

L

I

L

^ ^ m excitatory<->full
1 = 1 inhibitory<->full
• 1 ^ excitatory<->local
I inhlbitory<-ilocal

Inhibition vs. Excitation
Replicating previous work, the grid readily synchronized
for immediate excitatory coupling for both identical and
non-identical cells. This was regardless of connectivity. In
contrast, any sort of inhibitory coupling greatly diminished
synchronization in the immediate condition. In retrospect
this is not surprising. If there is any distribution in firing
times the message by the lead cells to the followers will be
to not fire making coherency of the group difficult. The
addition of a delay, whether it be explicit or through
propagation, puts excitation and inhibition on equal grounds
for identical cells.
For non-identical cells, the imposition of a delay causes
inhibition to produce greater synchrony than excitation. For
variable frequency cells, the spreading out of the group
during recovery is avoided with inhibition.
Without
inhibition the faster cells would recover more quickly and
fire earlier, whereas the dynamics of an inhibiting impulse
override and the group is quiescent until released from
inhibition.

n

non-identical cells

i
immediate

U

delay

Local vs. Full Connectivity
The overall effect for extent of connectivity is a reduction
in synchronization with local connections. This patterns
hold true across all the variables and is due to increased
input variability with local connections. For the case of full
connectivity every cell in the grid experiences exactly the
same input at every point in time. This is in contrast to the
situation for local connectivity which is equated in terms of
average input but not variability. For local connectivity
each cell is following a unique dynamics as dictated by its
particular collection of recent incoming impulses.

„
delay+ref propagate

Figure 4. Synchrony results. Each bar is averaged across
100 combinations of impulse amplitude and impulse
duration.
Variables Affecting Synchronization

Frequency Variability (non-identical cells)
Propagation

In general there was a reduction in synchronization for
the non-identical (variable frequency) simulations. This
reduction is more pronounced for the three conditions
including a delay (delay, del+ref and propagate) with the
notable exception of fully connected inhibitory coupling.
T h e previously mentioned interaction between frequency
variability and inhibition/excitation accounts for this
exception. Inhibition provides a more consistent overriding
dynamics for full connectivity since it is guaranteed that
every cell will be released from inhibition at the same time.

Approximating the full scale propagate simulation with
the addition of delays and refractory periods induced the
same ordering of conditions, yet synchronization is
substantially less for the propagate simulation. Explicit
delays and refractory periods are inadequate for capturing
s o m e of the non-linearities involved in propagation. For
instance, refractory period is more appropriately a dynamic
construct. Recent failed attempts at propagation can block
subsequent action potentials almost as strongly as recent
successful action potentials. In s o m e sense there is a
dynamic m e m o r y to the axon. Another example of dynamic
non-linearity is found with delay time. While a continually
firing cell has a delay time of 6 0 time units, a fully
recovered resting cell is capable of propagation in 4 0 time
units.
These and other anecdotal accounts are provided by
watching two real time computer graphics programs
developed to analyze the cells within a phase portrait and a
X vs. v/w plot.

Plausible Correspondences to Real Synapses
The biologically plausible scenario for coupling through
chemical (i.e. neurotransmitter mediated) synapses is the
case of non-identical cells in the propagate condition. For
these simulations, synchronization w a s almost nonexistent
for local connectivity.
Furthermore, fully connected
inhibitory coupling produced greater synchronization than
excitatory coupling. This result is in keeping with recent
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reports implicating the inhibitor G A B A in the development
of synchrony (MacLeod & Laurent, 1996).
The appropriate scenario for electrical synapses (gap
junctions) is locally connected excitatory coupling for nonidentical cells in the immediate condition. G a p junction
impulses are always excitatory and only between neighbors.
This kind of synapse results from direct links between
adjacent cell bodies making the simulation of propagation
irrelevant. G a p junctions are primarily found in low level
sensory areas, such as the retina, where cells are densely
packed together. In agreement with studies of cells
connected through electrical synapses (Neuenschwander &
Singer, 1996), synchronization was sizable for this
simulation.
Conclusions
These simulations demonstrate that the buildup and
propagation of action potentials are an important
consideration in analyzing boundary conditions for
synchrony development.
Propagation is marginally
approximated through the inclusion of explicit delay times
and refractory periods, yet only a full simulation with a
spatial variable and its resulting non-linearities can account
for the diminished range of conditions leading to
synchronization. N o w that a plausible model has been
developed which fails to synchronize except in certain
situations, the search for architectures resulting in stimulus
specific synchronization can be initiated.
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Abstract
A visuospatial reaction time task was used to gain an online measure of learning as subjects responded manually to
strings of stimuli containing embedded transitional
probabilities. W e hypothesized that items within a
stimulus sequence that have low transitional probabilities
will be learned more slowly than items that have high
transitional probabilities. Subjects were instructed to make
button press responses to stimulus strings composed of
sequences of lights. Items in the strings were organized
into triplets, with a low average transitional probability
for the first item in a triplet, and transitional probabilities
of 1.0 for the second and third items. Results indicate that
learning is poorer for stimulus items with low transitional
probabilities than for stimulus items with high transitional
probabilities. This work ties together a number of previous
investigations of sequence learning, and has implications
for h o w more complicated, hierarchically structured
sequential input, such as language, may be learned.
Introduction
Sequence learning is of interest to cognitive scientists
because of the wide variety of h u m a n experiences and
behaviors that are serial in nature, such as language
production and comprehension, complex motor tasks, and
perception of sequential regularities in the environment.
Despite the obvious conceptual links between studies of
sequential motor learning and language, these literatures
have rarely intersected. Studies of artificial language learning
(e.g., Braine, 1963; Morgan, Meier & Newport, 1987) have
typically involved complex grammatical rules and short
strings of elements (visual and/or auditory). Subjects are
exposed to grammatical strings and then tested for their
knowledge of the underlying rules. In contrast, studies of
sequential motor learning (e.g., Cleeremans & McClelland,
1991) have utilized reaction time ( R T ) measures to
investigate improvements over time and exposure, as well as
the relationship between sequential dependencies and motor
performance. O f special interest is the implicit nature of
s o m e forms of sequence learning, in which subjects are
unable to describe the underlying structure of a complex
pattern of serial inputs despite clear evidence that this
structure has been learned.
In an example of learning based on a fairly arbitrary,
artificial g r a m m a r (i.e., one that does not reflect m a n y of the

subtle complexities of natural languages), Reber (1967)
presented subjects with strings of visual stimuli organized
according to a finite slate grammar. T h e strings consisted of
printed items presented simultaneously, rather than
sequentially, with each string generated by a single pass
through the grammar. Reber demonstrated that subjects
exposed to strings generated by such afinitestate grammar
can discriminate grammatical from non-grammatical test
strings. Note that Reber's use of a finite state grammar to
generate these strings introduced variability in the learning
set that was considerably greater than that presented in some
serial R T tasks (e.g., Cohen, Ivry & Keele, 1990), but
considerably less than the variability found in natural
languages or the stimuli used by other researchers (e.g.,
Morgan, Meier & Newport, 1987).
Subsequently, Reber (1969) found that changing the
specific symbols used in test strings produced little or no
interference in a transfer task, whereas changing the "rules"
of the grammar did. H e argued that what subjects had
become sensitive to w a s not the order of specific sequences
of symbols, but rather their underlying grammatical
structure. Finally, Reber (1976) found that learners w h o
were informed that there w a s s o m e kind of structure in the
input and were encouraged to find it performed less well on a
grammaticality judgment task than did learners w h o were
given neutral instructions. These results were interpreted as
evidence of an interference effect, produced by an explicit
search for rules, which led to the formation of false
hypotheses about the underlying structure of the input.
Other researchers have utilized stimuli containing far less
internal variability than stimuli generated from finite state
grammars of the type used by Reber. For example, Cohen,
Ivry, and Keele (1990) used a R T paradigm in which short,
fixed sequences were cycled repeatedly to assess the subject's
ability to form associations between items in the sequence,
as indicated by faster R T s , while they simultaneously
performed a distraction task. Subjects used thefingersof one
hand to press buttons corresponding to locations on a
computer screen whenever an indicator appeared at a given
button's location on the screen. Individual stimuli were
presented serially as rapidly as the subject responded.
Cohen, Ivry, and Keele (1990) reported that when these
fixed, repeated sequences were constructed with unique
associations between sequence elements (e.g., 15243),
subjects could not only learn the sequences, but could also
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do so in the presence of a distraction task. Moreover,
subjects developed
only
an
incomplete explicit
representation of the sequential structure of the stimuli.
However, when sequences contained multiple associations
among elements because of repetition and changes of
position within a sequence (e.g., 132312), they were not
learned in the presence of a distraction task. Thus, it seems
clear that in simple serial R T tasks (i.e., those with unique
associations between sequence elements) involving a small
number of items, learning can occur despite distractor
interference and with little conscious awareness of the
sequential structure.
Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) combined the use of
finite state grammars and R T measures to evaluate the
implicit learning of complex visuospatial sequences. As in
Cohen, Ivry, and Keele (1990), subjects were presented with
a position indicator on a computer screen and responded by
pressing the appropriate key on a keyboard. Stimuli were
generated from afinitestate grammar, with the added feature
that there was a 15% chance of a randomly selected successor
item being substituted at any point in a given sequence.
This source of noise served to prevent memorization of the
input sequences (which were maximally 5 items in length)
and allowed for analyses of multiple sequential dependencies
(e.g., R T to item 5 given item 4, given items 3 and 4,
given items 2, 3, and 4, etc.). Subjects produced faster RTs
to grammatical sequences than to non-grammatical
sequences, and RTs benefited from the cumulative
predictiveness of the preceding context. As in Cohen, Ivry,
and Keele's (1990) experiment, subjects reported only
limited knowledge of the sequential structure of the stimuli.
They also indicated that they did not try to use that
knowledge during training because doing so tended to
produce more errors and slower responses. The authors
concluded that explicit knowledge, if present, played a
minimal role in the learning process.
One of the advantages of using probabilistic sequences,
such as those generated by afinitestate grammar, is that
they are sufficiently variable to minimize the likelihood of
memorization. In contrast, deterministic sequences, which
have afixedorder, may be memorized if they are fewer than
ten items long, even without the massive amount of
exposure required to exhibit learning of completely
probabilistic sequences. An alternative is to generate stimuli
that are simple enough to learn in fewer than the 60,000
trials used by Cleeremans and McClelland (1991), but
complex enough that subjects are not likely to develop
explicit representations of the sequence structure when there
is no distraction task.
Recent work by Saffran, Newport, and Aslin (1996) and
Saffran, Aslin, and Newport (1996) used sequences with
both deterministic and probabilistic properties to study word
segmentation from fluent speech. Continuous sequences of
consonant-vowel (CV) syllables, ranging in duration from 27 minutes, were constructed by concatenating synthetic
speech syllables according to a simple set of deterministic
and probabilistic "rules." The entire sequence consisted of
random orderings of four or six "words", where each word
was composed of three C V syllables. Each word consisted of
a unique trisyllabic string, although some of the syllables

occurred in more than one word in the Saffran, Newport, and
Aslin (1996) study of adults. In the Saffran, Aslin. and
Newport (1996) study of 8-month-old infants, each syllable
occurred in only one word. The coherence of syllable strings
within words and the unpredictability of word orderings
enabled both adults and infants to group syllables and
segment words from the continuous stream of speech.
Using similar artificial language corpora, subsequent
research has shown that word segmentation can proceed
implicitly in adults and 7-8 year old children (Saffran,
Newport, Aslin, Tunick & Barrueco, 1997), and that 8month-old infants can segment words from fluent speech
based solely on the transitional probabilities of successive
C V syllables within the language corpus (Aslin, Saffran &
Newport, 1998). Transitional probabilities, defined as the
frequency in the corpus of item Y given X divided by the
frequency of item X, were high for syllable-pairs within
words and low for syllable-pairs spanning a word boundary.
Sensitivity to the peaks and troughs in syllable-pair
transitional probabilities is apparently sufficient for both
infants and adults to group successive syllables and
recognize them as relatively familiar in a post-exposure test.
One limitation of this post-familiarization test paradigm,
however, is that it does not provide an on-line measure of
the learning process.
In the present study, we used a serial R T task to assess the
time-course of learning when stimuli were structured like the
trisyllabic words used in the studies of Saffran and
colleagues. The fundamental difference between our paradigm
and that of Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) is that our
sequences are generated using both probabilistic aid
deterministic mechanisms, whereas theirs are entirely
probabilistic. Our visuospatial stimulus sequences were
composed of units analogous to words, within which
transitional probabilities were perfecdy predictive (1.0),
whereas the random ordering of these words rendered the
stimulus that followed each word much less predictable
(transitional probabilities averaged 0.37). Our use of a R T
methodology provides us with an on-line metric of
improvement throughout the learning phase of the
experiment for each type of transitional probability, thus
avoiding the limitations of a post-familiarization testing
phase. Moreover, our stimulus sequences were more
complex than those from the studies that usedfixedstimulus
sequences, but not as variable as those from the studies that
generated stimulus sequences usingfinitestate grammars.
Finally, the use of a visuospatial R T task of moderate
complexity, with no instructions to the subject about the
"rules" of the embedded sequences, suggested that any
learning would likely be implicit. W e predicted that if our
assumptions about the nature of learning in this paradigm
were correct, RTs would decline faster for stimulus elements
with high transitional probabilities than for stimulus
elements with low transitional probabilities.
Method
To obtain an on-line measure of sequence learning, we
constructed a button-box capable of recording R T responses
to visuospatial sequences that varied in transitional
probability.
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Apparatus
T h e button-box was built around an Apple Quadra 650
microcomputer and a hardware/software interface (designed
by James R. Sawusch at the Speech Research Laboratory,
State University of N e w York at Buffalo) for presenting
computer controlled stimuli and recording responses. Special
hardware timers in the interface allowed responses to be
recorded with millisecond accuracy.
T o allow subjects to interact with the computer, w e
designed a response box with lighted buttons. The buttons
were housed in an aluminum box whose dimensions were 10
X 17 X 2 inches. T h e buttons were 3/4 inch in diameter, red,
and the entire button surface was illuminated when stimuli
were presented. Seven buttons were arranged in a semicircle
with a five-inch radius, with an eighth button positioned at
the center of the base of the semicircle. The eighth button
served as a location for a "home" orienting response prior to
the onset of each stimulus.

The twenty-one unique "syllables" (pairs of lights) were
organized into seven unique "words" (triplets of pairs).
Within each word no individual button was lighted more
than once (to control for repetition effects). Thus, within a
word, six of the seven buttons were lit at some point as pan
of the word's component syllables. Words were randomly
sequenced into blocks of seven, with the constraint that each
word had to occur once within any given block (to equate
frequency of exposure across blocks). Ten blocks were then
concatenated into a single 70-word session, with the
constraint that words could not repeat at the edges of blocks
(again, to control for repetition effects). The stimuli were
then presented as a single continuous sequence of events.
Subjects took part in eight 70-word sessions during the
course of one, hour-long training period, with 1-2 minute
rest breaks between sessions. Six 8-session training periods
were conducted over the course of six consecutive days,
yielding a total of 48 sessions for each subject.
The organization of words used in the experiment is
shown in Table 1. Each subject was assigned one of these
"codes" for syllables and words for all sessions of the
experiment. Words were then randomly sequenced into
blocks, and blocks concatenated to form sessions separately
for each subject, as outlined earlier.
Table 1: Unique triplets of button pairs.
Word

Figure 1: Button-box layout.
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of pairs of simultaneously illuminated
lights. W e used pairs of lights because the seven buttons in
the semi-circle did not provide a sufficient number of unique
visuospatial stimuli to create a complex sequence with
highly differentiated transitional probabilities. B y using
pairs of the seven non-"home" buttons, twenty-one unique
pairs of lights could be presented in the semicircle.
Note that for convenience, w e will adopt terminology
analogous to that used by Saffran, Aslin, and Newport
(1996) to describe a continuous sequence of trisyllabic
words. Thus, in the present study, "syllable" refers to a
single pair of lights, and "word" refers to a fixed sequence of
three pairs of lights.
B y convention, the buttons in the semicircle were
numbered from left to right, and Figure 2 illustrates the
button-pair that was illuminated simultaneously for a
particular syllable (2, 4).

O
o

6

O

"Home"
Figure 2: Syllable stimulus pair (2, 4).
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Syllable-Button Pairs

Assignment O n e
(2, 4) (3, 7) (5, 6)
A
B
(4,7) (1,6) (3,5)
C
(1,5) (3,4) (2,6)
D
(6,7) (2,5) (1,3)
E
(4,6) (1,2) (5,7)
F
(1,4) (2,7) (3,6)
G
(2,3) (1,7) (4,5)
Assignment T w o
(3,4) (1,7) (2,5)
A'
(3,6) (2,4) (1,5)
B'
(5, 6) (4, 7) (2. 3)
C
(5,7) (2.6) (1.4)
D(2,7) (1,3) (4.6)
E'
F'
(1,6) (4,5) (3,7)
G"
(1,2) (3,5) (6,7)
Using one of these two schemes to create a continuous
sequence of button-pairs, the transitional probabilities
within words (i.e., between thefirstand second syllables and
between the second and third syllables) are 1.0. That is,
because both the identity and order of syllables within words
arefixed,the last two syllables of any word are completely
predictable after thefirstsyllable of a given word has been
presented. The second and third syllables always, and only,
follow thefirstsyllable of a given word whenever it appears
in the sequential corpus. However, at the boundaries between
words, the transitional probabilities are m u c h lower because
of the random ordering of words within blocks, so that there
is an average probability of 0.37 that the third syllable of a
word will be followed by the first syllable of another word.

Subjects
Subjects were nine University of Rochester undergraduates
(three male, six female). Subjects were paid for their
participation, although payment was not used as a motivator
to improve performance during the experiment. O n e subject
was left-handed, and all subjects either had good, uncorrected
vision or wore corrective lenses during the experiment.
Procedure
Subjects were comfortably seated in a sound attenuated
room, with the button-box placed on their lap. Subjects
were instructed to push buttons only with their preferred
hand and to steady the box with their other hand. At the start
of an experimental session, all of the buttons were
illuminated for one second to indicate that the session was
about to begin, after which all the lights were extinguished
except for the "home" button (see Figure 2). Subjects were
instructed to press and hold the "home" button until a pair of
buttons (corresponding to a syllable) in the semicircle was
illuminated. W h e n the syllable button-pair was illuminated,
the "home" button was simultaneously extinguished.
Subjects were informed that the experiment involved R T s ,
but no mention was made of learning or of patterns
embedded in the sequential stimuli. Subjects were instructed
simply to press the illuminated pair of buttons as rapidly as
possible while maintaining high accuracy. They were told
that the order in which they pressed the button-pairs was
unimportant, but that the buttons should be pressed in
succession (to avoid any tendency to simultaneously press
two adjacently lit buttons). Both buttons in the pair
remained illuminated until two buttons in the semicircle had
been pressed. At that point, regardless of which two buttons
had been pressed, the illuminated button-pair was
extinguished and the "home" button was simultaneously
illuminated. The subject returned to the "home" button by
pressing it and holding it d o w n until the onset of the next
stimulus pair (syllable). After returning to the "home"
button, there was a 100ms delay before the onset of the next
stimulus pair. This delay period was included to prevent
subjects from leaving the "home" button prematurely, which
would have resulted in artificially short R T s . If the subject
anticipated the next stimulus by releasing the "home" button
before illumination of the stimulus pair, the stimulus pair
was not illuminated. In such cases, the subject was required
to return to the "home" button, the delay period was
reinitiated, and if the subject correctly delayed release of the
"home" button, the same stimulus pair that would have been
presented during the previously aborted event was
illuminated. N o feedback was given to subjects at any point
during the six-day training period. Subjects were given a free
recall test prior to being debriefed after thefinalsession.
Data Collection
R T data were collected throughout each session by recording
the sequence of all button presses. Both button position (17) and R T were recorded for thefirstresponse to a stimulus
pair (syllable), whereas only button position was recorded
for the second response. A total of 10,080 R T measurements
were possible across the entire six days of the experiment for
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each subject. If the subject pressed an unilluminated button,
either as a first or second button press, the response was
counted as an error and the R T for that stimulus presentation
was discarded. Subjects' error rates were below three percent.
Subjects were classified as implicit learners, explicit
learners, and non-learners based on R T and free recall
pertbrmance. First, for individual subjects, m e a n reaction
times were calculated for each syllable within each session
for the last eight sessions. Subjects w h o demonstrated no
difference in reaction time (paired t-test, p < .05) within the
last eight sessions between syllable 1 and syllable 2 or
between syllable 1 and syllable 3 were deemed not to have
learned the underlying structure of the input, were classified
as non-learners, and were excluded from the results ( N = 1).
Second, w h e n subjects had completed the final (48th)
session, but prior to being debriefed about the details of the
experiment, they were asked if they had any general
impressions about the nature of the task. All subjects w h o
showed R T evidence of learning indicated that they thought
they occasionally noticed patterns in the w a y the pairs of
lights were presented. They were asked to write d o w n any
patterns they thought they could remember, and were given
free access to the button-box while doing so. This was used
as a measure of explicit knowledge. W e tallied each subject's
recall of correct sequences of syllables for part words
(sequences of two button-pairs) and full words (sequences of
three pairs). Subjects w h o demonstrated explicit knowledge
of more than 3 part words or more than 1 full word were
considered likely to have developed a strong explicit
representation of the underlying su-ucture of the input, were
classified as explicit learners, and were excluded from the
results (N = 3). Subjects w h o passed both the R T criterion
for learning and the free recall criterion for non-explicit
knowledge were classified as implicit learners and were
included in the results (N = 5; three subjects trained on
button assignment one, and two subjects trained on button
assignment two).
Results
W e hypothesized that with extended training, subjects w h o
become implicitly sensitive to the structure within the
sequence of stimulus syllables (button-pairs), should reflect
this sensitivity
through
differentially
faster R T s .
Specifically, w e predicted that R T s forfirstsyllables, which
have low average transitional probability, would begin to
plateau before R T s for second and third syllables, which are
maximally predictive. A s shown in Figure 3, our results
support this hypothesis. Across the first few sessions, there
was general improvement in R T s for all three syllables,
which likely reflects the subjects' adaptation to the general
task of making rapid button-press responses from the
" h o m e " location. Subsequently, R T s for the second and third
syllables continued to decrease, while R T s for the first
syllable began to level off. B y session forty-eight, the gap
between R T s for first versus second and third syllables was
on the order of 60ms.
A n A N O V A , with task exposure (sessions) and syllable
(1, 2, or 3) as repeated measures, indicated a significant
linear main effect of exposure, F(l,4) = 44.45, p < .005,
M S , = 17497.46, and a significant interaction of linear trend
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Figure 3: Mean reaction times for syllables 1, 2, and 3 for implicit learners (N = 5).
of exposure with syllable, F(2, 8, Greenhouse-Geisser
adjusted to 1.18, 4.74) = 11.67, p < .05, M S , = 2044.54.
This interaction indicates not only that there was an overall
linear decrease in R T with exposure to the task, but also that
this change w a s not the same for all syllables. The A N O V A
also revealed significant simple effects of linear trend of
exposure for each of the different syllables: syllable one,
f(l,4) = 104.80, p < .001, M S , = 1343.83; syllable two,
F(l,4) = 506.98, p < .001. M S , = 896.18; syllable three,
F(l,4) = 133.53, p < .001, M S , = 133608.44. Finally, there
was a significant interaction between linear trend of exposure
for syllable one and linear trend of exposure for syllables
two and three combined, F(l,4) = 12.60, p < .05, M S , =
3739.26, but not between linear trend of exposure for
syllable two versus linear trend of exposure for syllable
three, f(l,4) = 1.68, p > .1, M S , = 349.82. These last
results indicate that the linear improvement in R T with
increased exposure to the task is different for syllable one
than for syllables two and three.
It is clear from Figure 3 that the rate of improvement for
syllable one is slower than for syllables two and three, and
that the improvement for syllables two and three is roughly
equivalent. A final post-hoc, non-trend comparison revealed
that the effect of exposure on R T for syllable two versus
syllable three was not different, f(47, 188, GreenhouseGeisser adjusted to 3.08, 12.34) = .91, p > .1, M 5 , = 47.08,
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consistent with the fact that the transitional probabilities
predictive of these syllables were both 1.0.
Discussion
The results of this study support the hypothesis that with
increasing amounts of exposure to sequential stimuli, low
probability transitions are learned more poorly than high
probability transitions. The reaction time methodology
provides a detailed on-line measure of learning, as indicated
by improvements in R T , throughout a multi-day, multisession learning process. This study paves the way for work
on the learning of stimulus sequences with more
complicated embedded patterns of transitional probabilities.
F r o m the summary data shown in Figure 3, a number of
points should be emphasized. First, although our statistical
analysis revealed a linear effect of sessions of exposure, it is
likely that the data reflect the initial portions of non-linear
(exponential) learning curves. W e suspect that with more
exposure to the task (i.e., a greater number of sessions), the
rate of R T improvement would level off for each of the
syllables. Anecdotally, a pilot subject (not included in the
study) w h o was trained to 58 sessions did show a leveling
off of R T for all three syllables, suggesting that it m a y be
profitable to extend the length of task exposure beyond 48
sessions.

Second, in addition to the R T improvement resulting from
subjects learning the embedded syllable-structure of words
within the stimulus sequence, there was some non-specific
(generalized) learning based on adaptation to the physical
requirements of the task. Although w e did not assess nonspecific adaptation directly, it seems likely that it was
confined primarily to the initial part (-10 sessions) of the
experiment. Certainly it is reflected in the large
improvement seen from session one to session two. W o r k
in progress incorporates methods to help evaluate nonspecific improvement in R T .
Third, for most of the sessions after session twenty-four,
R T s were faster for syllable three than for syllable two.
Although this difference was not statistically significant, it
is tempting to speculate that syllable three m a y enjoy an
enhanced advantage in predictability despite transitional
probabilities equivalent to syllable two. This might occur if
subjects come to use the combined occurrence of syllables
one and two to predict the occurrence of syllable three. More
research will be necessary to test this hypothesis, possibly
involving greater numbers of syllables or involving stimuli
designed so that prediction of syllable three is necessarily
dependent on the combined sequence of syllables one and
two.
Fourth, the significant separation of R T s based on
transitional probabilities demonstrates that subjects have
learned some aspect of the sequential structure of the
visuospatial stimuli. The research by Saffran and colleagues
(Aslin, Saffran & Newport, 1998; Saffran, Aslin &
Newport, 1996; Saffran, Newport & Aslin, 1996; Saffran,
Newport, Aslin, Tunick & Barrueco, 1997) on wond
segmentation from fluent speech, which used similar
sequential structures, employed a two-alternative forcedchoice test after familiarization to the speech corpus. This
post-familiarization test compared words with non-words and
part-words, and clear evidence of discrimination suggested
that syllable-pairs with high transitional probabilities were
grouped into words. That is, statistical learning resulted in
segmentation of words from fluent speech. In the present
study, the pattern of R T s was analogous to wond
segmentation in that motor responses were facilitated for
predictive sequences of visuospatial stimuli. While there is
no direct evidence that the visuospatial sub-patterns making
up words in the present study were implicitly segmented, it
seems likely that evidence for segmentation would be found
in a post-familiarization test. Such a test would be necessary
to draw this kind of inference.
The results of this preliminary experiment have
implications for more complex stimulus sequences. O n e
hundred years ago, in their studies of telegraph operators
training to use Morse code, Bryan and Harter (1897)
recognized that the timecourse of learning often reflects the
underiying hierarchical structure of the sequential "code."
The present study, despite theoretical linkages to language
learning, was modeled after a word-segmentation task in
which the sequential structure was not hierarchical. W e are
currently expanding this line of work to determine, on-line,
h o w subjects learn embedded structures that have multiple
hierarchical levels of organization. T h e serial R T paradigm
is particularly well suited to studies aimed at understanding
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the timecourse, and variability between subjects, of implicit
learning at different levels of structural complexity.
Extensions of this work to studies of transfer of learning
m a y also prove fruitful. For example, subjects w h o learn
one specific organization of syllables within words m a y
readily transfer that learning to a different organization,
provided that the same embedded structure of transitional
probabilities is maintained. These empirical measures of
learning are also eminently suitable for computational
modeling, using a variety of architectures, including the
simple recurrent networks implemented by Cleeremans and
McClelland (1991).
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Abstract

T h e H a z a r d o u s Materials D o m a i n

A hazardous materials incident occurs w h e n a spill of some
chemical with hazardous properties endangers humans, property, or the environment. Consider a situation involving a leak
of a toxic, flammable liquid from some old, corroded containers in a warehouse. T h e leak might result in a build-up
of noxious fumes that could prove fatal to any inhabitants.
In addition, sparks from nearby electrical equipment pose the
threat of an explosion. The leak m a y also seep into the ground
and contaminate the water supply, thus endangering the residentfloraand fauna as well.
T o prevent these disastrous events, a response team must
be able to effectively and efficiently eliminate the hazards
posed by the incident. A response involves m a n y kinds of
actions, including containing and neutralizing the spilled material, extinguishing anyfires,evacuating or isolating nearby
Introduction
populations, and cleaning up the involved area. A crisis response team must decide on the most appropriate course of
Traditional cognitive science has focused on human cognition action, based on factors such as the properties of the m a terial involved, the size of the spill, and the available reand intelligent artifacts, but it has devoted less attention to
combined human-machine systems. Nevertheless, the same
sources. Their job is complicated by the urgent nature of
the situation—delays in responding to the situation will result
theoretical approach—description in terms of computational
processes—and the same experimental method—studying the
in more negative environmental and economic consequences.
The incident is also fraught with uncertainty—incomplete ineffect of processes on measures of performance—applies
equally to such hybrid entities. Such research has been most
formation about the material involved, imperfect information
prevalent in the area of intelligent tutoring systems (Sleeman
about the location of the containers, unpredictable durations
& Brown, 1982), but it seems equally applicable to the study
of the different activities, etc. Large-scale hazmat incidents
of h u m a n interaction with intelligent assistants.
m a y require the participation of multiple agencies, introducing communication and coordination issues.
In the following pages, w e describe a prototype intelligent
W e have developed a computational assistant to aid huassistant for crisis response. In particular, w e examine the
m
a
n users in the construction of crisis responses. In order
task of responding to chemical spills and fires, which w e deto evaluate the resulting mixed-initiative system, w e develscribe in the following section. Crises exhibit three primary
oped H a z M a t , a simulated world involving hazardous mathemes: threat, urgency, and uncertainty (Gervasio & Iba,
terials incidents. W e designed this synthetic domain accord1997). In this paper, w e are primarily interested in the eleing to information from the 1996 North American Emergency
m e n t of urgency and the impact that a computational assistant
Response Guidebook ( N A E R G ) (Transport Canada, the U.S.
can have on the effectiveness and timeliness of a response.
Department of Transportation, & the Secretariat of C o m m u T h e need for a rapid response to such situations suggests a
nications and Transportation of Mexico, 1996), a handbook
case-based approach to computational support, in which the
forfirstresponders that describes the appropriate responses
human-machine combination retrieves and adapts structures
for different situations, providing information on the classifrom a case library. W e present iNCA, an intelligent system
that embodies this design constraint, and w e evaluate this ap- fication of hazardous materials and the different actions and
resources involved in a response.
proach to crisis response through experimental studies with
i N C A and h u m a n subjects working together to construct a reThe HAZMAT World
sponse to a crisis. A s an interactive computational assistant,
w e claim that I n c a supports the rapid development of highA H a z M a t incident is a spill, and possibly afire,involving
quality responses. In closing, w e discuss related research and
one of 5 0 different classes of hazardous materials, varying
describe s o m e directions for future work.
in form (sohd, liquid, gas) and in hazardous properties (e.g.,
In this paper we examine the behavior of a human-computer
system for crisis response. As one instance of crisis management, w e describe the task of responding to spills andfiresinvolving hazardous materials. W e then describe Inca, an intelligent assistant for planning and scheduling in this domain, and
its relation to human users. W e focus on Inca's strategy of retrieving a case from a case hbrary, seeding the initial schedule,
and then helping the user adapt this seed. W e also present three
hypotheses about the behavior of this mixed-initiative system
and some experiments designed to test them. The results suggest that our approach leads to faster response development
than user-generated or automatically-generated schedules but
without sacrificing solution quality.
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toxic, corrosive, and flammable). Incidents are categorized
as being large or small (involving n o m o r e than 5 0 gallons
of hazardous material), and they m a y occur indoors or outdoors. There are four types of spills, varying in the amount
already spilled and the rate of spillage, and there arefivetypes
of fires, varying in the a m o u n t of spilled material onfireand
if there is afire,the rate of fire growth. H a z M a t thus involves a space of 4 0 0 0 different incident classes. Incidents
also have associated fire and health hazards that respectively
measure the probability of a fire starting (if there isn't one
already) and the level of danger to one's health. These secondary problem features are functions of the material, spill,
andfirecomprising an incident.
H a z M a t currently includes 4 9 different actions for addressing a spill or a fire (e.g., stop the leak, extinguish with
alcohol-resistant f o a m ) as well as the hazards presented by
the spill or fire (e.g., absorb with dry sand, eliminate ignition
sources, knock d o w n vapors with water from a hydrant). Each
action requires s o m e subset of the 25 types of resources currently provided in H a z M a t . These resources include crew
members, water sources such as pumpers (fire engines) and
hydrants, different kinds of extinguishers, and absorbent m a terial like sand and soda ash.
W e can evaluate the effects of different actions on a situation using the H a z M a t simulator, which maintains processes for tracking and updating the dynamic characteristics
of the domain for a given incident. Specifically, the state of
the world is simulated with numeric variables, corresponding
to the nominal-valued features of a H a z M a t incident. These
include: the size and rate of the spill, the size and rate of
any fire, and the sizes and rates of thefireand health hazard.
The values of these variables are determined by the simulated
processes such as the spill rate andfiregrowth rate and each
variable m a y also be influenced by particular actions initiated
by the crisis responder.
The HAZMAT Response Task
Given a particular type of hazardous material, N A E R G defines a subset of actions (which w e call the legal actions) to
be used in developing a response. For example, afireinvolving a flammable, toxic solid m a y be extinguished using
a C O 2 or dry chemical extinguisher, but not a water or foam
extinguisher. Each H a z M a t problem involves some number, possibly zero, of each type of resource, and since each
action requires some m i n i m u m set of resources, some legal
actions m a y not be applicable to a problem either. In addition, each resource is associated with a capacity and a quantity, the capacity being the m a x i m u m number of actions that
may use the resource simultaneously and the quantity being
the amount of that resource available for consumption. The
actions that form a response must not violate the capacity or
quantity constraint of any resource.
The task faced by a H a z M a t crisis responder is to choose
a subset of the legal actions for a problem and to schedule
them on the available resources, without violating any resource constraints. In our case, the crisis responder is a hybrid
system consisting of a h u m a n user and our intelligent c o m p u tational assistant.
Using H a z M a t , w e can vary the severity of hazmat crisis
problems, and monitor and evaluate the effects of different responses through the simulator. W e can also introduce various
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Figure 1: Mixed-initiative response to H a z M a t crises involving i N C A (the INteractive Crisis Assistant) a h u m a n user.

types of assistant mechanisms tailored to specific aspects of
the response task and evaluate their utility with respect to the
overall response. In our experiments, w e used H a z M a t to
randomly generate problems with varied characteristics, and
to evaluate h u m a n performance in crisis response with a c o m putational assistant under different conditions.

HAZMAT Response with INCA
Crisis response teams often rely o n standard operating procedures to guide their decisions. T h e y also undergo numerous training exercises which let them hone their skills as well
as refine their practices. Together, these suggested the casebased approach to crisis response that w e decided to implem e n t in i N C A , our INteractive Crisis Assistant. Recent c o m putational approaches to crisis have also revealed the importance of maintaining h u m a n input in problem solving, hence
w e have taken a mixed-initiative approach to crisis response.
Figure 1 depicts such a hybrid system for H a z M a t response
involving i N C A and a h u m a n user.
T o develop a solution, I n c afirstretrieves a case for a similar problem from a library of previous solutions. i N C A then
performs s o m e initial adaptation of the solution, which involves a plan and a schedule, and presents this candidate solution to the user, w h o can perform additional adaptation as
desired. Responding to a H a z M a t incident thus involves
close interaction between I n c a and the h u m a n user, w h o together must decide on the actions to include in a response and
assign them to be executed by specific available resources.
Case Retrieval and Initial Adaptation
I n c a is responsible for finding a similar, previous case from
its library and performing an initial adaptation of the retrieved
solution. A case consists of a problem, a set of resources, a
set of legal actions, a plan, and a schedule. Matching is performed on thefirstthree components, which are represented
by a feature vector, and the case with the greatest n u m b e r of
features in c o m m o n with the current situation is retrieved; ties
are broken arbitrarily.'
'in our experiments, w e used a simpler matching function that
considered only the legal actions, which w e found to result in comparable retrieval performance.

After the most similar previous case is retrieved, I n c a performs an initial adaptation of the case's plan and schedule.
Adapting the plan involves two operations: deleting actions
that were legal for the case problem but are illegal for the
current problem, and adding actions that were illegal for the
case problem but are legal for the current problem. In this
way, I n c a prevents the user from considering any illegal actions and ensures that the user is aware of all the legal actions.
Adapting the schedule involves two steps: matching one-toone the case's resource list to the resources available in the
current problem, and removing previously scheduled actions
that have no corresponding resources in the current problem.
A n y actions without corresponding resources and the new legal actions are left unscheduled.

Inca also checks for this and prevents the execution of such
illegal schedules.
H a z M a t incident response is a real-time problem—the
situation continues to develop even as the crisis responder
is constructing a response.^ At any point during problem
solving, the user m a y decide to post the schedule, which begins the execution of the scheduled actions at their respective
times. The user m a y also request situation updates and continue to interact with iNCA to modify the solution according
to changes in the world revealed by the updates. The crisis
response cycle ends when the crisis situation reaches a stable point—either w h e n the execution of the scheduled actions
successfully stops the spill and anyfire,or all the materia!
spills and anyfireburns out.

Interactive Adaptation

Empirical Studies

After Inca retrieves a case and completes its initial adapta-In designing iNCA, we decided that a case-based approach
tion of the case plan and schedule, it presents the candidate
to crisis planning and scheduling would support more rapid
solution to the h u m a n user for additional modifications that
response than a generative approach. This decision embodies
are desired. In our experiments, w e considered only schedule
our primary hypothesis, which w e can test experimentally,
adaptation, so w e will focus on that process here. However,
along with a secondary intuition that this scheme would also
the plan adaptation process is also interactive—the user m a y
produce higher quality responses. In this section w e report
modify the hierarchical plan by expanding or deleting nodes,
preliminary studies that examine both of these claims.
thereby affecting the actions or jobs available for scheduling.
Experimental Setting and Dependent Measures
A s discussed earlier, every action has a m i n i m u m resource
requirement and every resource has associated capacity and
We have already stated our basic hypotheses, but to test
quantity constraints. Allocating resources to an action inthem w e must m o v e beyond the intuitive level to operational
volves choosing s o m e number of multiples of its m i n i m u m
claims. W e used the H a z M a t domain and its associated simrequirement and choosing the specific resources themselves,
ulator as our testbed, with each problem consisting of a sinsubject to the constraints imposed by the resources. In addigle incident (a spill and possibly afire).In each situation, w e
tion, the scheduler must choose a duration based on the numgave the subjects a description of the incident and they used
ber of resources allocated to the action and whether there are
the graphical interface to produce a schedule that addresses
any simultaneous actions that also have an effect on the world
the problem. However, w e also needed dependent measures,
state variables affected by the action. For example, the duraindependent variables, and reasonable control conditions.
tion for the action of extinguishing a fire with water from a
Naturally, a case-based approach requires a case library.
hydrant would be shorter with more m e n and more hoses or
W e decided to utilize the library construction process as our
if another extinguishment action—say, extinguishment with
control condition. W e presented a sequence offiftyproblems
dry sand—will also take place.
to the subjects w h o were required to develop response schedA scheduled action thus corresponds to four decisions: the
ules entirely from scratch. Subjects selected unscheduled
number of resources allocated to the job, the specific rejobs and assigned them to specific resources, also choosing
sources chosen, the start time, and the duration. The initial
start times and durations.When a subject was satisfied that
candidate solution that i N C A adapts from a retrieved case and
their schedule adequately addressed the current incident or
presents to the user will typically contain some scheduled
could not be further improved, the subject quit that problem
jobs and s o m e unscheduled jobs. B y interacting with Inca,
and began the next one. The final solution for each problem
the user can modify or repair this schedule infiveways. The
was stored, as were the adaptations m a d e by the user to generuser can add jobs to the schedule, delete jobs from the schedate the response as well as the time taken for each adaptation;
ule, shift the start time of a scheduled job, change the duration this data was used for later evaluation. W e collected the soluof a job, or switch a job from one resource to another.
tions and stored them as cases, thereby forming the respective
I n c a interacts with the user through a menu-driven graphicase libraries used in conditions three and four.
cal user interface and provides assistance during the schedule
Our concern with rapid response to crises suggested speed
adaptation process in various ways. After the user chooses
as an obvious dependent variable. M o r e precisely, w e tracked
a particular repair operator, I n c a takes the user through the
the time a subject took to transform an initial schedule pronecessary set of decisions. For example, if the user chooses
vided by the system into one they found acceptable enough
to shift the start time of an action, I n c afirstasks whether the
to execute. The second issue, quality, posed more challenges,
user wishes to shift the job earlier or later, and then it asks for since there is no right or wrong response to a H a z M a t incithe amount by which to shift the start time. i N C A m a y also
suggest default values, which the user m a y accept or ignore
^However, in an attempt to prevent a confound, we did not count
as desired. T h e user can recognize a schedule that violates a
the time taken to generate a response when evaluating the effectivecapacity or quantity constraint by its graphical layout as well
ness of that response. That is, we artificially removed the real-time
as the textual information provided in the display. However,
nature of the crisis response task for the purposes of our experiments.
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dent and different subjects m a y judge schedules according to
different subjective standards.
A s a means of measuring quality, w e used the simulator
to compute an improvement metric reflecting the benefit of
executing the user's response compared to letting the incident proceed without intervention. Toward this end. w e ran
a given test problem through the H a z M a t simulator without any response—the spill and any fire were allowed to proceed unabated until all the material was spilled and/or burned.
During this process, w e recorded particular world-state parameters (e.g., the amount of material spilled, the spill rate,
and the health hazard level). W e then simulated the same test
problem together with the response constructed by the subject, collecting the data on the same state variables. W e measured the percent improvement for each state variable as the
difference between the variables' unabated values and their
values with the response generated by the user, divided by the
original unabated value. Although users m a y differ in the relative importance they place on respective state variables (and
the corresponding improvements), for the sake of uniformity
w e counted each variable equally by taking a simple average over these variables. O u r overall percent improvement
measure reflects the average reduction in amount of material
spilled and burned and h o w m u c h the hazards were reduced
as a result of the user's response.
Case Seeding vs. Manual Generation
Our basic prediction is that Inca's seeding of schedules
with retrieved cases will improve the overall behavior of the
human-machine system. Testing this claim requires us to
compare the standard version of Inca, in which users interactively repaired a schedule that the system retrieved from its
case library, with the control condition, where the seed schedule was empty and the user was required to construct the entire schedule from scratch.^ The intuition is that retrieved
cases, to the extent that they are appropriate to the problem,
give users a head start compared to starting with an empty
schedule; therefore, subjects could finish sooner and spend
more time improving quality.
Thefirstand second rows of Table 1 show the experimental
results for these two conditions on both dependent measures,
based on two subjects, each of w h o m dealt with thirty problems in the seeding condition andfiftyin the control situation. First, w e see a strong effect in the time taken to generate
a response where the case-seeded trials (row 1) required significantly less time than the control condition (row 2). C o m paring quality for these rows also shows a slight advantage
for the case-seeded condition but this difference is not statistically significant. W e believe that one explanation for the
absence of an effect in quality is that the experimental design did not put subjects under time pressure during response
generation. Consequently, the extra time spent in the control
condition m a y have been used to bring the level of quality
to that of the case-seed condition. This suggests future experiments where w e strictly control response time so that w e
can compare quality across conditions at corresponding times
during response generation.
'This control condition consisted of the same runs used to construct the case libraries.
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Table 1: Scheduling time and schedule quality with 9 5 %
confidence intervals for each experimental condition.

personal case seeded
user generated
system generated
other case seeded

time

quality

127.35 ± 1 9 . 9 1
168.98 ± 17.07
203.27 ± 3 0 . 8 8
126.58 ± 1 5 . 8 2

34.33 ± 4.64
33.67 ± 4 . 0 6
29.52 ± 4.42
31.83 ± 4 . 5 3

C a s e Seeding vs. A u t o m a t i c G e n e r a t i o n
Although the above comparison provided a clear test of our
hypotheses, the dual facets of the iNCA-user collaboration
suggest another test involving a separate control condition,
in which the intelligent assistant rather than the user generates a schedule from scratch. The intuition here is that even
though both the schedule from the retrieved case and the one
from the autonomous scheduler are complete, the latter will
tend to require more adaptation because it is less cognitively
compatible with solutions expected and desired by the user.
Therefore, responses to problems in this condition should
take longer to complete and be ultimately less effective.
T o conduct this test, w e developed an autonomous scheduler that uses a variety of heuristics to choose jobs, resource
multiples, resources, durations, and start times. Jobs are
chosen arbitrarily from the list of unscheduled jobs, and resources are chosen based on m i n i m u m requirements and earliest availability. The duration is chosen to be the average
expected duration given the problem and the action.'* Provided there are sufficient quantities of the chosen resources
for the chosen duration, the jobs are then scheduled as early
as possible on the chosen resources, subject to capacity constraints. With these heuristics, the autonomous scheduler
tends to schedule as m a n y actions as early as possible, using
the least number and amount of resources as possible.
The comparison between the case-seed condition and the
system generated seed (rows 1 & 3 of Table 1, respectively)
shows an even stronger effect than w e see between caseseeding and generation from scratch. T h e results in the table reveal that the users spent m u c h more time modifying the
schedule generated by the system than they did on the schedule from the retrieved case. However, once again the apparent differences in response effectiveness between rows 1 and
3 are not significant; w e believe the same explanation applies
as before.
The table also shows that even generating the schedule entirely from scratch (row 2) required m u c h less time than repairing an autonomously generated one, although this difference was not significant. Thisfindingsurprised us but tends to
support our intuition that solutions generated autonomously
are cognitively incompatible with those desired by users. It
also suggests the need for improved heuristics to guide the
autonomous scheduler's search for good solutions.
"•The expected duration was computed using only the equivalent
gross ranges for the problem feature values, and not through any
projection or simulation mechanism.

Individual Differences
T h e above results suggest that I N C A provides an appropriate
mixture of h u m a n and computer initiative for crisis responses,
at least in the H a z M AT domain. Case seeding combined with
user repair fared better, at least in speed, than either h u m a n or
system generated schedules. But the results say nothing about
the source of the retrieved schedules. This suggests another
hypothesis: that users benefit more (again, in both speed and
quality) from cases they developed themselves than they do
from cases constructed by someone else. W e tested this prediction by running subjects in a fourth condition where cases
were retrieved from the other subject's case library instead of
their o w n .
T h e results from this study do not support either of our hypotheses. T h e differences shown in Table 1 between personal
case seed (row 1) and other case seed (row 4) are not significant for either speed or quality. Separate analyses of the data
for the two subjects reveal a main effect on the case library
that is used rather than the predicted interaction between case
library and subject. That is, one user's case library is better
in terms of scheduling time for both subjects. (Again, there
were no significant differences in quality.) There are at least
two explanations for this, thefirstbeing that one subject's
cases were simply better and required less revision for either
subject. A n alternative explanation is that w e did not sufficiently eradicate learning effects and one of the subjects was
still improving across conditions. Because w e could not properly mix the control or case construction condition, w e did
not mix any of the conditions; n o w that w e have several case
libraries, future experiments will properly randomize presentation of problems from each condition.
Discussion and Conclusions
In the previous sections, w e described our basic hypotheses and analyzed data from preliminary experiments using
the i N C A system. The empirical results supported one of
our primary hypotheses—case-based reuieval and adaptation
mechanisms initialize a response schedule such that it can be
adapted by a crisis response manager more quickly than if
the schedule had been seeded by another mechanism. H o w ever, w e did not find statistically significant support for our
second hypothesis—case-based initialization methods should
yield more effective responses than alternative initializations.
At this time, the most w e can confidently claim is that casebased seeding allows faster response without sacrificing quality. Based on this, w e also claim that i N C A provides an appropriate, effective and efficient approach to crisis response
deserving of further investigation.
Although w e found mixed results for our main hypotheses,
w e are not yet ready to abandon our prediction of improved
quality through case-seeding. First, w e note that in crisis response, responses must be both effective and timely and that
these issues are inextricably entwined. If w e discount improvements in outcome by the time taken to generate the response, the results do support significant differences between
the two case-seed conditions vs. the user generated condition.
M o r e importantly, our experimental design failed to control
for total response time and consequently our quality measure
m a y be revealing a ceiling effect. A n additional problem for
our pilot study was that differences between problem inci-
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dents were greater than differences across conditions. That is,
the differences in response generation time between difficult
and easy problems was greater than that for a single problem
under varied conditions. This observation was even more apparent when considering response effectiveness or quality. If
w e give subjects a sufficiently limited amount of time across
all conditions and control for problem difficulty, w e are confident that w e willfindthe differences in response effectiveness
that w e predicted.
Finally, there are a few additional problems that w e believe
m a y be confounding our results in other ways. First, characteristics of the H a z M a t crisis response domain make it
very difficult to develop heuristics for effective autonomous
scheduling and our comparison to the system generated response m a y be too weak of a straw man. Second, iNCA, and
in particular iNCA's graphical interface, places limitations on
the user's ability to easily m a k e certain schedule modifications, potentially increasing the time required to recover from
poor seeds. Third, interviews with the subjects suggest the
need for exploratory mechanisms that facilitate a user's exploration and discovery of solutions. With respect to quality,
if w e are seeing an artificially lowered ceiling effect due to
insufficient feedback during response generation, such tools
could raise the achievable level of performance and reveal differences between conditions. Addressing these issues is one
part of our future work.
Related Work
While early approaches to crisis response planning were predominantly autonomous in nature, more recent systems provide interactive modes that, like iNCA, let humans directly
control the plan development process (e.g., O P L A N - 2 (Tate,
Drabble, & Kirby, 1994) and S O C A P (Bienkowski, 1996)).
Unlike Inca, however, these systems aid users in developing solutions from scratch rather than help them in adapting
solutions from previous cases.
C L A V I E R (Hinkle & Toomey, 1994), a case-based system
for autoclave loading, is an early example of a system that interactively adapts previous solutions. In the context of casebased systems for crises, J M C A P (desJardins, Francis, &
Wolverton, 1998) uses a hybrid planner for the development
of maritime evacuation operations, and C H A R A D E (Perini &
Ricci, 1995) determines initial intervention plans to control
forestfires.Like iNCA, these systems also use a case-seeding
mechanism to initialize the development of a response. iNCA
differs in that it is an adaptive user interface (Langley, 1997)
that can acquire user models to alter its behavior to provide
personalized assistance (Gervasio, Iba, & Langley, 1998).
This paper also focused on an explicit evaluation of the benefits of case seeding in a mixed-initiative setting.
D I A L (Leake, 1995) is a case-based disaster response planner that can also learn from user interaction. In contrast
to iNCA, D I A L learns adaptation cases instead of solution
cases; D I A L also takes a predominantly automated approach
in that it resorts to interactive adaptation only if it does not already have an applicable adaptation case. Thus, D I A L serves
as a learning apprentice while iNCA is more of an adaptive
assistant. C A B I N S (Miyashita & Sycara, 1995) is an interactive case-based assistant for job-shop scheduling that, like
Inca, learns user preferences for the purpose of tailoring its
behavior to individual users. C A B I N S uses case-based meth-

ods to learn preferences in the form of repair cases but INCA
uses case-based reasoning to seed the response process and
employs other inductive learning techniques to acquire user
preferences.
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The results from this pilot study and other ongoing work
with iNCA indicate that we have developed an exceptionally
fertile framework for exploring issues of interactive crisis response. They also suggest that we have a promising candidate
for computational assistance in crisis settings that merits additional attention.
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Abstract
This paper reports a miniature language study conducted to
examine the acquisition of an ergative verb system. The study is
designed to allow the learner the choice of creating either a natural
or imnatural system. The study uses a new approach to teachmg
miniature languages in which the learner is exposed to the
language while playing a computer adventure game. The learner
acquires the miniature language by determining its properties while
seeing words used in context. After learning a set of transitive and
intransitive verbs, each with its o w n set of subject clitics, the
learner is required to create n e w words with object clitics. The
situation is set up in such a way that the learner has three options:
1. Respond randomly, 2. use the subject clitics of intransitive
verbs, creating a system typical of ergative languages, or 3. use the
subject clitics of transitive verbs, a pattern not found in natural
language. It was found that most subjects (93%) did either 2 or 3,
demonstrating that they were performing language learning by
forming two classes of subject clitics. Most subjects (78%) used
the third option, the unnatural one. This result is interpreted as
evidence against a modularity driven imiversal grammar view of
language learning. Instead it supports a cognitive account in that
the unnatural pattern required less cognitive processing.
Introduction
A primary goal for language acquisition research is to
identify the set of principles, \\iiich enable the child to
acquire any possible language in real time. There are two
general approaches to d o this, leamability research and the
collection and analysis of data jfrom language learners.
Within the latter, there are two choices as well, to study the
acquisition of natural languages (e.g. English, French), or to
study the acquisition of miniature languages. T h e latter
observes learners acquiring miniature language systems
( M L S s ) . This study explores the acquisition of one aspect of
natural language, i.e. ergativity, as an M L S . Ergativity is a
pattern in which the subjects of transitive verbs, i.e. verbs
that take an object, are marked differently from the subjects
of intransitive verbs, i.e. verbs without objects. Further, the
subjects of intransitive verbs will be marked in the same w a y
as the objects of transitive verbs. T h e study is structured
such that learners acquire part of a M L S system and need to
generate n e w utterances. A situation is created whereby they
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have two subconscious choices, either to create utterances
that have the property of natural languages, or to create ones
that have a property not attested in natural language. Both
potential rule systems are equally complex, but the unnatural
M L S language places less burden on lexical processing. If
learners are driven by a universal grammar that is modular,
they should prefer the natural language-based M L S . If
language learning is a more general cognitive operation,
than the unnatural language should be preferred.
Miniature Language Acquisition
M L S research differs from the study of natural language
acquisition in four ways. First, the language acquired is one
created b y the investigator; hence the term "artificial
language" is often used in reference to these studies. Second,
the language is small, typically with a total sentence
inventory under 100; hence the term "miniature". Third, the
language is taught in the laboratory; hence learning
conditions are strictly controlled. Lastly, the subjects are
usually adults, or older children. Additional observations are
that the languages are often difficult to teach, and often use
nonsense words, usually C V C s .
There are basic assumptions that underlie M L S research.
These assumptions are that the M L S is comparable to
natural language structures, that laboratory conditions can
simulate natural language acquisition, and that older
children and adults will acquire the M L S with same
mechanisms as used by children. T h e criticism of these
assumptions constitutes a profound problem with the M L S
research paradigm. A review of M L S studies (Ingram &
Wollitzer, 1990) shows that M L S s are not comparable to
natural language structures, and in some cases are
unleamable (Braine 1963). Laboratory conditions are not
comparable to the context of natural language acquisition.
There is no evidence to suggest that the mechanisms used to
acquire an M L S are the same as those used to acquire a
natural language. Lastly, the results of M L S studies to date
have only confirmed previously k n o w n findings on language
learning (Schlesinger 1977).
A review of just two previous studies exemplifies these
problems. T h efirstM L S sUidy by Esper (1925) used a M L S

which consisted of the following rules: S -> Color + Shape,
Color -> 4 nonsense words. Shape -> 4 nonsense words.
Adult learners were presented with 14 of the 16 possible
sentences, paired with colored shqjes. T h e results were that
the subjects were able to generalize and produce the two
sentences not taught. Braine (1963) used the following
language: S -^ A + P, A -> Idv, juf; foj, P -^ bew, inub, yag.
The subjects were tea-year-old children w h o were trained on
4 of the nine possible structures. The children were able to
generalize to untrained sentences.
W e propose that M L S research needs to be restructured to
overcome the problems identified above (Ingram & Pye
1993). Thefirstchange is diat the M L S languages need to
be miniature languages of natural language structures, i.e.
miniature real language systems ( M R L S ) . The study
reported below does just this, creating an M R L S that
contains verbs with ergative subject clitics, based on K'iche,
a Guatemalan language. (Ergative subject clitics are
pronominal like elements that attach to the verb to indicate
the person of the verb, e.g.firstperson, second person, etc.).
The presentation of the language forms needs to be
restricted to positive evidence, i.e. learners can not be
corrected during the acquisition process. Our paradigm
proposes that w e need to study not only rates of learning, but
also error patterns. Lastly, a n e w procedure needs to be
developedtiiatcan more accurately replicate the context of
natural language learning.
The method of presentation, which w e have explored,
consists of creating computer based adventure games. The
games are written suchtiiatthey involve the interest of the
learner. A n integral part of the g a m e is learning the M L S .
The language is presented in natural contexts, i.e. as people
in the game speak to one another (see details below). T h e
benefits of the approach include the fact that all of the
learners' responses can be written to afileon a diskette. It
has the further advantage of expanding the range of
language structures that can be examined. For example, a
pattern such as ergativity can be studied without the
extensive travel, time, and cost needed to observe natural
language learners.
Kiche Adventures
The computer games created are called Kiche Adventures.
Kiche Adventures involve four main characters: Baltimore
Bob, Pittsburgh ClifiBe, Uncle Dave, and Wicked Heagar.
The player is Baltimore Bob. T h e g a m e begins with
Baltimore B o b arriving at the airport in Guatemala City. H e
is going to Guatemala to rescue his Uncle Dave \\iio has
been captured by Wicked Heagar. Baltimore B o b does not
know Miniature Kiche (MKiche), and will need to learn it to
save his uncle. M K i c h e consists of intransitive verb stems
widi subject clitics and transitive verb stems with subject
and object clitics (details are below). B o b is greeted at the
airport by Pittsburgh Cliffie vJho will be his guide. A s the
two travel through the city and eventually the jungle,
Baltimore B o b hears M K i c h e verbs used in a variety of
circumstances. B o b is instructed at the onset that he can
keep a diary to help him acquire M K i c h e words. Whenever
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he hears a M K i c h e verb, he should write it d o w n in his
diary. This is done by the learner typing "Get < W o r d > " ,
wiiere W o r d is the M K i c h e verb. At any time, B o b can call
up his diary by typing D L \ R Y . This shows him the verbs
that he has heard, and contains notes on the context in which
it was used. At critical junctures B o b needs to use M K i c h e
and create n e w verb formstiiathe has not heard.
The structure of Kiche Adventures is such that all learners
are presented With a subset of transitive and intransitive
verbs with subject clitics. At an early point in the game, the
learner needs to show generalization of the subject clitics in
order to continue {subject clitic generalization). That is,
they need to combine subject clitics with verbs in n e w
combinations that they haven't heard before. At a later and
more critical point, the learner needs to generate object
cliticsfi-omthe subject clitics that they have learned (object
clitic generalization). That is, they need to create novel verb
forms that indicate the object of the action. There are three
possible patterns of response. First, die learner could
randomly select fi-om the two sets of transitive and
intransitive
subject
clitics
{random
response).
If this is done, there is no evidence that the learner has
formed the subject clitics into classes. It would constitute
evidence that the task is not capturing learning that is
consistent with natural language learning. The second
possibility is that the learner can use the intransitive subject
clitics as object clitics {ergative response). This response
would indicate that the learner is creating an ergative
system. It would lend itself to the interpretation that the
choice w a s driven by universal granmiar which allows the
ergative pattern (Dixon 1980). The third possibility is that
the learner will use the transitive subject clitics as object
clitics {unnatural response). This system of person marking
is not found in any k n o w n natural language, i.e. having one
set of cUtics for both subject and objects of transitive verbs,
and another class of subject clitics for intransitive verbs. The
reason that this is so is likely due to the high level of
redundancy foimd in natural language. The unnatural system
would only have the sequence of the clitics to tell wiiich one
marks the subject or object. The ergative system, on the
other hand, has both sequence and class differences.
Miniature Kiche
Four Kiche Adventure games were created (A through D ) ,
each using a slightly different version of MKiche. Each
g a m e was developed to improve upon potential confounding
variables in the previous one. The four languages were
constructed fi"om two sets of verb stems and two sets of
person clitics. These two sets are given below. The verb
stems are C V C , with rough translations of their meanings in
parentheses. They are used in the game, however, m a
different range of contexts than then- English franslations.
Person is indicated by 1 (first person), 2 (second person),
and 3 (third person). N u m b e r is singular (s) and plural (pi).
Verbs:
A Verbs: wik (call), rep (read), naz (pull), turn (pull).
B Verbs: lat (ask), m u p (see), bis (push), yon (shoot).

Clitics:
A Set: on (Is), aw (2s), te (3s).
B Set; mi (Is), at (2s), ku (3s).
Neutral affix: pa (3pl)

classes for transitive and intransitive verbs. A last game,
Game D, was created which corrected for these. It used the
same verb stems for both transitive and intransitive verbs. It
also used the obj-sub V structure.

The first game was Game A. The MKiche in Game A had Structure Of Game A
the following properties: (V = verb, sub = subject clitic, obj
The basic structure of the games can be seen by examining
= object clitic).
Game A. First, there is a Practice Game to acclimate the
learner to the nature of the game. This game involves
Baltimore Bob's arrival at the airport and his early
interactions with Pittsburgh Cliffie. It is also preceded with
some instructions on h o w to m o v e about the game. It is
mostly done with M K i c h e verbs, but there are a handful of
other c o m m a n d s that can be used, e.g. directions (N, S, E,
This game used a verb structure that mirrored the order
of, D O W N , etc.. T h e player can also T A L K T O
W ) , UP
subjects and objects in English. It used different verb stems
CLIFFIE w h e n they are stumped. Cliffie sometimes offer
for transitive and intransitive verbs, and taught intransitives
hints, but not always.
first. For example, the Mkiche verb for 'I call' is O N W I K , The Practice G a m e presents 7 intransitive verbs, and
and the Mkiche verb for 'I ask (someone)' is MILAT. It was
requires 1 generalization. T h e seven intransitive verbs are
later decided that there were two potentially confounding
shown below in small letters. The learner needs to generate
variables in the game. First, since the transitive subject
the verb A W T U M 'you pull' to correctly complete the
clitics were taught after the intransitive ones, that could
game.
result in a recency effect. That is, the learners could use the
transitive subject clitics as the object clitics since they were •call' •reacf •open' 'pull'
the last acquired, e.g. M I L A T A T to mean 'I ask you'.
Is onwik onrep ormaz ontum
Second, there were distinct verb stems for transitives and
AWTUM
2s awwdk awrep awnaz
intransitives. It could be that learners could select the Set B
verbs in the object clitic generalization test because they
Once the Practice Game is completed, the player begins
associate the subject clitics with them. For example, since
the actual Kiche Adventures. There are three Kiche
the learner would have akeady learned A T L A T to mean
Adventures, each constituting one advance in the overall
'you ask', they might associate the subject clitic A T with the
adventure. Thefirstadventure is "Jungle Bound". It takes
verb stem L A T and thus later produce M I L A T A T to mean 'I Bob and Cliffiefi^omthe airport and through a series of
ask you' in which case A T represents die object.
mishaps in the city. The purpose of the game is for Bob to
Game B was designed to counterbalance the effect of the
acquire three verb stems and three subject clitics of
verb stems. The two sets of verb stems were reversed, i.e. intransitive verbs. This creates a system of 9 verb forms.
Set B verb stems were now intransitive verbs, and Set A
Bob hears 6 of the possible intransitive verbs, and later has
verb stems were now transitive.
to make 3 generalizations. Each of the six verbs is presented
Game A: (subVobj)
Set A clitics + A Verbs (intransitives)
Set B clitics + B Verbs (transitives)
Intransitive verbs presented first

in two contexts during the game. The verbs are shown
below. Capitals show words that are not presented and have
to be created.

Game B: (subVobj)
Set A cUtics + A Verbs (transitives)
Set B clitics + B Verbs (intransitives)
Intransitives presented first

•call'

Is onwik
Another concern was raised about the use of the subVobj
2s A W W I K
sequencing, based on English. K'iche verbs are actually of
3s tewik
the form obj-sub V. It was decided to alter the game to use
that structure. This was done by taking Game A and
changing the sequences. For example, the learner wiio would
produce M I L A T A T in Game A to mean 'I ask you' would
produce A T M I L A T in Game C.
Game C (obj-subV)
Set A clitics A + A Verbs (intransitives)
Set B clitics + B Verbs (transitives)
Intransitives presented first
These three games still contained the potential problems
with the order of presentation and having distinct verb
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•read'
onrep
awrep

'open'

ONNAZ
awnaz

TEREP tenaz

The second adventure is "The Search for the Wicked
Witch". Here B o b and Cliffie tiavel through the jungle
toward Wicked Heagar's cave. T h e purpose of this game is
for B o b to acquire the three subject clitics for three
transitive verb stems. In this game, the verb roots for
transitives are different than the ones for intransitives. B o b
hears 6 transitive verbs with noun objects, and requires 3
generalizations. Each verb is presented twice, and practiced
until acquired. These are shown below, with the tested verbs
in capitals.

'ask'
Is milat
2s A T L A T
3 s kulat

'see'

MIMUP
atmup
kumup

'push'
mibis
atbis
KUBIS

Table 1: Response patterns of Subjects.

The third adventure is "The Search for the Magic Mirror".
Here Bob will reach the cave of Wicked Heagar and attempt
to save Uncle Dave. The purpose of this game is to see how
Bob will create object clitics. It begins with Bob hearing 3
transitive verb stems with a third person plural clitic 'pa'
wWch means 'them'. This shows him wiiere the object
sufBxes are attached. Bob also practices three of the
intransitive verbs (onwik, terep, awnaz) which he learned in
the fu-st adventure. A t the critical juncture, he is instructed
that he needs to create some n e w forms, and that he needs to
use the language he has acquired thus far to do so. H e needs
to create 9 n e w verbs with object suffixes. For example, he
is asked, h o w would you say "I ask you". B o b has to select
from the two sets of subject clitics that he has learned. The
game will accept either of the Set A or Set B clitics as long
as they are the correct person. The answer to "I ask you" can
be either M I L A T A W (ergative response) or M I L A T A T
(unnatural response). The three transitive verbs with the 3pl
-pa suffix are shown without parentheses. T h e nine test
words to be produced by the subject are in C A P I T A L S . All
other words are not presented or tested. These are placed
within parentheses.
'ask'
'see'
Sub Is
Obj
Is
2s M I L A T A W / A T (mimupaw/at)
3s (milatte/ku)
MIMUPTE/KU
3pl (milatpa)
(mimuppa)

'push'

MIBISAW/AT
(mibiste/ku)
mibispa

Sub2s
0
Is (adaton/mi)
3s ATLATTE/KU
3pl (atlatpa)

ATMUPON/MI
(atmupte/ku)
atmuppa

(atbison/mi)
ATBISTE/KU
(atbispa)

Sub3s
0
Is K U L A T O N / M I
2s (kulataw/at)
3pl kulatpa

(kumupon/mi) K U B I S O N / M I
K U M U P A W / A T (kubisaw/at)
(kumuppa)
(kubispa)

The last adventure is "The Final Quest". It tests some further
miscellaneous generalizations.
Results And Discussion
Table 1 presents the results from 87 subjects w h o have
played the game. These consist of a range of adults from
teenagers to middle age. T h e majority, however, are
university undergraduates.
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Response
Random
Ergative
Unnatural
Total

B

C

D

4
16

7
11

4
2
22

2
5
14

Total
6
18
63

20

18

28

21

87

A

Afirstobservation is that only 6 subjects used the random
response. W e take that as one piece of evidence that that the
learners were applying principles of language learning. T h e
large majority of subjects ( 9 3 % ) acquired the subject clitics
as classes and used them as a class in the object clitic
generalization test. In fact, the c o m m o n response of the
subjects in interviews w a s that they felt that had given the
'correct' response w h e n they produced the object clitics.
They were generally quite surprised w^en told that the
program would have accepted either set of clitics.
The second major finding was that the unnatural response
was more highly favored in all four games ( 7 8 % vs. 2 2 % )
for those subjects v^iiich did not respond randomly. This w a s
despite the fact that m a n y of the subjects were linguistics
students, and in a few cases, even linguistics professors. A
background in linguistics did not m e a n that the learner
would select the ergative system. This trend in the data
argues against the hypotiiesis that language learning is
modular.
W h y then, would the subjects prefer the urmatural
response? Our account of this concerns the processing that is
involved. In the object clitic generalization test, the learner
has two choices, use the subject of intransitive class or the
subject of transitive class. Observe that the use of the latter
involves retrieval of both the subject and object clitics from
the same class. T h e ergative pattern, however, requires
retrieval from both classes of clitics. While both potential
systems have the same linguistic complexity, the unnatural
one involves less processing in the production of transitive
verbs.
W h y then, is the preferred unnatural not found in natural
language? W e suggest that language prefers the ergative
system because it involves more redundancy. T h e listener
has two sets of cues for identifying the subject and object
clitics, their sequence and their class. T h e unnatural class
has no redundancy, only the sequence of the subject and
object clitics to rely on. W e suggest that this property makes
it highly unpreferred. B y this account then, language is more
shaped by the need for redimdant structure than innate
modular learning mechanisms.
The last issue to address is whether or not the subjects
were using the same mechanisms to acquire M K i c h e as
language learners. W e offer three arguments that they were.
First, there w a s the result mentioned above that the large
majority of subjects ( 9 3 % ) acquired the subject clitics by
class. There was no semantic basis to do so; it was the result
of noting that one class occurred with verbs that took objects
and one did not. Second, it took learners quite a long time to
acquire the M K i c h e verbs. The average time to complete the
g a m e was between three and four hours. A n examination of

the responses in the computer files showed a great deal of
effort to figure out the meanings of the verb forms. A s a
linguistic exercise, however, it would be a trivial task. This
can be seen by thinking of the versions of M K i c h e above as
a linguistics problem. It takes students a matter of seconds to
solve it w h e n presented this way. The fact that they were
involved with contextual learning of these forms, w e
suggest, triggered language learning rather than problem
solving. Third, it was noteworthy that trained linguists did
not uniformly consider the ergative solution. There were
three P h D s in linguistics wiio played the game. T w o of the
three used the uimatural response, and were surprised when
w e explained the potential ergativity of the system. They
were clearly not using their linguistic knowledge and
problem solving skills. O n e was a phonologist and one a
syntactician. The third linguist did mentioned that they
assumed it was an ergative system. This was a recent Ph.D.
wiio had just completed a syntactic dissertation on
ergativity.
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Abstract
The cognitive maps that humans compute as representations of
the spatial environment they have visited are rarely even close
approximations to what was actually experienced. When w e
experience the environment w e seem to see it all so perfectly,
yet rarely are w e able to reproduce from memory an exact
description of the places visited. Yet these vague, muddled
descriptions of the places visited are adequate for many spatial
reasoning tasks. But how is such an impoverished representation computed from what is initially delivered by one's senses?
And what effect does this representation have on the construction of the cognitive map? W e present one method for computing a vague description of each local space visited. It is derived
from the initially accurate description needed for the actions
the viewer might perform within the local space. W e show the
effect of this representation on the structure of the cognitive
map.
Introduction
Urban planners, geographers and environmental psychologists have long been interested in the human's perception of
the environment (e.g. D o w n s & Stea (1973) Lynch (I960)),
and Artificial Intelligence researchers have in the past
attempted to develop computational models of the underlying processes (e.g. Davis (1986), Engelson (1994), Kortenkamp (1993), Kuipers (1996), Yeap (1988)). T h e term
cognitive m a p has been widely used to describe the representations which result from these processes. Since the term was
first coined by Tolman (1948), there have been numerous
theories proposed to describe these representations (e.g.
D o w n s & Stea (1973) Gallistel (1989)).
In our o w n laboratory a computational theory of cognitive
maps has been developed which seeks to explain what information is m a d e explicit at each step in the cognitive mapping
process starting at the bottom with what is delivered by
vision (Yeap, 1988; Yeap, Holmes, & Jefferies, 1994; Yeap &
Jefferies, 1997; Yeap, Naylor, & Jefferies, 1990). W e are
interested in h o w spatial knowledge develops from the most
primitive representations computed directly from the senses
and on through various stages to ever more sophisticated representations.
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The predominant theory regarding the development of spatial knowledge is that of Siegel and White (1975) - it suggests that the progression of spatial knowledge in a cognitive
m a p is from landmark to route to survey m a p . T h e essence of
this theory is that landmarks are rememberedfirstand this is
followed by an initial topological network and then a m u c h
expanded one and finally euclidean information becomes
available. The main argument in favor of this theory is the
experimental evidence which shows that as one's knowledge
of the spatial environment progresses landmark knowledge is
far more accurate than route knowledge and likewise route
knowledge is more accurate than survey knowledge (Cousins, Siegel, & Maxwell, 1983; Lee & Schmidt, 1988;
Moeser, 1988). Given the complexity of computing survey
knowledge as compared to landmark knowledge such a finding is not surprising. However it does not necessarily follow
that route and survey knowledge cannot be computed simultaneously alongside landmark knowledge (see Yeap & Jefferies (1997) for a detailed discussion). Recently, Montello
(1993) criticized the landmark/route/survey hypothesis arguing that pure landmark or route knowledge always coexist
with metric knowledge about distance and direction, however vague they m a y be. Metric knowledge begins to be
acquired thefirsttime one encounters an environment and
like all spatial knowledge the quantity and quality of the
information stored improves with repeated exposure to its
source. Indeed if one considers the information which is
delivered by the senses as for example in vision, then metric
knowledge is as computable from this input as landmarks or
routes and is abundantly available w h e n compared with landmark knowledge.
H u m a n s "see" the places they visit with m u c h precision.
Even though w e can easily determine where objects are
when w e are looking directly at them, rarely are w e able to
reproduce from m e m o r y an exact description of the places
w e have visited. Not often do w e remember exactly where
objects are when w e cannot physically see them, and nor do
w e easily remember their exact size and distance to other
objects. Yet w e are able to m a k e good use of the vague and
imprecise memories w e have for our environment. T h e deci-

sions w e m a k e on h o w to get from one place to another are
often based on rather sketchy memories for the places w e
have visited along the way. Continuing on with our bottomup approach to computing a cognitive m a p our concern is
with h o w representations of such poor quality are computed
from one's seemingly rich and detailed experience of the
environment.
Our recent work on cognitive mapping has been concerned
with deriving a representation for the viewer's local space
from visual input (Yeap, et al., 1990; Yeap, et al., 1994; Yeap
& Jefferies, 1997). This is a fundamental step in the construction of a cognitive m a p and w e have shown h o w this
could be done. O u r current algorithm emphasizes the importance of detecting exits in view from the surfaces perceived,
and from these exits, a boundary of the local space is computed. Each local space is computed using a cartesian coordinate reference frame and this provides an adequate representation for the task of determining where things are when
the viewer is looking directly at them. The representation is
called an Absolute Space Representation (ASR), a term
which emphasizes the independent, local nature of each local
space visited. O n c e computed the individual A S R s can be
connected together in the way they are experienced to form a
cognitive m a p . Computing iJie local space in this way is a
necessaryfirststep but once one moves out of the current
space, it is evidently clear that, at least for humans, one does
not remember the exact details of its shape. H o w then would
the representation devolve into what the viewer actually
remembers, i.e. a vague representation of what was initially
computed and if such a representation is computed, what
effect does this have on the construction of a cognitive m a p ?
In this paper w e describe one method w e have devised for
devolving the initial description of the local space into a
m u c h simplified representation and w e show the effect of
using it to build a cognitive map. W e have written computer
programs to test our ideas. The results from two experiments
which simulate a viewer with a 150° view moving through a
complex 2 D environment are presented.
In recent years the qualitative spatial reasoning ( Q S R )
community has proposed m a n y methodologies for representing and reasoning with this vague and uncertain spatial
knowledge (Clementini, Di Felice, & Hernandez, 1995;
Cohn, Randell, & Cui, 1995; Egenhofer & Khaled, 1992;
Hernandez, 1993; Rohrig, 1994). In the next section, on
related work, w e examine some of their methods and briefly
mention one cognitive mapping implementation which
makes use of qualiutive representations and reasoning techniques (Kuipers, 1996).
Related Work
C o h n & Gotts (1996b) state that: "The challenge of Q S R is
to provide calculi which allow a machine to represent and
reason with spatial entities of higher dimension, without
resorting to the traditional quantitative techniques prevalent
in, for example, the computer graphics or computer vision
communities". M u c h of the motivation for Q S R comes from
the fact that accurate metric representations grossly overspecify the accuracy which is achievable. For a robot the sensors employed are incapable of delivering such accuracy.
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H u m a n s on the other hand are able to compensate for this
with high level conceptual knowledge about h o w their environment should appear to them, however the problem for
them is that the representation seems to quickly degrade once
there is no longer immediate feedback from the environment.
A c o m m o n theme is apparent across many of the Q S R models - spatial relations are defined in such a w a y that the various relationships between objects can be distinguished at an
appropriate but usually coarse granularity. Given some facts
about pairs of objects the transitivity of the spatial relations
is exploited to infer further facts. For example, if A is in front
of B and B is in front of C then it can be inferred that A is
also infrontof C. The possible inferences are usually stored
in composition tables.
For Hernandez, Clementini and Di Felice (Hernandez,
1993; Hernandez, Clementini, & DiFelice, 1995), the key to
defining qualitative spatial relationships is to make explicit
just those spatial relations necessary for a particular context,
thus eliminating unnecessary detail. Within the local space
orientation is expressed using relations such as left, right,
front, and back (for a level with four distinctions); left-back,
right-back, left-front, and right-back, would be added for a
level with eight distinctions. In large-scale geographic space
the absolute orientation relations north, south, east, west, etc
would be used. Eight topological relations are defined -disjoint, tangent, overlaps, contains-at-border, included-at-border, contains, included, and equal. Hernandez (Hernandez,
1993) defines neighboring structures to simplify the process
of calculating the composition of pairs of relations. In Hernandez et al. (1995) a methodology for representing and reasoning with qualitative distance as it pertains to large-scale
geographic space is developed. The problem in representing
distance relations is that our notions of vague terms such as
far and near are defined by the context in which they are
used. To define a distance relation Hernandez et al. (1995)
specifies & primary object, a reference object, and & frame of
reference. Distance relations can be specified at various levels of granularity, for example a level with four distinctions
would comprise very close, close, far and very far Thus a
system of distance relations is defined along with a set of
structure relations which define h o w the distance relations
relate to each other. The composition of spatial relations as in
A. far B and B close C results in a relation between A and C
over some range of distances specified by a lower and upper
bound.
Cohn et al.'s (1995) RCC-theory defines some basic relations to specify the connectivity of a pair of spatial regions.
R C C - 5 has the set of five relations, partially overlapping,
proper part, equal, proper part inverse, and distinct regions.
A finer granularity of relationships is achieved by splitting
individual members in the set into two or more disjoint relations. For example, in R C C - 8 , the set of eight relations, partially overlapping is split into tangential proper part and
non-tangential proper part. In (Cohn & Gotts, 1996a) the
RCC-theory is extended to encompass regions with indeterminate boundaries. While Cohn's group has mostly been
concerned with qualitative representational issues, Bennett
(Bennett, 1994) has proposed a method for automatically
generating the entries in the composition table of R C C relations using propositional logic.

One implementation that does compute qualitative representations from sensory information is that of Kuipers
(1996). His Spatial Semantic Hierarchy comprisesfivelayers
from sensorimotor to metric level with the topological level
being immediately prior to the metric level. Assimilation of
knowledge proceeds from layer to layer with each layer providing the properties that the next one depends on. The topological layer consists of places, paths and regions along with
connectivity and containment relations. Following on from
the topological layer, the metric layer adds metric attributes
so that places, paths and regions are linked by metric relations, such as relative and absolute angles and distances,
according to s o m e framework.
Computing a Qualitative Local Space
Representation
Determining the ongoing nature of spatial memories when
they are no longer receiving immediate feedback from the
environment is not easy. Studies which examine this problem
are mostly concerned with the manner in which the representations are distorted and their significance altered once they
are merged into the wider "picture in the head". Variables
such as size, distance and location are often systematically
distorted by containment relations and the significance of an
object as compared with others it is related to (Hirtle &
Jonides, 1985; Holyoak & M a h , 1982; Sadalla, Burroughs,
& Staplin, 1980; Tversky, 1992). But these modifications
result from some top-down processing, i.e. the input to the
process isn't only what has been computed bottom-up from
the senses but also includes the results of earlier computations, often higher-level representations which are conceptually more sophisticated.
Our concern at this stage is only with what can be computed bottom-up from the senses. It is our contention that the
initial representation computed for a local space is computed
for the viewer's immediate needs, to provide a locus for the
objects surrounding the viewer, and the activities which
involve these objects. But while m u c h of the detail is forgotten or goes unnoticed one can still remain cognizant of the
local space for a long time after it was occupied. To encapsulate a local space in this way would only require representing
its extent in very rough terms, but the resulting representation could still provide a useful framework for reasoning
about the local space and could then become more elaborate
as the viewer's familiarity with the environment increases.
Such a representation is "qualitative" in the sense of Q S R ;
the representation m a y never be isomorphic to the actual
environment and the "quality" of the information represented
would be extremely variable.
W e compute such a representation by devolving the initial
representation computed into a rectangle which roughly
approximates its extent. A straightforward algorithm is used
- points on the surfaces forming the boundary of the A S R are
sampled tofirstlyfinda good length for the rectangle and
then the length itself is sampled tofinda good width. W e call
this representation a fuzzy A S R . Figure I (a) shows an initial
A S R computed, its surfaces are labelled si - s5 and its exits
e I - e4 (for a detailed description of this algorithm, see Yeap
& Jefferies (1997)). The fuzzy A S R computed from this A S R
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Figure 1. (a) A n exact A S R computed while the viewer
occupied the local space, (b) the fuzzy A S R description
which devolves from the A S R in (a)
is shown in Figure 1 (b). No claims are made as to the plausibility of our method. In reality m a n y processes would be
operating to modify the original A S R and w e cannot claim to
fully understand these. This is but one method for producing
a fuzzy A S R . There will be many, m a n y more.
The real significance of the fuzzy A S R for our computational theory is the manner in which the representation is
able to be used to structure the cognitive m a p , however
poorly. The fuzzy A S R does not comprise actual surfaces or
exits, it merely represents a portion of space once occupied
by the viewer. But one would expect the viewer to remember
some of the connections to neighboring spaces, confused
though they m a y be. Thus w e retain the connections to
neighboring "ASRs", but only in the loosest sense. W e conducted two exf)eriments with the program by varying the
amount of knowledge the viewer retained for the connections
between A S R s . W e thus showed h o w a fuzzy cognitive m a p
might be structured and h o w useful such a m a p might be.
In thefirstexperiment the viewer remembers h o w m a n y
exits there are in an A S R but no locational information is
retained for them. For the fuzzy A S R in Figure 1 (b), for
example, the viewer remembers just that there are four exits,
el, e2, e3 and e4. W h e n the A S R is exited a connection is
m a d e to the A S R just entered but the viewer does not remember which exit was used. Our viewer has a very poor m e m o r y
indeed! The outcome of this is a scenario often faced by
humans "I k n o w I've been here before so which doorway
did I use to get to..." Thus the information m a d e explicit in a
fuzzy-ASR comprises the rough extent of the A S R , the number of exits in the A S R and which neighboring A S R s have
been experienced as connected to this one. The results of the
experiment are displayed in Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) shows the
portion of the environment traversed and Figure 2 (b) a cognitive m a p constructed from the "exact" A S R s computed for
each local space visited. Note that although for display purposes the A S R s are laid out as if there is one global coordinate system, in reality this is not the case. Each A S R is
independent of all others with its o w n local coordinate system, and the only links to other A S R s are through the exits
used to traverse them. Thus the viewer knows exactly where
each surface and exit in the A S R is located, and exactly
which exits are used to connect to neighboring A S R s . T h e
actual structure of the cognitive m a p is mostly route-like,
except where previously visited A S R s are able to be recognized (see Yeap, Jefferies, & Naylor (1991)). These parts of
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Figure 2. (a) The environment traversed, (b) a cognitive m a p computed from exact A S R s (c) the viewer's interpretation of
a cognitive m a p computed from fuzzy A S R s where the viewer has no locational information for the exits, (d)the viewer's
interpretation of a cognitive m a p constructed from fuzzy A S R s where the viewer knows on which side of the fuzzy A S R
the exits are located but not their exact position.
the m a p exhibit a more integrated structure. Figures 2 (c) and
(d) convey the underlying structure of the fiizzy cognitive
m a p more realistically but this is only practical for a small
number of A S R s . In all the figures the A S R s are numbered in
the order in which they are visited.
The fuzzy cognitive m a p constructed for the path in Figure
2 (a) would comprise:
fuzzy-ASR 1 with four exits, connected to A S R 2
fuzzy-ASR2 with two exits, connected to A S R 3, A S R 1
fuzzy-ASR3 withfiveexits, connected to A S R 4, A S R 2
fuzzy-ASR4 with three exits, connected to A S R 5, A S R 3
fuzzy-ASR5 with four exits, connected to A S R 6, A S R 4
fuzzy-ASR6 with three exits, connected to A S R 5
To demonstrate the usefulness of such a map, the viewer is
told to repeat the journey from start tofinishin its head. Figure 2 (c) demonstrates h o w confused a viewer making use of
such a m a p could become. A s the viewer imagines re-entering A S R 1, its knows from its fuzzy m a p that one of these
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exits leads into A S R 2 but not which one. The viewer randomly chooses an exit. The line emanating from the bottom
of fuzzy A S R l , rather than its side, demonstrates that the
viewer made an erroneous decision. It can be seen from the
output from our computer simulations displayed in this figure that the errors m a d e here result in rotation errors in the
cognitive m a p and while they are not shown in this figure,
translation errors are possible also.
In the second experiment w e allowed the viewer to
remember on which side of the fuzzy A S R the exits were
located and thus on which side of a fuzzy A S R the connection to a particular A S R is located. Figure 2 (d) shows a
viewer's attempt at using a fuzzy cognitive m a p constructed
using this strategy. In A S R 1 the viewer recalls that A S R 1
connects to A S R 2 via an exit on the left side of A S R 1 and
since there is only one such exit the correct choice is made.
However, on the side of A S R 3 which connects to A S R 4
there are two exits. O n e leads directly into A S R 4 (see Figure
2 (b)) and one leads into an as yet unexplored region of the
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Figure 3.(a) The environment traversed, (b) a cognitive m a p computed from exact A S R s (c) the viewer's interpretation of
a cognitive m a p computed from fuzzy A S R s where the viewer has no locational information for the exits, (d)the viewer's
interpretation of a cognitive m a p constructed from fuzzy A S R s where the viewer knows on which side of the fuzzy A S R
the exits are located but not their exact position.
environment - this exit can be seen as the Hghter shaded gap
in the boundary directly adjacent to the exit into A S R 4 in
Figure 2 (b). To visit A S R 4 from A S R 3 the viewer must
choose between these exits and does so correctly (this time).
If the incorrect exit had been chosen a translation error
would have occurred. This is the case in Figure 3 (d) when
the viewer does m a k e a wrong decision on which exit leads
from A S R 3 into A S R 4. See the paragraph which follows for
a more detailed explanation.
Figure 3 shows the results of applying the strategies of
both experiments to a longer traversal of the environment.
Again Figure 3 (a) shows the environment traversed, (b) the
cognitive m a p constructed from exact A S R s , (c) the cognitive m a p constructed when the viewer has no locational
information for the exits in a fuzzy A S R , and (d) the cognitive m a p constructed when the viewer remembers which side
of the fuzzy A S R the exits are on. Note in Figures 3 (b), (c)
and (d) that the viewer fails to recognize A S R 3 when the
local space is re-entered from A S R 4 and a new A S R , A S R 8
is constructed. This is overlaid on top of A S R 3 only for display convenience. There is no such integration in the
viewer's "head" and a one dimensional route-like structure is
a better approximation of the actual structure of this part of
the cognitive map. Figure 3 (c) has the expected rotation
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error. A translation error occurs at about fuzzy A S R 3 in both
Figure 3 (c) and Figure 3 (d). This is most noticeable in the
way in which fuzzy A S R 8 in particular, has shifted in relation to fuzzy A S R 3 in the display. In deciding which exit
leads from fuzzy A S R 3 into fuzzy A S R 4 the viewer selects
an eiToneous one which is on the same side of the fuzzy A S R
as the correct one. In Figure 3 (d) it is just possible to m a k e
out a corner of fuzzy A S R 4 underneath fuzzy A S R 5. Unfortunately in Figure 3 (c) fuzzy A S R 4 is completely hidden.
Conclusion
W e have shown h o w a representation for the local space
which is little more than a vague description for its extent
could be computed from an initial accurate description of the
local space. Also shown is the underlying structure of the
cognitive m a p which emerges as the viewer explores its environment, computing these m u d d y descriptions, uncertain as
to h o w they are connected. Such a m a p is not an unrealistic
representation of a viewer's initial tentative exploration of
the environment. However a viewer using one of these m a p s
to navigate around its environment would soon become lost.
H o w is such a m a p enriched as the viewer becomes more
familiar with its environment, not in precise metric terms, but

merely in terms of being able to work out roughly where
places and objects are in relation to others? One would know
exactly which exits in an A S R lead to which neighboring
A S R s but still be no wiser as to their exact coordinate values
in a cartesian frame of reference, for example. Is this the role
of landmarks? The "fuzzy cognitive m a p " has given us a
framework in which w e can study these problems. The fuzzy
A S R provides a structure in which the viewer's experience of
the environment can be charted. Eventually important details
will be recorded and significant events remembered, some
will be remembered well, some poorly. The fuzzy A S R will
continue to evolve to reflect the ever changing memories one
has for the spatial environment.
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the data in the two Rabinowitz and Goldberg experiments. In
addition, the paper presents protocol results from a n e w
experiment designed to further test the assumptions of the
This paper addresses three hypotheses concerning the proceexperiments and the model. Trafton (1996) has described an
dural/declarative distinction: 1) Procedural and declarative
Act-R model for one of Rabinowitz and Goldberg's experiknowledge speed-up as separate, but parallel, power curves; 2)
ments, but a bigger challenge is to construct a single Act-R
Procedural knowledge operates in one direction only—from
model that can account for the results from both expericondition to action—whereas declarative knowledge can be
ments.
cued by any of its elements; and 3) Declarative knowledge is
active—it can result in behavior independent of procedural
knowledge. The paper presents a single Act-R model that
Rabinowitz and Goldberg's Experiments
closelyfitsthe data of two learning and transfer experiments
Both experiments used an alphabet arithmetic task, which
conducted by Rabinowitz and Goldberg (1995). The model
consists of problems of the form letter] + number = letter!,
provides a goodfitto the data, further validating Act-R as a
where letter! is number letters after letter1. For example,
model of the human cognitive architecture. In addition, the
A + 2 = ? is C, because C is 2 letters after A .
model shows that the two experiments cannot be used to argue
In Experiment 1, one group of participants (the consistent
that declarative knowledge can be retrieved without any intergroup) received training on 12 different alphabet addition
vening procedural knowledge.
problems that were repeated for 36 blocks. Another group of
participants (the varied group) received training on 72 different problems that were repeated for 6 blocks. The problems
Introduction
used addends from 1 to 6. Consistent problems had two
Recent results suggest that the retrieval of declarative knowloccurrences of each addend, whereas varied problems had
edge and the application of procedural knowledge speed up
12 occurrences.
as separate power laws of practice (see VanLehn, 1996 for a
In the transfer phase, both groups received 12 n e w addireview). In other words, the time to retrieve a declarative
tion problems, repeated 3 times. Rabinowitz and Goldberg
memory element speeds up as a power function of the numreasoned that during training the consistent group would
ber of retrievals, whereas the time to apply a procedure
quickly acquire declarative knowledge of the answers and
speeds up as a power function of the number of applications.
switch to retrieval, whereas the varied group would continue
Another set of results indicates that procedural knowledge
to count up the alphabet. Thus the consistent group would
operates in one direction only—from condition to action—
get a lot of practice at retrieving the answers to the same 12
whereas declarative knowledge can be cued by any of its eleproblems, but relatively little practice on the procedural
ments (Anderson, 1993).
knowledge needed to count up the alphabet. In contrast, the
Rabinowitz and Goldberg (1995) conducted two experivaried group would receive little or no practice retrieving
ments that nicely illustrate these phenomena. These experideclarative knowledge, but a great deal of practice counting
ments use a learning and transfer paradigm to examine
up the alphabet. W h e n transferred to the 12 n e w addition
learning of declarative and procedural knowledge, and their
problems, the consistent group should revert to counting up
different retrieval characteristics. In addition, they used the
the alphabet, resulting in a dramatic decrease in speed. H o w results to argue that declarative knowledge is active—it can
ever, the varied group should show perfect transfer from the
result in behavior independent of procedural knowledge.
training problems to the n e w problems.
Furthermore they argued that Act-R (Anderson, 1993) could
The training results are shown in Figure 1. Each point on
not account for thesefindings,because its declarative m e m the graph is the mean of the median response times for all
ory is inert and can be retrieved only in the service of a prosubjects on a block of 12 problems. The different asymptotes
duction rule.
support the assertion that varied participants practiced proceThis paper presents a single Act-R model that accounts for
dural knowledge, whereas consistent participants practiced
Abstract
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Figure 1: Observed and predicted mean response times during alphabet arithmetic training as a function of training
group and practice block. Observed data replotted from Rabinowitz and Goldberg (1995).
retrieval.
T h e transfer results support the predictions (see Figure 2):
the varied group showed perfect transfer (from 2463 m s to
2427 m s ) , but the consistent group showed considerable
slow d o w n (from 1294 m s to 2858 ms).
Although Experiment 1 supports the predictions, it is also
consistent with a procedural-only long-term store. T h e consistent subjects might have acquired problem-specific procedural knowledge that directly produces the answer to each
problem. For example, knowledge of the form "If problem is
A + 2 , then type C." Since this knowledge is specific to the 12
training problems, it would not have helped the participants
during the transfer phase. This issue is examined in
Rabinowitz and Goldberg's second experiment.
T h e second experiment attempts to determine whether
consistent training leads to specific procedural knowledge,
or to declarative knowledge. It is based on the hypothesis
that declarative and procedural knowledge have different
retrieval characteristics. Declarative knowledge is thought to
be subject to symmetric retrieval, meaning that any part of a
declarative m e m o r y element can act as a cue for the retrieval
of that element. Procedural knowledge is thought to be subject to symmetric access, meaning that a procedure operates
in only one direction: from condition to action.
Training in Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1,
however, in the transfer phase, both groups were given 12
subtraction problems repeated 3 times. A subtraction problem is of the form letterl number - letter!. For example,
C-2=A. T h e 12 subtraction problems were inverted versions
of the addition problems that both groups had seen during
training. If the consistent group acquires declarative knowl-
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edge of the addition problems, the participants in this group
should be able to solve the subtraction problems by retrieving and inverting addition problems. However, if this group
has acquired problem-specific procedural knowledge, they
will need to develop a n e w procedure for counting d o w n the
alphabet, as will the varied participants—who presumably
strengthen their procedural knowledge during training.
Training results are similar to those for Experiment 1. The
transfer results are consistent with the predictions: the varied
group requires considerably more time than the consistent
group (see Figure 3). T h e consistent group went from H O C
m s to 4557 ms, whereas the varied group went from 2500 m s
to 7689 m s .
Taken together, Experiments 1 and 2 support the speed-up
of both declarative knowledge retrieval and procedural
knowledge application, as well as symmetric access to
declarative knowledge and asymmetric access to procedural
knowledge.

An Act-R Model
Act-R (Anderson, 1993) seems well suited for modeling
these results, because it contains procedural and declarative
long-term stores, along with learning mechanisms that alter
the speed of elements in the two stores as a function of experience. Such a model will serve three purposes. First, it will
act as an additional test for several of Act-R's theoretical
assumptions. Second, although each of Act-R's mechanisms
has been tested in isolation, this model will test the interaction of several mechanisms. Third, the model will provide an
explicit account of declarative and procedural learning and
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Figure 2: M e a n response times for Experiment 1 as a
function of task and group.
transfer that might then be used to analyze a wide range of
more complex cognitive tasks. T h e model presented here
uses Act-R 4.0 (Anderson & Lebiere, in press).
The alphabet arithmetic model has three main production
rules for the main goal (see Table 1). R E T R I E V E - P L U S R E S U L T attempts to solve an addition problem by retrieving
a fact from declarative m e m o r y that matches the problem,
but also contains the answer. If successful, it uses the
retrieved answer as the solution. R E T R I E V E - M I N U S R E S U L T attempts to solve a subtraction problem by retrieving an addition declarative m e m o r y element ( D M E ) that is
the inverse of the subtraction problem. In other words, if the
current problem is C-2=?, this rule will attempt to retrieve a
fact of the form letter + 2 = C. S U B G O A L - C O U N T creates a
subgoal to solve the current problem by counting up or d o w n
the alphabet.

Figure 3: M e a n response times for Experiment 2 as a
function of task and group.
have any D M E s to retrieve, so it will always use S U B G O A L - C O U N T . However, each time it solves a problem, it
automatically remembers the problem and solution as a
D M E . These D M E s are then available for recall in future trials. Details of this memorization process are given below.
The computation subgoal works by counting either up or
d o w n the alphabet. It uses a set of declarative m e m o r y elements that represent the alphabet using the chunks:

A B C D EFG HIJK L M N O P QRS TUV W X Y Z

Each chunk is a D M E containing up to five letters and a
pointer to thfe next chunk.
The subgoal contains 26 rules that implement counting
forward and backward through the alphabet. T o do this, it
mustfirstretrieve the alphabet chunk that contains the starting letter (e.g., A for A-i-2=?). Next it steps forward along the
chunk until it finds the starting letter. Finally, it counts along
the alphabet (either forward or backward) the required numTable 1: The English version of the model's main productionber of letters. If it reaches a chunk boundary, it must retrieve
rules.
either the next or previous chunk before continuing the
count.
Retrieve-Plus-Result
The subgoal automatically produces a declarative m e m o r y
IF the goal is to do an alphabet A D D I T I O N arithmetic
trace of the problem and its solution. Goals in Act-R are
problem of the form letter! + number =, but the answer
D M E s that have been pushed onto the goal stack. Y o u can
has not been determined, and there is a fact in m e m o r y
think of a goal as problem-specific working memory,
stating that letter 1 + number = letter2
because it encodes the problem, the solution, and possibly
T H E N note letter2 as the answer
intermediate results. W h e n the subgoal is achieved, a rule
Retrieve-Minus-Result
pops the goal off of Act-R's goal stack, but the goal remains
IF the goal is to do an alphabet S U B T R A C T I O N arithin declarative m e m o r y as a D M E representing the problem
metic problem of the form letter! - number -, but the
and its solution.
answer has not been determined, and there is a fact in
The model uses three of Act-R's mechanisms: base-level
memory stating that letter2 -i- number = letter!
learning, which speeds up access to c o m m o n l y retrieved
T H E N note letter2 as the answer
D M E s , strength learning, which speeds up rules that are
Subgoal-Count
commonly used, and the m e m o r y retrieval threshold, which
IF the goal is to do an alphabet arithmetic problem, but the
prevents the retrieval of D M E s below a specified activation.
answer has not been determined
To understand h o w these mechanisms produce the speedT H E N set a subgoal to compute the answer by counting
up and transfer shown in the data, you mustfirstunderstand
h o w Act-R predicts latencies. T h e total time for a trial in
The model first tries to retrieve an answer by using the
Act-R is the s u m of the times needed to fire each production
appropriate retrieval rule. If the retrieval fails, then S U B rule during that trial. The time to fire a rule is the s u m of the
G O A L - C O U N T willfireto create the computation subgoal.
time needed to retrieve the D M E s it matches plus the time to
The model switches from computation to retrieval by
execute the rule's action. T h e time to retrieve a D M E is
acquiring declarative representations of problems that it has
inversely proportional to D M E activation and production
solved. W h e n the model begins to solve problems it will not
strength:
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-f(A, + S J
ti =

Equation 1

Fe

Here, F and f are constants. A, is the activation of D M E /,
and Sp is the strength of production p.
The activation of a D M E is the s u m of its base level activation and the spreading activation from other D M E s :

Ai = B, + X W j S j i

Equation 2

J
where Bi is the base level activation, W . is the source activation of D M E J, and 5,, is the strength of association from; to
i. A single unit of source activation is divided a m o n g all
D M E s that fill slots of the current goal. For the present
model, this means that elements of the current problem (i.e.,
the letter, operator, and number) will spread activation to
D M E s representing past solutions. For example, if the current goal is to solve A + 2 , then A will spread activation to all
D M E s of previous problems that contain A either as the first
letter or as the answer. T h e same is true for the operator and
the number. Hence, the D M E that represents the past solution to the current problem will receive activation from all
three elements and will, most likely, be the most active

DME.
T h e base level activation of a D M E reflects the log prior
odds that the D M E will be matched by a production rule.
Act-R assumes that these odds increase as a function of use
and decrease as a function of delay. This is given by the optimized base-level learning equation:
B.

= In

nL

-dx

1-d

+ P

Equation 3

where P represents the initial base-level, d is the decay rate,
L is the time since the D M E was created, and n is the number
of times the D M E has been used.
The use count of a D M E is incremented whenever the
D M E is matched by a rule or w h e n a duplicate D M E is created. A s noted above, w h e n a goal is popped from the stack it
remains in declarative memory. However, if Act-R detects
that a newly created D M E is identical to an existing D M E ,
then it destroys the n e w D M E and increments the use count
of the old D M E . This increases the D M E ' s chances of recall
in future trials.
A D M E that matches a rule's condition will be successfully retrieved whenever its activation exceeds the global
retrieval threshold. W h e n a D M E isfirstcreated, its baselevel activation is set to a base level constant plus a permanent activation noise.
W e can n o w see h o w the model might learn to retrieve
declarative traces in the consistent training condition, but not
in the varied training condition. In the consistent condition,
the model is exposed to each problem 36 times. These frequent exposures boost the base-level activation of the m e m ory traces, allowing the retrieval rules to directly recall the
solutions. In contrast, in the varied condition the model is
exposed to each problem only six times. In addition, the varied condition takes longer because thefirst72 trials can only
be solved by counting. In the consistent condition there is a
chance of recalling one or more answers after thefirst12 tri-
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als. Even if w e assume that both conditions can be done in
the same amount of time, Equation 3 predicts major differences infinalbase-level activations.
The speed-up of participants in the consistent condition is
predicted by Equation 1, which predicts that retrieval latency
is inversely proportional to activation and rule strength.
Without considering rule strength w e can see that an increase
in D M E activation will lead to lower predicted retrieval
times and hence lower trial times in the consistent condition.
The model predicts that speed-up in the varied condition
and part of the speed up in the consistent condition is due to
speed-up of procedural knowledge. A s discussed earlier in
this section, Act-R assumes that the latency of a rule application is inversely proportional to its strength and the activation of the D M E s that it matches (see the discussion
surrounding Equations 1 and 2). Rule strength is governed
by the same equation that governs base-level learning (Equation 3) except that L is the time since the rule was created, d
is a separate strength decay constant, and n is the number of
times the rule has been fired.
Strength learning, combined with the latency equations
(Equations 1 and 2), predict the speed-up in the varied condition and w h y varied training produces perfect transfer to new
addition problems, whereas consistent training shows no
transfer. In the varied condition, the model receives a lot of
practice using the rules for counting up the alphabet and
these same rules are also used in transfer. In contrast, when
the model is given consistent training, it learns to retrieve the
answers to the 12 problems, so it rarely uses the counting
rules. O n c e the model reaches the transfer phase it must
begin to use the counting rules again, but their strengths will
be either at or below their initial values, producing the dramatic slowdown observed in the data.
The model also accounts for the subtraction transfer
results. In the consistent condition, the model acquires and
strengthens D M E s representing each problem and its solution. W h e n transferred to subtraction, these D M E s have a
high enough activation to be retrieved and inverted by
R E T R I E V E - M I N U S - R E S U L T . T h e model predicts that performance will be slower than at the end of training, because
it has not yet strengthened R E T R I E V E - M I N U S - R E S U L T In
contrast, w h e n the model is in the varied training condition,
the D M E s rarely become active enough to retrieve, so they
are not available during transfer. Although the model has
strengthened its rules for counting up the alphabet, very few
of these rules are used to count d o w n , so the model must use
counting d o w n rules that have not yet been used, and hence
are m u c h slower to fire.
The above discussion illustrates h o w the model can make
the right qualitative predictions. The remainder of this section discusses the quantitative predictions and theirfitto the
observed data.
Four parameters were estimated to fit the model to the
data. These were the base-level learning decay parameter (d
in Equation 3), production strength decay parameter,
retrieval threshold, and permanent activation noise. These
four parameters are critical to fitting the data. The rule
strength decay parameter affects the learning rate of procedural knowledge. T h e interaction of the retrieval threshold

with the three other parameters determines the amount of
practice needed before the model can switch from computation to retrieval. T ofitthe data, these parameters must be set
so that consistent training leads the model to reU-icvc the
answers, whereas varied training leads the model to continue
to compute the answers. In addition, the parameters must
also produce therightlearning curves for the two conditions.
Thefitreported here was obtained with base-level learning
decay set to .7, strength decay set to .5, retrieval threshold set
to .55, and permanent activation noise variance set to .15. In
addition, the total time to read the problem and type a letter
was estimated at a constant 1.25 sec. This defines the lower
bound of the model's response times. T o reflect familiarity
with the alphabet, all alphabet D M E s were given initial baselevel activations of .974, reflecting 100 uses in the last 1000
seconds. Production rule strengths were initially set to .486,
reflecting 25 uses in the past 1000 seconds. All other parameters used the default Act-R 4.0 values.
The model's predictions for the training phase in Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 1 along with the observed data.
The model predictions were produced by simulating 15 subjects in each condition. T h e same model and parameter values were used for both conditions. T h e R^ for the consistent
condition was .89 and for the varied condition .78. This is
pretty good considering that two different groups of subjects
were modeled using the same parameters. In addition, the
model captures the qualitative trends in the data—consistent
simulations get m u c h faster than varied simulations.
The transfer results are shown in Figures 2 and 3. T h e
model closelyfitsthe quantitative and qualitative results for
alphabet addition transfer: consistent training leads to a large
slow d o w n in the transfer phase, whereas varied training
results in perfect transfer. T h e subtraction transfer simulation
matches the qualitative results, but not the quantitative ones:
consistent training leads to better performance on subtraction
than does varied training, but the model underestimates the
latency of subU-action problems.
The poor fit of the model to the quantitative subtraction
data for the varied condition is easy to fix. It is possible to
increase the time to compute a subtraction problem answer
by either decreasing the strength of the subtraction counting
rules or by switching to a different technique to solve the
problems. A decrease in the rules' strengths is justifiable
because most people rarely need to recite the alphabet backwards. However, it is also possible that people use a different
strategy, such as guessing an answer and then counting forward to see if it is the right one. The next section further
explores this issue.
The poor match to the subtraction latency in the consistent
condition is m u c h more puzzling. Specifically, w h y do the
participants need over 4 seconds to solve each problem? If
they are really recalling an alphabet addition problem and
inverting it, then they should be closer to the predicted times,
but instead their times are more than double the predictions.
O n e possibility is that only a subset of varied participants
actually switched to retrieval, whereas the remainder used
computation. This hypothesis is further explored in the next
section.
The model's goodfitto the data shows that active declara-
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tive knowledge is not needed to account for the results. Thus,
the two experiments do not discriminate between declarative
knowledge being inert or active. However, it is possible that
protocol data might provide evidence concerning this issue.
Protocol Analysis
To better understand the strategies that people use for alphabet arithmetic, particularly with respect to subtraction, a
variant of Rabinowitz and Goldberg's Experiment 2 was run
at T h e Ohio State University. Participants were 4 2 undergraduate students w h o received course credit for their effort.
The main change to the experiment was that participants
were required to answer a questionnaire that asked them to
describe the strategies they used to solve the problems during training and then during transfer.
T h e analysis considered the three issues discussed at the
end of the last section: 1) strategies for computing subtraction answers; 2) whether only a subset of consistent training
participants used retrieval in the subtraction transfer phase;
and 3) inert versus active declarative knowledge.
Three main strategies were mentioned during the training
phase: counting only, counting plus recall, and computing (in
an unspecified w a y ) plus recall. M a n y more strategies were
mentioned in the transfer phase: counting backwards only,
recall and inversion only, counting backwards or computing
initially then switching to recall and inversion, generate and
test, and a mixture of counting back and generate and test.
Table 2 shows the percentage of participants in each category. T h e results clearly support the assumption that varied
training leads to more counting, whereas consistent training
leads to direct retrieval. 9 5 % of the participants in the consistent group reported using recall during training, versus
only 3 2 % of those in the varied condition. M o s t participants
in the varied group ( 6 8 % ) reported that they used only counting throughout the entire training phase, in contrast to only
5 % of participants in the consistent group.
T h e transfer protocol results are consistent with the
hypothesis that varied training leads to strengthened asymmetrically accessible procedural knowledge for counting up,
whereas consistent training leads to symmetrically accessible declarative knowledge. 7 0 % of the consistent group
reported recalling and inverting the addition problems, versus only 5 % of the varied group. Likewise, only 1 5 % of the
consistent group reported counting back only, versus 3 6 % of
the varied group. Another 1 8 % of the varied group used the
generate and test strategy.
These results help clarify the model's problems of underestimating the difficulty of subtraction. First, they s h o w that
at least 1 5 % of the consistent group used computation
instead of recall, offering a possible explanation for the
higher than predicted response times for this group on the
transfer task. Second, the results indicate that the model's
strategy of counting backward is consistent with the majority
of participants in the varied group, but that the model is simply underestimating the time required to count back. In fact,
two participants w h o used generate and test, mentioned that
they switched to this method because counting back w a s too
difficult.

Table 2: Reported strategy use based on training group and
task.
Condition
Consistent

Varied

(n = 20)

(n = 22)

Training
Counting only
Count + Recall
Compute + Recall

5%(1)
80% (16)
15% (3)

6 8 % (15)
3 2 % (7)

0%

IVansfer
Counting back only
Recall and Invert

15% (3)
6 0 % (12)
5 % (1)

Count back then
recall and invert
Compute then Recall 5 % (1)
and Invert
Generate and Test
Count back + Gener-

5%(1)
0%

3 6 % (8)
5 % (1)

0%
0%

(1997) have shown that feeling-of-knowing is based on similarity of the problem to previously seen problems, not on the
availability of an answer to the problem. Since subtraction
problems are so different from the inverted addition problems, it seems likely that solving one or two subtraction
problems might lead to a feeling of knowing based on similarity between the solved subtraction problem and previously
seen addition problems. This feeling-of-knowing might then
prompt a person to consciously explore the similarities.
Second, the model's successfulfitto the data and the protocol results provide additional support for separate declarative and procedural long-term memory stores. In addition,
the model also shows that the separate strengthening of procedural and declarative knowledge can produce the observed
results.
Third, the paper shows that Act-R is sufficient to capture
both the qualitative and quantitative details of the acquisition
and transfer of procedural and declarative memory. More
importantly, the model shows that several Act-R mechanisms working together can predict whether training will
lead to procedural strengthening or the recall of declarative
knowledge.

1 8 % (4)
9 % (2)
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Abstract

at different orientations. Participants were instructed "to
visualize the right-hand stimulus rotating until it w a s
aligned with the left-hand stimulus, and then were to decide
whether the two shapes were identical or mirror reversed"
(Cohen et al., 1996, p. 92). In a control condition, the
members of each pair of shapes were presented at the same
orientation, and participants thus did not have to perform
mental rotation prior to making the s a m e decision; as
before, the response conveying the outcome of the decision
(i.e., identical vs. mirror-image) consisted of pressing one of
two buttons. Cohen et al. compared the f M R I data yielded
by the two conditions for each participant. They found that,
for at least half the participants, mental rotation w a s
associated with increased activity in hand somatosensory
cortex and in premotor cortex (though it should also be
noted that increased activity in s o m e other cortical areas was
even more widespread a m o n g participants).

Development of powerful brain imaging techniques has
revolutionised our knowledge of the patterns of cerebral
activation which underlie the performance of cognitive
tasks. Particularly striking is the extent to which
cognitive performance has been shown to be accompanied
by motor processing even in the absence of physical
movement, consistent also with considerable behavioral
evidence. By definition, left-handed and right-handed
people exhibit systematic differences in motor processing.
It is thus possible in principle that handedness-dependent
differences in patterns of motor activation m a y exert
observable effects upon cognitive performance. N e w
evidence suggests that this is indeed the case. It has been
shown that people's handedness can significantly influence
the accuracy of what they remember. Cognitive Science
thus needs a chiral component. The results of experiments
support the hypothesis that handedness effects are linked
directly to specific patterns of motor activation, rather
than indirectly to general differences in hemispheric
processing.

Inner Scribe

Motor Activation in Cognition
In recent years, neuroimaging and behavioral methods of
investigation have provided two separate lines of evidence
for motor activation during cognitive perfonnance.
Brain Activation
The mapping of patterns of brain activation has produced
evidence of the occurrence of motor processing during the
perfonnance of tasks which hinge upon mental activity
rather than upon physical movement. For example, Decety
in positron emission
and colleagues have s h o w n
tomography (PET) studies that w h e n a person imagines
grasping an object (Decety et al., 1994) or observes a hand
action that they have been asked to imitate (Decety et al.,
1997) there is strong activation of cerebral regions involved
in the planning and generation of movements.
Similarly, Cohen et aJ. (1996) used functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine cortical activity
during the performance of mental rotation, employing the
classic ta.sk of Shepard and Metzler (1971). Participants
were shown pairs of two-dimensional pictures of threedimensional block shapes, and had to decide whether the
shapes were identical or mirror-images. In the experimental
condition, the members of each pair of shapes were presented

Brain activation findings raise the question of whether it is
possible to detect the influence of motor processes within
behavioral data that emanate from cognitive tasks for which
performance is ostensibly determined by abstract processes
unrelated to movement. A paradigmatic case is that of recall
from m e m o r y . Here, there is indeed evidence that the
retention of spatial information can be influenced by
underlying motor processes, since it suffers interference from
concurrent limb m o v e m e n t (e.g.. Farmer, B e r m a n , &
Fletcher, 1986; Quinn, 1994; Smyth & Pelky. 1992).
T o account for such findings, Logie has developed further
the concept of the visuo-spatial store, hypothesised by
Baddeley (1986) to be one of the three principal components
of working m e m o r y . It is proposed (e.g., Logie, 1995;
Logie & Pearson, 1997) that the visuo-spatial store itself
has two parts, the inner scribe and the visual cache. T h e
inner scribe is a dynamic, motor-linked system which allows
the contents of the visual cache, a static visual store, to be
redrawn. B y this means, the inner scribe supports the
rehearsal, manipulation, and transformation of visual and
spatial information (cf. also Kosslyn et al., 1988). T h e
concept of the inner scribe provides a bridge between the
general indications from brain activity mapping of a motor
component in cognitive performance and a specific issue to
be focussed on here. T h e possibility to be investigated is
that the outcome of s o m e forms of m e m o r y retrieval m a y
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depend upon the hiuidedncss of the person concerned.
Handedness and Cognition
A striking characteristic of the human species is the
predominant preference for movements of one limb, the
right hand, rather than its symmetric counterpart, the left
hand. Preference for the use of a right or left limb is
widespread among individual members of nonhuman species.
For these species, however, the preference appears in general
to reflect chance factors, since left-limbed and right-limbed
m e m b e r s of a species occur with approximately equal
frequencies (though evidence of the exception provided by
primatology is considered later). In contrast, approximately
9 0 % of humans tend to favour use of the right hand. The
ubiquity of the preference for therighthand across time and
place suggests that it has a genetic origin (e.g., Corballis,
1997; M c M a n u s & Bryden. 1992), although social and
cultural factors also play a role (e.g., Harris, 1990; Provins,
1997).
By definition, left-handed andright-handedpeople differ in
some of their patterns of motor processing. They tend also
to differ in the extent to which language functions are
lateralised within the cerebral hemispheres (e.g., Loring et
al., 1990). But the question to be examined here is that of
whether they differ in their normal patterns of cognitive
performance as well. It has been argued that it is difficult to
establish any empirical link at all between handedness and
cognition (e.g.. Bishop, 1990). though an association
between left-handedness and developmental reading
difficulties has often been hypothesised. This association
has also been hypothesised to extend to a number of
manifestations of i m m u n e disease (e.g., Geschwind &
Behan, 1982; Geschwind & Galaburda. 1987), although
again a number of problems in assembling empirical
support for the proposal have been noted (e.g., Bryden,
M c M a n u s , & Bulman-Fleming. 1994).
W h a t of the core cognitive domain of memory? Until
recently, m e m o r y performance had generally been assumed
to be independent of handedness. However, there is n o w
reliable evidence that, at least in one area, what a person
remembers is influenced by the person's handedness.
Handedness and a Mnemonic Illusion
The coin head illusion (Jones, 1990; Jones & Martin, 1992;
Martin & Jones, 1995) was identified when participants
attempted to recall the direction that the head of Queen
Elizabeth II faces on British coins. All coins currently in
circulation (and all those minted since the start of her reign
in 1953) depict the Queen's head facing to the viewer's right.
However, the majority of people recall incorrectly that the
head faces to their left, with overall performance so bad that
it constitutes systematic misremembering.
That is,
performance is significantly worse even than the baseline
level of 5 0 % correct recall which is expected to occur by
chance. Rubin and Kontis (1983) had earlier proposed that
coin recall is schema based, and thus the explanation of the
illusion initially offered (Jones, 1990; Jones & Martin,
1992) was that the British coin head schema was influenced
by experience of postage stamps, on which the Queen's head
faces in the opposite direction (i.e., to the viewer's left). It
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now appears, however, that this explanation was incomplete
because it did not allow for the inlluence of a person's
handedness.
The normal procedure in human memory research is of
course to test a population unselected as to handedness and
thus in practice almost entirely right-handed. However, two
recent studies (Jones & Martin, 1997; McKelvie & Aikins,
1993) have examined coin head recall separately for lefthanded and right-handed participants. Both studies found that
left-handed participants were not prey to the coin head
illusion. The proportions of left-handed participants who
incorrectly recalled that the head faced to their left were
4 1 . 3 % (McKelvie & Aikins), 5 3 . 7 % (Jones & Martin,
Experiment I), and 55.1% (Jones & Martin, Experiment 2),
and correct recall did not fall significantly below the baseline
of 5 0 % in any instance. In contrast, for right-handed
participants the corresponding proportions of incorrect, leftfacing recall were 61.9%, 73.7%, and 65.9%, respectively.
For these right-handed participants, correct recall did fall
significantly below the ba.seline of 5 0 % in each instance
(marginally so in the case of the McKelvie and Aikins
study), and also fell significantly below the corresponding
left-handed percentage in each of the three cases.
If w e aggregate the three sets of data, the proportions of
left-facing, incorrect recall (weighted averages) are 52.1% for
left-handed participants and 6 7 . 0 % for right-handed
participants. This difference in performance between lefthanded and right-handed participants is highly significant,
X ^ d , N = 679) = 15.48, p < .001. Also, whereas
performance for left-handed participants did not differ
significantly from 5 0 % , x^(l, A^ = 328) = 0.60, performance
forright-handedparticipants was significantly worse than the
5 0 % baseline, x H h N = 351) = 40.34, p < .001.
In chemistry, a chiral compound (Greek x^ip. hand) is
one which exists in two different forms (enantiomers) that
are, like pairs of hands, mirror images of each other but are
not superimposable. In the present context, w e may thus
refer to the variation in coin head recall with handedness as
an instance of chiral cognitive performance: Only righthanded people reliably display systematic misremembering
of head orientation. What is the origin of this phenomenon
and what are its implications? T o address these issues, we
need both to investigate h o w widespread are the effects of
handedness upon cognitive performance and also to evaluate
possible explanations for such effects. W e need, in short, a
chiral cognitive science. Here, w e report some initial steps
in this direction.
Theoretically, at least two general mechanisms by which a
person's handedness could influence the outcome of their
thought processes m a y be distinguished. They will be
referred to here as the hemispheric and the motor activation
hypotheses.
Hemispheric Hypothesis
The hemispheric hypothesis notes that left-handed and righthanded people tend to have different patterns of cerebral
dominance (e.g., M c M a n u s & Bryden, 1993). The
performance of a cognitive task m a y rely upon processing
which is predominantly supported by a single cerebral
hemisphere, and the hypothesis asserts that it is the

difference between left-handed and right-handed people in
their utilisation of the hemisphere which is responsible for
differences in overall task performance. This explanation
has been advanced concerning handedness effects both in
memory performance (McKelvic & Aikins. 1993) and also
in chimeric perception (e.g.. Gilbert & Bakan. 1973; Levy
et a!., 1983; Luh. Redl, & Levy. 1994).
In the chimeric perception paradigm introduced by Gilbert
and Bakan (1973), participants are presented with pictures
which combine the left side from one face with the right side
from another face, and asked to match them to faces
composed of either the left side plus its mirror image or the
right side plus its mirror image, Gilbert and Bakan found
that right-handed participants, but not left-handed
participants, displayed a significant tendency to select as a
match the face that had been constructed from the left side of
the original stimulus.
The hemispheric hypothesis which has been advanced to
account for the influence of handedness upon m e m o r y and
chimeric perception has several distinct components. It is
hypothesised that the visual world to the left of the observer
tends to be processed by the right hemisphere, that facial
information also tends to be processed by the right
hemisphere, that this joint utilisation of the right
hemisphere is advantageous, and finally that the advantage is
more pronounced for right-handed people because they tend
to have greater lateralisation of function than do left-handed
people.
A major weakness of the hemispheric hypothesis concerns
its first premise, namely that the visual world to the
observer's left tends to be processed by therighthemisphere.
The handedness effects arise under free presentation
conditions. This unrestricted mobility in eye fixation means
that both the left and right sides of stimuli are encountered
in both the left and right visual fields of the observer. Thus
the premise does not refer to the well-established relation
between right hemisphere and left visual field. Instead, it is
necessary to posit the existence of an additional tendency
induced by the right hemisphere to attend more to the left
sides of stimuli, irrespective of the stimuli's positions in the
visual field.
Motor Activation Hypothesis
The motor activation hypothesis, in contrast, notes that the
performance of cognitive tasks m a y be accompanied, as
indicated earlier, by activation of areas of the brain associated
with motor processes. Left-handed people and right-handed
people differ by definition in some of their major patterns of
movement and associated neural processing, and the proposal
is that it is this difference in patterns of motor activation
between the two groups which is responsible for differences
in m e m o r y and perception between them. O f course, this
motor activation during the performance of m e m o r y or
perception tasks does not necessarily result in actual
physical movement. Motor activation in the absence of
physical movement is characteristic of motor imagery (e.g..
Jeannerod. 1994. 1997). though our introspective awareness
of motor imagery appears to be considerably less extensive
than in the case of visual imagery.
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Are handedness effects explained better in terms of
hemispheric differences or in terms of motor imagery?
Recent work provides considerable corroboration for the
latter possibility. For example, in a neuropsychological
study of a group of patients w h o suffered from asymmetrical
Parkinson's disea.se which affected only one side of the body,
Domincy ct al. (1995) showed that not only real but also
imagined movement of the hand on that side was slowed.
Similarly, in a P E T study Martin et al. (1996) reported
activation of the cerebral left premotor area as a result not
only of imagining hand movements but also of generating
the n a m e of a tool, and in another P E T study Parsons et al.
(1995) reported activation of frontal motor cortex as a result
not only of real and imagined m o v e m e n t but also of visually
di.scriminating pairs of mirror shapes, such as pairs of hands.
Corroboration of the hemispheric hypothesis appears more
difficult. For example, Kosslyn et al. (1993) studied a splitbrain patient's identification of previously seen pictures from
a m o n g distractors consisting of their mirror-reversals, and
found no consistent difference between the patient's two
hemispheres in their recognition performance.
Although suggestive, the previous work cited bears only
indirectly on the issue of handedness. It can be argued
therefore that it does not allow a conclusive choice to be
m a d e between the hemispheric and motor activation
hypotheses. T h e issue of contralaterality, however, appears
more promising in this respect.
Contralaterality
A basic feature of the hemispheric hypothesis is its
prediction that, because cerebral lateralisation of function is
less pronounced in left-handed than in right-handed people,
any asymmetry in cognitive performance for left-handed
people should be of reduced magnitude but the same
direction compared to that for right-handed people. In
contrast to this prediction of ipsilaterality by the
hemispheric hypothesis, the motor activation hypothesis
predicts that contralaterality m a y be observed (i.e., a change
in handedness produces a reversal in the sign of an associated
effect). For example, rather than possessing a less strong
version of aright-handedperson's tendency to produce a leftfacing response, a left-handed person m a y possess a tendency
of comparable strength to produce a right-facing response.
Motor activation patterns underlying such responses m a y
echo a tendency in physical drawing to avoid obscuring
eariier detail. There is evidence (Shanon, 1979) that righthanded people tend to draw heads facing to the left, and vice
versa, and it m a y be that this is because facial details are
entered first and, to avoid obscuring the face w h e n drawing
the back of the head, a right hand is then m o v e d away to the
right, and a left hand away to the left.
Recently completed work (e.g., Martin & Jones, 1998)
provides considerable evidence of the occurrence of
contralaterality. In one experiment, participants were
instructed to recall two British road-signs, one depicting a
left-facing person digging (road works) and the other
depicting a right-facing person walking (pedesuian crossing).
The percentage accuracy of verbal recall of figure direction
for each stimulus as a function of participant handedness is

Tabic 1: Recall of figure dircclioii (% correct)

Figure direction
Left-facing
Right-facing

h u m a n cognitive performance but also, potentially, among
nonhuman primates.

Participant handedness
Left-handed
Right-handed
44.2
64.0
59.6
48.2

s h o w n in Table 1. Statistical analysis confirmed that the
accuracy of right-handed participants was significantly higher
than that of left-handed participants (and significantly above
the 5 0 % ba.seline level) w h e n recalling the orientation of the
left-facing figure, whereas the accuracy of left-handed
participants w a s significantly higher than that of righthanded participants (and significantly above the 5 0 %
baseline level) w h e n recalling the right-facing figure.
If the effects of handedness upon cognitive performance are
indeed being exerted by means of motor activation, then a
further implication is that similar effects m a y be expected to
occur in overt motor behavior as well. In free-drawing
experiments, this prediction also has been confirmed. The
results of other experiments have demonstrated that the
observation of contralaterality is not confined to semantic
m e m o r y , if multiple m e m o r y systems are distinguished (see
Gardiner & Java. 1993; Tulving, 1995). Nor is it confined
to recall, as opposed to alternative methods of retrieval (see
Jones, 1987).
It should in addition be confirmed that the present results
are robust with respect to the way in which a participant's
handedness is established. T h e results shown in Table 1
relate to a dichotomous measure of handedness (namely,
preferred hand for drawing). A s an alternative, the
questionnaire of Annctt (1985) w a s u.sed to obtain a
pseudocontinuous measure of handedness. This instrument
elicits one of three responses (right, cither, and left)
concerning hand preference for each of 12 activities;
allocating scores of 1,2, and 3, respectively, to the three
responses yields overall handedness scores ranging from 12
to 36. Using Annett score to predict percentage correct
recall, logistic regression analysis confirmed that for both
left-facing and right-facing figures there were significant
relationships, and that these were of opposite polarity.
Dichotomous and pseudocontinuous measures of handedness
have yielded consistent conclusions in a scries of
experiments providing evidence of conu-alatcrality.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the present
observation of conualalcrality in cognitive science finds an
apparent parallel in chemical science. A cardinal feature of a
chiral molecule is its effect upon the orientation of polarized
light, two enantiomers rotating the plane of polarization by
an equal amount in opposite directions. Nevertheless, the
apparent similarity between this effect and that of handedness
upon m e m o r y for orientation presumably does not attest to
any commonality in mechanism beyond, perhaps, the
abstract geometrical link between mirror reflection and
angular displacement exemplified by left-handed and righthanded helices.

Human Cognition Thus far, handedness has been shown
to influence people's performance of only a small number of
cognitive tasks. It is possible, however, that the smallness
is deceptive in that it m a y primarily reflect the limited range
of tasks for which handedness has been examined, rather than
the actual scope of chiral influence. The limited range is
likely to reflect the pragmatic circumstance that, because of
their relative scarcity, it is relatively difficult to arrange the
participation in experiments of left-handed people in
numbers comparable to those of right-handed people. If, as
a result, the usual procedure is followed of planning the
appropriate statistical power of an experimental design in
terms of an overall n u m b e r of participants w h o are
unselected as to handedness, then the imbalance in numbers
of left-handed andright-handedparticipants will tend to make
the detection of any effect of handedness relatively unlikely.
In addition to the basic elements of cognitive processing
focu-ssed on here, more complex cognitive performance may
also be examined. For example, it has been reported
(Benbow, 1986; O'Boyle & B e n b o w , 1990) that the
incidence of left-handedness is unusually high among
students with exceptionally high levels of scholastic
aptitude. There is thus scope for future exploration of a
chiral dimension in a wide range of cognitive activity.
Cognition in Primates Finally, although the research
considered here has focussed upon handedness in humans, it
has been suggested (e.g., MacNeilage, Studdert-Kennedy, &
Lindblom. 1987) that handedness is an attribute of primates
in general. In particular, MacNeilage et al. have proposed
that primates tend to possess a posture which involves
reaching with the left hand and manipulating with the right
hand. Similariy, it has been suggested by Day and
MacNeilage (1996) that h u m a n motor asymmetry m a y also
be described more fully with reference to overall posture, in
terms of a combination of hand and foot preferences. Recent
work has provided empirical support for the general
hypothesis of handedness a m o n g primates, although not
always in accordance with the predicted pattern. Thus
Diamond and M c G r e w (1994) found that cotton-top tamarins
exhibited a uniform preference for using therighthand in a
range of activities, whereas Laska (1996) found that spider
monkeys exhibited an equally uniform preference for the left
hand.
If nonhuman primates share with humans the attribute of
handedness, the possibility also arises that their cognitive
performance is influenced by handedness in a manner which
is analogous to that for humans. Practical difficulties in
testing n o n h u m a n primates suggest, however, that
exploration of the potential chiral dimension in primate
cognition m a y prove less rapid than in the h u m a n case.

Conclusion
Cognitive science has tended to neglect the possibility that
cognitive performance m a y be significantly influenced by
handedness. There is evidence, however, of a chiral
dimension to s o m e aspects of h u m a n m e m o r y and

Scope of Chiral Cognitive Science
In addition to the areas focussed on here, the role of
handedness m a y be explored not only a m o n g other forms of
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example, placing the peg of block A into the hole of
block B brings the two half holes together to form a pair
having a hole (a hole-pair). Similarly, placing block C
and block D together forms a pair with a peg (a peg-pair).
A layer is then formed byfittingthe peg of the peg-pair
into the hole of the hole-pair. Other strategies for creating
a layer also exist, such as fitting a half peg into a half
hole to form a pair having two pegs (blocks A and C ) , and
a pair having two holes (blocks B and D ) .

Abstract
In order to ground our understanding of cognitive
development w e have started to create a model of how
children and adults solve a well-studied threedimensional puzzle. W e started with a model thatfitsthe
adult behaviour on the puzzle. W e then modified the
model's cognitive architecture (ACT-R) and its
perceptual/motor architecture (the Nottingham
Interaction Architecture) in three ways to simulate a
younger problem solver by: (a) reducing the accuracy of
vision, (b) reducing working memory, and (c) doing
both. The modifications, particularly reduced working
memory (and its combination with reduced visual
accuracy), allow the model to approximate, on some
measures, the behaviour of seven year olds on the puzzle.
The results suggest that cognitive models and their architectures can help answer the question of "What
develops?".

Why Use This Task?

Introduction
As children develop, they are more able to learn n e w
strategies and tasks, and become more efficient at the
strategies and tasks they already k n o w (e.g. Siegler,
1986). W h a t changes occur in order for this to happen? It
has long been noted that it would be useful to be able to
specify in information processing terms h o w the behaviour seen at each age is achieved, and therefore what
the differences are between ages (e.g. Simon, 1962).
Computational modelling allows behaviour to be
specified in information processing terms. T h e first step
in computational modelling across ages is defining the
behaviours that occur at each age. A model that matches
the observed behaviour can suggest what knowledge and
procedures children m a y be using. T o the extent that the
behaviour has not or cannot be measured, the model can
make predictions about the missing elements. This
provides a w a y to examine to what extent changes in task
performance can be attributed to differences in knowledge
and to what extent it can be attributed to differences in
processing due to development.

The Tower of Nottingham is a physical problem solving
puzzle. A detailed analysis of task behaviour is possible
via videotape. M a n y strategies are readily visible, reducing
the need for the experimenter to infer mental structures and
strategies. This enables a more accurate computational
model to be created.
The Tower is also a suitable task in which to study
development, because performance improves with age.
Older children accomplish more correct operafions,
produce less errors, and take less time than their younger
counterparts (Murphy & W o o d , 1981; W o o d
&
Middleton, 1975). This allows the study of children's
problem solving behaviours on the Tower across ages. W e
start to develop here a w a y to specify h o w these
behaviours are generated.
Simulating Development
There are two natural ways to create a series of developmental models. O n e w a y is to model a lower performance level (that of children) and modify the model to fit
higher performance levels. T h e other w a y is to begin at
the highest performance level (that of adults), and then
modify the model to fit lower performance levels. W e
have chosen to start with the simpler (adult) behaviour and
work towards the more chaotic (child-like) behaviour.
W e will attempt to model behaviour (including learning) at different ages by making modifications within a
fixed architecture (i.e. the terms of reference for the

A Task to Study Development
The Tower of Nottingham ( W o o d & Middleton, 1975)
task is to build a pyramid from 21 wooden blocks (shown
in Figure 1). There are six layers to the pyramid; the
lower five consist of four blocks, with a single block as
the top layer. The blocks in the lower layers all share the
same characteristics, differing only in size. Each layer is
normally formed via two sets of paired blocks. For
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^
Figure 1: The blocks, left, that m a k e up each layer, which
are then stacked to create a tower, right.

changes are determined by the architecture). There are few
previous models that suggest what changes to make to
this architecture. In fact, the first definitions and
implementations of cognitive architectures stressed that
architectures do not change across tasks (Newell, 1990, p.
81). Most models of child development model development as just learning (e.g. McClelland & Jenkins,
1991; Siegler & Shipley, 1995) or differences in
knowledge (Klahr & Wallace, 1976; Young, 1973).
The model of adult behaviour which w e begin with has
been improved since it was first reported (in Jones &
Ritter, 1997). The model n o w fits the adult data better,
and can be modified in more theoretically motivated ways.
W e will modify the model and architecture in three ways.
For each of the changes w e describe w h y they are
suggested by developmental data, h o w they have been
implemented (either in A C T - R or the Nottingham
Interaction Architecture), and the effect the change has on
the model's behaviour.
The Simulation and tlie Adult Model
Figure 2 shows the Tower simulation, which is written in
Garnet (Myers, et al., 1990). The simulation contains a
full graphical representation of the task (all blocks and
features), which is 2 1/2 dimensional—blocks cannot be
turned on their side or held in mid-air, but can be face-up
or face-down.
The simulation also includes an eye and two hands. The
eye and hands, as an instantiation of the Nottingham
Interaction Architecture, are designed to meet a set of
requirements identified for creating a psychologically
plausible architecture for interacting with multiple
external tasks (Baxter & Ritter, 1996). The architecture
has been implemented several times in a variety of user
interface management systems and graphics programming
languages (Baxter et al., 1997). The eye is able to saccade
and fixate, and passes to the model what blocks and
constructions it sees (e.g. a peg-pair will be represented as
a construction of two blocks flush on their outer edges
with their quarter circles and half pegs aligned).
The visual information passed to the model depends
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upon where blocks are positioned in relation to the
simulated eye. Three areas are defined: fovea, parafovea,
and periphery. Full information is passed for blocks or
features in the fovea and parafovea, though the parafovea
adds noise to features and to block sizes. For items in the
periphery, the eye only returns a block ID. The hands are
able to pick up, drop, rotate, turn over, fit, and disassemble blocks.
The cognitive aspects of the models are based on the
A C T - R cognitive architecture (Anderson, 1993). The
adult model contains 264 A C T - R rules including task
knowledge and knowledge about h o w to direct the eye and
the hands. Within the model, all blocks and block features
have an associated activation level. W h e n several of the
same rule are instantiated in A C T - R , the one with the
highest activation is selected. In general, rules fire whose
conditions have the most active blocks and block features
in them. The activation levels are subject to decay each
cycle. W h e n they fall below a specified level (the retrieval
threshold) they can no longer be matched in rule
conditions. Activation is raised based on the current goals
of the model and by what blocks the model is currently
focusing on.
There are two learning mechanisms in the model. First,
a simple method of increasing the chances of choosing to
fit blocks by specific features if a previousfitusing the
same features was perceived to be a success. Success is
determined by the blocks in the construction being flush
on their outer edges and having their quarter circles aligned
(this is consistent with adult data on the task). O n some
occasions the model m a y believe a successful construction
has been m a d e when in fact it has not (e.g. aligning the
quarter circles of blocks A and B but leaving the blocks
unconnected). This learning mechanism helps the model
tofitadult data (Jones & Ritter, 1997). Second, the model
learns task specific knowledge based on the perceived
success. If, for example, the modelfitteda peg in a hole,
and deemed this successful, then new declarative
knowledge is acquired noting thatfittingpegs in holes is a
task appropriate behaviour. This can then be used to direct
later fit attempts.
The model contains working memory (in A C T - R ) and
visual m e m o r y (in the Nottingham Interaction
Architecture). Working m e m o r y contains all blocks and
block features that are active enough to be matched by
rules (i.e. their activation is above retrieval threshold).
The number of elements in working memory varies based
on the activation of the blocks and block features. Visual
m e m o r y allows the model to remember the details of
some of the blocks that have been looked at previously
even though they are n o w in the periphery. Visual
m e m o r y is static (it is set at seven items), and
complements working memory because blocks in visual
m e m o r y that are not in working m e m o r y can also be
matched in conditions of rules.
Comparison of the Model to Adult Data
W e use the A C T - R default timing of 50 m s per production firing. For eye movements (saccades), this timing is
consistent, but w e increase it to 250 m s for productions

Figure 2: The Tower of Nottingham simulation.
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involving fixations (Baxter & Ritter, 1996). For motor
actions (fitting, rotating, moving, and disassembling
blocks) w e increase the timing to 550 m s (Jones & Ritter,
1997). Thus, the time predictions made by the model arc
absolute predictions; they are not scaled or otherwise
adjusted in the analyses and graphs reported below.
Production firing latencies in A C T - R also take into
account activation of m e m o r y elements. In order for the
influence of m e m o r y elements on production firing
latencies to be negligible (since w e manipulate activation
as part of the learning mechanism), the base level
activation of m e m o r y elements was set to 10.0 (the
default is 0.0). Other applicable A C T - R parameters (e.g.
retrieval threshold) were set to the suggested default
settings.
The adult model begins with the initial knowledge of
the task that subjects had, such as blocks of the same size
go together, pegs go in holes, checking that intended
constructions are flush on their outer edges, and so on.
This knowledge was taken from video analysis of adult
behaviour (e.g. adults produce 33 peg-pair or hole-pair
constructions, 13 two-peg or two-hole constructions, and
never consider producing constructions that are not flush
on their outer edges).
The adult subjects (N=5, from Jones & Ritter, 1997)
had completed the task once. The A C T - R activation noise
parameter was set to 0.05 (the default) so that noise is
added, on each cycle, to the activation of constructions and
features. This causes behaviour to vary across trials. W e
therefore compare 5 runs of the model to the 5 adult
subjects.
The adult modelfitsthe adult subjects reasonably well
as shown in Table 1. The model also fits the adult
subjects on other measures, such as strategies, but w e do
not consider these other measures when comparing to
seven year olds later on. The reliable differences w e report
(using t-tests) for times and errors between the model and
subjects are for aiding the reader in understanding the
variances in familiar terms. They are not offered in any
way as a proof of the model.
W e include layer-by-layer analyses because there is
within-task learning. Figure 3 compares the times to

complete each layer for the adult model and the adult
subjects (r2=0.98; R M S error=4.5 s). The construction
attempts per layer by the adult model is also similar to
adult subjects (t^=0.19; R M S error=0.15), although w e
think this could be improved.
A n exactfiton every measure is not essential because
w e are more interested in h o w the behaviour changes as a
result of our alterations. W e can therefore break the model
to see to what extent w e can account for the behaviour of
younger children (seven year olds) on the T o w e r of
Nottingham.
Creating a Child Model
In order to begin examining h o w problem solving could
change with development, w e created three n e w versions
of the adult model. Each new version is created by making
one or more modifications to the original adult model.
The modifications are perhaps the most plausible based on
developmental literature and our knowledge of children's
performance on this task. They are also useful
explorations in h o w to implement development within a
fixed architecture. W e : (a) altered the accuracy of size
information in the parafoveal (b) reduced the working
memory capacity; (c) combined the two. There are further
changes that should be explored as well, such as basic
processing speed and fovea size. Removing or changing
knowledge is also possible, and an initial attempt is
reported in Jones and Ritter (1998).
W e will compare the modified models against seven
year olds (N=5). The children were assisted on their first
attempt at completing the T o w e r (contingently tutored:
W o o d & Middleton, 1975), and so w e re-analysed the
performance of their second, unsupported attempt.
Children's behaviour on the task is more varied than
adults. O n e seven year old in our analyses takes a lot
longer to produce the size 5 layer than the other children.
W e leave this child in our analyses, but note that further
children will have to be analysed so that the full range of
seven year old behaviour can be identified and examined.
Reduced Parafovea Accuracy (RPA) Model

W h y Children find it difficult to select blocks by size in
Table 1: Mean measures (standard deviations) for adult the Tower of Nottingham task (Murphy & W o o d , 1981).
The seven year olds attempted 1.8 constructions, on
model and adult subjects. Reliable differences between
average, involving different sized blocks; the adults do not
model and subjects (p<.05) are indicated with an *.
attempt any constructions involving different sized blocks.
Reducing the accuracy of the parafovea is one
Measure
Adult Subjects
Adult Model
manipulation that m a y cause this effect.
Completion time
80.6 s* (13.3)
97.6 s (8.0)
1.0(1.2)
Number of errors
0.2 (0.5)
How The parafovea noise parameter for size in the
Adult
Subjects

Nottingham Interaction Architecture was set to 3 0 % (from
0 % ) . This represents a 3 0 % chance that a block in the
parafovea will have a perceived size different to its actual
size.

Adult
Model

Predicted Effect The increased noise for block size
should lead to incorrect constructions attempts involving
blocks of different sizes. These errors should also increase
the time taken to construct each layer.

Size6
Sizes
Size4
Slze3
Size2
Figure 3: T i m e taken to complete each layer for the
adult model and the adult subjects.
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Table 2: Comparison between the R P A model and the
seven year old subjects. Reliable differences between
model and subjects (p<.05) are indicated with an *.
Measure
Completion time
Number of errors
7yo's

R P A Model
109.6 s*
(11.8)
1.2(1.3)*
RPA Model

7 yo Subjects
214.4 s
(95.8)
7.6 (2.4)
Adult Model

.£ 20 •

E 0-11—

1—
— I —
Slze2
Size4
Sizes
Figure 4: T i m e taken to complete each layer for the R P A
model and the seven year olds.
Slze6

Sizes

Effect Table 2 shows the summary statistics for the
R P A model and the seven year old subjects. Figure 4
shows time comparisons on a layer by layer basis.
T h e results go against our main prediction that there
will be a greater number of constructions m a d e involving
blocks of different sizes (neither the original adult model
or the R P A model produce any). In hindsight, this
happens because w h e n picking up a block, the model
fixates upon it. At this point the block is in the fovea, the
correct size is returned, and if the block is the wrong size
it is replaced. T h e time taken to complete the task
increases because incorrect blocks are picked up (but are
not assembled). This can be quantified in the number of
fovea fixations (105.0 for the R P A model versus 92.4 for
the adult model) and the number of blocks picked up (36.8
versus 31.0). T h e R P A model correlates well with the
seven year olds (t^=0.93) in time taken to construct each
layer, but the timings are well below that of the subjects
( R M S error=21.1s).
Reducing the parafovea size accuracy makes an
interesting prediction. It suggests that seven year olds
either d o not examine the block again once they have
decided to pick it up or their fovea vision is not as
accurate as adults. T h e visual strategies employed by
adults m a y differ from those of children.

H o w Our model provides an easy w a y to manipulate
working memory to see h o w it influences performance.
W e implemented a reduced working m e m o r y capacity by
altering three parameters (the first two are parameters in
A C T - R and the third is a parameter in the Nottingham
Interaction Architecture): (a) Increasing the retrieval
threshold requires constructions to be higher in activation
in order to be matched by rules, (b) Increasing the decay
rate means constructions are forgotten more quickly.
(c) Reducing the number of visual m e m o r y items means
that visual m e m o r y provides less support to working
memory.
In order to explore the effect of these parameters w e used
two sets of values. First (the R W M C l model), w e
increased the retrieval threshold from 0.0 to 2.5, increased
the decay rate from 0.05 to 0.15, and reduced the number
of items in visual m e m o r y from 7 to 3. Second (the
R W M C 2 model), w e further increased the retrieval
threshold and decay rate (to 4 and 0.225 respectively) and
further reduced the number of visual memory items (to 1).
T h e A C T - R working m e m o r y mechanisms that w e
manipulate have also been used by Lovett, Reder and
Lebiere (1997) in their A C T - R model of working memory
differences.
Predicted Effect Less working memory should lead to
more search with replacement—the same pairs of blocks
should be fit together more often. This should mean the
task will take longer and involve more errors.
Effect Table 3 shows summary statistics for the RWMC
models and seven year old subjects. Figure 5 shows time
comparisons on a layer by layer basis.
Reducing the working m e m o r y capacity in the adult
model does not lead to fitting the same blocks together
more often (0 for both R W M C models). However, when
w e include "mental" fits (checking that intended
constructions are flush on their edges without actually
fitting the blocks), fitting the same blocks is considered
Table 3: Comparison between the RWMC models and
seven year old subjects. Reliable differences between
model and subjects (p<.05) are indicated with an *.
Measure

Reduced Working Memory Capacity (RWMC)
Model
W h y Several developmental theories suggest working
memory capacity may influence task performance (e.g.
Case, 1985; Halford, 1993). O n the Tower of
Nottingham, children have been noted to search with
replacement (D.Wood, personal correspondence, 1996), a
characteristic which may well be linked to working
m e m o r y if children forget which blocks they have tried to
fit. This behaviour would lead to more incorrect
constructions using the same blocks. O n the Tower, seven
year old children fit the same blocks together an average of
3.7 times, whereas this behaviour never occurs in adults.

Completion
Time
Number of
Errors

RWMC
Model 1
117.6 s
(27.5)
0.8 (0.8)*

RWMC
Model 2
193.8 s
(59.9)
1.4(0.9)*

7 yo
Subjects
214.4 s
(95.8)
7.6 (2.4)

RWMCl Model • RWMC2 Model " Adult Model

•oBOt

Sizes

Sizes

Size4

Size3

Size2

Figure 5: Time taken to complete each layer for the
R W M C models and the seven year olds.
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3.5 limes for the R W M C l model, and 11.8 times for the
R W M C 2 model, compared with 2.4 times for the adult
model.
Although construction time increases, errors remain
fairly constant because of the mental fits, since potential
constructions must be flush on their outer edges (since
adults never produce any constructions that are not). O n a
layer by layer basis, the R W M C models have clear
differences from the seven year old data ( R M S error of
20.4 s and 17.0 s for the R W M C l and R W M C 2 models
respectively).
Reducing the working memory capacity has allowed the
model to m o v e closer to the seven year old data for overall
time taken, but at the same time reducing the fit on a
layer-by-layer basis. The R W M C models (particularly
R W M C 2 ) do not show a steady decline in time for each
subsequent layer constructed. W e suggest this is because
the model does not employ a strategy of gathering same
sized blocks together (subjects often do). This does not
affect behaviour for the adult model. However, when
working memory is reduced it means that the further into
the task, the more spread out the blocks become, and the
greater the reliance is upon working memory to remember
block details. This increases visual search, which is w h y
the time rises for later layers (there are 137 more fixations
for the last three layers in the R W M C 2 than for the adult
model).
Reduced Parafovea Accuracy and Reduced

Working Memory Capacity ( R P A - R W M C )
Model
Why W e have shown that manipulating single variables
(at least these variables) is not enough to fit the behaviour
of seven year olds on the T o w e r of Nottingham. Altering
more than one variable at a time could lead to more
interesting behaviour as it allows interaction between
variables.
How We included both changes—the reduced parafovea
accuracy and reduced working m e m o r y capacity. For the
working m e m o r y changes, w e used the average of the

Table 4: Comparison between the RPA-RWMC model
and 7 yo subjects. Reliable differences between model and
subjects (p<.05) are indicated with an *.
Measure

RPA-RWMC
Model

7 yo Subjects

Completion time
N u m b e r of errors

148.2 s (31.4)
1.6(1.5)*

214.4 s (95.8)
7.6 (2.4)

RPA-RWMC Model

• Adult Model

• 7yo's
S40'

£20o
E oil
,
,
1
1
Sizes
Sizes
Slze4
Slze3
Size2
Figure 6: Time taken to complete each layer for the R P A R W M C model and the seven year olds.

alterations in R W M C l and R W M C 2 (retrieval threshold
of 3, decay rate of 0.2, and 2 visual memory items).
Predicted Effect The behaviour of the model should be
consistent with that of the independent reduced parafovea
accuracy and reduced working m e m o r y capacity models,
although w e expect that the effects will interact.
Effect Table 4 shows summary statistics for the RPAR W M C model and the seven year old subjects. Figure 6
shows time comparisons on a layer by layer basis. The
R P A - R W M C model takes longer than the adult model,
but not long enough. It does not produce enough errors
either. W h e n examined on a layer-by-layer basis, the
R P A - R W M C model's timings do not fit the seven year
olds (r2=0.19; R M S error=17.1 s).
The interaction of the reduced parafovea accuracy and
reduced working memory has not lead to a substantially
different model over and above the respective individual
models. Further modifications and interactions will need
to be explored. Particular emphasis should be aimed at
alterations that increase the errors that the model makes.

Summary
W e took an initial adult model and modified it to simulate
a younger problem solver: perceptually (reducing
parafovea accuracy), cognitiveiy (reducing working
m e m o r y capacity), and in combination. These changes
impaired the performance of the model to differing degrees
and in different ways. N o n e of the alterations w a s
sufficient to produce behaviour similar to seven year olds.
These results suggest that simple changes m a y not be
enough. T h e most modified adult model is still s o m e
distance from appearing like a younger problem solver.
However, the changes have highlighted behaviours of the
model that should be investigated further, such as the
fixation strategy w h e n a block is picked up, and the
strategy of collecting together all same-size blocks. T h e
modifications also indicate that the two learning mechanisms used m a y not be sufficient to model children: for
most of the modifications m a d e , the layer-by-layer trend
does not match the children.
Although the changes have not enabled the modified
models tofitthe seven year old data, there are m a n y other
modifications that w e can m a k e to both the Nottingham
Interaction Architecture and the model (such as changes in
processing speed). Making these changes and examining
their effects is n o w straightforward.
W e will also have to look further at combinations of
modifications. Interactive effects should reveal more about
performance at different ages, although independent
changes are still useful for our understanding of the effects
they have.
This work will eventually lead to models of h o w five
and seven year olds solve the T o w e r that are based on the
adult model. W e hope that these models will be able to
explain individual differences within age groups as well as
to explain the progression between ages (in terms of
differences between the models rather than transition
mechanisms, for the m o m e n t ) . In both cases, w e should
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be able to highlight the knowledge differences or architectural changes that lead to the differences in behaviour.
Further learning mechanisms are also required. The models
must learn on a layer-by-layer basis but the learning
mechanisms must not be impeded by the modifications
that are made to the models (as they seem to be for the
modifications reported).
W e are now in a position to look at how problem solving changes across development on this task. W e have a
cognitive model that performs the task. W e can add and
remove knowledge from the cognitive model and we can
modify the architecture to represent developmental changes
in cognition (the cognitive model based in ACT-R) and
perception (the Nottingham Interaction Architecture). This
type of work will help us more directly answer the
question "What develops?".
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Abstract

the emergence of the overregularized forms is indicative
of the development of "a mental operation implementChildren acquire noun inflections before they acquire
ing the -ed-sufiixation rule posited by grammarians" [pg.
verb inflections. Noun inflections are dso less affected
8] capturing the formation of past tense and the m e m o by language disorders than verb inflections. W e describe
rization of specific lexical exceptions to the general rule.
a single-system connectionist model of English noun and
Other researchers (Daugherty & Seidenberg, 1992; Plunverb inflection which captures these facts of acquisition
kett &: Marchman, 1991) have argued instead that a sinand atrophy, as well as other well-established developgle connectionist network is capable of producing this
mental characteristics such as U-shaped learning and the
ability to generalise to novel forms. The model makes
pattern, and thus that a single route suffices to explain
the novel experimental prediction that irregular nouns
the evidence.
are less affected by damage than irregular verbs, even
Here we present a single-system, feedforward, connecthough irregular nouns are harder to learn.
tionist model to compare the acquisition of noun and
verb inflection head-to-head. To this end, we have conIntroduction
structed a model that simultaneously acquires noun pluThe acquisition of past tense in English has been long
rals and verb past tenses. W e use this model to deterstudied as a general touchstone for the development of
mine the patterns of mastery (and errors) produced by a
morphology and productive linguistic rules in children.
network which only has access to phonological represenThe general pattern of past tense formation for English
tations of stems and their inflected forms, and their type
is well understood; the overwhelming majority of Enand token frequencies. The patterns of performance in
glish verbs have a simple past tense form which can be
the network are then compared directly with the acquidescribed as the addition of one of three variants of the
sition data for young children. W e further describe the
'-ed' suffix to a base stem. A significant minority, pareffects of damaging this network to compare performance
ticularly of relatively common verbs, take a so-called
with the data on impaired adult performance.
"irregular" form, which may or may not be systematically related to the stem form or to the forms of other
The Model
words. The developmental course is nearly as well unNetwork configuration
derstood; children typically begin by correctly producing
a small number of both regular and irregular forms, then The connectionist simulation uses a multi-layer percepproduce characteristically "overregularized" forms for a
tron network using backpropagation of error (Rumelsmall but significant fraction of their verb forms. They
hart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986). The simulation was
then appear to re-learn the correct form, producing the
built using the PlaNet simulator (Miyata, 1991) using
classic "U-shaped development" (Berko, 1958; Meircus
130 units for the input layer, 160 units for the output
et al, 1992). English noun plurals appear to share many
layer, and 200 units as the hidden layer. The system
of the same characteristics as verb past tenses. There
was trained with a learning rate (r?) of 0.1 and no mois a similar general rule and a small, semi-regular group
mentum ( a - O ) . TVaining was performed via a pattern
of common exceptions. Brown (1973), Marcus (1995),
update schedule, where each pattern was presented indiMarchman, Plunkett, and Goodman (in press) have devidually to the network (in random order) and training
scribed broadly similar time courses for the acquisition of
performed on each pattern.
plural nouns, including the U-shaped curve and approxTraining corpus and representation
imately similar overall rates of overregularization. Many
of the same phonotactic features (such as voicing assimThe training data for the simulations were taken from
ilation and/or epenthesis) are relevant to the acquisition
the C E L E X corpus (Baayan, Piepenbrock, & Rijn,
of both nouns and verbs.
1993); we extracted from this database all words which
Interpretations and models of this phenomenon vary;
were monosyllabic, which contained no "foreign" sounds
Marcus et al. (1992) (among others) have suggested that in their pronunciation and for which we had evidence
' Current address: Department of Mathematics and
puter Science, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA 15282
(JUOLA@MATHCS.DUQ.EDU)

that they could be used as nouns or verbs. This yielded
Coma total corpus of 2626 stems, which encompassed 3226
total inflected types (2280 nouns and 946 verbs). Of
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these types, 26 were irregular nouns and 122 were irregular verbs. For these words, we took the corresponding
token frequencies (of the stems) from the Brown corpus
(Kucera & Francis, 1967) as a rough measure of token
frequencies in running speech. The token frequencies of
words were individually tabulated as nouns and verbs,
then the function log2(/req^ + 1) applied to these frequencies to flatten them into something more presentable
to the network. The final v£iricmce was between 1 and 21
tokens/inflected type, meaning that the most frequent
words appeared just over twenty times as often as the
least. The final token frequencies were heavily dominated by nouns; of the 17129 tokens in the training set,
13045 were noun tokens (204 of them irregular) and 4084
were verb tokens (997 of them irregular).
The training corpus was prepared by converting the
M o b y symbolic pronunciation (Ward, 1997) into a large
binary vector using a modification of the PGPfone alphabet representation (Juola & Zimmermann, 1996).
Each phoneme was represented as a cluster of 16 binary
phonetic features including aspects such as place, manner, and height of eurticulation. Each word Wcis divided
into onset-nucleus-coda constituents and right-justified
within a C C C V V C C C template (e.g. the word "cat"
(/kAt/) would be represented by the training pattern
# # k # A # # t , where '#' represents an absent sound).
To this 128-bit pattern, two additional bits were appended representing the syntactic form to be inflected
into, either the past tense (of a verb) or the plural (of
a noun). The desired outputs were a similau: encoding
of the phonology of the inflected form, including an optional epenthetic vowel andfinalconsonant.
Simulations were run under two training schedules;
mass training and incremental training. In mass training, all the stems and inflected forms are available to the
network throughout the training process. In incremental training, training starts out with a small number of
high frequency words (20 types). The training set is then
gradually expanded ( 5 % new types per epoch) to include
words of decreasing frequency until the entire corpus is
absorbed. These two training schedules are intended to
capture the distinction between input to the child and
uptake by the child (Plunkett & Marchman, 1993).

Each of thefivestarting points yielded a unique weight
configuration after 115 increments and was used as the
basis for the lesioning experiments. Increment 115 is the
earliest point at which the network had seen the entire
training corpus and, eis might be expected, is the point
with the worst overall performance on the training corpus. Because of the high error rate under "normal" circumstances, it is reasonable to assume that it would be
the most sensitive to damage and therefore an appropriate time to lesion in search of interesting error patterns.
Each of thefivenetworks was lesioned by randomly
removing individual weights while leaving the basic network topology intact. The lesioning was performed at
eighteen different levels, consisting of single percentages
from 1 % (leaving 9 9 % of the network weights unchanged)
to 9%, and at increments of ten percent from 1 0 % to
90%. Each network w£is lesioned four times at each level,
yielding a total of 360 separate experimental "subjects."
(All lesion levels are henceforth referred to by percentage
of connections remaining.)
W e normalized lesioned performance by calculating it
as a percentage of bciseline performance of the undamaged network used as a bjise for each subject. Because
in memy cases, especially for irregular nouns and verbs,
the bciseline performance included errors, it occasionally
happened that the performance of an individual subject
on an individual category would exceed the baseline,
resulting in apparently paradoxical performance levels
that exceed 100%. In other words, under certain circumstances, damage can actually improve performance.
W e further analyzed all 360 "subjects" against a set
of properties we believe to be completely psycholinguistically unsalient. Specifically, for each word token, we
determined whether thefirstpronounced phoneme was
from thefirstor second half of the alphabet, and whether
it was represented in ASCII by an odd or even number
(odd or even "parity"). This analysis provides us with
a baseline against which to compare breakdowns in performance along linguistically salient lines.
Acquisition Results

Figure 1 shows that a single system is capable of learning both noun plural and verb past tense morphology;
in fact, performance on the regular types is near-perfect
Analysis techniques
after thefirstfull epoch of training. Performance on
All simulations were performed with five different irregular
rantypes lags significantly; performance after 200
d o m starting seeds to assess the reliability of the find- epochs of training yielded 8 0 % of irregular noun types
ings. Unless otherwise stated, all results reflect the mean and 9 5 % of irregular verb types that were correctly inover thesefivesimulations. At the end of every epoch
flected.
(which recall may contain over seventeen thousand indiA n important consideration in the simulation of Uvidual pattern trials), the system was evaluated to deshaped learning curves is the initial acquisition of the
termine what, and how much, had been learned. Every
correct forms for some irregular forms. Because the
output pattern was examined to determine the nearest
learning of a connectionist system is strongly influenced
legal phoneme in each template position and then comby the type frequency of training patterns, rare forms
pared with the "correct" sequence. W e specifically focus
are generally only learned well when they are made eshere on the number of correct inflections, and on the
pecially salient to such systems. The statisticzd domoverregularization rate, defined as
inance of regular forms tends to mcike these more influential unless irregular forms are somehow made more
overregularized types
salient. In particular, the initial error-free period of ir* 100%
regular production can be problematic for connectionist
( - (overregularized types -1- correct types)
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Figure 1: % of types correct by epoch (mass training).

Figure 3: (1 overregularization rate) as a function of
e p o c h (incremental training)
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Figure 2: % of k n o w n types correct by increment.
Figure 4: Regularization of nonce words by epoch or
increment across training regimes.
systems (and does not, for instance, appear in figure 1).
In analysis of incremental training, it is important
to keep in mind the difference between performance on
words already presented to (and known by) the network,
and words that will eventually be past of the treiining corpus but have not yet been added. Accordingly w e display
the mean number of known types correctly inflected at
each increment.
As training progresses, the network learns to inflect
correctly the entire training corpus. A s in above, w e see
that performance on regular nouns eventually dominates
regular verbs, as well as irregulars of all sorts, and that
irregular nouns are the most difficult overall. However,
figure 2 clearly demonstrates an the characteristic initial
period where the networks' performances on irregular
forms is perfect, (and better as a percentage of total vocabulary than that of regular forms). Overregularization
performance (figure 3) shows a similar curve.
Studies of the time course and error rate of noun inflections in children are unfortuately rather rare; the
best known is probably M a r c h m a n et al. (in press) and
their response to the claims of Marcus (1995) about relative rates of overregularization of nouns and verbs. T h e
Marchman et al. (in press) study is unfortunately rather
limited in that they focused on the development of only
five nouns and sixteen verbs, compared to the nearly 170
irregular forms modelled here. Nonetheless, our results
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are broadly similar in that, as found by M a r c h m a n et al.
(and predicted by Marcus), overregularizations of nouns
happened both earlier and more frequently than those
of verbs. A significant finding is that the most frequent
irregular words were remarkably resistent to overregularization; no word with a token frequency of greater than
243 (15, in our training set) was ever overregularized.
Thus, moderately c o m m o n words like "keep," "tell," and
"let" (as well as extremely c o m m o n forms like "see" and
"man") were i m m u n e to overregularization, while only
marginally less c o m m o n words like "wife," "child," and
"hold" were overregularized upon occasion.
T h e developmental course of generalization to novel
stems is depicted infigure4. For purposes of comparison,
w e also include the generalization profile under the mass
training schedule of Simulation 1.
Figure 4 shows that the network is able to generalize
the correct suffix to novel nouns and verbs. B y the end
of training over 9 0 % of all novel nouns are inflected with
the correct suffix as are over 8 0 % of all novel verbs. Secondly, theflnallevel of generalization of the network is
independent of the training regime adopted (mass versus incremental) indicating that generalization is determined more by the training corpus than by the training
method.
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Figure 5: Evidence for critical mass effect; 'wug' rate
against type rate scatter plot
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Figure 6: Normalized performance levels as a function
of network remaining after lesion

Generalization £ilso shows a pronounced developmental profile for the incremental training regime. During
early training, the network is unable to add an appropriate suffix to a novel form. A s the training vocabulary
expands the generalization performance increases exponentiaJly until it asymptotes at the levels indicated in
figure 4. However, the developmental profile of generalization differs for nouns and verbs. T h e network regularizes novel verbs considerably later than novel nouns.
T h e profiles of development depicted in figure 4 suggest that a critical mass of nouns and verbs is required
in the training set before high levels of generalization are
achieved. Similarly, the sudden onset of overregularization errors depicted in figure 3 indicate a mass action
eflFect at work. These findings are commensurate with
earlier work (Plunkett & Meirchman, 1993; M a r c h m a n
& Bates, 1994). However, in the current simulations
there is substantial delay between sudden increases in
the various performance measures for nouns and verbs.
T h e critical mass hypothesis predicts that these delays
are directly related to the number of nouns and verbs in
the corpus at different points in training.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the average
n u m b e r of novel forms regularized and the number of
types of a given syntactic category present in the training set at each point. In conjunction with figure 4, it
provides support for this critical mass hypothesis in several ways. First, the curves axe highly nonlinear, showing
a rapid increase in regularization rate until the number
of syntactic types in the training set reaches around 100
the rate of generalization increeises dramatically. This
is compatible with the idea of a threshhold effect. Secondly, the curves for nouns amd verbs in figure 5 are
nearly identical, showing that a similar process of mass
action is operating for both syntactic types. T h e developmental delay between nouns and verbs shown in
figure 4 reflects the composition of the input vocabulary at different stages in training. T h e small advantage
of nouns over verbs in figure 5 reflects the relative homogeneity of noun inflections compared to verbs (recall
that there are m a n y more irregular verbs than irregular
nouns).
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Lesioning

Results

M e a n performance levels for each combination of regularity, syntactic category, and damage level is presented
asfigure6. Each data point is the normalized m e a n performance for 20 subjects over the subset of training data
corresponding to each category (e.g. regular nouns).
Individual performance level were analyzed under a
four-way anadyis of variance ( A N O V A ) , with damage
level, syntactic category, and regularity treated as within
groups factors and base network treated as a between
groups factor. T h e single most significant predictor
of network performance was the amount of damage;
greater damage resulted in lower performance (F(3,17)
= 422.093). There were also significant main effects for
regularity (regular forms were more resistant to damage;
F(3,l) = 251.328) and for syntax (nouns were more resistant to damage; F(3,l) = 37.357, 1). N o significant
main effect of underlying network was noted. All of the
above eflfects were significant at p < 0.001.
Significant interactions were noted between damage
level and regularity, and between damage level and syntactic category (both significant at p «: 0.001) (F(3,17)
= 15.238, 4.330), although these interactions disappeared w h e n w e controlled for floor and effects.. A further interaction was observed between synt£w;tic category
and regularity at a lower but still highly significant level
(F(3,l) = 12.064, p < 0.003). This interaction represents
the fact that reguleir forms are more strongly influenced
by syntactic category (regular nouns are more superior
to regular verbs than irregular nouns are to irregular
verbs). N o significant three-way (or greater) interactions
were observed.
In the lst/2nd odd/even experiment, w e found similar
main effects of damage. W e also found highly significant
(F(3,l) = 66.612,1; p < 0.001) effects offirsthalf of
the alphabet superiority (which m a y reflect underlying
distribution, as discussed below), but no significant main
effect of parity or of network.
T h e syntcix-by-regularity interaction is somewhat surprising, as w e have found that irregular verbs are, in
general, learned more accurately and faster than irregular nouns. T h e lesioning data presented here indicate an

opposite trend for atrophy. Although irregular verbs are
learned faster than irregular nouns, they are more sensitive to damage and more easily lost. T h e reasons for
this are as yet unclear, although one might expc( t a ce-i tain contribution from the higher word-form frequciicirs
of irregulcir nouns in comparison with irregular verbs.
W e have argued elsewhere that type and/or token frequency can be one of the most important determining
factors in connectionist learning. This also m a y explain some of the statistical oddities in the alphabethalf/p£irity analysis (if one bin contains m a n y more, or
mciny more frequent, words). T o examine this possibility,
we divided the training set into frequency quartiles (approximately 2 5 % of types in each quartile, irrespective of
syntactic category or regularity) and performed a similar
5-way A N O V A . In this reanalysis, d a m a g e remained significant (F(4,17) = 415.847, p < 0.001), while frequency
quartile was also strongly significant (F(4,3)= 162.442, p
< 0.001). The main effect of regularity remained significant (F(4,l) = 312.416, p «: 0.001), while the main effect
of syntactic category evaporated into non-significance.
Discounting the d a m a g e interactions (which, as above,
can be attributed to floor effects), w e found significant
interactions between syntax and regularity (F(4,l) =
385.872, p « 0.001), syntax and frequency (F(4,3) =
18.204, p «: 0.001), and regularity and frequency (F(4,3)
= 95.427, p <C 0.001). N o u n s appear to be more sensitive
to frequency effects than verbs, and irregulars appear to
be more sensitive to frequency effects than regulars.
Because English words are not uniformly distributed
throughout the alphabet, there isn't a uniform distribution of word types to the various bins. In fact, there
are more nouns than verbs, and more regular than irregular forms. Similarly, there are more words in the
first half of the alphabet than in the second, as well
as more words of even parity than of odd. If w e postulate a subset of "difficult" (i.e., hard to learn, sensitive to damage) word types, it is unlikely that they will
be evenly distributed a m o n g any particular type taxonomy, with the result that the taxon with fewer difficult
words would presumably perform better, perhaps significantly so. It would appear that verbs are the "difficult"
forms (based on their relative inferiority with respect to
nouns). Certainly, the absence of significant three-way
interactions would be predicted if difficult forms were
uniformly distributed within the individual categories of
irregular noun, irregular verb, and so forth. However,
the frequency analysis suggests that the "difficult" forms
are in m a n y cases simply the rare ones; c o m m o n verb
forms are happily learned (and strongly retained), while
uncommon noun forms are lost. Although even w h e n frequency is controlled for, a regular-superiority main effect
is still present, arguing that, in line with c o m m o n sense,
irregulars m a y be more "difficult" than irregulars.

(2280 types) or verbs (946 types)^. Indeed, the model
incorporated all the monosyllabic nouns and verbs from
the B r o w n corpus.
T h e performance of the networks mimics that of children and adults in a number of important respects.
First, all sinmlations (mass and incremental) are able
to learn the training corpus to near-perfection (above
9 9 % for both nouns and verbs). Second, the profile
of overregularization errors for both nouns and verbs
in the network mimics the well-documented U-shaped
profile of development in children. For verb past tense
forms, this result replicates and extends the findings reported for models trained on smaller vocabularies (Plunkett & M a r c h m a n , 1993, 1996). However, this is the
first demonstration in which a neural network model
has simulated the well-known U-shaped development for
noun plurals, in particular producing a initial phase of
error-free performance. This finding flatly contradicts
the claim of Marcus (1995):
'Because irregular nouns plurals are so rare, there
is unlikely to ever be a stage in which irregular plurals dominate regular plurals; hence the Rumelhart
& McClelland model would probably overregulaxize
even its earliest plurals.' (p. 450)
Our model not only produces initial error-free performance on noun plurals but does so in the context of
initial error-free performance on verb past tense forms.
Third, the onset of overregularization errors on nouns
tends to occur earlier than overregularization errors on
verbs in the network. This result is also consistent with
the data reported in M a r c h m a n et al. (in press). T h e
data for the four children analysed in Marcus (1995)
are heterogenous in this r e s p e c t — A d a m overregularizes
nouns before he overregularizes verbs. Eve and Sarah
show the reverse pattern and A b e starts overregularizing nouns and verbs around the same time^. However,
both studies demonstrate that the rate of overregularization for nouns is greater than that for verbs. This is
also true of the simulation as can be seen in figure 3.
Overregularization errors are also less hkely to occur on
forms with a high token frequency. Again, this replicates
the results of earlier work with smaller verb vocabularies
and demonstrates that the frequency effect scales u p to
larger vocabularies and extends to noun morphology.
A s ye rise, so shall ye fall. There is unfortunately
rather little data on expected loss after injury, although
(Bishop, 1997) suggests that developmental disorders hit
verb acquisition harder than nouns. T h e network simulations agree to the extent that verbs are generally
more impaired for a particular level of lesioning. Regular forms are more robust in the face of d a m a g e than
irregular forms in these networks. Results from h u m a n s

^MacWhinney and Leinbach (1991) describe a simulation
incorporating an even larger corpus of verbs and a wider
range of inflections. However, their paper does not provide a
Psycholinguistic comparison
detailed analysis of the developmental trajectory of the network's performance. In peirticular, they provide no account
As far as we are aware, the simulations reported here are
of early U-shaped learning.
thefirstto track the developmental trajectory of a neural
^Onsets of verb overregularization for these four children
network trained on a realistic corpus of English nouns
are taken from Marcus et al. (1992).
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(adults ajid children) cilso show this pattern of atrophy
though the opposite pattern of deficit can be observed,
i.e. there is a double-dissociation between regular and irregular forms. It might also be predicted that aspects of
language which axe difficult to learn are the most fragile.
Our network generally supports this statement, with the
exception that irregular nouns, which are more difficult
to learn thcui irregular verbs, are nonetheless better preserved. W e await with interest to see whether this cilso
holds in humans.
Conclusions
W e have thus presented a single-route or, more accurately, single-process model, based on cui associative network, that is capable of inflecting verb stems to produce
past tenses or noun stems to produce plurals. It handles both regular and irregular forms with reasonable
accuracy, despite having a much lau-ger vocabulary than
many related projects e.g. Daugherty and Seidenberg
(1992), Plunkett and Marchman (1991, 1993). It produces linguisticcdly plausible generalizations, capturing
aspects such as performcuice on nonce words. In further
anjilyses, we have also shown that these networks provide generalization of voicing assimilation even in the
absence of syntactic information, and regularized inflection of cross-categorial processes such as denominal verbs
or deverbal nouns.
This system thus demonstrates that a single route to
inflectional morphology is capable of producing the performance necessary for a psycholinguistically meaningful
model of noun and verb inflection, even on a very limited set of information (excluding semantics entirely, for
excimple) and provides a baseline describing what can
be done in this limited domain ajid to which new performance can be compared, as representations and information improve.
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Abstract

different models. Furthermore, there is little insight on
the total regularity present and, crucially, of the proporTraditionally, regularity in a data set is assessed bytion
fitof regularity accounted for by any given model.
ting a model to the data and examining the extent to
In this work, w e use the notion of "Kolmogorov comwhich the variamce accounted for by the model is large
plexity" (Li & Vitanyi, 1997; Chaitin, 1995/1996) to sugcompared to the overall variance in the system. Such
gest a framework under which regularity can be directly
approaches, however, do not address the complementcury
and quantitatively measured. This paper develops a nuquestion of how much regulcirity is present in the data,
merical theory that can be used to measure the comin thefirstplace, and how much work is expected to be
plexity of a cognitive or computational function (such as
required to capture a pcirticulax amount of regularity.
reading aloud or inflecting word stems to other forms)
In this work we use the notion of Kolmogorov complexity to derive a measure of system regularity independent
in terms of the expected performance of an estimated
of any particular model. Thus, in our framework, the
best possible model, and thus independent of any speexplanatory adequacy of a model can be readily quancific model that the researcher m a y choose to employ.
tified, so that one can examine the extent to which the
This will allow researchers to address previously unanmodel is satisfactory, or whether additional mechanisms
swerable questions such as the degree of irregularity, or
need be postulated.
the degree to which any model could predict a set of data,
or the amount of additional information that would need
Introduction
to be provided to allow accurate predictions. It further
Reading [English] aloud — the process of converting
provides
a theory-neutral c o m m o n ground for the discusprinted letters into sounds — is a classic and well-studied
sion
of
the
performance of various models on the s a m e
example of a quasi-regular system (e.g. Plaut, McCleltask,
or
the
samie model on different tasks.
land, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996). Most of the data
can be captured very simply, but there are still a large
Background
number of irregular "exceptions" of varying degrees of
subregularity themselves, and a full account of the readSystem Regularity
ing problem must take these into account. Different
W h a t is meant, in this context, by "system regularity"?
models of reading will address irregularity in different
Focusing for the m o m e n t on the problem of reading aloud
ways, and a reasonable question is h o w m u c h regular(in Enghsh), a simple letter-to-sound conversion table
ity must be taken into account, or just h o w irregular is
will produce good, but not superb, results. Performance
the particular system of reading aloud? Similar quasican be improved by adding more complex rules, for exregularity can be found in m a n y other systems, such as
ample that 'c' is pronounced /s/ in front of an 'e' 'i' or
the production of morphologically inflected forms from
'y', or by enumerating exceptions with irregular pronuntheir stems, the acquisition and description of syntaoc,
ciation. T h e more complex the rules need to be, or the
similarity judgements, or almost any non-trivial psychomore exceptions that need be tabulated, the greater is
logical process.
the complexity of the system described.
Traditional statistical techniques that address such isThis notion should not be confused with simple varisues provide a mecisure of variance, not regularity, in the
ance; a system m a y produce widely varying outputs
absence of a specific model. Regularity itself can usubased on subtle but very simple changes in the inputs.
jJly only be measured after the fact. O n e develops a
For example, dialing telephone numbers at random is
model, confirms that it accounts (or does not account)
likely to produce extreme variation in where the call
for enough of the data to be interesting, and then degoes. However, inspection of thefirstfew digits (the
clares a system or relation to be regular if the data is
area code or the exchange) will allow someone to predict
well described and the model is simple enough. Neithe call's destination to within a small area, capturing
ther of these determinations are particularly objective
m u c h of the geographic variance by a relatively simple
or quantifiable; nor are they easy to compare between
system. Without the insight to look for area codes and
'Current address: Depeirtment of Mathematics and Computer Science, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, P A 15282
(JU0LA@MATHCS.DUQ.EDU)

exchanges, however, predicting of destinations (perhaps
as a function of the factors of the telephone numbers?)
would be very difficult.
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In many cases, a determination of the exact rules untion contained in a given text, and that this complexity
derlying a particular task is not easy or possible — for
can be used to directly measure cultural effects and exexaimple, in the telephone system above or in artificial
plicitness in translation (Juola, 1997) and indirectly to
grcunmai- learning [see later, as well (Reber, 1967; Pothos assess morphological complexity (Juola, in press). By
& Beiiley, 1997)]. However, a system can still be regarded systematically distorting morphological regularities, one
as more regular if a few, common, easy rules can capture can determine the degree of importance of morphologimore of its variance than rules of comparable complexcal regularities by the amount that the total complexity
ity could capture of another. In this framework, then,
changes. A similar technique is used here to systematisystem regularity can be regarded as a measure of the
cally distort functional relationships as an assessment of
system regularity.
ease of expressing a set of dependent data in terms of an
associated set of independent observations. If this "difSpecifically, we assume that the data describing a sysficulty" can be suitably formalized, this yields a theorytem can be encoded into an (ordered) string of < Xi >,
neutrjd measure of system regularity.
F { < Xi > ) pairs, where < li > and F ( < n > ) might
be, for instance, a string of characters to be read aloud
Kolmogorov Complexity
and the correct pronunciation of that string. Appending
many spelling-pronunciation pairs together (in some orEven given a highly predictable system, the prediction
der) will yield a very long string defining the global data
task m a y be non-trivial, as the system/data may not
set. This string describes every data point that needs to
reduce to an obvious model — for example, a high-degree
befittedin a model of the data — and thus the most
polynomial is very predictable, but attempts to find a
regular model for that string will be very close to a most
low degree (or linear) fit to that polynomial will result
regular model for the data itself.
in abject failures. It is useful to have an idea of how
A regular system is just one in which each F ( < Xj >)
redundant — or predictable — a system is, in order to
i
s
predictable from < Xj >. W e can further identify subfigure out whether a particular model seems to be able
categories of regularity, including a regularity imposed
to capture a meaningful generalization of the data, or to
by lack of variance (if every F { < x > ) were constant), or
determine when one is doing pointless curve-fitting.
mapping regularity, where F ( < Xj > ) is predictable from
To this end, we use the information-theoretic con< Xj > but not, in general, from any (random) < Xj >).
cept of Kolmogorov complexity (Li & Vitanyi, 1997;
In other words, in a regular system, each < Xi > contains
Chaitin, 1995/1996). For any sequence of symbols, the
a lot of information about the corresponding F ( < xi > ) ,
Kolmogorov complexity is the length of the shortest edinformation which is not necessarily trivially available
gorithm (computer program) that will exactly generate
but which depends on the relationship defined in the
that sequence (and then stop). A sequence of a milpairing.
lion question marks, for example, would have a very low
Kolmogorov complexity, as it could be generated from a
Measuring Kolmogorov Complexity
simple loop and a counter. O n the other hand, a university telephone book, although probably containing fewer
Working directly with the Kolmogorov complexity of obthan a million characters, would have a much higher Koljects is difficult. First, Kolmogorov complexity itself is,
mogorov complexity, in part because the assignment of
strictly speaking, uncomputable — although the quesnames to telephone numbers is difficult to predict (and
tion "does this string have a complexity of less than N"
would have to be heind-coded in to any program). At
can be definitively answered affirmatively (by showing
the extreme, a sequence of random digits has the highest
such a program), there is no way to prove a "no" anKolmogorov complexity of all, as there is no algorithm
swer without proving that no program shorter than N
(by definition) that can exactly reconstruct a sequence
prints the string and then stops. Proving that a program
of random digits shorter than hand-copying them from
stops is the well-known and unsolvable "halting probmemory.
lem." Thus,findingan exact measure of Kolmogorov
complexity is also unsolvable. Secondly, Kolmogorov
Conditional Kolmogorov complexity measures the
minimal amount of information (the shortest program)
complexity is only well-defined for strings, and not, for
required to generate a string of dependent data from
example, for functions. The related notion (conditional
a string of independent data (conditional complexity is
Kolmogorov complexity, or information distance) that
closely related to "information distance", but the former
can be used to describe the complexity of functions, is
is asymmetric while the latter is symmetric; cf. Li and
no more computable. Nevertheless, Kolmogorov comVitanyi (1997), ch. 8.3). Chater and Hahn (1997) have
plexity can be estimated.
argued, more generally, that conditional Kolmogorov
In fact, any successfulfilecompression, as done by any
complexity captures the psychological aspects of distornumber of standard tools such as gzip, can be regarded
tion and similarity. Specifically, the amount of work necas an estimate of the Kolmogorov complexity of a given
essary to transform one mental representation into anfile. The proof (found in Li &: Vitanyi, 1997), can be seen
other can be linked both to the computational complexintuitively by observing that a decompression program
ity, broadly defined, of the transformation as well as the plus the compressedfileserve as a computer program to
perceptual similarity between the two representations.
(re)generate the originalfile.Because the decompression
Juola has similarly argued that Kolmogorov complexprogram itself is held constant, complexity differences in
ity can be used as a metric for the amount of informathe original strings (to be compressed) can only appear
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as differences in the length of the compressed data. Most
modern compression algorithms, such as Ziv and Lempel (1977, 1978), caji be proven to be "asymptotically
optimal," or in other words, to converge to within any
desired degree of accuracy given enough data to work
with.

tance measure than the m i n i m u m . T h e following section
describes two pilot computer simulations to demonstrate
the application of this technique.
Simulations
Simulation 1

T h efirstsimulation is a demonstration of the correspondence between intuitive notions of "regularity" and the
We apply compression to get estimates of the results
systemof regthe compression technique described above.
ularities present in a set of data. Specifically, w e assume
T h e data set can be regarded as a very simple version
that the data can be encoded into an (ordered) string of
of reading aloud, with a simple (regular) task, and a
< X >, F { < X > ) pairs, as described above. Compressgradually increasing number of "exceptions" which reing this string yields an estimate of the collective comquire something slightly different (although still selfplexities of the data, the ordering of the data, and the
consistent) to be done.
functional relationship F. Accidental effects produced
For independent variables, w e used a collection of tenby the ordering of the data are eliminated by repeatedly
place binary vectors and included all vectors with exactly
permuting the set of pairs prior to compression (in other
one or two bits set to 1 (and the rest, of course, set to
words, appending the pairs in different orders) and takzero). This yielded an experimental set offifty-fivevecing the mean value of the complexity estimates. This
tors. With each vector, w e associated as the dependent
mean value, which w e denote by C , is an estimate of the
variable either the vector itself (identity output), or the
order-independent complexity of the data set. Specifibitwise inverse of the vector (so the vector 0100100000
cally, C can be interpreted as an estimate of the total
would be associated either with the vector 0100100000
complexity of the distribution of independent variables
or with 1011011111). Intuitively, one can think of ten< X >, the dependent variables F ( < x > ) , and the mapbit images and producing either a positive or a negative
ping between them.
image. T h e choice between the vector or its inverse Wcis
m a d e randomly (per datum), with some probability p
To estimate the degree to which mapping regularity,
between zero and one. (Alternately, w e assigned some
in particular, plays a part in the overall complexity meanumber N between 0 and 55, inclusive, of the vectors to
surement, w e break the (fixed) mapping by reassigning
their inverses).
the set of dependent variables randomly. T h e degree of
this sort of regularity can be quantified in terms of the
W e further analyze the total complexity (C) of the
of the resultingfileas composed of three factors — the
difference in complexity between the string of < Xj >,
complexity of the domain (which is constant), the comF ( < Xj > ) pairs and the string of scrambled < Xj >,
plexity of the range as distinct from the domain (which
F { < Xj > ) pairs (mapping regularity is related to, but
distinct from "algorithmic information" as defined by Li
will gradually and monotonically increase as p increases,
reflecting the gradual addition of more and more novel
and Vitanyi (1997), ch. 2.8). In other words, w e prorange elements), and the complexity of the mapping beduce a new string of < x^ >, F ( < Xj > ) pairs, where
tween the domain and range (which intuitively is the
< Xj > is some element chosen randomly (without redifficulty of deciding whether or not to invert any parplacement) from the set of all stimuli. Compressing this
ticular domain element).
string, of course, will yield a slightly different complexity estimate of a different function over the same domain
Intuitively, setting p (N) equal to 0 describes a very
simple task of copying inputs to outputs, requiring no
and range, but with the causal and statistical connections between domain and range broken (and replaced
processing at all for F. This produces an extremely simby random "noise"). Again, permuting the pairs and
ple, regularfilewith relatively low Kolmogorov complextaking the m e a n complexity yields an overall estimate of
ity. Setting p equal to 1 (N = 55) will, intuitively, result
the complexity of the scrambled data; averaging across
in a slightly less compressablefile— although the function itself is of approximately equal complexity, the comdifferent scrambled pairings (this mean value will be denoted R ) yields an estimate of the complexity (and preplexity of the domain and the range, taken as a set union,
dictability) of the scrambled data itself irrespective of
is greater. Thus, the overall complexity of thefilewould
any system regularities that can be used to predict the
be increased. For intermediate values of p, however, w e
original F < x > from < x >. Thus, R is estimates the
expect to see greatly increased complexity resulting from
the indeterminacy of whether or not any individual datotal complexity of the data under the assumption that
t u m takes a positive or negative image. At the two exthe mapping is random (and hence maximally complex).
tremes, the task of deciding whether or not to invert
The difference between these two measures {R — C ) estimates the the degree to which the mapping from < x >
the datum is very simple as it is either always, or never,
to F < X > differs from a completely random assigndone. In the middle, however, the problem of deciding
whether a particular pattern is inverted is simply one of
ment, i.e. the degree of system regularity described by
deciding between two random subsets. For p = 0.5, this
F. It m a y seem odd to take the m e a n of a series of overdecision is maximally diflRcult (and maximally complex),
estimates, instead of the minimum, but for simple comdropping symmetrically to zero at the extremes. C o m parisons between two sets of semi-reliable estimates (as
done here), the m e a n difference is a more consistent disbining these two predictions suggests that C will be at a
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was a significant predictor of the grammaticality judgements. They measured the extent to which a Nosofsky
classifier (Nosofsky, 1992) would correctly predic t the
subjects' grammaticality judgements on the basis of their
(independent) similarity judgements. Their results, in
brief, are that similarity — or more accurately, the sort
of similarity to which a Nosofsky classifier is sensitive —
can account for a significant amount of the variance in
grammaticality judgements.

tilimalK) C

Figure 1: M e a n values of C for increasing number of
"inverse" productions

global minimum at p = 0, a relative minimum at p = 1,
and achieve a m a x i m u m somewhere just above p = 0.5
(where the near-maximum decision complexity combines
with the smoothly increasing domain/range complexity
to achieve a maximum).
Figure 1 shows the mean value of C for 100 trials at
each value of N. Graphing N against C shows the expected concave-downward pattern that achieves a stable
m a x i m u m just past the hjilfway point. The increasing
complexity observed in the left half of the graph reflects
the increasing complexity of the range as additional exception items are added, combined with the increasing
complexity of the mapping from domain to range as the
mapping becomes less predictable. The decrease in C as
N increases past about 30 shows that, even though the
complexity of the range continues increasing as more ajid
more exception items are added, this is more than offset
by the increased regularity with which the decision to
invert is predicted. In other words, the overall complexity of this quasi-regular system is measurably decreasing
,
(at N > 30).

Of course, a failure to find any similarity effects would
not have demonstrated that similarity was not predictive of grammaticality judgements, only that the model
that they applied (the particular version of the Nosofsky classifier) was not sensitive to the types of similarity that were present in the experiment and predictive. For instance, tofindthis effect required a certain
amount of analysis and tuning of the parameter space,
such as determining the optimum number of dimensions
in which to project the similarity judgements, and the
optimal metric to use. A set of suboptimal parameters
would have resulted in a worsefit,possibly even a nonsignificantfit,with corresponding implications about the
effects of similarity judgements on classification. Similarly, some classification problems might be structured
such that no Nosofsky model will capture the variance,
while still being (in theory) predictive according to a
more appropriate model. A n example of such a problem
is given in the following section.

W e applied the compressivity test to determine
whether or not Kolmogorov complexity would confirm that similarity predicts grammaticality, without
the necessity of deriving or developing a model. By
testing whether C (the overall complexity of empirical similarity-grammaticality pairs) differs significant ly
from R (the complexity of a random mapping between
similarity and grammaticality judgements), one can determine if, in principle, there is any structure or predictivity to be discovered. Because of the limited amount
of data available [only 472 data points, each describing the behavior of one subject (of 16) on one particular novel pattern (of 31)], the similarity matrix and
grammaticality endorsements were thermometer coded.
Each number was replaced by a string of asterisks ('*')
Simulation 2
of length proportional to its magnitude. This coding
scheme makes explicit the similarity structure assume d
The second simulation was a replication of the analyto exist between numerically similarity ratings. W e exsis of the artificial grammar learning (henceforth A G L )
pected this would facilitate compression in general, makdata from (Pothos & Bailey, 1997). As is typical in A G L
ing the resulting estimates of complexity more reliable
experiments, subjects in this experiment were presented
and sensitive to system regularity if it was there.
with a set of training images generated by a standard
finite-state language. (Strictly speaking, subjects were
exposed to a set of nested geometric shapes converted
via a simple transformation from a standard finite-state
language). Subjects were then asked, first, whether a set
of novel stimuli complied with the "rules" of the finitestate language (whether the novel stimuli were "grammatical"), and secondly, to make pairwise judgements
about the similarity between an individual subset of the
test and training items.
The question asked, and answered, by Pothos and Bailey, W81S whether the collective set of pairwise similarities
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The set of similarity judgements weis treated as the
independent variable vector, the grammaticality judgements were treated as the dependent variable vector, and
the pairings permuted (or rearranged and permuted) to
yield estimates, as above, of C {R, respectively).
Simple statistical methods were applied to determine
whether R was significantly larger than C. W e estimated
the value of C by taking the mean of 40,000 permutations
of the data points, and compared this with an estimate of
R calculated by taking 200 separate random mappings,
and estimating their complexity 200 times each. This

yielded a sample of 200 "random" complexity estimates,
from which we calculated means and deviations. Consistent with the findings of Pothos and Bailey, a one-tailed
t-test yielded significant diflferences (t(198) = 2.17.'i, p
< .025). W e conclude that there is a significant amount
of information in the similarity judgements that can be
applied to the grammaticality judgement task, and thus
— without developing a model of how similarity determines grammaticality — we know that there is at least
a partijJly regular mapping between the two.

and overdctermined, and also as a well-unders tood unit
for describing how overdetermined they are.
Another major advantage of this framework is that
it provides a common currency for comparing different
sorts of irregularity and complexity. The artistic example above, for instance, can be argued to be the superposition or of two (nested) judgements, one of originality, and a much broader one of relevance. Similarly,
the data used in thefirstsimulation above could be a
very simple model of some sort of morphology. From a
very structured vocabulary offifty-fivewords, there are
N "irregular" forms that are inverted upon inflection,
Discussion
while the rest are ("regular") identity mappings. IntuSo why go to all this trouble of taking complexity esitively, one would consider a language like this, with two
timates when a simple Nosofsky classifier will already
inflectional paradigms, to be less complex than a lemshow that similarity and grammaticality judgements are
guage with three or four separate paradigms. However,
related? As hinted above, the Nosofsky classifier will
one would also consider a language with four very rare
capture different amounts of variance, depending upon
paradigms and one very c o m m o n one to be more regular
the dimensions and metrics used. Furthermore, the genthan a language with two equally c o m m o n paradigms.
eralized Nosofsky model is itself sensitive to particular
This formalism, then, can provide a unified structure
aspects of similarity, derived from specific assumptions
to examine questions such as the complexity of English
about the way similcirity is determined. This is very usepast tense morphology, with its dominant "regular" (add
ful from a theoretical perspective as it may tell us some"ed") paradigm and many semi-regular paradigms such
thing about the way the human mind determines simias identity mappings, vowel changes, and so forth.
larity. However, it will obviously not capture aspects of
systematic regularity that do notfitthose assumptions.
Future Work
Part of the reason for applying the compressivity test
One obvious future development for this work would be
might simply be economy of effort — rather than carethe
development and adaptation of better compression
fully developing and tuning a set of parameters to find
or
complexity
estimation techniques; although gzip is
the best model, complexity estimates can provide a simasymptotically
optimal, there are algorithms with faster
ple, model-free description of how much regularity is in
convergence rates that might be applied to achieve more
a particular data set to find. This can be used as an
accurate estimates, especially on small data sets. Also,
upper bound to compare with the regularities found unthe gzip program is more sensitive to short-range (or
der any given model, or more simply as a smoke test to
adjacent)
dependencies than to longer-distance relationdetermine whether regularities are there to find.
ships.
Some
more general framework [such as mutual
Another problem with the model-based analyses, of
Kc-complexity (Li & Vitanyi, 1997)] m a y
information
or
course, is the risk of picking the wrong model. Consider,
ultimately provide better results.
for a moment, a hypothetical problem-space where the
The thermometer coding introduced in the second simhigh-scoring test items are the ones of intermediate simulation
was intended to cue the compression algorithm
ilarity from the training items. A physical example of
to
numerical
structure which is not explicit in digital
this might be a model of judges' opinions of artwork or
codings. As yet, it is unclear to what extent the resultessays — an essay too close to any particular training
ing complexity estimates are dependent on assumptions
datum could be regarded as derivative, or even plagiaristic, while an essay too far away from all training data built into a particular coding scheme.
Perhaps most importantly for practical applications,
is irrelevant, misguided, or simply unacceptable. Howsome
normalization technique should be developed to
ever, a Nosofsky-style classifier developed as a model for
address the issue of the data size; as developed here,
this sort of judgement distribution would not describe
a larger set of data points will almost certainly have a
it particularly well. Offhand, it's not clear what sort of
larger complexity than a smaller set on the same funcwell-understood and accepted model would capture this
tion.
This is intuitive in that the data points themselves
distribution. The regularity estimation technique develshould
add complexity, and also that adding data points
oped above, by generalizing over all models, would provide a way of demonstrating the existence and degree, if constrains the function further (and thus makes it more
complex).
not the type, of regularity.
More generally, the units in which Kolmogorov complexity are measured are the same "bits" corresponding
to real-world yes/no questions, and can be regarded as a
description not of how much variance there is, but how
how predictable the vau-iance is, and thus of how much
work might be expected to be necessary to capture the
variance. In this sense, one can in principle use this as a
guide to determine what sort of models are overcomplex

Conclusions
Kolmogorov complexity can be regarded as the ultimate
measure of the degree of (lack of) structure of a given
symbol-string, even when one particular model or approach canfindno structure. Despite the computational
intractability, it can be reliably and quickly estimated by
any standard compression technique. W e present here a
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method for applying Kolmogorov complexity to capture
the notion of system regularity as a unified measure for
the computational — and, as has been suggested (Chater
& Hahn, 1997), cognitive — difficulty of a particular system.
In particular, we have applied this technique in two
small-scale simulations. The results easily and clearly
capture standard intuitions and psychological results.
The strong differences in the areas measured (on the one
hand, complexity arid regularity of a functional transformation, and on the other, the degree of predictability
and regularity captured by a particular set of data) indicate that this technique can be widely and easily applied as a model-free method of determining what sort
of performance can be expected from any (or the optimal) model before actually developing the model. It further provides a fundamental, theory-neutrad framework
for describing the difficulty and complexity of a task and
Cein be used as c o m m o n ground for comparing widely differing tasks in a controlled environment — for example,
comparing the degree of irregularity present in past tense
acquisition vs. grapheme to phoneme acquisition, both
of which have been presented as quintessential complex,
irregular systems. Finally, the units of measurements,
bits, are themselves meaningful and can be directly related to real-world behavioral and information-theoretic
data.
Further work is required to sharpen the tools used to
measure and to determine where the limits of application are. Our results, however, demonstrate a novel and
powerful technique for the measurement and comparison of system regularity in a general, model-free, and
theory-neutral environment.
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Abstract

Inflectional morphology in English has been a fruitful
area for this sort of study and analysis. It is relatively
The conventional interpretation of double dissociations
easy to fractionate, for example, the process of inflecis that they are almost irrefutable evidence of distinction into two separate processes of regular and irregutions in both function and type of mental processes, or
lar inflection. Even within a single syntactic category,
of separation of cognition into modules. W e present a
the inflection of regular forms (e.g. house -^ houses)
connectionist model that demonstrates apparent douseems intuitively different from the inflection of irreguble dissociations within a single-route, single-mechanism
lar forms (mouse -^ mice). Regular inflections appear to
network and argue that these apparent dissociations are
generalize easily to novel or nonword forms, to unusual
simply the expected tails of a standcird bell curve deproductions, and even to word forms that are usually
scribing network performance. W e conclude that within
a connectionist model, the appearance of double dissoirregular but are used in unusual or atypical ways. In
ciations m a y not be evidence for functional or mechacontrast, irregulars seem to generalize significantly less
nistic separation, and that similar caveats apply to the
w h e n they generalize at all (few people are tempted to
interpretation of double dissociations in human cogniproduce *hice as the plural of house).
tive behaviour.
Daugherty and Seidenberg (1992) have demonstrated
Introduction
that irregular forms are m u c h more sensitive to frequency
effects in reading aloud than are regular forms. Prasada
Dissociations, and specifically double dissociations, are
and Pinker (1993) have shown differences in similarity
widely considered to be one of the more powerful tools
effects between regular and irregular forms in terms of
in a cognitive neuropsychologist's arsenal. This phegeneralization performance levels. T h e crowning piece
nomenon occurs w h e n "[cognitive psychologists] can find
of evidence for some sort of separation, or against any
one patient w h o can perform task A but not task B and a
theory of a unified mechanism, should be the producsecond patient w h o can perform task B but not task A."
(McLeod, Plunkett, & Rolls, 1998, p.254) T h e philosoph- tion of case studies showing a double dissociation — for
example, studies of Williams syndrome patients (Belical position is simple, but far-ranging. B y examining
lugi, Hoeck, Lillo-Martin, & Sabo, 1988) seem to show
behaviour, and specifically h o w behaviour breaks down,
that regular forms are relatively preserved (in comparithe goal is to fractionate the components of cognition
son with performance on irregular forms), while studies
into their logical and behavioural constituents. If two
of SLI patients (Gopnik & Crago, 1994) show that irstyles of processing are logically and behaviourally sepregular forms are relatively preserved. Finally, Marslenarable (for example, the recognition of people by their
Wilson and Tyler (1997) present a case of two aphasics
faces and the person-independent recognition of facial
with different lexical decision performances o n regular
expressions), one is tempted to conclude that the two
and irregular words, and claim, specifically, that "this is
processes are independent and don't rely on one anevidence for functional and neurological distinctions in
other. Furthermore, if the two processes appear to do
the types of mental computation that support these difradically different things, or to do things in radically
ferent aspects of linguistic and cognitive performance."
different ways, one can argue for a complete processing
This is the classic form and conclusion of a double disdifference. This can further be argued to be not just
sociation.
a difference between separate systems doing the same
sort of processing, but between separate systems doing
This argument, w e claim, is incorrect. Plant and Shalcompletely different kinds of processing, as the needs of
hce (1994) have produced a connectionist network that
the separate constituents d e m a n d — for example, the
does show functional separation between various sets of
basic features relevant to facial recognition are different
units, and thus d a m a g e to one particular set of units
from the basic features for expression recognition, and
(or interconnecting weights) produces predictably differso there's reason to think that the two processes operate
ent error patterns than d a m a g e to other sets. Similar
in completely different ways.
effects could be expected to be found in, for instance,
the (Mareschal, Plunkett, & Harris, 1995) model of object permanence or the (Miikkulainen, 1993) model of
story understanding. In general, any of the generalized
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pipe-fitting complex connectionist models show as much
functioiicil separation between their units and connections as the box-and-arrow diagrajns that underly them
and are often used to explain their functioning. Despite
this degree of functional separation, however, this sort of
structure does not provide evidence for "distinctions in
the types of ... computation," as the type of processing
is the same for all units within this type of network.
W e present here a model cmd associated connectionist sinmlation that may explain some forms of doubledissociation as simple variance from a stochcistic norm
within a single-system, single-mechanism, associator. In
this model, the effects of damage are unpredictable, and
further, these effects may differentially affect different
words or word categories. Our experiments show, for example, that a single network can be damaged randomly
in such a way as to have very good performance on a particular class of words, or very bad performance, despite
the level of damage being the same in either case. W e
argue that the mere observance of a double dissociation,
particularly as a rare or pathological case, is not sufficient evidence to conclude a separation of processing,
especially in cases where the damage itself can only be
observed crudely and the function lost is highly complex.
Simulation
Network definition
The network that we chose to damage is a standard connectionist simulation, constructed as a multi-layer perceptron network using backpropagation of error (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986). The simulation was
built using the PlaNet simulator (Miyata, 1991) using
130 units for the input layer, 160 units for the output
layer, cmd 200 units as the hidden layer.
Five random sets of starting weights were trained over
a gradually expanding corpus of training data eventually encompassing 2280 noun types and 946 verb types
of varying frequencies representing their token frequencies as found in the Brown corpus (Kucera &c Francis,
1967). The training data for the simulations were taken
firom the C E L E X corpus (Baayan, Piepenbrock, & Rijn,
1993); we extracted from this database all words which
were monosyllabic, which contained no "foreign" sounds
in their pronunciation (according to the Moby Pronunciator database (Ward, 1997)), and for which we had evidence that they could be used as nouns or verbs. This
yielded a total corpus of 2626 stems, which encompassed
3226 total inflected types (2280 nouns and 946 verbs). Of
these types, 26 were irregular nouns and 122 were irregular verbs. For these words, we took the corresponding
token frequencies (of the stems) from the Brown corpus
(Kucera & Francis, 1967) as a rough measure of token
frequencies in running speech. The token frequencies of
words were individually tabulated as nouns and verbs,
then the function Xog^lfreq^ + 1) applied to these frequencies toflattenthem into something more presentable
to the network. Thefinalvariance was between 1 and 21
tokens/inflected type, meaning that the most frequent
words appeared just over twenty times as often as the
least. These token frequencies were also heavily domi-
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nated by nouns. Of the 17129 tokens in the training set
13045 were noun tokens (204 of them irregular) and 4084
were verb tokens (997 of them irregular).
The training corpus was prepared by converting the
Moby symbolic pronunciation (Ward, 1997) into a large
binary vector using a modification of the PGPfone alphabet representation (Juola & Zimmermann, 1996).
Each phoneme was represented cis a cluster of 16 binary
phonetic features including aspects such as place, manner, and height of articulation. Each word was divided
into onset-nucleus-coda constituents and right-justified
within a C C C V V C C C template (e.g. the word "cat"
(/kAt/) would be represented by the training pattern
# # k # A # # t , where '#' represents an absent sound).
To this 128-bit pattern, two additional bits were appended representing the syntactic form to be inflected
into, either the past tense (of a verb) or the plurjj (of
a noun). The desired outputs were a similar encoding of the phonology of the inflected form, including an
optional epenthetic vowel andfinalconsonant. A n incremental training regime was applied, where training
started out with a small number (20 types) of high frequency words. The training set was then gradually expanded (5% type expansion per epoch) to include words
of decreasing frequency until the entire corpus is absorbed. This training schedule is intended to capture
the distinction between input to and uptake by the child
(Plunkett & Marchman, 1993).
Each of thefivestarting points yielded a unique weight
configuration after 115 training increments and was used
as the basis for the lesioning experiments. Increment 115
is the earliest point at which the network had been exposed to the entire training corpus and, as might be expected, is the point with the worst overjdl performance
on the training corpus. Because of the high error rate
under "normal" circumstances, it is reasonable to assume that it would be the most sensitive to damage and
therefore an appropriate time to lesion in search of interesting error patterns. The exact details of the acquisition
and loss profiles are reported elsewhere in this volume,
but can be briefly summarized by the results that nouns
are, in general, superior to verbs and regulars superior
to irregulars, in keeping with their relative frequencies
within the corpus. W e focus here not on the average
level of loss, but instead on the variation in loss.
Analysis

Each (lesioned) subject was presented with the training
corpus and the outputs interpreted by taking the closest
phoneme string to the output units' activation pattern.
This pattern was simply evaluated as "correct" or "incorrect," and the number of correct types of each category (e.g. regular nouns, irregular nouns, regular verbs,
and irregular verbs) was taJcen as a measure of network
performance.
W efirstnote that the level of performance is "random," in at least the limited sense of not entirely predictable. Because of this unpredictability, we therefore
can "expect" unexpected behaviour, both unexpectedly
good and unexpectedly bad.
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Figure 1: Histogram of regular verb performance (percentage of "normal")

To confirm this, we performed 1065 separate lesions,
ail at the 9 7 % level (in other words, leaving a random
9 7 % of the connections intact) of one of the networks
developed in the prior experiment. In a medical context, this might represent an exploration of the range of
damage that could be expected after a particular patient
received an injury of some particular severity.
Some degree of normalization is necessary, as the
training set itself only included 26 irregular noun types
but 2254 regular noun types — and the undamaged networks correctly inflected a higher percentage of regular
noun tokens than irregular ones. (The network, for example, achieved 9 9 % on regular nouns, 9 7 % on regular
verbs, but only 9 0 % on irregular verbs and only 7 7 %
[20 out of 26] on irregular nouns. This is typical for all
networks we studied.) W e therefore normalized performance by calculating it as a percentage of "baseline" performance of the undamaged network used as a base for
each subject. Because in many cases, especially for irregular nouns and verbs, the baseline performance included
errors, it occasionally happened that the performance of
an individual subject on an individual category would
exceed the baseline, resulting in apparently paradoxical
performance levels that exceed 100%. In other words,
under certain circumstances, damage not only does not
degrade performance, but will actually increase it.
Results
Figure 1 presents a histogram of the performance level on
the inflection of regular verb types. Even after variation
in patient and physical severity of damage have been
controlled for, the outlines of a skewed bell curve can be
seen. In other words, depending upon the exact nature
of the lesion, an individual network/patient may display
"little" impairment or "severe" impairment, relative to
the expected performance level, although most networks
will display "moderate" or "average" impairments. A
similar curve, although with a diflFerent mean and median
level of impairment, can be seen infigure2, showing the
same lesions' performance on irregular noun types.
Furthermore, these performance levels, although correlated, are at least partially independent, as cam be seen
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Figure 2: Histogram of irregular noun performance (percentage of "normal")
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of irregular n o u n vs. regular verb
performances (%ages).

on the scatter-plot (Figure 3). Obviously, the lesions at
the upper left corner of the graph will display a n apparent dissociation of performsmce o n irregular nouns
relative to regular verbs, a n d the converse holds for
the lesions in the lower right. However, these represent
identically-severe lesions for the s a m e network! These
lesions demonstrate a "double dissociation" within the
same, unified-route, unified-mechanism processor.
These dissociations can be seen m o r e clearly in the
following set offigures(figures 4-8). In all these figures,
points at the upper left of the figure are doubly dissociated with points at the lower right. Such pairs are easy
to find in all figures except for figure 7, which appears
to b e relatively e m p t y at the extreme lower right corner.
This apparent emptiness, however, is only a n emptiness
at the extreme; points still exist where the performance
on irregular verbs is "significantly" better than o n regular verbs.
Discussion
This argument, then, may explain both the occurrence
as well as the rarity of some neurological impairments.
If one considers the case of a neurologist sitting in an
emergency ward and examining patients as they come
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Figure 6: Scatter plot of irregular n o u n vs. irregular
verb performance
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in, it should be evident that most "closed head injury
patients" will not present with an interesting collection
of symptoms. The patients that receive interest (and
journal writeups) are somewhat vaie examples that show
how things can go wrong, and not necessarily how they
are expected to go wrong. In particular, the change in
output behaviour of a sufficiently complex system might
not appropriately be described as just a performance
"loss". A better description would be a change or alteration in performance; as we describe above, sometimes
the change can improve (some aspects of) performance
by eliminating factors that have contributed to errors.
There appeeirs to be no hard and fast boundary between
routes, or modules, such that the module fails to function — instead, the outputs are subtly altered (by the
insertion of unpredictable "noise") and the noisy outputs
themselves may be subject to further noisy processing.
In particular, this model demonstrates that double dissociations may be possible, even in the absence of specific modular differences in type and function of processing. These double dissociations are instead the result of
stochastic processes. The appearance of such a dissociation may not be sufficient evidence to conclude that such
a separation exists. By extension, this sort of evidence
in humans may not be sufficient evidence to conclude
that an equivalent functional or neurological separation
exists.
Conclusions

ingly preserved. By sorting through enough patients or
networks, one can "expect" that one's expectations will
sometimes be woefully misleading. So the appearance of
individual cases, absent some analysis of how characteristic or uncharacteristic they are, may not be significant
in the fractionating of cognition. Paradoxically enough,
then, the double dissociations produced by neural networks may actually be better evidence for how mental
processes might break down, because the network developers can lesion the same network over and over until
the results can be described, not in terms of idiosyncratic
cases, but in terms of means and expectations.
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Abstract

form of a Definite Clause G r a m m a r ( D C G ) . Such a definite
clause c o m m a n d grammar can be used to parse and generate
We present a computer model for the acquistion of programinstances of the c o m m a n d , e.g. cd a.user.
ming languages from textbooks. Starting from a verbal deNothing has been said so far about the acquisition of the
scription of the notational conventions that are used to describe
the syntactic form of programming commands, a meta grammeaning of commands, of which a verbal explanation is given
mar is generated that parses concrete command descriptions
in the accompanying text together with the c o m m a n d syntax.
and builds up grammar rules for that commands. These rules
In this way, the general meaning of the c o m m a n d (e.g. C D
are realized as definite clause grammar rules that captures the
changes the current directory) and its parameters is provided.
syntax of these commands. They can be used to parse and
The semantic interpretations must be related to the syntactic
generate syntactically correct examples of a command. However, to solve real programming problems also the semantics
constructions they explain. Only such a coupling guarantees
of a command and of its parameters needs to be acquired. This
that semantic content and syntactic form will work together
is accomplished by the natural language parsing of the explacorrectly in a problem solving environment. The semantic
nations given in the text and the augmentation of the definite
knowledge is necessary for the planning and reasoning proclause command grammars with semantic stmcmres.
cess, the syntactic knowledge for the realization stage. LearnIntroduction
ing failures can occur at each of the following stages: the
The acquisition of a programming language from textbooks
acquisition of the meta grammar, the acquisition of the comis a complex cognitive task that comprises two subtasks: the
m a n d grammar and the acquistion of the syntactic-semantic
acquistion of the syntax of the formal expressions of the
interface.
language and the acquistion of the corresponding (operaW e assume that the learner is a novice with respect to the
tional) semantics. Syntactic knowledge is necessary to genprogramming language to be acquired. W e confine ourselves
erate well-formed, computer executable expressions. H o w to the acquisition of an operating system language ( M S - D O S )
ever, programming is a goal-directed task and expressions are
which w e think is easier to learn than a full-fledged programgenerated to solve specific problems. Thus, the semantics of
ming language like Lisp or Prolog.
these expressions is crucial as well. A well-formed c o m m a n d
W e distinguish four learning stages in the acquistion of a
expression only accomplishes its task if it realizes an approprogramming language:
priate form (syntax) for the intended action (semantics).
Accordingly, textbooks give a syntactic and semantic de• construction of a meta granmiar from the notational conscription for each command. This is done in a heterogeneous
ventions that are introduced (verbally) in the text.
format: by a formal specification of the syntax and a ver• parsing of the formal c o m m a n d syntax with the meta grambal description of the semantics (the general function, the
mar and construction of an initial c o m m a n d granmiar from
meaning and type of the parameters etc.). To understand the
the derivation tree.
syntactic description the user needs to k n o w the notational
• natural language parsing of the c o m m a n d definitions and
convention used in the textbook, e.g. functions are enclosed
modification of the c o m m a n d grammar to incorporate the
in brackets with thefirstelement denoting the function n a m e
corresponding semantic information.
(Lisp), or optional parameters are enclosed in square brack• parsing of c o m m a n d examples with the c o m m a n d grammar
ets ( M S - D O S c o m m a n d syntax). These conventions are given
and parsing of the corresponding verbal explanations. This
at the beginning of such textbooks, but often they are incomleads to further refinements of the c o m m a n d grammar.
plete. However, such meta knowledge is necessary to understand (i.e. parse) the formal description of single commands,
Operationalization of Notational Conventions
e.g. to recognize that path in C D [device:][path] is an optional parameter of the c o m m a n d C D . The result of this parsLet the discussion become more concrete. In Figure 1, the
ing process is a parse tree of the formal conmiand expression
notational conventions of a textbook that introduces the opwhich needs to be operationalized. In our model this is done
erating system M S - D O S and its c o m m a n d s are given. These
by a rule constructor that generates a c o m m a n d grammar in
sentences can be viewed as instructions to build up a (meta)
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1.
2.
3.
4.

All D O S commands are given in upper case letters.
The parameters of a command are specified in lower case letters.
The name of a parameter often characterizes its function.
Optional parameters are enclosed in square brackets ([parameter]).
5. Multiple, but mutually exclusive parameters are enumerated in
angle brackets.
Figure 1: Notational conventions from a textbook

grammar for M S - D O S c o m m a n d s . With the aid of this grammar, c o m m a n d s like C D or C O P Y can be understood, i.e. the
learner can determine what the c o m m a n d n a m e is, whether its
parameters are optional or mutually exclusive, etc. Even information regarding the type of parameter is given (sentence
3). However, there is still s o m e information left implicit and
s o m e necessary conventions are even missing. T o give an example: The concept of a parameter is introduced without any
clear distinction of what different types of parameters there
are. For example, optional parameters are introduced, but
does that imply the existence of mandatory parameters? A n d
h o w will these parameters be marked? Also, no information
about linearization is given: does the c o m m a n d n a m e precede
its parameters or vice versa? Additionally, special characters
(including the white space characters like blank and tab) are
not even mentioned.
T h e question is: H o w can these notational conventions be
utilized to understand and acquire the syntax of c o m m a n d s ?
T h e answer is: It must be operationalized in form of a syntax
recognizer (e.g..a context-free grammar and a parser) that can
parse concrete system c o m m a n d s .
In Figure 2, w e give a sketch of the meta knowledge necessary to build up a context-free grammar ( C F G ) from natural
language input.

• £• is an expression of the utilized logical language (a constant or a lambda term)
• /? is the set of rules constructed for the constituent which
consists of the union of the rule sets assigned to the subconstituents of N , plus the value of E in case N is the sentence
symbol.
Consider the notational conventions from Figure 1 and the
resulting C F G in Figure 3 as it was built by the meta rule
constructor. Corresponding numbers between Figure 3 and
Figure 1 indicate that the grammar rule was derived from the
respective sentence.
la) dosjcommand -^ uppercaseJetters
lb) upperjcaseJetters -^ upper-caseJetter
Ic) upperjcaseJctters -> uppercaseJetter upperxaseJetters
2a) parameter -^ lower.case Jetters
2b) parameters ->• parameter
2c) parameters ->^ parameter parameters
2d) lower.caseJetters —>^ lower.caseJetter
2e) lower.caseJetters -¥ lower.caseJetter lowerxaseJetters
4a) optional-parameter -^ ' [' parameters' ]'
4b) optionaLparameters -¥ optional4)arameter
4c) optional^jarameters -^ optional_parameter optional^jarameters
5a) exclusive^tarameters ->' <' parameters' >'
5b) exclusive-parameters —¥ exclusive-parameter
5c) exclusive-parameters —^ exclusive-parameter
exclusive^jarameters
Figure 3: Meta grammar
We cannot go through each rule, but will nevertheless comment on some interesting translations. Sentence 1 mainly
gives rise to rule la, i.e.,
(E\-l) dosjcommand —> upper.case Jetters.

But there are a number of other rules which were triggered by
this sentence (lb and Ic), which w e will n o w explain in more
1. a C F G rule consists of a head and a body separated by an expandetail.
sion symbol ( ->)
2. the body consists of terminals and / or nonterminals
The semantic value of a singular noun like upper case letter
3. nonterminals are realized as C F G rules
is the pair
4. terminals are single characters like "A" or"["
(Ex-2) <upper.case-letter, { upper.caseJetter —^ A,
5. optionality of rules is expressed by at least two alternative rules,
upper-caseJetter—^ B, ... } > ,
where one rule expands to [] (zero expansion); i.e. the input string
is not decremented
6. exclusiveness of rules is realized by alternative rules without a
i.e, the set of all lexical insertion rules for a single upper ca
zero expansion
letter. B y contrary, nouns like " D O S c o m m a n d " have the seFigure 2: Knowledge about the construction of a C F G
mantic value <dos_conunand,0 >, that is the set of asscociated rules is empty. The reason for this difference lies in the
The module responsible for the translation from the indifferent
grammatical status of the corresponding nontermistructional text, i.e., the notational conventions, to a C F G is
nals,
upper-case-letter
is a nonbranching preterminal, which
called the meta rule constructor. T h e meta rule constructor is
dominates
exactly
one
terminal
symbol. Since the object lanbased on a Definite Clause G r a m m a r for the English construcguage
consists
of
sequences
of
single
letters or symbols, not
tions which are used to specify the notational conventions. It
of
preparsed
tokens
(finding
these
tokens
is one of the goals
uses a Montague style rule-by-rule approach to m a p the Enof our approach), the operational meaning of such a noun is
glish sentences to context-free rules, the logical language w e
the
set of rules used to recognize the corresponding terminal
use. Every syntactic constituent receives a semantic value
symbols.
O n the other hand, D O S c o m m a n d is translated into
which is compositionally constructed from the semantic vala
nonterminal
symbol for which w e hope tofindthe relevant
ues of the immediate subconstituents (the details of h o w this
expansion
rules
in subsequent steps, therefore the associated
is done will be given in a moment). The semantic value asrule
set
is
empty.
In other words: the h u m a n learner obviously
signed to a syntactic constituent N is a pair < E , R > where
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knows what upper case letters are but (s)he (as a novice) has
A s is easily seen, this grammar fragment is a bit too genno idea about the nature of D O S commands.
eral, but this does not matter because the meta grammar conIt is n o w interesting to see h o w the recursive rules 1 b and
structed in thefirstlearning stage will later be refined by parsing the actual D O S c o m m a n d s which w e assume to be corIc in Figure 3, which are used to recognize sequences of uprectly specified. In other words: in principle w e do not have
per case letters, are built. W e think the trigger condition lor
the problem of ungrammatical input, and therefore "wrong"
recursive rules is thep/Mra/of the nouns occurring in the notational conventions, in our example upper case letters. There- granmiar rules will never be used in the second learning stage
and can be removed from the grammar after this stage.
fore, w e assume the following plural formation DCG-rule:
n(pl,NPl^em) -> n(sg,NSg^em), [s],
Closing Knowledge Gaps in the Meta Grammar
{ plural_semantics(NSg.Sem,NPLSem) }
That is: the plural of a noun is formed by appending the
After the derivation of the meta grammar from the notational
letter s to the singular form. The predicate plural^emantics/2
conventions, the learner should be able to parse the formal
is defined in Prolog^ as follows:
conunand descriptions of the operating system language (e.g.
CD[device:][path]). However, not only misconceptions of
plural jemantics(<Cl ,Rules 1 > ,<C2,Rules2» :concat(C 1 ,s,C2)
% e.g., concatfletter.s.letters)
the learner but also incomplete explanations given in textNewRules = [C2 ^ CI, C 2 -> CI C2],
books can impede this. In our example, a top level rule is
union(Rules 1 ,NewRules,Rules2).
missing, i.e., the rule that provides the information about the
Figure 4: Plural formation rule in Prolog
sequence of the c o m m a n d n a m e and its parameters. Additionally, no rule for the interpretation of special characters
An example will illustrate this matter. The semantic value
(e.g. the colon in device:) has been introduced. W e use a roof upper.caseJetter was specified in (Ex-2) above. Plubust bottom up chart parser and a rule induction component
ral-seman tics/2 n o w introduces two new rules based on this
to overcome such knowledge gaps. Knowledge gaps at the
value:
rule level (e.g. the missing top rule) are closed by investigating the resulting chart. The chart parser assigns partial parse
Rule 1. upper.case.letters -> upper_case.letter
trees to c o m m a n d expressions and a rule induction compoRule 2. upper_case-letters —> upper_case_letter
nent generates all possible chart completions (see below for
upper .case-letters
an example). Knowledge gaps at the character level (e.g. ':')
that is upperjcaseJetters is used to recognize the lanare labeled unknown (e.g. unknown(:)) and integrated accordguage {A, B, ..., Z }+. The semantic value of the pluing to the following heuristic: any preterminal rule allows a
ral noun upper case letters then consists of the pair < upcategory unknown to be integrated (gaps are closed on the
per-case-letters,{ Rule 1, Rule 2 } U { all lexical insertion
deepest level of a parse tree).
rules for upper^caseJetter } >.
The output of the parser for the M S - D O S c o m m a n d
Let us n o w see h o w rule Ex-1 was constructed. The gramCD[device:][path] is given in Figure 6.
mar for the notational conventions has two further rules (see
Edges Partial Parse Trees
fig. 5).
1 -2
dos jcommand(upperxase JettersC CD')),
v(sg,< Xy\x{x -^ y), 0 > ) ->• [are,given,in].
2-9
optional4)arameters(
vp(Num,< VPSem,VPRules» -> v(Nuni,< VSem,VRules»,
2-3
•['
np(_<NPSem,NPRules»,
3 -4
optionaLparameter(parameters(
{ apply(NPSem,VSem.VPSem),
parameter(lowerxaseJetters(device)),
union(VRules,NPRules,VPRules)} . 4-5
parameter(unknown(;))),
5-7
•]"[•
Figure 5: Two rules of the Meta Rule Constructor
optional.parameters(optional4)arameter(parameters(
7-8
parameter(lower_caseJetters(path))),
We regard verb complexes such as "are given in" as man8-9
']•)
ifestations of a general definition operator which is repre- Figure 6: Trace of CD[device:][path]
sented by the context-free arrow -^ . Thefirstcomponent of
the semantic value of the V P are given in upper case letters This parse tree is slightly simplified for ease of readability (we removed the nodes for lowerjcaseJetter and upis therefore reconstructed as A x (x —> upper.case.letters).
per.caseJetter
and contracted the letters to words). The
Afinalsentence rule (not shown here) applies the meaning
chart
parser
identifies
two constituents: a simple constituent
of the subject N P to the meaning of the VP, takes the union
dosjcommand
(CD),
and
a more complex constituent opof the rule sets of the N P and the V P andfinallyadds the rule
tionalparameters
with
the
terminals device, : and path.
(Ex-1) dos.commands -^ upperjcaseJetters to this set^.
N o connection can be established between these two con' W e use a slightly modified Prolog syntax for the purpose of
stituents due to the missing top rule. However, the chart
exposition
edges provide linearization information, i.e., edge 1-2 cov^The addition of the last rule is covered by the special condition
ering dosjcommand precedes edge 2-9 covering the optional
in the definition of R regarding sentence symbols (see the definition
parameters. In this case, the completion of the parse tree
of the 2-tuple <E,R>,above).
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defined, since the requirement to be the most specific concept
is a simple task, a n e w edge 1-9 called c o m m a n d is introis a taxonomic property.
duced that covers d o s . c o m m a n d and optional parameters.
Before going into the details of the learning algorithm, let
T h e corresponing top rule is c o m m a n d —^ d o s . c o m m a n d opus discuss the learning result, i.e., the resulting D C G of C D
tional^arameters. This rule completes the meta grammar.
It is, however, too restrictive, since exclusive .parameters are (fig. 8). Note that the generated D C G accepts list representations like ['CD',a,:,user] rather than a stream of characters
not captured. In order to generalize it, a n e w expression,
like ['C,' D',' ' ,a,:,u,s,e,r]. W e assume that streams of charsay, command^parameters, that replaces optional .parameters
acters are preprocessed and grouped (by humans) according
in the c o m m a n d rule, needs to be introduced. This will
to the following principles:
then expand to all k n o w n rules for parameters (e.g., optional parameters and exclusive.parameters). W e will not
1. characters of the same type (e.g., lower case letters) are concat
further elaborate on this.
nated (e.g. [d,e,v,i,c,e,:] is transformed to [device,:])
2. characters of different types (e.g.,' a' and' [') indicate transitions,
Generating Grammars from Parse IVees
they separate character groups, thus [' C,' D',' [' ,d,e,v,i,c,e,:,' ]' ] is
transformed to [' CD',' [' .device,:,' ]' ]
Given a derivation tree built from parsing a command expres3. blanks are separators and can be removed
sion with the meta grammar, the learner is able to construct a
context-free Definite Clause Grammar representation of that
c o m m a n d expression. In our example, CD[device:][path]
was assigned the parse tree given in Figure 6 before the missing edge, 1-9, was induced by the system. In Figure 7 the
completed parse tree is given.
Edges Parse Tree
1-9
command(
dos^ommandC CD'),
optional _parameter(device),
unknown(:),
optional_parameter(path))

The command grammar derived from the pruned explanation tree (fig. 7) is given in Figure 8.
command -^ dosjcommand, opt-param_l, opt4)aram_2.
d o s x o m m a n d ^ ['CD'].
opt4)aram-l•
[Var], {device(Var)}, [:].
opt-param.l
[]•
opt43aram^ ^ [Var], {path(Var)}.
opt-param^ -^[].
path(_).
device(_).
Figure 8: C o m m a n d grammar of C D

The grammar reads as follows: A D O S conrmiand is realized as a rule dos.command (which expands to the terminal
TTiis parse tree has been pruned (compared to fig. 6) accord- ' CD') followed by two nonterminials, i.e. the optional paing to the following operationalization criterion:
rameters. Thefirstoptional parameter is either a device (the
1. the root node is operational (here: c o m m a n d )
first rule of opt^aram.l) or is not realized at all (the second
2. the heads of recursive rules are not operational
rule oiopt^yaram.l). The second optional parameter is either
3. the most specific domain concepts are operational (here:
a path (thefirstrule of opt.paramJ.) or is not realized at all
dosj:ommand, optionaljtarameter)
(the second rule of opt.paramJ2).
4. all leaves of non-branching preterminals are operational (here:
Now, what a device is and what a path is are initially
path, device, but not"[")
5. the label u n k n o w n is operational
unknown to the learner, although (s)he may already have
some background knowledge about such domain-specified
The notion of an operationalization criterion is adopted
concepts. In some textbooks the notion of a path is itself
from Explanation-based Learning ( E B L , Mitchell & KedarCabelli (1986)). In general, only those node labels (i.e., rule
explained at some length, while in others it is only introduced in passing. W e assume here that device and path are
heads) that are crucial for the definition of the c o m m a n d
left unspecified initially, and thus assert two non-restrictive
g r a m m a r are operational. This principle is best exemplified
(i.e., always succeeding) type predicates {device(.), path(.))
by criterion 3 which states that only the most specific domain
to the knowledge base. A s text understanding proceeds, these
concepts are operational. T o give an example: Althoughpaknowledge gaps will eventually be closed, for example from
rameter is a domain-specific concept, optional parameter is
as a subconcept of parameter - m o r e specific and thus paapposition phrases like device a in start the program from device a. As a result, device(a) is asserted to the knowledge
rameter is not operational while optional parameter is. O n
base (a Prolog knowledge base, thus asserta is used).
the other hand, lower.caseJetter is surely not domain speThe learning algorithm to generate a command grammar
cific at all and thus is not operational. R e m e m b e r , however,
from an parse tree is given in Figure 9. It is restricted to those
that domain-specific concepts are not part of the background
knowledge of a novice. S o they need to be identified and
parts that are relevant to our example. Input is a parse tree
acquired during text understanding. This is accomplished
such as the one from Figure 7, output is a D C G command
grammar like the one given in Figure 8. Note that the knowlthrough the specialization of already existing concepts (e.g.
edge specified in Figure 2 is also relevant to the construction
dos c o m m a n d is a command, where c o m m a n d as a concept is k n o w n in advance) or through the integration of una D C G grammar.
k n o w n words (concepts) without further semantic classificaIn general, each nonterminal node of the parse tree has
tion. Note, that our operationalization criterion is structurally
one of two rule types attached to it: optional or exclusive.
Figure 7: Completed and pruned trace of CD[device:][path]
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cf. Figure 2. Currently, only optional parameter is of
type optional. This type infonnation is learned during the
construction of the meta grammar, especially while parsing
phrases like "optional parameters'* (cf. item 4 of fig. 1).
All other rule labels are marked by default as exclusivi
(e.g. dosjcommand). Additionally, each preterminal node
has a leaf type attached to it. There are two leaf types:
consiant and variable. For example in d o s . c o m m a n d ( C D )
the type of C D is constant since dos-command is a comm a n d and c o m m a n d s are k n o w n to have unique names. Conversely, optional parameter is a parameter and parameters
denote variables. Given a tree with the tree structure tree =
node(..,subtreeJ,..), where i > 0, and subtreeJ is either a
nonterminal with a tree structure or a terminal, i.e., a leaf:
1. transfonii(tree): each nonterminal node forms the head of
rule. The rule skeleton is <nodeJabel> -> .. (nodeJabel is a
unique identifier, if node is unambigous in tree, nodeJabel =
node, e.g. c o m m a n d is unique with respect to the tree from fig.
7 thus command ->.. and not e.g. commandJ -¥ ..)
2. if node is (also) a preterminal, i.e., tree = node(subtree) where
subtree denotes a terminal, then
(a) if the leaf type of node is constant (this is also tme for the label u n k n o w n ) then construct the body in the following manner: put the leaf entry in square brackets to be read off from
the input string (e.g. dosxommand -^ I'CD'J).
(b) if the leaf type of node is variable then expand the body to
IVar}, {TypeiVar)}, where TVpe is the name of leaf. Assert
Type(Var) to the knowledge base as a predicate. For example: optional-parameter(path) is expanded to: opt^aram-2 ->
[Var], {path(Var)}
3. if theraletype of node is optional (additionally) generate a head
with an empty body (i.e., < nodeJabel> -^ [])

mar in Figure 8 - parses c o m m a n d examples like ['CD',
a,:] from the natural language parser ( N L parser), which
is a unification based, FUG-style parser (Kay, 1985) that
par.scs the English explanation of the given D O S c o m m a n d
e.g. C D changes the .... The C O M parser assigns parse
trees to c o m m a n d examples, while the N L parser assigns
(semantic) feature structures to sentences. Both results are
combined to construct augmented D C G rules of the form:
rule(SemanticStructure) -^ ... . SemanticStructure is a comm o n feature structure composed of attribute-value pairs (written: attribute=value) that capture morpho-syntactic information but are also used to incorporate the lexical semantics of
words. Feature structures are manipulated with a single operation called unification. W e use a two place unification procedure called merge: merge(A,B) combines A and B such that
new
-a if
unification was successful - both denote exactly the same
set of features^.
Consider once again the C D c o m m a n d and its definition:
C D changes the current directory.
The
C O M parser yields the parse tree d o s . c o m m a n d ( C D ) .
The ^fL parser generates the following feature structure
(only the relevant features are kept): [type=changeJoc,
source=[directory=Dir,property=current|-]|_]. This feature
structure is derived from the semantics of the verb change
and the nominal element current directory. C h a n g e denotes
a change Joc(ation) situation with a source object that is a directory. W e currently d o not incorporate planning knowledge
(e.g. the preconditions and effects of the change J o e situation) into these representations, although this is planned for
the near future. Figure 10 shows the augmented D C G for C D .
Each rule has received a semantic argument (SemC, S e m O l ,
S e m O I ) , which are merged to an overall semantic structure

4. if node is not a preterminal then for all subtree, of
node{.., subtree,,..) generate a unique label, attach it to the rale SemC.
for nodeJabel such that the label of subtrea, label,, appears in
theralebody before the label of subtree,+i, label,+ i, and call
dosjcommand(SemC) -> ['CD'], ;;; replaces dosxommand -^ ['CD']
transform(su6tree,).
{merge(SemC,[type=changeJoc,
source=[directory=Dir,property=current|_),
Figure 9: A sketch of the learning algorithm
opt.param-1 = S e m O 1, opt-param_2=Sem021 -] | -])},
opt_param_l (SemO 1),
Acquiring the Semantics of System Commands
opt-param^(Sem02).
So far, a context-free grammar of the syntax of a c o m m a n d
opt4)aram.l([device=Var|-]) -^ [Var],{device(Var)},[:].
has been acquired. However, reasoning and planning proopt4)aram-l([device=unspec|-]) —^ [].
cesses depend on the semantics of commands as well. The
opt4)aram-2([path=Var|.]) ->• [Var], {path(Var)}.
semantics of a c o m m a n d such as C D or C O P Y normally canopt-param_2([path=unspec| J) -^ [].
not be explained in a brief sentence. The general function of
device:(_).
path(_).
the command, its preconditions and effects, the role of each
parameter and the dependencies among them - all these things Figure 10: DCG with semantic structures
need to be introduced.
W e capture this by augmenting the c o m m a n d D C G s with
Note that the variable Var in the optional rules is not yet
semantic and conceptual structures by means of a component
connected to any variable at the top level rule c o m m a n d . W e
called the D C G refiner. This module, however, is not yet a
can give only a brief and incomplete description of the D C G
stable part of our model, w e are still exploring and experirefiner.
menting with various approaches and data formats. To give
Features structures are assigned to a rule level (top rule,
an impression of the learning tasks and the problems that need
embedded rules) according to the following principles:
to be solved, w e describe the model's present state.
In the following w e distinguish the c o m m a n d parser ( C O M
^Feature stractures are modeled in form of open prolog lists, i.e.,
parser), which - given a c o m m a n d grammar like the C D gram- [...|.]. Prolog variables are written in initial caps.
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might establish a kind of felicity condition in our learning environment.

1. initialization stage (thefirstaugmentation of a command D C G
with semantic structures):

(a) the top level rule is augmented with those features that come
from the verb concept (e.g., change Joe).
Conclusion and Outlook
(b) The (optional) rules are assigned their test predicates (those
Our model is a multi-strategy approach which seeks to exenclosed in braces) as features. For example, rule opt^aramJ
plain
h o w prograimning novices acquire programming skills
receives device=Var as a feature.
from textbooks. While w e do not expect the learner to
2. refinement stage (subsequent modifications of a D C G ) :
have any domain-specific knowledge, (s)he is considered to
(a) feature structure augmentation: FeaUires are attached to the
have the full natural language competence of an adult. Our
least general level under the condition that all already encounmodel incorporates various analysis-based learning methods.
tered (stored) positive examples can still be captured by the
Knowledge
about the operationalization of knowledge (how
command grammar.
(b) feature lifting and feature lowering: Features can be lifted
to build C F G s from text) is used to induce meta grammars
from deeper to higher rules and vice versa. If, for example,
(from notational conventions). These meta grammars are ofa new command instance is encountered that does not match
ten incomplete due to omissions in the explanatory text. In
the semantics at a given level, the mismatched parts are pushed
the sense of explanation-based learning, an incomplete dodown to compatible rules.
main theory has been acquired. C o m m a n d graimnars are then
(c) grammar specialization and grammar generalization: Examples might also trigger the assertion of new rules (rule order:
acquired by applying the learned meta grammars (bottom up)
more specific rules precede more general rules). This is a
to formal conmiand expressions in the textbook. A n explanagranmiar specialization. Also, rule generahzation is possible
if two or more rules broadly share the same feature structures. tion structure is built while parsing the c o m m a n d expressions.
Knowledge gaps in the meta grammar are closed by the inRelated Work
duction of rules that complete the explanation trees. Next,
In this paper, the acquisition of a formal language is focused
these completed explanation trees are translated to command
on. However, our approach differs from other approaches
grammars in D C G format. Again, background knowledge
from computational learning theory (e.g.. Gold (1967)). In
about the construction of procedural knowlege is used. With
our case the grammar is not learned by way of induction from
the aid of cotmnand grammars, c o m m a n d instances and their
the processing of exhaustive examples. Instead, the granmiar
textual explanations are parsed and used to further refine the
itself is provided according to some verbally introduced noc o m m a n d granmiar. The D C G rule refiner augments the comtational conventions and further explanations in the form of
mand D C G with semantic structures which are generalized
natural language texts.
and specialized as new examples are integrated. Eventually,
Other approaches to knowledge acquisition from texts are
the c o m m a n d grammar captures (programming language speconcerned with the extraction of declarative knowledge neccific) syntactic, semantic and conceptual knowledge that can
essary to define n e w concepts (e.g. G o m e z (1995), Hahn et al.
be used in understanding and planning processes in the field
(1996)). In this paper, however, w e are concerned with the
of programming. A lot of work remains to be done, however.
acquisition oi procedural knowledge as Norton (1983) is. In
Especially, an empirical evaluation of the model is pressing.
his work, a paragraph of an elementary textbook on programAcknowledgements: W e would like to thank Bryan Jurish and
ming was manually simplified and automatically translated
Ina Bomkessel for valuable comments on a version of this
by a parser into Prolog clauses. In his system, however, learnpaper.
ing is reduced to natural language understanding, which is not
sufficient in our learning scenario.
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Abstract

be ambiguous, alternative models of the premises are
sequentially generated and inspected.
Two experiments on spatial relational inference investigated
In the construction phase reasoners use their knowledge
effects known from relational and syllogistic reasoning. (1)
about the semantics of spatial expressions to construct an
Continuity effect; n-term-series problems with continuous (Wrj
internal model of the situation that the premises describe.
X,Xr2Y,Yr3 Z) and semi-continuous (Xr2Y,y ^ Z, W r/ X )
This is the stage of the reasoning process in which the prepremise order are easier than tasks with discontinuous order
mises are integrated into a unified mental model.
(YviZyJ ri X, X rj Y). (2) Figurai bias: the order of terms in
In the inspection phase, a parsimonious description of the
the premises (XrY. Y r Z o r Y r X , Z r Y) effects the order of
terms in the conclusion ( X r Z o r Z r X). In thefirstexperiment
mental model is constructed, including a preliminary conclusubjects made more errors and took more time to process the
sion. In other words, the mental model is inspected to find
premises when in discontinuous order. In the second experirelations which are not explicitly given.
ment subjects showed the general preference for the term order
In the variation phase, people try to find alternative m o d Z r X in the generated conclusions, modulated by a "figurai
els of the premises in which the conclusion is false. If they
bias": subjects used X r Z more often if the premise term order
cannot find such a model, the conclusion must be O^e.
was X r Y , Y r Z, whereas Z r X was used most often for the
Evidence that people construct integrated representations
premise term order Y r X, Z r Y. Results are discussed in the
of
the given premises in the sense of a mental model has
framework of mental model theory with special reference to
been found through the investigation of premise order. T h e
computational models of spatial relational inference.
reported result is often called "continuity effect" or "order of
premises effect" in the literature (Evans, Newstead, &
Byrne, 1993).
Introduction a n d Related W o r k
Important hints with respect to the inspection of mental
The general scheme of an important class of tasks studied
models,
can be collected in the investigation of term order in
in the psychology of reasoning are the so called n-termthe premises. T h e reported result in the area of syllogistic
series problems, in which subjects have to find a conclusion
reasoning is often called "figurai effect" or "figurai bias"
on the basis of given premises. In the special case of a spatial
(Johnson-Laird & Bara, 1984).
three-term series problem (3ts-problem), two spatial relational terms X rj Y and K r2 Z are given as premises
(Johnson-Laird, 1972). The goal is to find a conclusion X rj
Z that is consistent with the premises. In a four-term series
problem (4ts-problem), three premises W rj X, X r2 Y and Y
rj Z are given, and three relations not explicitly given,
namely W r^Y, X r ^ Z and W r^ Z, can be inferred (Rauh &
Schlieder, 1997).
Recent theoretical accounts of h u m a n reasoning have been
proposed by Rips (1994), w h o views reasoning as a rulebased proof procedure, and by mental model theory
(Johnson-Laird, 1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).
Our previous work shows that particular spatial relational
inference lends itself well to an explanation based on the
construction of spatial mental models (Knauff, Rauh, &
Schlieder, 1995; Rauh, Schlieder, 1997; overview in: Knauff,
Rauh, Schlieder & Suojbe, 1998).
The c o m m o n denominator of mental model accounts for
explaining the cognitive processes underlying such inferences is the conception of reasoning as a process in which, at
first, unified mental representations of the given premises are
generated and then, due to the fact that this information can
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Continuity Effect
Ehrlich and Johnson-Laird (1982), for instance, gave subjects relational 4ts-problems and the three premises W rj X,
X r 2 Y , Y rjTL were presented in continuous ( W rj X, X r2 Y, Y
rj Z), semi-continuous (X rj Y, Y rj Z, W rj X ) , and discontinuous order {Y rj Z, W rj X, X r2 Y). Subjects had to infer
only the conclusion X r^ Z. T h e dependent measures were
the error rates and premise processing times for each kind of
premise order.
The results of Ehrlich and Johnson-Laird (1982; Exp. 3)
support the prediction of mental model theory that continuous order ( 3 7 % errors) should be easier than discontinuous
order ( 6 0 % errors), and there is no significant difference
between continuous and semi-continuous ( 3 9 % errors) tasks.
Mental model theory explains these results as an effect of
the difficulty of integrating the information from the premises. In the continuous and semi-continuous orders, it is
possible to integrate the information of thefirsttwo premises
directly at the beginning into one model, whereas w h e n they
are presented with the discontinuous order subjects must
wait for the third premise in order to integrate the informa-

lion in the premises into a unified representation. Before they
get this information they have to temporarily store the information from the first and second premise separately, making
the task m u c h harder.
Experiment 1 below was conducted to investigate the
effect of premise order in spatial relational inference.

Material

Figural Bias
W h e n investigating the effect of premise order an obvious
question is whether there is a similar effect for the order of
objects (terms) inside the premises. This has been done
extensively in the area of syllogistic reasoning and researchers have c o m e up with an extremely reliable and very robust
effect that is called the "figural effect" or "figural bias"
(Hunter, 1957; D e Soto. London & Handel, 1965; Trabasso,
Riley, & Wilson, 1975). W e explain this effect according to
an experiment on relational inference by Johnson-Laird and
Bara (1984). They gave subject 3ts-problems of the following types:
TVpel:
X is related to Y
Y is related to Z

Type 2:
Y is related to X
Z is related to Y

T h e result was, that in problems of Type 1 subjects tend to
spontaneously generate more conclusions in the form "X is
related to Z " than the other correct conclusion "Z is related
to X", whereas they tend to generate more conclusions in the
form " Z is related to X " for problems of Type 2. According
to the rule-based, mental proof theory, the surface features of
the premises determine thefiguraleffect (Rips, 1994). H o w ever, Johnson-Laird and Bara (1984) explained the "figural
effect" according to mental model theory. They assumed that
the integration of the premises in working m e m o r y is more
difficult in TVpe 2 problems because of the need to bring the
Y term into the middle. According to this view, the construction of a mental model is easier for premises that have the
repeated term asfirstterm in the next premise. In this case,
the information of the given premises can be integrated
immediately and no cognitive resources are needed for mental operations that bring the middle term into the middle.
Experiment 2 below was conducted to find out whether a
figural effect can be found for the spatial domain as well.

A s in our previous experiments (for example: Knauff, Rauh,
& Schlieder, 1995; Rauh & Schlieder, 1997) w e used a system of relations that was introduced by Allen (1983).
Although Allen's theory was originally developed in the area
of temporal reasoning it has triggered numerous research
enterprises in spatial reasoning as well (Freksa, 1991). The
main reason for preferring this set of relations over natural
language expressions like left-right, before-behind, eastwest, north-south (e.g. Byrne & Johnson-Laird, 1989; Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird, 1982; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991;
Maki, 1981; Mani & Johnson-Laird, 1982) is the possibility
to formulate a model-theoretic semantics of the relations,
which allows the exact determination of what counts as a
model and what not (e.g., Nebel & Burckert, 1995).
Allen's calculus is based on intervals, qualitative relations
between these intervals, and an algebra for reasoning about
relations between these intervals. Firstly, Allen (19983)
denotes thirteen qualitative jointly exhaustive and pairwise
disjoint relations describing the relative position of two
intervals on a line: before (<) and its converse after (>),
meets ( m ) a n d m e t b y (mi), overlaps (o) a n d overlapped by
(oi), finishes (f) 2taA finished b y (fi), during (d) a n d contains
(di), starts (s) a n d started b y (si), a n d equal ( = ) that has no
converse. Figure 1 gives pictorial e x a m p l e s of these relations*.
Secondly, Allen introduced a reasoning algorithm based
o n these relations. For instance, if the system receives the
information that X meets Y and Y is during Z it is computed
that the following relations b e t w e e n X and Z are possible: X
overlaps Z o t X is during Z or X starts with Z. T h e set of all
possible conclusions that has X rj Y a n d K rj Z as its premises can b e denoted as c (rj r2). Since Allen's theory contains thirteen relations, w e get 1 4 4 compositions c (rj ri),
omitting the trivial " e q u a C relation. This compositions can
b e used directly as 3ts-problems a n d it is also possible to
construct 4ts-problems o n the basis of the 13 relations.

xnnlty

lomlipiy

isMsy

ifinithNf

Figure 1: T h e possible qualitative relations that can hold
between two intervals (Allen, 1983).

Experiment I: Order of Premises Effect
T h e computer-aided experiment was separated into three
blocks: a definition, a learning, and an inference phase. The
reasons for the procedure are discussed extensively in
Knauff, Rauh, and Schlieder (1995). The main idea was to
distinguish between conceptual and inferential aspects of the
used spatial relations and to refer the obtained results to the
pure inference process holding constant the conceptual
aspects.

Method and Procedure
In the definition phase, subjects read descriptions of the locations of a red and a blue interval using the 13 qualitative relations (in German). Each verbal description was presented
with a short commentary about the location of the beginnings and endings of the two intervals and a picture with a
red and blue interval that matched the description.
The learning phase consisted of blocks of trials, where
subjects were presented with the one-sentence description of
the red and blue interval. They then had to determine the

Subjects
36 paid students (18 female, 18 male) of the University of
Freiburg, ranging in age from 21 to 33 years.

'For empirical results with respect to the concepnial adequacy of
the interval relations see Knauff (1997).
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startpoints and endpoints of a red and a blue interval using
mouse clicks. After confirmation of her/hisfinalchoices, the
subject was told whether her/his choices were correct or
false. If they were false, additional information about the
correct answer was given. Trials were presented in blocks of
all 13 relations in randomized order. The learning criterion
for one relation was accomplished if the subject gave correct
answers in 3 consecutive blocks of the corresponding relation. The learning phase stopped as soon as the last remaining relation reached the learning criterion. Subjects needed
15 to 30 minutes to accomplish the learning phase.
In the inference phase objects had to solve 12 spatial 4tsproblems in the active particular inference paradigm^, and
the premises W rj X, X r2 Y, and Y t j Z (abbreviated in the
following 3 i s " W - X , X - Y , Y - Z") were presented in continuous ( W - X, X - Y, Y - Z ) , semi-continuous { X - Y, Y - Z,
W - X ) and discontinuous ( Y - Z , W - X , X - Y ) order. They
were selected on the basis of ourfirst4ts-experiment (Rauh
& Schlieder, 1997), that the number of correct answers in
Rauh & Schlieder (1997) were relatively high and each of
the 12 relations were presented in thefiirstpremise exactly
once. According to the separated-stages paradigm (Potts &
Scholz, 1975), premises were presented successively in a
self-paced manner, each on an extra screen.
Afterwards (in contrast to Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird, 1982)
subjects had to specify all three implicit relations W - Y , X Z, and W - Z, each on an extra screen, by choosing the startpoints and endpoints of the intervals in lightly colored rectangular regions (as they had done in the learning phase). To
avoid the effects of presentation order w e systematically varied the color of the intervals and the order of conclusions
asked for. This m a d e the tasks relatively difficult, since subjects not only had to specify the relations but also to remember the combination of colors in each premise.
The three instances of each of the 12 4ts-problems
(12x3=36 tasks) were compiled in different blocks, and there
was also one practice block in the beginning consisting of 6
other simple 4ts-problems. The sequence of experimental
blocks was counterbalanced across subjects according to a
sequentially counterbalanced Latin square. The experiment
took approximately 1.5 hours.

U.
Figure 2: Error rates for continuous, semi'Continuous
a n d discontinuous premise order in the 4ts-problenis.
Another important finding is reported in Table 1: the data on
premise processing times support the assumption of mental
model theory that a discontinuous premise order will
increase the processing time for the third premise, because
information from all premises must be integrated at this
point. Reliable differences can be found in the processing
times of the third premise between continuous and semi-continuous order [F(l,35) = 37.61, p < .001], semi-continuous
and discontinuous order [F(l,35) = 40.44, p < .001], and
continuous and discontinuous order [F(l,35) = 74.87, p <
.001]. For the second premise the differences between continuous and discontinuous order [F(l,35) = 17.63, p < .001],
and semi-continuous and discontinuous [F(l,35) = 22.89, p <
.001] are significant. All other differences, in particular in
thefirstpremise, and the difference between continuous and
semi-continuous order in the second premise, are not reliable.
Table 1: Premise processing times for the first, second
and third premise in the tasks with continuous, semi>
continuous and discontinuous premise order.
Premise processing time in sec.

Results

premise order

All 36 subjects successfully passed the learning phase, and
all data collected in the inference phase could be further analyzed. Individual performance showed considerable variation, ranging from 4 4 % to 9 5 % correct answers.
A s shown in Figure 2, die results corroborated our prediction
in two ways: (1) there was no significant difference of errors
between continuous (39.7%) and semi-continuous (40.1%)
premise order [x^(i) = 017, p > .898], but (2) both were significantly easier than the discontinuous order which lead to
50.0% errors on average [X'^(\) = 9.643, p < .001;x^(i) =
8.864, p < .002.].

premise I 1 premise 2

1 premise 3

continuous

13.0

11.2

10.9

semi-cont.

13.6

11.0

14.4

discont.

12.4

13.9

19.5

Discussion

T h e experiment was conducted to investigate the continuity
effect in the spatial domain with the aid of the interval relations. The error rates as well as the premise processing times
showed a strong continuity effect. Subjects m a d e more errors
in tasks with discontinuous premise order than in continuous
and semi-continuous order, and it took more time to process
In the active particular inference paradigm subjects had to find the third premise in the discontinuous condition. These
only some conclusions which are compatible with the given preresults can be seen as clear evidence for the most important
mises (Knauff et al., 1995).
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assumption of mental model theory, namely that the information of the premises is integrated into a unified representation, the mental model. T h e result can than be explained as
an effect of the difficulty of integrating the information from
the premises. Only in the continuous and semi-continuous
order, is it possible to integrate the premises immediately,
whereas in the discontinuous order the information from the
first and second premise must be kept temporarily separated
in working m e m o r y (maybe in a language-like propositional
form or as separate models) until the third premise is given.
This interpretation is supported by the premise processing
times as well, which show that it takes m u c h more time to
process the third premise in the discontinuous order Again,
these results are compatible with the assumption that subjects build an integrated representation of the given premises.
In fact, the processing time for the third premise in the discontinuous premise order must be longer, because at this
point in the model construction process, subjects get the first
chance to integrate thefirsttwo premises.
Experiment II: Order of Terms Effect
Subjects
24 paid students (12 female, 12 male) of the University of
Freiburg, ranging in age from 2 0 to 33 years.
Method and Procedure
T h e same interval relations as in Experiment I were used and
the computer-aided experiment w a s again separated into the
three phases. T h e definition phase and the learning phase
were conducted as in Experiment I. In the inference phase,
subjects had to solve 128 Sts-problems in the active particular inference paradigm (plus 10 practice trails).
O f the 144 possible 3ts-problems, w e selected 32 indeterminate tasks (i.e., multiple model problems) that showed the
highest degree of preference from our preferred mental models experiment reported in Knauff, Rauh & Schlieder (1995).
For each task w e constructed "twin" tasks, which use the
inverse relation but describe the same spatial relation
between the three intervals. For example, the spatial arrangement of " X lies to the left o f Y " and "Ylies to the left o f Z " is
identical to " Y lies to the right o f X " and " Z lies to the right
OfY".
A s shown in Table 2, based on the location of the terms,
w e constructed tasks of four different types. T h e complement
lines in the table denote the fact that the inverse relation was
used. With respect to the terminology of research on syllogistic reasoning the "types" can also be called "figures". In
all four types Y is the middle term, which occurs in both premises of the problem but on different locations. The conclusions connect the two end terms X and Z, and occur in the
premises on different locations as well.

Table 2: 3ts>problems of experiment 2 were constructed
in four different types, by changing the term orders and
using the inverse interval relations.
type

premise 1

premise 2

1

XrjY

Yr2Z

2

Y'r,X

Yr2Z

3

XrjY

Z~r2Y

4

Y7,X

Z'r2Y

possible
conclusions

XrjZ
or
ZJjX

In each trial, after reading the premises, subjectsfirsthad to
decide which interval to use to begin the one-sentence
description of the conclusion (in German). This was done by
pressing associated keys on the keyboard, namely < B > for
"The blue interval ...", < R > for "The red interval ..." and
< G > for "The green interval ...". Afterwards a new screen
was shown, where the second part of the sentence was displayed automatically. This was possible because the middle
term could not be used in the conclusion. If, for example, the
green interval was the middle term of the task, and the subject had pressed the key < R > initially, the two phrases "The
red interval... " and "... the blue interval" are displayed.
Between these, a list of all 13 interval relations was displayed (in randomized order), and the subject could choose
one of them with the cursor.
Results
A s in our previous experiment, all 24 subjects successfiilly
passed the learning phase. Individual performance in this (easier) experiment rangedfi-om4 3 % to 9 8 % correct answers.
The most important result is concerned with the term
orders chosen in the conclusions. Remembering that in general it could be predicted from the results of Johnson-Laird
& Bara (1984) that subjects tend to choose the order X r ^ Z
(abbreviated as " X - Z " ) more often than the reverse order Z
rj X ("Z - AT'). This assumption is not supported by our
results: 6 2 . 8 % of all conclusions given by the subjects were
in the order Z - X .
A s shown in Figure 3, this general bias is modulated by
term order in the premises. For the conclusion, the term
order A ^ - Z was chosen i o x X - Y , Y - Z (44.37o) more often
than for r - A, y - Z (38.77o) X - Y , Z - Y ( 3 9 . 6 % ) , and y A•, Z - y (31.1%). The difference between Y - X , Y - Z 2 a i d
X - Y , Z - Y \ s not rehable [X^(i) = 0.134, p > .71], whereas
the other differences are significant and show a clear figural
bias: T h e conclusion X - Z was used more often for the
premise order X - Y, Y - Z ihonfor Y - X, Y - Z [X^(i) =
4.959, p < .0151, a:- Y , Z - Y [x2(1)= 3.465, p < .035] and Y
- X , Z - Y [X (1) = 28.259, p < .001], and for the premise
order Y - X , Y - Z more often than for F - ;i:, Z - K [X (n *
9.640, p < .001]. The difference between AT - F, Z - K and ^
- X , Z - Y i s also reliable [X^(i)= 12.036, p < .001].
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The next result was that the type of preferred mental model
seems to be independent of the order of terms in the premises, since in nearly all of the 3ts-problems the same relation between the end-terms was chosen for all four figures
per task. In addition, the stability of mental model preferences determined in the study of Knauff et al. (1995) was not
perfect, although within the range of variability found in a
replication of the latter experiment in KuB, Rauh and Strube
(1996).

Form of conclusion: X r Z
%
396

General Discussion

r

W e reported two experiments investigating the "continuity
effect" and the "figural effect" in spatial relational inference
tasks. Taken together, our findings support an account of the
1
1
1
inference process following mental model theory and pose
.tfX^rl
XrV.ZrV
YfJCZrY
KfY.Yrt,
some problems for a syntactically oriented, rule-based theories.
Figure 3: T h e effect of term order in the premises on the
In thefirstexperiment w e found evidence for premise inteform of conclusions. T h e figure shows the distribution of
gration and showed that discontinuous premise order is
X r Z conclusions [in % ] for 32 problems in each of the
m u c h harder than semi-continuous and continuous order.
four types.
The result is easy to explain on the basis of the difficulty of
integrating the information of the premises. This explanation
As mentioned above, in an earlier experiment we have found is clearly supported by the premise processing times.
O n the othier hand, the results of the second experiment
preferred mental models for problems with multiple soluleave us with some open questions. The main idea of the
tions (Knauff & al., 1995). W e n o w look at the solutions of
experiment was to investigate another factor possibly effectour 32 indeterminate problems and compare the conclusions
ing spatial relational inference in a similar fashion to the way
with these preferences. T w o results are important: (1) the
that premise order does. The results of this experiment were
preferences w e found in the experiment were independent
surprising, particularly in one point. Contrary to the results
from the order of terms; only in one of the 32 tasks did the
of Johnson-Laird and Bara (1984), w e found no general bias
preferences differ in the four term orders. (2) in all cases w e
towards X - Z conclusions. In fact, subjects tend to generate
found strong preferences, the majority of which (24 out of
conclusions of the form Z - ^. A tfirstglance, this result
32, or 7 5 % ) were identical to those found in our previous
seems to be counterintuitive, but m a y have a plausible explainvestigation (Knauff & al. 1995).
nation: The overall effect of a Z - AT preference can be
explained - in agreement with the assumptions of mental
Disctission
model theory - by a cognitive process that inspects the menThe experiment was aimed more at proving the existence of
tal model by means of a spatial focus (e.g., D e Vooght &
figural effects well-known from other domains of reasoning.
Vandierendonck, in press). According to the computational
W e found (i) contrary to the results of Johnson-Laird and
account given for the construction of spatial mental models
Bara (1984) no general bias towards X - Z conclusions, and
by (Schlieder, 1995), after constructing the mental model the
(ii) in accordance with Johnson-Laird and Bara a figural
focus should be positioned on the last end-term of the 3tseffect, i.e. thefigureX - Y , Y - Z favored . Y - Z conclusions,
problem, namely Z. If this is the starting point of the scanwhereas thefigureY - X , Z - Y favored Z - AT conclusions.
ning process, it is plausible that thefirstterm in the concluThefirstcontradictory result of the Z - ^ preference could
sion is Z and not X, because for X - Z conclusions the focus
be attributed either to the spatial domain or to the property of
must be shifted back to the term X before the scanning prothe used relation in the Johnson-Laird and Bara study; they
cess starts. In contrast, Z - X c o n c l u s i o n s do not need time
used the relation "is related to" denoting kinship, a relation
consuming re-focussing, which explains w h y our subjects
that has the property of symmetry in contrast to the normally
preferred those conclusions in our second experiment. The
used material in relational reasoning studies ("better than",
observed preferences results directly from the process of
"taller than", ...) and also in contrast to our qualitative relamodel construction as detailed in Schlieder (1995). T h e
tions that do not have die property of symmetry. The effect
alternative computational account presented by Berendt
of abstract properties of relations like synmietry, asymmetry,
(1996), however, leaves it an open question h o w the present
or anti-symmetry, and the effect of the domain of relations
results can be modeled.
(spatial V. non-spatial) on the preference of X - Z concluA n even more important result of the second experiment is
sions has to be determined in ^ture experiments. However,
that the term order in the premises does not effect the model
the overall effect o i a Z - X preference can be explained by a
preferences of the subjects. In 31 of the 32 problems the
cognitive process that inspects the mental model by means of
same preferred mental model w a s chosen for all four types of
a spatial focus and is sensitive with respect to the outcome of
term order.
the model construction. This explanation is sketched in the
Taken together, both experiments give us important hints
general discussion below.
concerning the processes of model construction and model

•
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inspection. The model construction process seems to be sensitive to the order of premises and widely independent of
term order. The importance of term order emerges as son as
the model is inspected, because this process seems to be sensitive to the position of the focus, resulting from the model
construction process. However, further work is needed to
integrate model inspection in the existing computational
accounts of h o w spatial mental models are constructed.
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Abstract
People tend to give subadditive probability judgments
when asked to assess each in a set of three or more
exclusive hypotheses. The degree of subadditivity in such
judgments is determined in large part by the evidence upon
which the judgments are based, but the characteristics of
the evidence that influence subadditivity have yet to be
fully specified. In the present experiments, this issue was
addressed using a classification learning task, in which the
relationship between the evidence and the hypotheses
under consideration can be controlled experimentally. T w o
potential evidential influences on subadditivity-cue
conflict and cue frequency-are distinguished and tested in
three experiments. The results indicate that (a) people's
probability judgments are systematically subadditive~in
violation of standard probability theory-even when the
judgments are based on cues learned within the
experimental context, contrary to the predictions of
"ecological" theories of human judgment which attribute
such biases to nonrepresentative item selection; and (b)
cue conflict has a reliable influence on the degree of
subadditivity exhibited in probability judgments.
There is substantial evidence that people's probability
judgments are nonextensional, that is, not consistent with
the rules of set inclusion. Recently, a desciiptive theory of
probability judgment called support theory (Tversky &
Koehler, 1994) has been developed to account for these
findings. Support theory m a k e s two basic assumptions.
The first is that Judged probability reflects the relative
support for the focal and alternative hypotheses:
siA)
^—
siA) + siB)
That is, the Judged probability of A rather than B is simply
the evidential support available for A , s ( A ) , normalized
relative to that available for its complement B. Support
theory is nonextensional, allowing judged probability to
depend not only on the event in question but also on h o w it
is described. Hence, A and B refer to descriptions of events,
called hypotheses, rather than to the events themselves, as in
standard probability theory.
Support theory distinguishes between explicit
disjunctions, which list their components, and implicit
disjunctions, which d o not. Support theory's second
assumption is that if H is an implicit disjunction (e.g.,
homicide) that refers to the s a m e event as an explicit
disjunction of exclusive hypotheses H q and H g (e.g.,
homicide by an acquaintance or homicide by a stranger,
denoted H a v //j), then
(2)
s(H) < s(Ha V H s ) < siHa) + siHs).
That is, the support of the implicit disjunction H is less
than or equal to that of the explicit disjunction H ^ v H^,
(1)

PiA,B) =
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which in turn is less than or equal to the total support of its
components w h e n assessed individually (Rottenstreich &
Tversky, 1997). In short, "unpacking" the implicit
hypothesis into its components can only increase its
support, and hence its judged probability (cf. Fischhoff,
Lichtenstein, & Slovic, 1978). T h e relationship between
the support of the implicit disjunction and that of its
components is said to be subadditive, in the sense that the
whole receives less than the s u m of its parts.
Support theory implies that, whenever a single wellspecified hypothesis is evaluated relative to all of its
alternatives taken as a group (referred to as a "catchall" or
residual category), the specified hypothesis will be given
greater weight than if it had been included implicitly in the
residual category. Consider an example with three
hypotheses: A , B , m d C . W h e n a person is asked to Judge
the probability of hypothesis A , according to support
theory, the probability Judgment is determined by the
evidential support for hypothesis A normalized relative to
that for its complement. In this case its complement is an
implicit disjunction of hypotheses B and C. Support theory
assumes that the implicit representation of the alternative
hypotheses decreases their support relative to that of A ,
thereby increasing A's Judged probability. If separate
Judgments are obtained of the probability of hypotheses A ,
B, and C , the total probability assigned to the three is
predicted to exceed one, in violation of standard probability
theory. T h e degree of subadditivity in this case can be
measured by the extent to which the total exceeds one.
The degree of subadditivity observed depends on a number
of factors (see Tversky & Koehler, 1994), including the
compatibility of the evidence with each of the hypotheses
under consideration. For example, in one experiment
(Koehler, Brenner, & Tversky, 1997, Exp. 1) participants
judged the probability that a college student had a specified
social science major on the basis of a course that student had
taken. T h e courses provided as evidence varied in h o w
compatible they were with social science majors in general,
with t w o of them being quite typical (e.g.. Western
Civilization) and t w o being fairly atypical (e.g., French
Literature). T h e degree of subadditivity of the judgments
(measured by the total probability assigned to four exclusive
and exhaustive social science majors) w a s significantly
greater for the typical courses than for the atypical courses, a
result referred to as the enhancement effect.
While the notion of "compatibility" between evidence and
hypotheses serves to summarize a number of manipulations
observed to influence subadditivity, the exact characteristics
of the evidence controlling subadditivity have yet to be
explicated. T o identify m o r e precisely the evidential
characteristics influencing subadditivity, it is necessary to
have direct experimental control over the relationship

between the evidence and the hypotheses. This w a s
accomplished in the present investigation through the use of
a simulated medical diagnosis task, which has been used in
m u c h of the recent work on classification learning (e.g.,
Estes, Campbell, Hatsopoulos, & Hurwitz, 1989; Gluck &
Bower, 1988; Nosofsky, Kruschke, & McKinley. 1992). In
this task, participants are presented with a set of symptoms
("cues" which serve as evidence) reported by a "patient" and
are asked to guess which of a set of possible diseases
(typically two) the patient might have. Participants are
presented with a large number of patients; after each guess
participants receive feedback telling them which disease the
patient actually had. During or after the learning phase, test
trials m a y be given (typically without feedback), in which
participants are presented with symptom patterns and asked
to estimate the probability that the patient has a designated
disease.
This task w a s used to investigate two possible
interpretations of evidential compatibility underlying the
enhancement effect. T h efirstpossibility involves overall
cue frequency: Subadditivity m a y increase with the
frequency of presentation during learning of the cue used as
the basis of judgment. That is, if some cues simply occur
more often in conjunction with all of the categories than do
others, presentation of these cues for judgment m a y yield
greater subadditivity than less frequently presented cues. The
second sense in which enhancement m a y operate involves
the degree of conflict a m o n g a set of cues. Research on
enhancement (Koehler et al., 1997; Tversky & Koehler,
1994) suggests that subadditivity m a y be increased by the
introduction of evidence that has mixed or conflicting
implications (e.g., Peterson & Pitz, 1988). In the current
context this possibility can be examined by analyzing
different patterns of cues. Increased subadditivity would be
exjjected for those patterns that imply or support more than
one category or hypothesis.
In addition, the present set of experiments affords an
opportunity to test two competing theories of h u m a n
judgment. Support theory, with its origins in the heuristics
and biases research programme of Tversky and Kahneman
(e.g., 1974), assumes that the inferential mechanisms
underlying probability judgment often produce reasonably
accurate judgments but also cause systematic biases under
certain circumstances. In contrast, s o m e researchers
(Bjorkman, 1994; Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinbolting,
1991; Juslin, 1994) have recently suggested that judgmental
biases observed in experimental settings arise because
participants attempt to apply cues they have learned
accurately from experience to a set of items selected by the
experimenter that is non-representative of the environment
in which the cue-outcome relationship was originally
learned. This claim is tested in the present experiments. In
a classification learning experiment, the environment in
which the cue-outcome relationship holds is defined by and
learned during the training sequence of the laboratory task
itself. Thus the "ecological" approach leads to the prediction
that the systematic subadditivity implied by support theory
should not be observed in the present studies, in which
nonrepresentative item selection is not an issue.

Experiment

1

Method
Participants. Participants were 16 members of the
participant panel at the Medical Research Council Applied
Psychology Unit, w h o were paid for their participation.
Data from three additional participants were replaced; one
participant failed to complete the judgment task as
instructed, and the other two failed to achieve above-chance
accuracy in the learning phase of the experiment.
Stimuli and Apparatus. The stimuli were "medical
charts" consisting of four symptoms: chills, cough,
headache, and sore throat. Each symptom was denoted either
as being present (in upper-case letters, e.g., C O U G H ) or
absent (in lower-case letters, e.g., no cough) on the medical
chart. Each patient was to be classified as having one of
three types offlustrains, simply labeled #1, #2, and #3.
Design. As in Estes et al. (1989) and Nosofsky et al.
(1992), all participants were presented with an identical
training sequence, consisting of 240 trials. This sequence
was constructed byfirstrandomly choosing one of the three
flu strains (with equal probabilities), and then choosing the
four s y m p t o m s (independently) with conditional
probabilities yielding the following properties. First, the
four symptoms vary systematically in their overall frequency
of occurrence, with p(A) = 55.8%, p(B) = 46.3%, p(C) =
37.1%, and p(D) = 27.5%. Second, each symptom, taken
on its own, has the same diagnosticity. That is, given the
symptom, theflustrain it is associated with increases in
probability to 6 0 % (with some small variation due to
rounding error for thefiniteseries of learning trials) and the
other twoflustrains decrease in probability to 2 0 % each.
Figure 1 indicates the mapping between the four symptoms
and the flu strain with which each is most strongly
associated.
The actual symptom label (e.g., cough) assigned to the
four abstract symptoms A - D w a s counterbalanced over
participants, as was the position of the four symptoms in
the computer display. Unlike the training sequence, which
was the same for all participants, the order in which the
subsequent 48 pattern judgments were made was determined
randomly for each participant.

Symptom

Flu Strain

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of symptom-flu strain
mapping in Experiments 1 and 2.
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Procedure. Participants were told that they would be
taking part in a simulated medical judgment task. They
were told they would be presented with a series of 240
patients, each of w h o m was subsequently found (via a blood
test) to have one of three influenza strains. They were
instructed that their task was to consider four symptoms
(chills, cough, headache, and sore throat) that could help
them determine which of the three flu strains a patient was
suffering from. For each patient they would be told whether
or not the patient had reported each of the four symptoms,
and then would be asked to guess which of the three flu
strains that participant had. After entering their choice, they
would be told whether they were correct or not and which flu
strain the patient in question actually had. In the beginning,
they were told, they would be guessing essentially at
random, but as they saw more patients they should begin to
have some sense of which symptoms go with which flu
strains. They were warned, however, that just as in real
medical practice, these observable symptoms were not
perfect predictors and that two patients with the exact same
set of symptoms might not always have the same flu strain.
After the training sequence, participants were presented
with symptom patterns (like those seen during training) and
were asked to judge the percentage of patients with that
pattern they would expect to have a designated flu strain.
They were instructed to give numbers between 0 % and
100%, where 1 0 0 % indicated that they expected every patient
with that symptom pattern to have the designated flu strain,
and 0 % indicated that they expected none of the patients with
that pattern to have the designated flu strain. Participants
were asked to m a k e such judgments for all 48 possible
combinations of the 16 different symptom patterns with the
3 different flu strains.
Results and Discussion
Learning Data. Over participants, average accuracy
across the 240 training trials was 5 5 % , afiguresubstantially
greater than that expected by chance. All participants
included in the sample achieved above-chance accuracy. T o
determine whether learning was at asymptote by the end of
the 240 training mals, average percent correct was computed
for four consecutive 60-trial blocks. O n thefirstblock,
3 9 % of participants' guesses were correct. For the next
three blocks the correspondingfigureswere 5 9 % , 6 2 % , and
5 8 % , respectively. Participants' performance was no longer
improving after thefirst60 or so training trials, suggesting
that by the end of the training phase participants had learned
all they could about the category structure.
Pattern Judgment Data. Figure 2 displays the mean
probability assigned to each flu strain for the 16 possible
symptom patterns (present symptoms are denoted with
uppercase letters, absent symptoms with lowercase).
Participants' probability judgments were strongly related to
the normative probabilities used to construct the training
sequence. The correlation between the set of mean pattern
judgments and the normative values is 0.93, showing that
participants were able to translate what they had learned
during the training sequence into reasonably accurate
probability judgments. A s predicted by support theory,
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Figure 2: M e a n judged probability of each flu strain and
their total for each of the possible symptom patterns.
however, the probability judgments were clearly subadditive:
The total probability assigned to the three possible flu
strains consistently exceeded 1 0 0 % , with an average total of
1 2 0 % (see Figure 2).
The degree of subadditivity varied substantially over the
various symptom patterns, allowing a test of the role of cue
frequency and cue conflict on the degree of subadditivity.
First consider cue conflict. A s a simple comparison, the
average total probability for those patterns with symptoms
present that imply either zero or one flu strains (n = 6; e.g.,
abed. Abed, a b C D ) was compared with the average for those
patterns implying two or more different flu strains (n = 10;
e.g., ABcd, A B C d , A B C D ) . A s predicted by the cue conflict
interpretation of enhancement, the average total was
significantly higher in the latter case ( M = 1 2 8 % ) than in
the former ( M = 107%), t (254) = 4.86, ^ < .001.
For the pattern judgments, the cue frequency interpretation
of enhancement can be tested in two ways. The simplest
way is to consider only the patterns with a single present
symptom (i.e., Abed, aBcd, abCd, abcD). The m e a n total
probabilities for these four patterns are 116%, 109%, 1 0 5 % ,
and 9 3 % , respectively, showing that subadditivity did
increase with cue frequency. The contrast between the A and
B symptoms and the C and D symptoms is statistically
significant, t (62) = 2.04, g < .05. A more complicated
analysis involves comparing the average totals for the eight
patterns that include each symptom so that, for example, the
pattern A B c d is counted as an A pattern and a B pattern but
not as a C or D pattern. B y this analysis the average totals
for patterns including symptoms A through D are 1 2 6 % ,
124%, 124%, and 120%, respectively, again consistent with
the cue frequency interpretation.
Experiment 2
Thefirstexperiment revealed substantial subadditivity in
probability judgments elicited after learning, even though
the task involved only three categories and gave a
frequentistic interpretation to the response scale (cf.
Gigerenzer et al., 1991). The degree of subadditivity was
affected by both cue conflict and cue frequency. It could be
argued, however, that had probability judgments been

elicited within the learning context, instead of after learning
had taken place, the effects of cue conflict and frequency or
even the general observation of subadditivity might have
been eliminated. T h e feedback provided after each trial, for
example, might draw participants' attention to the fact that
their probability judgments are generally too high and hence
eliminate the subadditivity found in the post-learning
judgments. This possibility was tested in Experiment 2 by
asking participants to m a k e a probability judgment on each
training trial.
Method
Participants.
Participants were 3 4 prospective
psychology undergraduate majors at University College
L o n d o n , w h o participated as part of a laboratory
demonstration. Data from 3 of these participants were
dropped as their learning performance was only marginally
better than that expected by chance, leaving a total of 31
participants.
Design. Participants received the same training sequence
as in Experiment 1, but assigned a probability to a
designated flu strain rather than choosing which of the three
flu strains they thought was most likely on each trial. The
flu strain designated for evaluation on each trial was varied
between participants by assigning each participant to one of
three target groups. O n any given trial, the three target
groups each evaluated one of the three possible flu strains so
that, across groups, judgments were obtained of the
probability of each flu strain on every training trial. The flu
strain designated for a given target group was determined
randomly such that participants in each group were assigned
each flu strain with approximately equal frequencies across
the training sequence. Because participants were giving
what were referred to as pattern judgments in Experiment 1
on every trial of Experiment 2, participants were not asked
to give final pattern judgments at the end of the learning
sequence.

which assumed a value of (1 - jj) on trials in which the
designated event occurs and a value of J2 on trials in which
the designated event does not occur. Given chance
performance (i.e., in the absence of any learning), the value
of this error measure depends on the participant's response
distribution. T o adjust for this, a corrected performance
score was computed for each participant byfirstcalculating
the expected value of chance performance given that
participant's response distribution, and then subtracting the
resulting value from the participant's actual performance
score to obtain a measure of performance above that expected
by chance. T h e resulting measure will be referred to as
corrected performance.
All participants performed better than chance, that is, had
positive corrected performance measures. The mean
corrected performance value w a s 26.3 ( S D = 11.8). All
subsequent analysis is based on m e a n data averaged over
participants within a given target group (n = 9, 11, and 11
for the three groups). A s in the previous experiment, mean
learning performance was examined for the four sequential
sets of 6()-trial blocks. The mean correct performance value
(computed separately for each participant and then averaged)
was 0.8, 8.3, 8.7, and 8.6 for blocks I, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.

Pattern Judgments. As the above analysis suggests that
learning was at or near asymptote by trial 60, the pattern
judgments were obtained by averaging over trials 61-240.
Figure 3 displays the mean judgment assigned to each flu
strain, and their total, for each of the 16 possible symptom
patterns. T h e correlation between the m e a n pattern
judgments and the corresponding normative values was 0.92,
which is essentially identical to that obtained in the first
experiment. T h e correlation between the pattern judgments
obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 is 0.95.
O n c e again, the probability judgments were substantially
subadditive for all 16 symptom patterns. The (unweighted)
m e a n total probability assigned to the three possible flu
strains is 1 2 4 % , which is slightly greater than the
Procedure. Instructions regarding the general nature of the comparable value of 1 2 0 % for the pattern judgments of
medical judgment task were similar to those given for
Experiment 1. T h e major difference is that in this
experiment participants were instructed to give a probability
judgment on every training trial. It was explained that one
total probability
of the three flu strains would be selected arbitrarily on each
trial as the designated outcome for judgment. Because the
probability judgments were obtained during learning as
individual patients were presented for assessment, the
judgments were given a probabilistic interpretation (i.e., the
probability that the patient in question has the designated flu
strain). Probability judgments were m a d e on a scale running
E 20
from 0 % to 1 0 0 % in increments of 1 0 % .

Results and Discussion

% 5

Learning Performance. In this experiment a more
complicated analysis is necessary because participants judged
the probability of a designated flu strain rather than choosing
the flu strain they thought was most likely. A standard
squared error measure was computed for each participant.
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symptom pattern
Figure 3: Mean judged probability of each flu strain and
their total for each of the possible s y m p t o m patterns in
Experiment 2.

the first experiment. Participants' judgments were
consistently subadditive, then, even when feedback regarding
the actual outcome was given after every judgment. Indeed,
comparison with the pattern judgments of Experiment I
suggests that the feedback did nothing at all to decrease the
degree of subadditivity in the pattern judgments.
Cue conflict had a significant effect on the degree of
subadditivity observed in the pattern judgments. Those
patterns implying only a single flu strain (or none) received
a weighted average total probability of 1 1 5 % while those
patterns implying two or three different flu strains received
an average total of 132%, 1 (178) = 6.03, p < .001. Patterns
including only a single present symptom (i.e.. Abed, aBcd,
abCd, abcD) failed to show an effect of cue frequency,
though it should be noted that the collection of judgments
during learning allowed less time for effects of frequency to
emerge.

The training sequence again consisted of 240 trials. This
sequence was constructed byfirstrandomly choosing one of
the three flu strains (with equal probabilities), and then
choosing the five symptoms (independently) with the
appropriate probabilities for that flu strain. In contrast to
thefixedtraining sequence used in the previous experiments,
the order in which the 240 patients were presented in the
training sequence was determined randomly for each
participant to ensure the results were not attributable to
some idiosyncrasy of the particular training sequence being
employed.
T h e introduction of a fifth s y m p t o m
("dizziness") increased the number of pattern judgments made
by each participant to 96, the order of which was determined
randomly for each participant. Participants m a d e their
judgments-which were given a probabilistic interpretationusing a probability judgment scale running from 0 % to
1 0 0 % in increments of 1 0 % .

Experiment 3

Results and Discussion

Afinalexperiment assessed the effects of cue conflict and
cue frequency using a different category structure than that
used in the first two experiments. The new category
structure was intended to completely separate testing of the
two effects. In the resulting design, cue conflict could be
tested using cues that were equated in terms of frequency, and
cue frequency could be tested using cues that were
completely nondiagnostic with regard to the outcome
variable. As in thefirstexperiment, participants made
choice decisions rather than probability judgments on each
of the training trials.

Learning Performance. Over participants, average
accuracy across the 240 training trials w a s 4 7 % .
Participants were less accurate in the training phase of this
experiment than they were in the previous two, as would be
expected given the changes in the category structure
introduced in this experiment: Participants had to consider
five symptoms (rather than four as in the previous
experiments), only three of which were diagnostic. All
participants included in the sample achieved significantly
above-chance accuracy. Participants' performance showed
little sign of improvement in the second half of the training
sequence, suggesting that by the end of the training phase
participants had learned all they could about the category
structure.

Method
Participants. Participants were 16 undergraduates at the
University of Waterloo, w h o participated in exchange for
credit in their introductory psychology course. Data from
two additional participants were dropped: One whose
learning performance was not greater than that expected by
chance, and one w h o reported to the experimenter that she
had failed to complete the judgment task as instructed.

Pattern Judgment Data. The correlation between the
mean pattern judgments and the normative values over the
32 possible symptom patterns was 0.81. A s predicted by
support theory, the probability judgments were clearly
subadditive: The total probability assigned to the three
possible flu strains consistently exceeded 1 0 0 % , with an
Design and Procedure. Participants were presented with average total of 142%. The degree of subadditivity observed
for these judgments appears to be considerably greater than
information regarding five symptoms, rather than four as in
that
of the previous experiments, perhaps because the
the previous experiments. Symptoms A, B, and C were
inclusion
of an additional symptom induced a greater sense
equally diagnostic, and were associated with flu strains #1,
of
conflict
or uncertainty.
#2, and #3, respectively. The likelihood of the symptom
The average total probability for those patterns with
associated with a flu strain (e.g., of symptom A given flu
symptoms present that imply either zero or one flu strains
strain #1) increased to 7 5 % in the presence of thatflustrain
(n
= 48; e.g., Abcde, a B c D E , abcde) was compared with the
and decreased to 2 5 % in its absence. A s in thefirsttwo
average
for those patterns implying two or more different flu
experiments, then, the likelihood of a flu strain given the
strains
(n
= 48; e.g., ABcde, A B C d e , A B C D e ) . A s predicted
presence of its associated symptom (e.g., of flu strain #1
by the cue conflict interpretation of enhancement, the mean
given symptom A ) was 6 0 % , with the remaining two flu
total was significantly higher in the latter case ( M = 150%)
strains having a probability of 2 0 % each. Symptoms D and
than
in the former ( M = 135%), F(l, 15) = 13.30, g < .01.
E were nondiagnostic and differed only in terms of their
Recall
that symptoms D and E were introduced to provide
overall frequency. Regardless of the patient's flu strain,
a
test
of
cue frequency's role. Comparison of symptom
symptom D was present with a probability of 7 5 % , while
patterns abcDe and abcdE revealed no significant difference,
symptom E was present with a probability of 2 5 % . Note
that this represents a greater difference in cue frequency than with m e a n total probabilities of 1 2 2 % and 1 2 7 % ,
respectively, 1(15) = 0.26, m - This difference is in the
that investigated in thefirsttwo experiments, allowing a
opposite direction of that predicted by the cue frequency
stronger test of cue frequency's influence on judged
interpretation of enhancement. Note, however, that this
probability.
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analysis is based on only a single observation per
participant. To overcome this problem, the symptom
patterns were divided into four classes of 8 patterns each: de
(neither D nor E); dE (E but not D); De (D but not E); and
D E (both D and E). The average total probability assigned
to these four classes was 134%, 139%, 146%, and 148%,
respectively. These four classes differed significantly by an
omnibus A N O V A , £(3, 45) = 5.01, c < .01; more
importantly, the contrast between dE and De was at least
marginally significant, £(1, 45) = 2.85, p < .10. There is
some indication, then, that cue frequency plays a role even
when the cues in question are completely nondiagnostic.

m y visits to these two institutions, respectively.
Experiment 3 was conducted at the University of Waterloo,
and was supported by a grant from the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada (OOP 0183792). I
am grateful to Stephen Lewandowsky, Robert Nosofsky,
David Shanks, and Amos Tversky for their comments on an
eariier version of this article.
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Abstract

(Bos, 1993). Although these various ways to conceptualize
change employed by Newton, Leibniz, and their respective
Differential calculus provides various ways to conceptualize
followers led to equivalent solutions of particular problems,
change, any of which can be employed with applied
they still entailed different representations of change. T h e
problems. Experts associated with different academic
subsequent conceptual development of calculus has added n e w
disciplines (chemistry, physics, mathematics) were asked
representations, specifically, representations based on explicit
to think out loud while working on a problem requiring a
of the mathematical concept of limit, eventually
definitions
differential equation for its exact solution. These experts
including a purely arithmetic representation~the "epsilonused strikingly different representations in solving the
delta" formulation. However, in applied contexts the
problem. Comparisons between their protocols are based
on a historical-cognitive approach that ties present-day
historically recent and rigorous e - S formulation is usually
representational practices of differential calculus to the
not the representation of choice. In an introductory calculus
history and conceptual development of the calculus.
textbook written by the mathematician Morris Kline (1967),
Agency, here defined as the task assigned to the problem
this point was made explicit: "Thereaderm a y conclude that
solver by the representation, is at the heart of this link
the mathematician constantly applies the e - 5 definition
between past and present practices. Whereas the agency
to decide whether a function has a given number as a limit.
characteristic of the Leibnizian calculus is choice, the
[...] The working mathematician and certainly the theoretical
agency
characteristic
of Newtonian
calculus is
physicist and engineer do not apply the rigorous definitions
transformation, and that of the modern function-based
and proofs. They reason on the basis of the geomeuical
calculus may, in applied contexts, be characterized as
interpretation, physical evidence, intuitive arguments, and
observation and manipulation.
relatively loose analytical procedures." In effect, Kline was
raising a cognitive question: W h a t are the mathematical
Multiple Representations
of change used in applied contexts?
representations
Contemporary use of calculus is characterized not only by
Experts associated with different academic disciplines
multiple notations, dy/dx, f ' ( x ) , y, and so on, but also
(chemistry, physics, mathematics) were asked to solve a
by
multiple
representations.
This
representational
problem
requiring a differential equation for its exact
multiplicity of the differential calculus goes beyond the
solution.
These
experts
used
strikingly
different
distinction between graphical and symbolical mathematical
representations
in
solving
the
problem.
In
the
following
I
representation and implicates the central concepts of the
willfirstcharacterize the solutions worked out by the expert
differential calculus, in particular, the derivative and its
participants. Then I will suggest systematic comparisons
conceptual precursors. In fact, the existence o? multiple
based on a historical-cognitive approach (Kurz, 1997). This
representations is not unique to the differential calculus but a
approach ties present-day representational practices of
feature of calculi in general (Kurz, Gigerenzer, & Hoffrage,
differential
calculus to its history and conceptual
in press). Representational
multiplicity
has been
development. Agency, so m y argument goes, is at the heart
characteristic of differential calculus since its very inception
of this link between past and present representational
in the late 17th century and was already present in the
practices.
mathematical writings of the two eminent figures credited
with its breakthrough, Isaac Newton (1642-1727) and
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716). For a considerable
time the nature of the mathematical representation of change
and the associated methods were the center of controversy. In
the second half of the 19th century these debates were settled
and
questions
concerning
rigorous
mathematical
representation of change became to a large extent merely of
historical interest. In another sense, however, calculus never
left its history behind.
In the historical literature it is frequently acknowledged
that in the course of his work, Newton employed various
algebraic and geometric methods to justify the n e w calculus;
moreover, Newton also employed various ways to
conceptualize change, using moments, fluxions, and the
ultimate ratio (Boyer, 1949; Kitcher, 1973). In the
Leibnizian calculus, by contrast, differentials were central
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Calculus Experts at Work
Calculus experts, as defined for the purposes of this project,
are people w h o have gone through the kind of mathematical
training obligatory, for instance, for most of the natural
sciences, and w h o encounter calculus on a regular basis in
their area of specialization. Three such experts were asked to
think out loud while solving a mixture problem called the
Flask Problem. The problem was adopted from Problems in
differential equations by Brenner (1963). T h e following
problem statement was presented to the expert participants:
"A flask contains 10 liters of water and to it is being added a
salt solution that contains 0.3 kilograms of salt per liter.
This salt solution is being poured in at a rate of 2 liters per
minute. The solution is being thoroughly mixed and drained
off, and the mixture is drained off at the same rate so that the

flask contains 10 liters at all times. H o w m u c h salt is in the
flask after 5 minutes?" The Flask Problem can be modeled by
a first-order linear ordinary differential equation, which stated
in Newtonian notation, is: i = 0.6 - 0.2x. Solving the
equation and taking into account that initially there is no salt
in the flask the answer to the problem is x = 3 - Se""""^ or
1.9 kilograms (rounded to one decimal position).
W h a t makes the Flask Problem a suitable problem? A
most important feature of the Flask Problem with respect to
the objective of this project-namely, the study of the
representational practice of calculus-is that the problem
requires a conceptualization of instantaneous change.
Consider, for example, the following "mutilation" of the
problem: " A flask contains 10 liters of water and to it is
being added a salt solution that contains 0.3 kilograms of
salt per liter. This salt solution is being poured in at a rate of
2 liters per minute. H o w m u c h salt is in the flask after 5
minutes?" T h e answer is, of course, 3 kilograms, almost
only an exercise in multiplication. In this version the
problem still requires use of the rate of change of incoming
salt, but there is no need (cognitively speaking!) to operate
with the concept of instantaneous change. In its "full"
version the Flask Problem makes it necessary to
conceptualize instantaneous change and to operate with it.
A n exciting feature of calculus is that it provides more than
one w a y to do that.
Participants were asked to think out loud, using
instructional materials adapted from Ericsson and S i m o n
(1993). The protocols were taped and transcribed (Kurz,
1997). Participants were allowed to use paper and pencil and
a hand calculator, but no access to reference books was
permitted. Participants were not told that the problem
requires calculus for its solution. The obtained protocols
were divided into problem solving episodes. This analysis
serves as the basis for the following brief descriptions of
participants T, U , and S's problem solving processes.
The protocol obtained with participant T was also encoded
and represented as a Problem Behavior Graph ( P B G ; Kurz,
1997). T h e use of this approach was inspired by Tweney and
Hoffner's (1987) application of protocol analysis to the
scientific working diary of the British physicist Michael
Faraday. In their encoding of portions of Faraday's scientific
diary, T w e n e y and Hoffner (1987) modified the original stateoperator scheme (Newell & Simon, 1972) to accommodate
the complexity and multiplicity of relevant problem spaces
(some of which are best described as being open). Similarly,
the coding scheme developed here consisted of three major
categories: Plans, Actions, and Evaluations (see also
Kilpatrick, cited in Ericsson & Simon, 1993). With this
coding scheme an almost complete and highly reliable
encoding of T's protocol was achieved (reliability was
assessed across two independent coders for part of the data and
was in the range of 9 0 % ) . T h e encoded protocol was then
used to construct a P B G for each problem solving episode.
However, these graphs were largely uninformative with
respect to the goal of achieving an understanding of the
representational use of the calculus. This is not surprising
given the task-independence of the coding categories. By
contrast, the encoding of Michael Faraday's scientific diaries
by T w e n e y and Hoffner was fruitful in this respect because
the experimental manipulations that Faraday performed could
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be seen as analogous to operators on mental states. N o
attempt was made to encode and represent the other protocols
as P B G s ; instead another "content-oriented" (Newell &
Simon, 1972) analysis based on the episodic structure of the
protocols was pursued.
Participant T: A mathematician
Participant T is a young, highly productive mathematician
whose major field is analysis. T is a faculty m e m b e r in a
doctoral level mathematics department. H e worked about 25
minutes on the Flask Problem. His protocol consisted of ! 1
episodes.
After having read the problem statement (Episode I), T
started out with a schematized pictorial representation of the
flask and the in- and outflow of mixture (Episode II). The
flask was depicted as a rectangle, fluid flowing in and out as
arrows. This picture was complemented by labeling the rate
at which solution flows in and out, and the concentration of
the salt solution coming in was noted next to the arrow
indicating influx. T proceeded by assigning variables
(specifically X( for "the concentration of kilograms per liter
at any given time") and briefly considered a rule of three-like
approach (Episode III). But because he could not find another
time t for which he knew the concentration, besides time t =
0, he abandoned the approach.
H e then realized that he "should probably use some
calculus, in the sense of rates of change" (Episode IV), more
specifically, that a "derivative with respect to time" was
needed. But when trying to implement such a calculus-based
approach T found himself in a tangle of related concepts,
occurring in the following order (Episodes IV & V ) : "rates of
change," ".3 kilograms per liter is the rate of, no!," "the rate
of change of salt, " "the derivative with respect to time, "
"the rate of change of the concentration, " "the rate of change
of the concentration for the whole thing, " and "a rate of 2
liters per minute. " H e knew that he was "supposed to write
d o w n sort of a derivative" but was "not seeing h o w to do this
right off the bat," a fact that caused him some consternation.
A s a way out of the dilemma, he retreated to „time
increments" of 1 minute (Episode V ) . Having computed the
amount of salt entering the flask in 1 minute it struck him
as too gross an approximation to infer from there an answer
to the problem, namely the amount after 5 minutes. He
wanted to give an "accurate" answer. Therefore, he reintroduced "the instantaneous rate of change," this time,
however, in a procedural interpretation (Episode VI):
"Instead I wanna try to figure out what's the instantaneous
rate of change of, well what's the saline solution after any
given time. So let m e go to 30 seconds." His declared
conceptual stratagem w a s to work with decreasing fixed time
increments, that is, to choose smaller and smaller time
increments. This procedure would eventually lead to
increments that are infinitely small, namely, differentials. T
never went that far. After having struggled through 1-minute
time increments (Episode V ) and 30-second time increments
(Episodes VI-VIII), it sufficed for him to consider the
possibility of "refming" further, as by using 15-second
increments (Episode IX).
In fact, T's actual computations never went beyond the
first minute of the physical process. Thus, w h e n considering
30 second time intervals his computations were concerned

with the first and the second 30 seconds of the physical
process. A s it turned out, these computations were riddled
with difficulty. In particular, for the first 30 seconds he could
assume that pure v'^ter w a s drained from the flask. For the
second 30 seconds, however, he had to take salt loss into
account. These computations were cumbersome, including
checking and re-checking of results (Episodes VIl-VllI), but
they paid off.
After the laborious computations concerned with 30second increments he felt no particular urge actually to
continue such a procedure with 15-second time increments,
the declared next step in his stratagem to "refine until
nothing" (Episode LX). Instead his computations had
prepared him for a n e w problem conceptualization. H e
realized that "the rate in is always the same" (Episode X ) .
A n insight that led him to the question "now the rate out
should be what?" Without m u c h difficulty he w a s able to
determine the rate of outgoing salt and he w a s very pleased
at "coming up with the differential equation." Once
represented in this fonn T quickly solved the formulated
differential equation (Episode XI). His algorithms for such
solutions were obviously well-practiced. Unfortunately, his
differential equation was not entirely correct because the
value for the rate out was off by one decimal position; he had
not taken into account that the incoming salt was dissolved
in 10 liters of fluid. Consequently, hisfinalsolution was not
meaningfully interpretable and remained unsatisfactory to
him. However, at this point, being both frustrated and
pressed for time, he was unwilling to "debug" his solution.

kilogram are poured in over thefirstminute, thus resulting
in a concentration of .06 kilogram per liter.) Next, going to
2 minutes, she reasoned that the same amount of salt would
be poured in except n o w "some of it is coming out," thus
"after 1 minute we'd be a little low." She therefore marked a
point slightly lower than 1.2. She determined a third point:
"At 3 minutes, we're up here to 1.8, but still again w e are
low, we'd be even lower." Then, knowing that the steady
state concentration had to be .3, she realized that her scale
was not right. But she nevertheless established the general
asymptotic shape of the graph ("so it's gonna be coming up
like this and then it's just gonna be a straight line for the
rest of the time"). Then she reminded herself of what the
problem statement asked for and inferred a solution (Episode
VI). However, given that her scale w a s wrong and that she
had not made a serious attempt at fixing this problem she
could not use her graph to "read off' the solution. Instead her
solution assumed that at 5 minutes the system had reached
steady-state concentration, which made the answer trivial (at
equilibrium the concentration is equal to the concentration of
incoming salt solution, 0.3 kg/liter), so 3.0 kg was her
answer.

R 0.25^ 0,20-

Participant U: A chemist
U is a middle-career physical chemist and a faculty m e m b e r
in a doctoral-level chemistry department. She is very active
in research and has published m a n y papers in her field. U
spent approximately 4 0 minutes working on the problem.
Her protocol consisted of 12 episodes.
U spent considerable time (about 10 minutes) in reading
(Episode I) and re-reading the problem (Episode II). Her
reading was interspersed by questions (e.g., "Is that what it
says here?"), also concerning the phrasing and completeness
of the problem statement (e.g., "What do you m e a n 'drained
off?") andfirstinferences (e.g., ".6 kilograms of salt going
in and .6 kilograms per minute going out""a misconception
she entertained briefly). At the end of her second reading she
singled out "the critical sentence here," namely, that "the
solution is being thoroughly mixed and drained off (Episode
ni). Thus, "the concentration would be increasing over a
period of a few minutes, and at some point you'd reach a
steady state where you were putting the same amount of salt
in as was going out." She continued to elaborate the steady
state concept (Episode FV), informally addressing two
questions: what the concentration at equilibrium would be
and h o w long it would take to reach this state.
Such exploration of process characteristics prompted her to
"draw a graph in time" in a coordinate system showing salt
concentration on the ordinate (Episode V ) . Figure 1 shows
the exact graph. U constructed her graph byfirstmarking the
value that the concentration would reach after 1 minute:
"Over thefirstminute I've poured in 6 kilograms so this is
gonna be about .6." (This value was, in fact, off by one
decimal position; according to the problem statement .6
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t 0,15d 0.10-

t(min)

Figure 1: H o w salt concentration in the flask changes
in time.
Somewhat worried that U would declare an end to her
problem solving, the experimenter asked her whether she
would be able to formulate an equation (Episode VII). She
answered in the affirmative and immediately wrote the
Leibnizian notation, dc/dt (c for concentration, t for time).
denoting the "change in the concentration." She started the
right-hand side of the equation reasoning that "first the
concentration is 0" so "the intercept is 0." This reasoning
was flawed, in a sense confusing the differential equation
with its solution; it might have been prompted by her graph,
which had, of course, an intercept of zero. Next she added a
term denoting "the increase in the concentration" which was
0.6 with the units "kilograms per liter per minute." The
"concentration going out, " being the "minus part," created a
problem that she approached by making a "linear

assumption" (Episode VIII). This assumption, however,
created the anomaly of "not getting a steady state," as she
quickly realized. Therefore it had to be a nonlinear function,
but she w a s unclear as to its specific "functional form." A s a
remedy she recapitulated her understanding of the physical
process-note the mathematical terminology-(Episode IX):
"So it's increasing at a constant rate," or, in other words,
"the concentration is increasing linearly.' She was certain
"that it's not decreasing at a constant rate," and also that "a
constant amount"~read volume--of the perfectly mixed
solution w a s poured out. Her understanding was thus fairly
complete but not represented in the form of an equation.
After having silently reread at least parts of the problem
statement she emphasized that she was thinking about the
process "in terms of a continuous thing" but that the
approximation method she was going to propose next would
be a "quickie" w a y to arrive at a solution. "Then [she] would
try to work back so that [she'd] have an instantaneous picture
of what w a s going on."
Her approximation method (Episode X ) worked by
considering 1-minute time intervals and matched with h o w
she had constructed her graph. In the first minute 0.6
kilogram of salt was added to the flask and she assumed again
that during thefirstminute no salt was deleted. In the second
minute another 0.6 kilogram was added and 1/5 of the
amount of salt in the flask after 1 minute was subtracted
because the salt w a s dissolved in 10 liters, 2 of which were
withdrawn ft-om the flask during the second minute. With the
third minute another 0.6 kilogram of salt was added to the
amount in the flask and 1/5 of the amount of salt in the flask
after 2 minutes w a s subtracted. She carried this procedure
through to 5 minutes (Episode XI). In the process, U kept
checking the obtained values against her expectation
concerning the steady state of the system (e.g., "after 3
minutes I a m m o r e than halfway there"). She announced her
solution as "2.14 kilograms in 10 liters; that's
approximate!"
A s a final question the experimenter asked what could be
done to improve this approximation (Episode XII). She
responded that one would have to "take smaller time
intervals" and that she had tried "to do it the calculus way"
but that she could not "see h o w to, that way, now." With the
calculus, of course, "one could figure out what the
concentration w a s at any second" but she thought that "even
eyeballing it here [she] could predict that m a y b e at around
minute 7 or 7 1/2 would be w h e n you'd reach steady state."
This estimate overestimated the change in gradient
considerably. (After 8 minutes, for example, the amount of
salt in the flask is still only 2.4 kilograms, rounded.)
However, that was a projection into the future of the system;
for the time interval for which she had actually computed the
approximation, from zero to 5 minutes, her intuitions were
quite refined. W h e n asked for her best guess of the precise
solution her answer was "1.9 kilograms""the value (rounded,
of course) that is obtained with the solution of the
differential equation!
Participant S: A pliysicist
Participant S is a theoretical physicist, internationally
k n o w n for contributions to hisfield.S teaches undergraduate
and graduate physics courses in a masters-level physics
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department. S spent about 50 minutes with the Flask
Problem. His protocol consisted of 18 episodes.
Reading the problem statement (Episode I) led S to assert
that "this problem is not such a simple problem. " It was
immediately clear to him that the problem implied a "rate
idea" and that "it is easy to figure out h o w m u c h is added"
(Episode II). The "complication" was that "some of that salt
is being lost because it's being mixed and you probably
assume that it's thoroughly mixed and drained off and so you
have to figure out essentially h o w m u c h is being lost
because as more is added the concentration increases and more
is being lost. " Thus, his task was "to put all this together
in some formulas or something and see these relationships."
Although S showed immediate insight into essential
aspects of the physical process as specified by the problem
statement, his first computations ignored some of its
specifications, in particular, that the volume of mixture in
the flask is constant. H e computed that in 5 minutes 3
kilograms of salt enter the flask (Episode III). But then he
proceeded to compute the amount of salt leaving in 5
minutes, basing this computation on the total volume of
solution added in 5 minutes (Episode IV): In 5 minutes a
total of 10 liters of salt solution is added to the 10 liters of
water already in the flask resulting in a total of 20 liters of
mixture. Thus, the 3 kilograms of salt entering in 5 minutes
are, so he reasoned, dissolved in 20 liters. In 5 minutes a
total of 10 liters of mixture is withdrawn from the flask.
Because 10 liters are half of the total of 2 0 liters, half of the
3 kilograms of salt dissolved in 2 0 liters is withdrawn from
theflask.This leaves 1.5 kilograms of salt in theflaskafter
5 minutes. H e emphasized that this was "a guess," and he
(correctly) suspected it to be wrong. Fearing that participant
S might at this point declare an end to his problem solving,
the experimenter asked "Can you c o m e up with an equation?"
" A good question," he agreed, because equations had been
"irt^licit" in what he had been thinking but n o w the
challenge was to "find what they are." It was clear to him
that it would need to be "sort of a rate equation" (Episode V ) .
H e started to wonder whether he had missed something before
and therefore thought it best to "read this again" (Episode
VI).
After rereading the problem he determined x to be "the
amount of salt in tank" (Episode VII), thus specifying the
dependent variable (although he did not use this
terminology). The left-hand side of the equation had to be
"the time derivative of jc" which was noted in Newtonian
notation. The right-hand side of the equation was "rate at
which it's added minus the amount that is leaving" (Episode
Vni). The rate of incoming salt was noted as "0.6 kg/min"
and followed by a minus sign. H e immediately recast the rate
of incoming salt as "0.3(2)," also omitting the units of
measurement. Then he proceeded to the part following the
minus sign that was "also a function of time." H e knew that
"the amount offluidthat is flowing out is 2." W h a t he thus
wanted to figure out was h o w the amount of salt that was
leaving depended upon the concentration of salt solution in
theflask.T h e amount of salt in the tank "is always gonna be
X over 10." At this point he had in effect written out the
complete differential equation. After a lengthy pause (of 12
seconds) he came to the conclusion "that this might be the
right idea, really, 'cause this says that the rate at which the

amount of salt changes depends upon h o w fast you add it."
Despite having put the complete differential equation on
paper, S had not yet fully conceived of it as the appropriate
mathematical model. There was no doubt for him ihal the
rate of incoming salt w a s the determined constant (Episode
IX). It was also clear that "the rate at which it flows out is
the same at which it enters, so that's gonna be 2." But "what
about the changes due to the increasing concentration?"
" H o w [did he] k n o w what the concentration of salt is?" H e
admitted, he didn't know. At this point another insight
rescued him. Checking the units of measurement for the
right- and left-hand side of his equation (Episode X ) he was
just delighted to find that "this has the units, this has the
right units!" H e restated the equation in a concise form
as i = 0.6 - 0.2 X.
N o w he had to solve the equation. H e anticipated a little
bit of effort and challenge because he would have to
"integrate or something" and he would "end up with some
kinda exponential function" (Episode XI). H e reformulated
the equation in Leibnizian notation and proceeded to a
separation of variables. But before taking the solution any
further, that is, proceeding to integrate, he wanted to "think"
and "see" once more whether he liked "the way this is going"
(Episode XII). H e was "comfortable" with the "constant time
derivative which is because there is a constant source." The
question was "how do you deal with a changing rate of
outflow?" H e could "see" that it was changing because "salt
concentration is rising and therefore more is flowing out."
There was no salt in the flask "to start with" and in the
"extreme future you would reach an equilibrium situation
where all of the original water had been replaced and therefore
the concentration inside the tank would be 0.3 kilograms per
liter and at that point you would have 3 kilograms in there."
"Unfortunately the problem didn't ask about the extremes,"
that is, the initial amount and the amount at equilibrium; it
asked for "the middle." A n answer to this question could be
found by solving the differential equation; therefore, he
thought, "it's worth doing."
H e proceeded with the solution by employing a
substitution procedure and after several steps arrived at the
following intermediary result 0.6 - 0.2 j: = e ""^' (Episode
XIII). H e solved for the dependent variable x and checked his
solution by evaluating the equation at t-O. It turned out that
"x is not equal to 0", thus the initial condition according to
which initially pure water was in the flask was not met.
Clearly something was "not right" (Episode X F V ) . H e
diagnosed the problem: " U h oh, I think I see that's because I
didn't do the right integration." Nevertheless he recognized
"elements of truth" because in the "long-term limit" he
would "get the right answer, " he would get the 3 kilograms.
H e had to "figure out h o w to do the integrals," thus handling
the "initial and final conditions correctly." H e started over
after his substitution procedure noting definite integrals to be
evaluated between 0 and a: and 0 and t, respectively (Episode
X V ) . N o w he was convinced he was on the right track: "All
right, so I k n o w I have s o m e good stuff going on here, I just
didn't get enough of it into m y equation." Evaluating the
definite integrals he arrived at x{t) = 3 { \ - e'^^' ). This
was a result he "liked," because "as t approaches infinity x
approaches 3" and at "t equals 0, x is equal to 0" (Episode
X V I ) . Everything was ready for "the question w e want to
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answer," namely, "what is x of 5?" (Episode XVII). H e used
a pocket calculator to determine the numerical solution
(Episode XVIII) and declared "1.896 kilograms" to be his
answer to the problem.
Agency and Disciplinarity
At the outset, it is worth noting that the problem was
seriously demanding for the expert participants-while this is
a prerequisite for rich verbal protocols, it w a s somewhat
surprising at first, until the effort necessary to initially
represent the problem became apparent. Participants T and U ,
both retreated to approaches utilizing discrete time intervals
when faced with difficulty on a conceptual level. However,
their approximation procedures were very different in
character. Participant S employed a genuine modeling
approach. I will concentrate here on differences in their
representations of change as such, particularly on the agency
implicated by these representations.
Participant T built his representation of the problem by
means of finite time intervals with the intent to develop
eventually an "instantaneous picture." In the limiting case
this approach could consider infinitely small intervals, or
differentials; as such his approach was Leibnizian. By
contrast, the representation that participant U employed can
be characterized as Newtonian. Newton's and Leibniz' calculi
were concerned with variable quantities, but they conceived
them very differently (Bos, 1980). With Leibniz a variable
quantity ranged over a sequence of infinitely close values.
With Newton's fluxionary calculus variable quantities were
conceived as changing in time, and thus as dynamic (see
Freyd, 1987). In Newton's o w n words (cited fi"om his
Tractatus de quadmtura curvarum of 1704 as translated and
reprinted in Struik, 1969): "I consider mathematical
quantities in this place not as consisting of very small parts;
but as described by a continued motion. Lines are described,
and thereby generated not by the apposition of parts, but by
the continued motion of points; superficies [surfaces] by the
motion of lines; solids by the motion of superficies; angles
by rotation of sides; portions of time by a continual flux:
and so in other quantities." Fluxions, the fundamental
concept in Newton's calculus, are the velocities or rates of
change of these variable quantities. In Leibniz' calculus, on
the other hand, differentials were fundamental (Bos, 1974). A
differential is the infinitely small difference between
successive values in a sequence of infinitely close values,
that is, the variable quantity.
T chose time intervals, first of 1 minute, then of 30
seconds andfinally(at least hypothetically) of 15 seconds in
an attempt to "refine until nothing," until the differencesread time intervals-had vanished. In this sense choice was
fundamental to his representation of change. Similarly, the
choice of infinitely close values of a variable quantity w a s at
the heart of Leibniz' calculus. Bos (1993) has emphasized
that Leibniz did not conceive of differentials by means of a
local limit process (like the derivative). Leibniz' limit taking
was global. With respect to a curve, for instance, this meant
that the curve remained composed of the sides of a polygon
even after extrapolation to the infinite case of an
infinitangular polygon. T's plan to "refine until nothing"
might therefore not have been Leibnizian in intent, however,
his realization in terms oifixedincrements was.

U transformed the change in salt into the continuous
motion of a point creating a graph in time. This
transformation was the result of her knowledge about process
characteristics (the steady state) and a particular way of
constructing an asymptotic graph in a Cartesian coordinate
system. Her approximation method finally paralleled her
construction of this graph; First she detennined h o w much
was added, then she made sure that she was "a little low,"
that is, that she subtracted about the right amount, then she
used these points as reference points for the extrapolation of
the corresponding "motion." Similarly, Newton conceived of
mathematical quantities as motion of geometrical objects.
Mathematical representations of change, like those
employed by participants T and U , include representation of
the problem solver's o w n agency (Kurz & Twenty, 1998).
Agency is here understood as the task assigned to the
problem solver by the representation. The agency entailed in
participant T's Leibnizian representation can be characterized
as choice, the agency in the case of participant U's
Newtonian representation as transformation. In the sense that
the problem solver "knows" the representation he or she is
building and employing, he or she has "knowledge" about
the entailed agency. A s Gooding has pointed out (1992),
agency is a matter of skill.
W h a t kind of agency was implicated by participant S's
modeling approach? Participant S's protocol was largely
concerned with finding a match between a mathematical
model and an understanding of the physical process. This is
in line with the fact that he had formulated the appropriate
differential equation long before he recognized the equation as
the appropriate mathematical model. In working out this
match he made the physical process "observable" and
"manipulable" in his mind's eye. This mental "simulation"
of the physical process "observed" a physical process in
time, firom "no salt in there to start with" to an "extreme
future" in which "you would reach an equilibrium." S's
model, mathematical and physical, described a physical
process changing in real-time. In some sense description was
observation in this case; this is parallel to what Nersessian
(1992) has pointed out for thought experiments. The agency
of observation and manipulation, the unity of which Tweney
(1992) and Gooding (1990) have emphasized in their
accounts of Michael Faraday's experimental investigations,
occurred at the interface of S's understanding of the physical
process and of his mathematical model. It could be argued
that the differential equation is the physical process model.
This is the case in a strict sense; however, the identification
of the understanding of the physical process with the
mathematical model stood at the end of S's solution process;
this in fact was his primary achievement.
The wide spread application of calculus in the sciences
seems to suggest that the calculus does not recognize
disciplinary boundaries. T h e representational practice of
calculus, however, has always recognized boundaries. In the
18th century, w h e n Newtonian calculus was predominant on
the British Isles and Leibnizian calculus on the Continent,
the English Channel was such a boundary. A s m u c h as
participants T, U and S's approaches are typical of particular
academic disciplines or fields, the calculus still seems to
acknowledge boundaries-nowadays, those that m a p our
academic specializations.
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Fodor and Lepore argue that state-space semantics is perniciously holistic because it postulates: (1) that the meanings
of representations in semantic space are determined by their
relations to other representations in semantic space; and (2)
that w e could never determine whether two semantic spaces
exhibit identical, or even similar, sets of relations. W e agree
with (1) but deny (2). In this paper, w e present a concrete
method for measuring the similarity between two semantic spaces and w e demonstrate empirically that the semantic
spaces of different neural networks trained on similar problems are often similar, even w h e n their input encodings or
number of hidden units are different.
Fodor and Lepore state their argument as follows:

Abstract
How do my mental states compare to yours? We suggest
that, while we may not be able to compare experiences, w e
can compare neural representations, and that the correct way
to compare neural representations is through analysis of the
distances between them. In this paper, w e present a technique for measuring the similarities between representations
at various layers of neural networks. W e then use the measure
to demonstrate empirically that different artificial neural networks trained by backpropagation on the same categorization
task, even with different representational encodings of the input patterns and different numbers of hidden units, reach states
in which representations at the hidden units are similar.
Introduction
M a n y psychologists have postulated models of semantic
memory that identify semantic similarity with proximity in
a high-dimensional space of concepts. S o m e use techniques
from psychophysics, performing multidimensional scaling on
large numbers of h u m a n similarity judgements (Rips et al.,
1973). Others have extracted cooccurrence matrices with semantic properties from large text corpora (Lund et al., 1995).
Paul Churchland has argued that the activation state space of
neural networks captures semantic similarity by the proximity of activation vectors (Churchland, 1989). This view has
much to be said for it. It explains the psychometric data that
human judgements of similarity tend to be robust across subjects; it explains the data from lexical decision experiments
that semantically-related pairs of words presented sequentially are identified more quickly than non-related words; and
it explains m a n y prototypicality effects in categorization.
Calling Churchland's view "state-space semantics", however, Jerry Fodor and Ernest Lepore have mounted a powerful argument against it (Fodor and Lepore, 1992). They argue
that state-space semantics entails semantic holism, and that
semantic holism is intolerable. Semantic holism is the view
that the content (meaning) of each one of a particular person's thoughts depends on the content of every other one of
that person's thoughts (what I mean when I think That's a
dog depends on what I mean when I think That's a lightbulb,
and so on). Fodor and Lepore argue that semantic holism is
intolerable on the grounds that it would entail that c o m m u nication, language learning, psychological explanation, and
scientific progress are impossible'

W h a t Churchland has on offer is the idea that two concepts are similar insofar as they occupy similar positions
in the same state space. T h e question thus presents itself: W h e n are S\ and S2 the same state space? W h e n ,
for example, is your semantic space a token of the same
semantic space state type as mine? Well, clearly a necessary condition for the identity of state spaces is the
identity of their dimensions; specifically, identity of their
semantic dimensions, since the current proposal is that
concepts be located by reference to a space of semantically relevant properties. W e are thus faced with the
question of when x and y are the same semantic dimensions....But this is surely just the old semantic identity
problem back again (Fodor and Lepore, 1992, pp. 1978).
Putting the argument explicitly in terms of neural networks,
it goes like this: suppose you have two networks, possibly
with different numbers of nodes (i.e., different dimensionality
of the activation space) and differently-weighted connections
(i.e., different dimensions in the activation space). H o w then
can you tell w h e n the networks are representing their inputs
the same wayl
W e propose the following answer: because state-space semantics claims that the proximities of points in activation
space capture semantic content, points in two different semantic spaces represent the same thing just in case they conform to the same set of distance relations. Thus, w e needn't

because we intend to show that state-space semantics is not perniciously holistic. See (Fodor and Lepore, 1992, pp. 8-16) for the
' We will not go into the details of their arguments against
holism.
details
of their arguments.
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determine whether the dimensions of the spaces are the same,
but only whether points in two spaces have the same distances
relative to each oUier. The question then becomes: h o w do w e
determine whether two different activation spaces have the
same set of distance relations a m o n g their points, regardless
of the number of dimensions they m a y have or the interpretations of those dimensions?
Assuming that w e have labeled points (that is, that w e can
label each representation by the stimulus that induced it), one
approach is to use cluster analysis to visualize the relationships between points. In the application of cluster analysis to networks, patterns of activation at the hidden units are
measured for each input; the patterns are then progressively
matched with each other according to their proximity. The
result is a dendogram, or tree structure, which shows the
proximities of the input patterns as they are represented at
the hidden layer. In thefirstapplication of cluster analysis
to representation in artificial neural networks, Sejnowski and
Rosenberg showed that similarities a m o n g hidden-layer representations in their NETTalk network matched the phonological similarities that humans perceive in spoken phonemes.
For example, hard-'c' and 'k' sounds were grouped together,
and at the highest level, consonants were grouped together, as
were vowels. (Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1987). Given two
networks, then, one could do cluster analyses of the same inputs to each and compare the resulting dendograms. This is
fine if all w e want to do is "eyeball" the similarity, but it does
not yield a number that tells us h o w similar the two representations are. W e k n o w of no accepted way of rigorously
assessing the similarity of different dendograms.
Hence, instead of using cluster analysis, w e propose a different method of measuring representational similarity: correlation between inter-point distances in the respective networks. W e start by computing the Euclidean distance between pairs of points in each of the two activation spaces.
B y comparing only distances between points, w e achieve invariance to uniform global translation, rotation, and reflection
of representational space.
Next, w e calculate correlation between the two sets of distances. Suppose the rows of a matrix X are the activation
patterns generated by various stimuli in Network X. X , designates the pattern of activation (row of the matrix) corresponding to stimulus i as it is represented by Network X. Likewise,
suppose the representation of the same stimuli from a different network is encoded in the matrix Y . Then for m stimuli, w e calculate the distances between the hidden activation
vectors in the two networks, giving two length m{Tn - l)/2
vectors of distances. W e than compute similarity between the
two representations by calculating correlation between these
two vectors. Taking correlation also gives us one more invariance: correlation is invariant to differences in scale between
the two spaces.
W e believe that calculating correlation between distances
a m o n g points in the hidden-unit representations in two neural
networks gives us a number which tells us h o w similar the
"semantic structures" are in the two networks. Correlating
distances between points answers Fodor and Lepore's chal-
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lenge: w e needn't know the meanings of the dimensions in
the two networks and, indeed, the number of dimensions need
not even be the same so long as they preserve the distances
between points.
Experiment 1
A s an example of h o w our technique for measuring similarities in network representations can be used, w e modeled color
categorization in artificial neural networks using a variety of
input encodings. The different encodings might be thought
of as ways in which different "species" encode the impact of
various wavelengths of light on their sensory systems. W e
were interested in two questions. First, to what extent would
different "species" agree about their internal representations
of the concepts when they all carved up the world in the same
way (i.e., all agreed about the color labels)? Second, to what
extent would members of the same species agree, given that
they m a y have different numbers of neurons (while all had
sufficient numbers to do the task)?
Procedure
W e trained a number of networks on a color categorization
task; inputs were based on spectrophotometer readings, and
outputs were localist representations of 5 color categories
(red, yellow, green, blue, and purple). For inputs, w e used
a database of spectrophotometer readings from color samples
(anonymous, 1995). The original data were 61-element vectors of integers between 0 and 4095, read at 5 n m intervals of
the visual spectrum between 4 0 0 n m and 700nm. W e used the
red, yellow, green, blue, and purple patterns, scaled the inputs to 0-255 integers, and selected every 5thfieldfrom the
original data, leaving 12 input elements. W e used a localist
encoding for the outputs (red = 1 0 0 0 0, yellow = 0 1 0 0 0 ,
and so on).
From this base data set, w e created four different encodings
of the input patterns to be used in training the networks: The
real encoding was formed by scaling the 0-255 integer inputs
to decimal representations between 0 and 1. Thus, each pattern had 12 input elements in the real encoding, each element
a rational number between 0 and 1. For example, the real
representation of thefirstpattern was <0.827451 0.835294
0.827451 0.815686 0.796078 0.827451 0.874510 0.874510
0.862745 0.8470590.827451 0.815686>. Thefcrnaryencoding was formed by representing the 0-255 integer inputs as
8-bit binary numbers. Thus, each pattern had 96 (=12x8)
input elements in the binary encoding, each element valued
either 0 or 1. For example, the binary representation of the
first pattern was < 1 1 0 I 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 I 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 > . The gaussian encoding was formed by dividing the interval between
0 and 255 into quarters, and usingfiveunits to represent the
endpoints of the intervals. A particular value was coded as
a Gaussian " b u m p " on this interval, with a standard deviation of 32 and mean at the point to be represented. The input
gaussians were thus centered at 0, 63.75, 127.5, 191.25 and
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I
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>
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Figure 1: Representative clusterings of hidden-unit
activations from two of the five
networks trained onI the
|-> "real"
Blue-360 encoding (31
of 627 patterns shown).
--> Blue-600

255. For example, the gaussian representation of thefirstpattern was <0.{)00000 0.000004 0.003024 0.193481 0.976358
... 0.000000 0.000006 0.004143 0.228310 0.992218>. The
sequential encoding was formed by numbering the patterns
sequentially with 3-digit decimal numbers from 001 to 627.
Each 3-digit number was then represented by a single unit
with an activation between 0 and 1. For example, the sequential representation of thefirstpattern was <0.0 0.0 0.1 >. Because the input patterns in the data set were ordered by color,
this representation makes more sense than it m a y appear at
first.

Results

In the input encodings, the clustering of the intensities of light
at various wavelengths do not match very well with our qualitative perceptions of color similarities. Hence, the cluster diagrams for the real, binary, and gaussian input patterns appear
disorganized, in the sense that colors that w e would group together (e.g., greens) were interspersed with other colors (data
not shown). Thus, w e expected the different input encodings
to not be very highly correlated. Contrary to our expectations,
the binary, real and gaussian input encodings were highly correlated with each other (see Figure 2, part a). T h e correlation
From each representation, we selected every sixth line for between the real and gaussian encodings was nearly 1, and
the holdout set (104 patterns) and left the rest for the training
the binary encoding had a correlation of about 0.6 with both
the real and the gaussian encodings. T h e sequential encoding,
set (523 patterns). Because w e were not exploring generalon the other hand, was almost completely uncorrected with
ization in this experiment, w e did not use a testing set.
the other encodings.
Using backpropagation, we trained 3-layer networks, each
T h e measured difference between the sequential input enwith 3 hidden units, on each input encoding for a m a x i m u m
coding and the other input encodings m a y be due to the fact
of 10,000 cycles using a learning rate of 0.25. Training was
that the original data were grouped by color. That is, the
stopped before epoch 10,000 if the root mean-squared error
first 115 patterns were reds, the next 120 patterns were yelof the holdout patterns had not declined in as m a n y epochs as
lows, and so on. Because the patterns to which the sequentaken to reach the previous low. For example, if a m i n i m u m
tial encoding was applied were ordered by their color cateroot mean-squared error was reached after epoch 2,500 and
gory, the sequential numbers with which they are encoded
no subsequent epoch had a lower error, then training would be
contain some information about their category. Most colors
stopped after epoch 5,000. For each encoding, the experiment
that should be categorized together are nearby in the input
was repeated with 5 networks, each starting with a different
pattern space, but there are two kinds of exceptions. T h e first
set of initial random weights.
is that patterns differing in the ordering by as m u c h as 100
Using the best learned weights (the ones between the be- can be as close together as patterns differing by only one in
the ordering. For example, pattern 345 (represented as <0.3,
ginning and end of training with the best error on the holdout
0.4, 0.5 > ) is as close to pattern 245 « 0 . 2 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 5 » as 245
set), w e computed activations at the hidden nodes on each inis to 244 « 0 . 2 , 0.4, 0.4».
put pattern, thereby obtaining each network's representation
T h e second exception is caused by the fact that all neighof the input patterns at its hidden layer. W e then computed
bors in the ordering are 0.1 apart in the encoding except points
the Euclidean distances, for each activation matrix, between
with a 0 element. Each pattern with a 0 element in the seeach pattern and each other pattern in that matrix. W e then
quential encoding comes right after one with a 0.9 element
computed correlation between each set of distances and ev(and hence the two are at least 0.9 units apart). For example.
ery other set of distances.
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Figure 2: Hinton diagrams showing correlation a m o n g input patterns (Part (a), on the left), and a m o n g hidden unit activations
(Part (b), on the right). Part (a) shows correlation a m o n g the input patterns used in training the networks. Part (b) shows mean
correlation between hidden unit activations of 5 networks trained on each encoding and hidden unit activations of 5 networks
trained on each other encoding (e.g., binary vs. real), as well as m e a n correlation between hidden unit activations among the 5
networks trained on each encoding (e.g., binary vs. binary). T h e sides of the boxes are proportional to the values.

although patterns 458, 459, and 4 6 0 are right next to each
other in the data set, the sequential representation of pattern
459 (<0.4, 0.5, 0.9>) is m u c h closer to that of pattern 458
(<0.4, 0.5, 0.8>), than it is to that of pattern 460 (<0.4, 0.6,
0.0».
Correlations between the hidden unit activations for each
of the five networks trained on the same representations were
all greater than 0.87. Different networks, starting from different random initial weights, found similar solutions to the
color categorization problem for each input encoding. T h e
similarities are reflected in their cluster diagrams, which show
colors grouped in human-like ways (see Figure 1). Even more
striking, the hidden unit representations of networks trained
on different input representations were also highly correlated
(see Figure 2 part b). Correlations between hidden unit activations of networks trained on the binary, gaussian, and real
input encodings are all greater than 0.8, while correlations of
these networks with networks trained on the sequential encoding are somewhat lower.

Experiment 2

W e also conducted a second set of experiments, varying the
numbers of hidden units in the networks, and using only the
real encoding and a variation on the sequential encoding, in
order to determine whether networks with different numbers
of hidden units would develop similar representational structures.

Procedure
W e used the same color categorization task for the second experiment as for the first, but the input representations were
slighdy different. For the real encoding, w e used all 61 elements of the original dataset, rather than sampling at 12
evenly-spaced intervals. W e did not use the gaussian or binary encodings, because they had proved in thefirstexperiment to be highly similar to the real encoding. W e also randomized the order of presentation of the patterns during each
training epoch, and used a separate testing set in addition to
the training and holdout sets of thefirstexperiment.
The most important difference between thefirstand second experiments, however, was that w e varied the number of
hidden units in the second experiment. Whereas in the first
experiment, all of the networks had 3 hidden units, in the second experiment, the number of hidden units was varied fi-om
1 to 10. For each of the two input encodings (real and sequential), w e trained 3-layer networks with 1 to 10 hidden
units. Each network was trained a m i n i m u m of 500 epochs,
and training was stopped after the 500th epoch whenever the
root mean-squared error on the holdout set had not decreased
in 50 epochs. W e also replicated the training regime on 10 additional networks with 5 hidden units each, in order to demonstrate that the results with networks with different initial rand o m weights were robust and to compare the new procedures
with the previous ones.
Results
Networks with 1 and 2 hidden units failed to learn, and so
will not be considered further. Networks with 3 to 10 hidden
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units trained on the real input encoding again learned hiddenlayer representations that were very similar to each other, regardless of the number of hidden units in the network. Correlations between hidden-unit activations and input patterns
were low (mean=0.232, sd=0.040), but average correlations
between hidden-unit activations over networks with different
numbers of hidden units were high (mean=0.934, sd=0.020).
The same was true of networks trained on the sequential
encoding (see Figure 3). Correlations between hidden-unit
activations and input patterns were low, although higher than
they were for the "real" encoding (mean=0.333, sd=0.061),
but average correlations between hidden-unit activations over
networks with different numbers of hidden units trained
on the "sequential" encoding were still high (mean=0.934,
sd=0.013). The correlation between the hidden unit activations of networks trained on the real encoding and networks
trained on the sequential encoding, however, was even lower
than in thefirstexperiments reported here (about 0.3), most
likely due to the reduced amount of training in this experiment.
For networks with 5 hidden units, 10 replications starting from different initial random weights confirmed that networks with different weights trained on the same encoding found very similar solutions to the problem. Average
correlation a m o n g the 10 different networks trained on the
real encoding was 0.929, while average correlation a m o n g
the 10 different networks trained on the sequential encoding was also 0.944, demonstrating that networks with different weights trained on the same encoding found very similar
solutions to the problem regardless of which encoding they
used. Average correlation between the hidden unit activations
of the 10 5-unit networks trained on the sequential encoding
and the sequential encoding itself was 0.325, whereas average correlation between the hidden unit activations of the 10
5-unit networks trained on the real encoding and the real encoding itself was 0.202, demonstrating that the hidden unit

representations, while not completely unrelated to the input
patterns, were not simply copies of the input patterns.
Discussion
It is well k n o w n that different networks trained on the s a m e
problem m a y partition their activation spaces in similar ways.
W e have presented a way to measure this. O u r results indicate
that it is also possible for networks from different "species"
(i.e., trained from different input encodings) to partition their
activation spaces in similar ways. Even though w e trained our
networks on different input representations, the high correlations between their hidden-layer representations show that
they partition their activation spaces similarly. Evidently, it is
possible for the representational states of two individuals w h o
categorize their inputs the same way to be similar even though
they have different "sensory systems" (i.e., input encodings)
and different numbers of units. Finally, it is remarkable that
individuals from the same "species", with different numbers
of hidden units, all achieve essentially identical representational structures w h e n they agree on the category structure.
There is s o m e hope for communication between us, even in
the world of state space semantics.
Conclusions
In response to Fodor and Lepore's challenge to state-space semantics, w e have argued that representational similarity can
be measured by correlation between inter-point distances in
any two activation state spaces. Moreover, w e have given
a technique for measuring representational similarity. O u r
measure is a robust criterion of content similarity, of just
the sort that Fodor and Lepore demanded in their critique
of Churchland. It can be used to measure similarity of internal representations regardless of h o w inputs are encoded,
and regardless of number of hidden units. Furthermore, w e
have used our measure of state-space similarity to d e m o n strate empirically that different individuals, even individuals
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with different "sensory organs" and different numbers of neurons, may represent the world in similar ways.
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cognitive architecture, and the theory/implementation gap
identified by Cooper and Shallice.

Abstract

Cooper and Shallice (1995) raise many issues regarding the
unified theories of cognition research program in general,
The Wickens's Task & Modeling Results
and Soar in particular. In this paper, w e examine one
The Wickens's task (Martin-Emerson & Wickens, 1992)
specific criticism of Newell's (1990) treatment of
illuminates
phenomena associated with heads-up displays in
immediate behavior and use it to explain the notion of the
aviation. It consists of a continuous tracking task interrupted
modeling idiom within a cognitive architecture. W e
by a choice-reaction task. T h e Wickens's task display is
compare a dual-task model using Newell's architecture and
shown in Figure 1. T h e upper part of the display shows a
idiom to two other models that use different architectures
and idioms (EPIC and an experimental version of Soar). W e
target and a cursor in the tracking window. T h e cursor
also look at the models' dependency on their respective
moves randomly and the participant must keep the cursor
cognitive architectures, and the theory/implementation
inside the target by moving a joystick with his right hand.
gap also identified by Cooper and Shallice (1995).
While the participant performs the tracking task, a left- or
right-pointing arrow appears at random intervals in the
information display, below the tracking window. T h e
Introduction
stimulus
is displayed for one second. T h e participant must
Unified theories of cognition seek to provide a unique,
reply
to
this
stimulus by pressing one of two keys with his
consistent framework for modeling all types of cognitive,
left
hand,
while
still attempting to keep the cursor in the
perceptual, and motor activities. Several unified theories, or
target.
Experiments
were run with different separations of
cognitive architectures, have been proposed: a m o n g them are
the target and information display to study h o w this affects
Soar (Newell, 1990) , A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) and E P I C
two performance measures. Tracking error is the R M S error
(Meyer & Kieras, 1995). Cooper and Shallice (1995) raise
measured
only during the two seconds after the stimulus is
many issues regarding the unified theories of cognition
displayed.
Reaction time is the time difference between the
research program in general, and Soar in particular (although
onset
of
the
stimulus and the response of the user.
we believe these objections apply to other architectures as
T w o previous models of this task, one written in E P I C ,
well). In this paper, w e examine s o m e of Cooper and
with the P P S cognitive processor (Kieras & Meyer, 1995)
Shallice's issues by modeling dual-task behavior.
and
one written in an experimental version of Soar (called
Newell (1990) described an idiom, or style of modeling
"Soar-Operand")
using EPIC's peripherals (Chong & Laird,
that is possible within an architecture but not required by the
1997),
give
results
very close to h u m a n performance. W e
architecture, called P E A C T I D M for immediate behavior
wrote a third model, based on the existing models, using the
tasks. P E A C T I D M is an acronym for the operators the
current Soar? release and Newell's P E A C T I D M idiom,
idiom allows at the immediate behavior level (without
which also matches well (Figure 2). For each model, each
problem-solving): Perceive, Encode, Attend, Comprehend,
Task, /ntend. Decode, and Motor, (pronounced pee-ack-tidim). According to Cooper and Shallice (1995),
S o a r / P E A C T I D M "would seem to provide only a rigidly
single channel mode of operation..." and, therefore, in a
model of a dual task "...the primary task will inevitably be
slowed by up to 120 m s " (p. 134-135), which is not
confirmed by data they cite. T o investigate the criticism, w e
chose a specific dual task that allows us to compare a
S o a r / P E A C T I D M model to two other existing models of the
task: one written in E P I C and one in an experimental
version of Soar with a different idiom.
In
addition
to
examining
Soar/PEACTIDM's
appropriateness for immediate behavior, w e also discuss the
dependence of each model's behavior on its underlying

Tracking window

o
Cursor

t
Vertical
separation

Information display
©
Figure 1: T h e Wickens's task environment
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point o n Figure 2 represents an average over 3 0 0 trials. T h e
observed performance is an average over 2 4 participants. T h e
absolute average error for all three models is always less
than 1 0 % for both the choice and the tracking tasks.
Clearly, the S o a r / P E A C T I D M m o d e l is n o worse than the
other t w o models, which d o not share the "rigidly single
channel m o d e of operation" that wonried Cooper and
Shallice. In examining the commonalities and differences
between these models, w e will illustrate t w o other issues
brought u p by C o o p e r and Shallice, h o w little the behavior
of these models depends o n the cognitive aspect of the
architecture alone, and the theory/implementation gap.
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the cognitive processor via the working m e m o r y ( W M ) .
They work independently, in parallel with each other and
with the cognitive processor in all the models. The
Wickens's task models use the visual perception, the tactile
perception, the oculomotor and the manual-motor
processors. These processors do not perform any actual
information processing; they provide precise timings for the
functions they simulate. For example, when an object
appears on EPIC's "retina", its location will be reported by
the visual perceptual processor to W M with a 50 m s
latency, and if the object is in EPIC's "fovea", its shape will
be appear in W M after an additional 50 m s latency (Kieras &
Meyer, 1996). These delays mimic those of the human
processes for localization and shape-recognition, but the
features are provided as input to the visual processor by the
simulation of the environment.
S o m e processors can perform actions by themselves; for
example the oculomotor processor can produce small
centering saccades to keep a slowly moving object in the
fovea. The motor processors "jam" if they receive more than
one c o m m a n d at a time, i. e., they will ignore all of them.
The manual-motor processor does not require cognition to
calculate a specific direction to push the joystick (pushing
the joystick in any direction is assumed to take the same
time). However, it requires the n a m e of the button to press
(LEFT or RIGHT) because the finger m a y or m a y not have to
m o v e to the n e w button, changing the time to execute the
operation.
Finally, the motor processors have a separate preparation
and execution phase. That is, under certain conditions, the
preparation of a motor movement can be overlapped with the
In addition, the
execution of the previous movement.
preparation phase can be skipped altogether if a movement is
identical to the immediately previous movement (Kieras &
Meyer, 1996).
Eye-Movement Hypothesis All three models are based
on the assumption (formulated by Kieras & Meyer, 1995)
that the eye must be kept on the cursor to ensure successful
tracking, and that the eye must be moved to the choice
stimulus in order to discriminate it.

a
<D CM
S
S
(M "" oi
Separations
Figure 2: tracking error and reaction times of the three
models and observed human data

T a s k S i m u l a t i o n T h e simulation of the task is done in
an E P I C "device processor" for all three models. This
processor informs the perceptual processors of changes in
the environment (e.g., the onset of the stimulus), and
responds to motor c o m m a n d s from the models.

T h e Three Models
Commonalities of the Models
EPIC Perceptual and Motor Processors EPIC is a
cognitive architecture originally intended to model multiple
tasks performance (Meyer & Kieras, 1997). It is composed
of a specific cognitive processor, P P S (discussed below) aixl
of a set of perceptual and motor processors. EPIC's
perceptual and motor processors are used for all three
models. These processors are native to E P I C and were
adapted to communicate with Soar's cognitive processor by
C h o n g and Laird (1997). This union answered a c o m m o n
criticism of Soar (e.g., Cooper & Shallice, 1995; Vincente
& Kirlik, 1992) that it does not take motor and perceptual
constraints into account.
T h e perceptual and motor processors communicate with
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Human Data Finally, all three models are matched against
the same h u m a n performance data. T h e data is aggregated
over 24 participants w h o were instructed to perform as well
as they could. T h e collection procedure is described in
(Martin-Emerson & Wickens, 1992).
Differences Between the Models
Execution Traces for the Three Models Figure 3
shows the execution traces of the three in P E R T charts. The
models have been tracking the cursor prior to thisfigureand
thefirststimulus comes up at what we've labeled 0 ms.
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Figure 3: the execution traces of the three m o d e l s . T h e critical path for the a n s w e r task is grayed.
Complete operation of the manual-motor and oculomotor
processors are shown, as well as visual perception delays.
Only critical operations of the cognitive processors are
shown (described below). Cognitive operations that send
commands to the motor processors are in italics and
underlined. The gray boxes denote the critical path (the
longest path through the task) for the choice reaction-time
task.
Not surprisingly, given the good fit to the h u m a n data,
the three models take similar motor actions at similar times
(though each model has a slightly different initialization
phase and are therefore not in perfect synch on the tracking
task). M o r e precisely, during the Is interval shown in
Figure 3, each model moves the joystick three times, and
the motor actions that respond to the choice task are
executed with at most one cycle difference. However, their
internal cognitive operations are different, reflecting the
different cognitive processors and idioms they use.

cognitive processors are production systems and each
decision cycle is estimated to approximate 50 m s of h u m a n
behavior. The cognitive processors and idioms differ on
other aspects listed below.
SoarV's cognitive processor and the P E A C T I D M idiom.
In Soar (both Soar? and Soar-Operand), an operator is
implemented by a set offine-grainproductions that propose,
apply and terminate it. At the end of each decision cycle, an
operator is selected, which will typically be applied (i.e.,
m a k e changes to W M ) at the beginning of the next decision
cycle. Operators that request motor actions, however, m a y
not be applicable in the very next decision cycle because the
peripheral processor m a y be busy completing the last
request. Soar's architecture allows the application of an
operator to be separated in time from its selection, as long
as nothing intervenes to m a k e its conditions invalid. The
distinction is shown in the SoarV model in Figure 3 by
plain font (motor-operator-selection without immediate
application) and italics (motor-operator-application either
immediately after its selection or from a previously-selected
and still valid operator).

Cognitive Processors and Idioms Each model uses a
different cognitive processor, SoarV, Soar-Operand, or
EPIC(PPS) and a different modeling idiom. All three
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If appropriate knowledge is not available to select or to
apply an operator, an impasse occurs, and a new state is
created where more knowledge can be brought into play.
W h e n the impasse is solved. Soar's learning mechanism
creates a n e w production that associates the conditions under
which the impasse occurred with the actions that resolved it.
If this situation arises again, the newly learned production
can often prevent another impasse. In Figure 2 (to avoid
clutter) impasses are implicit in the gaps between cognitive
operators. For instance, the gap between a plain-font m o v e JOYSTlCK operator and its italicized application is an
impasse, where the "missing knowledge" is that the manual
processor is free and the "solution" is to wait for the manual
processor tofinishwhat it was doing. This type of impasse
can never be eliminated through learning; it is the Soar
architecture's response to a constraint dictated by the
peripheral processors.
The Soar? model has no explicit control process. The
actions to be taken are determined by the state of current
perceptions and motor processor states in W M . There is no
explicit record of which procedural steps have been
accomplished.
T h e Soar? model uses the P E A C T I D M idiom proposed by
Newell (1990) for immediate behavior tasks. Newell
successfully applied this idiom on several such tasks, but no
dual tasks. T h e P E A C T I D M idiom assumes that reaction to
events in the real world begins with a Perceive operation
that is handled by EPIC's perceptual processors. Encode
productions translate the signals delivered by EPIC's
percepmal processors into meaningful symbols in W M (not
shown in Figure 3). Once in central cognition, the
P E A C T I D M idiom allows only four types of elementary
cognitive operators to be selected and applied without
impasse: Attend operators direct perception to a new
stimulus (e.g. W A T C H - C U R S O R ) ; Comprehend operators
interpret the perceptual inputs (e.g. recognize-arrow);
Task operators select the next task to be done (none appear
in Figure 3; these happen at the start of the trial, before this
timeline begins); /ntend operators initiate a motor response
(e.g. MOVE-JOYSTICK). After central cognition has intended a
motor c o m m a n d . Decode productions translate this
c o m m a n d into symbols recognized by the E P I C motor
processor (not shown in Figure 3), which then perform the
A/otor actions.
A Soar model using the P E A C T I D M idiom sends output
c o m m a n d s sequentially from central cognition to the motor
processors, no more than one c o m m a n d per decision cycle.
Therefore, there is no risk of jamming the E P I C peripherals.
Our Soar? model learns when to propose motor operators.
Before learning, the model knows the available motor
operators, but not when they are applicable in the real world.
Therefore, it generates an impasse at each decision cycle and
reasons about operators in an internal "imagined" world to
detenmine which operator to propose. After learning, it
k n o w s w h e n each action is applicable and proposes
appropriate operators without impasse. Figure 3 shows
performance after learning.
Soar-Operand's cognitive processor and the hierarchicaloperator idiom. Soar-Operand is an experimental version of
Soar that was developed in response to a perceived difficulty
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with the interaction between Soar's learning mechanism,
action in the real world, and a modeling idiom that uses a
hierarchical operator structure (John, 1996).' In certain cases,
a model with a hierarchical operator structure would leara to
perform strings of actions that were no longer appropriate by
the time they were learned. T o avoid this problem, SoarOperand is restricted to making only one round of persistent
changes to W M per decision cycle. Although multiple
persistent changes to W M can be made in a single decision
cycle, no change can depend on a previous change being
made (i.e., no strings of changes are allowed). Since
initiating a motor action requires a persistent change to
W M , this restriction affects the behavior of dual tasks like
the Wickens task.
A s with the Soar?, the Soar-Operand model has no
executive control. The hierarchical-operator modeling idiom
used with Soar-Operand proposes a dual-task operator that
is always selected in this task. Before learning, the model
does not k n o w h o w to apply the DUAL-TASK, so an impasse
arises. Under different perceived conditions in the task
environment, the model leams to apply the dual-task
operator by taking different motor actions (watching the
cursor, moving the joystick, etc.). After learning, the same
operator is always selected, but the automatic application of
that operator differs depending on the cunrent environmental
conditions.
With this approach, the Soar-Operand model can make
simultaneous requests to the same motor processor and jam
EPIC's peripherals. This conflict also causes an impasse to
arise and, using task knowledge (i.e., the choice task has
priority over the tracking task), the Soar-Operand model
leams h o w to avoid jamming.
Figure 3 shows the
applications of the DUAL-TASK operator along the Cognition
line. The selection of the dual-task operator itself is not
shown because it is ubiquitous and its differing applications
display the model's actual behavior.
EPIC's P P S cognitive processor and the executive control
idiom.
P P S (parsimonious production system) is the
cognitive processor used by the E P I C model. P P S is a fully
parallel production system: as soon as the conditions of a
production rule are satisfied by the contents of the W M , its
actions will be executed, without any conflict resolution
mechanism. A n y number of productions can be executed
simultaneously. A n operation in P P S (such as issuing a
c o m m a n d to a motor processor) is implemented by one
single production, so PPS's productions are similar to
Soar's operators. P P S has no learning mechanism.
The E P I C modeling idiom emphasizes the executive
process that coordinates between the two tasks. Executiveprocess productions explicitly keep track of which procedural
step is currently being worked on in order to decide on the
next procedural step or to switch to a task with higher
priority. In addition, executive control knowledge is handcoded so two motor c o m m a n d s will never be sent to the
same motor processor. Thus, the E P I C model's peripherals
' In contrast, P E A C T I D M uses a flat operator structure
consisting only of the A, C, T & I operators described above.
The problem does not arise in the models using the P E A C T I D M
idiom.

never jam. Kieras and Meyer (1995) show h o w a strongly
interleaved executive control w a s necessary to obtain good
match to the data.
Parallelism issues The main difference in liic three
architecture/idiom combinations is h o w they handle
parallelism. Both P P S and Soar-Operand allow their models
to initiate several task-related actions in a single cycle: for
example the E P I C model sends two motor c o m m a n d s at
time 100 ms; the Soar-Operand model sends a c o m m a n d and
performs an internal cognitive operation at time 550 m s
(Figure 3).
Although S o a r 7 / P E A C T I D M has completely sequential
operator selection it still provides a good matching to the
data. This can be explained by the strong interruptibility of
this model accomplished through Soar's separation between
selection and application of an operator. For instance, at
100 m s , the S o a r 7 / P E A C T I D M model initiates a m o v e JOYSTICK c o m m a n d but it cannot be applied right away.
T w o decision cycles later the model realizes that its eye is
no longer on the cursor, so it should not m o v e the joystick
to try to track the cursor. It interrupts the MOVE-joystick
operator in favor of a w a t c h - c u r s o r operator. Thus, a
highly-interruptible S o a r V / P E A C T I D M model can function
as effectively in this task as the other more parallel models.
Only at two cycles in EPIC, and one cycle in Soar-Operand
is the parallel-action feature of the respective architectures
used. In the end, it appears that parallelism in cognition is
not required to perform even as rapid and tightly measured a
task as the Wickens task.
Discussion
The PEACTIDM Idiom
Contrary to Cooper and Shallice's (1995) concern that the
PEACTIDM idiom's single channel mode of operation
would be inappropriate for dual-task situations, our
SoarV/PEACTIDM model provides as good fit to the data as
the more parallel Soar-Operand and E P I C models. W e
believe this is evidence that the P E A C T I D M idiom,
sequential though it m a y be, should not be dismissed out of
hand for dual-tasks.
As noted in previous work with complex real-time tasks
(e.g.. Nelson, L e h m a n n & John, 1994), the behavior of the
P E A C T I D M idiom in this model can be explained by the
small granularity of the operators, by their tight
interieaving, and by the feature of the Soar architecture that
operator selection and operator application can be separated.
This enables the selection of another operator before the
application of the current one is completed, as well as the
ability to be interrupted in reaction to changes in the
environment. Thus, the P E A C T I D M idiom provides more
parallelism that Cooper and Shallice realized.
Exploiting the selection/application separation capability
of the Soar architecture is essential to obtaining a goodfitto
the human data with the P E A C T I D M idiom. A preliminary
version of our model, which differed from the final version
only in that it did not exploit this separation, had a trackingerror twice as high as reported here. Although w e believe our
model demonstrates that the Soar architecture with the
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P E A C T I D M idiom is more flexible than Cooper and
Shallice thought, this also demonstrates another of Cooper
and Shallice's points. T h e complexity of these architectures
(and Soar is not alone) requires a substantial effort,
programming as well as reading the theory, to m a k e valid
pronouncements of what they can and cannot do.
Role of the Architecture and the Idiom
In the case of these specific models, it seems that the
choice of the architecture and of the modeling idiom,
together with matching h u m a n data, imposed enough
constraint to lead to specific models whose output is
similar. Each model has a history of successive versions that
were quite far from h u m a n performance, and had to be
improved upon. Kieras and Meyer (1995) present an earlier
model with a simpler executive process that gave
unsatisfactory results (correct reaction times, but tracking
error more than 1 0 0 % higher than h u m a n data). C h o n g and
Laird (1997) give the whole path from thefirstpreliminary
Soar-Operand models (with results similar to thefirstE P I C
model) to the final model discussed here. They describe
successive small modifications (sometimes as small as one
condition added to a production) that strongly improved the
results. In our o w n model, the dissociation between
selection and application of operators, leading to more
interruptibility and interleaving, shrunk the tracking error by
more than 5 0 % .
This answers an objection to Soar brought up by Hunt
and Luce (1992), that two Soar modelers could c o m e up
with two different models of a same task. This is certainly
true. For example, a P E A C T I D M model could have been
implemented in Soar-Operand with the same results as the
SoarV model. Alternatively, executive-process knowledge
could be hand-coded into either version of Soar to make
those models similar to EPIC's. However, w h e n the
architecture/idiom couple is considered, this m a y not remain
true, thefieldof the possible models seems to be m u c h
more restrained. T h e role of the modeling idiom m a y turn
out to be as important at that of the architecture itself.
Role of the Cognitive Processor
Copper and Shallice noted that performance of Newell's
immediate behavior models did not depend heavily on the
Soar cognitive architecture. W e see that all three models of
Wickens's task also suffer from this complaint. In each of
the three models, more than a third of the cognitive cycles
are spent waiting or doing nothing. For the choice task,
where participants were instructed to respond as quickly as
possible, cognition is on the critical path (in gray on Figure
3) only 2 0 to 3 0 % of the time. O n the other hand, the
perceptual and motor processors (identical for the three
models) are the most important contributors. For example,
the ascending slope of the tracking error with target
separation results from the fact that, in each model, tracking
is disabled while the eye moves and it takes more time for
the eye to m o v e between the choice stimulus and the cursor
when they are further apart.
Our experience modeling immediate behavior in these
three architectures leads us to question whether it is possible
to find a task that would shed more light on the underlying

cognitive architecture. T o differentiate between architectures,
w e need a task with a higher percentage of cognitive
operations on the critical path. However, if the task is even
faster, but still requires perception and motor response, the
behavior of the peripherals will likely dominate. If the task
is slower but more complex so more cognition is needed,
then this introduces opportunity for individual differences in
task execution. Even what seem like rapid tasks, a videog a m e like the Kanfer-Ackerman A T C task© (John &
Lallement, 1997), or sentence verification (Reder, 1988), or
a simple arithmetic task (Siegler, 1996), have been shown
to have substantial differences in the strategy people use to
perform the task. Thus, the effects of an individual's prior
knowledge, problem-solving skill, visual-search skill, etc.
will dominate over the effects of the underlying cognitive
architecture. This might be addressable by making models of
individuals rather than of aggregate data, but then the
modeling work multiplies intractably.
It appears that finding a single task that would
discriminate a m o n g different cognitive architectures is not
easy, if not impossible. Newell's (1990) solution to this
problem is not to look for a single task, but to bring to
"bear large, diverse collections of quasi-independent sources
of knowledge - structural, behavioral, functional ~ that
finally allow the system to be pinned down." (p. 22). If the
Wickens's task can be equally well modeled with a set of
idiom/architecture pairs, and a lower-level task can be
equally well modeled with a different set, and a higher-level
problem-solving or learning task with still a third set, then
the intersection of these sets m a y point toward a single
idiom/architecture pair that explains this large amount of
behavioral data. Thus, multiple models of the same task in
different idiom/architecture pairs, and consistent use of an
idiom/architecture pair across multiple tasks, both make
contributions to such a research program.
Theory/Implementation Gap
Our work also corroborates Cooper and Shallice's point
about a theory/implementation gap. Each of these models
are very sensitive to details; small changes have big effects
and every detail of the implementation is important for the
final results. All the details are not always provided by the
relevant documentation (especially short conference papers),
but reside only in the code itself For example. Copper and
Shallice's worry about a rigid single channel did not
materialize within the details of a running Soar program.
Also, there is a production in the EPIC model that allows it
to bypass some operations relevant to the choice task if the
same stimulus appears two consecutive times, saving one
cognitive cycle. Being activated in 5 0 % of the cases, this
single production lowers the average reaction time by half
the duration of a cognitive cycle, or 25 m s (-3% of the
observed response time). Our work extends Cooper and
Shallice's comments on the gap between the theory and
implementation of architectures to the individual cognitive
models themselves. In order to completely understand what a
model does and h o w it does it, every detail counts, and the
access to the program code is necessary.
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(batch or on-line, order of presentation), and representation format of the data (set of attributes). Each comThere has been a heated debate between connectionist
ponent can affect dramatically the learning behavior of
and symbolic models on the task of learning the past
the model. Clearly, to compare two different learning
tense of English verbs. Claims are often made, but not
models on the same task, we must keep all components
often justified, that a new model has a superior genwhich are c o m m o n to the two models constant. Such
eralization ability to the previous ones. In this paper,
a practice has been used widely in the machine learnwefirstset up a proper criterion for making comparisons
ing community. Result of comparison based on different
between models. W e point out a crucial issue in comparrepresentations, for example, is not very meaningful.
ison which has been largely ignored in the past. Then
However, one complication in comparing different
we present results on the generalization ability of the
learning models is that the components in models may
symbolic pattern associator, SPA. W e challenge connecnot be independent. For example, symbolic learning
tionist researchers to design connectionist models with
algorithms can use multiple-valued discrete attributes
similar or better generalization ability.
directly, while connectionist models normally take distributed representation. W h e n this occurs, we should
Introduction
allow model-specific components to be different, and to
optimized for the learning behavior of the model. For
Learning the past tense of English verbs, a minor be
aspect
example,
while keeping everything else the same, an opof language acquisition and processing, has received extimal distributed representation should be used in contensive study in the last few years. In 1986, Rumelhart
nectionist models. In addition, algorithm's parameters
and McClelland (1986) first designed and implemented
are model specific, and they should be carefully chosen
a connectionist model of past-tense acquisition. Claims
to optimize its performance.
were made that such connectionist models, while requirThe same criterion should be applied to the structure
ing no symbol processing, grammatical rules, or explicit
of different models. The paradigm (or general structure)
representation as in the traditional grammatical theoof the symbolic and connectionist models in comparison
ries, are better models for past-tense acquisition and
must match. This issue is further discussed in the folfor language acquisition in general. Over the years, a
lowing section.
number of criticisms of connectionist modeling appeared
(Pinker k Prince, 1988; Lachter t Bever, 1988; Prasada
SPA and Corresponding Connectionist
k Pinker, 1993; Ling k Marinov, 1993), and there has
been a heated debate over the symbolic and connectionModels
ist modeling of the task. Several subsequent attempts
W e use SPA (Ling k Marinov, 1993; Ling, 1994) as the
at improving the original results with new connectionist
symbolic model for the past tense learning. SPA is a
modes have been made (Plunkett & Marchman, 1991;
general-purpose N-to-M (N input attributes to M output
Cottrell & Plunkett, 1991; MacWhinney k Leinbach,
attributes) pattern associator which essentially applies
1991; Daugherty k Seidenberg, 1993).
O n the other
the N-to-1 decision-tree classifier ID3 (Quinlan, 1986) M
hand, several symbolic models have been built to demontimes. Given a set of patterns containing N input atstrate their superior generalization abilities on the same
tributes and M output attributes, M decision trees are
task (Ling k Marinov, 1993; Ling, 1994; Mooney k
built by the SPA, one for each output attribute. With
CalilT, 1995). However, it seems quite possible that a
each tree determining one attribute value in the output,
better connectionist model (or symbolic model) can alM trees will collectively predict the whole output patways be constructed to outperform the previous countern. For the verb past-tense learning, the input patterns
terpart on the generalization accuracy.
are phoneme letters in the verb base, with a m a x i m u m
In this paper, we attempt to set out some criteria for a
of N phoneme letters. Similarly, the output patterns are
proper comparison between competing models. W e will
phoneme letters in the past ten.se, with a m a x i m u m of
also discuss a crucial issue which has been largely ignored
M phoneme letters. For details of SPA, also see (Ling k
in the previous modeling of past tense acquisition.
Marinov, 1993, pages 248-255).
In general, SPA is similar in structure to layered, feedA Proper Comparison Criterion
forward connectionist models. However, several variA computational model of any learning ta.sk consists
ations exist. Different SPA architectures should be
of many components: the learning algorithm (and its
matched to different connectionist architectures. In comparameters), data sampling method, training regime
parison, a matching architecture must be chosen, otherAbstract
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wise the superiority of a model may not be claimed since
it m a y compare to a "strawman" of another model.
There are three structures (versions) of SPA which
have their correspondences in connectionist models. In
the first version of SPA, the original C4.5 is called in
constructing decision trees for output attributes. This
version of S P A with the original C4.5 is equivalent in
structure to the feedforward, layered connectionist models, with links connecting between layers of units.
In the original C4.5, however, when classifying a new
example after the decision tree is built, if the new example falls into an empty leaf where no training examples have fallen, C4.5 would use the majority class in
that branch as the class. W e call this strategy majority default strategy. This strategy is clearly not ideal for
learning past tense, since the stem of a regular verb is
always "copied" into the past tense, rather than taking
the most popular letter from other regular verbs.
In an improved version of SPA, an adaptive defaxdt
strategy is implemented (Ling, 1994). The idea came
from MacWhinney and Leinbach (1991): their connectionist models have "copy" links, which connect directly
from the input units to the output units. This facilitates
the identify copy of verb stem into past tense. However, the suffix of the past tense should not be copied,
thus, such copy links also compete with links connecting between layers. Similarly in this SPA, there is also a
competition between the "copy default strategy" and the
"majority default strategy" (thus, we call it the adaptive
default strategy). Basically, if a testing example fa Is in
a leaf which is empty, S P A decides which default strategy to take. If more examples in this branch use the
copy strategy than the majority strategy, then the copy
strategy is used for this testing example; otherwise, the
majority strategy is employed.
The version of S P A with adaptive default is equivalent
in structure to feedforward connectionist models with
direct connections between input and output units.
In the third version of S P A (which is really a representation change), an N-to-N pattern mapping problem is changed to an N-to-1 classification problem by
using a moving window, as used in NETtalk (Sejnowski
& Rosenberg, 1987). Basically, a window of a certain
width moves from left to right to the N input attributes.
At each time, the output attribute at the center of the
window is learned and predicted, using input attributes
currently in the window. This representation format effectively makes the specific position of linearly ordered
attributes irrelevant: the regularity is learned according
to the attribute in the center of the window and its left
and right neighbours. For the verb past tense, instead
of learning regular suffixation at difTerent positions (and
thus reducing the training set on each position), regular sufl[ixation is learned at one position: the center of
the window. In addition, it can deal with verbs of any
length.
This version of S P A with moving window is equivalent
in structure to feedforward connectionist models with
moving window representation, or the recurrent connectionist models (Elman, 1990), which uses recurrent links
and recurrent units to memorize the attributes outside
the input attributes. Recurrent networks have been used
in past tense acquisition previously (Cottrell & Plunkett,
1991).
W h e n comparing to SPA, a connectionist model whose
structure is equivalent to S P A .should be chosen. That

is, results from SPA with the majority default strategy
should be matched to the ones from feedforward networks, results from SPA with the adaptive default strategy should be matched to the ones from feedforward
networks with direct links from input to output units,
and results from SPA with moving window should be
matched to the ones from recurrent networks or feedforward networks with moving window.

What to Compare
Most computational models of past tense learning focus
on both their generalization ability (predictive accuracies
on unseen verbs), and on psych-linguistic behaviors of
the models compared to humans. W e will discuss the
generalization ability of the models in this paper, and an
important is.sue of generalization which has been largely
ignored in previous models.
In many previous models on past tense learning, only
a handful verbs were removes (sometimes hand-picked)
from the training set for the testing purpose, and only
one run was made. Such results were not reliable for
several reasons: First, connectionist models (as well as
decision-tree symbolic models) are computationally powerful. With a proper network architecture and enough
training examples, they can represent any arbitrarily
complex mappings. Thus, with a very large training set,
the predictive accuracy of such models tends to be "saturated", and the difference in predictive accuracies of
difi'erent models tends to be minimized. Therefore, to
boost the difference between two models in comparison,
one must use relatively small training sets. It would also
be useful to compare model's behavior with that of hum a n on small training sets. Therefore, a learning curve
which reflects testing accuracies for training sets with
very small to large sizes is crucial for comparing models.
The second problem is that when the testing set is too
small, the testing accuracy is not reliable. Multiple runs
should be performed to get averaged results. Finally,
sampling of training and test sets should be done randomly. This eliminates human interference and improves
the reliability of the result.
In this paper, we train SPA on randomly sampled
training sets of different sizes to produce learning curves
under various settings.

SPA Results
We present SPA's results on the generalization ability
in this section. The datasets used can be downloaded
anonymously from the author's web site. Together with
SPA programs at the same site, the results reported here
can be replicated easily by other researchers.
Representation Format
Our verb set came from MacWhinney's original list of
verbs. The set contains about 1400 verb stem and past
tense pairs. Learning is based upon the phonological
U N I B E T representation (MacWhinney, 1990), in which
different phonemes are represented by different alphabetic and numerical letters. There is a total of 36
phonemes. For example, Table 1 lists several verbs in
spelling form, and in different U N I B E T representation
formats (see Section for more details). Pairs of verb
stem and past tense in U N I B E T representation are used
in the learning tasks.
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Table 1: Different representation formats of several sample verbs and their past tenses.
bpelUng

UNIBET

abandon
abandoned
blend
blended
attack
attacked
arise
arose
become
became

6bftnd6n
6b&nd6nd
blEnd
blEndId
6ttk
etftkt
6r32
6ro2
blk6m
blkem

Template
CCCVVCCCVVCCCVVCCC
6_b &_nd_e_n
6_b ll_nd_6_nd_
bl_E_nd
bl_E_nd_I_d
6_t__*_k
6_t__ft_kt
6_r__3_z
6_r o_z
b__I_k__6_m
b I_k e_m

In the past, several different representation formats
have been used in learning. Here, we have chosen the
three most popular ones.
Template Representation This representation is
suggested by MacWhinney and Leinbach (1991). Both
input and output patterns arefittedin templates in the
format of C C C V V C C C V V C C C V V C C C , where C stands
for consonant and V for vowel space holders. A similar template, C C C V V C C C , was used in Daugherty and
Hare (1993)'s connectionist model. The idea behind this
representation is to align consonants and vowels so that
the ending letter of regular verbs and similarity patterns
in certain irregular verbs are in more deterministic positions. See examples in Table 1.

Leit-jiistified
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
6bftnd6n
6bftnd6nd
blEnd
..
blEndId
6tak
etftkt
6r3z
6roz
blk6m
bikem

Right-justified with Coda
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP VC
6b&nd6n
6bftnd6n _d
blEnd
blEnd Id
6t&k
6t&k _t
6r3z
6roz
blk6m
bIkem __

plate representation, 18 decision trees were built for each
phoneme letter in the output templates, taking input
from 18 templated input phoneme etters. For the leftjustified representation, 15 decision trees were built for
each phoneme letter in the output, taking input from
15 left-justified input phoneme letters. For the rightjustified representation, 17 (15+2) decision trees were
built for each phoneme letter in the output, taking input
from 15 right-justified input phoneme letters. For S P A
with moving window, only one decision tree is built, and
this tree is used for predicting each output phoneme in
the pcist tense.
Learning both Regular and Irregular Verbs

From a whole set of about 1,400 regular and irregular
verbs, we randomly sample training set of various sizes
Left-Justified Representation This repre.sentationwithout replacement, and use the rest of the verbs as
the testing sets. Thus, training and testing sets are disis straightforward left-justified phoneme letters with a
joint, and test sets are maximized for more reliable retotal length of 15 (no verb or past tense has more than
sults. Three different representation formats (template,
15 phonemes). W e use P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P to denote
left-justified, right-justified) are used in the experiment.
such representation, where P is a phoneme. See Table 1
For each, SPA with three diiTerent architectures (majorfor examples of the left-justified representation.
ity default strategy, adaptive default strategy, and moving window) are tested. For each training size, repreRight-justified Representation with Coda In
sentation format, and architecture, 10 random samples
(MacWhinney, 1993), a new representation is u.sed. The
are made, and predictive accuracies are averaged and
input (for the verb stem) is coded by the right-justified
recorded in Table 2.
template C C C V V C C C V V C C C V V C C C ; the output conFrom the table, several interesting conclusions can
tains two parts, a right-justified template that is the
be drawn. First, comparing vertically, we see that the
same as the one in the input, and a coda in the form
template representation is not particularly beneficial in
of VC. The right-justified template in the output is used
learning, since the testing accuracies are comparable to
to represent the past tense without including the suffix
the left-justified representation. The main reason for this
for the regular verbs. The suffix of the regular past tense
is that the verbs have various lengths, so the endings of
occurs in (and only in) the coda. For the irregular past
regular verbs are still distributed in various places in
tense, the coda is left empty. However, as we will see
the templates, and need to be learned separately. Howlater, templates really do not help in generalization, so ever, the template makes it hard to locate the ending
we simply use non-templated right-justified representaphoneme in the verb stem: seeing an empty space (with
tion in the main part. See Table 1 for examples.
a non-empty left neighbor) does not imply that the verb
It is expected that such data representation facilitates has come to an end, while in the left-justified represenlearning. For the regular verbs, the main output pattation, it can. This is also why the results of SPA with
terns are always identical to the input patterns, and the
moving window on the template representation are very
verb-ending phoneme letter always appear as the last
bad.
letter of the right-justified part. Because irregular past
Second, the right-justified representation often has the
tenses have an empty coda, it allows learning algorithms best testing accuracies. This is expectable, because the
to distinguish regular verbs from irregular verbs in the
last phoneme of verb stems is located at thefixedlotraining set.
cation. Predictive accuracies for regular verbs are often
Since SPA can take symbolic attributes directly as
much improved.
input, SPA is applied to the phoneme letters directly
Third, horizontally, the SPA with the adaptive default
for all of those repre.sentation formats. For the temstrategy outperforms SPA with C4.5's majority default
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Table 2: Testing accuracies of S P A on regular and irregular verbs with various training sizes (50, 100, 500, and 1000).
Testing accuracies of HVA with majority default strategy
(Equivalent to feedforward networks)
Left-justified
Template
Right-justitied
Comb 1^.
Dataset
Irrg Comb
Irrg I C o m b
"XT
"TO"
5(3
5.5
51.6
6.8
47.0
48.0
100
43.6 57.5 3.8 52.0
79.0 14.5
72.4
80.4 13.4
500
82.2 13.2
75.2
73.6
76.3
84.5 18.5
82.3 23.5
1000
87.1 20.0
80.0
77.4

Testing accuracies of SPA with adaptive default strategy
(Equivalent to feedforward networks with direct links from input to output)
Template
Left-justihed
Right-justified
Dataset Tli
irrg Comb Ti;
Comb
Comb S "
rr
XT
-50-5FT
"TO"
4.4
57.4
65.0 6.4
63.1 7.9
87.9
100
58.9
79.3
88.4 14.1
83.2 13.4
81.1 14.7 74.3
500
76.2
80.9
89.5 20.5
76.7
85.3 18.5 78.2
83.1 23.5
1000
82.2
Testing accuracies of SPA with moving window
Dataset
50
100
500
1000

Heg
20.4
31.9
61.5
73.9

(Equivalent
Template
|
irrg Comb
7.1
19.0
8.9
29.6
16.0
56.4
24.2
68.6

to recurrent networks)
Left-justified
Heg Irrg Comb
79.7
6.3
72.1
86.6
5.9
78.3
89.0 14.1
81.4
89.3 16.3
81.6

strategy. In addition, S P A with moving window produces the best results (except for the template representation, for the reason discussed earlier).
Last, it is evident that even with 50 verbs in the training set, the overall predictive accuracy on unseen regular
and irregular verbs is quite high: with the right-justified,
moving window representation, it reaches 76.2%. W e
plot the learning curve of S P A with the right-justified,
moving window representation in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Learning curve of predicting unseen testing
verbs.
' Itegalu ind ineguUr Verb*
- t - Rcgalv Vei*. only

Training sizes
Learning O n l y R e g u l a r V e r b s
Predicting the past tense of an un.seen verb, which can be
either regular or irregular, is not an easy task. Irregular
verbs are not learned by rote as traditionally thought,
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Right-justified
Irrg C o m b
76.2
84.4
4.6
79.5
3.3
88.3
80.0
87.8 11.6
81.2
88.8 16.6

Reg

since children and adults occasionally extend irregular
inflection to irregular-sounding regular verbs or pseudo
verbs (such as cleef — deft) (Prasada & Pinker, 1993).
Pinker (1991) and Prasada and Pinker (1993) argue that
regular past tenses are governed by rules, while irregulars
may be generated by the associated memory, which has
this graded effect of irregular pa.st-tense generalization.
It would be interesting, therefore, to compare SPA and
connectionist models on the past-tense generalization of
regular verbs only. This may not be a psychologically
plausible experiment, but the purpose here is to compare
the generalization ability of the two models.
Note that even if one uses template or left-justified
representations, learning regular past tenses is not as
easy as one might think. Since regular verbs vary in
length, regular inflection requires learning suffixation
rules at different positions. In addition, instead of "just
add ed" (as in the spelling), there are three different suffixes for regular verbs in phonological form. W h e n the
verb stem ends with t or d ( U N I B E T phonetic representations), then the suffix is Id. For example, extend —
extended (in spelling form). W h e n the verb stem ends
with an unvoiced consonant, the suffix is t. For example,
talk — talked. W h e n the verb stem ends with a voiced
con.sonant or vowel, the suffix is d. For example, solve
— solved. More examples can be found in Table 1.
W e used the same training sizes, representation formats, and SPA architectures as in the previous section
in testing regular verbs. The testing accuracies averaged
over 10 runs can be found in Table 3.
Clearly, the same conclusions can be drawn for regular verbs as in the last section. Further, it is clear that
learning regular verbs only is much easier. The predictive accuracies are very high (over 98%), even with 50
regular verbs in training .sets, when SPA with moving
window is applied to the right-justified representation.

Table 3: Testing accuracies of S P A on regular verbs with
various training sizes (50, 100, 500, and 1000).
S P A with majority default strategy
(Equivalent to feedforward networks)
Template L-justifted R-justihed
Uataset
Reg
Reg
Reg
33.4
26.2
40.9
Reg 50
64.2
60.8
52.1
Reg 100
93.4
88.6
92.1
Reg 500
97.2
92.8
Reg 1000
96.9
S P A with adaptive default strategy
(Equivalent to feedforward networks
with direct links from input to output)
Template
L-justified R-justified
Dataset
Reg
Reg
Reg
54.4
95.4
53.9
Reg 50
71.0
97.4
72.4
Reg 100
90.7
99.8
Reg 500
94.3
93.8
Reg 1000
99.8
97.7
S P A with moving window
(Equivalent to recurrent networks)
Template
L-justiHed R-justified
Uataset
Keg
Reg
Reg
98.0
88.7
Reg 50
22.'2
99.2
Reg 100
95.3
37.3
99.9
99.2
Reg 500
73.3
99.8
99.7
Reg 1000
82.9

performed by experts in the area. S o m e of these design
choices include the n u m b e r of hidden layers, the n u m b e r
of units in each layer, the distributed representation, the
learning algorithm and its parameters, encoding and decoding methods, and overfitting controls.
Therefore, w e pose a challenge to connectionists to
construct connectionist models with similar or better
generalization accuracies under the s a m e setting comm o n to both models.
Conclusions
In this paper, we outlined a proper criterion to conduct
a fair and reliable comparison between connectionist and
symbolic models. W e also suggest that the learning curve
of predictive accuracies with various training sizes should
be regarded as a crucial issue in model comparison. If a
model is claimed to have a better generalization ability,
its superior predictive accuracy on small training sets is
particularly salient.
W e then presented results from S P A under various
commonly used representation formats and structures.
Each structure of SPA corresponds to a certain architecture of connectionist models. All of the datasets used
and the SPA programs can be accessed on-line. W e hope
that connectionist researchers can take the data and design connectionist networks with better generalization
accuracies under the same setting c o m m o n to both models.
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Abstract

related and mediated prime-target pairs.
Livesay and Burgess (1997) tested these hypotheses
A scries of experiments are presented that replicate the proposed by M c K o o n and Ratcliff (1992). In a series of
mediated priming effect (e.g., lion-stripes) using a naming
experiments, Livesay and Burgess found that neither lexical
latency task, and demonstrates that mediated priming does
co-occurrence nor semantic relatedness correlated with
not rely on weak, but direct, semantic relationships or
magnitude of mediated priming. In addition, Livesay and
lexical co-occurrence as suggested by McKoon and Ratchff
Burgess found differences a m o n g stimuli that could explain
(1992). The magnitude of mediated priming is not
the fragility of the mediated priming effect. They separated
negatively correlated with either semantic relatedness or
the stimuli into two categories, contextually consistent
lexical co-occurrence as M c K o o n and Ratcliff would
( C C ) and contextually inconsistent (CI) pairs. C C pairs were
predict. Furthermore, w e show that differences in the
mediated prime-target pairs that share a c o m m o n context
contextual nature of the prime - target pairs affects whether
(e.g., bat bounce, c o m m o n context is ball), CI pairs are
or not mediated priming occurs. These findings are
less likely to share a c o m m o n context (e.g., day-dark,
discussed in the context of the H A L memory model
c o m m o n context is night). W h e n they separated the stimuli
suggesting a view of "mediated" priming that is more
into these categories and re-analyzed the priming data, the
consistent with a distributed representational view.
C C items showed robust mediated priming and the C I items
showed no mediated priming. These results are somewhat
Semantic priming refers to the advantage in responding to aproblematic for a spreading activation account of mediated
target when preceded by a related prime compared to a target
the presence of the mediating concept should
priming
preceded by an unrelated prime (e.g., cat-dog vs cell-dog).
underlie the mediated priming effect, regardless of the
Presumably, this occurs due to the direct relationship
contextual inconsistency since there is a clear direct
between the prime and target. However, semantic priming
relationship between the mediating concept and both the
can also occur for items that have been argued to be not
prime and target.
directly related; this is referred to as multi-step or mediated
Alternatively, contextual encoding of word relationships is
priming. Balota and Lorch (1986) provide one of the clearest
the basic mechanism in the H A L m e m o r y model used by
demonstrations of mediated priming. They found priming
Livesay and Burgess (1997) to evaluate M c K o o n and
with items such as lion and stripes and argued that this effect
Ratcliff s hypotheses about semantic distance and lexical cowas due to the relationship the prime and target have with
occurrence. According to Livesay and Burgess, a prime and
the conceptually mediating item, tiger. Most investigators
target have to have contextual consistency in order for a
account for mediated priming within a spreading activation
priming effect to occur.
framework, where activation spreads from the prime item
A potential limitation to Livesay and Burgess'
through the mediating item to the target (Balota & Lorch,
conclusions w a s their use of the lexical decision task.
1986; M c N a m a r a , 1992). A n alternative explanation has
M c K o o n and Ratcliff argue that the lexical decision task
been proposed by M c K o o n and Ratcliff (1992).
provides the best test of their compound-cue theory and
M c K o o n and Ratcliff (1992) argue that mediated priming
Livesay and Burgess used it because it can be maximally
occurs because of a weak, but direct, relationship between
sensitive to semantic relationships. However, a potential
the prime and the target. This priming relationship is guided
problem with the lexical decision results is that an
by two factors, lexical co-occurrence and semantic
inhibitory component can be part of the lexical decision
relatedness. According to M c K o o n and Ratcliff these factors
process (Neely, 1991). T h e possibility that an inhibitory
are the driving force behind the prime-target relationship and
process m a y have been involved in their results is suggested
should be able to predict amount of priming for both directly
by the complete lack of a priming effect with the C I
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prime-target pairs. These CI items constituted about 5 0 % of
the total set of prime-target pairs. M c K o o n and Ratcliff's
hypotheses that weak semantic relatedness and lexical cooccurrence m a y not have been adequately tested if the
mediated priming effect was artificially attenuated in the CI
condition as a function of the lexical decision process. Thus,
the goal of this paper is to further investigate the nature of
the mediated priming effect in the context of M c K o o n and
Ratcliff's hypotheses. In the experiments reported in this
paper, w e used the prime-target pairs originally used by
Balota and Lorch (1986), also used by Livesay and Burgess
(1997), and employ a naming latency procedure. In
Experiment 1, w e attempt to replicate, with the naming
procedure, our original findings that w e obtained with the
lexical decision task - mediated priming with the C C items,
but not with the CI pairs. In Experiment 2, w e evaluate the
weak semantic relatedness and the lexical co-occurrence
hypotheses as possible explanations of the mediated priming
effect. If the naming task provides a better measure of the
initial bottom-up activation of word meaning (see Neely,
1991), then naming m a y provide a better test of M c K o o n
and Ratcliffs ideas.
Experiment 1
Naming latency is often considered to be less encumbered by
post-lexical and strategic processes that m a y enhance or
reduce a basic semantic priming effect (Neely, 1991). Balota
and Lorch (1986; see also M c N a m a r a and Altarriba, 1988)
argue that the naming task is less likely to have the problem
of strategic processing (post-access checking) that is seen in
the lexical decision task. They claim that the lexical decision
task has two processes, a spreading activation process and
the post-access check of the relationship between the prime
and the target. This post-access check can be influenced for a
mediated prime-target pair if there are directly related items
present in the list. Participants might fail to detect a relation
between a mediated prime-target pair if very strong directly
related items appear in the same list. However, this problem
should not be present for a naming task. T h e first
experiment, in this series of experiments, is a replication of
the mediated priming effect using a naming task.
Experiment la
Methods
Participants. Forty-five University of California,
Riverside undergraduates participated as part of a course
requirement. All participants were right-handed, native
speakers of English with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.

pairs were generated by quasi-randomly pairing targets with
primes from the 48 original pairs. For example, the prime
lion in the mediated pair lion-stripes was replaced with
breeze to form the unrelated pair breeze-stripes; breeze was
originally paired with blow. The prime words were
counterbalanced; a target preceded by a mediated prime on
list 1 would be preceded by an unrelated item on list 2 and a
directly related item on list 3.
Procedures. The stimuli were presented on a computer
monitor; participant responses were collected via a
microphone connected to the computer by a Digitry C T S
system. Each trial began with afixationcross presented for
500 ms. Following thefixationcross, a prime word was
presented for 350 m s , immediately followed by a target
word; the target word remained on the screen until
participant answered or 2500 m s had elapsed. Participants
simply had to name the word that appeared on the screen. If
a participant failed to respond, or did not speak load enough
for the microphone to detect their voice the computer would
beep and the word time-out would appear on the screen. The
participants were then instructed to speak louder on the next
trial.
Results and discussion
A one-way analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) with three levels
was performed for both subject {F\) and item (F2) analyses.
There was direct priming effect; reaction times to directly
related pairs (575 ms) were faster than to unrelated pairs (598
ms), fi(l, 44) = 18.43, p < .0001; Fiil, 46) = 15.06, p <
.0003. There was also a robust mediated priming effect;
reaction times to mediated pairs (589 ms) were faster than to
unrelated pairs (598 ms), F i(l, 44) = 4.11, p < .048; F 2(1.
46) = 4.27, p < .044. These results are consistent with those
found by Balota and Lorch (1986) and replicate our earlier
results (Livesay & Burgess, 1997).
Experiment lb
There appear to be contextual differences among the original
Balota and Lorch (1986) stimuli used in these experiments
(Livesay & Burgess, 1997). W e have found that their
stimuli separate into two broad classes of items,
contextually-consistent (CC) and contextually-inconsistent
(CI). The above naming results were divided into C C and CI
pairs; the following is a re-analysis of the reaction-time data,
based on this distinction.
Methods
This experiment used the same categorization of word pairs
as Livesay & Burgess (1997). N e w analyses of the priming
effects were conducted using this CC/CI distinction.

Materials. Forty-eight prime-target pairs were taken
from Balota and Lorch (1986). Each test list consisted of 54
total items, 16 mediated trials, 16 unrelated trials, 16
directly related trials and 6fillertrials. Unrelated prime-target
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Results and Discussion
Figure 1 illustrates the differences in the magnitude of

priming (direct and mediated) by contextual consistency.
Contextually Consistent Pairs. There was a priming effect
for both direct and mediated pairs. Mediated prime-target
pairs were responded to faster (588 ms) than unrelated primetarget pairs (604 ms), Fj (1, 44) = 6.50; p < .014. F i H , 23)

mediated
direct

= 4.80, p < .038. Directly related prime-target pairs were
responded to faster (576 ms) than unrelated pairs (604 ms),
F,(l,44)= 18.81./?<.0001; F2(l, 23)= 10.83, p < .0032.
Contextually Inconsistent Pairs. Unlike the C C condition,
there was not a priming effect for these mediated primetarget pairs, Fs< 1.0. Although there was no mediated
priming with these pairs, there was a priming effect for the
directly related pairs. Directly related prime-target pairs, were
responded to faster (573 m s ) than unrelated pairs (592 ms),
Fl(l, 44) = 6.50, p < .014, F j (1, 22) = 4.52, p < .045.
It appears that the overall mediated priming effect is being
carried by only half of the stimuli, the C C related items.
Mediated priming is difficult to obtain and the effect depends
on methodological issues such as task and the presence of
directly related items in the experimental list with the
mediated pairs (Balota & Lorch, 1986; M c N a m a r a &
Altarriba, 1988). Livesay and Burgess (1997) found that
these CI pairs did not obtain priming when subjects used a
lexical decision task. The results of Experiment lb
demonstrate that this lack of mediated priming is not due to
the task; but, rather, the nature of the prime-target pairs. W e
now turn to a direct test of the weak semantic relatedness and
lexical co-occurrence hypotheses.
Experiment 2
McKoon and Ratcliff (1992) argue, from the perspective of
compound-cue theory, that mediated priming occurs because
mediated prime-target pairs are directly, but weakly related.
They further claim that this relationship is due to either
semantic relatedness or lexical co-occurrence. They maintain
that semantic relatedness is a measure of familiarity;
priming occurs for items that have a high degree of semantic
relatedness. Thus, according to M c K o o n and Ratcliff,
mediated priming occurs due to the familiarity of the prime
and the target presumably because of some already existing
relationship. This existing relationship is a weak, but still
direct, relationship. As a result, such priming would not be
truly mediated.
Distance metrics have often been used to measure
semantic similarity; items close together in memory are
more semantically related than those items far apart in
memory. The Hyperspace Analogue to Language ( H A L ,
Burgess & Lund, 1997; Lund and Burgess, 1996) is a model
of semantic similarity; thus items that are closely related
should be close together in meaning space because they
appear in similar contexts. Thus, mediated prime-target pairs
should be closer together in this meaning space if the H A L
model reflects M c K o o n and Ratcliff s hypothesis. O f course,
there can also be "true" mediated priming in a high-
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Figure 1. Magnitude of mediated and direct priming
as a function of stimuli categorization, all stimuli
(overall), contextually consistent ( C C ) and
contextually inconsistant (CI)

dimensional model like H A L . True mediated priming should
occur because a mediating prime occurs in similar contexts
as the related mediator, w h i c h should, in turn, h a v e a
contextual history with the target item. Therefore, mediated
prime-target pairs d o not have to b e close together in
semantic space to s h o w priming, they simply need to share
similar context space to s h o w priming.
In addition, similarity of any c o m p o u n d can b e directly
measured using lexical co-occurrence. Familiarity (words,
images, etc.) is based on the n u m b e r of times the m e m o r y
system has encountered the t w o items together. Therefore,
according to M c K o o n and Ratcliff (1992). there should be a
positive relationship between the frequency of lexical cooccurrence and magnitude of priming.
W e will address these t w o issues raised by M c K o o n and
Ratcliff (1992) using the H A L m e m o r y m o d e l to supply
semantic relatedness measures (as s h o w n through distance
measures) and local lexical co-occurrence information. T h e
following t w o experiments are a re-analysis of the n a m i n g
latency data, correlating the magnitude of mediated priming
with semantic distance and lexical co-occurrence data
obtained from the H A L m e m o r y model.
Experiment 2a
Semantic Relatedness Hypotliesis
Methods
Semantic distances (RCU's: Riverside Context Units; see

Lund and Burgess, 1996) were computed for all word pairs
used in Experiments la (mediated - target, unrelated - target,
related - target) using the H A L m e m o r y model. Distances
were also calculated for conditions not present in the
experiments - the mediated-related items (e.g., lion-tiger),
unrelated-related items and unrelated-mediated. The pairs were
also separated by contextual consistency as in Experiment
lb.
Results
Figure 2 contains the mean semantic distances for all word
pairing conditions (including word pairing conditions not
seen by subjects) separated by contextual consistency. A s
expected, the directly related prime-target pairs in both the
consistent and inconsistent conditions are closer in highdimensional meaning space than are the unrelated primetarget pairs. However, contrary to the predictions of
M c K o o n and Ratcliff, mediated prime-target pairs in both
the C C and CI conditions are further apart in the highdimensional space than are the unrelated prime-target pairs.
M o r e importantly, M c K o o n and Ratcliff would predict a
negative correlation between semantic distance of the
mediated prime and target word and amount of mediated
priming, however, w e found a significant positive
correlation, r = .43, p < .0021. This suggests that as the
amount of mediated priming increases, the further apart in
distance the mediated prime word becomes from the target
word. W h e n the mediated prime-target pairs are again split
into the C C and C I conditions, the C C items are still
correlated (r = .60, p < .0016), while the CI pairs are not
reliably correlated (r = . 18, p < .40).
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Experiment 2b
Lexical Co-occurrence Hypothesis
Methods
T o test the lexical familiarity hypothesis, lexical cooccurrence frequencies (the frequency of two items occurring
together in H A L ' s ten-word moving window) for mediated
prime-target pairs were extracted from the ~131 million word
text corpus used as the input for H A L .

Figure 2. Two-dimensional multidimensional
scaling solution for semantic distances between
word pairs for consistent (CC) and inconsistent (CI)
categories.

Results
Correlations were calculated between the priming effect
obtained for each mediated prime-target pair and directly
related prime-target pair in Experiments 1 and the lexical cooccurrence frequency of that word pair. Again, the results
did not support the predictions of M c K o o n and Ratcliff.
There was no correlation between magnitude of mediated
priming and co-occurrence frequency (r = -.090, p > .54).
This pattern of results does not change when the correlations
are computed separately for the context-consistent and the
context-inconsistent items. C C mediated pairs did not
correlate with co-occurrence frequency {r = -.l\,p> .58). A n
analogous set of results w a s obtained for the C I items
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(mediated: r = -32, p > .13).
Discussion
The results of Experiments 2a and 2b do not support
M c K o o n and Ratcliff's (1992) claims about the putative
relationship between the so-called mediated priming effect
and weak semantic relatedness and lexical co-occurrence. W e
will argue in the general discussion that the best account of
mediated priming is, in fact, a conceptual mediation process.
General Discussion
The results obtained in this series of experiments, using the
naming latency task, are parallel to the results w e obtained

earlier using a lexical decision task (Livesay & Burgess,
1997). W e replicated the mediated priming effect for a
naming latency task, and again demonstrated that not all
stimuli are created equal. The categorization of stimuli into
the C C and CI groups showed the same results as the
previous work using the lexical decision task; C C items
maintained the mediated priming effect while CI items did
not. Moreover, a directly related (e.g., tiger-stripes) priming
effect was maintained for both the C C and CI pairs. Thus, it
cannot be argued that the CI items had a non-representative
unrelated condition. These results appear to be robust and
were obtained with both naming and lexical decision. A
possible task difference was of potential concern because of
the difference in the pattern of priming between the C C and
CI items. Although w e did not explicitly check for an
inhibitory component with a neutral condition, inhibition is
more likely to show up with a lexical decision task due to
the decision component. Getting the same pattern of results
with the naming task further supports our earlier contention
that there is a real difference in the nature of these "mediated"
pairs. Later w e speculate on what w e think is the contextual
difference between these C C and CI word pairs.
The elegance of M c K o o n and Ratcliff s (1992) compoundcue theory is that it makes a clear set of predictions
concerning both lexical co-occurrence and semantic
relatedness with respect to the notion of mediated priming.
In compound-cue theory there is no such phenomenon as
mediated priming. Familiarity of the prime and target
compound is the mechanism by which priming.occurs.
M c K o o n and Ratcliff have suggested that semantic
relatedness or lexical co-occurrence are plausible measures of
familiarity. According to compound-cue theory, the locus of
the mediated priming effect has to be with some type of
direct (although weak) relationship between the prime and
target - not the relationship between the prime and mediator
and target. In Experiments 2a and 2b w e tested this
hypothesis with two types of relationships that M c K o o n and
Ratcliff (1992) suggest might form the locus of the mediated
priming effect: semantic relatedness and lexical cooccurrence. W h e n these hypotheses were explicitly tested
neither semantic relatedness (Experiment 2a) or lexical cooccurrence (Experiment 2b) were predictors of priming
magnitude. Before w e turn to a characterization of mediated
priming in high-dimensional space, it is important to
consider several potential objections to these results.
Without a familiarity with the H A L model of memory,
the question could be raised as to the models veracity in
modeling semantic priming effects. Investigators, using the
H A L model have directed their attention to a broad range of
cognitive phenomena; the domain of priming effects is
probably the most widely investigated. H A L has been used
to model the basic semantic priming effect with
categorically related items (Lund, Burgess, & Atchley, 1995)
and has been used to show a dissociation between semantic
and associative priming (Lund, Burgess, & Audet, 1996).
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Furthermore, H A L ' s representations have been successful at
modeling the semantic paralexias m a d e by deep dyslexics
(Buchanan, Burgess, & Lund, 1996). Another potential
objection is that mediated relationships are too abstract to be
reflected in H A L ' s representational framework. However,
this would seem unlikely given that H A L has been used to
model priming with words that are abstract in nature
(Burgess & Lund, 1997). Figure 2 illustrates h o w the
distance metric in H A L could be used to support the
modeling of mediated priming in a processing model. T h e
top frame of Figure 2 (illustrating the C C condition that
obtained mediated priming) illustrates the distances between
possible combinations of word classes used in the
experiment. The shortest distances involved the word related
to both the mediated prime and its target (shown here as the
Related word or mediator - not actually seen by subjects in
an experiment). It can be seen that these distances are
relatively short (343 and 380 R C U s ) . T h e distance
representing the relationship between the mediated primes
and their respective targets is quite long (655 R C U s ) . Given
that mediated priming occurs with h u m a n subjects, it
becomes clear w h y there was a lack of a relationship
between the distance metric and priming w h e n evaluating the
mediated condition. Distances tend to be quite long in these
cases which provides a strong counter-argument to the idea
that "weak" semantic relationships that are also direct would
provide the locus of the mediated priming effect. A s a result,
in H A L , any mediated priming effect will involve the
shorter distances between the mediator and the prime and
target - the definition of true mediated priming. In fact, in a
mathematical model of the priming process that used H A L
meaning representations, mediated priming was successfully
modeled (Burgess & Lund, 1998).
In a processing model, simply using the distances would
not be sufficient to account for a mediated priming effect
since the distances from the prime to the target through the
mediator is slightly longer than the distance from the prime
to the unrelated target. Other considerations are crucial for a
full model of the priming process decay rates, onset of
activation, w o r d activation thresholds. H A L ' s
representations, in conjunction with these other
components, provide a plausible component in accounting
for mediated priming (Burgess & Lund, 1998).
So h o w does mediated priming occur? According to the
H A L model of meaning representation, words acquire
meaning by virtue of the contexts in which they appear, not
by local co-occurrence. Concepts that share similar contexts
have the potential for mediation. For mediated priming to
occur, two apparently unrelated items, need to have some
shared contextual history that would provide the arena for
mediation in a high-dimensional space. Mediated priming
does not rely on close semantic distances, but rather, shared
context space. Such an argument is supported by the
different pattern of priming results obtained for the C C and
CI items. Those items with shared contexts ( C C condition)

demonstrated the mediated priming effect; those items with
no apparent shared context (CI condition) did not.
These results are somewhat problematic for a simple,
localist, spreading activation account of mediated priming the presence of the mediating concept should underlie the
mediated priming effect, regardless of the contextual
inconsistency since there is a clear direct relationship
between the mediating concept and both the prime and
target. Contextual encoding of word relationships is the
basic mechanism in the H A L memory model, but not
necessarily in a localist model. Localist accounts of mediated
priming will need to more clearly predict how mediated
priming can occur for some word pairs (CC), but not others
(CI).
In the H A L model, a word's contextual history is the
basis for meaning. The experiments reported here suggest
that this contextual history of meaning is crucial in both
determining the viability of stimuli in experiments and in
addressing theoretical issues.
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Abstract
One important function of language is to name relations.
Preschool children performed a simple mapping task with
and without hearing spatial prepositions calling attention to
key relations. Children at 44 months were successful only if
they were in the language condition. By 49 months, children
were competent on the task regardless of condition, although
there were still benefits of language. These results suggests
that relational language can therefore be an important tool for
highlighting relational commonalities children may otherwise
fail to use.
Introduction
Understanding relational similarities across examples is one
of the achievements of development. Adults can see the
similarity between letters of the alphabet and legos, or between the atom and the solar system. T h e former can both
be considered kinds of building blocks, and the latter as
central force systems. Children have more trouble understanding similarities on the basis of c o m m o n relations. For
instance, young children are likely to interpret the metaphor
•'a cloud is like a sponge" as meaning they are both soft and
fluffy. Older children and adults, however, are more likely
to comment on the relational commonality that both can
hold and release water (Centner, 1988). Developmental
progressions in understanding metaphors and analogies that
require relational understanding have been widely demonstrated (e.g.. Brown, 1989; Chen & Daehler, 1989; Centner
&Toupin, 1986).
There is considerable evidence that knowledge of relational similarities develops in part as a result of domainspecific experience (e.g.. Brown, 1989; Carey, 1985; Chen
& Daehler, 1989; Chi, Feltovitch & Glaser, 1981; Centner,
1988; Centner & Rattermann, 1991; Goswami, 1991;
Vosniadou, 1989). For example, learning causal laws of
reasoning (Brown, 1989) or social-moral principles
(Centner & Toupin, 1986). Recently, Centner & Rattermann (1991) have suggested that learning relational language m a y be a prominent factor in this development
(Centner, 1988; Centner & Rattermann, 1991; Centner,
Rattermann, M a r k m a n & Kotovsky, 1995; Kotovsky &
Centner, 1996). Language has been argued to facilitate
relational responding in a variety of tasks in the history of

psychology, including transposition tasks (e.g., Kuenne,
1946) and reversal shift tasks (e.g., Kendler & Kendler,
1968). M o r e recent evidence suggests that language learning - in particular learning relational terms - m a y play a role
in similarity and analogy (e.g., Centner & Rattermann,
1991).
For example, Kotovsky & Centner (1996) gave four-yearolds a similarity matching task using simple patterns, e.g.,
small and large circles in a symmetric pattern (i.e., o O o ) .
They had to choose which of two other triads this pattern
was more similar to. Both of these had the same objects,
but only one of them matched the original in terms of the
relations among the objects; the other didn't. W h e n the
matches were across dimensions (e.g., small-large-small to
light-dark-light), four-year-old children were at chance.
However, when children this age were given labels for
higher order relations a m o n g the three objects (e.g., "even"
for symmetry, or "more and more" for monotonic increase)
they were better able to m a k e cross-dimensional matches on
the basis of c o m m o n relations.
A n important domain that requires an understanding of
relational similarities is spatial mapping. T h e key to understanding maps and models is understanding that they preserve the spatial relations a m o n g representations of objects
in the world. There is abundant evidence that young children find understanding maps and models to be challenging
(e.g., DeLoache, 1987; Blades & Spencer, 1994; Liben &
Downs, 1989; Uttal. 1996; Uttal & Wellman, 1989). Y o u n g
children can m a k e mappings on the basis of object matches;
for instance, at 38 months they can match a chair in a model
room to a chair in a normal-size room. But if there are two
like chairs in a model room, then they won't k n o w which of
the two chairs in the real room is the best match. Knowing
which chair to choose hinges on understanding the relation
between the chair and the other items in the room. It isn't
until at least the end of the third year that children choose
correctly on this task (Blades & Cook, 1994; Loewenstein,
1997).
Rattermann & Centner (in preparation; Centner & Rattermann, 1991) explored the role of relational language in a
spatial task. They used two triads of like objects that varied
in size, the first set containing objects of sizes 1, 2, and 3,
and the second set containing objects of sizes 2, 3, and 4.
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T h e children had to d o a search task, in which the experimenter hid a sticker in one triad, and the child had to find a
sticker in the same place in the other triad. The finding rule
was always relational: the sticker was under the object of
the same relative size and position as in the experimenter's
set. In Rattermann & Centner's task, two of the three objects were identical in the two sets, but importantly they
were playing different relational roles in each set. In the
first set, size 2 is the middle sized one, while in the second
set, size 3 is the middle sized one. Thus, in order to search
under the object of the same relative size and position, children had to overcome the lure of an exact object match.
Rattermann & Centner found a strong improvement in
three-year-olds' ability to find the sticker with the introduction of language labels naming the relational roles of the
objects (e.g., big, little, tiny, or Daddy, M o m m y , Baby).
The aim of the current study is to ask whether children's
ability to carry out spatial analogies is enhanced by the use
of spatial relational terms. W e focused on a set of spatial
terms that children learn early the spatial prepositions in,
on, and under. Children comprehend these prepositions and
have s o m e facility at using them by the time they are three
years old (Johnston, 1988). T h e logic of this study isfirstto
demonstrate that a spatial task based on disambiguating
spatial relations will be difficult for preschool children, and
second to investigate whether introducing relational language in the form of spatial prepositions can facilitate performance.
For the present study, w e devised a spatial mapping task.
A s in other search tasks, children were shown the location
of a hidden object in one situation, and had to find the hidden object in a corresponding location in a second nearly
identical situation (see Figure 1).

^-TD^

hiding place and the box. Simple object correspondences
are not enough.
T h e child watched as the experimenter took a card
marked with a star, called the "winner," and placed it at the
Hiding box along with two unmarked cards at the other locations. The child was then asked to find the winner at the
Finding box "in the same place." The only difference between our baseline and language conditions was that the
language group heard the experimenter use the spatial
prepositions to describe the location of the winner when
hiding the toy. The question is whether even this subtle a
manipulation will be sufficient to enable preschool children
to use the spatial relation as the basis for their mapping from
one space to another.
Method
Participants
Participants were 40 children from the northern Chicago
area. The younger children ranged in age from 42-46
months, and for both conditions the mean age was 44
months. The older children ranged in age from 47-52
months, and for both conditions the mean age was 49
months. Half of the participants in each age and condition
were male and half were female.
Design
There were two age groups (44 months or 49 months). Half
the children at each age were randomly assigned to the language condition, and half to the baseline condition. The
dependent measures were the number of correct responses
on the six search trials, and the six retrieval trials (two for
each location, on, in and under). Thus the experiment was a
2 X 2 (Age X Condition) repeated measures design.
Materials

Our reference objects were m u c h like Wilcox & Palermo's
(1980) neutral object, used because it seemed to have
nj.{m)
roughly
equivalent saliencies for the three possible placeFinding box
the
Hiding box
ment
locations.
The boxes were roughly a foot and a half
"winner"
i
high and a foot wide. O n e was painted white, the other
Experimenier
Child
blue, and they were placed about three feet apart. Each box
hides winner
finds winner
had four accompanying cards m a d e from picture frames
with colored paper inserts. O n e of the four cards for each
box had a star on the back, making it the "winner." At all
Figure 1: T h e experimental set-up
times there was a card placed on, in and under each box,
In some respects the task is a relatively easy version of theonly one of which was the winner.
search task used in model room studies. T h e Hiding and
Procedure
Finding models are nearly identical and they are placed
Orientation to the task Each child was first shown the
close together so that they can be simultaneously viewed.
hiding box and the four accompanying cards, front and
However, in other fundamental respects, the task is preback, so the child would understand that only one was the
dicted to be far more difficult than the standard search tasks.
winner. Three of the cards were placed on, in and under the
O u r task uses only one reference object - the box. All obbox, respectively. T h e fourth (the winner) was placed in
jects are placed with respect to it. Thus to solve the task the
front of the box. T h e child was shown each card in turn.
child must attend to the specific spatial relation between the
The experimenter said for each card: "Let's look at this one.
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Does it have anything on the back?" This was repeated with
the finding box and its cards.
The experimenter then explained the finding game. T h e
child was told that the winners were always put in the same
place in the two boxes. T h e experimenter then placed the
winner to the right of the hiding box saying: "I'm putting
this winner right here." T h e experimenter put the winner
for the finding box in the corresponding place, saying: "And
this winner goes right here, in the very same place." T h e
child was asked to find the winner for the finding box, and
then the hiding box. This w a s done to show the children
what was meant by the locution "the same place" and give
them an easy w a r m up trial to get them involved in the
game.

Results
Baseline condition

The children in the baseline condition found this task quite
difficult (see Table 1). O u r predictions regarding the difficulty of a mapping task requiring the use of spatial relations
were confirmed. The 44-month-old children didn't perform
significantly better than a chance level of 3 3 % correct
(actual performance of 4 2 % correct) on the search trials for
on, in and under. Looking individually at the children, only
one of the ten children met the criterion for above chance
performance, five out of six trials correct. These children
did, however, perform well ( 7 0 % ) on the catch trial, indicating that they understood the basic search task. This suggests that their difficulties lay specifically with disambiguSearch trials As the child watched, the experimenter placed
ating the spatial relations with respect to the box. Turning
the winner on/in/under the hiding box, saying: "I'm putting
to the retrieval trials, these children showed better than
the winner right here." While the child closed his eyes, the
chance performance ( 6 2 % correct) although this is far from
experimenter hid the other winner at the finding box. T h e
perfect performance. W e can infer from this above-chance
child was then asked to open his eyes, and c o m e find the
retrieval that the poor performance on the finding task
winner "in the very same place" at the finding box. Chilwasn't simply a matter of forgetting where they had seen
dren were scored correct on a trial only if they looked in the
the winner placed. Consistent with this claim, all the chilcorrect location first, although they were allowed to look for
dren correctly retrieved the winner on the catch trial.
the winner until they found it. Individual children were
Although the evidence suggests that children had s o m e
considered to have performed above criterion if they exrelational encoding specificity for the box-hiding place receeded what was expected from the binomial as chance perlations, their encoding appears insufficiently firm to support
formance - at least five of the six trials correct. T w o rantheir mapping behavior. They seem to presume only
d o m orderings of placements were used. Half way through
roughly the distinction between at the box, and not at the
the search trials, there w a s one catch trial designed to be
box. This would be consistent with an object-based m a p easy and keep the children motivated. M o r e importantly,
ping process.
this served as a check in children's understanding of the
basic search task. T h e winners were placed to the right of
Table 1: Baseline condition mean percent correct
the boxes, just as in the orientation phase. The in/on/under
search trials tested the children's ability to m a p correspondences between the cards in the two locations on the basis
Results for the
Results for
of their relations to the boxes.
catch trial {next to)
on, in, under
Retrieval trials After children searched and found the winner, they retrieved the winner from the hiding box as a
check on their m e m o r y for the location of the winner they
saw being hidden. The retrieval trials weren't a pure check
of memory, because the children were allowed to look until
they found the toy in the search trials. Still, they were at
least a partial measure of the encoding children had for the
original placement of the winner.
Language condition The procedure for the language condition differed minimally, but importantly, from the baseline condition. W h e n manipulating the cards at the hiding
box during the orientation phase and search trials, the experimenter used spatial prepositions for the locations of the
card being manipulated. During the orientation, the instruction was: "Let's look at the card on [in/under/in front
ofl the box. Does it have anything on the back?" During the
search trials, the instruction was: "I'm putting the winner on
[in/under/next to] the box." T h e introduction of spatial
prepositions was done to emphasize the relations crucial for
success on the task.

Search
trials

Retrieval
trials

Search
trials

Retrieval
trials

44 m o .

42%

62%

70%

100%

49 m o .

63%

85%

80%

100%

The 49-month-old children performed above chance on
the search trials ( 6 3 % correct), although they weren't entirely successful. Only three of the ten children met criterion. T h e 49-month-olds also performed well on the catch
trial (80%), confirming they understood the basic task.
These children performed very well on the retrieval trials
( 8 5 % correct; seven out of the ten children m e t criterion)
Performance on the catch trial retrieval w a s perfect. These
children were more finely encoding the relations involved in
the task than the younger children in the baseline condition.
T h e results from the baseline condition provide a measure
of the difficulty of the task for preschool children. T h e
young children don't spontaneously use their full knowledge of spatial relations in this task, and even the older children had s o m e difficulties at this. Overall performance o n
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the retrieval trials is better than performance on the search
trials, as might be expected due to the fact that the retrievals
are trials on which children actually saw the toys being hidden.
Language condition
The children in the language condition performed well on
this task, particularly compared with the baseline condition
(see Figure 2). Using spatial prepositions highlighted the
relations in the task, enabling the children to keep them distinct from one another.
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2.279, p < .05. There was no significant effect of age, but
there was a tendency for the older children ( 6 8 % ) to do
better than the younger children (56%), F(l,36) = 2.352, p >
.05. There was no effect of type of hiding place. All the
children did about as well at finding the toy in, on and under
the box.
The data for retrieval trials were also analyzed in a 2 X 2
(Age X Condition) repeated measures A N O V A . There was
a significant effect of language, with children in the language condition ( 9 2 % correct) doing better than children in
the control condition (73%), F(l,36) = 10.371, p < .05.
There was a significant effect of age, as the older children
(88%) did somewhat better than the younger children
(77%), % ) , F(l,36) = 4.200, p < .05. Finally, there was an
age by condition interaction, suggesting that it was only the
younger control condition children w h o showed a deficit
( 6 3 % correct, as opposed to a combined average for the
other three groups of 9 0 % ) , F( 1,36) = 4.200, p < .05. There
was no significant effect of type of hiding place for the retrieval trials. Overall, children did about as well at remembering where they had seen the winner placed w h e n it was
in, on and under the box. This result is modified by a marginal place by age interaction, and a significant place by age
by condition interaction, although there were so few errors
m a d e by children in the language condition and the older
children in the baseline condition that these results are suspect.
Discussion

Figure 2: Search trials results

These results bear out the hypothesis that performance in a
relational mapping task is facilitated by language labels that
highlight the c o m m o n relations. Hearing spatial prepositions enabled preschool children to perform successfully on
a spatial mapping task at which their age mates were unsuccessful. B y using a task that only had one object placed in
relation to one reference object, w e were able to isolate the
key problem area of mapping on the basis of correspondences between relations. T h e 44-month-old children in the
baseline condition seemed to encode only AT(card, box)
and NOT-AT(card, box), which was insufficient for
searching correctly on all but the catch trial. Hearing the
spatial prepositions, however, helped the children in the
language condition m a k e a more articulated encoding of the
toy's location. They seemed to have the fuller representation of the correspondences, encoding something much
closer to ON(card, box), IN(card, box), and UNDER(card,
box). This representation was sufficient to succeed on the
task. The effects of language weren't limited to finding the
hidden toy correctly; they also affected the children's retrieval of the original toy they actually saw being hidden.
That is, the young children in the language condition were
considerably better at retrieving the original toy than those
in the baseline condition. Relational language, therefore,
m a y be a powerful support for children noticing, using, and
maintaining memories of relational similarities.
There are two possible developmental limits on the benefits of explicit relational language. First, if children haven't
mastered the meanings of the relational terms, then the
terms m a y not pick out the relevant relations. In this case
no benefit will be seen. In pilot studies, children just turn-

The children in the language condition performed nearly
equivalently regardless of age. At 44-months, the spatial
prepositions group was dramatically better than the baeline
group ( 7 0 % correct versus 4 2 % chance performance). Six
children in the language condition met criterion, while only
one child in the baseline condition at this age did so. The
language advantage for the older children was less pronounced - 7 3 % correct versus 6 3 % , a non-significant difference. However, s o m e gain was apparent in the subject
analysis: 7 out of 10 children in the language condition met
criterion, while only 3 out of 10 children did so in the baseline condition. At both ages, children did well on the catch
trial ( 8 5 % correct). They also did well on retrieval, performing nearly at ceiling ( 9 2 % ; eighteen of the twenty children met criterion, and all were perfect on the catch trial
retrieval). Thus w e infer that the language condition children's initial encoding was more articulated in terms of
spatial relations within the box than the encoding of the
baseline group.
Condition and age comparisons
T h e data for search trials were analyzed in a 2 X 2 (Age X
Condition) repeated measures A N O V A . In support of the
above analyses, there was a significant effect of language,
with children in the language condition ( 7 2 % correct) doing
better than children in the control condition (53%), F(l,36)
= 5.530, p < .05. T h e key contrast was between the baseline
and language condition 44-month-old children, and the difference between these two groups was significant, t(18) =
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ing three years old were unsuccessful on this mapping task
even in the language condition. At the other end of the
continuum, when children achieve a level at which the relations are very well understood and entrenched, then explicitly marking them will be of no benefit. W e suspect that
five-year-old children would do well on this mapping task
regardless of condition. Thus there m a y be a transitional
period in a child's domain learning at which relational language will be most important in supporting fledgling relational understanding.
Extrapolating from these results, w e speculate that
learning relational language may foster the development of
relational thought (Centner, 1998). If this is true then w e
should find that different languages - often with very different semantic systems of relational terms - might facilitate
different cognitive insights. Cross-linguistic investigations
(e.g., Levinson, 1996) will be important in revealing linguistic differences in spatial semantics that could engender
differences in which relations young children attend to
(Bowerman & Choi, to appear).
In our study, children's ability to make similarity comparisons on the basis of relational commonalities was facilitated by the presence of relational language. Learning
relational language m a y facilitate the development of relational thought.
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The increasing lexicalization of syntactic theories poses
new difficulties for incremental models of language
processing. In this paper, w e describe an incremental
interpreter that makes use of knowledge on categories to
vellow
Q
keep the syntactic structure always connected. This, in
turn, guarantees a fine-grained syntax-semantics
Figure 1. A typical experimental setting for object
interaction. The paper introduces the general problem of
recognition on a screen.
formalizing the notion of incremental interpretation, and
analyzes the current approaches in the cognitive literature.
The design of a computational model that implements some
Introduction
form of incremental interpretation is not immediate. Beyond
the core intuition, the formalization of the notion of
Incremental interpretation has been widely assumed in the
incrementality has to deal with a number of details which
psycholinguistic models of h u m a n sentence processing since
are related to both the linguistic theory and the language
the work of (Marslen-Wilson 1973). Incremental
processor architecture. There are two major approaches to
interpretation constrains the language processor to analyze
the formalization (and implementation) of incrementality.
the input from left toright,and to produce a semantic
O n e is to use a syntactic formalism which allows structural
representation for the partial syntactic structures associated
aggregations that go beyond standard constituency, in order
with initial sentence fragments. T h e incremental strategy
to assign a semantic interpretation to most of the sentence
provides a major m e m o r y advantage to the processor, by
fragments; the other is to work on the synchronization
keeping as low as possible the number of unstructured items
between
the parser and the interpreter, in order to assign a
in the working memory.
semantic
interpretation to incomplete trees.
The vast body of experimental evidence in favor of
Most of the work in the first approach has been developed
incremental interpretation ranges from the high speed that
in the Categorial G r a m m a r framework. T h e combination
humans exhibit in shadowing and interpreting speech
operators
introduced in Combinatory Categorial G r a m m a r
(Marslen-Wilson 1973), to the on-line data on the
(Steedman
1997) express the syntactic constraints and
processing of head-final languages like Dutch (Frazier
provide the basic tools of the processing architecture. In
1987), Japanese (Yamashita 1994), G e r m a n (Bader, Lasser
fact, on one hand, they permit the treatment of most
1994). A recent series of multimedia! experiments, which
linguistic
phenomena (including unbounded dependencies
integrate visual recognition from spoken instructions, has
and
coordination)
via an increase of the expressive power, on
revealed afinegrained interaction of the syntactic, semantic
the other, they are able to assign a semantic type to a vast
and discourse knowledge (Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton,
number of initial sentence fragments (those licensed by the
Eberhard, Sedivy 1995). In a typical experiment of this
grammar).
The increase of the expressive power m a y cause
series (fig. 1), the subject initially looks at the cross. Then
an
unwanted
overassignment of syntactic types to word
s/he hears the utterance "Touch the starred yellow square"
strings
together
with the problem of spurious ambiguity
through a headphone. A head-mounted eye-trackerrecordsthe
(many derivations for one interpretation). Milward (1995)
movements of her/his eyes during sentence comprehension.
solves some of these problems by using a simpler categorial
The results are that s/he directs her^is eyes toward the right
framework (Applicative Categorial G r a m m a r , with only
object, as soon as s/he hears s o m e distinctive attribute
functional application), which is expressed in a H P S G
("starred" infig.1), before hearing the head "square". This
notation. However, the computational model does not m a k e
suggests that the commitment to the syntactic analysis that
any abstraction (from words to syntactic categories) over the
contributes to the semantic interpretation occurs very early
lexicalized character of the formalism. This can cause
(in particular, this result excludes head-licensing models
tractability problems in processing, because of the
(Abney 1989; Pritchett 1992)).
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impossibility to predict the words of the sentence. The
abstraction over syntactic categories could avoid some of
these problems, by using a sort of underspecified
representation (with respect to a lexicalized grammar).
T h e second approach, which works on the processing
architecture, usually assumes a traditional phrase structure
syntax. The idea is the following: given that a well-formed
(i.e. complete) tree T m a p s to a semantic type S t (which
can be a state, an event, a truth-value,...), w h e n T misses
s o m e subconstituent C which m a p s to the semantic type
S c , it can be interpreted as a function from S c to S j . A
basic parsing algorithm provides the partial (i.e. incomplete)
constituents to the interpreter at a rate which depends from
the general architecture. Most approaches assume a word
basis interaction and focus on the actual parsing strategy:
Pulman (1986) adopts a left-comer parser. Stabler (1991) a
top-down parser. Other authors define more complex
interactions, which also affect the parser design. The authors
of the system C O M P E R E (Eiselt, Mahesh, Holbrook 1993;
Mahesh 1994) adopt a particular variant of the left-corner
strategy, called Head-Signaled Left C o m e r ( H S L C ) , which is
claimed to be more effective than other interaction forms.
H S L C defines a set of special daughters for each non
terminal symbol, and requires that attachments are executed
only w h e n all the special daughters of a node have been
parsed. A weakness of this ^proach is that the definition of
the special daughters has an empirical origin, instead of
descending from s o m e theory. Also, according to the
guidelines provided by the authors, adjuncts are unlikely to
be special daughters; but, to explain the experimental data
on the visual recognition mentioned above (Tanenhaus et al.
1995), it is essential to assume an eager attachment of
modifiers (adjectives). Furthermore, a general limit of these
approaches is the difficulty of dealing with left-embedding
structures, because of the termination problems of the topd o w n parser and of the non incrementality of the input
buffering of the left-comer parser, respectively. However,
these models have been assumed in most research in
psycholinguistics, and the existence of experimental data,
not widely available for the categorial approaches, m a k e
them an interesting firamework for further research.
In this paper w e propose an architecture for incremental
processing, that works with a lexicalized grammar.
Lexicalization is a c o m m o n trend of recent linguistic
theories ( G P S G , lexicalized C F G , lexicalized T A G , L F G ,
H P S G , Minimalist theory). Syntactic constraints tend to
refer to individual words rather than to general syntactic
categories. In parsing, the notion of rale application is no
longer distinct from inserting the word in the stracture. The
traditional parsing schemata which support an incremental
processing (top-down, left-comer, and variants) need to
account for the processing peculiarities of lexicalized
grammars. In particular, they need to acount for the non
lexical structure building, which is necessary to keep the
syntactic stracture fully connected. The architecture proposed
in this paper allows a fine grained syntax-semantics
interaction by pairing the parsing primitives with semantic
builders, while keeping the syntactic structure fully
connected
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next section w e
describe a lexicalized dependency grammar based on
subcategorization frames; then w e illustrate the incremental
interpreter and trace an example; finally, w e provide some
conclusions.
A lexicalized grammar
In order to illustrate the details of the processing
mechanism, w e introduce a lexicalized formalism: a wordbased dependency grammar. Dependency syntax is not new
to psycholinguistic modeling (see, e.g., (Milward 1994;
Pickering 1994)), especially in the form of a variant of
categorial grammar. In general, the categorial approach
defines the combination operations to implement
incrementality (e.g., functional application and
composition), and the dependency theory restricts the
syntactic relations which are relevant in language
processing. In this work, w e use a pure dependency
grammar, expressed in a lexicalized form. The syntactic
combination occurs through general parsing primitives
coupled with operations that extend the semantic
representation monotonically making use of the notion of
underspecification.
Dependency syntax describes the stracture of a sentence in
terms of binary head-dependent (also called dependency)
relations on the words of the sentence. The set of the
dependency relations of a sentence forms the dependency tree.
O n e special word, the root of the dependency tree, does not
play the role of dependent in any relation. The dependency
tree of the sentence "George touched the starred yellow
square" is infig.2.
A dependency grammar consists of a set of syntactic
categories (including a specification of the root categories), a
set of words, a set of lexical signs (see below). Each word is
associated with a number of lexical signs (because of
lexicalambiguity). A lexical sign defines the syntactic and
the semantic features of the word, in terms of the
representational entities involved and of h o w these entities
combine to yield the syntactic and the semantic
representations of the whole sentence, respectively. A lexical
sign is a feature stracture which consists of three main parts:
the syntactic features ( S Y N ) , expressed in the form of
dependency rules; the semantic features, including a semantic
type and the corresponding selectional restrictions; the
syntax-semantics interface, the so-called linJdng rules.
A dependency rule describes the subcategorization
consu-aints of an individual word. Given the lexical sign of
touched
subj

^bj

y

George

square
^ttr
the

starred yellow

Figure 2. The dependency tree of the sentence "George
touched the starred yellow square". The orientation of the
arcs represents the linear order of the words in the sentence.

the word x, a generic dependency rule is of the form
X(<riYi><r2Y2>...<ri.iYi.i>#<ri+iYi+i>...<rmYm>)
where X and Yj (l^j<m) are syntactic categories, rj (l^j^m)
is a dependency relation (SUBJ, O B J . A T T R , ...), # is a
special symbol which marks the position of the head in the
linear order of dependents. A dependency rule X(riYi r2Y2
... ri.iYi.i # ri+iYi+i ... r m Y m ) constrains the form of a
configuration head-direct dependents in a dependency tree,
when the head is a word of category X. T h e dependent words
yj refer to lexical signs with dependency rules of the form
Yj(...). The following are dependency rules:
V (<SUBJjsf> # <OBJJSl>)
(1)
N ( < D E T , D > < A T T R , A > * #)
(2)
(1) is a dependency rule for transitive verbs, which require a
subject (that precedes the verb in the linear order) and an
object (which follows the verb); (2) is the rule for c o m m o n
nouns (preceded by a determiner and an indefinite number of
adjectives). N , V , A and D are syntactic categories. S o m e
categories can encode specific feature values. For example,
N[+Proper] and V[+PAS] are the categories for proper names
and passive verbs, respectively. These categories have
different dependency rules.
The semantic part of a lexical sign ( S E M ) contains the
semantic type of a word, together with the selectional
restrictions on thefillersof the thematic roles required by
the semantic type. Semantic types are arranged in
taxonomies of concepts, and are represented in a
terminological knowledge base. Each base syntactic category
C, which stands at the top of s o m e categorial taxonomy,
maps onto a top semantic type S c ; individual words of
category C m a p s onto a specialization S' of the
corresponding semantic type Sq- Verbs are mapped onto a
taxonomy whose root is the concept of "state or event",
while nouns refer to a taxonomy rooted in "individual or
state or event"; adjectives implicitly refer both to properties
and to property values (although the property can be
specified explicitly; cf. "red ball" vs. "ball of red color"). For
the sake of readability, w e associated concepts of different
kinds with different prefixes: @ for states and events, § for
individuals and properties, # for property values. So, w e
have @state-or-event, @touch, §physical-object, §person,
#red, etc. Note, however, that the taxonomies are
interconnected, so that the syntactic difference need not
imply semantic difference (consider deverbalized nouns as
destruction from destroy, both of which refer to an event).'

' The taxonomies do not include only specialization (classsubclass) links, but they are the repository for much other
knowledge required for interpreting linguistic expressions and
for making predictions on their structure and meaning. For
instance, the constraints on the relationships between
properties and individuals are represented as explicit links
restricting the range of applicability of the property to a given
concept (e.g §color is linked to §physical-object).
Analogously, the possible participants in an event (as the
"toucher" and the "touchee" in a touching event) are specified in
the taxonomy as "roles" of the event together with the
associated selectional restrictions (the "toucher" and the
"touchee" must be physical objects). Different senses can be
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T h e value of the feature S E M consists of three attributes:
Q U A N T , I N D I V and M A T R I X . W e assume that each node
in the dependency tree refers to a given individual (a variable
which is the value of I N D I V ) , quantified according to
Q U A N T , and with properties specified by the formula
M A T R I X , where the variable in I N D I V occurs fi-ee.
The mapping of the dependency (grammatical) relations
between the verb and its dependents (e.g. S U B J , O B J ) onto
the semantic labels expressing the (thematic) roles of the
participants (e.g. A G T , P A T I E N T ) , i.e. the "linking"
problem (see, for instance, (Levin 1993)), is solved here by
explicitly specifying the mapping in the verbal entry under
die L I N K attribute.2
The pieces of information associated with lexical items are
put together in an incremental w a y (see the next section) in
order to build up the final representations of the sentence.
T h e syntactic representation is a dependency tree, where
nodes are instantiations of lexical signs, that include a word
and a dotted dependency rule (see below) as S Y N , and copies
of Q U A N T , I N D I V and M A T R I X a S E M . T h e semantic
representation is afirst-orderformula, where events and
situation are reified. The predicates express the connections
between an argument individual (which can be an event, a
state, an entity, etc.) and an argument concept (e.g. §person,
@ t o u c h ) , or a m o n g individuals. For instance, is-a(e,
@ t o u c h ) specifies that e is an individual event of type
@touch, and agt(x,e) says that the individual x is the agent
of the action e. In a dependency framework, the value of
S E M of a node n includes only the properties derived from
the single word associated with n, while Uie complete set of
properties of the individual can be obtained from the nodes
linked to n. T h e interpretation algorithm collects all the
pieces of information associated with the various nodes (as
they are built) in order to build Uie complete formula.
Incremental interpretation
T o yield an incremental interpretation, w e have to be able to
integrate the new pieces of semantic representation as soon
as possible: the more connected is the syntactic structure
during the parsing process, the more connected is the partial
semantic representation.
Top-down parsing, as opposed to bottom-up and leftcomer, keeps the syntactic structure always connected. T h e
problems manifested by top-down parsers with the leftembedding structures (an example of infinite local
ambiguity) can be faced with the Minimal Recursive

associated with the same verb (cf. "the discourse touched
different aspects of the problem"). Actually, since the
taxonomy enforces an inheritance mechanism, some role labels
are iitherited from more general concepts; so, in the examples
below, the role labels "toucher" and "touchee" are replaced by
the (more general) labels A G T and P A T I E N T (see (Goy, Lesmo
1997) for a more detailed description of the structure of the
taxonomy, and (Di Tomaso, Lombardo, Lesmo 1998) for more
information on the analysis of locative expressions).
2 In the complete model, w e have defined a taxonomy of linking
classes separate from, but closely similar to, the taxonomy of
sutes and events.

yellow

George

square

SYN: A(#)
S Y N : N ( < D E T . D > < A T T R A > * #) SYN: N[+Proper](#)
SEMfQUANT: /
SEM: QUANT: 3
SEM: QUANT: /
INDIV: X
INDIV: X
INDIV:
X
MATRIX: Foperty-name(x, §colour) &
MATRIX: is-a(x,§person) &
MATRIX: is-a(x. §square)
property-value(x, #yellow) __

identifier(x,'George')_
starred

touched

SYN: A(#)
SEM: Q U A N T : /

SYN: V(<SUBW> # <OBJ.N>)

SEM: [QUANT: 3
INDIV: X
MATRIX: is-a(x.@touch)

the
SYN: D(#)"
SEM: 3

INDIV: X
MATRIX: 3y,z property-name(x. @surface-on) &
property-value(x, y) &
is-a(y, §drawing) &
has-property(y, z) &
property-name(z, §shape) &
property-value(z, #star)

ROLES: age ©physical-object
patient: @physical-object
L I N K ; subj: agt; obj: patient

Figure 3. T h e lexical signs used in the examples.There are three pieces of information: the dependency rule (SYN), the
meaning ( S E M ) and, possibly, some "linking" between the dependency relation and the corresponding thematic role (LINK).
Structure mechanism described in (Lombardo, Sturt 1997).
This augmented top-down parser exhibit a cognitively
plausible behavior, because it correctly assigns a processing
difficulty to center-embedding structures with respect to leftand right-embedding structures.
The (augmented) top-down strategy builds the syntactic
structure from the root: at each step, it guesses a portion of
structure (the connection path) and inserts the input word. In
dependency grammar, node guessing corresponds to the
prediction of a word of category C in the input: the parser
introduces a template node labelled C x in the structure via
the primitive crlink (x is a numeric index), and then C x will
befilledwith an input word (primitive/i//).
T o apply the augmented top d o w n parser to lexicalized
grammar, w e need to augment the grammar with some
knowledge on the left comer of categories: given a syntactic
category C, w e define as L C ( C ) the set of categories that can
appear as the left corner of a dependency tree rooted by a
word of category C. This permits to build the connection
path for each word, and to keep the syntactic structure
connected. For our example grammar (fig. 3), w e only have
LC(V)={N.D}.LC(N)={N,D)
T h e other categories (A, D , N[+Proper]) only have
themselves as left comer. The left-comer knowledge is easily
extracted from the dependency rules.
The use of connection path knowledge, which in our case
corresponds to left-comer, is not n e w in psycholinguistic
modeling, where it refers in general to the problem of nonlexical structure building in lexicalized grammar parsing
(see, e.g., the discussion in (Sturt 1997)). This knowledge
also avoids the explosion of useless predictions in traditional
(non lexicalized) top-down parsers.

category Cat and links it to (i.e. makes it depend on) the
node n through the relation r;fill(n,w)associates the input
word w (of category Cat) with the node n (again of category
Cat). A node which does not contain an input word is called
empty; a node which does contain an input word is called
full. T h e crlink action creates empty nodes; thefillaction
transforms an empty node into a full node. A full node that
govems all the modifiers licensed by a dependency rule is
called complete. Note that the crlink action top-down creates
and links a n e w node: since each n e w node is immediately
linked to an existing node, the syntactic structure is always
connected.
A semantic action is associated with crlink andfill.In
case of crlink, a n e w individual is introduced. Its type is still
very general, but it is not completely unknown, since it
depends on the category of the created node. For instance, in
case of a n e w verbal node, its S E M . I N D I V is a fresh
variable enew, its S E M . M A T R I X gets the value is-a (Cnew.
@state-or-event), and its S E M . Q U A N T is a special symbol
standing for a still unknown quantifier^. Moreover, the
semantic connection between the existing representation and
the newly entered individual is determined on the basis of the
dependency relation and of the meanings of the two linked
nodes (via the function link). In case offill,the semantic
effect is to extend the value to the feature S E M . M A T R I X of
the filled node, according to the lexical semantics of the
word. This is obtained by and-ing the current value with the
new information and substituting the I N D I V variable for the
main variable of the lexical S E M . So, if the original value
of S E M . M A T R I X is is-a(e,@state-or-event), the new value
will be is-a(e,@state-or-event) & is-a(e,@touch). O f course,
since @touch is more specific than @state-or-event, the new
M A T R I X is equivalent to is-a(e,@touch).

Parsing primitives
The parsing primitives crlink andfillconsist of two parts:
the syntactic part, that builds the dependency tree, and the
semantic part, that accumulates the semantic representation.
The synatctic part of Crlink(n, r, Cat) creates a node of
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•* In the example of the next section, we assume existential
quantification, since the treatment of determiners and of the
subfeature Q U A N T is rather complex and outside the scope of
this paper.

T h e algorithm
The parsing algorithm presents two phases: prediction
icrlink) and scanning {fill). Here follows the algorithm. The
algorithm is in non deterministic form: w e do not include
any preference for local ambiguity, but w e assume that it
always makes the correct m o v e . In other works, w c show
h o w this approach to incremental interpretation can face
ambiguity resolution and reanalysis (Lombardo 1995; 1998;
Lombardo, Sturt 1997).
Input A sentence x = wq wj ... Wn-i
Output A dependency tree and a logical form
bggin
n := newnode (V); {where V is the root category)
n.SEM:= 3e. is-a(e, @state-or-event)
lor each input word w jIq
select an interpretation for w (syntactic category Catw)
select a continuation node n on the tree edge
if Catw=n.cat & the next symbol in n.rule is #
IhsnfilKn.w)
clseif the next symbol of n.rule is <d-rel, Cau>
& Catw belongs to LC(Cat) then
crlink(d-rel, Cat, n)
else fail
if all the nodes in the dependency tree are complete
then accept slss reject

processor, which identifies V i as a node of category V , and
produces the interpretation
3e.is-a (e, @state-or-event)
T h e first word (George) produces a sequence of crlink
operations, the first of which creates a subject (left)
dependent of V j of category N , T h e interpreter expands the
semantic representation as follows (in thefigures,w e used
@st-or-ev and @ind-or-st-or-ev in place of @state-or-event
and @individual-or-space-or-event because of space reasons):
VI
I - I 3e, x. is-a (e, (Sst-or-ev) &
^^ s u b j ^
jg^ ^^^ §ind-or-st-or-ev) &
I

1

link (@st-or-ev, §ind-or-st-or-ev, subj) (x, e)

This means that there is some entity playing some role
(corresponding to the relation subj) in the state or event
described. This entity has type §ind-or-st-or-ev i.e. it is the
most general nominal concept. Its exact role has not yet
been identified, because of the lack of information about the
event. Then, N i isfilledwith George, and this specializes
the predicate is-a(x, §ind-or-st-or-ev).
VI
3e, X. is-a (e, (Sst-or-ev) &
•
is-a (x, §person) &
subj
ibjT'
Nl
link ((©st-or-ev, §person, subj) (x, e) &
identifier (x, 'George")
I George
Note that the predicate is-a (x, §ind-or-st-or-ev) is still part
aH
of the representation, but w e have excluded it h o m the
figure, because it is specialized by is-a(x,§person). Then, the
The algorithm begins by initializing the dependency tree interpreterfillsthe node Vi with touched. This produces
with the root, a node of category Catr created by the
again a specialization (of is-a(e,@st-or-ev)), as well as the
primitive n e w n o d e , and the logical form, providing a
identification of the George's role (agt):
quant(3), an indiv (e), and a matrix (is-a(e, @stale-or-event)).
VI
The main loop cycles on the input words. For each word,
I touched 3e, X. is-a (e, @ touch) &
the algorithm selects an interpretation for the input word
is-a (x, §person) &
(including a category Catw) and a node for continuation in
Nl y
agt (x, e) &
the dependency tree. These selections depend on the
I George |
identifier (x, 'George')
strategies used for (lexical and attachment) ambiguity
W h e n the (of category D ) is analyzed, the check on the left
resolution. Then, if the category of the input word is equal
comer of the category N is positive, and the parser builds
to the category of the node and the node is empty, the word
the node N 2 , and attaches it asright{object) dependent to
is stored in this node, and the logical form is appropriately
updated (fill). Otherwise, if the category of the word is one Vl. The linking mles succeed because the verb is already
present: they tell that the direct object is the patient of the
of the left comer categories of the next dependent of the
touching event. O n the basis of this result, it is possible to
continuation node, it initializes the subtree of that dependent
apply the selectional restriction to the patient argument of
by creating the root node (crlink). If none of these
touch: It must be a physical object. So w e get
continuations are possible, the process fails. At the end of
3e, X, y. is-a (e, ©touch) &
the sentence, all the nodes in the tree must be complete, in
VI
is-a (x, §person) &
the sense they satisfy the constraints of subcategorization
I touched I
agt(x,e)&
(dependency rule) provided by the respective words.
subi
obj
Nl
N2 identifier (x, 'George') &
Y
\
An example
is-a (y, §physical-object) &
George
In this section w e describe the application of the incremental
patient(y, e)
algorithm to the example sentence "George touched the
The subsequent creation andfillingof a D j node with the
starred yellow square", with a structure similar to the
word the contributes to the representation just with a
utterances used in the visual recognition experiment
specification of the quantifier associated with the variable y
described in the introduction. W e also assume the (limited)
(that w e gave for granted). W h e n starred is found, w e obtain,
referential context provided in that experiment.
in two steps, the following representation:
At the beginning, the dependency tree is an empty node of
category V (the root). This creation triggers the semantic
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3e, X, y, z. w , L
is-a (e, @touch) &
is-a (x, §person) &
[touched
suby
V obj agt(x.e)&
Nl
N2 identifier (x, 'George') &
is-a (y, §physical-object) &
George
patient (y, e) &
attr
has-property (y, z) &
Dl ,
Al
property-name(z,@ surface-on) &
4
^
n I starred |
property-value (z, w )
is-a (w, §drawing) &
has-property (w. t) &
property-name (t, §shape) &
property-val (t, #star)
This representation can be paraphrased as: there has been a
touching event, whose agent has 'George' as identifier and
whose patient is s o m e physical object having on its surface
a drawing whos6 shape is a star. This formula can be used in
the context to find out any referent satisfying the
description; in particular, any starred physical object can be
found even if the associated head noun has not yet been
analyzed. W e must observe that the restriction of the patient
to a §physical-object is conceptually important, but does
not affect the global behavior even a "starred" §ind-or-st-orev could be found successfully in a limited context. Note
also that, in principle, linking rules could apply also to
more general concepts (e.g. @st-or-ev), were they defined for
them; since, in general, this is not the case, they must wait
for a suitable specialization before returning the associated
role label.

VI

Conclusion
This paper has presented a computational model based on a
lexicalized grammar that implements incrementality. Leftcomer constraints on the syntactic category are applied in
the prediction phase, when template nodes are instantiated
and attached to the existing structure; word lexical
information is applied in the scanning phase, when the word
is processed andfillssome template node previously created.
A n advantage of the dependency formalism is that the topd o w n strategy implies a minimal commitment on the
syntactic structure, because it does not pose any
superstructure over the word level. The abstraction on (left
comer) knowledge on the categories guarantees the full
connectivity of the syntactic structure, that is necessary for
incrementality.
W e d o not take a position on the constraint-based/syntaxautonomy debate in ambiguity resolution. T h e model is
compatible with both of them, and is intended to provide a
basic mechanism for incremental processing.
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Abstract
This study is designed to investigate the predictions of a
connectionist model of the development of inductive inference (Loose & Mareschal, 1997). W e demonstrate that adults
sometimes use perceptual as opposed to label information
when reasoning about a taxonomically structured domain
(biological kinds). Thirty six participants were taught the
names of a set of tropical seeds. Participants believed that
they were learning about real seeds, however the stimuli were
constructed after the predictions of the model. Participants
were taught that one seed had a particular non-perceptual
property, and that a second did not. The task was to infer
whether a third seed would have this property. In some cases,
the third seed was given the appearance of one seed type, but
the name of another. The results supported the model's prediction that participants would make perceptually based inferences in this condition (N = 32, /=2.18, p<0.05). These results stand in contrast to previous work using this experimental paradigm (e.g. Gelman & Markman, 1986). The results challenge previous interpretations of inference behavior
to recognize that the use of perceptual information as a guide
depends in part on the perceptual structure of the category in
question, and is not simply explained by an appeal to conceptual representation in terms of causal "theory" structures.
Introduction
This paper on inductive reasoning reports a study investigating whether adult participants will m a k e inductive inferences on the basis of perceptual similarity as opposed to
shared category labels w h e n learning about n e w objects
within a taxonomically structured domain (that of biological
kinds).
Early work in cognitive development led to the view that
children's representations m o v e from a phase of being perceptually based to being conceptually based. M o r e specifically, studies of categorization and induction suggested that
judgements regarding an object's category membership, or
the likelihood of its sharing a property with another object,
are m a d e on a different basis depending on the child's age.
Younger children apply a n e w fact to perceptually similar

objects, whilst older children or adults utilize m o r e profound conceptual information. Thus this traditional view
claims that the younger child is perceptually bound, and
only after entering a subsequent stage of development can
he or she utilize abstract, categorical information (Inhelder
&. Piaget, 1964).
M o r e recent studies have challenged this notion, d e m o n strating an early competence in the use of conceptual information. For example, w h e n perceptual similarity and category membership are pitted against one another in an inductive reasoning task, children as young as 3'/2 will respond on the basis of shared category labels w h e n making
inferences about non-perceptual properties. This label reliance occurs despite a highly salient perceptual similarity
which would suggest a different inference (Gelman &
M a r k m a n , 1986, 1987).
These more recent fmdings have been explained through
an appeal to knowledge as being structured primarily as
s o m e form of theory (Carey, 1985, Keil, 1989, M u r p h y &
Medin, 1986). A theory is a structure in which causal relations are primary. Development is then seen as consisting
of changes m a d e to causal connections between concepts.
Since the names of objects in a taxonomically structured
domain place them in categories which cover s o m e essential
similarity between m e m b e r s , w e would expect a theorybased representation to weight object n a m e s strongly as
compared with other kinds of information such as perceptual similarity. This is especially true for concepts taken
from taxonomic domains like biological kinds.
Both the traditional and theory based view would predict
that the mature cognitive system of an adult should utilize
labels w h e n making inferences in a taxonomically structured domain. It m a y be, however, that even in adults, a
preference for one kind of information over another will
also be affected by the perceptual structure of the categories
involved. W e seek to investigate this possibility here.

1 N o w at the Department of Psychology, Birkbeck College, University of London, Malet Street, London W C I E 7 H X , U K .
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W e have previously reported a connectionist model
(Loose & Mareschal, 1997) designed to simulate the inductive inference paradigm used by Gelman and M a r k m a n
(1986) in their investigation of the development of inferential reasoning. A prediction of the Loose and Mareschal
model is that even adults m a y prefer to make inferences on
the basis of perceptual features as opposed to category labels. There are two conditions for perceptually based reasoning as predicted by the model. First, categories with
distinct percepmal prototypes compared with other represented categories will promote perceptually based responding. Second, categories with a narrow perceptual extension
around the prototype will also promote perceptually based
responding. These predictions support the previous speculation that perceptual similarity m a y have a significant impact on inductive inference despite other factors, such as the
taxonomic structure of the domain from which the objects
are taken. It also states explicitly what these perceptual
constraints might be. This study is designed to investigate
the model's predictions by examining the performance of
adult participants on a task analogous to that of Gelman &
M a r k m a n (1986).
Our study differs from theirs in a number of ways - one
significant difference is that here the objects about which
participants must m a k e inferences have been created by the
experimenter. Unlike other studies using novel stimuli (e.g.
Florian, 1994), w e require that subjects have some knowledge of the variance of the exemplars of the novel categories and thus include a training phase in the study. It is only
once the various perceptual categories and object labels
have been learned that an investigation of inference can
begin. W e are therefore in a good position to k n o w the perceptual structure of the categories that are represented.
A n important similarity between this study and previous
ones is that the stimuli to be used are derived from what is
probably the archetypal taxonomic domain - that of biological kinds. This is a further factor which would lead us
to expect label-based inference . If information from this
domain is represented in a primarily theoretical manner (and
if any domain is represented in this way, then surely biological kinds is) then w e should expect labels to be of critical importance in attributing non-perceptual properties to
the objects. Use of stimuli from this domain therefore biases the study in favor of a label - based response, and
against the predictions of the model.
In summary, our hypothesis (based on the model's predictions) is that given a set of objects that are taken from the
domain of biological kinds and that have a perceptual
structure with a distinct prototype and tightly clustered exemplars, adult participants will tend to base their inferences
about non-perceptual properties on the basis of the object's
appearance and not its label.
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Method
Participants
Participants included 36 male and female students and
young professionals from the University of Exeter, U K and
surrounding locality. Participants varied in age from 16;0 to
25;4, with a mean age of 21;8. All participants were either
in education (smdying for A levels / degree), or graduates.
Procedure
The study consisted of three phases. First, a training phase
in which participants were taught to name instances of each
category. Second, a test phase in which participants were
asked to make inferences about the newly learned objects.
Third, a category test, in which participants demonstrated
that the initial learning of object categories had persisted
through the second phase. These phases are described in
turn.
Training Phase In the training phase, participants were
taught to name instances of each category. Five exemplars
were randomly selected from five of the ten seed types, and
both the image and label of each exemplar was presented to
the participant. Once these had been studied, three further
images, randomly sampled from the five were presented.
The participant was asked to choose the appropriate label
for each seed type. Initially, some mistakes were tolerated,
however as the participant progressed through this phase,
tolerance of mistakes was reduced. Performance at less
than criterion level led to extra training. Once the participant had successfully completed the 3 item test of the first
five seeds, exemplars were presented from the remaining
five seed types.
This process of presentation/test continued until participants had seen, and been tested on all of the seed types. At
this point the error tolerance was reduced, and the learning
procedure repeated. The learning phase was completed
once participants had been successfiilly tested on all seed
types with zero error tolerance. Thus no subject was able to
enter the next phase until they had learned all of the categories and had performed perfectly when tested.
Once a participant had completed this phase, w e considered them to have constructed a perceptual category and
associated it with an appropriate label for each of the seed
types. The participant was congratulated on fmishing the
procedure (which typically took around 15 minutes), and
was prepared for the next phase.
Test Phase Testing was the most important phase within
the study. It consisted of asking participants to make inferences about the objects that they had just learned to recognize in the previous phase. It is in this phase that perceptual
similarity and category label were sometimes pitted against
one another in order to test for a bias towards perceptual /
label information in inference making.

Participants were presented with two images of seeds,
each of a different type. Beneath each seed was written a
fact. The facts beneath the seeds were mutually exclusive.
For example, a picture of a 'calliax' would be presented
next to a picture of a 'davus'. Beneath the 'calliax' might
be written "This calliax contains the chemical auxin". Beneath the 'davus', "This davus does not contain the chemical auxin". The reason for using the presence / absence of a
particular attribute rather than separate attributes was to
reinforce the either/or nature of the question that followed.
Once the participant had spent time studying these images and statements, a third image of an exemplar of one of
the selected seed types w a s shown. Beneath this image was
a question, asking the participant to infer whether the previously taught fact also applied to this n e w exemplar. The
question might be, "Does this davus contain any auxin?".
Answers to these questions were recorded. In half of the
trials, the label and image used in the question conformed to
prior learning, thus the question "Does this davus contain
any auxin" was written beneath a picture of an object looking like a "davus" as initially trained. In these trials, the
inference question had a 'correct' answer. Both perceptual
similarity and category label would indicate one particular
answer to the question. In the example, the correct answer
would be 'no', since the participant was previously informed that another davus did not contain any auxin. The
reason for asking participants to m a k e inferences w h e n
there was no conflict between perceptual and label information was to see whether participants would m a k e appropriate responses w h e n the question being asked did indeed
have a correct answer. This meant that a participant's data
could be excluded from the analysis if, for whatever reason,
he or she was not making appropriate inferences.
In the other half of the trials, the perceptual information
presented to the participant was taken from one of the seed
types previously presented, and the label used in the question was taken from the other. Thus, to continue the previous example, the participant might be asked, "Does this
davus contain any auxin?", however this time the image
beneath which the question was written would be one
looking like an instance of the previously trained 'calliax'
seed type. Thus, the participant, had the choice to respond
on the basis of perceptual similarity, or on the basis of
shared category label. T o the participant, this example
looked like a davus, but was nevertheless correctly labeled
'calliax', and some judgement needed to be m a d e about
which of these sources of information w a s most significant
in determining which other seeds it shared hidden (nonperceptual) properties with.
It is possible that participants might respond on a perceptual basis during the test phase because they had forgotten which label went with which category. For this reason
the subjects were again tested on their knowledge of the
categories after the test phase.
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Category Test In thisfinalphase, participants were shown
an image depicting an exemplar of each seed type which
they had learned in thefirstphase. They were required to
label each one consistent with learning in that phase. During the second phase, participants had seen objects looking
like one object, but with a different label. This process m a y
have upset the original learning, and if it had, then w e
would expect errors in this final phase. Thus, data can be
excluded from participants whose learning was deemed to
have been conftjsed by the inference questions in the second
phase.
Apparatus
The apparatus used consisted of a computer program
written specifically for the purpose of the study, and a set of
stimuli drawn and labeled to be plausible types of tropical
seed.
Computer Program for Stimulus Presentation The task
demanded a learning procedure with three parts: (1) Images
and names must be taken from a pool and presented to participants, (2) participants' responses must be recorded, and
(3)fijturepresentations of stimuli must be dependent on
these responses. Such interactive presentation suggested a
computer based approach. The " JavaScript" language w a s
used. A n overview of the program's operation follows, providing a detailed account of the fraining and testing. Initially, instructions were presented to explain the program's
operation and reinforce the participants' belief that they
were about to learn about real biological organisms
Having read and understood the instructions, participants entered the training phase described above. The algorithm used by the computer during this phase w a s as follows:
1. Set the number of required correct answers to I (out of
3)
2. Present in succession exemplars of five of the ten seed
types, with labels.
3. Present pictures of three exemplars of categories taken
from thefivejust trained.
4. If the number of correct answers given to (3) is below
the required number, then go back to (2), else continue.
5. Repeat (2)—(4) with the otherfivecategories.
6. If the number of correct answers required is 3, then go
to (8), else go to (7)
7. Increase the number of required correct answers and go
back to (2)
8. The participant has n o w answered all questions correctly... In order to m a k e sure that all categories are
fiilly learned, n o w test the participant's recognition of
one exemplar from each category.
9. If (8) w a s accomplished without any errors, then the
participant has learned the categories. If there were errors, then go back to (2).
The algorithm gradually tolerates less error in the participant's responses until the set has been well learned. The

final testing phase ensures that all categories are well
known.
Next, the program m o v e d on to present sequences of
two images of seeds, with facts about them written underneath. Having pressed a button to indicate that they should
m o v e on, the t w o images were replaced with a single test
image, along with a question.
The algorithm by which the presentations / questions
were constructed w a s as follows:
1. Randomly order the list of 10 properties.
2. Randomly select 5 of the properties, and mark ready for
use in the "consistent" condition.
3. M a r k the remaining categories for use in the "conflict"
condition.
4. Randomly construct a list of pairs of seed types, with
the constraints that each seed type must be used exactly
twice, and that each pair must consist of two different
types.
5. Take a pair of categories, and a property (initially
starting at the top of the list). Construct the appropriate
sentences about the two seed types.
6. Select an exemplar of each of the two seed types, and
present them to the participant with the appropriate fact
sentence printed underneath. Wait for the participant to
confirm that w e can m o v e on.
7. Construct a question to be asked of a third seed type.
Select (randomly) one of the two categories currently in
use. If in the consistent condition then use this category
label in the question. If in the conflict condition, then
use the other category label in the question.
8. Display an exemplar of the selected category, and underneath print the question previously constructed
{Note: This will either contain the label of the displayed
seed, or another label, dependent on condition.)
9. Record the participant's answer to the question.
10. G o back to (5) above, and repeat until all properties
have been used in asking questions.
O n c e the participant had m o v e d through the 'test' phase,
the 'final category test' phase w a s entered. A single exemplar of each category w a s presented sequentially, and participants were required to identify each one in turn using the
same presentation steps as earlier. The number of correct
responses was recorded.
Stimuli The stimuli used needed to satisfy a number of
constraints. Firstly, participants should believe that what
they see are representations of objects that actually exist in
the natural world. Since natural kind domains are typically
highly structured, this belief is designed to trigger reasoning
in terms of category labels as opposed to perceptual similarity. Secondly, the objects should in fact be artificially
created such that the perceptual structure of the category is
carefully defined—exemplars should have a distinct prototype, and the category should have a narrow extension
around that prototype.

Table I: Dimensions of Stimuli
Dimension
Elliptical.
Split.
Background Spots.
Facetedness.
Colour
Texture
Tail
Large lump
Small lumps
Spikes

In order to satisfy these constraints, the domain of tropical seeds was chosen. A n abstract object can be constructed
on the basis of a set of perceptual dimensions, the object can
be called a "tropical seed", and participants should agree
that this is a genuine example. T h e word "tropical" is intended to prepare western participants for the fact that they
won't have seen anything quite like this before. The program informs participants that the stimuli are taken from a
"biological seeds database, © W e y d a n Labs, Cat kr9q".
Such fictitious information enhances the participants' view
that they are seeing veridical objects.
The dimensions used in the construction of the seed
stimuli are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the names and
prototype composition of each of the seed types. Prototypes
were generatedfirstby constructing a 3-D sphere, deforming its shape, adding texture, color and other features as
required. Each prototype consisted of a single salient feature along with a number of other minor features. Exemplars were generated via small modifications of the amount
of the principal feature present, coupled with larger variaTable 2: Composition of Different Seed Types
Name
Pitrium
Apriona

Principal
Feature
Elliptical
Split

Davus

Background
Spots
Facetedness

Mellimus

Color

Covis

Texture

Sictor
Faevius

Small lumps
Tail

Glodia

Small lumps
Spikes

Calliax

Distores
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Description
x-axis / y-axis ratio
Presence/thickness of split.
Presence / size of surface spots
# faces, from cube - sphere
Range - light brown - deep red.
Roughness of the surface.
Presence and length of "tail"
Seed is a composite object
# small spheres on surface
# small spikes on surface

Other features
Large lumps, color, spikes.
Elliptical, background
spots, faceted
Tail, small lumps, split
Color, Background spots,
small lumps
Spikes, small lumps, large
lump
Tail, small lumps, facetedness
Texture, facetedness, split
Background spots, elliptical, large lump
Split, color, texture
Texture, tail, elliptical

Results

tions in the presence of minor features. Each of the stimuli
had an immediately recognizable prototype, and the exemplars that were used did not vary far from it. O n e important
kind of similarity to be manipulated was that of overall
shape. Shape is a salient dimension for categorisation, and
has been an important determinant of perceptual similarity
in previous studies of this kind. Inspection of the stimuli by
a number of colleagues and students confirmed that the
stimuli were distinct and the variance low.
The seed types were given Latin-sounding non-words as
names (Table 2). These names were intended to be distinct,
memorable and short, as well as sounding like 'scientific'
names.

Experimental Context
Having listened to the instructions, and read them from
the screen, participants indicated that they were ready and
able to take part in the study. N o participant questioned the
explanation that they were interacting with a database held
in the biological sciences department. O n debriefing, participants were surprised, or even disappointed to discover
that they had not been learning about realfropicalseeds. W e
have no doubt that subjects took our study at face value, and
assumed that they were learning about genuine natural
kinds.
Retention of Learning

Design
In the test phase, participants were taught contradictory
facts about two seeds of different types, and were then
asked to judge which of those facts applied to a third seed.
In the 'consistent' condition, the third seed presented consisted of an image and a label taken from the same seed
type. In the 'conflict' condition, the image was of a seed
taken from one category type, but the label was that of the
other type. All participants completed both conditions,
which were randomized without replacement, each participant making five inferences in each of the two conditions
with the total of ten inference questions being counterbalanced across subjects.
In the consistent condition, participants could m a k e correct or incorrect inferences. If the participant claimed that
the test seed shared its properties with the other seed with
the same name / perceptual appearance, then the question
could be considered to have been answered correctly. There
is no basis in this condition for giving any other answer.
The data provided by participants w h o did not score highly
in this condition could be treated as suspect.
In the conflict condition, each participant's answer must
depend on the information they consider to be most important in determining whether two seeds are to be considered
similar. If perceptual information is more important, then
the participant will assume that the test seed shares hidden
properties with the similar looking seed. If label information is more important, then the participant will assume that
the test seed shares hidden properties with the similar looking seed. Should the two kinds of information be equally
important, then responding at chance level would be predicted.
The question of interest is not the difference in performance across the two conditions. Strong performance in the
'consistent' condition is merely a prerequisite for consideration of results in the 'conflict' condition. W h a t is of
interest is whether there will be a significant bias towards
percept / label information in 'conflict' condition responses
from those whose data are not excluded due to their performance in the 'consistent' condition.
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All subjects m o v e d successfiilly from the first phase of the
study, thus indicating that they had learned the categories
appropriately. O f the 36 subjects, 7 1 % m a d e no errors at all
in recognizing all seeds at the end of the study, indicating
that the initial learning w a s both thorough and persistent
through the inference phase. O f those that did m a k e errors,
only 3 m a d e more than two mistakes. It would not seem
appropriate to exclude subjects on the basis of only two
misidentifications, especially since this might be attributable
to a single confusion of two stimuli. Therefore, a criterion
was set that subjects must score > 7/10 correct on the final
category recognition phase for their data to be included in
thefinalanalysis.
Inference Behaviour in the Consistent Condition
(Understanding of the T a s k )
Performance in this phase w a s good. A s expected, subjects m a d e few errors in inference w h e n perceptual and label information were consistent. This implies that subjects
generally understood the task. Those making more than a
single error were excluded from the analysis.
Inference Behaviour in the Conflict Condition
Participants were asked to m a k e five inferences about
objects with conflicting perceptual / label information.
Thus each subject could provide from 0 - 5 perceptually
based responses. The m e a n across all subjects included in
the study was 3.19/5 perceptually based responses. This
indicates a significant bias in favor of perceptually based
responding as compared with a response at the chance level
of 2.5/5(N=32,r=2.18,p<.05).
W h e n w e include those participants w h o did not meet
the criteria for persistence of learning / accurate inference,
w e find an even stronger bias towards perceptually based
responding (compared with chance), with a m e a n score of
3.3/5 perceptually based inferences (N=36, r=2.87, p<.01).
The size of the effect actually increased w h e n including all
subjects. Thus the results cannot be explained in terms of
the strategy for exclusion of a participants' data. The strategy actually reduced the size of the effect. These data support the hypothesis that appropriately manipulated percep-

tual categories will extinguish the dominance of labels as
predictors of shared properties.
Discussion
The study was designed to bias participants towards a
reliance on shared object labels in making inductive inferences, against the predictions of the model which w e were
seeking to support. This bias was provided primarily by
participants' belief that they were learning about categories
from a taxonomically organized domain, i.e. tropical seeds.
Despite this, w e have found that any label bias is effectively
extinguished w h e n considering suitably constructed perceptual categories. B y suitable categories, w e mean those
which consist of perceptually similar exemplars with a prototype which is highly distinctive as compared with other
-represented perceptual categories. This result confirms the
predictions of our model of the development of inductive
inference (Loose & Mareschal, 1997). This is an important
result, since it runs counter to thefindingsof previous inference studies of this kind (e.g. Gelman & M a r k m a n , 1986),
and challenges the explanation of those findings.
Gelman and M a r k m a n showed their subjects pictures of
two animals, teaching them mutually exclusive facts about
each. Subjects were then shown a third animal looking like
one of thefirsttwo, but sharing its category label with the
second. They found that subjects reliably used the shared
category label as a predictor of shared non-perceptual properties.
It is possible to reconcile our findings with theirs. The
reconciliation is to be found in the choice of categories
about which subjects must reason. In an example taken
from their preliminary study with adults, subjects are asked
to m a k e inferences about the categories "bird" and "bat".
TTie "bird" is a category, containing m a n y subcategories
(from garden birds to waders to birds of prey, etc). It contains everything from albatross to h u m m i n g bird to e m u to
penguin to parrot. This is a category with extreme perceptual variability. It is also a category with a prototype which
is not very dissimilar to the other category probed - "bat".
Thus both of the model's conditions for appearance-based
reasoning are violated in this example. This allows us to
predict both the outcome of their study and ours on perceptual grounds. In our study, the predictions of the model are
not violated, and the inference behavior is of the opposite
kind. Their resultfitsour emerging picture nicely.
This reconciliation of the two studies leads to an alternative explanation of inductive inference - one in which
inference behavior depends not on the assumption that concepts are represented in causally structured clusters - but
rather assumes that all the available information will be exploited as far as possible. If a category consists of exemplars with a wide perceptual variability, then similarity of
appearance is a weak predictor of shared non-perceptual
properties inherent to the category. Thus the remaining
ground for inference is category label. Alternatively, if a
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category is narrowly defined (perceptually), and distinct
from other categories, perceptual information is better able
to carry the burden of prediction of non-perceptual properties.
Finally w e can consider the developmental story with
which w e began. The focus of the model is an understanding of the development of inference phenomena. This study
demonstrates that the maUire cognitive system is not restricted to reasoning on the basis of object labels even in
domains which would seem to imply such reasoning - however the next step must be to examine children's performance on these tasks w h e n perceptual factors are systematically varied. A study testing this is currently underway.
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Abstract
Children's spoken word recognition is little understood
compared to our knowledge of the adult system. W e present
here a combined experimental and computational exploration
of the development of lexical access. Three accounts of the
way children represent lexical form (Full-Specification,
Radical Underspecification and Gradual Segmentation) are
rejected in favour of one which derives from a connectionist
approach. It sheds light on the pattern of results from two
experiments investigating the way children, aged 5- to 9years-old, process regular and irregular variation in the
surface form of speech, which suggested, whilst children's
lexical representations are functionally underspecified from at
least 5-years-oId, they are only beginning to track the viability
of regular phonological variation at 9-years-old. The late
acquisition of phonological inference is accounted for in a
connectionist model in terms of the sparseness of the
information relevant to learning this structural relationship in
language.
Introduction
The nature of spoken word recognition in adults is well
elaborated. T h e same cannot be said for children and the
developing system, where basic questions regarding lexical
representation and processing remain unanswered. Central
among these is: H o w do children represent lexical form? W e
address this question here using a combined experimental
and computational approach to the w a y children develop the
ability to deal with phonological variation in speech.
Phonologically regular variation has proven to be a great
boon to elucidating the properties of the spoken word
recognition in adults. Phonological processes operate in
coimected speech to phonetically alter surface forms (SFs),
relative to lexically stored underlying representations (URs),
in predicable ways. In English, for example, place
assimilation affects word-final coronal segments, which
acquire the place feature of word-initial noncoronal
consonants of the following word. For example boat
becomes [baup] in the context boat painter and chase
becomes [tjeij] in the context chase sheep. Another
example is fricative devoicing, which occurs w h e n a wordfinal voiced fricative precedes a voiceless consonant. For
example, cheese becomes [tji:s] in the context cheese
sandwich.

This sort of variation is a problem for a spoken word
recognition system which is highly intolerant to mismatch
between sensory input and U R s (Marslen-Wilson, 1993).
Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson (1991), dissolve this dilemma b y
proposing that U R s are highly abstract. Regular variation
does not lead to mismatch because the dimensions o n which
SFs vary are not represented lexically. In their view,
consistent with
Radical
Underspecification
theory
(Archangeli, 1988), only information which is unpredictable
is included in U R s .
However, a purely representational theory caimot wholly
account for the w a y SFs are processed. Gaskell and
Marslen-Wilson (1996) show that listeners are sensitive to
the viability of assimilations. Adults will accept SFs at their
assimilated off-sets, but they also track the phonological
viability of SFs using, what Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson
call, "phonological inference". Thus, the assimilated form
"learn" will as act a prime for L E A N in the context "...learn
bacon..." if probed at the offset of "learn" or at the onset of
"bacon". But "learn" does not act as a prime the in the
context "...learn g a m m o n . " if probed at the onset of
" g a m m o n " because the [g] makes the assimilation unviable.
are
incompatible
with
Radical
These
results
Underspecification which predicts there is n o mismatch at
any point during recognition because the place feature of a
word-fmal coronal is not specified, and so there is n o
representational basis for any mismatch or viability effect.
Gaskell, Hare and Marslen-Wilson (1995) provide a
computational account of abstractness and phonological
inference. They trained a simple recurrent network (Elman
1990) to m a p between a continuous sequence of segments
and current, previous and next segment, using a corpus of
spoken English in which 0 . 5 % of the words were place
assimilated. T h e varying SFs were mapping to canonical
U R s . T h e trained network exhibited both representational
abstractaess—surface noncoronals were treated more
variably than surface coronals—and the ability to d o
phonological inference—phonetic context was used to infer
the underlying identity of SFs. Gaskell et al. described the
model's representations as functionally underspecified,
rather than radically underspecified, because their basis w a s
an asymmetry in the mapping between variant SFs and U R s ,
developed in response to the statistical properties of the
training environment. The authors view both abstraction and
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inference as aspects of this one mapping process.
The
scant
attention
paid
by
developmental
psycholinguists to the issue of spoken word recognition in
children is in marked contrast to an extensive literature on
infant speech perception. A basic finding of this research is
that by the end of thefirstyear of life babies are able to
percepmally analyse speech into the phonemic categories of
their native language (Werker and Lalonde, 1988). This m a y
well explain the lack of interest in lexical access in children,
for it argues that they c o m e to word learning with a prelexical phonological processor which allows them to
phonemically analyse speech input. If young children are
able to chunk the speech stream into phonemes, they could
use this segmented input to build lexical representations
which are then used as perceptual targets in lexical access.
This implies that even yoimg children's spoken word
recognition should be adult-like in all its essentials.
Consistent with this view, Gerken, M u r p h y & Aslin (1995)
argue that lexical representations in children, as in adults,
are segments consisting of phonetic-features—i.e. they are
canonical, phonologically fully-specified representations.
Where
psycholinguists have tended to assume
unquestioningly that lexical representations are fullyspecified, phonological theory has asked h o w m u c h
information is needed in the U R and whether there are
changes in featural information during development. Gierut
(1996) uses Radical Underspecification theory to argue that
initial representations are only specified for universal
distinctive properties and phonological acquisition is a
process of adding marked nonredundant features.
A third, and sharply contrasting, view is that elaborated
by Walley (1993), w h o questions the interpretation of infant
speech perception as demonstrating an early ability to
phonemically segment speech. She argues that U R s develop
over a prolonged period, lasting into middle childhood, from
initially holistic representations, based on a word's overall
acoustic shape with Uttle internal structure, to phonemically
segmented forms.
There is a fourth alternative. Gaskell et al. (1995) show it
is possible to acquire representational abstractness and a
sensitivity to the structural properties of language, expressed
in phonological rules, such as place assimilation, in
mapping between the surface form of speech and the lexicon
using a connectionist leaming mechanism. If children
learning language are engaged in an equivalent process, then
tracking the performance of a network as it learns this
mapping should shed light on actual patterns of
development. W e initially test the three theories of
representation outlined above and then compare the
empirical data which results with a connectionist model of
acquisition.
Experiment 1
Three contrasting theories of lexical representation in
children—Full-Specification, Radical Underspecification,
and Gradual Segmentation—have been identified. W e
exploited regular and irregular phonological variation to test

these hypotheses in single word processing, using a speeded
auditory lexical decision task.
English place assimilation and fricative devoicing were
used to construct of three sets of 25 test stimuli. All test
items
were
monosyllabic
words
which
undergo
assimilation'. In the W o r d condition, items were left in their
canonical form. In the Assimilated condition they were
produced as assimilated forms (e.g. boat > [baup], cheese >
[t[\:s]). These are words in continuous speech, but
nonwords out of an appropriate phonetic context. In the
N o n w o r d condition, items were randomly changed by a
single feature on word-final segments (e.g. dress > [dref],
shut > [jAd]). This condition provided irregular phonetic
variation to contrast with the regular variation of the
Assimilated condition. The stimuli were matched for
frequency, syntactic class, number of segments and the
phonetic properties of onsets and codas.
Participants listened to these words one a time and made
speeded lexical decisions to each. The hypotheses described
above m a k e different predictions for this task. If young
children's U R s are not yet fully segmented, they will not be
sensitive to the single feature deviations used here. Both
assimilated words and nonwords should be acceptable as
real words. High error rates would be predicted for both and
decision latencies should not differ. If the young children's
representations are urjderspecified, they will show slower
decision latencies and more errors for assimilated forms
than nonwords because the assimilated forms will not
mismatch with U R s on their altered feature, whereas
nonwords do. If children's representations are fullyspecified they should reject assimilated items and nonwords
equally quickly and show similar rates of errors in both
conditions.
Walley (1993) suggests that there are changes in
children's lexical representations across middle childhood,
and so two groups of children were selected to span this
period of development. Thirteen 5-year-olds (mean age =
5; 10; range: 5;03 to 6;04), 12 8-year-olds (mean age = 8;07;
range: 8;02 to 9;03), and 13 adults participated in
Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Analyses of Covariance were used to analyse the reaction
time data, with Item-Duration included as a covariate,
because there were significant differences between the mean
word durations between conditions. T h e m e a n decision
latencies and item-durations are given in Table 1 and error
rates in Table 2. A n overall by-items A N C O V A of the 5year-olds decision latencies showed a significant effect of
Word-Type
(F2[2,68]=15.18,
p<0.001).
Bonferroni
corrected pairwise comparisons showed
significant
differences between W o r d
and Assimilated items

'The words, all found in the productive vocabularies of 2- and 3year-olds, were taken from the Wells (1981), Fletcher and Garman
(1988) and Johnson (1986) corpora in the C H I L D E S database.
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(F2[l,45]=24.28, p<0.001) and between W o r d and Nonword
Items (F2[l,45]=13.15, p=0.001). The difference between
the critical Assimilated and N o n w o r d conditions was not
significant (F2[l,45]=1.70). There were no differences in
enor rates between conditions (F2[2,68]<1).

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 suggested that even 5-year-old's U R s are
fully-specified. However, this experiment only looked at the
processing of single words. This pattern of behaviour might
be different in continuous speech, not least because
assimilated forms result from processes occurring in
Table 1: Decision Latencies and Item-Durations for
connected speech. Following Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson
Experiment 1 in msec (standard errors for reaction times and
(1996) w e investigated children's sensitivity to the viability
item-durations are given in parentheses).
of assimilation as a means of probing word recognition in
continuous speech. T w o groups of children^, 32 6-year-olds
Word
Assimilated
Nonword
(mean age = 6;02, range: 5;07 to 6;09) and 33 9-year-olds
803(18)
780 (12)
Adults
778(16)
(mean age = 9;06; range: = 8;09 to 9;09), and a group of 51
1126(23)
1093(13)
8-year-olds
1039 (20)
adults participated in a word monitoring task.
1477(27)
1417(22)
5-year-olds
1313(26)
Participants heard sentences and were asked to listen out
Item-duration 556 (16)
511 (15)
487(15)
for a target word and m a k e a button-press response w h e n it
occurred. The test word immediately preceding the target
This pattern was repeated for the 8-year-olds. There was a
was either a canonical form, a viable place assimilation, an
significant effect of Word-Type for decision latencies
unviable place assimilation or a nonword (a single feature
(F2[2,68]=12.36, p<0.001). Again, pairwise comparisons
distant from a word). If the test word disrupted processing
showed significant differences between W o r d and
in any way, this would show up in slowed monitoring
Assimilated items (F2[l,44]=17.16, p<0.001) and between
latencies relative to the baseline condition, in this case the
W o r d and N o n w o r d items (F2[l,46]=10.37, p=0.002), but
unchanged word.
not between Assimilated and N o n w o r d conditions
Forty pairs of sentences were constructed, consisting of a
(F2[l,45]=0.20). A s for the 5-year-olds there were no
context sentence and a test sentence^ as follows (the
differences in errors between conditions (F2[2,68]=1.31).
capitalised word is the target for monitoring): Unchanged:
"Mary put her hand up for the teacher. The hard B O O K was
Table 2: Percentage Error Rates for Experiment 1. (standard too difficult for her to read."; Viable assimilation: "...The
errors are given in parentheses).
[ha:b] B O O K
was..."; Unviable assimilation: "...The

Adults
8-year-olds
5-year-olds

Word
5.7(1.9)
7.4(1.1)
9.9(2.1)

Assimilated
2.5(1.1)
3.3(1.1)
10.6(2.4)

Nonword
2.6 (0.8)
5.5(1.9)
9.0(1.7)

The adults showed the same pattern of results as the
children. There was a main effect of Word-Type for
decision latencies (F2[2,69]=6.65, p=0.002). Pairwise
comparsions showed significant differences between W o r d
and Assimilated items (F2[l,45]=7.85, p=0.007) and W o r d
and N o n w o r d items (F2[l,47]=10.93, p=0.002), but not
between the Assimilated and N o n w o r d items (F2[1,45]<1).
The adults showed a marginal difference in error rates
between conditions by-subjects (Fl[2,24]=3.06,p=0.07), but
not by items (F2[2,68]=2.14). This was due to the error rate
in the W o r d condition.
Both the 5-year-old and 8-year-old children and the adults
rejected the assimilated forms and the nonwords equally
easily. This suggested that by 5-years-old children have a
level of representational detail in their U R s which is in line
with the Full-Specification hypothesis. This leads to an
adult-like level of perceptual intolerance to mismatch
between surface forms and stored lexical representations.
These results also suggest that adult's U R s are fiiUyspecified which seems to be inconsistent with the findings
of Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson (1991). But there is other
evidence that adults do not accept assimilated SFs in
isolation as tokens of U R s (Marslen-Wilson, Nix and
Gaskell, 1995).
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[ h a : g ] B O O K was..."; Nonword: "...The [ha:z] B O O K
was...".
The targets were always pictureable nouns and the test
words were either verbs or adjectives*. The syntactic
predictability of the targets was reduced by the use of
adjectives and verbs as test words, and by placing the targets
in different clauses in the test sentence. T o ensure nonwords
were not cues to targets,fillersentences were included in
which nonwords were not adjacent to targets. The sentences
were rotated into four versions of the experiment so that
each form of the test sentences only occurred once in each
version.
Again the contrasting views of lexical representation
make different predictions. Gradual Segmentation predicts
that the younger children will not be sensitive to the single
feature deviations in the test words and so their word
monitoring should not be disrupted in any of the changed
conditions relative to the Unchanged condition. Radical
Underspecification predicts word monitoring should not be

^ Although the children in Experiment 2 were slightly older than
those in Experiment 1, they were drawn from the same academic
year group.
^The sentences were pretested on adults participants using a
sentence completion task to ensure that none of the target words
were predictable from the preceding context.
*These words were chosen from words within the productive
vocabularies of 2- to 5-year-olds from C H I L D E S corpora, as in
Experiment 1.

disrupted in either of assimilated conditions, because the
changed place features are not specified lexically. They will,
however, be disrupted by the N o n w o r d condition, because
of a mismatch on a lexically specified feature. FullSpecification predicts disruption in the N o n w o r d condition
because of a mismatch on the lexically specified changed
feature. Performance on the assimilated conditions will
depend on the ability to do phonological inference.
Canonical U R s could be consistent with perceptual
intolerance and the acceptability of variant SFs, if a
phonological parser is assumed to operate in continuous
speech processing which can apply phonological rules to
SFs to derive U R s before the lexicon is accessed (Church,
1987). If children can do phonological inference, or parsing,
they will be disrupted in the Unviable condition, but not the
Viable condition. If they cannot, they will be disrupted in
the both the assimilated conditions because they will be
unable to derive the appropriate U R .
Results and Discussion
The m e a n monitoring latencies for Experiment 2 are given
in Table 3.
Table 3: Monitoring Latencies for Experiment 2 in msec
(standard errors are given in parentheses).
Unchanged
Adults
316(8)
9-year-olds 342 (14)
6-year-olds 461(17)

Viable
314(8)
351 (10)
466(15)

Unviable
334 (9)
366(12)
456(15)

Nonword
375 (9)
394(11)
494(12)

Adults performed in a w a y that was consistent with the
results obtained by Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (1996).
There w a s an overall significant effect of Word-Type
(Fl[3,129]=39.86, p<0.001; F2[3,117]=16.59, p<0.001).
Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons showed there
was a significant difference between the Unchanged and
Unviable conditions (tl[46]=2.92, p=0.003; t2[39]=1.83,
p=0.038), the Unchanged and N o n w o r d conditions
(tl[46]=7.64, p<0.001; t2[39]=6.44, p<0.001), the Viable
and
Unviable
conditions
(tl[46]=3.34, p=0.001;
t2[39]=2.19, p=0.018) and the Unviable and N o n w o r d
conditions (tl[46]=5.66, p<0.001; t2[39]=3.92, p<0.001). In
contrast, no difference was found between the Unchanged
and Viable conditions (tl[46]<I; t2[39]<l). This indicated
that the canonical SFs and assimilated SFs in a licensing
phonetic context, were equally acceptable, showing
evidence of functional underspecification. W e also found
that encountering an unviable SF was less disruptive than
encountering a genuine nonword. The explanation for this
finding m a y lie in the fact that unviable SFs only mismatch
with the lexically stored target representation after initial
lexical access as a resuh of phonological inferencing
(Gaskell and Marlsen-Wilson 1996), whereas the Nonwords
will fail to access any lexical representation.
The pattern of results found with the 9-year olds was
broadly similar to that of the adults, although there were
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some differences. There was an overall significant effect of
Word-Type (Fl[3,78]=13.54, p<0.000; F2[3,114]=6.74,
p<0.001). The pairwise comparisons for 9-year-olds showed
significant differences between the Unchanged and
N o n w o r d conditions (tl[29]=5.05, p<0.000; t2[38]=3.98,
p<0.000), the Unchanged and Unviable conditions
(tl[29]=2.85, p<0.004; t2[38]=2.15, p<0.019), and the
Unviable and Nonword conditions (tl[29]=2.98, p=0.003;
t2[38]=2.08, p<0.044). The difference between the
Unchanged and Viable conditions was not significant
(tl [29]=1.68, p<0.052; t2[38]=1.39, p<0.086). However the
difference between the Viable and Unviable conditions was
at best a nonsignificant trend (tl[29]=1.90, p=0.034;
t2[38]=1.10,p=0.140).
The 9-year-olds were disrupted by the Nonwords, which
does not necessarily contradict Gradual Segmentation as
they should have developed segmented representations by
this age. These results are inconsistent with the notion that
children are using fully-specified U R s and a phonological
parser to translate between SFs and U R s , because the lack of
a clear difference between the Viable and Unviable
conditions suggests that phonological parsing is not
operating, in which case both SFs should mismatch with the
fully-specified U R ; but the Viable and Unchanged
conditions did not differ. A possible explanation for this
pattern of results is that the children's U R s are
underspecified. The pattern might be consistent with
underspecified U R s and no phonological inference, but the
difference between the Unchanged and Unviable conditions
is evidence of phonological inference operating. The overall
pattern of results suggested that the 9-year-olds were
converging on adult-like performance.
The results for the 6-year-olds helped to clarify the
developmental picture. Whilst there was an overall main
effect
of
Word-Type
(Fl[3,78]=3.61,
p=0.017;
F2[3,117]=2.61, p<0.055), the pairwise comparisons only
showed up significant differences between the Unchanged
and
Nonword
conditions
(tl[29]=2.69, p=0.006;
t2[39]=2.31, p=0.013) and the Unviable and Nonword
conditions (tl[29]=2.16, p=0.039; t2[39]=2.30, p=0.027).
The other comparisons, between Unchanged and Viable
conditions (tl[29]<l; t2[39]<l), Unchanged and Unviable
conditions (tl[29]<l; t2[39]<l) and Viable and Unviable
conditions (tl[29]<l; t2[39]<l), were not significant.
The 6-year-olds were disrupted by the Nonwords which
suggested their U R s were not more holistic than those of
older children or adults. However, they were insensitive to
the phonological viability of assimilations which would be
consistent with Radical Underspecification, on the
assumption 6-year-olds achieve lexical access because
underspecified representations are the perceptual targets of
the process. But this explanation is contradicted by
Experiment 1, which showed that 5-year-olds would not
accept assimilated forms in isolation as real words. These
results are more consistent with the children's lexical
representations being functionally underspecified and with
phonological inference having as yet to develop. Indeed, the

evidence from the 9-year-olds suggested that it is only
beginning to emerge at that age.
Computational Modelling
The experimental evidence presented above suggested a
dissociation between the development of abstract lexical
representations and phonological inference. In the approach
taken by Gaskell et al. (1995) both functional
underspecification and phonological inference emerge as a
result of the mapping between variant SFs and the lexicon.
At first sight this linkage would not seem to provide an
explanation of the dissociation found here. In order to look
into the possibility that phonological inference develops
slowly relative to lexical development, w e trained a series of
connectionist networks to learn these processes. The
simulations were run using an artificial language which
allowed the modelling to focus on the effects of
phonological variation to the exclusion of other factors. The
networks were trained on two parallel tasks. The first was
leaming a small vocabulary, by mapping between a featural
representation of phonemic segments and localist lexical
representations. The second was to mark viable
assimilations by activating a single output unit concurrently
with the initial segment of the following word (i.e. the
context for the assimilation). This unit represented the
model's leaming of phonological inference with a mapping
which was comparable to the lexical one. Its psychological
analogue can be seen as the information available during
lexical access w h e n the match between SFs and U R s is
evaluated in the light of following context.
The simple recurrent networks used consisted of an 8-unit
input layer, one corresponding to each of the 8 features used
to code phonemes, feeding forward to 50 hidden units with
recurrent connections to 50 context units, allowing the
network to internally represent the sequential dependencies
in its training environment. The hidden units were
connected to an output layer which consisted of 30 localist
lexical units and a single phonological inference unit.
The artificial language used had a phonology of 13
consonants and 4 vowels with each phoneme represented as
a bundle of 8 phonetic features. The phonology of the
language allowed place assimilation to occur. A vocabulary
of 30 C V C words was constructed from this phonology. Ten
of the words ended in coronal stops, and so were
assimilable, and another 20 began with noncoronal stops,
providing a context for assimilation. Localist representations
were used to distinguish between lexical items.
The
networks
were
trained
using
standard
backpropagation. A n epoch of training consisted of a single
sweep through 100 occurrences of each item presented in
random order, and the training set was re-randomised after
every epoch. The networks were trained at three rates of
assimilation: 1 0 0 % assimilation, where assimilation
occurred in all viable contexts, 5 0 % assimilation and 2 5 %
assimilation. This in effect progressively reduced the token
frequency of assimilated segments fi^om 2 2 % to 1 1 % and
then to 6%, respectively. At 1 0 0 % assimilation, assimilated
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SFs were more c o m m o n than canonical the forms of
assimilable words. Three networks were run at each rate of
assimilation.
Whilst our primary focus was to compare the rate of
leaming for the assimilated forms with the leaming of
phonological inference, w e were also interested in the w a y
the network would deal with random variation, and so a set
of nonwords was created by taking the assimilable items and
changing a single feature of the word-final segment in a
phonologically random way. The measure of the network's
performance was simply the activation level of the output
nodes, which in this localist model gave a direct measure of
the goodness-of-fit between input and the model's intemal
representations. The networks were tested on randomised
sets of 4 tokens of each of the words in its vocabulary and
the nonwords.
Results and Discussion
The results for each rate of assimilation were averaged over
three networks. The leaming curves for assimilated words
and phonological inference and the model's response to
nonwords at different rates of assimilation are presented in
Figures 1 to 3. Output activations were measured at wordoffset for lexical units and word-onset for the inference unit.
Figures 1-3 show m e a n output activations for each set of
test items at different points in the model's development.

epochs
- inference unit

. assimilated words

Figure 1: Model's performance at 1 0 0 % assimilation.
At all rates of assimilation the model accepted canonical
and assimilated SFs as tokens of the underlying lexical
items. At 1 0 0 % assimilation, w h e n they occurred with equal
frequency, canonical and assimilated SFs were leamt
equally well, indicating the model developed functionally
underspecified representations, in the sense that the place
features of assimilable words did not affect the goodness-offit computation in lexical access. The pattem for nonwords
was similar for all rates of assimilation. Only very early in
training, up to around 10 epochs, did nonwords achieve
similar levels of activation as the assimilated forms,
indicating the model acquired an intolerance to random
variation early on in training.
The model also leamt to do phonological inference, as
indicated by inference node activation in the presence of
viable assimilations. At 1 0 0 % assimilation, the inference

viability of the assimilation, and 9-year-olds' performance
suggested an emerging sensitivity to phonetic context. A
computational model of the development of spoken word
recognition suggested the reason for the dissociation
between the development of functionally abstract
representations and phonological inference results from the
different effects of the frequency of assimilated forms on
these two processes. Lexical learning for assimilated forms
can proceed with every exposure to a word, regardless of its
surface form. In contrast, learning the relationship
underlying place assimilation is entirely dependent on
occurrences of assimilation. When the relevant information
is sparse, learning this structural relationship is attenuated.

task w a s learnt m o r e easily than the lexical mapping for
assimilated forms, but at the lower rates of assimilation the
rate of learning for the inference task dropped off markedly.
In particular, the relative delay between the model's ability
to recognise viable assimilations and its ability to recognise
assimilated forms increased sharply as the rate of
assimilation dropped from 5 0 % to 2 5 % . Thus, at low token
frequencies for assimilated S F s a clear dissociation emerged
between
the model's
development
of abstract
representations and phonological inference.
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••- Inference unit

epochs
-V- assimilated words • nonwords

Figure 2: Model's performance at 5 0 % assimilation

. inference unit

epochs
-v- assimilated words

. nonwords

Figure 3: M o d e l ' s p e r f o r m a n c e at 2 5 % assimilation
Conclusions
W e identified three theories of lexical representation in
children, Full-Specification, Radical Underspecification and
Gradual Segmentation. The results of Experiments 1 and 2
suggested that none of these approaches captured the pattern
of performance seen in children between the ages of 5- and
9-years-old. From at least 5-years-old, children showed
evidence that their lexical representations were specified to
the level of single phonetic features but that they were also
functionally underspecified because assimilated SFs did not
mismatch with U R s in continuous speech processing. Whilst
the perceptual targets for lexical access available to children
are representationally adult-like, their processing differs.
Six-year-olds accepted assimilated forms regardless of the
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network is too simple it is overly biased and cannot learn the
correct boundaries. Conversely, w h e n a network is too powerSUSTAIN (Supervised and Unsupervised STratified Adaptive ful, it masters the training set, but the boundaries it learns are
Incremental Network) is a network model of human category
somewhat arbitrary and are highly influenced by the training
learning. SUSTAIN is a three layer model where learning besample, leading to poor generalization.
tween thefirsttwo layers is unsupervised, while learning beUnfortunately, m a n y learning models require that the n u m tween the top two layers is supervised. SUSTAIN clusters inber
of intermediate level units be specified in advance: the
puts in an unsupervised fashion until it groups input patterns
number of hidden units in backpropagation, the number of
inappropriately (as signaled by the supervised portion of the
codebook vectors in L V Q (Learning Vector Quantization, K o network). W h e n such an error occurs, SUSTAIN alters its architecture, recruiting a new unit that is tuned to correctly clashonen (1990)), and the number of radial basis functions in the
sify the exception. Units recruited to capture exceptions can
fixed architecture version of Poggio and Girosi's (1990) reguevolve into prototypes/attractors/rules in their own right. SUSlarization network and A L C O V E (attention learning covering
TAIN's adaptive architecture allows it to master simple classim a p , Kruschke (1990)). The problem m a y not be avoidable
fication problems quickly, while still retaining the capacity to by treating the number of intermediate units as an additional
learn difficult mappings. SUSTAIN also adjusts its sensitivity
parameter. The environment a model is embedded in could
to input dimensions during the course of learning, paying more
change and alter the nature of the decision boundaries. Also,
attention to dimensions relevant to the classification task. SUScertain architectures m a y be preferable at certain stages of
TAIN successfullyfitsitem and category learning data from
the learning process. For example, Elman (1994) provides
Medin, Dewey, and Murphy (1983). SUSTAIN's performance
computational evidence (which seems in accord with findon other data sets is discussed. SUSTAIN is compared with
ings from developmental psychology) that beginning with a
other models of category learning.
simple network and adding complexity as learning progresses
Introduction
improves overall performance.
S o m e categories have a very simple structure, while others
Models with an adaptive architecture (like S U S T A I N ) , d o
can be complex. Accordingly, learning h o w to properly clasnot need to specify the number of intermediate units prior to
sify items as m e m b e r s of category "A" or " B " can be almost
learning. Still adaptive architecture models are not without
trivial (e.g., the value of a single input dimension determines
problems.
S o m e models grow in an unconstrained fashion,
membership) or can be so difficult that no regularity is disan
intermediate
unit every time an item is presented
adding
covered (e.g., rote memorization of every category m e m b e r
(e.g., the adaptive architecture version of Poggio and Girosi's
is required to determine membership).
(1990) model and A L C O V E ) . Clearly, these models (as speciClassifications are harder to master w h e n the decision
fied) have prohibitive space requirements (with an increase in
boundary (in a multi-dimensional space of possible inputs)
time
requirements w h e n run on a serial computer) and m a y be
is highly irregular and w h e n there are multiple boundaries
psychologically
implausible. While these model have adap(e.g., all the members of category "A" do not fall inside one
tive architectures, architectural changes d o not occur in recontiguous region of the input space). Very simple learning
sponse to h o w the learning process is unfolding. Also, one
models will fail to master difficult categorizations with comcould
argue that the solutions these models derive lack eleplex boundaries. For instance, a purely linear model, like
gance
and are difficult to interpret.
the perception (Rosenblatt, 1958) will not be able to master a
Other
methods d o m a k e architectural changes in response
classification where the mapping is not linearly separable.
to h o w learning is progressing. Pruning methods begin with
Interestingly, a complex nonlinear model, such as a backpropagation model (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) a large network and remove units as learning progresses
(Karnin, 1990). In practice, this method prove inefficient (it
with many hidden units, can learn complex decision boundbegins with a large network) and the algorithm often termiaries but will perform poorly on a simple problem (e.g., a
nates with a m e d i u m sized network w h e n a simpler network
problem where the decision boundary is linear). In such
would be better suited to the learning problem. Another probcases, the more complex model will generalize poorly by
lem is that the modeler must decide h o w large the network
over-fitting the training data. Thus, making a model too powshould be in advance.
erful or too weak is undesirable. G e m a n , Bienenstock, and
Doursat (1992) termed this tradeoff between datafittingand
Instead, other models (including S U S T A I N ) begin with a
generalization as the bias/variance dilemma. In brief, w h e n a
small network and expand the network w h e n necessary. Most
Abstract
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methods expand the network w h e n overall error (the
difference between desired and observed output) is high.
For example, the cascade-correlation model (Fahlman &
Lebiere, 1990) expands the network vertically with additional
intermediate layers, creating higher-order feature detectors.
Other models expand horizontally w h e n error is high (Ash,
1989; Azimi-Sadjadi, Sheedvash, & Trujillo, 1993).
Unlike the aforementioned models, S U S T A I N does not accrue units based on overall error. Instead, S U S T A I N adds a
n e w intermediate level unit w h e n the unsupervised part of the
network clusters input patterns in a manner deemed inappropriate by the supervised part of the network. This happens
w h e n two input patterns (that differ) belong to the same cluster and the differences between the two input patterns proves
critical for successfully mastering the classification. W h e n
such an error occurs, S U S T A I N splits the cluster into two
clusters by adding an intermediate unit. Adding units in S U S T A I N is psychologically motivated by the intuition that people ignore differences w h e n they can (a bias towards simple
solutions), but will note differences w h e n forced to by environmental feedback.
Another aspect of networks that is usuallyfixed,but should
vary depending on the nature of the learning problem, is the
activation function of an intermediate level unit. In backpropagation networks, the steepness of a hidden unit's sigmoidal shaped activation function is set as a parameter. In
models where the intermediate level units are viewed as receptivefields(e.g., Poggio & Girosi, 1990; Kruschke, 1992),
the shape of a unit's receptivefieldis set as a parameter.
Intermediate level units in S U S T A I N have multiple receptivefields(one for each input dimension) and treat the shape
of a receptivefieldas something that should be learned, rather
than as a parameter. S U S T A I N assumes that receptive fields
are initially broadly tuned and are adjusted during the course
of learning to maximize the receptivefield'sresponse to inputs. Intermediate units with peaked (narrow) receptive fields
can be described as highly focused. Receptive fields that
develop tighter tunings are capable of stronger responses to
stimuli (see Figure 1). A s an outcome of learning h o w to perform a classification, S U S T A I N learns which dimensions of
the stimuli are relevant and should be attended to. Conceiving of attention as enhancing the tuning of cells is consistent
with current work on the neural basis of attention (Treue &
Maunsell, 1996).

An Overview of SUSTAIN
S U S T A I N consists of three layers: input, subcategory, and
category. Input layer units take on real values to encode information about the environment (e.g., the encoding of an item
that needs to be classified as belonging to category "A" or
" B " ) . Units in the subcategory layer (the intermediate layer)
encode the prototypes and exceptions of the category units.
Subcategory units compete with one another to respond to
patterns at the input layer with the winner (the subcategory
unit that is most active) being reinforced. Weights are adjusted according to the Kohonen unsupervised learning rule
for developing self-organizing m a p s (Kohonen, 1984). W h e n
a subcategory unit "wins" the centers of its receptive fields
(there is a receptivefieldfor each input dimension) m o v e in
the direction of the input pattern, minimizing the distance
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Dislanca
Figure I. Both units respond maximally w h e n a stimulus appears
in the center of their receptive field (a .5 response for the broadly
tuned unit; a 2.0 response for the tightly tuned unit). C o m p a r e d to
the broadly tuned unit, the tightly tuned unit's response is stronger
to stimuli close to the center and is weaker for stimuli farther from
the center (the crossover point occurs at a distance from center of .9
(approximately).
b e t w e e n the centers a n d the input pattern. This m e t h o d is
similar to a n u m b e r o f clustering techniques used for classification a n d pattern recognition, such as m a x i m u m - d i s t a n c e ,
K-means, and isodata (Tou & Gonzalez, 1974; D u d a & Hart,
1972).
O n e novel aspect of our implementation is that this unsupervised learning procedure is combined with a supervised
procedure. W h e n a subcategory unit responds strongly to an
input pattern (it is the winner) and has an excitatory connection to the inappropriate category unit (i.e., the subcategory
unit predicts "A" and the correct answer is " B " ) , the network
shuts off the subcategory unit and recruits a new subcategory
unit that responds maximally to the misclassified input pattern (i.e., the n e w unit's receptivefieldsare centered upon
the input pattern).' This process continues with the new unit
competing with the other subcategory units to respond to input patterns with the position of the winner's receptive fields
being updated, as well as its connection to the category units
by the delta learning rule (Rumelhart et al., 1986). At a mini m u m , there must be as m a n y subcategory units as category
units when category responses are mutually exclusive.
Previous proposals that bear some resemblance to S U S T A I N include counterpropagation networks (Hecht-Nielsen,
1988) which are multilayer networks where the Kohonen
learning rule is used for the bottom two layers. Simpson
has explored a supervised version of the Kohonen network
where the model does not determine which cluster is the winner, but is told (Simpson, 1989). This change gready speeds
up learning. Interestingly, our approach to clustering is not
properly characterized as being either supervised or unsupervised. Clustering is unsupervised unless the network makes a
serious clustering error. A serious error leads to the creation
of a new cluster; otherwise learning at the subcategory layer
is completely unsupervised.
Another interesting aspect of S U S T A I N ' s subcategory
units is that in addition to adjusting the centers (i.e., the posi' Initially the network only has one subcategory unit that is centered upon thefirstinput pattern.

tion) of their receptivefields,the sensitivities (i.e., the shape)
of their receptivefieldsalso are adjusted in response to input
patterns. Input units (i.e., dimensions of the input pattern) that
provide consistent evidence (i.e., the position of the subcategory units' receptivefieldsfor that dimension docs not have
to be adjusted often), develop tighter tunings (see Figure 1).
These more reliable input dimensions receive more attention.
S U S T A I N uncovers (and explicitly represents) which dimensions are relevant for classification.
An Illustration of SUSTAIN's Operation
Consider categorizing people into two groups: those w h o ride
motorcycles and those w h o don't. For the motorcyclists category, S U S T A I N might form an initial cluster that responds to
input patterns representing young, adventurous men. W h e n
an input pattern representing a 4 0 year old recently divorced
wealthy m a n that rides a motorcycle is presented to the network, it activates a subcategory unit associated with nonmotorcyclists more strongly than it activates the subcategory
unit that represents young male motorcycleriders.To remedy
this situation, S U S T A I N creates a n e w unit that is centered
upon the 4 0 year old divorced man. It turns out that this exception correctly classifies a number of other input patterns
(the cluster can be labeled "mid-life crisis"). At this point,
the motorcyclists category contains two distinct prototypes
("young male" and "mid-life crisis"). If the network was presented with a grandmother that likes to bungee jump, the network would probably predict she doesn't ride a motorcycle,
but if it turns out she does, a n e w subcategory unit would be
created to capture this exception. Other adventurous older
w o m e n that are similar to the grandmother will also activate
this unit, perhaps turning this exception into prototype.
During the learning process, tunings for each input dimension are developed. Dimension like "hair color" would be
broadly tuned whereas dimensions like "has two legs" and
"is a free spirit" m a y develop sharper tunings and be more
influential in selecting the winning subcategory unit.

The activation of a subcategory unit is given by:

_I^i(XOv^
Ah,=

(4)

It=,(?^,)^
where n is the number of input units, Xi is the tuning of each
subcategory unit's receptivefieldfor the ith input dimension,
fjiij is the distance between the center of subcategory unit y's
receptivefieldfor the /th input unit and the output of the /th
input unit (distance is simply the absolute value of the difference of these two terms), and r is an attentional parameter (always nonnegative). W h e n r is high, input units with
tighter tunings (units that seem relevant) dominate the activation function. Equation 4 sums the responses of the receptive
fields for each input dimension and normalizes the sum. T h e
activation of a subcategory unit is bound between 0 (exclusive) and 1 (inclusive).
Subcategory units compete to respond to input patterns and
in turn inhibit one another. W h e n m a n y subcategory units are
strongly activated, the output of the winning unit is less. Units
inhibit each other according to:

(5)

Oh,=
ir=i('4//,)P "'

where P is the lateral inhibition parameter (always nonnegative) and m is the number of subcategory units. W h e n p is
small, competing units strongly inhibit the winner. W h e n P
is high the winner is weakly inhibited. Units other than the
winner have their output set to zero.^
After feedback is provided by the "experimenter", if the
winner predicts the wrong category, its output is set to zero
and a n e w subcategory unit is recruited:

for all i and k, if {tkOnjWji^ < 0), then recruit a new unit
(6)
where r^ is the target value for category unit k and Wji^ is the
weight from subcategory unit j to category unit k. W h e n a
Mathematical Formulation
new unit is recruited its receptivefieldsare centered on the
Receptivefieldshave an exponential shape with a receptive
misclassified input pattern and the subcategory units' activafield's response decreasing exponentially as distance from its tions and outputs are recalculated.
center increases:
If a n e w subcategory unit is not created, the centers of the
winner's receptivefieldsare adjusted:
a{u)^le-^
(1)
where X is the tuning of the receptive field, and ^ is the
Awij = r]{0,^-wij)
(7)
distance of the stimulus from the center of thefield.Arguments for activation dropping off exponentially can be found
where t| is the learning rate, O/, is the output of input unit /.
in(Shepard, 1987).
The centers of the winner's receptivefieldsm o v e towards the
While receptive fields with different X have different
input pattern according to the Kohonen learning rule. This
shapes, for any X, the area "underneath" a receptivefieldis
constant:
^Distance must be calculated in a different manner when two or
more
input dimensions are integral (e.g., lightness and saturation in
^a{^i)dn= r-Ke-'^dn^\.
(2)
color
perception). In such cases, the Euclidean distance between
70
io
the expected pattern and the observed pattern is calculated. Integral
For a given //, the A, that maximizes a(;u) can be computed by input dimensions also share a common X. The reader can consult
differentiating:
Shepard (1964) and Nosofsky (1987) for more information on the
metric properties of integral dimensions.
(3)
| = .-v„-v).
•'The model (as specified) can have multiple winners. For instance, there could always be two winners. More complex schemes
These properties of exponentials prove useful in formulating
could also be considered for determining the number of winners.
SUSTAIN.
W e do not explore any of these possibilities because they are less
conceptually clear and the data does not demand it.
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learning rule centers the prototype (i.e., the cluster's center)
amidst the m e m b e r s of the prototype.
Using our result from Equation 3, receptivefieldtunings
are updated according to:

E m p i r i c a l l y Testing S U S T A I N

S U S T A I N has successfullyfitShepard et al.'s (1961) classic
experiments on the time course of h u m a n category learning
(Love & Medin, 1998).'* In Shepard et al.'s study, subjects
assigned a stimulus to either category "A" or " B " and feedAX,=r]e-'^'^"j{\-Xif,ij).
(8)
back was provided. Six different assignments of objects to
categories were tested with the six problems varying in diffiOnly the winning subcategory unit updates the value of X,.
culty (Type I was the easiest to master. Type VI the hardest).
Equation 8 adjusts the shape of the receptivefieldfor each
For example, the Type I problem can be solved by attendinput so that each input can maximize its influence on subing to only one input dimension (e.g., color), while Type VI
category units. Initially, \, is set to be broadly tuned. For
requires attending to all three dimensions (color, shape, and
example, if input unit / takes on values between - 1 and 1, the size) and has no regularities across any pair of dimensions.
m a x i m u m distance between the /th input unit's output and the
S U S T A I N successfullyfitsubjects' learning curves and its
position of a subcategory unit's receptivefield(for the ith disolution was readily interpretable. S U S T A I N recruited more
mension) is 2, so X, is set to .5 because that is the optimal setsubcategory units for the more difficult problems. For examting of X, for ju equal to 2 (i.e.. Equation 8 equals zero). Under ple, the most c o m m o n solution for the Type I problem was to
this scheme, X. cannot become negative during U^aining.
create one unit for each category. Type VI has no regularities
Activation is spread from the winning subcategory unit to
that can be exploited, forcing S U S T A I N to "memorize" each
the category units:
stimulus (i.e., S U S T A I N devoted a subcategory unit to each
input pattern).
(9)
Ac, = OHjWjk
The Type V I problem is in some ways equivalent to identification learning while the Type I problem seems like a "pure"
where A q is the activation of the ^th category unit and O h is
categorization problem (there is a simple criteria for memberthe output of the winning subcategory unit.
ship, the categories are very cohesive). The relative difficulty
of the Type V I problem suggests (incorrectly) that identifiT h e output of a category unit is given by:
cation learning is always more difficult than categorization
learning, or more generally, that classification becomes easier
if (Q is nominal and |/Iq. | > 1). then Oq. = i^^ . j q^
at increased levels of abstraction. Contrary to this conclusion,
else Oq. = Ac^
there are striking instances where identification precedes categorizaUon.
where Oq is the output of the k\h category unit. If the feed- For example, Medin et al. (1983) found that people are
back given to subjects concerning Q is nominal (e.g., the item
faster to associate a unique names to photographs of nine feis in category "A" not " B " ) , then Q is nominal. Kruschke
male faces than they are to categorize the photographs into
(1992) refers to this kind of teaching signal as a "humble
two categories. The logical structure of the two categories
teacher" and explains w h e n its use is appropriate.
is shown in Table 1. O n e possible explanation for the relW h e n a subcategory unit is recruited, weights from the unit
ative ease of identification learning is that the stimuli used
to the category units are set to zero. The one layer delta learnin Medin et. al (1983) were rich and distinct, varying along
ing rule (Rumelhart et al., 1986) is used to adjust weights
many dimensions not listed in Table 1, such as the shape of
these weights:
the face, the type of nose, etc.. This idiosyncratic information
makes each stimulus item more distinct.
S U S T A I N correctly predicts that the relative rates of iden(H)
AWjk=T]itk-Oc,)OHj
tification and categorization learning interact with the nature
where t^ is the target value (i.e., the correct value) for category of the stimuli (with the same parameter values used to model
unit k. The target value is analogous to the feedback provided
Shepard etal. (1961): Ti = .1, p = 1.0, r = 3.5, andrf = 8.0).
to h u m a n subjects. Note that only the winner will have its
Specifically, when the stimuli are highly distinct, identificaweights adjusted since it is the only subcategory unit with a
tion learning is faster than categorization. The properties of
nonzero output.
S U S T A I N that give rise to this behavior will be discussed afThe following equation determines the response probabiliter simulation results are presented for Medin et al. (1983).
ties (for nominal classifications):
Modeling Medin et al. (1983)
(12)
^ ^ " I f = , ( 0 c , + 1)^
where d is a response parameter (always nonnegative) and p
is the number of category units. The category unit with the
largest output is almost always chosen when d is large. In
Equation 12, one is added to each category unit's output to
avoid performing calculations over negative numbers. The
Luce choice rule is a special case (d = 1) of this decision rule
(Luce, 1963).
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Subjects were assigned to one of a number of learning conditions. Here, w e focus on the First N a m e and Last N a m e
condition. In the First N a m e condition subjects learned a
separate label for each photograph, while in the Last N a m e
condition only two labels were used. In both conditions, subjects trained until they correctly classified all nine items for
two consecutive blocks or until they completed the sixteenth
'^The data actually fit was from Nosofsky et al.'s (1994)
replication.

Table 1
The logical structure of the two categories is shown. The four
dimensions were hair color, smile type, hair length, and shirt
color).
Category A

Category B

Tm

U22

1212
1211
1121
2111

2112
2221
2222

Table 2
H u m a n performance and SUSTAIN's (in parentheses).
Problem Type
First N a m e
Last N a m e

Criterion
1.00(1.00)
.91 (.38)

Overall
.84 (.73)
.87 (.76)

learning block (a learning block consisted of presenting each
item in Table 1 once in a random order). Feedback was provided.
The results from Medin et al. (1983) are shown in Table 2.
Notice that every subject in the First N a m e condition reached
criterion, while only 9 1 % of subjects reached criterion in the
Last N a m e condition. Also, accuracy overall was roughly
equal, even though chance guessing favored the Last N a m e
condition (i.e., pure guessing would result in 1/2 correct compared to 1/9 correct). W h e n the First N a m e condition is
rescored to account for guessing by scoring any label within
the same category ("A" or "B") as correct, overall accuracy
rises to 9 1 % .
To fit S U S T A I N to the data, certain assumptions had to
be made about the nature of the input representation. Because subjects were sensitive to the idiosyncratic information
in each photograph, twenty additional input dimensions were
added. Each of the twenty idiosyncratic dimensions consisted
of nine input units with eight set to negative one and one set to
positive one (e.g., for the dimension representing the type of
nose, the fourth input unit of the nose dimension positive and
the rest negative indicated that the face had the fourth type
of nose, which is distinct from the other eight nose types).
Put differently, each input dimension consisted of an attribute
that could take on one of nine possible values. Each stimulus
item had a unique value on each idiosyncratic input dimension. The input representation of the four dimensions listed
in Table 1 also had nine input units per dimension, but only
the first two units of these dimensions were ever positive.
To capture that the nine input units forming an input di-

Table 3
H u m a n performance and SUSTAIN's performance (in parentheses) with d = \ 5 .
Problem Type
First N a m e
Last N a m e

Criterion
1.00(1.00)
.91 (.89)

Overall
.84 (.84)
.87 (.86)
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Table 4
SUSTAIN'sfinalarchitecture and m e a n X (2nd block).
Problem Type
First N a m e
Last N a m e

M e a n Subcategory Units
9.0
6.8

Mean X
2.3
1.5

mension are one functional unit, the X values associated with
each input unit forming an input dimension were averaged
after each update. Also, p (the distance from input) for each
subcategory unit's receptivefieldwas the sum across all input
units belonging to the same dimension divided by 2 (only one
of the nine units takes on a positive value, thus the m a x i m u m
p is 2, generalizing the binary feature case). T o summarize,
input units forming a dimension have a c o m m o n p and X.
S U S T A I N was run on each condition 10,000 times. S U S T A I N captured the major patterns in the data (see Table 2).
SUSTAIN's quantitativefitof the data can be increased by
setting the decision parameter d to 15 (see Table 3). T h e
decision parameter determines the extent to which S U S T A I N
stresses accuracy and can be viewed as outside the model.^
Like people, S U S T A I N found it more natural to identify each
stimulus than it did to associate several stimuli to a c o m m o n
label.
Table 4 shows the number of subcategory units recruited
by S U S T A I N by condition. Notice that S U S T A I N recruited
more units in the First N a m e condition than in the Last N a m e
condition. SUSTAIN's tunings^ are sharpest in the First
N a m e condition, indicating that more input dimensions are
relevant for classification in this condition (as would be expected). Interestingly, when SUSTAIN's input representation
does not include idiosyncratic information, the Last N a m e
condition (criterion: .50, overall: .77) is easier to master than
the First N a m e condition (criterion: .00, overall: .20).
Why SUSTAIN favors identification over
categorization in M e d i n et al. (1983)
Various factors conspire to cause SUSTAIN's performance
to interact with the nature of the stimuli. Performance tends
to improve when fewer subcategory units are recruited because units that respond to multiple stimulus items develop
stronger associations with the category units. At odds with
this preference for fewer units is a preference for highly specialized subcategory units. A subcategory unit specialized for
a particular stimulus will respond very strongly to that stimulus. Another factor in favor of fewer subcategory units is
that units inhibit each other. Making stimuli more distinctive alters the balance of these forces (leading to the observed
interaction). The benefit of having fewer subcategory units
diminishes with distinctive stimuli because distinctive inputs
tend not to cluster as well together and subcategory units tend
to inhibit each other less.
'All further discussion will focus on results from simulations
with d = i.
^SUSTAIN's mean tunings are reported after two learning blocks
because some runs reached criterion at that point. Differences in
tunings between the six conditions are magnified when later blocks
are examined.

Discussion

Karnin, E. D. (1990). A simple procedure for pruning backSUSTAIN's ability to model both Shepard et al.'s (1961) and propagation trained neural networks. IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks, 1(2), 239-242.
Medin et al.'s (1983) data highlight SUSTAIN's promise as
Kohonen, T. (1984). Self-Organization and Associative Memory.
a model of h u m a n category learning.^ These results suggest
Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer 3rded. 1989.
that S U S T A I N m a y prove successful in explaining w h y certain categories are more natural or basic than others (Rosch
et al., 1976). For example, if asked h o w one gets to work
in the morning, one says, "I drive m y car" as opposed to
"I drive m y Buick" or "I drive m y vehicle." S U S T A I N offers an explanation for w h y a level of categorization is preferred. In the above example, the intermediary category car
balances the need to create subcategory units that have a high
degree of within cluster similarity and low degree of between
cluster similarity while minimizing the total number of clusters (i.e., subcategory units). Also, SUSTAIN's shift towards
lower level categories in the presence of more distinctive inputs m a y be in accord with shifts in preferred category level
with expertise (Tanaka & Taylor, 1991).
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Abstract
We are interested in a functional account of how capacity
constrains memory use in natural, ongoing behaviors, and
in how visual memory demands can be reduced through the
use of what w e have called perceptual pointers, or deictic
codes. Here, we ask whether, with experience, participants
can restructure task representations such that single
fixations can point to more and more complex chunks of
information. W e tracked eye movements as participants
copied simple model patterns which were presented with
different frequencies. At first, participants made multiple
fixations to individual pattern components. As patterns
were presented repeatedly, model inspections were reduced
substantially. This suggests that participants formed more
compact representations of the patterns with experience,
allowing single fixations to point to larger chunks of
information. W e also propose that deictic codes provide a
short-term store analogous to the visuo-spatial scratchpad
or articulatory loop. W h e n the task was structured such that
a separate visual search was required for each model
component, much less learning was observed than when
fixations to known locations were required, suggesting
deictic codes were disrupted by active visual search.
Introduction
Models of visuo-spatial working meinory have typically
been concerned with the limits of h u m a n working m e m o r y .
Results from studies pushing working m e m o r y to its limits
have led to the proposal of modality-specific "slave" systems
which provide short-term stores. Usually, it is assumed that
there are at least two such stores: the articulatory loop,
which supports verbal working m e m o r y , and the visuospatial scratchpad (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974) or "inner scribe"
(Logic, 1995), which supports visual working m e m o r y .
Here, w e are interested in complementing such work with
studies of h o w capacity limitations constrain performance in
natural, ongoing tasks carried out without added time or
memory pressures.

continuously measure eye and hand position as the
participant performs the task.
Note that the task differs from typical laboratory tasks in
several ways. First, it is closer to natural, everyday tasks
than, e.g., tests of iconic m e m o r y or recognition tasks.
Second, as a natural task, it extends over a time scale of
several seconds. Third, the eye and hand position measures
allow us to examine performance without interrupting the
ongoing task; that is, the time scale and dependent measures
allow us to examine instantaneous performance at any point,
but w e also have a continuous measure of performance
throughout an entire, uninterrupted natural task. Studies
using variants of the block-copying task have revealed that
information about gaze and hand locations can be used as
pointers to reduce the amount of information that must be
internally represented (e.g., Ballard, Hayhoe, & Pelz, 1995).
These pointers index locations of task-relevant information,
and are called deictic codes (Ballard, Hayhoe, Pock, & R a o ,
1997).
Deictic Codes
In several variants of the block-copying task, the s a m e key
result has been replicated. Rather than committing even a
small portion of a model pattern to m e m o r y , participants
work with one component at a time, and typically fixate
each model component twice. First, participants fixate a
model component and then scan the resource area for the
appropriate component and fixate it. T h e hand m o v e s to
pick up the component. Then, a second fixation is m a d e to
the same model component as on the previous model

Workspace

Model

Resource
D
a m

D

n

Eye Movements in Natural, Ongoing Tasks
The prototypical task w e use is block-copying (see Figure
1). Participants are presented with a visual display (on a
computer monitor or on a real board) which is divided into
three areas. T h e model area contains a pattern of blocks.
The participant's task is to use blocks in the resource area to
construct a copy of the model pattern in the workspace. W e

Figure 1: T h e block copying task. T h e task is to use blocks
displayed in the resource (right monitor) to build a copy of
the model (center) in the workspace (left). The arrows and
numbers indicate a typicalfixationpattern during block
copying. T h e participant fixates the current model block
twice. Atfixation2, the participant picks up the dark gray
block. Atfixation4, the participant drops the block.
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fixation. Finally, participants fixate the appropriate location
in the workspace and m o v e the component from the resource
area to place it in the workspace. If w e divide the data into
fixation-action sequences each time an object is dropped in
the workspace, this model-pickup-model-drop sequence is the
most often observed (-45%, with the next most frequent
pattern being pickup-model-drop, which accounts for - 2 5 %
of the sequences; model-pickup-drop and pickup-drop each
account for - 1 0 % of the sequences, with most of the
remaining, infrequent patterns involving multiple model
fixations between drops; thus, the majority of fixation
sequences involve at least one model fixation per
component, with an average of nearly two model fixations
per component).
Given such a simple task, w h y don't participants encode
and work on even two or three components between model
fixations, which would be well within the range of capacity?
Ballard et al. (1997) have proposed that memories for motor
signals and eye or hand locations provide a more efficient
mechanism than could be afforded by a purely visual,
unitary, imagistic representation. In the block copying
paradigm, participants seem to encode simple properties one
at a time, rather than encoding complex representations of
entire components. For example, a fixation to a model
component could be used to encode the block's color, and its
location within the pattern. This might require encoding not
just the block's color, but also the colors of its neighbors
(which would indicate its relative location). Alternatively,
the block's color and the signal indicating the fixation
coordinates could be encoded. With the color information, a
fixation can be made to the resource area to locate a block
for the copy. The fixation coordinates could serve as a
pointer to the block's location in the model. N o w , a saccade
can be m a d e back to the fixation coordinates, and the
information necessary for placing the picked-up block in the
workspace can be encoded.
Note that in the copying task, the second fixation is
typically m a d e back to exactly the same place in the model.
W h y can't the information that allows the participant to
fixate the same location be used to place the picked-up block
in the correct place in the workspace?
Because that
information is about an eye position ~ the pointer - not
about the relative location of the block in the pattern. The
fixation coordinates act as a pointer in the sense of the
computer programming term: a small information unit
which represents a larger information unit simply by
encoding its location. Thus, very little information need be
encoded internally at a given m o m e n t . Perceptual pointers
allow us to reference the external world and use it as
m e m o r y , in a just-in-time fashion. This hypothesis was
inspired in part by an approach in computer vision which
greatly reduced the complexity of representations needed to
interact with the world. O n the active or animate vision
view (Bascy, 1985; Brooks, 1986; Ballard, 1991), m u c h
less complex representations of the world are needed when
sensors are deployed (e.g., camera saccades are made) in ordo"
to sample the world frequently, in accord with task demands.
Hayhoe et al. (1998) reported compelling evidence for the
pointer hypothesis in h u m a n visuo-motor tasks.
As
participants performed the block-copying task at a computer
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display, the color of an unworked model block was
sometimes changed during saccades to the model area (when
the participant would be functionally blind for the
approximately 50 m s it takes to m a k e a saccadic eye
movement). The color changes occurred either after a drop
in the workspace {before pickup), or after a pickup in the
resource area (after pickup). Participants were unaware of
the majority of color changes, according to their verbal
reports.
However, fixation durations revealed thai
performance was affected. Fixation durations were slightly,
but not reliably, longer (+43 m s ) when a color change
occurred before pickup compared to a control when no color
change occurred. W h e n the color change occurred c ^ r
pickup, fixation durations were reliably longer (+103 ms)
than when no change occurred.
H o w do these results support the pointer hypothesis?
Recall that the most frequent fixation pattern was modelpickup-model-drop. W h e n the change occurs after pickup just after the participant has picked up a component from the
resource area and is about to fixate the corresponding model
block again ~ there is a relatively large effect on
performance. W h e n the color change occurs before pickup just after a participant has finished adding a component to
the workspace - there is a relatively small effect. At this
stage, according to the pointer hypothesis, color information
is no longer relevant; what had been encoded for the
preceding pickup and drop can be discarded, and this is
reflected in the small increase infixationduration.
Bensinger (1997) explored various alternatives to this
explanation. H e found that the same basic results hold
when: (a) participants can pick up as m a n y components as
they like (in which case they still m a k e two fixations per
component, but with sequences like model-pickup, modelpickup, model-drop, model-drop), (b) images of complex
natural objects are used rather than simple blocks, or (c) the
model area is only visible w h e n the hand is in the resource
area (in which case the number of components worked on
drops w h e n participants can pick up as m a n y components as
they want, so as to minimize the number of workspace
locations to be recalled when the model is not visible).
Deictic Codes and Chunking
The concept of chunking (or recoding information into small
units such that the number of informational units that must
be held in short-term m e m o r y is reduced — e.g., recoding the
twelve digits "200117761492" as the three chunks "2001,
1776, 1492") has been well-known since Miller's seminal
studies (Miller, 1956). However, it is not necessarily clear
h o w to quantify the notion w h e n w e study natural behaviors
involving multidimensional stimuli. Deictic codes provide
a potentially informative framework for studying this issue.
A s described above, in the copying tasks w e use,
participants tend to employ highly stereotyped, serialized eye
movements w h e n first presented with a model to copy.
Using multiple fixations allows participants to encode
different aspects of a stimulus in a just-in-time fashion. If
w e give participants the opportunity to become familiar
with the model, it is possible that the eye movement
patterns will change. Specifically, if participants are able to
recode the features of the model pattern such that a single

fixation can stand for more features, we should observe
Trans. A
High
reductions in model fixations. Indeed, Magnuson, Sagerer,
Hayhoe & Ballard (1997) found such a pattern when they
Medium
Trans. B
presented participants with the same highly complex model
object (e.g., of a scooter) constructed from wooden nnxlcling
Low
toys on several consecutive copying trials.
In the current experiment, we extended the work on deictic
Figure 2: The patterns used in the current experiment. Note
codes in several ways. First, we used several different
that the actual experimental items used solid, easilysimple model patterns ("connected" blocks) within
distinguishable colors rather than patterned shades of gray.
participants. Second, we varied the frequency with which
the patterns were presented. This allowed us to study the
amount of experience necessary to yield reductions in the
presented to each participant, with the trials pseudonumber of model fixations.
randomly ordered such that the overall proportions of
Third, we varied the internal consistency of some of the patterns occurred every 10 trials.
model patterns. T w o of the models were identical in two of
In addition to the frequency manipulation, the consistency
their three components. This could have several possible
of the resource area was manipulated. For one group of six
outcomes. The patterns might be treated independently,
participants (the consistent resource group), the same
which would be reflected in similar amounts of reduction as
arrangement of items appeared in the resource area every
found forfrequency-matched,100% consistent models; the
trial. For the otherfiveparticipants (the variable resource
two shared components might be learned much more quickly
group), a novel, random arrangement of the same objects
than the unshared component, resulting in a larger reduction appeared in the resource area on each trial (see Figure 3).
than for frequency-matched items; or, the variability might
Procedure Stimuli were presented using a Macintosh
disrupt learning such that the amount of reduction observed
PowerPC 8500 and three 14" Apple monitors. Participants
would actually be less than that for frequency-matched items.
were seated at a comfortable distance from the monitors.
A fourth contribution of the current study was an
The right-most monitor was the resource area, and contained
examination of task consistency.
For one group of
an assortment of blocks and connectors. The center monitor
participants (the consistent resource group), the resource area
was the model area, and the left-most monitor was the
containing the components necessary for the task was
workspace. On each trial, one of the patterns shown in
presented in the same arrangement on each trial. For the
Figure 2 was presented. A participant's task was to select
other group (variable resource), the resource area was
items from the resource area (by clicking on them with the
randomly rearranged for each trial. This allowed us to
computer mouse), move them to the workspace, and
examine the importance of consistency in another part of the
construct a copy of the model pattern. Participants could
task besides the model, in order to ask whether only the
pick up multiple items simply by clicking on them in
model pattern information is being learned.
succession. In the work area, the items could be dropped by
clicking again. Multiple items were dropped in a first-in,
Experiment
first-out fashion.
W e tracked eye movements with an Applied Scientific
Method
Laboratories E40(X) eye tracker. T w o cameras mounted on a
lightweight helmet provide the input to the tracker. A n eye
Participants. Eleven students at the University of
camera provides an infrared image of the eye, sampled at 60
Rochester were paid for their participation. All had normal
Hz. The center of the pupil and thefirstPurkinje corneal
or corrected-to-normal vision.
reflection are tracked to determine the orbit of the eye
Materials The stimuli were simple three-component
relative to the head. Accuracy is better than 1 degree of arc,
patterns consisting of two colored blocks connected by a
with virtually unrestricted head and body movements. A
thin colored rectangle (see Figure 2). There were five
scene camera is aligned with the participant's line of sight.
different model patterns. One was presented with relatively
A calibration procedure allows software running on a P C to
high frequency (50% of trials), one with medium frequency superimpose crosshairs showing the point of gaze on a HI-8
(20% of trials), and one with lowfrequency(10%). This video tape record of the scene camera. The scene camera
frequency manipulation allows us to examine the effects of samples at a rate of 30 Hz, and each frame is stamped with a
statistical regularities at the overall pattern level. The last
time code. The A S L provided the position of the eye with
two patterns were both presented with lowfrequency(10%)
respect to the head. The head position was monitored using
but were identical except in the colored block on the right of an Ascension Technology 6 df Flock of Byrds. This
the pattern (see Figure 2). These patterns allowed us to
consists of a transmitter that emits an electromagnetic field
examine the effects of regularity within patterns. For the
and a receiver thai allows us to read the position of the head
high, medium, and low patterns, any one block or connector in a full 6 degrees of freedom. The Flock of Byrds allows an
predicts the entire pattern. For the patterns which share
area of movement within a volume of about a cubic. The
components, the combination of the left block and the
signal from the eye and head tracker were integrated with
connector predict the right block, but with only a 5 0 %
software provided by A S L to give point-of-gaze with respect
transitional probability (we will refer to the latter patterns as to the world. Analyses were based on the integrated pointtransitional, or trans., A and B). In all, 100 trials were of-gaze record.
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Figure 3: T h e model and resource areas on three trials in the
consistent resource and variable resource conditions. In the
consistent resource condition, the resource area contains the
s a m e arrangement of objects each trial. In the variable
resource condition, the objects appear in a random
arrangement each trial.

Results
T h e measure w e will report here is the number of fixations
to the model area. W e will assume that a shift from several
model fixations to few indicates that m o r e information is
being acquired per fixation. This is a strong assumption,
but one which appears justified given the series of results
discussed in the first section. Those results support the
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hypothesis that fixations are used to sample just the
information needed at the time of the fixation.
T h e 100 trials were divided into 5 blocks of 2 0 trials. A n
analysis of variance showed a significant main effect of
block (F[4,36]=8.71, p<.001), which can be seen in Figure
4 (error bars in all of the figures represent standard error of
the m e a n across participants). Model fixations dropped from
4.61 in the first block to 2.92 in the fifth. There was a
significant main effect of pattern frequency (F[3,27]=32.50,
p<.001), which can be seen in Figure 5. Across blocks, the
average number of modelfixationsranged from 2.52 for the
high-frequency model to 4.06 for the low-frequency model.
T h e results for the transitional patterns were inconclusive.
Although the number of model fixations to the transitional
pattern were intermediate between those for the medium and
low patterns for the consistent resource group, planned
comparisons showed that the differences were not
significant.
A s can be seen in Figures 4 and 5, there was also a main
effect of resource group (F[l,9]=7.02, p=.026). O n average,
participants in the consistent resource group made fewer
model fixations throughout the experiment (2.78) than
participants in the variable resource group (4.22). A s can be
seen in the figures, there were no significant interactions;
the overall patterns were very similar for both groups.
The results are broken d o w n by frequency and block in
Figure 6. With the exception of the low-frequency pattern,
there was substantially more reduction in model fixations by
the participants in the consistent resource group for each
pattern. Note that participants in the variable resource
group m a d e substantially more model fixations beginning
from thefirstblock of trials. A n examination of the first
block of 2 0 trials shows that the groups start at the same
level, but diverge rapidly as a result of the consistency of the
resource area. This suggests that the consistency of the
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resource pick-up, model fixation - resource pick-up
procedure. Thus, by the end of the experiment, participants
in the variable resource group were able to shift from
individuating model component features (e.g., one fixation
for color and one for relative location for each model
component) to individuating model components or chunks
of features (in the case of the high-frequency pattern).
The results can be summarized in three points. First, as
participants become familiar with a pattern, they are able to
reduce the number of fixations required to reproduce il.
Further, the frequency with which a pattern was presented
modulated the reduction effect, demonstrating that the
reduction was not due to task familiarity, but rather to
experience with particular patterns.
Second, there was a substantial effect of the consistency of
the resource area. M o r e fixations were required in the
variable resource condition in general, and the best
performance in the variable resource condition (on the high
frequency pattern) was about as good as that on the medium
frequency pattern in the consistent resource group.
Third, the results for the transitional patterns were
inconclusive. Contrasts comparing the number of fixations
or inspections for transitional and medium- or /ow-frequency
patterns in thefifthblock for the consistent resource group
did not reveal reliable differences. Thus, while performance
on the transitional patterns was roughly intermediary
between medium and low patterns, w e cannot say what the
precise effect of varying pattern-internal consistency was;
experiments using more training are called for to examine
this issue.

resource area has a rapid and powerful effect on participants'
ability to reduce the number of model fixations required to
copy even the most frequently presented patterns.
Figure 6 shows the number of fixations to each pattern
across the five blocks. Participants in both groups began
the experiment using an initial procedure in which they
fixated each model component two times -- as is usually
observed in the copying task with unrepealed patterns. The
results discussed in the first section suggest that when
participants are making two fixations per component, they
are using a highly serialized procedure in which separate
fixations encode separate features of model components
(e.g., color and relative location).
Participants in the consistent resource area quickly sliifted
from features to components (i.e., three fixations per model,
or one per model component), and even to the entire highfrequency model pattern. A s can be seen in Figure 6,
participants in the consistent resource group were making
just over one model fixation per trial for the high frequency
pattern beginning with the second block of trials. For the
other patterns, participants were making about three model
fixations by the fifth block. This suggests that participants
were able to encode chunks of features (when they were
making one fixation per component) or even chunks of
components (when they were making one fixation per
Discussion
model) with single fixations.
These results provide support for the deictic codes
There were also large decreases between the number of
hypothesis. Even with simple, three-component models,
model fixations in the first and second blocks for each
pattern by the variable resource group. Note that for the participants began the experiment using a highly serialized
high-frequency pattern, this accounts for the majority of the procedure of sampling individual components multiple
times, presumably to acquire important features of the
reduction. Participants moved from around six fixations per
With
sufficient practice,
model to, at best, about three, for the high-frequency pattern. components separately.
participants were able to reduce the number of fixations
Participants in the variable resource group were able to adopt
required to copy frequent models. In the case of the
a model fixation — resource pick-up, model-fixation -
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consistent resource group, the complete high-frequency
pattern could be acquired with a single fixation. For other
patterns, and for the high-frequency pattern for the variable
resource group, participants were still able to greatly reduce
the number of fixations needed to perform the copying task.
Instead of making two fixations per component, they were
able to make about one fixation per component. These
reductions indicate that single fixations can come to
represent chunks of features. That is, participants were able
to restructure their representations of the task such that fewer
fixations were required to encode the same information.
With repeated exposures, participants were able to build
pointers to increasingly complex chunks of information in
the visual world. Future work will explore the nature of the
reduction more precisely by examining the details of the
changes in the fixation patterns.
The results suggest that the memory mechanism at work
does involve deictic codes. The result in the case of the
consistent resource group is straightforward: given practice
and stable task constraints, participants need fewer fixations
to perform the task. The key to the connection with the
deictic codes hypothesis is the effect of varying the
arrangement of objects in the resource area. W h y should
this have a strong effect on participants' ability to perform
the task more efficiently?
W e suggest that two different mechanisms are at work in
the two resource consistency conditions. It m a y be that
what is learned in the consistent resource condition is not a
prepositional or imagistic representation of the model, but
rather a series of fixation locations, which presumably can
be represented more compactly than an imagistic
representation. That is, given recognition of the highfrequency pattern in the model area, participants can generate
a fixation to location X, Y in the resource area, where they
pick up thefirstcomponent. The coordinates for the next
item needed in tlie resource area (A, B ) could be associated
with position X , Y , and the location of the third component
could be associated with location A , B.
However, given a variable resource area, this mechanism
cannot work. Instead, participants must either maintain the
strategy of serializing the task by making multiple fixations
to the model, or construct a prepositional or imagistic
representation of the model. The current results suggest that
participants prefer serialization. That is, in the variable
resource condition, participants were forced to individuate
model components with separate visual searches for each
one; in the consistent resource condition, participants could
potentially work on a chunked representation of the model,
by fixating a learned series of resource area locations to
obtain needed components.
This suggests that fixation locations (or other
representations of task-relevant locations; see Ballard et al.,
1998) m a y provide a store akin to the articulaiory loop or
the visuo-spatial scratchpad. Or it may be that instead of a
series offixationlocations being placed in a rehearsal-based
store, a simpler mechanism m a y be at work in which one
state (e.g., afixationlocation) is associated with the next.
Such a mechanism would provide several advantages over a
rehearsal mechanism. The information that needs to be
encoded (e.g.,fixationlocations) is very compact, and can
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stand for variable amounts of information. A non-imagistic
store for guiding visuo-spatial vision would allow relatively
intensive visual processing without disrupting the store compared, say, to an imagistic store like the visuo-spatial
scratchpad - as long as that processing did notrequiremany
active fixations. In the variable resource condition, such
states cannot be learned and the participant must perform
active, appearance-based visual search for each component
and so rehes on serializing the task via deictic codes for
model locations.
While many questions remain open, the current results
providefirststeps towards understanding the role of fixations
in learning and visuo-spatial working memory.
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recognition time is contingent in that it depends not only on
the properties of the input and the target word (e.g., its
It is well known that the time course of lexical access is frequency, phonological structure, etc.), but also on its
shaped by the number and nature of potential competitor
similarity to phonetically similar lexical candidates
items in the lexicon. While research has outlined the
(Andruski et al, 1994; Luce, Pisoni, & Goldinger, 1990;
macrostmcture of lexical processing (e.g., that during
Marslen-Wilson, 1987; 1993).
spoken word recognition, lexical candidates similar to the
These results provide a clear picture of what Marsleninput are activated and compete for recognition), many
Wilson (1993) has termed the macrostructure of spoken word
questions remain about the microstructure (how exactly is
recognition. However, numerous questions remain about the
the competitor set defined?) and dynamics (what is the time
microstructure
oi \ht d y m m i c s of on-line lexical processing
course of lexical competition?) of lexical processing, as
(what
determines
the nature of the competitor set and the
well as their development as words are learned. Here, we
time course of competition effects), as well as the
begin to address these issues with a study in which
development of these dynamics as words are learned. There
participants learned to recognize words from a lexicon of
novel names associated with novel shapes. Each item in
have been few studies of the development of lexical
the lexicon (e.g., /pibo/) had two potential competitors
processing. For example, Charles-Luce and Luce (1990)
(e.g., /pibu/ and /dibo/). Half of the words were presented
have described neighborhoods in children's lexicons (based
more frequenUy than the other half during training. This
on the number of similar lexical items for each lexical
allowed us to examine the development of competition
item). A n important exception is work by Swingley
effects with experience. A n eye tracker provided an on-line
(1997), w h o examined on-line onset cohort effects (parallel
measure of the items being considered for recognition. The
consideration of lexical items which share onsets) in 18- and
results indicate that lexical competition effects among
24-month-olds. While this work supports the hypothesis
newly-learned items develop quickly.
that processing is incremental and competitive even when
children's vocabularies are small, it does not address h o w
Introduction
well words must be learned before such effects become
In recent years, issues of lexical representation and process
apparent (Swingley's stimuli were words the children in his
have taken on an increasingly central role in models of
study already knew). That is, is incremental processing the
language comprehension. Lexical representations are n o w natural m o d e of spoken word recognition, or does it emerge
viewed as providing m u c h of the syntactic, semantic, and
only when lexical items are well-learned?
pragmatic knowledge necessary for the early stages of
Here, w e begin to address these issues with a study in
parsing and interpretation (e.g., MacDonald, Pearlmutter &
which participants learned to associate sixteen novel names
Seidenberg, 1994; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995). In the with sixteen novel shapes. Each of the sixteen names in the
domain of spoken language, lexical knowledge is implicated
artificial lexicon (e.g., /pibo/) had an onset cohort
in aspects of speech recognition that were often previously
competitor (e.g., /pibu/) and a rhyme competitor (e.g.,
viewed as pre-lexical (Andruski, Blumstein, & Burton,
/dibo/). This allowed us to examine specific competition
1994; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994). Thus, having a
effects which differentiate two major classes of spoken wonj
detailed understanding of lexical processing is essential for
recognition models (which will be discussed in more detail
the broader goal of
developing theories of language
in the next section). In addition, half of the words were
comprehension and development.
presented with high frequency during training. This allowed
Three key findings indicate that during spoken word
us to study differences in activation due to differing amounts
recognition listeners evaluate the unfolding input against an
of experience during training.
activated set of lexical candidates which compete for
In order to measure competition effects on-line, w e used a
recognition. First, m a n y
spoken words, especially
recently-developed eye tracking methodology (the "visual
polysyllabic content words, are often recognized before the
world paradigm"; see Tanenhaus and Spivey-Knowlton,
end of the word, as assessed by a variety of speeded reaction
1996, for methodological details) which has allowed
time measures (e.grt Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Second, die
extremelyfine-grainedmeasurements of the time course of
time-course of recognition depends, in part, on constraints
competition
during
various
aspects
of language
provided by sentential context (Zwitserlood, 1988). Third,
Abstract
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comprehension
(e.g., Tanenhaus,
Spivey-Knowlton,
Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). W e will n o w review recent
studies using this methodology which demonstrate its
usefulness for observing incremental consideration of lexical
competitors as a spoken word unfolds over time.

Referent (e.g.. "beaker")
Cohort (e.g., "beetle")
Rhyme (e.g., "speaker")
Unrelated (e.g., "carriage")

T h e Visual W o r l d P a r a d i g m
In the visual world paradigm, participants wear a lightweight, head-mounted eye tracker as they follow instructions
to interact with objects in the visual world (e.g., "pick up
the beaker; n o w put it next to the square"). The paradigm
has several advantages over conventional psycholinguistic
tasks. For example, unlike a task like lexical decision, no
metalinguistic judgment is called for; participants behave
naturally, and incidental fixations are recorded. Further,
given a task which requires visual guidance (e.g.. picking up
objects), eye movements are closely time locked to the
speech stream (note that using a task for which fixations are
functionally relevant avoids the problems of interpretation
discussed by Viviani, 1990; see Allopenna, Magnuson, &
Tanenhaus, in press, for more discussion).
For
example,
Spivey-Knowlton
and
Tanenhaus
(submitted) found that, given a display containing two
cohorts (words sharing onsets, such as "candy" and "candle")
as well as phonetically unrelated distractors, subjects were
initially equally likely to fixate "candy" and "candle" (and
significantly more likely to fixate those items than
distractors) w h e n told to pick up the candy. After the onset
of the final vowel of "candy," the probability of fixating
"candle" quickly fell to zero.
Allopenna et al. (in press) used the paradigm to test
differing predictions of alignment models such as Cohort
(e.g., Marslen-Wilson, 1987) and continuous activation
models such as T R A C E (McClelland & Elman, 1986) and
Shortlist (Norris, 1994). In the Cohort model, as a word
unfolds over time, potential matches to the input are
activated and comf)ete for recognition. Given the word
"beaker", early on, all items beginning with Ihl will become
slightly active (i.e., will form the current "cohort"). A s
more information is heard, items which are inconsistent
with the input will be strongly inhibited (or eliminated).
This continues until the lexical item which best matches the
input is identified. Thus, competition is predicted a m o n g
words which share onsets (e.g., "beaker" and "beetle", which
w e will refer to as "onset cohort competitors"), but
competition a m o n g rhymes (e.g., "beaker" and "speaker") is
held to be extremely unlikely, since rhymes are likely to be
excluded from the cohort early on.
In contriist, continuous activation models like T R A C E
predict activation of rhymes due to their overall similarity.
In T R A C E , units at the word level are connected to input
units which represent phonetic features. Similarity between
a word unit and the input late in a word will still result in
activation of the word unit. R h y m e activation is predicted to
be relatively lower than that of cohort competitors because
of their initial mismatch, but substantial nonetheless.
While cohort effects are well-established (e.g., Grosjean,
1980; Marslen-Wilson, 1989; Tyler, 1984; Zwitserlood,
1989), rhyme effects have proven more elusive (e.g..
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Figure 1: T R A C E activations converted to predicted fixation
probabilities (top panel) and observed probabilities of
fixating a target referent, a cohort m e m b e r , a rhyme, and an
unrelated object from Allopenna et al. (in press).

Zwitserlood, 1996). Although there have been recent reports
of r h y m e effects in cross-modal and auditory-auditory
priming (Connine, Blasko & Titone, 1993; Andruski et al.,
1994; Marslen-Wilson, M o s s , & van Halen, 1996), the
effects have involved stimuli differing by only one or two
phonetic features. This suggests that only very small
mismatches are tolerated, which is consistent with a
probabilistic form of an alignment model (cf. MarslenWilson et al., 1996).
H o w e v e r , using the visual world paradigm (with displays
containing, e.g., a beaker, a beetle, a speaker, and a carriage,
and instructions like "pick up the beaker"), Allopenna et al.
(in press) found evidence for rhyme competition even with
r h y m e stimuli that differed by m o r e than two features. In
Figure !, simulation and experimental data from Allopenna
et al. are presented. A s predicted by continuous activation
models (here, T R A C E activations converted to fixation
probabilities using a variant of the Luce choice rule; see

Allopenna et al. for details), there is evidence of substantial
rhyme activation beginning shortly after the beginning of
the vowel, and reaching a peak activation (or fixation
probability) somewhat less than that of the cohort.
In very simple tasks, participants require approximately
150 msec to plan and launch a saccade (e.g., Matin, Shao, &
Boff, 1993). Allowing for this planning time, it is clear
that the earliest eye movements are being planned
approximately 100 msec after target onset. Thus, the visual
world paradigm is able to detect very subtle effects, and so
provides an extremely sensitive measure of processing which
is time-locked to the speech stream, and which requires only
natural actions in response to spoken instructions.
Learning and the Visual World Paradigm
Previous studies have used artificial words to study word
segmentation (Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996) or artificial
words and grammars to study syntactic development (e.g.,
Braine, 1963; Morgan, Meier, & Newport, 1987). Our goal
here was to examine the development of lexical dynamics as
words are learned. W e used a lexicon of novel names
because this allowed us to have control over factors such as
the detailed nature of the competitor set and frequency.' In
addition, since the names must be learned, we can observe
whether competition among phonologically similar items
emerges early in learning, or if such effects depend on the
items being very well-learned.
W e gave participants about 80 minutes of training to
associate 16 nonsense shajjes with 16 bisyllabic novel
names. Each name had one onset competitor and one rhyme
competitor. Neighborhood was held constant (all words had
neighborhoods of three; the word itself - e.g., /pibo/ - plus
an onset competitor and a rhyme - e.g., /pibu/ and /dibo/)Word frequency was manipulated by presenting eight of the
words with relatively high frequency, and the other eight
with relatively low frequency. In addition, four of the highfrequency items had low-frequency competitors, and four had
high-frequency competitors. The same was true for the lowfrequency items. These manipulations were introduced to
allow us to examine whether any competition effects that
might emerge would be modulated by frequency.

The phonological materials consisted of sixteen bisyllabic
nonsense words. The sixteen words comprised four fourword sets, such as /pibo/, /pibu/, /dibo/, and /dibu/. Note
that for each word, there is an onset competitor which differs
only in the final vowel, a rhyme, and a relatively dissimilar
item (differing by two phonemes, which would not qualify it
as a neighbor using the most standard definition of a word
differing by a single phoneme). A small set of phonemes
was selected in order to achieve consistent similarity within
and between sets. The consonants /p/, Pol, l\J, and /d/ were
chosen because they are among the most phonetically
similar stop consonants. In each set, rhymes differed by two
phonetic features (place and voicing) in the first phoneme.
Transitional probabilities were controlled such that all
phonemes and combinations of phonemes were equally
predictive at each position or combination of positions.
The auditory stimuli were produced by a male, native
speaker of English in a sentence context ("click on the
" ) . The average duration of the target words was 496
msec. The stimuli were recorded to tape, and then digitized
using the standard analog/digital devices on an Apple
Macintosh 8500 at 16 bit, 44.1 kHz. The stimuli were
converted to 8 bit, 11.127 k H z (SoundEdit format) in order
to be used with the experimental control software, PsyScope
1.2 (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt & Provost, 1993).

Procedure Participants came to the lab for two 2-hour
sessions on consecutive days. Each day consisted of seven
training sessions with feedback and a testing session without
feedback. W e tracked eye movements during the test.
Participants were seated at a comfortable distance from the
experimental control computer (an Apple Macintosh 7200
PowerPC). The structure of the training sessions was as
follows. First, a fixation cross would appear on the screen.
The participant had to click on the cross to begin the trial.
After 500 msec, either two shapes (in thefirstthree training
sessions) or four shapes (in the rest of the training sessions
and the tests) would appear. If only two shapes were
presented, they appeared approximately 1.5 degrees to the
left and right of the fixation cross. W h e n four shapes were
presented, two would also appear about 1.5 degrees above
and below thefixationcross (see Figure 2).
Participants would hear the instruction, "Look at the
cross" through headphones 750 msec after the objects
Method
appeared. At this point, participants wouldfixatethe cross
Participants Five students at the University of Rochester
and click on it. Participants were instructed at the beginning
were paid for their participation. All were native speakers of
of the session that they needed tofixatethe cross until they
English with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
heard the next instruction. Then, 500 msec after clicking on
Materials The visual stimuli were simple patterns, formed
by filling eight randomly-chosen, contiguous cells of a fourby-four grid (see Figure 2). 10,000 such randomly-generated
1 j
patterns were randomly ordered, and sixteen were selected
from the beginning of the set (with two items replaced due
to visual similarity with other items).

J
' One potential concern with such a learning study is the
intrusion of participants' English lexicons. This is an issue
we defer for future research, once we have established that
lexical processing effects can be observed with newly-learned
items.
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Figure 2: The left panel shows a possible display in 2 A F C
training; the right panel shows a possible 4 A F C display.

the cross, an instruction to click on one of the items (with
the computer's m o u s e ) would be presented (e.g., "Click on
the pibu").
W h e n participants responded by clicking on one of the
items, or at the end of 15 seconds, all of the items would
disappear except for the shape that was actually named. The
shape's n a m e w a s repeated (e.g., "pibu") 500 msec later, so
that the feedback w a s the same on every trial, regardless of
whether the participant clicked on the correct shape or not.
T h e object disappeared 500 msec later, and the subject would
click on the cross to begin the next trial. T h e testing
session w a s identical to the four-item training, except that
no feedback w a s given.
Shapes were randomly mapped to names. T w o random
mappings were used, with t w o or three subjects trained on
each of the mappings. Half the items were high- and half
were low-frequency. In addition, half of the eight highfrequency items had low-frequency competitors (e.g., /pibo/
and /dibu/ might be high frequency, and /pibu/ and /dibo/
would be low frequency). T h e same w a s true of the low
frequency items.
Each training session consisted of 6 4 trials.
High
frequency names appeared 7 times per session, and lowfrequency names appeared once per session. In addition to
their use as targets, shapes were used as visual distractors.
Each item appeared 4 times as a visual distractor. Thus,
each high-frequency item appeared 42 times as a target and
each low-frequency item appeared 6 times as a target during
the six training sessions, and each shape appeared 2 4 times
as a visual distractor. Within training, distractors were
randomly assigned to each trial. Items were not allowed to
appear as the target on consecutive trials.
T h e tests consisted of 96 trials. Each item appeared in six
trials: one with its onset competitor and two unrelated
items, one with its rhyme competitor and two unrelated
items, and four with three unrelated items. Unrelated items
were matched in frequency to the target's competitors.
W e tracked eye-movements with an Applied Scientific
Laboratories (E4000) eye tracker. T w o cameras mounted on
a lightweight helmet provide the input to the tracker. T h e
eye camera provides an infrared image of the eye. T h e center
of the pupil and the first Purkinje corneal reflection are
tracked to determine the position of the eye relative to the
head. Accuracy is better than 1 degree of arc, with virtually
unrestricted head and body movements. A scene camera is
aligned with the participant's line of sight. A calibration
procedure allows software running on a P C to superimpose
crosshairs showing the point of gaze on a HI-8 video tape
record of the scene camera. T h e scene camera samples at a
rate of 30 frames per second, and each frame is stamped with
a time code. T h e auditory stimuli were presented binaurally
through headphones using the standard digital-to-analog
devices provided with the experimental control computer.
Audio connections between the computer and HI-8 V C R
provided an audio record of each trial.

Table 1: Accuracy in training and testing sessions.

Low
.59
.44
.59
.75

Type
4 AFC
4 AFC
4 AFC
4 AFC

Day 2
High
.94
.96
.95
.94

Low
.75
.83
.90
.85

4 AFC
4 AFC
4 AFC

.90
.94
.94

.64
.68
.70

4 AFC
4 AFC
4 AFC

.99
.99
.96

.88
.95
.93

Test

.95

.76

Test

.98

.98

2
2
2
2

AFC
AFC
AFC
AFC

Table 1. O n the first day, participants clearly learned the
high-frequency items better than the low-frequency items.
Participants showed slight drops in accuracy w h e n the task
was changed to four-alternative forced choice, and again
w h e n feedback w a s discontinued in the test. Note that
participants were close to ceiling for high-frequency items in
the first test, but did not reach ceiling for low-frequency
items until the end of the second day.
Figure 3 shows the probability of making eye-movements
to cohort, rhyme and unrelated distractors, averaged across all
frequency and competitor conditions in the test at the end of
day 2. Note that the time axis extends further than that in
Figure 1, and that the probability offixatingthe target shape
is still relatively low even 1500 msec after the onset of the
target name. T w o factors underlie this. First, the stimuli
are longer than average bisyllabic words because of their
C V C V structure. Second, although subjects are at ceiling
on high- and low-frequency items in the second test, they are
still not as confident in their responses as they would be for
real words, and m a k e more eye movements after word onset
than participants in Allopenna et al. (in press). However,
Target (e.g., pbo)
Cohort(e.g., pibu)
Rhyme (e.g., dbo)
Unrelated (e.g., bapu)

O OA.

Average target offset

(r~ 1 50 • 300 • 450 • 600 " 750 ' 900 ' 1050' 1200" 1350" 1500
Time since target onset (ms)

Results
Participants were able to achieve high levels of accuracy
relatively quickly. T h e accuracy results for the fourteen
training sessions and the t w o test sessions are s h o w n in

Day 1
High
.70
.83
.90
.95

Type

Figure 3: Cohort and rhyme effects averaged across all
conditions in the test at the end of the second day.
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1.0
-•— Target (e.g., pibo)
-•— Cohort (e.g., pibu)
-•— Unrelated (e.g., bapu)

Target (e.g., pbo)
Cohoft(e.g., pbu)
Unrelated (e.g.. bapu)

O.8.

5 0.61
I
a
I 0-41
X

Average target offset

Average target offset

0.2.

0.0*«MN«M
0
150 300 450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350 1500
Time since target onset (msec)

150 300 450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350 1500
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1.0

0.8-

Figure 5: The cohort effect after only one day of training.

•*— Target (e.g., pibo)
-•— Cohort (e.g., pbu)
-•— Unrelated (e.g.,bapu)

overall pattern shown in Figure 3. In the lower panel, the
cohort condition in which the cohort is high frequency but
the target is low frequency is shown. There is a striking
effect of frequency. Participants were m u c h more likely to
fixate the cohort early in the word when the input was
consistent with the high frequency cohorts and targets.
Although they are not shown here, a slight advantage is seen
for the target item in the condition where it is high
frequency and the cohort is low frequency, and no advantage
is seen when both items are low frequency. Similar effects
are seen for rhyme competitors, but are not shown here.

_g0.6
2
a.
c 0.4'

Average target offset

(0
X
0.2'

Discussion

0.0

150 300 450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350 1500
T i m e s i n c e target o n s e t ( m s )

Figure 4: Cohort effects modulated by frequency in the test
on day 2. In the upper panel, both the target and the cohort
are high-frequency. In the lower panel, the target is lowfrequency and the cohort is high-frequency.
recall that it takes approximately 150 to 200 msec to plan
and initiate a saccade in a simple task. This means thai at
least the fixation probabilities observed in thefirstseveral
hundred milliseconds are time-locked with the spoken input.
As can be seen in Figure 3, there were cohort and rhyme
effects that emerged as a function of similarity with the
target. T h e cohort and target probabilities separate together
from the unrelated baseline. After a slight delay, the
probability of fixating the rhyme separates from baseline.
The competitor effects were also modulated by frequency.
T w o of the four combinations of target and competitor
frequency arc shown in Figure 4. In the upper panel, the
cohort condition in which both the target and the cohort ans
high frequency is shown. The pattern is similar to the
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The results indicate that with relatively little training,
participants form representations of novel words which
begin to approximate those for real words. Eye-movement
measures over time suggested that participants wens
considering onset competitor items soon after word onset.
Analyses by frequency condition showed that this effect was
modulated by the frequency manipulation. Thus, the 98
exposures to high-frequency items and 14 to low-frequency
items during training were sufficient to begin to
approximate the lexical dynamics observed with real words.
In fact, after just 4 9 exposures to high-frequency items a n d 7
exposures to low-frequency items o n the first day of
training, cohort effects were already present (see Figure 5 ) ,
but there were n o r h y m e effects.
T h e absence of a r h y m e effect o n day 1 provides an
interesting parallel to Swingley's (1997) failure to find
r h y m e effects with 2 4 - m o n t h old children (although he did
find onset cohort effects). It m a y be that the absence of a
r h y m e effect is diagnostic of a stage in which lexical
representations are not well-enough established for subtle
similarity effects to emerge. Future w o r k will explore the
differences in the a m o u n t of learning necessary to establish
various lexical processing effects.

This work makes three contributions to the literature: (1)
it shows that lexical conip)etition effects can develop quite
quickly; (2) it reinforces previous demonstrations that online language comprehension is incremental; and (3) the
results indicate that this paradigm can be extended to more
complex issues of lexical structure and lexical acquisition.
Overall, the results show that incremental consideration of
multiple alternatives in parallel does not depend on highlylearned lexical items; it is the natural mode for spoken w a d
recognition.
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Abstract
Perceptual cues clearly play a fundamental role in early
categorization. Perceptual properties, however, are typically
understood to be static shape cues. Some studies have suggested
that dynamic perceptual cues, such as motion, may also be
important in categorization. This study was an attempt to
explore the role that motion plays in children's categorization of
biological kinds as well as in more abstract concepts, such as
geometric figures. Confronted with a choice between movement
and shape, 4-year-old children were found to base their
inductions about category membership primarily on motion cues,
regardless of whether the objects were animals or geometric
figures. This pattern of responses is also present in 7-year-olds
for animals but not for geometric figures. Older children may
begin to appreciate that motion is unique to animals and are
therefore less likely to use motion cues to categorize geometric
figures. The results support the view that children are initially
guided by motion in categorization. Only as they grow older do
they begin to constrain their inferences with respect to different
motion cues. The present findings suggest that motion plays an
overriding role that is central in the process of concept
acquisition and in the mechanisms by which concepts are later
structured.
Introduction
Children are often characterized as perceptually bound.
M a n y studies (e.g., Bruner, Olver, & Greenfield, 1967;
Inhelder & Piaget, 1964; Roberts, 1988; Roberts &
Horowitz, 1986; Rosch, Mervis, Gay, Johnson, & BoyesBraem, 1976) have supported the view that perceptual cues
are the basis of children's categorization. Y o u n g children
tend to classify objects sharing similar superficial perceptual
properties, such as shape or color, together. Although recent
studies by Gelman and her colleagues (Gelman & Coley,
1990; Gelman & M a r k m a n , 1986; Gelman & M a r k m a n ,
1987) found that children as young as two years of age are
able to go beyond perceptual appearance and use category
labels to m a k e inductive inferences about natural kinds, they
nevertheless agreed that 'perceptual cues are still the primary
means of discovering category membership for unlabeled
objects' (Gelman & Coley, 1990, p. 803).
The importance of perceptual similarity in understanding
early categorization has been widely recognized (e.g..
Brown, 1989; Medin & Ortony, 1989; Smith, 1989), and its
significance in children's categorization has also been well
documented in the literature. Perceptual cues, however, are
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typically understood to be the static, visually available
characteristics of objects, although most would agree that, in
principle, features can be more widely construed, including
properties, such as motion and functionality (e.g.. M u r p h y &
Medin, 1985; Rosch et al., 1976; Schunn & Vera, 1995).
However, most past studies on children's categorization put
stress on superficial appearance (e.g., shape or color), and
these types of features appear to be insufficient to account for
the cognitive phenomenon of perceptual similarity. Motion
m a y also be one of the major perceptual cues involved in
information pick-up by children.
The Importance of Motion in Early Perception
There has been a great deal of research on the importance
of motion in early perception. Studies on infant motion
sensitivity suggest that babies are readily able to extract
motion information to m a k e inferences about the outside
world (Banks & Salapatek, 1983; Gibson & Gibson, 1991).
They indicate that infant perception not only uses but
depends on information provided by motion (see Gibson,
1987). Early in infancy, visual acuity for static displays is
low (Banks & Salapatek, 1983), but motion information is
readily detected and attended to and also used for specifying
&
the nature and properties of objects (Freedland
Dannemiller, 1987; Haith & C a m p o s , 1977). Studies have
shown that infants are able to use accretion-deletion motion
(which is produced by a background region filled with dots
moving either to the right or to the left and a foreground
region moving at the same speed in the opposite direction) to
detect the form of an object (Kaufmann-Hayoz, Kaufmann,
& Stucki, 1986), use c o m m o n motion to see an object as
unitary and separate from its background (Kellman & Spelke,
1983), and use motion vectors in point-light displays for
detection of coherent structures (Bertenthal, Proffitt, Kramer,
& Spetner, 1987).
Another important form of motion perception is that
directed to the m o v e m e n t of animate objects. Studies on
infant sensitivity to h u m a n motion indicate that by three
months of age, babies show more interest in and dishabituate
more to point-light displays that specify biological motion of
humans than to either static displays or random arrays of
moving points (Bertenthal, Proffitt, & Cutting, 1984; F o x &
McDaniel, 1982).
They are also perceptually able to

differentiate the motion of people from similar but
biologically incorrect motion (Bertenthal, 1993).
Apart from the findings on human infants, movement
information has also been shown to be important for young
vervets (a species of small gray African monkeys) to develop
accurate alarm calls (Seyfarth & Cheney, 1986; Seyfarth,
Cheney, & Marler, 1980). Studies on the vocalization of
infant vervets found that baby monkeys often make false
alarms, giving leopard alarms to various mammals, snake
alarms to various snake-like objects, and eagle alarms to
various birds and even to leaves falling from trees. Only as
they get older do the alarm calls become more specific to
those species that prey on them (Seyfarth et al., 1980). A n
analysis of the development of alarm calls indicates that
errors made by infant vervets are not so much associated with
physical similarity but rather with motion (Seyfarth &
Cheney, 1986). This may suggest that infant vervets begin
with a motion-oriented categorization, for which objects in
motion are initially classified in terms of behavior or actions
(see Allen, 1996).

They tended to draw more inferences within natural kinds
than within artifacts, while younger children, who seemed to
be less capable of making a natural kinds/artifacts distinction,
drew inferences equally often for both.
Based on Gelman'sfindings,w e expected that the 4- and
the 7-year-olds would not be very different in their inductions
about animals but would be different for geometric figures.
Younger children, without a clear natural kinds/artifacts
distinction, may not be able to see movement as unique to
animals. Therefore, they would be equally likely to use
movement cues to make inferences about animals and
geometricfigures,whereas older children use movement cues
more for animals than for geometric figures.
Method
Participants
Three hundred and twenty children from 4 kindergartens
and 2 primary schools in Hong Kong participated: 160 4year-old children (80 girls and 80 boys), ranging in age from
4;0 to 4; 11 with a mean age of 4;6, and 160 7-year-old
children (80 girls and 80 boys), ranging in age from 7;0 to
7;11 with a mean age of 7;6.

The Importance of Motion in Children's
Categorization
From these studies on human infants and young vervets, it
is evident that objects in motion are discriminated very early
in life and that motion perception is an active, informationseeking process which is adaptive in nature (Gibson &
Gibson, 1991). H u m a n infants, like young vervets, may
begin life with a motion-oriented categorization mechanism,
and their sensitivity to motion may still remain important as
conceptual development proceeds into childhood.
In Piaget's (1929) studies, children at three tofiveyears of
age were often found to be 'animistic' (i.e., attributed life to
non-living things), and motion was one source of their
confusion. Children tended to judge objects, such as clouds,
moon, bikes, and watches, as alive because they were seen to
move. Later studies (e.g., Carey, 1985) also show that young
children do sometimes have difficulty in drawing the line
between living and non-living things, although the confusions
were found to be less pervasive than Piaget believed (see
Flavell, Miller, & Miller, 1993).
The Present Study
These converging lines of evidence suggest that similarity
and dissimilarity of motion m a y well be one of the major
perceptual cues children rely on in categorization. In this
study, movement was pitted against appearance.
We
expected that children would be more likely to use movement
than shape to categorize objects.
A developmental change in the categorization of
animals/geometric figures was also expected in 4- and 7year-old children. A study by Gelman (1988) has shown that
4- and 7-year-old children are different in their
conceptualization of natural kinds and artifacts. Older
children were found to be able to understand that natural
kinds share more c o m m o n internal parts than do artifacts.

Design
W e used an inductive methodology, similar to that utilized
by Gelman &
Markman (1986), because of two
methodological issues raised with respect to earlier studies
on categorization (Wellman & Gelman, 1988). The issues
involve the experimental design and stimuli used. Firstly,
some past studies used a free-sorting method, simply asking
subjects to group objects that go together. This procedure
however fails to capture the reasons behind the sorting
behavior and hence, the inductive nature of concepts.
Secondly, many used arbitrary or invented concepts (e.g.,
blue circles). These concepts, unlike natural kinds, are not
able to provide a rich source for inductive inference, so that
findings cannot be generalized to more natural concepts.
T o address these concerns, w e adopted an inductive
methodology. Instead of asking participants to sort arbitrary
objects, w e required children to make inferences about
animals as well as geometric figures based on information
given. For example, w e showed children three stimuli at a
time. Then, they were taught new properties about two of
the stimuli and were required to infer which properties
applied to the third one.
In this study, the independent variables were two
categories of object (animals and geometricfigures),three
shape/movement conditions (Conflict, No-conflict and
Static), and two age groups (4- and 7-year-old children), and
the dependent measures were children's responses on the
inductive tasks: whether they based their judgments on
movement or shape.
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Table 1
Category items and properties used
Category
Target Displays
(object - movement)
Animals:
Setl
Horse - Walk
Antelope - Jump
Owl - Hop
Set 2
Quail - Walk
Geometric
Figures:
Setl
Square - Travel across
Triangle - Bounce
Diamond - Bounce
Set 2
Circle - Travel across

Target Properties Used

Test Displays
(object - m o v e m e n t )

Good vision
Poor vision
Good hearing
Poor hearing

Donkey - Walk/Jump

Good at recording visual images
Poor at recording visual images
Good at recording sound
Poor at recording sound

Rectangle - Travel across/Bounce

Sparrow - HopAValk

Ellipse - Bounce /Travel across

drawings used for the biological kind animations are shown
in Figure 1.

Stimuli
There were 4 sets of stimuli, each of which consisted of 3
series of animations. Details are presented in Table 1.
T w o of the four animation sets were animals and two were
geometric figures. For each set, there were two target
displays and a test display.
T h e shape and motion
similarities between the target and test stimuli could either
coincide or be in conflict with each other. For example, a
walking horse and a jumping antelope which looked and
moved differently from one another were used as the target
displays and a walking or a jumping donkey as the test
display. The donkey's shape was similar to that of the horse
but different from that of the antelope, but it either walked
like a horse (the No-conflict Condition: shape and movement
coincided) or jumped like an antelope (the Conflict
Condition: shape and movement were in conflict).
T o avoid creating any biased responses towards either
shape or movement, the properties used to elicit children's
inductions (e.g., good vs. poor vision) were selected to be
unrelated to the shape and the movement of the objects.
With respect to the object movement, w e were not sure
whether children would show more interest in particular
patterns of movement. If this were the case, and if the
motion patterns of the animals and the geometric figures
were very different from one another, w e would not be able
to make a conclusive comparison between animals and
geometric figures. Therefore, the choice of geometric figures
was primarily based on the animals. They were matched not
only on the patterns of motion (e.g., a jumping antelope vs. a
bouncing triangle) but also on the properties used (e.g., an
animal with good vision vs. a device with a good function in
recording visual images). This inevitably m a d e the shape
and the properties used for the geometric figures become
rather arbitrary.
T o make sure children were able to detect the shape of the
objects, the movement of the animals in the animations was
slightly slower than the corresponding real motion, but the
speed for all the stimuli were the same. All the stimuli were
drawn in the same brown color with black outline. The
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Figure I. Stimuli used in the biological kind conditions.
Procedure
Each child was tested individually and was shown either
two animal sets or two geometric figure sets but not both
in corresponding conditions, with a presentation order of
the two sets counterbalanced across subjects.
Property Control
Before conducting the experiment, w e ran a control study
to test if children would be biased toward certain types of
properties. Children were shown the test object (e.g., the
donkey) by itself, without motion, and were asked which of
the two target properties applied (e.g., good vision or poor
vision). Children were expected to have no bias (i.e.,
perform at about chance level) with respect to the properties
used since they were selected to be unrelated to shape or
movement.
Conflict Condition
In this condition, the shape and movement between the
target and test stimuli were in conflict. T h e two target
stimuli looked and moved differently from one another (e.g.,
a walking horse and a jumping antelope), while the test
object (e.g., a jumping donkey) looked like one of the target
objects (the horse) but m o v e d like the other (the antelope).
Children were shown a set of three stimuli at a time. They
were first taught n e w properties about two target stimuli and
were required to infer which properties applied to the test

based on shape alone (e.g., categorize the donkey and the
horse together if no movement cues were present).

stimuli.
T o take the 'horse' set as an example, the
experimenter first pointed to the walking horse and said,
"This animal has good vision. It can see things clearly at a
great distance." She then pointed to the jumping antelope
and said, "This animal has poor vision. It can only see things
clearly at a short distance." T h e children were asked to
repeat the properties they learned until they could recall them
correctly. Then, the experimenter went on and pointed to the
jumping donkey and asked, "See this animal? Does it have
good vision, like this animal (referring to the horse); can it
see things clearly at a great distance? Or, does it have poor
vision, like this animal (referring to the antelope); can it only
see things clearly at a short distance?" The experimenter did
not label the objects, simply saying 'this animal ..." (for
animal sets) or 'this thing ...' (for geometricfiguresets).
This condition was designed to test if children's judgment
would be more influenced by movement or by shape. W e
predicted that younger children would base their inductions
more on movement than on shape for both animals and
geometric figures, while older children would base their
inductions more on movement for animals but not for
geometric figures.

Results
Children scored a I for each item with an answer based on
shape and 0 for each with an answer based on movement.
These scores were s u m m e d within subjects, and the score for
each subject ranged from 0 to 2. For each condition, a onesample t-test was conducted to examine if children performed
significantly above or below 5 0 % chance level. The results
are summarized in Table 2.
Property Control
Data in this condition indicate that children of both age
groups showed no significant preference for any particular
type of answer. The children, in the absence of additional
information to guide their answer, performed at about chance
level in saying an object possessed any given property.
Thus, w e can assume that children's inferences were based on
the shape/movement information provided in the other
conditions.
Conflict Condition

No-Conflict Condition

M o v e m e n t and shape were contrasted in this condition. In
making judgments about animals, both younger ( 7 0 % of the
time) and older ( 7 5 % of the time) children relied
significantly more on motion than on shape. However, in
drawing inferences about geometric figures, older children,
as predicted, were less likely to use movement ( 4 5 % of the
time, which is not significandy below chance level), while
younger children used movement significantly more (77.5%
of the time).
The 7-year-olds appear to realize the
uniqueness of motion in categorizing animals and
consequently saw the movement of geometric figures as
comparatively irrelevant in drawing inferences about them.
But this animals/geometric figures distinction was not found
in the 4-year-olds. Figure 2 summarizes these results.

T h e procedure was identical to that in the Conflict
Condition, but in this condition, the shape and movement
between the target and the test stimuli coincided. The test
object was shown to not only look like one of the training
objects but also m o v e like that object. In this case, for
example, the donkey appeared to be walking which both
looked and m o v e d like the horse.
This condition was designed to examine if children were
ready to base their inductions on the coincidence of shape
with the movement.
Static Condition
T h e same procedure applied, but children were presented
with three motionless objects. The purpose of this condition
was to m a k e certain that the children would draw inferences

Table 2
Percentage of responses based on shape similarity
Conflict
No-Conflict
Condition
Condition
Animal
Age 4
30.0% +
87.5% ***
25.0% ++
85.0% ***
Age 7
Geometric
Figure
32.5% +
87.5% ***
Age 4
Age 7
55.0%
87.5% ***
above chance, p<.05, 1-tailed
above chance, p<.005, 1-tailed
above chance, p<.0005, 1-tailed
below chance,/7<.05, 1-tailed
+
++ below chance,/?<.005, 1-tailed

Static
Condition
75.0%
80.0%

**
***

80.0%
85.0%

***
***
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Property
Control
52.5%
50.0%

52.5%
60.0%
Percentage of 'good'
property responses
(e.g., good vision)

I Animals
I Geometric Figures

S 40 •

4 Year Olds

7 Year Olds

Figure 2. Percentage of responses based on motion in the condition where motion and shape
are pitted against one another (Conflict Condition).
vervets. T h e baby monkeys often m a k e false alarms. They
cannot distinguish a m o n g predators (e.g., eagle), nonpredators (e.g., ordinary birds), and falling leaves which
m o v e rapidly from the sky. Only as they get older do the
alarm calls become more specific to the real predators.
Likewise, as figures in the Conflict Condition indicate, the
younger children drew inferences primarily based on
movement regardless of whether the objects were animals or
geometric figures, whereas the older children were able to
use motion cues significantly more often to categorize
animals than for geometric figures. With development, both
children and young vervets are able to pick up the differences
behind the characteristic movements of animals and nonanimals and m a k e responses accordingly.
The study presented here shows that motion plays a
primary and supervenient role in early categorization.
Motion becomes less important in the categorization of nonbiological kinds only when children begin to realize the
differences behind animate and non-animate movement.
However, motion does not become completely irrelevant. A s
the data show, in drawing inferences about geometric figures
when shape and movement were in conflict, the older
children's judgments were still guided by m o v e m e n t about
4 5 % of the time.
Although this study stresses the importance of perceptual
similarity in early categorization, w e do not wish to suggest
that young children are purely perceptually driven. Evidence
has shown that children as young as two years of age are able
to override perceptual similarity and use their knowledge,
beliefs, or 'theories', as M u r p h y & Medin (1985) put it,
about the world to m a k e judgments. Perceptual similarity,
even including motion, is probably not sufficient to account
for the development of children's category structure.
Nevertheless, an understanding of the structure and
development of the basic perceptual relations in children is
important (Smith, 1989), and motion, w e believe, plays a
central role in the process of concept acquisition as well as in
the mechanisms by which concepts are later structured.

No-Conflict Condition
W h e n shape and movement led to the same conclusion,
children were able to draw inferences accordingly about 8 7 %
of the time (which is significantly above chance level).
Children were ready to m a k e judgments based on the
coincidence of shape with movement.
Static Condition
Figures indicate that, in the absence of movement cues,
children were ready to m a k e inferences based on shape ( 8 0 %
of the time, which is significantly above chance level) as it
became the only cue they could rely on.
A 4-way ANOVA was also performed, including condition
(Conflict, No-conflict, and Static), age, category type
(animals and geometric figures), and sex. There was a main
effect of condition, F(2,216) = 52.33, p < .005. O n average,
children made judgments based on shape for 3 6 % of the time
in the Conflict Condition, which was significant lower than
that in the No-Conflict Condition (87%) and the Static
Condition (80%). N o other significant main effects or
interactions were found.
Discussion
The results clearly support our main hypothesis: Children
are particularly sensitive to motion, and especially so with
respect to the categorization of animals. Confronted with a
choice between shape and movement, 4-year-old children
tended to override shape and used movement cues to draw
inferences. This is also true for the 7-year-olds when they
made inferences about animals but not when they dealt with
geometric figures. T h e 7-year-olds m a y begin to appreciate
that movement is unique to animals. Similarity in movement
becomes a good basis to infer properties about animals, but
not in categorizing geometric figures.
This developmental change in young children would seem
to be consistent with the development of alarm calls in young
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Abstract
Philosophers of science have long argued that when
evaluating explanations, w e do not consider ideas in
isolation. Instead, w e possess an integrated web of
information that comprises the context w e consider when
weighing evidence about any component of this web. In
this paper, w e provide empirical evidence that theories are
considered in context by demonstrating that non-scientists
change the strength of their belief in both of two
alternative theories, even when only given information
about one of these hypotheses. In addition, w e seek to
identify and describe some of the types of information
people use in evaluating theories. Information about
mechanism, inferences that discriminate between two
explanations, and information about closely related
situations in which the target factor operates as a
mechanism can all significantly affect ratings of two rival
explanations.
When evaluating theories, what types of information do we
use?
W h a t changes take place as theories become
increasingly refined and elaborated? In this paper, w e
identify some of the types of information that are often used
as theories or explanations are elaborated, and w e assess the
extent to which such information makes rudimentary
explanations increasingly or decreasingly convincing.
Quine (1969) suggests that our beliefs are not
independent; instead, they are embedded in a " w e b of
belief" Adopting Quine's notion, w e suggest that
knowledge forms an integrated web, and that even nonscientists evaluate theories within the context of this
interconnected w e b of information. In effect, theories and
information are interdependent, allowing people to use a
bootstrapping process, iterating between theory and
evidence to reach a conclusion.
Elaborated theories include several types of information.
A s an example, consider Darwin's theory of evolution. It
includes a mechanism by which evolution takes place
(natural selection), evidence that distinguishes it from a
competing theory (fossils do not fit with creationism), a
w a y to account for anomalies (why s o m e m a m m a l s lay
eggs), and a description of related situations in which the
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analogue of natural selection plays a role (e.g., animal
breeding). It is the combination of all of this information
that makes this theory so compelling to m a n y .
In the literature on scientific reasoning, the question of
what makes a theory convincing has typically been framed
as a question about causation: W h a t m a k e s us decide that
one factor rather than another is the cause of a
phenomenon? Past studies are limited in that they deal with
explanations in a restricted way. In most of the studies,
participants are asked to choose which factor is the sole
cause of the effect, in the absence of any potentially related
information, such as information about mechanism (e.g.,
K u h n , Amsel, & O'Loughlin, 1988). Indeed, m a n y tasks in
the causal reasoning literature are deliberately designed to
minimize the role of other sorts of information.
There is no question that identifying causal factors
constitutes one level of explanation. However, the level is
a rudimentary one. Often, w h e n people need to evaluate an
explanation, the explanation consists not only of a possible
causal factor, but also of s o m e description of the process by
which the factor operates. Accordingly, s o m e researchers
have also noted the importance of information about causal
mechanism, anomalies and alternative accounts in deciding
whether a particular factor has caused an effect (Koslowski,
1996).
However, researchers typically examine the role of
alternative causes by arranging s o m e factors to covary with
the effect, and other factors not to covary (Kuhn, Amsel, &
O'Loughlin, 1988).
Analogously, w h e n researchers
examine the effect that anomalous or problematic data have
on an explanation, the anomalies in question are situations
in which the covariation is imperfect. That is, the studies of
mechanism, alternative accounts, and anomalous data are
couched in terms of a covariation framework. A n d , as
noted above, information about only one aspect of the
framework, such as covariation, has limited utility.
T o address these issues, w e set out to explore the extent
to which theories are evaluated with respect to other
information in a w e b of knowledge, and to examine what
effects various types of information have on making fairly

rudimentary explanations increasingly or decreasingly
convincing. W e identified six types of information that
might affect h o w convincing participants found two rival
explanations. The six types of information are as follows
(detailed descriptions and examples can be found in the
Procedure section): 1) a discriminating inference, 2) a
mechanism, 3) the target mechanism in a closely related
siuiation, 4) the target mechanism in a distantly related
situation, 5) an anomalous event and a possible resolution
of the anomaly 6) and an anomalous event with no
suggestion of a resolution. W e hypothesize that each type
of information will have some effect on the ratings of
plausibility of each of two explanations offered for an
observed phenomenon, even w h e n the information is only
directed at one explanation.
Experiment 1
Method and Procedure
Participants Thirty-two undergraduate students (16
w o m e n . 16 m e n ) participated in exchange for course credit.
Procedure Participants were interviewed individually, for
20-45 minutes. Each participant was shown six story
problems, consisting of an observation to be explained and
two possible explanations for the observation (a target and
an alternative account). The Target and Alternative were
not labeled for the participants, and their order w a s
counterbalanced across conditions. For each story, the
interviewer read the information with the participant, and
then asked the participant to rate h o w convincing he/she
found each explanation on a seven-point scale. Participants
were also asked to explain w h y the explanations were or
were not convincing. Qualitative data will be summarized
in another paper (Koslowski, Thompson, Bamett, &
Masnick, in preparation).
After rating each explanation for a story, participants
were shown another page with one of six types of
additional information, as listed in the Introduction.
Participants were then asked to rate the hypotheses again.
Because it was not possible to have plausible information
of every type for every story, two examples are provided to
demonstrate all six types of information.
T h e first example concerns w h y conquered cultures
typically adopt the religion of their conquerors.
The
observation to be explained and the two possible
explanations follow:
Observation
Historically, w h e n one culture has been conquered by
another culture, the conquered culture has c o m e to
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follow the religion of the conquering culture. For
example, w h e n Viking raiders conquered ancient
Britain, the Britons began to have public celebrations
of Viking religious festivals and to build shrines to
Viking gods.
Possible Explanations
[Target] O n e hypothesis is that this happens because
there are often similarities between the gods of the
conquering culture and the gods of the conquered
culture. For example, the Vikings had Freyja, the
goddess of fertility, while the Britons had Brigit, w h o
was also a fertility goddess. Therefore, calling the
British Brigit by a different n a m e was not a difficult
change to make.
[Alternative] Another hypothesis is that the conquered
culture does not really adopt the religion of the
conquering culture. T o be sure, in public, they
celebrate the feast days of the n e w religion and they
dedicate buildings to the n e w gods. However, this is
just for political reasons, to avoid retaliation by the
conquerors. In private, they continue to worship their
o w n gods and to practice their o w n religion.
The second example concerns height differences between
mountain and plains dwellers.
Observation
Medical doctors and anthropologists have found that
the people w h o live in the mountainous regions of
Mexico are smaller, in stature, than are people w h o
live in the non-mountainous plains.
Possible explanations
[Alternative] O n e hypothesis is that historically, the
people w h o migrated to the mountains came from a
different gene pool than did people w h o stayed on the
plains. O n this hypothesis, people w h o m o v e d to the
mountains came from a gene pool with a smaller
stature.
[Target] Another hypothesis is that mountain dwellers
have access to less oxygen in the air and, so, their
bodies adapt by growing to a smaller size.
The story problem about conquering cultures will be
used to illustrate four of the types of additional information,
namely, information about discriminating inferences,
mechanism, anomalous observations, and a w a y of
resolving the anomalies.
Discriminating Inference - an event that is consistent with,
and can be explained by, the target theory but that is not
what one would expect if the alternative theory were true.
For example:
If conquered cultures do adopt the n e w religion
because of perceived similarities, and not just for
public show, then w e should fmd statues and shrines to

the n e w gods even in the sections of private homes that
were open only to family members. Those rooms
would not be under public scrutiny so that fear of
retaliation would not be an issue.
And, this is what w e do find.
Mechanism Information ~ additional details about a
mechanism or process by which the target explanation
might operate. For example:
Every culture faces certain life issues. Thus, most
cultures are likely to have gods to help them with these
issues. For example, most cultures have developed
some sort of being to turn to for help with healing.
If conquered cultures adopt the gods of their
conquerors because of similarities between the two
sets of gods, then the c o m m o n life issues could explain
w h y it is that similarities are likely to occur.
Resolved Anomaly ~ an anomaly and information that
suggests a w a y of reconciling the anomaly to the target
theory. In this study, resolving the anomaly consisted of
modifying the theory to account for the anomaly rather
than, for example, giving a reason w h y it might be sensible
to dismiss the anomaly. (The resolved anomaly did not
consist of simply adding the resolution to the anomalous
information from the Anomaly condition because w e did
not want the resolved anomaly to be substantially longer
than the anomaly itself) For example:
Cultures (such as the Mayans) w h o had m a n y gods
were sometimes conquered by cultures (such as
Catholic Spain) w h o were monotheistic, that is, w h o
worshipped only one god.
Although monotheistic cultures had one god, they had
m a n y saints. If conquered cultures do adopt the n e w
religion because they detect similarities, it could be
because of similarities between the m a n y gods of the
conquered culture and the saints of the conquering
culture.
Anomalous Information ~ an observation that is not, at fu-st
glance, congruent with the target explanation. In keeping
with T.S. Kuhn's treatment of anomalies, w e write "at first
glance" because, as K u h n has pointed out, anomalies to an
explanation can often be resolved, either by questioning the
anomalous data or else by modifying or elaborating the
explanation (Kuhn, 1970). For example:
Cultures (such as the Mayans) w h o had m a n y gods
were sometimes conquered by cultures (such as
Catholic Spain) w h o were monotheistic, that is, w h o
worshipped only one god.
If conquered cultures do adopt the n e w religion
because they detect similarities, that would leave the
question of h o w cultures w h o worshipped m a n y gods
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could see similarities between their m a n y gods and the
single god of a conquering culture.
The story-problem about height differences in different
altitudes will be used to demonstrate thefinaltwo types of
additional information, closely and distantly related
analogous situations.
Close Analogous Situation - information that the target
factor is k n o w n to operate as a causal mechanism in fairly
similar situations. For example:
The fact that oxygen levels decrease at higher altitudes
is k n o w n to cause people w h o live at low altitudes to
become fatigued w h e n they visit the mountains.
So, regardless of whether decreased oxygen is the
explanation for shorter stature in some groups of
people, decreased oxygen has certainly been found to
affect other things.
Distant Analogous Situation ~ information that the target
factor is k n o w n to operate as a causal mechanism in fairly
distantly related situations. For example:
The fact that oxygen levels decrease at higher altitudes
is k n o w n to affect baking methods at high altitudes.
So, regardless of whether decreased oxygen is the
explanation for shorter stature in s o m e groups of
people, decreased oxygen has certainly been found to
affect other things.
For each type of information, control information was
presented in place of the experimental information for three
of the six stories each participant read. This information
was designed to match the experimental information in
both structure and length and to give further information
about the content area, without directly bearing on the
plausibility of either hypothesis. (See the appendix for
examples.)
Results and Discussion
A mixed model A N O V A was used to examine the effects
of different types of information upon ratings of both the
Target and Alternative explanations. For each type of
information, the within subjects variables
were
experimental or control status and story content. Subject
was treated as a random variable. For each type of
information, the change in ratings after reading the
experimental or the control information was compared.
The results are summarized in Table 1.
The results of this experiment demonstrate that there are
several different types of information that m a k e people
more or less convinced of an explanation. Inferences that
discriminate between the two explanations significantly
increased the Target rating while decreasing the rating of
the Alternative.
Information about mechanism and
examples of similar situations in which the target factor

In addition to establishing that people rely on multiple
types of information to evaluate even rudimentary theories,
w e also wanted to explore the circumstances under which
this effect holds. Specifically, w e wanted to investigate
how evidence addressing the plausibility of different
explanations influenced the effects of later information
such as that presented in Experiment I. Even after reading
information that undermines one hypothesis, do people still
use additional information in the same way?

Table 1: Effects of Additional Information
Type of
information
Discriminating

Mean change in
ratings for
Target
1.75***

Mean change in
ratings for
Alternative
-0.81***

Inference

-0.13

0.13

Mechanism

0.81***

-0.75***

-0.13

0.13
Experiment 2

Close Analog.

0.59***

-029**

Situation

-0.13

0.20

Distant Analog.

-0.13

-0.25

Situation

-0.19

-0.19

Resolved
Anomaly

0.50
0.19

-0.31**
0.19

Anomaly

-0.75

-0.06

Method and Procedure
Participants Thirty undergraduate students (14 men, 16
w o m e n ) participated in exchange for course credit.

Procedure The procedure was similar to that of
Experiment 1, with one additional phase in the middle. In
this
study, participants were asked to rate the explanations
0.19
-0.06
for each of six story problems three separate times. The
Comparison of experimental (shaded) vs. control
story problem scenarios were identical to those used in
*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01
Experiment 1. For thefirstratings, they were shown an
observation and the two possible explanations.
operated each caused a significantly greater increase in
For the second ratings, they were given information that
ratings of the Target explanation than the control
either undermined the Alternative explanation or left it
information.
In addition, ratings of the Alternative
viable. (Each participant had the Alternative undermined
explanation decreased significantly, even though the
for three of the six stories presented, and left viable for the
information was directed only towards the Target
other three stories.) The Alternative was undermined by
explanation.
This finding provides evidence that
presenting evidence that events that would be expected to
explanations are not considered in isolation. W h e n
occur if the Alternative were true, in fact did not occur. For
evaluating hypotheses, people consider several options in a
the example of conquering cultures and their religions, the
set simultaneously, and use information about one
following information was given to undermine the
explanation to evaluate other explanations.
This is
Alternative explanation;
consistent with Quine's suggestion of an interconnected
Conquered cultures follow the religion of the
web of information.
conquerors, and this is true regardless of whether the
While anomalous information appears to decrease
conquerors have been brutal and retaliated against
confidence in the Target explanation, this difference did not
non-followers.
reach significance. This may be because participants have
To leave both alternatives still viable, it was suggested
already resolved potential anomalies for themselves, and
that it is not possible to obtain the critical information
considered these challenges when rating both the Target
needed to prove either hypothesis. For example, for the
and Alternative hypotheses. Several participants mentioned
example of conquering cultures, the following information
reasons to dismiss the anomaly in explaining their ratings.
was presented;
Examples of the target factor's application in a distantly
Historical records are often fragmentary. Therefore, it
related situation did not significantly influence participants'
is not always clear whether there actually were
views of the explanations, suggesting they did not find
similarities between the religions of the conquered and
them relevant enough to use. This observation was
the conquerors, nor is it always clear whether Uie
supported by many participants' comments that they did
conquerors retaliated against people w h o did not adopt
not see the relationship between the pieces of information
the new religion.
given.
For the third rating, participants were shown a piece of
additional information as in the first experiment (i.e., an
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anomaly, an inference, etc.) and asked again to rate the two
explanations. A s in Experiment 1, in three of the six
stories, participants were shown the experimental
information in three of the six stories, and control
information in the other three stories.
Results and Discussion
W e first examined the effect of empirical evidence
(whether the Alternative explanation was undermined or
left viable) on ratings of the two explanations. A mixed
model A N O V A was used to assess the overall significance
of undermining the Alternative or leaving it viable on the
rating of each
explanation.
This
condition
(undermined/still viable) and story were both within
subjects variables. Subject w a s treated as a random
variable. W h e n information undermining the Alternative
was presented, participants were less convinced of the
viability of the Alternative (mean change = -1.46) while
becoming more convinced of the target (mean change =
0.47). W h e n the Alternative was left viable, the m e a n
Target rating decreased by 0.47, while the m e a n Alternative
rating decreased by 0.16. The difference in changes
between the two conditions were highly significant, F(l,
148) = 96.72, p < 0.001, and F(l, 148) = 81.73, p < 0.001,
for the Target and the Alternative, respectively.
After reading information suggesting that the Alternative
may not be correct (i.e., that events it predicts do not
actually occur) participants found this explanation far less
convincing than they had before. However, they also then
found the Target explanation more convincing, even
though the information they read was not related to this
second explanation. This finding suggests that the mere
presence of an alternative alters one's belief in the accuracy
of a theory. W h e n one alternative becomes less likely, any
remaining alternatives suddenly become more convincing,
because there are a fmite set of plausible explanations, and
the evaluation of each theory occurs in the context of an
interconnected w e b of information
Next w e explored the effect of the additional types of
information on ratings of both explanations. W e used a
general linear model to consider the effects of whether the
Alternative had been undermined, for each of the six types
of information, controlling for story. Table 2 shows the
mean changes ft-om the second to the third ratings of both
the experimental and the control information. The table
separately examines the Target (T) and the Alternative (A),
considering whether the Alternative was undermined or not
in the second phase.
However, even w h e n one theory is undermined,
additional information can still have a significant effect on
the ratings of both explanations.
Compatible with
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Table 2: Effects of additional information w h e n
Alternative undermined or still viable
Type of
information

M e a n A in T ratings

Mean A in A ratings

A undermined

A still
viable

A undermined

A still
viable

I.57»*

2.00**

-0.86*

-1.00**

-0.13

0.14

0.25

0.14

0.50

1.00**

-0.25

-0.14

0.14

-0.13

0.00

0.00

Close
Analag.
Sitn

0.43**

0.25

-0.29

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Distant
Analag.
Sim

-0.50

0.14

0.00

-0.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Resolved
Anom.

0.14

0.63

0.29

-0.25

0.13

0.00

0.13

0.00

Anomaly

-1.00

-0.86

0.25

0.00

-0.14

0.00

0.29

0.38

Disc.
Inference
Mechanism

Comparison of experimental (shaded) vs. control
*p<.10,**p<.05, ***p<.01
Experiment 1, we found that discriminating inferences,
mechanism information, and closely analogous situations
significantly influenced ratings of the Target explanation, at
least under some conditions.
Again, anomalous
information had a non-significant impact, and distant
analogies were viewed as too different to affect views on
the Target hypothesis. N o consistent pattern emerged in the
changes in ratings of the Alternative explanation.
General Discussion
Taken together, the results of these two studies indicate that
people consider evidence in context, and rely on several
different types of information w h e n evaluating theories. A
complete " w e b of information" consists of m a n y different
types of knowledge, collateral information that buttresses a
central concept in multiple ways.
It also includes
information about multiple explanations, so that the
plausibility of one hypothesis is dependent on information
about the other.
Previous research about h o w people evaluate theories has
looked at the theories in isolation, and has only examined
the effects of n e w information on the target account.

Clearly, this is only one piece of the picture. When
considering two hypotheses together, information about
only one hypothesis can change the ratings of both. This
finding argues for a more comprehensive approach in
future research, addressing the impact of information on
more than simply one theory in isolation. Instead, it is
critical to explore the effects of new information on all
relevant pieces of an interconnected web of information
used to evaluate evidence.
After confirming that even rudimentary explanations are
evaluated in context, the obvious next step is to describe
what sorts of information affect such evaluations.
Consistent with past research (e.g., Koslowski, 1996), we
found that information about mechanism makes an
explanation increasingly convincing. When no other
information is given, this information also makes an
alternative explanation less convincing.
Information that differentiates between two competing
explanations by supporting one and not the other is most
compyelling ~ it makes one explanation much more
convincing, and the other much less so.
Anomalous information changes ratings but not
significantly. Participants' comments suggest that they
may be considering such information when rating the
explanations. Chinn and Brewer (1993) have suggested
that there are seven different ways people respond to
anomalous data, indicating a potential direction for
exploring the role of anomalous information. Further
exploration of these seven responses may be necessary to
determine why the anomalous information had a
nonsignificant effect in these studies.
While knowledge of a closely related analogous situation
in which the target factor operates as a causal mechanism
increases ratings of the Target explanation, knowledge
about a distantly related situation does not. Thisfindingis
consistent with the observation that "long-distance
analogies" are far less likely yield new insights than much
more closely related analogies (Dunbar, 1995).
In summary, evidence related to one explanation also
affects the ratings of the plausibility of another explanation,
suggesting the existence of a web of information. These
exploratory studies suggest that several types of evidence
comprise this web, including knowledge about mechanism,
inferences that differentiate between hypotheses, and
closely related analogous situations. All yield information
that significantly influences ratings of two alternative
explanations. Accordingly, we believe that future studies
of theory evaluation must take into account the interrelated
web of information in order to capture accurately how
people reason.
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Appendix
An example of control information for discriminating
inferences:
If conquered cultures do adopt the new religion because
of perceived similarities, and not just for public show, then
we should find statues and shrines to the new gods even in
the sections of private homes that were open only to family
members. Those rooms would not be under public scrutiny
so that fear of retaliation would not be an issue.
However, after so long a time, it is not always possible to
tell which rooms were and were not under public scrutiny.
An example of control information for the analogous
situations:
People who live in the mountains of Mexico have
fascinating culuire that has been much studied by
anthropologists.
They have complicated kinship structures and a strong
tradition of oral storytelling, which enables them to pass on
stories and legends to new generations.
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Abstract

(the proposition to be argued for). Admissible premises are
normatively acceptable propositions (represented in N A G ' s
Effective arguments must be presented in a cohesive manner:
normative model), which are believed by the user accordsimple collections of believed premises and connecting infering to N A G ' s user model or assented to by the user (e.g.,
ences supporting a goal may not persuade the recipient if they
drawn from an accepted source). N A G ' s argument generaare not well ordered. W e use semantic activation and Bayesian
tor builds the Argument Graph, which is considered complete
propagation in a user model to simulate the effect of presenwhen the anticipated belief in the goal proposition falls within
ting an argument generated by our system, N A G , to the user.
two
specified target ranges (or as close to them as possible),
This simulation is used to select a strategy for presenting the
argument to the user. The simulation also identifies superfluone each for the user and for the normative model. ^ These
ous lines of reasoning that may be removed, and enables N A G
target ranges are given as input to N A G to specify the degree
to determine how multiple subarguments for points should be
of belief in the goal that is desired for each model after prespresented, e.g., as multiple individual supports or collectively.
entation of the argument. T w o target ranges are employed,
A greedy algorithm is then used to app y probabilistic prunsince, for example, it m a y be sufficient for the user to achieve
ing and semantic suppression to further simplify the argument.
only
a moderate degree of belief in something the normative
Probabilistic pruning removes unnecessary premises from the
model shows to be well supported.
argument. Semantic suppression is used to select portions of
N A G ' s argument generator passes the following informathe argument which are within the user's focus of attention, and
which are also readily inferred, and hence can be left implicit
tion to N A G ' s presentation module: (1) the goal proposition,
without damaging theIeffectiveness
(2) the two target ranges of belief to be achieved, and (3) two
n t r o d u c t iof
o nthe argument.
hierarchical semantic networks (SNs), one built on top of the
Effective arguments are rarely simple collections of material
B N in the normative model and one built on top of the B N
supporting a goal. A n effective argument must be presented
in the user model. N A G uses these two hierarchical S N s to
in a cohesive manner, with points following from their predeconsider semantic connections between the items mentioned
cessors in a sensible order. In addition, obvious points should
in the argument. T w o semantic networks are necessary, since
not be presented, i.e., the argument should be enthymematic.
these connections m a y differ for N A G and for the user. T h e
N A G (Nice Argument Generator), our argument generationpresentation module determines a strategy for presenting the
analysis system, attempts to build effective arguments and
argument, organizes the information to be presented in the
present them to a user in such a manner. This paper focuses
framework of this strategy, and prunes some superfluous lines
on how N A G achieves its presentation goals.
of reasoning and what is easily inferred and so m a y be left
N A G strikes a balance between arguments that are normaimplicit.
tively correct and arguments that are persuasive for a particular user by simulating the effect of its arguments on two modRelated Research
els: (1) a normative model, which represents N A G ' s beliefs,
and (2) a user model, which represents a user's presumed beVreeswijk (1994) describes a system, lACAS, for generatliefs. Each model incorporates a Bayesian network (BN). A n
ing arguments that is designed to be interactive, like N A G .
argument is represented as an Argument Graph, which is a
However, l A C A S does not attempt to model the user's attensubgraph of relevant elements c o m m o n to the B N in each
tional processes, or tailor the presentation of its arguments
model. The nodes in an Argument Graph represent propto the user. Instead, l A C A S shows supporting arguments for
ositions, and their connecting links represent the inferences
the current goal proposition to the user in a sequence until
relating these propositions. The Argument Graph appears in
the user is satisfied or chooses a n e w goal proposition. T h e
both models so that the effects of presenting the argument can
chosen sequence of presentation is the order in which lAbe judged in both its normative and its persuasive aspects.
C A S finds its arguments. The argument generation system of
W e have chosen B N s as the format in which N A G assemReed and Long (1997), like N A G , takes attention (salience)
bles its arguments, since they support reasoning under uncerinto consideration when deciding h o w to present arguments.
tainty with multiple (possibly interactive) supporting factors,
However, unlike Reed and Long's system, N A G also considand can be readily modified to model human cognitive weaknesses (see (Korb et al., 1997)). A n Argument Graph starts
^Refer to (Zukerman et al., 1998) for a detailed description of
from admissible premises and ends in the goal proposition
NAG's architecture.
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ers salience while gathering the information necessary to generate its arguments.
H u a n g and Fiedler (1997) use a limited implementation of
attentional focus to select which step in a proof should he
mentioned next. However, unlike N A G , their system does
not generate enthymematic arguments. T w o other systems
that can turn an existing fully explicit argument into an enthymematic one are described in (Horacek, 1994) and (Mehl,
1994). Neither of these two systems can generate an argument from constituent propositions.
Fehrer and Horacek (1997) take advantage of mathematical
properties to structure certain types of mathematical proofs.
They model a user's inferential ability by means of specialized substitution rules, but offer no mechanism (such as the
semantic activation in N A G ) to limit the number of applications of their rules. N A G , while developed to be a general
argumentation architecture, could be provided with similar
heuristics for the restricted domain of mathematical argumentation.

pendent manner. Often however, at least a portion of the contributing lines of reasoning are independent or nearly so, and
the coarse analysis can proceed. N A G uses the process outlined below to select a presentation strategy:
Coarse Analysis - Strategy Selection Algorithm
1. For each (approximately) independent line of reasoning linei with premise premisei, compute the values
Pipremisei), P{premisei\goal) and P{goal\premisei).
2. If there exists some linei where P{premisei\-'goal) «
1 - P(premisei) and premisei is correctly and strongly
believed by the user, then set the argumentation strategy to
be reductio ad absurdum.^ Select that linei which maximizes the difference between P{premisei\->goal) and
Pipremisei). Exit.^
3. If there exists some linei where P{premisei\goal) P{premisei\-igoal) w 1 and premisei is correctly and
strongly believed by the user, then set the argumentation
strategy to be hypothetical. G o to step 5.
4. Set the argumentation strategy to be premise-to-goal.

Selecting a Presentation Strategy
T h e selection of an argumentation strategy determines a partial order of presentation of the argument's propositions. Refinements such as handling subarguments and omitting easily
inferred information are discussed later (§ Refining the Presentation Strategy). T w o basic argument presentation strategies are premise-to-goal and goal-to-premise. A premiseto-goal argument starts from the premises which support intermediate propositions, and eventually reaches the goal. In
contrast, goal-to-premise arguments start from the goal^ and
then s h o w h o w the argument's intermediate propositions and
premises lend support to it. A combination of these strategies
m a y in general be used to present different parts of a larger argument. Presently, however, N A G chooses a single argument
presentation strategy for the whole argument.
Hypothetical arguments and reductio ad absurdum arguments are two applications of the goal-to-premise strategy. Hypothetical arguments are effective in situations where
the goal, were it true, explains otherwise unlikely premises
(which are sufficiently believed). Reductio ad absurdum arguments, instead of starting from the goal per se, start from
its negation and s o m e admissible premises and reach a contradiction; to resolve the contradiction while preserving the
premises, the goal itself is then asserted.
T h e selection of a strategy to use for the presentation of the
argument is m a d e by performing a coarse-grained analysis of
the Argument Graph. If N A G , which is designed to be an
interactive system, finds itself short on time, then it will not
attempt this analysis and will instead fall back to the strategy
of building a simple premise-to-goal argument. This coarsegrained analysis examines separately the impact of each individual line of reasoning contributing to the belief in the goal.
Sometimes, the impact of certain lines of reasoning cannot be
assessed in isolation, since two or more lines m a y contribute
jointly towards the belief in a proposition in a mutually de^Or, from the negation of the goal. N A G can, of course, argue
either for or against a goal proposition. Here w e assume a positive
bias; if a goal is to be argued against, some expressions below will
need to be altered accordmgly.
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5. If the argumentation strategy is premise-to-goal, then
rank the set of separable lines of reasoning using
P(goal\premisei) from lowest to highest. Otherwise rank
the set using P{premisei\goal) from lowest to highest.
6. Set linej to be the first element of the ordered set of separable lines of reasoning.
7. Initial Pruning: Tentatively remove the current line of
reasoning, linCj, from the Argument Graph and check
whether the resulting graph is still satisfactory with respect
to both the normative model and the user model. If it is not,
reinstate linej.
8. If the previous step removed a superfluous line of reasoning, then go to step 7, otherwise exit.
The reductio ad absurdum strategy is the first option
checked by N A G since this type of argument, when available, is very effective. This is because, once a contradiction
between the negated goal and admissible premises is established, any response other than accepting the goal requires a
prior belief of the user (an admissible premise) to be retracted,
which is unlikely to be the user's preferred response to the argument. This relationship is guaranteed by the probabilistic
requirement of step 2 above, that Pipremisei) be high and
so P{jpremisei\-'goal) be low.
Should a reductio ad absurdum strategy not be applicable,
N A G next looks at the possibility of presenting a hypothetical argument. Hypothetical arguments are often successful, so w e implement them in N A G . If the Argument Graph
contains lines of reasoning that allow a hypothesized belief
in the goal proposition to explain some otherwise unlikely
premises, then such an appeal to the user's (correct) belief in
those premises will be tried. In the fictional example of Figure 1, node A^6. which represents documentation from trade
^Here, and in the next step, thresholds are used to determine the
degree of approximation to equality the criteria must satisfy. The
selection of optimal values for these thresholds is a current topic of
investigation.
""if the resulting reductio fails to achieve NAG's argumentative
goals, this coarse analysis will be redone, but step 2 will be skipped.

^ 2 Phobos has
Ne documents
momtonng
increased
Po and U
uranium
purchases
purchases
reconPhobos has
increased
naissance
Phobos IS
polonium
of Phobos"
building
reacti>rs
purchases
Phobos
Phubus IS
A'lu NoWSVM'fk
nuclear i
mm;a/uie
building
and
weapons
Deimos
documents
nuclear
arc
nvals
rivalry
reactorshas
Nn reconDeimos
Phobos
nval with Y
has
naissance
nuclear
shows
^9 nuclear
weapons
weapons
missiles
Figure 1: Argument Graph for the Phobos example

Presenting S u b a r g u m e n t s

Most arguments will be complex, i.e., they will be composed
of subarguments supporting chains of intermediate conclusions. For example, node A^5 in Figure 1 is an intermediate
conclusion supported by nodes TVg and N g . H o w should the
support these two nodes offer N 5 be presented? Currently, w e
consider two policies for presenting subarguments: (1) collective and (2) individual-sequential, described below.
Collective Policy. In this policy, all the direct antecedents
of a conclusion are mentioned immediately prior to mentioning the conclusion itself. For example, "Given N s and A^g,
A^5 follows." (The sequencing of these premises is determined by attentional ordering; see § Attentional Processing
below.) This policy is used when: (1) all the antecedents promonitoring organizations showing Phobos' increased polovide similar levels of support for the consequent; or (2) the
nium (Po) and uranium (U) purchases, is believed to be true.
antecedents are not conditionally independent. B y grouping
Polonium is used in only a small number of processes, the
these antecedents together, N A G is reflecting the fact that they
production of initiators for nuclear weapons being amongst
are of roughly equal import or that their import can only be
them. Hence, the likelihood of a nation having documented
judged jointly.
increases in its intake of polonium, P{premise), is small in
Individual-sequential. In this policy, the effect of one angeneral, but the likelihood that a nation building a stockpile
tecedent on the consequent is mentioned separately from the
of nuclear weapons would do so, P{premise\goal), is large.^
other antecedents. For example, the partial argument, "Given
It follows, then, that P{premise\-'goal) is small, and so the iVs, it is possible that N i is true. In addition, N 3 offers strong
formal conditions of step 3 for N A G to adopt a hypothetical
independent support for A'^i." This policy m a y be used w h e n
form of argument are satisfied.
one antecedent offers support that is conditionally indepenLines of reasoning that m a k e only a small contribution to
dent from the other premises. T h e more supportive line of arthe belief in the goal in both the normative model and the user
gument is mentioned last, since w e expect that what is m e n model will be dropped if N A G shows that after their deletion
tioned last will have greater impact on the audience (this is
the belief in the conclusion will still be inside the specified
suggested by the anti-primacy effect in argumentation; see
normative and user model target ranges.^ Step 7 of the algo(Bailenson, 1997)). Hence, in this example, the stronger line
rithm above performs an initial round of pruning which reof reasoning offered by Phobos' increased purchases of polomoves such minor contributors to the Argument Graph. This
nium is presented after pointing out that Phobos' rival D e i m o s
initial pruning simplifies the resulting argument and accelerhas nuclear weapons.
ates the process of refining the chosen presentation strategy
These two presentation policies m a y be combined. For
described in the next section. This simplifying process is curexample, w h e n s o m e antecedents are presented using the
rently limited to lines of reasoning that operate largely indeindividual-sequential policy, the remaining antecedents m a y
pendently of other lines of reasoning; in the future, it m a y be
be presented using the collective policy, e.g., "Given A^2, N ^
extended to remove more complex branches of argument.
and A^5, it is possible that N i is true. In addition, N ^ offers strong independent support for A'^i." Here N 2 and A^4 are
mentioned together since they are conditionally dependent on
Refining the Presentation Strategy
each other (reactors require fuel such as processed uranium to
Having determined an overall presentation strategy for the run).
ar- The node N ^ is mentioned in conjunction with A^2 and
iV4 since it offers a similar level of support for the goal, iVi.
gument, N A G addresses three more problems: (1) dealing
Finally, N ^ is separate and last because it offers conditionally
with subarguments; (2) maximizing the semantic cohesiveindependent and strong support for the goal.
ness of the argument by ordering the propositions in the opIn addition to this refinement of presentation order, the coltimal manner consistent with the chosen global presentation
lective versus individual-sequential policies m a y (in the fustrategy; and (3) further pruning of the Argument Graph. W e
ture) be used to select natural language expressions that sigdiscuss each of these problems in turn.
nify relations between propositions, such as "together" and
"independently" above.
^This assumes that the trade monitoring organizations are performing their job properly.
Attentional Processing
*It is possible that the initial Argument Graph passed to the presAttentional processing is used during presentation planning
entation module is not anticipated to generate a belief in the goal
for two purposes: (1) to maximize the semantic cohesiveness
proposition falling within these target ranges of behef. (This is a
of the presentation order of the argument; and (2) to decide
kind of failure of the argument generation process, which may occur
for a variety of reasons, including running out of time; cf (Zukerman whether a proposition in the Argument Graph can be left imet al., 1998).) For example, the anticipated effect of presenting the plicit w h e n N A G presents the argument.
argument may be too strong and exceed the upper boundary of one
W h e r e a strategy or policy does not dictate a complete orof the target ranges. In this case, lines of reasoning may be deleted dering, presentation order is based upon the activation levels
if their deletion brings the Argument Graph closer to conformance
with the target ranges.
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of the propositions. Usually propositions within an argument
are related semantically as well as probabilistically, so the
m e n t i o n of a premise m a y bring immediate intermediate conclusions into the user's focus of attention, even before any
inferential process c o m e s into play. In addition, the presentation of o n e line of reasoning for s o m e (possibly intermediate)
conclusion m a y bring the premises forming the beginning of
a second line of a r g u m e n t into the focus of attention. For exa m p l e , for m a n y people the presentation of N e -> A^2. about
u r a n i u m purchases, is semantically connected with the presentation o f N y -^ N 4 , about nuclear reactors. That is, presenting information about uranium semantically primes people to think about nuclear devices, such as reactors. O u r use
of activation to further specify the presentation order relies
u p o n the fact that high activation is self-sustaining, whereas
l o w activation needs reinforcement immediately prior to any
relevant (intermediate) conclusion. S o , keeping the presentation linked to the user's likely focus of attention allows us to
omit s o m e references to previously presented subarguments
and to i m p r o v e the flow of the argument.
NAG uses two hierarchical SNs to capture connections bet w e e n the items mentioned in the argument. Figure 2 illustrates o n e such semantic-Bayesian "pyramid". T h e S N (upper levels of the p y r a m i d ) a n d the B N (base of the pyram i d ) are used b y N A G to simulate attentional focus in each
m o d e l during argument generation as described in (Zukerm a n et al., 1998). W h e n checking the semantic connectivity
of a proposed presentation ordering for an A r g u m e n t G r a p h ,
the propositions c o m p o s i n g the argument are activated in the
user m o d e l in the order in w h i c h they will b e presented to
the user. If the ordering is not completely defined b y the
presentation strategy a n d policies adopted to present subarg u m e n t s , then all the possible orderings consistent with these
restrictions are tested. W e use activation with decay, similar
to that described in (Anderson, 1983), spreading from sahent
objects, to m o d e l the focus of attention. This process passes
activation through the A r g u m e n t G r a p h a n d the e n c o m p a s s ing pyramidal semantic-Bayesian network. During this process each n o d e in the pyramid is activated to the degree implied b y the activation levels of its neighbors, the strength
of association to those neighbors, and its immediately prior
activation level (vitiated b y a time-decay factor). For e x a m ple, in the situation described in the previous paragraph, the
presentation of n o d e N q activates N 2 , w h i c h in turn activates
A^7, m a k i n g the beginning of the second line of reasoning semantically connected to thefirst.Other considerations being
equal, N A G selects the m o s t strongly semantically connected
presentation order, i.e., the order maintaining the strongest
activation of propositions as they are about to be mentioned.
As indicated above, NAG uses attentional processing for
a second purpose, namely, to support the generation of enthymematic arguments. Using the semantic activation process described above, N A G can anticipate w h i c h propositions
enter the user's span of attention as a result of the presentation of other material. N A G utilizes this information to decide
w h e n propositions are sufficiently activated that they m a y be
left implicit in the presentation of the argument, using "semantic suppression" (described below).
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Lower level
concepts like
'polonium'

Higher level
concepts like
nuclear device'
N^

Semantic
Network

Bayesian
Network
(base)
Proposition, e.g., [Phobos has Increased polonlutn purchases],
from the Argument Graph
Figure 2: Semantic a n d Bayesian N e t w o r k s
Additional Pruning of the Argument Graph
In subsequent passes through the Argument Graph, the presentation module attempts to further simplify thefinalargument by invoking probabilistic pruning and semantic suppression as appropriate. Both pruning techniques are abandoned
after any complete pass fails to effect a change to the Argument Graph (or when time runs out). During this additional
pruning phase, N A G continues to check whether the belief in
the goal proposition in the reduced Argument Graph remains
within the target ranges. The simulation of the user's attentional state described above is performed after each proposed
pruning operation to determine whether the propositions in
the argument remain in focus when they are needed. The
multi-pass greedy algorithm outlined below implements this
process (details are provided in the subsections following).
Pruning Algorithm
1. Take the presentation ordering < Ni,...,Nk > of propositions, let i index the current proposition. Set i <- 0.
2. i ^ i + 1.
3. Pruning the Argument Graph.
If N i is a premise:
(a) Invoke probabilistic pruning.
(b) If N i is retained, activate it for attentional processing.
Otherwise, A'^i is an intermediate proposition so:
(c) Simulate the user's attentional state (§ Attentional Processing).
(d) Invoke semantic suppression to determine whether Nt
m a y be left implicit.
4. If this is the end of a complete pass through the ordering
in which no change has been m a d e (or if time has run out),
then exit. Otherwise, if this is the end a complete pass, set
i ^ 0. G o to step 2.
Probabilistic pruning removes two kinds of unnecessary
propositions: (1) those that alter belief in the argument goal
to only a small degree, so removing them does not endanger
the targets for belief; and (2) those forming a line of reasoning
that takes the goal outside the target belief ranges.
After each deletion, N A G checks whether the anticipated
belief in the goal proposition is still within the target ranges.
In addition, affected subgraphs in the Argument Graph are reordered according to the policies mentioned in § Attentional
Processing and the user's attentional focus is again simulated

to determine whether the remaining propositions still have
sufficient activation for the user to be able to follow the resulting argument. For example, if the user ab-eady believes
N s sufficiently, and leaving N w out of the argument docs
not badly affect the semantic activation of the remaining argument (in which node A^g is n o w a premise), then A^io will
be probabilistically pruned. Probabilistic pruning fails w h e n
N A G determines after a proposed removal of a proposition
that: (1) the anticipated belief in the goal is outside a target
range,^ or (2) the level of activation of a subsequent proposition in the revised argument has fallen below a threshold.
The m a x i m u m allowable decrease in activation is governed
by a predetermined threshold. In either of these cases, the
last removed proposition is reinstated, and the pass through
the current ordering continues (via step 3 above).
Semantic suppression checks intermediate conclusions in
the Argument Graph to see if they can be left implicit, rather
than being explicitly presented to the user. T o be left implicit
a proposition must be easily inferred. Propositions are easily
inferred w h e n (1) they result from probabilistically strong inferences, and (2) their antecedents are highly activated in the
user model during the simulated presentation.
If (1) is true — that is, if an intermediate conclusion is potentially greatly strengthened by the inferences connecting it
to its immediate antecedents, then, once the values of those
antecedents are k n o w n , the value of the intermediate conclusion itself is very clear. N A G uses partial propagation to
check the strength of the inferences connecting intermediate
conclusions to their antecedents. T o d o this, the Bayesian
subgraph comprising the proposition N A G seeks to m a k e implicit together with its immediate antecedents is copied from
the Argument Graph for testing. In this copy of the subgraph,
the antecedents retain their current probability values and the
single consequent proposition is set to a neutral value (i.e.,
0.5, since all variables in N A G are propositional). N A G then
applies the modified Bayesian belief update rules to this copy
of the subgraph of the user model to determine the consequent's posterior probability.^ O f course, this calculation is
performed in the user model only, since it is the user w h o
must follow the implicit reasoning. If the posterior probability of the consequent is sufficiently raised over its prior neutral value (posterior - 0.5 > threshold) then N A G accepts
that the inference is probabilistically strong enough for semantic suppression.
Given that, the second requirement (that the antecedents of
the proposition being considered for semantic suppression be
highly activated) is checked using the attentional mechanism
described in § Attentional Processing. A presentation of the
argument represented by the Argument Graph is simulated in
the user model, and if the activation levels of the antecedents
exceed a threshold value, the proposition in question will be
left implicit.

For an example of semantic suppression, the prior probability of the intermediate conclusion A^4, [Phobos is building
nuclear reactors], is set to 0.5, and the modified Bayesian belief update rules are applied. T h e resulting posterior probability in the intermediate conclusion is very high, since here
the inference connecting the propositions A^7 and A^4 is just
"If you have reconnaissance reports of Phobos having nuclear
reactors, then Phobos is building nuclear reactors," which is a
strong inference assuming a trustworthy intelligence source,
as w e did. Given the large posterior value, and the high semantic activation, N A G leaves node A^4 implicit and thus produces a simpler argument that is as persuasive as the original.
Note that only the subgraph leading to the intermediate
conclusion is copied; inferences connecting the intermediate
conclusion to subsequent conclusions, e.g., A^4 -^ N i , are
not examined. T h e user either will or will not follow the implicit reasoning to the omitted proposition. If the user does
follow the reasoning, then, since the omitted proposition is
k n o w n to the user (according to the user model), s/he will be
able to follow the inferences that lead from this intermediate
conclusion towards the global argument goal. In this case, the
implicit proposition will continue to contribute its probabilistic support to the conclusions built upon it. If the user does
not follow the implicit reasoning, then checking any further
consequences of the omission is immaterial.
Semantic suppression can be incrementally applied to adjacent propositions in the Argument Graph, possibly creating
larger enthymematic gaps in the presented argument. H o w ever, since an implicit proposition is unmentioned, it does
not achieve the highest level of activation, so the chance of
successive suppressions is not large. Semantic suppression
fails w h e n omitting a proposition drives the level of semantic activation of any required subsequent proposition below a
threshold.^ In this case, the last removed proposition is reinstated and the pass through the current ordering continues,
unless a halt condition is reached, w h e n the A r g u m e n t Graph
isfinallypresented to the user.
Results and Discussion

The example used throughout this paper can reasonably be
presented using two of the strategies implemented in N A G . If
the probability P { N e \ N i ) - P(A^6h-/Vi) exceeds the threshold used in step 3 of the Strategy Selection Algorithm, then
a hypothetical argument will be presented to the user, w h o
is known to believe node N q and to believe strongly in the
links connecting N i -^ N 3 -^ Nq. T h e remaining portions
of the Argument Graph can be pruned away (A^2. -^^4 and N 5
and their supporting lines of reasoning), or suppressed (N3).
The resulting argument m a y be rendered as: "If Phobos was
building nuclear weapons, that would explain otherwise unlikely trade monitoring reports documenting an increase in
Phobos' polonium and uranium purchases."^° If the user
model does not support a hypothetical argument, as judged
^Or, in the event that N A G is working with a defective argument
in step 3, then N A G will adopt a premise-to-goal strategy
such that the goal starts out outside the target(s), pruning fai s if the
result is to drive the goal further from the target(s).
®Note that this is distinct from checking for subsequent proba®The propagation rules used to update beliefs when checking the
bilistic effects, which N A G , as mentioned above, does not do.
Argument Graph in the user model are modified to model three cog^°The English arguments are hand-generated from NAG's final,
nitive weaknesses commonly observed in human subjects. The three
ordered Argument Graph, since N A G does not (yet) generate natural
weaknesses modeled are belief bias, overconfidence and the base
language.
rate fallacy See (Korb et al., 1997) for details.
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for this argument. This also suggests that additional support
for the conclusion m a y be needed. In such a case the final
presentation ordering of the revised Argument Graph m a y
be: { N 9 , N q } -^ N i , N ^ -> N i . Nodes N g and N q offer
collective support for the goal node, A^i (with N ^ being left
implicit after semantic suppression). In addition, the stronger
line of reasoning from N q to N i is then presented individually (with N 3 semantically suppressed). The lines of reasoning N e -¥ N 2 -^ N i and N j -^ N 4 ^ N i were removed
during coarse analysis, while nodes A'^10 and N u were rem o v e d later by probabilistic pruning. The output in such a
case might be: "Phobos and Deimos are rivals and Deimos
has nuclear weapons, suggesting that it is possible that Phobos is building nuclear weapons. Furthermore, trade monitoring reports documenting Phobos' increased purchases of
polonium and uranium strongly suggest that Phobos is building nuclear weapons."
Evaluation
Thus far, our evaluation of N A G has been informal and incomplete. Informally, w e can report that N A G has been applied to some dozen argument generation problems from different domains — successfully by the light of h u m a n intuition. In this regard, w e should point out that the argument
generation methods w e have described in this paper (and elsewhere) have worked across all of the test domains. Application to n e w problems does involve a fair amount of human intervention, specifically in building the semantic and Bayesian
networks characterizing the domain and the target user. H o w ever, once those are built, N A G ' s mechanisms do not in general require h u m a n intervention. The automated construction
of semantic and Bayesian networks awaits further successes
from the machine learning conununity.
W e have conducted a pre/j/n/natry Web-based formal evaluation of N A G ' s argument generation and the pruning of lines
of reasoning deemed superfluous. Pre-test and post-test questionnaires showed a clear tendency a m o n g the respondents
to shift belief towards the argumentative goal as a result of
reading the arguments presented. This suggests that N A G ' s
pruning of some lines of reasoning does not gready damage
the effectiveness of its arguments. A m u c h more rigorous
evaluation of the argument generation and presentation techniques presented in this paper, including the selection of a
presentation strategy, the different policies for presenting subarguments and semantic suppression, will be performed in the
near future. This evaluation will also incorporate comparative
testing with human-generated arguments, in a kind of Turing
test of the adequacy of N A G ' s argumentation.
Conclusion
N A G uses semantic activation in a user model to simulate the
user's attentional processing during argument presentation. A
restricted and modified form of Bayesian propagation is used
to check the probabilistic strength of user inferences. The
strength of the differentfinesof reasoning supporting an argument are used to select a presentation strategy and to quickly
remove superfluous items. A greedy algorithm applies probabilistic pruning and semantic suppression in order to simplify
the argument, while retaining its effectiveness. Probabilis-

dc pruning removes premises which are not necessary for the
user to achieve the desired degree of belief. Semantic suppression identifies intermediate conclusions which are easily
inferred, and hence can be left implicit. Semantic activation is
also used to order the remaining proposiuons in the argument
so that the argument proceeds smoothly, minimizing disruptive jumps in the user's simulated attenuonal state.
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perimental design, thus confounding semantic and associative
relations.
Using an auditory semantic priming paradigm. Moss, Ostrin,
Priming has been observed between w o r d pairs that are seTyler and Marslen-Wiison (1995, Experiment 2) demonstrated
mantically related only (e.g. (dance, skate); Fischler, 1977),
facilitation for category coordinates and functionally-related
semantically related and normatively associated (e.g. (dish,
stimuli both with and without the additive effect of normative
plate); M o s s et al., 1995), or merely frequently co-occur in
association strength. In this paper w e replicate these results
text (e.g. (hospital, baby); M c K o o n & Ratcliff, 1992). T h e
computationally using a corpus-derived Contextual Similarity
presence of priming for semantically related words in the abmeasure. In Experiment 1 w e consider the adequacy of the
sence of an associative relation has been particularly controContextual Similarity measure in accounting for Moss et al.'s
versial
( M c R a e & Boisvert, 1996; Shelton & Martin, 1992).
results, and discuss howfiinctionaland categorical semantic
M o s s et al. address these issues in three priming experirelations are represented in corpus-based approaches to lexical semantics. W e also offer an explanation for how the Conments by separately manipulating three factors: normative astextual Similarity measure succeeds in replicating the addisociation (associated, non-associated), type of semantic relative effect of association strength on semantic priming without
tionship (category coordinate, functional), and semantic relatpostulating a qualitatively different mechanism for associative
edness (related, unrelated). In the context of auditory presenpriming. W e then investigate why previous corpus-based aptation at least, a priming effect was observed for both category
proaches (Lund, Burgess & Atchley, 1995) have failed to procoordinates and functionally-related items. They conclude
duce similar results. W e argue that this is because vector reprethat functional information is accessed during word recogsentations partly encode temporal co-occurrence information.
nition.
Furthermore, there w a s a priming effect both with
This explanation is tested in Experiment 2.
a n d without the presence of normative association. B y showIntroduction
ing that priming occurred for functionally related but nonTo understand the processes involved in h u m a n language
associated word pairs. M o s s et al. uncovered a n e w source of
comprehension it is important to determine what kind of ininformation affecting the word recognition system. T h e secformation is available to the word recognition system. T h e
ond important finding from this set of experiments w a s the
widely-used semantic priming paradigm provides a minimal
interaction between the association and relatedness factors:
linguistic context, typically a single word, for investigating
the presence of normative association resulted in a signifithe factors that influence lexical processing (Neely, 1991).
cantly larger priming effect. This additive effect was called
Although more than 25 years of priming research has shown
the 'associative boost' (Moss et al., 1995).
that the presence of a related prime word tends to speed lexiCo-occurrence Statistics and Lexical Semantics
cal decision to a target word, the type of relation between the
prime and target words necessary to produce the effect is still
Recently there has been considerable interest in the psychounder dispute.
logical modelling of lexical semantic p h e n o m e n a using c o m Abstract

The vast majority of semantic priming studies have concentrated on investigating words in a taxonomic relation. Materials typically consist of category coordinates, such as (cat,
dog), though Neely (1991) reviews work examining superordinate and subordinate category relations between prime and
target. Moss, Ostrin, Tyler and Marslen-Wilson (1995) point
out that functionally related words, where the referents are related in ways that can be described in non-taxonomic terms,
such as the instrument pair (hammer, nail) or the script relation (restaurant, wine), have often been assigned to the normatively associated' but «6>n-semantic condition in the ex-

putational techniques from statistical natural language processing (eg. Landauer & Dumais, 1997).
In this approach, the semantic properties of words are represented using their distributional patterns of co-occurrence
in large volumes of text. Specifically, each word w is represented by a /t-element vector reflecting the local distributional
context of i« relative to k context words ci k and w i n d o w size
s. T h e value of each vector element is a function of the n u m ber of times each c occurs within s words of w in continuous
text. Since k context words define a A;-dimensional space, any
two words wi and W 2 can be located by treating their vector
representations as points in A:-space. Distance measures in A;
space reflect the distributional similarity between u;i and w^.

'The normative association strength between two words w\ and
W2 is measured by the percentage of subjects w h o produce W2 as

thefirstword that comes to mind when presented with wi in a free
association task.

Lexical Relations that Support Priming
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Distance in A-space can also be understood as a continuous
measure of h o w easily two words can be substituted in the
same context.
The assumption that the psychological concept of semantic
relatedness corresponds to distributional similarity, and therefore to proximity in high-dimensional co-occurrence space,
has proved useful to research in computational linguistics
(e.g. Grefenstette, 1994; Schutze, 1993) and is becoming increasingly fruitful for psycholinguistic modelling (Landauer
& Dumais, 1997; Levy, Bullinaria& Patel, 1997; Lund et al.,
1995). However, if corpus-based models are to offer an adequate explanation of the representations underlying word
recognition, they must be able to replicate the full range
of priming effects found with h u m a n subjects. Simulations
should reflect the range of lexical relations that have been
shown to support priming, and also demonstrate the additive
effect of normative association strength on lexical decision
facilitation.
In this paper w e attempt to replicate computationally each
of the effects reported by M o s s et al. in a single model using a corpus-based Contextual Similarity measure. In Experiment 1 (below) w e present the model and examine the
similarities and differences between human performance and
our results using the Contextual Similarity measure. W e then
present a computational explanation for the additive effect of
normative association, which is tested in Experiment 2.

Table 1: Difference in mean Contextual Similarity (DifO versus amount of priming in milliseconds (Priming) for Associated prime-target pairs in each condition.
Condition
Cat Coord (all)
Natural
Artifact
Functional (all)
Script
Instrument

Related
0.4036
0.4025
0.4046
0.2249
0.2294
0.2204

Unrel
0.1327
0.1342
0.1311
0.1147
0.1182
0.1113

Diff
0.2709
0.2683
0.2735
0.1102
0.1112
0.1091

Priming

94
109
78
7!
80
60

Table 2: Difference in mean Contextual Similarity (Diff) versus amount of priming in milliseconds (Priming) for Nonassociated prime-target pairs in each condition.
Condition
Cat Coord (all)
Natural
Artifact
Functional (all)
Script
Instrument

Related
0.3211
0.3261
0.3160
0.1630
0.1636
0.1623

Unrel
0.1393
0.1425
0.1361
0.1164
0.0903
0.1425

Diff
0.1818
0.1836
0.1799
0.0466
0.0733
0.0198

Priming

36
57
16
41
31
50

Experiment 1
If corpus-derived similarity measures are to account for semantic priming effects (as shown by Lund et al., 1995 for
category coordinates), a crucial test of the approach will be
to see h o w well they account for priming between functionally related stimuli, as well as the "associative boost' observed
by M o s s et al. These effects are the focus of Experiment 1,
which attempts to replicate M o s s et al.'s Experiment 2. This
experiment was a speeded auditory lexical decision task with
single word presentation of prime and target words.
Materials and Design
The design was identical to the original experiment, which
varied three factors: Association, Semantic Type and Relatedness. Subtype was nested under Semantic Type: half of the
Category Coordinates were natural objects (e.g. (dog, cat))
and half were artifacts (e.g. (aeroplane, train)). Correspondingly, the Functional semantic type was divided into words
found in instrument relations (e.g. (knife, bread)) and those
found in scripts (e.g. (circus, lion)).
Target words and their related primes were taken from
M o s s et al. (1995, Appendix 1).
Procedure

Word vectors were created by advancing the window
through the corpus. For each target word w e recorded the
number of times each of 446 context words^ occurred within
the window. Each element of the resulting vector was then
replaced with its log-likelihood value, which can be considered as an estimate of h o w 'surprising' or distinctive a cooccurrence pair is (Dunning, 1993).
Several of the stimuli turned out to have an extremely
low corpus frequency, which meant that vectors created from
these words were likely to be unreliable. Consequently, w e
removed each prime-target pair that contained a word with an
absolute lexeme frequency of less than 25, and balanced the
other conditions by removing their lowest frequency pairs,
leaving 12 items in each cell.-^
W e calculated the Contextual Similarity between each
member of the Related prime-target pairs as the cosine of the
angle between the vectors representing each word. Contextual Similarity for the Unrelated prime-target pairs was calculated as the mean of the Contextual Similarity of the target
with each of the 11 other primes in the condition.
^The context words are those words estimated to be the most reliable in the corpus. For details of how reliability was estimated,
see McDonald (1997). W e excluded function words from consideration since we were interested in a model sensitive to semantic
context, rather than to syntax, which is essentially captured by the
set of function words (Finch & Chater, 1992). For a review of the
linguistic and psychological evidence distinguishing function from
content words, see Cann (1996).
^This procedure meant that the targets in the Associated and
Non-associated conditions were no longer strictly matched for frequency. However, the Contextual Similarity measure we used is insensitive to the absolute values of the vector components.

Co-occurrence vectors for each of the stimuli were extracted
from approximately ten million words of the written portion
of the British National Corpus (Burnage & Dunlop, 1992).
The corpus was lemmatized by replacing inflectional variants with their canonical form from the C E L E X database
(Baayen, Piepenbrock & Van Rijn, 1993).
W e chose a window size of ± 3 words since this corresponds roughly to the size of the phonological loop (Baddeley, 1990;Huckle, 1996, for further discussion).
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Results
W e carried out a three-way Analysis of Variance (Association
X Semantic Type x Relatedness) on the Contextual Similarity measurements, with the Natural and Artifact ;iiul the Instrument and Script subtypes collapsed into the Category Coordinate and Functional semantic types, respectively. Contextual Similarity measurements and the corresponding reaction
time data are summarised in Tables 1 and 2.
The simulation results proved to be very similar to those
found in the original experiment: There was a main effect of
Relatedness, F(l,92) = 73.61,p < 0.001, indicating that
collapsing over all conditions, semantically related primetarget pairs were more contextually similar than unrelated
prime-target combinations (Contextual Similarity of 0.2781
and 0.1258, respectively).
W e found a main effect of Semantic Type; Category C o ordinates were significantly more contextually similar than
materials in the Functional condition, F(l, 92) = 23.25, p <
0.001. There was also an interaction between Semantic Type
and Relatedness, F(l,92) = 17.36, p < 0.001. From Tables
1 and 2, it is clear that the Relatedness effect size is larger for
Category Coordinates than for Functional items. These results differ from M o s s et al., w h o found no reliable difference
in the priming effect size between Category Coordinates and
Functionally related pairs.
There was a significant interaction between Association
and Relatedness, F(l,92) = 4.63,p < 0.05. The Relatedness effect was larger for Associated than for N o n associated pairs. A N O V A s on the separated Associated and
Non-associated conditions revealed significant Relatedness
effects, F(l,46) = 40.22,p < 0.001 and F(l,46) =
36.35, p < 0.001, respectively, which correspond to the human results. This replicates the associative boost.
Consistent with the original experiment, the simulation
failed to show an interaction between Association and Semantic Type, F { 1, 92) < 1, and there was no three-way interaction between Association, Semantic Type and Relatedness,
F(l,92)< 1.
Since the three-way A N O V A revealed a significant difference between the Category Coordinate and Functional semantic types, w e ran A N O V A s on each condition separately,
in order to examine the relationship between Contextual Similarity and the type of relation more closely.
First, w e carried out an A N O V A on the Functional materials. Contextual Similarity for Related word pairs was significantly larger than for Unrelated pairs, F(l, 44) = 23.73, p <
0.001. W e found no main effects of Subtype F(l, 44) < 1
or Association, F(l,44) = 2.207,p = 0.14. There were
also no reliable interactions between the combinations of
factors: Association x Subtype, F(l,44) < 1; Subtype x
Relatedness, F(l,44) < 1; Association x Relatedness x
Subtype, F(1.44) < 1. The interaction between Association and Relatedness was marginally significant, however,
F(l,44) = 3.91,p = 0.054. Nearly identical results were
obtained for the separated Category Coordinates.
Discussion
In summary, the pattern of results largely corresponded to
those of M o s s et al.'s Experiment 2. The significant difference in Contextual Similarity between semantically related
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and unrelated prime-target pairs replicates the overall priming effect found with h u m a n subjects. W e also find an 'associative boost'; semantically related items that are also normatively associated are more contextually similar than nonas.sociated materials.
Functional Relations vs. Category Coordinates
The main difference between the simulation and original results is the significant interaction between Semantic Type and
Relatedness. Although separate A N O V A s for each condition
verified a Relatedness effect for both Category Coordinates
and Functional items in the simulation, it is clear that C o n textual Similarity between Category Coordinate targets and
their related primes is greater than for Functional prime-target
pairs.
It is worth considering w h y this interaction should occur
in a model constructed from co-occurrence statistics. W e
suggest that this is due to differences in the semantic roles
typicallyfilledby Category Coordinate and Functional items:
there will be greater Contextual Similarity between 'bread'
and its Category Coordinates such as 'fruit' and 'rolls' principally because Category Coordinates tend tofillthe same
position in predicate-argument structure i.e. the patient role
associated with verbs such as 'serve' and 'eat'. Category C o ordinates are therefore highly substitulable in context.
In contrast, items in Functional relationships tend to fill
different semantic roles, such as instrument and patient, and
will occupy different positions in predicate-argument structure. M o s s et al.'s Instrument materials are a clear example
of this — words were chosen that tofitthe template:
you use a < p r i m e > to d o <target>.
In fact, functionally related prime-target pairs almost never
occur in this way in real text. However, the vector representation of each word is a superposition of m a n y separate occurrences, so the vector reflects the template structure better than
any individual context. Since the Contextual Similarity measure does not distinguish left from right context, functionallyrelated prime and target words will share less of each other's
context, and will be less contextually similar than Category
Coordinates. This is sufficient to produce the Semantic Type
X Relatedness interaction.
The Associative Boost
Although both M o s s et al. (1995, Experiment 2) and our computational simulation demonstrated an Associated x Relatedness interaction (or associative boost), in a similar experiment, Shelton and Martin (1992) found that priming did not
occur with items that were only semantically related, without
also being normatively associated, Lund et al. (1995, Experiment 2) attempted to replicate this experiment using a corpusbased model similar to ours. But their simulation results were
also incompatible with those of Shelton and Martin since they
showed a simulated priming effect for the Semantic-only m a terials.
Lund et al. suggested that Shelton and Martin's Semantic materials were in fact less semantically related than their
Associated stimuli, pointing out that 'semantic distances' derived from their model for word pairs in the Associated condition were smaller than for word pairs in the Semantic condition (although this difference only approached significance

p — 0.0(51). This reasoning is problematic, however, since
distances in the model are assumed to reflect semantic relatedness in part because of their accord with semantic priming
data.
Lund ct al. (1995, Experiment 3) investigated this discrepancy by using stimuli from Chiarello, Burgess, Richards and
Pollock (1990), which were more carefully controlled. In a
simulation using these materials, they failed to find a interaction between Type of Relation (Associated, Semantic or
Semanlic-I-Associated) and Rclatedness. A separate analysis of the Associated condition also failed to reveal a Rclatedness effect. This result was in accord with data from hum a n subjects (Lund et al., 1995, Experiment 4), confirming
their hypothesis that a semantic relationship between prime
and target words was necessary to induce a priming effect.
However, results from another (human) lexical decision experiment (Lund et al., 1996, Experiment 1) using a new set
of unrelated pairs, revealed a reliable effect for the Associated condition. There was no corresponding effect in their
corpus-based simulation using this new stimuli set, however.
The lack of an interaction between Type of Relation and
Relatedness in each of these priming simulations is inconsistent with the associative boost reported by M o s s et al., which
is also found in our replication. These differences warrant
further discussion.
M o s s et al. argue that the associative boost is due to priming at a different level of representation than the semantic
level. They suggest that associative priming is a mechanism
that is dependent on relationships between lexical forms. This
is consistent with neural network models of priming (e.g.
Moss. Hare. D a y & Tyler, 1994; Plaut, 1995) that treat semantic and associative priming as due to fundamentally different types of information — associative priming effects result from contiguity between training items.
In contrast, w e suggest that there is no need to treat semantic and associative relations differently, whether as separate
levels of representation or distinct mechanisms. It is possible
to account for semantic priming and the additive effect of normative association in the same corpus-based model. Specifically, the 'associative boost' falls out naturally from the way
that co-occurrence statistics were compiled in the present experiment.
Explaining the Associative Boost
In order to address the difference between Lund et al.'s (1995;
1996) results and ours regarding the presence of an additive
effect of association, it is necessary to examine the models'
parameter settings in more detail.
O n e important differenqp is the window size within which
co-occurrences are recorded. For example, if the Associated
Coordinates 'cup' and 'saucer' nearly always appear within
a ± 3 word w i n d o w in the corpus, their Contextual Similarity will be high compared to prime-target pairs which merely
tend to occur in similar (but not overlapping) contexts. If
Associated pairs do frequently co-occur within the same window, their Contextual Similarity will be higher than matched
Non-associated pairs, simply because of their shared context.
If Associated pairs tend to co-occur locally in a corpus of
natural language, then the larger the window size, the more
overlap of their immediate context, and hence the greater
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their Contextual Similarity. However, as the w i n d o w size increases, the number of contextually irrelevant co-occurrences
being recorded for each word grows, increasing the noisiness
of the co-occurrence vectors, which reduces their Contextual
Similarity. In order to verify this, w e constructed versions of
the model where the window size varied between ± 1 to ± 5
words. The best performance with respect to the h u m a n data
was achieved with a window of ± 3 words.
W e can n o w address Lund et al. (1995)'s claims about the
Shelton and Martin materials. It m a y be true that several of
the Associated pairs are more semantically related than items
in the Semantic condition, though Shelton and Martin did attempt to control their materials for this variable through a relatedness rating questionnaire. But w e suggest an alternative
interpretation of Lund et al.'s observations: the Associated
prime-target pairs are marginally closer together in vector
space compared to the Semantic-only pairs because their cooccurrence vectors encode, in part, temporal co-occurrence
as well as substitutability in context.
W e suggest that Lund et al. did not find a reliable interaction between the Association and Relatedness factors in their
Experiment 2 for the same reason that no associative boost
was evident in the simulation results reported by Lund et al.
(1995, Experiment 3; 1996, Experiment I). T h e absence of
this effect was due to the way the co-occurrence counts were
collected. Although their w i n d o w size was large (10 words),
these simulations used the 200 most variant context words as
vector components. This set will mostly consist of function
words, which w e suggest are simply not sufficiently specific
indicators of semantic context.'*
Our prediction about the origin of the associative boost in
our semantic priming model can be easily tested: if the Contextual Similarity between two word vectors is affected by
the temporal nature of language, w e expect to find that the
probability of lexical co-occurrence (in a ± 3 word window)
to be greater for Associated Related pairs than for the N o n associated Related pairs taken from the materials for Experiment I. This hypothesis is investigated in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
Spence and Owens (1990) conducted a corpus-based investigation into the relationship between lexical co-occurrence
and normative word association using the one million word
B r o w n corpus. They found that associatively related word
pairs tended to co-occur (within a w i n d o w of 250 characters.
or approximately 50 words) significantly more often in the
corpus than pairs of words that were not normatively associated.
In Experiment 2, w e test a similar hypothesis, that lexical
co-occurrence in a window is more probable for the Associated materials in Experiment 1 than for Non-associated items.
The null hypothesis is that the difference in co-occurrence
probability between the Associated and Non-associated word
pairs is not distinguishable from chance.
•*We tried a similar approach with our corpus, using the 200 most
variant lexemes occurring within a ± 3 word window as context
words. In this case the Contextual Similarity differences between
Associated and Non-associated pairs were negligible.

Procedure
Although the Associated and Non-associated targets were
originally matched for median frequency, the same calculation over the lexeme frequencies in the ten million word corpus indicated that the median frequencies of ihc two conditions were not equal (57 per million vs. 38 per million).
This discrepancy would bias simple lexical co-occurrence
counts in favour of the Associated pairs, since if Associated target words occur more often in the corpus, they will
have more chance of co-occurring with their corresponding
prime words. Therefore, rather than comparing the raw cooccurrence counts of the prime-target pairs, w e calculate conditional probabilities, which allows us to normalise for the
target word frequency:
p(prime | target) =

f(prime&target)
f(target)

(1)

Results and Discussion
A Mann-Whitney U test revealed a highly significant difference between the lexical co-occurrence probabilities for Associated and Non-associated pairs {i^ = 630, p < .00001,
one-tailed). The probability of an Associated target cooccurring with its corresponding prime was significantly
higher than for the Non-associated pairs. W e can therefore reject the null hypothesis, and conclude that differences in lexical co-occurrence probabilities for word pairs in these two
conditions m a y be responsible for the difference in Contextual Similarity measurements because of the natural incorporation of local co-occurrence information into the context
vectors.
The results of Experiment 2 are consistent with Spence and
Owens' (1990) finding that lexical co-occurrence in a corpus and normative association strength are correlated: high
associative strength predicts frequent lexical co-occurrence.
M c K o o n and Ratcliff (1992) have additionally provided
evidence that word pairs with a high probability of cooccurrence alone (i.e. not highly normatively associated) also
show lexical decision facilitation. This result is also consistent with our model, although the amount of semantic relatedness present in their materials was not controlled.
Since the associative boost in semantic priming is modelled
by the local co-occurrence probabilities in a large corpus, w e
hypothesise that the additive effect of normative association
strength is better described as a variable subsumed by the
more general phenomena of local co-occurrence. Our model
would then predict an additive effect of high co-occurrence
probability on priming between words that are semantically
related.
Lund et al. (1996) have argued that normative association
strength and lexical co-occurrence frequency are only correlated for the cases where a semantic relation is also present.
The results of Experiment 2 are in agreement with this claim.
Given that a semantic relationship holds between a primetarget pair, the prime is significantly more likely to occur
within a small w i n d o w of the target if the pair are also normatively associated.
General Discussion
In this paper w e have demonstrated that corpus-based m o d els of lexical semantics are capable of simulating the priming
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effects obtained with materials representing a wide range of
lexical relations. In our computational simulation of a recent
single word auditory lexical decision experiment (Moss et al.,
1995, Experiment 2), w e found that a corpus-derived measure
of two words' distributional similarity corresponded well to
the patterns of lexical decision facilitation observed in h u m a n
subjects.
Experiment 1 showed that functional relations can be
extracted from distributional statistics, but that the cooccurrence patterns of Category Coordinates and functionally
related words are not equally informative. This w a s indicated
by the interaction between Semantic Type and Relatedness in
the simulation, which was not observed in the original experiment. W e presented an explanation for this effect based on
the idea that co-occurrence vectors encode coarse syntactic
constraints as well as semantic regularities. Specifically, w e
suggested that Category Coordinates typicallyfillthe same
semantic roles at the level of predicate-argument structure,
whereas Functional items tend to occupy different roles.
Experiment 1 also replicated the additive effect of normative association strength on the basic semantic priming effect
observed by M o s s et al. T h e interaction between Relatedness
and Association, or 'associative boost', was modelled using
the corpus-derived measure. The amount of lexical decision
facilitation and Contextual Similarity between prime and target were greater for semantically related prime-target pairs
that were also normatively associated, compared to pairs that
were semantically related only.
W e offered an explanation for w h y the associative boost
occurs in the corpus-based model, and w h y previous research
has not found this effect. W e argued that the method used
to collect co-occurrence statistics has a substantial influence
on the "associative' properties of the representations formed.
In particular, associated word pairs are those that have a high
probability of local co-occurrence. This hypothesis was confirmed in Experiment 2.
Conclusions
The adequacy of corpus-derived similarity measures for explaining the semantic priming effect was addressed by building on previous research (Lund et al., 1995) that investigated priming between category coordinates. W e have
demonstrated that the facilitation for category coordinates
and functionally-related materials (prime-target pairs in instrument and script relations) found by M o s s et al. (1995)
can be modelled using the Contextual Similarity measure.
Functional relations are often considered to be represented as
extra-linguistic, schema-based or episodic knowledge. H o w ever, M o s s et al. have shown that functional information
can be accessed using the auditory lexical decision paradigm,
even w h e n stimuli are not normatively associated. The results of our computational replication in Experiment 1 have
demonstrated that functional information is accessible directly from linguistic context, and that a significant part of
the semantic priming effect can be attributed to the relationships between words, w h e n defined in terms of their patterns
of use.
T h e independent effects of association strength and semantic relatedness have been offered as evidence for distinct, qualitatively different priming mechanisms or represen-
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Abstract

be directly related to the time required for a word's node to
reach an activation threshold. Critical for explanations of
In an attractor model of semantic memory, semantic similaritypriming, w h e n a word is activated, activation spreads from it
is determined by degree of featural overlap. In contrast, in
to all linked nodes. T h e existence and strength of these links
spreading activation theory, two concepts are similar if they
is assumed to directly reflect learned semantic relationships
share features or if they are linked to the same superordinate
between pairs of words. Similarity-based priming is due to
category node. W e present an attractor network model of
two mechanisms, thefirstbeing spreading activation from
computing word meaning and use it to simulate the data of
prime
to target via links between shared features (e.g., eagle
McRae and Boisvert (in press), w h o found that short S O A
=>
<has
wings> =* hawk). T h e second is that activation is
semantic similarity priming directly depends on degree of
assumed to spread via "highly criteria]" links connecting
featural overlap. The two accounts of semantic similarity are
exemplar and category nodes (eagle =* bird ^ h a w k )
then contrasted in a human experiment. In support of attractor
(Collins and Loftus, 1975, p. 413).
networks, priming effects were determined by feaniral
overlap, and no evidence was found for priming through a
In attractor networks, recognizing a word involves
purported superordinate node. It is concluded that lexical
settling into a stable state in a multi-dimensional space.
concepts are not represented as static nodes in a hierarchical
Short S O A semantic priming is thought to be due to residual
system.
activation of the prime's meaning, which influences the ease
with which the model can m o v e from one attractor state to
Semantic Similarity
another (Masson, 1995; Plaut, 1995). In a typical
Semantic m e m o r y research has been dominated by semantic
simulation, the prime's word form is input to the network
networks and the associated spreading activation theory
and its meaning is computed. With the network thus in a
(Collins & Loftus, 1975). Recently, however, theories of the
state representing the prime (eagle), the target's word form
computation of word meaning have been expressed in terms
(hawk) is given as input. Facilitation results because the
of distributed attractor networks (Hinton & Shallice, 1991).
distributed semantic representations of the prime and target
Semantic networks are typically hierarchical in nature, with
overlap, so that s o m e portion of the semantic units for the
categories at different levels represented by individual
target begin in their correct state. This is not the case w h e n
nodes. Category membership is thus explicitly coded via
the prime is not related to the target. Critically important is
the fact that category membership in these networks is given
links between exemplar and category nodes. In contrast,
no special status. Therefore, priming is not due to category
category membership is not coded in such an explicit
membership per se.
manner in attractor networks. T h e present work focuses on
T h e majority of h u m a n empirical studies of semantic
this contrasting aspect of these t w o theories, testing this
similarity priming have operationalized similarity o n the
difference in the realm of semantic similarity priming.
basis of shared superordinate category (e.g., Lupker, 1984;
Semantic similarity priming refers to the fact that
response latency to a target word such as h a w k is faster
Moss, Ostrin, Tyler, and Marslen-Wilson, 1995; Shelton
when it is preceded by a similar word such as eagle versus
and Martin, 1992). However, these studies have found little
an unrelated word such as bread, even w h e n the similar
or no priming between words defined as similar o n this
prime and target are not normatively associated. Priming
metric (but see Chiarello et al., 1990). O n the other hand,
research has played a key role in the development and
M c R a e and Boisvert (in press) clearly demonstrated that
similarity priming depends on the degree of featural overlap
testing of theories of semantic m e m o r y because most
between two lexical concepts, with strong featural similarity
researchers believe that results of these experiments directly
being required for priming to occur. M c R a e and Boisvert
reflect the structure of semantic m e m o r y , particularly w h e n
also noted that the studies in which null effects were
subjects' strategies are minimized.
obtained used prime-target pairs that were only moderately
The mechanisms used to account for semantic similarity
priming differ in spreading activation models versus
similar, presumably because the researchers felt that shared
attractor networks. In spreading activation theory,
category membership w a s key, following spreading
activation theory.
recognizing a word includes activating its corresponding
node in semantic m e m o r y . Response latency is assumed to
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A l t h o u g h it appears that fcatural similarity is the k e y
variable to explain this set of behavioral p h e n o m e n a , it is
not clear w h e t h e r the notion of shared category m e m b e r s h i p
is necessary to account for similarity priming. Therefore, the
goals o f this article are to s h o w that a n i m p l e m e n t e d
attractor n e t w o r k simulates M c R a e a n d Boisvert's (in press)
result that degree o f featural similarity determines a m o u n t
o f priming, a n d to directly contrast featural similarity versus
shared superordinate category in a h u m a n experiment.
This article is structured as follows: (1) w e present a n
attractor m o d e l o f c o m p u t i n g w o r d m e a n i n g ; (2) via
simulation, w e demonstrate that short S O A semantic
similarity priming effects are best predicted b y similarity in
terms o f featural overlap; a n d (3) w e present a n experiment
s h o w i n g that semantic similarity priming effects are
influenced b y featural similarity, but not hierarchical
category structure (typicality).

semantic features for 19 exemplars from each of 10 object
categories: birds, m a m m a l s , fruits, vegetables, clothing,
furniture, kitchen items, tools, vehicles, and weapons. T h e
resulting output representation was sparse because a concept
consisted of at most 27 features across the semantic feature
layer.
M c R a e et al. (1997) noted that relevant structure is not
restricted to mappings between domains such as
orthography, phonology, and semantics, but also includes
structure within a domain. Thus, the semantic structure units
play an important role as hidden units in that they encode
semantic regularities (feature correlations) and exploit these
regularities for computing word meaning. In essence, this
cyclical part of the network is where the attractors are
formed, so that the model's computational dynamics are
strongly influenced by correlations a m o n g semantic
features, such as <has wings> and <has a beak>.

Model of Computing Word Meaning
The key elements of the model are: (1) semantic

Training

representations w e r e derived f r o m subjects, rather than
being experimenter-created, so that degree o f similarity is
not a free parameter; (2) a word's m e a n i n g is a n attractor
point in semantic state space; (3) the m a p p i n g from w o r d
f o r m to m e a n i n g is arbitrary; a n d (4) there is n o explicit
hierarchical structure.
T h e model's architecture is presented in Figure 1. T h e
network m a p p e d directly from 1 2 w o r d form units to 1 2 4 2
semantic features. T h e semantic feature units looped b a c k to
themselves through a layer o f 3 0 hidden units (semantic
structure units).
Semantic
Structure

30 hidden
units

Scnuntic

1242 output
units
Word
Form

The semantic and semantic structure units were initialized to
random starting values in the range 0.2 ± .05. A word's
form was then hard-clamped at the input layer. Each tick of
processing time (20 in total) allowed activation to spread
one layer forward. Total time was segmented into 4 time
steps (t), each consisting of 5 time ticks (x = 0.2) (similar to
Plaut, 1995). Net inputs to a unit (xj) were averaged
according to Equation 1,

(1)

x^P=tJ^sI'-'\j+(1-t)x^;-'^

,th unit and wji was the
where jj was the activation of the r"
the
weight on the connection to the / " unit from the /™
Therefore, a unit's input at each time step was a weighted
average of its previous input and the current input from all
sending units. Activation was then determined using the
standard sigmoidal function.
Weight
changes
were
calculated
using
the
backpropagation-through-time learning algorithm. Error was
backpropagated over the 2 0 processing ticks in a manner
analogous to the forward pass. Error was injected into the
system (i.e., the target's semantic representation was
provided) for thefinaltwo time steps only (10 time ticks),
thereby training the network to produce the target output
gradually over time. Error derivatives were calculated using
cross entropy error (E) as in Equation 2,

12 Input
Figure 1: M o d e l Architecture.
Units
Input to the network was an abstract word form
representation that could be interpreted as either spelling or
sound. Each word's form was represented by turning on a
randomly selected 3 units (activation = 1). Thus, the
mapping between meaning and form was arbitrary, as in
English monomorphemic words.
The semantic representations were taken from M c R a e , de
Sa, and Seidenberg (1997), w h o asked subjects to produce

(2) £ = XX<ln}',+(l-^,)ln(l->',)
p '
where di was the desired activation for uniti and >'i was the
computed activation, s u m m e d over patterns p.
The network wasttainedusing the P D P + + (version 1.1)
simulator developed at Carnegie Melon by R. C. O'Reilly,
C. K. Dawson, and J. L. McClelland. Weights were updated
after each pattern presentation. The learning rate was 0.01
throughout training. M o m e n t u m was set at 0 for thefirst10
epochs of training and 0.9 thereafter. Each epoch consisted
of randomly presenting the 190 patterns. After 85 epochs of
training, the network settled to the correct stable state for all
patterns within 2 0 time ticks.
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Simulation:
M c R a e a n d B o i s v e r t (in press. E x p e r i m e n t

3)

The model was used to simulate Experiment 3 of M c R a e
and Boisvert (in press), in which it was demonstrated that
semantic similarity priming is crucially dependent on the
degree of featural overlap. They designed word triplets by
pairing a target (jar) with both a highly similar prime
{bottle) and a less similar prime (plate), with degree of
similarity being established by subjects' ratings. Primetarget similarity of the less similar primes was in the range
of Shelton and Martin's (1992) items. S O A s of 250 m s and
750 m s were used because short S O A s such as 250 m s are
believed to reflect lexical-internal factors only, whereas
effects at a longer S O A such as 750 m s m a y be influenced
by subjects' strategies (see Neely, 1991 for a review).
Consistent with these notions, with a 250 m s S O A , latencies
in a semantic decision task ("Does it refer to a concrete
object?") were faster for targets preceded by highly similar
primes (685 m s ) than by less similar (712 m s ) or dissimilar
primes (711 m s ) , and no priming obtained for the less
similar items. With a 750 m s S O A , semantic decisions were
again faster in the highly similar condition (646 m s ) than in
both the less similar (664 m s ) and dissimilar conditions (692
ms). However, reliable priming was found for the less
similar items, replicating Shelton and Martin's findings.
The simulation investigated whether the network would
exhibit appropriate settling for the same items. That is, the
model should show faster settling times for targets preceded
by highly similar primes versus either less similar or
dissimilar primes. W e did not attempt to closely
approximate the long S O A condition because it is unclear
h o w to incorporate subjects' strategies into the network. O f
interest, however, is the prediction that less similar targets
should converge somewhat faster than dissimilar ones
because there must be a basis for the priming obtained at the
long S O A .

Method
Prior to presenting the prime, all semantic and semantic
structure units remained in the state determined by the
previous target. The prime's word form was hard-clamped
for 15 ticks. The target's word form was then clamped with
all other units unchanged. T h e target was allowed to settle

for 20 ticks and cross-entropy at the semantic feature layer
was recorded. Priming trials were run using five random
orders, with the results averaged across runs.
Results
The settling profiles for the targets are presented in Figure
2A. The difference between the high and less similar groups
is more pronounced than between the less similar and
dissimilar items, reflecting the h u m a n data. It is not clear
h o w best to m a p such data onto h u m a n decision latencies
because of the uncertainty involved in determining the
extent to which a representation must stabilize before a
response can be initiated in a speeded task. Therefore, w e
calculated the m e a n number of time ticks required to reach
several levels of cross-entropy, and these results are
presented in Figure 2b. Settling times are presented for a
number of
thresholds, ranging from 2.5 to 0.5 (in
decrements of 0.25).
A two-way repeated measures A N O V A was conducted
with error level (2.5 - 0.5) and prime-target similarity
(highly similar vs. less similar vs. dissimilar) as the
independent variables, and number of ticks to reach the
specified error level (convergence latency) as the dependent
variable. Prime target similarity influenced convergence
latency, F(2,52) = 26.75*. With the nine error levels
combined, convergence latency for the highly similar items
was significandy shorter than for the less similar, F(l,52) =
30.35, and dissimilar items, F(l,52) = 47.90, but the less
similar and dissimilar targets did not differ, F(l,52) = 1.99,

p>.l.
Similarity and error level interacted in that differences
among the three conditions decreased at the lower error
levels, F(16,416) = 17.75. Planned comparisons revealed
that at error levels 2.5 and 2.25, convergence latency for
highly similar targets was significantly shorter than for less
similar targets, which was in turn shorter than for dissimilar
targets. These results mirror those of the long S O A
presentation condition of M c R a e and Boisvert's Experiment
3. At the next 5 error levels (2 to 1), highly similar targets
converged more quickly than less similar targets, which did
not differ significantly from the dissimilar condition. These
results mirror their short S O A . At error levels of 0.75 and
0.5, only the highly similar and dissimilar groups differed

Diiiimilu
Leai SinUa*

Time Tick
Figure 2a: Mean error at each tick.

Figure 2b: M e a n number of ticks to reach error level.
' Note that p < 0.05 unless otherwise indicated. Where appropriate,
Fi refers to analyses by subjects whereas F2 refers to analyses by
items.
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In the present experiment, similarity and typicality were
compared in a more direct fashion. Targets were paired with
more similar/less typical ("Similar") and less similar/more
typical ("Typical") primes (e.g., squash as the target,
pumpkin as the Similar prime, corn as the Typical prime).
Extensive norming was conducted to ensure these
conditions were met. If featural similarity is the key
predictor of short S O A priming effects, as predicted by an
attractor network, then priming should obtain only for the
Similar prime-target pairs. If priming occurs through a
superordinate node and shared features, as in a spreading
activation network, it should be relatively equal for both
types of items. In this case, featural similarity would play
the stronger role for the Similar items, whereas shared
superordinate category node would dominate w h e n the
primes are Typical.

reliably. Finally, convergence latency increased across the
nine error levels. F(8.208) = 147.14.
Discussion
T h e priming effects demonstrated by the model reflected the
subtle effects seen in the h u m a n data. T h e small difference
between the convergence latencies of the less similar and
dissimilar conditions explain the small priming effects
found by Lupker (1984), M o s s et al. (1995), and Shelton
and Martin (1992). Note that the degrees of freedom for
accounting for these effects were minimized because degree
of similarity was determined by M c R a e et al.'s (1997)
feature production norms, rather than by the experimenters'
intuitions, and all items in the h u m a n experiment were
included in the model.
Experiment
M c R a e and Boisvert's (in press) Experiment 3 and the
simulation thereof suggest that featural similarity is the
primary determinant of semantic similarity priming effects.
In contrast, according to most semantic network models
such as Collins and Loftus (1975), semantic priming is also
mediated by superordinate category nodes. In this account,
the strength of the exemplar <=> superordinate links are
directly related to exemplar typicality. Thus priming
between category co-ordinates should depend on their
typicality. T o investigate this, Chiarello and Richards
(1992) compared priming effects for typical (robin-crow)
versus less typical (duck-crow) members of a category, with
the two groups equated for rated featural similarity. Priming
w a s found for the highly typical primes in a lexical decision
task w h e n primes and targets were presented in the left
visual field, but not w h e n words were presented to the right.
In a pronunciation task, numerically but not significantly
larger priming effects were found for the highly typical
primes in both visual fields. In summary, these experiments
are suggestive, but they do not clarify the role of typicality.
T o investigate this issue further, w e reanalyzed M c R a e et
al.'s (1997) Experiment 3 short S O A priming data. They
measured priming effects for 88 items that ranged both in
item similarity and in typicality of the primes and targets.
Item by item priming effects were predicted using typicality
of the prime, typicality of the target, s u m m e d typicality of
the prime and target, and similarity in terms of individual
and correlated features. T w o items were deleted because the
typicality ratings for shed-bam and crayon-pencil were
collected with respect to the superordinate tool, and the
ratings showed that subjects did not consider them part of
this category. For the 86 prime-target pairs, similarity in
terms of correlated feature pairs was the strongest predictor,
r2 = 0.16, F(l,83) = 15.60, and similarity in terms of
individual features also significantly predicted priming
effects, r2 = 0.15, F(l,83) = 14.10. In contrast, none of the
typicality measures predicted priming: prime typicality, r^ =
0.03, F(l,83) = 2.37, p > 0.1; target typicality, r^ = 0.01,
F(l,83) = 1.10,/j > .2; s u m m e d typicaUty, r^ = 0.03, F(l,83)
= 2.15, p > 0.1. Note that because the variation of the
typicality ratings was slightly greater than of the two
similarity measures, any differences in predictive ability
cannot be attributed to this factor.

Norming
Norming studies produced 18 triplets (from 75 candidate
triplets) that included a target, a Similar prime, and a
Typical prime (see Appendix).
Word Association Norms To ensure that the prime-target
pairs were not normatively associated, the experimenter
read aloud either the targets or one of the primes (in three
lists, 16 subjects each) from the 75 triplets originally
constructed. A word triplet was discarded if more than one
subject produced the target as a response to either prime, or
vice versa. This left 51 nonassociated triplets.
Category Production Norms Forty-five subjects were
shown one word from each of the 51 triplets. The
experimenter read each item aloud and the subject indicated
the category to which she believed the concept belonged.
The most frequent response was designated as the item's
dominant category. Eighteen triplets were retained on the
basis that the dominant category was identical for each of its
members and at least 5 0 % of the subjects produced it for
each. T h e mean percentage of dominant category responses,
along with other stimuli characteristics, are presented in
Table 1. Subjects produced the dominant category name
more frequently for Typical primes than for Similar primes,
Fi(l,42) = 8.59, F2(l,34) = 13.85.
For a few of the 18 items, a secondary superordinate
category name was produced by more than one subject. In
terms of predicting priming effects, a concern arises if the
secondary category is more restricted than the dominant
category because it could be the case that priming is
mediated by that closer superordinate node. This situation
arose for the waffle - toast - pancake triplet only, where/oorf
was the dominant category and breakfast food was the less
inclusive secondary category. Subjects produced breakfast
food 3 3 % of the time to waffle and pancake, and 7 % of the
time to toast, which was the Typical prime.
Typicality Ratings Seventeen subjects rated the typicality
of each m e m b e r of the 18 triplets. Each item was included
with its dominant category. Sentences of the form: " H o w
typical of a V E G E T A B L E is C O R N ? " were presented along
with a 9 point scale, where 1 corresponded to "not at all
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typical" and 9 to "extremely typical". Subjects rated the
Typical primes as more typical than the Similar primes,
Fi(l,32) = 45.83, ^2(1.34) = 4.95.

Results

Method

Discussion

M e a n decision latency and error rate for each condition are
presented in Table 2. Latencies greater than 3 standard
deviations above the grand m e a n were replaced by the
Similarity Ratings Thirty-six subjects rated the similaritycutoff value ( 1 % of the scores).
of the 18 triplets on a 9 point scale, where 1 corresponded to
Lexical decision latencies differed by prime type,
not at all similar and 9 to extremely similar. Subjects rated
Fi(2,162) = 4.26, F2(2,30) = 4.75. Planned comparisons
the Similar primes as being more similar to the targets than
revealed that subjects responded 26 m s faster to the Similar
were the Typical primes, /i(34) = 4.79, r2(17) = 6.43.
pairs than to the unrelated pairs, Fi(l,162) = 7.34, F2(l,30)
= 8.72. Furthermore, subjects responded 22 m s faster to the
Table 1: Characteristics of Stimuli.
Similar pairs than to the Typical pairs, Fi(l,162) = 5.29,
^2(1,30) = 5.02. The 4 m s priming effect for the Typical
Similar
Target
Typical
pairs was not reliable, Fj < 1, F 2 < 1.
Prime
Prime
N o differences were significant in the error data.
6.0(0.3)
4.4(0.3)
Sim
Table 2: Mean Decision Latency in ms and % Errors.
70.1(3.3)
83.0(2.4)
Dom
72.3(3.5)
6.6(0.3)
6.8(0.3)
7.8(0.2)
Typ
6.5(0.4)
5.4(0.3)
Lets
Prime
Decision
5.3(0.3)
Errors
7.7(2.7)
10.2(3.7)
16.3(6.5)
Freq
Latency
Type
Similar
636(12)
6.2(1.1)
Note: (Standard error in parentheses)
Sim = similarity to target; D o m = dominant category
7.3 (1.2)
Typical
658 (12)
response; Typ = typicality; Lets = length in letters;
9.7 (1.2)
Unrelated
662(12)
Freq =word frequency (Kucera and Francis, 1967)
Note: (Standard error in parentheses)

Subjects Sixty-six University of Western Ontario
undergraduates participated (22 per list) either for course
credit or for cash remuneration. All subjects were native
speakers of English, and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.
Materials Three lists were created so that subjects saw
prime or target twice. For each list, 6 targets were paired
with Similar primes, 6 with Typical primes, and 6 with
unrelated primes. Unrelated trials were created by re-pairing
similar primes with the targets. There were 102 filler trials
per list, consisting of 42 unrelated word-word and 60 wordnonword pairs. T h e relatedness proportion was 0.2, and the
nonword ratio was 0.56.
Procedure Subjects were tested individually using
PsyScope (Cohen et al., 1993) on a Macintosh L C 6 3 0 with
a 14-inch color Sony Trinitron monitor. They responded by
pressing one of two buttons on a C M U button box. The
subjects' index finger of their dominant hand was used for a
"yes" response. A trial consisted of afixationpoint "+" for
250 ms, followed by the prime for 200 ms, a mask
( & & & & & & & & ) for 50 ms, and then the target, which
remained on screen until the subject made a lexical decision.
The m was 1500 ms. Subjects were given 40 practice trials
followed by 120 experimental trials.
Design The independent variable was prime type (Similar
vs. Typical vs. unrelated). A list factor (or item rotation
group) was included. Prime type was within subjects and
items. The dependent measures were decision latency and
accuracy.

Subjects were faster to respond to targets preceded by
Similar primes than those preceded by either Typical or
unrelated primes, and there was a small nonsignificant
difference between the latter two conditions. Thus, semantic
similarity priming is a product of featural overlap, rather
than shared superordinate category. These results can be
no taken as evidence to refute one central aspect of most
versions of spreading activation theory; semantic m e m o r y
does not consist of a set of concept nodes organized in a
hierarchical fashion. Note that although the hierarchical
nature of semantic m e m o r y and the key role played by
superordinate nodes are critical components of semantic
network theories such as Collins and Loftus (1975), this
experiment does not completely discount spreading
activation models of semantic memory. Even without this
mechanism, similarity-based priming effects can be
attributed to featural links between highly similar concept
nodes, or direct concept-concept links.
In addition to empirical problems, there are logical
problems with an account of semantic m e m o r y that
emphasizes hierarchical semantic structure coded in terms
of local category nodes. For instance, there are inherent
difficulties
in
determining
what
categories
are
psychologically real, and hence what category nodes would
be implicated to play a role in, for example, semantic
priming. M a n y types of concepts exist for which the
relevant superordinates are not obvious, particularly to the
average person. These might include verbs such as run or
break, adjectives such as silent or beautiful, and even
concrete nouns such as fence or garage. This problem
became painfully apparent w h e n constructing candidate
items for the category production task of the experiment in
that it was difficult to create basic-level concepts that w e
felt would induce consistent superordinate category
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L u p k e r , S. J. (1984). S e m a n t i c priming without association:
A second look. Journal of Verbal learning and Verbal
Behavior, 23, 709 - 733.
McRae, K. & Boisvert, S. (in press). Automatic semantic
similarity priming. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Learning, Memory and Cognition.
McRae, K.. de Sa, V. & Seidenberg, M . S. (1997). O n the
nature and scope of featural representations of word
meaning. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General,
726,99-130.
Masson, M . E. J. (1995). A distributed memory model of
semantic priming. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 21, 3-23.
Moss, H. E., Ostrin, R. K., Tyler, L. K. & Marslen-Wilson,
W . D. (1995). Accessing different types of lexical
semantic information: Evidence from priming. Journal of
Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and
Cognition, 21, 863 - 883.
Neely, J.H. (1991). Semantic Priming Effects in Visual
Word Recognition: A selective view of current findings
and theories. In D. Besner & G. Humphreys (Eds.), Basic
Processes in Reading: Visual word Recognition (p. 264336). Hillsdale. NJ: Eribaum.
Plaut, D. C. (1995). Semantic and associative priming in a
distributed attractor network. Proceedings of the
Seventeenth A n n u a l Conference o f the Cognitive Science
Society, 17, 31-41.
Postman, L., & Keppel, G. (1970). Norms of word
associations. San Diego, CA: Academic Press.
Shelton, J. R., & Martin, R. C. (1992). H o w semantic is
automatic semantic priming? Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Learning, Memory and Cognition, 18, 1191 1210.
Smith, E. E., Shoben, E. J., & Rips, L. J. (1974). Structure
and process in semantic memory: A feature model for
semantic decisions. Psychological Review, 81,114-141

responses in the absence of any biasing context. Along
similar lines, Barsalou (1987) has argued that superordinate
categories should not be viewed as static nodes in a
hierarchically-organized semantic system. Rather, on the
basis of the variation in typicality ratings across individuals
and within individuals over time, as well as results showing
that people treat ad hoc categories such as things on my desk
in much the same way as taxonomically-based categories.
he concluded that people's representations of categories are
not stable entities, but are computed only when needed and
are constantly changing as a result of experience.
Conclusions
Evidence was presented to support an attractor network
theory of the computation of word meaning by
demonstrating that semantic similarity priming effects are
best explained in terms of featural overlap, rather than
explicitly encoded shared category membership. This work
adds to the growing list of phenomena in word recognition
that have been accounted for, or predicted by, attractor
networks of lexical processing.
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A p p e n d i x 1: Prime-target pairs from the Experiment
More Typical
Prime
sparrow
robin
vulture
apple
peach

com
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carrot
cucumber
toast
strudel
pepper
ocean
shirt
torch
silk
tuba
rake

gun

More Similar
Prime
eagle
parakeet
duck
plum
coconut
pumpkin
radish
peas
waffle
cupcake
nutmeg
stream

bra
lamp
denim
flute

hoe
missile

Target
hawk
budgie
chicken
prune
pineapple
squash
beets
beans
pancake
muffin
cinnamon
creek
camisole
chandelier
corduroy
clarinet
shovel
bomb

Dominant
Category
bird
bird
bird
fruit
fruit
vegetable
vegetable
vegetable
food
food
spice
body of water
clothing
light source
fabric
musical instrument
gardening tool
weapon

Mixed
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Abstract

(such as w h y a positive computed tomography, C T , scan
supports the diagnosis of gallstones) and to tailor the
We describe our work on developing a general purpose interaction to the user's concerns and apparent level of
tutoring system that will allow students to practice their
understanding. This approach also gives the student a
decision-making skills in a number of domains. The
great deal offlexibilityin h o w she phrases her questions
tutoring system, B2, supports mixed-initiative natural
or requests. Students' utterances m a y be short and a m language interaction. The natural language processing
and knowledge representation components aire also genbiguous, requiring extensive reasoning about the domain
eral purpose—which leads to a tradeoff between the
or the discourse model to fully resolve. However, full dislimitations of superficial processing and syntactic repambiguation is rarely necessary. O u r solution is to use a
resentations cind the difficulty of deeper methods and
mixed-depth representation.
conceptual representations. Our solution is to use a
mixed-depth representation, one that encodes syntactic
A mixed-depth representation is one that m a y be shaland conceptual information in the same structure. As
low or deep in different places, depending on what was
a result, we can use the same representation framework
k n o w n or needed at the time the representation w a s creto produce a detailed representation of requests (which
ated (Hirst and Ryan, 1992). Moreover, "shallow" and
tend to be well-specified) and to produce a partial representation of questions (which tend to require more infer"deep" are a matter of degree. Shallow representations
ence about the context). Moreover, the representations
can be a surface syntactic structure, or it can be the
use the same knowledge representation framework that
text itself (as a string of characters). Deep represenis used to reason about discourse processing and domain
tations
might be a conventionalfirst-order(or higherinformation—so that the system can reason with (and
order)
A
I knowledge representation, taking into account
about) the utterances, if necessary.
such
aspects
of language understanding as lexical disamIntroduction
biguation, marking case relations, attachment of modiBuilding decision support systems involves the collection
fiers of uncertain placement, reference resolution, quantiand representation of a large amount of knowledge. It
fier scoping, and distinguishing extensional, intensional,
also involves providing mechanisms for reasoning over
generic, and descriptive noun phrases. Unlike quasithis knowledge efficiently. T o m a k e the best use of these
logical form, which is used primarily for storage of inefforts, our project group, which involves researchers at
formation, mixed-depth representations are well-formed
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the University of
propositions, subject to logical inference. DisambiguaWisconsin-Parkside, and the Medical College of Wiscontion, w h e n it occurs, is done by reasoning.
sin, is working on a system to redeploy our decision supOther systems that represent sentence meaning at
port tools to build n e w systems for educating students.
multiple
levels (e.g., syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic)
Our aim is to give students an opportunity to practice
build separate complete structures for each level. So, for
their decision making skills by considering a number of
example, w h e n processing an utterance, a parser must
scenarios that differ from each other in a controlled m a n either defer all semantic processing or resolve semantic
ner. W e also wish to give students the opportunity to
ambiguities without the full knowledge necessary to do
ask the system to explain what factors most influenced
so correctly. T h e mixed-depth approach opportunistithe system.
cally builds semantic constituent structures as soon as
Another important goal of this work is to develop tools
enough
information is available. (Minimally, this will
that will cover a number of different domains, includbe
information
about the syntax of the utterance but it
ing medical diagnosis, life skills such as good nutrition
m
a
y
include
some
semantic information about properand budgeting, and student success in their degree proties
of
discourse
objects
introduced by the utterance).
gram. Thus, the graphical parts of the system interface
This
allows
us
to
do
as
m
u
c h semantic interpretation as
are fairly generic. Most interaction between the student
possible,
as
soon
as
possible.
and the system uses natural language. This approach
In our work, w e use a parser with a linguistically

allows the system to explain fairly sophisticated topics
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having nodes of hypotheses, observations, and diagnostic
procedures.
A preliminary (and informal) user study of the Banter
system with students at the Medical College of Wisconsin revealed two important facts: First, students Uke
the idea of being able to set up hypothetical cases and
witness how different actions might (or might not!) affect the statistical likelihood of a candidate diagnosis.
Second, students do not like, and will not use, a sysGenerality The representation language and concep- tem that overwhelms them with irrelevant information or
tueil structures that aie built during the initial pgirsing that risks misleading them because it answers questions
phase are not specific to any one domain.
more narrowly than a teacher would. Students want to
ask brief, context-dependent questions, such as "Why
Expressiveness The representation language is very C T ? " or "What about ultrasound?" and they prefer to
expressive; our grcunmar covers a wide variety of syn- give brief, context-dependent responses. Moreover, stutactic constructions including fragments amd sentences
dents like explanations that are tailored to their needs—
with embedded sentences {e.g. relative clauses and
sometimes only a single word answer, sometimes the anclause complements). For example, students can reswer along with its justification. A discourse model is
quest a diagnostic exercise using a vciriety of forms
necessary to deal with this.
including Give m e a story problem, I want you to describe a case for me., Tell m e a story., A story please. The B2 Architecture
or Another case.
The B 2 system performs three distinct, but interrelated,
based grammair to process the student's typed inputs
and produce a structure that captures syntactic marking and bracketing, along with some conceptual information. Encoding decisions that require reasoning about
the domain or about the discourse context are left to
the knowledge representation and discourse processing
components, respectively. The primciry benefits of this
approach sure:

tasks that rely on a variety of information sources. The
Uniformity The structures that are built by the parser
tasks are:
are all subject to inference; they use the same conceptual fremiework that is used by the other compo• Managing the interaction between the user and B2,
nents, including discourse processing, planning, and
including the interpretation of context-dependent utplan recognition. For example, students can request
terances.
a diagnostic exercise by mentioning any step of the
• Reasoning about the domain, for example, the relation
tutoring plan including Tell m e a story, or Quiz me.
between components of a medicEil case history and disor by mentioning the overall tutoring plan with Tutor
eases
that might occur.
me.
• Meta-reasoning about the Bayesian reasoner and its
This paper gives an overview of our tutoring system,
conclusions, including an ability to explain the conB2. It describes the natural language and knowledge repclusions by identifying the factors that were most sigresentation components of B2, and our approach to the
nificant.
representation of questions and requests. The domain
that we have developed most thoroughly helps medical
The B2 system consists of seven components (see Figstudents learn a statistical model for medical diagnosis.
ure 1). In the diagram, solid, directed arrows indicate
M a n y of the examples will be taken from this domain.
the direction of information flow between components.

The Need for A Discourse Model
Thefirstprototype of our current system is Banter (Haddawy et al., 1996). Banter is a tutoring shell that
presents predefined story problems and short-answer
questions on the basis of stored information about a particular medicjil situation, such as a patient who sees her
doctor complaining of abdominal peiins. This information comprises statistical relations among known aspects
of a patient's medical history,findingsfrom physical examinations of the patient, results of previous diagnostic
tests, and the different candidate diseases. The information is represented as a Bayesian belief network. The
system also includes a faicility for explaining the system's
reasoning to the student. The Banter shell has been designed to be general enough to be used with any network

The system gets the user's input using a graphical user
interface that supports both natural lainguage interaction and mouse inputs. The Parser component of the
Parser/Generator performs thefirstlevel of processing
on the user input using its grammar and the domain
information from the Knowledge Representation Component. The Parser interprets the user's inputs to form
propositional representations of surface-level utterances
for the Discourse Analyzer. The Generator produces
natural language outputs from the text messages (propositional descriptions of text) that it receives from the
Discourse Planner.
The system as a whole is controlled by a module called
the Discourse Analyzer. The Discourse Analyzer determines an appropriate response to the user's actions on
the basis of a model of the discourse and a model of the
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Figure 1: The B 2 architecture

domain, stored in the knowledge representation component. The Analyzer invokes the Discourse Planner to select the content of the response and to structure it. The
Analyzer relies on a component called the Mediator to
intercict with the Bayesian network processor. This Mediator processes domain level information, such as ranking the effectiveness of alternative diagnostic tests. All
phases of this process are recorded in the knowledge representation component, resulting in a complete history
of the discourse. Thus, the knowledge representation
component serves as a central "blackboard" for all other
components.
Together these seven components handle the three
tasks mentioned above. They interact by addressing Jind
handling queries to each other. However, the knowledge
underlying these queries and the knowledge needed to
generate a response can come from a variety of knowledge sources. Translating between knowledge sources is
not an effective solution.
The information sources that 32 uses include:

resentation component serves as a central "blackboard"
for all other components.
The Knowledge Representation
Blackboard

32 represents both domain knowledge and discourse
knowledge in a uniform framework as a propositional semantic network. This allows the system to reason with
(and about) utterances if necessary.
A propositional semantic network is a framework for
representing the concepts of a cognitive agent who is capable of using language (hence the term semantic). The
information is represented as a graph composed of nodes
and labeled directed arcs. In a propositional semantic
network, the propositions are represented by the nodes,
rather than the arcs; arcs represent only non-conceptual
binary relations between nodes. The particular systems that are being used for 3 2 are SNePS and A N A L O G (Ali, 1994a; Ali, 1994b; Shapiro and Group, 1992)
which provide facilities for building and finding nodes
• Linguistic knowledge — knowledge about the mean-as well as for reasoning and truth-maintenance. These
systems satisfy the following additional constraints:
ings of utterances and plans for expressing meanings
as text.
• Each node represents a unique concept;
• Discourse knowledge — knowledge about the inten• Each concept represented in the network is represented
tional, social, and rhetorical relationships that link
by a unique node;
utterances.
• Domain knowledge — factual knowledge of the medi• The knowledge represented about each concept is repcal domain and the medical case that is under considresented by the structure of the entire network coneration.
nected to the node that represents that concept.
• Pedagogy — knowledge about the tutoring task.

These constraints allow efficient inference when process
ing natural language. For example, such networks can
• Decision-support — knowledge about the statistical
represent
complex descriptions (common in the medical
model and how to interpret the information that is
domain), and can support the resolution of eUipsis and
derivable from the model.
anaphora, as well as general reasoning tasks such as subIn 32, the interaction between the tasks is possible
besumption
(Ali, 1994a; Ali, 1994b; Maida and Shapiro,
cause the information for all knowledge sources is rep1982; Shapiro and Rapaport, 1987; Shapiro and Raparesented in a uniform frzmiework. The knowledge repport, 1992).
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Interpretation of exchanges
exchanges (pairs of Interpretations)
FORXLL
FDRALL

FO^LL

system's Interpretation of each utterance
sequence of utterances
utterance level

CASE-NUM
OBJEdTl

F i g u r e 3: F i v e L e v e l s of R e p r e s e n t a t i o n

The Representation of the Discourse
The discourse model has five levels of representation,
shown in Figure 3. These levels capture what the student and the system have each said, as well as how their
utterances extend the ongoing discourse. Unlike many
systems, B2's model of discourse will include a representation of questions and requests, as well as statements of fact. (Systems that do not represent questions and requests typically give these utterances a proWe characterize a knowledge representation as unicedural semantics, interpreting them as operations to
form when it allows the representation of different kinds
be performed.) Having an explicit representation of
of knowledge in the saime knowledge base using the same
questions and requests simplifies the interpretation of
inference processes. The knowledge representation comcontext-dependent utterances such as Why? or What
ponent of B 2 is uniform because it provides a representaabout H I D A ^ (Haller, 1996). It also allows the systion of the discourse knowledge, domaiin knowledge, and
tem to recover from misunderstandings, should they ocprobabilistic knowledge (from the Bayesian net). This
cur (McRoy, 1995; McRoy and Hirst, 1995).
supports intertask communication and cooperation for
W e will consider each of these levels in turn, starting
interactive processing of tutorial dialogs.
with the utterance level, shown at the bottom of FigThe rule in Figure 2 is a good example of how the
ure 3.
uniform representation of information in the semantic
network eillows us to relate domeiin information (a medThe Utterance Level
ical case) to discourse planning information (a plan to
For all inputs, the parser produces a representation of of
describe it). This network represents a text plan for deits surface content, which the analyzer will assert as pcirt
scribing a medicaJ case to the user. Text plans are repof an occurrence of an event of type SAY. The content
resented as rules in the knowledge representation. Rules
of the user's utterance is always represented by what
are general statements about objects in the domain; they
she said literally. In the ceise of requests, the student
axe represented by using case frames^ that have FORALL
may request a story problem directly, as an imperative
or EXISTS arcs to nodes that represent variables that are
sentence Tell m e a story or indirectly, as a declarative
bound by these quantifier arcs. In Figure 2, node M13
sentence that expresses a desire / want you to tell m e
is a rule with three universadly quantified variables (at
a story. The complete representation of the imperative
the end of the FORALL arcs), an antecedent (at the end
sentence Tell m e a story is shown in Figure 4.
of the ANT axe), and a consequent (at the end of the CQ
For the system's utterances, the utterance level reparc). This means that if an instance of the antecedent
resentation corresponds to a text generation event (this
is believed, then a suitably instantiated instance of the
contains much morefine-grainedinformation about the
consequent is believed. Node PI represents the concept
system's utterance, such as mode and tense.) The conthat something is a member of the class case and P2
tent of the system's utterance is the text message that
represents the concept that the case concept has a case
is sent to the language generator.
number and case information. For more details about
the knowledge representation, see (McRoy et al., 1997).
Sequence of Utterances
Figure 2: A rule stating that i£ VI is the case number of
a case, and V2 and V3 cire two pieces of case information,
then a plan for generating a description of the case will
present the two pieces of information in a coordinating
conjunction.

'Caseframesaxe conventionally agreed upon sets of arcs
emanatingfroma node that are used to express a proposition.
For example, to express that A isa B we use the M E M B E R CLASS caseframewhich is a node with a M E M B E R arc and
a CLASS, arc (Shapiro et al., 1994) provides a dictionary of
standard caseframes.Additional caseframescan be defined
as needed.

The second level corresponds to the sequence of utterances. (This level is comparable to the linguistic structure in the tripartite model of (Grosz and Sidner, 1986)).
^HIDA stands for radio-nuclide hepatobilary imaging, a
diagonistic test.
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Figure 4: Node B3 represents an utterance whose form
is imperative, and whose content (M4) is the proposition
that the hearer (Bl) will tell a story (32) to the speaker
(85).
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Figure 5: Node M31 is a proposition that the interpretation of Tell m e a story (which is glossed in thisfigure)is
M22. Node M22 is the proposition that the user requested
that the system describe a case to the user.

In the semantic network, we represent the sequencing
of utterances explicitly, with asserted propositions that
use the B E F O R E - A F T E R case frame. The order in
which utterances occurred (system and user) can be determined by traversing these structures. This representation is discussed in detail in (McRoy et al., 1997).

tion (i.e. that the user has understood the question and
requires no further clarification). Finally, propositional
node M116 represents the system's behef that node M112
is the interpretation of the exchange represented by node
M113.

The Interpretation Level

Interaction among the Levels

In the third level, we represent the system's interpretation of each utterance. Each utterance event
(from level 1) will have an associated system interpretation, which is represented using the I N T E R P R E T A T I O N . O F — I N T E R P R E T A T I O N case frame. For example, consider the interpretation of the utterance Tell
me a story (as well as / want you to tell m e a story.),
shown in Figure 5. (Every utteramce has one or more
interpretations; at any time, only one is believed and a
justification-based truth maintenance system is used to
track changes in belief.)

A major advantage of the network representation is the
knowledge sharing between thesefivelevels. W e term
this knowledge sharing associativity. This occurs because the representation is uniform and every concept
is represented by a unique node. As a result, we can retrieve and make use of information that is represented in
the network implicitly, by the arcs that connect propositional nodes. For example, if the system needed to
explain why the user had said HID A, it could follow the
arcs from the node representing the utterance that User
said H I D A to the system's interpretation of that utterance, node M108,
to determine that

The Exchange and Exchange Interpretation
Levels

• The user's utterance was understood as the answer
within an exchange (node Ml 13), and

The fourth andfifthlevels of representation in our discourse model are exchanges and interpretations of exchanges, respectively. A conversational exchange is a
pair of interpreted events thatfitone of the conventional
structures for dialog {e.g. Q U E S T I O N - A N S W E R ) . Figure 6 gives the network representation of a conversational exchange and its interpretation. Node Ml 13 represents the exchange in which the system has asked
a question and the user has answered it. Using the
M E M B E R - C L A S S case frame, propositional node Ml 15
asserts that the node Ml 13 is an exchange. Propositional
node Ml 12 represents the system's interpretation of this
exchange: that the user has accepted the system's ques-
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• The user's answer indicated her acceptance and understanding of the discourse, up to that point Ml 12.
This same representation could be used to explain why
the system believed that the user had understood the
system's question. This associativity in the network is
vital if the interaction starts to fail.

The Current Status of B2
B2 is being developed using the Common LISP programming language. W e are using the SNePS 2.3.1 and ANAL O G 1.1 tools to create the lexicon, parser, generator.

duce a representation of questions. T h e representations
use the s a m e knowledge representation framework that
is used to reaison about discourse processing and domain
information—so that the system can reason with (and
about) the utterances.
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Abstract
Accident, infection, surgery, or stroke resulting in brain
trauma can leave individuals with significant and pervasive
cognitive disabilities. The need to increasefiinctionalrecovery for these individuals challenges the combined knowledge,
skills, and vision across disciplines including neuropsychology, rehabilitation psychology, occupational therapy, speech
pathology, and computer science. This paper reports such interdisciplinary research to develop an approach to computerassisted retraining that can support and encourage patients'
own efforts to take charge of their hves again and rebuild
theu- cognitive skills and thereby enhance their vocational and
social opportunities. The Adaptable Learning Environment
for Rehabilitation Training ( A L E R T ) will track user performance levels, interest, preferences, and progress within an environment that uses Virtual Reality for life-skill simulations and
activities to functionally model cognitive task domains. A
single standardized assessment method is being designed to
collect information about cognitive variables in the context of
mediating and support variables. The functional developmental model of recovery upon which A L E R T is based vJhl
use the ongoing assessment as it updates the patient user
model within the intelhgent tutoring system to giiide the suggestions for treatment at each successive stage.
Introduction
Significant and pervasive disabilities can result from injury
to the brain. It has been estimated that 7 to 8 milUon people
suffer u-aumatic brain injiuy (TBI) each year in the United
States alone (Bennett, Dittmar, & H o , 1997). These individuals are often left with long-term deficits that can severely impact their vocational and social opportunities for
the rest of their lives. Resources are hmited for the cognitive
retraining that could increase their functional recovery; thus,
a challenge emerges to develop m o r e effective computer
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software to support cognitive retraining b y applying the
combined knowledge and skills of researchers from several
areas. This paper reports progress of a collaboration a m o n g
neuropsychologists, rehabilitation speciahsts, occupational
therapists, speech pathologists, educators and computer scientists to attempt to meet this challenge in the interests of
T B I individuals, their families, their employers, and society
as a whole.
Cognitive rehabilitation employs the apphcation of a constellation of procedures b y a practitioner, usually a neuropsychologist, occupational therapist, or speech pathologist,
to facilitate development of skills and stiategies needed to
overcome cognitive deficits in persons with T B I (Diller &
Gordon, 1981). T h e use of cognitive rehabilitation techniques dates back to the time of the ancient Greeks; h o w ever, it w a s not until after World W a r II that the potential of
cognitive rehabilitation as a n intervention for persons with
head injuries w a sfirstproposed (Zangwill, 1947), Early
research in cognitive rehabilitation primarily focused o n the
apphcation of these procedures to individuals w h o had sustained cerebral vascular accidents ( C V A ) (Gordon, Hibbard,
& Kreutzer, 1989). It w a s not until Ben-Yishay w a s called
u p o n b y the Israeh government to develop a n outpatient
rehabihtation program for soldiers with head injuries that
cognitive rehabilitation w a s appUed to this population
(Gordon, et al., 1989).
Within a relatively short time, cognitive rehabilitation has
b e c o m e one of the fastest growing rehabihtation interventions provided to persons with head injuries. Gordon, et al,
(1989) cite numerous reasons for the recent expansion in
this field including the following: (a) an increase in public
awareness of cognitive rehabihtation coupled with the
greater n u m b e r of individuals w h o survive T B I due to advances in medical technology; (b) the establishment of the

efficacy of cognitive remediation for individuals w h o have
sustained C V A s , leading researchers to question whether
tins intervention m a y also be applicable to persons with
TBI; (c) the potential of computers to serve as an ideal m o dality for administration of cognitive rehabiUtation techniques; and (d) the results of studies in the area of brain injury have revealed that residual cognitive deficits contribute
a major barrier to successiul vocational rehabilitation of this
population.

sis on performing over-learned functional behaviors, underlying cognitive abilities are not developed. This in turn,
m a y lead to the individual experiencing difficulty w h e n performing tasks w h e n cognitive flexibility is required (Kirsh,
Levine, Lajiness-O'Neill, & Schnyder, 1992). There is thus
a need to develop interventions that incorporate both the
restorative and fimctional approaches and this need led to
the A L E R T concept and design.
An Adaptable Learning Environment

Computer-based Cognitive Rehabilitation
Data supporting the efficacy of cognitive rehabilitation are
quite limited (Gordon et al., 1989; Pepin, Loranger, & Benoit 1995; Rizzo, Buckwalter, & N e u m a n n , 1997); unfortunately, computerized cognitive rehabilitation intervention
has received even less research attention. Although some
researchers have concluded that computerized cognitive
rehabilitation efforts have been effective (Bracy, 1983),
controlled research investigations of computerized interventions have not yet been conducted (Gordon et al., 1989).
Investigations employing computers as a means of administering cognitive rehabilitation interventions have encountered problems and issues similar to those reported for
the studies of non-computerized interventions. Moreover,
additional criticisms have been concerned with the fact that
few cognitive rehabilitation software programs were developed specifically for persons with T B I (Gordon et al.,
1989). Most programs used in research in this area were
designed for either young children or were specialized applications designed for special education students. For computerized rehabilitation efforts to attract participation and to
be maximally effective with adults, the software applications must be appropriate for the person's age, gender, educational level, and professional and cultural background. In
addition, the abilit>- to use the treatment modality most appropriate at the time could greatly improve effectiveness.
Relatively little research has focused on treatment modalities that improve cognition following brain injury (Parente
& Herrmann, 1996).
The potential for application of Virtual Reality ( V R )
technology to the rehabilitation of persons with cognitive
deficits has recently been recognized (Rizzo, et al., 1997).
Such technology m a y indeed be highly valuable w h e n applied to individuals with TBI. Through the use of V R employed within a rehabilitation context, brain-behavior relationships m a y be examined more closely and revolutionary
treatment options m a y be developed (Rizzo, et al., 1997).
T w o general approaches have been proposed for applying
V R technology to cognitive remediation: restorative approaches, which tend to focus on the systematic retraining
of cognitive processes through repetition; and fimctional
approaches, which focus on retraining of activities, behavior, and skills through discrete steps (Rizzo, et al., 1997) or
task analysis.
Both restorative and functional approaches have been
subject to criticism. Critics of restorative approaches argue
that these methods have limited generalizability from the
training environment to the individual's environment
(O'Conner & Cermack, 1987). In contrast, critics of fimctional approaches assert that through placing a great empha-
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The purpose of the research reported in this paper has been
to design an adaptable learning environment specifically for
persons with T B I as a means of enhancing their cognitive
abilities and vocational and social competence
This computerized rehabilitation system will track user
performance levels, interest, preferences, and progress. Its
software architecture includes aspects of intelUgent tutoring
systems (Frasson, Mengelle, Aimeur, & Gouarderes, 1996;
Brusilovsky, Schwarz, & Weber, 1996), helper/advisory
systems (Winkels & Breuker, 1990), and interactive learning environments (Akhras & Self, 1996). It will eventually
include aspects of a learning companion (Ragnemalm, 1996;
Chan & Baskin, 1990) and of medical knowledge-based
systems, especially those designed for protocol-directed
therapy (for example, see Musen, Tu, Das, & Shahar, 1995).
The "Adaptable Learning Environment for Rehabilitation
Training" ( A L E R T ) is being created to support multiple
"system modes" which in turn share aspects of intelligent
tutoring systems, helper systems, learning environments,
learning companions, and protocol delivery systems. Its
software architecture is described elsewhere (Ross &
Chiang, 1998); the focus here is the cognitive task analysis
and the vision of a patient-directed retraining environment
for rehabiUtation that informs the A L E R T project.
The design of this learning environment addresses a variety of cognitive domains including arousal and orientation,
attention and concentration, memory, visual and spatial perception, language and verbal skills, executive fiinctioning
(e.g., reasoning, planning, organization, problem solving),
life skills (e.g., time telling, budgeting, following directions), and social skills. Cognitive tasks are activities specific to assessing the skills contained within a broader cognitive domain (e.g., attention, memory, executive fimctioning) and are designed to enhance the learner's skill level in
that particular sub-domain. Enhanced cognitive performance
will be developed through age-appropriate game-like activities and assessing performance on these tasks. After the
participant achieves a pre-determined level of competency
in a particular skill, he or she will then engage in a series of
simulation tasks designed to enhance the functional use of
the skill and increase the ecological validity of the intervention (Rizzo, et al, 1997). This is accomplished through the
use of virtual environments created in the Virtual Reality
Modeling Language ( V R M L ) (Matuba & Roehl, 1996).
Cognitive Rehabilitation within ALERT
A multimodal approach to cognitive rehabilitation for persons with traumatic brain injuries includes examination of
three types of variables: cognitive, mediating, and support.

Cognitive Variables involve operations, or skills, that can
be learned. These are divided into two classes: (1) Cognitive Activities are cognitive operations that direct attention
to enhance encoding or cueing of information (e.g., mnemonic techniques). These activities involve breaking d o w n
a particular cognitive domain (e.g. attention) into subdomains, or components, and developing tasks to assess
performance in each of the sub-domains individually. (2)
Functional Modeling involves cognitive operations that
utiUze certain concept-learning, problem-solving, decision
making, or reasoning techniques that are simulations of
normal activities. Functional modeling tasks include computer simulations (i.e. virtual reality [VR]) of real-life activities that are designed to enhance generalizability of cognitive skills learned through the Cognitive Activities.
Mediating Variables, in contrast, are variables that the
learner brings to the setting and could potentially affect the
individual's overall performance (e.g. patient's inchnation,
disposition, or readiness to atten^jt a given task). Examples
of mediating variables m a y include Alertness (e.g., level of
arousal). M o o d (e.g., emotional state, level of motivation,
attitudes and preferences), and Nutrition (e.g. w h e n last food
was eaten, types of food, exercise, medication).
Similarly, Support Variables also do not directly influence
cognitivefimctioning.Rather, these are variables contained
within the physical or social environment that m a y influence

performance o n cognitive tasks. Support variables include
factors, activities, or interventions that m a y compensate for
cognitive limitations, prompt the implementation of c o m pensation strategies, or facilitate m e m o r y retrieval. For example, prosthetic m e m o r y devices (e.g., calculators, computers, daytimers/personal calendars), environmental modifications (e.g. labeling contents of drawers), and modifications of the social environment (e.g. use of social reminders,
social feedback) (Parente & Hermann, 1996).
A L E R T brings into a single environment the assessment
and analysis of cognirive, mediating, and support variables
and will synthesize a user model and updated treatment
plan. Currently there is no single standardized assessment
method that collects information about cognitive, mediating,
and support variables (Parente & Herrmann, 1996). A s sessment of these variables is important for a successfiil
development and implementation of a multimodal model of
cognitive rehabilitation treatment. It is essential for its
meaningfiil evaluation due to the interaction of mediating
and support variables with active variables in cognitive rehabilitation. In A L E R T , a matrix of cognitive, mediating
and support variables will be used to track the user's performance and update A L E R T ' s model of the user's progress. T h e section of this matrix involving the attention domain is displayed in Table 1.

Table 1: The attention section of the A L E R T variable matrix.
COGNITIVE
VARIABLES
Functional
Cognitive
Modeling
Activity
Attention
sustained'

MEDIATING
VARIABLES
Alertness

Mood

SUPPORT
VARIABLES
Nutrition

(time limit,
performance)
(time limit,
performance)
(performance)

(7 point scale)

(7 point scale) (multiple choice)

(7 point scale)

(7 point scale) (multiple choice)

alternating^

(time on task,
performance)
(time on task,
performance)
(performance)

(7 point scale)

(7 point scale) (multiple choice)

divided"

(performance)

(performance)

(7 point scale)

(7 point scale) (multiple choice)

vigilance^

(time on task,
performance)

(time Umit,
performance)

(7 point scale)

(7 point scale) (multiple choice)

selective^

Use of Support Agents
Agents
activated
Agents
activated
Agents
activated
Agents
activated
Agents
activated

Sustained attention: Focusing on specific things for certain lengths of time. Remaining focused during a conversation or completing a
task from begirming to end without interruption are examples of this type of attention.
^ Selective attention: Focusing on specific things for certain lengths of time while ignoring distractions. For example, being able to compose a report while the T V is on or cooking dinner while a group is having a conversation in the next room.
^ Alternating attention: Switching the focus of your attention from one project to another, without losing track of where you are in either
task. For example, an office worker may be typing on the computer, then answer the phone, then handle questions from someone
standing at his/her desk, then resume typing on the computer where he/she left otT.
^ Divided attention: Performing two or more tasks at the same time. For example, taking notes during class while still attending to the
lecture.
' Vigilance: The ability to sustain attention and be prepared for any changes within the environment and having the ability to respond to
the changes and retum to a vigilance level. For example, driving a car while responding to a variety of changes (e.g., traffic lights
changing, a deer running infrontof the car).
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Within this multi-system-mode framework, cognitive retraining will be dynamically designed following a developmental sequence and will employ a developmental model of
recovery as proposed by Parente and Anderson-Parente
(1991). This fimctional model of development w a s designed to provide suggestions for treatment at each succeeding stage. T h e model is premised on the notion that
certain skills (e.g arousal and orientation) must be acquired
before other skills (e.g., attention, executive skills) m a y develop. Parente and Herrmann (1996) present a developmental model of cognitive recovery that includes the following stages of cognitive remediation:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

mental control
rehearsal
recovery of episodic m e m o r y
higher order cognition
recovery of social competence

Similarly, a developmental model is employed for transitioning between cognitive activities andftinctionalmodeling. Users must meet an established level of performance
on the cognitive activities before advancing to the fimctional
modeling component of the program. Table 2 provides examples of cognitive activities and functional modeling as
apphed to the domain of attention.

arousal and orientation
attention and vigilance
Table 2: Cognitive variables: examples of cognitive activities and samples of functional modeling.
COGNITIVE
VARIABLES
Cognitive Activity

Functional Modeling

Computer task: Individual is shown a screen
with numbers on it and asked to cross out number that follow in order going forward, i.e. 3 8
4 2 0 1 7 8 6 4 9 2 4.
Computer task: Individual is shown a screen
with a variety of numbers on it, and asked to
cross out numbers that are one less the number
before it; i.e. 0 1 2 7 6 4 3 1 9 8 5 3 8. There is
a distraction such as the radio playing while
completing this task.
Computer task: A d d numbers on one part of the
screen and switch to another part of the screen
to cross out words from a Ust that begin with
the letter H , then switch back to the other task.
Computer task: Read a story and cross out
words occurring before a coma, while also circling words beginning with the letter H. After
reading the story, summarize pertinent aspects.
Computer task: Complete a variety of tasks and
games on the computer while watching out for
"virus" that m a y pop up to try to stop the task.

Visiting a virtual video store and making a list of
all the program areas that videos can be selected
from.

Attention
sustained

selective

alternating

divided

vigilance

Preparation of a meal in the virtual kitchen with
various distractions (phone ringing, cat nmning
through kitchen, etc.)

Preparing a meal in a virtual kitchen with a variety of tasks, food on stove, making a salad,
phone ringing, following recipe, pouring drinks.
Listening to a virtual lecture, taking notes, and
answering questions on a test afterward.

Driving a virtual car while paying attention to a
variety of dangers that would be found in normal
driving.

vidual can use in the community, it is felt that a support
will also be needed with the computer. The support that
is envisioned here is a key reminder that will be directed
at the deficit areas seen with the tasks. For example, if
the individual had left neglect (visual deficit in the left
field of vision so the they miss things in this area of vision), a reminder bug would enter the screen and point to
an area on the left side to remind them that they are
missing things on this side. It is feh that this system will
be gentle with the individual while at the same time allowing them the opportunity to m a k e changes that directly
relate to their deficits.

M e d i a t i n g a n d S u p p o r t Variables
Assessment of mediating variables would include self
ratings of h o w sleepy or alert patients are feeling, their
general mood, and nutrition questions such as last meal
eaten and if they are feeling hungry, w h e n medications
were taken. Since performance can be adversely affected
by a variety of factors, monitoring these factors m a y help
in the understanding of their role in performance (Sbord o n e & L o n g , 1996).
The role of the helper variable is two-fold. While examples are given of the role of support and help the indi-
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culated to be used to update the user model and guide the
course of treatment.
The A L E R T approach makes an important contribution
to improving computer-based cognitive rehabilitation by
including both restorative and functional approaches.
This facilitates an effective rehabilitation process by
leading the individual through retraining of cognitive processes both as mental abilities and as (virtually) real-life
situation coping skills. Eventually, the life-skill scenarios
and virtual environments will be expanded to include
many vocational settings and vocational and social problem-solving scenarios in order to support vocational rehabilitation (and alternate vocation exploration) within
A L E R T . The goal is to develop A L E R T as a tool that its
users can enjoyably use to help them take charge of rebuilding their cognitive skills and expanding their educational, social and vocational opportunities.

Advantages of the A L E R T Approach
In ALERT, functional modeling is accomplished within
Virtual Reality interactive settings for the cognitive task
abilities being retrained. The user is able to navigate and
interact with the virtual environment. Figure 1 provides
an example of an A L E R T virtual kitchen in which reallife situations are simulated, and a variety of attention
tasks can be presented. Created in V R M L with interactive objects, the user can m o v e about the kitchen and turn
on the faucet, wash the salad, make toast or coffee, answer the phone, etc. Once started, these processes (e.g.,
coffee brewing, sink filling with water, phone ringing)
continue until the user takes action. Thus, the phone can
be ringing, the sink filhng, the pot boiling, and coffee
brewing at the same time, thereby creating a need for prioritized attention Meanwhile, the user's responses and
response times are recorded and performance scores cal-

Figure 1: V R M L kitchen which can be utibzed for a variety of attention tasks in A L E R T .
The therapist obtained baseline measures on cognitive
activities using A L E R T . Restorative training focused on
cognitive activities in a variety of areas. For simphcity.
an example of just training tasks in the area of sustained
attention is provided below (Table 3). The patient worked
on training of cognitive activities until a target level of
performance was achieved. Once the target was met the
patient was advanced to work in the area of ftmctional
modeling.

Case Study of A L E R T in Use
In the following description, A L E R T is used by a therapist to support cognitive retraining. Patient A is a 23year-old male w h o sustained a traumatic brain injury in a
car accident. H e had damage to the left frontal and temporal lobe, and was in a coma for three days. H e spent
three weeks in acute care and two months in inpatient
hospital rehabilitation. Following discharge, he entered
cognitive training with a speech and language pathologist.

Table 3: A snapshot of variables tracked in A L E R T for Patient A after three sessions
COGNITIVE
VARIABLES
Cognitive Activity

Functional Modeling

Basehne on task time 2:15 minutes
Baseline performance 17/30 items correct
Transition perform, of 25/30 aaoss 3 sessions

Patient A located 5/6 items in virtual store within
a 5 minute period. Then A was able to follow
4/5 steps in preparing a salad in virtual kitchen.

Attention
1. sustained
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Interdisciplinary Collaboration
Breaking new ground in computer-based retraining for
cognitive disability required combined knowledge and
experience to develop a shared understanding of problems
and solutions as well as participants' willingness to join
forces to create A L E R T . The authors represent rehabilitation psychology, neuropsychology, speech pathology,
linguistics, education, and computer science. The potential for this collaboration was discovered only months
before this paper was written; yet a shared sense of the
urgency of patients' need for help in rebuilding their cognitive skills and their hves has led to a plan for providing
this help. It is hoped that publishing these preliminary
results m a y attract other researchers into this quest to create a new class of cognitive rehabilitation interventions
and to assess their potential to support effective retraining. Interested parties are invited to contact the authors.
Conclusion
The A L E R T system is designed to address the individual's specific deficit areas. Starting from computer-based
activities for restoring cognitive abilities, exploring games
and tasks to reinforce this learning, and progressing to
more complex problem-solving scenarios in the virtual
enviromnents, individuals can work on their deficit areas.
Thus A L E R T provides a "safe" way to support learning
and failure prior to reentering the real world where failures can be m u c h more costly (Rizzo et al., 1997).
A L E R T will be made available over the Internet and on
C D - R O M s that patients can use at h o m e as well as in a
clinical setting. Thefirstrelease is scheduled for Spring
1998; information and demos will be available at the
A L E R T web site: "http;//www.earthlab.com/alert/
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Abstract
When people read spatial descriptions they construct a
mental model. W h e n they attempt to remember the spatial
description they may rely on memory for the description
itself, memory for the constructed model, and/or memory
for the operations used to construct the mental model an
episodic construction trace (Payne, 1993).
This paper
reports an ACT-R simulation of this multiplerepresentation account of memory for spatial descriptions.
The simulation shows that the idea of a remembered
construction trace can arise naturally from ACT-R's
treatment of goals as declarative memory elements. The
simulation captures the most important experimental data
in favour of the construction trace hypothesis.
Introduction
M a n y authors have suggested that comprehending linguistic
descriptions involves the construction of a mental model ; a
representation of the described situation (Bower & Morrow,
1990; Bransford, Barclay, & Franks, 1972; Johnson-Laird,
1983; Tversky, 1991). In Johnson-Laird's theory (which
provides the starting point of the current research), a mental
model is an analog representation, which shares the structure
of the situation it represents.
The mental m o d e ! theory of comprehension has had a
widespread influence in text comprehension and reasoning
research. O n e of the clearest illustrations of the concept of
mental models is provided by considering simple spatial
descriptions, such as:
The vest is to the left of the shawl
The blouse is to the left of the vest
The coat is below the blouse
The kilt is to the right of the coat
Mani and Johnson-Laird (1982) asked subjects to read
descriptions of this general kind, and then judge whether
they were consistent with a diagram of the layout of objects.
Later, the same subjects were given recognition tests for the
descriptions. M a n i and Johnson-Laird found that subjects'
gist m e m o r y (their ability to distinguish a description of the
same layout of objects from a description of a different
layout) w a s better if the original spatial description w a s
determinate (i.e. w a s consistent with only a single
configuration of objects, given assumptions about scale and
symmetry, and therefore with a single mental model).

However, subjects' verbatim m e m o r y (their ability to
distinguish the original description from a configurationpreserving paraphrase) w a s better if the description w a s
indeterminate
(i.e. consistent
with
t w o different
configurations, and therefore two alternative mental models).
Johnson-Laird (1983) gives the above pattern of fmdings
pride of place in his exposition of the theory of mental
models. H e explains the findings by assuming that m e m o r y
for a spatial description can involve the propositions of the
description or a mental model that w a s constructed in order
to comprehend the description. W h e n the description is
determinate, it is easier to construct a mental model, which
later supports gist m e m o r y . W h e n the description is
indeterminate it is harder to construct a mental model, so
the participant tends to remember the propositions
themselves, and can thus exhibit verbatim m e m o r y . Mental
models of these simple spatial descriptions are assumed to
be structural analogues of the described configurations.
Johnson-Laird (1983) describes a computer program for
constructing such models from the spatial propositions; the
program encodes mental models using a simple 2dimensional array.
Payne (1993) reported difficulty in replicating M a n i &
Johnson-Laird's phenomenon, and offered a n e w account of
the long-term m e m o r y for spatial descriptions. H e accepted
that participants construct mental models in order to
comprehend the descriptions, but proposed that they
remembered not the model itself, but the process d"
constructing the model - an "episodic construction trace."
Thus, in the case of the description above, a participant
might remember beginning the construction of a model by
"placing" a vest to the left of a shawl, then adding the blouse
to the model, to the left of the vest, then adding the coat
below the blouse and fmally adding the kilt to the right of
the coat. Payne extended Johnson-Laird's array-building
program to m a k e this proposal explicit: his program stored a
list of propositions encoding each array-building step. In the
current example, the construction trace would be represented
as follows:
[start vest shawl left]
[blouse vest left]
[coat blouse below]
[kilt coat right ]
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The key idea is that the construction trace preserves
which objects are used to start building a n e w model, and,
thereafter, it distinguishes the objects that are already in the
mode! from those that are new. (For indeterminate
descriptions the trace also encodes the nature of the
indeterminacy, see Payne, 1993, for details.)
O n e of the predictions from the construction trace account
is that participants should find descriptions difficult to
recognise if the sentences are reordered between presentation
and test, even if the participants are told to ignore sentence
order.
T o see this, consider a re-ordering of the above
description:
The coat is below the blouse
The kilt is to the right of the coat
The blouse is to the left of the vest
The vest is to the left of the shawl
When the participant tries to build a model of this
description they must begin by placing the coat and the
blouse. The construction trace is n o w as follows:
[start coat blouse below]
[kilt coat right]
[vest blouse right]
[shawl vest right]
This trace shares only a single element with the original
trace, because the order in which objects enter the model has
been disrupted. If, to recognise descriptions, participants
construct a model and compare the n e w construction trace
with a remembered trace, then recognition of re-ordered
descriptions will be affected.
Payne (1993) reported that re-ordering did indeed suppress
recognition m e m o r y . Note that the reordered descriptions
contain exactly the same propositions, and lead to exactly
the same mental model, so that this result is not readily
explained by propositional m e m o r y or by m e m o r y for a
mental model. Recently Baguley and Payne (submitted)
have provided fluther support for the episodic construction
trace, and extended the re-ordering phenomenon to temporal
descriptions. In addition, they report n e w arguments that
the mental model itself is also remembered. They conclude
that m e m o r y for a spatial description m a y contain three
the verbal
separate primary levels of representation
propositions, the mental model, and the episodic
construction trace.
T h e aim of this article is to present a production system
model of this multiple-representation account of m e m o r y for
descriptions.
T h e model performs the tasks of
comprehending and later recognising verbal descriptions,
and it captures the re-ordering phenomenon.

An ACT-R model of the Episodic Construction
Trace ( A C T - E C T )

and stochastic nature of human behaviour A C T - R embodies
several assumptions about the activation of elements in
declarative memory, h o w these change over time and h o w
they affect and are affected by processing.
These
assumptions are justified by rational analysis, so that they
work to produce a system that is tuned to the statistics of its
environment. In addition to activation-based processing,
A C T - R assumes that productions can be selected for use on
the basis of the history of their successes and failures and
their associated costs.
The explicit division of m e m o r y into procedural and
declarative memories in A C T - R , and the earlier A C T s , has
proven particularly useful when m e m o r y tasks are modelled
(Anderson, 1983, 1993). In the case of A C T - E C T it allows
a clear distinction between over-learned procedures (i.e.
those that create and interpret mental models) and transient
storage (i.e. the propositions, models and construction
traces). A C T - E C T contains productions that create mental
models, cope with indeterminate descriptions, discriminate
true statements using a remembered model and recognise
previously comprehended descriptions by combining
evidence from the remembered propositions, mental model
and construction trace.
The key decisions that must be m a d e to implement the
Episodic Construction Trace ( E C T ) hypothesis in A C T - R
are as follows: H o w should mental models be represented?
H o w should the E C T be represented as a by-product of the
productions that construct such mental models? H o w
should recognition be achieved so as to exploit remembered
propositions, mental models and the E C T ?
Representing mental models in ACT-ECT
A mental model is treated as a distributed data structure: it
is represented by having a working m e m o r y element ( W M E )
corresponding to each object in the model. Each such
W M E has slots for a spatial x and y co-ordinate. This
captures the source independence of mental models in that it
allows inferences about the relative positions of objects in
the mental model irrespective of whether the relations in
question have been explicitly noted or encoded in
propositional form. Thus a mental model might look like
this (sentences leading to construction are shown on right):
Object 1 (x = 0, y = 0)
Object2(x = -l,y = 0)
Object3(x = 0, y = -l)
Object4(x = -2, y = 0)
Object5(x = -l,y = -l)

Object2 is to the left of Objectl
Object3 is below Objectl
Object4 is to the left of Object2
Objects is to the left of Object3

If the question 'Is Objects to the left of Objectl?' is
asked; then the answer is computed using the co-ordinates in
the model representation. Here is an example of the
representation of an object-in-a-model:
imag objects

ISA

A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) is the latest version of Anderson's
A C T family of cognitive architectures. In keeping with the
others it proposes that a production system operates on a
declarative m e m o r y . T o allow modelling of the time course
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Type
Xcoord
Y coord
Model

imagobject
coat

0
-1
model2

The use of generated identifiers facilitates both multiple
mental models from the same description and mental models
generated from different descriptions that use the same
objects. Each Imagobject also contains a slot with a
reference to a W M E of type model; each model W M F , is
generated at run-time and is used to indicate which
imagobjects are in the same model. In theory A C T - E C T
could maintain an unrealistically large number of mental
models; however the descriptions used in experiments that
have investigated spatial mental models do not contain the
multiple indeterminacy necessary for this to occur.
Constructing mental models and
r e m e m b e r i n g the construction

these goals can be used to implement the construction trace.
A C T - E C T recognises processing steps that have been
traversed before by comparing the record of previous goals
with the current goals, removing the need for a dedicated
m e m o r y type.
A n important feature of A C T - E C T that enables this
scheme to be used is its somewhat unusual representation of
goals. M a n y A C T - R models use distinct m e m o r y types for
different types of goal. Such a representation implies no
special similarity between different types of goal; for instance
the goal to read a sentence might be no more related to a
goal to write that sentence than to the representation of that
sentence:

process

To construct a model from a propositional representation is
relatively straightforward. Essentially, w e encoded JohnsonLaird's algorithm with a set of productions. There are
productions for testing whether either of the objects is
already in a model; for creating a n e w model if neither object
is; for adding new objects to models (and, critically, for
preparing for this by transforming propositions as necessary
so that they express the relation between the new object and
the one that is already in the model, instead of the other way
around.). Other productions resolve indeterminacy by
creating multiple mental models.
The more interesting modelling problem is h o w to code
these construction productions so that they leave a trace of
their behaviour (the episodic construction trace) that can later
by used in recognition. O n e rather obvious solution might
be for the model-construction productions to not only
perform their main function, but to include right-hand side
clauses (i.e. actions) that create a special type of
representation to record what the production has just done
(and that is later used by other productions to recognise this
process). This has some similarity to the w a y the analogy
mechanism works in recent versions of A C T - R ; where a
special 'dependency' representation created in the same way
encodes information about what the system is doing for use
in later analogy making. However, in the present case such
an addition was felt to be arbitrary and unparsimonious.
One can use A C T - R as a programming language in this
way, to implement the E C T hypothesis, but a preferred
solution would be to use A C T - R more as a cognitive
theory. After all, w h y should these particular productions
have this special effect on memory?
Our preferred solution relies on the properties of goal
handling in A C T - R . Goals are represented as working
memory elements ( W M E s ) that share c o m m o n properties
with other W M E s (e.g. the mental models). O n e of the
properties of A C T - R ' s W M E s is that they decay, so every
separate W M E created in the system's past will have some
level of activation (and hence retrievability) however
minuscule. Hence, all previous goals of the system are
maintained in long term m e m o r y (eventually decaying to
oblivion if they are not reused) and m a y be treated as data by
other productions. A record of the different goals created by
the production system therefore provides some record of the
processing done. W h e n a n e w mental model needs to be
created, a goal must be set to do this; similarly a goal must
be set to rearrange and reprocess a sentence. The m e m o r y fw
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Readthesentence
ISA
Read
Object Thesentence
Write_the_sentence
ISA
Object

Write
Thesentence

Thesentence
ISA
Sentence
Nounl Tea
Relation above
N o u n 2 Coffee
Fig I: Examples of common notation for two goals and a
related m e m o r y element in A C T - R
For example in Figure 1 we see three different working
m e m o r y types (Read, Write and Sentence respectively), and
all have one over-lapping element (i.e. the label
Thesentence). However in A C T - E C T the relationship
between steps involving processing needs to be
made
explicit, so these elements would instead be represented as
shown in Figure 2.

Readthesentence
ISA
Goal
Action Read
Object Thesentence
Writethesentence
ISA Goal
Action Write
Object Thesentence
Thesentence
ISA
Sentence
N o u n 1 Tea
Relation Above
N o u n 2 Coffee
Fig 2: Alternative notation for elements in fig I as used by

ACT-ECT

the use of recognition information , and the weighting of the
three identified components of recognition, would require the
addition of further assumptions to A C T - E C T .

Hence in A C T - E C T all working m e m o r y elements that
act as a processing goal, are of working m e m o r y type
'Goal'; their nature is indicated by the slot 'Action', with
usually only one other slot needed; i.e. the 'Object' the
action is to applied to.

Simulation runs of the model

Recognising processing steps
T h e shared type of all processing goals is important to the
recognition productions in A C T - E C T .
Only three
productions are required; one that recognises propositions
seen before (recognisetext), one that recognises mental
models constructed before (recognisemodel), and the final
novel production that recognises the processing steps
engaged in previously (recogniseconstructiontrace). T h e
system agent itself, as implemented in A C T - E C T , does not
explicitly set a goal to recognise a model, it merely sets
goals to read a test-phase description and create a n e w model
from this description. The afore-mentioned productions
match to these processing goals in what amounts to
incidental recognition (no explicit goal to recognise a
description is necessary). The recognition productions are
sufficiently preferred in the conflict resolution process that
they will always match first. W h e n any of the three
recognition productions fire one of three recognition
variables
are
incremented;
processing
when
fires,
gist
when
recogniseconstructiontrace
recognisemodel fires, and textrecog w h e n recognisetext
fires. T h e latter two productions are restricted tofiringonce
for
every
proposition
processed;
whilst
recogniseconstructiontrace can fire once per new system
goal.
Three
different algorithms
for
calculating
the
correspondence between two mental models were explored in
A C T - E C T . They are essentially very similar and calculate
correspondence by seeing if objects are in the same relative
positions in the two models; the algorithms only vary in
h o w m a n y objects need to be in the same positions for
recognition to occur, with the value in brackets indicating
that number. T h e gist(5) algorithm only increments gist
once all five objects are in place; gist(4) is less specific
incrementing gist w h e n any 4 objects correspond (not caring
about the fifth), and the gist(3) algorithm is the most
tolerant. These different algorithms allow a crude exploration
of h o w specific correspondence needs be between two mental
models for gist recognition to occur.
T h e use of recognition information is not modelled in
A C T - E C T . Currently, A C T - E C T is solely concerned with
the collection of recognition evidence. A n issue that is
therefore left unresolved here is h o w information from the
three different recognition variables should be combined. In
the examples below a simple additive algorithm is used to
derive the overall recognition score {Recogjevel). Detailing

Here w e provide two examples of the model processing an
original description, then attempting to recognise target
descriptions. The first of these examples will use a
determinate description, the second will extend this to an
indeterminate description.
Example 1: Determinate description
The description originally processed by the model was:
[si] The vest is to the left of the shawl
[s2] The blouse is to the left of the vest
[s3] The coat is below the blouse
[s4] The kilt is to the right of the coat
After creating the mental model associated with this
description, A C T - E C T was then given three target
descriptions to recognise; original, re-ordered and inferable.
The former was a repetition with the sentences in the same
order; the re-ordered description was a repetition but in order
s3 , s4 , s2 , si ; and the inferable description featured none
of the original sentences but was consistent with the same
mental model. The values of the recognition variables for
these three 'conditions' are shown in table 1.
The recogjevel values in table 1 are the sum of the
recognition scores computed from the three kinds of
representation (using the gist(3) version of the modelrecognition process). Note that a) the re-ordered description
suffers relative to the description in the original order
(processing recognition value of 2 versus 5, respectively);
and b) the inferable description shows better recognition than
an unrelated description (notional recogjevel = 0 for an
unrelated description), c) The three gist algorithms all
effectively give the same result in this example, showing no
variation between conditions.
Example 2: Indeterminate description
For example 2 the original indeterminate description was as
follows:
[si] The Vest is below the Blouse
[s2] The Blouse is to the left of the Shawl
[s3] The Vest is below the Kih
[s4] The Coat is to the right of the Vest

Table 1: Recognition values recorded by A C T - E C T for example 1
Recog level

Processing

Text recog

Gist (3)

Gist (4)

Original order

12

5

4

2

Re-ordered

9

2

4

2

Inferable

3

0

0

2
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Gist (5)

Table 2: Recognition values recorded by A C T - E C T for example 2, w h e n both models are abandoned after
encountering indeterminacy

Original order
Re-ordered
Inferable
Foil (unrelated)

Recog level

Processing

Text recoE

Gist (3)

Gist (4)

Gist (5)

14
7
7
3

6
I
3
0

4
4

4
2
3
2

2
0
2
0

0
0
0
0

1
1

Table 3: Recognition values recorded by A C T - E C T for example 2, w h e n only one model is maintained after
encountering indeterminacy

Original order
Re-ordered
Inferable
Foil (unrelated)

Recog level

Processing

16
11
9
3

7
3
3
0

Text recog

4
4
1
1

Gist (3)

Gist (4)

Gist (5)

5
4
5
2

3
2
4
0

1
0
2
0

Table 4: Recognition values recorded by A C T - E C T for example 2, w h e n all models are maintained after
encountering indeterminacy

Original order
Re-ordered
Inferable
Foil (unrelated)

Recog level

Processing

16
12
9
3

7
3
3
0

4
4
1
1

This description can result in two possible models:
either:
Blouse Shawl
Kilt
Vest
Coat

or

Kih
Blouse
Vest

Text recog

Shawl
Coat

The target descriptions used for this simulation run
included a repetition condition, a re-ordered condition (s4,
s3, si, s2), an inferable condition and an unrelated foil
condition. The inferable and the foil descriptions shared a
single sentence with the original description (s2).
It was necessary to consider the different possible strategies
adopted by participants w h e n indeterminacy was encountered
(i.e. at s3 above). Participants can either choose to give up
mental model creation altogether, continue with only one
model (thefirstcomputed, w e assume), or maintain both
possible models; all of these possibilities were simulated,
results dependent on the differing assumptions are presented
in tables 2, 3 and 4 respectively. A s with the determinate
descriptions w e find A C T - E C T predicting better recognition
for the target descriptions presented in their original order; if
anything the differences are more pronounced than for
example 1 due to the extra processing involved in resolving
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Gist (3)

Gist (4)

Gist (5)

5
5
5
2

3
3
4
0

1
1
2
0

the impasse caused by an indeterminacy (and therefore the
more distinctive construction trace). Note that w h e n both
models are abandoned then the sentences following the
indeterminacy are not fully processed, so that whilst in the
case ofthe originally ordered description the same sentences
will be processed; the re-ordered description will cause the
processing of sentences not originally processed and the
ignoring of ones that were; hence the large difference in the
processing value (see table 2.1).
The superior recognition for the Inferable condition over
the foil condition (each of which have one c o m m o n sentence
with the original) is also illustrated under all three
indeterminacy coping strategies. A n important difference
from example 1 is variation in the results from the different
gist recognition algorithms. W h e n both models are
abandoned then no models ever have 5 objects in, so the
gist(5) algorithm will not register (see table 2.1). T h e
gist(5) algorithm is also very sensitive to indeterminacies
that occur once all objects are in the model; i.e. w h e n the
indeterminacy is caused by the sentence presented last, as in
the gist condition above. Another point to note is that the
gist(3) algorithm throws up spurious occurrences of gist
recognition; notably in the case ofthe foil above. T h e foil is
designed so the mental model generated does not
correspond to that derived from the original description (i.e.

Anderson, J. R. (1993). Rules of the mind. Hillsdale, NJ:
Erlbaum.
Baguley, T. & Payne, S. J. (1998). Long-term memory faspatial and temporal mental models includes construction
processes and model structure. Manuscript submitted for
publication.
Discussion
Bower, G. H., & Morrow, D. G. (1990). Mental models in
narrative comprehension. Science, 247, 44-48.
The episodic construction trace has been proposed as an
Bransford,
J. D., Barclay, J. R., & Franks, J. J. (1972).
account of memory for spatial descriptions (Payne, 1993;
Sentence
memory: a constructive versus interpretive
Baguley and Payne, submitted). The account draws on
approach.
Cognitive Psychology, 3, 193-209.
Johnson-Laird's theory of mental models, and is consistent
Crowder,
R.
G.
(1993). Systems and principles in memory
with a processing view of memory (Crowder, 1993; Kolers,
theory:
another
critique of pure memory. In A. Collins,
1973; Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977; Weldon &
M. A. Conway, S. E. Gathercole, & P. E. Morris (Eds.),
Roediger, 1987).
Theories of memory. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
One of our goals in this project was to better integrate the
Associates.
episodic construction trace with other aspects of cognitive
Johnson-Laird, P. N. (1983). Mental models: towards a
processing and memory. A n attractive way to attempt such
cognitive science of language,
inference and
an integration is to embed the theory in a cognitive
consciousness.
Cambridge:
Cambridge
University
Press.
architecture, and to this end we have implemented the
Kolers,
P.
A.
(1973).
Remembering
operations.
Memory
theory in ACT-R (Anderson, 1993).
and Cognition, 1, 347-355.
Interestingly, the episodic construction trace does not
itself require any special encoding, instead it arises naturally Mani, K., & Johnson-Laird, P. N. (1982). The mental
representation of spatial descriptions. Memory and
from ACT-R's treatment of goals. Because old goals are
Cognition, 10, 181-187.
automatically available as elements of declarative memory,
Morris,
C. D., Bransford, J. D., & Franks, J. J. (1977).
all that is required is that the productions that control
Levels
of processing versus transfer appropriate processing.
recognition attempt to match previous processing goals with
Journal
of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behaviour, 16,
current processing goals.
This very neat dovetailing
519-533.
between the episodic construction trace theory and A C T - R
Payne, S. J. (1993). Memory for mental models of spatial
is to our minds a novel source of evidence in support of both
descriptions: an episodic construction trace account.
theories.
Memory and Cognition, 21, 591-603.
The A C T - R simulation that uses these principles
Tversky,
B. (1991). Spatial mental models. In G. H. Bower
successfully predicts the most salient experimental data. In
(Ed.),
The
psychology of learning and motivation:
future work we plan to compare the simulation's predictions
advances
in
research
and theory (Vol. 27). San Diego:
to other aspects of the experimental data. W e hope the
Academic Press.
model will allow us to further explore the interaction of the
Weldon, M. S., & Roediger, H. L. (1987). Altering
episodic construction trace theory with pre-existing
retrieval demands reverses the picture superiority eflFecL
quantitative theories of recognition memory as embodied in
Memory and Cognition, 15, 269-280.
ACT-R.

gist recognition should be zero); but the same objects are
used and coincidental arrangements of three objects are
bound to occur when dealing with indeterminacies (as two
models generated from the foil are compared to the two
models generated from the original).
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Abstract

Previous Research

In novel
most of the previous work on adjective learning, two
Prior research reports that children up to 3-years-oId map
groups
of subjects would be taught a novel word by using the
adjectives to object properties only in very limited situations
word to describe a single training object that had an interest(Gelman & Marlcman, 1985; Taylor & Gelman, 1988; Hall,
ing property (e.g., a salient texture). For one group, the object
Waxman, & Hurwitz, 1993; Klibanoff & Waxman, 1997; Waxman & Markow, 1997). Yet w e know by 24-months children
would be described with a novel adjective, (e.g., "This is a zav
use adjectives. In two experiments w e provide 36-month-olds
one"), and for the other another group with a novel noun (e.g.,
(Experiment 1) and 24-month-olds (Experiment 2) with rich
"This is a zav"). Subjects would then be asked to chose becross-situational and syntactic information. W e show that 24tween two test objects, one of which shared a property with
& 36-month-olds learn adjective-to-property mappings when
the training object (e.g., material, texture, color). Subjects
given multiple examples of the mapping, and when object
w h o heard an adjective with the training object were asked,
names are used. W e claim that previous experiments failed to
you find another zav one," and subjects w h o heard a
"Can
find robust adjective acquisition because at least one of these
novel
noun were asked, "Can you find another zav!'
sources of information (multiple exemplars) was excluded. W e
Using such a design. Hall et al. (1993) found that novel adalso suggest that children's initial learning about the meanings
jectives did not cause 2-year olds to chose test objects which
of adjectives is affected by syntactic properties of the noun
shared properties with the training objects. However, W a x phrase in which they appear
m a n & M a r k o w (1997) found that if the training and test
Introduction
objects
were all the same basic-level kind (e.g., all snakes),
By 24-months of age, children already use a number of adthen
21-month
olds would be more likely to chose test objectives in their everyday speech. However, previous research
jects that shared training object properties w h e n they heard
seems to show that when a novel adjective is used to describe
novel adjectives than when they heard novel nouns. H o w a single object, children up to 3-years old only m a p the adever,
they found that this was only the case after subjects
jective to a property of the object in very limited situations,
had
experience
with the adjective-to-property mapping in a
and otherwise tend to interpret it as a noun (Gelman & Markprior
trials.'
Klibanoff
& W a x m a n (1997) used a similar deman, 1985; Taylor & Gelman, 1988; Hall, W a x m a n , & Hursign with 3-year olds. They found that 3-year olds learned
witz, 1993; Klibanoff & W a x m a n , 1997; W a x m a n & Markow,
novel adjective-to-property mappings in one trial, if the test
1997). In particular, younger children were shown to m a p
and
training objects were all of the same basic-level kind.
novel adjectives to object-to-properties only when the adjecHowever,
only afterfirstmaking the correct mapping within
tives werefirsttaught and tested with respect to members of
basic-level category were 3-year-olds able to to extend the
the same category (e.g., only dogs) (Klibanoff & W a x m a n ,
mapping to situations where the named property was carried
1997; W a x m a n & M a r k o w , 1997). T h e puzzle is that these
by
another kind of object.
laboratory findings underestimate what w e know of th realThus,
in the experiments described above, young children
world performance of children in this age range; namely, they
demonstrated only a limited ability to learn novel adjectives.
use adjectives to describe m a n y different kinds of objects.
However, they were given only fairly limited information
This paper presents two experiments in which 36-month olds
from which to compute the adjectives' meaning. In particular,
(Experiment 1) and 24-month olds (Experiment 2) were given
their
training sets did not provide tight correlations between
multiple objects which shared a salient property (e.g., all had
adjectives
and properties across different exemplars. These
yellow stripes). Each object was described to the subjects
are arguably present in real-world learning situations. N o r did
using the same novel adjective, and using a count-noun to lathey (with the exception of Klibanoff & W a x m a n , 1997) probel the objects (e.g., "This is a zav doggie! This car is zav
vide the syntactic information—a k n o w n count noun—that
too! A n d here's a zav monkey!"). Thus our presentation circlearly
designates the novel adjective as something other than
cumstances are both referentially (multiple exemplars) and
a name for an object.
syntactically (full noun phrase) more informative than the
The experiments described in this paper were designed to
stripped-down presentation conditions of prior studies. W e
show that with this rich contextual and syntactic information,
both subject groups mapped the novel adjective to the objectto-property, and were able to perform this mapping across
object categories.
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' Using a different design, Taylor & Gelman (1988) found a weak
effect of a novel adjective on object choice in 2-year olds. However,
their results did not allow them to conclude that their subjects had
correctly learned adjective-to-property mappings.

"Look at these two things. Can you give Tweety Bird the zav
one? Can you show Tweety Bird which of these two things
is z a v T The left-right order of the test objects (Property- vs.
Kind-Matched) was random. A response was recorded if the
subject picked up or pointed to one of the two test objects. If
the subject chose the object that had the same property as the
training objects, a Property-Matched response was recorded.
If the subject chose the object that was of the same basic-level
Experiment 1
kind of the last training object, a Kind-Matched response was
W e tested 3-year olds' ability to m a p novel adjectives to
recorded. If subjects failed to respond, the questions were
object properties w h e n they are given multiple examples of
repeated for up to a total of three times. If no response was
word-to-property matches across different known objects.
obtained after the third attempt, a non-response was recorded.
W e predicted that, given the covariance of the adjective with
A Both response was recorded if the subject selected both obthe property over multiple objects, and given that known
jects. The sentences in each trial used a different nonsense
nouns were used to n a m e the objects, 36-month olds would
adjective.
succeed in assigning property interpretations to novel adjecIn the Deictic condition the three training objects were
tives.
paired with sentences that did not contain an adjective or the
n a m e of the object and were of the form, "Look at this!",
Method
or, " W o w ! Here's something else!" After the three training
Subjects Subjects were 24 children approximately 36
objects were presented to the subject, the puppet would say,
months old (Af=36.3, SD=2.5). Three more children were
"Look at all these things!", while indicating the three training
tested but were not included due to failure to respond in
objects. The experimenter would then show the subject the
at least three trials. Subjects were tested individually in
two test objects, side by side, and ask, " N o w you give Tweety
Philadelphia area daycares or at the University of PennsylBird something." Responses were recorded in the same way
vania.
as in the Adjective condition. This condition was included
to ascertain if any effects found in the Adjective condition
Materials Each subject received six test trials in which they
could
be ascribed to response biases. W e expected that subwere presented three training objects which were c o m m o n
jects
would
respond at chance in this condition, or perhaps
toys (e.g., horse, ball, car, etc.). For a given trial, all three
show
a
predominance
of Kind-Matched responses.
training objects shared one salient property from the followThere
were
four
different
trial order lists for each condiing set of six properties: covered in felt, striped yellow, covtion. For the Adjective condition, each of the four trial order
ered in velcro, wrapped in thin wire, drilled with holes, covlists varied which adjective was paired with each property.
ered with blue stars. Subjects were also shown two test obTrials
were designed so that the last training object which
jects on each trial: a Kind-Matched object and a Propertywas
presented
to the subject matched the category of one of
Matched object. The Kind-Matched object was from the
the
test
objects:
specifically, the one that did not share the
same category as one of the three training objects (e.g., another ball), but with a different salient property. The Property- salient property with the three training objects.
ascertain whether both 36- and 24-month olds can learn novel
adjectives w h e n they are given rich syntactic and contextual
information. W e test this by 1) providing multiple examples
of adjective-to-property mappings, and 2) always using the
novel adjective with a k n o w n count noun, not a pro-form,
w h e n describing objects.

Matched object was a c o m m o n toy of a different category
from all of the training objects of that trial, but with the same
salient property as the three training objects. Trials were designed so that no test object would appear more than once
as the Property-Matched object in the experiment, and likewise so that no test object would appear more than once as
the Kind-Matched object in the experiment. The training and
test objects for each trial, and the order of presentation within
trial are shown in Table 1.
Procedure Subjects were tested individually and were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: Adjective and Deictic. For each trial in both conditions, the experimenter used
a Tweety Bird puppet to remove the three training objects one
at a time from a closed container and give them to the subject
to examine. In the Adjective condition, each training object
was paired with a set of descriptive sentences, spoken by the
puppet, which contained a nonsense adjective. The adjectives were: zav, stoof, rup, bisk, drin, and prall; the examples below use zav. The training sentences were of the form,
"Look at this zav horsie! This horsie is very zav." After the
three training objects were presented to the subject, the puppet would say, "See, these things are all zav," while indicating the three training objects. The experimenter would then
show the subject the two test objects side by side, and ask.
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Results
The number of Property-Matched responses was tallied for
each subject and averaged across subjects. (Of course, on trials in which subjects chose both test objects, the response was
not counted as a Property-Matched response.) If subjects behaved at chance in chosing the test object, the mean number
of Property-Matched responses should be 3. Figure 1 shows
mean Property-Matched response for subjects in the Adjective and the Deictic conditions. M e a n Property-Matched responses was 4.4 (5D=1.8) and 2.9 { S D = \ A ) for subjects in
the Adjective and Deictic conditions, respectively.^ Subjects
in the Adjective condition were better than chance at choosing
the test object with the property which matched the training
items(f(ll)=2.76,/j<.05. Subjects in the Adjective condition
were also significantly more likely to pick Property-Matched
test objects than subjects in the Deictic condition (f(22)=2.27,
p<.Q5. Subjects in the Deictic condition performed at chance
(f(ll)=.2,ns.).
A n analysis by item was also performed in which each
^One subject, whose chose no Property-iVIatched objects, scored
less than two standard deviations from the Adjective mean. If this
subject is removed from the analysis as an outlier, mean PropertyMatched responses in the Adjective condition is 4.8 (SD=7.2).

T a b i d : Stimulus Sets, Experiments I & 2
Training
elephant block ball
car cup rabbit
block cup horse
elephant car fish
ball horse boat
block horse cup

Property
Fi;i T

STARS
WIRE
VELCRO
HOLES
STRIPES

Test
car-FELT ball-VELCRO
fish-STARS rabbit-STRIPES
elephant-WIRE horse-HOLES
rabbit-VELCRO fish-STRIPES
block-HOLES boat-WIRE
boat-STRIPES cup-STARS

Method
Subjects Subjects were 24 children approximately 24
months of age (M=24.1, S D = \ A ) . Five more children were
tested but were not included due to failure to respond in at
least three of the trials. Subjects were tested individually in
Philadelphia area daycares or at the University of Pennsylvania.

Adjectivo Deictic

Figure 1: Average # of Property Responses (36-Month-Olds)

training-test set was treated as an item and Property-Matched
responses were averaged across the six items. Chance
Property-Matched responses for items is 6. Items were shown
to have elicited a significantly greater number of PropertyMatched responses than would be expected by chance in
the Adjective condition (M=8.8, SD=1.5, f(5)=4.72, pK.Ol).
Property-Matched responses elicited by items in the Deictic condition were at chance level (A/=5.8, SD=\.l, t{5)=.lA,
ns.)- Items in the Adjective also elicited significantly more
Property-Matched responses than items in the Deictic condition (r(10)=3.24,/j<.01).
These
results
suggest
that
children
of
about 36-months can learn the meanings of novel adjectives from very few exposures. It appears that experience
with multiple examples of consistent adjective-to-property
pairings over objects from different categories, when the
adjective modifies a count nouns, is sufficient to allow 3-year
olds to learn the meanings of adjectives.
W e then applied this method to 24-month old children, to
see if supplying word-to-property invariance across multiple
exemplars would help younger children learn novel adjectives
as well.

Materials The materials were identical to those used in Experiment 1, except that three object types were replaced with
new objects. All rabbits were replaced with pigs, all boats
were replaced with monkeys, and allfishwere replaced with
kangaroos. The objects which were replaced were poorly featured plastic sand molds, which pilot studies with 24-month
olds showed were somewhat difficult to identify. The objects
which replaced them did not have this problem. The withintrial presentation order of the objects is identical to that of Experiment 1 (see Table 1), but with the rabbits, boats, and fish,
replaced with pigs, monkeys, and kangaroos, respectively.
Procedure The procedure was the same as the one used in
Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. For each trial,
before the subject was presented the training objects, they
were shown, and allowed to play with, allfivetraining and
test objects for that trial. Pilot studies suggested that subjects'
initial encounter with the objects attracts their attention away
from the puppet's description of the objects during training
and the experimenter's requests during testing, resulting in
high rates of non-responses. The brief pre-training exposure
period familiarizes the subject to all the objects in the trial.
In addition, subjects w h o were tested in daycares during
pilot studies often did not respond to the puppet or the experimenter. Therefore, one or two days before the experiment was
carried out, the experimenter would play with the subjects in
a group with their peers. This interaction allowed the subjects
to become comfortable with the experimenter, and they were
much more responsive during the experiment. Subjects w h o
came into the lab did not receive this pre-experimentplay, but
at least one parent was in the testing room with them.
Results

Because there were many non-responses in Experiment 2,
the mean number of Property-Matched responses per subIn Experiment 2 we use the same method as in Experiment 1,jects was not an appropriate measure, as it was in Experiment 1. Instead, difference scores were computed for each
but with 24-month old children. Experiment 2 was designed
subject by scoring Property-Matched responses as 1, Kindto test whether 24-month olds could learn mappings from
Matched responses as -1, and summing these scores; nonnovel adjectives to properties when the same mapping is
responses and Both responses were scored as 0. Chance perpresent across different exemplars.
Experiment 2
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formance should thus yield a m e a n difference score of 0. Positive difference scores indicate subjects preferred PropertyMatched responses, negative scores indicate they preferred
Kind-Matched responses. M e a n difference scores were 1.7
(5D=I.9) and -.5 (SD=2.6) for subjects in the Adjective and
Deictic condition, respectively. Figure 2 shows the difference
scores for subjects in Experiment 2 as well as the data for
subjects in Experiment 1 replotted as difference scores for
comparison.'

tailed). Finally, items elicited chance performance in the Deictic condition (r(5)= 1.18, ns.).
These results show that, like 36-month olds, 24-month
olds can use the invariance of the word-to-property mapping
across multiple objects to learn the meanings of novel adjectives. In addition, there is s o m e indication that 24-month-old
subjects prefer to chose test-objecls that match the the last
kind of object they saw during training, in the absence of an
adjective and noun."* In the following discussion, w e develop
a proposal of adjective learning that ties together these results
with the previous findings in the literature.

H U>^.
General Discussion

i

36-Monlh-OICIS

i

24.Month-Old>

Figure 2: Difference scores; Expts. 1 & 2
Subjects in the Adjective condition were significantly more
likely to m a k e Property- vs. Kind-Matched responses than
would be predicted by chance (f(ll)=3.08, p<.05). Subjects in the adjective condition also m a d e more Property- vs.
Kind-Matched responses than subjects in the Deictic condition (r(22)=2.34, p<.Q5. Subjects in the Deictic condition
were at chance in their choice of test objects (r(ll)=.66, ns.).
However, one subject in the Deictic condition produced a
difference score of 6, which is beyond two standard deviations from the mean. If this subject is treated as an outlier
and removed, then subjects in the Deictic condition show a
trend towards a Kind-Matched preference (M=-1.09, S D = 1.7,
f(10)=2.13,p=.059).
A n analysis by items showed that m e a n difference scores
for items in the Adjective condition was 3.3 (5£)=4.4), and
in the Deictic condition was -1 (5D=2.19). T h e items analysis showed that there w a s a trend towards items eliciting a
greater n u m b e r of Property-Matched responses in the Adjective condition than would be predicted by chance (r(5)=1.87,
p=.06, one-tailed). T h e item effect is not as strong as it was
in Experiment 1, however, all items but one elicited more
Property-Matched responses than Object-Matched responses:
the set of objects covered in velcro was the only set to elicit
m o r e Object-Matched responses than Property-Matched responses. T h e velcro set was also the set in Experiment 1 that
elicited the fewest number of Property-Matched responses in
the Adjective condition. W h e n the item analysis was performed with this item removed, the item effect was significant (r(4)=3.87, p<.05). Items also tended to elicited more
Property- vs. Kind-Matched responses in the Adjective condition than in the Deictic condition {t{\0)=2.\7,p<.05, one^All the reported results from Experiment 1 hold when the same
analyses are performed using difference scores instead of absolute
number of Property-Matched responses.
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As we mentioned in introductory remarks, prior experimental
work has not accounted for early adjective learning. In general, children fail to demonstrate in the laboratory whatever
capacities are responsible for their success in real life, as manifested in their productive adjectival vocabulary. S o m e experimental success has been achieved by W a x m a n & Markow
(1997) and Klibanoff & W a x m a n (1997) by showing toddlers
several objects that are all within a single basic kind, e.g.,
horses, but which vary on a single property dimension, e.g.,
texture, accompanied by a sentence designed to cue the category ("This is a zav one"). However, with 2-year olds generalization has been limited to n e w targets of the kind first
modeled (i.e., to n e w horses that instantiate the property). In
the present studies, w e successfully taught two- and threeyear olds n e w adjectives by enriching the input information
in two ways. First, taking advantage of these children's broad
knowledge of basic level kinds, w e instantiated the property
across several of these. Second, w e improved the linguistic
information by explicitly labelling each kind ("This is a zav
horsie... This is a zav car"). Under these presentation conditions, the mapping between property and nonsense adjective
generalized across kinds.
It is not surprising to discover that novices are aided by
multiple exemplars; that is, by cross-situational observation.
Multiple exposures would seem to be especially useful for
these youngsters for, as w e k n o w (Markman, 1990), in this
age range they have tofightoff a strong "object bias." This is
a tendency to assume that any new word labels the tiger rather
than his stripes, his temperment, his growl, or indeed any single trait. It stands to reason that they will be aided if the
tigers, the horses, the cows, c o m e and go across successive
scenes while s o m e property of each remains constant. Yet in
the Deictic condition of the present experiments—which exhibited just such situational constancies— toddlers were not
tempted to extract property representations (Figure 2). Crosssituational observation appears to be a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for overcoming the object bias so as to extract a property representation of the passing scene. This findingfitswith several collateral studies of word learning (Gleitm a n and Gillette, 1995; Gillette et al, forthcoming) which
demonstrate that even when the subjects are adults, learning
of words other than nouns via cross-situational information
Of course, in this experiment Kind-Matched test-objects are
also property /mismatched objects; thus, an overall Kind-Matched
preference could, in fact, be a preference to choose test-objects
which differ across properties from training-objects, in the Deictic
condition.

alone is extremely difficult, inefficient, and error-prone. In
striking contrast, cross-situational information is efficiently
used when the linguistic information is simultaneously enriched: when the new word appears in a known structure (for
the original demonstration of such an effect. Brown, 1957).
Consistent with suchfindings,our young Ss became successful adjective learners just when the problem was posed
in the presence of a full noun-phrase: "Here's a zav horse"
(Figure 2). Atfirstglance, this seems puzzling. After all,
this linguistic structure doesn't seem all that different from
the structure in "Here's a zav one," as used in many prior
adjective-learning studies. The difference becomes more obvious when related to another body of facts about the time
course of language learning: Learning to bind pronouns to
their referents is one of the most ticklish task infants face, and
deficits are seen through the early school years. The crucial
innovation in our study was to structurally exhibit, in a lexically full noun phrase, that the required interpretation was
some modifier (hence property) of the objects, thus excluding the favored nominal interpretations. In recent follow-up
work (Mintz and Gleitman, forthcoming) w e have found that
toddlers do not succeed in adjective learning when pronouns
are used with novel adjectives instead of object names, even
using the rich cross-exemplar training that succeeded in Experiments 1 & 2.
Most generally, then, this workfitsinto an emerging picture of language acquisition that explains the child's accomplishments in terms of layers of information that become
available in sequence as a consequence of solving parts of
the learning problem (rather than, for example, as a consequence of conceptual changes in the learners themselves). At
thefirststep of this incremental learning procedure, novices
have no information other than their natural ways of organizing the world as these can be mapped against word use. That
is, in the initial knowledge state, they can acquire a small
stock of concrete nouns based on two coupled facts. The
first of these is conceptual (they can conceive, e.g., of elephants) and the second is the plausible conditions for making reference ("elephant" is more likely to be uttered in the
presence of elephants than of rhinoceroses). Thisfirstlearning is limited to favored representations (Markman's object
bias) of concrete (i.e., directly observable) basic level objects
(Gillette et al, forthcoming). T h e early noun learning n o w
serves as a scaffold on which children build a rudimentary
representation of the phrase structure of the input language
(Fisher, Hall, Rakowitz, and Gleitman, 1994; Fisher, 1996),
enabling the learning of words from non-nominal categories.
Specifically, in the presence of phrase structure knowledge
the learners can work back and forth between their representations of the world and their implicit knowledge of h o w these
are linked to information - selectional and syntactic - that
is displayed across the input sentence (Pinker, 1984; Landau
and Gleitman, 1985). In the present experiment, w e were able
to model adjective learning in our young subjects by allowing them to leverage their hard-won knowledge of the noun
phrase in the service of this task.

doctoral fellowship to thefirstauthor from the Institute for
Research in Cognitive Science at the University of Pennsylvania.
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M a n y proponents of dynamical approaches in cognitive
science, like Thelen and Smith, take the adversarial posiI review the purported opposition between computational and
tion that computation and information processing are misdynamical approaches in cognitive science, i argue that both
leading and incorrect notions to use in understanding cogcomputational and dynamical notions will be necessary for a
nition. S o m e go even further and dismiss more basic notions
full explanatory account of cognition, and give a perspective
such
as representation and "symbols" as being harmful to the
on how recent research in complex systems can lead to a much
cognitive
science enterprise (e.g., Freeman & Skarda, 1990).
needed rapprochement between computational and dynamical
styles of explanation.
In a recent overview article, van Gelder and Port (1995)
seek to show that the "computational approach"—i.e., that
T h e "Computation vs. Dynamics" Debate
"Cognitive operations are transformations from one static
symbol structure to the next" (p. 1)—is false and that the "dyCognition and computation have been deeply linked for at
namical hypothesis"—that thought is best understood in the
least fifty years, particularly in the symbolic A I tradition. T h e
language of dynamical systems theory—is true. In this paper,
origin of the electronic digital computer lies in Tliring's atI briefly review the main points of this debate, argue that both
tempt to formalize the kinds of symbolic logical manipulacomputational and dynamical notions will be necessary for a
tions that h u m a n mathematicians can perform, and compufull explanatory account of cognition, and give m y view on
tation w a s later viewed by Newell, Simon, and others as the
h o w complex systems research can lead to an important rapcorrect conceptual framework for understanding thought in
prochement between computational and dynamical notions in
general (Newell & Simon, 1976).
cognitive science.
Another tradition for understanding thought is rooted in
Although the various dynamical approaches described by
dynamical systems theory. Dynamical approaches to cognivan
Gelder and Port do not yet yield a concise single formution g o back at least to the cybernetics era in the 1940s in
lation,
the general idea is that cognition should be characterwhich information theory, dynamics, and computation were
ized as a continual coupling a m o n g brain, body, and environbrought together in studying the brain (Ashby, 1952). H o w ment that unfolds in real time, as opposed to the discrete time
ever, with the dominance of symbolic A I and "informationsteps of digital computation. T h e emphasis of the dynamical
processing psychology" in the 1960s and 1970s, dynamicalapproach is on h o w the brain/body/environment system as a
systems-based approaches were not extensively pursued.
whole changes in real time, and dynamics is proposed as the
M o r e recently, the idea that dynamics is a relevant framebest
framework for capturing that change. This is said to conwork for understanding cognition has b e c o m e popular again.
trast
with computation's focus on "internal structure"—i.e.,
For example, Thelen and Smith (1994) describe the developits
concern
with the static organization of information proment of kicking and reaching in infants in terms of dynamicessing
and
representational structure in a cognitive system.
cal notions such as the stability of attractors in a phase space
Abstract

defined by body and environmental parameters. Movements
to n e w stages in development are explained in terms of bifurcations to n e w attractors as a result of change in order
parameters—infant weight, body length, etc.—as the infant
grows. Thelen and Smith believe that "higher cognition" is
ultimately rooted in these types of spatial skills learned in
infancy, and thus that higher cognition will itself be best understood dynamically. They contrast their account with traditional "information processing" theories of development, in
which n e w developmental stages are caused by brain maturation and the increasing ability of maturing infants to reason
logically.
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This opposition—between dynamics as focused on change
and computation as focused on internal structure—brings to
mind a similar debate that has gone on for years in the evolutionary biology community, and whose resolution will, I believe, be instructive for the dynamics/computation debate in
cognitive science. The predominant explanatory framework
in evolution has been neo-Darwinism, a theory of change par
excellence (inherited random change from one generation to
the next leads to adaptation via natural selection). But some
evolutionary theorists have questioned the adequacy of classical neo-Darwinism as either an explanatory or a predictive
theory, and argue instead for the primacy of historical contin-

gency (Gould, 1989a) or the self-organization of biological
structure not due to natural selection (Fontana & Buss, 1996;
Goodwin, 1990; Kauffman, 1993). These "historicists" and
"structuralists" are the connectionists of the evolutionary biology community—the people questioning the classical orthodoxy. The selectionist/historicist/smjcturalist debate has
been discussed at length by Gould (1989b), among others. It
is becoming increasingly clear, however, that the stark oppositions posited among these three frameworks are not only
false oppositions, but are hindering progress in evolutionary
theory. The purely structuralist theories don't explain h o w
structures can be significantly changed in evolution, and the
purely selectionist theories don't explain what intrinsic driving forces and constraints there are on the formation of biological structures. W h a t is needed is a theory that incorporates both change and structure'.
Dynamical Notions
Similarly, in cognitive science, dynamical approaches are theories of change and movement. Although different aspects
of dynamical systems theory are emphasized in different dynamical approaches, a c o m m o n theme is using dynamics as
a language for describing continual temporal change in complex systems, something not easily captured in so-called computational approaches.
Dynamical approaches view the behavior of a temporallychanging system in a geometric w a y — i n terms of "trajectories", "attractors", "bifurcations", and so on. Historically,
dynamical systems theory has been useful for understanding
complex systems in which "self-organization" or "emergent
behavior" appears. In many ways dynamics has a natural appeal for cognitive science, since it provides ways to conceptualize systems undergoing continual change, ways to characterize the relative stability of possible patterns of change
as a function of system parameters, and ways to think about
couplings between complex processes such as the brain, the
body, and the environment.
However, there are some limitations to current dynamical
approaches that seem difficult to overcome within a pure dynamics framework. T w o major limitations, pointed out by
Clark (1997, p. 101), are scaling and style of explanation.
First, current dynamical approaches, if they are to be quantitative, can deal only with low-dimensional analyses (e.g..
Beer's analysis of a five-neuron neural network controller
for a walking robot; Beer, 1995); it is not clear h o w the
approaches currently being proposed will scale to higherdimensional systems. Furthermore, it is not clear h o w the
approaches being explored for motor abilities, simple perThis formulation of the evolution debates was given to me by
evolutionist Daniel McShea, personal communication. McShea's
formulation was elaborated by Crutchfield (1994), who proposes a
particular computation-theoretic notion of structure ("computational
mechanics of nonlinear processes") and a related mechanism for the
transformation of strucUire ("hierarchical machine reconstruction").
Cmtchfield suggests that a unified theory of these two processes
might be termed "evolutionary mechanics", which he proposes as
a general theory of "emergence".
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ception, simple language processing, and the like will provide complete accounts of "higher-level" cognitive phenomena such as the recognition of and reasoning about abstract
ideas ("representation-hungry"problems, to use Clark's term;
Clark, 1997).
Second, while dynamical approaches provide useful highlevel descriptions of behavior in geometrical terms, in general
they don't on their o w n provide an understanding of h o w the
underlying system gives rise to those aspects of behavior that
are functional or adaptive. For example, w e would like to
distinguish adaptive from non-adaptive behavior, understand
h o w two adaptive systems with very different dynamical portraits give rise to similar functional behavior, and understand
the source of errors made by an adaptive system and h o w its
function will be affected by various sorts of "lesions". W e
would also like to understand h o w new functional components give rise to improvements in the system. I will argue below that such accounts can be given in a dynamics framework,
but only in ones in which functional, information-bearing,
and information-processing components can be identified.
Computational Notions
There are many reasons to question computation as framework for understanding cognition. The von Neumann-style
architecture that has dominated computer science for most of
its history is quite different from the architecture of the brain.
The former has centralized control, random access memory,
and serial, deterministic processing. The latter consists of
myriad relatively simple components with no (known) central control, limited interactions among components, spatial
structure, massive parallelism, complex dynamics, and is permeated with noise, giving rise to stochastic processing. In
this view, computational processes couldn' t be more different
than brain processes. A s Beer wrote, "the organization that
the very terms of the computational language presuppose is
nowhere apparent" (Beer, 1995, p. 128).
However, in the rush to rid the cognitive science world of
symbolic computational notions, m a n y of the proponents of
dynamics have neglected the reasons w h y computation has
been such an attractive framework for cognition for such a
long time. First, computational notions have provided us
with a new notion of "mechanism". In the history of science, the meaning of "mechanism" has been extended a number of times. For example, in the 17th and 18th centuries,
a "model" of a scientific phenomenon was a mechanism described as a combination of the six "basic machines": the
lever, the wheel and axle, the pulley, the inclined plane, the
wedge, and the screw (Toulmin, 1993). Over time, what
counted as a mechanism in science was gradually broadened,
and in the 1930s, computation, in the form of Turing M a chines, came to be thought of as a new type of mechanism,
one that was capable of processing symbols. Further evolution of the notion of "mechanism" and "mechanistic explanation" can be expected (and has already occurred, e.g., in the
understanding of the metabolism and self-reproduction of bi-

ological cells). The kind of explanation—in terms of function
and adaptation—that I claimed above to be necessary requires
uncovering mechanisms that explain h o w function arises and
changes in complex systems like the brain and h o w information is processed. This is something that an extended computation theory—one that is relevant to complex systems—can
offer; some steps in this direction will be described below.
Mechanisms explaining functionality are precisely what
Marr was getting at in his "representation and algorithm"
level of description of complex information processing (Marr,
1982). This is the level at which equivalence classes of processes can be described, so that w e can understand, for example, h o w two processes with quite different dynamics can use
the same higher-level mechanism ("algorithm") to accomplish a task and h o w higher-level structures ("internal representations") give rise to functionality by carrying information.
In other words, computational theories in cognitive science
are theories of structure, making claims about the information
processing and functional structure of mental states (e.g., semantic networks, neural networks, schemata, Bayesean belief networks, fuzzy logic, theorem provers). Most of these
theories assume that information processing consists of the
manipulation of explicit, static symbols rather than the autonomous interaction of emergent, active ones (Hofstadter,
1985). Such theories typically cannot easily explain what
driving forces and constraints there are on h o w the mental
states in question can change, what trajectories they can take,
their coupling with the body and the environment, and h o w
high-level symbols can emerge from a lower-level substrate.
In short, dynamical approaches contribute a m u c h needed
characterization of continual change in cognitive systems and
a m u c h needed framework for describing complex couplings
a m o n g brain, body, and environment. Computational approaches contribute notions of mechanism and equivalence
classes of mechanisms that shed light on functional and adaptive behavior in complex systems. W h a t w e need is a rapprochement between computation and dynamics (between
theories of structure and theories of change) that can provide
both. Others have m a d e similar points (e.g., Clark, 1997),
but without concrete examples. I will argue below that complex systems research is n o w leading in this direction and can
provide concrete examples that will help build our intuitions
about h o w to achieve such a rapprochement.
A Complex Systems Perspective
Attempts at rapprochements between computation and dynamics are coming from m a n y sectors, in particular from
research on "complexity," in which dynamics, computation,
and adaptation are beginning to be viewed in a more unified
framework. The goal of complex systems research is to explain, across disciplines, h o w complex and adaptive behavior
can arise from systems composed of large numbers of relatively simple components with no central control and with
complicated but limited interactions. Dynamics and com-
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putation havefiguredcentrally in complex systems research,
and a major effort in thatfieldis to understand h o w sophisticated, functional information processing can arise from decentralized, dynamical substrates, and h o w that information
processing can improve via processes of learning and evolution. This has resulted in considerable work on extending
dynamical systems theory, computation theory, and evolution
and learning theory to be relevant for such investigations. As
noted by Crutchfield (1994), "The interplay between computation, dynamics, and induction emphasizes a trinity of conceptual tools required for studying the emergence of complexity."
This interplay is exemplified by the work of Hofstadter and
his colleagues on "active symbols" and mentalfluidity(Hofstadter, 1995); Crutchfield and his colleagues' work on the
"computational mechanics of nonlinear processes" (Crutchfield, 1994; Crutchfield & Hanson, 1993); M o o r e and his colleagues' work on understanding what dynamical systems can
compute and extending computation theory to continuousvalued computation and two-dimensional languages (Moore,
1990, 1996; Lindgren, Moore, & Nordahl, 1997); Fontana
and Buss's work on self-organization and the development of
hierarchies in an "algorithmic chemistry" (Fontana & Buss,
1996); and Crutchfield, Mitchell, Das, and others' work on
the evolution of emergent computation in cellular automata
(Crutchfield & Mitchell, 1995; Das, Mitchell, & Crutchfield,
1994; Mitchell, Crutchfield, & Das, 1996). These are only a
few examples. Here I will describe this last project as an idealized example of h o w computation and representation can
emerge from a complex dynamical substrate.
Cellular automata (CAs) are spatially extended, discrete
dynamical systems that capture some of the attributes of complex systems described above A C A consists of a large number of simple components ("cells"), each with limited communication to other components and each following a simple
transition rule. Like complex systems in nature, the microscopic simple components and rules can giveriseto highly
complicated and unpredictable macroscopic behavior. (For a
recent review on C A s as viewed as dynamical systems and as
computers, see Mitchell, in press.)
Our project focused on one-dimensional, binary-state C A s
with 7-bit neighborhoods. Such a C A consists of a onedimensional lattice of N cells, each of which can be in state
0 or 1 at a given time step. Each cell communicates with
three neighbors on either side. At each time step, each cell
decides, based on its o w n state and those of its six neighbors,
whether to remain in its current state or to change state. Each
cell obeys the same transition rule which can be expressed
as a look-up table giving the action to take for each possible
configuration of 7 cells. The look-up table has 2'' = 128 entries. At each time step, all the ceils update in parallel, with
the edges wrapping around.
M y colleagues and I carried out a study of h o w an evolutionary process (modeled by a genetic algorithm) could design this type of cellular automaton to perform sophisticated

with time increasing d o w n the page. Cells in state 0 are colored white; cells in state 1 are colored black. Here <pioo starts
with an initial configuration with 5 1 % Is, and by 150 time
steps reaches the correct classification of all Is.

Site
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Figure 1: (a) Space-time diagram of <t>ioo, one of the bestperforming C A s discovered by the G A in our experiments.
The 149-cell one-dimensional lattice is arrayed along the horizontal, with time increasing d o w n the page. Cells in state 0
are colored white; cells in state 1 are colored black. (The
"greyish" area is a checkerboard pattern of alternating Os and
Is.) In this diagram, </>ioo starts with an initial configuration
with 5 1 % Is, and by 150 time steps reaches the correct classification of all Is. (b) T h e same diagram with the three regular
domainsfilteredout, revealing the particles. (Adapted from
Mitchell, Crutchfield, & Das, 1996.)

computations (Crutchfield & Mitchell, 1995; Das, Mitchell,
& Crutchfield, 1994; Mitchell, Crutchfield, & Das, 1996).
Though this project was not meant to be a cognitive model,
the results have turned out to have some relevance, I believe,
for the computation/dynamics debate in cognitive science.
In particular, w e defined a "density-classification" task for
cellular automata that requires the cells to perform collective
computation. T h e task is to decide whether the initial configuration (IC) of states in the lattice contains a majority of Is or
of Os. If it contains a majority of Is (Os), the task is to iterate
to afixed-pointof all Is (Os). This task is trivial for a system
with central control and random-access m e m o r y : all the system has to do is count up the number of 1 s in the lattice and
divide by the lattice size. But C A s have no central control or
globally accessible m e m o r y — e a c h cell can only communicate locally with its neighbors. H o w can a collection of cells
limited to local communication cooperate on a global scale to
determine a property of the entire lattice (the initial majority
state)^?
W e used a genetic algorithm ( G A ) to evolve cellular automaton transition rules to perform the density-classification
task (see Mitchell, Crutchfield, & Das, 1996 for details of the
algorithm and the experiments w e performed). Figure 1(a)
gives a diagram illustrating the space-time behavior of </>ioo.
one of the best-performing C A s evolved by the G A . T h e 149cell one-dimensional lattice is arrayed along the horizontal.
^As was described in Mitchell, Crutchfield, & Das (1996), the
simple "local-majority vote" C A cannot perform the task because
it can process information only locally and cannot transmit information about local segments of the initial configuration to different
parts of the lattice.
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W e can estimate h o w well a given C A performs the
density-classification task by testing it on a sample of initial configurations to see h o w m a n y times it reaches a correct classification. <^ioo reached a correct classification on
approximately 8 0 % of the IC samples drawn from a uniform
random distribution—these the hardest cases since they almost always have density of Is very close to 0.5. (^loo's
performance was almost as high as that of the best-known
human-designed C A for this task; Das, Mitchell, & Crutchfield, 1994.) However, it is not immediately clear from
<Aioo's space-time behavior h o w it performs the densityclassification task and w h y it obtains 8 0 % performance.
A purely dynamical approach to understanding <Aioo's behavior, omitting all kinds of "information processing and representation talk", would consider the system's time-varying
global state to be the 149-dimensional vector encoding the
current configuration and a system trajectory to be the sequence of configurations the C A goes through starting with a
particular initial configuration. In principle, attractors could
be identified and stability properties of those attractors could
be determined (such an analysis of a similar C A , proving that
the only attractors are the all-Os and all-Is fixed points, w a s
given by Gonzaga de Sa and Maes, 1992). However, such
an analysis would miss two essential properties of this C A :
first, that with respect to density-classification performance,
the important action goes on during the transient period leading up to a fixed point, and second, that the transient configurations have internal structure that cannot be identified by
defining the system's global states to be 149-bit vectors. Proponents of dynamical approaches would no doubt argue that
reduced-dimensional descriptions of the global state could
be found, and they are right; I will argue below that useful dimension-reduction in this case requires "informationprocessing and representation talk".
Our analysis of (Aioo's behavior builds on the "computational mechanics of cellular automata" framework of Crutchfield and Hanson (1993), which decomposes C A space-time
behavior roughly into "pattern bases" and "particles". Very
briefly, these pattern bases—called "regular domains"—are
regions of space-time consisting of strings in the same regular
language; in other words, they are regions that are computationally homogeneous and simple to describe. For example,
in Figure 1(a), there are three regular domains (black, white
and checkerboard), corresponding to the regular languages
0*, 1*, and (01)*. Particles are the localized boundaries between those domains. They are revealed in Figure 1(b), in
which the three regular domains have beenfilteredout. For
convenience, some of the particles have been labeled with
Greek letters.
In computational mechanics, particles are identified as information carriers, and collisions between particles are iden-

tified as the loci of information processing. In our case, particles are an information-based method for reducing dimensionaUty in explaining ^loo's behavior: since the three regular domains are simple (where "simple" means "computationally simple" in the sense of simple regular languages), w e
can deduce that none of those regions alone carries the information needed to globally determine the relative density of Os
and Is. It is the particles that are doing the important work.
Focusing on the level of particles allows us to understand
h o w 4>\oo classifies initial densities of Is. Roughly, over short
times, <^ioo m a p s local high-density regions to all Is and local low-density regions to all Os. W h e n an all-Is region on
the left meets an all-Os region on the right, a vertical boundary is created and propagated with zero velocity. W h e n an
all-Os region on the left meets an all-Is region on the left,
a checkerboard region (alternating Is and Os) is created and
propagated with velocity 1 in opposite directions. W h e n one
side of the propagating checkerboard region collides with the
black-white boundary, the inner region (e.g., each of the white
regions in Figure 1(a)) is cut off and the outer region is allowed to propagate. For example, in Figure 1(a), the large
inner white region is smaller than the large outer black region, and thus the propagating checkerboard pattern reaches
the black-white boundary on the white side before it reaches
it on the black side; the former is cut off, and the latter is allowed to propagate. In this w a y m a n y cells collaborate, using
local interactions and global geometry, to determine the relative sizes of low- and high-density regions m u c h larger than
the neighborhood size. A s can be seen in Figure 1(a), this
tyjje of collaboration occurs at several spatial scales.
This imprecise description can be m a d e precise and rigorous by phrasing it in terms of particles, particle velocities,
and interactions. T h e microscopic level of behavior—(/>ioo's
transition rule on 7-bit neighborhoods and the detailed spacetime configurations that result from that rule—gives rise to an
emergent macroscopic level that can be thought of as a "particle physics" for this tiny world. In Hordijk, Crutchfield, and
Mitchell (1996) w e showed h o w particle-level descriptions on
their o w n can be used to accurately predict the computationally relevant behavior of their corresponding C A s , such as
classification performance, m e a n time to classification, and
so on.
This work is relevant for the computation/dynamics debate in cognitive science in that it gives an idealized example of h o w a non-traditional form of representations and
information-processing can emerge from a dynamical substrate. Particles are idealized examples of emergent representations, and particle interactions are idealized examples of
emergent information processing. Particles are emergent because they are nowhere explicitly encoded in the microscopic
C A rules, and yet have been shown to be of fundamental relevance to a CA's ultimate performance (and thus to its survival
in the G A evolution). Particles are representations in that
they carry compressed information about the "environment"
(here the IC) encoded in their velocities and relative phases.
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Particle interactions are the loci at which this information is
combined and used in decision-making. For example, the a
and /9 particles encode different types of ambiguity in the IC
(large black and white regions bordering one another), a decays into 7 and /x. 7 carries the information that it borders
a white region and /x carries the information that it borders a
black region. These two particles, by having the same velocity, also carry the mutual information of having c o m e from
the same ambiguous region in the IC. W h e n (as in the figure)
7 collides with /3 before /i does, the information contained
in /3 and 7 is combined to deduce that the large initial white
region was smaller than the large initial black region it bordered. This n e w information is encoded in a newly created
particle 77, whose job is to catch up with and annihilate the ^
(and itselOThus, in this very simple system, particles accomplish, in
an idealized way, two of the main things representation needs
to accomplish: compressing information about the environment and communicating that information to other parts of
the system.
The "particle-logic" story above sounds very computational, but it is certainly of a non-traditional kind. For one
thing, representations in the form of particles are not static,
passive, or symbolic—they encode information dynamically,
actively, and numerically in terms of their velocities and
other dynamical attributes. Furthermore, they are not explicitly defined—they emerge from a lower-level dynamical substrate. A n dfinally,there is no central executive processing the
information encoded in particles; their collective dynamics is
what effects information processing in the system.
In short, here is a system in which both dynamical and
computational notions are necessary for a full account in
functional and mechanistic terms. Without the particle level
description, w e would not understand what makes one C A
have higher performance than another, what mistakes are
m a d e by a given C A , or h o w two C A s with quite different
microscopic dynamics can implement the same "strategy"
for performing the task. Particles provide us with a nontraditional version of Marr's representation and algorithm
level of description; they allow us to discover equivalence
classes of mechanisms a m o n g C A s with quite different dynamics. They also allow us to understand h o w innovation in
the evolution of these systems takes place (Das, Mitchell, &
Crutchfield, 1994).
The purpose of giving this example is to show that for
some complex adaptive systems, even idealized ones like
evolving cellular automata, a full understanding will require
rapprochements between "computation talk" and "dynamics
talk". M y claim is that the same will be true of cognitive
phenomena. The C A example and the notion of particles and
particle interactions are not meant to be a model of a cognitive system; rather, they act as an "intuition p u m p " (Dennett, 1991) to help us m a k e sense of difficult ideas in a concrete rather than abstract way. I believe that m a n y concrete,
and progressively realistic, examples of such systems will be

necessary for us to make sense of the terms of the computation/dynamics debate and to effect its eventual resolution.
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Effects of representational m o d a l i t y a n d thinking style o n learning to solve
reasoning p r o b l e m s
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formation verbally. Preferences for visuo-spatial representations of problems have been linked to high spatial ability
Individual differences in the abilities and preferences of stuin the sentence-picture verification task (MacLeod, Hunt &
dents have an influence on their responses to information preMathews, 1978). Individuals also vary in their ability to prosented in alternative ways. Explanations may appeal to differcess information presented in the verbal or the spatial modalences in representation or in strategy. This paper reports an exities, indicated by factor-analytic studies of the independence
periment that compares the response of students to two compuof verbal and spatial ability (Guilford, 1967; Poltrock &
tationally similar methods of teaching syllogisms that rely on
B r o w n , 1984). That verbal and spatial processing resources
ditTerent external representations of the premiss information.
are, at least partially, distinct is supported by theories of
The use of both representations can be broken down into the
working m e m o r y that posit different components for phonosame stages: translating-in; manipulating; and translating-out.
logical and visuo-spatial storage and processing (Baddeley &
W e show that the ease of acquisition and the understanding of
the methods relate to a measure of spatial ability and also to
Gathercole, 1993; Shah & Miyake, 1996).
preferences for serialist/holist styles of learning. W e find that
A n alternative approach has focussed on individual differspatial ability and learning style relate to different stages in the
ences in strategy use during reasoning tasks. Research into
two teaching methods, and are therefore complementary constudents' responses to Hyperproof (HP), a multimodal logic
tributors to effective learning. In addition, a further test that
tool which enables proofs to be constructed as hybrids of
predicts diverse responses of students to learning the same ingraphical situations andfirstorder logic expressions of those
formation from different modalities was used. This is found to
situations, allows detailed analysis of strategies of using exrelate specifically to stages of translating-in and manipulation
of representations. The results of this study support the view
ternal representations. Cox, Stenning and Oberlander (1994)
that providing a computational account of reasoning and learncompared students' performance on a G R E Analytic Reasoning requires an acknowledgement of individual differences in
ing test before and after following either the H P course, or a
the 'starting state' of the individual. These differences can be
version of the course that used H P with the graphical interface
explored through measures of ability and learning style. This
disabled. Although the relevant G R E questions are verbally
study also supports accounts of problem-solving that distinset and answered, they are usefully solved by constructing a
guish modality and strategy of information processing.
diagram to support reasoning, as the premisses constrain a
I n t r o d u c t i o n : P r o c e s s i n g m o d a l i t y a n d style
unique, or nearly unique, logical model. They found that on
F r o m the educational perspective, knowing what styles of inone measure of near-transfer, those that scored high on the
formation presentation are effective for learning is a practiG R E improved their reasoning performance by following the
cal imperative. But to characterise the cognitive processes
H P course, but performed worse if they followed the nonthat are invoked by different presentations of information is
graphical H P course.
also an important theoretical aim. T h e individual differences
These differences in response to diagrammatic presentawhich are of such practical importance to education m a y protions
can be better accounted for by students' strategic skill
vide a tool for analysis of mental processes. Assessing the
in knowing w h e n to translate from sentences into diagrams,
influence of modality of information on learning, and providand w h e n in the reverse direction, than by preferences for
ing computational descriptions of the processes, invariably
one modality or another (Oberlander et al., 1996). In fact
leads to the well-publicised problems associated with studytheir "verbal' students w h o failed to gain from diagrammatic
ing internal representations (Pylyshyn, 1973). Paivio (1986)
presentation
did so because they translated into the diagramhas argued that the style of processing associated with a stratmatic
m
o
d
e
m
o r e often at inappropriate junctures.
egy rather than the representation modality is the more funAbstract

damental issue in providing computational accounts of information processing. T h e modality and style perspectives have
remained independent accounts of performance in complex
tasks.
O n e approach to studying individual differences in c o m plex problem solving has concentrated on issues of modality.
According to Kirby, M o o r e and Schofield (1988), s o m e students prefer to process information visually through graphics,
diagrams or illustrations, whereas others prefer to process in-
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M o n a g h a n (1998) shows that different proof styles exhibited in the H P course can be related to the individual differences literature through the holist-serialist dimension (Pask,
1988). Holists tend to use strategies that formulate connections between all aspects of the situation at once. Serialists
tend to use strategies where the situation is broken d o w n into
units of information, and connections are formed between
these units. In H P , holists use the graphical interface to gradually build up concrete situations, using nested assumptions.

Serialistic proofs use a series of fully concrete situations,
where little or no nesting of assumptions is used. High G R E
scorers use holistic strategies, low G R E scorers construct serialistic proofs.
The present study set out to explore these aptitude ireai
ment interactions in the teaching of reasoning in a radically different domain in which our understanding of the
equivalences and differences between graphical and sentential reasoning methods have recently been clarified. Stenning
and Yule (1998) show that for categorial syllogisms, Euler's
graphical method can be emulated operation-for-operation by
a simple natural deduction method in a fragment of propositional calculus. This enables components of reasoning strategies to be equated across modalities of external representation.
This simpler domain allows the separation of translationin; manipulation; and conclusion-forming stages, each of
which can be identified in both diagrammatic and sentential presentations. Since teaching this domain can be accomplished in about half an hour, (as opposed to the 10 weeks of
the H P course), it is possible to study the details of the tutoring process and its impact on immediately successive performance. A s the teaching was videoed, the material provides
detailed new data on the effects of teaching with different external representations. W e also sought to explore the relations
between established measures of 'strategy' use: the G R E A n alytical Reasoning test, and the serialist-holist test; and a test
of processing ability within the spatial modality (the paper
folding test (PFT)), and to see whether these different tests
might be sensitive to performance on different components
of the reasoning process, or distinguish between representational and strategic differences. To the extent which similar individual differences are shown to distinguish learning in
this domain and the H P domain, the study provides evidence
of the generality of these aptitude treatment interactions in
learning to reason.
Two methods of solving syllogisms
Syllogisms are reasoning problems about three properties. A ,
B. and C. The A property is related to the B property by the
first premiss, the B and the C properties are linked by the
second premiss. The subject's task is to say what, if anything,
follows from the given information.
Stenning and Yule (1998) describe two methods for solving
syllogisms that depend on different representations of the premisses. These two methods are 'computationally similar', in
that for each stage in one method there is a reciprocal stage in
one-to-one correspondence in the other method. O n e method
relies on graphical representations based on Euler's Circles
(EC), the other method is based on sentential forms of the premisses, derived from a fragment of natural deduction ( N D ) .
Figure 1 shows the E C representations of the four kinds of
syllogistic premisses. Table I shows the N D translations of
the premisses.
The E C method relies on a few simple rules for putting
the separate premiss diagrams together, adding crosses to indicate existence in areas of the resulting diagram, and reading off a conclusion. The N D method utilises a fragment of
prepositional calculus in order to reach a conclusion. To form
a conclusion either m o d u s ponens or m o d u s tollens is used.
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Some As are Bs

All As are Bs

r
•

Some As are not Bs

Q

No As are Bs

Figure I: E C representations of syllogism premisses.

Table 1: NDrepresentationsof syllogism premisses
premiss
All A are B
S o m e A are B
N o A are B
S o m e A are not B

translation

A->B
A&B
A^-B
A&-^B

Combining the E C premisses into an integrated representation corresponds with use of one of these two rules. Correspondences between these two methods emerge through consideration of the property oi case-identifiability: each method
isolates critical types of individuals and then makes conclusions about them with respect to the A and C properties. In
the N D method, this is done serially, with each premiss being treated separately. In the E C method, all the premiss
information has to be integrated, and all individuals treated
simultaneously. Three stages are easily isolated and comparable between the methods: (I) translation from the premisses
into the represented form; (2) manipulation of the represented
forms in order to isolate the critical individuals; and (3) translation from thefinalrepresentation to form a conclusion. The
correspondence of these stages in the two methods m e a n that
different key stages in the use of external representations can
be assessed.
Hypotheses of the study
If the GRE test is a general measure of aptitude in using
graphical representations, then it is predicted that high G R E
scorers would better learn the E C method over all stages of
its use. In accordance with the H P data, it was predicted that
high G R E scorers would perform worse on the N D method.
The P F T test was predicted to relate to the stage of manipulating the graphical representations, as the test involves only
manipulations of spatial representations, therefore translating
between modalities is unimportant. The serialist/holist preference was predicted to relate to all stages of the methods,
holists learning better from the E C method as graphical representations promote holistic processing, and serialists being
betterfittedto the N D method which supports serial strategies.

Method
17 first year undergraduate students from a wide variety of
academic backgrounds took part in the experiment. Each student was paid tor participating in the experiment.
Pre-tests
AbiUty to process in the spatial modality was assessed by the
paper folding test (PFT) (French. Ekstrom & Price. 1963).
This requires the subject to imagine the array of holes resulting from a piece of paper being folded, then having holes
punched in it before being unfolded again. High and low spatial ability students were discriminated along a median split.
Processing style was assessed by using Ford's (1985) measure of serialist/holist learning style. This distinction has been
shown to discriminate different strategy uses and responses in
a number of domains, including human-computer interaction
(Helander 1990).
The G R E test was constructed from the "analytical' subscale of the analytical reasoning test. High and low G R E
scoring students were again discriminated by a median split.

conducive to holistic processing, and that the G R E relates to
ability to use spatial representations to support reasoning processes.
The data were analysed with two-way unrelated A N O V A s
with the number of errors made in applying the taught method
on each stage, and the number of interventions made by the
instructor in the course of the stage as the respective dependent variables. The two independent variables were the taught
strategy and one of the three pretest measures (serialist/holist
learning preference; high-low P F T score; or high-low G R E
score). Only significant interactions are reported in the results.
Translating-in stage

n

GR E low
Ehigh

I 5-'

The syllogistic reasoning task

1 -

All students were given 8 syllogisms to solve, including five
with valid conclusions and three with no valid conclusion.
These syllogisms were selected to cover a range of difficulties according to the findings of Johnson-Laird (1983). In
addition, the syllogisms were selected to include some items
that "spatial" reasoners found easier to solve than did 'verbal'
reasoners. and vice versa, according to Ford's (1995) criteria
and data. While solving the problems students were requested
to voice their thought processes. The teaching sessions were
videoed and transcribed. Students were paired according to
scoring similarly on the pre-tests, and then each assigned to
a different teaching group, where they had to solve the same
eight syllogisms using either the E C or the N D method. Nine
students were instructed in the E C method, and eight followed
the N D method. All students were taught for the same length
of time (the session ended after one hour), and not all students
finished all the problems.
The video protocols were marked for errors that the student
made in applying the method to solve the syllogisms, and for
the number of corrective or directive interventions that the
instructor had to make during the course of solving the problems. A pilot experiment indicated that the number of syllogisms solved by the student was related to general pace of
working rather than to the ease or accuracy of acquisition of
the method. N u m b e r of errors measures the ability of the student to utilise the method correctly whereas interventions are
more an indication of the student's understanding of the application of the method to the problem.
Results
The P F T and G R E scores were not significantly correlated
(r(15) = 0.32, p>0.2). Holists scored higher than serialists
on the P F T (t(14)' = 3.79, p<0.005), and holists also scored
higher on the G R E test (t(14) = 2.47, p<0.05). These results support general hypotheses that spatial information is
'One student could not be classified as serialist or holist as she
demonstrated no preference for either learning style, so was omitted
from these analyses.
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__
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ND
teaching method

Figure 2: number of interventions for translation-in stage by
G R E score for the teaching methods:F(l, 13) = 5.30. p<0.05.
N.b., different x-axis scale.
On the translation-in stage, there were few errors made or
interventions required, as this stage in the procedures can be
accomplished by reading off the translations. O n e interaction was, however, significant for this stage: G R E group by
taught method on the number of interventions required (Figure 2): F(l,13) = 5.30, p<0.05, with no main effects. Those
w h o score high on the G R E test require more interventions
for this stage in the N D method, but fewer interventions for
translating into the E C representations.
Manipulation of representations stage
For the manipulation of representations stage, both G R E
score and serialist/holist style interacted with taught method
for both dependent variables.
G R E and taught method interacted both for number of errors (Figure 3) (F(l, 13) = 7.45, p<0.02, with no main effects) and interventions (Figure 4) (F(l. 13) = 5.50, p<0.05,
with a main effect only of taught method (F(l, 13) = 11.84,
p<0.01)). High G R E scorers made fewer errors and required
fewer interventions on the E C method, but made more errors
and required more interventions on the N D method.
For the serialist/holist variable, number of errors by taught
method on this stage were significant (Figure 5): F(l. 12) =
5.89, p<0.05. with a main effect only of learning style (F(l.
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Figure 3: number of errors for manipulation stage by GRE
score for the teaching methods: F(l, 13) = 7.45, p<0.02.

Figure 5: number of errors for manipulation stage by serialist/holist preference for the teaching methods: F(l, 12) =
5.89,p<0.05.
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Figure 4: number of interventions for manipulation stage by
Figure 6: number of interventions for manipulation stage by
G R E score for the teaching methods: F(l, 13) = 5.50,p<0.05.
serialist/holist preference for the teaching methods: F(l, 12)
= 5.46, p<0.05.
12) = 7.12. p<0.05). For number of interventions (Figure 6),
F(l, 12) = 5.46, p<0.05, with a main effect only of taught
method (F(l, 12) = 15.05, p<0.01). Serialists m a d e more erboth for numberoferrors (Figure 9): F(l, I3) = 4.90,p<0.05.
rors and required more interventions than holists on the E C
with a main effect of taught method (F( 1, 13) = 9.96, p<0.01)
method. The serialist/holist distinction does not seem to difand P F T group (F(l, 13) = 9.31, p<0.01)) and number of
ferentiate performance on the N D method.
interventions (Figure 10): (F(l, 13) = 7.16, p<0.02, with a
main effect only of P F T group (F(l, 13) = 6.66, p<0.05)).
Translating-out stage
High spatial ability students require fewer interventions on
the E C method, and low spatial ability students m a k e more
For the translating-out stages, both serialist/holist style and
errors on the E C method for this stage.
PFT score interacted with taught method.
For the .serialist/holist learning style, number of errors were
significant (Figure 7): F(l, 12) = 5.23, p<0.05, with a main
effect only of learning style (F(l, 12) = 5.23, p<0.05). Also
for number of interventions (Figure 8), F(l, 12) = 9.82,
p<0.01, with a main effect again only of learning style (F( 1,
12) = 5.89, p<0.05). A s with the manipulation stage, serialists made more errors and required more interventions on
the E C method than did the holists. The N D method was not
distinguished by this pre-test grouping.
For P F T score there was an interaction with taught method
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Discussion
The absence of main effects of teaching method for most of
the A N O V A results provide important evidence that our implementations of these two teaching methods are comparably
good.
A s anticipated, spatial ability (PFT score) influenced performance on the E C method. However, it is perhaps surprising that P F T score only influenced the conclusion forming stage. This suggests that the P F T measures a student's
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Figure 7: n u m b e r of errors for translating-out stage by serialist/holist preference for the teaching m e t h o d s : F( 1,12) = 5.23,
p<0.()5

Figure 9: number of errors for conclusion stage by PFT score
for the teaching methods: F( 1, 13) = 4.90, p<0.05.
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Figure 8: number of interventions for translating-out stage by
serialist/holist preference for the teaching methods: F(l, 12)
= 9.82.p<0.05.

Figure 10: number of interventions for conclusion stage by
P F T score for the different teaching methods: F(l, 13) = 7.16,
p<0.02.

rors w h e n forming conclusions from the E C method, perhaps
due to the simultaneous consideration that has to be given to
all the properties in order to describe the critical individual,
a task that these students find difficult. The holists require
fewest interventions for the E C method on this stage for similar reasons: the processing of all the information concurrendy
is advantageous to these students. W h e n this style of information is not available (as in the N D method), neither group
is advantaged or disadvantaged.
The effect of G R E score on teaching different methods of
solving syllogisms shows that the results of the H P research
apply to other domains of reasoning, and to m u c h briefer
teaching interventions. High G R E scoring students acquire
the E C method more easily and with fewer errors, but perform
worse with the N D method. L o w G R E scoring students indicate the opposite tendency: acquiring the N D method with
greater ease, but finding tlie E C method more difficult. The
G R E can be taken as a predictor of the effectiveness of graphical representations for learning to solve reasoning problems.

ability to translate accurately and with little assistance from
the graphical modality into sentential form. P F T ability is
therefore most influential at the point where graphical representations have to be interpreted into language. This rather
suggests that far from measuring 'purely spatial operations'
the P F T measures comparisons between verbal 'folding narratives' and spatial patterns (see Snow, 1978), and is open to
strategic interpretations as opposed to representational ones.
T h e serialist/holist style distinction predicts different responses to both the manipulation stage and the translationout stage. Students with a preference for holistic strategies
m a k e fewest errors and require fewest teaching interventions
on the manipulation stage of the E C method, and most errors/interventions for the N D method. This result is consonant with expectations about the representational style of
the E C method being conducive to holistic strategies in that
the premiss information has to be integrated into one diagram. For the translation-out stage, serialists m a k e more er-
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As O R E score relates to the translation-in and the manipulation stages of the methods, effective use of graphical representations is seen to relate to efficient translation into the
graphical medium and manipulation of the resulting representation. Combining these results with the H P data shows
that students w h o are good at solving problems by constructing graphical representations learn better from graphical presentations in more than one domain of reasoning, and with
very different kinds of graphic. High G R E scorers' ability
is in terms of their effective transfer of information into the
graphical modality, and manipulation of the representation:
when the representation does notfittheir aptitudes then these
students learn the task less well.
The different pre-tests of strategy use reflect different
stages in the use of external representations during learning
to solve reasoning problems. These strategies are shown to
interact with representational modality, and can be seen as
testing different subprocesses of the reasoning task. The research on H P meshes with the current study to clarify the
ways in which modality of presentation has an influence on
learning: this influence is manifested in terms of effecting different strategic approaches to problem solving. The effects of
different modalities of representation on reasoning are supplemented by considering the effect of presentation modality
on strategy use. These results support Alesandrini, Langstaff
and Wittrock's (1984) proposal that effects of modality and
strategy should be assessed separately. If there is a single
fundamental reasoning mechanism then the representational
forms by which it is interfaced and the strategies of reasoning these representations invoke are of equal importance in
providing computational descriptions of reasoning.
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1974) but it has proved to be fairly robust. Ten years after
its discovery, Lee Ross (1977) termed this phenomenon the
A parallel distributed processing model was used to
"fundamental attribution error," both to emphasize its
simulate a central bias in social reasoning, the
importance in social interaction and to emphasize that the
correspondence bias (Jones & Harris, 1967). This bias is
prominence of this bias w a s not due to a self-serving
the tendency to overattribute social behavior to the actor's
motivation by the perceiver but rather faulty cognitive
personality and to underestimate the impact of situations.
processing.
Simulations indicate that the extent of the correspondence
Recently, several authors (e.g., Leyens, Yzerbyt, &
bias can be understood as due to differences in the
Corneille,
1996; Read & Miller, 1993) have suggested that
accessibility of explanatory concepts and the strength of
the
correspondence
bias can be understood in terms of the
causal links between potential explanations and behavior.
accessibility (or priming) of dispositional explanations and
the strength of causal relationships between potential causes
Introduction
and the behavior being explained. In this paper, w e will use
and Miller's (1993; Miller & Read, 1991) constraint
Read
In 1967 Jones and Harris discovered one of the most robust
satisfaction model (see Thagard, 1989, 1992) of social
and replicable p h e n o m e n o n in social psychology, the
inference to examine the role of accessibility and causal
correspondence bias. This bias is the tendency to m a k e a
strength. However, before w e proceed, w e consider several
dispositional attribution for a person's behavior, despite the
theoretical
accounts proposed for this bias.
presence of a strong alternative situational explanation that
Originally,
the correspondence bias w a s explained in
is sufficient to explain the behavior. M a n y social
terms
of
Heider's
(1958) hypothesis of behavior engulfing
psychologists view this as a serious problem or flaw in
the
field.
T
h
e
contention
of this hypothesis is that the
social thinking, because it suggests that there is a pervasive
behavior and the actor are salient against the situation, or
tendency for social perceivers to badly underestimate the
ground, which causes the actor and his behavior to be
extent to which social behavior is influenced by the
perceived as a single unit. This single unit perception
situation and to overestimate the role of an individual's
causes
attributions for a behavioral act to be m a d e to the
personality.
actor.
A
handful of studies have tested this perceptual
In the n o w classic attitude attribution paradigm, Jones
by manipulating the relative visual
salience
hypothesis
and Harris (1967) showed participants a target's essay
orientation of actors and observers (Storms, 1973; Taylor &
written in favor of or against Fidel Castro (e.g., pro-Castro
Fiske, 1975) and the relative brightness, movement,
vs. anti-Castro essay). Participants were told whether the
complexity,
and novelty of the actor (McArthur & Post,
target w a s given a choice on which position to take or
1977).
Although
salience often increased attribution to the
whether he w a s randomly assigned to one position (e.g.,
it increased attribution to the situation
actor,
in
some
cases
choice vs. no-choice). Contrary to predictions, participants
(McArthur,
1981)
suggesting
that salience is only part of
w h o were told that the target w a s assigned the topic still
the story.
m a d e a dispositional inference congruent with the pro- and
Quattrone (1982) identified other issues that were
anti-Castro essay positions. Thus, these participants paid
problematic
for the engulfing hypothesis. H e noted that in
insufficient attention to situational factors that were
the
essay
assignment
paradigm (Jones & Harris, 1967) only
sufficient to explain the target's behavior. These
the
essay
is
available
to participants, with the target and his
participants were said to have committed the correspondence
situation
being
completely
absent beyond any information
bias.
provided by the experimenter. Yet participants continue to
Since then, numerous studies have explored a variety of
m a k e dispositional attributions for the actor's behavior.
possible artifactual explanations for this bias (Fleming &
Quattrone also pointed out that the correspondence bias may
Darley, 1989; Miller, Ashton, & Mishal, 1990; Schneider
be affected by other factors independent of salience such as
& Miller, 1975; Jones, Worchel, Goethels, & Grumet,
whether
participants are informed that the target wrote the
1971; Reeder, Fletcher, & Furman, 1989; Snyder & Jones,
Abstract
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essay from scratch or merely copied it (Snyder & Jones,
1974). Moreover, he also pointed out that the engulfing
hypothesis did not specify the attitudinal dimension for
which the correspondence bias might occur. A s shall
become evident, the attributional dimension is an essential
element for producing the correspondence bias.
With these issues left unanswered by the engulfing
hypothesis, Tversky and Kahneman's (1974) anchoring and
adjustment heuristic model was used to describe the
occurrence of the correspondence bias (Jones, 1979;
Quattrone, 1982). T h e basic argument is that the
correspondence bias simply reflects an insufficient
adjustment by participants w h e n they infer the target's true
attitude on some dimension such as the "opposition to" or
"favoring o f Fidel Castro's dictatorship. Specifically,
participants w h o are informed about the target's assigned
position (pro-Castro vs. anti-Castro) use that position as an
anchor or a point of departure from which they m a k e an
inference about the target's true attitude. Since the anti and
pro anchors are located at opposite ends of the attitudinal
dimension (extremely in favor of vs. extremely opposed to),
participants adjust for situational constraints from different
starting points. Unfortunately, this adjustment from
opposing anchors towards a neutral position in the middle
falls short and participants are said to be overattributing the
assigned anti and pro positions to the target's true attitude.
The anchoring and adjustment explanation also provided
the impetus for Gilbert's account of the correspondence bias
(Gilbert, Pelham, & Krull, 1988). Gilbert proposed a model
of person perception composed of three stages, where the
initial stage was fairly automatic while subsequent stages
required the perceiver to engage in more deliberative
thinking, expending more cognitive effort. The first stage is
categorization in which perceivers are said to identify the
behaviors of the actor. This stage is followed by
characterization where perceivers draw dispositional
inferences about the actor based on these behaviors. A n d the
third andfinalstage is correction, where inferences drawn in
the characterization stage are adjusted by taking into account
the situational constraints on the target. According to
Gilbert, it is this final correction stage that falls prey to the
perceiver's lack of cognitive resources because he is
cognitively busy. In short, Gilbert posited that the
adjustment for situational constraints falls short because
people are unable to expend the extra cognitive effort
required for this correction stage.
Recently, however, several theorists have proposed that
the correspondence bias can be better understood in terms of
accessibility of potential causes (Higgins, 1989; Higgins
Rholes, & Jones, 1977) and their degree of applicability to
the behavior. Leyens, Yzerbyt, and Corneille (1996) have
suggested that previous research on the correspondence bias
may have unintentionally "capitalized" on the priming of
dispositional concepts by experimental instructions and the
explanatory match or applicability between these primed
concepts and the attitudinal dimension on which
participants are asked to m a k e a judgment about the target.
They note that frequently the experimental instructions
strongly emphasize, and presumably prime, a personality or
attitude explanation that is highly applicable to the target
behavior. For instance, if the essay issue is abortion and a
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highly applicable concept such as personality is primed in
the instructions, participants will use personality as a point
of departure from which to m a k e an attitude attribution
about the target. Using the essay-assignment paradigm,
Leyens et al. (1996) have clearly demonstrated that the
presence or absence of an applicable dispositional concept
in instructions to participants is all it m a y take to produce
or eliminate the correspondence bias, respectively.
A Constraint Satisfaction Model of the
C o r r e s p o n d e n c e Bias
Our constraint satisfaction model of dispositional inference
is based on previous work by Read and Miller (1993; Miller
& Read, 1991) which integrates work on a knowledge
structure approach to understanding (e.g., G a l a m b o s ,
Abelson, & Black, 1986; Schank & Abelson, 1977;
Wilensky, 1983) with Kintsch's (1988) constructionintegration model of discourse comprehension. Read and
Miller propose that constructing causal explanations
involves the repeated application of two steps.
Thefirststep involves a generative process conceived as a
spreading activation of concepts and their associafions in a
semantic network (Collins & Quillian, 1969; Collins &
Loftus, 1975) that is "triggered" by initial input stimuli.
For instance, learning that the target wrote a pro-Castro
essay m a y activate traits and other related concepts as well
as "communism", "radical", and "Berkeley, California".
This network m a y also include the activation of the target's
environment or situational constraints for the behavior.
These concepts are activated promiscuously with little
attention paid to the way in which they are related to one
another (Kintsch, 1988). The activation of concepts in the
network is a function both of their chronic accessibility
(due to frequency of use; Higgins & King, 1981) and their
priming or activation by incoming stimuli and their
associations to other activated concepts.
These activated concepts can be related in one of three
ways. First, there m a y be a positive or excitatory link
between concepts that are consistent with one another.
Second, there m a y be a negative or inhibitory link for
concepts that are inconsistent with one another, such as
contradictory or competing explanations. W e use the term
competition to emphasize the idea that alternative
explanations for the target's behavior m a y not be mutually
exclusive or completely contradictory but simply differ in
the extent to which they are concurrently possible. Finally,
there m a y be no relation between concepts, which is
represented by the absence of a link.
T h e second step involves the integration of these
concepts into a coherent representation about the person.
This is done by satisfying the constraints imposed by the
different concepts and their relations in a parallel distributed
process (e.g., Rumelhart, McClelland, & the P D P Research
Group, 1986). Thagard's (1989, 1992) Theory of
Explanatory Coherence ( T E C ) and it's computational
implementation ( E C H O ; Explanatory Coherence by
H a r m a n y [sic] Optimization) e m b o d y this integration
process in a recurrent, constraint satisfaction network. For
our present purposes, the nodes represent whole concepts
such as behaviors, situational constraints, and attitudes. T h e

weights on inhibitory and excitatory links between nodes
can vary so that the degree of competitiveness or support
between concepts can also be represented in the network.
Applying the Model
Before w e proceed with the simulations, we'll describe the
basic network which is based on the essay-assignment
paradigm. In this paradigm, the experimenter first provides
participants with two pieces of information; the position
advocated in the essay (which is in opposition to or in favor
of s o m e issue), and whether the position was assigned or
freely chosen. Participants are then asked to infer the
target's true attitude about the issue. Hence, participants are
trying to reconcile two pieces of information: for example,
that the written essay is pro-Castro and that the target had
no-choice in the matter. A simplified representation in
terms of our model is shown below.
Target's
.02
Attitude

.12-

Situational
.01
Constraint

r^—
\
Essay
.01
Position
Figure 1: A network of the essay-assignment paradigm.
Each node represents what may be a set of related
concepts. O n e node represents the behavior being explained,
the essay and its position, which is initially activated by
cues in the behavior during the first step of the model.
Further, there are two other nodes corresponding to
alternative explanations for the behavior; one for the
target's true attitude and one for the situational constraints.
If the participants are told that the target was assigned to
write a pro-Castro essay (a situational constraint) and then
the target subsequently wrote a pro-Castro essay (activating
a pro-Castro attitude as a possible explanation), then both
causes have positively weighted links (.05) to the behavior
(pro-Castro essay position) as they are possible
explanations of it. These positively weighted links are
represented by dark lines. Since the situational constraint
and the target's attitude are alternative explanations for the
behavior, there is a negatively weighted link (-.12) between
them to represent that they are competing explanations.
This negative link is represented by a thin line. The
weights on these links can vary from -1.0 to -i-l.O as a
function of causal strength between nodes. However, by
default, excitation weights are set at 0.05 and inhibition is
set at -.12. Thus, the activation sent a m o n g these nodes
depends on the strength of these causal links as well as their
polarity (- or +).
The strength of the alternative explanations is evaluated
by passing activation a m o n g the nodes in parallel until the
activation asymptotes. This occurs by processing activation
values with Paul Thagard's (1989, 1992) E C H O algorithm
designed to satisfy constraints imposed by the activated
nodes and their causal relations.
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All unit activations are set to an initial starting value of
0.01. This initial starting value can be adjusted upward to
represent initially activated or highly accessible concepts in
the first step of the model. Since the essay position is
given to participants as a fact, this unit is linked to the
special evidence unit which is clamped at an activation of
1.0. The equation that updates the network is itself
constrained by the decay parameter (0), which decrements
all the units at every iteration, and a m i n i m u m {min) and
m a x i m u m {max) possible activation value of the units (a;)
ranging between -1.0 and +1.0 respectively:
aj (t-i-l) = aj (t) (1-0) + {netj (max-&^ (t)) if netj > 0
{netj (aj (t)-mm) otherwise
where netj = Xwjj aj (t)
Hence, netj is the net input to a unit (aj) that is
determined by the s u m of the weighted links (Zwjj)
multiplied with the input from other units. This activation
is sent with the addition of the unit's previous activation
(aj) at time t. The propositions in the network are updated
simultaneously until constraints imposed by the various
relations of coherence and incoherence (negative and
positive links) are satisfied as well as possible. This best fit
or constraint satisfaction occurs when activation values for
evidence and proposition have reached asymptotic levels.
The asymptote criterion is set at 0.001. The acceptability of
individual propositions (target's attitude vs. situational
constraints) can then be inferred from final activation
values. A unit that is positively activated indicates that it
has more acceptability while a unit that is negatively
activated indicates that it has less acceptability in the
system.
The Simulations
Given that the essay assignment in the no-choice condition
is sufficient to explain the essay position, why do subjects
still commit the correspondence bias? Our model suggests
several possibilities. First, it m a y be that the target's true
attitude is initially more accessible or activated. Consistent
with this possibility, Leyens et al. (1996) have shown that
in m a n y correspondence bias studies, the instructions to
subjects focus very heavily on the task of figuring out the
target's true attitude and little attention is paid to the
situation. This could lead to stronger priming of
dispositional concepts. If the dispositional explanation
starts with a higher activation (see figure 1) it should win
the competition between the two alternative explanations.
Second, it m a y be that subjects view the true attitude as a
more applicable explanation than is the situation. That is,
they m a y think that the assignment to condition is not
completely sufficient as an explanation for the target's essay
position, whereas the true attitude is. In terms of our
model, the true attitude would have a stronger link to the
essay position than would the assignment to condition.
Third, it m a y be that subjects do not view the two
explanations as completely contradictory. In fact, they m a y
view them as compatible. In such a case, the link between
them would be either nonexistent or perhaps even positive.

This third possibility is currently being further investigated.
In these simulations, w e will focus on the effects of
accessibility and applicability of alternative explanations.
First, we'll simulate the basic essay assignment network in
figure 1 with a highly accessible dispositional explanation.
Second, w e will simulate what happens w h e n the
dispositional explanation is both more accessible and more
applicable, as in the work by Leyens et al. (1996). Third,
we'll simulate a network where the dispositional
explanation is m o r e accessible, but the situational
explanation is m o r e applicable, as m a y be the case in
Fein's (1996; Fein, Hilton, &. Miller, 1990; Hilton, Fein,
& Miller, 1993) work on the impact of ulterior motives on
the correspondence bias. In this third case, accessibility and
applicability are working in opposite directions.
Accessibility. A simulation of accessibility alone was
implemented with a network as s h o w n in figure 1 where
"target's attitude" is given an initial level of activation of
.02, while "situational constraint" is left at a default value
of .01 to indicate higher initial accessibility of the attitude.
Inhibitory and excitatory causal relations are left at default
values of-.12 and .05 respectively. T h e resulting activation
values are shown in figure 2.
Target's ^^
Attitude '
—

education, sociology, etc.) w a s pre-determined in study one
by asking participants to rate the impact they would have
on people's positions for different issues. In the studies that
followed, applicable and inapplicable primes in the
instructions as well as no primes were crossed with an
essay issue. Their results showed that priming "personality"
(applicable concept) when the issue was euthanasia produced
the correspondence bias while priming "formal education"
(inapplicable concept) eliminated the correspondence bias.
These pattern of results were simulated with the essayassignment network shown in figure 1 with the addition of
one modification to implement applicability. T o represent
the applicability of a dispositional concept, the link
between the "target's attitude" and "essay position" w a s
adjusted slightly upward to .055. T h e greater accessibility
of a dispositional explanation w a s implemented as in the
previous simulation with a slightly higher initial activation
level for the "target's attitude" set at .02. T h e resulting
network w a s one with a highly accessible and applicable
concept such as "personality" for the essay position on
euthanasia. T h e resulting set of activations are s h o w n in
figure 3.

I "^^.S^^'' 62
I Attitude '
-.12-

Situational
-.08
Constraint

-.12-

Situational
-.41
Constraint

.055 .05

^
.05 .05

Essay
.68
Position

Essay
.69
Position

Figure 3: T h e resulting set of activations where the target's
attitude is highly accessible and applicable.

Figure 2: The resulting set of activations where the target's
attitude is highly accessible.

As expected, making an accessible concept highly
applicable has an additive effect for the acceptability of a
The final activation values in the network are consistent dispositional explanation (.62). Specifically, a concept that
with the general pattern of results in work with the
is both accessible and applicable is given higher activation
than w h e n it w a s just accessible. This highly applicable
correspondence bias. T h e dispositional explanation is
dispositional explanation has also moderately suppressed
highly activated or more acceptable (.40; node in bold)
the alternative situational explanation (-.41). This set of
while the situational constraint explanation is slightly
final activation values are consistent with the pattern of
suppressed (-.08). This slight suppression of the situational
results obtained by Leyens, Yzerbyt, and Corneille (1996)
constraint explanation is also consistent with work on the
where the effect size for the correspondence bias is greater
correspondence bias because although participants fail to
when the primed concepts are applicable.
completely correct for situational constraints, the pattern of
results show evidence that they are taking them into
consideration.
Ulterior Motives as Highly Applicable. Fein
(1996; Fein, Hilton, & Miller, 1990; Hilton, Fein, «&
This simulation is also relevant to work by Quattrone
Miller, 1993) and colleagues have identified a situational
(1982) and Krull (1993) showing that instructions that
constraint manipulation that eliminates the correspondence
focus on figuring out the impact of the situation lead to
overattribution to the situation, the reverse of the
bias. They have introduced an "ulterior motives" condition
correspondence bias. Simply by flipping the labels of the
where participants are led to believe that the target m a y
have chosen to write in favor of a particular issue in order
two explanations in Figure 2 one can see the results of
simulating these studies with higher accessibility for the
to ingratiate himself with a professor. In this condition,
situation.
participants are unwilling to m a k e a dispositional inference
for the target's behavior (i.e., writing of a pro-essay). Fein
(1996) interprets these findings in terms of suspicion. H e
Accessibility and Applicability. In a set of five
posits that ulterior motives induces a "mind-set" which
studies, Leyens, Yzerbyt, and Corneille (1996) varied the
makes participants ruminate about alternative situational
applicability of concepts primed in the instructions. T h e
causes for the target's behavior. According to Fein (1996),
applicability of different concepts (i.e., personality, formal
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this increased thought then facilitates a correction for
situational constraints which eliminates a correspondent
inference. In a similar manner, work by Alicke, Zerbst, and
LoSchiavo (1996) has also demonstrated the attenuation of
the correspondence bias by associating stronger incentives
with behavioral choices m a d e by the target.
H o w e v e r , in terms of our model, ulterior motives m a y
just be a stronger or m o r e applicable explanation for the
target's behavior than a "random assignment to position"
explanation. That is, rather than leading subjects to engage
in m o r e deliberative thought, ulterior motives m a y just
have a stronger link to the behavior and thus would be able
to send and receive m o r e activation to the behavior. O u r
next simulation demonstrates that such a stronger link is
sufficient to eliminate the correspondence bias.
T h e essay-assignment network s h o w n in figure 1 w a s
also used for this simulation, however, the applicability of
"ulterior motives" as an alternative explanation is
implemented by a sUghtly stronger excitatory link between
the "situational constraint" node and the "essay position"
node. T o provide a rigorous test of this model, w e m a d e the
"target's attitude" slightly m o r e accessible with an initial
activation of .02 and left the "situational constraint" node at
the default level of .01. T h e resulting activation values for
this simulation are s h o w n in figure 4.
Target's ^^
Attitude '

JUC

J2

[Situational
situational
[constraint
IConstraint

^''^y
.68
Position
Figure 4: T h e resulting set of activations where situational
constraints are highly applicable.
These final activation values are consistent with the
pattern of results obtained by Fein (1996; Fein, Hilton, &
Miller, 1990). Although dispositional concepts were more
accessible, with an initial activation level of .02, "ulterior
motives" w a s a m u c h m o r e applicable alternative
situational concept for the target's essay position and
resulted in a m u c h more acceptable explanation for the
target's essay position.
Discussion
Although a number of accounts have been given for
different aspects of the correspondence bias, no unified
account of the cognitive processes involved has been
presented. In this paper, w e have shown that a simple
constraint satisfaction network, in conjunction with a
reasonable set of assumptions, can provide such a unified
account, successfully simulating both the correspondence
bias itself, as well as various factors that influence it.
Moreover, our model has shown that a set of basic
cognitive principles, the accessibility of concepts and their
applicability, can illuminate what has often been taken as a
somewhat unusual or surprising set of findings.
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O n e other interesting aspect of our findings is that
changes in applicability of a cause seem to have much
greater impact than changes in accessibility. For example,
in our simulation of the impact of ulterior motives, w e
found that when a more applicable situation competed with
a more accessible dispositional cause, the more applicable
cause totally overwhelmed the more accessible cause. In
retrospect this makes sense. Increased accessibility will
only affect the initial processing of a concept, whereas
increased applicability will have an effect that continues
throughout processing.
Constraint satisfaction networks, such as that presented
here, have the potential for providing a unified account of
many aspects of social explanation (Read & Miller, 1993).
In previous work, w e (Read & Lincer-Hill, 1998; Read &
Marcus-Newhall, 1993) have shown that m a n y of the
principles of explanatory coherence embodied in Thagard's
(1989, 1992) E C H O model were highly applicable to social
explanation. In this paper w e have shown that such a model
can also incorporate a central phenomena in social
explanation, the correspondence bias.
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Abstract

words comes about because one word is misread as the
other. These investigators have alternatively suggested,
When two orthographically siniilar words are briefly
andwith Bavelier, Prasada, and Segui (1994) that R B
along
successively displayed, the second word is often difficult to
effects might be located at the level of abstract letter clusdetect or recall, a deficit known as repetition blindness, or R B
ters; however, this idea has not been proposed as a formal
(Kanwisher, 1987). T w o experiments used word-nonword
part of the types-and-tokens model.
pairs to test predictions of a computational model based on
Other investigators have attempted to locate the mechasimilarity inhibition (Bavelier & Jordan, 1992) vs. predicnism responsible for R B within the word recognition system
tions of a sublexical model (Harris & Morris, 1996, 1997;
(Bavelier & Jordan, 1992; Bavelier, Prasada, & Segui,
M o m s & Harris, 1997). O n e strikingfindingwas of strong
R B even for a single repeated letter (cope cam; hot hix). Re1994). Bavelier and Jordan proposed a computational
sults generally supported a sublexical model where only the
model of visual word recognition that accounts for R B as
shared letters are affected by R B , and each shared letter can
well as other time-dependent phenomena such as masked
be differentially affected in a probabilistic manner.
priming. In their model, detection of a word depends on
levels of activation relative to a variable baseline and
Introduction
threshold. W h e n a word is displayed for sufficient time for
Repetition Blindness (RB), the failure to detect repetitions
it to pass its threshold and be detected, its baseline is then
of visual events in Rapid Serial Visual Presentation, is a
temporarily raised. R B results w h e n a second display of the
striking and robust phenomenon which has thus far eluded
word occurs while its baseline is still elevated from the first
complete explanation despite extensive study. Early invesdetection, because in this case, the level of activation relatigations of R B using R S V P sentence stimuli (Kanwisher,
tive to baseline will be treated as noise. T h e model attempts
1987; Kanwisher & Potter, 1990) demonstrated that, w h e n
to account for orthographic R B by also raising the baselines
shown a sentence such as H e r jacket w a s red because red is
of all other words in proportion to their similarity to the
conspicuous, subjects would typically report, H e r jacket
detected word.
w a s red because is conspicuous. R B is time-and exposureOur o w n investigations of R B phenomena (Harris &
dependent; the effect is eliminated with increased exposure
Morris, 1996; 1997; Morris & Harris, 1997) have suggested
of the repeated word, or increased time between repetitions
that R B between non-identical words is not a matter of
(Kanwisher, 1987; Park & Kanwisher, 1994). R B has been
similarity inhibition, as in the Bavelier and Jordan model,
found for repeated words or pictures, orthographically
but rather, that w h e n R B occurs between orthographically
similar words, and phonologically similar items such as nine
similar words (called W l and W 2 ) , only the shared letters of
and 9 (Bavelier & Potter, 1992; Bavelier, 1994). T h e pheW 2 are affected; the unique letters are unaffected and ren o m e n o n of R B impacts on models of high-level visual
main available for activating words. T h e differential effect
processing, word recognition, and consciousness, and thereon shared vs. nonshared letters has been most strikingly
fore is of considerable relevance to cognitive scientists.
demonstrated using an illusory words paradigm (Harris &
O n e prevalent explanation of R B emphasizes the distincMorris, 1996; Morris & Harris, 1997). In this paradigm,
tion between types and tokens in visual processing
R S V P streams of words and word fragments are constructed
(Kanwisher, 1987; Kanwisher & Potter, 1990; Kanwisher,
such that the W 2 ' s unique letters can combine with a subse1991; Park & Kanwisher, 1994). In this view, referred to as
quent word fragment to form an "illusory" word. Thus,
"type activation without token individuation", a word's recdisplay of light rock shock ell cup results in report of light
ognition node (type) could be activated twice, but only one
rock shell cup; further, reports of illusory words are more
episodic representation (token) is formed. Although this
prevalent in such "repeated" conditions compared to unreexplanation has intuitive appeal, a formal, computational
pealed conditions designed to produce illusory words
account of the types-and-tokens model has yet to emerge.
through simple letter migration. Other evidence for the
In addition, it is difficult to see h o w this model accounts for
sublexical nature of R B between orthographically similar
R B between non-identical words. Kanwisher and Potter
words comes from trials where subjects misreport W 2 as
(1990) suggested that R B between orthographically similar
some other word. These misreports are statistically more
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likely to preserve the word's unique letters, and omit the
repeated letters, than in control conditions where W l and
W 2 share no letters (Harris & Morris, 1997).
The work cited above is more consistent with sublexical
explanations of R B than with word-to-word inhibition accounts such as that of Bavelier and Jordan (1992). H o w ever, details of the sublexical account remain to be elucidated. O n e important question is the nature of the sublexical units. W e will discuss two sublexical accounts: the
single letter and the letter clusters accounts.
Sublexical units are individual letters
The simplest account is probably that the sublexical units
are individual letters. However, failure to find R B for anagrams such as early and layer (Kanwisher, 1986) indicates
that the individual letters need to have some type of position-specific or contextual coding. Kanwisher and Potter
(1990) tested the hypothesis that display of stimuli sharing
one letter in the same position, such as fault and heart,
would lead to "stripping" of the shared letter from W 2 , resulting in report of fault hear. Their failure to find such
letter stripping led them to conclude that R B between similar words is not the result of independent letter-level effects.
It is possible that R B does stem from letter-level effects,
but that this was obscured by Kanwisher and Potter's choice
of stimulus materials. They used critical words which
shared only the last letter. Subjects might have been blind
to the identity of the repeated letter, but retained s o m e notion of word length. The target word could have been correctly generated via pattern completion, as happens when
letters in a word are "missing" because they are covered by
an ink blot (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). W e reasoned
that pattern completion might be a less favored solution if
the repeated letter were at the beginning of the word (Harris
& Morris, 1997). Using materials like bluff B R A C E , clock
C H A R M , and doodle D A N G E R , w e found two types of evidence for repetition blindness to a single letter. Subjects
would sometimes say "doodle anger", but also frequently
reported a similar-length word in which the repeated letter
had been replaced with another letter, such as reporting bluff
grace intead of bluff brace. For this reason, the status of the
independent letter-level explanation for R B remains unresolved.
Letter clusters account
A more complicated model is that the relevant units are
context-dependent, overlapping letter clusters such as the
digrams and trigrams dr, ru, rug, ugs found in drugstore
(Mozer, 1991; Harris & Morris, 1996; 1997). The letter
clusters account also explains the failure of Kanwisher and
Potter to find letter-stripping for stimuli like fault and heart.
The sublexical units in heart include the digram units rt and
t_ (where "_" indicates adjacency to a word boundary).
Only t_ is shared by both words. The presence of rt means
that thefinalletter t in heart has s o m e probability of being
reconstructed from rt. Key evidence that letter clusters are
the units which mediate visual word recognition comes
from studies on letter migration (Mozer, 1983). However,
letter cluster representations are generally useful for ex-
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plaining readers* high degree of sensitivity to letter cooccurrence frequencies (Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989).
That is, words containing highly frequent clusters, such as
fake and crock, are easy to read, even w h e n the words themselves are low frequency. T h e ease with which humans read
pronounceable nonwords m a y also result from having unitized letter cluster representations (Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996).
Empirically distigushing between the word-level and
sublexical accounts is m a d e difficult by the fact that word
fragments activate word representations (McClelland &
Rumelhart, 1981). The sublexical hypothesis proposes that
only the repeated units are affected by R B . If R B is assessed by ability to report W 2 , the amount of R B will indirectly depend on whether the unaffected units strongly or
weakly evoke the target word. For this reason, nonwords
m a y provide a "purer" m e d i u m for assessing R B , as they are
less affected by such pattern completion mechanisms.
The experiments described in this paper used successively
displayed word-nonword pairs of varying degrees of orthographic similarity, with the word as W l and the nonword as
W 2 . Experiment 1 was designed to test a prediction of
similarity inhibition models against a prediction of the most
simple form of sublexical model.
Experiment 1
Similarity inhibition models predict that a word and nonword sharing all but one of their letters (card earn) would
show substantially greater R B than a word and nonword
sharing only one letter (cope earn). In contrast, a sublexical
model assuming simple refractoriness or token individuation failure at the (position-specific) individual letter level
predicts that veridical report of W 2 will be equally difficult
for cope earn as for card earn. In both cases, suppression
of the repeated letters will leave a fragment which will either be reported or will be subjected to pattern completion,
causing subjects to report something other than the correct
stimulus.
Materials and Procedure
Subjects were 15 Boston University students w h o participated in exchange for course credit. All subjects were native English speakers (3 subjects acquired English simultaneously with another language).
Twenty-one easily pronounceable 3- or 4-letter nonwords
were created and each was paired with three different words
to create three versions of each stimulus item. In the
Neighbor condition, the word and nonword shared all but
their final letters (the first two letters were shared in the case
of 3-letter word-nonword pairs, with the first three letters
shared in the case of 4-letter word-nonword pairs). In the
Letter condition, only the initial letters were shared; and in
the Unrepeated condition, no letters were shared. The
words in each stimulus item were matched for frequency
across conditions. Examples of the three stimulus conditions are shown in Table 1 below. The three versions of
each stimulus item were counterbalanced across subjects,
such that each subject viewed 7 stimulus items in each
condition, for a total of 21 experimental trials. The word

( W l ) always appeared in lower case letters, with the nonword ( W 2 ) in upper case. Stimuli were arranged in 7 blocks
of 5 trials each; the blocks each contained 1 Neighbor, 1
Letter, and 1 Unrepeated word-nonword pair plus two filler
trials containing no repeated letters.

ance revealed a highly significant effect of condition in both
the subject and items analyses, ^,(2, 28) = 44.4, p < .001,
eta' = .76; F,(2, 40) = 51.2. p < .001, eta' = .72.
Table 2: Percent Correct Report of W2 given Report of Wl
(Experiment 1)

Table 1: Examples of Stimuli (Experiment 1)
Condition Wl W2
Neighbor

mud
gate

MUP
GATH

Letter

mad

MUP
GATH

Condition

jneaiL

_s^

Neighbor
Letter

.11
.43
.72

.03
.06
.05

Unrepeated

Newman-Keuls tests showed that report of W 2 was significantly lower for both Neighbor and Letter conditions
compared to the Unrepeated condition (both ps < .01).
row
Unrepeated
MUP
Since R B is indexed by the difference between repeated
GATH
knee
(Neighbor or Letter) and Unrepeated conditions, these results
showed a substantial repetition deficit for both NeighSubjects were instructed to report both the word and
bor
and
Letter conditions. In addition, report of W 2 in the
nonword on each trial. Pilot studies indicated that subjects
Neighbor
condition was lower than in the Letter condition,
varied considerably in the ability to perceive and report
(p
<
.01)
indicating greater R B in the Neighbor condition
briefly displayed nonwords; subjects were therefore
(61%)
compared
to the Letter condition (29%).
instructed to report whatever letters they did perceive in the
Models
of
R
B
based on similarity inhibition predict that
event that they were unable to report an entire nonword. A
word-nonword
pairs
sharing all but one letter (Neighbor
lengthy practice procedure was also instituted in order to
condition)
would
show
greater R B than word-nonword pairs
improve nonword report. Subjects viewed 30 practice trials
sharing
only
the
first
letter
(Letter condition). The results of
consisting of word-nonword pairs (with no repeated letters)
I
are
therefore
consistent with a similarity inExperiment
prior to viewing the experimental trials. Each trial began
hibition
model
of
R
B
.
O
n
the
other hand, closer examinawith a "+" appearing in the center of the computer screen as
a fixation point. W h e n the subject pressed the space bar, the tion of subjects' error reports reveals evidence inconsistent
" + " disappeared and the word appeared 500 msec later. The with word-to-word inhibition, but consistent with sublexical
word was displayed for 9 0 msec, followed immediately by models.
Table 3 shows the percentage of misreports of W 2 relathe nonword (there was an approximately 15 msec delay in
tive
to correct reports and omissions. Misreports include
the onset of the nonword, due to the refresh rate of the
reporting
a word, another nonword, or individual letters (as
computer monitor). Exposure duration for the nonword was
initially set at 195 msec, and was subsequently decreased by in, for the stimulus box B O T , reporting "box and something
15 msec every 5 trials if the subject's accuracy in reporting ending in T \ Such misreports formed a substantial portion
both the word and nonword was greater than 6 0 % over the of W 2 error reports in the two repeated conditions.
preceding block of 5 trials. Exposure duration was increased
if the subject's accuracy fell below 4 5 % . T h e average Table 3: Percent Correct, Omission, and Misreport of W2
(Experiment 1)
exposure duration for the nonword for the experimental trials
across the 15 subjects was 108 m s e c , range 75-195 msec.
The nonword was immediately followed by a mask (row of Condition Correct Omission Misreport
ampersands) displayed for 250 msec. All stimuli were
Neighbor
.11
.26
.63
centered on the display.
Experimenters recorded via
Letter
.43
.27
.30
keypresses whether subjects reported both critical items, W l
.14
Unrepeated
.72
.14
only, W 2 only, or neither of the critical items.
Experimenters also annotated the scoresheets in the event
While word-to-word inhibition assumes that W 2 will be
that the subject reported a different word or nonword than
the ones displayed, or reported only part of the word or frequently omitted from report in repeated conditions, this
nonword. The stimuli were presented on a Macintosh Ilci, type of model makes no predictions about misreporting of
controlled by PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & W 2 , since the entire word is assumed to be affected by RB.
Provost, 1993). The font was 36 pt. Courier. Subjects sat 20 In contrast, sublexical models predict the occurrence of a
particular type of misreport: Letters unique to W 2 will be
inches from the screen.
reported (either as part of another word, or in isolation)
while letters shared with W l will be excluded.
Results and Discussion
Specifically, sublexical models predict that, for the Letter
Percent correct report of W l averaged 9 7 % or greater in all
condition, the first letter of W 2 (which is shared with W l ) is
three stimulus conditions. Table 2 shows percent correct
likely to be excluded from the misreport, while the remainreport of W 2 given correct report of W l . Analysis of variing letters are likely to be preserved, relative to the Unregolf
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did occur fairly frequently in the Letter condition, it should
be noted that 5 7 % of these letter strippings also could be
classified as word conversions (such as m a d M U P — > m a d
U P and bird B E E L — > bird EEL). The error analysis from
Experiment 1 is therefore consistent with the results of our
previous analysis using word stimuli (Harris & Morris,
1997) in terms of both the selectivity of R B (affecting
shared but not nonshared letters) and misreport type (letter
stripping vs. word-level pattern completion).
The overall results of Experiment 1 would seem to be
somewhat ambiguous, as the error analysis points to a
Table 4: Percent Report of Shared vs. Unique Letters in sublexical
W2
locus, but the finding of more R B for the Neigh(Experiment 1)
bor condition compared to the Letter condition is more
consistent with a similarity inhibition model. However, this
%First <%)Remaining
experiment contained a confound between the proportion of
Examples
Cpndition
letter
letters
Stimulus
Misreport
shared letters between the Neighbor and Letter conditions,
and the number of shared letters. This confound m a y ex.14
.94
Letter
win wep
win hep
plain the ambiguous results. The simplest sublexical model
assumes that when W 2 is affected by R B , all shared letters
Unrepeated
.72
.56
bay wep
bay weep
in that W 2 are equally affected. O n the other hand, if w e
assume that each repeated letter has a separate probability of
Examples
%shared
%last
being suppressed by R B , then w e would indeed expect more
letter
Condition
Stimulus
Misreport
letters
R B for the Neighbor condition than for the Letter condition,
Neighbor
noon noof noon half
1.00
.44
because with each additional shared letter, the probability of
all
letters being correctly perceived decreases. In ExperiUnrepeated
drug noof drug no
.52
.65
ment 2, w e re-examined the question of word-to-word inhibition vs. sublexical locus using stimuli which shared the
The bottom half of Table 4 shows a similar comparison
same number, but different proportions, of their letters
involving the Neighbor and Unrepeated conditions. In this
case, the Neighbor condition has only one unique letter, the across conditions.
last letter. All other letters are shared. Corresponding letExperiment 2
ters in the Unrepeated condition would be thefirsttwo letters in the case of 3-letter nonwords, andfirst3 letters in the
Experiment 2 again used word-nonword pairs to investigate
case of 4-Ietter nonwords. Again, the shared letters apthe locus of the R B effect. In this experiment, w e held the
peared less often in misreports in the Neighbor condition
number of shared letters constant across items (in the Rewhen compared with the same letters in the Unrepeated
peated condition) but varied the proportion of shared letters
condition, /(25) = 2.4, p < .05, eta' = .19, while the unique by varying word length. This enabled us to manipulate
letter was selectively preserved in the Neighbor condition in
similarity between W l and W 2 and resulted in different
comparison with the same letter in the Unrepeated condipredictions for similarity inhibition vs. sublexical models of
tion, f(8) = 2.9, p < .02, eta' = .51. W e can also examine the R B . Words and nonwords such as jet and J E G are more
form of the misreport errors in more detail. Table 5 shows
similar to each other than plane and P L O S H , although both
percent report of four error types as a percentage of all W 2
share the same number of letters. Similarity inhibition acmisreport errors for each condition: reporting a word in
counts therefore predict a greater magnitude of R B for jet
place of the nonword, or word conversion (meat M E A P — >
J E G compared to plane P L O S H , while sublexical accounts
meat CARP); report of another nonword of approximately
predict similar amounts of R B .
the same length {joy J E G — > joy Z E G ) ; letter stripping (hot
A methodological change was also introduced in ExperiHIX — > hot IX); and report of other isolated letters, not
ment 2. In Experiment 1, it is possible that, with no lag
letter stripping (date RISP — > date "R").
separating W l and W 2 (other than the 15-30 msec, refresh
time) our results could have been influenced by visual fuTable 5: Misreport Types (Experiment 1)
sion, even though W l and W 2 were displayed in different
case. In order to eliminate this possibility, a row of symbols
Word Other Letter Other
was displayed for 60 msec, between W l and W 2 , which
Condition
Conversion Nonword Stripping Letters
introduced a lag of approximately. 75-90 msec.
peated condition. The top half of Table 4 shows percent
report of thefirstletter vs. the remaining letters for the Letter and Unrepeated conditions. A s predicted by sublexical
models, W 2 misreports in the Letter condition selectively
omitted the letter shared with W l , as compared to the same
letter in the Unrepeated condition, t{23) = 4.0, p < .001, eta'
= .41. Similarly, the unique letters in W 2 were reported at a
higher rate in the Letter condition compared to the same
letters in the Unrepeated condition, r(23) = 4.8, p < .001,
eta' = .50.

Neighbor .47 .47 0 .06

Materials and Procedure

Letter .39 .24 .32 .05

Subjects were 20 Boston University students w h o participated in exchange for course credit. All subjects were native English speakers.
Stimuli for Experiment 2 consisted of 20 word-nonword
Most misreports were either word conversions or reports
pairs, with two different lengths: three letters and five letof another nonword. Although letter stripping misreports
Unrepeated .52 .39 0 .09
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ters. Within each stimulus type there was also a Repeated
and Unrepeated condition. For the Repeated condition, the
word and nonword shared the first two letters; no letters
were shared in the Unrepeated condition. Thus, all Repeated items shared the same number of letters between W l
and W 2 , but the proportion of letters shared was greater for
the 3-letter stimuli (67%) than for the 5-letter stimuli (40%).
W l ' s were again matched for frequency between conditions
and stimulus types. Examples of stimuli for Experiment 2
are shown in Table 6.

Table 8 shows the percentage of misreports of W 2 relative to correct reports and omissions, collapsed across
stimulus length. Misreports include reporting a word, another nonword, or individual letters.
Table 8: Percent Correct, Omission, and Misreport of W2
(Experiment 2)
Condition Corrggt Omission Misreport
Repeated
Unrepeated

Table 6: Examples of Stimuli (Experiment 2)
Condition

Wl

W2

3-letters
Repeated
Unrepeated

cup C U G
raw C U G

Condition

WL

5-letters
Repeated
phone
Unrepeated stone

W2
PHURL
PHURL

Stimuli were arranged in 5 blocks of 6 trials each. The
blocks each contained 1 Repeated and 1 Unrepeated 3-letter
word-nonword pair. 1 Repeated and 1 Unrepeated 5-letter
word-nonword pair, and twofillerU-ials with no repeated
letters. Thus, each subject viewed 5 stimulus items of each
of the four types, plus 10fillertrials. Stimuli were rotated
through the various blocks, creating 10 different presentation orders. The word ( W l ) always appeared in lower case
letters, with the nonword ( W 2 ) in upper case.
Subjects again viewed 30 practice trials prior to the experimental trials. Procedure was the same as in Experiment
1, except that a row of pound signs (#####) was displayed
for 60 msec following W l and prior to display of W 2 . Exposure duration for the nonword ( W 2 ) was set during the
practice trials as described in Experiment 1; duration was
held constant following the practice trials. The average
exposure duration for W 2 for the experimental trials across
the 20 subjects was 95 m s e c , range 75-135 msec.

.30
.67

.24
.09

.46
.24

A s in Experiment 1, sublexical models predict that in
misreports, letters unique to W 2 will be reported, while letters shared with W l will be excluded from report. In Experiment 2, thefirsttwo letters in the Repeated condition
are shared; the remaining letters are unique to W 2 . Table 9
shows the percent report of thefirst2 letters vs. the remaining letters for the Repeated and Unrepeated conditions, collapsed across word lengths. As predicted by sublexical
models, W 2 misreports in the Repeated condition selectively omitted the letters shared with W l as compared to the
same letters in the Unrepeated condition, /(17) = 6.2, p <
.001, eta' = .69. Also, the unique letters in W 2 were reported at a higher rate in the Repeated condition compared
to the same letters in the Unrepeated condition, r(17) = 2.8,
p < .02, eta' = .32.
Table 9: Percent Report of Shared vs. Unique Letters in W2
(Experiment 2)
%First %Unique
Examples
Condition 2 letters letter?
Stimulus
Misreport
Repeated

.36

.80

Unrepeated .69 .54

sweet swand sweet rand
mud mup
m u d wup
thick swand thick swamp
row m u p
row mat

Results and Discussion
Correct report of W l averaged 9 8 % or greater in all stimulus conditions. Percent correct report of W 2 given correct
report of W l is shown in Table 7. Analysis of variance
revealed a significant main effect of repeatedness in both
the subject and item analyses, F,(l, 19) = 26.6, p < .001,
eta' = .44; F,(l, 18) = 67.1, p < .001, eta' = .50. The main
effect of length was not significant, f.(l, 19) = 2.3, p > .10,
eta' = .01; F,(l, 18) = 1.5, p > .20, eta^ = .02. W e also failed
to obtain a significant interaction between repeatedness and
length, F,(l, 19) = 1.2, p > .25, eta' = .01; F/l, 18) = 1.1,
p > . 3 0 , eta'=.01.

Table 10 shows percent report of word conversions, other
nonword report, letter stripping, and report of other letters
(non-letter stripping) as a percentage of all W 2 misreport
errors for each condition. This analysis shows similar results to Experiment 1: some letter stripping did occur along
with the other misreport types.

Repeated

.39

.22

.18

.21

Table 7: Percent Correct Report of W2 given Report of Wl
(Experiment 2)

Unrepeated

.54

.29

0

.17

Condition

mean

S.E.

3-letters

Condition

mean

S,F„

.31

.07

Repeated

.29

.06

Unrepeated

.72

.06

Unrepeated

.61

.06

Condition

Word
Other
Convergipn Nonword

Letter
Stripping

Other
Letters

The results of Experiment 2 are inconsistent with similarity inhibition models of R B : Even though the 3-letter
stimuli shared a greater proportion of letters than the 5-letter
stimuli, they did not demonstrate a greater degree of RB.
The error analysis is also more consistent with a sublexical
model; R B appears to selectively affect only the shared letters between W l and W 2 .

5-letters

Repeated

Table 10: Misreport Types (Experiment 2)
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G e n e r a l Discussion
Our previous investigations of R B between words of
varying orthographic similarity (Harris & Morris, 1996,
1997; Morris & Harris, 1997) have suggested that R B between non-identical words is not a matter of similarity inhibition, but rather an emergent property of interactions at
subiexical levels. In sublexical models of R B , only the
shared letters between words are affected; the nonshared
letters are unaffected and available for activating words.
The two experiments presented in this paper, using wordnonword pairs as stimuli, provide additional evidence for
the sublexical nature of R B . In Experiment 1, wordnonword pairs sharing all but one letter (Neighbor condition) showed greater R B than word-nonword pairs sharing
only their first letters (Letter condition). This result is consistent with sublexical models if it is assumed that each
shared letter, or letter cluster, can be differentially affected
by the mechanism responsible for R B ; it is also consistent
with predictions of similarity inhibition models. However,
in Experiment 2, three-letter word-nonword pairs sharing
the same number of their letters as five-letter word-nonword
pairs failed to show a greater amount of R B , in spite of their
greater degree of orthographic similarity. This result is inconsistent with the predictions of similarity inhibition models. Furthermore, analysis of subjects' report errors in both
experiments showed that shared letters are statistically less
likely to appear in misreports of repeated conditions, compared to the same letters in unrepeated conditions. Nonshared letters, on the other hand, are more likely to appear
in misreports of repeated conditions than are those same
letters in unrepeated conditions.
Our finding of a sublexical locus for orthographic R B is
also of interest in that it contradicts Kanwisher and Potter's
assertion that R B occurs only at the level of representation
being attended (Kanwisher & Potter, 1990). Although subjects are attending to and reporting words, R B is exhibited
for letters within those words.
The results presented here are consistent with either single letters or letter clusters as the locus of sublexical R B
effects; however, elsewhere, w e have presented evidence in
favor of a letter clusters view (Harris & Morris, 1997). W e
obtained greater amounts of R B between words sharing
three consecutive letters {await aware; genius gender) than
words sharing alternating letters {above alone; gunmen gender). Further exploration of the units involved in R B will
shed light on general processes in word recognition and
orthographic processing. These in turn will inform larger
questions about subsymbolic processing and the perceptualcognitive interface.
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A s w e shall illustrate below this standard machinery
within D R T is not capable of accounting for complement
T h e thrust of this paper is that the
set anaphora.
understanding of the broad range of anaphoric phenomena
depends upon the development of an account based on
knowledge based inference.

Abstract
There is now very wide psychological evidence that some
quantifiers license subsequent reference to subsets of the
complement of the set normally open to subsequent
reference. This has posed problems for some formal
theories of the kinds of reference made possible by
quantified sentences.
This paper examines the
phenomenon, its interpretation, and its limits.
A
process-model is suggested.

Complement Set Reference
In several studies, Moxey and Sanford (1987; 1993a;
Sanford, Moxey & Paterson, 1996) have shown that
negative quantifiers give rise to diffuse patterns of reference.
They presented subjects with quantified sentences, and
invited them to write continuation sentences which w o e
headed by the pronoun They. The results showed that for
negative quantifiers (such as few), a high proportion of
continuations appeared toreferto what M o x e y and Sanfwd
termed the Complement Set. The contrast is between (2)
and (3):

Introduction
The bulk of psycholinguistic research into anaphora has
been concerned with relatively simple cases in which a
pronounrefersback to an individual mentioned in the text
(e.g., Haviland & Clark, 1974). However, there are many
more complex cases includingreferenceto plurals and sets,
particularly where the anaphor or the antecedent expression
is within the scof)e of quantification or negation. Such
cases have been discussed in the formal semantics literature,
especially by K a m p and Reyle (1993). In the present paper
w e shall discuss a phenomenon highlighted by the research
of M o x e y and Sanford (1987), in which w e claimed a
difference between the focus patterns induced by positive,
and negative (or monotone decreasing) quantifiers. This
discovery has been problematic for s o m e interpretations of
Discourse Representation Theory ( D R T ) , and in this paper
w e discuss the interdisciplinary lessons that might be learned
from research on this problem.
According to D R T the semantic interpretation of a piece
of text is represented in a Discourse Representation Structure
( D R S ) which is updated with each n e w utterance. A D R S
contains a set of discourse referents, and a set of conditions
normally displayed as in (1) which represents the utterance
D o u g loves Carol:

(1)
D o u g (x)
Carol (y)
X loves y

(2) A few members of parliament were at the meeting.
They talked about the Education Bill.
(3) Few members of parliament were at the meeting.
They were out with their secretaries instead.
In (2), They refers to the MPs who were at the meeting,
while in (3), it appears to refer to those M P s w h o were not
at the meeting.
Subjects reports of intended reference
supported this interpretation. In example (2) where They
refers to the subset of M P s w h o were at the meeting, Moxey
and colleagues use the term reference subset or refset,
while in (3) They refers to the complement subset or
Compset.
The results of the studies by M o x e y and her colleagues
have a number of principal features.
First, positive
quantifiers give rise to the compset pattern only very rarely.
In contrast, negative quantifiers give rise to a mixture of
compset continuations and refset continuations. Thus the
reference pattern for negatives is more diffuse. The second
feature is that the incidence of compsetreferenceis increased
by the use of the connective because, as in (4):

DRT can explain uses of the plural pronoun where it refers
(4) Few members of Parliament were at the meeting
to a previously mentioned set (since this would be available
because they
as a discourse referent in the D R S ) , or to a set which can be
doived from singular entities already mentioned using the
Thirdly, compset references occur with negative quantifiers
processes of summation and abstraction, which allow us to
which denote a full range of possible proportions. Thus
refer to D o u g and Carol with they in the example above, for
they are just as prevalent a response to sentences including
instance.
Not quite all X as they are to those including Hardly any X.
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Finally, there are no systematic (reliable) differences in the
incidence of apparent compset reference as a function of
proportions denoted by quantifiers: A n illustrative sample is
shown in Table 1, (taken from Sanford et al., 1996).
Table 1: Proportions of reference types for quantifiers
denoting varying proportions.
Quantifier
A few
More than half
nearly all

Few
Less than half
Not quite all

refset compset

(7) Not quite all of the cows gave milk. Their
unproductivity was a bad o m e n .

othen

1.0
.90
.97

0
0
0

0
.01
.03

.27
.25
.13

.67
.64
.63

.06
.11
.24

C o m p l e m e n t Sets in F o r m a l

superset in general as their "intended referent", and this
category was rarely used.
A more sophisticated version of the generalisation
argument has been put forward by Percus et al. (1997) and
Guerts (in press) and is restricted to the treatment of
predicates which can take a collective reading, as in (7):

Analyses

Formal approaches relating quantification to anaphora range
from Discourse Representation Theory (DRT; K a m p &
Reyle, 1993) through to the semantics of quantifiers per se.
Within D R T , only supersets and explicitly introduced
subsets (corresponding to the Refset) can occur as discourse
antecedents, this being sufficient for a truth-functional
semantic accounts of quantifiers (e.g., Corblin, 1997;
Guerts, in press; Percus, Gibson & Tunstall, 1997). There
is no operation corresponding to set-subtraction in which the
Superset minus the Reference set comes to be represented.
Historically, the empirical support in favour of this comes
from the well-known "marbles" example, where the use of
They in (5) is infelicitous. However, Eight of the ten is not
negative, so the example does not conflict with our o w n
claims:
(5) Eight of the ten marbles are in the bag. They are
under the sofa.
The apparent conflict between the original Moxey and
Sanford observations and this interpretation of D R T has
given rise to a number of reactions. O n e is to deny the
existence of Complement Set reference as a reality. It is
perfectly well accepted that there is a more diffuse pattern of
reference with negative quantifiers, but not that there is
compset reference. Thus Corblin (1997) has claimed that
what appears to be compset reference m a y bereferenceto a
set in general. For instance, given (3), it m a y simply be the
case that in general, M P s were out with their secretaries.
However, w e have argued in Sanford et al. (1996) that even
if this m a y be true in some instances, it cannot be true in
general, as shown by the occurrence of cases like (6) in the
data:

Since unproductivity is a property of the herd as a whole, it
is not necessary for all or even most of the cows to be
unproductive for the herd to be unproductive. If only 1 0 %
of the cows produced no milk, the herd could still be deemed
unproductive. Again, while this m a y account for s o m e
instances of possible compset reference, it cannot account
for compset reference in general, as evidenced by (6), for
instance. T h e fact that subjects seldom checked the Set-ingeneral option as their intended referent applies here also.
W e conclude that compset reference cannot be dismissed in
this way, and so cannot be accommodated within the D R T
( K a m p & Reyle, 1993) framework.
Other semanticists (Kibble, 1997; Devlin, 1997) have
accepted compset reference as a reality, and have tried to
explain it with minor alterations to existing frameworks.
Devlin suggests the introduction of a n e w rule into D R T ,
Distraction. This works in a similar w a y to abstraction, but
is based on the negation of the predicate in the quantified
statement, rather than on the predicate itself
After a
sentence like F e w of the children left, Distraction can be
applied to yield the set of children w h o did not leave, which
is a straightforward negation of the predicate. This is a
simple manoeuvre admitting a complement set to the group
of possible discourse entities.
Kibble (1997) takes a different approach, taking up van
den Berg's (1996) proposal that monotone decreasing
quantifiers can be modelled as negations of monotone
increasing ones. H e considers the possibility that any one
monotone decreasing quantifier m a y have more than one
monotone increasing quantifier as its counterpart. Kibble
points to work by Zwarts (1996) on the relationship
between sentence negation and predicate negation. Thus for
example the complement of a quantifier (-Q) is the opposite
of the quantifier itself; less than 2 0 % becomes 2 0 % or
more, and not all becomes all. This relates to Kibble's
external negation, according to which (8) translates to (8').
The contradual (Q-) is the part of the overall set not denoted
by the quantifier. For example, less than 2 0 % becomes
8 0 % or more, not all becomes s o m e , and so on. With this
internal negation, (8) translates to (8"):
(8) Few of the MPS were at the meeting.

(8') It is not the case that the set of MPs who came to
the meeting was a set of -few of the M P s (where
-few is the external negation of few).
(8")The
set of M P s w h o did not c o m e to the meeting
Here what is true of the compset cannot be true of the fans
was
a
set few- of the M P s (where few- is the
in general (since they cannot be said to be generally
internal
negation of few).
watching it on T V instead). In addition, M o x e y and her
colleagues always gave subjects the chance to choose the
(6) Not quite all of the fans went to the game. They
watched it on T V instead.
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A s w e have shown (e.g., table 1), compset reference is not
the inevitable outcome of either negative or monotone
decreasing quantifiers; sometimes refset references occur,
although there is scant evidence for compsets ever occurring
with positive, monotone increasing quantifiers (e.g. Moxey
& Sanford, 1987). Although Kibble proposes a means by
which the various subsets might be accessible for anaphoric
reference, he does not explain why one quantifier leads to
one type ofreferencemorefrequentlythan another. In the
following experiment w e compared the expressions listed in
table 2 for compset continuations. W e will thus compare
absolute versus proportional quantifiers and large versus
small quantifiers (since the size of the subset indicated by
the quantifier is known to have some influence the frequency
of compset reference). The basic expressions used in the
experiment were At most, N o more than, less than and fewer
than. At most was included as Kibble (1997) has argued
that it m a y be an example of a monotone decreasing
quantifier which does not lead to focus on the compset i.e. a
problem for Kibble's o w n account. Less than and fewer
than were included to provide a baselineas well as to allow a
test of whether absolute numbers produce compset
references.

Kibble argues that internal and external negation result in
statements which have the same truth conditions, but which
lead to different possibilities for anaphoric reference. Thus
external negation (8') might be followed by a pronoun
referring to the refset or to the set of M P s generally; internal
negation (8") might be followed by a pronoun referring to
the set of M P s generally or to the compset. Depending on
the type of negation interpreted from (8) it is therefore
possible to refer to the refset, the compset, or the set
generally with a simple plural pronoun.

Problems
In our view there are two basic problems for the formal
accounts outlined above. Thefirstis that they rely on the
idea that the plural pronoun they can refer to the compset
where the compset is the overall set minus the refset.
In
fact there are m a n y more possibilities:
(9) Few football fans were at the match. They had
been playing really badly recently, (one of our
subjects completions from the study reported in
1987).
(10) Few carol singers came to my door last night.
They were all double glazing salesmen.

Experiment

Method
In (9) They refers to the football team supported by the fans
Subjects were 257 undergraduates at the University of
(according to our subject), a referent clearly accessible from
Glasgow w h o volunteered to complete the sentences.' Each
the scenario but not ftom the sets mentioned in the text. In
subject completed only 1 sentence so that they would be
(10) They refers to the set of people w h o came to m y door
unaware of the variables being manipulated. Subjects were
w h o were not carol singers. In order to access this set w e
asked to complete one of the following sentences, where Q
have to m a k e use of the knowledge that carol singers are a
was one of the 16 quantifiers listed in table 2:
subset of a set which came to m y door. A s with (9) this
involves specific world knowledge.
Q guests dressed up for the party
Even if w e ignore cases such as (9) and (10) where the
pronoun refers to a set not directly related to the initial noun
or
phrase, there are still problems with the idea that the
compset is the overall set minus the refset. O n e restriction
Q students attended the rally.
which Kibble places on internal negation is that it can only
be calculated for proportional quantifiers and not numeric
Approximately 15 subjects were presented with each
ones such as less than 5. This is because for his formal
quantifier. These particular sentences were chosen because
definition to work w e must be able to calculate the value of
they were considered to be neutral with respect to the
the overall set minus the refset. In the experiment which w e
number of guests or students one would expect to dress up
report in the next section w e tested the hypothesis that
or to attend.
subjects would produce more compset references after a
A s with previous studies subjects were invited to turn the
proportional quantifier, such as less than 5 % than after the
page after completing their sentence. They were then asked
equivalent numeric one, less than 5. The experiment
to indicate the referent of the plural pronoun from their
included the expressions less than 5 and fewer than 5 both of
sentence by circling one of the following:
which are considered by Kibble (1997) to rule out compset
reference.
(i) the guests who dressed up for the party (or the
A second problem for the formal accounts above is that
students w h o attended the rally).
there are m a n y factors, linguistic and non-linguistic which
(ii) the guests w h o did not dress up for the party (or the
appear to influence the extent to which subjects produce
students w h o did not attend the rally).
compset continuations. Kibble's analysis specifies that
(iii) the guests (or students) in general
those quantifiers which license compsets are monotone
(iv) other
decreasing, while Devlin suggests that it will follow from
quantifiers which are negative: indeed, she even suggests that
it is negativity and not the property monotone decreasing
'We would like to thank Katharine Young and Mitchell T.
which licenses compset reference.
Wells who conducted this experiment under the supervision of
thefirstauthor.
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Clearly (i) corresponds to the refset; (ii) corresponds to the
compset; and (iii) coiresprands to the set in general. If (iv)
was circled the subject was asked to specify what They
refoied to in their sentence. T w o independent judges
categorised sentences as above. Where the judges did not
agree that the subjects use of the pronoun was consistent
with the category the subject had circled, the sentence was
placed in the "other" category.
Results
The results are shown in table 2.
Table 2 - The percentage of subjects who completed
sentences with plural pronouns referring to the
compset i.e. category (ii) completions
Expression
At most 5 %
At most 8 0 %
At most 1/4
At most 3/4
N o more than 5 %
N o more than 8 0 %
N o more than 5
N o more than 80
less than 5 %
less than 8 0 %
less than 5
less than 80
fewer than 5 %
fewer than 8 0 %
fewer than 5
fewer than 80

% Compset

% other

18%
0%
5%
0%
54%
27%
50%
23%
45%
60%
25%
35%
50%
50%
36%
50%

82%
100%
95%
100%
46%
73%
50%
77%
55%
40%
75%
65%
50%
50%
64%
50%

It is also clear that there are more compset references when
the quantifier is proportional rather than numeric.
Nevertheless 2 4 % of subject continuations after numeric
quantifiersreferredto the compset. Given that for Kibble
compset reference is only possible
through internal
negation as in (8") this data presents a problem.
While Kibble's definitions of external and internal
negation do allow for some variation in what is referred to
using a plural pronoun after quantified statements, his
account does not explain w h y one negative expression
causes greater focus on the compset than other negative
quantifiers. Nor does it explain w h y the same negative
quantifier is more likely to lead to focus on the compset in
one situation than another. For example, M o x e y and
Sanford (1987) showed that connectives following quantified
statements had an impact on the incidence of complement
sets.
Dowty (1994) has taken a rather different approach from
other formal thinkers, arguing that only positive quantifiers
allow anaphora, and that monotone decreasing quantifiers do
not license anaphora at all; compset reference is in Dowty's
view a pragmatic phenomenon, in which a set is generated
to accommodate a compset on the basis of pragmatics. The
exact means by which this might occur is left open.
Nevertheless it is our o w n view that pragmatic information
is crucial to the understanding of this type of anaphora
resolution. Pragmatic information m a y explain differences
in the incidence of compset reference between compset
licensing quantifiers and between interpretations of the same
quantifier in different situations, and it is with this in mind
that the account outlined in the following section was
developed.
An Inference based account
W e propose that when sentences are interpreted as parts of
discourse, they initially set up patterns of inference which
then give rise to sets which m a y be referred to. In the
present case, this can be illustrated with negative quantifiers.
It is recognised that negatives assert denials of suppositions
(Clark, 1976), and M o x e y and Sanford (1993b) showed that
negative quantifiers do indeed appear to deny an expectation.
For example, not m a n y was shown to generate the
expectation that more might well be considered reasonable,
but that this was simply not the case. In terms of the
pattern of inferences which is generated by a negative
quantifier, w e propose that the processor is set to determine
w h y the expectation was not met. For instance, given
sentence (11) the processor generates an implicit question of
w h y so few fans went:

Given the variation evident in table 2 it was clear that at
least two factors influenced our data.
Chi-square
comparisons carried out on the frequency of compset
continuations reveal at most was followed by significantly
fewer compset references than the others (x^=37.32, d.f.= 3,
p«.001) - though w e should note that there were some
compset references after at most 5 % and at most 1/4.
Proportions are more frequently followed by a compset
reference compared to absolute numbers (x^=4.58, d.f.= 1,
p<.05). Although the difference between high and low
denoting expressions was not significant in this study, the
difference is in the expected direction and previous studies
have shown that this can be a factor (see M o x e y and Sanford
1993a).

(11) not many fans went to the match.

Conclusion and Discussion
Our results indicate that at most leads to fewer compset
references than the other quantifiers. Indeed the only two
expressions which did not lead to any compset references
were at most 8 0 % and at most 3/4. T h e other expressions
led to compset references between 5 % and 6 0 % of the time.
However Kibble's (1997) conjecture that at most would not
lead to compset reference at all is simply not correct.
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In a continuation task, a subject writing a continuation to
(11) might well write about what it was that affected the
fans such that they did not attend the match.
Given
whatever reason or set of reasons the subject comes up with,
focus m a y or m a y not be on the set of fans w h o were not
there. The plural pronoun simply refers to a set of entities
in focus.

W h e n interpreting text produced by others, people expect
to hear about certain things given that certain others have
been introduced. Thus if I hear that not m a n y of the fans
were at the match, I expect to be given a reason, or perhaps
a consequence for this sad state of affairs. All sorts of
possible reasons, consequences, etc. might c o m e to mind
and the most likely referent for a plural pronoun will be the
one most associated with these reasons or consequences.
Data which w e have collected in on-line studies supports
this view (Paterson, Sanford, M o x e y , and Dawydiak, in
press).
That is, while pronouns following positive
quantifiers are processed more quickly than those following
negative quantifiers, mismatches are more often noticed and
noticed sooner w h e n they follow a positive quantifier. After
a positive quantified statement the reasons, consequences or
likely next statements all concern the refset. T h e refset is
therefore very likely to be the referent of any plural pronoun
which comes up, and the pronoun will be resolved very
quickly. If it turns out that the pronoun does not make
sense w h e n used to refer to the refset as in (12), then the
processor runs into trouble:
(12) A few of the MPs attended the meeting. Their
absence helped the meeting run smoothly.
After a negative quantified statement the reasons,
consequences and so on are m u c h more diffiise. There m a y
be several potential sets of people or things involved. If
there are m a n y reasons involving one particular set (e.g. the
compset) then this will be a preferred referent for a pronoun,
but it is m u c h more likely that the processor will hold off
on any definite resolution until the predicate of the second
sentence is processed. For this reason the processor will be
slower to realise w h e n the pronoun does not refer to the
compset even in a situation where compset continuations are
normally produced by subjects.
O u r view is also consistent with the finding that the same
quantifier can vary from one situation to the other with
respect to the number of compset references it generates.
Thus w e would argue that although (13) below might lead
people to focus on reasons w h y the fans did not go to the
match, and (14) might lead them to focus on w h y the
children did not eat their ice-cream, the kinds of inference
which become available in the interpreters head will not be
the same in each case. Thus while (13) in one study
produced aroung 6 0 % compset continuations, (14) produced
over 9 0 % (Moxey and Sanford, 1993a). Perhaps all the
reasons that subjects can think of w h y children do not eat
ice-cream involve the set of children w h o did not eat it.^
Given the expectation that children do eat ice-cream it would
be hard to c o m e up with a reason for not eating it in terms
of those w h o did (they were determined to eat it?). O n the
other hand w e do not have strong expectations about
attendance at a football match since w e don't k n o w if the
team is popular or if the match is an important one. The
' In fact it is quite likely that if the subjects had not been
forced to continue after the plural pronoun they would have
continued with "It was yucky" since this might be a c o m m o n
reason for not eating ice-cream.
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violation indicated by the quantifier is m u c h less convincing
and people m a y focus on inferences which are not reasons
but consequences, for example of the small number
attending. This means that there is more than one set
available for reference and there m a y be fewer compset
continuations.
(13) Few fans were at the match. They...
(14) F e w children ate their ice-cream. They...
All monotone decreasing expressions make assertions
which could be considered denials of possible states of
affairs. So, if w e hear that no more than 10 fans went to the
match, part of the pattern of inference generated might be the
implicit question of w h y not more than 10 went. However,
additional questions m a y well be generated. For example,
w h y would a speaker select 10, w h y not simply say hardly
any fans instead? Following this line of reasoning we
suggest that although monotone decreasing expressions lead
to denials, the exact w a y in which they are worded is not
incidental, and m a y well produce different patterns of
inference. W e propose that the strongest triggers of denial
are explicit negatives and these will lead to the highest
incidence of compset reference.
A n analysis of the content of the continuations associated
with complement set reference shows most of them to be
explanations of denials of expectation. Note however that
there is nothing in our account which means that compset
references are dependent upon this type of continuation.
Indeed w e have also found compset references in situations
where no explanation is m a d e by the subject:
(15) Few of the children hated Santa Claus. They left
him plenty of milk and cookies.
In (15) no norm has been violated (we do not expect children
to hate Santa Claus), and so an explanation is not in order.
Nevertheless the continuation concerns those children w h o
do not hate Santa Claus - a consequence of their liking for
him. In this situation a reason for violation is likely to be a
reason w h y those w h o hate Santa hate him (i.e. the refset).
It is also clear from our data that quantifiers lead subjects
to focus on the compset to different extents regardless of the
situation. Hardly any leads to more compset continuations
than f e w for example. In our view this is because eadi
quantifier leads us to m a k e a slightly different set of
inferences by marking the information conveyed by the
quantified statement in a slightly different way. W e would
predict that the degree to which some quantifiers constrain
our thoughts about what will be said next varies.
Thus w e would argue that the compset phenomenon is a
side effect of the inferences which w e are led to focus on as
w e process text. W e would further predict that since this is
the case the context of a positive quantified statement could
possibly lead to compset reference. W e observed one case
from a recent experiment (unpublished data) where subjects
were told that the text concerned nursing staff at a Geriatric
hospital:

(16) O f the 400 nursing staff employed at the hospital, a
few nurses appear to like children. They seem more relaxed
with older people.

A final comment w e should m a k e is that reliance on
intuition regarding the possibility of compset reference is
demonstrably fallacious.

Our subject checked the compset category as the referent
They. Since w e were deliberately trying to elicit compset
references, w e felt that subjects might misread a few as/ew ,
and so after checking the referent for They subjects were
invited to turn the page. Without looking back they were
asked to state which of the following expressions had
speared in the sentence they had completed; a few, few,
only a few, not m a n y or hardly any. A previous study on
memory for quantifiers indicates that subjects are likely to
confuse positive quantifiers with other positive quantifiers
and negative quantifiers with other negative quantifiers.
Hence if our subject had misread the quantifier as a negative
quantifier he or she should check any but the first of the
quantifiers listed. Our subject circled a few, indicating that
the quantifier in the first statement had been read correcdy .
Aldiough this was just one subject out of 20 (the other all
produced refset or general continuations) w e would argue that
it supports our argument. Complement set reference to
positives does occur, but can only be explained in terms of
pragmatics.
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Abstract

able to m o v e a piece of steel in the manner I desired? At
once the conception of a membrane speaking telephone
We investigate some aspects of cognition involved in invention,
became complete in m y mind; for I saw that a similar
more precisely in the invention of the telephone by Alexander
instrument to that used as a transmitter could also be
Graham Bell. W e propose the use of the Structure-Behavioremployed as a receiver ( U S v. Bell, 1908).
Function (SBF) language for therepresentationof invention
Unfortunately, this short paragraph does not emphasize
knowledge; we claim that because S B F has been shown to
enough the rich description of the phonautograph in Bell's
support a wide range of reasoning about physical devices, it
memory, nor its level of activation compared with other deconstitutes a plausible account of how an inventor might represent knowledge of an invention. W e further propose the use of
vices, which have not been relevant or reasoned about recently.
the ACT-R architecture for the implementation of this model.
But these aspects are crucial for cognitive modeling. AccordACT-R has been shown to very precisely model a wide range of
ing to Bell's account ( U S v. Bell, 1908), as a "teacher of
human cognition. W e draw upon the architecture for execution
the deaf", he was interested in a device able to transform
of productions and matching of declarative knowledge through
the h u m a n voice in a visual form, in order to provide visual
spreading activation. Thus we present a model which combines
feedback to deaf students learning to speak. H e started by
the well-established cognitive validity of ACT-R with the powexperimenting with Leon Scott's phonautograph, which unerful, specialized model-based reasoning methods facilitated
fortunately was not sensitive enough for his purposes. While
by S B F
trying to improve the phonautograph design. Bell was struck
by the similarity between the mechanism of the phonautoIntroduction
graph and the mechanism of the human ear. H e came to the
T h e cognition involved in invention m a y be a m o n g the rarest
conclusion that a phonautograph modeled after the pattern of
and most difficult to understand and model. T h e processes
the h u m a n ear would probably produce more accurate visual
involved often take place over the course of months or even
feedback, and he even built such a device. Consequently, duryears and thus are not generally amenable to extremely fineing the quest for the microphone. Bell had a rich and recent
grained modeling, and are difficult to study experimentally.
description of the phonautograph. This afforded subtle primFurthermore, great inventors are rare, and the recording of
ing effects, resulting in the retrieval of the phonautograph,
their discoveries and inventions are often sketchy and incomwhile looking for a device able to m o v e a piece of steel in
plete. But this is not the case with Alexander Graham Bell's
the same w a y as the h u m a n voice. W e suspect, and want to
invention of the telephone, which is probably one of the best
emphasize, that the retrieval of the phonautograph was not a
documented and analyzed inventions (e.g.. Notebook'; U S v. classical long-term m e m o r y ( L T M ) retrieval, but a fine-grain
Bell, 1908; G o r m a n , 1997).
working-memory ( W M ) retrieval from the "activated" part
Let's consider the invention of the telephone's microphone.
of the memory. Namely, the retrieval of the phonautograph
During a famous experiment on June 2, 1875, Bell realized
probably was not based on its function, but on its internal bethat electromagnetic induction could be practically used for
havior (Simina & Kolodner, 1995). Note that the retrieval of
the purposes of speech transmission. B y moving a magnet
the phonautograph, as a source, is a prerequisite for analogy.
close to a coil, an electrical current with an amplitude proLet's also consider Bell's description of the phonautograph:
portional to the movement of the magnet could be generated
The phonautograph consisted essentially of a
in the coil circuit. Consequently, by moving the magnet in
stretched membrane, in front of which was arranged a
the same w a y as the air pressure generated by speech, speech
conical mouth-piece, into which a person could speak.
could be transmitted electrically at distance. This is Bell's
A long and light lever of w o o d was hinged to one edge
account of the invention:
of the membrane support, and the other end projected
The problem that then arose in m y mind was, h o w
horizontally beyond the opposite edge, and cartied at its
to m o v e a piece of steel in the w a y that the air w a s
extremity a vertical bristle ...
m o v e d by the action of the voice. While this problem
The operation of the instrument was as follows: A
w a s in m y mind, I was carrying on experiments with the
person uttered a sound into the cone of the phonautophonautograph constructed from the h u m a n ear... and it
graph, thereby causing the vibration of the membrane
occurred to m e that if such a thin and delicate membrane
and its attached lever, and the bristle at the end of the
could m o v e bones that were, relative to it, very massive
lever was forced to partake of the motion ( U S v. Bell,
indeed, w h y should not a larger and stouter membrane be
1908)...
'Alexander Graham Bell's Notebooks are available on the
W W W at: http://jefferson.vitlage.virginia.edu/~meg3c/id/albell/
homepage.html
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The first paragraph of the above description emphasizes
the structure of the phonautograph, while the second paragraph emphasizes its behavior. From this and other similar

examples, w e argue that Bell's reasoning can be modeled used
the Structure-Behavior-Function ( S B F ) device representation
(Goel et al., 1997) to reason about physical devices.
Elsewhere w e have proposed a full computational architecture for modeling creative design, and in particular Bell's
inventions (Simina and Kolodner, 1997; Siminaet al., 1998),
by relying on the S B F representation of artifacts. But to
investigate, as closely as possible to h u m a n cognition, the
m e m o r y issues during the invention of the microphone, w e
also decided to experiment with the rich m e m o r y m e c h a n i s m s
provided by A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) and let A C T - R ' s architecture guide the m e m o r y processing involved in the invention
of the microphone.^
Figure 1 illustrates our analysis of Bell's problem solving activity in this instance. W e have developed a cognitive
model which instantiates this analysis. O u r m o d e l gets a function specification of transforming speech (i.e., a substance^
of type s o u n d ) into an electric current (i.e., a substance of
type e l e c t r i c i t y ) . It r e m e m b e r s the device implementing electromagnetic induction, and it has to solve a simplified
)roblem, namely transforming speech into a mechanical vijration located in a magnet. Next, the m o d e l considers a
possible synergy with other information which m a y be active
in working m e m o r y . In this analysis, w e argue that design of
the phonautograph is active in W M , affording priming effects,
so the model can perform a fine-grained match (including internal behavioral states) between the evolving specification of
the microphone and the ear phonautograph.
Phonautograph
SOUND
Match (2)
loc: mouthpiece
par: AO, fO
(connected mouthpiece membrane)
Transfer (3)
VIBRATION
loc: membrane
par: AO, fD
(connected membrane lever)
_
T __
Match (1)
VIBRATION
I loc:lever
^
par: AO, fO, heavy
(connected lever bristle)
VIBRATION
loc: mouthpiece ,
par: AO. fO
(in contact bristle smoked-glass)

Microphone
SOUND
loc: ?loc
par: Al.fl

- T
VIBRATION
loc: magnet
par: Al, fl, heavy
(near magnet coil)

!
ELECTRICITY
loc: mouthpiece
par:Al,fl

G-VIBRATION
loc: mouthpiece
par: AO, ID
Figure 1: Analogy between phonautograph & microphone
We have developed a computational system in ACT-R
which instantiates this model. T h e system begins operation
with a nearly complete design of a microphone which is only
The code for this cognitive model can be found at
http://www.cc.gatech.edU/grads/m/BiIl.Murdock/bell/
'The term "substance" here m a y be somewhat misleading. A s
used in the S B F language and a variety of other design modeling
languages, this term refers not only to physical substances such as
liquids flowing through a pipe, but also to abstract phenomena such
as energy or force which can be seen as flowing through a device.
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missing a single piece, the one which transforms sound to vibration. It completes the design by performing the following
operations:
• The system analyzes the relevant pieces of the existing microphone m o d e l to determine the specifications of a desired
analogue.
• It retrieves a reference to a piece of the internal behavior of the phonautograph which matches this specification.
Specifical y, it retrieves the transition from sound to vibration.
• Finally, the system performs analogical transfer between
the t w o models, i.e., it takes the relevant details of the
transition from sound to vibration in the phonautograph
and instantiates it in the microphone.
We will present the execution of this system in greater detail
in a later section of this paper.

SBF Models
In order to represent the devices and c o m p o n e n t s involved
in this m o d e l , w e chose S B F (Structure-Behavior-Function)
models. O n e issue involved in selecting a representation
within a cognitive m o d e l is the issue of whether the representation is both adequate and effective for the kinds of reasoning that h u m a n s do. It w o u l d be extremely easy to design
an ad hoc modeling language which supported the reasoning
capabilities displayed in this project. H o w e v e r , because a particular task such as this specific form of analogy imposes so
few constraints on the nature of the representation, w e w o u l d
have very little confidence that such a language w o u l d support
a plausible general m o d e l of a h u m a n designer. In contrast,
the S B F language has been s h o w n to directly support diverse
and challenging design capabilities. A m o n g these are casebased design (e.g., Kritik and Kritik2, Goel 1989; Goel et
al., 1997) analogical transfer using generic abstractions (e.g.,
I D e A L , Bhatta et al., 1994), natural language understanding
in the d o m a i n of device design (e.g., K A , Goel et al., 1 9 9 6 b )
explanation of design process and products (e.g.. Interactive
Kritik, Goel et al., 1996a), creative design (e.g., A L E C , S i m ina & Kolodner 1997) and conceptual change in scientific
theory formation (e.g., T o R Q U E , Griffith et al., 1996). This
is clearly a broad and interesting set of d o m a i n s and problems. T h u s w e argue that S B F languages provide a plausible
account of design reasoning, and w e consider it to be a close
approximation of an abstract form of h u m a n knowledge.
A s the n a m e suggests, the S B F modeling language breaks
devices d o w n into three aspects: their structure, their behaviors and their functions. T h e structure of a device describes the
physical c o m p o n e n t s of the device and h o w they are interconnected. Behavior consists of a causal m o d e l of the d y n a m i c
interactions between these structural elements, in the f o r m
of a sequence of behavioral states and transitions between
these states. T h e function of the system describes the overall
intensional consequences of the behavior.
Analogical matchings from one concept to another are m a d e
o n the basis of spreading activation through elements of the
system's behavioral properties. In the case of the phonautograph, the function is to visually record auditory information.
T h e purpose of the microphone is to transform auditory information into electronic pulses. These functions are not
sufficiently similar to support the detailed level of analogy
performed in this project, and they are not used b y this system. T h e actual analogical reminding which is d o n e in this
project is at the level of behaviors. W h e n looking at the
behavior, independent of what the function of the object is,
there are m o r e direct correspondences which define the actual

recognition of similarity done by this model (and w e argue,
were actually described by Bell in his journal). So Bell knew
he wanted a stick to be moving up and d o w n in accordance
with the vibrations created by the voice. W h e n considering
the behavior of the phonautograph, it is apparent that a bone
is moving in the same w a y that the stick is supposed to be
moving. At this point an analogy is made between the bone
and the stick, and the microphone is invented.

such as Bell reasons about devices.'' W e argue that the kinds
of reasoning mechanisms (i.e., productions) that Bell used
were specialized for reasoning about devices. In the system
described here, specialized model-based productions are used
providing a strong method of analogical transfer.
Device Representation
The language used to represent the phonautograph and the
microphone combines the content of the S B F language for
device representation with the syntactic mechanisms in ACTR for specifying declarative memory elements. A device is
defined as an element which contains a structure, a behavior,
and & function. The definition of this type and an example
(the phonautograph, abbreviated pag) follows:

T h e o r y Development/Rationale

(chunk-type device function structure
behavior)
(add-diti
(pag ISA device
function pag-function
Our first attempt at representing Bell's analogy led us into
structure pag-structure
behavior pag-behavior))
some stylisticly questionable constructs. W e found it difficult
to express our ideas within the constraints of the A C T - R theThe function, structure, and behavior slots are, in turn, fille
ory, so some of our code relied on calls to the layer underneath
by complex m e m o r y elements which in turn contain complex
A C T - R : LISR W e also found ourselves re-implementing LISP
lower level elements. A complete description of S B F is befunctionality in A C T - R itself. In particular w e tried to search
yond the scope of this paper.' For the purposes of this system,
for relevant m e m o r y elements by doing a linear search across
it is important to note that S B F provides a causal model of the
the relevant portions of our model using a mechanism simioperation of a device as a set of states and state transitions
lar to the m e m b e r function in LISR The matching itself in
between them. Transitions describe either the movement of
this model was done using hard coded calls to LISP within
a substance from one location to another or the conversion
the production itself. It was relatively evident that this first of one substance into another. A transition is defined by the
cut model did not benefit from the research which went in to
starting and ending state as well as numerous relevant properthe development of the A C T - R cognitive model because it so
ties such as conditions under which the transition can occur,
thoroughly circumvented the relevant features of ACT-R.
etc. A state is defined by the adjacent states and transitions
as well as a substance state schema, i.e., the presence and
We tried to remove as much of our "machinery" as possible, nature of a particular substance at a state. A substance state
and let A C T - R do the work its way. Because A C T - R has builtschema refers to a particular instantiation of a substance at
in mechanisms for analogy, w e considered the possibility of
a particular location. That instantiation further refers to the
applying them to our problem. However w e immediately regeneric substance which it instantiates. The definitions of the
alized that the A C T - R analogy system would not serve us.
m e m o r y types directly relevant to representing transitions are:
A C T - R draws analogies in the form of directed generaliza(chunk-type state-transition context
tions over inferencing mechanisms. While this is clearly one
previous-state next-state by-behavior
important kind of analogy, w e do not believe that the protocol
using-function as-per-domain-principle
(described in the introductory section) suggests that this is the
parameter-relations condition)
kind of analogy that Bell is doing in this problem. W e argue
(chunk-type state previous next enabled-by
that the analogy in this problem is in the form of the transfer
enabling substance-state-schema
of a small portion of a complex, declarative knowledge item
component-state-schema)
in to another such item. In the language of ACT-R, w e are
(chunk-type substance-state-schema location
examining analogy over interconnected collections of chunks
main-substance contained-substances)
while the built in analogy mechanism is interested in analogy
(chunk-type substance is-a property-list)
over individual productions.
(chunk-type generic-substance is-a)
example of a transition is the first transition in the phoIn fact, the particular task that we are addressing is veryAnsimnautograph model. The m e m o r y elements which define this
ilar to the task addressed in S M E (Centner, 1983). S M E also
transition are:
performs an analogical transfer of small portions of complex
(add-dm
interrelated knowledge elements. It is clear that one could
(pag-tl ISA state-transition
combine a spreading activation retrieval mechanism (such as
the one which w e propose later in this paper) with an S M E '' Note that ACT-R does have built in learning capabilities for comlike analogical transfer mechanism to accomplish the results
piling applications of generally useful production rules into more
described in this paper. W e do not do this. The mechanism
specialized production mles tuned to specific situations, h seems
which w e use to do analogical transfer is specifically tailored
possible that such capabilities might be able to transform a weak
to the particular representation language used in this project:
analogical transfer mechanism like S M E into a strong, domain dethe S B F language. S M E is inherently a weak method; it oppendent analogical transfer mechanism like the one presented here.
erates completely independently of the content of the knowlIf this hypothesis is correct, this would provide an interesting acedge which it is performing analogy over. This makes it an
count of a novice to expert transition in the domain of invention.
extremely general and powerful method. However, this apConsiderably more work would be needed to explore this idea.
proach is an implausible account of h o w an expert inventor
'For such a description, see Goel et al. (1997).
W e used the A C T - R cognitive model in order to try to replicate
one of the critical steps of Bell's discovery. Specifically, w e
wanted to model the analogy between the phonautograph and
Bell's target concept, the microphone.
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previous-state pag-sl
next-state pag-s2
using-function pag-cfl)

=substance> ISA substance
is-a =gen-substance

(pag-sl ISA state
next pag-s2
enabling pag-tl
substance-state-schema pag-sssl)
(pag-sssl ISA substance-state-schema
location membranel
main-substance soundl)
(soundl ISA substance is-a sound)
(pag-s2 ISA state
previous pag-sl
next pag-s3
enabled-by pag-tl
enabling pag-t2
substance-state-schema pag-sss2)
(pag-sss2 ISA substance-state-schema
location bonel
main-substance vibrationl)
(vibrationl ISA substance is-a vibration)
These memory elements describe a transition, pag-tl,
which converts sound at a membrane (pag-sl) to vibration
in a bone (pag-s2) via the functionality of the membrane
(pag-cfl). This is the transition from which the analogy
to the microphone problem is drawn, as described in the next
section.
Mechanism

=goal>
generic-substance-in

=gen-substance)

The production (lookup-substance-in) finds a
generic substance that corresponds to a given transition. In
the telephone example, this mode! involved is the microphone
and the particular transition being considered is the transition
from sound to vibration. The production identifies the state
which acts as input to the transition in the variable = s t a t e .
In our example, this input state describes the presence and
nature of the sound waves located in the preceding component. From this state is extracted the generic substance
( = g e n - s u b s t a n c e ) ; in the example, this generic substance
is sound. Finally, a goal is generated tofinda similar transition
in a device which also takes this generic substance.
A n important feature to observe about this production is that
(unlike the retrieval production presented in the next section)
it does not rely on spreading activation to mediate between
several possible relevant memory elements. The transition
type in question specifies exactly one possible binding for the
variables because the transition contains a direct link to the
state, which contains a direct link to a substance state schema,
which specifies a single substance. Thus this production is
simply analyzing a knowledge structure which is already the
focus of attention rather than identifying something new to
focus on.
Retrieval / Matching

Our model can be loosely divided into a sequence of stages
which describe the overall process of recognition and application of the analogy between the microphone and the phonautograph. The input to this mechanism is a nearly complete
model of a microphone which is only missing a particular
component which is specified as being capable of transforming sound into vibration within a steel stick. The output of the
mechanism is a complete model of the microphone in which
a membrane is used to do this transformation.
Lookup
Thefirstphase of this model is the analysis of the original
microphone model in order to extract the particular features
which are relevant to this problem. At this phase of the process, the system is only considering the microphone problem
which it is currently working on; the current goal refers to
the completion of the design of the microphone, where the
particular state transition in the microphone is unknown. At
this point there is no reference to the phonautograph. The
result of the lookup mechanism is a retrieval cue for a related
analog. This cue takes the form of a goal.
Our lookup mechanism is divided into two production rules.
Thefirstof these rules ( l o o k u p - s u b s t a n c e - i n ) generates a cue for a state transition in an existing device whose
input substance is the same as the input of the desired transition. The second ( l o o ) c u p - s u b s t a n c e - o u t ) does the
same for the transition's output.
(P loo)cup-substance-in
=goal> ISA goal-retrieve-component
transition =transition
generic-substance-in nil
=transition> ISA state-transition
previous-state =state
=state> ISA state
substance-state-schema =sss
=sss> ISA substance-state-schema
main-substance =substance

Once the initial analysis of the microphone has been completed, the system needs to be able tofinda related example
in its memory with which it can make an analogy. O n e mechanism fordoing retrieval and matching in a production system
is to retrieve a memory that matches all of the desired features.
However, in our system w e have divided retrieval and matching into two separate steps. In thefirstof these steps, w e
retrieve transitions based on their similarity to either the input
or the output of the transition being considered. In the second
step, w e then verify that the transition retrieved matches both
the input and the output. This mechanism is more consistent
with our understanding of complex memory retrieval in humans; many elements are retrieved based on partial relevance
and then these elements arefilteredthrough and only the fully
(or almost fully) relevant ones are actually further considered.
Below is one of the transitions for the retrieval step:
(P retrieve-substance-in
=goal> ISA goal-retrieve-component
generic-substance-in =gen-substance
generic-substance-out =gen-substance-out
retrieved-transition nil
=transition> ISA state-transition
previous-state =state
- context =goal
=goal> ISA
goal-retrieve-component
- transition =transition
=scate> ISA state
substance-state-schema =sss
=sss> ISA substance-state-schema
main-substance =substance
=substance> ISA substance
is-a =gen-substance
=transition> context =goal
=newgoal> ISA goal-check-transition
generic-substance-in =gen-substance
generic-substance-out =gen-substance-out
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matches-in =gen-substance
transition =transition
retrieved-transition =rt
ipush! =newgoal
=goal>
retrieved-transition =rt)
There is a corresponding retrieve-substance-out
production as well. This production rule retrieves a transition
which matches the substance input of the desired transition
(there is a comparable production for retrieving transitions
based on the output state). The goal for this production is that
of the retrieval of an analogue for which the relevant generic
substances have been identified (i.e., the lookup mechanism
has £ilready been applied). The = t r a n s it i o n variable can
bind to any transition in memory whose input state has the
generic substance sought; in the example, it binds to the transition in the phonautograph in which the membrane converts
sound into vibration.
Once such a transition is retrieved, a new goal is pushed
onto the goal stack. This new goal is picked up by the production m a t c h - s u b s t a n c e - i n which checks to see if the
transition matches the desired transition; the m a t c h e s - i n
slot isfilledto denote that these transitions do match with
regards to their input (since that is h o w the transition was
retrieved). Note that the presence of the c o n t e x t slot in
the transition is used to prevent the rule from retrieving the
same transition multiple times; once the transition has been
retrieved it is marked as being identified in the context of the
current goal.
In a scaled up version of this model which actually contained a very large number of models, this mechanism would
become overwhelmingly cumbersome and would not generally support tractable retrieval. In particular, it would be
expected that these models would typically not have a high
enough activation level to be retrieved unless there were many
strong links to the model being considered (i.e., the analogy
was extremely "obvious"). W e feel that this is a core theoretical commitment of our model; the recognition of analogical
similarity which is being done in this particular case is not consistent with a complete search of all of memory. In particular,
w e note that in the protocol, it is stated that Bell was already
thinking about and working on experiments with the phonautograph which were being driven by a detailed consideration
of h o w the phonautograph actually worked. In the language
of A C T - R , it is apparent that the declarative representation of
the behavioral elements of the phonautograph were highly activated in Bell's memory at the time of the experiment. Thus,
w e argue, the generally intractable retrieval mechanism used
in this model is specialized to retrieving highly activated and
immediately relevant items in memory. In other words, the
retrieval mechanism presented here is an opportunistic model
of analogue retrieval, i.e., one which operates only when a particular opportunity for matching arises due to the conjunction
of relevant activated m e m o r y elements.
Once elements are retrieved, they must be matched to ensure that both the inputs and the outputs are relevant to the
transition being analyzed. A s noted above, the production
which retrieves the substance based on the input, obviously
guarantees that the inputs of the transitions match. Thus that
retrieval production feeds into this matching production which
ensures that the outputs also match:
(P match-substance-out
=goal> ISA goal-check-transition
matches-in =gen-substance-in
generic-substance-out =gen-substance
transition =transition
=transition> ISA state-transition
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next-state =state
=sss> ISA substance-state-schema
main-substance =substance
=substance> ISA substance
is-a =gen-substance
=goal>
retrieved-transition
!pop!)

=transition

This transition takes as a goal a request to check a transition
which has already asserted that the input substances match, as
generated by the retrieval production above. The goal binds
the variable = g e n - s u b s t a n c e to the generic substance desired as output. It checks the transition being analyzed to
confirm that this generic substance is indeed the output of the
transition. If this check succeeds, the transition is confirmed
to have matched and the goal to check the transition is popped
off the goal stack.
Placement / Specification
The actual adaptation of the matched elements is also done
using strong model-based methods. A new component is
generated to account for the transformation between sound
and vibration. This component is placed in the particular
portion of the behavior where this transformation takes place.
Furthermore, the particular links between this component and
other aspects of the model are specified using productions
which are specific to the S B F language. At this point the
new model has been fully defined. The initial design goal is
satisfied and the system terminates.
The placement and specification portions of the system
consist of a number of closely interrelated productions which
create the new memory elements for the modified model,
specify links from the existing memory elements to the new
elements, and specify links from the new elements to the
existing elements. O n e example of these productions follows:
(P place-component
=goal> ISA goal-design
retrieved-component =component
transition =transition
new-component nil
=component> ISA component
is-a =gen-component
=transition> ISA state-transition
previous-state =state
=state> ISA state
substance-state-schema =sss
=sss> ISA substance-state-schema
location nil
=new-component> ISA component
is-a =gen-component
=sss>
location =new-component
=goal>
new-component =new-component)
This production is responsible for generating a new component. In our example, it creates a membrane analogous to
the vibrating membrane in the phonautograph. The activation
of this production requires that an existing component has
been retrieved (i.e., that the r e t r i e v e d - c o m p o n e n t slot
in the goal isfilled),that a state transition requiring a similar
component has been identified (i.e., that the t r a n s i t i o n
slot isfilled),but no component has been placed in the model
being designed (i.e., that the n e w - c o m p o n e n t slot has not
yet been filled). The result of the production is that a new
component is created and the location from which the transition takes place is identified as that component. Later rules

fill in values for this component, identifying its function as Anderson, J.R (1993). Rules of the Mind. Hillsdale, NJ:
analogous to the function of the existing component (the one
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
from the phonautograph).
Bhatta, S., Goel A.K., & Prabhakar, S. (1994). Analogical design: A model-based approach. Proceedings of the
Discussion
Third International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in
Design, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Analogy is an important technique in invention (and many
Francis, A.G. & Ram, A. (1997). Can your architecture do
other tasks). However, in a given situation there may be an
this: A proposal for impasse-driven asynchronous memory
enormous number of potential candidates for a mapping, each
retrieva request generation. Proceedings of the AAAI-97
of which is extremely complex. In a purely sequential retrieval
system, checking all of these candidates is clearly intractable. Fall Symposium on ROBOTS. SOFTBOTS. I M M O B O T S :
Theories of Action, Planning and Control.
Even when retrieval is done in parallel by spreading activation, a search of all of memory for all possible matches will Centner, D. (1983). Structure mapping: A theoretical framegenerally be unsuccessful because activation is spread too thin
work for analogy. Cognitive Science, 7.
(and thus no individual element is found) or the number of
Goel, A.K. (1989). Integration of case-based reasoning and
elements retrieved is enormous (and thus it is intractable to
model-based reasoning for adaptive design problem solvconsider each of the matches).
ing. Doctoral dissertation. Department of Computer SciCase-Based Reasoning (Kolodner, 1993) provides a parence, Ohio State University.
tial answer to this question: provide each complex case with Goel, A.K., Bhatta, S., & Stroulia, E. (1997). Kritik: A n
a simple, easily analyzed index which specifies the features
early case-based design system. In Maher, M.L. & Pu, P.,
which are relevant to reuse. SBF further elaborates on this
(Eds.), Issues and Applications of Case-based Reasoning
idea in some domains such as design and invention, by proto Design. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
viding accounts for what constitutes a useful index (typically,
functional properties). Thus it is possible to avoid having to Goel, A.K., Gomez, A., Grue, N., Murdock, J.W., Recker,
M., & Govindaraj, T. (1996a). Explanatory interface in inconsider all of the details of all of memory in order tofinda
teractive design environments. Proceedings of the Fourth
relevant match.
International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in DeHowever, the historical case being analyzed here is not eassign, Kluwer Academic Publishers.
ily accounted for by this theory. The analogical transfer done
here was not done on the basis of abstract functional charac- Goel, A.K., Mahesh, K. Peterson, J., & Eiselt, K. (1996b).
Unification of language understanding, device comprehenteristics of the sort that past work suggests are used to index
sion and knowledge acquisition. Proceedings of the Eighcases in memory. Instead the transfer occurs based on very
teenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society.
specific behavioral details. W e claim that this sort of transHillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
fer is not usually possible because of the problem with too
Gorman, M . E. (1997). Mind in the World: Cognition and
many potential matches. In this case it appears to have been
Practice in the Invention of the Telephone. Social Studies
done opportunistically; the internal (non-indexed) features of
of Science 27:4.
the phonautograph could be matched because they had been
recently accessed, i.e., they were heavily primed within work- Griffith, T. & Murdock, J.W. (1998). The role of reflection in
ing memory. Our model not only shows how transfer from
scientific exploration. Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual
the phonautograph to the microphone could occur with the
Conference of the Cognitive Science Society. Hillsdale, NJ:
phonautograph being recently used, but also how it would not
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
have occured if the phonautograph hadn't been used recently. Griffith, T, Nersessian, N., & Goel, A.K. (1996). The role
This is the primary contribution of ACT-R to this model: an
of generic models in conceptual change. Proceedings of
account of how knowledge which is active in memory can enthe Eighteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science
able reasoning which is not possible without this activation.
Society. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
Because the A C T theory, as opposed to (for example) SOAR,
Kolodner, J.L. (1993). Case-Based Reasoning. San Mateo:
focuses heavily on these sorts of working memory issues (AnMorgan Kaufmann.
derson, 1983; Anderson, 1993), it is particularly well suited
Simina, M., Kolodner, J.L., Ram, A., & Gonnan,M. (1998).
to modeling the particular phenomenon addressed here.
Opportunistic enterprises in invention. Proceedings of the
The example analyzed here is a small piece relevant to
Twentieth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Sothe work being done in A L E C (Simina & Kolodner, 1997;
ciety. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
Simina et al., 1998), T o R Q U E (Griffith et al., 1996; Griffith
Simina, M. & Kolodner, J.L. (1997). Creative design: rea& Murdock, 1998), and NICOLE (Francis and Ram, 1997).
soning and understanding. In Leake, D.B. & Plaza E.
By modeling this example in ACT-R we are able to examine
(Eds.), Case-based Reasoning Research and Development,
the issues of activation and retrieval in great depth. This
ICCBR-97. Springer-Verlag.
analysis is potentially of great benefit to understanding the
Simina,
M., & Kolodner, J.L. (1995). Opportunistic Reasonrole of memory phenomena in analogy and other reasoning
ing: A Design Perspective. Proceedings of the Seventeenth
processes.
Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (pp.
78-83). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
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Abstract

Goel et al., 1997; Griffith, 1997). In this work, it is shown that
a wide variety of reasoning tasks relating to physical devices
How can we integrate interrelated theories of individual elecan be supported by models which are causal (i.e., that show
ments of cognition? Computational models of reasoning prothe mechanisms by which effects occur), compositional (i.e.,
cesses encode an understanding of reasoning. Consequently, a
that
show h o w the effects of the separate elements of a device
computational modeling language may be ideally suited to the
are combined), and functional (i.e., that take an intentional
presentation of theories of cognition. By representing theories
stance toward describing w h y elements are arranged as they
of a variety of phenomena in a single modeling language, w e
can potentially explore how these theories might interact. The
are). The basic idea behind these models is that the relationTask-Method-Knowledge ( T M K ) modeling language evolves
ship between the physical construction of a device and the
from artificial intelligence research on the subject of multiintended effect of that device is described by a flow of causal
strategy reasoning. T M K models provide a compositional acinteractions describing the device's behavior. Because these
count of reasoning processes; they describe not only what the
traits have been shown to produce models which enable a very
elements of a process are, but also how the functional properties
broad range of reasoning tasks, I argue that they form an exof these elements combine to form the functional properties of
ample of true comprehension. In other words, the important
the process as a whole. This paper explores the composition of
contribution that this body of work makes to the argument I
theories of cognition within the T M K framework, drawing on
a m making here is:
some existing theories within cognitive science as examples.
A n accurate causal, compositional, functional model of
a complex system inherently constitutes a deep underIntroduction
standing of such a system.
The goal of cognitive science is the development of models of
The
Task-Method-Knowledge ( T M K ) modeling language
the functionality of the h u m a n mind. The vast majority of re(Stroulia, 1994; Goel et al., 1996; Griffith, 1997; Murdock
search in thisfieldhas focused on the development of specific
and Goel, 1998) provides a causal, compositional, functional
models of particular phenomena such as pattern recognition,
framework for describing cognitive capabilities. T M K models
short-duration remembering, dual-task performance, etc. T h e
have been used to support processes such as explanation and
underlying assumption in such research is that these individadaptation in a variety of A l systems. For example, (Murual pieces of a general model of h u m a n intelligence could
dock and Goel, 1998) describes a recently developed agent
potentially be combined to form a complete model. This aparchitecture for implementing, executing, and adapting T M K
proach raises the issue of h o w such an integration might be
models. T M K models are very m u c h an extension of the
accomplished.
physical device modeling framework from which they were
T w o very successful theories of a general framework for
derived. The division of reasoning into tasks (i.e., functional
models of cognition are S O A R (Laird et al., 1987) and A C T
elements) and methods (i.e., behavioral elements) very much
(Anderson, 1983; Anderson, 1993). Both of these theories
duplicates the functional and causal features of the physical
model cognitive capabilities as production rules. Integration
device models, and the explicit modeling of knowledge states
of reasoning strategies within these frameworks is done by
duplicates the compositional aspects of these models.
combining sets of production rules. This provides a parsimoI claim that the T M K language provides a useful framenious environment for combining models of various aspects of
work for integrating models of cognitive processes because
cognition. Such systems generally provide a powerful mecha comprehensive model presented within this framework can
anism for modeling precisely what a mind is doing. However,
convey a deep understanding of cognition. This paper invessuch systems d o not provide higher level abstractions which
tigates this claim.
combine individual productions into more complex units of
functionality. Consequently, I claim, production rule systems
Technical Details
are very limited in the extent to which they represent h o w and
w h y a mind does what it does. Thus a model in these frameworks m a y not convey a full understanding of a phenomenon.
W h a t does it m e a n to understand a complex system, such as
the mind? O n e answer to this question is suggested by a line
of research which examines computational representations of
physical devices (Goel, 1989;Bhatta, 1995;Goel et al., 1996;
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The three basic elements of T M K models are tasks, methods, and knowledge. Tasks are units of functionality; they
represent what is done. Methods are units of behavior; they
represent h o w something is done. Tasks and methods are intimately interconnected; tasks are linked to a set of methods
which accomplish those tasks, and methods are in turn linked

to a set of lower-level tasks w h i c h are necessary to accomplish
that method. Consider for example, the mathematical task of
adding a set of three digit numbers. This task might be accomplished by a standard long addition algorithm, which woulded
call a method in the T M K language. This m e t h o d is defined
by the subtasks which accomplish it, i.e., adding of columns
and carrying of remainders, ordered in an iterative loop. T h e
task of adding a c o l u m n might, in turn, b e accomplished by
one of several methods, e.g., direct m e m o r y retrieval, counting on one'sfingers,etc. T h e k n o w l e d g e portion of the T M K
models provides the language in w h i c h the requirements of
the tasks and the capabilities of the m e t h o d s are defined; for
the addition task, the k n o w l e d g e portion of the T M K m o d e l
might describe concepts such as numbers, digits, columns,
etc. as well as relationships such as s u m s of digits, adjacency
of columns, etc.
Consider a m o r e elaborate example: qualitative, conceptual design of physical devices. T h e Kritik series of systems
(Goel, 1989;Goeletal., 1997;Goeletal., 1996) instantiates a
theory of this reasoning process. Figure 1 s h o w s a few of the
highest levels of a T M K m o d e l of design inspired by Kritik.
Thisfiguredescribes a design task with t w o top level methods:
case-based reasoning and generate a n d test. T h e case-based
reasoning method involves retrieval, adaptation, verification,
and storage. T h e generate and test m e t h o d involves generation (e.g., by following simple design heuristics) followed b y
verification. T h e task of design verification, which is c o m m o n to the t w o top-level methods, is further elaborated by
two lower-level methods: qualitative simulation and physical
instantiation. T h e qualitative simulation m e t h o d involves tracing through the design to m a k e certain that the device should
accomplish the specified function. T h e physical instantiation
method involves actually building the device and seeing if it
operates as specified (this m e t h o d illustrates a crucial feature
of T M K models; they seamlessly integrate reasoning and action by allowing tasks to b e accomplished b y both reasoning
strategies and action strategies).

Case-Based
Design

Case
I Retrieval

Design
Adaptation

Generate
and Test

Design
Verification

/^Qualitative ^
V Simulation J

Case
Storage

sign. T h e design task might be represented with the following
k n o w l e d g e element:'
Task design
-domain: physical-devices
-input: (desired-function)
-output: (new-model)
-given: desired-function is feasible
-it\akes:
new-model is internally consistent
AND
the function of new-model is equivalent
to desired-function
-by: (case-based-design generate-and-test)
This knowledge element asserts that design is a process
which, given a desired function, produces a new model, where
the knowledge types associated with the desired function and
the new-model are defined within the domain of physicaldevices.^ It further asserts that for this task to be performed,
the desired function must be feasible and that when the task
is completed, the new model should be an internally consistent model whose function is equivalent to the desired function. Lastly, this knowledge element asserts that two methods
are known to accomplish this task: case-based design and
generate-and-test. Consider the following representation for
the case-based design method:
Method case-based-design
-domain: physical-devices
-given:
desired-function is feasible
AND
there exists an old-model in the case memory
such that the function of the old-model
approximates desired-function
-makes:
new-model is internally consistent
AND
the function of new-model is equivalent
to desired-function
-subtasks: (case-retrieval design-adaptation
design-verification case-storage)
-control:
DO
(case-retrieval
design-adaptation
design-verification)
UNTIL new-model is verified
case-storage
This method has requirements and results (i.e., : given
and : m a k e s ) which are consistent with the design task. H o w ever, there is an additional condition required for the method

Generation
'in this paper, I present examples in English-like pseudo-code
rather than provide an elaborate formal exploration of T M K syntax
and semantics. A technical presentation of the most recent computational implementation of the T M K language (in the SIRRINE2 agent
architecture) appears in (Murdock and Goel, 1998).
^The precise content of the domain knowledge element itself
is, of course, a major component of the T M K language. In
general, domains contain descriptions of both abstract concepts
(e.g., the concept of a function) and concrete variables (e.g., the
desired-function variable). A detailed examination of this
portion of the T M K language is, however, beyond the scope of this
paper.

r Physical A
VInstantiationy

Figure 1: T h e top few levels of a T M K m o d e l of a design
process. Rectangular boxes represent tasks; round boxes represent methods. T h e circle-and-arrow diagrams within the
round dotted boxes represent the control portion of the methods.
Consider the top level task in this decomposition: de-
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to function: there must be a model in the case m e m o r y whose
function approximates the desired function. The case-based
design method sets up four subtasks: retrieval, adaptation,
verification, and storage. The control information for the
method indicates that thefirstthree subtasks are to be executed in order, repeatedly, until a new model is produced
which is verified by the verification subtask, after which the
fourth subtask is executed. Under this control, a reasoner
based on this m o d e ! would continue to retrieve, adapt, and
verify cases until it either succeeded, or it failed to retrieve
any m o r e cases (in which case the requirements for the adaptation task would not be met and the method as a whole would
fail).
These examples illustrate the content of the tasks and methods of T M K models. Tasks are defined by (i) the knowledge
which they require and produce, and (ii) the methods which
accomplish them. Methods are defined by (i) the knowledge
which they require and produce, (ii) the subtasks which they
establish, and (iii) the ordering requirements that they define
for their subtasks.

consider this issue further because it is largely unspecified in
(Treisman, 1988). The other interesting issue raised by this
decomposition is the nature of the control information in the
methods above. For example, the feature recognition method
has four subtasks, all of which are executed simultaneously,
as many times as there are inputs available. In contrast, the
higher-level spotlighting task is serial and looping in nature;
the identify features task runs to completion, then the focus
spotlight and create objectfilesubtasks run sequentially, but
repeatedly for as m a n y clusters of features as are available.
T M K , in its current form, does not have sufficiently powerful mechanisms for specifying control to implement the
ordering requirements described above. T M K does support
describing sets of tasks as not being bound by ordering constraints. However, it does not support the execution of multiple instances of the same task simultaneously; T M K could
specify a model in which the size, color, orientation, etc. of a
single shape were determined in parallel but not one in which
these features were identified for multiple shapes at once. The
reason for this restriction is that tasks in T M K must be defined
as being bound to a specific problem variable (e.g., the desired
functionality in the design case); the idea of running a task
on all inputs which are currently available does not have a
formalization within T M K .
This conflict affords two possible resolutions:

Topics in Cognition
T o explore the notion of T M K as a unifying theme for the
study of cognition, let us consider s o m e specific topics and
models from the perspective of T M K . In doing so, w e will
encounter deeper issues regarding the nature of the modeling
language.

• TMK needs to be enhanced to support running identical
tasks in parallel over a range of inputs.

Visual Pattern Recognition

• Visual pattern recognition is outside of the scope of the
T M K framework.

A n extremely basic task which forms a foundation for a wide
range of cognition is that of visual pattern recognition. Consider the model of pattern recognition presented in (Treisman,
1988). This model involves four core elements:
• Immediate, simultaneous recognition of certain specific
primitive features such as color and size.
• Serial focus of £Ui "attention spotlight" which binds together
clusters of features.
• Generation of an "objectfile"to label such a cluster.
• Recognition of a stored description matching an object file.
This model can be implemented in a T M K model with the
following task-method hierarchy:

The latter resolution is not entirely unreasonable; existing
T M K work has largely focused on extremely high-level cognition (such as design) which are generally accepted to be
roughly serial in most regards (Newell and Simon, 1972). For
such a topic, one could expect to treat pattern recognition
as inherently primitive. However, to the extent that w e are
seeking to use T M K as a unifying framework across levels of
abstraction, this is a very unsatisfying solution. I think that it
is more fiiir to say that to the extent to which w e want to work
at this level, the T M K language needs to be augmented.
Automatization

+ Task: Recognize Pattern
* Method: Feature-Based Pattern Recognition
+ Task: Assign Object File
* Method: Spotlighting
+ Task: Identify Feamres
* Method: Feature Recognition
+ Task: Recognize Color
+ Task: Recognize Orientation
+ Task: Recognize Size
+ Task: Recognize Stereo Distance
+ Task: Focus Spotlight
+ Task: Create Object File
+ Task: Match Stored Description

Automatization is a phenomenon which, while not as primitive as pattern recognition, is still a relatively basic element
of cognition. Consider the issue addressed by (Logan, 1988),
speed-up learning in simple, repeated tasks such as lexical decision and "alphabet arithmetic" (a more complex task involving determining the truth of equations of the form A-t-2=C, etc.
where the position of letters in the alphabet determines their
value). Logan's model could be described with the following
task decomposition (for the alphabet arithmetic problem; the
lexical decision problem is represented similarly):
+ Task: Solve Problem
* Method: Instance Retrieval
+ Task: Retrieve Instance
* Method: Analytical Solution
+ Task: Compute First Letter Value
+ Task: Compute Second Letter Value
+ Task: Add numbers
+ Task: Compare

T w o particularly interesting issues arise from this representation of this model of pattern recognition. The first of
these issues is the representation of the knowledge being accessed; for example, the form of the objectfile,the nature of
the stored object descriptions, and the mechanism for matching the two are complex and interesting problems. I will not
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Some key commitments of Logan's model which provide
particular challenges to the T M K analysis are;

Method E x c l u s i o n - R e c o g n i t i o n - M e t h o d
-domain: w o r d - r e c o g n i t i o n - d o m a i n
-makes:
• The instance retrieval and the analytical solution methodsrecognized? holds IF A N D O N L Y IF
are run in parallel and only the results of thefirstmethod
stimulus was seen in training
to succeed are used.
AND
stimulus was not seen in priming
• The time taken by the instance retrieval method when a
-control:
single instance is in m e m o r y should be a variable of a
DO IN PARALLEL
specific distribution (under very broad assumptions).
(Familiarity-Analysis
• The time taken by the instance retrieval method when N
Recollection-Analysis)
instances are in m e m o r y should then be the m i n i m u m of N
Exclusion-Result-Synthesis
such variables.
This method states that the exclusion recognition method
produces a boolean result r e c o g n i z e d ? which should be
The TMK language does not specify a mechanism for altrue if and only if the word was seen during stimulus training
lowing alternative methods (as opposed to tasks) to be run
or was seen during stimulus priming. The method has two
in parallel; this would, however, be a trivial addition. The
serial components:firstthe two m e m o r y tasks are executed (in
second issue is one of h o w the retrieve instance task is imparallel or arbitrary order) and then the results are synthesized.
plemented; however, it seems extremely plausible that a reaLet us consider the synthesis task:
sonable implementation would satisfy this requirement. The
third issue is somewhat tricky. W e could support this method
Task E x c l u s i o n - R e s u l t - S y n t h e s i s
by performing the retrieve instance task simultaneously on
-domain: m e m o r y - s y n t h e s i s - d o m a i n
all instances on m e m o r y (as per the feature recognition tasks
-input: (recalled-from-priming? familiar?)
in the previous example). There is a significant difference;
-output: (recognized?)
the feature recognition task runs in parallel on all inputs and
-makes:
recognized? holds IF A N D O N L Y IF
concludes when all inputs are concluded, this task runs on
familiar? AND N O T r e c a l l e d - f r o m - p r i m i n g ?
all inputs and concludes when any input is concluded. H o w -by:
exclusion-logic-procedure
ever, I feel that by augmenting T M K to support both of these
sorts of parallelism, w e can represent both of these models of This specification says that the exclusion result synthesis
cognition.
task takes as input information (derived from the m e m o r y
A key observation here is that immediately prior to solving
subtasks) about whether the stimulus is familiar and whether
the problem, the viewers are required to recognize the letters
it is recalled from the earlier (exclusive) priming. It then
and numbers in the problem. This would be represented in
derives a truth value for whether the word is recognized by
the T M K model as a repeated sequence of pattern recognition
a logical inference which holds if and only if the word is
tasks. These tasks could, in turn, be represented by the feature familiar and not recalled from the priming.
based recognition method described in the previous example.
This analysis shows h o w the T M K modeling language can
In this way, T M K provides a framework for integrating these
encode a m e m o r y retrieval mechanism. A great many tasks
models.
referred to in cognitive models of other phenomena m a k e use
of m e m o r y retrieval; it is possible that some of the familiarity
Implicit Memory
and retrieval tasks can be used as subtasks to other, more
Consider the model of implicit m e m o r y tasks from (Jacoby,
complex tasks. Using this framework, knowledge derived
about these two tasks (e.g., implications of their conditional
1991). This work generally posits two general subtasks of
recognition: determination of recollection and determination
independence) can be established within this model and then
of familiarity. T w o top level tasks are presented to subjects:
directly applied to other models.
inclusion recognition (i.e., recognition with priming known to
Reflection
be correct) and exclusion recognition (i.e., recognition with
priming known to be incorrect). The methods posited for
If T M K models present a framework by which we, as sciuse in the two tasks both invoke these same two recognition
entists, can understand cognition, might they also provide a
subtasks but they use a different procedure for synthesizing
basis for a knowledge account of h o w humans understand their
the results. W e can describe this model using the following
o w n cognition? Since humans are able to provide explanaT M K decomposition:
tions (albeit often incomplete and incorrect ones) of their o w n
reasoning, it is apparent they do have some form of internal
+ Task: Inclusion Recognition
knowledge of themselves.
* Method: Inclusion Recognition Method
Recall from the introductory section that T M K models are
+ Task: Familiarity Analysis
originally derived from early work in the modeling of physical
+ Task: Recollection Analysis
+ Task: Inclusion Result Synthesis
devices. These physical device models have been used for a
+ Task: Exclusion Recognition
wide variety of tasks, but the most prevalent task to which
* Method: Exclusion Recognition Method
they have been applied (and the one to which they are most
+ Task: Familiarity Analysis
tightly tuned) is that of adaptive redesign. Consequently, it
+ Task: Recollection Analysis
is not unreasonable to suspect that T M K models might be
+ Task: Exclusion Result Synthesis
appropriate to the adaptive redesign of an intelligent reasoner.
In fact, some A I research has suggested that T M K models do
Let us look at some of these items in more detail:
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difficult to empirically validate or falsify this position; from
a behavioral perspective, it is difficult to distinguish between
knowledge that exists and knowledge that is inferred whenever
it is needed.
However, our knowledge of m e m o r y phenomena suggests
that it is unlikely that these models are always computed, in
that many computational tasks have been widely shown to be
supplanted by m e m o r y access when applicable. For example,
both the effect of prior (even "unremembered") exposure to
words on fragment completion (TUI ving, 1985) and the prevalence of cryptomnesia in more complex tasks (Marsh and
Bower, 1993) suggest that, at the very least, specific memory
traces of past inference process are available; to the extent
that w e have had occasion to infer T M K structures for certain
reasoning tasks in the past, it is potentially reasonable to claim
that these inferred structures are available in memory, even if
their source (i.e., the particular reasoning event during which
this T M K model was inferred) has been forgotten.
Consider the position taken by (Kahneman and Miller,
1986) with respect to the issue of the existence of norms
(i.e., judgements of typical instances of a class) as a memory
structure. This view is very similar to the position taken in
possibility 3; their paper focuses on post-hoc, inferred norms
(analogous to inferred T M K structures) but claim that for some
situations, pre-existing, known norms do exist (analogous to
1. TMK models are purely conscious reasoning structures, but
remembered T M K structures). Pending further evidence, I
they are inherently incomplete and incorrect.
would like to m a k e a similar claim here; that, to the extent
2. T M K models are purely unconscious reasoning structures.
to which the T M K language provides a plausible account of
To the extent that people can describe them, they are only
self-knowledge, this self-knowledge is partially but not fully
inferred from the consequences of their use.
accessible to conscious memory.
3. T M K models are both conscious and unconscious reasonThe notion of T M K models as partially conscious reasoning structures. They are only partially and inaccurately
ing structures seems to relate to the notion of a consciousness
available to conscious thought.
"fringe" as described in (Mangan, 1993).'' Can w e consider
reflective self-representation of the sort embodied in T M K
The first possibility seems to be the most superficially obmodels to be guiding reasoning from the fringe of consciousvious choice; given that these models m a y be elicited from
ness? If so, w e would expect that attempts to bring such
people in an incomplete / incorrect form, the default hypotherepresentations into fully conscious focus (for example, in
sis is clearly that people have incomplete / incorrect versions
introspective descriptions of one's o w n reasoning) to resemof these models in their conscious memory. However, there
ble other phenomena which involve shifts from fringe to foare serious problems with this idea; most significantly, m u c h
cal consciousness. A n example of such a shift which Manof the work on reflective self-redesign which provides the
gan presents is the "tip-of-the-tongue" ( T O T ) phenomenon in
primary motivation for T M K models as cognitively plausiwhich people k n o w that they have encountered some fact but
ble structures, involves self-adaptations which are difficult to
can not immediately recall it. T o what extent do the limitaenvision being completely accessible to consciousness. I betions and restrictions of conscious access to self-knowledge
lieve that it would be possible, with empirical studies, to show
resemble the limited m e m o r y access of T O T ? Further research
that some adaptive learning scenarios which were typical of
is needed to address these topics.
the kinds of T M K self-redesign w e have proposed involve
components of the T M K models which are not consciously
Conclusions
accessible. If this were done, w e could rule out possibility 1
It is clear that a great m a n y issues need to be resolved beas an account of the relationship between consciousness and
fore the T M K modeling language can be used effectively as a
T M K models.
theoretical framework for synthesizing models of cognition.
The second possibility also seems initially appealing; since
A s I have argued, the T M K mechanisms for specifying conpeople clearly don't have full access to these models, w h y
trol
of instantiation of subtasks needs to be enhanced to deal
should w e believe that they have any access at all. It would be
with a variety of different kinds of parallel computation. Furthermore, there do seem to be (at least) two kinds of cognitive
^While the limitations of introspection as a general mechanism
for studying cognition are well known, it seems like an essential
issues for which the T M K modeling framework provides little
tool for studying consciousness as a phenomenon. It is difficult to
value:
argue that some aspect of cognition is conscious but not accessible to
introspection; under these assumptions, what would the term "con•"This paper further cites (James, 1890) but presents the notion
in the context of a modem, cognitive framework; it is this modem
sciousness' mean? For a more detailed look at some of these issues,
see (Reisberg, 1997, p. 589, f.f.).
formulation to which I am referring here.
provide support for such adaptation (Stroulia, 1994; Murdock
and Goel, 1998). T o the extent that these AI systems use
T M K models to redesign themselves, the T M K language can
be viewed as encoding the knowledge which enables reflective
learning. Because these models have been shown to support
this sort of reasoning in artificial agents, it is conceivable that
they could approximate the analogous knowledge possessed
by humans.
If w e accept that T M K might provide a (possibly limited)
account of knowledge, there arises the question of whether
and to what extent this knowledge is consciously accessible.
(Stroulia, 1994, p. 249) argues that reasoning using models of this sort corresponds with conscious reflection. Are
consciousness and model-based reflection simply different
perspectives on the same phenomenon or is the relationship
between them more complex?
O n e obvious measurement of consciousness is introspective accessibility.^ It is apparent that humans are able to
introspectively describe their processing mechanisms. H o w ever, it is also apparent that humans are severely limited in
this ability and frequently produce demonstrably incorrect or
incomplete descriptions of their o w n reasoning. H o w can w e
account for this c o m m o n observation within a cognitive T M K
framework? S o m e possibilities include:
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• Cognitive processes which are inherently atomic, i.e.,
which cannot be further decomposed into elements. These
are easily modeled in T M K (i.e., as a single task) but such
models provide very little insight. Issues of this sort can
be seen as below the level of abstraction for which T M K is
useful.
• Cognitive processes which are inherently inamenable to
teleological analysis, (van Gelder, 1997) argues that cognition may not be decomposable into causal flows of functional elements. To the extent that this is true of even certain
cognitive phenomena, T M K is probably not useful for these
phenomena.
Despite these limitations, I believe that TMK models do
provide a useful mechanism for integrating models of cognition. The overwhelming majority of models of cognitive
phenomena which have been developed do not fall into either of the two categories above: they are complex in nature
and are decomposed into functional elements. In providing
causal, compositional, functional descriptions of reasoning
processes, the T M K language suggests an account of h o w
models of reasoning may be combined to form a deep understanding of cognition. Furthermore, since these models
can provide such an understanding, they also form a plausible hypothesis regarding the knowledge content of human
self-understanding.
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cently begun. C a n a coherent probabilistic interpretation be
given for the problem of language interpretation at different
Human language processing relies on many kinds of linguistic
levels? W h a t kinds of conditional independence assumptions
knowledge, and is sensitive to their frequency, including lexican w e make in combining knowledge, and h o w can w e repcal frequencies (Tyler, 1984; Salasoo & Pisoni, 1985; Marslenresent these assumptions? H o w can sophisticated linguisWilson, 1990; Zwiteerlood. 1989; Simpson & Burgess, 1985),
tic structural knowledge be combined with probabilistic augidiom frequencies (d'Arcais, 1993). phonological neighborhood frequencies (Luce. Pisoni, & Goldfinger, 1990), subcatementations? T h e automatic speech processing ( A S R ) and natgorization frequencies (Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Kello, 1993),
ural language processing ( N L P ) literature (Bahl, Jelinek, &
and thematic role frequencies (Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & GarMercer, 1983; Fujisaki, Jelinek, Cocke, &. Black, 1991; Charnsey, 1994; Gamsey, Pearlmutter, Myers, & Lotocky, 1997).
niak &. Goldman, 1988; Hobbs & Bear, 1990) have argued
But while we know that each of these knowledge sources must
that language processing must be evidential and Bayesian.
be probabilistic, w e know very little about exactly how these
probabilistic knowledge sources are combined. This paper proThis paper proposes the use of Bayesian decision trees to adposes the use of Bayesian decision trees in modeling the probdress the issues in modeling the probabilistic, evidential naabilistic, evidential nature of human sentence processing. Our
ture
of h u m a n sentence processing.
method reifies conditional independence assertions implicit in
Abstract

sign-based linguistic theories and describes interactions among
features without requiring additional assumptions about modularity. W e show that our Bayesian approach successfully models psycholinguistic results on evidence combination in human
lexical, idiomatic, and syntactic/semantic processing.
Introduction

Basic Result

M a n y m o d e m psychological models of language processing are based on the on-line interaction of m a n y kinds of
linguistic knowledge, (Clifton, Speer, & Abney, 1991; Ferreira & Clifton, 1986; MacDonald, 1994; Spivey-Knowlton,
Trueswell, & Tanenhaus, 1993; Trueswell etai, 1994; lyier,
1989). Although the exact time-course of the use of these
different knowledge sources is not yet fully understood, it
is clear that the processing of this knowledge is sensitive
to frequency, from lexical frequencies (lyier, 1984; Salasoo
& Pisoni, 1985; Marslen-Wilson, 1990; Zwitserlood, 1989
Simpson & Burgess, 1985), idiom frequencies (d'Arcais,
1993), phonological neighborhood frequencies (Luce et al.
1990), subcategorization frequencies (Trueswell et al, 1993)
and thematic role frequencies (Trueswell et al., 1994; Gar
nsey et al, 1997). Probabilistic versions of linguistic knowl
edge are also becoming c o m m o n in linguistics (Resnik, 1993
1992; Jurafsky, 1996).
But while w e k n o w that each of these knowledge sources
must be probabilistic, and in fact w e have preliminary probabilistic models of some specific linguistic levels, w e k n o w
very little about exactly h o w these probabilistic knowledge
sources are combined. This is particularly true with higher
level knowledge, where the association of probabilities with
sophisticated linguistic structural representation has only re-

The idea that lexical access is parallel is well-accepted (Swinney, 1979), and it is also widely assumed that at least some
aspects of syntactic processing are parallel (Gorrell, 1989;
MacDonald, 1993). Similarly well-accepted is the role that
frequency plays in lexical (Marslen-Wilson, 1990; Salasoo &
Pisoni, 1985; Simpson &. Burgess, 1985; Zwitserlood, 1989),
idiomatic (d'Arcais, 1993), syntactic (Trueswell etal, 1993),
and thematic processing (Trueswell et al, 1994; Gamsey
etal, 1997).
Jurafsky (1996) argued that a Bayesian model (i.e. using
posterior probabilities rather thanfrequencies)was also able
to account for a number of effects that were not explainable
by afrequentistmodel, including the intuitions of the Cacciari
and Tabossi (1988) results on idiom access, the Luce et al
(1990) results on similarity neighborhoods, and the insight of
Tanenhaus and Lucas (1987) that psycholinguistic evidence
of top-down effects is very c o m m o n in phonology, but much
rarer in syntax.
But complete probabilistic models of syntactic and semantic processing have been m u c h harder to build. For example,
a number of studies have focused on the main-verb ( M V ) ,
reduced relative ( R R ) ambiguity (Frazier & Rayner, 1987;
MacDonald, 1993; MacDonald, Pearhnutter, & Seidenberg,
1994; Spivey-Knowlton & Sedivy, 1995; Trueswell &. Tanenhaus, 1994, 1991; Traeswell etal, 1994; Spivey-Knowlton
& Sedivy, 1995). In m a n y cases the M V / R R ambiguity is resolved in favor of the Main Clause reading leading to a garden
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a conventionalized pairing of meaning and form, and each
of which is represented as signs in typed unification-based
augmented context-free rules (Pollard & Sag, 1987; Fillmore, 1988). Thus words, morphological sti^ctures (like the
•ed past tense morpheme), and syntactic constioictions (like
the passive constinction) are each represented as 'constructions'. Each of these constructions is associated with a prior
probability, which can be computed from relative frequencies from corpora or norming studies. ^ For example, in
order to compute the probability of the simplified Stochastic Context-Free G r a m m a r ( S C F G ) rule in (1), w e can use the
Penn Treebank (Marcus et al, 1993) to get a frequency for
all N P s (52,627), and then for those NP's which consist of a
Det and an N (33,108). T h e conditional probability is then
33,108/52,627=.63.

path analysis.
1. # The horse raced past the bam fell.
Proponents of the constraint satisfaction model have argued that this can be accounted for by the different lexical/morphological frequencies of the preterite and participial forms of the verb raced (MacDonald, 1993; Simpson &
Burgess, 1985).
But in other cases, constraints on verb subcategorization
permit the R R interpretation. T h e verb found, for example, is
transitive, and so doesn't cause as strong a garden path in the
R R interpretation (Pritchett, 1988; Gibson. 1991):
2. a. The horse carried past the bam fell.
b. The bird found in the room died.
Studies have also found probabilistic effects of verb subcategorization preferences (Jurafsky, 1996; Trues well et al,
1993). For example Jurafsky (1996) suggested that the
garden-path effect could be caused by a combination of
lexical, syntactic, and verb subcategorization probabilities.
More recent studies have suggested that semantic context
and thematic fit can also impact disambiguation. For instance Trues well et al. (1994) showed that strong thematic
constraints were also able to ameliorate garden path effects
in R R / M V ambiguities; subjects experienced difficulty at the
phrase "by the lawyer" only in thefirstof the following three
examples: '

(1) [.63] NP -y DetN
Similarly, verb subcategorization probabilities can be computed from the Treebank or from norming studies like Connine et al. (1984). Thematic probabilities can be computed
by normalizing verb bias norms, for example from Garnsey
etal. (1997). Table 1 shows s o m e lexical probabilities, for the
verb examine, including morphological, subcategorization,
and thematic probabilities. T h e thematic probabilities were
computed by using psychological norming studies (Tmeswell
et al., 1994) to quantify the degree offitbetween a specific
filler (such as "witness") to a specific argument slot ("agent"
or "theme") given a predicate verb ("examined"). This information can also be obtained from a semantic database (like
WordNet) as was done by Resnik (Resnik, 1993). See Jurafsky (1996) for further details of the probability computations.

3. a. The witness examined by the lawyer tumed out to
be unreliable.
b. The witness w h o was examined by the lawyer
tumed out to be unreliable.
c. The evidence examined by the lawyer tumed out
to be unreliable.
Thus assorted previous work has argued that various probabilistic knowledge sources each play a role in processing;
but how exacdy are these probabilities to be combined? Our
model is based on 3 assumptions: linguistic knowledge is represented probabilistically, multiple interpretations are maintained in parallel, and the probabilities of these interpretations
can be computed via a Belief net ('probabilistic independence
net'). Given the probabilities and the Bayes formalism, the
model explains a number of psychological results. The next
section explains what w e mean by 'assigning probabilities to
linguistic stioicture'. W e then inti-oduce the probabilistic independence net formalism for combining different probabilities.
Finally, w e examine h o w well the model stands up to various
psychological results.

Table 1: Lexical and Thematic fit probabilities for examined.
Note "A" refers to Agent, "e" to examined, "ev" to evidence,
" w " to witness, and " T ' to theme.

PP
.61

Trans

.39

.94

.06

F(A|w,e)
.642

P(Tw,e)
.358

P(A|ev,e)

P(T|ev,e)

.18

.82

Past

Inti-an

C o n s t r u c t i o n P r o c e s s i n g via Belief nets

W e assume that linguistic knowledge is represented as a collection of signs or constructions, each of which represents

Bayesian belief networks are data-stmctures that represent
probability distributions over a collection of random variables. The basic network consists of a set of variables and
directed edges between variables. Each variable can take on
one of afiniteset of states. The variables and edges together
form a directed acyclic graph(DAG). For each variable A (a
node in the graph) with parents B i , . . . B n , there is an attached conditional probability table P{A\Bi,... , B n ) . Importantly, the network sti^cture reflects conditional indepen-

'Although the original study by Ferreira and Clifton (1986) had
not found semantic effects, Trueswell et al. (1994) used a stronger
manipulation of thematic constraint.

^See (Roland & Jurafsky, 1998; Merlo. 1994; Gibson & Pearlmutter, 1994) for comparisons of experimental and corpus-based
frequencies.

Prior Probabilities
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Figure 2: T h e Belief net that represents lexical support for the
two interpretations for the same input. T h e input is from data
in Table 1.

Figure 1: Sources of evidence for access, and a Belief network representing the role of top-down and bottom-up evidence.

dence relations between variables, which allow a decomposition of the joint distribution into a product of conditional
distributions. T h e following theorem sets up the basic chain
rule which is used for computing the joint distribution from
the conditional distribution.'
T h e o r e m 1 . Jensen (1995) Let B be a Belief network over
U = {Ai,..., A m } • Then the joint probability distribution
P( U ) is the product of the local conditional probability distributions specified in B :

To apply our model to on-line disambiguation, w e assume
that there are a set of constructions ((ci,... c„) e C ) that
are consistent with the input data. At different stages of the
input, w e compute the posterior probabilities of the different
interpretations given the top d o w n and bottom-up evidence
seen so far. W e then apply the beam-search algorithm of Jurafsky (1996): prune out all constructions whose posterior
probability is less than a certain ratio of the best construction
(highest posterior). W e will refer to this ratio as the Threshold Confidence Ratio (TCR). (i.e. prune out all c € C where

^$^>rci?).''
P{U) = X[P{Ai\pa{A,)) (1)

Modeling Lexical and Thematic support

i
where pa,{Ai) is the parent set of Ai.
The crucial insight of our Belief net model is to view
specific constructions as values of latent variables that render top-down (e"*") and bottom-up evidence ( e ~ ) conditionally independent (d-separate them (Pearl, 1988)). Thus
syntactic, lexical, argument structure, and other contextual
information acts as prior or causal support for a construction/interpretation, while bottom-up phonological or graphological and other perceptual information acts as likelihood,
evidential, or diagnostic support. Figure 1 shows a computational realization of this idea.
Using Behef nets to model h u m a n sentence processing allows us to a) quantitatively evaluate the impact of different
independence assumptions in a uniform framework, b) directly model die impact of highly structured linguistic knowledge sources with local conditional probability tables, while
well k n o w n algorithms for updating the Belief net (Jensen
(1995)) can compute the global impact of n e w evidence, and
c) develop an on-line interpretation algorithm, where partial
input corresponds to partial evidence on the network, and
the update algorithm appropriately marginalizes over unobserved nodes. S o as evidence comes in incrementally, different nodes are instantiated and the posterior probability of
different constructions changes appropriately.
'For a comprehensive exposition see Pearl (1988), Jensen
(1995).
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O u r model requires conditional probability distributions
specifying the preference of every verb for different argument
structures, as well its preference for different tenses. W e also
compute the semanticfitbetween possiblefillersin the input and different conceptual roles of a given predicate.* Figure 2 shows the general structure and organization of lexical
and thematic information sources. T h e thematic probabilities
and their method of computation were shown in Table 1. A s
shown in Figure 2, the M V and R R interpretations require
the conjunction of specific values corresponding to tense, semanticfitand argument structure features. Note that only the
R R interpretation requires the transitive argument structure.
Modeling syntactic support
In Figure 3, the conditional probability of a construction
given top-down syntactic evidence P{c\e) is relatively simple to compute in an augmented-stochastic-context-free formalism (parse trees shown in Figure 3. Recall that the
*In this paper, w e will focus on the support from thematic, and
syntactic features for the Reduced Relative (RR) and Main Verb
( M V ) interpretations at different stages of the input for the examples w e saw earlier. So w e will have two constructions ci, C2 G C
where P(ci|e+,e") = MV,P(c2|e+,e") = R R . For all examples reported here we set T C R = 5 (prune out the R R interpretation if f ^ > 5 ).
'The role of other features such as voice and aspect in access and
disambiguation can be tematically studied using methods developed
here.

(.141 NF-> NT xr
/^92|S->NP .
NP •HI

S

LE^ICAiyrHEMATIC
V lylK_of(Subj)

SYNTACTIC
S->NFl v..

vp
NP

VP

the witness examined
MAIN VERB

The witness examined
REDUCED RELATIVE

Figure 3: T h e syntactic parse trees for the M V and the R R
interpretations assuming an S C F G generating grammar.
A^S.>NP^V

I92\s->NP...

Figure 5: T h e Belief net that combines the thematic and syntactic support for a specific construction.

[.\A]np->npxp

for combining conjunctive sources where it is assumed that
whatever inhibits a specific source (syntactic) from indicating
support for a construction, is independent of mechanisms that
inhibit other sources (lexical) from indicating support for the
same construction. This is called the assumption of exception independence, and is used widely widi respect to both
disjunctive (NOISY-OR) and conjunctive sources.

examined
Figure 4: The Behef network corresponding to the syntactic
support.

Model results
of
There are a number of psycholinguistic results which argue
for a Bayesian model of sentence processing. See Jurafsky
(1996), for example, for a summary of the argument that
conditional probabilities are a more appropriate metric than
frequencies. The main result w e will discuss here is evidence from on-line disambiguation studies that shows that a
P(e H c)
(2)
Bayesian implementation of probabilistic evidence combinaIn a context-free grammar, a nonterminal a left-expands
tion accounts for garden-path disambiguation effects.
to a nonterminal b if there is some derivation tree whose root
W e tested our model in the ambiguous region of the inis o and whose leftmost leaf is b.
put for all example sentences presented earlier, by computing
Figure 4 illustrates the Belief network representation that
the ratio ^ ^ of die posterior at different stages of the input.
corresponds to the syntactic parse trees in Figure 3. Note that
Note that under partial input the Belief net inference automatthe context-fireeness property translates into the conditional
ically marginalizes over the values of the unseen input. So in
independence statements entailed by the network. *
the case when only the subject has been input ("the horse"
in the examples in Figure 6) the thematic influence is miniComputing the joint influence
mal and the ^
ratio is basically a result of the syntactic
The overall posterior ratio requires propagating the conjuncsupport.
tive impact of syntactic and lexical/thematic sources on our
The data in Figure 6 was taken from (MacDonald, 1993)
model. Figure 5 shows our Belief net architecture for comand from (Marcus et ai, 1993) (for found). Figure 6 shows
bining the two sources. The Belief net in Figure 5 embodies
the relevant posterior probabilities for the examples "The
the assumption that the syntactic and thematic influences are
horse raced past the barn feH"and the replacement of raced
dependent only the value of the specific construction, which
by carried or found at different stages of the input. A s shown
in this case is either the Main Verb ( M V ) or the Reduced
in Figure 6, our model predicts that the M V / R R ratio exRelative (RR) construction. In other words, inter-source deceeds the threshold immediately after the verb raced is acpendencies are explicidy captured by specific constructions.
cessed ( M V / R R « 387 » 5 ) leading to the pruning of the
Furthermore, in computing the conjunctive impact of the lexR R interpretation. In the other cases, while the M V / R R
ical/thematic and syntactic support to compute M V and
ratio is temporarily rising, it never overshoots the threshold,
R R , we use the well studied noisy-and model (Pearl, 1988)
allowing both the M V and the R R interpretations to be ac'For exact technical details, including an automatic network con- tive throughout the ambiguous region.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the M V / R R ratio at different
stniction technique, refer to (Narayanan, 1998)

SCFG prior probability gives the conditional probability
the right hand side of a rule given the left hand side. In particular, since the parser operates left to right, the top-down
probability F(c|e,y„) is the probability that the evidence
left-expands to c:
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stages of the examined cxampl^^s. Information o n thematic fit,
w a s culled from TVpicahty ratings used in the psychological
study by (Trueswell et a i , 1994).
A s illustrated in Figure 7 after processing the input phrase
" T h e witness examined",lhe R R interpretation is less preferred but not pruned. This leads to limited processing difficulty (limited because it approaches the T C R , but never exceeds it) w h e n encountering the next phrase "by the lawyer"
w h i c h is both syntactically and semantically incompatible
with the M V interpretation. N o reassignment of roles is
required in the case of " T h e evidence examined ...", or with
the u n a m b i g u o u s control, hence n o processing difficulty is
predicted.
T h u s our m o d e l garden-paths o n the example " T h e horse
raced past the barn fell" but will not garden path o n the example " T h e horse carried past the b a m fell" or o n the example
" T h e horse found past the barn fell". O u r m o d e l also explains the correlations that (Trueswell et a i , 1994) found between thematic fit and processing difficulty. Furthermore w e
are able to explain garden-pathing as a graded effect, where
processing difficulty and chance of garden pathing depends
o n h o w strongly the input favors a given interpretation.

M[V/RR =

^

T C R = 5.0

I

horse

X-ed

past the b a m

Figure 6: Disambiguation with Lexical Probabilities showing
that the M V / R R posterior ratio for raced falls a b o v e the
threshold a n d the R R interpretation is pruned. F o r / o u m / a n d
carried, both interpretations are active in the disambiguating
region.

Conclusion
T h e computational model proposed here combines two basic
ideas in language processing. The first idea is that multiple
sources of linguistic knowledge, conceptual and perceptual,
interact in access and disambiguation. This idea is manifest
in the psychological literature on lexical access and sentence
processing, as well as in P D P and dynamical systems models
of language processing (Tabor, Juliano, & Tanenhaus, 1997).
T h e second idea is that linguistic knowledge is highly structured, and hierarchically organized (exemplified by syntactic
and argument-structure knowledge). Using probabilistic nets
allows us to compute the joint distribution of multiple correlated features by using structural relationships to minimize
the number of inter-feature interactions. This has the dual
advantages of compact representation and clarity of model.
Our hypothesis that linguistic structures are coded in partially
independent dimensions allows us to model a wide array of
psycholinguistic results, and offers a computationid method
to systematically investigate the modularity/non-modularity
hypothesis.

TCRxS

control \ •
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input. This is a fundamental organizational principle of
many cognitive models such as A C T and S O A R (Anderson,
1993; Newell, 1990). In this paper w e consider a simple
task of this type and attempt to model the brain circuits
involved. T h e task is one in which a question is posed
about the semantic features of two sequentially presented
stimuli with a short interval in between. This task might
consist of a 1 second presentation of a picture of an bear, a
10 second blank screen and a 1 second presentation picture of
an deer. T h e question posed in advance is which of these
two animals hibernates. W h a t w e learn from modeling this
simple process can be extended to tasks concerning more
complex comparisons and relations between the two input
stimuli.
The purpose of this project is to understand the overall
operation of the brain at the systems level for higher
cognitive functions. W h e r e possible, w e have tried to
faithfully follow what is k n o w n about the anatomy and
physiology of the brain regions involved. In other cases
abstracted functional models were used.

Abstract
We have simulated the brain mechanisms involved in
semantic processing tasks such as the differentiation of
two sequential stimuli based upon recalled semantic
features. In this paper w e examine the relationship
between perceptual inputs, working memory and semantic
W e propose that phase
m e m o r y in these tasks.
synchronous firing binds features in semantic memory
with concepts in working memory, and that a phase
comparison mechanism subserves the process of response
selection. The model is consistent with the anatomy and
physiology of the component brain circuits where known.
This research is important because the relationship
between working memory and long-term memory is a
central component of many theories of cognition.

Semantic Memory and Working Memory in
Cognitive Tasks
A link from long-term memory to working memory is
required for those cognitive processes that require
information in addition to that provided by the perceived

OUTPUT
PREMOTOR
CORTEX

ATTENDED FEATURE PHASE^
REFERENCE

SEMANTIC

RESPONSE
SELECTION
PHASE
COMPARISON
CONCEPT PHASE REFERENCE
WORKING
MEMORY

PROJECTiqUJO-SEMANTIC
PONENTS

VISUAL
CORTEX
STIMULUS INPUT

<

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the brain systems simulated in the model
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Model

Prefrontal W o r k i n g M e m o r y Circuits

Architecture

A schematic diagram of the overall system is shown in
Figure 1. In the type of task simulated here, the stimulus is
presented in picture form. This requires that the visual
system identify the stimulus using the dorsal visual stream
ending in the inferotemporal cortex (IT) (Ungerleider &
Mishkin, 1982). There is a strong projection in monkeys
from IT to prefrontal cortex through the uncinate fascicle and
we assume that a similar projection exists in this model
(Ungerleider, Gaffan & Pelak, 1989)
The principal feature of the system is that the perceived
stimulus input is projected to working m e m o r y and then a
projection from working m e m o r y to semantic m e m o r y
excites those semantic features that are associated with the
input stimuli. W e utilize synchronous firing of neurons to
bind these representations in the two m e m o r y systems and a
phase comparison mechanism to select the appropriate
output. There is considerable evidence that the working
memory area associated with semantic functions is in left
inferior prefrontal cortex and that it is closely linked to
semantic m e m o r y areas in left temporal association cortex
(Buckner, 1996; Jennings, Mcintosh, Kapur, Zipursky &
Houle, 1998; Nyberg, Cabeza & Tulving, 1996; ThompsonSchill, D'Esposito, Aguirre & Farah, 1997).
In this model a mechanism for persistent excitation in
working memory excites representations of semantic features
associated with the input stimuli for the duration of the task.
A n attentional circuit focuses attention on the semantic
feature or features appropriate to the task. Excitation of these
features plus the representations of the input stimuli in
working memory are then transferred to a selection circuit in
PFC whose output goes to premotor cortex. Significant
projections exist from prefrontal cortex to premotor cortex
to subserve the output connection (Lu, Preston & Strick,
1994).

TEMPORAL
ASSOCIATION CORTEX

Short term persistent response of prefrontal cortex neurons
has been postulated as a mechanism for short-term m e m o r y
( S T M ) . T h e prefrontal cortex has specific reciprocal
projections with the thalamus, resulting in local corticothalamic loops. W h e n activated, these loops can sustain
activity in frontal cortex neurons (Alexander, Crutcher &
DeLong, 1990; Groenewegen & Berendse, 1994; H o u k ,
1995; Selemon & Goldman-Rakic, 1985). T h e details of
these circuits and their functionality has been described by
Gelfand et al. (Gelfand, Gullapalli, Raye, Johnson &
Henderson, 1997)
The overall architecture for the postulated prefrontal
working m e m o r y circuits and their relation to perceptual and
semantic m e m o r y areas is shown in Fig. 2. This figure
expands the portion of Fig. 1 from the highest visual area
through working m e m o r y to semantic memory. It shows the
relevant anatomical details mentioned in the discussion
below. W e assume that P F C , IT and semantic m e m o r y in
temporal association cortex are organized as multiple groups
of mutually inhibitory neurons which correspond to cortical
columns (Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Mountcastle, 1978).
These columns are indicated by groupings of neurons in the
figure. The columns are not necessarily adjacent to each
other in each cortical area but m a y be anatomically
distributed.
W e used a distributed representation over the input cortical
columns with cortico-cortical interconnections between
columns formed through Hebbian learning to encode the
stimulus in visual cortex. In this representation, each
column represents a class of features. Within each column,
neurons or groups of neurons encode a particular feature in
the class whose excitation is associated with that stimulus.

PREFRONTAL
CORTEX

SEMANTIC FEATURES

TS AND CATEGORIES

Reciprocal
Monosynaptic
Connections

PERCERtUAL/EATURE

INFERIOR TEMPORAL VISUAL CORTEX
m

M

THALAMUS

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the projections between IT cortex, working m e m o r y and semantic memory.
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memory, is responsible for this process. This is based upon
the data of D'Esposito et al. who have found distinct areas of
prefrontal cortex are responsible for short-term memory and
for other cognitive processing (D'Esposito et al., 1997).
A n attentional circuit is responsible for passing the phase
of the appropriate feature to the response selection circuit.
The response selection circuit performs a comparison of the
phase of the selected feature with the phases of the concepts
that are activated in working memory. It selects as its
output that concept which is in phase with the task
appropriate feature. This output feeds into the premotor
cortex to initiate the subject's actual response. For each
output from working memory there is a cell, or complex of
cells, which performs this phase comparison. Phase
comparator circuits of this kind have been found in the
auditory system of the bam owl (Spence & Pearson, 1995).

W e assume that these columns have groups of neurons
representing concepts and that the columnar regions are
organized as groups of concepts in categories. This
organization is consistent with proactive inhibition and the
release from proactive inhibition phenomena in short-term
memory (Gelfand et al., 1997).
Binding of Semantic and Working Memory
In this simulation, the semantic representation of a concept
is encoded as a constellation of features over cortical
columns. For cognitive tasks that require the mediation of
working memory, the individual features in semantic
memory are activated by projections from neurons in
working memory representing the concepts being processed.
These projections are shown in Figure 2. Because
oscillations in thalamocortical loops produce persistent
concept-based storage in prefrontal cortex, these projections
will produce persistent excitation of the semantic features
associated with a particular concept. This referential process
is not unlike pointers in symbolic systems and resembles
the relationship between working memory and declarative
memory in the A C T - R cognitive model (Anderson, 1993).
The representational capacity of neurons probably does not
permit them to hold information complex enough to be
construed as a pointer. So information in two separate
cortical areas require some means of integration. This is a
type of binding problem. One class of proposed solutions
to the binding problem makes use of the bursting nature of
neuronal activity. Neurons whichfirein synchrony, and in
phase, are to be regarded as referring to the same
representational entity (Singer, 1993). W e have chosen to
use phase information to bind together concepts in working
memory with component features in semantic memory.
In our model neurons representing different concepts in
working memory each oscillate at a different phase. This is
based upon Lisman and Idiart's proposal that nodes
representing individual items in prefrontal cortex oscillate in
distinct phase from one another (Lisman & Idiart, 1995).
Concepts in working memory are bound to their semantic
components by oscillating in the same phase. Through
excitatory projections, a constellation of neurons in
semantic memory representing the component semantic
features of a concept are driven tofiresynchronously with
the neurons in working memory that excite them. This
assumption is justified experimentally by the data of
Samthein et al. who have shown that there is synchronous
activity between prefrontal and posterior association cortex
during cognitive tasks (Samthein, Rappelsberger, Shaw &
von Stein. 1998).

Model Simulation
Our simulation is based in part on the previous work of
Gullapalli and Gelfand, and uses the same network
simulation system, written in C++ (Gelfand et al., 1997;
Gullapalli & Gelfand, 1995). W e chose to model the
following specific task, diagrammed in Figure 3. A subject
isfirstinstructed to verbally respond as to which of 2 visual
stimuli is m o r e dangerous. Then, in succession, the subject
is presented with a picture of an apple, and a picture of an
alligator for 1 second each with a 5 second delay in between.

TASK
Which is
dangerous?

Response Selection
Our task involves the differentiation of two stimuli based on
a stored semantic feature. The appropriate feature in
semantic memory must be retrieved and compared with the
activated concepts in PFC. Because this relationship is
based upon synchronousfiring,we must use a phase
comparison to execute this manipulation. W e propose that
a separate area of prefrontal cortex, distinct from working
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STIMULUS #1

STIMULUS #2

RESPONSE
Alligator

9
15

20

35

Figure 3: A schematic time line for the task simulation
We trained the visual system network to recognize 12
different objects, including apple and alligator, based upon
visual features. Visual cortex in the m o d e l projects to
working m e m o r y w h i c h because of the feedback loops
between thalamus and P F C causes a persistent excitation
after the stimulus is removed. T h e persistent excitation in
the neurons encoding thefirststimulus lasts for a period of
time w h i c h overlaps with the second stimulus before
decaying. T h e area of association cortex attributed to
semantic m e m o r y had 3 3 features represented including the
target feature, dangerous. W e hand coded weights for the
strengths of projections to semantic m e m o r y in a fashion
that w a s consistent with the semantic definition of the
stimuli.

central executive module whose attentional circuit is focused
on the semantic feature, dangerous, has no output for the
first half of stimulus presentation. In this case, no response
selection nodes display excitation during thefirststimulus.
W h e n alligator is present, the semantic feature, dangerous.
is excited causing the excitation passed through the central
executive to serve as a reference in the phase comparator
circuit. Because this oscillation is in phase with alligator.
the alligator output is excited. Figure 5 illustrates this.
The response selection output node whose input representing
alligator begins to oscillate w h e n the alligator stimulus is
introduced.

Results
The stimuli apple and alligator were presented to the
simulation in sequence. Figure 4 plots the activity of the
prefrontal cortex modules during the simulation. Both apple
and alligator activate during stimulus presentation, and
persist with slow decay due to feedback loops. T h e
oscillations of the concept nodes are not in phase with each
other. The activity of the other nodes is present in Figure 4
but negligible. Figure 5 illustrates the output of the
response selection module. W h e n apple is activated, it does
not excite the feature representation of dangerous, and so
dangerous does not oscillate in phase with apple. T h e

Apple aciivaiior,

Alligator aciivsiion

wmm

ii

Time (araitrar/ unils)
Figure 4: Excitation of the neuronal assemblies representing A P P L E and A L L I G A T O R in the P F C
Time (sees.)
Alligator activalion
1-1
1:::
Hi!!!i!,„
;m::::'.;::::;;; :]• :::t::;j:;Jii..
i:i::;.

;3:;;^::;5i55n»jr;??;r

ilililP'''
'ii 0 ' '
Time (arbilrary units)
Figure 5: Output of response selection circuit to premotor cortex for the response, ALLIGATOR
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Discussion
The routing of signals in the simulation in this paper is task
dependent. For example in this simulation the initial
statement of the task requires the circuit to pay attention to a
particular semantic feature, in this case dangerousness, and
transfer its phase to the phase comparator in the response
selection circuit. Another task such as a rank ordering of
stimuli would require different semantic knowledge and
different manipulations. W e presume that there must be a
circuit that provides this function of problem specific
routing and processing. This module would implement the
central executive function postulated by Baddeley (Baddeley,
1986).
The primary observable property in human subjects that
has some bearing on the correctness of our model is the time
course of activation in the brain during task execution. The
simulation predicts that there will be excitation in visual
cortex immediately following the stimuli and a subsequent
transfer of excitation to P F C for the working memory
function. This excitation will then be transferred back to
posterior regions associated with semantic memory. Finally
excitation will then again go to P F C for the response
selection circuit. This process has actually been observed by
Dale for similar cognitive tasks using event related potential
measurements (Dale, 1997).
W e would also predict that synchrony of oscillations will
be observed between posterior association cortex and PFC
during semantic tasks. Synchrony has been reported for
related tasks. Samthein has found synchronous oscillations
for PFC and posterior association areas for delayed response
tasks as mentioned earlier (Samthein, 1998). Desmedt and
Tomberg report synchronous oscillation between PFC and
parietal cortex during a finger shock perception task
(Desmedt & Tomberg, 1994). W e would expect that
synchrony would also be found for semantic tasks of the
type modeled here.
Our approach is similar to the work of Shastri in that we
both postulate neural mechanisms which perform operations
based on phase information. Shastri has proposed a
functional similarity to circuits in hippocampus which can
subserve rapid memory formation (Shastri, 1997). The
purpose of our research is to examine mechanisms that
subserve reasoning processes which become possible with
the addition of working memory capability. This allows us
to examine cognitive processes involving the manipulation
of multiple stimulii presented sequentially. Also, the
introduction of an ordering mechanism in the working
memory circuit would allow for an account of language
processing which is more general (Chomsky, 1957).
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Abstract
R e d u c e d - G o a l Specificity Effect
In this paper, we review the literature on the relation
between solving nonspecific goal problems and learning.
Research has shown that reduced goal-specificity
facilitates learning of rules and principles of the target
domain. Researchers have accounted for this effect using a
cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1988) and a dual space
theory of problem solving (Vollmeyer, Bums, & Holyoak,
1996). Other researchers have shown that learning can be
both facilitated by nonspecific as well as specific goals and
account for their findings using goal appropriateness
theory (Miller, Lehman. & Koedinger, 1997). W e judge
each theoretical account by evaluating their consistencies
with unified theories of cognition and other empirical data.
W e note the shortcomings of the each theory and
incorporate elements of each to explain all the data.
Introduction
T h e specificity of the goal of a problem can be quite varied.
T h e goal can be very specific. For example, in order to get
lunch, a person short on cash might set a specific goal to go
to the bank o n First Street before going to lunch. A student
solving a geometry problem might be asked to find the
value of a particular angle in a given diagram. O n the other
hand, the goal can be relatively nonspecific. T h e person
short on cash might set a nonspecific goal to go get cash
before lunch. T h e geometry student might be asked to find
the values of all angles in the figure.
A number of researchers have explored the relation
between goal specificity and learning addressing the
question: D o students leara more fi-om solving problems
with specific goals or non-specific goals? This question is
related to the more general debate about discovery learning:
D o students learn more w h e n given specific tasks or w h e n
given open-ended discovery tasks?
Inspection of the
research literature on these questions leads unequivocally to
the answer "It depends!". T h e goal of this paper is to
clarify what it depends on, namely, under what
circumstances d o nonspecific goal problems lead to better
learning and w h e n do they lead to poorer learning? T h e
approach is fu-st, to systematically investigate the theoretical
conjectures diflferent researchers use to explain their
^parently conflicting results and second, to sift these
conjectures through thefilterof unified theories of cognition,
A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) and Soar (Newell, 1990).

Sweller and his colleagues (Sweller, M a w e r , & Ward, 1983;
O w e n & Sweller, 1985; Sweller, 1988) can be credited with
originating investigations of the relationship between goal
specificity and learning.
In their studies, they have
consistently found that students leara more in nonspecific
goal conditions than in specific goal conditions. For
example, a nonspecific goal geometry problem m a y ask a
problem solver to find all the angles in afigure.The goal of
such a problem is nonspecific in that it does not ask for a
specific value for a specific angle. In the specific goal
condition, study participants are instead asked for a specific
angle. Sweller et al. (1983) found that nonspecific goal
participants acquired appropriate problem schemas better
than specific goal participants.
Sweller, M a w e r , & W a r d (1983) also found that
participants w h o solved nonspecific goal physics problems
exhibited behavior more characteristic of expertise than
participants w h o solved specific goal physics problems.
Initially, participants in both groups solved a set of specific
goal problems by using means-ends analysis. However,
only the participants w h o solved a set of nonspecific goal
problems switched to a forward-working strategy on the last
set of specific goal problems. In contrast, participants w h o
solved only specific goal problems continued to use meansends analysis.
Means-ends analysis is characterized by working backward
fi-om the goal state and setting subgoals to reduce the
difference between the current state and the goal state.
Larkin, McDermott, Simon, and Simon (1980) and Simon
and Simon (1978) found that novice physics problem
solvers used means-ends analysis to solve the problems.
O n the other hand, expert problem solvers used a workingforward strategy (see also, Koedinger & Anderson, 1990).
T h e experts were able to recognize and choose the
appropriate equations that lead to the goal and apply them
immediately.
In addition to the expert-like strategy use, Sweller et al.
(1983) found that the nonspecific goal participants wrote
significantly fewer equations without variable substitution to
solve these problems. They also solved these problems
with fewer moves. These behaviors are also characteristic cf
expertise. In contrast, participants in the specific goal group
wrote equations that required variable substitution (i.e.,
equations with two u n k n o w n variables), and performed the
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same number of m o v e s to solve the final set of problems as
they did on the initial problems. These results also indicate
that the participants w h o solved nonspecific goal problems
developed expertise.
Similar results have been found with geometry and
trigonometry problems. In a series of studies similar in
design to the physics studies, Sweller et al. (1983) found
that reduced goal specificity on geometry problems also
facilitated the switch from a means-ends to a forwardworidng strategy. M o r e participants in the nonspecific goal
condition used a forward-working strategy on the final
problems than participants in the specific goal condition. In
their experiments testing the participants ability to apply the
sine, cosine, and tangent trigonometric ratios, O w e n and
Sweller (1985) found that participants w h o went through a
nonspecific goal acquisition phase committed fewer errors at
post-test.
M o r e importantly, they committed fewofundamental errors, i.e., basic errors indicating the lack of
understanding of the meaning of each trigonometric ratio,
when to apply it, and h o w to apply it. Furthermore, on a
structurally different trigonometry problem given after the
post-test, participants in the nonspecific goal group
continued to commit fewer fundamental errors.
Taken together, these results appear to provide a strong
case, at least under the conditions studied, that learning is
more eflFective w h e n students practice with nonspecific goal
problems rather than specific goal problems. W h y might
this be so?
Cognitive Load Theory
Sweller and colleagues ( O w e n & Sweller, 1985; Sweller,
1988) have proposed an explanation for the positive effects of
nonspecific goal problems on learning as illustrated by links
1, 2, and 3 in Figure 1. Problem solvers tend to solve
nonspecific goal problems using a forward-working strategy
(link 1) while those solving specific goal problems tend to
use a means-ends strategy as was demonstrated in Sweller et
al. (1983).
Further, Sweller (1988, O w e n & Sweller, 1985) argues
that means-ends analysis, with its emphasis on subgoal
storage and difference reduction, is taxing to a limited
cognitive processing capacity. A forward-working strategy,
in contrast, does not require subgoal storage and thus
requires less cognitive load (link 2 in Figure 1). The final
step in Sweller's argument (link 3) is that since more
cognitive resource is required to use a means-ends strategy,
there is less resource that can be allocated to the learning of
rules. Or, to state it the other way, a forward-woiking
strategy requires less cognitive resource and thus there is
more available to learning.
What evidence is there to support Sweller's argument that
means-ends analysis places a heavy load on this resource
(link 2)?
Sweller presented s o m e indirect evidence
consisting of performance characteristics of the strategies
used. H e found that solution times are longer and
mathematical errors more frequent w h e n participants use a
means-ends strategy ( O w e n & Sweller, 1985). Sweller
(1988) also provided a theoretical argument in the form of a
cognitive model that showed means-ends strategy requiring
more cognitive resources than a working-forward strategy.
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In particular his production system model illustrated that
more productions, cycles, and conditions must be matched
to implement a means-ends strategy compared to a workingforward strategy.
Sweller (1988) also gave s o m e direct evidence for his
cognitive load theory. In an experiment with trigonometry
problems, in addition to the primary task of solving the
problems, participants performed the secondary task of
reproducing the problem structure and correct solution path
on preceding problems. The hypothesis w a s that if meansends analysis requires more cognitive load, fewer resources
would be available to perform the secondary task. Sweller
found that participants w h o solved specific goal problems by
using means-ends analysis performed more poorly on the
secondary task by committing fewer errors in reproducing
the structure and solution path of previous problems. This
supports the hypothesis that more excess capacity is
available w h e n solving nonspecific goal problems than
conventional problems (Sweller, 1988).
T h e proposition that cognitive load has a direct influence
on learning (link 3, in Figure 1) is inconsistent with the
A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) and Soar (Newell, 1993) theories
of cognition. In A C T - R , learning results from successfully
analogizing from past examples (Anderson, 1993). T h u s ,
learning occurs w h e n a correct representation of the current
sitiiation has been mapped to an analogous past situation.
In Soar, learning occurs w h e n n e w chunks are created to
remedy an impasse during problem solving (Newell, 1990).
Under both of these unified theories of cognition, learning
mechanisms do not draw on cognitive resources and thus,
cognitive load cannot have a direct impact on learning.
A n alternative explanation for the relation between
cognitive load and learning is that rather than a direct link,
there is an indirect link between cognitive load and
performance (link 9). Sweller has shown that under
conditions of less cognitive load, participants in the worked
example condition commit fewer errors during acquisition
than participants w h o solved conventional problems
(Sweller & Cooper, 1985). T h e enhanced performance
during acquisition m a y account for the learning on the posttest (link 10). This explanation then is consistent with
both theory and results.
Other researchers have proposed alternative theories for
w h y nonspecific goals can lead to better learning. Further,
there are also some experimental results in which the
specific goals lead to more learning, suggesting, at best, the
need for boundary conditions on the Cognitive Load theory.
Alternative Theoretical Accounts
The tasks and problems used by Sweller were quite simple.
The mathematics problems required knowledge of only two
or three theorems or principles. N o one has tried to
replicate these results for a bigger search space in domains
similar to Sweller's.
However, other researchers have
explored goal specificity in different domains.
Vollmeyer, B u m s , and Holyoak (1996), using a dynamic
problem solving environment, found advantages cf
nonspecific goal problem solving over specific goal problem
solving. In a biology-lab simulation, participants were
asked to explore and learn the system. T h e nonspecific goal

Dual Space

group w a s not given any goals to aim for during the
learning rounds. However, the specific goal group was
informed of the goal during the learning rounds. Learning
or solving the biology-lab system requires relatively
complex induction not only of the connections between four
input and four output variables, but also the strengths of
connections. A s they learned the system, the participants
completed a structure diagram to indicate h o w they believed
the input variables affected the output variables. In the
solution round, both groups were asked to bring the
biology-lab to a specified state, which was the same as the
specific goal group had dxuing the learning rounds. In the
transfer round, both groups were asked to bring the system
to a n e w state not seen before by either group.
Vollmeyer et al. (1996) found that the nonspecific goal
group produced better structure diagrams, but both groups
performed equally well in the solution round. However, the
nonspecific goal group committed fewer errors in the transfer
round than those in the specific goal group. This result
suggests that acquisition of the structure and rules of the
system w a s fostered by using a nonspecific goal.
Stevenson and Geddes (1997) found analogous results
with their dynamic control task.
T h e task required
participants to interact with a "computer person" named
Clegg. The nonspecific goal group were asked to play with
Clegg to find out the pattern that explained his behavior.
T h e specific goal group were asked to learn h o w Clegg
operated by trying to bring him to a specified emotional
state (e.g., "make Clegg very fiiendly").
Stevenson and Geddes (1997) found that participants in
the nonspecific goal condition outperformed participants in
the specific goal condition. They were better able to predict
Clegg's response on later test trials. They also provided
better rules describing Clegg's behavior.
H o w do these researchers account for their results?
Though the results are similar to Sweller's results, instead
of using a cognitive load account, these researchers account
for their data with a dual space theory of learning.

Theory

Simon and Lea (1974) defined two spaces where search
diuing problem solving can occur: instance space and mle
space. They proposed that a search in instance space is
characterized by testing a n e w state against a goal state.
This behavior is an essential feature in problem solving.
However, w h e n a problem solver examines the rule space by
generating a hypothesis (i.e., a possible "rule", as opposed
to a specific instance) and experimenting in the instance
space to test the validity of the hypothesis, this behavior is
characteristic of learning. A problem solver engages in mle
induction when he or she makes connections between the
rule space and the instance space. Klahr and Dunbar (1988)
have proposed an analogous dual space theory consisting of
hypothesis space and experiment space.
Applying the dual space theory described above,
Vollmeyer et al. (1996) suggested that nonspecific goal
problems accelerate the induction of rules by encouraging
problem solvers to search through hypothesis space (see link
4 of Figure 1). O n the other hand, specific goal problems
promote the search through instance or experiment space
alone, which m a y be an effective method for finding a
solution to a problem but is not conducive for learning
general rules and principles. Thus, participants in specific
goal conditions are less apt to induce rules about the
problem structure.
Stevenson and Geddes (1997) similarly interpreted their
results with a dual space theory. They suggested that the
rule learning that was facilitated by nonspecific goals and the
instance learning that was fostered by specific goals can be
best accounted for by a dual space model. Specific goals
appear to lead to the acquisition of more superficial relations
("without understanding" as educators would say) while
nonspecific goal problems lead to the acquisition of deeper
domain principles (learning "with understanding"). This
misdirected attention prevents the learning of rules.
Goal Appropriateness Theory
Miller, Lehman, and Koedinger (1997) found that free
exploration (nonspecific goal problem solving) was not the
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only condition that bad a positive influence on learning.
These authors used a microworld called Electric Field
Hockey ( E F H ) to test the specificity of the goal on learning.
The pedagogical goal of this interactive microworld wa.s to
help students develop a qualitative understanding of the
physics of electrical interaction. T h e immediate goal of the
E F H computer g a m e w a s to maneuver "pucks" into nets
analogous to the sport of hockey.
The authors found that their EFH-Soar model of learning
in the standard goal condition w a s able to become skilled at
the game. However, it did not learn the underlying physics
principles. Miller et al. hypothesized that by changing the
task so that participants would have to follow a specific
path, they would have to employ underlying physics
principles. T o test their hypothesis, the authors used three
conditions. Students in the nonspecific condition were asked
tofreelyexplore the E F H environment (they played with
charges and their interaction-no hockey-Wee goal was
presented on the screen). Students in the standard-goal
condition were asked to play the E F H g a m e and try to get
the puck into the net.
Students in the specific-path
condition were asked to get the puck into the net by
following a specified path outlined for them. T h e authors
posited that the specific-path w a s more likely to require
physics principles and thus be more difficult and demanding
of cognitive load.
These authors found that students in the exploratory
learning (nonspecific goal) condition learned the physics
principles better than students in the conventional standardgoal condition. This w a s illustrated by their higher scores
on a post-test consisting of questions created to assess their
acquisition of the underlying physics principles. However,
students in the specific-path condition also performed better
on the post-test than students in the standard-goal
condition. Note, the specific-path condition is more
detailed and "specific" than the "standard goal" condition
that is most like the condition used by Sweller and other
researchers. In addition, students in the specific-path
condition progressed more slowly through the levels of the
microworld than students in the standard-goal condition.
This result suggests that the specific-path condition was
more difficult than the standard-goal condition.
Obviously, these results contradict those of Sweller's and
cannot be accounted for by Cognitive Load theory. H o w
can an even more specific goal, which presumably is more
taxing on cognitive resources than a conventional goal,
result in better learning?
Perhaps, it is not the specificity of the goal per se that
affects learning. Rather, learning m a y be influenced by the
appropriateness of the goal and subgoals that it elicits to the
target activities that are the objectives of instruction. W h a t
matters is that the goal is pedagogically related to the task
at hand. So, if either goal (specific or nonspecific) elicits
pedagogically relevant knowledge, it will lead problem
solvers to engage in a search of hypothesis space that will
result in effective learning. Thus, contrary to Sweller,
Miller et al. (1997) suggest that learning m a y be achieved
either through solving specific or nonspecific goal problems
(see Figure 1, links 6, 7, and 8).
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Under a Goal Appropriateness account. Miller et al.
suggest that students in the nonspecific goal condition
learned the principles of physics because they set appropriate
goals for themselves (link 6). Students in the specific-path
condition had the appropriate goals set for them (link 7).
However, students in the standard-goal condition bad an
inappropriate goal set for them. Their goal w a s to get the
puck into the net. In other words, their goal w a s to play the
game. In contrast, students in the nonspecific and specific
goal conditions set or were given specific pedagogical goals.
Thus, their goals were appropriate and lead to more effective
learning of the principles of physics (link 8).
T h e findings fix)m C b a m e y , Reder, and Kusbit (1990)
provide additional support for a goal-appropriate account.
These researchers trained participants o n a computer
spreadsheet apphcation. Participants either tried to learn the
system through a problem-solving tutorial or through free
exploration. In the problem solving tutorial (specific goal)
condition, participants were given problems with specific
goals to solve.
Participants in the free exploration
(nonspecific goal) condition were allowed to set up their
o w n goals to learn the system.
C h a m e y , Reder, and Kusbit (1990) found that participants
learned the spreadsheet application better w h e n they went
through a problem-solving tutorial. T h e tutorial set m a n y
specific goals for the students to solve. It tested them on
skills and c o m m a n d s relevant to learning the spreadsheet.
In other words, it set appropriate goals for them to leam the
application. O n the other hand, students in the free
exploration condition did not leara the application because
they did not set appropriate goals to leam it.
These
students were computer novices and were not aware of the
fiinction and utility of a spreadsheet. Thus, as C h a m e y et
al. (1990) suggested, the students in the nonspecific goal
condition could not set appropriate goals for themselves.
Note the results of C h a m e y , Reder, and Kusbit (1990) did
not repUcate those of earlier discovery learning studies. For
example, Carroll, M a c k , Lewis, Grischkowsky, and
Robertson (1985) found that participants w h o explored
(called "guided exploration" by the authors) a word
processor learned the program better than participants w h o
followed a conventional tutorial. These participants were
guided in their exploration of the word processor by function
cards which gave them hints (rather than step-by-step
specifications given by the manual) to set up goals to
perform a targeted function. T h e participants w h o followed
the self-study manual had difficulty recognizing and
adopting the appropriate goals.
In addition, as noted by C h a m e y et al, participants in the
Carroll et al. study were not naive to the function of the
word processing program. T h e participants were temporary
office workers w h o were skilled typists and had relevant
knowledge of the goals and strategies used to produce
business letters. Consequently, these participants were able
to set specific, understandable, and appropriate goals on
their o w n (Carroll et al., 1985, pp. 296-297). T h o u g h the
data appear to be contradictory, the Goal Appropriateness
theory accounts for the results fi^om both studies.

Discussion
W e have reviewed evidence illustrating the benefits of
solving problems with nonspecific goals. Sweller and his
colleagues suggest that nonspecific goals lead to more
effective learning because they promote a working forward
strategy which bears little cognitive load (Sweller, 1988).
Other researchers, however, suggest the nonspecific goals
lead to more effective learning because they induce a sciirch
through hypothesis space (Vollmeyer et al., 1996;
Stevenson & Geddes, 1997). A third set of researchers
(Miller et al., 1997; C h a m e y et al., 1990) suggest that
irrespective of the specificity of the goal, learning is most
eflFective w h e n problem goals are appropriate and
pedagogically related to the task at hand.
Although these theories appear to account for the results of
studies they c a m e fi^om, do they generalize to the results of
others' experiments? A n d do they do so in a w a y that is
consistent with the unified theories, A C T - R and Soar?
Can the cluster of results supporting the dual space theory
(Vollmeyer et al., 1996; Stevenson & Geddes, 1997) be
accounted for by
the Cognitive Load or Goal
Appropriateness theories? W e focus on the Volhneyer
results to investigate this question.
First, does Cognitive Load theory account for the
Vollmeyer results? A
straightforward application of
Cognitive Load theory to VoUmeyer's task is difficult since
it is not clear h o w the nonspecific goal condition in this
case would lead to a working forward strategy (link 1).
However, Vollmeyer et al. reported that specific goal
subjects, despite being instructed to use a rule-induction
strategy (i.e., vary one thing at a time), eventually switched
to a difference-reduction strategy (i.e., iteratively tweak
multiple input variables to achieve the specified outputs).
Thus, according to Cognitive Load theory these subjects
should experience greater cognitive load (inverse of link 2)
and therefore less effective learning (inverse of Unk 3).
A s discussed above, the direct relation between cognitive
load and learning (link 3) is inconsistent with A C T - R and
Soar. Furthermore, the data do not even support the
modification of Cognitive Load theory (links 9 and 10)
since the nonspecific group, under less cognitive load, did
not perform better during training.
Does Goal Appropriateness account for the Vollmeyer
results? Since the nonspecific goal group w a s instructed to
learn the rules of the system, they operated under an
appropriate goal to perform well in the transfer round. They
also performed well in the solution round because they had
already learned the rules of the system. The specific goal
group performed equally well in the solution round because
they already had previous attempts at attaining the goal.
Thus, their goal w a s only appropriate for doing well in the
solution round.
C a n the cluster of results supporting the Goal
Appropriateness theory (Miller et al, 1997; C h a m e y et al.,
1990) be accounted for by the Cognitive Load or Dual Space
theories? W e focus on the Miller results to investigate this
question.
The finding that the specific-path condition fi-om Miller et
al., which is more "specific" and requires higher load,
facilitated learning is inconsistent with Cognitive Load
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theory. The Dual Space account also cannot explain this
effect The specific-path condition, m u c h like the specific
condition used by Vollmeyer et al. (1996) and Stevenson
and Geddes (1997), requires the problem solver to bring the
system to a particular state. Accordingly, Dual Space
theory predicts this to lead to a search of only instance space
and consequently should not facilitate learning.
Unlike Cognitive Load theory. Goal Appropriateness
theory suggests that cognitive load should not have a direct
effect on teaming. W h a t is important is that the goals bring
to bear knowledge required to interact successfully with the
system. Thus, as Miller et al. suggested, solving goal-based
problems will transfer to learning w h e n goal-dependent
knowledge and pedagogically relevant material agree. This
knowledge-dependent account is consistent with the learning
mechanisms of both the Soar (Newell, 1990) and A C T
(Anderson, 1993) unified theory of cognition.
Note Cognitive Load theory predicts that the more
cognitive resources that are available, the more likely it is
for learning to take place. This suggests a linear relation
between cognitive load and leartiing.
Accordingly,
cognitive load theory suggests that solving very simple
problems, which requires low load, will result in learning
and that solving very difficult problems, which requires high
load, will not likely result in learning.
The relation between cognitive load and learning is more
Ukely U-shaped than linear. O n e can imagine conditions cf
reduced cognitive load (e.g., solving very simple problems,
having the experimenter solve the problems for the
participant) where learning would not likely occur. For
example, if students were only given worked out examples
to study and were not required to solve any problems,
would w e expect any learning? Cognitive Load predicts
learning to occur due to the low load required. However,
Anderson and Singley (1993) showed that calculus students
w h o selected and apphed their o w n operators (high load
condition) learned more than students w h o had a computer
select and apply the operators for them (low load condition).
O n the other end, one can imagine situations of very high
cognitive
load
(e.g., performing
multiple
tasks
simultaneously, solving very difficult problems) where
learning should also be inhibited.
Finally, w e address whether Sweller's results can be
accounted for by Dual Space or Goal Appropriateness
theory? In Sweller's studies, participants in both the
specific and nonspecific goal groups were asked to find
values to mathematics problems. U n h k e participants in
Vollmeyer et al. (1996) and Stevenson and Geddes (1997),
they were not expUcitly asked to induce rules to explain the
system. Along this line of reasoning, it appears that
Sweller's participants only operated in instance space and
thus, the superior learning of the nonspecific group can not
be accounted for by the Dual Space theory. However, it
possible that because nonspecific goal participants did not
get caught up in the high load difference-reduction strategy,
they had more capacity available to engage in rule
induction. A n d it is this rule induction activity that leads
to more effective learning.
This account, combining
elements of both Cognitive Load theory and Dual Space

theory, has the advantage of being consistent with the
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appropriate for inducing rules may lead to a search of the
geometry. Cognitive Science. 14, 511-550.
hypothesis space. Goals that are intended for solving a
Larkin, J., McDermott, J., Simon, D., & Simon, H.
problem may lead to an exploration of instance space.
(1980). Models of competence in solving physics
Note solving a problem with goals to induce rules is
problems. Cognitive Science. 4, 317-348.
analogous to a science model of problem solving. On the
Miller, C , Lehman, J., & Koedinger, K. (1997). Goals
other hand, goals intended to find a specific value is
and learning in microworlds. Manuscript submittted for
analogous to an engineering model of problem solving
publication.
(Schauble, Klopfer, & Raghavan, 1991). The science model Newell, A. (1990).
Unified Theories of Cognition^
of problem solving, which is characterized by the search fiir Cambridge, M A : Harvard University Press.
rules and causal relations among variables (i.e., searching Owen, E., & Sweller, J. (1985). What do students learn
hypothesis space), has been shown to lead to more general
while solving mathematics problems?
Journal of
learning and understanding. In contrast, an engineering
Educational Psychology, 77, 272-284.
model, which is characterized by maximizing or achieving a Schauble, L., Klopfer, L., & Raghavan, K. (1991).
certain specified target (i.e., searching instance space), does
Students' transition from an engineering model to a
not result in the learning of rules and principles. However,
science model of experimentation. Journal of Research in
it can lead to good results for just those specific goals
Science Teaching. 28(9), 859-882.
targeted. This further supports the conjecture that more
Simon, H. A., & Lea, G. (1974). Problem solving and rule
appropriate goals facilitate learning.
induction: A unified view. In L. W . Gregg (Ed.),
In summary, it appears that none of the theories can
Knowledge and cognition. Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
account for all of the results. Neither Cognitive Load or
Simon, D., & Simon, H. A. (1978). Individual differences
Dual Space can account for the Miller et al. and Chamey et
in solving physics problems. In R. Siegler (Ed.),
al. results. Without incorporatmg elements of Dual Space,
Children's Thinking: What develops? Hillsdale, NJ:
the Goal Appropriateness theory cannot account for either
Erlbaum.
the VoUmeyer or Sweller results. W e have provided
Stevenson, R., & Geddes, B. (1997). Effects of goal
arguments for how combining elements of Goal
specificity and explanations on instance learning and rule
Appropriateness and Dual Space can account for all results.
learning.
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual
While the Cognitive Load theory alone fairs poorly in
conference of the Cognitive Science Society pp. (709-714).
accounting for all the results and, at least without
Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
modification, is inconsistent with ACT-R and Soar, we are Sweller, J. (1988). Cognitive load during problem solving:
not ready to reject all elements of it. Modifications of the
Effects on learning. Cognitive Science, 12, 257-285.
theory to include a U-shaped relation with learning mediated Sweller, J., & Cooper, G. A. (1985). The use of worked
by either performance enhancement or increased hypothesis
examples as a substitute for problem solving in learning
search appear to strengthen the theory. Furthermore,
algebra. Cognition and Instruction, 2, 59-89.
combining Cognitive Load and Dual Space seems to
Sweller, J., Mawer, R. F., & Ward, M. R., (1983).
provide a better explanation for Sweller's results than Dual
Development of expertise in mathematical problem
Space and Goal Appropriateness.
solving. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General,
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possible iinswer, then checks whether that answer satisfies
the constraints of the problem. If the candidate answer does
In this paper, we investigate students' use of the generate-notfit,the student generates a n e w one.
and-test strategy to solve algebra word problems. This
The use of an informal strategy such as generate-and-test
strategy involves first choosing an estimate for the answer
raises several theoretical issues. For example, h o w do
and then checking whether the estimate satisfies the
problem solvers generate their initial estimate of a potential
constraints of the problem. Based on verbal protocol data,
solution? If theirfirstestimate is found to be incorrect, how
we developed a production system model to simulate
do they update that estimate to get another (hopefully better)
students' behavior when they apply this informal strategy.
estimate? Another theoretical question is h o w problem
The model predicts problem features that should affect the
solvers m a k e the initial decision to use the generate-and-test
difficulty of the problems. A large-scale experiment tested
strategy. W h y do they choose generate-and-test when they
the predictions of the model. Verbal protocol data provided
could use the formal algebraic strategy they had been taught?
additional insights into how students use the generate-andThis paper presents a production system model of the
test strategy.
generate-and-test strategy as it appears when solving algebra
word problems. This model is consistent with observed
solution procedures of students solving traditional algebra
Introduction
word problems. However, an explanatory model alone is
W h a t is the weakest w a y to solve a problem? Take a guess.
not particularly strong evidence for one's account of human
Generate-and-test is a heuristic that atfirstblush m a y seem
behavior. T o provide stronger evidence, predictions doived
hopelessly unlikely to lead to solution. Yet in the domain
from
the model were tested in a large-scale experiment. A
of algebra word problems, generate-and-test is used
second experiment, involving collection of verbal protocols,
effectively by m a n y students. A form of this heuristic
suggests that generate-and-test m a y be a more complex skill
(called "guess and check") is even taught by s o m e algebra
than
is captured in the model.
instructors. In several studies of algebra problem solving,
T
o
investigate the generate-and-test strategy, w e use a type
BCTger & Katz (1995) found that participants (high school
of
algebra
word problem that engenders use of the strategy.
students) used generate-and-test on £q)proximately 5 0 % of
Under-determined
problems cannot be solved by a purely
problems presented by the researchers. Generate-and-test is
approach.
Each problem is under-determined in that
algebraic
not necessarily a "fallback" strategy for weaker students, but
it cannot be represented as an algebraic equation with a
is used effectively by students with good math skills (Katz,
single unknown. Instead, the problem solver poses example
Friedman, Bennett, & Berger, 1 9 % ; Tabachneck, Koedinger,
answers
thatfitthe constraints presented in the problem.
& Nathan, 1995). Other researchers have similarly noted the
The
next
section describes under-determined problems in
prevalence of generate-and-test and other "informal"
more
detail.
Following that discussion, w e describe our
strategies (e.g.. Hall, Kibler, Wenger, & Truxaw, 1989;
production
system
model that accounts for solving both
Koedinger & Tabachneck, 1994). Yet generate-and-test is
under-determined problems and well-determined problems
underrepresented in the problem solving literature, and
(i.e., traditional word problems).
practically unmentioned in research on algebra word problem
Abstract

solving. M u c h of the research on algebra word problem
solving has focused on the formal representations and
procedures used by students when solving traditional word
problems (e.g., Kintsch & Greeno, 1985; Mayer, Larkin, &
Kadane, 1984; Paige & Simon, 1966). These problems
typically have one unique solution and can be solved using
standard algorithmic techniques.
In the generate-and-test strategy, a student chooses a

Under-determined problems
Under-determined problems do not provide all the
information necessary to find a unique solution to a
problem—i.e., it is impossible to apply a standard algebraic
solution strategy to determine a correct solution. By
algebraic strategy, w e mean a strategy that allows the
problem solver to isolate and solve for one unknown
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Generate-and-test Strategy ^ ^ l ^ s : ^ ^ ^ ^

Formal Algebraic Strategy
Select Equation r*

stunate Solution H

I Propagate Value

Match Variables

Substitute Variables —"

Estimated Solution

generateand-test
mto final
equation
Correct
Value?

c

Equation^

Algebra?

Solve Fmal Equation

Stop :>

<r:st^^
N o , switch to generate-and-test
Figure 1. M o d e l of the generate-and-test and formal algebra strategies.
variable (e.g., x = 22). Note s o m e under-detemiined
problems m a y involve inequalities that allow the problem
solver to use algebraic manipulation of inequalities to
isolate a variable with an inequality (e.g., x > 20). Note,
thisfinalderived inequality does not constitute a solution.
The problem solver must still generate a solution based on
that inequality. Thus, under-determined problems require
problem solvers to generate examples of potential solutions.
Below is an example of an under-determined problem:
If some tickets to a play were bought for a total of $50.00
and if tickets cost $1.00 for adults and $0.50 for children,
how many children's tickets could have been bought?

have been identified, both explicit and implicit, the problem
solver must propose a candidate solution and evaluate it
against the constraints. A successfiil example is found if the
proposed solution does not violate any problem constraint.
It is this reasoning with constraints that m a k e s underdetermined problems seemingly different from traditional,
well-determined word problems. Unless the student detects,
prioritizes, and instantiates the constraints by specifying
appropriate values, the problems cannot be solved. Vnderdetermined problems are potentially m o r e realistic than
traditional word problems, as most real problems are not
well formulated (Frederiksen, 1984).

Computational Model
The problem solver must produce an example value for the
total number of children's tickets that satisfy a variety of
explicitly stated constraints:
1. The total amount paid for the tickets is $50.00;
2. The cost of an adult's ticket is $1.00;
3. The cost of a child's ticket $0.50;
These constraints do not determine a unique solution to the
problem. Several values for the total number of children's
tickets satisfy these constraints.
A problem solver might proceed in solving the above
problem byfirstidentifying the explicit constraints given in
the problem. T h e problem solver might then infer that,
since the total amount paid is $50.00, the number of
children's tickets must be even. Through this derivation of
implicit constraints, the problem solver greatly reduces the
space of possible examples to consider.
Ultimately,
however, taking into consideration all the constraints that
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O u r model simulates the behavior of students solving either
well-determined or under-determined algebra word problems,
using the generate-and-test strategy, an algebraic sffategy, or
a combination of the two. O u r model w a s vmtten in the
A C T - R production system language (Anderson, 1993).
T h e general structure of the generate-and-test strategy c a m e
fi-om protocols of 55 students solving well-determined
algebra word problems, similar to those found on the S A T Mathematics test. For two problems in particular, students
tended to use a generate-and-test strategy to find a solution
rather than an algebraic approach. This preference cuts
across all ability levels, suggesting that generate-and-test is
not necessarily a fallback strategy to be used only w h e n one
does not k n o w a stronger w a y to approach a problem.
T h e model simulates the generate-and-test strategy by first
estimating a potential solution. T h e n it propagates the value
through the constraints of the problem. Propagation
continues until all of the constraints have been used. T h e

process tenninates with success if the proposed solution
simultaneously satisfies all of the constraints of the
problem. If a discrepjincy is found, the estimate is updiUed
and the propagation process is repeated.
Data on the estimation and updating portions of the model
were gathered from verbal protocols of seven students iis
they solved four problems similar to the "tickets" problem
presented above (i.e., well-determined, simultaneous
equation problems).' The number of generate-and-test "csises"
was reduced (from 28) because students occasionally solved
the problems algebraically, despite instructions. O f 16 cases
in which students generated an initial estimate, students'
estimates were half of the potentiiU m a x i m u m value for the
estimated element in nine of the cases. The other two-thirds
of cases were not as easily categorized as reflecting a
Ijarticular estimation strategy. The model implements this
"half-of-total" initial estimation strategy.
If an estimate is found to be incorrect, the model
simulates an update strategy observed in students. In this
strategy, the estimate is changed based on the relation
between a derived quantity and the k n o w n quantity. For
example, a well-determined version of the tickets problem
stated that "70 tickets were bought to a play." Through the
propagation process, a student might derive a value of 80 for
the total number of tickets (by first estimating 6 0 to the
number of children's tickets, then deriving $30 for the cost
of children's tickets, and then deriving $20 and 20 tickets for
adult's tickets). The student would decrease the estimate of
the children's ticket by 10. Alternatively, if the derived
value were 60, the student would increase the estimate by
10. W e call this strategy the "logic change rule". Note
following this rule will not necessarily result in the correct
choice. T h e correcmess of the rule depends on the relation
a m o n g the variables in the problem. Nonetheless, students
do not realize this caveat and apply the rule indiscriminately.
O f the 17 cases in which students updated their estimate at
least once, on 11 occasions students' performance was
consistent with this update approach. In other words, 6 3 %
of the time, students updated their initial estimates in a way
consistent with the logic change rule.
The model also solves algebra word problems by applying
a formal algebraic strategy. The strategy was derived from
the protocols mentioned earlier. The modelfirstselects an
equation from the problem situation. It then simulates
symbolic manipulation by matching and substituting
variables. The model iterates until a single final equation
with just one u n k n o w n variable is left or until all the
equations have been used. O n c e afinalequation is obtained,
the answer can then be solved for. O n the other hand, when
a final equation cannot be obtained because the equation
contains more than one unknown variable and there are no
more values or equations to substitute in, the model either
retries the algebra strategy or switches to the generate-andtest strategy.
Predictions
The model suggests the types of factors that should affect
' The algebra word problems were given to these participants as
warm-up exercises for an unrelated experiment.
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the difficulty of under-determined problems. For example,
requesting a second example from a solver should be more
likely to result in an error because of the additional
processing needed. The additional processing provides the
solver with more opportunities to commit math errors.
Alternatively, a student might have happened upon a correct
first example by chance, but does not understand the
problem sufficiently tofinda second example.
A second prediction is that additional constraints might
increase difficulty, again because of predicted increased
processing. However, the model suggests that only certain
types of constraints will increase processing. "Verifier
consffaints" are used to verify whether a correct example
solution has been derived. These consu-aints often involve a
relation between two variables. According to our model, the
use of such a constraint involves an extra iteration through
the propagation process (see Figure 1). O n the other hand, a
constraint that just changes the range of possible estimates
should not necessarily be more difficult because it affects a
small part of the model. Such "generator constraints"
involve a single viuiable that broadly suggests w h ^ e a
solution m a y be found. In the model, such constraints are
used to estimate potential solutions. Thus, adding a
generator constraint to a problem should not entail extra
iteration, and so might not affect difficulty.
Experiment V
Method
Participants. Participants were 257 paid volunteers,
including advanced undCTgraduates (54%),first-yeargraduate
students (28%), and individuals not currentlyregisteredas
students w h o intended to apply to graduate school (18%).
Participants were recruited through 10 institutions of higher
education in differentregionsof the United States.
Design and Materials. Two parallel test forms were
created, each containing nine under-determined problems.'
The first four problems represented a manipulation of the
number of constraints provided. The ffeatment group
received problems that contained one additional constraint
compared with the problems given to the control group.
The control and treatment problems were otherwise identical
(see Table 1). In the first three problems, the additional
constraint was a generator constraint; the final problem
contained an additional verifier constraint. Note either a
verifier or a generator constraint was added to each problem,
not both. However, either a generator or a verifier constraint
could have been added to a problem. For example, in the
fu-st problem of Table 1, a generator constraint could have
been added by stating that the "company sold more than
1500 paperback books." The last five itemsrepresenteda
^his section describes an experiment reported in Bennett,
Morley, Quardt, Singley, Katz, & Nhouyvanisvong (1998). W e
limit the current discussion to those portions of the experiment
that test the computational model.
' As reported in Bennett et al. (1998), the test forms contained
an additional 11 problems, representing two other
manipulations.

Table 1. Problems showing the addition of a verifier versus generator constraint. Additional constraints are in bold.
Addition of a Verifier Constraint
A company makes a profit of $3.30 on every
A company makes a profit of $3.30 on every hardback book it sells
hardback book it sells and a profit of $1.20 on every and a profit of $1.20 on every paperback book it sells. Last month
paperback book it sells. If it made a profit of $3,960 the company sold more than twice as many paperback books
as hardback books and it made a profit of $3,960 on the books.
CD hardback and paperback books last month, how
H o w many books could the company have sold last month?
many books could it have sold last month?
Addition of a Generator Constraint
A certain population of bacteria doubled every d
A certain population of bacteria doubled every d hours,
hours. At /=60 hours the population was 1,024,000. where d < 20. At ^=60 hours the population was 1,024,000.
What is a possible value for the initial bacteria
What is a possible value for the initial bacteria population at t=0
and the corresponding value oft/?
population at t=Q and the corresponding value of tf?

manipulation of the number of solutions requested. These
five problems were identical in the treatment and control
conditions except that the treatment group was asked to
provide two examples for each problem whereas the control
group was asked to provide just one example.

features—number of consu-aints and number of requested
examples—on problem difficulty. As predicted by the
model, an additional constraint increases difficulty only if
that constraint leads to more processing (i.e., verifier
constraints).
Generating a second example increases
difficulty as well, again supposedly due to the greater
Procedures. Test forms were randomly assigned to processing needed to generate a second solution.
participants, with each participant receiving either the
In the next experiment, we investigate whether the
control or treatment problems. The math problems were
problem features had the expected effects for the reasons
administered on a computer. Participants were allowed to
predicted by the model. That is, the model predicts that
use scratch paper and a calculator during the 60-minute
providing the second example solutions requires more
problem solving session.
iteration of the generate-and-test strategy and that verifier
constraints affect difficulty because they affect the
Results
propagation process of the model. The second experiment
seeks
this evidence through an investigation of participants'
To test the effects of the additional constraint on
solution
processes as inferred from concurrent verbal
performance, we ran a 2x2 repeated-measures A N O V A , with
number of constraints (fewer constraints/more constraints) as protocols (cf Ericsson & Simon, 1993).
a between-subjects factor and constraint type (generator or
verifier constraint added) as a within-subjects factor.* The
0.6 .,main effect of number-of-constraints was significant,
F(l,228)=9.05, p<.01, as was the main effect of constraint
^ 0.5.type, F(l,228)=10.32, p<.01. Of primary interest was the
significant interaction between number-of-constraints and
fe 0.4
consu-aint type, F(l,228)=16.19, p<.01. Figure 2 shows
-Generator
U
the interaction. As predicted, adding a generator constraint
I 0.3
-Verifier
did not affect problem difficulty, but the addition of a verifier
constraint does increase difficulty.
§, 0.2
A one-way A N O V A revealwl the predicted significant
o
effect of number-of-examples, F(l,234)=27.77, p<.01.
^ 0.1 J.
Participants in the one-example group solved more of the
problems correcUy than did participants in the two-example
group, 3.3 and 2.3, respectively. Furthermore, a comparison
More
Fewer
of only the fu-st solution from the two-example group with
Constraints
Constraints
the one-example group did not reveal a significant diffoence
between the mean number of problems correct, 3.1 and 3.3, Figure 2. Proportion correct in control (fewer constraints)
respectively. This result suggests that the greater difficulty and treatment (more constraints) conditions.
of the two-example problems comes from deriving the
Experiment 2
second example.
Discussion

Method

This experiment investigated the effect of two problem

Participants. Six college seniors ;ind recent graduates
fi-om the Princeton, N e w Jersey area participated for pay.

•* Analyses excluded cases for which one or more problem scores
were missing (because the participant exceeded a time limit).

Design and Materials. The design and materials were
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identical to those of Experiment 1.

A d d i n ^ a verifier constraint. W h y does an additional
verifier constraint increase problem difficulty? O f the six
participants, three correctly iinswered this problem. They
provided correct solutions by using the generate-and-test
strategy. T h e three participants w h o did not provide conu;t
examples used symbolic-like strategies by manipulating the
constrjiinLs and values of the problem. Thus, it is unclear
whether verifier constraints cause more iteration of processes
as suggested by our model. Future research can determine
whether verifier constraints cause more cycling of a strategy
or lead to use of inappropriate strategies.

Procedure. The volunteers participated individually in
sessions lasting from l-1.5hr.
All problems were
administered on paper, with a lOmin time limit per
problem. Participants were iisked to provide concurrent
verbal protcKols as they solved the problems. All written
work w a s videotaped and participant uttenuices were nxxMded
on the videotape. Participants were provided with a simple
Cidculator (analogous to the calculator provided in
Experiment 1).
Results
T h e s a m e general pattern of m e a n s was found as in
Experiment 1. Addition of a generator constraint did not
affect proportion correct (control: 0.67; generator constraint
added; 0.67), whereas addition of a verifier constraint did
impact difficulty (control: 0.67; verifier constraint added
0.33). One-example problems were m o r e difficult than twoexample problems (one-example: 0.80; two-example: 0.67).
T h e analysis of participant solution procedures should
address three questions: (1) C a n the extra difficulty associated
with two-example problems be attributed to participants reapplying the generate-and-test strategy? (2) Does the addition
of a verifier constraint increase difficulty because of the extra
processing involved in judging whether a potential solution
fits all of the problem constraints? (3) W h y do generator
constraints not add difficulty?
Producing a second example. When asked at the end
of the session whether providing two examples w a s difficult,
a few of the participants expressed that "it wasn't difficult"
because they " c o u W just double the first answer." That is,
for two of the five problems, simply taking a trivial
transformation of the fu^t response could generate a correct
second example. For instance, to provide a second example,
participants could simply double the fu-st example (or take
any multiple of it). For one problem, more elaborate
(nontrivial) calculations were required' This suggests that
the difficulty between the one-example and two-example
problems m a y be solely due to the nontrivial transformation
problem.
T h e analysis did not reveal any difference in the m e a n
proportion correct between the one-example and twoexample trivial transformation problems. T h e comparable
difference w a s .33 for the problem that required more
complex calculations.
Reanalysis of the data from
Experiment 1 support these results. T h e difference in mean
proportion correct between the one-example and twoexample trivia] transformation and nontrivial transformation
problems w a s .14 and .39, respectively. These results
suppon the claim that the added source of difficulty from
providing two examples c o m e s from having to recycle
through the generate-and-test strategy. However, the extra
processing occurs only for problems that do not allow a
shortcut strategy (i.e., trivial transformation problems).

The remaining two items could not be classified
unambiguously and therefore are omitted from this discussion.
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Adding a generator constraint. Analysis of the
protocol data reve<iled that on 5 0 % of the problems,
participants in the conu-ol condition generated exjunple
solutions that satisfied the additional generator constraint in
the experimental condition. In other words, participants'
estimates were unaffected by the generator constraint.
Discussion
The analyses of verbal protocols suggests that the account of
generate-and-test presented in Figure 1 is incomplete.
Generating a second example sometimes involves reasoning
that falls outside the generate-and-test or formal algebra
strategies.
In addition, the difficulty of the verifier
constraint m a y be due to its encouraging an inappropriate
solution strategy rather than because it causes more
processing in a generate-and-test strategy. Finally, the
analysis of participants' estimates suggests that different
manipulations of the generator constraints m a y , in fact,
affect difficulty. T h e current generator constraints suggest
solution ranges that overi^ with participants' natural
propensities. Problems m a y be made more difficult (or
easier) by adding generator constraints that "push"
participants into estimation ranges that have a lesser (or
greater) density of acceptable solutions.
General Discussion
O u r production system model illuminates the cognitive
processes involved in solving both under-determined and
well-determined algebra word problems. The model
simulates the processes involved in performing the generateand-test strategy for both well-determined and underdetermined problems.
It also simulates the symbolic
manipulation of constraints, an integral skill of the formal
algebraic strategy.
In addition to accounting for the solution paths, the model
correctly predicted factors that affect the difficulty of underdetermined problems. W e found that providing to examples
is m o r e difficult than one and that adding a constraint that
influences the propagation process of the model affects
difficulty. T h e protocols revealed that the source of
difficulty can be attributed to elaborate calculations to derive
the second example and not to short-circuiting of this
process. Although this insightful strategic behavior of
short-circuiting the process does not work on all problems.
it can be an effective strategy on other problems. Future
research should investigate h o w snidents decide to use this
strategy. Based on that research, w e can revise and extend
our model to account for this behavior.

Currently, our model also does not account for the
strategy choice between generate-and-test and formal algebra.
Recall, ourresearchonly used undCT-determined problems.
Consequently, the formal algebraic strategy could not be
implemented to solve them. To force the model to use
generate-and-test, the probability of the processes involved
leading to eventual success is set higher for productions
involved in the generate-and-test strategy. For example, the
model will start to generate and test if we set the probability
of the production that estimates a potential solution to be
higher than the probability of the production that selects an
equation. Conversely, if we reversed the probabilities, the
model will start the formal algebraic strategy by selecting an
equation, instead of estimating a potential solution. Thus,
in our simulations of under-determined problems, we set the
probability of estimating a solution higher than selecting an
equation (see Figure 1).
This probability dependent decision process is analogous
to a low ability student always choosing one strategy over
the other strategies irrespective of the problem type. The
student might not be mathematically sophisticated and
consequently lacks the skills (the production rules) to
perform the alternative strategies. O n the other hand, a high
ability math student will possess the skills to solve a
successfuUy
through
numerous
means.
problem
Consequently, the student must decide which strategy to
implement. This decision to select one sd-ategy over the
others might be dependent on problem features. For
example, factors such as the number of variables, equations,
and type of equations in a problem may affect this decision
process.
Future research comparing under-determined
problems to their well-determined counterparts should
provide us with a better imderstanding of how the choice
between using generate-and-test and formal algebra is made.
In addition to developing the strategy selection
component, we plan to build ability-referenced models and
devise metrics of problem difficulty. Through the inclusion
or omission of certain productions as well as certain buggy
productions, we can produce models that simulate different
mathematical ability levels. As alluded to earlier, a low
ability student may lack the skills to match and substitute
variables. Analogously, a low ability model may lack the
necessary production rules to perform these procedures.
Another variant of a low ability model may be to include
buggy productions that manipulate the problem information
(declarative memory elements) incorrectly or apply them at
inappropriate times. High ability mathematics students may
possess more math knowledge and skills than low ability
students. Thus, a high ability model may include more
production rules to reflect the advanced knowledge and skills
of a high ability student.
The model simulation output can provide us with metrics
of problem difficulty. In the simplest case, the number of
production cycles (i.e., the number of times the productions
fired) may be predictive of problem difficulty. Another
predictor may be the number and kind of productions that
fired. This metric not only reveals the skills that are
necessary, it also discloses the skills that students
predominantly use to solve the problem. Knowing the
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skills more likely to be employed for a certain problem may
lead us to better predict the difficulty of the problem.
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Abstract
We describe a hybrid agent architecture capable of simulating emotional behaviour. Agents have certainfixedpersonality
traits, which influence emotion levels as well as relationships
with other agents. Changes in emotions are modelled through
propagation in an emotion network. W e extend a standard
action representation to include emotional preconditions and
effects. Results from a test-bed environment with two sample scenarios show how differences in environmental factors
and personality affect the social behaviour and emotions of the
agents in a group over time.
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Introduction
W e describe an architecture that combines deliberative and
reactive mechanisms for simulating affect-driven agents
which operate in agent communities. The deliberative mechanism uses a simple planner which chooses actions to satisfy
physiological and emotional needs. Reactive behaviour occurs w h e n extreme emotions trigger an overriding action.
M u c h of the recent work on social agents focuses on the development of individual believable agents for interaction with
h u m a n users (Loyall and Bates. 1997; Webber and Badler,
1995; Rich et al., 1994) or for completing domain-specific
tasks (Martin and Firby, 1991). In contrast, the focus of this
paper is o n the exploration of the long-term effects of environmental conditions and personality traits on the interactions
between agents in a group. This focus motivates a representation of actions and speech acts at a higher level of granularity than that of the above systems, and also the design of
simpler agents, which engage in complex interactions. O u r
agent architecture, like that described in (Bates et al.. 1992;
Loyall and Bates, 1997), supports the modeling of emotions
and personalities. However, our architecture is in the m o d ular style of (Webber and Badler. 1995; Rich et al.. 1994).
O u r system further differs from that described in (Bates et al..
1992; Loyall and Bates, 1997) in that w e explicitly model relationships between agents, and our agents perform actions
and speech-acts that achieve emotional effects in other agents
as well as themselves.
Agent Architecture
T h e architecture for our affect-driven agents is shown in Figure 1. T h e simple interface with the world consists of the
perception of external events (by the Perception module) and
the execution of actions (by the Action-Execution module).
Perceived events lead to an update of an agent's M e m o r y ,
which uses a predicate-based representation of the states of
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Figure 1: A g e n t architecture.
the world, e.g.. at(x). have{x). The architecture reflects
the focus o n affect-driven agents with m o d u l e s for emotions,
personality a n d relationships, w h i c h interact with the Planner and Goal modules and the M e m o r y module. W e n o w describe briefly the Physiology, Planning, Goal, Execution and
Personality modules, followed by a detailed description of the
Emotion, Relationship and Speech-Act modules.
Physiology Module. A n agent's physiological state is modelled by a set of physiological needs, such as hunger, tiredness
and health. These needs range from 0.0 to 1.0. They increase
over time, and are changed by appropriate actions, e.g., an
agent eats to reduce its hunger. In the current implementation,
a simplified physiological model is used where the needs increase by a constant amount each time step, and appropriate
actions reduce them by a constant amount. T h e health of an
agent is a combination of its tiredness and hunger (thirst has
not yet been implemented), and can also be directly affected
by actions, e.g., it will decrease if the agent is physically hurt
(say throughfightinganother agent); if it goes below a certain
value, the agent dies.
Planner and Goal Modules. Agents' goals are mainly basic maintenance goals relating to physiological and emotional
needs (rather than goals of achievement). They use a simple action representation for their actions and apply a basic
backward-chaining planning procedure.
Maintenance goals are prioritized according to afixedutility based on h o w m u c h the current need is below a specified
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Figure 3: Emotion network with target lists.

Figure 2: Emotion model.
threshold. Goals of maintenance based on emotional needs
(§ Emotion Module) are given a lower priority than physiological goals.
Execution M o d u l e . This module is given a plan to be executed. This plan m a y be interrupted by situations that require
an immediate response (this is a form of Brooks' subsumption
architecture (Brooks, 1986)), e.g., an agent being scared and
having to run away. In this case, our simple agents replace
the current plan with the action(s) that address the m o r e urgent need. T h e implementation of a stack architecture, which
supports the resumption of the current plan after urgent events
have been handled, will be undertaken in the future.
Personality M o d u l e . Each agent has a set of personality
attributes. W e have chosen to represent these attributes by
means of the "Big-Five Factor Structure", namely introversion/extroversion, pleasantness or agreeableness, conscientiousness or dependability, emotional stability, and intellect or
sophistication (Goldberg, 1990). Numerical values for these
factors are in the [0,1] range, with 0.5 representing "normal".
Emotion Module
Emotion Model. The emotion model is based on that proposed in (Nicholson and Dutta, 1997). W e model a number
of emotion categories (Goleman, 1996), e.g., fear, happiness,
sadness, anger and love. T h e value for each category is in
the [0,1] range. For each emotion, an agent has a desired
emotion value, E d e s > which m a y be considered a goal of
maintenance, and a default emotion value, E d e f • These are
functions of the agent's personality profile. At each time step,
if there are no external events to influence emotions, the current emotion value will m o v e towards the default value (with
a slight random perturbation). W e also use an agent's e m o tional stability (from its personality profile) to determine the
degree to which its emotions are affected by an emotional influence (Figure 2 illustrates variations in emotion over time).
In the future, w e will also take into account the relation between this emotional influence and the agent's pleasantness,
e.g., an event which causes anger or a related emotion is likely
to have a strong effect on agents w h o tend to be angry.
Emotion Network. A n agent's emotions are represented by
a network, with each node Ei representing a separate emotion
(Figure 3) (Ortony et al., 1988). Each node has a set of targets, {Ti,T2,..., T „ } , which represent the entities at which
that emotion is directed (emotions such as happiness and surprise m a y be directed at oneself). This set of targets is dy-

namic during a run of the simulation and depends on who the
agent has interacted with. Thus, node E i contains n values,
Ei{Ti),..., Ei{Tn), which represent the level of emotion associated with the various targets.
Changes in the level of an emotion m a y be caused by
the actions of other agents or the agent itself (details are
given later in this section). Emotions are not independent
and changes in one emotion m a y trigger changes in related
emotions, e.g., an increase in happiness normally causes a
reduction in sadness or anger. T o represent h o w emotions
influence one another, and to provide a mechanism for propagating emotional changes, nodes are connected by directed
links. Each directed link from node E , to node E j has a (positive or negative) weight, W i j , that represents the influence of
emotion i on emotion j. W e use a form of activation with decay (Anderson, 1983), spreading from the emotion which has
changed, Ei{Tj), to propagate emotional change. Activation
through links with heavier weights receive priority, and the
spreading activation process ceases w h e n an attempt is m a d e
to update any node for the second time (i.e., feedback cycles
are not allowed).
E m o t i o n Influencing Behaviour. Emotion influences behaviour in two ways: (1) by changing the actions available
to the planner to choose from, through the use of emotional
preconditions; and (2) by triggering an emotional action response w h e n extreme emotions are experienced.
Prohibiting or enabling particular actions depending o n
emotions is achieved by adding emotional preconditions to
the action description. W e call these E-Preconditions, to distinguish them from ordinary physical preconditions, which
w e call P-Preconditions. T h e E-preconditions are satisfied
w h e n the level of an emotion exceeds a particular threshold
(this is similar to the stimulus conditions described in (Green
and Carberry, 1992)). This causes an action to b e c o m e a candidate to be considered by the planner. T h e r u n - a w a y (x)
action illustrates these preconditions; the P-precondition is
that the agent is at location x, while the E-precondition is that
the agent's fear exceeds the threshold value 0.7.
Action name:
r u n - a w a y (x)
P-Preconditions: a t ( x )
E-Preconditions: E/ear > 0.7
Effects:
-'at(x)
T h e addition of emotional preconditions m e a n s that an
agent's emotional levels determine which goals can be satisfied. For example, if e a t has the E-precondition Ef,.ar < 0.8,
an agent will be unable to achieve its d e c r e a s e - h u n g e r
goal if it is very afraid.
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W e also incorporate into our system what w e call an
emotional trigger, which corresponds to situations where an
agent's emotions take control of the agent and override previously constructed plans (Brooks, 1986; Goleman, 1996). This
happens w h e n an emotion i has exceeded a trigger threshold,
thi, for a certain number of time steps T . In this case, the
Planner chooses one of the actions which have emotion i in
their E-preconditions and whose E-precondition threshold is
greater than the trigger threshold. For example, if fear has
a trigger value greater than 0.95 and an agent's fear goes to
1.0, then the Planner chooses one of the actions that have fear
above threshold 0.95 in their E-preconditions (say r u n - a w a y
and strike). T h e rationale for this policy is that if an event
is so extreme that it warrants a purely emotional response,
then extreme responses, i.e., those which require this high
threshold to be activated, are appropriate. Other policies for
handling emotional triggers will be considered in the future.
Behaviour Influencing Emotion. The action representation also includes the possible effects of an agent's behaviour
on its o w n emotions and those of others. For example,
consider a situation where agent A is angry at agent B
{Eanger{A, B ) = 0.94), and insults B as a result of the activation of >l's i n s u l t (x) action:
Action name:
insult (x)
P-Preconditions:
near-to(x)
E-Preconditions: Eanger{A, x) > 0.9
Effects:
£a««,rU> X ) i. Eshame{x, x) t,
Ea„ger{x, A ) t
T h e Effects field of this action description indicates
that as a result of the insult, A's anger at B will decrease (Ea„ger{A,x) i), B's anger at A will increase
(Eangerix, A ) t) and B's shame - directed at itself - will increase {Eshame{x,x) t)- In the current implementation, the
degree to which an action changes an agent's emotional level
is a function of the agent's emotional stability only. W e envisage extending this to include the relationship between the
agent performing the action and the recipient of the action.

where to is thefirsttime-step when the relationship is being monitored, P{i, x) is factor i in the personality profile of
agent x, and N is the total number of profile factors. This formula is based on the notion that agents with similar personality traits are likely to be positively disposed towards each
other. Thus, it implicitly assumes that the initial relationships
between agents are symmetrical. This simplifying assumption will be relaxed in the future through the introduction of
additional factors in the calculation of a value for the initial
reaction. A s stated above, the effect of the initial reaction is
moderated with the passage of time by the emotional influences which result from the interactions between agents. A n
agent's relationship with another agent is changed by h o w this
other agent affects its emotions; if agent B performs an action that moves agent A's emotions towards (or away from)
the desired level, A's relationship with B , R { A , B ) , will improve (or deteriorate). This improvement (or deterioration) is
a function of the difference between agent A's emotional levels before B performed the action in question and A's emotional levels after.
Speech-Act Module

Speech-acts are a particular subgroup of an agent's possible
actions and are handled by the Speech-act module, within the
Planner module. W e use a standard speech-act classification
(propose, reject, accept, request-clarification,
query, answer) plus additional speech-acts which directly affect emotions (share-feeling, insult, scream,
praise). These emotion related speech-acts are represented
using action descriptions (§ Emotion Module).
Recall that the planner chooses actions depending on the
current goal priorities. If an agent's physiological needs are
currenUy satisfied, the planner will attempt to satisfy emotional needs. This m a y be done either through a physical action, e.g., kissing, or through the performance of a speech-act,
which at this stage is unspecified. T h e Speech-act module
then determines the actual speech-act, its addressee(s), and
w h e n it should be uttered.
Selection of a Speech-act. The speech-acts that are availRelationship Module
able at each point in time, i.e., those that m a y be reasonably
The relationship between agents influences their behaviour in
uttered after other actions or speech-acts, are controlled by
each others' presence. The Relationship module monitors an
a state-transition model (Stein and Thiel, 1993). For examagent's opinions of other agents. A n opinion m a y be based
ple, the a c c e p t and r e j e c t speech-acts m a y be chosen only
if an existing proposal is yet to be resolved. In addition,
on personal interactions or on what an agent has heard about
other agents. A t present, only the former has been impleafter a p r o p o s e speech-act, likely candidates are accept,
reject and request-clarification, but an agent may
mented.
generate other speech-acts if it is highly compelled to do so.
A relationship value ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. In the current
e.g., it will execute a s h a r e - f e e l i n g speech-act, even afimplementation, the relationship between two agents depends
ter a proposal, if its emotional state exceeds the emotional
on their initial reaction to each other and their interaction history. T h e initial reaction m a y be based on a number of factors, trigger threshold (§ Emotion Module). In the current implementation the choice of speech-act depends on factors that
including the agents' personality profiles, their current emopertain to an agent's emotional state, rather than on objectional state and the other agent's physical appearance. H o w tive attributes of the situation. For example, an agent is likely
ever, at present only thefirstof these factors has been impleto reject a particular proposal if its relationship with the
mented in the computation of the initial reaction. This is done
agent w h o m a d e this proposal is negative, regardless of the
by the following formula.
merit of the proposal' The following factors affect an agent's

r{b,aY° = r{a,bY'> =

N
'£iP{hA)-P{i,B)r,

-

'a module for the evaluation of proposals will be implemented in
the future, and its operation integratecf with the affect-related modules.

\
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choice of a speech-act a m o n g the available ones: (1) the
agent's personality profile, (2) the number of agents in the
group, (3) the conversational history of the group, (4) the suspected emotional state of the other agents in the group (not
yet implemented), (5) the relationships between the agents
in the group, and (6) the agent's goals. Normally, only a
subset of these factors influences the selection of a particular speech-act. For instance, at present the selection of an
insult speech-act is based on an agent's anger level, while
the selection of a p r a i s e speech-act is a function of the
agent's pleasantness. The selection of an accept or reject
speech-act depends on an agent's personality profile (whether
it is agreeable), its relationship with the agent w h o uttered the
proposal, its emotional state (e.g., h o w scared it is) and the responses of the other agents in the group so far (e.g., whether
most have agreed with the proposal). If upon completion of
the speech-act selection process there is more than one possible candidate, e.g., reject or insult, a random selection is
made.

Addressee(s) of a Speech-act W h e n there are groups of
agents, it is difficult to speak to everyone equally. This is
modeled by a factor, which w e call conversational attention,
that indicates h o w m u c h attention an agent is giving to each
other agent in the group w h e n generating a speech-act. This
attention, which ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, is a combination of
the suspected relevance of the speech-act to the other agent
and the relationship with that agent; the details of h o w this
attention is determined vary for the different speech-acts and
their different instantiations.

W h e n to Perform a Speech-act Once a speech-act has
been chosen and the addressees determined, the Speech-act
module decides when the speech-act is to be performed. A n
agent has a speech-act activation level, ranging from 0.0 to
1.0, which is used as part of a trigger m e c h a n i s m , in the s a m e
way as emotions can trigger actions. E a c h agent also has an
activation level threshold, which is fixed based o n its personality. A speech-act is triggered w h e n its speech-act activation
level exceeds its activation threshold. T h e speech-act activation level for an agent is a function of the following factors:
(1) the n u m b e r of agents in the conversation, (2) the agent's
level of introversion-extroversion, (3) the average relationship value between the agent and all other agents in the group,
(4) the time elapsed since the last speech act, and (5) a "relevance" value, between 0.0 and 1.0, which reflects h o w well
the chosen speech-act fits within the current conversation.
For example, the speech-act activation level of an introverted
agent will be low w h e n a leu'ge n u m b e r of agents is participating in the conversation. In addition, talking to enemies will
reduce the speech-act activation level, while talking to friends
will increase it. T h e level of activation also increases with the
passage of time, since participating in the conversation becomes m o r e compelling. Finally, the relevance value will be
low if the agent has just asked a question or m a d e a proposal,
or if the chosen speech-act is n o w inappropriate given other
agents' recent speech-acts. In the current implementation, the
relevance value is obtained from a simple lookup table.
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Figure 4: Average choice of actions as the average emotional
instability increases (32 agents, after 1000 time steps).
Experimental Results
In the current implementation of the system, agents have
the following goals: d e c r e a s e - h u n g e r and sleep,
which involve reducing the physiological need levels, and
satisfy-emotions, which involves moving emotions towards their desired levels. Agents have the following actions available to them: work, buy, sleep, fight, kiss,
run-away, travel-to and eat, which are specified in the
modified action representation, and a generic s p e e c h - a c t ,
with the exact speech-act determined by the Speech-act module. T w o scenarios have been developed to test the system.
Scenario 1. Large Population, General Living. This scenario involves a population of agents (32 for the results given
in this section), w h o are given a h o m e where they can sleep
and a workplace where they can work. They k n o w about
the location of shops where they can buy food. A n agent's
physiological needs are satisfied by sleeping or eating. Its
emotional needs are satisfied by interacting with other agents.
Personality traits, relationships and emotions are modelled as
described in previous sections. This scenario is executed over
discrete time intervals (1000 time cycles for the results given
in this section). Priorities of goals vary over time, as physiological needs and emotions vary. The physiological values
used for these experiments are as follows.
Type
hunger
tiredness

Initial value
0.6
0.0

Threshold
0.8
0.8

Increment
0.0010
0.0005

Figure 4 shows h o w the behaviour of the agents varies, in
terms of the number of times the different actions were performed, as a function of the emotional instability personality
trait.^ A s the personalities of the agents are m a d e on average more emotionally unstable (for experimental purposes),
the physical actions of eating and working take less of a central role, whereas the number of affect-related actions, such
as speech-acts, running away and fighting, increases. Figure 5 shows that the more emotionally unstable an agent is.
^In the current implementation, food can be obtained only by
buying it, hence eating and buying are performed the same number of times.
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Figure 6: Speech-act choices as negative environmental influences increase ( m e d i u m level agent archetypes).

Figure 5: A v e r a g e emotion levels as the average emotional
instability increases (32 agents, after 1 0 0 0 time steps).
the higher its average emotion level (for happiness, sadness,
fear, anger a n d love). Since the emotion levels of emotionally
unstable agents are m o r e volatile, m o r e emotional preconditions are being m e t or the emotional trigger m e c h a n i s m is activated as emotional instability rises, thereby affecting agent
behaviour. In addition, the m o r e emotional a n agent b e c o m e s ,
the m o r e its behaviour affects other agents' emotions, so there
is a snow-balling effect. N o t e that the level of both happiness
a n d sadness rises o n average for all agents. This is because
for each agent the reduction in o n e d u e to an increase in the
activation of the other is lower than the increase in activation.
T h e simulation also s h o w s a n increase in the average n u m ber o f deaths as the emotional instability increases (due to a n
increase in fighting); a n d a reduction in the average relationship level as the pleasantness level decreases.
Scenario 2: Small Group, Verbal Interaction. A group
of five agents is trying to escape from their place of imprisonment; they have reached a door and found it locked.' Subsequent physical actions and speech-acts are recorded.
In this experiment all the agents have a m e d i u m level (i.e.,
0.5) for allfivepersonality traits, and each has 0.75 level relationships with half the other agents (reasonably good friends)
and 0.25 with the other half (reasonably bad enemies). With
this configuration w e vary what w e call the environmental influence by increasing the values for fear and anger at each
time step (simulating negative external events). This constitutes a crude implementation of results from (Lepore et al.,
1991), whereby s o m e chronic environmental stressors (e.g.,
crowding) m a y increase the impact of social stressors.''
In Figure 6 w e see that as the negative environmental influences increase, the agents choose more emotionally charged
speech-acts; the incidence of reject, insult, screeim
and s h a r e - f e e l i n g increases, while the incidence of the
other speech-acts decreases. The Average-choice-of-speechact axis represents a proportion of the available actions at
any time; for example, after a p r o p o s e speech-act, the
subsequent speech-acts are primarily a c c e p t and reject,
with a few r e q u e s t - c l a r i f i c a t i o n speech-acts and some
'This scenario was also used in (Nicholson and Dutta, 1997).
•"in the future w e expect to implement a function that links external events with an agent's emotional levels.
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Figure 7: Activation levels of five agents, with extroversion/introversion values of 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1.0.

chance of an "interruption" with an unrelated speech-act. The
average number of acceptances and rejections exceeds the
number of proposals because a single proposal m a y be accepted or rejected by more than one agent.
Turn taking in conversation emerges from the agents'
speech-act activation levels (§ Speech-Act Module). Agents
with similar personality profiles normally try to activate at
similar times, which in turn results in contention for a speaking turn. Figure 7 shows the activation levels over time for
five agents w h o have varying extroversion/introversion values but similar speech-act activation thresholds. Agent 1.
which is the most extroverted, breaks its activation threshold
first and makes a proposal, after which it waits for a response
(indicated by a reduced activation level). The order of the
speech-act activations for the remaining agents corresponds,
as expected, to their extroversion levels. W e also found that
the amount of contention for a conversational turn rises as the
extroversion levels of the agents rise, and as the number of
agents in the conversation increases.
Finally, Figure 8 shows h o w the average ratio of acceptances and rejections of proposals changes as the average relationship level increases (for an introverted and emotionally
unstable group of agents).
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an extreme emotional need. In the future, w e intend to investigate more sophisticated models of the effect of emotions on
both plan generation and execution. During planning these
models will take into account the effect of an agent's e m o tional state on its mental resources (attentional and inferential
capacity (Walker, 1996)). During plan execution these m o dels will consider different policies for resuming a previous
plan after an emotional need has been addressed.
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Abstract
Hierarchical systems can adapt by adjusting the strengths
of their components in response to environmental
feedback. Regimens for propagating adjustments through a
hierarchy are either cascading or distributional, depending
on whether the sum of the adjustments is variable or fixed.
Both types of regimens can be dampened, amplified or
sustained, depending on whether nodes higher in the
hierarchy are adjusted less, more or with the same amount as
lower nodes. W e show that a cascading regimen learns most
efficiently
with amplified
propagation,
while a
distributional regimen learns most efficiently with
sustained propagation. Cognitive scientists ought to
explore a wider range of propagation regimens.
Hierarchy and Strength
Adaptive systems, whether artificial (e.g., A . I. systems),
mental (e.g., skills) or natural (e.g., ecologies) tend towards
hierarchical organization. In particular, cognitive skills are
hierarchical in part because goals are analyzed into subgoals
in the course of performing a task or solving a problem
(Catrambone, 1996). For example, planning a trip might
break d o w n into deciding on m o d e of travel, booking
accommodation and purchasing equipment, each of which
breaks d o w n into subgoals of yet smaller scope. Hierarchical
task representations can also arise because a skill, once
mastered, is integrated into more encompassing skills
(Bruner & Bruner, 1968), a process referred to as part-whole
transfer (Schmidt & Y o u n g , 1987) or vertical transfer
(Gagne, 1970). For example, addition and substraction are
subprocedures in the standard procedure for long division.
Adaptive hierarchical systems change in distinctive ways
over time (Salthe, 1985). In particular, cognitive skills
speed up during practice (Ericsson, K r a m p e & Tesch-Romer,
1993; Lane, 1987; Proctor & Dutta, 1995). Models of
practice typically assume that components of task
representations have strengths that are adjusted in response
to feedback from the environment (Anderson, 1993; Logan,
1988; Ohlsson & Jewett, 1997ab). T h e strength values
affect overt behavior primarily by resolving conflicts
between competing actions.
Although the t w o concepts of hierarchy and feedbackdriven strengthening are often invoked separately to explain
learning, the cognitive literature lacks a rigorous analysis of
their relation. H o w should feedback be propagated through
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hierarchical representations? T h e central feature of such a
representation is the existence of non-terminal nodes (i.e.,
goals and subgoals). Goals are only indirectly linked to
terminal nodes (actions) and hence to environmental input. If
an action generates positive (or negative) feedback, h o w
should the strengths of the relevant goals and subgoals be
adjusted?
Cognitive models typically assume that a strength
adjustment decreases in magnitude as it propagates through a
network. W e refer to this as dampened propagation. The
opposite hypothesis-that the strength adjustment increases
in magnitude as it propagates~is seldom studied, because
such amplified propagation regimens are not possible in
non-hierarchical networks. A signal that grows as it spreads
will eventually reach all nodes in the network and increase
without bounds. Amplified propagation can only work in a
hierarchical representation with a well-defined stopping point
(the top goal). Sandwiched between amplified and dampened
strengthening is a regimen in which the strength adjustment
neither decreases nor increases during propagation. W e refer
to this as sustained propagation.
Strengthening regimens also differ along another, less
familiar, dimension. T h e propagation regimens typically
considered in cognitive models are cascading, i.e.. the change
starts at s o m e point of origin and moves to an adjacent node.
T h e amount of change in the adjacent node is determined
solely by the amount of change in the point of origin, by
the relation between the two nodes and/or by some
parameter. A s the process m o v e s from node to node, the
change in each node is determined locally, without
interaction with the changes occurring in other nodes.
Because cascading strengthening does not limit h o w much
change can occur in the context of any one learning event, it
raises questions about h o w the strength concept-so
ubiquitous in cognitive models-should be interpreted in
physiological terms. Brain researchers have not yet reached
consensus on h o w the brain changes during practice, so w e
have to consider alternative hypotheses.
For example, suppose that the strength of a link between
two nodes corresponds to the amount of transmitter
substance available at the synapses between the relevant
neural circuits. If so. then it can hardly be the case that
strength increments have no upper limit. T h e brain is a
finite physical system and it can only produce a certain
amount of transmitter substance per unit of time. Hence, the

amount by which a particular synapse can change in the
course of a single learning event must be limited. Similar
arguments apply to other physiological interpretations of the
cognitive strength concept, e. g., number of synaptic
connections, number of neurons, spike frequency, and so on.
Hence, it is reasonable to consider strengthening regimens
in which the total amount of change in any one learning
event is fixed. W e call them distributional because they
distribute the adjustments over the relevant components.
Distributional regimens can be amplified (if components
higher in the hierarchy receive larger adjustments), dampened
(if higher components receive smaller adjustments) or
sustained (if the size of the adjustment is a constant).
What are the behavioral consequences of these types of
propagation regimens? H o w does type of propagation
regimen affect learning? This is the question addressed in
this paper. W e present a series of computer simulations,
using the abstract modeling methodology developed in past
work (Ohlsson & Jewett, 1995, 1997ab). W e first determine
the effects of amplified, dampened and sustained propagation
on the form and efficiency of learning in both cascading and
distributional regimens. W e then investigate the interaction
between these two dimensions.
The main result is that a cascading system learns most
effectively when the propagation regimen is amplified, while
a distributional system learns most efficiendy when the
regimen is sustained, in contrast to the dampened cascade
typically assumed in cognitive models.
A Hierarchical Learning System
The purpose of the computer model described in this section
is to capture the essential characteristics of acquiring a
hierarchical task representation via feedback during practice.
The model is implemented in Macintosh C o m m o n Lisp.
Performance Module
A goal can typically be achieved by several methods; a
method typically requires the satisfaction of several
subgoals. Hence, a hierarchical task representation can be
modeled by an A N D / O R tree in which goals are modeled by
O R nodes with links leading to the alternative methods and
methods are modeled by A N D nodes with links to the
subgoals required to execute them. A task performance is a
top-down, left-to-right traversal of such a tree. The terminal
nodes in the tree correspond to (executable and observable)
actions. The traversal of the tree generates a task solution in
the form of a sequence of terminal nodes (actions).
Performances can differ with respect to which method is
selected at each O R node and in which order the subgoals
attached to an A N D node are executed and hence with respect
to which sequence of actions is generated.
At each O R node, the performance module retrieves all
links leading to alternative methods and selects one for
execution The probability that link L is selected is a
probabilistic function of its strength. Specifically, the
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strength of each link is multiplied with a random number
between zero and unity and selects the link with the highest
product. The A N D - n o d e accessed by that link is instated as
the current node.
At each A N D node, the performance module retrieves all
links leading to conjunctive subgoals and orders these in
accordance with their strengths. The probability that link L,
is ordered before link Lj is a probabilistic function of their
strengths. Specifically, each strength is multiplied with a
random number between zero and unity and the subgoals are
ordered in accordance with the resulting products.
Notice that decisions are made by comparing link
strengths in both O R and A N D nodes. Hence, both types of
decisions are affected by the propagation of strength
increments.
Learning Mechanisms
W e designate an arbitrarily chosen sequence of terminal
nodes (actions) as the target performance. Initially, all links
have strengths equal to unity. The performance module then
chooses methods randomly in O R nodes and poses subgoals
in random order in A N D nodes, thus generating a haphazard
sequence of actions. Learning h o w to perform the target task
is to adjust the strengths such that the correct method is
chosen in each O R node and the subgoals are posed in the
correct order in each A N D node.
During execution, each terminal node generated by
traversing the A N D / O R
tree is compared to the
corresponding action in the target performance. If they
match, the model receives positive feedback. If not, the
model can receive negative feedback but this feature w a s not
used in the work reported in this paper (see Ohlsson, 1996,
Ohlsson & Jewett, 1997ab, for models of negative
feedback). U p o n receiving feedback the model propagates
strength increments upwards through the A N D / O R tree.
Strength adjustment in O R nodes is straightforward: The
strength of the successful link is increased with an amount
determined by the particular strengthening regimen used. In
A N D nodes, a successful subgoal is strengthened in
proportion to its position in the sequence of subgoals. A
successful subgoal is strengthened more if it succeeds as the
first link selected in the relevant A N D node than if it
succeeds as, for example, the third link selected. Successive
strength increments thus orders the links (subgoals) in the
A N D node. In short, the model learns both to choose the
appropriate method (in O R nodes) and to execute the chosen
method correctly (in A N D nodes).
O n e traversal of the A N D / O R tree corresponds to one
training trial. Over repeated trials, the link strengths
gradually change and the model begins to m a k e correct
decisions. Eventually, the sequence of terminal elements
generated matches the sequence of elements in the target
performance, i.e., the model performs the target task
correctly. W h e n the model reliably generates the target
performance, the task has been mastered.

Simulation

Methodology

Our simulation experiments replicated the methodology of
experimental studies of human skill practice: A set of
learners are given a sequence of practice trials until they
reach a criterion of mastery. (Due to the probabilistic nature
of the decision algorithm, the behavior of the model varies
from run to run.) Quantitative measures are averaged across
learners.
The simulation experiments reported here used between 10
and 100 simulated learners, depending on how many learners
were needed to obtain regular results. The criterion of
mastery was three consecutive error-free performances of the
target task. The branching factor of the hierarchical
representation varied between three and six, and the height
between two and eight.
The simulation results arereportedin terms of two
numerical measures. First, effort per trial measures task
performance in terms of the number of decisions that the
model had to make to perform the task. Each visit to a node
counts as one decision. Both O R nodes and A N D nodes are
counted. Repeated visits to a node due to error-induced
backup are counted as separate decisions. If we assume that
each decision takes time, then effort per trial should be
monotonicallyrelatedto solution time, the measure most
often used in empirical studies of practice effects.
Second, effort to mastery is computed by summing effort
per trial across all trials needed to reach the criterion of
mastery for the target task. This variable measures how
efficiently the system learns.

levels above a terminal node that generates positive
feedback, then the strength of X at time t+1 is
s,„=s,*(l+0.1 •pp").
(1)
If the parameter pp is smaller than unity, then the increment
is smaller and smaller for each step in the propagation
process, and we have dampened propagation. If pp is larger
than unity, we have amplified propagation. Finally, if pp is
equal to unity, we have sustained propagation
H o w does type of strengthening regimen affect the
behavior of the model? Figure 1 shows learning curves for
five values of the propagation parameter, two smaller than
unity (0.3 and 0.6), unity and two larger than unity (1.2 and
1.8). Allfivecurves are roughly linear when plotted with
logarithmic coordinates, i.e., they approximate power laws,
as do human learning curves (Delaney, Reder, Staszewski &
Ritter. 1998; Lane, 1987; Logan, 1988; Newell &
Rosenbloom, 1981). For the sustained regimen (pp = 1.0),
shown by the straight line in Figure 1, the r^fitto a power
law is better than 0.99. The power lawfitsfor the dan^ned
propagation regimens are .93 (pp = 0.3) and .98 (pp = 0.6),
suggesting increasing departure from power lawfitthe more
severe the dampening. The power law fits for amplified
propagation regimens are .96 (pp = 1.2) and .95 (pp = 1.8).
In short, a sustained propagation regimen generates a better
fit to a power law than either an amplified or dampened
strengthening regimen.
1000
y = 349.503X-0-597

^2 ^ 0^992

Cascading Strengthening Regimens
Intuition suggests two opposite ways to propagate strength
increments in response to positive feedback. First, because
non-terminal nodes are only indirectly related to the terminal
nodes (actions) that generate the feedback, it is reasonable to
adjust their strengths with a smaller amount than that used
to adjust the strength of the terminal node. That is, as the
strength increment is propagated upwards, it becomes
smaller and smaller. This is dampened propagation.
O n the other hand, a wrong choice at a node high in the
tree has more devastating effects on performance than a
wrong choice at a low node, because all nodes dominated by
the node at which the incorrect decision is made will
themselves be incorrect and a higher node dominates more
nodes than a lower one. This suggests that strength
increments ought to increase as they are propagated upwards.
This is amplified propagation.
There seems to be no a priori rationale for sustained
propagation.
W e implement all three types of regimens by multiplying
the current strength (initially set to 1.0) by unity plus a
strength increment (in these simulations arbitrarily set to
0.1), multiplied by a propagation parameter (pp), which
itself is raised to the number of steps in the propagation
process. If s, is the strength of link X at time t and X is n
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Figure 1: Learning curves for five different strengthening
regimens in a cascading system, plotted with logarithmic
coordinates. The straight line and the equation shows the
power lawfitfor the sustained regimen (pp = 1.0).

A second observation is that the five curves in Figure 1
form an orderly progression, with gradual downward
displacement for increasing values of the p p parameter. That
is, learning appears to be become more efficient as pp
increases.
This impression is confirmed if w e plot learning
efficiency in terms of total effort to mastery as a function of
the propagation parameter; see Figure 2. The effort to
mastery turns out to be a monotonically decreasing function
of the/?/) parameter. W h e n strengthening cascades, amplified
propagation leads to more efficient learning than dampened
or sustained propagation, although the advantage over
sustained propagation quickly approaches an asymptote once

strengthening distributed by the first run of the cascading
system. W e distributed that amount across the relevant links
in such away that the relations between the strength
increments conform to Equation 1 and the increments s u m
to the set limit.
Figure 2 shows learning curves for the distributional
model. (These curves overlap too m u c h to be displayed in a
single panel.) First, panel (a) displays the curve for p p =
1.0. The curve has a slight S-shape across the first 5-8
trials, but the power lawfitis better than .96.
1000
y = 536.037x-o^77

^2 = 0 . 9 6 7

PP> IThe reason for this pattern is that amplified propagation
quickly settles high-level choices. T h e model therefore
spends less time exploring the wrong part of the hierarchy.
g. 1 0 0 -

10000000

I
1000000-

a 100000

100
10000
1000
y = 354.517X-0-294

r^ = 0 . 9 5 2

Propagation parameter
Figure 2: Learning efficiency for cascading propagation. Tree
D. 1 0 0 size was 3 (branching factor) by 6 (height).
Distributional Strengthening Regimens
The models described in the previous section implicitly
assume that strength adjustments are variable, i.e., that each
learning event can add a larger or smaller amount of strength
to the system. In particular, the amplified regimens add more
strength to the representation than the dampened regimens.
The more amplified the propagation, the larger the amount
of strength that is added to the representation in each
learning event. This m a y or m a y not be a plausible
assumption for a physicallyrealizedsystem like the human
brain or an A. I. system.
To model learning with fixed strength adjustments, w e set
the amount of strength to be distributed in any given
learning event to a fixed number. T o make simulations
comparable, w e made the amount equal to the amount of
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100
Trials
(b)
Figure 3: Learning curves for distributional regimens. Panel
(a) displays the curve for a sustained regimen (pp = 1.0),
while panel (b) displays curves for dampened (pp = 0.5) and
amplified (pp = 2.0) regimens.

Panel (b) in Figure 3 shows the learning curves for a
distributional regimen w h e n propagation is dampened (pp =
0.5) as well as amplified (j)p = 2.0). The amplified regimen
produces a very linear curve, although the power law fit
(.95) is somewhat lower than that for p p = 1.0 (0.99) due to
the higher variability of points around the end of the curve.
Thus, an amplified regiment robustly generates power law
curves. The curve for p p = 0.5 has a slight positive
curvature and itsfitto a power law is the lowest of all the
curves considered (0.74).
A s the alert reader might have noticed, the curves in
Figure 3 does not exhibit the same successive downward
displacement as the curves in Figure 1, indicating that
learning efficiency is not a monotonic function of the
propagation parameter for distributional regimens.
This impression is confirmed by Figure 4, which displays
effort to mastery as a function of the p p parameter. The
distributional model exhibits a U-shaped pattern. Dampened
propagation generate less efficient learning, but so does
amplified propagation. W h e n strengthening is distributional.
sustained propagation leads to more efficient learning than
either amplified or dampened propagation. That is,
hierarchical learning is most efficient w h e n the size of the
strength increment does not change as the increment is
propagated upwards through the hierarchy.

10000000
Distributional
Cascading
1000000

B
o

100000-

U

10000-

1000

Propagation parameter
Figure 5: Efficiency of hierarchical learning for cascading
and distributional strengthening as a function of propagation
regimen. Tree size was 2 (branching factor) by 8 (height).
Discussion

Adaptive systems are hierarchically organized. The notion
that adaptation occurs via gradual strengthening of some
system components over others in response to information
from the environment is ubiquitous throughout the
10000000
cognitive sciences. However, it is not obvious h o w to
combine the two ideas of hierarchy and strengthening. A
hierarchical structure poses the problem of h o w a strength
adjustment is to be propagated through the hierarchy. If a
1000000terminal node receives feedback, which of the non-terminal
nodes in the hierarchy should also have their strengths
adjusted and how?
I 100000
In the particular class of systems w e explored, cascading
i
systems-i.e., systems that can add more or less strength to
the system in each learning event depending on the
;£
10000
propagation regimen used-produces power law learning for
in
amplified, dampened and invariant su-engthening regimens,
although the power law fit lessens for severely dampened
regimens. Distributional systems-i.e., systems that
1000
distribute a fixed amount of strength over the relevant linksalso produces power law learning for all three types of
propagation regimens. Power law fit disappears for severely
Propagation parameter
dampened regimens. (In a maximally dampened regimen,
Figure 4: Learning efficiency for distributional regimens. i.e., a regimen in which the strength increment is not
Tree size was 3 (branching factor) by 6 (height).
propagated at all, there is no learning and hence no learning
curve.) In short, the shape of the learning curve is largely
The results in Figures 2 and 4 were derived for a
unaffected by the strengthening mechanism.
hierarchical structure with a branching factor of three and a
In contrast, the efficiency of learning, i.e., the effort
height of six. T o bring out the contrast between cascading
required to reach mastery, is strongly affected. In a cascading
and distributional propagation, and to bolster our main
system, learning efficiency is greater for amplified than for
finding. Figure 5 shows a replication for a structure with a
sustained and dampened propagation. In a distributional
branching factor of two and a height of eight. The pattern is
system, on the other hand, learning is maximally efficient
replicated.
for sustained propagation.
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The results confirm one conclusion reached in prior work
on non-hierarchical learning: That, contrary to claims
sometimes made on its behalf (Logan 1988), the power law
of learning has little power to discriminate between learning
theories (Ohlsson & Jewett, 1997ab). (A similar conclusion
has been reached by Shrager, Hobb & Huberman, 1988, on
different grounds.)
The efficiency results were unexpected and more
interesting. They become more interesting still if we assume
that humans have evolved to be optimal learners. Natural
selection does not necessarily generate optimal designs, but
it does so sometimes and our capacity for learning is the key
stone of our species' survival strategy. Hence, it is at least
possible that we are optimal learners.
In conjunction with this assumption, our first set of
results (Figure 2) imply that if the human brain operates
with a cascading regimen, w e should find that strength
adjustments are amplified as they are propagated. O n the
other hand, if the brain operates with a distributional
regimen, w e ought to find that strength adjustments are
propagated without increasing or decreasing in magnitude
(Figure 4). These implications are interesting because
cognitive models are typically using dampened propagation.
To discover and investigate quantitative regularities like
the ones w e report on this paper, w e need models that allow
us to make comparative evaluations (e.g., between cascading
and distributional models) and sensitivity experiments
(Schneider, 1988) in which w e systematically vary
parameters (e.g., the propagation parameter). W e have found
abstract computer models to be a better tool for this kind of
exploration than symbolic models (Ohlsson & Jewett, 1995,
1997ab), as have others (Cooper, Farrington & Shallice,
1996).
It would be premature to make strong claims for our
conclusions. The present results need to be replicated and
generalized by varying the decision algorithm, the density of
feedback, the tree representation and other variables. The
only claim that w e can make at this point is that amplified
and
sustained
propagation
within
distributional
strengthening regimens deserve to be considered in models of
hierarchical adaptive systems. Whether this message will
itself be amplified or dampened as it propagates through the
cognitive science community remains to be seen.
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Abstract
Three experiments are presented that examine the
influence of Emotional Valence and Familiarity of
visually presented lexical stimuli on low-level visual
processing. The results provide support for the idea
that an early process of automatic appraisal acts to
preferentially direct attentional resources to Negative
or Novel stimuli. The results are discussed with
respect to evolutionary considerations.

Introduction
A n u m b e r of recent studies have demonstrated that emotion
can influence relatively automatic cognitive and perceptual
processes in several ways. For example, Pratto & John
(1991) showed that undesirable trait words captured
processing capacity a w a y fi-om a primary task more
effectively than did desirable trait words. In their study they
used a modified version of the Stroop task (1935); subjects
were asked to n a m e the color of ink in which positive and
negative trait adjectives were printed. Subjects responses
were slower with negative adjectives than they were with
positive adjectives. T h e authors attributed this effect to a
process that they called Automatic Vigilance. This process
evaluates stimuli on a positive-negative dimension and
directs attention preferentially to negative or aversive
stimuli.
Niedenthal & Setterlund (1994) demonstrated an
emotion-perception congruity effect that is also consistent
with claims that affective state can influence cognitive or
perceptual processing. In their studies, subjects first
underwent an emotion induction procedure, and then were
asked to m a k e lexical decisions to words that were either
positive (Cheer, Joy) or negative (Weep, Despair) in their
affective tone. T h e finding w a s that words that were
consistent with an induced emotion were verified more
quickly than words that were inconsistent with the induced
state. In a similar study, Halberstadt, Niedenthal, &
Kushner (1995) demonstrated a mood-consistency effect
w h e n the task w a s to disambiguate auditorially presented
homographs in which one m e m b e r of the pair w a s either
H a p p y (rose-rows) or Sad (die-dye). Subjects underwent a
m o o d induction procedure, either happy or sad, and then
were presented auditorially with the list of homographs.
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Their task was simply to print what they heard. Subjects in
the positive and negative induced m o o d condition did not
differ in the proportion of happy resolutions (selection of one
or the other spellings) of the homographs, but subjects in
the negative m o o d condition selected a higher proportion of
negative alternatives than did subjects in the positive
condition. This result is consistent with a number of other
findings suggesting that the effect of negative emotion,
whether in terms of presented stimuli or affective state, is
more pronounced than that of positive emotion (cf. Frijda,
1988; Schwarz, 1990). T h e results of these three studies
suggest that m o o d can influence perceptual and cognitive
processes. Finally, in recent years, Zajonc and others have
collected data that speaks to the current issue in an oblique
w a y (Kunst-Wilson, W . , & Zajonc, R., 1980; Zajonc,
1984) Their conclusion, based on the findings of a large
number of studies, is that affective reactions can occur at
levels of stimulus intensity and exposure duration that seem
to preclude the possibility of prior cognitive appraisal, this
proposal is k n o w n as Affective Primacy.
W h y should emotion influence low level processes?
It's reasonable to assume that the ecological utility of
directing attention to negative events as quickly as possible
is high. Negative events or stimuli call for behavioral
change, while positive events favor maintaining the status
quo. This state of affairs is exemplified in the gambler's
aphorism " W i n stay, lose switch". There are two distinct
ways that the attentional processing called for by negative
and positive events might differ. First, negative events
might simply call for more or faster processing with the
"aim" of discovering as quickly as possible the potentiality
of a particular stimulus or situation, a strictly quantitative
change. It is also possible that a more analytic or focused
style of attention might be called for by negative stimuli
because of the value of identifying the exact attribute or
attributes that creates the aversive state associated with
them. Easterbrook (1959) presents data in support of this
possibility. This account of attentional demand depends
more on qualitative than quantitative changes in attention,
but obviously might involve both if heightening focal
attention has s o m e cost associated with it. These studies
address a venerable question about the relationship between
emotion and perceptual or cognitive processes, "Which
comesfirst,emotional or cognitive evaluation?"

It's not clear that a simple answer to that question is
likely to be reached, perhaps because of the difficulty of
defining the terms emotion and cognition, or because the
claim that one process or the other is always first is
overstrong. A reasonable conclusion is that emotional
evaluation, of at least a general type, can take place very
early and influence the results of subsequent processing. O f
the studies w e reviewed, Pratto & John's (1991) lends the
greatest support to the idea that the direction of attentional
resources to negative stimuli is automatic. Color naming,
however, is a task that seems to depend on a relatively high
degree of processing. A n d although there is some debate
regarding the locus of interferencein the Stroop task (1935)
a great deal of evidence suggests that the slowing that is
typically observed results largely from competition at the
level of response selection or output (Keele, 1972;
MacLeod, 1991). Response selection is relatively late in
the stage of cognitive events. In the present paper w e
present data from several experiments that demonstrate an
automatic effect ofnegative and positive emotion words at a
much earlier stage through a novel application of the
backward masking procedure.
Capacity Demands of the Mask

recognition of the mask, with target recognition dependent
on the remainder. W e characterized this as a Capacity
Sharing model of masking.
In the present research w e simply invert the logic of
those studies and assume that the task of word recognition
under backward masking can be used to probe for effects of
emotion on perception. O f course this strategy requires that
w e hold constant, or manipulate, factors such as the word
frequency or repetition of our positive and negative masking
words. B y manipulating the emotional valence
(e.g.
Positive vs. Negative) of words that are used as masks and
looking for differential target recognition performance w e can
ask the question: " D o negative and positive emotion words
make equal demands for attentional/processing resources?"
A n y difference that occurs under masking by Positive and
Negative emotion words provides support for the notion that
emotional meaning is evaluated, or at least exerts an
influence, very early in perceptual processing. The exact
locus of this effect m a y be difficult to establish with
complete precision, but it seems reasonable to assume that
it would be at a far earlier stage than the interfering effectsof
negative trait adjectives demonstrated by Pratto & John
(1991) in response competition. There is, of course, a
theoretical reason to predict that words referringto negative
or threatening events should be more effective at capturing
attention resources than stimuli that refer to positive or
non-threatening events. That reason is the asymmetry
between a subject's appropriate response to the two
situations. A
consideration of survival fimess or
evolutionary pressure suggests that there is a strong pressure
to evaluate negative events as soon as possible, whether to
respond through decisive action or withdrawing from
potential harm. In contrast, it can be argued that positive
events evoke no such heightened attentional processing, as
there is little pressure for behavioral change. It is this
differential demand for processing capacity between negative
and positive events that ought to lead to the allocation of
greater attentional resources to negative stimuli, and as a
result, more effective masking.

Ohnesorge & Theios (1996) showed that visual
recognition under backward masking is sensitive to the
processing demands of the masking stimulus. In those
studies, which were directed at the question of h o w a
backward mask affects target recognition, subjects were
asked to identify words that were in turn masked by other
words. Characteristics of the masking words such as printed
word frequency (familiarity) and repetition (recency) were
manipulated and shown to affectthe ability of subjects to
identify a briefly presented target word. W e assumed that
with greater familiarity, i.e. higher printed frequency, the
demand for whatever processing resources are necessary for
word recognition is reduced. This assumption is supported
by a large number of studies that employ a broad range of
data collection techniques from the duration of eye-fixations
during reading (Henderson, J., & Ferreira, F., 1990) to
lexical decisions under dual task conditions (Herdman,
Experiment O n e
C M . 1992). W e further assumed that repetition of a lexical
Subjects
stimulus is another w a y to manipulate its demand for
27 subjects participated in return for course credit. All
processing resources that is distinct from its overall
subjects
had normal or corrected vision.
frequency of occurrence. This conclusion is supported by a
large body of research findings (Theios & Walter, 1973;
Design
Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977; Forster &
The Emotional Valence of the masking words with two
Together, these manipulations affect a
Davis 1984).
levels (Positive, Negative) was manipulated within subjects.
relatively stable index of processing demand (frequency)and
a transient influence (repetition). In Experiment One L o w
Frequency masking words were more effective than High
Stimuli
Frequency. In Experiment T w o w e factorially combined
The masking stimuli were sets of Positive and Negative
Frequency and Repetition. The findings of interest in that
Emotion words selected through a pilot study ( n = 50) in
study were 1.) A replication of the Frequency effect, 2.)
which subjects rated a set of candidate words on a nine-point
demonstration ofan analogous effect with repetition, 3.) N o
Negative-Positive emotion dimension. The individual items
interaction betwen the factors. Our conclusion was that
within the sets were closely matched on frequency (Means
backward masking appeared to influence target recognition
for Positive and Negative =
94 &
98 respectively),
through siphoning off sufficient resources to support
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N u m b e r of letters (Means for Positive and Negative = 4.4
&
4.3 respectively), and number of syllables (Means for
Positive and Negative = 1.18 &
1.13 respectively). In
each case, the inevitable small differences were in the
direction of reducing the processing demand of the negative
set. There were 40 words in each of the valenced sets, and
80 Neutral wordfilleritems. The target stimuli were a set of
216 pairs of low frequency words that differed in a single
letter (e.g. D I N E , D I M E ) . The location, within the words,
of the substituted letter w a s varied to preclude strategic
attention to a single location. O n each trial one of the pair
w a s randomly selected and presented as the target; the other
word then became the foil in the response phase.
Apparatus
The experiment w a s designed and conducted using the
software program PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhiimey, Flatt &
Provost, 1993). A Power Macintosh 7200 controlled the
display sequence and collected the data.

IMKtJATIVK

POSITIVE

Figure I; Target recognition under masking by Negative
and Positive Emotion Words.
Discussion

Procedure
Subjects initiated each trial of the experiment by pressing
the spacebar. Each trial w a s as follows. First a fixation
cross was presented for 300 milliseconds. Following a 300
m s blank interval the target word was presented for 13.3
ms,. After a 4 0 m s interstimulus interval (ISI) the masking
stimulus w a s presented for 26.6 m s . A further 300 m s .
interval passed and then subjects were presented with the
choice alternatives. Each choice alternative was a pair of low
fi-equency words. O n e had just been presented as the target
and the other served as a foil. The subjects indicated which
of the pair they believed they had seen by pressing keys that
corresjwnded to the positions of the two stimuli on the
monitor; " z " for left, and "/" for right. The experimental
session comprised a practice block of 25 trials followed by
160 experimental trials: 4 0 each under masking by Positive
and Negative Emotion words, and 80 filler trials with
Emotionally Neutral words. Feedback, in the form of tones,
w a s provided following each trial of the practice and
experimental blocks.
Result
Each subject's percentage of correct target recognitions was
calculated for the Positive and Negative conditions. The
average percent correct under masking by Negative words
w a s 62 percent V s 67 percent for the Positive masks. A
paired samples T-test revealed that the Negative emotion
words were more effective masks than the Positive emotion
words, T(26) = 2.7, p < .05. In other words, target
recognition performancewas poorer w h e n the mask was a
Negative Emotion word. Conversion of the T statistic to a
point biserial correlation coefficient revealed that Emotional
Valence produced a m e d i u m sized effect, rpb = .46.
The means can be seen infigure1.

This result strengthens and extends the conclusion reached
on the basis of emotion congruency effects (Halberstadt,
Niedenthal, & Kushner, 1995; Niedenthal & Setterlund,
1994) and the demonstration of automatic vigilance (Pratto
& John, 1991). There is very little chance that bias or
strategic influence plays a role in our finding that emotional
valence can influence the task of word recognition. The fact
that negative emotion words are more effective as masks
than positive words supports the conclusion that they
demand more attentional or processing resources. Given that
subject's success in target recognition depends on their
ability to ignore or inhibit the mask, w e conclude that our
results speak strongly in favor of automatic vigilance as
suggested by Pratto & John (1991). Further, our use of a
2afc design and tight stimulus control motivate the
conclusion that the emotion valence of our lexical stimuli is
affecting target recognition performance via perceptual
sensitivity, as there is little opportunity for bias to influence
subject's selection in the choice phase. Subjects simply
cannot identify the target as well when a Negative Emotion
mask's higher demand has limited the available capacity.
O n e question raised by this finding is whether the
Emotional Valence effect is coextensive with the Familiarity
effectexplored by Ohnesorge & Theios (1996). The same
argument can be applied to each situafion. There is greater
ecological utility in attending to potentially threatening
events, whether due to the ambiguity inherent in novelty or
the specific threat of a Negative stimulus, than in attending
to their more benign counterparts. Our next study explores
the relation between Familiarity and Emotional Valence
with regards to the Automatic Vigilance hypothesis.
Experiment Two
In our previous experiments (Ohnesorge & Theios, 1996)
w e investigated differential demands for processing resources
through manipulations of familiarity, indexed via the
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Results
Mean target recognition percentage for each condition was
computed for each subject and submitted to an A N O V A .
The main effect of Valence was significant, £(1,59) = 6.0, p
< .05. The measure of effect size epsilon revealed a medium
sized effect, e = .28. The main effectof Frequency was also
significant,f(1,59) = 12.3, p < .05. Epsilon again revealed
a medium sized effect.e = .40. The interaction of Valence
and Frequency was not significant, L(l,59) = .168. The
means of the subjects analysis can be viewed infigure2.
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Subjects
The subjects were 60 undergraduates who participated in
remm for course credit. Each had normal or corrected vision.

Recognition

printed wordfrequencyof the masking stimuli, and recency,
indexed via mask repetition. Those studies showed that
manipulations offrequencyand recency of the mask exerted
separate and independent influences on target recognition. In
Experiment Two we explore a factorial combination of mask
frequency and emotional valence to ask the question Do
familiarity and emotional valence make separate and
independent contributions to masking? Several issues can
be addressed through this study. For example, it is possible
that negative emotion and novelty (unfamiliar or low
frequency words) are not distinguished in the early
evaluation process. This would predict that separate effects
of Frequency and Valence would not manifest together.
Assuming that these effects do occur in conjunction, we can
assess their independence through the presence or absence of
an interaction.

Design
There were two within subjects variables with two levels
each: Frequency of the masking words (High, Low) and
Emotional Valence of the masking words (Positive,
Negative).

Id •">•
u
a
H
Percent
9,

HIGH MASK

Stimuli
The stimuli were collected by asking subjects (n = 50) to
rate 216 candidate words for emotional valence negative
items were those that received ratings < 4 and Positive > 6
on our nine point scale. W e then sorted them into categories
based on the third index of the Kucera & Francis (1967)
corpus (i.e. number of samples containing the item). High
Frequency items were defined as > 50 samples, and Low
Frequency <_25 samples. In addition we controlled for
number of letters and syllables to closely equate the spatial
and featural properties of the various sets.
Apparatus
The experiment was designed and conducted using the
software program PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt &
Provost, 1993). A Power Macintosh 7200 controlled the
display sequence and collected the data.
Procedure
The subjects were seated 300 m m from the computer
monitor. After receiving instructions they completed 20
practice trials and then 216 experimental trials. The
sequence of events was as follows. Subjects pressed the
spacebar to initiate each trial. Afixationcross was presented
for 300 ms, followed by the target word which remained on
the screen for 13 ms. Following a 40 ms blank interval the
mask was presented for 27 ms. After a 300 ms interval the
choice alternatives (target and foil) were presented until
subjects indicated their choice. Feedback was presented on
each trial.

1

^

/

^

LOW MASK

^

L

66-

64NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

Figure 2: The independent influences of Emotional Valence
and Frequency of the masking word on Target recognition.

Discussion
The results of Experiment Two show that familiarity and
valence make separate and independent contributions to the
backward masking effect. This precludes the possibility that
Frequency (familiarity) and Emotional Valence are treated
equivalently by the automatic appraisal process. The lack of
an interaction between these factors suggests that the
allocation of attention, at least with respect to these
dimensions, is automatic and not graded by consideration of
other present stimulus attributes, i.e. it is not strategic.
Further data relevant to the examination of these related
questions would result from a joint manipulation of
Repetition and Valence, the subject of Experiment Three.
Experiment Three
Subjects
The subjects were 31 undergraduates who participated in
return for course credit. Each had normal or corrected vision.
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Design
There were two within subjects variables with two levels
each: Emotional
Valence (Positive, Negative) and
Repetition condition (Repeated, Non-Repeated).
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Stimuli
The stimuli were collected by asking subjects (n = 50) to
rate 216 candidate words for emotional valence negative
items were those that received ratings < 4 and Positive > 6
on our nine point scale. W e controlled the featural level
similarity of our Positive and Negative sets and the
similarity of each masking set to the choice alternative set
very carefully. W e assessed our degree of control by
counting the frequencyof occurrence of each letter (A-Z) at
each of the 5 possible positions for our masking sets and the
4 positions in our choice alternative set and conducting an
overall correlational analysis on the resultant frequencies.
Our control was very good, r (averaged across positions) for
the Positive and Negative sets was .85. More importantly,
the Positive and Negative masking sets were equally similar
to the choice alternative set, r = .73 and .74 respectively.
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Figure 3: The effects of Emotional Valence and Repetition of
the masking stimulus are independent.

Apparatus
The experiment w a s designed and conducted using the
software program PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt &
Provost, 1993). A Power Macintosh 7600 controlled the
display sequence and collected the data.

Discussion

Procedure
The subjects were seated 300 m m from the computer
monitor. After receiving instructions they completed 25
practice trials and then 160 experimental trials. The
sequence of events was as follows. Subjects pressed the
spacebar to initiate each trial. A fixation cross was presented
for 300 m s , followed by a preview word that remained on
the screen for 1 second. A 1 second refractory period was
allowed to pass and then the target-mask-choice sequence
analogous to Experiments O n e and T w o occurred. For
Repeated Trials the Preview stimulus was the mask that
would appear later in the sequence of events, for Novel trials
the Preview stimulus was a Neutral Valence word that did
not appear again in the sequence of events. Feedback was
presented on each trial.
Results
M e a n target recognition percentage for each condition was
computed for each subject and submitted to an A N O V A .
The main effect ofValence was significant, £(1,30) = 9.5, p
< .05. The measure of effect size epsilon revealed a large
sized effect, e = .47. The main effectof Frequency was also
significant, f( 1,30) = 21. 3, p < .05. Epsilon again revealed
a large sized effect, e = .63. The interaction of Valence and
Frequency was not significant, £.(1,30) = .216. The means
can be viewed in figure 3.
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The three experiments we present support several
conclusions about the automatic allocation of visual
attention to negative or aversive stimuli. First, w e show
that this effect occurs in the low level perceptual task of
w o r d identification. There is good reason to believe that the
masking effect must occur prior to lexical access (of the
target w o r d ) and thus reveals an earlier influence of emotion
on perceptual or cognitive processes than has been
demonstrated before. Identifying the locus of this effect
would be of s o m e interest, as would discovering the extent
of the appraisal process. H o w e v e r , the answers to these
questions are not easy to deliver. W e believe that the effect
is occurring very early in the w o r d recognition process, that
it is automatic, and that the extent of processing is not
great. Opinions about the locus and automaticity of this
effectare not easy to test directly, so our conclusions rest
largely on inferences that are supported by our selection of
method and tight stimulus confrol. For example, the use of
a two-alternative forced-choiceresponse task greatly reduces
the bias potentially present in data collected with free report,
supporting the inference that the effect is happening at a
relatively early stage of cognitive processing. This is
because the recognition task required of subjects depends
only on their ability to select the target w o r d from a pair of
presented stimuli. Similarly, the fact that w e observe large
effects of m a s k frequency on target identification in this
cognitively undemanding task suggests that the effect is
occurring prior to lexical access or during the process of
activating the representations that support w o r d recognition.
T h e time that passes between target presentation and choice
is less than one-half second, too little to m a k e differential
forgetting a compelling alternative explanation. Finally, the

effectmust be automatic because it appears so early in the
cascade ofperceptual events.
A n issue of further interest is the question of just h o w
extensive an analysis supports the differential allocation of
attentional resources. This is an important question, but at
this time w e have no data that directly addresses this issue.
Given that it is carried out preconsciously it seems that the
analysis could not be extensive. Further, the results of
Experiments T w o and Three lend no support to the idea
that the analysis is very detailed. This is because there was
no interaction between Emotional Valence and the variables
manipulated in those studies. If Emotional Valence had
interacted with either Frequency (Experiment T w o ) or
Repetition (Experiment Three) it would be reasonable to
consider the possibility that a more detailed analysis had
been carried out, and that processing resources can be
allocated in a context sensitive manner. T o illustrate with
Emotional Valence and Repetition, if the Repetition effect
were smaller for Negative than for Positive words it would
suggest the Automatic Vigilance mechanism can distinguish
between Affective tone and Familiarity, and differentially
allocate attentional resources on that basis. From a survival
standpoint it would be reasonable to assume that a Repeated
Positive stimulus presents no threat whatsoever, while a
Repeated Negative continues to exert a large demand for
processing capacity. A similar argument holds with respect
to Frequency and Emotional Valence. A s it stands, with no
interaction between these variables, the most conservative
conclusion is that the allocation of attention or processing
capacity reflects a low level process that depends on an
automatic response to a broad definition of potential threat
rather than a strategic or logical analysis of stimulus
properties.
One obvious danger of arguing for the ecological utility
of automatically directing attention to one stimulus type or
the other is the potential circularity of the argument. If
attributions ofcapacity demand rely solely on the pattern of
target recognition results this could be a relatively vapid
exercise as sufficient power is guaranteed to result in a
statistically significant differencebetween two levels of any
variable whatsoever. The large body of data on the
differential impact of Novel and Familiar (stimuli and
Positive and Negative stimuli (Easterbrook, 1959; Pratto &
John, 1991; Taylor, 1991) provide, if not a warrant, at least
probable cause for the investigation of these factors. The
fmding of medium to large effect sizes in several distinct
manipulations, across different experiments, with different
stimulus sets shows that the automatic allocation of
processing resources to novel or negative stimuli is a robust
effect that manifests under a variety of circumstances.
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Abstract

is not normally found on verbs that denote unbounded events
(hug, paint, or walk) despite the fact that these arefinein
One of the major questions in child language acquisition rethe adult grammar. Similarly, children resist using -ing with
search is whether children and adults have the same mental orstates, and indeed resist morphology altogether, for verbs such
ganization for grammar W e consider the case of the acquisias love, know, appreciate, etc. In this case, the restriction
tion of -ed and -ing. This has standardly been assumed to show
found in young children is also partly observed in the adult
that children organize their grammatical knowledge differently
state, as in John was appreciating/?knowing his n e w job.
from adults. In conU^st to models that claim that children's restriction on these morphemes argues for a noncontinuous view
Theories about the acquisition of the progressive and past
of grammar, we show that it is most parsimoniously accounted
tense morphemes in English differ mainly with respect to the
for by a privative aspect and tense model (Olsen, 1997), indefactors that govern the child's initial hypothesis. A STAGE
pendently needed in the adult grammar. In particular, we show
model explains early restrictions on the basis of more general
i) that one cannot attribute this pattern of development to chilcognitive
principles, e.g. to claim that s o m e level of linguisdren's simple modeling of restrictions in the adult data, and ii)
tic organization that is active in the adult grammar is not yet
that it is not necessary to assume initial hypotheses discontinuavailable to a child at the appropriate level of development.
ous with the adult state, or primitives not found therein. Rather,
Thus the child is forced to analyze adult input on the basis of
the data requires a strong innate component that both delimits
possible adult grammars and defines early stages. Our model
a defective conceptual organization. Since the child's early
provides an account of why children show these restrictions,
cognitive organization is assumed to be different from that of
how they recover, and what cross-linguistic variation might ocan adult, restrictions on the form of adult grammars are irrelecur in the emergence of adult competence.
vant to the characterization of possible initial states. Once the
child moves on to a stage where the relevant categories appear,
Introduction
the linguistic environment can play a role in forcing generalPrevious research in child language acquisition identifies disization
of the initial hypothesis.
crepancies between child and adult use of verbal inflectional
morphology. In this paper, w e consider a case of partial undergeneralization where children's use of English -ed and ing endings seems constrained by the aspectual class of the
host verb in a w a y unattested in the adult grammar. In contrast to models that claim that this restriction is an argument
for a noncontinuous view of grammar, w e show that it is most
parsimoniously accounted for by a learning theory based on
markedness and a cross-linguistically grounded aspect and
tense model (Olsen, 1997). In fact, w e s h o w that one cannot
attribute this pattern of development to children's simple m o d eling of restrictions in the adult data (cf. (Shirai and Andersen, 1995)), nor does it show that initial hypotheses are discontinuous or m a k e use of primitives not found in the adult
state. Rather it argues for a strong innate component that delimits possible adult grammars and defines early stages. In
contrast to previous analyses, our model provides an account
of w h y children show these restrictions, h o w they recover, and
what cross-linguistic variation might occur in the emergence
of adult competence.
Overview of previous work
It has been frequently observed that children observe restrictions on the use of progressive and past tense morphemes that
are not wholly reflected in the adult grammars. For English,
this characterization describes a stage where the -ed ending
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In the case at hand. B l o o m (Bloom, 1973), inter alia, has
adopted versions of the "defective tense hypothesis" (Weist
et al., 1984), positing a period of development during which
tense is simply not available to young children. They therefore cannot organize morphology according to tense but according to aspectual classes like "durative event" (,-ing) or
"completed event" {-ed) — giving rise immediately to the circumscribed state. A s the child matures and has the relevant
supporting cognitive experiences, the aspectual categorization is disconfirmed, e.g. by examples oi-ed with state verbs.
A second style of explanation also eschews innate linguistic specifications, but places more weight on the role of the
environment. In crude form, f r e q u e n c y - b a s e d theories
claim that children's early production or comprehension models subtle differences between the presentation of categories in
adult speech to young children and the full correct pattern at
the adult stage (Brown, 1973; Li and B o w e r m a n , to appear;
Shirai and Andersen, 1995). Shirai and Andersen, for example, claim that grammatical categories are organized according to prototypes: a verb undergoing the progressive m a y have
a core meaning of "action in progress," but m a y include other
notions that form the full progressive class. Shirai and Andersen suggest that children search for prototypical patterns
in the adult speech to children, generalizing across the core
prototype, before acquiring the full category.

A third style of account relies on a different type of semantic circumscription drawn from the repertoire of adult languages. Bickerton (Bickerton, 1981), for example, proposes a
"Language Bioprogram" hypothesis, based on data from pidgins A N D CREOLES. H e claims that adults speaking pidgin
and Creole languages organize their tense marking along two
innate dimensions: a distinction between events and states,
and a distinction between a punctual events with a definite end
and non-punctual events that can continue indefinitely. Children follow these distinctions, reserving -ing for nonpunctual unbounded events like paint and -ed for -ed for bounded
(punctual) verbs like win.
Bickerton's account is similar to ours in that he assumes
that the same innately specified features guide the child's morpheme selection as are relevant for the description of the adult
state. In both models, semantic circumscription comes from
leamability considerations constrained by innateness. Following standard assumptions in generative linguistics, w e assume that the child can choose from a repertoire of possible
grammars given by an innate linguistic endowment. All of
these options correspond to existing adult languages. T h e initial hypothesis must be an option that can be falsified using
positive evidence from the types of sentences found in the
child's linguistic environment. Corrections of improper usage are not taken to be valid input data to this learning theory. Given this, the child will pick the most restrictive option
given by the innate endowment. Positive examples can show
that initial restrictions need to be relaxed in a particular language. If the child m a d e the opposite assumption — picking
the least restrictive hypothesis—he would overgenerate, producing examples that were not restricted by the rules of the
language and would need correction (negative evidence) to retreat from overgeneralization. This idea is formalized as the
SYNTACTIC SUBSET PRINCIPLE (Berwick, 1985).

The Model
Our account relies on Olsen's analysis of aspect (Olsen,
1997), which describes principled relations between lexical
and grammatical aspect, and between grammatical aspect and
tense. L e x i c a l a s p e c t refers to the ability of verbs and
other lexical items to describe h o w a situation (event or state)
develops or holds in time. G r a m m a t i c a l a s p e c t refers to
the view some verbal auxiliaries and affixes present of the development or result of a situation at a given time, also k n o w n
to as verbal or viewpoint aspect (Smith, 1991).
Lexical Aspect
The apparent nonindependence of lexical aspect verb classes
and grammatical aspect morphology in the child m a y be explained within a framework in which lexical and granmiatical
aspect categories are part of the innate endowment, the Universal G r a m m a r ( U G ) . W e first characterize the lexical
aspect system in adults and then show h o w it relates to grammatical aspect.
Olsen observes that aspectual classification of verbs operates on the level of semantic features ((Olsen, 1994; Olsen,
1997), cf. (Smith, 1991)). Olsen further demonstrates that
the features are semantically privative (+/unmarked) as shown
in Table 1, rather than equipollent {+/-). Under this analysis, [+telic] verbs specify an inherent bound, whereas [Otelic]
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Table 1: Aspectual classes described in privative feature terms

1 Aspectual Class
State
Activity
Accomplishment
1 Achievement

Telic

+
+

Dynamic

+
+
+

Durative

+
+
+

Examples
know, have
march, paint
destroy
notice, win

verbs generally lack a bound, although they m a y acquire
telicity in the appropriate sentential or discourse context.
The model restricts the contribution of other sentential constituents and the pragmatic context to lexical aspect interpretation: they m a y add features but not remove them. Thus, although paint is unmarked for telicity, it m a y be used in sentences with both telic and atelic interpretations, as in D e g a s
painted (two blue dancers/for an hour). In contrast, [-Htelic]
verbs like win and destroy, always entail a bound.
The privative feature model predicts that only marked features are semantically "real" and m a y be used as determinants
of linguistic behavior. This holds cross-linguistically for phenomena as diverse as grammatical aspect, unaccusativity auxiliary selection, tense, and discourse m o v e m e n t of narrative
time. The model therefore predicts similar results with the
acquisition data: telicity, eventhood and duration will be operative, whereas their unmarked counterparts (atelicity, statehood, and punctiliarity) will not affect inflectional affixation.
Grammatical Aspect
W e n o w discuss h o w the lexical aspect features interact with
the inflectional morphology under consideration. W e suggest
that the -ing and -ed morphemes in English encode grammatical aspect in the child as well as in the adult (sec Olsen 1997).
Since grammatical aspect concerns time—both h o w situations
develop over time and h o w speakers view situations at a given
time—it has often been confounded with tense. Tense is D E ICTIC: it "relates the time of the situation referred to to s o m e
other time." In contrast, grammatical aspect looks internally
at situations, independent of the time at which they are located.
Although other languages decouple these distinctions morphologically, languages like English use single morphemes
in both tense and aspect systems. In English, the imperfective is marked by the affix -ing. Although it appears with the
auxiliary be in its various tense forms (is/was/will be painting, it can also occur as a participle, without an auxiliary (He
observed the scene, painting the dancer). T h e perfective is
marked by the -ed affix and used with the h a v e auxiliary,
or alone, as a "simple past" tense, or a perfect participle {the
painted pictures. T h e perfective participle denotes a completed situation, because perfective grammatical aspect focuses on the bound of situations.
Olsen claims that grammatical aspect crucially interacts
with the lexical aspect features, pointing out that these lexical
aspect features presuppose a two-part event structure: [-i-durative] and [+dynamic] hold of the ongoing portion of an event,
the event n u c l e u s . T h e presence of telicity indicates that the
event progresses toward an eventual end or C O D A . The resulting structure is as follows:

H-durative
+dynamic
NUCLEUS

asymmetry between the child's data and the adult data. Children will use disproportionately fewer atelic verbs with -ed
endings than do adults. Similarly, they will restrict the -ing
CODA
ending to [+dynamic] and [+<lurative] verbs. W e make the
Imperfective grammatical aspect m a y therefore be said to fofollowing additional assumptions, that the real world context
cus on the nucleus of an event and perfective aspect on the
associates verbs to lexical aspect classes, and that children
coda, each asserting that the relevant features hold. The apassume that meanings and strings, grammatical morphemes
plication of grammatical aspect m a y also be restricted in prein this case, m a p one-to-one, an assumption also known as
dictable ways. Olsen provides numerous examples from the
the uniqueness principle (Wexler and Culicover, 1980; Clark,
literature of imperfective grammatical aspect restricted to sit1987; Pinker, 1984), or the less-is-more hypothesis (Newuations with one or both marked nucleus features. For examport, 1988; Newport, 1990; Goldowsky and Newport, 1992),
ple, the progressive m a y be said to be an imperfective that is
cf.(Elman, 1993). Specifically, when tense and aspect are enrestricted (although not completely in English) to verbs with
coded by the same morpheme, as with -ed, w e assume that
a marked [+dynamic] feature. That is, as m a n y observe, the the children assign the morpheme a single meaning: aspect,
progressive isfinewith events but odd with m a n y states, as in this case, demonstrably closer to the verb than tense (see
in John is leaming/?knowing Greek. In Mandarin, states are
Slobin's introduction to (Newport, 1988)).
completely prohibited with the zai imperfectives in the adult
By contrast, environmentally driven theories like those of
language ((Li and B o w e r m a n , to appear)). In contrast, w e
Shirai and Anderson, and Li and B o w e r m a n derive evidence
find perfectives restricted to verbs that have the coda feature
for grammatical classification from the linguistic environment
[+telic]. In Korean, for example, the resultative aspect auxilof the child's o w n language. The child should tune to this eniary *-e issta' can only occur with [+telic] intransitive verbs:
E.g. cwuk-ta 'to die,' nwup-ta 'lie down,' anc-ta 'to sit d o w n , vironment, producing mappings that resemble what is heard
in adult speech. Thus, even if the adult pattern is very difse-ta 'to stand', ... etc. cf. H o - M i n Sohn (1994:329)" (Lee,
ferent
from the prototypical mapping between a morpheme
1995)).
and a verbal class, if the evidence for this divergence is strong
Developmental predictions of the models
enough in adult utterances, the child should show no asymmetry with respect to adult productions. The child utterances
In this section, w e will outline s o m e differing predictions beshould mimic those of the adult's.
tween our model, and some of the others discussed above.
O u r model assumes an innately driven style of explanation
In the next section, we verify these predictions by the develfor differences between the initial and adult state. A s menopmental evidence. W e will see that children's initial productioned above, the restriction of relevant input to positive extion of the perfective and imperfective indicated by the -ing
amples only requires that the child's initial hypothesis be the
and -ed morphemes are semantically circumscribed in the way
most restrictive, such that environmental input m a y serve to
predicted by our theory, despite the fact that the C H I L D E S
relax these restrictions. T h e notion "most restrictive" is deadult tiers include, for example, states with -ing in the imperfined with respect to the range of possible adult languages.
fective and atelic verbs in the perfective. Children are clearly
For example, since the mapping between progressive affixes
not tuning to the adult pattern; rather, adult input helps to
and verbaJ forms is restrictai to the lexical aspectual class of
drive the child from the semantically circumscribed stage to
events in Chinese, and since Chinese is a possiblefinalstate in
the adult state. Thus there is the predicted strong asymmethe child's linguistic development, the syntactic subset princitry with respect to the large number of atelic verbs appearing
ple( part of the child's innate linguistic endowment) requires
with -ed in the adult state and the small number appearing with
that he assume initially that the restrictions that apply in Chithis suffix at the earliest developmental stages. This asymmenese also apply to English (Berwick, 1985). Since Olsen's
try should gradually disappear over time given environmental
system uses privative features, only marked (+), values can
cues that the child's initial hypothesis is incorrect.
define lexical classes. T h e "event" class is defined by the
feature [+dynamic]. Similar remarks apply to the perfective.
The environmentally driven theory falsely predicts that the
Since the perfective is restricted to telle verbs in Korean, and
large number of atelic verbs appearing with -ed in the adult
since this is the most restrictive mapping between grammatstate should drive the child away from a hypothesis which reical m o r p h e m e and verbal class, it must be the child's initial
stricts -ed to to telle verbs and so w e should see no asymmetry
hypothesis for all languages. So children assume as an initial
in the adult and early developmental states between telle and
hypothesis in all languages that the imperfective is restricted
atelic verbs with -ed.
to [+dynamic] verbs and the perfective to [+telic] predicates.
Our findings contrast with previous studies in which the
Since [+telic] predicates are ^ s o [+dynamic], they occur with
both -ed and -ing morphemes in the restricted child grammar
relationship between lexical and grammatical aspect is not
our data.
m a d e clear. B l o o m (Bloom, 1973), for example associates
If this assumption is incorrect for a given language, the
-ing with prototypical [+durative, -telic] situations and -ed
child will see examples that disconfirm this initial hypothe(including irregular past tenses) with prototypical [-durative,
sis. T o summarize, w e predict that adult input in languages
+telic] events. In contrast, w e focus on the positive features
like English, which have aspectually unrestricted forms for
[+dynamic] and [+telic] and show that it is these, rather than
the graimnatical aspectual categories of perfective and impertheir unmarked counterparts or frequency in the adult lanfective, will help children recover from their initial undergen- guage that determines the distribution of the morphology in
eralization. Therefore, w e predict that w e will see an initial
the child grammar.
[+telic]
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Methodology
The data for this paper was drawn from four C H I L D E S file
sets, representing eight children, several of w h o m appeared
in previous studies on English verb morphology: the subjects
in Bloom, et al. (Bloom, Lifter, and Hafitz, 1980). W e handcompiled an exhaustive list of the 664 verbs used by both
adults and children in thesefiles.Each verb was assigned an
aspectual class composed of privative features based on its behavior on standardized tests (cf. (Dowty, 1979)), such as compatibility with time phrases like in a n hour or for a n hour, and
entailment in the progressive. Verbs were tested in the m o s t
minimal frame: with singular subjects, and n o object (John
ran vs. John ran a mile) or a singular object (John got a sandwich rather than John got sandwiches). All raters agreed on
290 (43.7%) of the verbs, and two raters o n an additional 326
(49.1%). For 4 8 verbs (7.2%), the three raters each had a different category. In this study, w e examine only those verbs for
which there was complete agreement.'
M e a n Length of Utterance w a s calculated for each of the
children'sfiles,also using the C H I L D E S tool. T h e children'sfileswere grouped by stages, following B r o w n (Brown,
1973). Stages I and II were collapsed for several reasons.
First, thefilesets s h o w a less consistent temporal development
in these stages. It w a s therefore difficult to assign a set of files
to Stage n , if a singlefilehad the relevant M L U , and three or
four laterfileswere below the threshold. Second, collapsing
these stages also allows for more parity of corpus size in each
division. Files were divided as follows:

STAGES l-U
'•^Jf'
•Inf
4<9

l+iebcj

[tUynmlcI

0
•)

I-Hlynunicj

lUduraUvc)

l^iumivel

JM
547

Z2
451

487
IU5

m

35
4M

lOielicI

|«.Ik:I

indynunicl

l+dynamicl

lOdunlivcl

l-Kluranvel

[Olelicl
H\6
I«77

IfUllc]

lUdynamitl

55
304

[•4-dyiujnicl
28J4
4350

lUdurauvtj
445
7759

l+dunuvcl
2434
1895

[Olelicl
!99S
!)250

l+ielicl
1328
4644

lUdynamicj

[•fdyiumic]

lUdurauvc)

IU14

\TWS

4240

|+<)uniavc|
6363
9654

•ti

STAGE Ul

•m
•J

««
174

174
5S0

15
19

795
WB

111
503

689
321

STAGE rV and up
•«i«

•ed

663
Tm

ADULT
-l/W

ti

164

7I«

963

Table 2: Verb tokens with tense/aspect m o r p h o l o g y
STAGES in
[OtcHcl
•\n%
48

[+ielicl

(Odynamic]

l+dynamicl

UkJuraiivel

l-Hjunitivel

12

13
15

0
1

61
26

12
14

49
13

lOtelicI

|+ichc|

lUdynamicI

|+dynamic|

lOdurauvel

|+durauve|

73
23

20
22

2
3

91
42

18
21

75
24

l+lelicj

[Udynamicl

l+dynamicj

lOduralivcl

l-fdurauvc]

62

34
48

1
5

145
105

34
44

112
66

[Olelicl

l+ttlic|

[Udynamic]

l-Hlynamic)

lUdurauvel

l-fdurauve]

-Id

STAGE m

•mg
•ed

STAGES IV+
lOlcIicI
-in.
112

-ed

ADULT

•mt
•ed

119
73

44
44

5
9

158
108

42
38

121
79

Table 3: Verb types with tense-aspect morphology
• Stage I-n (MLU 1.5-2.5): adamOl-06, allisonl-4, ericOl03, eveOl-07, ninaOl-12, peterOl-06, sarahOOI-039
once for one or more instances at a given stage of a verbmorpheme pair. Thus, the hypothetical sentence I'm walking,
walking, walking would add three instances to the token cells
in the -ing row of [Otelic], [+dynamic] and [-i-durative] and
• Stage IV (3.125-I-): adaml9-55. allison05-06, evel2-20,
one instance to the same cells in the type count. The token
peter07-20, sarah065-139, nina37-56
information is relevant for comparison with frequency based
accounts that assume that more frequent verbs have greater
It is not our purpose to examine the theoretical importance
effect on subsequent output. The type information abstracts
of the stages as crucial units in morphological development;
away from the repetitions c o m m o n in speech to and by chilrather w e want to focus on the fact that the asymmetries are
dren.
evident at the earliest stage, diminished in later stages, and abIn both experiments, w e tested both whether verb morpholsent in the adult data. O u r results are based on the following
ogy and lexical aspect features were independent and what
token/type counts at each stage (see also Tables 2 and 3).
features of lexical aspect classification predicted the appearance of which morpheme. W e also assumed that morphology
• Stage I-II: 1,060 tokens, representing 151 verb types
was independent of age for verbs that had each of the six feature specifications ([-(-/Otelic], [+/0dynamic], [-H/Odurative]).
• Stage ni: 1,634 tokens, representing 173 verb types
W e tested these hypothesis using x^ tests at significance levels
• Stage IV and up: 7,533 tokens, representing 223 verb types ofp < .001 and p < .OL
• Stage m ( M L U 2.5-3.125):
sarah040-064,ninal3-36

adam07-18, eve08-ll.

• Adult: 21,220 tokens, representing 243 verb types

Results

We counted verbs-morphology pairs in the relevant feature
categories ([Otelic], [+dynamic] and [-i-durative] in the case
of walk) as both tokens and types. In the token analysis, w e
incremented the frequency count once for every instance of
a verb with the relevant feature and morphology at a given
stage. In the type analysis, w e incremented the frequency

E x p e r i m e n t 1: T o k e n s

Table I shows that the presence of the aspectual feature of
telicity is significantly correlated with the presence of the
'ed'' morpheme during all stages of development in children
(p < .001). The adults showed a significant correlation in
the opposite direction with respect to telic verbs. For adults,
-ed occurred significantly more often with atelic verbs than
'We are currently analyzing the data using all of the verbs in the
< .001). The data also appear to
files. Our conclusions do not seem to be affected so far by incorpo- with telic items (p <
show a correlation between the feature [Odurative] and the rating the full set of these verbs.
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STAGES M I

States
Otel
-ing

-ed

80
20

Stages I-II
Stage III
Stage 1V+
Adult

+tel
46.4
53.6

10
23.1
35.7
56.3

Events
52.5
66.3
81.3
80.2

STAGE III
-ing

-ed

Table 5: Percent of verbs with tense/aspect morphology, by
type

+tel

Otel
76.1
23.9

47.6
52.4

Otel
64.4
35.6

+tel
41.5
58.5

Otel

+tel

STAGE IV+
-ing

-ed

test revealed that significantly fewer [Odynamic] verbs appear
with tense/aspect morphology than [+dynamic] verbs. These
results are expressed as a percentage in Table 5. The distribution of states with and without morphology at each child
stage is significant at p < .01. Furthermore, there is a significant difference between the distribution of states (p < .01)
and events (p < .001) between the youngest children and
the adult. T h e adult distribution does not reach significance
atp < .01 (although it is significant at p < .05).

ADULTS
-ing

-ed

62
38

50
50

Experiment 3: Verb classes
Table 4: Percent of inflected (a)telic verbs types with -ing, -ed

ed morpheme. However, closer inspection reveals that this is
due to the high percentage of telic verbs that are [0 durative].
In fact, N O N E of the [Odurative] [Otelic] verbs occur with -ed
in stages I-U and IQ.
Furthermore, there was a steady rise in the number of atelic
verbs that appear with -ed as the child matures, evidenced by
significantly different distributions between [Otelic] and -ed
across all age groups (p < .001). Adults and children at
stage rv showed a significant correlation between the [-i-dynamic] feature and -ed (p < .001), but this correlation w a s
not observed at either Stage I-U or Stage ID.
Experiment 2: Types
T o further test our hypothesis, that lexical aspect features and
morphology were related and changed by age, w e compared
the distribution of verb-morphology pair types with respect
to [+/0] features distribution and with respect to the six features by age. That is, the distribution of the tense/aspect morphology is correlated with the value for the lexical aspect features telicity and durativity only for children (p < .01).
Agin, verbs in the perfective-erf were overwhelmingly [+telic]
or [Odurative], and verbs in the imperfective overwhelmingly
[Otelic] and [+durative].
Furthermore, the differences in distribution m a y be, with a
weaker level of confidence (p < .05), attributed to only one
m e m b e r of the feature opposition: again w e see the steady rise
in the number of atelic verbs with -ed, as seen in Table 4. T h e
distribution of both [Otelic] and [-i-durative] verbs differed between stages I-n and IV, I-II and Adult, III and IV, and H I and
Adult. In other words, there was a loose clustering of Stage
I-n, m , and Stage IV, Adult.
A s with the token data, no clear pattern emerges for the
[+/Odynamic] verbs on this test. N o significant difference in
distribution is observed for dynamic verb types within a given
stage. W e did an additional test, comparing the distribution of
the [+/Odynamic] verbs that appeared with -ing, -ed, or both
with the verbs that did not appear with morphology at all. This
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W e also investigated the verb classes as composites of features, as represented in Table 1. The accomplishment verbs in
this chart, since they have all the features, should be allowed
to appear with all morphology, whereas verbs that differ in
only in lacking [+durative] should be less likely to appear with
the imperfective, and verbs lacking [+telic] should be less
likely to appear with the perfective. These verbs should appear most freely with morphology. Although the accomplishment data is relatively sparse, especially in the early stages
(only 3 accomplishments in I-U and 6 in HI), preliminary conclusions support our hypothesis. O f the verb types that appear
with morphology, a greater proportion of accomplishments
appear with -ing than of achievements in the earliest stages,
suggesting that the absence of durativity is operative for the
children.^
Discussion
T h e results of Experiments 1 and 2 are consistent with the hypothesis that children initially choose the most restricted relationship between grammatical and lexical aspect, constraining the use of -ed to [+telic] verbs and the use of -ing to [+dynamic] and [+durative] verbs. Given that adults do not show
these patterns, and in fact show the opposite pattern with respect to -ed, children's initial productions can not be the result
of tuning to frequency in child-directed speech. These data
s h o w that, besides being too weak, a frequency-based account
is too strong, in that patterns that are robustly attested in adult
data, such as the relationship between -ed and [+dynamic], is
not replicated in early child speech. Our theory explains the
lack of replication of this pattern because this restriction does
not govern the relationship between grammatical and lexical
aspect cross-linguistically.
Both Experiments 1 and 2 show that the asymmetry in the
child and adult data m a y be attributed particularly to changes
in the verbs unmarked for the relevant feature: [Otelic] verbs
change to allow -ed and [Odurative] verbs change to allow ing. Within our model, exposure to adult data that does not
^ A greater proportion of inflected achievements appear with -ed
at all stages.

conform to the initial restrictions set by Universal Grammar,
forces the child to adopt one of the less restrictive alternatives
it allows.
Although our model naturally accounts for the restrictions
and age differences observed in experiments 1 and 2, the correlations are also consistent with a model that associates [Odurative] with the perfective (e.g. Bickerton) and [Otelic] with
the imperfective. However, in this sample, the results on the
feature [Odurati ve] can be completely attributed to the [Odurative] [+telic] verbs. Experiment 3 demonstrates that durativity
(and not punctiliarity)is operative in explaining the difference
between [+telic] verbs with respect to -ing. Moreover, restrictions based on unmarked features are completely absent in the
cross-linguistic data Olsen discusses (e.g. Bickerton's punctiliarity).
Conclusion
In conclusion, the children learning English w h o m w e studied show asymmetries in associating [-Kiynamic] and [+telic]
lexical aspect features with the -ing and -ed morphology, not
tracking adult frequency in any relevant way. Our model predicts that these asymmetries would exist, given that there are
adult languages that show the relevant restrictions as well.
The adult distribution provides positive evidence for relaxing
the restrictions for languages like English, rather than a model
for the child to follow, as in connectionist proposals such as
Li and Bowerman (Li and Bowerman, to appear) and Shirai
and Andersen (Shirai and Andersen, 1995). Furthermore, our
model predicts that acquisition patterns will vary, depending
on whether tense and aspect are conflated in a single morpheme (English) or not (Polish and other Slavic languages).
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Abstract
This paper presents simulation results and network
analysis of generative Cascade-Correlation (CC) networks
which model the child's learning of English personal
pronouns. The network analysis revealed that overheard
speech is crucial in learning the correct semantic rules not
only forfirstand second person pronouns but also for third
person pronouns. In addition, in order to induce the fully
correct semantic rules without error-correcting feedback,
the networks need to learn all three personal pronouns.
N ^ w o i k analysis techniques used in the present study
proved to be a powerful tool for understanding of what the
networks are actually learning.
Introduction
Rec^it studies have shown that the learning of personal
pronouns is gradual and cannot be explained by any fast
mapping mechanisms specific to word learning as proposed
by the special lexical constraints iq;^)roach (Markman, 1989;
Oshima-Takane, 1985, in press). Unlike count nouns and
proper nouns, the referrait of a personal pronoun shifts
systematically depending o n the discourse situation,
although each pronoun has a fixed meaning (Kaplan, 1978).
In order to acquire the correct semantic rules for personal
pronouns, children must discover the systematic relationship
between pronouns and speech roles. First person pronouns
refer to the pCTson using the pronoun, while second person
pronouns refer to the person addressed. Third person
pronouns refer to a non-addressee w h o is neither speaker nor
addressee, and have distinct masculine and feminine forms.
Oshima-Takane's (1985) model for pronoun learning has
provided a detailed picture of the changing semantic
representations children s h o w in the course of acquisition.
T h e basic assumption of the model is that children first
determine the referent of a pronoun in each occurance of use
and &.ea induce its semantic rules. W h a t type of semantic
rules children induce depends o n what type of input they
have recdved and what kind of constraints children bring to
the learning situation (e.g., prior knowledge relevant to the
w o r d learning, and limited attention, m e m o r y , or
information processing). According to this model, whether
the input contains the following situations is specifically
inqxntant: (a) situations in which children can recognize that
the same pronoun used in different discourse situations refws
to diffwent persons and (b) situations in which they can
recognize that the differait pronouns refer to the same
person. T h e former situations (a) provide information
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necessary for distinguishing personal pronoims from proper
names because children could avoid a propo- name
interpretation for a pronoun (e.g., "you" is another name of
the child) if the pronoun is not limited to a specific
individual. The latter situations (b) facilitate the learning of
the distinctive meanings a m o n g different forms of personal
pronouns (i.e.,first,second, and third person pronouns).
This is because w h e n different forms refer to the same
individual, children are forced to search any data that can
distinguish them in the input. They are forced to utilize
speech role information as well as referent information. A s a
result, children are more likely to learn the distinctive
meanings a m o n g first, second, and third person pronoims.
In support of this model, Oshima-Takane and her
collaborators have conducted a series of expoim^tal and
observational studies and have provided enpirical evidence
that overheard speech is an input necessary for inducing the
correct semantic rules without error-correcting feedback
because it provides children with these two situations,
whereas child-directed speech does not (Oshima-Takane,
1988, 1992; Oshima-Takane, Goodz, & Derevensky, 1996).
Recent computer modeling studies o n the learning of first
and second person pronouns with the Cascade-Correlation
( C C ) learning algorithm (Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990;
Oshima-Takane, Takane, & Shultz, 1995) have provided
converging evidence in support of the hypothesis that
children induce the incorrect, me-you reversal mies by
observing prcmouns used in child-addressed speech, whereas
they induce the correct semantic rules by observing
pronouns used in non-addressed speech. In addition, the
studies have s h o w n that the prior knowledge that individuals
appearing in training patterns were members of the same
kind facilitates netwoiks' gaieralization capabiUty to
untrained patterns (Oshima-Takane, 1985).
Network
analysis of non-addressee netwoiks revealed, however, that
the networks learned either one of the two possible partially
correct fimctions (i.e, partially correct with regard to the
correct semantic rules). They ccwrectly produced a prcmoun
referring to a person w h o takes either a speakw or an
addressee role (e.g., " m e " refaring to q)eaker) but
overgeneraUzed the other pronoun referring to the nonaddressee (e.g., "you" refaring to addressee and nonaddressee). Because no training patterns were given for the
situations where neidier ^jeaker nor addressee is referent, it
is quite natural that the networks showed overgeneralizations
to those patterns. Brener (1983) reported that children, too,
showed similar overgeneralization of the second person
pronoims to non-addressee before they acquire the third

person pronouns. Furtho-, they show similar errors for third
person pronouns, where third person pronouns are used to
refer to both addressee and non-addressee before they
understand that third person pronouns refer only to nonaddressee.
A primary motivation for the present simulation study is
to understand the mechanisms by which children learn to
produce personal pronouns without explicit corrections, hi
particular, w e investigated if, with the addition of third
pCTson pronouns in non-addressed speech, the C C networks
can correct overgenerabzation errors and can induce the
correct semantic rule for first and second person pronouns.
Further, w e investigated if overheard speech is also crucial
for learning the correct semantic rule for third person
pronouns.
The CC learning algorithm
Unlike static feed-forward networks such as back-propagation
networks, a C C network begins with a minimal network
topology consisting of only the input and output units, to
u ^ c h Udden units are added and trained automatically to
inqvove performance. Hidden units are added one at a time
until error is within a range specified by the user, at which
point learning has b e ^ accomplished.
Each input unit is coimected to the output units by an
adjustable weight. Initial weights are selected randomly, and
are adjusted based on activations given in the training
pattwns. W h e n performance caimot be improved any further
by weight adjustments, a hidden unit with a sigmoid
activation function is recruited, producing nonlinear
interaction effects in the mapping of inputs to outputs.
Incoming weights to this n e w unit are determined by
maximizing correlation between the unit's activation and
network error, and are fixed throughout the remainder of the
training period. Thus error is not propagated back across
different levels of the network, resulting in quicker, more
stable convergence. After the hidden unit has been recruited,
output weights are readjusted to optimize poformance. This
cycle of error reduction is rqjeated until an accqjtable range
is reached.

training pattems. Analog coding was used in order to
implement prior knowledge that individuals appeared in the
training pattems were in the same kind P E R S O N . The child
was coded as 0, the mother as -)-2. the father as -2, and the
other two persons were coded as +1 and -1. Positive values
represented female persons and negative values Kpreaealed
male persons, to code for gendra- in this system. The gendoof the child was not explicitly coded and must be derived
from the regularities of pronoun use in the training pattems.
In this simulation, the child w a s treated as female.
Localist coding w a s used to code for the output pronoun.
O f the four units, three had a negative value, while the
remaining unit was positive. The position of this positive
unit determined the pronoun. The pronouns "me", "you",
"she", and "he" were represented w h e n the first, second, third
and fourth units were positive, respectively. Each input unit
was connected to four output units. Figiu^ 1 dq)icts a
network after the recruitment of two hidden units.
Networks were trained under three different conditions:
pure addressee, pure non-addressee, and mixed. In Phase I
and Phase II training, networks in the pure addressee
condition wo-e trained with the addressee pattems in which
the child was the addressee, whereas those in the piue nonaddressee amdition were trained with the non-addressee
pattems in which the child was neither the addressee nor the
speaker. In the mixed condition, networks were trained with
a combination of equal numbers of addressee and nonaddressee pattems. A s there were 2 0 addressee, 6 0 nonaddressee, and 20 child-speaking pattems, the number of
training pattems w a s equalized across conditions. In each
phase, the addressee pattems were given six times per epoch
for networks in the addressee condition, while non-addressee
pattems were given twice for those in the non-addressee
condition. Networks in the mixed condition were given the
addressee pattems three times and the non-addressee pattons
once per epoch, for an equal number of pattems across
conditions. It should be noted thatrepeatedpattems did not

pronoun
Simulation
The present simulation consists of three training phases to
simulate h o w children learn to produce all pronoun forms by
listening to other persons producing them. In Phase I
training, networks learn other-speaking pattons with a first
person pronoun "me" and a second person pronoun "you".
In Phase II training they learn other-speaking patterns with
the third person pronouns "he" and "she" added to Phase I
training patterns. In Phase III training, child-speaking
pattems with all pronoun forms are added to Phase 1 and
Phase n training pattems. Third person pronouns were
presented to the networks after exposure to first and second
person pronouns in order to simulate the child's pronoun
learning environment (Oshima-Takane & Derat, 1996).
The initial C C networks in this simulation had three
input units represoiting speaker, addressee, and referoit. In
addition, there was a bias unit having a value of -•-1 on the
input side. Five persons, child, mother, father, and two
additional persons, one female and one male, appeared in the
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me +
vou— +
Outputs

IIiddcn2
Hiddcns

^^Ilid.l.M.I

Inputs
speaker

addressee

referent

Figure 1: Pronoim network after recraitment of two hidden
units.

affect learning tune significantly. Child-speaking patterns
w h » e the child was the speaker were added in thefinalphase
of training for all conditions.
It was expected that networks in the addressee condition
would learn incorrect, nie-you reversal rules during Phase I
training and would produce "you' in reference to the child
exclusively and "me" in reference to any other person. In
Phase II training, four persons other than the child were
referred to by nwre than one pronoun, specifically "me" and
"she/he*. Thus, the addressee networks were expected to
produce "me* in reference to another person as speaker, and
"she/he" in reference to another person as non-addressee.
However, n o third person pronouns would be produced in
reference to the child as non-addressee, because the gendo* of
the child could not be derived from the addressee patterns.
T h e networks in the non-addressee condition and those in
the mixed condition were expected to induce either one of the
two possible partially correct functions in Phase I training
and would show overgeneralization errors of either "me" or
"you" to non-addressee. However, with the addition of third
person pronouns in Phase II training, these networks would
learn the fully correct semantic rules for all pronoun forms.
This is because all four otho" persons were referred to by
three pronouns in the training patterns. Therefore, the
networks were forced to utilize the speech role information,
not just ref(»ent information. The performance of the mixed
networics was expected to be slightly better than that of the
non-addressee networks, siiKe the only difference between
them is that the child is referred to by both "you" and "she"
in the mixed condition as opposed to only "she" in the nonaddressee condition.

units in Phase III. O n e non-addressee network and four
mixed networks did not require any Phase III training at all.

Results
Table 1 simmiarizes the mean q)ochs required for learning
training patterns by jAiase and by condition. Non-addressee
networks took a significantly greater number of epochs to
train in Phase I compared to mixed networks, t(57)=5.46,
one-tailed, p<0.001. In addition, the number of epochs for
the addressee networks was significantly fewer than those in
the non-addressee and mixed condition combined, t(54)=
-55.92, one-tailed, p<0.001. All networks recruited one
hidden unit. In Phase II, the difference in number of epochs
between the non-addressee and mixed networks was not
significant; however, addressee networks again took
significantly fewer epochs compared to those in the nonaddressee and mixed ccmditions combined, t(52)=-26.15, onetailed, p<0.001. Networks recruited an average of 1.95
hidden units (range: 1 - 3) in the addressee condition, 3.20
(range:3 - 4) in the non-addressee condition, and 3.95
(range:3 -5) in the mixed condition. In Wiase III training,
non-addressee networks required significantly more epochs to
learn than mixed networks, t(26)=2.54, the separate variance
estimate, one-tailed, p<0.01. Addressee netwwks required
significantly more epochs to learn the child-speaking
patterns conq>ared to the non-addressee and mixed networks
combined, t(20)=12.27, the separate variance estimate, onetailed, p<0.001. Addressee networks recruited an average of
2.65 hidden units (range: 2
5), while none of the nonaddressee and mixed networks required any additional hidden
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Table 1: M e a n epochs required for the three phases of
learning by condition.

Phase I

Mean

SD
Range
Phase II

Mean

SD
Range
Phase m

Mean

SD
Range

Pure
addressee
n=20

Condition
pure
non-addressee
«=20

96.8
6.15
82-107

266.8
16.21
239-310

281.2
47.98
225-391

742.8
73.95
637-955

458.2
158.35
237-766

31.2
33.08
0-127

mixed
n=20

243.9
15.16
218-285
771.2
108.70
445-888
10.8
13.84
0-65

Network
Analysis
Network analysis was conducted in ordo- to examine the
function the networks have learned and their goieralisation
capabilities. In order to depict the network representation,
separate graphs were made for the father, mo^et, and child
asreferents.In addition, two graphs were presoited for each
referent: rl which distinguishes between the pronouns "me"
and "you", and r2 which distinguishes between the male and
the female third person pronouns "he" and "she". In both,
the left horizontal axis represents the speaker dimension, and
therighthorizontal axis repres^its the addressee dimension.
Numbers on these dimensions represent w h o the speako- and
addressee are, ranging from -2 to +2. The vertical axis
represents the output pronoun.
Target function
W efirstdefine
y l=sigmoid(-c{(S-R)2-0.125})
y2=sigmoid(-c{(A-R)2-0.125})
y3=sigmoid(c(R+0.25))
where S, A , and R represent the values for the speaker,
addressee, andreferait,and where c is some large positive
value (e.g., c=5000). The calculated value then undergoes
the sigmoid transformation 1/(1+e"^), where x is the value
to be transformed. Thus, yl will equal 1 if the speaker and
referait agree (ie. "me" is produced) and will equal 0 if they
disagree. The same can be said about y2, but with the
addressee instead of the speaker. In y3, femalereferentsare
distinguished from male referents, as 1 is produced when the
referent is non-negative (female) and 0 is produced when the
referent is negative (male).

FATHER

CHILD

rel.-2

0

MOTHER
rel>2

FATHER

CHILD

r»(—2

ret>0

0.5 i M ^f\
0,
W Mjj

ffl

-0.5

-0.5

MOTHER
nl.2

0.5
0
-0.5

l}>• ^ '
Figure 2: Target representation for correct use o f first
and second person p r o n o u n s (rl). m e = + 0 . 5 , you=0.5, he/she=0

r»f.-2

reM)

Figure 3: Target representation for correct u s e o f
third person p r o n o u n s (r2). h e = + 0 . 5 , she=-0.5,
me/you=0

re(«2

ra<a-2

ret.-2

rel—2

ret—2

ret—2
in

Figure 4: A d d r e s s e e n e t w o r k representations after
Phase I, P h a s e II a n d P h a s e E H training for use of first
and second person p r o n o u n s (rl).

i»t—2

rBta-2

raM>

ral>2

rel^

ret-2

rel>0

0

Figures: Addressee network representations after
Phase I, Phase n and Phase HI training for use of
third person pronouns (r2).

tal.2

re*—2

ret>2

rsf*0

(•W

rel«0

spk-2
Figure 6: Non-addressee network representations after
Phase I, Phase 11 a n d Phase I D training for use of first
and second person pronouns (rl).
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-2

$pk-2

-2 aar

Figure 7: Non-addressee network representations after
P h a s e I, P h a s e n and Phase H I training for use o f
third person pronouns (r2).

W e then define
zl=y 1-0.5
z2=y2-0.5
z3=y3(J-yJXl-y2)-0.5
z4=(i-yi)(l-y2Xl-y3)-0.5
In zl, "me" is distinguished from all other pronouns as +0.S
is produced w h e n "me" is produced (when y 1=1, see above)
and -0.5 is produced for all other pronouns. Similarly, the
other three functions z2, z3, and z4 respectively distinguish
the pronouns "you", "she", and "he" from all other
pronouns.
T o conserve space, w e further transform z's into:
rl=03x(zl-z2)
r2=0.5x(z4-z3)
where zl, z2, z3, and z4 are functions producing +0.5 for a
specific pronoun ("me", "you", "she", and "he",
respectively), and -0.5 for all other pronouns. The function
rl combines the representations of "me" and "you" into one,
where rl equals +0.5 w h e n "me" is produced and equals -0.5
w h e n "you" is produced. The other pronouns would have an
output of 0. Likewise, r2 combines the representations of
"she" and "he", such that the output is +0.5 w h e n "he" is
produced and is -0.5 w h e n "she" is produced. The target
fimction for correct use of first, second, and third person
pronouns is s h o w n in Figures 2 & 3. In Figure 2, the
grq)hical rq)resentati(Hi of rl, "me" is produced w h e n the
referent and ^)eaker agree, and "you" is p-oduced w h e n the
referait and addressee agree. At all other points, where
refa«it does not agree with speaker or addressee, third pa-son
pronouns are produced, and therefore the output should be
zero. In Figure 3, the representation of r2, "he" is produced
v ^ e n the referent is a male third p^-son, and "she" is
produced w h o i the referrait is a female third person.
Otherwise, first or second person j)ronouns are product, and
the output is zero.
Function Approximations
Network analysis examined the graphical representations of
network approximations at training points and the
generalisation to test points. Generalisation tests consisted
primarily of intopolation between training points. In
general, the cIosct the networks' approximations were to the
target function, the greater their generalisation capability.
Figures 4 & 5 present the function approximation of a
network in the pure addressee condition by phase. A s seen in
Figure 4, w h o i the child is the referent (ref=0), the graphical
surface afto- Phase I training is at the -0.5 level, indicating
that "you" is produced. Also, w h e n the referent is the
mother (ref=2) or father (ref=^2), "me" is produced, as the
graphical surface is at +0.5. Thus, networks learned the
incorrect, me-you reversal rule during Phase I training.
During Hiase II training, the network learned to differentiate
between the referents as speakers and non-speakers: "me"
w a s produced w h e n the refer^it is the speaker, and third
person pronouns were produced elsewhere. T h e exception to
this was w h e n the child w a s the referent, w h o w a s refered to
almost exclusively by the pronoun "you", except w h e n
taking on the role of speaker.
The result seemed to indicate that the networks were able
to discern that "you" w a s not the correct pronoun to produce

in this situation but were unable to discover which pronoun
should be produced. Networks did not learn to produce "me"
in reference to the child as speakta- and "you" in reference to
persons other than the child as addressee until Phase III.
Further, the degree of correct generalisation of "me" and
"you" to untrained patterns varied for each network. Third
person pronouns in reference to child were never learned
correctly by addressee networks because the goider of the
child could not be derived from the addressee and the childspeaking patterns only.
The non-addressee and mixed networks were very similar,
and therefore only one set of figures for a non-addressee
network (Figures 6 & 7) are presented. A s the network
trained with me-you patterns only in Phase I, a partially
correct function was formed. In this case, the network
learned the pronoun "me" correctly, but overgeneralised the
use of "you" to non-addressee (Fig. 6, top row). However,
this was corrected in Phase II training, with the addition of
third person pronouns, as the network learned that the
pronouns "he" or "she" should be used in reference to nonaddressees. Network analysis of more detailed developmental
data indicated that correct learning of "you" took place upon
recruitment of one or more hidden units in Phase II.
Discussion
Both the analysis of learning time and the network analysis
indicate that addressee networks undergo the bulk of their
learning after the additicHi of child-speaking patterns in Phase
III, wha-eas non-addressee and mixed networks learn the
correct semantic rules in the first two phases. The network
analysis clearly indicated that with the addition of third
person pronouns to the Hiase I training pattans, nonaddressee and mixed netw(»ks were able to correct
overgeneralizaticm errors of eitho- "me" or "you" and learned
the fiilly correct semantic rules for all personal pronoun
forms. In fact, some of the mixed and non-addressee
networks showed perfect generalization to diild-speaking
patterns without Phase III training. The remaining mixed
and non-addressee networks needed some Phase III training
for simply adjusting weights, as none of them recruited
hidden units. O n the other hand, all the addressee networks
needed Phase III training to correct the me-you reversal errors
and never learned the third person pronoun in reference to the
child. W h e n the representations of the networks after
completion of all the training are examined, non-addressee
and mixed networks showed better generalisations to
untrained pattems compared to addressee networks. N o clear
diffa-ence was observed between mixed and non-addressee
networks except that there were slightly more mixed
networks than non-addressee networks which could leam the
correct semantic rules without Phase III training.
A n interesting finding is that without child-^)eaking
pattems, addressee networks were unable to produce "you" in
referoice to a p^-son other than the child. Instead, the
addressee networks produced third person pronouns in
reference to others as addressee, although the networks could
have produced "me" rather than "he" or "she" in this
situation. The consistent overgeneralization of third person
pronouns to others as addressee suggests that addressee
networks were influenced by the fact that a person other than
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thechildwasreferredtoby "he" or "she" (12 patterns) more
frequently than by "me" (4 patterns) in the addressee training
patterns. This, in turn, suggests that the networks used
referent information only, even though the same person was
referred to by more than one pronoun. It appeared that
situations in which the same pronounrefersto different
posons are also needed in order to force the networks to use
speech role information.
In sum, the network analysisrevealedthat networks need
to leam all three personal pronouns in order to induce the
fiilly correct semantic rules without error-correcting
feedback. In addition, the results confirmed that overheard
speech is crucial in learning the correct semantic rules not
only for first and second person pronouns but also for third
person pronouns.
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(provided with the P F A ) were used by the model as targets for the emotion categories. T h e best network corThe performance of a neural network that categorizes facialrectly recognized 8 6 . 2 % of the expressions displayed in
expressions is compared with human subjects over a set of
novel face images [Padgett and Cottrell, 1997]. W e then
experiments using interpolated imagery. The experiments for
used this model to predict h u m a n responses to constructed
both the human subjects and neural networks make use of inimages that dissolve' from one facial expression image to
terpolations of facial expressions from the Pictures of Facial
another [Padgett et al., 1996. Adolphs et al., 1998]. W h e n
Affect Database [Ekman and Friesen, 1976]. The only differtested on pixel-averaged transitions between facial expresence in materials between those used in the human subjects
sions of the same subject, the model predicted that some
experiments [Young et al., 1997] and our materials are the
transitions would be less "categorical" than others, with
manner in which the interpolated images are constructed shallower transition curves [Padgett et al., 1996]. H u m a n
image-quality morphs versus pixel averages. Nevertheless, the
responses on the same pixel-averaged stimuli show simineural network accurately captures the categorical nature of the
lar variations [Adolphs et al., 1998]. H u m a n subject studhuman responses, showing sharp transitions in labeling of imies making use of the E k m a n and Friesen prototypes
ages along the interpolated sequence. Crucially for a demonalso show categorical responses using morph sequences
stration of categorical perception [Hamad, 1987], the model
of line drawings extracted from the E k m a n and Friesen
shows the highest discrimination between transition images at
images [Etcoff and Magee, 1992], and using image-quality
the crossover point. The model also captures the shape of the
morph sequences that appear as natural as the original imreaction time curves of the human subjects along the sequences.
ages [Calder et al., 1996, Young et al., 1997].
Finally, the network matches human subjects' judgements of
In one of the most extensive studies with h u m a n subjects.
which expressions are being mixed in the images. The main
Y
o
u n g et al. (1997, henceforth "Megamix") show that imagefailing of the model is that there are intrusions of "neutral"
quality
morph sequences between six emotional expressions
responses in some transitions, which are not seen in the human
(Happy, Sad, Afraid, Angry, Surprised, and Disgusted) and
subjects. W e attribute this difference to the difference between
"neutral" expressions exhibit categorical behavior. In conthe pixel average stimuli and the image quality morph stimtrast to Etcoff and Magee's work, they used photo quality
uli. These results show that a simple neural network classifier,
images instead of line drawings. In contrast to Calder et al.,
with no access to the biological constraints that are presumably
all possible transitions between emotion pairs for a single
imposed on the human emotion processor, and whose only acsubject ("JJ") from the P F A database (including neutral) were
cess to the surrounding culture is the category labels placed by
tested.
This comprehensive study of h u m a n responses to faAmerican subjects on the facial expressions, can nevertheless
cial expressions is the inspiration for our current study. In the
simulate fairiy well the human responses to emotional expresfollowing sections w e review the results from the Megamix
sions.
Introduction
study in more detail, describe the neural network model from
Abstract

Research into the nature of the perception of facial images in h u m a n s (in tasks such as identification of the
subject as well as what expression is being displayed)
has uncovered considerable evidence that the process is
categorical [Beale and Keil, 1992, Etcoff and Magee, 1992,
Y o u n g et al., 1997]. This research has focused on h o w h u m a n
responses change over a sequence of interpolated imagery between two prototypes. T h e studies have consistently reported
categorical transitions in the sequences. Categorical perception (CP) typically involves demonstrating a boundary region
where responses by subjects change rapidly and where the
subjects s h o w a correspondingly greater ability to discriminate the stimuli [Liberman et A., 1957, Harnad, 1987].
In previous work w e evaluated several types of image
features in terms of their efficacy as inputs to neural network models of emotion recognition. T h e facial expression images w e used were from the Pictures of Facial Affect (PFA) database [Ekman and Friesen, 1976]. T h e categorization rates of h u m a n subjects in a six-way forced
choice labeling of the images [Ekman and Friesen, 1977]
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which w e develop the comparison, and present our results.
Review of "Megamix"
The Megamix study is important as it exhaustively examined
the transition space between all six pairs of emotions in the
P F A plus "neutral" faces. T h e study provided the most indepth look at h o w humans classify morph stimuli and their
ability to discern differences within and between class boundaries. Although the stimuli were limited to a single individual's expressions (the "JJ" images in the P F A ) and a rather
coarse step size between the images along the transition, the
amount and kind of data collected was quite large, and is thus
extremely useful.
T h e focus of the M e g a m i x study was in demonstrating that two dimensional accounts of classifying emo' "Dissolve" is a term from graphics denoting a fade from one
image while fading into another W e use this term to distinguish
our linear pixel-average transitions from image-quality morphing,
an inherently nonlinear process.
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Figure 1: Example dissolve sequences of subject JJ from the Facial Affect database. All seven emotions used in the study are
shown here. The image sequences are linearly interpolated between the two database images at each extreme.

tions [Russell, 1980] based on a multi-dimensional scaling
( M D S ) of similarity ratings of emotion categories do not adequately account for the observed boundary behavior between
emotions. M D S results in a "circumplex" of emotions, a twodimensional scaling solution where emotions are arranged
around a circle in the scaling space. Accounts based on this
would suggest morphing between pairs of emotions on opposite sides of the circumplex would pass through a neutral space in the center. O n the contrary, all emotion pairs
showed categorical behavior with few intrusions from other
categories [Young et al., 1997].
For this study, w e are interested in comparing the
reported results of the h u m a n subject experiments in
Megamix to the neural network model used in our previous
study [Padgett et al., 1996]. T h e data used in their experiments consisted of morphed imagery from PFA. A single
subject in database ("JJ") served as the endpoints for the
transition sequences. In their Experiment 2, image-quality
morphs were constructed between all six emotions plus neutral (Experiment 1 just used the six emotion prototypes as
morph endpoints). Step sizes of 9 0 % , 7 0 % , 5 0 % , 3 0 % , and
1 0 % were used between each pair of endpoints (105 unique
images). These were presented in random order to subjects,
who made a 7-way forced choice between the six emotion labels and neutral. A n example of the human subject response
curves is given in Figure 3 (middle). Response times (RT's)
were also recorded. They found the resulting R T curves were
"scalloped", with the fastest RT's near the prototype emotion,
dropping off farther from the prototype.
In their Experiment 3, subjects were required to discriminate (same/different judgements) simultaneously presented
images that were one step away from each other along the
transitions. The subjects showed better discrimination near
category boundaries than near prototypes, a standard requirement for categorical perception.
Finally, in Experiment 4 of Megamix, Young et al. tested
the extent to which their subjects could tell what two emotions
were represented in the morph images. This is important
because, if the images are perceived categorically, one expects
that subjects should be poor at judging what other emotion is
mixed into the image. They asked the subjects to give three
responses to an image: which emotion it was closest to, then
the next closest emotion, then the next, scored as 3, 2, and 1,
respectively. They included the prototype images as well, in
order to be able to control for the intrinsic similarity between
certain emotions. If a surprise image already looks like fear,
for example, this could bias the results. B y collecting the three

scores for the prototypes, they could subtract off the response
the prototype engendered to other emotion categories. These
difference scores were then averaged across all emotions, and
the average responses to the prototype being m o v e d towards
plotted. Tlieir data is plotted in Figure 5. It clearly shows the
subjects are sensitive to the secondary category in the images.
Neural Network Model
Although we were unable to obtain the Megamix morph sequences, we had previously developed dissolve sequences
for testing on the transition behavior between emotion pairs.
The dissolves are a weighted average of corresponding pixels
between two expression prototype images of the same individual. The transitions are produced by varying the weights
in fixed steps of 1 0 % . This technique worked reasonably
well since the images were preprocessed to align the eyes and
mouth, and normalized for brightness. S o m e artifacts (multiple features) can occasionally be observed in the images. A
sequence thus consisted of 9 dissolve images (not including
the prototypes) at 1 0 % mix intervals for the subject JJ. Figure I shows examples of the transitions. W e used the same
images of JJ from the database as were used in M e g a m i x for
the endpoints.
In previous work [Padgett and Cottrell, 1997], w e determined that extracting features from the eye and mouth regions,
rather than whole-face "eigenfaces" gives the best generalization performance for emotion recognition. T h e features w e
used were the principal components of 32x32 pixel patches
randomly sampled from the face images. These form a set of
basis images that resemble thefilteringperformed by some
types of cells in primary visual cortex (see Figure 2, right).
Overlapping patches from the eyes and mouth were projected
onto these features and the resulting scores were given as inputs to a neural network model. T w o patches are used for
each eye, and three for the mouth, from the regions shown in
the left side of Figure 2. Each patch is projected on to the
top 15 principal components of the random blocks resulting
in 105 dimensional input patterns.
The training patterns consisted of 89 images of eleven subjects (five male, six female) from the P F A database (not including male subject "JJ", w h o is used for testing).^ These
included images of all six expressions plus eleven neutral im-
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^The PFA database is unbalanced, in that not all subjects have
all expressions represented in the database, and some have multiple
occurrences of some expressions. Hence the number of images is
not 77.
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Figure 2: Left: T h e feature regions o n a normalized test image. Right: T h e top 2 5 r a n d o m block principal components,
15 of w h i c h are used as features to construct the inputs to the
neural networks.

ages. In an attempt to get a balanced training set, r a n d o m
samples of an equal n u m b e r of each emotion (10) were d r a w n
from the 8 9 images and reserved for training (70 images). T h e
remaining 19 images w e r e used as a hold out set to stop netw o r k training. Different subsets of 7 0 training images were
used for each network.
T h e network m o d e l of a "subject" consists of ensembles of
11 feed-forward, fully connected "vanilla" neural networks.''
E a c h network has 105 inputs, 10 hidden units, a n d an output
layer of 7 units, o n e for each emotion plus neutral. All units
except the inputs are standard logistic functions. W e trained
the networks with back propagation and the mean-squared error cost function [Rumelhartetal., 1986]. T h e teaching signal
w a s a " 1 " for the putative expression being portrayed, and " 0 "
for the other six outputs. E a c h network in the ensemble uses
different initial r a n d o m weights, a different r a n d o m sample of
7 0 training images (subject to the 10 images per emotion constraint), and thus a different hold-out set. Training w a s halted
w h e n the error o n the hold-out set w e n t u p over three epochs.
T h e networks took about 1(X) epochs to train. W e trained 5 0
such network ensemble "subjects". All network ensembles
generalized to the "JJ" images with 1 0 0 % accuracy. "JJ" is
a particularly g o o d subject, in that it is easy to recognize his
expressions, w h i c h is w h y Y o u n g et al. used his images for
their h u m a n subjects.
T o c o m b i n e the scores of the 11 networks in the ensemble,
a n u m b e r of different techniques are possible: winner take
all, weighted average output, voting, etc. T h e m e t h o d that w e
found to consistently give the highest generalization rate is to
use Z scores o n a per output basis from the 11 networks. T h e
" r a w " ensemble output for emotion j is:

^j = J 2 ° * i

i=\
where o,j is the output of ensemble component network i on
emotion j. This is converted to a Z score:
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Figure 4: T h e top graphs s h o w the neural network responses
for t w o emotion transitions. T h e top left graph is AngerDisgust and the top right graph s h o w s Sad-Surprise. T h e corresponding bottom graphs s h o w the associated discrimination
which w e m o d e l as 1 - the cosine between t w o consecutive
output response vectors.

T h e output values from the ensemble networks are used to
generate responses to a given stimulus input, corresponding
to a button press in the M e g a m i x study. T h e highest output
value, m a x j O j , for a particular input image is considered to
be the emotion label of the button pressed.
W e can also extract response times from our model. A
standard measure of reaction time of a feed-forward neural
network is to assume that it is proportional to the output
error [Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989]. In our case, since
there is n o predetermined correct response to the dissolve
imagery, w e simply use the difference between the m a x i m u m
output (corresponding to the network's response), and the
m a x i m u m possible output (1.0). T h u s , the m o r e uncertain the
m a x i m u m response is (the farther from 1.0), the slower the

RT

a, — a1
where dj and ctj are the average and standard deviation of the
raw ensemble output for emotion j over all training patterns.
The "final" ensemble output, O j for emotion j, is the softmax
of the Z scores:

T o m o d e l the discriminability between a pair of stimuli measured in M e g a m i x Experiment 3, w e suppose that each stimulus pattern is processed b y the network, and the 7-dimensional
output vectors (the seven O , scores treated as a vector) are
stored. This gives the overall response to the stimulus, with
no decision imposed. T h e cosine between these t w o vectors
gives the similarity of the t w o stimuli to the network. T h e
m o r e the output varies, the less similar the stimuli will be. W e
thus use 1 - cosine as a measure of discriminability.
Finally, to m o d e l the ranking of "closest emotions" given
by the subjects in Experiment 4, w e simply use their corresponding rank in the output vector.

'The number " 1 1 " is not critical here, it is used for historical
reasons.
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Figure 3: E x a m p l e comparison of the neural network m o d e l to the h u m a n responses given in
the M e g a m i x study. T h e emotion sequence is as follows: Happy-Surprise-Afraid-Sad-DisgustA n g r y - H a p p y . T h e top graph is the neural network models response. T h e middle graph s h o w s
the results from the M e g a m i x study. T h e final plot gives the models response time. E a c h graph
s h o w s the response as the interpolation values change between the emotion prototypes.
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Megamix
Far proltxypc

Results
The first experiment examines the average response curves
(percentage of subjects giving a particular labeling to a stimulus) as the mixture of the two emotion prototypes varies. The
stimuli presented to both the neural network model and the
h u m a n subjects were novel transitional faces. A n example
of the average responses for the 50 ensemble networks are
presented at the top of Figure 3. The average response of
4 0 h u m a n subjects to the same sequence of emotion transitions are reproduced from the M e g a m i x study in the middle
graph [Young et al.. 1997].
The most striking feature found in both the ensemble model
and the subjects' responses is very sharp transition regions
from emotion to emotion across the sequence. This is true
for all h u m a n transitions including those not shown. For the
model, the transition behavior was also sharp. However, in
nearly half of the instances (7/15) of emotion-emotion transitions (not involving neutral) the neutral response is stronger
than that of one of the endpoint emotions near the transition.'*
In M e g a m i x , they did find intrusions of other emotions in
2/15 of these cases (using a binomial test), but the responses
were lower than the endpoint emotions. W e get similar intrusions of this type, for example, fear intrudes on surprise in the
M e g a m i x data and in our network. These neutral intrusions
cannot be accounted for by thefinergrain of our transitions, as
the average number of images for which neutral is the highest
response near a transition is 3 (i.e., these intrusions span 3
1 0 % step sizes). M o r e likely, the model's behavior is due to
the use of dissolve faces instead of morphs. Since dissolves
are pure weighted averages, and morphs are inherently nonlinear, it makes sense that some mixes m a y actually resemble
the neutral prototype more than a morph would, as neutral
is probably the average in pixel space of all emotions. W e
plan on rerunning the experiment with image-quality morphs
(currently under construction) to eliminate this possible confound.
T h e final graph in Figure 3 presents the ensembles' simulated reaction time (RT) for the same emotion sequence.
Young et al. found the resulting R T curves were scalloped,
with the fastest RT's near the prototype emotion and dropping off farther from the prototype. In the lower panel, w e
s h o w the network RT's for the responses for any emotion for
which the model subject response curve was over 2 3 % (the
cutoff they used for their plots; unfortunately, w e were unable to obtain the h u m a n data to plot here). These curves
show the same scallop shape as in the M e g a m i x paper. Figure 4 presents two examples of the ensemble models' stimulus discrimination. The top graphs show the subject response
curves for two pairs of emotions and the bottom graphs depicts the discrimination score (1 - cosine of the two output
vectors). The curves demonstrate that the model is most
sensitive to stimulus changes near the boundary, which was
also true for discrimination tests on h u m a n subjects. The
model also showed that the m e a n discriminability score of
0.45 (0.31) for transitions (90-70,30-10) near prototypes was
significantly different (z=26.0,p<.01) using a normal test for
different means [Keeping, 1995] than the score of 0.69 (0.29),
for transitions far from the prototype (70-50,50-30). This too
was significant in the M e g a m i x study [Young et al., 1997].
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Figure 5: This graph compares the neural network model and
the actual h u m a n scores from the M e g a m i x study, computed
by the same method. The plots represent the average rating
subjects give to the emotion in a face as it falls further from a
given anchor prototype (see text for details). The emotions are
lumped into two classes, the related emotion (the one being
mixed with the prototype) and the unrelated emotions. Both
the neural network model and the human subjects exhibit
a steep rise in prominence for the related emotion with no
detectable increase for unrelated emotions.

Experiments 1 -3 of M e g a m i x strongly support categorical
perception of emotion categories. In Experiment 4, Young
et al. considered to what extent subjects were nevertheless
sensitive to the other category being mixed into the image.
For example, can the subjects perceive the anger in a 9 0 %
happy/10% angry morph, even though they respond "happy"
to the image? A s described earlier, they asked the subjects
to give three responses to an image: which emotion it was
closest to, then the next closest emotion, then the next. They
scored the three responses as 3,2, and 1, and subtracted off the
average score for the dominant prototype as described earlier.
These difference scores were then averaged across subjects for
the "prototype being moved towards" (they call this the "far
prototype"). The scores for the other four unrelated emotion
categories (those not represented in the morph) were averaged
together as well. These two scores were then averaged across
all transitions, and plotted. Their data is shown as the dashed
lines in Figure 5.
W e used the same methodology for our networks, using
the rank order of the network outputs to extract scores. The
results are shown in Figure 5 as the solid lines. The unfilled
circles and squares show the difference scores for the four
emotions not represented in the dissolves or morphs. A s can
be seen from the Figure, the network data lies right on top of
the h u m a n data in this case.

Discussion
W e have shown that a feed forward neural network model
using a feature based representation of the face (projections
of feature regions on afixedfilterset) accounts for the observations found in the h u m a n study. Specifically, the models
*ln fact, in some sense, we are putting our worst foot forward here,
exhibit categorical responses: sharp transitions in the response
in that w e also modeled their Experiment 1 (data not shown) which
curves and higher discrimination across category boundaries.
was a six-way forced choice not including neutral. There, only three
The scallop shape in the h u m a n RT's was also modeled by
offifteen(3/15) transitions resulted in an emotion response more
the same network. In addition, the models show a very good
prominent than either end point, and these were restricted to one
match to the h u m a n subjects' sensitivity to the non-dominant
image in the sequence.
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prototype being mixed into the images. Unlike the classical
account of categorical perception, humans were able to make
intra-categorical distinctions, and these results were reflected
in the model as well.
The point of departure between our model and the data is the
intrusion of neutral responses in our replication of their Experiment 2 (not as prevalent in our Experiment 1, see footnote4).
W e believe that this difference is due to the way in which
we constructed our faces; simple pixel averages are more
likely to be like neutral images than true morphs, which do
not fall on straight lines between the endpoints in perceptual
space [Busey, 1997]. W e plan to verify this conjecture by
applying our model to image-quality morphs in future work.
These results show that a neural network classifier, with
no access to the biological constraints that are presumably
imposed on the human emotion processor, and no access to
the surrounding culture except to the extent that the network is
instructed to carve up the input space into the same categories,
can nevertheless simulate fairly well the human responses to
emotional expressions.
Neural network modelers may object that, given the way w e
extracted the various response variables, of course the results
would come out this way. For example, because the output
vector is changing the most at category boundaries, our measure of discrimination will be highest there. In other words, it
is "embarrassingly easy" to account for these results. Rather
than an embarrassment, w e suggest that the model is therefore a natural explanation of the phenomenon of categorical
perception.
The reason that the neural network shows categorical perception is simple. Early in training, the network does not
show steep boundaries between the classes, so the change in
responses along a transition is more shallow. A s learning
progresses, reducing the error corresponds to sharpening the
boundaries between the categories. Thus the region of ambiguity is shortened. However, different exemplars give different results. Easily identified emotions, as in the JJ images,
give rise to steeper response changes than morphs between
other subjects whose portrayals are not as pronounced. This
is in agreement with other studies [Beale and Keil, 1995] that
show familiarity with the endpoints determines the steepness
of the transition in human subjects.
In future work, w e intend to show that our model provides a
nearly complete account of the perception-classification process in that it learns to classify emotions. This is of interest
because recent work has shown that, in the case of identity [Beale and Keil, 1995] (but not shown so far for emotions) perception of identity is non-categorical for unfamiliar
stimuli, but is categorical for familiar stimuli. This suggests
that categorical perception is a phenomenon that naturally
falls out of a learning process that puts increasingly sharper
boundaries between stimulus categories as they become more
familiar.
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compound as a configural cue and the outcome (Rescorla,
1973; Rescorla, Grau, & Durlach, 1985). T h e response to a
Three experiments test the processing of compound predictors
compound predictor will be the s u m of the associative
in contingency judgments. Participants judged the relation
strengths of the configural prediaor and the individual
between compound predictors and an outcome, as well as the
predictors that compose it. The individual prediaors are
relation between their constituent elements and the outcome,
seen to contribute 1 0 0 % of their respective associative
under different predictor-outcome contingencies. In
strengths to the response to the compound predictor, hi
Experiment 1, the contingency of an A B compound predictor
general, the salience of the configural cue is thought to be
was judged as independent of the contingencies of its
small relative to the salience of its constituents, and the
elements A and B. In E^qperiment 2, judgments of a
response to the compoimd is largely related to the sum of
compoimd predictor (ABC) remained similarly unaffected by
the associative strengths of its constituent predictors
changes in the contingencies of its elements, even though the
(Rescorla, 1997, Wagner & Rescorla, 1972).
similarity between the compound predictor and one of its
constituent elements (AC) was high. In Experiment 3,
Pearce (1987; 1994) developed a configural model to
compound predictors were perceived as unique, although the
account for findings from animal research that appear
rate of acquisition of an A + , A B - discrimination did not differ
incompatible with an elemental view of associative
from that of an A C + , A B C - discrimination, contrary to the
processing (Pearce & Redhead, 1993; Wilson & Pearce,
prediction of Pearce's (1994) contlgural model. Overall, the
1992). According to Pearce (1987), w h e n a compound of
elemental associative view is rejected in favor of a modified,
several predictors is paired with an outcome, the only
low generalization, configural model.
association that will develop is that between the compound
cue
and the outcome. ;Ajiy change in the constituent
Associative or connectionist models make predictions
elements
of a compound will result in an association
consistent with empirically observed judgments of the
between
a
n e w configural predictor and the outcome. The
contingency between single predictors and an outcome
response
to
a compound will be the s u m of the associative
(Allan, 1993; Siegel & Allan. 1996). According to these
strength
of
the
configural cue and the associative strength
models, learning the contingency between a predictor and an
generalized to it fiom other predictors as afimctionof their
outcome is a byproduct of associations formed between
similarity. The similarity between two predictors is
these events, and judgments are presumed to have a
proportional
to the number of elements they have in
monotonic relation with the strength of these associations.
c
o
m
m
o
n
(Pearce,
1994). Thus, whereas elemental models
Associative models differ, however, in their analyses of h o w
predict
that
the
generahzation of associative strength
a predictor composed of multiple elements and an outcome
between a compound and its elements is complete, Pearce's
become associated.
(1987; 1994) model predicts that generalization is somewhat
T w o classes of associative models m a y be identified that
less than complete and related to the similarity between the
are relevant to compound predictor processing: elemental
predictors.
and configural. Both classes relate the change of associative
A modified feature-negative discrimination paradigm was
strength between a predictor and an outcome with
implemented in three studies to assess elemental and
experience, and describe interaction effects a m o n g
configural cues in contingency judgments, and contrast the
predictors all associated with the same outcome. However,
two classes of associative models.
the two classes describe different processes by which a
compound predictor becomes associated with an outcome,
Experiment 1
and h o w associative strength is generalized between a
W e assessed tf judgments of the relation between a
compound predictor and the individual predictors that
compound predictor composed of two elements and an
compose it.
outcome are mediated by the relation between its constituent
According to the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model, (see
elements and the outcome, in a modified feature-negative
also. Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce-Hall, 1980), w h e n a
discrimination paradigm. The contingency (Ap) between the
compound predictor is paired with an outcome, an
three possible predictors and the outcome (O) was
association will develop between each element of the
calculated as the difference between the two independent
compoimd and the outcome, as well as between the
Abstract
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conditional probabilities, P(0|prediaor) and P(0|~predictor)
(Allan, 1980; Jenkins & Ward, 1965).
In the classic feature-negative discrimination paradigm
animals are presented with A + , A B - discrimination (+
indicates the presence of the outcome and - its absence). Tlic
outcome occurs every time A is presented alone but never
when it is presented in compound with B In this
experiment, participants were presented with A B, and A B
trials. The contingencies between the three predictors and
the outcome were presented in a 2 X 2 factorial design. The
four conditions each involved two contingencies between A
and the outcome, and two contingencies between B and the
outcome. The contingency between A and the outcome was
either .6 [P(0|A) = .8, P(0|~A) = .2], or .3 [P(0|A) = .65,
P ( O h A ) = .35]. The contingency between B and the
outcome was either 0 [P(0|B) = .5, P(0|~B) = .5], or -.5
[P(0|B) = .25, P(0|~B) = .75]. T h e contingency between the
A B compound and the outcome remained constant at .34
across conditions [P(0|AB) = .2, P ( O h A B ) = .54]. The
contingencies for each predictor by experiment and
condition are presented in Table 1.
The different conditions of predictor-outcome relatedness
were implemented within afictitiousmedical context where
participants were asked to m a k e judgments of the relation
between taking different medications (predictors) for a
given disease and the occurrence of a facial rash (outcome).
Method
Participants Twenty-four undergraduate students (22
females, 2 males; m e a n age = 26 years) were recruited at the
University of Ottawa to serve as participants for this
experiment. After 24 participants were tested, one person
was chosen randomly and awarded a $50 prize.
Apparatus Three EBM compatible microcomputers, located
in individual testing rooms, served to administer the tasks
and collect data for this experiment Each computer was
equipped with a keyboard, a mouse, and a 14 in V G A color
monitor. The computer program used for task presentation
and data collection was developed using Microsoft Visual
Table 1: Predictor contingencies by
experiment (Exp.) and condition (Cond.).
Predictors (Ap)
Exp.
Cond.

1

3

1
2
3
4

.6
.3
.6
.3

B
0
0
-.5
-.5

1
2
3
4

.55
.34
.52
.36

0
0
0
0

1
2
3
4

.6
.3

0
0
0
0

AB
.34

AC

ABC

-.34
-.34
-.34
-.34
.55
-.36
.52

.6
.6
.3
.3

.34
.34
•.34
.34

.6
.3

-.34
-.34

=.34
=.34
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Basic Professional 4.0.
Stimuli All stimuh were presented sequentially in a discrete
trial procedure to participants on 10 c m by 15 c m graphical
windows centered in the middle of the computer screen.
Within each experimental condition, a graphical w i n d o w
represented the medicalfileof one patient w h o participated
in the clinical trial for a givenfictitiousdisease. T h e left
hand portion of the graphical w i n d o w displayed the
treatment(s) administered to the patient, while therighthand
portion displayed the treatment outcome (i.e., facial rash, or
no facial rash). T h e treatments were represented with ovalshaped medication piUs, one red and one green. Each
medication pill measured approximately .9 c m vertically
and .5 c m horizontally. T h e outcome was represented with a
round yellow icon depicting a face, which measured
approximately 1.2 c m in diameter. The presence of rash on
the face was indicated with red spots. T h e display of each
medicalfileremained visible on the computer screen for 3
sec, with a 1 sec inter-trial interval.
Procedure The participants were first presented with task
instructions on the computer screen. They were told to
imagine they had access to the files of patients w h o took
part in a clinical trial to assess the effectiveness of certain
medications for treating a disease. It was explained that the
patients were all ill with the disease, that one possible
symptom of the disease was facial rash, and that the
medications given could affect the Ukelihood with which the
patients get facial rash. It was emphasized that their task
was to judge the effect of the medications on the Ukelihood
of the facialrash.It was explained that they would be asked
to m a k e these judgments in the context of five different
clinical trials, each for a differentfictitiousdisease. T h e first
clinical trial was a practice during which they could request
the clarification of task instructions.
Following the initial instructions, participants were shown
the graphical components that represented patient files,
possible medications (i.e., red pill alone, green pill alone,
and red and green pill together), and possible outcomes (i.e.,
facial rash, and no facial rash). They were told a treatment
could either inaease, decrease, or leave the likelihood of
facial rash unchanged relative to the absence of the
treatment under consideration. It was emphasized that the
relations between the various medications and the facial
rash remained constant vnthin a clinical trial, but varied
between clinical trials.
Each clinical trial consisted of 40 individual trials (patient
files), and participants were asked to judge the relations
between each medication treatment and the facial rash after
every 4 trials for a total of 10 judgements per medicatioiL
Judgments were m a d e on a response screen that presented
each possible treatment with its respective icon o n a
different line. Responses were recorded by manipulating a
horizontal scroll bar placed to the right of each medication
treatment with a mouse. Manipulations of the scroll bar
were reflected with a number in a data input box placed
between the treatment icons and the scroll bars. Possible
responses ranged from -100 to + 100, in increments of 1.
The location of the slider on the horizontal scroll bar w a s
reset to 0 for each n e w judgment screen, so that participants

did not have access to their previous responses. Since
judgments were made after every 4 trials, it was emphasized
that judgments should be based on all thefilesseen up to the
current response screen for a given disease.
After the initial task instructions, participants completed a
practice clinical trial. The practice was identical to the
f
^
experimental clinical trials except for the normative
contingencies between the predictors and the outcome. In
the practice trial, the contingency for A was .5 [P(0|A) =
.75, P(0|~A) = .25], the contingency for B was -.5 [P(0|B)
(f^^X^HKHJ
= .25, P(0|~B) = .75], and the contingency for the A B
A ^ ^ <rc>"°^3 -O- AB
compound was 0 [P(0|AB) = .5, P(0|~AB) = .5]. The names
-D- A
of the fictitious diseases (Laparosis, Oxyopathy,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -A- B
Hypermegia, Anoperosis, Dendropathy) were displayed at
B= 0
B = -.5
the top of the computer screen for each clinical trial. Within
each experimental condition, the order of trial presentation
was randomized with one constraint At least one of the first Figure 2. Judgments of predictors by the contingency for B.
four trials contained the presentation of a compound
treatment, thereby exposing participants to all the individual This analysis revealed main effects of A (Fi 23 = 7.80,
pills prior to thefirstjudgment screen. This was to ensure
= 4600.88), B (Fi^ = 36.57, M S E = 3812.71), stimuU (F2 46
that even the early judgments were based on a minimum of
= 33.58, M S E = 15704.37), and judgment (Fs^o? = 21.62,
empirical information. The order of presentation of
M S E = 294.54); two-way interactions between A and
e?q)erimental conditions was counterbalanced between
stimuli (F2.46 = 4.93, M S E = 11777.39), B and judgment
participants, according to the 24 possible permutations of
(F9,207 = 2.89, M S E = 356.86), and stimuh and judgment
four objects. The assignment of pill color to contingency
(Fig,4i4 = 5.41, M S E = 476.64); and , three-way interactions
was counterbalanced between conditions and between
between A, stimuli, and judgment (Fi8,4i4 = 1-87, M S E =
subjects. Between each condition participants were
316.6), and between B, stimuli, and judgment (Fig 414 =
presented with a screen explaining that a new clinical trial
2.79, A/SF= 364.24).
was beginning, and instructed to disregard all they had seen
Plarmed comparisons were used to examine the three-way
previously and start their evaluations afiesh. The fi^equencyinteractions. In the three-way interaction between A,
of the outcome (20) was kept constant across conditions as stimuli, and judgment, participants discriminated between
die two A contingencies (F,^ = 14.08, M S E = 10633.2), but
judgments have been reported to vary with frequency
(Dickinson, Shanks, & Evenden, 1984).
varying the contingency between pill A and the outcome did
not affect judgments of either B or the A B compound
(Figure 1). In the three-way interaction between B, stimuli,
Results and Discussion
and judgment, participants discriminated between the two B
A within-subject analysis of variance, with individual
contingencies (F,,23 = 1145, M S E = 12277.8), but varying
judgments as the dependent variable, was used to examine
the
contingency between pill B and the outcome did not
the variables of contingency of A (Ap = .6 or .3),
affect
judgments of either A or A B (Figure 2).
contingency of B (Ap = .5 or 0), stimulus judged (A alone,
The results of Experiment 1 are consistent with a
B alone, A B compound), and judgments (1 to 10). Plaimed
configural model. Varying the contingency of any elemental
comparisons were protected with the Bonferroni procedure.
ti-eatment had no affect on judgments of the other elemental
A Type I error rate of .05 was used.
treatment or of the compound. Judgments of the relation
between the A B compound and the outcome remained
60
constant across conditions, never ^proaching the simi of
50
the normative contingencies between its constituent
elements and the outcome, which varied systematically from
40
.6 to -.2 among conditions.
Experiment 2

•§ 10
^ 0
-10
CT^So-^^O-CXo
-20
-30
12345678910 12345678910
A = .3
A = .6

-O- AB
-a- A
-a-b

Figure 1. Judgments of predictors by the contingency for A.

Associative accounts specify that generalization from the
constituent elements should affect responding to the
compound. Although no evidence for such generalization
was found in Experiment 1, it could be because the elements
were very differentfiromone another. In Experiment 2, a
common element C was added to create the AC+, ABCdiscriminatioa The addition of C increases the similarity
between the two predictors, and the likelihood that changing
the A C contingency will influence judgments of A B C
through generalizatioa Also, although the contingency
between B and the outcome in Experiment 1 was either 0 or
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-.5, judgments remained consistently positive with mean
terminal judgments of approximately .34. The current
e;q)eriment addresses the extent to which thisfindingis
related to a limitation of the experimental task used.
The five different predictors in this experiment were:
A B C , A C , A, B, and C. The contingencies between these
predictors and the outcome were presented in a 2 X 2
factorial design, with A C and A the only treatments varying
systematically across conditions (Table 1). The contingency
between A C and the outcome was either .6 [P(0|AC) = .8,
P(0|~AC) = .2], or .3 [P(0|AC) = .65, P(0|~AC) = .35], The
contingency between A and the outcome was yoked with the
contingency between C and the outcome as follows: when
Ap for A was -.34 [P(0|A) = .46, P ( O h A ) = .8] Ap for C
was .55 [P(0|C) = .76, P(0|~C) = .21], when A p for A was .36 [P(0|A) = .42, P ( O h A ) = .78] A p for C was .52 [P(0|C)
= .71, P(0|~C) = .19], when A p for A was .55 [P(0|A) = .76,
P(0|~A) = .21] A p for C was -.34 [P(0|C) = .46, P(0|~C) =
.8], when Ap for A was .52 [P(0|A) = .71. P(0|~A) = .19]
Ap for C was -.36 [P(0|C) = .42, P ( O K ) = .78]. The two
levels of the positive and of the negative contingencies for
both A and C were considered equivalent for purposes of
statistical analysis and imerpretation, thus yielding one level
of A at .54 (with C at -.35), and another level of A at .35
(with C at .54). The contingency between A B C and the
outcome remained constant at -.34 [P(0|ABC) = .2,
P(0|~ABC) = .54], and the contingency between B and the
outcome remained constant at 0 [P(0|B) = .5, P(0|~B) = .5],
across conditions.

123 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 123 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
A C = .6
A C = .3

ABC
AC
A
B
C

Figiu-e 4. Judgments of predictors by the contingency
for A C , when the contingency for C was .54.

modified to acconmiodate five predictors on the response
screen. During the instruction phase, participants were
shown the icons for five possible treatments (red alone,
green alone, blue alone, red and blue together, and re4
green, and blue together). Trials did not include treatments
for which participants were not asked to make judgments.
For example, B C was not a possible treatment type. In the
practice trial, the contingency for A was .5 [P(0|A) = .75,
P(01~A) = .25], the contingency for B was -.5 [P(0|B) =
.25, P(0|~B) = .75], the contingency for C was .5 [P(0|C) =
.75, P(0|~C) = .25], the contingency for the A C compound
Method
was .5 [P(0|AC) = .75, P ( O h A C ) = .25], and the
contingency for the A B C compound was 0 [P(0|ABC) = .5,
Participants Twenty-four undergraduate students (21
females, 3 males; mean age = 24 years) were recruited at the P ( O h A B C ) = .5].
University of Ottawa. After 24 participants were tested, one
Results and Discussion
person was chosen randomly and awarded a $50 prize.
The judgments were analyzed according to a within-subject
Apparatus and Stimuli The ^paratus and stimuU were the factorial analysis of variance with the contingency of A C
same as in Experiment 1, except for the addition of a blue
(Ap = .6 or .3), the contingency of A (Ap = -.35 or .54),
pill.
stimulus judged (A, B, C, A C , A B C ) , and judgment (1 to
10) as sources. There were main effects of A C (Fi^ = 6.92,
Procedure The procedure used in Experiment 1 was
M S E = 8156.59), and stimuli (F4.92 = 60.69, M S E =
21605.39). The analysis also revealed interactions between
A C and judgment (^9,207 = 6.56, M S E = 533.25), A C and
100
stimuli (F4,92 = 10.75, M S E = 6861.58), A and stimuli (^4,92
80
= 75.95, M S E = 10280.18), and judgment and stimuli
60
(F36.828 = 14.51, M S E = 673.92). Three-way interactions
were found between A C , judgment, and stimuh (F36,828 =
40 r
^
1.44, M S E = 638.77), and between A, judgment, and stimuli
20
(F36.828 = 11-65, M S E = 671.08). Finally, the four-way
0
interaction between the variables was reliable (Fjggag = 2.81,
-20
^ 5 2 : = 640.4).
40
Plarmed comparisons with Bonferroni correction were
•60
used to examine the four-way interaction. Varying the
-80
contingency between A C and the outcome firom .6 to .3 did
-100
not affect judgments of A B C (p > .8). Similarly, changes in
12345678910 1 2345678910
tiie contingency between A and the outcome fi-om -.35 to
AC = 6
A C = .3
.54 did not affect judgments of A B C (p > .3). Changes in A p
for A C affected judgments of A in conditions when A was
involved in a positive contingency with the outcome (F1.23 =
Figure 3. Judgments of predictors by the contingency
13.72, M S E = 8736.4), suchtiiatjudgments of A were lower
for A C , when the contingency for A was .54.
when A p for A C was .6 than when A p for A C was .3 (Figure
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3). Similarly, changes in Ap for A C afifected judgments of C
in conditions when C was involved in a positive
contingency with the outcome (Fia = 22.72, A/SE =
7556.6), such that judgments of C were lower when Ap for
A C was .6 than when Ap for A C was .3 (Figure 4).
The results of Experiment 2 are again more consistent
with a configural model. Although participants reliably
discriminated the two levels of contingency between A C
^ 20
and the outcome, judgments of A B C remained constant
across conditions. Similarly, varying the contingency
between A and the outcome had no affect on judgments of
AB\ABC
po-^^o^r^Voo
A B C . Further, in the presence of a compound predictor with
A\AC
a moderate positive contingency with the outcome (i.e., A C ,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 -. B
Ap = .6), judgments of a slightly weaker one-element
A/AC = .6
A/AC = .3
predictor (i.e., either A or C, Ap = .54) were reliably
suppressed. This result is suggestive of a form of
overshadowing (Baker, Mercier, Vallee-Tourangeau, Frank,
Figure 5. Judgments of predictors by
& Pan, 1993). Finally, the negative judgments obtained in
the contingency for A/AC
this experiment preclude the possibilit>' that participants
completing the experimental task fail to use the negative
same as in Experiment 2.
portion of the response scale.
Procedure The procedure was generally the same as in
Experiment 3
Experiment 2, except that in two conditions, treatments
consisted
of either a red, a green, or red and green pills
In this experiment, participants were asked to make
together
whereas
in the other two conditions, treatments
judgments of predictor-outcome contingency in the context
consisted
of
either
red and blue pills together, red, green and
of a feature-negative discrimination under two degrees of
pills
together,
or a green pill. One practice of each type
blue
similarity. In a condition with relatively low similarity,
was administered, always begimiing with low similarity. In
participants judged a compound predictor with two elements
the low similarity practice trial, the contingency for A was
(AB), as well as its constituent elements (A and B), at two
.5 [P(0|A) = .75, P(0|~A) = .25], the contingency for B was
levels of A. The contingency between A and the outcome
-.5
[P(0|B) = .25, P(0|~B) = .75], the contingency for the
was either .6 [P(0|A) = .8, P(0|~A) = .2], or .3 [P(0|A) =
A
B
compound was 0 [P(0|AB) = .5, P(0|~AB) = .5].tothe
.65, P(0|~A) = .35]. The contingency between A B and the
high
similarity practice trial, the contingency for the A C
outcome remained constant at -.34 [P(0|AB) = .2,
compound
was .5 [P(0|AC) = .75, P(0|~AC) = .25], the
P(0|~AB) = .54] across levels of A. In a condition with
contingency for B was -.5 [P(0|B) = .25, P(0|~B) = .75],
higher similarity, participants made judgments of a three
and the contingency for the A B C compound was 0
element compound predictor (ABC), a two element
[P(0|ABC) = .5, P ( O h A B C ) = .5].
compound (AC), and a single predictor (B), at two levels of
A C . The contingency for A C was either .6 [P(0|AC) = .8,
P ( O h A C ) = .2], or .3 [P(0|AC) = .65, P(0|~AC) = .35]. The Results and Discussion
contingency for A B C remained constaiU at -.34 [P(0|ABC)
A within-subject analysis of variance with factors of
= .2, P(0|~ABC) = .54] aaoss levels of A C . The
similarity (low, high), contingency for constituent A/AC
contingency for B remained constant at 0 rP(0|B) = .5,
(Ap = .6, or .3), stimulus judged (A/AC, B, and AB/ABC),
P(0|~B) = .5)] across all four experimental conditions
and judgment (1 to 10) revealed main effects of stimuli
(Table 1). Pearce's configural model (1994) predicts that an (F2.46 = 35.37, M S E = 19717.89), and judgment (Fs^ =
A C + , A B C - discrimination will be acquired at a slower rate
33.97, M S E = 576.36). The analysis also revealed two-way
than an A+, A B - discrimination because the amount of
interactions between A/AC and stimuli (Fx^e ~ 23.68, M S E
generalization is directly proportional to the similarity
= 1308.68), A/AC and judgment (F9;207 = 4.59, M S E =
between predictors. Conversely, an elemental model
307.4), and stimuli and judgment (Fig.^u = 16.38, M S E =
predicts a faster discrimination of A C + A B C - because A C +
430.25). Contrary to the predictions of Pearce's (1987;
trials will result in a net gain in associative strength greater
1994) configiual model, there was no effect involving
than that on A + trials.
similarity.
Plaimed comparisons with Bonferroni correction revealed
Method
that participants discriminated between the levels of A/AC
(Fi,23 = 28.1, M S E = 2780.43), and that changing Ap for
Participants Twenty-four undergraduate students (19
females, 5 males; mean age = 21 years) participated. After A/AC had no efifect on judgments of any other predictors
(Figure 5). These results are consistent with a configural
24 participants were tested, one person was chosen
view
of stimuli. However, they are not entirely consistent
randomly and awarded a $50 prize.
with Pearce's (1994) configural model because the lack of
effect
Apparatus and Stimuli The apparatus and stimuli were
the of similarity can only occur if generalization of
associative strength among predictors is neghgible.
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G e n e r a l Discussion
The results of three experiments strongly indicate that
people process compound predictors as unique cues,
independent of the elements that constitute them. This is
consistent with a configural associative model such as
also considers
Pearce's (1994). Pearce's model
generalization among predictors to contribute significantly
to discriminations thus predicting slower acquisition when
discriminative stimuU are more similar to one another. This
reasonably intuitive prediction was not verified here,
implying that, at a minimum, the extension of Pearce's
model to contingency judgments requires the abandonment
of the high generalization assumptioa The lack of
differential discrimination speed associated with similarity
among stimuli could be accoimted for by an elemental
associative model with the assimiption that the salience of a
compound predictor is significantly larger than the salience
of the individual predictors of which it is composed. This
assumption is partly supported by the results of Experiment
2 indicating overshadowing by a compound predictor of one
of its elements. However, the elemeittal view is so strongly
contradicted by our corefinding,the three times reproduced
demonstration of the uniqueness of configural cues, that w e
must reject it in favor of a modified, low generaUzation,
configural associative model.
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Abstruct

The Problem
Our model of the advisor's behavior assumes the following
Advice-giving is improved by understanding and responding
scenario. The user has initially provided the advisor with
to user feedback. Previous models of this tasic treat user rean
explicit request to k n o w the best plan for a user goal G,
sponses as misunderstandings or misconceptions and focus on
and
the advisor's task is to provide that plan, along with an
generating altemate or corrective explanations. By and large,
explanation for w h y the plan is best. Furthermore, the advisor
however, these models do not consider the possibility that the
be ieves that G can be achieved by any one of a set of plans,
system's advice is inappropriate and may need revision during
Pi... Pn, and that the user possesses some additional goals
the course of an on-going dialog. This paper presents a model
(and
weightings of their relative importance) that influence
of the process of revising plan-oriented advice in response to
which Pi is actually the best plan for G.
user feedback. Our focus is on mechanisms for evaluating
Initially, the advisor's problem is to determine which Pi to
planning alternatives,fordetemiining when toreviseadvice,
suggest
to the user and to provide an explanation for w h y it
andfordynamically generatinge.\planaiionsof these revisions.
is the best. However, the advisor's beliefs about which goals
the user possesses (and their relative weightings) may well be
Introduction
incorrea, leading to a suggested plan that is not acceptable to
Advising can be viewed as the process of providing suggested
the user A s a result, the user provides feedback to the advisor,
courses of action. A n advice-giving dialog is one in which the
and
the advisor must re-evaluate candidate plans in light of
advisor gives advice, the user provides feedback about that
this newly acquired information. In particular, the user's
advice, and the advisor addresses that feedback.
feedback is a description of a user goal and/or weighting, or
Research into constructing computational models of advisalternatively,
it is one or more beliefs from which a user goal
ing has focused on the problem of recognizing and respondand/or weightings can be inferred [ 12].
ing to user misunderstaridingsor misconceptions. Addressing
Figure 1 is an example advice-giving dialog thatfitsthis
misunderstandings has been modeled as a reactive planning
process, where the advisor has a set of plans for getting aaoss scenario. In this dialog:
• The user asks the advisor for the best way to remove a file.
a particular piece of advice (e.g., trying an example or pro• The advisor believes that removing afilecan be adiieved
viding an analogy) and executes altemate plans in response
by any one of the plans represented by the commands "rm
to recognized understanding failures [ 1,2,9,10]. Addressing
file", "rm -ifile"," m vfileA m p " , " m vfile/dev/floppy".
misconceptions has been modelled as a process of inferring incorrect user beliefs and planning appropriate explanations for
• The advisor believes that which removal plan is best dew h y these beliefs are incorrect 4,5,6,8,13]. In both cases,
pends on possible user goals such as preventing accidental
however, the mistake is assumed to lie with the user, and while
file removal, allowingfilerecovery, minimizing removal
the advisor's presentation changes—either by choosing diftime, and avoiding questions, as well as the relative imferent presentation plans or by extending the presentation to
portance the user gives to each (e.g., whether preventing
encompass explanations for incorrect beliefs—the advisor's
accidentalfileremoval is more important than minimizing
suggested courses of aaion remain static
removal time).
Other earlier work [11, 12] extended these efforts to ac• The advisor believes that this particular user has the addiknowledge that a user rejects advice not because of a mistional goal of preventing accidentalfileremoval and allowunderstanding or misconception but because of flaws in the
ingfilerecovery, with preventing accidentalfileremoval
advice itself, such as failing to take into account all of the
being slightly preferred.
user's goals. However, this work focused on the problem of
• The user's responses explicitly indicate the additional goals
inferring h o w a user response relates to previously stated adof of avoiding questions and ensuring thefileno longer
vice (Le., relating a stated user belief to the advisor's specific
exists on the machine.
suggestions or explanations for those suggestions), and did
To participate in this dialog, the advisor must able to deternot provide a model of the process of actually revising advice
mine the best plan for the user, accept user feedback (in the
or of generating appropriate explanations for those revisions.
form of additional goals and changed weightings), revise this
This paf>er extends earlier work to address these problems,
plan to take the feedback into account, and provide a suitable
concentrating on plan-oriented advice. Specifically, w e proexplanation.
vide a detailed model of the process by which an advisor
can revise a plan to take into account user feedback and then
The Advisor Architecture
generate an explanation for any revision.
Our advisor model consists of a stereotypical user model,
'This work was sponsored by N S F research initiation award #IRI- a dialog model, a plan library, a plan evaluator, a response
generator, and a feedback processor.
9309795.
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User. What's the best way to remove a file?
Advisor. Use "rm -ifile''.It asks you to confirm before removing
the file.
User I don't want to answer questions when I remove a file.
Advisor. A n alternative is to use "mv A m pfile".That way you can
copy back anyfileyou accidentally remove.
User I want thefileoff the machine.
Advisor "mvfile/dev/floppy" will also allow you torecoveryour
file. It removes yourfileonto afloppydisk.

the other causally-related user beliefs and goals, and determines which factors in the advisor's earlier computation of
the best plan need to be revised. This component has been
described in detail elsewhere [12].
The focus of this paper is on plan evaluation and explanation
generation.
Plan Evaluation
Our model evaluates a plan in the context of a set of effect
goals and a set of property goals. A n effect goal is a desired
condition of the world after executing a plan. O n e example
is the goal of allowingfilerecovery, a condition users want to
hold true after executing afileremoval c o m m a n d . A property
goal is a desired condition while executing a plan. O n e example is the goal of fast execution of the remove c o m m a n d ,
as it is a constraint on the execution of the plan.
Our model assumes the user has a single explicitly provided
user effect goal, G (e.g., remove afile),and a set of unstated
effect and property goals. Given G , the advisor locates an
initial set of plans. Pi through P^, by finding all planning
operators that have the user's stated effect goal as one of their
effects, and eliminates any from the set of possible alternatives
that have currently unachievable enablements.
The process of determining the best Pi then involves analyzing each Pi against user goals, either stated or inferred, in
terms of three factors:

Figure 1: An Example Dialog

The stereotypical user model contains a "standard" set of
U N I X user beliefs [3]. This includes a standard set of goals
and their relative importance to the user. For example,
withfileremoval, the standard user goals are to prevent
accidentalfileremoval and to allow forfilerecovery, with
the former preferred slightly over the latter. These goals
are used in determining the advisor's initial suggestion of
apian.
The dialog model contains the set of stated user and advisor beliefs (including user goals), along with their inferred
connections to the dialog [12]. For example, one inferred
connection is that a user not wanting to answer questions
is addressing an unstated effect of the advisor's suggested
plan of using "rm -i". These beliefs are used in evaluating
plans (overriding the advisor's defaults in the stereotypical user model) and in generating appropriate explanations
(allowing the advisor to generate explanations that are customized to what's been previously discussed in the dialog).
The plan library contains descriptions of available plans,
along with a list of each plan's enablements (conditions
that must be true before the plan can be executed), effects
(conditions that are true after the plan is executed), and execution prof)erties (conditions that are true about the plan's
execution). For example, the plan of " m v file /tmp" has
the effect that thefileno longer exists in the original directory and that thefileexists in "/tmp", it has an enablement
that "/tmp" is writeable, and it has a property that it takes
a time on the order of seconds to execute the c o m m a n d .
The effects can be both direct and indirect, with the indirect effects linked to direct effects through causal chains
(e.g., "rm -i" has the direct effect of asking a question,
which leads to the user answering a question, which can
)revent accidentalfileremoval). This information is used
)oth in evaluating plans (supporting plan comparisons) and
in generating appropriate explanations (supporting causal
rationales for plan choices)
The plan evaluator determines the best plan for the user, taking into account the set of possible plans that achieve the
user's stated goal, the user beliefs in the dialog model, and
the information about these plans found in the plan library.
This determination is done by a weighted, numeric computation, rather than symbolically, and results in a ranking of
plans by scores and an enumeration of the relative influence
of the various factors that determined this ranking.
The response generator forms a symbolic, causal explanation for w h y a given plan is most appropriate. This explanation takes advantage of the prior dialog context (from
the dialog model), the advisor's causal knowledge of the
relevant plan alternatives (from the plan library), and the
relative influence of the different factors that determined
thefinalplan ranking.
The feedback recognizer determines the connection between a stated user goal and previously-given advice, infers

1. The relative desirability of Pi's side effects. All else being
equal, a plan that not only achieves the user's main goal
but also an additional user goal, is preferred to a plan that
only achieves the user's main goal.
2. The relative undesirability of Pi failing to have all desired
user properties. All else being equal, a plan whose execution properties are similar to what the user desires is
preferred to one whose properties are far from what the
user desires.
3. The relative undesirability of having to achieve Pi's unachieved enablements. All else being equal, a plan whose
enablements are all satisfied is better than a p an with an
unsatisfied enablement.
The key problem is: H o w do w e create a computational
model of plan evaluation that encompasses these factors? O u r
model is that the process requires computing a desirability (or
undesirability) measure for each of these factors and then
combining them.
Computing Effect Desirability
Effect desirability captures the relationship between the plan
and the user's effect goals (other than the main effect goal,
which triggered this particular set of plans). It is defined as
{ E G D X E A ) , where E G D represents effect goal desirability,
E A represents goal achievement.
E G D is a vector that captures the relative desirabilities
(weightings) of the possible user effect goals. This vector
contains one entry per possible user goal, which represents
the goal's strength. T h e entry corresponds to an integer between 10 and — 1 0 , where 10 represents the strongest goal,
0 represents apathy, and — 1 0 represents the opposite being a
goal. These weightings are initially formed from the stereotypical user model and augmented, as the dialog progresses,
by stated and inferred user goals.
E A is a matrix that captures the relationship of each candidate plan to the set of possible user effect goals, where there
is one column per plan, one row per goal, and the entries are
values that capture the relationship between the plan and the
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goal. These values also correspond to an integer between 10
and - 1 0 , where 10 represents achieving the goal, 0 represents
not being relevant to the goal, - 1 0 represents thwarting the
goal, A value between 0 and 10 means the plan only partially
or sometimes achieves the goal (e.g., "rm -i" only prevents
accidentalfileremoval if the user answers "n" forfilesthat
actually shouldn't be removed). This matrix captures only
thefinalrelationship between plans and goals, not the causal
relationship of h o w these plans achieve or thwart the goals.
T h e result of multiplying E G D x E A is a vector that
captures the relative ability of these plans to satisfy the user's
effect-related goals. The higher the score for an individual
plan, the closer it comes to satisfying the users goals.
A s an example, the stereotypical starting values of E G D
for our example dialog is [10, 8,0,0], with the entries representing the desirability of preventing accidentalfileremoval,
allowingfilerecovery, avoiding questions, and ensuring the
file is actually removed from the host. That is, users have preventing accidental removal as a strong goal, with allowing file
recovery a close second, and users are apathetic about avoiding questions or ensuring thefileis reaJly removed). E A ' s
initial values are determined based on causal relationships and
arefixedacross all users, as shown below:

prevent accidental
file removal
allowrecoveryof
an accidentally
removed file
avoid questions
after command
ensurefilenot on
host after command

use
rm
-10

rm -i

usemv
/tmp

9

0

0

-10

-1

9

10

10

-10

10

10

use

usemv
floppy

there is no notion of thwarting a property goal, the values in
this matrix are non-positive, between 0 and - 1 0 , with 0 representing a plan that exactly has the particular property and
the negative numbers representing h o w far the plan is from
having that property.
A s an example, for file-removal there are two c o m m o n
user-desired properties: fast execution and c o m m a n d simplicity. Our stereotypical starting values of E P D for these
goals is [4,6] (command simplicity is slightly preferred to
fast execution). P A ' s initial values are determined based on
causal relationships and are fixed across all users, as shown
below:

executes
quickly
command
simplicity

use
rm
0

use
rm -i

use m v
/tmp

-4

-4

-8

0

-2

-4

-6

use m v
floppy

That is, "rm" has both of these properties, but the others tend
to execute more slowly and are not as simple (since they all
require command-line arguments).
The overall result for property desirability for our example (computing E P D x P D ) is [0, - 2 8 , - 4 0 , - 6 8 ] ("rm" is
ranked the highest, "rm -i" is ranked a distant second, " m v
/tmp" is ranked third, and " m vfile/dev/floppy" is ranked the
lowest). Here, "rm" has a high ranking is a direct result of its
having exactly the properties the user desires in a removalcommand.
Computing Enablement Undesirability

Enablement undesirability captures the negative consequences to the user of having to achieve enabling conditions.
Our model computes enablement undesirability as E U x R E ,
T h e result, for our example file removal plans, is
where E U is a enablement undesirability vector, and R E is
[-180,82,72, 80] ("rm -i" is ranked the highest, " m v floppy" a required enablements matrix.
is ranked a close second, " m v /tmp" is ranked third, and "rm"
E U is a vector that captures the relative undesirability of
is ranked a distant fourth). This low ranking for "rm" is a
each of the k n o w n enablements for the set of plans under condirect result of its thwarting both goals the user is assumed to
sideration. It is intended to model the user's perceived attitude
have.
to'vard having to achieve the enablement. Since any enableThis computation of effect desirability ranks plans in terms
ment is somewhat undesirable, the values range between — 1 0
of effect goals, without considering property goals or enableand 0, with a - 1 0 indicating a highly undesirable enablement
ments. A n advisor using only this information to evaluate
condition and a 0 indicating apathy toward the enablement.
plans could not address user responses dealing with properR E captures which plans are associated with which enties or enablements, such as "But I want a faster file-removal
ablements. Its values range from 0 to 10, with a 10 indicating
c o m m a n d " or "But I don't want to have tofindafloppydisk".
an unsatisfied enablement, a 0 indicating that it's not an enablement or that it's a currently satisfied enablement, and
Computing Property Undesirability
an in-between value indicating a partially unsatisfied enableProperty desirability captures h o w close the properties of each
ment. The idea is that even if a plan has an enablement that's
plan's execution c o m e to meeting the user's desired cona lot of work to achieve, that work is irrelevant if it's already
straints on that execution. It is computed and defined in a
achieved.
w a y that's similar to effect desirability. In particular, it is deA s an example, for thefile-removalc o m m a n d s , the possible
fined as P G D X P D , where P G D represents property goal
plan-specific enablements are space in "/tmp" and locating
desirability and P D represents properly distance.
a floppy disk (directory write permission is an enablement
P G D is a vector that captures the relative desirabilities
of any plan for removing afile,so it can be ignored). A
(weightings) of the possible user property goals. Like E G D ,
stereotypical E U is [—3, — 6 ] , which indicates the user minds
it contains one entry per possible user goal that represents the
trying to clean up "/tmp", but minds m u c h more having to
strength of the goal, with a value between 10 and - 1 0 , and
locate a floppy.
these weights are initially formed from the stereotypical user
model.
use
use usemv usemv
/tmp
floppy
rm rm -i
P D is a matrix that captures the relationship of each candidate plan to the set of possible property goals, where there is
0
10
0
0
space in /tmp
one column per plan and one row per property. With proper0
0
10
0
available floppy
ties, however, w e are concerned with measuring distance, so
B y multiplying E U and R E , w e c o m e up with an undesirthe entries in the matrix represent h o w close the plan's exeability cost vector for these plans of [0,0, — 3 0 , - 6 0 ] .
cution comes to having the desired property. That is, because

10

10

-10

10
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C o m p u t i n g A n Overall R a n k i n g

For unqualified goals, the advisor simply changes the goal
weighting to the m a x i m u m value (-10 or 10, depending on
whether it's a positive or negative goal), rather than trying to
infer an appropriate value. This "maximal change" approach
is attractive because in re-evaluating a plan, there are only two
outcomes: the plan either remains the best plan or another
plan becomes the best. If maximally revising the weighting
does not result in a n e w "best" alternative, it suggests that
the current alternative cannot be improved on in terms of this
goal. O n the other hand, if it does result in a n e w alternative,
where scorei is Pi's score, iwj represents a weight, n^d is that alternative is provided as the best plan, and the user is
given the opportunity to reduce this weighting in subsequent
the normalized effect desirability, n„t, is the normalized plan
responses (through qualified goals or goal preferences).
undesirability, and n^u is the normalized enablement undesirIn our example, w h e n the user specifies that he doesn't want
ability.
to answer questions, the goal of avoiding questions is autoW e normalize effect desirability and property undesirability
matically given a 10. This results in an effect goal desirability
by dividing the respective scores by the number of effect and
vector of [10,8, 10,0], resulting in a n e w ranking forfilereproperty goals, respectively. For effect goals, this results in
moval plans in terms of goal effects, [-80,-12, 172, 180].
a score between - 1 0 0 and 100 (where 100 is a plan that
Having this n e w information makes "rm" a better alternative
achieves all the goals; a score of 0 is a plan that is essentially
than before, and it makes " m v /dev/floppy" the best plan w h e n
side-effect neutral, and — 1 0 0 is a plan that thwarts all the
considered solely in terms of goal effects. However, when the
goals). For property goals, w e do the same, but this results
advisor considers property undesirability and enablement unin a score between - 1 0 0 and 0, where 0 is a plan that is
desirability, " m v /tmp" becomes the best plan.
ideal in terms of its properties, and — 1 0 0 is a plan that's as
For qualified goals, the advisor changes the goal weighting
far as possible from ideal. W e normalize enabling conditions
by a either a fixed amount or a "delta", depending on the
by dividing by the number of enablement conditions, which
linguistic term used as a qualifier (e.g., "really" causes the
leads to a score between - 1 0 0 and 0, where 0 is a plan with no
goal weighting to be set to a high value, "prefer not" causes
negative attitude toward achieving its enablements and - 1 0 0
the goal weighting to be a m e d i u m value, and so on). T h e
is a plan with maximal negative attitude.
assumption here is that the user is aware the advisor considered
The weights, Wi, represent the user's overall weightings
the goal, but believes the advisor put an incorrect weighting
of each of these types of factors. If each lUj is 1, the user
on it.
weights each factor evenly (which, in turn, implies that the
Finally, for goal preferences, the advisor changes the goal
same desirability scale has been used for effect goals, property
weightings to reflect the stated preference. In a user statement
goals, and attitude toward enablements). B y providing these
such as "I prefer X to Y " causes X's weighting to be increased
weightings, the model allows each of these factors to be placed
on their o w n relative, rather than absolute, scale. In addition, to a delta over Y (with the precise delta depending on any
qualifiers).
the weightings can be used to capture general attitudes of the
A s with our initial weightings and our relative weightings of
user, such as a user for w h o m it is m u c h more important to
effect goals, property goals, and enablements, exactly what the
achieve as m a n y effect goals as possible than to have a plan
deltas should be for various linguistic terms and preferences
that's a lot of work to execute.
W e have used stereotypical starting weightings of 1, .5, is an open question.
and .5 for our plan evaluations, giving even weight to effect
desirability on one hand and the combined undesirability of
Providing An Explanation
plan properties and plan enablements on the other hand. The
O u r model assumes that the advisor will respond to the user
result for our example is approximately [—45, 14, 3, — 1 1 ] ,
by either providing a new alternative (and an appropriate exwhich suggests for the standard user "rm -i" is the best, " m v
planation), explaining that the previous alternative is the best
/tmp" is a distant second, and both "rm" and " m v floppy"
(even taking into account the user's latest feedback), or proleave the user worse off when their side effects are considered.
viding an explanation that corrects a mistaken user belief [12].
However, exactly what the various stereotypical weightings
D u e to space considerations, w e tackle only thefirst:explainshould be is an open question that needs to be experimentally
ing w h y a n e w alternative is the best.
addressed.
Our model for providing an explanation relies on four
advice-giving principles, derived from Grice's conversational
Revising Goal Weightings
maxims [7]. These are:
Our model of plan evaluation is heavily dependent on the
1.
Don't waste the user's time by stating anything the user
relative desirabilities of effect goals, property goals, and plan
already
knows.
enablements. A key question is h o w to the advisor can modify
2.
Don't
confuse
the user by changing the dialog focus once
these weightings during the course of an on-going dialog.
it's on the n e w alternative.
Our model currently revises weights differently depending on several different classes of goal-based user responses:
3. Don't confuse the user by providing information that forms
those that provide unqualified goals (e.g., "I want X " or "I
a case against this alternative.
do not want X " ) , those that provide qualified goals (e.g., "I
4. Don't waste the user's time by telling the user something
really want X " or "I very m u c h do not want X " ) , and those
that can be inferred by an assumption of advisor cooperathat provide goal preferences (e.g., "I prefer X to Y " ) . The
tiveness.
assumption is that the user's underlying purpose in making
We illustrate these principles by showing how the model
these statements is to inform the advisor that the current plan
applies them to determine the content for the response exis insufficient because it doesn't appropriately take the newly
plaining w h y " m v /tmp" is n o w the best plan for the goal.
stated goal into account.
Essentially, effect desirability captures the progress the user
can make toward achieving various user goals, while properly
undesirability and enablement undesirability capture the price
the user has to pay—just h o w far the plan is from ideal. Our
model combines these measurements to achieve an overall
desirability for the plan by normalizing each of these measurements and then computing a weighted sum,
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sponse explicitly addressed. At this point, the remaining
choices are (lb), which points out that m v "/tmp" does not
involvinganswering questions, and (3a) and (3b), which point
out that m v "/tmp" allows recovery and "rm -i" does not.
After narrowing d o w n the set of factors to those that will
not confuse the user and that the user doesn't already know,
the advisor has an acceptable response.
Advisor. Use m v "/tmp". It does not require that you answer
questions. It allows you to recover yourfileand "rm -i"
does not.

Goal Effects:
la) rm -i does involve answering questions
1 b) m v /tmp does not involve answering questions
2a) rm -i does prevent accidentalfileremoval
2b) m v A m p does not prevent accidentalfileremoval
3a) rm -i does not allow recovery
3b) m v /tmp allows recovery
Enablement costs:
4a) rm -i does not require space in /tmp
4b) m v /tmp requires space in /tmp
Property Effects:
5) rm -i executes faster than m v /tmp
6) rm -i is a simpler than m v /tmp
Figure 2: The factors where "mv tmp" and "rm -i" differ.

F r o m examining dialogs, it appears that advisors consistently use comparative explanations to explain w h y a n e w
plan is a better choice than an existing alternative. Thus, the
advisor's first task is to determine to which alternative the n e w
plan should be compared. O n e approach is to compare the
recommended plan to each of its a ternatives; however, this
can lead to a complex and lengthy response even in our simple
example. Another approach is to compare the plan to the next
best alternative. However, if the next best alternative has not
yet been mentioned in the dialog, this suddenly changes the
focus of the dialog, and has the potential to confuse the user.
A s a result, our model applies the principle of maintaining
focus, and the advisor compares the n e w alternative with the
most recently suggested alternative. For our example, this
means comparing " m v /tmp" to "rm -i", the plan currently
under discussion.
The advisor's next task is generate an explanation for w h y
" m v /tmp" is better than "rm -i". This explanation involves
a comparison of costs and benefits between the two plans,
which have been computed as part of the advisor's calculation of the plan's desirability, For our example. Figure 2 lists
the various costs and benefits in general order of most influential difference to least (items with the same number reflect the
same underlying goal, such as answering questions). Because
of the large number of influences, it is cumbersome to discuss
all of these influences in a single response. A s a result, the advisor must determine an appropriate subset of these influences
in a given response.
O n e approach to determining which costs and benefits to
discuss is to mention only the most salient differences between the plans, with salience defined in terms of the largest
influence on the plan's overall score. However, this heuristic
often fails, as m a n y different factors m a y contribute relatively
equally, or the most salient difference m a y be one the user is
already aware of. A s a result, our approach is to apply the
advice-giving principles above to reduce the set of candidate
costs and benefits.
In particular, the advisorfirstavoids confusing the user by
eliminating from consideration any factor that argues against
the advisor's n e w recommendation. For our example, the
advisor ignores any factor that negatively influences whether
" m v /tmp" is the best plan. This eliminates (2a) and (2b),
which indicate a failure of " m v /tmp" to achieve a goal, (4a)
and (4b), which indicate that it requires an additional enablement, and (5) and (6), which indicate that "rm -i" has some
additional, desirable properties.
Next, the advisor avoids telling the user what the user already k n o w s by eliminating any belief found in the dialog
model. This eliminates (la), which the user's previous re-
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However, the advisor then tries to m a k e the response as
brief as possible by repeatedly applying the cooperativeness
principle, while ensuring that the focus principle is not violated. In particular, the advisor assumes that if the user
mentions a plan flaw, F, the user expects that any n e w suggested plan will not have this F (or that if it does, the advisor
will mention it). It can therefore eliminate from consideration
any response that suggests the new plan will not have a previously mentioned flaw. In this case, this eliminates (lb), since
if the advisor simply states "use m v /tmp" in response to the
user's desire not to answer questions, the user will infer that
this plan does not involve answering questions—so there's no
need for the advisor to explicitly mention it.
After thisfirstapplication of the cooperativeness principle,
the advisor is left with (3a) and (3b), which leads to a briefer
response.
Advisor: Use m v "/tmp". It allows you to recover your file
and "rm -i" does not.
However, by again applying the cooperativeness assumption,
the advisor can narrow this response d o w n to simply (3b). In
particular, the advisor assumes that if it mentions that a n e w
plan has an effect E , the user will infer that the old plan does
not result in effect E . A s a result, stating (3b) alone will imply
(3a). While the advisor can also use the converse of this rule
to reduce the response to (3a), which implies (3b), doing so
violates the focus principle. That is, mentioning that "rm -i"
doesn't supportfilerecovery allows the user to infer that " m v
/tmp" does support recovery; however, it shifts the focus from
the n e w alternative to an old one.

Future Work
There are several key areas of future work: verifying the behavioral predictions m a d e by the model, experimenting with
alternate weightings, extending and revising the model, and
integrating the model with existing work in dialog response
planning.
Verifying The Model's Predictions
O u r model makes several predictions about advisory dialogs
that need to be verified experimentally. O n e prediction is that
advisor explanations for w h y one plan is better than another
will not necessarily involve the factor that is "largest" difference between the two candidate plans. A related prediction is
that explanations that follow our model's advice-giving principles will be rated to be more cooperative than explanations
based on the heuristic of choosing the "largest" difference
between plan candidates. While our model is based on analysis of a variety of UNIX-related advice-giving dialogs, and
it appears to model the behaviors in m a n y of these dialogs,
these experiments are necessary to evaluate the model's overall quality.
Experimenting With Alternate Weightings
O n e drawback to our current approach lies in h o w w e have
formed our stereotypical weightings. For the U N I X domain.

the stereotypical values for users have been assigned by ap)lying general principles to specific U N I X commands. W e
lave treatedfileremoval, for example, as an instance of the
general notion of destroying something, and w e applied the
principle that users want to ensure they don't destroy anything
accidentally, and if they do, they want a way to get it b a c k —
but preferring not to destroy something in thefirstplace. W e
have then tried to approximate this notion with our weight
values. For a full-blown U N I X advisory system, however, it
is necessary to have a more accurate model of user goals. O n e
way to address this problem is by providing different U N I X
users with questionnaires that have them rank various goals
in different situations. This empirical approach can also be
applied to determining the weightings of property goals and
of enablement undesirability.
A feature of our current approach is that w e can readily
experiment with different weightings and study the resulting
advisor behavior. In particular, it appears that w e can use
our model to begin to explore the effects of user personality
on advice-giving. For example, it m a y well be possible to
represent laziness by giving a high undesirability to enabling
conditions (i.e., that the best solution is the one requiring the
least effort, regardless of whether it achieves other goals) and
to explore h o w the dialogs generated by our system compare to real-world advisory dialogs involving "lazy" users.
While others have represented personality traits as weighted
combinations of goals [14], there has been little work on
studying h o w personality affects user-advisor interaction in
advice-giving dialogs.

Conclusions
This paper has presented a model of the process by which an
advisor can revise plan-oriented advice in response to user
feedback. In particular, the model provides a general mechanism for evaluating candidate plans in response to different
stated user goals, and it demonstrates h o w applying a small
set of advice-giving principles can determine the content of
an appropriate explanation for any newly recommended plan.
These advice-giving dialogs can be viewed as a collaborative planning process [4, 5, 6, 15], where the advisor and
user cooperate to locate the best plan for the user's goals. O u r
work is complimentary to earlier efforts in this area. It differs
in that it provides a formalization of the process of evaluating
a plan that takes into account all factors (effects, properties,
and enablements), as opposed to only a subset of them. It
also provides a mechanism based on general conversational
principles for determining the factors to discuss in a response,
as opposed to the heuristic of simply discussing the "most
important" factor.
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Abstract

Systems

As Simon (1981) has pointed out, coming to characterize
phenomena as functional systems is fundamental for our
understanding of the natural and man-made worlds. Yet
little is known about people's propensities for making
such characterizations. In contrast to previous research
that has focused on unfamiliar, opaque systems, the
study reported here investigated experts and novices
relative use of structure-function relationships to
understand a familiar, inspectable system~a bicycle. As
the study shows, the experts, but not the novices,
spontaneously and consistently utilized a systems
approach to characterize this familiar object.
Introduction
O n e of the most salient features of h u m a n life is the
continual need to effectively understand and deal with a
wide-range of phenomena, for example, diagnosing
automobiles that will not start, writing complex computer
programs, forecasting the weather or predicting predatorprey cycles. Like m a n y natural and m a n - m a d e
phenomena, these four cases can be described as systems
in which functions are produced by structured collections
of components.
Central to the system concept is the idea of functional
decomposition in which a phenomenon is considered in
terms of its function(s) and underlying structure(s)
(Bradshaw, 1992; Goel &. Pirolli, 1992; Simon, 1981).
For example, Bradshaw has argued that the Wright
brothers' success in designing thefirstpowered airplane
w a s due to their decision to characterize flight as a set of
independent subsystems. They then designed a collection
of systems, each of which accomplished one of the
functions necessary for powered flight.
C o m i n g to decompose phenomena in terms of function
and strucmre is an important means of developing our
understanding of the m a n - m a d e and natural worlds
(Simon, 1981). A s Miyake (1986) has pointed out,
understanding afimctionrequires focusing on the
underlying mechanism. That is, understanding develops
as individuals c o m e to characterize phenomena in terms of
structure-function relationships and not simply as
collections of components. Moreover, a focus on
functional decomposition appears to be an important
aspect in the development of expertise (Lesgold & Lajoie,
1991). The study reported below investigates the relative
ability of experts and novices to construe a familiar
system~a bicycle~in terms of structure-ftjnction
relationships.

Research

Despite the apparent usefulness of a systems approach for
understanding the naUiral and m a n - m a d e worlds, there has
been relatively little research into people's ability to use
such knowledge. Previous systems research has looked
primarily at people's ability to list the structures making
up c o m m o n systems, for example, elementary and high
school students' knowledge about the constituent parts of
the circulatory and digestive systems (e.g., A m a u d i n &
Mintzes, 1985, 1986; Catherall, 1981;Gellert, 1962).
This work found that older children list more of the
components than do younger children; however, it has
provided little insight into people's understanding of h o w
structures and functions are related. B y focusing only on
the constituents of strucmres rather than structure-fiinction
relationships, this work implies that systems are simply
collections of parts.
Previous work has also complicated systems research
by choosing complex, opaque systems, such as the
circulatory system, that are closed to direct inspection. A
more appropriate beginning point would be to investigate
h o w people deal with familiar, relatively simple,
inspectable systems. That is, people are more likely to
first think of structure-function interactions with systems
that they frequently see in operation and open to
inspection. O n e familiar, inspectable system is the
bicycle.
In contrast to m a n y systems, such as the circulatory or
digestive systems, a bicycle can be visually decomposed
into a small set of relatively simple, visible, and largely
independent subsystems: the drive, braking, steering and
shifting subsystems. Complete understanding of the
operation of a bicycle requires grasping the interactions
a m o n g these four functions. Yet, the relative independence
of the fiinctions suggests that m u c h of a bicycle's behavior
can be understood by focusing on each subsystem in
isolation.
Although most people are familiar with bicycles, very
few spend extensive periods of time riding or maintaining
them. However, there is one group that does have
considerable riding and maintenance experiencecompetitive cyclists. Contrasting experts'-bicycle racersand novices' characterization of the bicycle's subsystems
m a y provide insight into people's ability to construe a
system~the bicycle—in terms of structure-function
relationships. This study specifically addresses two
questions:
1. W h a t happens w h e n experts and novices are asked to
group a selection of bicycle components? Knowledge of
systems suggests the ability to decompose the system
into fimctional arrangements, not simply on the basis of
physical proximity or similarity of components. If
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expertise is associated with a focus on structure-fiinction
relations, then only the experts should use function to
group components.
2. What happens w h e n novices are asked specifically to
select from a group of components those necessary lor a
specific functional system, such as the drive system? It
m a y be the case that novices are able to construe a familiar
object in terms of functional systems when specifically
asked to do so. This would suggest that, at least with
familiar phenomena, even novices have some implicit
understanding of h o w structure and function are related.

asked to put the cards into groups of components that "go
together" and to justify their groupings. TTiey were free to
make as m a n y groups as they wished.
Following this general probe, I investigated people's
ability to adopt a systems perspective while thinking
specifically about each of the bicycle's functional
subsystems. Participants were asked to select and justify
the components they thought important for each
subsystem. Participants were asked to think aloud
throughout the study, and protocols were audiotaped for
later analysis.

Method

Interview Coding

Participants
Eighteen adult novices and 9 adult experts, all students at
a large midwestem university, participated in this study.
Experts were volunteers from a bicycling club in the same
community. Ail participants had been bicycling since
childhood and were familiar with bicycles. The criteria for
determining whether a participant was an expert or a
novice was based on the degree of bicycle maintenance a
person performed. Experts performed all of their o w n
bicycle maintenance; beyond occasionally inflating the
tires, novices performed none of their o w n bicycle
maintenance.
Procedure
A modified card-sort task was used to explore people's
spontaneous grouping of bicycle components (a bicycle
with labeled components was available for reference
throughout the study). Participants were shown a set of
index cards in random order, labeled with the following
bicycle components: frame, fork,frontand rear wheels,
front and rear derailleurs,frontand rear gears, chain,
pedals, cranks, shift levers, brakes, brake levers,
handlebar, saddle, horn, and p u m p . Participants were

T o characterize participants' justifications for both the
spontaneous and subsystem sorting questions, a coding
scheme was developed by reading and categorizing three
protocols from each of the groups. These categories reflect
the m a n y ways in which participants justified their
component groupings. This scoring scheme was
subsequently applied to the remaining protocols. A
second individual then applied the scoring scheme to half
of the protocols from each group. For the spontaneous
sorting question, the percentage of initial agreement w a s
8 8 % ; for the subsystem sorting questions, agreement was
9 5 % . Disagreements were resolved through discussion.
Table 1 shows the classification scheme. Justifications
can be broken into two general categories: systemic and
non-systemic. Only systemic justifications referred
specifically to structure-function relations. Non-systemic
justifications were broken d o w n into six sub-categories:
justifications focusing on the components a cyclist is in
physical contact with while riding were classified as
agent-based; justifications referring to the components
that defme a bicycle were classified as primary; groupings
of urmecessary components were classified as tertiary

Table 1: Participants' justifications for component groupings.
Category
Systemic
Agent-Based

Definition
Explicit mapping of function to
structure
Components the cyclist is in
contact with

Example
"Levers, brakes and wheels work together to stop the bike."
"Levers, shifters, and pedals, because those are the things
you touch on a bike."

Primary

Definitive components

"Wheels, frame and fork—without those you don't have a
bike."

Tertiary

Unnecessary components

"You don't need the pump."

Contiguous

Groups based on contiguous
components

"Front wheel is connected to the fork, and that is connected
to the handlebar."

Nominal

Components with c o m m o n n a m e

"Front and rear wheels, because they are both wheels."

Miscellaneous

"The chain, gears and wheels, they all go around, so I'll
put them together."
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Figure 1: M e a n proportion of justifications by group.

justifications; justifications highlighting groupings based
on component proximity were classified as contiguous;
and /jowi/«a/justifications referred to groupings based on
components that shared a c o m m o n name. Justifications
that did not fall into any of the above categories were
classified as miscellaneous. Given the low proportion of
miscellaneous justifications across groups, this category
w a s excluded from the analyses reported below.

This analysis of participants' justifications suggests
that only the experts relied on structure-function
relationships w h e n spontaneously grouping components.
However, all participants used a mixture of approaches for
justifying their groupings. In order to characterize a
participant's overall approach to the spontaneous
grouping task, they were categorized according to their
modal justification type. Comparing the groups on their
preference for systemic versus non-systemic (i.e., agentbased, primary, secondary, contiguous, or nominal)
justifications revealed that more experts ( 8 9 % ) than
novices ( 5 0 % ) preferred making systemic justifications,
x 2 ( l , N = 27) = 3.89,u<.05.

Results
Spontaneous Sorting Question
The initial sorting question provided evidence of how
people spontaneously conceptualize a bicycle. A s
discussed above, a bicycle can be decomposed into four
functional units. Thus, a structure-function approach
should lead participants to group the component cards
into four fiinctional groups plus an "accessories" group
(e.g., p u m p , horn, and seat). The results show that
experts and novices produced approximately four groups
each on average.
At first blush, the above result suggests that experts and
novices alike might be approaching the task from a
systems perspective. However, as Figure 1 shows,
participants used a variety of justifications to support their
spontaneous groupings. Paired t-tests were conducted
comparing the groups on each of the six justification
categories described above. The tests revealed that experts
m a d e systemic references significantly more often than did
the novices, t(25) = 2.24, g < .05. Moreover, experts
m a d e significantly fewer justifications based on
contiguous components than did the novices, t(25) =
2.96, p < .01. Finally, although none of the experts ever
m a d e a nominal justification, 5 % of the novices'
justifications were of this form.

Subsystem Sorting Questions
Responses to the general sorting task suggest that only
the experts consistently used a system stance for
spontaneously sorting the bicycle components into
groups. However, it could be that novices can consider
theftmctionalnature of systems w h e n explicitly asked to
do so. T o explore this possibility, participants were asked
to specify which components were important for each
subsystem function.
Adopting a systems focus requires that one isolate, at
least temporarily, the system of interest from the
surrounding structures. I refer to this isolation ability as
the independence competency. Further, participants'
ability to select all of the components in a system reflects
their understanding of which components are required for
the function under consideration. For example, a sufficient
drive subsystem requires at a m i n i m u m thefrontand rear
gears, the chain, the cranks and the rear wheel. I refer to
the ability to select all the required components for a
system as the sufficiency competency. In addition,
participants' choices and justification of the most
important component in each subsystem can reflect their
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stance towards the task. Thus participants were asked to
justify their choice of the most important component in
subsystem. Justifications were coded using the scheme
described above.
Independence Competency Across subsystems, between
7 8 % and 1 0 0 % of the experts and novices were able to
consider each of the subsystems in isolation w h e n asked
to do so.
Sufficiency Competency in order to assess subsystem
sufficiency,fiveadditional experienced cyclists were asked
to collaboratively determine the m i n i m u m number of
components necessary for each of the four functions.
Sufficiency was judged by matching participants'
subsystems against this template.
For each subsystem, a Chi-square analysis compared
the groups on the number of participants meeting the
sufficiency criterion. These analyses revealed that between
89-100% of the experts and 7 2 - 7 7 % of the novices were
able to generate sufficient steering, shifting, and braking
subsystems; differences were non-significant. However,
ahhough 1 0 0 % of the experts were able to construct a
sufficient drive system, only 3 3 % of the novices were able
to do so, x ^ (1, N = 27) = 10.8, £ < .01. Inspecting the
protocols revealed that the novices most often failed to
include the front and/or rear gears in their drive
subsystems.
Together, performance on the independence and
sufficiency competencies show that the groups, in general,
had little difficulty isolating functions. The drive system
represents an interesting exception in the case of the
novices.

Table 2: Proportion of participants providing systemic
justification for each subsystem

Experts
Novices

Steering
.67
0

Subsystem
Shifting
Drive
.67
.78
.17
.05

Bmk'ng
.78
.44

a bicycle is a matter of considerable importance; in
extreme cases it could be a matter of life or death. This
suggests that a systems focus mightfirstarise w h e n
people deal with very simple, but personally important,
systems in which they can easily observe and experience
structure-function relationships.
Justification Preference Extending the above analysis,
the consistency of participants' justification for their
choice of the most important components was explored.
Participants were considered to have a justification
preference if they offered three or more justifications of a
single type (e.g., systemic, agent-based, primary, etc.),
otherwise they were classified as having no justification
preference. Across subsystems, 6 7 % of the experts
consistently justified their component choices on the basis
of structure and function; however, none of the novices did
so. In fact 5 5 % of the novices showed no preference for
any particular form of justification.
The Bicycle-Cyclist System

Although participants were not specifically asked about
the role of the cyclist, a number of them spontaneously
commented on the dynamic nature of the cyclist-bicycle
interaction. A rider can be considered from two different,
Component Justification Participants' justifications for
albeit related, perspectives: (a) as a source of power and
their choices of the most important components provide
control imposed on the bicycle and (b) as a dynamic,
additional insight into their utilization of system
integral, part of a cyclist-bicycle system. In the former
knowledge. For example, an agent-based Justification
perspective, a cyclist is regarded simply as a source of
suggests that a participant is focusing on wheresontro\
energy for pedaling and as an actuator of the shifting,
over the subsystem is established; in contrast, a systemic
steering and braking subsystems. The latter perspective
justification suggests that a participant is concerned with
subsumes the former, but in addition, regards a cyclist as
how the function is achieved.
a component in the steering, braking and drive
For each subsystem, I compared the proportion of
subsystems. For example, by shifting body posidon
participants in each group w h o m a d e systemic references
while cornering, a rider can change the radius of the turn.
while justifying their component selections. A s Table 2
B y moving back on the saddle during braking, a cyclist
shows, more experts than novices produced systemic
weights the rear wheel, which increases traction and
justifications when discussing the steering subsystem,
subsequently improves braking. Shifting forward on the
X^(l. M = 27) = 11.20, c < .0001; the shifting
saddle while riding up a hill allows a rider to increase
subsystem, X (1. N = 27) = 6.70, g < .01, and the drive
his/her pedal cadence; moving back on the saddle leads to
subsystem, y } (1, N = 27) = 15.01, u < 001.
a decrease in pedal cadence but increases the effective
Thus, in general, only the experts justified their
length of the leg-foot lever, allowing the application of
component selections on the basis of structure-fionction
greater torque to the pedals.
relations. However, there was one exception to this
All participants have probably experienced the effects of
general pattern; almost half of the novices made systemic
shifting body position while bicycling-people intuitively
justifications w h e n discussing the braking subsystem.
re-position their bodies to balance and steer their bicycles.
Unlike the other subsystems, the functional relationships
However, inspection of the protocols showed that
within the braking subsystem are visible, relatively
although seven of the nine (78%) experts m a d e at least
simple and linear: squeezing the brake levers actuates the
one comment about the integral role of a cyclist while
brake calipers, which in turn squeeze the rim of the wheel.
riding a bicycle, only two of 1 8 ( 1 1 % ) novices did so.
Moreover, for m a n y people, understanding h o w to stop
Thus, although all of the participants could ride a bicycle.
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spontaneously adopt a system stance. Lesgold and Lajoie
(1991) proposed three characteristics of expert
troubleshooting that may underlie the successful adoption
of a system stance: (a) knowledge of how constituent
Discussion
components work, (b) functional understanding of
components, and (c) understanding of relations between
The current study was motivated by an interest in
components and the larger system. That is, increasing
seeing how novices and experts think about a familiar,
differentiation
and increasing integration are characteristic
inspectable system-a bicycle. As the resuhs show, only
of
an
expert's
knowledge about systems.
the experts spontaneously construed a bicycle as an
However, the question that now emerges, is how do
assembly of semi-independent fiinctional subsystems. In
people come to characterize systems in terms of structurecontrast, the novices justified their spontaneous
function relationships? Miyake (1986) argued that
component groupings with references to such principles as
understanding phenomena develops through an iterative
agency, component contiguity, component names, and
in which identifying a function subsequently
search
occasionally function. Novices appear to typically analyze
promotes
a search for the underlying mechanism. More
even familiar systems by focusing on surface
specifically,
a number of researchers have suggested that
characteristics, such as component contiguity, rather than
coming
to
understand
any system begins with
structure-function relationships. Experts, on the other
constructing an appropriate mental model (Bobrow, 1985;
hand, immediately focus on structure-fiinction relations
de Kleer & Brown, 1983; Keiras & Bovair, 1984; Moray,
when analyzing a familiar system.
Of course, it is not the case that other perspectives, such 1987). These models are cognitive structures that embody
specific structure-fimction relations and can be used to
as focusing on the relative location of different
make
predictions about system behavior. However, as
components, cannot be useful. Tversky and Hemenway
(1983) pointed out, the majority of people's dayNorman
(1984) stressed that in many cases, parts are organized in
to-day
mental
models may incorporate only partial
unique configurations according to function. Moreover,
descriptions
of
structure and function. Consequently, in
they claim that decomposition of part configurations forms
many cases mental models are not sufficiently detailed to
the basis for naive induction-part structures are used to
comprehend, infer, and predict function. However, as other be testable. This suggests that the role of mental models
work has shown, overreliance on location as a heuristic for in the development of structure-fiinction mappings needs
to be investigated.
determining function can be misleading (Egan &
In summary, coming to understand phenomena appears
Schwartz, 1974; Lesgold & Lajoie, 1991). For example,
to
require understanding the underlying structure-fimction
Lesgold and Lajoie argued that skilled electronics
relations.
As this study showed, experts, but not novices,
troubleshooters use their domain knowledge to guide their
problem solving, knowing that in many cases the fiinctionspontaneously and consistently characterize a familiar
system in such terms. However, what is less clear is the
of interest is governed by non-contiguous components.
process by which people come to construe phenomena in
As the above results show, in general, the experts and
terms of systems. Specifically, what is the process by
the novices had little difficulty focusing on individual
which novices come to develop structure-fiinction
subsystems in response to the specific subsystem probes.
mappings? Further, what role does such knowledge play
The drive subsystem represents an interesting exception
in the development of expertise? Future work needs to
for the novices. One possible explanation is that
address these issues.
subsystems that are visible during operation or directly
only the experts had developed an explicit understanding
of the nature of the dynamic interaction between cyclist
and bicycle.

experienced, and personally important are more accessible
to novices than subsystems that are not.
Thus, experts and novices did not differ greatly in their
ability to construct appropriate subsystems. However,
their justifications of the most important subsystem
components do reflect differences in how the groups
characterize systems. Experts appear to consistently focus
on how the function under investigation is produced; in
contrast, few novices showed any consistency in the type
of justification offered. This suggests that although
novices have some conception of the components that
make up some of the bicycle's subsystems, they have
little understanding of the fiinctional relationships between
components; that is, how a collection of components
produce a given function.
Adopting a focus on structure-function relationships-a
systems perspective—is potentially a powerful means for
understanding the link between structure and ftmction.
Yet, as this study shows, simply using a familiar,
inspectable system is insufficient for non-experts to
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form of direct control of the pan and tilt motors that govern
its camera's direction of gaze. I R V therefore bears someWe address the question of how artificial systems and natural what asymmetrical relationships to its sensorium (ranorganisms develop spatial competence. Most artificial systems
domly ordered but subjected to modification) and its motodraw upon considerable sophisticated operator- or developerrium (ordered, fixed, and used as a reference).
originated knowledge about what in the world sensor signals
This asymmetry raises an interesting question: are the
represent. Natural systems do not have such sophisticated auxorganisational principles used by I R V capable of learning
iliary sources of information. W e are interested in how, despite
both sensory organisation a n d motor organisation? A n d , if
this, they achieve perceptual organisation, and suspect that the
so, can they be used to evolve a system which might lie
methods they use will have generalisable effectiveness. W e debetween any u n k n o w n sensorium-motorium coupling, and
scribe a process that creates coherent mappings between the
learn its w a y to a position of control over the whole appaphysical world and the phenomenological realm, analogous to
ratus?
retinotopicity and sensory homuncularity in natural systems,
and discuss its application to problems of higher dimensionalThe answer to these questions is positive if the sensoity and higher levels of abstraction. Importantly, such a procrium can self-organise, since it can, in turn, be used to oress, having proved successful in the perceptual robotics doganise an u n k n o w n motorium, as has been shown, e.g., by
main of our current interests, is likely to be found in other cogvan der Smagt (1995), whose work is in some ways a mirnitive domains because its strengths lie in its ability to organise
ror image of IRV. A n d if so, this might help explain h o w
and implicitly summarise data in the absence of clues about
immature animals learn to improve simultaneously both
what that data represents.
their coordination and perception, becoming spatially
competent adults. This is one motivation for undertaking
Introduction
this research. T h e potential to develop robots that first conM o s t artificial systems draw upon considerable sophisticated
figure themselves (and in so doing, adaptively learn h o w to
operator- or developer-supplied knowledge w h e n making
perceive and behave) is a second motivator, but perhaps
assumptions about what lies o n the external side of their senthe most important motivation is that the problem characsor arrays. Natural systems d o not have such sophisticated
teristics can be cast in a context-independent form. T h e
auxiliary, or a priori, sources of information. They must
problem is that of learning, unsupervised, in an open loop,
c o m e to m a k e the right assumptions completely autonoand in the absence of all meta-information, a succinct repmously (given the head start provided by their genetic enresentation whose internal similarities aptly capture simidowment).
larity in the unseen source of the data. T h e applicability of
Several artificial self-organising low-level vision systems
a solution therefore extends beyond the domain under curhave been developed, e.g., by Linsker (1988). Generic to
rent discussion.
these systems is a dependence on a pre-existent orthogonal
W e use the analogy of a jigsaw puzzle to illustrate the
matrix of inputs, resulting from choices m a d e by the operator
principle characteristic of our algorithm. T h e usual steps
for solving a jigsaw puzzle can be characterised thus:
or developer, or imposed by video or hardware standards.
T h e data that these discrete vision systems process c o m e
conveniendy packaged in this orthogonal matrix, which itself
1. Locate corner and edge pieces
contains m u c h implicit information about the outside world,
2. Coarsely group all pieces according to main colour
but not all of it helpful.
and texture (e.g., 'sky')
Prokopowicz (1994) showed that there is no inherent value
3. Select pairs of high similarity
in the orthogonality of the input image, but that what is es4. Fit pieces to nearest neighbours found in step 3.
sential to a visual robot is an internal mapping between pixels
and motor positions. His system, I R V , eschewing orWe note that steps 1 and 4 both depend on the form (edges)
thogonality, locates pixels relative to each other via motor
of the pieces, whereas steps 2 and 3 depend only on their
c o m m a n d s in the form of a set of statements to the effect that,
content (colour and texture). However, difficult problems
given motor m o v e m e n t A/, the point in the environment that
are often devoid of convenient a priori 'form' clues
n o w appears in pixel B, will next appear in pixel A.
(analogous to jigsaw piece edges, or location in an orI R V is dependent on unequivocal knowledge of its motothogonal matrix) because these are the artifacts of a prior
rium, and it is from this sound basis that it builds the organiorganisation - precisely what w e do not have, need to desation of its sensorium. Knowledge of the motorium takes the
rive, and cannot assume. W e must instead rely solely on a
Abstract
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m e t h o d analogous to steps 2 a n d 3, grouping according to
similarity.
Methods
Rather than simply arranging pieces of an image, our current
task is to arrange inputs that carry those pieces of information
to us. O n c e arranged, the inputs will c o n v e y any i m a g e correctly. T o extend the analogy, it is as if, having completed the
jigsaw, w e are able to note the location of each piece and the
precise unique shape of that piece. U s i n g that information
alone w e are able to assemble a n y other jigsaw from the s a m e
cutter, without seeing its i m a g e .
W e define a sensory input as a line of c o m m u n i c a t i o n that
provides information about a single point in the world. This
information, its signal, varies over time if that part of the
world changes. A n input also has a n internal location in a
context m a d e b y the set of all inputs.
There are three w a y s in w h i c h a n y t w o inputs c a n b e said
to be related:
E n v i r o n m e n t a l P r o n m i t y - the points in the world to
which the inputs refer are close together;
Behavioural P r o n m i t y - over time the values of the inputs vary proportionally a n d in time with each other;
Geometrical P r o x i m i t y - the internal locations (coordinates) assigned to the inputs are close together.
It is the relationships of these three kinds of proximity that
form the subject o f this paper. T h e input to our algorithm is
behavioural data; the output is geometrical data. W e s h o w
that there is sufficient i s o m o r p h i s m b e t w e e n unavailable environmental data a n d available behavioural data such that the
latter can b e used to construct a coherent geometrical representation of the former. F r o m this observation w e ultimately
wish to bootstrap a learning visuo-motor agent (see Figure 1).
A s the goal of this w o r k is to derive order for a set of inputs, it is inappropriate to a s s u m e or inherit order from elsewhere. Therefore w e m u s t ignore the organisation inherent in
the standard video matrix. Similarly, w e d o not d e p e n d o n
any framing concepts such as u p , d o w n , left, right, or a n y
alignments with the direction o f fall, or the robot's base or
motor axes. In fact, w e r a n d o m l y scrambled the locations o f
all pixels (c.f. P r o k o p o w i c z 1994). D o i n g so m e a n s that o u r
geometrical arrangement o f inputs remains i m m u n e to configuration peculiarities a n d is determined only b y the content
of the signals.
O n e can d r a w n o inference about the organisation of a n y
visual system o n the basis o f o n e static image. If there is n o
change in the input, a n y applied ordering produces spurious
geometrical arrangements, bearing n o relation to the envi-
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Figure 1: T h e internal organisational detour from environmental order to learning.
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Figure 2: Over-sorted arrangements of inputs based
on similarity in static input, a) is the initial random
ordering of inputs, b) - e) are stages in the ordering
process, f) is the final stable but incorrect
arrangement of inputs, g) is the original unscrambled
environment, h) another environment that would
produce the same arrangement.

ronment (see Figure 2) as there is too m u c h ambiguity present in the relationships between pixels. It is as if the jigs a w had m a n y pieces of the same shape and colour, which
can just as well be set in m a n y different arrangements. So,
the criterion for organising the array of inputs can only be
behavioural proximity ( c o m m o n histories between inputs,
or similarity over time, not just in a snapshot).
W e first tried to use natural environmental m o v e m e n t as
the source of change. This proved to be ineffective, as it is
difficult to find convenient places where a camera can be
set up in the confidence that sufficient m o v e m e n t will be
detected by all pixels. T h e next approach w a s to use the
camera's pan-tilt mount to continuously change the direction of gaze of the camera, but this was curtailed due to
fear that the motors would overheat. T h e most effective
solution w a s to dispense with a camera completely, and
simply connect a V C R , tuned to a television station, directly into the computer. This provided a continuous
source of all kinds of 'first person' movement: pans, tilts,

I
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Figure 3: Relative behavioural difference plotted against
horizontal separation in a single line of video data. Pixel
33 has zero difference with itself, and progressively
more difference with pixels fiirther to its left and right.
Note: the values for pixels 63 and 64 are edge effects caused by the
video image not quite filling the memory allocated to it.

zooms, tracking; and plenty of natural 'third person' movement too.
Using video input w e can s h o w that the behavioural
proximity between any two inputs is monotonically related to
their environmental proximity (see Figure 3). So, behavioural
proximity implies environmental proximity. Curiously, once
the significant noise has been removed this relationship is
closely approximated by the elegant curve:

y = l-l/e'

(1)

W e wonder whether this relationship might be a general
one, since it seems to convey the diminishing probability,
having found something at one location, of fmding something
similar at other increasingly distant locations. A r m e d with the
knowledge of the relationship's monotonicity, w e can n o w
describe the two-dimensional version of the method in detail.
W e start by randomly selecting one input. A, and searching
for others with high behavioural proximity to A. Behavioural
proximity can be defined by a threshold of, say, 1 5 % of the
m a x i m u m possible behavioural difference between inputs.
O n c e w e have found enough similar inputs (the number required is the number of dimensions w e intend our representation to have, plus 2) w e observe them for a while, in order
to determine all mutual behavioural proximities.
W e assign nominal locations (i.e., Cartesian coordinates) to
two of these inputs, starting by assigning, say, (0, 0) to A , (1,
0) to B. Other inputs will be arranged relative to these two
according to their mutual behavioural proximities. For instance, in Table 1, the geometric distances of C (0.2, 0.25)
have been calculated from the behavioural differences ab, ac,
be, and the geometric distance A B = 1, as follows:

ABf(ac)
AC =

f(ab)

ABfjbc)
BC =

f(ab)

(2)
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Figure 4: In the upper diagram A and B are used to
locate two positions for C. In the lower diagram A and
C are used to locate two positions for D. In the case of
C the point chosen is arbitrary but for D it is the point
nearer the geometric distance estimated from B.
Table 1: Calculating the geometric location of inputs in
two dimensions.
Input

X

y

A

0.00

0.00

B
C

1.00
0.20

0.00
0.25

Behavioural
Differences
ab: 4023
ac: 1287
be: 3339

Geomeuical
Distances
AB: 1.00
A C : 0.32
BC: 0.83

from which the Cartesian coordinates of C are easily derived. For C w e arbitrarily choose one of the two points,
Ci, C2, that satisfy the geometry. For subsequent inputs w e
follow essentially the same procedure: comparing a shortlist of inputs already set, and selecting from them those
exhibiting most behavioural proximity, then using formulae of the same form as (2), calculating two possible locations for the candidate input. O f these two w e choose the
one nearer the distance estimated using the behavioural
proximity of another reference input (see Figure 4).

Note that relative to environmental space, our geometric
space may appear skewed, inverted, scaled, or even bent.
This is not significant since the actual mapping is still
monotonic and. minimally, needs only provide the motorium
with a monotonically coherent representation ot the environment. It is therefore sufficient. A second learnmg process,
e.g., van der Smagt (1995) must be implemented to m a p
motor c o m m a n d s from this geometrical representation back
to the world.

2 -10 I

Results
After only one pass the process converges closely upon the
environmental order it cannot directly observe. In Figure 5
w e present the resulting geometric location plotted against
environmental location. Note that, even at this stage, a previously scrambled image passed through the new rearrangement of inputs is perfectly comprehensible to the naked eye,
exhibiting relatively minor distortions as objects translate
through the image plane. A n y robotic control system that
operates non-ballistically would be able to use such input to
iteratively position either itself or a mechanical arm relative
to observed objects.
The process can be enhanced in a number of ways. A short
list may be maintained for each input, containing other inputs, which have so far been found to show greatest behavioural proximity to it. After the first pass through all inputs,
this list can be used for fine-tuning of locations at a local
level, for all subsequent passes. Extending the time over
which observations of behavioural proximity are made reduces noise effects. Raising the threshold for inclusion in
triangulation calculations also improves accuracy, since it
constrains selection to near neighbours, whose environmental-behavioural proximity relationships are less ambiguous, due to the proximal steepening of the curve in Figure 3.
Incorrect triangulations early on in the process have strong
detrimental effects on subsequent organisation. It is therefore
worthwhile allowing the earlier observations to extend for
longer periods than later ones, and to use a much higher behavioural proximity threshold.
The entire process may be analogous to the extension of
axons from one area of the nervous system to another. Those
that first reach a, say, cortical destination are the most free to
take a location, and the least likely to change their location.
Later axons will seek out areas most corresponding to their
own signals, but will exert negligible attraction on such areas
simply because of the weight of numbers already there.
Applications
Spatial mappings derived in the manner just described obviously do not possess the neat orthogonality of standard pixel
arrays. Standard grid-like neighbourhoods and all convolutions that depend on them are therefore inapplicable to data
in this form. However, non-orthogonal, neighbourindependent methods have been found for edge detection
(Prokopowicz & Cooper 1995), motion detection (Prokopowicz 1994), the location of centroids in both artificial (Peters & S o w m y a 1996, 1997, 1998b) and natural (Sparks, Lee
& Rohrer 1990) systems, and the calculation of spatially located interest metrics (Peters 1998).
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Figure 5: Plot of geometric distance against environmental distance calculated after only o n e pass, s h o w ing that perfect monotonicity has already b e e n
achieved.

T h e set of inputs need not b e restricted to just o n e
source. Multiple c a m e r a s can b e set u p to supply i n c o m i n g
data, a n d the algorithm can still b e applied. This is thus a
solution to s o m e forms of the data fusion problem. T h e r e
m a y b e a need to adjust signals to normalise both range
and sign if sensor devices are of sufficiently different d e sign. Additionally, derivatives m a y b e used instead of the
original signal.
G i v e n that the geometric arrangement o f inputs d e p e n d s
solely o n environmental changes it will evolve to a spaceinvariant state, effectively creating the inverse function for
the optical distortion and sampling bias o f the anterior
parts of the system. N o t e that it should not b e a s s u m e d that
sampling patterns w o u l d be fixed during operation. Peters
& S o w m y a (1998a) have shown that there are good reasons for changing sampling density and bias according to
data received during operation.
Having overcome space-variance, the system is able to
produce a relatively metrical m e m o r y m a p of its surrounding space, which can then be used to note changes
that take place in the environment even while the system is
looking in another direction. It can also be used to calibrate
a motor mapping by following a program of random
moves, and observation of the resultant changes.
M u c h self-calibration research has been directed at
finding the m i n i m u m set of prerequisites for calibration.
Pollefeys & V a n Gool (1997) have shown that a system
requires a m i n i m u m of three images (of the same scene.
with c o m m o n points identified) to complete its calibration.
Other approaches include developing a system to derive
the function that converts given pixel locations to given
spatial locations (Sharma & Srinivasa 1996, Srinivasa).
There has been very little work attempting to deal with
varying camera parameters, though this has been shown to
be possible in the absence of skew (Pollefeys, Koch, &
V a n Gool 1997).
These self-calibration solutions can only be used in systems that are already somewhat organised. They require:

1.
2.

3.

certainty that the world has not changed between successive images
an organised image-producing infrastructure that enables recognition of vision primitives such as corners
or. alternatively, operator input of veridical example
data
a clear distinction between calibration and operation
phases.

The algorithm we have introduced requires none of these,
though it should be noted that it is unlikely to match the precision of other techniques. Instead, by reducing prerequisites,
the algorithm becomes useful in situations where others are
simply inapplicable (e.g., when more than one parameter
changes, w h e n there is skew, w h e n all camera parameters are
unavailable or unforeseeable).

I month

2 months

3 months

Adult

Implications
This method provides a new interpretation of Hebbian learning (Hebb 1949) in which inputs (neurons) with behavioural
proximity migrate or extrude efferent processes towards each
other, rather than the traditional interpretation in which neurons s o m e h o w strengthen an explicit mutual connection.
If the h u m a n vision system achieves its spatial organisation and high levels of visual acuity via self-organising
means similar to those described, then w e would expect to
see large differences between mature adult vision and neonate vision. This is because the method depends on continuous environmentally meaningful, temporally varying visual
input, and this is not available to us until w e are b o m .
Evidence from tests of infants reveals that they do indeed
exhibit inferior visual acuity and inferior contrast sensitivity,
just as w e would expect. Development of visual acuity is
rapid until approximately six months, but continues until
twelve months, by which time normally developing infants
achieve 20/20 vision (see Figure 6). Contrast sensitivity improves at a similar rate.
Several neurophysiological studies demonstrate that labile
neuronal level mappings are quite c o m m o n . Merzenich &
Kass (1982) showed h o w cortical real estate recently m a d e
vacant is co-opted by remaining afferent lines, whose coherent convergence in new areas of the cortex can only be explained by the similarity of the signals they convey, not a
pre-established developmental arrangement.
T h e patterning of ocular dominance columns discovered
by Hubel & Wiesel (1977) is another example, where inputs
from anatomically quite separated origins (the two eyes) seek
out c o m m o n destinations in the cortex, and actually terminate
in areas of less than 0.4 m m diameter.
Moreover, their later work with Stryker (Hubel, Wiesel &
Stryker 1978) showed that within this geometrical arrangement there exist still finer convergences, those of the line
orientation preference neurons.
C a n a single neurophysiological process explain all of
these examples of convergence of signals carrying similar
data? A n d can the same process by used to explain the obvious homuncularity of the somatosensory cortex, discovered
by Penfield & Jasper (1954)? W e feel that our process could
well explain h o w such mappings develop, and also gives a
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Figure 6: Simulations of what 1-month, 2-month, and
3-month old infants see when they look at a woman's
face at a distance of 50 c m (Goldstein 1989).

clue as to why. M a n y researchers have looked at the brain
from the standpoint of computational and physiological
economy in various forms, both spatial and temporal. D o n g
& Atick (1995) concentrate on the potential usefulness of
inferred decorrelation functions in the lateral geniculate
nucleus, and use time-varying images as a way of explicating the statistics of the processes they infer. W e showed
h o w similar decorrelation could bypass massive computational problems in motion tracking (Peters & S o w m y a
1996). Michison (1991) speculated that there are evolutionary constraints forcing economy in the wiring of the
cortex. Such constraints would naturally cause neurons
carrying similar signals to converge rather than extend
axons through thefinitespace of the brain.
The advantage of convergence according to behavioural
proximity is that if two signals are normally so similar that
one can be taken to imply the other, it is considerably more
economical to arrange them so that they are literally, phenomenologically and neuro-anatomically, next door neighbours, rather than attempting to construct an explicit relationship or rule which expresses their near-identity.
Such a process could have originated far back in the
early days of evolutionary development of the central
nervous system, as an economical organising principle, yet
n o w be useful at any level of abstraction where a strong
implication relation needs to be physically instantiated.
Discussion
The methods described are used to organise a set of onedimensional inputs into a two-dimensional arrangement.

However, there is no limit on the dimensionality of the problem or its solution. Similar techniques could be used to organise inputs in arrangements having three or more dimensions, or to organise inputs with paired values, or tuples.
Both traditional connectionist and symbolic approaches
have been applied to similar problems. They both share the
shortcoming of attempting to represent complex information
in explicit form, which leads to vast computational demands.
A connectionist approach is to explicitly represent relationships between inputs by weights. This becomes impractical
when dealing with even quite constrained vision problems
involving only, say, 128 by 96 pixels. The number of weights
generated for an input array of this size is 150,994,944. The
symbolic approach also has great difficulty in representing
relationships between large numbers of inputs. Its forte is in
later stages when visual data has been condensed and summarised in a form amenable to symbolic representation and

logical manipulation, but it is not practical to apply a symbolic approach to the raw data in order to get to this position.
By representing environmental relationships implicitly,
in a non-orthogonal arrangement the data requirement is no
longer explosive (i.e., only 12.288 for 128 by 96). The
complexity is reduced from order A^^ to order A^.
In summary, we demonstrate a robust, adaptive, selforganising system with minimal dependencies, practical
usefulness in robotics, strong biological plausibility and
explanatory power, computational economy, and potentially broad application due to its context independence.
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in the arts and intelligence and insight in the sciences (and
surprise in humour, too). This argument has since been
taken up by Boden (1992) w h o argues that artificial intelliThis paper starts out from two observations: firstly, that there
are complex links between what w e term intelligence and
gence is the appropriate research apparatus for the scientific
what w e term creativity and, secondly, that the phenomenon
study of creativity, since intelligence and creativity in their
of surprise has a significant role in both the genesis and
pure forms are inseparable. Far firom supporting an arguevaluation of creativity, and is tightly coupled to perception.
ment against A I (e.g., Penrose 1989), the phenomenon of
W e argue that for machines to develop to the point where w e
insight m a y provide useful clues about where A I research
attribute to them intelligence and, therefore, their o w n degree
should go, if its agenda is Only to m a k e the phenomenon of
of creativity, they must first develop a sensibility of surprise.
intelligence understandable to us (Nilsson 1995). Paulos
This, w e show, is predicated upon a multi-level organisation
(1980) also takes up Koestler's baton, drawing links beof perception, and a method of representing the interest, or
tween the exploratory toying with abstract stiiictures and
novelty, of events and actions taking place in the physical
novel combinations of ideas that specifically characterises
world. A sensibility of surprise further depends on an ability
mathematicians at work and the intellectual play of humour,
to recognise the novelty of actions the system itself is conbut also aptly describes intelligent approaches to novel
templating. W e describe methods of encoding surprise in perproblems.
ceptual robots, and show how this enables them to focus on
T h e connections of intelligence and creativity therefore
what is interesting in their environment - a prerequisite to the
appear to extend to mental exploration (play, toying, the
production of behaviour both creative and intelligent.
terra incognita of insight problem space) in which the unexpected,
novel, or surprising is given high significance.
Introduction
While it appears that m u c h biological activity is h o m e o T h e Gestalt psychologists, Wertheimer (1959) in particular,
static, designed to maintain equilibrium in a changing envim a d e a strong distinction between productive and reproducronment, there is another goal, often conflicting: the active
tive thinking. Reproductive thinking is what h u m a n s d o
seeking of n e w information, n e w stimuli, n e w situations,
w h e n presented with a problem of an easily identifiable
novelty, or surprise. Such curiosity has been informally
class, such as finding the length of the hypotenuse of a
noted as a characteristic of, not only remarkably intelligent
right-angled triangle. It is called reproductive because it is a
or creative humans, and small children - even very small
question of recalling and reproducing a familiar algorithm.
children (Eimas, et al 1971) but also other species whose
Productive thinking is the solving of problems in a manner
behaviour w e particularly acknowledge as intelligent, such
that is significantly new. This involves creating rather than
as apes (Kohler 1927). W h a t could drive such a predisposition to novelty? Williams (1996) has argued that the aesrecalling a solution; it is volitional as well as selective. Prothetic response is commensurate with surprise, and in productive intelligence encompasses m o m e n t s of insight
portion to the degree of change a cognitive state undergoes
(Kohler 1927) and, until such m o m e n t s are experienced, an
to accommodate n e w information. This kind of raw pleasure
inability o n the part of the subject to estimate h o w close
stimulus would be readily co-opted as a reinforcement
they are to a solution (Metcalfe 1986a, 1986b, Metcalfe &
fiinction to power a curiosity drive.
W i e b e 1987). It is a step into unexplored problem space. In
There is a strong relationship between surprise and perpractice, the productive-reproductive distinction becomes
ception,
m a y b e even an equality. It seems that w e can only
stronger, because the reproductive form of intelligence can,
learn
from
those things that are sufficiently reinforced by
as its n a m e implies, be easily transported to other individurepetition or direct importance to us. Having pwrceived the
als or machines, whereas productive intelligence proves to
more persistent of phenomena (gravity, for instance) w e
be difficult to copy. It has been argued (Weisberg, 1992)
become unconscious of them, though via adaptive h o m e o that the distinction is merely questions of degree, which
stasis w e behave to all intents and purposes as if w e are consuggests that the greater the intelligence, the harder it is to
scious of them w e can be observed to actively take them
introspect, predict, and transport, as might be expected.
into account as w e behave. It is normally only w h e n pheIntelligence cast in productive terms is demonstrably
n o m e n a depart from their norm that they spring back into
close to creativity once w e remove the domain-dependent
our consciousness, surprise us, and b e c o m e concrete perconnotations from the t w o concepts. W h a t is an intelligent
cepts. W h e r e particularly creative individuals often m a k e
solution is often a creative solution, and vice versa. Koestler
their mark is in the re-seeing of the mundane, and its re(1975) identified m a n y cross-correlations between creativity
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presentation to the rest of us. They provide a service of reacquainting us with our miheu. This has been described by
Berger (1972) as different ways of seeing, necessary in
similar ways for both the author and the audience of creative
activity.
T o reinforce the notion of selective perception of novelty
at the expense of stasis in the world it is instructive to refer
to simple experiments that show that our faculty of vision is
near wholly dependent on variance in the input. If w e are
forced to fixate on a static scene our conscious perception of
it dissolves in about three seconds. (Crick & Koch 1992).
B y extension w e can argue that it is only the presence of
change in the world (more accurately, change in the relation
between ourselves and the world) that creates any need for
perception in thefirstplace.
Additionally, it has to be recognised that m u c h everyday
activity performed spontaneously by humans and animals
has proved to be extremely difficult for robots. Either the
robots' perceptions (representations) of the world are full of
the wrong kind of information, or the robots are not responding to them appropriately. Yet either way the representations are to blame, for they cannot depend on a homuncular deus ex machina to get them out of trouble, they must
be responsible for ensuring the correct response themselves.
T o summarise the arguments so far, the more intelligent
the behaviour, the greater its creative content. Creativity is a
linking of seeing the n e w and acting upon it. Far from being
the preserve of the gifted few, creativity is present to a
greater or lesser degree in m u c h everyday activity. W e shall
n o w discuss the notion that surprise, rather than being a
cognitive response to perceptual stimuli, actually forms the
substance of perception, and that therefore, as Berger argues, it is greater perceptivity that engenders creativity, and
thus intelligence.
Encoding Surprise
For all biological systems s o m e states are more conducive to
life than others, and the basic biological function is to preserve homeostasis by moving from less conducive states to
more conducive ones. This applies to states both internal
and external. Once homeostasis is achieved, a system need
not do anything different until there is some change of state.
In other words, it does not even need to keep telling itself
that things are still the same. It is not surprising then, that
over time individual neurons and even semi-discrete neural
systems exhibit reduction in response to unvarying stimuli
(Day 1972). The processes are called habituation, adaptation, or depletion, depending on the context. Importantly,
such neural units effectively report onset and offset, not
absolute values.
Yet it grossly oversimplifies to say that perception is "on'
in the presence of change, and "off otherwise, because perception is actually 'off m u c h more frequently than suggested. W e adapt not only to no change, but also to consistency of change, or a derivative of change. Tuning out constant background phenomena such as a clock ticking is an
example. That this happens should not be surprising, as it is
a predictable effect of certain multi-layered neural systems
w e shall be describing, in which the output of one layer is
the input of another. A constant signal will cause an anterior

layer to habituate, and thus cease to activate the changemeasuring function in a posterior layer. A system built on
surprise-perception equivalence can be readily instantiated
(Peters & S o w m y a 1987, 1998).
T o decompose the phenomenon of surprise let us agree
that there are two primary components: an expectation and a
departure, without either of which no surprise can be experienced. T h e expectation is set up on the basis of previous
experience, and might loosely be thought of as a form of
pattern recognition. T h e departure is the discrepancy between what was projected to happen and what actually did
happen.
T o measure the discrepancy w e need m e m o r y to compare
what is happening n o w with what has just happened. W e
start by providing each pixel location in a robot's visual
field with a miniature processing unit (which w e shall call a
m e m o r y unit). This possesses a proto-memory consisting of
a single value, memory. T h e input to each unit is also a single value, which w e shall call signal. In the initial case, signal is just the brightness of the pixel at the m e m o r y unit's
location. The value of m e m o r y at time t is updated from
signal, using the equation:
memory, = signal + (memory^, d x retention)
where retention is a constant between 0 (when previous
values of signal have no effect on m e m o r y ) and 1 (when all
previous values of signal are s u m m e d and stored in m e m ory). These extreme cases roughly characterise remembering nothing and remembering everything, respectively, and
neither of ^ e m is very useful, but m a n y intermediate values
are. Varying retention adjusts the relative weight given to
more recent values of signal, effectively determining
whether m e m o r y can be thought of as long-term or shortterm, and thereby having significant influence over the behaviour of the system.
If retention is near 1 then the value of m e m o r y will be
large in relation to that of signal, due to its accumulative
effect. So, if w e n o w wish to compare signal to m e m o r y to
derive a surprise value, w e first need to renormalise m e m ory. T o do this w e use another constant, which w e derive
from retention:
persistence = 1 / (1 - retention)
hence:
prediction = memory I persistence
which is an exponentially decaying moving average of
sigruil. Then:
surprise = I signal - prediction I
The value of surprise represents the difference (departure) between the signal just detected and the prediction (the
expectation). Thus surprise corresponds to the 'figural'
content set against the 'ground' of prediction (Pribram
1991). W h a t is figure and what is ground is clearly predicated on the context of the surprise.
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Distinctions between ordinary and extraordinary events
must be m a d e at multiple levels. Indeed, a single event m a y
be simultaneously novel at one level, but quite unremarkable at the next. For example, one morning a person w h o
has been lying d o w n suddenly rises and walks about, but is
k n o w n to do this every day. Within the context of the day
their activity is novel, within the context of the week,
month, year, lifetime, it is not. If this is an ordinary morning
rising it m a y get a second or two of our attention, but if this
is thefirstrising in m a n y months it will be paid far more
attention. W e need n o w to develop mechanisms that respond
to an event according to all its temporal contexts.
W e measure change as a conjunction of the outputs of
several layers of surprise generators, each building upon its
predecessor and effectively measuring a derivative of
change, or the way change itself, in a previous layer, has
been changing. Each layer tunes itself to recognise a pattern
(the current pattern) in its input and reacts only w h e n this
pattern is interrupted. Its reaction is passed to the next
(higher) layer, forming another input, with a pattern of its
o w n . The s u m of the parts is thus a pattern reaction system
in which only the changes between patterns are reacted to.
If w e create these layers from similar m e m o r y units they
need to be connected, not to raw data such as signal, but to a
data stream which has already had more superficial frequencies removed, and prediction fits this role perfectly. It is
n o w possible to connect m e m o r y units serially, representing
progressively deeper m e m o r y layers, each input connected
to the prediction output of the preceding unit. Note that once
m e m o r y units are arranged serially, there must be s o m e
relative weighting between the layers, even if this weighting
is uniform and gives precedence to no layer in particular.
T h e centroid of surprise is thus

x == z1. - ^
1
1
=
1

y = I^f

0)

u=\

where n is the number of m e m o r y units, each of which (m),
has an x co-ordinate, a y co-ordinate, and a difference d, and
where m is the number of m e m o r y layers, each of which (0
has a weight w.
Activities that w e call ordinary (a highly contextual term)
can be accommodated in afinitenumber of these perceptual
layers, ranging upward from 1 in the case of inanimate, stationary objects, to s o m e arbitrary number. Watching people
working on a production line m a y fail to excite more than,
say, 6 layers in our kind of perceptual system. Extraordinary
patterns, on the other hand, are defined as those that exceed
s o m e arbitrary number of activation levels. A system built
of several layers m a y therefore be able, based on the conjunction of reactions at different levels, to develop responses
that represent activities at m a n y different levels in the
world, separating the extraordinary from the ordinary, and
performing a natural bottom-up hierarchical segmentation.
If interrogated, such a system would be able to rate the novelty of the current activity at several different levels.
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Pattern intervals are complex multi-level phenomena.
Thibadeau (1986) noted the importance of identifying the
moments when particular actions start and finish. W e attempt to m a k e a system react to these special moments both
adaptively, and without a priori knowledge in any form, so
that future higher functions, that might have specific recognition-based tasks, m a y receive representations that have
ah-eady conveniently carved the world at its joints.
Results
These processes are shown pictorially in Figure 1 displaying
four two-image blocks in each of which the upper image is
m a d e from prediction values and the lower image is m a d e
from surprise values. The images show the state of the system in an instant of time. It can be seen that m e m o r y layer 2
surprise values are activated by the movement of the subject's head rather than by the m o v e m e n t of his hand. This is
because the hand has been waving almost continuously
(evidenced by its high levels in both the history image and
m e m o r y unit 2's prediction image), whereas the head has
until this m o m e n t been quite still. In other words the system
is no longer attracted by thefrantichand, and has just transferred its attention to the head.
T o show quantifiably h o w our system, k n o w n as
W R A I T H , (Peters & S o w m y a , 1996) behaves under different m e m o r y configurations w e set up a scene containing two
S c m discs with alternating black and white quadrants, attached to small motors set 12 c m apart. Figure 2 plots the
focus of attention of three layers of m e m o r y units. The
short-term plot is that of two parallel units named channel 1
and channel 2, the medium-term plot is that of a m e m o r y
unit that receives input from the two channels, and the longterm plot is that of a third layer which receives input from
the second layer. The plot is actually the horizontal x coordinate of the various foci, plotted vertically against time
(measured in tenths of a second). The upper trace and lower
trace represent approximately 31 seconds and 40 seconds,
respectively. In each trace the grey bars correspond to the
times that each disc was spinning. In the upper trace the first
disc starts to spin after about a second and has soon attracted the attention of all three m e m o r y layers. It can be
seen that the short-term m e m o r y is highly reactive. T h e second and third layers are slower to react. About 1.5 seconds
later the second disc starts to spin. The short-term m e m o r y
simply centres its attention precisely halfway between both
discs because it simply looks for the centroid of raw change.
T h e medium-term m e m o r y is momentarily attracted close to
the second disc, but also soon centres its attention, meanwhile the long-term memory, though slower to react, takes a
hard look at the second disc before alsofinallycentring.
A more interesting phenomenon occurs when the second
disc suddenly ceases to move. T h e short-term m e m o r y is
n o w free to return to thefirstdisc, but long-term memory,
having fully adapted to the motion of the second disc, is
n o w dramatically attracted to the sudden cessation of rotation, despite the fact that all motion is on the other side of its
visual field. The same goes for the medium-term memory,
though to a lesser extent. Eventually all m e m o r y is attracted
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Figure 1: Pictorial representation of activity and surprise.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of activity and surprise.

to the sole remaining spinning disc, where attention remains
once that disc too finally stops.
In the lower trace the sequence of onsets and offsets is the
same, except that n o w the m e m o r y is given more time to
adapt to the rotation of the first disc. Instead of only 1.5
seconds, it remains spinning for about 9 seconds before the

second disc starts. B y its reaction, it can be seen that the
long-term m e m o r y has fully adapted to the constant rotation
of the first disc, so it m o v e s fully to the centre of the second
disc w h e n it starts, and remains preoccupied with it for several seconds before eventually accommodating to that m o tion too.
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Figure 3: (Peters 1992a).

Figure 4: (Peters 1992b).

W R A I T H ' S behaviour in response to any particular
stimulus is predicated on its internal m e m o r y state. Consequently w h e n the second disc starts turning in the upper
trace, attention is diverted towards it, but not far enough to
actually foveate it. This is because the onset of motion follows too soon after the onset of thefirstdisc, which is still
exerting s o m e hold on W R A I T H ' s attention. In the lower
trace, W R A I T H has had more time to accommodate to the
activity of thefirstdisc, and is therefore m u c h more drawn
to the second disc when it starts.
Creative Applications of Surprise
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show examples of algorithmically
generated images. Such images can be generated a d infinitum using machines, but the generative power is unchecked,
because machines do not yet have any form of aesthetic
appreciation or evaluation. Artists such as Sims (1992) have
developed sophisticated methods allowing the generative
role to devolve to the machine, while retaining the editorial
or quality assurance role themselves. However, given the
ability to encode surprise, it should n o w be possible for m a chines to develop preliminary methods to support the faculty of aesthetic evaluation:

Identify the Pattern (Theme). Pattern needs to be identified at multiple levels, as already demonstrated. Levels to
include, ultimately, would cover not just the machines o w n
output, but the output of others too.
Build the Expectation. The theme, as predicted, must encapsulate the extrapolation of patterns at all levels.
Identify the Departure. This might be done before production of the machine's o w n work.
Censor the Dull. Censorship on the basis of insufficient
departure.

The implementation of such a system must be both circumspect and conscientious - and therefore highly difficult.
However, the concept of surprise provides the means to do
it, and chained levels of surprise detectors are a proven
method for increasing the sophistication of a machine's response. W e argue that they are, if not sufficient, then at least
necessary.
Our implementation has chosen to deal with particular
forms of pattern: patterns of movement as represented by
levels of change in visual sensors. A vast body of pattern
Method for Aesthetic Evaluation
recognition research already exists in several domains,
W e suggest that such methods will consist offivesteps:
comprising visual, verbal, acoustic and numeric data. W h a t
is n o w required, w e suggest, is that pattern recognition be
Generate the Material. As the ability to generate material co-opted as a means to another end. Incorporation of multiis not the subject of this paper, w e simply give the examples
ple pattern recognition methods (arranged both in parallel
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. This step might also consist of
and in series) within an architecture whose main purpose is
simply identifying objects, either 'found' or produced by
to detect, not so m u c h pattern itself, but departure from
other agencies. Examples m a y be camera input, image dataidentified themes will be essential to machines whose bebases.
haviour w e will accept as intelligent. For, without such sensibilities, machine intelligence will continue to fail in con-
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spicuous ways, revealing 'inhuman' perseveration with minutiae, an inability to recognise the subtexts in palimpsestic
messages, an unresponsiveness to nuance, or change in the
texture of discourse, and a general lack of curiosity.
Discussion
Hofstadter (1997) recently observed:
In every intellectual field that I had encountered,
ing from mathematics to music to art to poetry, I had
the sense that the moment that patterns were perceived
at one level, this immediately established a higher level
of abstraction, opening the door to the perception of
totally unanticipated types of patterns.

It is precisely this identification and accommodation of pattern, and the consequent search for departure within pattern,
and then pattern within the departure, that gives scope for
the phenomenon of surprise and opportunity for creativity.
If the surprise function is applied to a machine's o w n output or that of other agencies, and if the measure of change
accommodated within the machine is coupled with a reinforcement function, it is likely to have quite broad effects. It
rang-should provide a machine with a form of curiosity, both
homeostatic control and deliberate departure from homeostasis, creative behaviour, and constantly improvement of
opportunities to learn, by specifically seeking out parts of
the world where change is dense and multi-level.
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Abstract

the basis of theoretical aspects such as qualitative-conceptual
and quantitative-numerical aspects.
Three important findings of research on expertise in formal
T h e mentioned differences in knowledge structure and
sciences such as physics are that novices and experts differ
problem representation severely affect h o w novices and
with respect to (1) how they structure their domain knowledge,
experts approach standard textbook physics problems (e.g.,
(2) h o w they mentally represent problems and (3) h o w they
Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981; Larkin, 1983). T o solve a
approach problems. Thoughfirstattempts have been made to
posed problem, in afirststep novices frequently construct a
account for the acquisition of knowledge structures as posproblem representation that pictures the different objects
sessed by experts, the reconstruction of the involved learning
n a m e d in the problem description. Such a problem represenmechanisms in a psychologically plausible and instructionally
tation, however, can hardly be taken advantage of w h e n the
fruitful way still remains a challenge. In an experimental
appropriate domain principles and equations need to be
study, w e investigated how tenth graders acquire and successively relate qualitative and quantitative problem representaselected for application.
tions in classical mechanics. Initially, subjects were taught
Therefore, in a second step novices c o m m o n l y attempt to
either qualitative or quantitative aspects of classical mechanconstruct a quantitative-numerical problem representation by
ics. Afterwards, two subjects, w h o were taught differently, colalgebraically combining equations. Thereby they typically
laborated on problems which were beyond the competence of
work backwards from a variable whose value has to be detereach of them separately. Before and after the collaboration
mined (e.g., Larkin, McDermott, S i m o n & Simon, 1980).
subjects had to work on multi-component tests. In addition,
Yet, in m a n y cases novices get lost in a muddle of equations
protocols were taken of the subjects' verbal exchange of inforwith no means at hand to apply them successfully and effimation during collaborative problem solving. A n analysis of
ciently.
variance of the multi-component tests revealed that the subExperts, in contrast, initially m a k e use of their theoretical
jects successfully learned to interrelate qualitative and quantitative problem representations. A protocol analysis further
domain knowledge to approach a posed problem qualitaindicated that subjects gradually shifted their focus from quantively and to construct a qualitative-conceptual problem reptitative problem representations to qualitative problem repreresentation. Afterwards, such a representation is taken
sentations during collaborative problem solving.
advantage of to constrain and to direct the construction of an
appropriate quantitative-numerical representation.
Introduction
A s a consequence of these findings, artificial intelligence
research,
educational research as well as psychological
Within the last 20 years, cognitive science research on experresearch
have
directed increasingly more attention towards
tise in formal sciences such as physics has revealed various
of qualitative problem representations and
the
construction
differences between novices and experts (for overviews see
h
o
w
they
can
be
used to construct appropriate quantitative
Chi, Glaser & Rees, 1982; VanLehn, 1996). Three important
problem
representations.
findings are that novices and experts differ with respect to
T h o u g h first attempts have been m a d e to account for the
(1) h o w they structure their domain knowledge, (2) h o w they
acquisition
of knowledge structures as possessed by experts
mentally represent problems and (3) h o w they approach
(e.g.,
Elio
& Scharf, 1990), the reconstruction of the
problems.
involved
learning
mechanisms in a psychologically plausible
While novices frequently seem to possess knowledge
and
instructionally
fruitful w a y still remains a challenge. In
structures in which different aspects of an application
an
experimental
study,
w e investigated h o w tenth graders
domain such as empirically observable aspects and theoretiacquire, extend and successively relate qualitative and quancal aspects remain separated, the knowledge of experts
titative problem representations in classical mechanics durseems to be structured in such a w a y that different aspects of
ing collaborative problem solving.
an application domain are tightly interrelated (e.g., Chi, FelT h e results of the study provide evidence that the subjects
tovich & Glaser, 1981). Furthermore, while novices predomdid
not only learn to successfully interrelate qualitative and
inantly represent posed problems on the basis of empirically
quantitative
problem representations but also that the subobservable aspects, experts primarily represent problems on
jects gradually shifted their focus from quantitative problem
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representations to qualitative problem representations during
collaborative problem solving. These findings can be interpreted asfirststeps in the acquisition of knowledge structures as they are possessed by experts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, the distinction between qualitative-conceptual and
quantitative-numerical problem representations is set forth.
The design of the empirical study, the materials used, the
procedure applied and the results observed are reported next.
A discussion concludes the paper.

distributed among the three groups. All subjects had to work
on a pretest, an intermediate test and a posttest. Between the
pretest and the intermediate test, the subjects out of the
experimental groups worked on two different instructional
units. While the subjects out of thefirstexperimental group
worked on an instructional unit on qualitative aspects of classical mechanics, the subjects out of the second experimental
group worked on an instructional unit on quantitative aspects
of classical mechanics.
Between the intermediate test and the posttest, dyads were
formed with subjects w h o had received different instructional units. They worked collaboratively on four classical
Qualitative and Quantitative Problem
mechanics problems which were beyond the competence of
Representations in Classical M e c h a n i c s
each of them individually and which demanded the interrelation of qualitative and quantitative problem representations.
The investigated application domain is made up of standard
The subjects out of the control group did not receive any
textbook physics problems which involve one-dimensional
treatment between the different tests.
motion with constant acceleration. The knowledge under
scrutiny is knowledge about qualitative and quantitative
Materials
aspects of various concepts in dynamics (e.g., gravitational
force, normal force, and friction force) and kinematics (e.g.,
time, position, displacement, velocity, and acceleration).
Instructional Units Two instructional units on classical
mechanics were constructed. O n e unit described qualitative
Knowledge about qualitative aspects encodes information
aspects of classical mechanics and one unit described quantisuch as the conditions under which concepts can legitimately
be applied, the attributes possessed by concepts and the valtative aspects of classical mechanics. Both units comprised
ues concept attributes might have. It might specify, for exam- sections on (a) coordinate systems and vectors, (b) resolution
ple, that there is a kinetic friction force on an object,
and addition of vectors, (c) velocity and acceleration and (d)
whenever there is a normal force on the object and the object
forces. The qualitative and quantitative aspects of the
is moving on a surface which is not frictionless.
addressed concepts were presented by means of concept
Knowledge about quantitative aspects encodes informamaps (e.g., Novak, 1990). O n e or more concept maps were
tion about interaction and motion laws. It relies on mathefollowed by several examples and exercises. The solutions to
matical formalisms to describe definitions of and functional
the exercises were also presented. Each instructional unit
comprised about 90 pages.
relationships between concepts by means of algebraic and
vector-algebraic equations. It might specify, for instance,
Problems Four different classical mechanics problems for
that the magnitude of the kinetic friction force Ff on an
collaborative problem solving were set up. They are shown
object equals the magnitude of the normal force F^ on the
in Table 1. Each problem asks for a precise quantitative solusame object times the coefficient of friction f: Ff = F^ x f.
tion. However, in order to necessitate collaboration during
As de Kleer (1975) points out, knowledge about qualitaproblem solving, the problems were designed in such a way
tive and quantitative aspects cannot be separated at a clearcut boundary. Rather, this distinction refers to the ends of a
continuum with a considerable body of knowledge between
Table 1: Problems for collaborative problem solving
them (e.g., Ploetzner, Spada, Stumpf & Opwis, 1990; White
& Frederiksen, 1990).
W e conceptualize qualitative and quantitative problem
Problem 1: A coin of mass m = 0.03 kg is tossed straight
representations as complementary representations based on
up into the air with the velocity v = 7 m/s. After which
knowledge about qualitative and quantitative aspects, respecdistance r is the coin's velocity reduced to v = 3 m/s?
tively (see Ploetzner, 1995). Qualitative problem representaProblem 2: A block of mass m = 15 kg starts from rest
tions include information about essential problem features to
(initial velocity v = 0 m/s) down a frictionless (f = 0)
be taken into account and important distinctions to be drawn.
plane inclined at an angle a = 30 with the horizontal.
While quantitative problem representations help to resolve
What is the block's velocity v after the time t = 2 s?
ambiguities frequently inherently involved in qualitative
Problem 3: W h a t is the minimum stopping distance for a
problem representations, qualitative problem representations
car of mass m = 820 kg travelling along a flat horizontal
are a prerequisite for the appropriate construction and use of
road with the velocity v = 12 m/s, if the coefficient of fricquantitative problem representations.
tion f between tires and road equals 0.8?
Problem 4: A block of mass m = 10 kg is projected up an
Method
inclined plane with the velocity v = 5 m/s. The plane is
inclined at an angle a = 15 . Which distance r up the
Design
plane does the block go, if the coefficient of friction f
between block and plane equals 0.3?
T w o experimental groups and one control group were
formed. 24 subjects from two different schools were equally
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that their solutions require the interrelation of qualitative and
quantitative problem representations.
Multi-Component Tests Before and after the instruction as
well as after the collaborative problem solving, subjects had
to work on parallel tests. T h e tests were m a d e up of two
components which assess knowledge about qualitative and
quantitative aspects of classical mechanics. Six items of the
first component assess knowledge about qualitative aspects
and six items assess knowledge about quantitative aspects.
T h e items were designed in such a way that the solution to
each item required the use of information presented in the
instructional unit on qualitative or quantitative aspects,
respectively.
T h e six items of the second component were designed in
such a way that the solution to each item required the interrelation of qualitative and quantitative problem representations. Thus, while half of the items of the first test
component should be solvable after the instruction took
place, items of the second test component should only be
solvable to a larger extent after the collaborative problem
solving took place.
T h e pretest, the intermediate test, and the posttest were
m a d e up of parallel items. In order to avoid the assessment of
abilities which are specific to the use of concept maps, concept m a p s were not included in the tests. Parallel items were
designed in such a w a y that the same knowledge needed to
be applied to solve them. However, surface features such as
numerical values were varied across parallel items. Within
each test, items were arranged in random order.
Subjects 24 female tenth graders from two different high
schools volunteered for the study. The subjects were between
16 and 17 years old. They were paid for their participation.
All of the subjects had attended classes on basic aspects of
classical mechanics. In these classes, the concepts of time,
position, displacement, velocity, acceleration, and force had
been introduced. T h e interrelations between these concepts
had been described by means of position-time-, velocitytime-, and acceleration-time-diagrams, for example. H o w ever, none of the subjects had attended classes on more
advanced, Newtonian aspects of classical mechanics as they
are in the foreground of this study.
Procedure
T h e subjects out of the two experimental groups were investigated in pairs. Each pair was composed of subjects from
different schools and was investigated for four days running.
O n thefirstday, the subjects worked on the pretest, an introduction into the structure of concept m a p s and thefirstsections of the instructional units.
While one subject received instruction on qualitative
aspects of classical mechanics, the other subject received
instruction on quantitative aspects. While they worked on the
pretest and the instructional units, subjects had to work on
their o w n and were not allowed to exchange information.
However, they were allowed to work collaboratively on the
introduction to the structure of concept maps.
O n the second day, the subjects worked on the remaining
sections of the instructional units and on the intermediate
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test. Again, subjects had to work on their o w n and were not
allowed to exchange information.
O n the third day, the subjects collaborated on three problems (Problem 1, 2, and 3 as shown in Table 1) which
demand the interrelation of qualitative and quantitative problem representations. During collaborative problem solving,
subjects were allowed to exchange information at their will.
The verbal exchange of information was tape recorded. After
the subjects finished their collaborative problem solving
attempt, they were given feedback about the correctness of
their solution, In the case that the solution was incorrect,
they were told where an error was made. The solution to the
problem, however, was not told to the subjects. At the end of
the collaborative problem solving, subjects were allowed to
re-read selected sections in the unit which they had received
during instruction.
O n the fourth day, the subjects collaborated on the remaining problem (Problem 4 as shown in Table 1) under the same
conditions as described above. Finally, each subject worked
individually on the posttest.
T h e subjects out of the control group were investigated in
groups. They worked on three different days on the pretest,
the intermediate test and the posttest. Between two days of
testing there was one day without testing. During the study,
all subjects were allowed to use a ruler and a calculator. The
subjects were not given feedback about their answers to the
different tests.
Results
Analysis of the Multi-Component Tests
The average relative solution frequencies of all groups in the
first test component of the pretest, intermediate test, and
posttest are shown in Figure 1. A two-way analysis of variance with repeated measurements Group x Test was computed. Across groups, the subjects improved significantly
from the pretest to the posttest (F(2, 42) = 70.57, p < .001).
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Figure 1: The solution frequencies of all groups in the first
component of the pre-, intermediate, and posttest.

The subjects out of the experimental groups gained significantly more from the pretest to the posttest than the subjects
out of the control group (F(4, 42) = 13.05. p < .001).
At this level of analysis, the subjects out of the experimental groups did not differ significantly in their gains (F{2, 28)
= .68, p = .51). In their tendency, however, the subjects w h o
initially were taught qualitative aspects of classical mechanics gained more from the information provided by their
quantitatively instructed partners during collaborative problem solving than the other way round. While the correctness
of the qualitatively instructed subjects increased on average
by 3 6 % from the intermediate test to the posttest, the correctness of the quantitatively instructed subjects increased only
by 2 5 % .
To make this difference even more visible, the items of the
first test component which assess knowledge about qualitative aspects of classical mechanics were analyzed separately
from the items which assess knowledge about quantitative
aspects. Again, a two-way analysis of variance with repeated
measurements Group x Test was computed. The corresponding average relative solution frequencies are shown in Figure
2.

the second test component of the pretest, intermediate test,
and posttest are shown in Figure 3. A further two-way analysis of variance with repeated measurements Group x Test
was computed. A s expected, the items of the second test
component were only solvable to a larger extent after the collaborative problem solving took place. The subjects out of
the experimental groups improved significantly from the
intermediate test to the posttest (F( 1, 14) = 9.6, p < .01).'
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Data Analyzed During collaborative problem solving, the
subjects' verbal exchange of information was tape recorded.
O n the basis of the subjects' achievements in the tests, three
pairs of subjects were selected. In one pair, both subjects
clearly improved from the intermediate test to the posttest. In
two pairs, only the qualitatively or the quantitatively
instructed subject improved evidently. The tapes which
recorded the subjects' work on thefirst,second, and fourth
problem were transcribed. The transcripts were segmented
into statements which corresponded more or less to phrases.
Thefirst200 statements of each transcript were categorized by making use of D I S C O U N T (see Pilkington, 1996;
Pilkington & Parker-Jones, 1996), a scheme for analyzing
dialogue structures as they can be observed during collaborative problem solving and learning.
While w e also took advantage of D I S C O U N T to describe
h o w successfully learning and less successfully learning subjects differ in their dialogue structures (see Kneser & Ploetzner, 1998), in this paper w e report an analysis in which
D I S C O U N T was applied to categorize whether the subjects'
statements address qualitative, quantitative, or interrelations
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Figure 3: The solution frequencies of all groups in the
second component of the pre-, intermediate, and posttest.
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Figure 2: The solution frequencies of the experimental
groups in thefirstcomponent of the intermediate and posttest with respect to the items which assess knowledge
about qualitative or quantitative aspects.

The subjects did not differ significantly with respect to
how well they were able to consolidate and to extend the
knowledge they had acquired during the instruction. H o w ever, as predicted, the subjects differed significantly with
respect to h o w well they were able to take advantage of the
information provided by their partners during collaborative
problem solving (F(l, 14) = 5.3, p < .05). The subjects w h o
initially were taught qualitative aspects of classical mechanics gained significantly more from the information provided
by their quantitatively instructed partners than the other way
round.
The average relative solution frequencies of all groups in

1. Because in the pretest there was no variance at all observable, we
did not conduct a comparable analysis with respect to the pretest
and the intermediate test. Subjects out of both experimental
groups, however, were able to solve a few items of this test component in the intermediate test. This might be due to pre-knowledge in connection with knowledge acquired during the
instruction, for example.
2. The shortest transcript comprised 117 statements, the longest 452
statements.
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between qualitative and quantitative aspects of classical
mechanics.
Qualitative and Quantitative Aspects in Subjects' Statem e n t s Table 2 shows h o w often the qualitatively and quantitatively instructed subjects requested information during
collaborative problem solving which was covered by the
instructional unit of their partners. F r o m the first to the
fourth problem, the qualitatively instructed subjects gradually m a d e fewer requests for quantitative information. T h e
n u m b e r of requests for qualitative information, in contrast,
raised from the first to the fourth problem.

indicate a shift from a continuous emphasis on quantitative
aspects in the first problem to an initial emphasis on qualitative aspects followed by an emphasis on quantitative aspects
in the fourth problem.

Table 4: Frequencies of statements which
addressed qualitative or quantitative aspects
in the first and second half of the
categorized statements
Problem

Table 2; Frequencies of requests
for information
Problem
Instruction
received

1

Qualitative

33

16

X

X

X

X

:r.

Statements

_:

(si

^

(s

_

<>i

X

Qualitative

13

16

33

45

52

13

Quantitative

76

63

37

33

24

45

12

Quantitative 4 8 10

Discussion
The experimental study described above yielded three main
findings. T h e first finding is that students with initially different but complementary domain representations learn to
appropriately interrelate their representations during collaborative problem solving w h e n the students are confronted
with problems which require such an interrelation. Because
the initially different domain representations d e m a n d that
each student contributes to the solution of a problem, students are given various opportunities to learn from each
other and might be encouraged to construct n e w relations
which bridge the different representations (see Schwartz,
1995).
T h e second finding is that collaborative problem solving
on the basis of different but complementary domain representations supports not only the acquisition of knowledge
structures in which different aspects of an application
domain are appropriately interrelated (see Slavin, 1995) but
also the acquisition of control knowledge. During collaborative problem solving, students gradually shifted their focus
from exclusively quantitative problem representations to
appropriate sequences of qualitative and quantitative problem representations. However, w e are fully aware that the
results of our protocol analysis are of rather preliminary
nature.
T h e third finding is that during collaborative problem solving, qualitatively instructed subjects gained more from their
quantitatively instructed partners than the other w a y round.
In accord with research on differences between novices and
experts, this finding indicates that qualitative problem representations form not only a good starting point for the subsequent construction of quantitative problem representations
but also a beneficial starting point for learning quantitative
problem representations.

H o w often qualitative aspects, quantitative aspects, or
interrelations between both aspects were addressed in the
subjects' statements is shown in Table 3. T h e number of
statements which address qualitative aspects and interrelations between qualitative and quantitative aspects clearly
increased from the first to the fourth problem with respect to
the qualitatively instructed subjects as well as with respect to
the quantitatively instructed subjects. In contrast, the number
of statements which address quantitative aspects sharply
decreased from the first to the fourth problem in both groups.

Table 3: Frequencies of statements which addressed
qualitative, quantitative, or interrelations between
qualitative and quantitative aspects
Statements
Qualitative

Quantitative

Interrelation

Problem

Problem

Problem

Instruction
received

1

4

1

4

1

4

Qualitative

21

36

63

41

3

14

Quantitative 8 29 76 28 7 10

Finally, the n u m b e r of statements addressing qualitative or
quantitative aspects in the first and second half of the categorized statements is presented in Table 4. T h e frequencies
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is the extra code that would be needed) for specifying a
classification of the items in categories, and a description of
We adopt the interpretation of rationality according to which h o w this classification m a y reduce the description length of
an organism's behavior is rational if it is optimally adapted to
the items.
its environment (Anderson, 1990, 1991a, 1991b). Rationality,
Quinlan and Rivest (1989) have reported a decision tree
according to this view, often implies mechanisms that are as
method
based on M D L , whereby different exemplars are
informationally efficient as possible. W e interpret the
partitioned into disjoint groups, with tree structure costs
problem of basic-level categorization (Rosch & Mervis,
1975) as one of data compression within an information
defined in terms of the information required by an imaginary
theory framework, to define a framework whereby the best
computational procedure creating the tree. O u r approach is
classification on a set of items is the one that maximally
similar to theirs in spirit, but w e have tried to define
compresses the description of the similarity structure of these
clustering-configuration complexity costs and error costs in
items. This fi^amework is then used to examine whether
more general information-theoretic terms, so that the link
participants in two experiments classified meaningless items
with psychological processes would be more direct.
in a way that reflected such a compression bias. In addition to
the implications for human basic-level categorization, an
objective criterion is established for assessing the relative
Rationality and information gain in
merits of alternative clustering solutions on the same domain.
psychological m o d e l s
Abstract

Introduction
A fundamental problem for any living creature trying to
survive or for any statistician faced with noisy data, is to
identify h o w m u c h (if any) useful structure exists in a noisy
input. Classification aims to identify groups of individuals
so that within category similarity is greater than between
category similarity. W e have interpreted the classification
problem in information theory terms and used the m i n i m u m
description length principle ( M D L , Rissanen, 1978) to
specify a framework whereby partitioning a set of objects
into groups is favored to the extent that there is a data
compression advantage. T h e M D L principle states that
"...the best theory to infer from a set of data is the one which
minimizes the length of the theory and the length of the data
w h e n encoded using the theory as a predictor for the data."
(Quinlan & Rivest, 1989). Lengths of objects refer to a
binary string description of these objects in s o m e arbitrary
programming language; the binary string can be seen a
series of binary questions that would be needed to specify an
object, so that smaller lengths correspond to simpler objects.
Applying the M D L principle to categorization requires
specifying a w a y to code for the similarity structure in a set
of items (which would give us a measure of the information
content of the domain) and also defining the meaning of
categories. T h e latter must include the information cost (that
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T h e traditional views of rationality originate from Aristotle,
whereby rationality w a s understood to be fundamentally
associated with the capacity to reason according to the rules
of (classical) logic. This view has survived to the present
day (e.g.. Brown, 1989), despite overwhelming evidence
that humans very often fall prey to an alarmingly large
number of logical fallacies, and also despite the discovery of
m a n y other logical systenis, so that (a priori at least) there
would be no reason w h y classical logic should provide the
normative model for thought (see, e.g., Braine et. al., 1995,
for an example of a reasoning model based on classical logic
and Evans et al., 1991, for a more general review; Chater &
Oaksford, 1993, consider the suitability of traditional
deductive models of reasoning in more general terms).
Recently another view of rationality has been suggested,
formulated independently of an adherence to any particular
rule system. Anderson (Anderson, 1990, 1991a, 1991b; see
also Stich, 1990) has argued that an organism is rational to
the extent that it is optimally adapted to the environment. A n
account of rationality along such lines requires to specify the
nature of the problems an organism is being faced with in its
struggle for survival, so that its behavior can be applauded
as rational (or dismissed) to the extent that these problems
are being overcome or not. A problem c o m m o n to all living
creatures is that of identifying the underlying regularities in
a noisy input; that is the process through which in a set of

categories, which, however, will be less useful, seem to
imply that there m a y be an optimal level in the
generality/specificity trade-off
These intuitions have been captured by Rosch and
Mervis's (1975) concept of "basic categories." In their
formulation, "cue validity" was defined as the conditional
probability that an object is in a category, given that it has
some cue (or attribute) associated with the category. O n the
assumption that "in the domains of both m a n - m a d e and
biological objects, there occur information-rich bundles of
attributes that form natural discontinuities" they defined
basic categories as the categories "...for which the cue
validity of attributes within categories is maximized" (Rosch
& Mervis, 1975). That is basic categories are categories
whose elements share the most attributes a m o n g themselves
and as few attributes as possible with members of other
categories. Thus, according to Rosch and Mervis, in our
hierarchy of concepts, where higher level concepts are more
general, there exists a level that is optimally suited for
describing our environment. Indeed empirical support for
such a claim is abundant in the psychology literature. For
instance. Murphy and Smith (1982) reported evidence that
basic level concepts are easier to learn than either their
subordinates or superordinates, Rosch et al. (1976) showed
that subjects would agree the most about which attributes are
possessed by the members of basic level categories, etc. (see
Corter & Gluck, 1992, for an overview of basic categories
research).
Our o w n formulation is aimed towards providing a
criterion to identify basic categories, in a w a y consistent
with Rosch and Mervis's intuition that these categories
ought to be optimally descriptive of the domain, neither too
specific nor too general.

instances their c o m m o n characteristics are identified, while
irrelevant individual differences are discarded.
For instance, in the domain of low level perception.
Barlow (1983) has proposed that in the absence ol any a
priori expectations on the statistics of the world, ihe only
means w e have in understanding our environment is
encoding it with as little redundancy as possible (that is
minimizing description length). Redundancy in a set of
instances refers precisely to their c o m m o n features which
would not be needed in describing these instances as
members of the set. In other words, the point of identifying
such features is to simplify the representation of the objects
encoded. For instance, Olshausen and Field (1996):
Minimizing redundancy in any representation leads to
statistical independence so that the relevant entities will be
easier to cope with (as this would enable the segregation of
the perceptual input into objects that have, generally, little in
c o m m o n , so that they can be processed separately; see also
Barlow, 1974).
Turning to higher level cognitive functions, accounts of
performance on various reasoning tasks have recently been
proposed that are based on information theory (Chater &
Oaksford, submitted; Oaksford & Chater, 1994), suggesting
that data compression might have a central role across a
wide range of cognitive mechanisms.
The above discussion illustrates that rationality in m a n y
contexts implies a process of minimizing description
lengths, or compression, as suggested by the M D L
principle'. Consistent with the above, w e will present a
"rational" model of low level categorization, in the sense
that categorization will be seen as a process of extracting as
much redundancy as possible from a given domain. Such a
model is further suggestive of a coherent view of h u m a n
rationality/cognition through compression.

Classiflcation by MDL
The problem of identifying the set of groups that best
capture the statistical structure of the domain can be
redescribed as follows. Suppose w e are interested in
describing a set of ordered relations a m o n g n objects (so that
w e have n*(n-l)/2 relations), of the form a<b, a<d, b<c
etc.)^. If w e were to describe each relation individually then
w e would require n*(n-l)/2 bits (ignoring ties, for each pair
of elements, say for a and b, w e have two, a priori equally
probable, possibilities: either a is greater or b is greater;
since w e have only two available choices each decision costs
one bit).
If there are regularities in the domain, then it m a y be
possible to describe it more efficiently by partitioning the
objects into groups, or clusters. Such a framework enables
us to employ the M D L principle: T h e question of whether
objects fall into clusters becomes a question of whether a
classification of these objects would require less code length

Basic Categories
Grouping together a set of items under the same category
label necessarily involves a trade-off between the simplicity
of the category structure, and h o w informative categories are
relative to their members (Komatsu, 1992). If w e want the
members of a category to share as m a n y features as possible
(so that category instances will be more homogeneous), then
w e must use m a n y categories; in such a case, labeling a n e w
instance as a m e m b e r of a category will be very informative,
because there will instantly be m a n y features one can
assume for this instance. O n the other hand, this view taken
to the extreme would readily reconmiend having a different
category for each instance, so that the obvious objective of
categorization-summaring information about a group of
instances-would seem to lost. T h e competing pressures
between few general categories, that would likewise assume
few properties for their members, and m a n y specific
' Moreover, processes that minimize description lengths can
be equivalent to Bayesian inference, which has a number of
justifications other than the ones alluded to here; see Chater,
1996.

^ A description of the similarity structure a m o n g a set of
items in this w a y is non-parametric; this is a desirable
feature for any model specified over internal representations,
since the scales in such cases are usually entirely arbitrary.
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(i.e. less information), compared to the default choice of
simply specifying all the inequalities individually.
Creating a cluster is equivalent to saying that all the
distances within clusters are less than all the distances
between clusters so that the total number of relations that
needs to be described is reduced. In particular, since w e
noted above that knowledge of the relation between any two
distances costs one bit, if s constraints are introduced by a
set of clusters, then the information gain (or compression) is
s bits. However, in general no cluster will be perfect, so that
s o m e of these constraints will be wrong, and also the
particular w a y clusters divide up the data set needs to be
described.
Therefore, in order to determine the extent to which a
cluster configuration is advantageous, information gain
needs to be balanced against the cost of specifying the errors
in the constraints and the cost of describing the cluster
configuration. If there are e errors in the constraints then the
number of bits required to identify them will be

^

Figure 1: T w o clusters. Compression: 491 bits , out of a total
unprocessed information content of the domain of 990 bits.

lg(j + l) + lg('C,)> as 'C^ is the number of ways in which
w e can select e objects out of s.
T o code for the clusters, w e first need to specify the
number and sizes of clusters (on the assumption that there
are no empty clusters) and also the particular assignment of
objects to clusters. Thus, w e need to take into account all the
possible cluster structures, and for each one of them all the
possible ways w e can assign objects to clusters. Assuming
that each such possibility is equally probable, if there are D
of them, then this code will be log2D bits long, where D is
given by V f_iy J l Z i L (Feller, 1970; n is the number of
t!>^ ' (/7-v)!v!
nodes and r is the number of items; for a more extensive
discussion see Chater & Pothos, manuscript).
Sunmiing up, the compression
associated
with
transmitting a cluster solution instead of all relations
individually would be (all relations)
{ (all relations)
(constraints - costs) } or (constraints-costs) so that w e have:
Compression = Constraints
Costs, where Costs are given

Figure 2: O n e small cluster and a big one: Compression: 678
bits out of 1485 bits.

V
\ •;
• ""^^^^
\ • • I

by (iog(.+ i) + log(-Q)) + |:(-l)''^^^;^.
The above framework allows one to examine the
"goodness" of cluster configurations partitioning a domain
of objects in different ways: A particular classification is
more successfiil compared to an alternative one to the extent
that it leads to a greater compression. Figures 1 - 4 show
four data sets and the optimal cluster configurations derived
by clustering algorithms directly optimizing a compression
criterion (Chater & Pothos, manuscript). In thefirstthree
cases the data points are partitioned in the way that seems to
reflect most faithfully the structure of the domains, while in
the fourth case the low information gain associated with the
final configuration suggests what is intuitively obvious,
namely that there is very little structure in this data set.

Figure 3: Three clusters. Compression: 383 bits out of 990.
Smaller compression to before indicates that a two cluster
domain is a more redundant one.

•
1

•

^ —

•

(
Figure 4: Compression: 181 bits out of 990.
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C o m p a r i s o n s w i t h h u m a n results
The above data sets were used to construct simple stimuli,
varying along two physical dimensions. In this section w e
consider h o w the optimal clustering solutions suggested by
our framework compare with the way human participants
would classify these stimuli. Note that w e assume that the
physical dimensions of the stimuli directly m a p onto the
dimensions of some internal representation of these items
(e.g., see Shepard, 1987; Shin & Nosofsky, 1992); this
would appear a reasonable approximation since the stimuli
were simple enough to preclude the possibility of
participants selectively encoding them over some subspace
of the relevant dimensions.
Materials
Stars were constructed so that their inner diameters
corresponded to the vertical dimension of the data sets in the
previous section, while their outer diameters corresponded
to the horizontal dimension. Thus, each data point specified
an inner and outer star and these were blended together, to
emphasize the impression of an individual entity, as shown
in Figure 5. T h e outer diameter on each star could very fi-om
1 0 8 m m to 1 9 8 m m , while the inner diameter from 1 0 m m to
100mm. All stars were printed on A 4 sheets of paper in
black and ink.

Figure 5: A n example of the stimuli constructed from the
data sets presented above.
Procedure
Participants received in succession (order randomized for
each person) sets of stars corresponding to the data sets in
Figures 1 - 4 and were simply asked to partition the stars in
groups. In thefirstcondition, they were only told to divide
the items in a way that seemed "natural and intuitive" and
that there was no limit to h o w m a n y groups they could use,
but that they should not use more than what would think is
necessary. In the second condition, w e presented the
classification problem in a realistic context (stars were
meant to be mailed to customers) and provided extensive
instructions (and visual aids) that m a d e the particular aspects
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of performance w e were interested in as obvious as possible.
This procedure has been motivated from the finding that
quite often a pragmatic context in a reasoning problem
improves performance (Cheng & Holyoak, 1985).
W e tested 28 individuals in each conditions, in a betweensubjects design. T h e experiment lasted for approximately 10
minutes.
Results
W e were interested in identifying information-theoretic
parameters that would be predictive of participants'
classification results. T h e general hypothesis is that basiclevel categorization processes aim, to a certain extent, to
represent a domain with as little redundancy as possible.
Therefore, insofar that there is structure in a domain,
classification would aim to flesh out this structure as m u c h
as possible, and, alternatively, h o w readily structure is
perceived in a domain should be a function of the degree to
which this domain can be compressed.
W efirsttested the hypothesis that s o m e particular cluster
structure was preferred, against the null hypothesis that they
were all equally likely. W e therefore calculated for each data
set the number of different solutions participants produced,
to derive an expected chance frequency for each solution
through the ratio (total number of solutions) / (number of
distinct solutions). Note that this is an extremely
conservative measure of chance frequencies as the number
of unique solutions produced was m u c h less than the total
possible number of solutions.
A single sample chi-square test was then used to examine
the deviation of the frequency of any one given solution
from what would be expected by chance. In condition 1
(simple instructions), in data sets 1, and 2 the partitions that
were significantly more frequent than chance were the best
compression ones (for the two data sets respectively: x^ ( 0
= 28.3, 127.1; in all cases p<.001). In condition 2, that was
the case for data sets I, 2, and 3 (all p-values less than .01).
There seemed to be no preference for any particular
classification for the fourth data set in both cases. T h e
frequencies with which the best compression solutions were
produced for each pattern is shown in Figure 6.

Thus, both our main expectations were confirmed:
Participants classified the items in each of the data set in
way so that the best compression classifications were indeed
more likely to be produced. Also, the extent to which a
pattern could be compressed was a measure of h o w
"difficult" the classification problem was, since, in general,
there was more (between-subject) solution variability in the
cases of lower (possible) m a x i m u m
compression.
Instructions also helped
participants
"solve" the
classification problem in data set 3, as is manifest both by a
decrease variability in unique solutions produced, and an
associated increase in the number of times the best
compression solution was identified. Even with the simple
instructions, however, in data set 3, participants' responses
reflect some selective bias to the best compression solution''.
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Figure 6: N u m b e r of times the "best compression" solution
was found in condition 1 (neutral instructions) and condition
2 (extensive instructions).

Conclusions and future directions
W e have presented a model of basic-level categorization
(Rosch and Mervis, 1975) based on the M D L principle.
Although w e have not specified the algorithmic details in
this work (see Chater and Pothos, manuscript), the model
will partition a set of items in such a w a y so that the
(information-theoretic) description of the similarity structure
of these items will be maximally compressed.
The main predictions of our model were that people
classifying meaningless items would generally prefer the
"best compression" classifications and also that the
difficulty of a classification situation would depend on h o w
m u c h compression is (theoretically) possible in each case.
These predictions were generally confirmed in two
experiments, where the variable manipulated
was
thoroughness of instrucfions. In the case of extensive
instructions, performance was improved in one of the data
sets.
T h e major confounding of the present work is that the
representation of the items used was based on an
experimenter-defined description of the items. W e argued
that with simple, meaningless stimuli this is not a problem;
nevertheless, there is always the possibility of different
individuals encoding the similarity structure in different
ways. Thus, in additional work w e aim to directly apply our
framework on representations of the items derived directly
from confusability experiments (Shepard, 1987).
Another aim is to extent the present framework to describe
hierarchical category structures, where the constraints of low
level categories would be preserved if they offer an
information-theoretic advantage. This would have the
advantage of enabling us to describe h u m a n categorization

We then looked at the extent to which the total
compression possible with a data set was in any way
predictive of the difficulty involved in partitioning the data
set into different groups. W e reasoned that data sets which
were associated with a high possible compression should be
easier to partition, which would lead to less between
participant variability. Figure 7 shows the number of
different solutions that were produced with frequencies
greater than one for the four data sets, in each condition.
With the simple instructions, for the first two data sets, only
three solutions were produced more often than once, while
with the other data sets, participants would be a lot less
likely to agree on the optimal w a y to partition the domains.
With the extensive instructions these results were replicated,
and also little variability was observed with the third data set
as well.
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F i g u r e 7 : Variability in participants' solutions for the
conditions with neutral and extensive instructions.

" Rand similarities (Rand, 1971; Milligan & Cooper, 1986)
of all solutions produced, to the best compression solution
and the most popular solution, were compared and it was
found that a given solution was more likely to be more
similar to the best compression one than to the most popular
one.

' Looking simply at h o w m a n y different solutions were
produced with each data set is not very useful, since there is
considerable noise; this is to be expected with small
samples considering the unconstrained nature of the task.
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Abstract
Artificial grammar learning (AGL; Reber, 1989) has been a
major experimental paradigm for the study of human
induction processes. In this work w e investigate the extent to
which the learning mechanisms involved in A G L are general,
an issue important to the ecological validity of A G L research.
W e have used three kinds of stimuli; Letter strings (the
standard in A G L work), city sequences that corresponded to
routes of an airline company, and shapes that were presented
so that later shapes in a sequence contained all previous ones.
W e compared overall accuracy and patterns of error in these
domains to find that performance was not different. The
implications of thisfindingfor existing theories of A G L and
proposed relations to other cognitive mechanisms are
discussed.
Introduction
Central to the existence of all living creatures is the ability to
abstract the essential structure in a domain of instances in
order to successfully generalize to other n e w instances. That
living agents survive implies that nature has s o m e h o w
solved the problem of induction. T h e abundance of
successful inductive learners makes it even more unfortunate
that our understanding of induction is still inadequate. For
instance, Pinker notes: (1979; p.278) "Induction has been
called 'scandalous' because any finite set of observations
supports an intractably large number of generalizations."
A s early as the late fifties, Miller (1958) presented
participants with a set of letter strings generated by a finite
state language (Chomsky & Miller, 1958) to find that
learning was more efficient w h e n compared with learning of
random strings. This was, presumably, by virtue of the fact
that "...the sequences formed according to elaborate and
restrictive rules were more redundant, carried less
information per syllable, than the random syllables." Reber
(1967) not only replicated this fmding but also extended it in
the case where participants had to discriminate between
strings that complied with the rules of the language and
strings that violated these rules in certain ways. The training
of Reber's participants involved presenting a subset of the
possible strings that could be generated with the grammar.
These studies initiated a long tradition of A G L experiments.
The A G L paradigm promised to provide a more principled
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w a y of understanding h u m a n abstraction processes, because
the domains used (strings generated fi-om fmite state
languages) could be very precisely described in information
theory terms (e.g., Miller, 1958).
Several different theories have been proposed to account
for A G L competence. T h e original claim by Reber and his
colleagues (see Reber, 1989, for a review) has been that
participants learn in training something of the abstract, rule
structure of the finite state language used to create the
stimuli. This view w a s corroborated by "transfer"
experiments, where the symbols used in training were
different from the symbols used in test. Dulany, Carlson, &
D e w e y (1984) have instead argued that participants acquired
"correlated grammars", that is a set of "microrules" which
generally approximated the true grammar, but might at the
same time include unrepresentative or even wrong rules. A
similar approach from a different point of view has been
offered by Perruchet and Pacteau (1990) w h o suggested that
all participants learn in the training part is simply
information about which bigram fragments are allowed.
Brooks and Vokey (1991) suggested that grammaticality
decisions in test do not so m u c h depend on whether an item
is grammatical or not-grammatical, but rather on whether it
is more or less similar to the training items. They have
foimd that both similarity and grammaticality are important,
and these results have been replicated in later research
(Knowlton & Squire, 1996; Pothos & Bailey, 1997).
The theoretical controversy as to which account best
reflects h u m a n performance is still going on; however, all
theories mentioned are specified independently of the
particular instantiation of the stings of a finite state
language. Thus, a direct prediction of existing A G L theories
is that performance should not change with different
stimulus domains, as long as the grammar used is the same.
W e used the Reber and Allen (1978) grammar to generate
three sets of stimuli, letter strings (as in the Reber and Allen,
1978, study), city sequences that corresponded to routes of
an airline company (referred to as "cities" stimuli below)
and shapes that were presented so that later shapes in a
sequence contained all previous ones (referred to as
"shapes"). Our choice for this grammar was motivated partly
because this is a grammar that has been widely used (e.g.
Dulany et at., 1984; Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990) but also

because it has been designed in a w a y that allows an
investigation into the particular pattern of errors.
There were some a priori reasons w h y performance might
be specific to the type of stimuli. For instance, it has been
suggested that A G L is essentially equivalent to priming,
rather than reflecting a more profound type of learning
mechanism (Knowlton & Squire, 1996). Roughly speaking,
implicit memory, or priming, of previous events is assessed
by looking at effects of these events on a later task, in the
absence of any explicit recall of the events. Object decision
priming has been suggested to be mediated by a "perceptual
representation system" (PRS) that essentially describes the
structural dependencies in an object (Schacter et al., 1991),
and so that, for instance, no priming for "impossible" objects
can be observed (since the P R S cannot describe the global
structure of an impossible object). Thus, if A G L does indeed
reflect priming, performance with the shapes stimuli would
be expected to be superior, since the regularities with these
stimuli have a more salient spatial structure, which would be
better "understood" by the P R S . Our "shapes" stimuli
consisted of nested elements precisely to stress the
impression of a coherent whole, and thus emphasize spatial
dependencies. Conversely, in a transfer condition, if the
priming view of A G L is accurate, performance would be
particularly bad, relative to performance with stimuli where
the sequential symbolic structure of the strings was more
obvious (as is the case with letter strings, for example).
Also, with the cities stimuli one could anticipate that
encoding of the regularities due to the artificial grammar w e
used would be strongly affected by background knowledge
biases, relating to the relative plausibility of different routes.
Since w e did not construct the stimuli so that the routes
might reflect any realistic constraint, trying to interpret the
task pragmatically would be thus likely to reduce overall
accuracy; such biases would also be expected to be more
potent in a transfer condition since direct information about
the items is compromised by the change in the city names
used.
Previous investigations on the generality of the learning
processes involved in A G L have mostly focused on
identifying some of the conditions in which AGL-type
learning was possible. For instance, Altmann, Dienes and
Goode (1995) used musical tones and graphic symbols' in
some of their conditions. Altmann et al. reported that
participants could successfully generalize knowledge
acquired from musical tones to letter sequences and vice
versa, or from sequences of nonsense words presented
auditorially to sequences of graphic symbols (see also
Whittlesea and Wright, 1997, for a more recent similar
investigation). In the work reported below w e were
interested in comparing directly performance with different

' But the symbols in the graphical stimuli were presented
sequentially as in letter strings, thus remaining perceptually
distinct.

types of stimuli, to address specifically the question of h o w
general are the abstraction mechanisms involved.

Method
Design
Predictions for differences in the learning mechanisms apply
both to the ordinary A G L paradigm, where there is no
change in the symbols used from training to test, and the
transfer paradigm, where the symbols are changed. W e thus
report experiments employing both paradigms. In each case,
a 3 X 8 mixed design w a s used, with training and testing on
the three sets of stimuli as the between-subjects factor and
performance on eight different subsets of the test strings as a
within subjects factor. Our interest w a s in comparing
performance with different types of stimuli, rather than
assessing learning of the grammar, therefore w e did not use
controls (see Redington & Chater, 1996, for an extensive
discussion of methodological issues in A G L ) .
Materials
In all conditions w e created the stimuli according to the
Reber & Allen (1978) grammar^, shown in Figure 1. In the
condition where the there was no change in vocabulary from
training to test, the letters used were R X M S V and the
"shapes" and "cities" stimuli were constructed by mapping
letters to shapes and cities respectively. So, R X M S V
corresponded to a circle, a hexagon, a concave shape, a
square and a rhombus in the one case, and in the other to
Athens, Berlin, London, Paris and Madrid. T h e shapes were
chosen so that they were of roughly similar salience and,
likewise, the cities were intended to be well k n o w n
European capitals and representative of most of Europe.
Examples of stimuli in the different conditions are shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 1: The finite state grammar used in the Experiments.

^ Details for the motivation for this grammar and the ways test
items were constructed are given in Reber and Allen (1978).
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MSSSV
Athens - > London ~ > London -> London -> Berlin

Figure 2: Examples of the types of stimuli used.
In the transfer condition, the symbols used to create the
stimuli were changed from training to test. In selecting
suitable n e w shapes, the s a m e considerations as in the notransfer condition applied, while in the "cities" experiments,
w e used a set of American cities in training, and preserved
the European ones in test.
Participants
T e n participants were tested with each type of stimuli in the
no-transfer condition, and twice that n u m b e r in the transfer
one. Participants were m e m b e r s of the University of Oxford
w h o either volunteered to participate or were paid 1.50
pounds traveling expenses. T h e y were all naive regarding
the experimental procedure and the particular materials
used. T h e experiment lasted for approximately half an hour,
including a debriefing session, and all participants were
tested individually.
Procedure
W e attempted to replicate the original procedure of Reber &
Allen (1978), especially with respect to the format of
presentation. In the no-transfer condition, in thefirstpart of
the experiment, participants were presented with a folder
containing a set of stimuli and instructions. The instructions
emphasized that they had to "pay the utmost attention to the
letter strings/routes/ shapes" (depending on the particular set
of stimuli used) but nothing more; also, although they were
told that there would be a second part to the experiment, no
information was given as to what would be required of them.
In the case of the "cities" stimuli, participants were told that
"city names correspond to where a plane of the company
w a s at noon, on successive days." The use of such vague
instructions was intentional, in line with the consistent
finding in the literature that "The circumstances under which
subjects are most clearly sensitive to general principles of
the grammar are those that require subjects to do the least
with stimuli and that therefore favor incomplete encoding of
particular items." (Whittlesea & Dorken, 1993). While
reading the instructions, they were encouraged to ask
questions if anything was not clear. The training set
consisted of 20 unique grammatical items presented three
times in a random order. O n c e the instructions had been
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read, participants turned to the first sheet in the folder,
which they saw for approximately 10 seconds. The
experimented tapped on the table they were working on, to
indicate that they had to proceed to the next item. O n
average, about 10 minutes were required for the training
phase of the experiment.
Participants then received another folder and more printed
instructions. The folder contained 50 unique items presented
twice in a random order, half of which were grammatical
and the other half violated the grammar in specific ways (for
details see Reber and Allen, 1978). It was emphasized that
the order in which cities (/letters/shapes) in each of the
presented items was determined by a rather complex set of
rules, that half of the items in the second folder complied
with these rules while the other half violated them and that
they were to discriminate between the two sets. Also, they
were told that they must not look back at previous items
w h e n making their grammaticality decisions. In the case of
the pragmatic stimuli, it was added that the rules were such
so as to "ensure that the available airplanes are put to best
use" and that the routes were independent of each other. The
"independence" remark was m a d e so as to encourage
participants not to bias their decisions by the relative
frequency of specific cities across items. Participants
indicated their grammaticality decisions by attaching a postit note with the letters G for "good" and N for "not good" to
the corresponding items. There was no time limit in making
any one decision.
The main procedural difference in the transfer condition
was that the experiment was then computer-based so that
participants saw the stimuli on a computer screen, and their
answers were indicated by pressing labeled buttons. The
training instructions were identical, while in test it was
simply added that the n e w items would involve different
symbols. Also, with the "cities" stimuli, to justify the
mapping from American to European cities, a story was used
where a European airline company decided to use the same
rules for constructing routes as the American company, the
routes of which were presented in training.
Results
In the no transfer condition, performance was significantly
above chance with all types of material (one sample twotailed t-tests with 9 degrees of freedom resulted in t values
significant at the 0.0005 level). Nonetheless, a one way
A N O V A with "type of stimuli used" (that is letters, cities or
shapes) as a between subjects factor was not significant
(F(2,27) = 0.698, p > .5, M S E = 0.006). Figure 3 illustrates
this result. The differences in overall accuracy were also
investigated by power analyses, whereby for all pairs of
stimulus types an estimate of the sample size that would lead
to p=.01, power=0.95 difference, was calculated. In all
cases, the required sample size for such a difference was no
less than about 150 subjects, thus providing additional
support for a lack of observed differences.

II

I

I
type of stimuli used

Subsets of Items In ttie test part
shapes
type of stimuli used

routes

lettere
Figure 4: Performance on different subsets of the test set.

Figure 3: Performance with different types of stimuli.
The Reber and Allen (1978) stimuli that we used were
designed so that non-grammatical items were constructed by
violating grammatical items in specific ways. Therefore, the
items used in the test part of the experiment could be split in
the following mutually exclusive subsets: Items with
violations in the first position ("vio first, " in Figure 4),
violations in the second position ("vio second"), deep
violations, violations in the next to last position ("vio next to
last"), violations in the last position ("vio last") and items
that were spelt backwards ("backwards"). The grammatical
items used m the test part were distinguished depending on
whether they had been presented in the training part or not
("seen" and "rest of G items").
Performance in the different subsets for the three types of
stimuli used is shown in Figure 4. Repeated measures
A N O V A with "performance in different subsets of test
items" as a within subjects factor were conducted for each
type of stimuli separately. In all three models the
homogeneity of variance assumption could not be
maintained (as assessed by the Mauchly Sphericity Test)
thus w e had to resort to a more conservative test. For the
"letters" and the "cities" stimuli the F-ratio was not
significant by the Greenhouse-Geisser test, (for "letters":
F(3.02, 63) = 2.24, p=.105 and for "cities": F(2.66, 63) =
1.14, p=.349). In the case of the "shapes" stimuli very low
performance on items with violations in the next to last
position led to a highly significant difference (F(2.63, 63) =
7.69, p=.001). W e then looked at whether there was an
interaction between type of stmiuli used and performance in
different subsets of the test items. A mixed factorial design
was run with "type of stimuli used" as the between subjects
factor and "performance for different subsets of test items"
as a within subjects factor. Again, the Mauchly Sphericity
Test was significant ( W < 0.05) so w e had to use a test with
fewer degrees offi-eedom.However, the interaction between
"type of stimuli used" and "performance for different subsets
of test items" was not significant (F(7.53, 189) = 1.69, p>.l)
by the Greenhouse-Geisser test.

The overall pattern of results for the transfer conditions
was similar, albeit distinguished by a decrease in accuracy,
as is typically found with transfer experiments (Whittlesea &
Dorken, 1993; Altmann et al., 1995). Overall performance
was in general only slightly above chance (Figure 5) and
one-sample t-tailed tests against chance were significant in
the cases of the cities and letters stimuli, but not in the case
of shapes (cities stimuli: t(I9) = 3.831, p=.001; letters
stimuli: t(19) = 2.57, p=.019; shapes: t(19) = 0.711, p>.7).
Despite the fact that it might look as if learning is possible
with stimuli sets such as cities and letters and not possible
with the shapes, as before, the differences in performance
across conditions were not significant (F(2,57) = 2.537, p
=.09, M S E = 0.003). Power analyses again revealed that at
least 150 participants would have been required to provide a
p=.01, power=0.95 difference for a given comparison
between performance on different kinds of stimuli (largest
sample estimate was more than 10000).
Likewise, a mixed-factorial design A N O V A with "type of
stimuli used" as the between participants factor and
"performance for different subsets of test items" as a within
participants factor, was not significant (F(14, 399) = 1.43, p
=.138), thus replicating the essenfial fmduigs of the notransfer condition (see Figure 6).
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Figure 5: M e a n performance with each type of stimuli, in
the transfer condition.
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in Artificial Grammar Learning. In Proceedings of the
significant for existing theories of A G L since they all
Similarity
and Categorisation Workshop 97, 197-203,
assume that the learning processes involved in successful
University
of
Edinburgh.
generalization from training to test depend only on the
Reber, A. S. (1967). Implicit Learning of Artificial
human processor being able to access the symbolic structure
Grammars, Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal
of the stimuli. Also, it supports the use of A G L as an
Behavior, 6, 855-863.
experimental paradigm for the study of inductive inference;
Reber, A. S. (1989). Implicit Learning and Tacit
the finding that A G L does not depend on differences with
Knowledge. Journal of Experimental Psychology,
the types of stimuli investigated suggests that AGL-type of
General, 118,219-235.
learning might well be directly generalizable to more
Reber, A. S., Allen R. (1978). Analogic and abstraction
realistic learning situations as well.
strategies in synthetic grammar learning, A functional
interpretation. Cognition, 6, 189-221.
Future work will further address the conditions that might
Redington, M . & Chater, N . (1996). Transfer in Artificial
be affecting A G L . For instance, the stimuli in this study
Grammar
Learning, Methodological
Issues
and
were all constructed so as not to affect in any way the
Theoretical
Implications.
Journal
of
Experimental
symbolic salience of the stimuli, in line with the observation
Psychology, General, 125, 123-138.
that all existing theories of A G L depend on such information
Schacter, D. L., Cooper, L. A., Delaney, S. M., Peterson, M .
being'available. Thus, an interesting question that follows is
A., & Tharan, M . (1991). Implicit memory for possible
whether learning would be compromised in situations where
and impossible objects, Constraints on the construction of
such information is less available.
structural descriptions. Journal of Experimental
Psychology, Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 17, 3-19.
Whittlesea, B. W . & Wright, R. L. (1997). Implicit (and
explicit) learning, Acting adaptively without knowing the
consequences. Journal of Experimental Psychology,
Learning, M e m o r y and Cognition, 23, 181 -200.
Whittlesea, B. W . & Dorken M . D. (1993). Incidentally,
Things in General Are Particularly Determined, A n
Episodic-Processing Account of Implicit Learning.
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Abstract

W e argue that the key question in conceptual storage i s
best viewed not as a question of instances versus
generalisations, but rather one of unitary versus multiple
representation accounts of conceptual storage. O n
previous evidence, it has been difficult to determine
whether a particular result stems from stored information
regarding the concept or from the processes that operate
in invoking a particular concept (Komatsu, 1992). In
this paper, w e attempt to shed some light on the nature
of stored conceptual structure using the different
influences that surface and stmctural features have been
shown to have on the recall of a particular representation
(Centner, Ratterman and Forbus, 1993). W e conclude
that at least some concepts m a y not be stored using a
unitary representation.
Introduction
What is stored in the mind w h e n a person learns a n e w
category? W h a t kind of mental representation (or
representations) determine judgements of whether things
are to be classed as bicycles, pianos, theories, or games,
etc.? These questions lie at the heart of any understanding
of h u m a n conceptual prowess, and a range of potential
answers have been offered in their solution, ranging from
necessary and sufficient essences, through defining
prototypes, to averages of individual examples: the
prepositional schematic models of representation used to
frame most theories of categorisation have the power to
accommodate a combination of defining schemas and/or
the examples from which schemas could be consttucted
with equal coherence, a flexibility that theorists have
exploited to the full.
Whilst the work of Wittgenstein (1953) and Rosch,
(1978) has tempered enthusiasm amongst researchers for
classical essentialist accounts of conceptual storage, there
has been m u c h debate about the nature and plausibility of
some form of prototype schema as a basis for conceptual
storage (see Komatsu, 1992 for a discussion), though
what is actually stored is the subject of m u c h debate:
Fodor and Lepore (1996) give m a n y good reasons for
doubting pure prototype theory, whereby just schemas are
stored, whilst Nosofsky (1988) advocates a rejection of
stored schemas altogether arguing that only examples are
stored, and that n e w objects are classified by a process of
comparison with stored examples. Other researchers favour
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some kind of theoretical framework as a basis for category
storage (e.g. M e d i n and Ortony, 1989; Keil, 1989)
O n e point that has eluded m a n y discussions of
conceptual storage is that debates about the nature of
representations revolve around questions of granularity
rather then principle. A s Borges (1962) succinctly
demonstrates in the m u c h quoted Funes the Memorius,
even an 'instance' is a generalisation of sorts. W h e n
Funes struggles to
'comprehend that the generic symbol dog embraces so many
unlike individuals... it bothered him that the that the dog seen at
3.14 (seen from the side) should have the same name as the dog
at 3.15 (seen from the front).' Borges (1962) pp 93-94
he encounters the following problem: if the concept of
dog determines whether things w e encounter are dogs, then
in the same fashion the concept Spot must similarly unite
a certain class of experiences of a particular dog as being
experiences of Spot the dog, and so on.
Once this factor is considered, w e argue that the key
question in conceptual storage is best viewed not as a
question of instances versus generalisations, but rather one
of unitary versus multiple representation accounts of
conceptual storage. Unitary accounts of categorisation
posit a single stored representation - schema, prototype or,
perhaps, theory in virtue of which items are classified
into a category as the outcome of s o m e process. Multiple
representational accounts posit the storage of a number of
representations, perhaps at different levels of granularity,
from 'instances' (as Malt (1995) argues, regularities perhaps as a result of perceptual constraints
are
inevitable at s o m e level) to broad intermediate
generalisations, which m a y jointly or individually result
in s o m e object being categorised as the outcome of s o m e
process.
Different models of conceptual representation have
different implications for theories of categorisation. If a
unitary representation model is correct, then one would
expect that provided one could specify the stored
representation and the process by which objects w a e
related to it, one should in principle be able to give a
definitive account of, say w h y it is s o m e things are X's.
O n the other hand, a multi-representational account might
not admit any definitive account of X's at all, since the
multiplicity of relations between the differing stored
representations that could influence an object's X-ness
might preclude any kind of general account. A specific
object's X-ness might be dependent upon that - and only
that objects' interaction with a particular subset of the

stored elements relating to X-ness, and the concomitant
process by which X-ness is adjudged.
A problem in m u c h research into categorisation is that
experimental results have rarely - if ever - directly
indicated anything about conceptual representation. A s
Komatsu (1992) concisely notes, it is difficult to
determine whether particular results stem from stored
information regarding concepts (e.g. propositional or
imaginal information) or from the processes that operate
in invoking a particular concept (c.f. Smith and Medin,
1981). T h e vast majority of theories discussed in
Komatsu's (1992) comprehensive review assume a
'straight' unitary representation, the exception being
granular instance-based approaches to categorisation, and
perhaps explanation-based approaches (although the lack
of any specific formulation of an explanation (or theory)
based model of categorisation makes it impossible to
deduce the kind of stored representations such a theory
would entail).
In the light of these considerations, w e feel that direct
evidence regarding the nature of the storage of a concept,
or concepts, could have important implications for the
w a y categories are viewed: especially if that evidence fails
to support a unitary-representation account.
A process model
In previous work (Ramscar and Pain, 1996) w e have
questioned an intuitive distinction - held by most
psychological researchers - between analogy and metaphor
on one hand, and categorisation on the other. W e have
argued that although one might ordinarily distinguish
between category membership and analogy according to
realist terms, there are good reasons for treating this
distinction with caution at a theoretical level, esjjecially
w h e n w e focus upon cognitive processes.
T h e argument for this is twofold. Firstly, in principle:
any intuitive, pre-theoretical distinction between real
(intra-categorical) and metaphorical or analogical (intercategorical) cognisance hinges upon a contrast definition
that sits ill with what w e k n o w empirically and
theoretically about categorisation. Analogy and metaphor
are consistently defined in contrast to categorisation (e.g.
Holyoak and Thagard, 1995); yet a contrast definition
relies on an account of the element with which the
contrast is to be drawn: the message of m a n y years of
empirical and theoretical work (Wittgenstein, 1953;
Rosch, 1978; Barsalou, 1983; M u r p h y and Medin, 1985)
is that there is no clear account of intra-categorical
associations between individual items with which
supposedly inter-categorical associations can be contrasted.
O u r dubiety towards this distinction is further borne out
by analyses of reaction time studies. For instance,
Hoffman and K e m p e r (1987) review of a number of
reaction time studies amply demonstrates the absence of
evidence for (and amount of evidence against) the widely
held belief that literal (intra-categorical) meanings arc
processed faster than metaphorical (inter-categorical)
meanings (Recanati (1995) also reviews s o m e interesting
evidence contra the 'two-process' approach).
Further support for this position comes from an earlier
study (Ramscar and Pain, 1996) which used Centner's
(1983) Structure M a p p i n g Theory ( S M T ) to address the
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question of whether analogy can be distinguished from
categorisation by contrasting categorisational with
analogical processes.' Centner's theory proposes that in
mapping and inference between two representations,
systems of relations will be mapped in preference to
individual features, and that higher order relations relations between relations - will be mapped in preference
to lower order andfirst-order(relations between objects)
relations: the systematicity principle (Centner, 1983).
Ramscar and Pain's (1996) subjects were presented with
Centner et al's materials and asked to categorise them. It
was expected that structure mapping would determine
categorisation as well as analogy: i.e. Centner's theory
assumed that match items with only structural similarities
('analogues') belong to different categories: Ramscar and
Pain predicted that they would be 'categorised' together.
Ramscar and Pain found that a significant majority of the
groupings formed by subjects had only shared systematic
structure (traditionally defined as analogy) as a c o m m o n
feature amongst members of the categories formed, and
that the process underlying subjects' categorising could be
modelled - and hence predicted by S M T ; they concluded
that there was nothing to distinguish subject's analogical
from their categorisational behaviour. These results were
replicated by Darrington, Lingstadt and Ramscar (1998)
w h o discovered that subjects would even use shared
structure in novel object descriptions to over-ride existing
category groupings.
Our second argument is a pragmatic one. Analogy
models can provide a framework through which the
interactions between representation and process can be
predicted and observed. Traditionally categorisation models
have concentrated on object descriptions, making use of
very
representationally-simple
attribute-value
lists
(Murphy & Medin, 1985), whereas analogy research has
examined relationships between
highly
structured
representations (considering the influence of attributes,
relations and higher-order relations in judgements of
similarity). Research into analogy differs from research
into categorisation is in the richness of its process
models. A number of detailed, plausible, well accepted
models of the analogical process exist (Holyoak and
Thagard, 1995; Forbus, Centner & L a w , 1995): the same
cannot be said of existing categorisation models. Research
in analogy has focused upon the processes of mapping and
inference between representations, and the interplay
between this process and those representations rather than
simply determining what kind of mappings certain static
representations allow, a characteristic of
much
categorisation research (c.f. Komatsu, 1992).
Representation and process
A series of studies by Centner, Ratterman and Forbus
(1993) has explored the factors determining h o w items are
accessed, i.e. h o w representations are selected in order to
allow similarity mapping to take place. These have shown
that access relies primarily upon surface attribute (or
object attribute) matches, and they propose that the

' Though developed as a theory of analogy, S M T is now considered
by Gentner to apply more generally as a theory of similarity.

that subjects would not have abstracted a unitary
representation from the stimuli that they had classed
together, but would instead have stored a n u m b e r of
representations that they associated with the relevant class
n a m e . W e predicted that introducing a class n a m e out of
context would m a k e it equally likely that any given stored
representation associated with that n a m e would be recalled,
with the representation recalled initially driving further
recall. Since our model of recall is feature driven, w e
expected results to polarise, with those representations
with few surface attributes in c o m m o n leading to minimal
recall of oneanother, and those with m a n y surface
attributes in c o m m o n leading to good recall of oneanother

process underlying judgements of similarity can be
decomposed into two sub-processes:
* Accessing a similar (base) situation from m e m o r y , based
primarily on surface similarity
•Creating a mapping from base to target using structural
commonalities ( S M T ) .
W e believe that this process model can offer a solution
to the difficulties, mention above, of determining whether
particular effects result from stored representations or fi-om
the processes that operate in invoking representations. T h e
following experiment w a s designed to use this detailed
model of the processes that determine the retrieval and
mapping
(and classifying) of representations to
empirically probe the nature of conceptual storage.

Subjects

The Experiment

T h e subjects were 2 0 volunteers, a mixture of
postgraduate and undergraduate students from the Artificial
Intelligence Department at the University of Edinburgh.

In the course of R a m s c a r and Pain's (1996)^ classification
experiment, subjects were asked to give each of their
classes a n a m e that w a s meaningful to them. Because of
the particular nature of that task, this involved subjects
developing (and learning) 'categories' that contained s o m e
items that had only structural relations in c o m m o n . B y
examining the attributes they could recall that were
associated with that n a m e , w e aimed to use Centner et al's
findings about systematic structures vs. attributes to
determine the representation associated with the name. If
subjects stored s o m e kind of abstracted prototype i.e. a
unitary representation of their category - w e would expect
that the attributes associated with the most prototypical
stories would be most readily retrieved from m e m o r y ,
with attributes recalled insofar as they were relevant to the
prototype (perhaps along the frequency lines one might
expect from the analysis in table 1).

Materials

Materials were the classified sets of "Karla the h a w k "
stories (Centner, Ratterman & Forbus, 1993; see figure 1
for examples) produced by the subjects in R a m s c a r and
Pain (1996). Each set contains 3 stories, and taking one
story as a base, the following taxonomy of similarity
relationships between the stories in a set can be defined:
'Literal similarity (LS) matches to base include both
c o m m o n relational structure and c o m m o n
object
descriptions;
• Structural similarity, (SS) match based u p o n a c o m m o n
system of internal relations with base.
T h u s each set comprised a base (B), a story literally
similar to it (LS), one structurally similar to it (SS - i.e.
with no object attributes in c o m m o n with the base,
Story 1 - Base story
although S S stories did share s o m e object attributes with
Once there was a teacher named Mrs. Jackson who wanted a salary
L S ) . In order to determine the relative effects of object
increase. One day, the principal said that he was increasing his own
versus structural matches in this experiment, the "Karla
salary by 20 percent. However, he said there was not enough money
the H a w k " stories were analysed and rated to determine the
to give the teachers a salary increase.
level of attribute commonalities between the individual
When Mrs. Jackson heard this she became so angry that she decided
to take revenge. The next day, Mrs. Jackson used gasoline to setfireto stories in each set.
T w o raters gave a numeric value to each of a range of
the principal's office.
possible
surface attribute correspondences between stories
Then she went to a bar and got drunk.
(see figure 2 for details), and then individual attribute
Story 2 - Literal similarity
correspondences were totalled and averaged between the
Professor Rosie McGhee very much wanted a raise. One day the
provost announced that he was giving himself a raise. However, he
two raters in order to determine
the overall
said that since money was short, no one else would get a raise this year. correspondences between stories (table 1). Consistency
After Professor McGhee heard this she became so upset that she
between raters w a s 82.5%. Differences between raters were
decided to get even. One hour later. Professor McGhee blew up the
resolved by discussion.
administration building with dynamite.
Story 3 - True Analogy
Correspondence
Example
Value
McGhee was a sailor who wanted a few days of vacation on land.
5pts
1 -1 map
man, man
One day, the captain announced that he would be taking a vacation in
the mountains. However, he said everyone else would Fiave to remain
street, road
4pts
strong map
on the ship.
3pts
conned, robbed
'analogical' association
After McGhee heard this he became so upset that he decided to get
I:
Sample
stories
from
Centner,
et
al
(1993)
the
text
in
bold
Figure
fireman,
paramedic
revenge. Within an hour McGhee blew up the captain's cabin with
dynamite.
enlisted, begged
weak 'analogy'
We
did not expect this to happen There is too much
2pts
fireman, nurse
empirical and theoretical work that cannot
be
disappeared,
shattered
accommodated by a unitary representation account
weak association
Fred, Bill (both names)
Ipt
(Wittgenstein, 1953; Rosch, 1978). O u r hypothesis w a s
fireman, accountant (both jobs)
^ The experiment discussed here was conducted alongside Ramscar
and Pain's study; this is thefirsttime it has been analysed and reported.
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Figure 2: Classification criteria for determining surface similarity.

Set

2
3
4
1
1
•

'
7
8

«

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

B-LS

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
95
100
100
100

LS-SS

100
65
55
85
85
75
70
85
75
95
75
75
95
SO
95
100
80
80
100

SS-B

( M ) = 19.75) than the next { M = 14.74), (within groups
f(69) = 8.846, p < 0.0001), and then these next best
recalled stories better than the worst (A/ = 11.1), r(69) =
11.802/7 < 0.0001.
Individual Recall Orderings By Story Type
Pasc(B)
In cases where B was the most recalled story in terms of
features (26 cases, M - 18.44), there was a significant
difference in the quality of recall over the next best recalled
story type, L S ( M = 14.83), ^25) = 4.434 p < 0.0001,
which in turn was recalled significantly more than S S ( M
= 10.15), r(25) = 3.77 p < 0.0001.
Literal Similarity (LS)
W h e n L S was the bestrecalledstory ( M = 20.78), next
best was B (23 cases, M = 15.85), /(22) = 5.288 p <
0.0001, with S S recalled least well ( M = 11.96), r(22) =
2.095 p < 0.05.
Stnigttiral Similarity (SS)
In cases where SS stories were qualitatively best recalled
(21 cases, M = 20.12), the next best recalled type was L S ,
( M = 13.43), K20) = 5.886 p = < 0.0001, and the least
recalled type was B (A/ = 11.36), although the between
type difference between L S and B was not significant
(r(20)= 1.901 p < 0.072); the difference in recall quality
between S S and B was still significant (r(20) = 6.609 p <
0.0001).

85
45
45
55
75
60
45
65
60
75
60
50
70
35
75
70
55
60
60

Table 1: Object attribute (surface feature) similarity ratios between
stories by set.
Procedure
During the classification task (Ramscar & Pain, 1996, see
above), subjects were asked to give each of the classes
they produced a n a m e that 'would be meaningful to them
later'. After finishing the classification task, each subject
w a s given a 5 minute break, and then undertook a 20
minute diversionary task (searching for post-codes from a
directory) before being given another 5 minute break. The
same subjects were then presented with a sub-set (usually
4) of the names they had assigned to classes during the
classification task, and asked to 'write d o w n what you can
remember about the various features (or you m a y like to
see them as attributes) of each of the scenarios associated
with each name. E.g. you m a y have had a scenario about a
door that needed varnishing. Features, or attributes,
associated with such a scenario would be "door" and
"varnishing"'. Subjects were given 10 minutes to
complete the task.

B Best Recalled

Next Best - LS

Next Best - SS

26 cases;
Mean= 18.44

Mean = 14.83

Mean= 10.15

LS Best Recalled

Next Best - B

Next Best - SS

23 cases;
Mean = 20.78

Mean = 15.85

Mean= 11.96

SS Best Recalled

Next Best - LS

Next Best - B

21 cases;
Mean = 20.12

Mean =13.43

Mean =11.36

Results
Table 2: Mean recall orderings by story type

T h e 20 subjects yielded a total of 70 recall episodes.
Scoring
T h e recalled features were evaluated by two judges using
the same scale that was used to evaluate feature
correspondences between stories (see figure 2). Points
were awarded for correspondences between features named
by the subjects and the actual feature n a m e in each given
story in order to get a reflection of the accuracy of each
individual recall episode. T h e total attribute recall for each
story was calculated and averaged between raters.
Consistency between raters was 84.1%; as in the rating of
story commonalities, differences between the raters were
resolved by discussion.
Individual Story Recall
B was best recalled story for 3 7 % of all recall episodes,
S S in 3 0 % of cases and L S in 3 3 % ; as predicted, there
w a s no significant bias towards recalling any particular
type of story. However, w h e n w e looked at the pattern of
recollection, irrespective of the particular stories each
subject had recalled, there were significances in the quality
of recall between the best recalled and the next best, and
the next-best and the worst recalled stories. Subjects
tended to clearly recall one story better (70 cases, M e a n

Discussion
The experiment produced little evidence to support a belief
that our subjects had abstracted and stored schemas from
the groups they had classified, despite the fact that a shared
structural schema was the basis of subjects' original
classification decisions (Ramscar & Pain, 1996). If some
version of a stored prototype theory were true, w e expected
a majority of L S features to be recalled in most instances.
In fact, B features were most often recalled, though not
significantly: the trend favoured a random distribution.
Another result that might also favour prototype theory
would have been a situation where all the stories were
recalled with m u c h the same frequency, i.e. L S = B = S S ,
since such a result could be a product of the strong feature
commonalities between the L S stories and members of
both of the other story types. However, there was a
significant trend for subjects to recall one story more than
another, and the next best story more than the least
recalled story.
O n e criticism of this initial conclusion might be that
our task, by asking subjects to write d o w n features
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associated with individual scenarios, biased against recall
of a single unitary or abstracted representation. However,
again, given that L S story set attributes fonned the
intersection of the sets of features for all of the story sets,
w e would expect any unitary or abstracted reprcsi-nlation
of all of the stories in a given set to contain mainly L S
story set attributes and to cause a majority of L S story set
attributes to be recalled. Clearly, this was not the case.
If subjects randomly recalled an individual instance of a
class then w e would expect from Centner et al's similarity
recall findings that the attributes of this instance should
influence which other story they might recall from the
class: if B is recalled, recall of a B story should prompt
recall of an L S story over a S S story, as B shares more
surface attributes with L S than S S (B and L S share 10
surface attributes to every 6 shared by B and SS), and
Centner et al's findings were that surface attributes rather
than shared structure promote recall: where B features were
best recalled this pattern emerged throughout our study.
A s w e predicted, as a result of L S stories sharing a higher
percentage of surface attributes with B than S S shared
with B, recall of B led to a significantly higher quality of
recall for L S than S S . The results where L S stories were
most strongly recalled also supported this analysis, with
SS recall prompting significantly better recall of B
attributes than S S attributes (even though, comparatively,
L S shared more surface features with S S than SS-B).
Indicative of the fact that S S shared fewer surface
commonalities with the other story types, (SS-LS
attribute commonalities were m u c h weaker than B-LS, and
in specific sets little greater than B-SS; see table 1), good
SS recall did not produce a bias towards L S or B as the
next-best recalled story type; although our results showed
some tendency towards S S prompting L S over B, it was
not significant (see also table 2).
Our hypothesis that subjects would recall stories
individually from m e m o r y is further supported by the
nature of subject's recollection. Irrespective of the
particular stories each subject had recalled, there were
significances in the quality of recall between the best
recalled, and the next best, and the next-best and the worst
recalled stories.
A possibility that w e cannot eliminate in this instance
is that subjects m a y have been influenced by the order in
which stories were presented. In our study, presentation
was randomised in a manner that made it impossible to
correlate presentation and recall orderings. However, as w e
noted above, there is a very strong correlation between the
features of the L S story in each set and the features of an
idealised prototype of that set (i.e. L S features, especially
at the level of names of relations, are most typical of all
members). Since subjects, w h o used shared structure to
group the stories, did not show a tendency to recall L S
features best, any correlation between presentation order
and recall order could only further support the case against
some shared representation having been abstracted and
stored.
Applying Centner, et al's (1993) persuasive analysis of
the influence of surface vs. deep structure on recall to our
results, it would appear that being presented with a class
name in no particular context caused the subjects to
randomly recall one of the examples associated with that
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name, and then use that example as the stimulus for
recalling other class members. O n this evidence, it would
appear that subjects had stored class examples along with
a cue - the class n a m e rather than any generalisation of
the class itself. These findings suggest that at least s o m e
concepts are stored as multiple-representations, rather than
as unitary conceptual schemas.
General Discussion
W e have shown in this paper that subjects if subjects
n a m e a class whose membership is determined entirely by
shared structure, they can retrieve information regarding its
members without appearing to abstract a c o m m o n schema
definitive of that class. Such evidence for a non-unitary
account of category representation should not c o m e as a
surprise: the literature is filled with material that casts
doubt of the plausibility of unitary accounts of concept
representation (Wittgenstein, 1953; Rosch, 1978;
Komatsu, 1992).
Our interpretation of these findings does not however
lead us automatically to the view that 'category'
associations are exclusively driven by examples; rather,
w e subscribe to the view put forward by Wittgenstein
(1953; see also Ramscar, 1997). Wittgenstein provides a
number of good reasons to believe that h u m a n 'categories'
cannot be given simple unitary accounts that are amenable
to definition by a single schema; he also questions what
could be intrinsic to a 'generalised' category schema that
would cause it to be used differently to an example of that
which it was supposed to be a generalisation of. W e find
these questions compelling. At the same time, experience,
intuition and a respect for natural parsimony makes us
wary - though in practice rather than in principle - of
jumping to the conclusion that all categorical associations
are a s u m of processed similarities with all stored
exemplars. W e would argue, however, that progress is not
contingent on finding a solution to the question of exactly
h o w categories are represented. It is the process of
association that is important to us, and from a processing
point of view, the question of whether a stored schema
relates to an example or s o m e intermediate generalisation
is not necessarily important. W h a t is important, from the
point of view of processing, is to s h o w h o w stored
representations (whatever their exact nature) relating to the
individual surface elements (the feature 'nodes' in S M T )
comprising the schemas that represent items being
associated in the manner described in structure mapping
theory are recursively processed in turn, such that the
'network of similarities that determines a given
association can settle (see Ramscar, Pain and Cooper
(1997) for an illustration of our recursive view of the
associative mapping process).
Another advantage of viewing categorisation from a
process oriented perspective is that it offers up the
possibility of bridging the divide between two seemingly
conflicting accounts of categorisation: similarity-based
accounts, and more rationalist 'theory-based' accounts.
Whilst similarity-based accounts of categorisation (e.g.
Rosch, 1978) can capture m u c h of the nature of our longterm categories (that they have no explicit definitions, and
that there are usually a number of properties that are
generally associated with 'categories'), they have been

criticised for failing to capture the explanatory power of
categories, and for failing to explain w h y people m a y
categorise in w a y s that go beyond surface similarity
(Medin and Ortony. 1989). Keil (1989) notes that whilst
children's concepts are based upon pure similarity
"original sim' - these then get replaced with more
theoretically based conceptual understandings as a child
develops (see also M u r p h y and Medin, 1985; Medin and
Ortony, 1989).
W h a t these theory based accounts lack is any clear
description of the process by which theories are supposed
to govern categorisation, or, importantly, exactly what
kind of theoretical understandings are supposed to underpin
h u m a n conceptual understandings which are notoriously
vague and often incoherent. W e believe that Centner's
(1983) insight, that relations between features (i.e.
constraints) can drive computations of similarity, can go
at least s o m e w a y towards squaring this apparent circle.
T h e assumption that similarity cannot account for the
apparent theoretical notion of categorical associations
stems from the assumption that similarity is driven by
features alone. W h e n the relational constraints that drive
the similarity comparison process are considered, and once
a richer notion of mental representation than unrelated
feature clusters is included in the picture, it is possible to
see h o w similarity can provide an account of the
associative process that determines h u m a n categorisation
decisions which capture their theoretical flavour,' without
entailing theoretical accounts of individual categories'
which by their nature (c.f. Wittgenstein, 1953) are more
of the nature of underdetermined collections of
generalisation, similarity and history than they are unitary
'theoretical' entities.
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Abstract

founding influence in cognitive approaches to concepts and
categorisation, his concerns were markedly different than
those of researchers in the m o d e m cognitivist tradition.
W e argue that c o m m o n interpretations of Wittgenstein's
Whilst m u c h categorisation research has been concerned with
Philosophical Investigations within Cognitive Science
category representation - the encoding and structuring of
misrepresent his account, underplaying its radical content.
objects together in some form of internal representation
Appropriately interpreted, this account continues to
system (see Komatsu, 1992 for a review) - Wittgenstein was
challenge contemporary theories of concepts and
more concerned with word use, with the w a y that labels are
categorisation. W e illustrate the continued relevance of his
used to pick out objects in the world as a part of the process
position by directly applying its critique to current
of
communication. In doing this, Wittgenstein was
approaches to categorisation.
concerned with trying to specify the w a y in which the use of
concepts and categories in communication imposes
Introduction
constraints on theoretical accounts regarding their nature the 'looking' in §66 above strongly emphasising the need
66. Consider for example the proceedings we call "games". I mean
board-games, card-games, ball-games, Olympic-games, and so on.
to fully understand the problem before tackling any solution
What is conmion to them all? - Don't say: "There must be something to it.
common, or would they not be called 'games'" but look and see
whether there is anything common to all. For, if you look at them
Family resemblances?
you will not see something that is common to all, but similarities,
The accepted interpretation of Wittgenstein's account within
relationships, and a whole series of them at that. To repeat, don't
cognitive science is nicely summarised by Lakoff (1987;
think, but look! (Wittgenstein 1953, §66, p31).
accounts which concur broadly with this can be found in
Cognitive science has a strong interest in categorisation:
Johnson-Laird, 1983; Medin & Ortony, 1989; Komatsu,
accounting for h o w the 'stuff of experience' is represented,
1992). Lakoff acknowledges Wittgenstein as the first
manipulated and combined in the mind is a central concern
theorist to notice what he terms a major crack in the
of m a n y researchers in the field. A s can be quickly gleaned
classical theory of concepts and categories (e.g. Katz, 1972).
from a even casual perusal of the relevant literature,
Wittgenstein's analysis of concepts and categories in the Wittgenstein, says Lakoff, argues that categories such as
g a m e cannot be accounted for according to classical theories
Philosophical Investigations (1953; PI) has had a great
because there are no properties that are c o m m o n to all
influence on the approaches taken in this area.
games. Lakoff draws two key theses from this argument:
In Ramscar (1997) w e examined in detail the veracity of
1: "Games, like family members are similar to one another
the interpretation of Wittgenstein's view that is c o m m o n l y
in a variety of ways"; and
held by researchers studying categorisation, comparing it
2: "That [family resemblances], and not a single well defined
with a detailed exposition of Wittgenstein's arguments.
collection of c o m m o n properties is what makes g a m e a
Although Wittgenstein is often presented as an opaque,
category" (Lakoff, 1987, pp 16-17)
difficult to interpret, and rather obscure philosopher
Whilst 1 is an uncontentious statement of Wittgenstein's
sometimes leading to the Philosophical Investigations being
views, 2 is a rather more difficult interpretation to sustain.
seen as a philosophical pick 'n' mix, a series of gnomic
In PI §66 (p 31) Wittgenstein explicitly states that 'you will
quotables to be plundered in support of a thesis - PI sections
not see something that is c o m m o n to all [games]'. Rather,
§66 to §82 actually lay out a clear, if intricately connected,
he argues that what games have in c o m m o n is the n o w
series of arguments detailing Wittgenstein's theoretical
notorious family resemblances: "a complicated network of
treatment of categories and categorisation in a fairly
similarities overlapping and criss-crossing: sometimes
straightforward manner. The picture that emerges from a
overall similarities, sometimes similarities of detail' (PI, p
close reading of Wittgenstein's text is at considerable
32). Lakoff, (and cognitive scientists in general) take this to
variance with the generally
accepted account of
be Wittgenstein's characterisation of what a category is. But
Wittgenstein's position. At least one reason for this is a
what appears to escape these interpreters is the extreme
fundamental one: whilst Wittgenstein is often cited as a
negativity of this characterisation. In PI §67 (pp 31 -2)
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Wittgenstein explicitly condemns this characterisation of
n a m i n g categories as vacuous. Saying that the c o m m o n
theme that runs through a category is the continual overlap
of family resemblances is directly analogous to saying that
the c o m m o n thing that runs through a thread is continuous
overlapping of the fibres that m a k e up the thread, and
Wittgenstein dismisses both of these accounts as empty
gestures: ' N o w you are only playing with words' (PI p 32).
There is, he says, n o thing that runs through a thread in the
form of overlapping fibres; a thread simply is a series of
overlapping fibres. His view is a serious challenge to, rather
than an endorsement of, Lakoffs formulation: if family
resemblances are the c o m m o n thing that run through g a m e ,
just as overlapping fibres are the c o m m o n thing that run
through a thread, then what is this thing supposed to be?
H o w is it supposed to d o whatever it is it is supposed to do?
H o w long, Wittgenstein asks, is a piece of string?
The length of a string - naming and boundaries
This question - 'how long is a piece of string?' - becomes
important once the second part of Lakoffs exposition is
introduced. Wittgenstein, as Lakoff notes, argues that the
boundaries of categories are not fixed, commenting
68. "Allright:the concept of number is defined for you as the
logical sum of these individual interrelated concepts: cardinal
numbers, rational numbers, real numbers, etc.; and in the same way
the concept of a game is the logical sum of a corresponding set of
sul)-concepts." It need not be so. For 1 can give the concept
'number'rigidlimits in this way, that is use the word "number" for a
rigidly limited concept, but I can also use it so that the extension of
the concept is not closed by a frontier. And this is how we do use the
word "game". For how is the concept of a game bounded? What still
counts as a game, and what no longer does? Can you give the
boundary? No. You can draw one. for none has so far been drawn.
(But thai never troubled you when you used the word "game"
before.). (Wingenstein 1953, p32-3).
Lakoff interprets this discussion of n u m b e r as follows:
historically, says Lakoff, numbers were first taken to be
integers, and then 'numbers' were successively extended to
include rational numbers, real numbers, complex numbers,
transfinite numbers, and all of the other numbers that
mathematicians are w o n t to invent. But the concept of
"number' is not bounded in any natural w a y , and it can be
limited or extended depending upon one's circumstances and
purposes. Lakoff says that in mathematics, intuitive h u m a n
concepts like n u m b e r must receive precise definitions:
Wittgenstein's point, he claims, is that different
mathematicians give different definitions, depending upon
their goal. T h u s although the category n u m b e r can be given
precise boundaries in m a n y ways, 'the intuitive concept is
not limited in any of those ways; rather, it is open to both
limitations and extensions' (Lakoff, 1987, pp 17).
T h e key question, on Lakoffs account, is h o w those
limitations and extensions are governed - what factors
determine the boundaries of categories in
given
circumstances. Lakoff answers this question in relation to
g a m e by saying that game's boundaries are governed by
resemblance to previous g a m e s in appropriate ways: a n e w
thing can be a g a m e if it is suitably similar to previous
g a m e s . Lakoff cites the introduction of video g a m e s in the
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1970s as a recent example of the boundaries of the g a m e
category being extended on a large scale.
O n c e again, subtle and not-so subtle discrepancies can be
distinguished
between
Lakoffs
characterisation
of
Wittgenstein's views and the content of Wittgenstein's
stated arguments. In §68, Wittgenstein says that one 'can
give the concept 'number' rigid limits in this way, that is
use the word "number" for a rigidly limited concept,'
Lakoffs claim that in mathematics n u m b e r must receive
precise definitions appeals to this - 'but I can also use it so
that the extension of the concept is not closed by a frontier.'
Here, Wittgenstein is not talking about the extensibility of
borders, but something far m o r e radical: 'You can draw [a
boundary], for none has so far been drawn. (But that never
troubled you w h e n you used the word " g a m e " before)' (PI pp
32-3). Wittgenstein isn't talking here about the extensibility
of boundaries; he is talking about their absence, a point
developed in PI §69 to §73: categories d o not have, or need,
boundaries at all. In the context of Wittgenstein's overall
discussion of categories, this is a vitally important point: it
is one thing to seek to determine the length of a piece of
string whose length isn't fixed (we might add a temporal
dimension to our answer for instance); it is quite another
thing to seek to find out h o w long a piece of string is when
the string is of no particular length at all.
O n this point, Wittgenstein is emphatic (PI §69). O n e can
draw a boundary, for a special purpose, but it is just that, a
drawn boundary. Important in the context of the special
purpose, no doubt, but arbitrary to the concept or category
in question. W e d o not need to draw boundaries, because w e
can happily use concepts where no boundary has been drawn;
thus categories do not need boundaries to be usable. T o
further iterate this point, Wittgenstein considers the state of
a user of a category (concept) w h o cannot specify that
category's boundaries: is the user ignorant of those
boundaries? - N o , she does not 'know the boundaries because
none have been drawn' (PI, p33). N o t knowing the
boundaries of g a m e is not a state of ignorance - it is just
reflective of the boundariless state of the category game.
T h e thesis that categories don't have boundaries is vital to
Wittgenstein's position:
71. One might say that the concept 'game' is a concept with blurred
edges. - "But is a blurred concept a concept at all?" - Is an indistinct
photograph a picture of a person at all? Is it even always an
advantage to replace an indistinct picture by a sharp one? Isn't the
indistinct one often exactly what we need?
Frege compares a concept to an area and says that an area without
boundaries cannot be called an area at all. This presumably means
that we cannot do anything with it. - But is it senseless to say: "Stand
roughly there"? Suppose that I were standing with someone in a city
square and said that. As 1 say it I do not draw any kind of boundary,
but perhaps point with my hand - as if I were indicating a particular
spot. And this is just how one might explain to someone what a game
is. One gives examples and intends them to be taken in a particular
way. -1 do not, however, mean by this he is supposed to see in those
examples that common thing that I - for some reason - was unable to
express; but that he is now going to employ those examples in a
particular way. Here, giving examples is not an indirect means of
explaining - in default of a better. For any general defmition can be
misunderstood too. The point is that this is how we play the game. (1
mean the language game with the word "game".) (Wittgenstein
1953, p34).

Again, Wittgenstein's rejection of boundaries - and not
just the idea of fixing upon this boundary rather than that
one seems to be both clear and unambiguous. W e don't
have to define boundaries in order to use concepts, nor is it
clear that definite boundaries are always what w e need; these
points can be further drawn out if w e contemplate §71 in
conjunction with §76:
76. If someone were to draw a shaq) boundary I could not
acknowledge it as the one that I too always wanted to draw, or had
drawn in my mind. For I did not want to draw one at all. His concept
can be said to be not the same as mine, but akin to it. The kinship is
that of two pictures, one of which consists of colour patches with
vague contours, and the other of patches similarly shaped and
distributed, but with clear contours. The kinship is just as undeniable
as the difference. (Wittgenstein 1953, p36).
Categories do not have boundaries, and by defining
boundaries w e do not capture these categories, w e create
something n e w - call them bounded categories (in §68,
Wittgenstein calls them 'rigidly limited' concepts, so w e
might call our bounded g a m e arigidlylimited g a m e ) - which
have s o m e kind of kinship with our natural naming
categories (e.g. g a m e ) , but a rigidly limited g a m e is
markedly and importantly different to game. (This is similar
to a point m a d e earlier, our, use of names is different form
any theoretical view of them as constructs).
T o return to family relations, these are the fibres that
make up the threads that are categories: but Wittgenstein
explicitly states that the length of these threads cannot be
determined.
Categories and schemas: what's in a name?
In explaining what a g a m e is, observes Wittgenstein, one
gives examples of instances game, and one intends those
examples to be taken in a particular way. W h a t one does not
do is expect the person to w h o m one is explaining 'game' to
see the c o m m o n thing - whether it be a core, schema or
essence - which one cannot actually see oneself. It is true,
says Wittgenstein, that w h e n w e give these examples our
subject might see kinships between the examples, but these
kinships are not in any w a y essential (hence the differences
between the instances will be just as undeniable as these
kinships). Giving these examples, says Wittgenstein, is not
an indirect explanation; it is the explanation. W e don't give
a general definition, but this is not because w e can't think of
one, but because there is none to give.
72 Seeing what is common. Suppose I show someone various multicoloured pictures, and say: "The colour you see in all these is called
•yellow ochre'" This is a definition, and the other will get to
understand it by looking for and seeing what is common to the
pictures. Then he can look at, and point to, the common thing
Compare this with a case where 1 show him figures of different
shapes all painted the same colour, and say: "What these have in
common is called 'yellow ochre'".
And compare this case: I show him samples of different shades of
blue and say: "The colour that is common to all these is what I call
'blue'". (Wittgenstein 1953, p34).
It isn't just that there is no single 'thing,' c o m m o n to all:
Wittgenstein questions the w a y that 'commonalities' are
supposed to be garnered in the first place. In the first
example in §72 above, the commonality is easy to spot:
provided the only c o m m o n colour in the pictures w a s yellow
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ochre, and provided that the subject had grasped the meaning
of colour, then she will be able to grasp what yellow ochre
is - the colour that is c o m m o n in all the pictures.
In example two, the subject could not proceed in the same
way: although the figures all have colour (yellow ochre) in
c o m m o n , they also have other commonaliues, such as being
figures. Thus the subject could as easily learn to apply
'yellow ochre' to yellow ochre or to figures, or even to
samples (all of the samples are 'samples' after all) from this
example. Nothing in the definition picks out the particular
commonality that "yellow ochre' is supposed to pick out.
Finally, in example three, there is no a priori colour
commonality to the pictures; rather, the commonality can
only be perceived if one already has the concept 'blue'
(Otherwise, one would see a riot of various 'colours'; since
understanding this example is dependent upon
an
understanding of 'blue', the example could not serve as a
explanation of, or a definition of 'blue'.
Wittgenstein poses a number of questions, albeit perhaps
non-obvious ones, that are raised by the introduction of the
idea of a generalised schema to serve as the basis for a
category. Firstly, there is the question of the form that the
generalisation should take: i.e. what shape should a
generalised leaf be? Intricately linked to this is the question
of the use of the schema. Even if w e can answer the first
question - h o w w e say generate a generalised temperature for
ice-cream - w e are still left with the related question of h o w
such a generalisation is to be used. W h i c h particular aspects
of the schema are general, and which are not (we might
rephrase this question as asking which parts of the schema
represent 'the generalised concept', and which are
implementational details of the representation of this
generalisation), and h o w in use are w e supposed to k n o w
which is which. Is the generalised green shape a schema for
green or a schema for generalised shape. W h i c h raises the
further question: provided one could generate answers to
these very challenging questions, what is supposed to be
intrinsic to such a schema that would cause it to be used
differently to an example of that which it w a s supposed to
be a generalisation of? Wittgenstein makes it quite clear in
PI that satisfactory answers to these questions cannot be
provided. Thus he doesn't advocate schemas as a theory of
category representation (as argued by Johnson-Laird, 1983),
but rather he seeks to demonstrate that schemas alone cannot
provide an account of h o w concepts are represented
Wittgenstein's account
W e can state the broad outline of Wittgenstein's arguments
as follows:
1. That categories have no necessary or sufficient defining
characteristics: rather that kinships "family resemblances"
can be traced across categories (§65-7)
2. That these category spaces are unbounded i.e. there are
no boundaries to the space across which "family
resemblances" can be traced (§68, 69, 70, 71, 73)
3. That learning a category such as g a m e does not involve
extracting an essence or schema from instances. (§71-83)
4. In learning a "category" such as g a m e , one learns
examples (instances) and appropriate w a y s of using these
examples (§69,71, 73, 81,82)

Wittgenstein's arguments, as examined so far, do not
advocate a particular view of concepts and categories - what
has b e c o m e k n o w n loosely as 'family resemblance theory' but rather they represent a thorough attempt to elucidate the
deep problems inherent in trying to account for concepts and
categorisation. T o Wittgenstein, the problems involved in
explaining h o w categories are defined stem not from the
p h e n o m e n o n under examination, but the w a y this
p h e n o m e n o n has traditionally been defined (hence, perhaps,
the famous 'don't think, but look!'). If w e 'think' - i.e. if
w e assume that the existence of things called games entails
the existence of, say a central schema (defined in some as yet
to be determined w a y ) in virtue of which the things can be
considered games - w e do not explore categorisation: w e
merely predetermine the explanations w e can formulate.
Implications for cognitive theories of concepts and
categorisation
Trying to spell out more clearly Wittgenstein's views on
naming is, in our opinion, far more than a matter of setting
straight the interpretive record. Wittgenstein's views and
arguments continue to be relevant to current theories of
categorisation. Here w e trace out a Wittgensteinian
perspective, so to speak, on current accounts.
7. Prototype theories. First and foremost, it seems from
the above that renditions of category structure in terms of
similarity to one or more central "prototypes" is
incompatible with Wittgenstein's perspective and the very
real theoretical problems embodied therein - despite the
fi-equent appeals to him from proponents of prototype
theories (e.g., Taylor, 1995). This holds both for versions of
prototype theory which view the prototype as an abstracted
central tendency or schema, and for those versions which
take prototypes to be particular, privileged exemplars (for
discussion of the different variants of "prototype" see
Barsalou, 1987).
That the schema version is irreconcilable with
Wittgenstein's position has already been argued at length.
Such accounts, which seem particularly popular within
Cognitive Linguistics (see, e.g., Taylor, 1995), but have
also been proposed in psychology (see e.g., Smith &
Medin, 1982 on the "probabilistic view"), are very explicitly
at odds with the PI.
B y contrast, the conflict between his position and the
"prototype-as-privileged-exemplars" stems from the fact that
such prototypical exemplars would, in fact, provide the glue
to hold the category together in a w a y that Wittgenstein
denies. Central exemplars would constitute a central thread
or focal point around which the category is organised. Items
would all obtain category membership by virtue of the
single, simple fact that they are sufficiently similar to a
central exemplar.
This is not the "criss-crossing" associated with
Wittgenstein's idea of family resemblance (and indeed not the
w a y real families, viewed over multiple generations, are
structured). Thus the popular equation of "the family
resemblance" view of category structure, which claims direct
descendence from the PI, and "prototype theory" must be
rejected (but see, Komatsu, 1992; Taylor, 1995).
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2. Exemplar theories assume that our mental
representations of categories consist simply of stored
exemplars, i.e., k n o w n members. There is no abstraction of
schemas or central patterns. Despite this very extensionai
"feel", exemplar accounts nevertheless allow classification of
novel, previously unencountered objects by virtue of their
similarity to k n o w n exemplars. In the most basic version, a
novel item is simply given the classification of the known
exemplar to which it is most similar, i.e., classification is
based on the single "nearest neighbour" in similarity space.
Despite its simplicity, this approach to categorisation
proves remarkably successful in machine learning contexts
(Cover & Hart, 1968). A s a cognitive model, however, it
conflicts with Wittgenstein's claim that natural language
categories have no boundaries. The simple nearest neighbour
approach produces well-defined category boundaries which
run along the paths of equal distance between members of
competing categories.
However, as a class of account, exemplar models need not
posit such boundaries and, in fact, the most prominent
exemplar model in the psychological literature does not.
This model, Nosofosky's (1986) Generalized Context Model
( G C M ) , is one of the leading psychological models of
categorisation, and has provided remarkable data fits to
h u m a n behavioural data in a variety of contexts (e.g.,
Nosofsky, 1986, 1988). This model, too, assumes that
categories are represented in terms of stored exemplars.
Specifically, exemplars are represented as points in a multidimensional "psychological space". Coordinates for points
are determined by their value along the particular
psychological dimensions in question; these dimensions can
be things like "loudness" or "size" or more complex,
composite dimensions. Similarity between exemplars is a
function of distance in psychological space (specifically an
exponential decay function, see Nosofsky, 1986).
Classification decisions are governed by a probabilistic
response rule. T h e probability of categorising an item as a
m e m b e r of a particular category corresponds to the weight of
the evidence for this category. In contrast to the nearest
neighbour algorithm, the evidence takes all exemplars into
account. Specifically, the strength of the evidence for a
category C, corresponds to the s u m m e d similarity between
the novel item and all k n o w n exemplars of C, divided by the
s u m m e d similarities to all stored exemplars, that is, not just
members of C, but also the relevant competing categories.
Consequently, the model does not impose discrete
category boundaries in psychological space, but rather
probability distributions over the entire space.
The G C M seems to fit with all 4 points extracted from
Wittgenstein's argument above:first,categories have neither
necessary nor sufficient boundaries; second, category spaces
are unbounded; third, learning does not involve extracting an
essence or schema; fourth, in learning a category such as
"game", one learns examples and appropriate ways of using
these examples. Thus, at least at first blush, there is a
contemporary cognitive account of categorisation which is
compatible with Wittgenstein's description of categories and
category structure.
3. Connectionist models have not only been widely used
for general classification, but also specifically for cognitive

accounts of h u m a n categorisation (e.g.. Small, 1997).
Connectionism as a general framework is too loosely defined
to allow broad generalisations with respect to Wittgenstein's
points. Thus w e limit ourselves to the basic approach to
categorisation one might take with a standard ieedlorwani
multi-layer perceptron. W e will assume that the inputs to
the network are feature vectors representing difterent
exemplars, and that the networks outputs are activation
patterns that represent particular classification decisions. In
training, the network is presented the example patterns and
learning proceeds through incremental adjustment of weights
in response to error signals derived from output errors. The
network must find a set of weights which singly satisfies (if
possible) all patterns, such that w h e n presented with an
input, the activation flow through the network produces the
correct output.
Such a network would learn defining characteristics only
in exceptional cases. Thus it sits happily with the rejection
of a definitional story. Unbounded category spaces emerge if,
as is most frequently the case, units have sigmoidal
activation functions rather than simple thresholds. Sigmoid
functions induce smooth disti-ibutions over the instance
space in a w a y that is analogous to G C M .
More subtle is the relationship to Wittgenstein's other
two claims. T h e net "learns examples", albeit in a loose
sense. While learning is driven by examples, the actual
examples themselves have no privileged status for the
network as they would for a system with discrete exemplar
representations. T h e net might respond equally strongly and
accurately to patterns it has never seen before. The least
straightforward issue is whether or not such networks extract
schemas or essences in order to solve their task.
Uncontroversially, such networks can and will exploit
statistical regularities in training sets; the question is, does
this amount to schema abstraction, as has frequently been
suggested (e.g., Bechtel & Abrahamsen, 1991)? W e think
not.
While there are systematic connections between prototype
theories which base classification similarity to the central
tendency (e.g., the "average item") and linear discriminant
functions (see Langley, 1996), these connections do not hold
generally. Multi-layer networks re-represent the input in
whatever fashion enables the solution of the problem and the
resultant hidden layer representations need in no w a y be
interpretable as "schemata". Furthermore, the extent to
which anything resembling extraction of statistical
regularities happens at all is determined by the network's
resources. Single-layer or multi-layer networks, given
sufficient resources relative to the problem, will effectively
implement a "table lookup". Thus the degree to which any
sort of "abstraction" takes place or not depends on the
specifics of the category and the network resources.
Furthermore, the network does not, in fact, form a
representation of a schema, even where its behaviour depends
on extracted regularities, in the sense that connection
weights are not readily conceived of as representational, and
are better viewed as causal mediators of appropriate
activation flow (Hahn & Chater, 1997a).
In summary, standard networks easily meet two of
Wittgenstein's claims and present a differentiated picture
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with respect to the third and, particularly, the fourth, the
issue of schema abstraction. Clearly though, absu-action of
central patterns and regularities is not a necessary feature of
their functioning, and thus not a general property of network
categories.
4. Theory based views. T h e other main contender in
current debate about conceptual structure is the so-called
theory-based view (Murphy & Medin, 1985; M e d i n &
Ortony, 1989). T h e theory-based view is defined primarily in
contrast to any account, prototype- or exemplar-based, which
seeks to ground real world categories in terms of perceptual
similarity. It emphasises the role of background knowledge
or "theories" in our everyday classification, in order to
explain, for instance, the fact that, despite strong perceptual
similarities, w e do not classify bats as birds.
D u e to its lack of computational explicitness the theorybased view is not that easy to align with Wittgenstein's
claims. Given the widespread rejection of the definitional
account of conceptual structure in current cognitive theory,
one must assume that "theories" are not complete, i.e. allow
deduction of classification decisions, but rather only
"partial", that is form one component of a complex, nondeductive overall process (Hahn & Chater, 1997b). This
overall process, however, which could involve similaritycomparisons, is not generally spelled out by advocates of the
theory-based view. The simple claim then that "'partial
theories" or background knowledge are relevant to
categorisation need not conflict with Wittgenstein. There is
no statement about boundedness, nor is there a claim of
definitional features. T h o u g h the theory-based view does
suggest that learning and understanding a category also
involves acquiring appropriate background knowledge, this
does not directly confradict the role of examples in
acquisition and use, but merely suggests an additional factor.
T h e greatest potential for conflict lies in the issue of
essences or schemas governing a category. Complete
theories, which enable a deductive classification process,
would clearly provide essences. But what about partial
theories, i.e. h o w partial does a theory have to be to not be
stating "essences"? This is clearly an issue, but given that
the theory-based view has done little to provide full accounts
of any categories no concrete answers are possible. T o the
extent though, that too m u c h faith is invested in the power
of theories, another look at Wittgenstein's arguments and
examples might be sobering.
5. Categorisation as a bi-directional process. W h a t all of
the preceding views have in c o m m o n is that they view
categorisation as an essentially unidirectional process.
Exemplars have certain features and/or certain similarities
hold between exemplars. Very recent work on categorisation
has suggested that this picture is oversimplified. Objects
don't c o m e as ready-made bundles of features. Rather, the
features objects are perceived to have are influenced in part
by the categorisation context. If this is so then similarity
relations between them can't yet be fully determinate either,
and themselves do not exist entirely independentiy of the
category level.
T h e case for the flexibility of featural descriptions has
been m a d e both on the basis of computational experiences
with real-world stimuli(see H a h n & Chater, in press) which

have
uncovered
limitations
of fixed, unchanging
representation schemes for certain A I (Branting, 1989) and
machine learning systems (Aha, 1992) and from recent
experimental work with novel, artificial stimuli (Schyns,
Goldstone & Thibaut, in press; Schyns & Roder, 1997). In
these experiments, the decomposition of an object into
component parts is directly affected by the classifications
required of participants in a category learning task.
These issues are to s o m e extent independent of
Wittgenstein's concerns, but the rejection of unchanging
representation schemes conflicts with definitional accounts,
and the influences of the categorisation task resonate with
Wittgenstein's emphasis on "use".
Is there really a single account?
Contrasting the substantive content of Wittgenstein's
arguments with the leading models and perspectives in
current categorisation research demonstrates clearly the
continuing relevance of the issues he raised. Where conflicts
arise, however, it is not immediately clear w h o is right.
There is no space here to review all relevant evidence, but
w e would like to claim that Wittgenstein's detailed
arguments should at least give pause for thought.
Reviewing these various models and accounts, one can't
help but think that most, possibly all, m a k e s o m e
important point. Background knowledge often does have a
role to play; nevertheless similarity continues to allure; and
the arguments forflexibilityand top-down influences seem
compelUng too. O n e feels oneself pushed towards the
inevitable conclusion of undergraduate essays on conceptual
structure: that there is a little bit of truth in all accounts.
This is glib; but might it not also be accurate?
Like these fragmentary insights, Wittgenstein's arguments
bear d o w n on any all-encompassing view of category
structure. Together, the two appear to effectively explode the
idea of the category as a unitary theoretical instrument: h o w
likely is it that, even if categories aren't defining features,
shared essences or s o m e other c o m m o n thread running
through, that there is a fundamental unity in all categories?
That clear cut m e m b e r s all have higher within category
similarity than between category similarity (as predicted by
G C M ) or that all are based on partial theories, and so on?
Natural language categories and naming is our prime
categorisation behaviour - are the products of collectives,
not individuals. They develop over time and are subject to
diachronic accidents. All of which might reasonably be
expected to put a bound on whatever systematicity, at
whatever level, w e might hope tofind.If category structures
are like this, then the naming behaviour of the individual
must to s o m e extent follow, denying cohesion even at the
level of processing. If category structure is variable, then
processing too might be exp)ected to be the product of
multiple, even competing influences.
W e have undoubtedly m a d e great steps forward by
developing and testing constrained models. But w h e n w e
pause to look more at the untidiness of our real world
categories, Wittgenstein's scepticism about category
structure does not seem to find any happy resolution in
unitary accounts of cognitive processing. T h e deep questions
he poses loom large still.
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Abstract

lexical process. Linguistically, syntax is assumed to be blind
to word-internal structure (Carstairs-MacCarthy, 1992).
Lexical and syntactic processes are usually regarded as separate
Inflectional processes are paradigmatic, they are extremely
sub-systems of the language processing system. W e re-examine
regular and applied by rule. Derivational processes, on the
the autonomy of these processes, given a mental lexicon that is
other hand, are m u c h less regular. S o m e affixes are added
morphemically decomposed, in 3 self-paced reading
ubiquitously (e.g. nominal -er to verbs), while others are
experiments. Although inflectional affixes have a syntactic role
rarely used in n e w word forms (e.g. -th).
and derivational affixes have a lexical role, there were similar
Recognition of the complexity of the internal structure of
patterns of processing for both types of affix (Experiments 1
words
is currently central to an appreciation of the
and 3). This suggests that there is a common combinatorial
organisation of the mental lexicon. Models that assume that
process at both levels of the system. Using novel and
established morphologically complex words, w e varied wordthe lexicon lists only whole-word forms (Butterworth, 1983)
internal factors together with sentence level constraints
are n o w in the minority. W e assume here a model in which
(Experiment 2). Both sentence-level constraints and wordthe lexicon is organised morphemically around stems and
internal factors had parallel effects on the processing of novel
affixes. Morphologically complex words are decomposed
and established words. Overall, the results indicate that the
into their constituent morphemes w h e n the relationship
relationship between lexical and syntactic processing may be
between
stem and affix is semantically transparent (Marslennon-autonomous when morphological composition is taken
Wilson,
Tyler, Waksler & Older 1994; Marslen-Wilson,
into consideration.
Ford, Older & Zhou, 1996). Empirical support for this c o m e s
from a series of cross-modal priming studies, suggesting that
Introduction
the mental lexicon has the following features. Stems are freeThe nature of mental representations and the processes that
standing words {happi-ness primes happy), although
operate on them are central issues in h u m a n cognition.
underlying stem representations can be abstracted away from
Language processing has traditionally been assumed to
surface phonological forms (conclusive primes conclude).
comprise a number of discrete components, with their o w n
T h e relationship between stem and affix is semantically
representational forms and computational processes. W e
transparent (department does not prime depart). W h e n
examine the relationship between two major components of
affixes are productive (used in n e w word formation), they
the language processing system the mental lexicon and the have independent representation as morphemes (toughness
syntax, in the light of an apparent incompatibility between
primes darkness as strongly as happiness primes happy).
recent models of lexical organisation and sentence
Unproductive affixes (no longer used in n e w word formation)
processing. Through a series of three experiments, w e ask: Is seem less likely to be independently represented (government
there a sharp distinction between the combinatorial processes
only weakly primes punishment). Finally, inflections are not
within the lexicon that deal with the internal structure of a
represented in the lexicon (watched does not p n m e jumped).
word and those at the syntactic level that build sentential
representations?
Models of sentence processing
Morphology and lexical structure
Words in English often have internal structure, in that they
can be decomposed into smaller units, morphemes, that have
their o w n (abstract) meaning. Inflectional affixes are added to
• stems {e.g.happi-er: comparative adjective; watch-ed: past
tense) to highlight a word's syntactic role. Therefore,
combining stems and inflectional affixes is generally taken to
be a syntactic process. Derivational affixes are added to
stems to form n e w words {happy - happiness; tomb -entomb)
and this form of morphological combination is taken to be a
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The nature of lexical organisation has important ramifications
for models of sentence processing (Hudson, 1990). In
parallel with developments in linguistic theory, psychological
models of syntactic processing n o w place a great emphasis on
the role of the lexicon. Regardless of the architecture of the
model (modular or interactive), lexically represented
information is vital to the successful construction of
sentential representations. It is assumed that syntactically
relevant information is stored as part of the lexical entry for
each word a person knows and that it becomes available
immediately a word is recognised. However, both interactive

and modular models of sentence processing make little
reference to the nature of lexical organisation. In the most
detailed modular model, Frazier's Garden Path model
(Frazier, 1987), the lexicon and syntax are separate subsystems. T h e lexicon is mostly a list of whole-word forms
and any morphological assembly is strictly intra-lexical
(Frazier. Flores D'Arcais, & Coolen, 1993). In the interactive
tradition, the constraint satisfaction model (MacDonald,
Pearlmutter & Seidenberg, 1994) assumes that the lexicon is
a store of all the words a person knows, including inflections.
The view of the mental lexicon from the sentence
processing perspective is at odds with the view from the
perspective of lexical processing. Given the central role of
lexical information, it is crucial that models of sentence
processing recognise the dimensions of lexical organisation
that are emerging from work in thatfield.Research at both
levels also needs to address h o w syntactically relevant
information, distributed in a morphemic lexicon, can be
available for the construction of sentential representations.
Sentence processing within the context of a
m o r p h e m i c lexicon
T o examine these issues, w e decided to look at sentence
processing, while taking into account the morphological
complexity of words, working with the approach to lexical
organisation w e described above. T o do this, w e used the
self-paced reading task, which is sensitive to both lexical and
syntactic aspects of language processing. W e examined the
processing of morphologically complex derived
and
inflected words in sentential contexts as well as the
relationship between contextual constraints and derived
words. If the lexicon is morphemically organised, there
should be differences in the processing of morphologically
simple and complex words. Where w e see one word,
H A P P I N E S S , the language comprehension system, at some
level, has to process two morphemes H A P P Y + N E S S . If
separately represented stems and affixes are involved in
combinatorial operations at a syntactic level, w e should find
evidence of interaction with contextual constraints. Such
evidence is a necessary, though not sufficient, step in
questioning the traditionally-drawn distinctions between
lexical and syntactic processing.
Experiment 1
Before w e could investigate the autonomous or interactive
nature of lexical processing, w e needed to demonstrate that
effects of morphological complexity show up in a task that
involves sentences rather than single words. W e chose the
self-paced reading task. A s polymorphemic words are
involved
in more
combinatorial
operations
than
monomorphemic words, w e would expect to be able to detect
this extra processing in slower reading times for sentences
with morphologically complex words, compared to those
with simple words. If morphological decomposition is a
general feature of lexical organisation, rather than specific to
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low frequency or novel items, reading times should be
elevated to the same degree for low and high frequency
complex words. T o be sure that w e were detecting effects of
lexical processing, w e used complex derived words with
productive affixes. Therefore, to establish that, in general,
morphological effects can be detected within sentences, we
co-varied the morphological complexity and frequency of
words in identical sentential environments.
W e assembled 4 0 sets of 4 words, where w e manipulated
the variables of morphological complexity (simple v
complex) and frequency (high v low) (see Table 1). The
complex words in each set had the same productive affix.
Productive affixes are those currently used in new word
formation (cf. Marchand, 1969 and Bauer, 1983) and should
be most strongly represented in a decomposed lexicon.
Our target words were embedded in pairs of sentences. The
first sentence provided a general context. T h e second
sentence contained the target word and was read word-byword using the moving window technique (see (1) below;
a=context sentence, b=word by word sentence).
(1) a T o m was caught pinching sweets from the shop.
b H e had a S I L L Y / D A F T / F O O L I S H / O A F I S H
look on his face as he handed them back.
Table 1: Details of the target words used in Experiment 1.
Morph.
Simple

Freq
High

Low
Complex

High

Low

LogFreq (mean)
1.98
0.60
1.57
0.30

Example
SILLY

DAFT
FOOLISH
OAHSH

In the word-by-word sentences, the target word appeared at
least three words into the sentence and no fewer than six
words from the end. T h e experimental sentences in each
version were identical apart from the target word. Each
sentencefittedon to a single line on the computer monitor.
W e pretested the predictability of the target words in the
experimental sentences. Participants were given the context
sentence and the word-by-word sentence, up to, but
excluding, the target word and completed the sentence. If
participants continued a sentence with one target word more
often than the others, the sentences were altered.
Participants were tested on computers using D M A S T R
software. Participants read the context sentence. Then a
series of dashes and spaces appeared, representing the words
of the second sentence. The participants pressed the 'yes'
button on a response box to read the sentence word by word.
After 4 0 % of items, participants answered a comprehension
question. Reading times were collected from two words
before to four words after the target.
Results and Discussion
The data from three participants were discarded because of
overall slow or very fast reading times. Data points below

u> in

C:low

«-'o^

Position
Figure 1: M e a n reading times for simple (s) a n d c o m p l e x (c)
words at the target and t w o subsequent positions.
100ms and over 1200ms were removed (less than 0.3% of the
data). A s the target words varied in length, w e transformed
the data using a regression technique (Ferreira and Clifton,
1986) to give a residual reading time which measures
difference from expected reading time (see Fig 1). Significant
effects were found after the target word, rather than on the
target word itself: a c o m m o n feature of word-by-word
reading. O n the first post-target word (t+1) low frequency
word sentences were read more slowly than high frequency
word sentences (Fl(l,36)=12.73;p=0.001:F2 (1,36)=13.82;
p=0.001). Sentences with complex words were read more
slowly (Fl(l,36)=9.67; p=0.004: F2(l,36)=9.43; p=0.004).
There was no interaction between frequency and
morphological complexity (F's<l). At the second post target
word (t+2) there was a frequency effect (Fl(l,36)= 13.68;
p=0.001:F2(l,36)=10.84;p=0.002), but not complexity
(F's<l). Item means from t+1 and t+2 were analysed together
with position as a within-items variable. W o r d s at t+2 were
read more quickly (F2(l,36)=33.54;p<.01). There was an
effect of frequency (F2(l,36)=23.65; p<0.001) which did not
interact with position (F<1) and a complexity effect
(F2(l,36)=4.78; p<0.05), which did (F2 (1,36)=6.67;
p=0.02). Complexity and frequency did not interact.
These results show that, as well as effects of a word's
frequency, effects of its morphological composition can also
be detected within sentential contexts. Furthermore, these
effects are independent of one another. These results support
our assumption that decomposition is a general feature of
lexical organisation. Having found effects of morphological
complexity in a task involving reading a sentence, w e can go
on to examine further the relationship between lexical and
syntactic processing and a decomposed lexicon.
Experiment 2
If lexical and syntactic processes operate independently of
one another and on different sfructures, then, even within the
context of a decomposed lexicon, w e would expect (1) that
morphologically complex words should be assembled into
complex lexical units, before they are output to syntactic
processes and (2) that the process of morphological assembly
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should be carried out without reference to syntactic and other
constraints defined at a sentence level. For the purposes of
higher level processing, furthermore, the computed wholeword representation would have no internal structure. If,
however, lexical and syntactic processes are not autonomous,
then the syntactic and semantic environments in which a
complex word occurs m a y be able to influence these basic
processes of morphological combination.
T o examine these different possibilities, w e needed to use
stimuli that would unequivocally require an active process of
assembly from their constituent morphemes. T o this end w e
used novel morphologically complex words (such as nursely)
that w e constructed to conform with English word-formation
rules. Our basic comparison was between novel forms of this
type and matched sets of existing complex forms (such as
saintly), presented under conditions of either strong or weak
pragmatic and syntactic constraint.
This manipulation on its o w n would not be sufficient to
distinguish between autonomous and non-autonomous
accounts of the relationship between morphological and
syntactic processing. W o r d s that are output as the completed
product of an autonomous lexical processor m a y still be read
more quickly in constrained, rather than unconstrained
sentences. However, any effects of context should not be
influenced by morphological factors, since processes
operating at the sentential level should be blind to wordinternal factors. Here w e manipulated the internal structure of
the novel forms by varying whether they were prefixed or
suffixed (as in deconflict and nursely). If sentence-level
processes interact only with the completed output of
morphological assembly, then the order of affixes within the
word should have no effect. Conversely, if contextual factors
affect processes of morphological assembly, then these m a y
operate differentially for novel suffixed items, where the stem
comes first, than for novel prefixed items. Context and order
of stem and affix m a y interact further with the productivity of
the affix another word-internal factor. Affix type (prefix or
suffix) was CO-varied with productivity in this experiment.
W e would find evidence of processing interacting across
lexical and syntactic levels, if (i) novel and established words
were processed in qualitatively the same way; (ii) the
processing of complex words was influenced by context; (iii)
there were differences between the reading of prefixed and
suffixed word sentences; and (iv) there were differences
between sentences with productive and unproductive affixes.
W e constructed 80 morphologically complex novel test
words of which there were four types: words with productive
prefixes and suffixes, and unproductive prefixes and suffixes.
T o be novel, words were not in the C E L E X database
(Baayen, Pipenbrook & Guiliker, 1995) nor in the O E D , or
were listed there as obsolete. T h e novel words were pretested
by asking participants to decide whether or not they had
encountered them before. Only words with a low probability
of having been encountered before were used.
W e matched the novel words with low frequency
established words with the same affix, where these words

Productive suffixes

Productive prefixes

120
100 -

p+s test
+P+S cont
-p-s test
•p-s cont

K 20 •

Position

Position
Unproductive prefixes

Unproductive suffixes

120

o> 60
S iO

Position

Position

Figure 2: The m e a n reading times each type of affixed word (+p+s = strongly constrained; -p-s = weakly constrained).
could be substituted into the same sentential environments as
the novel forms. A s in Experiment 1, w e used a context
sentence followed by a sentence with the target word to be
read word-by-word. W e
constructed the sentential
constraints preceding the target word so that in one
condition there were strong pragmatic constraints on the
interpretation of the critical complex form, and where the
syntactic class of the target was also strongly constrained. In
the second condition, w e kept the pragmatic and syntactic
constraints as weak as possible. W e confirmed these
constraints in a pretest. Participants were given the
experimental pairs of sentences, up to, but excluding, the
target word and completed the second sentence. The results
s h o w that for constrained sentences, 5 3 % of continuations
were related pragmatically to the target word, and 9 7 % of
continuations had
the same syntactic class. The
corresponding results for the unconstrained sentences were
7 % and 4 1 % respectively. Examples of the sentences are
shown in (2) and (3) (a=context; b=word-by-word sentence).
T h e procedure was the same as Experiment 1.
(2) Strong pragmatic and syntactic constraint:
a. John's speech to the conference was filled with
point after point.
b. H e began s o m e tedious and L I S T Y A V Q R D Y
demands for better working conditions.
(3) W e a k pragmatic and syntactic constraint:
a. John decided it was time to m a k e the strength of his
feelings clear

b. H e began some L I S T Y A V O R D Y demands for
better working conditions.
Results and discussion
The data from three participants and less than 0.3% of other
data were excluded (as per Experiment 1). There were no
significant effects on the target word (see Fig 2). At
subsequent positions, novel words caused significant
disruption (t+l-t+4:F2(l,64)=58.15; p<0.001)'. Constrained
sentences were read significantly more quickly than
unconstrained (t+l-t-h4:F2(l,64)=22.71; p<0.00l), but there
was no interaction between the target words and constraint
(F2<1). O n the first two post-target words, prefixed word
sentences were read more slowly than suffixed word
sentences^. At t+2 there was no difference in the average
reading time for established words (Prefix: 10ms; Suffix;
9ms), but there was a difference for novel words (Prefix:
33ms; Suffix 22ms) - a significant target by affix interaction
(Fl(l,36)=6.63; p<0.02: F 2 (1,64)=5.94: p<0.02). Here
sentences with unproductive affixes were read significantly
more slowly by participants than those with productive
affixes (Fl(l,36)=6.23:p<0.02;Fl(l,64)= 1.18: p>0.2). The
three-way interaction between productivity, constraint and

' W h e n main effects occur over two or more post-target words, we
report the results of an analysis that we conducted on the item
means only with position as a within-item variable
^(t+l:Fl(l,36)= 21.34: p<0.001; F2(l,64)=2.96: p=0.09;
t+2:Fl(l,36)=8.60:p<0.01;F2(I,64)=1.81:p>0.1)
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affix was significant (Fl(1.36)=7.51: p<0.01:F2(l,64)=9.63:
p<0.01). Both sentences with productively suffixed words
were read equally quickly, (9nis v 10ms) and sentences with
unproductive prefixes were read equally slowly {31ms v
32ms), regardless of constraint. For sentences with
productive prefixes and unproductive suffixes, the presence
of strong sentential constraints had a facilitatory effect
(11ms V 35ms; 12ms v 3 1 m s respectively).
The results show that the processing load for novel
morphemic combinations is reduced by the sentential
context in apparently the same w a y as it is when processing
established words. This pattern supports our prediction that
sentential contexts can influence the processing of
morphologically complex words. A s predicted there were
differences in the way that novel prefixed and suffixed forms
were processed. From this w e can tentatively conclude that a
word's internal structure is not lost once lexical processes
have computed their output product. A word's internal
structure is preserved and remains available to interact with
syntactic processes.
Productivity of affix did not have a reliable effect on the
processing of complex words, but the slower reading of all
sentences with unproductively prefixed words is suggestive
that there are differences in morphemic representations
depending on h o w productive an affix is.

teach/taught). Verbs with regular past tenses are
undoubtedly morphologically complex and can be
straightforwardly decomposed into stems and affixes.
Irregular past tenses, while having the same syntactic
functions, are not combinatorially complex in the same w a y
and cannot be decomposed into a stem and affix.
W e constructed 32 sets of four past tense verbs, which
varied according to regularity (regular v irregular) and
frequency (high v low). A s many of the irregular past tenses
in English are extremely frequent, the frequency matching
between the regular and irregular forms was only
approximate (see Table 2 and examples in (7)). T h e
procedure was the same as Experiment 1, with pairs of
pretested sentences, identical apart from the target word.
(7) a.The parish church was holding a fundraising supper.
b Mary m a d e the starter and George
PROVIDED/FETCHED/GOT/CHOSE
the food for the main course.
Table 2: Details of target words for experiment 3.
Morph
Regular

Low
Irregular

Experiment 3

Freq Type
High
High

Low

In Experiment 1 w e found effects of morphological
composition with stems and derived affixes within what is
traditionally regarded as the lexical domain, while in
Experiment 2 w e looked at derivational morphology in
greater depth. N o w w e turn to the syntactic domain and
combinatorial processes with inflected words to see if
similar principles apply.
Syntactic processes are concerned with building sentential
representations. Tense is always realised in the underlying
structure of a sentence in traditional linguistic analysis,
whether or not there is a clear phonological marker. The
syntactic structure in sentences (4), (5) and (6) below is
identical, although in (5) tense is overtly marked with the
affix -ed, while in (4) it is not, and in (6) it changes the
entire phonological form of the stem.

Example

PROVIDED
FETCHED
GOT
CHOSE

Mean log Freq
1.41
0.30
1.87
0.48

Results a n d Discussion

The data from 5 participants and other points amounting to
less than 0.3% were excluded (as per Experiment 1). There
were no effects on the target word (see Fig 3). At t+1 regular
past tense sentences were read significanUy more slowly
than irregular (Fl(l,37)=6.8;p=0.02;F2(l,28)=5.91;p <
0.025). There was no effect of word frequency and no
interaction between word frequency and regularity (all
F's<2). At t+2 high frequency word sentences were read
more quickly than low frequency sentences. This effect was
marginal by participants and significant by items
(Fl(l,37)=2.99; p<0.09: F2(l,28)=4.59; p<0.04) Here the
regularity effect disappeared and there was no interaction
(all F's<l). W e analysed the item means only from t+1 and
(4) I watch you.
t+2 together, adding position as a within-item factor. There
(5) I watched you.
were no main effects of position or regularity, but a marginal
(6) I saw you.
effect of frequency (F2(l,28)=3.76; p<0.07). There was a
If lexical and syntactic domains function as separate sub-significant interaction between position and regularity
(F2(l,28) =7.50; p=0.01). There was no interaction between
systems, there should be no differences in processing
frequency and regularity or position (All F's<2). T h e results
different surface realisations of the same underlying
of
this experiment show that sentences with morphologically
syntactic structure. But if there is some commonality
complex
regular past tense verbs are read more slowly than
between combinatorial operations for derived and inflected
those
with
irregular past tense verbs. This is independent of
words, w e would expect the results of this experiment to be
a
word's
surface
frequency. In Experiment 1, w e kept the
comparable with those of Experiment 1.
syntactic
environment
constant, while varying the lexical
The past tense in English is usually formed by adding the
a morphologically simple or
processing
task
(reading
suffix -ed to the verb. There are some exceptions to this rule,
derived
word).
In
this
experiment,
w e kept the lexical and
with about 180 irregular past tense forms (e.g. sleep/slept;
syntactic environments constant, while varying the
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word-internal factors (i.e. productive + prefix; unproductive
+ sutlix) combined, strong constraint had a clear influence.
Overall, w e can conclude that w e have found sufficient
evidence to continue re-examining the relationship between
lexical and syntactic processes. O n e direction for pursuing
this would be to ask whether specific syntactic constraints
could be shown to determine, or pre-determine, h o w sets of
morphemes were combined.

reg:low
reg:high
lrr:low
•&
Ifr:hi9h
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Abstract

H o w do people represent caua-iily complex situations? A
real-world case was used to investigate whether singlecause explanations are preferred, and to assess whether
goals facilitate causal discounting. Participants were asked
to think about the causes of Princess Diana's death and
were assigned the goal to show that either the driver or the
photographers were not responsible. Participants drew a
causal diagram depicting their theory, and rated the importance of the causal factors mentioned. In general, people
did not seek a unique cause for the event and generated multicausal explanations with no explicit links between
causes. Those given the goal to defend one party included
fewer causal factors related to the defended party and rated
them as less important, but did not over-emphasize the importance of other factors. The results differ from those
found in typical attribution tasks.
Introduction
Generating explanations for the events that occur in the
world around us is a complex exercise in causal reasoning.
Real-world phenomena have a wide array of antecedent
events, and s o m e subset of these must be identified and
evaluated as plausible causal factors. H o w d o people represent complex causal situations such as those encountered in
daily life? A large body of research has investigated h o w
people m a k e causal inferences based on different patterns of
evidence concerning the empirical association or covariation
between events. People have been found to display a number
of reasoning biases, such as a strong tendency to focus on
positive information, specifically those cases where cause
and effect are both present rather than instances of their joint
absence in making attributions (Downing, Sternberg &
Ross, 1985; Schustack, 1988). Further, discounting effects
have been observed in multi-causal contexts. Individuals
typically behave as though they are searching for a single
cause of an event; little causal importance is attributed to
other factors present in a situation (Schustack, 1988; Morris
& Larrick, 1995) and often the most likely single cause is
focused on (Downing et al., 1985). Kelley (1972) proposed
that any one causal candidate for an event will tend to be
discounted to the extent that other potential causes are available. D o these fmdings tell us about what people do in realworld contexts? Is it the case that people generally seek unicausal explanations even in very complex causal situations?
In causal attribution tasks, abstract stimuli and simplified
hypothetical scenarios have typically been used to minimize
the impact of background knowledge on studying the process
of causal attribution. Consequently, the structure of these
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tasks m a y not berepresentativeof causal problems encountered in everyday life, where complex causal relationships are
often present and background knowledge can serve the induction process. Recent research examining the type of information people spontaneously seek w h e n making causal attributions has shown that background knowledge concerning
causal mechanisms figures prominently (Ahn, Kalish,
Medin & Gelman, 1995). Knowledge of causal mechanisms
has also been found to moderate causal judgments of covariation (Rapus & Dunbar, 1998). Further, background assumptions concerning causal relations themselves, such as causal
directionality have been s h o w n to play an important role in
causal inference (Waldmann, 1996). Background knowledge,
particularly that concerning causal mechanisms, m a y play a
role in people's apparent tendency to prefer single-cause explanations. A h n & Bailenson'(1996) have found that when
causal mechanisms caimot be inferred to link different causes
into a coherent explanation, discounting is more likely to
occur. Similarly, Thagard's (1992) explanatory cohaence
model would also imply discounting in such cases; it states
that when no explanatory connection can be m a d e between
two theories for an event they will be held as competing,
and one or the other but not both can be viewed as true.
The tragic death of Princess Diana in a Paris tunnel provided a real-world context in which to investigate h o w people represent complex multi-causal situations. In this case,
an array of different possible causes were present prior to
Diana's fatal accident. Given the presence of these multiple
candidate causes, is discounting likely to be observed? Will
people demonstrate a tendency to select just one cause or one
class of causes subjectively considered to have maximal
causal importance to explain Diana's death (e.g., the driver
or those related to driver)? In the rich context of a real-world
problem, background knowledge concerning causal mechanisms is free to influence causal attributions. In this case, if
plausible mechanisms do exist to integrate the various possible causes of Diana's death (e.g., drunk driving and high
speed chases), then it is expected that people will generally
not exhibit a tendency to discount.
In the present study, individuals were asked to think about
the causes of Diana's death, draw a causal diagram depicting
their theory of what caused her death, and to rate the causal
importance of the factors they included. People were also
either given the role to defend one specific party involved in
the accident in a hypothetical legal context (i.e., to think as
the driver's or the photographers' lawyer) or given n o role.
The goal of those given the role of defense lawyer w a s to
show that either the driver or the photographers were not
responsible for Diana's death. Manipulation of goals has
been shown to influence patterns of scientific reasoning.

w h e r e goals constrain the infoniiation that is attended to
( D u n b a r , 1 9 9 3 ) . It is hypothesized that in the current study
the manipulation o f roles will facilitate the discounting of
causal factors. R e a s o n i n g with such a goal is expected to
influence both the n u m b e r of causes ascribed as well as their
perceived strength or importance in producing the o u t c o m e .
T h e r e are t w o potential w a y s in w h i c h discounting m a y be
observed. First, the presence of a goal could serve to reduce
the n u m b e r o f causes relating to the defended party that are
m e n t i o n e d a n d m i n i m i z e the causal importance attributed to
the defended party. S e c o n d , reasoning with this goal could
result in the exclusion of causal factors relating to the defended party f r o m people's explanations. Alternatively, it is
also possible that the manipulation of goals could produce
a n increase in the importance ratings of alternative causes,
c o m p a r e d to the control condition.
T h e production o f causal m o d e l s in this study provides the
opportunity for perceived interrelationships b e t w e e n causal
factors to b e assessed. Individuals were instructed to s h o w
w h a t links they believed existed between the causes in their
diagrams. T h e structural complexity o f the m o d e l s will be
analyzed to assess the presence of the links depicted between
causes. It is expected that if multi-causal explanations are
generated, evidence o f connections between causes will b e
observed in the causal m o d e l s .

Method
Participants
O n e hundred and two students enrolled in various psychology classes at McGill University volunteered to participate
in the experiment. T h e data was collected in December 1997
and January 1998; at this point there w a s little n e w information broadcast concerning the accident.
Materials and Procedure
Participants completed a pencil and paper questionnaire in
which they were asked to think about the causes of the death
of Princess Diana. Participants in two experimental conditions received, at the outset, the instruction to assume one
of two lawyer roles in their completion of the questionnaire.
In the driver lawyer role, participants were asked to assume
the role of the lawyer for the Ritz Hotel, and were instructed
to s h o w that the driver, Henri Paul, was not responsible for
Diana's death. In the photographers' lawyer role, participants
were asked to assume the role of the lawyer for the photographers and were instructed to show that the photographers
were not responsible for her death.
Participants were provided with a brief s u m m a r y of the
facts surrounding Diana's death obtained from an A P Wire
bulletin, which included information concerning the photographers' involvement, the driver's condition, a British plot,
and Diana giving up personal security. Participants were
then asked to draw a causal diagram depicting their theory of
what caused her death given their role as either the driver's
lawyer or the photographers' lawyer; those in the control
condition were simply asked to draw a diagram depicting
their theory. Participants were instructed to include all the
causal factors they thought were relevant and what the links
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between them were. They were then asked to list the causal
factors included in their diagrams and rate their causal importance in causing the accident on a scale from 1 to 7 (1 indicated little importance and 7 indicated extremely important).
Subsequently, participants were asked to answer three questions concerning h o w likely the accident would have been to
occur given the absence of the each of three causes: "Would
the accident have been likely to occur if (1) the driver had
been in perfect condition and not speeding; (2) the photographers had not been chasing the car that night; (3) Diana had
not given up around-the-clock security. These items were
rated on a six-point scale, with 1 indicating very unlikely to
occur and 6 indicating extremely likely to occur. Last, participants were given four questions regarding their interest in
Diana's life and emotional involvement; these items were
rated on a 7-point scale.
Results
Coding
The causal factors included in the diagrams were comprised
of four general categories of causes: Driver, Photographer,
Diana, and Other causes. These were classified in the following way. Driver causes were causal factors that specified the
driver in some w a y and included drinking, being on medication, an illegal license, and speeding. Photographer causes
were those that specified the photographers in s o m e way and
included chasing Diana's car, not aiding at the accident scene,
and using flash cameras. Diana causes were factors that
specified some aspect related to Diana, including not wearing
a seat belt, giving up personal security, and any characteristic of her personality and eminence. Other causes included
those factors not classifiable as any of the above, and included a British conspiracy and another car being involved.
The complexity of the causal diagrams was also analyzed.
A causal diagram was classified as simple if it depicted a
direct cause(s) only (i.e., a cause that was linked directiy to
Diana's death.). Simple was used to describe the lack of intermediate factors and the lack of interconnections present
between causes. Thus, simple models did not necessarily
have to be uni-causal. A n example of a simple model with
multiple causes is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: E x a m p l e o f a simple m o d e l with multiple causes

The driver's drinking being responsible for Diana's death
would be an example of a direct cause. A complex causal
diagram depicted at least one indirect cause. Indirect causes
were those that were linked to Diana's death through another
cause (or intermediate factor). A n example of an indirect
cause would be that the driver's drinking resulted in the
driver speeding which led to Diana's death. In this case, the
driver's drinking would be an indirect cause. Complex causal
diagrams were further coded for three types of structure. A
linear diagram consisted of one causal chain of events. For
example, a diagram in which factor A caused B which caused
C would be coded as a linear diagram. A multi-linear diagram consisted of two or more causal chains that converged
at the outcome or at a factor prior to the outcome. A n interactive diagram consisted of factors A and B causing each
other and A and B causing one or more other factors.

ducted on the total number of factors, F(2, 98)=0.53, p>.05,
and the number of different categories, F(2, 98)=2.5, p>.05,
revealed no significant differences between conditions. This
indicates that any differences found between conditions is not
due to an overall difference in the number of causes mentioned.

Defend Photographers
Defend Driver
Control

Driver-related
causes
6.23
S D = 1.0

Photographerrelated causes
S D = 1.8
3.15

4.93

S D = 1.3

5.90

S D = 1.3

5.79

S D = 1.3

5.01

S D = 1.8

Table 2: M e a n causal strength ratings for each type of cause
across conditions

Effect of Role Manipulation
The number of causes mentioned in each of the four categories as a function of the role assigned was compared to assess the effect of role on discounting. A N O V A s were used to
compare the number of factors mentioned by participants in
each condition. Significant differences in the number of factors mentioned in the Driver category, F(2, 98)=6.67,
p<.01, and in the Photographer category F(2, 98)= 10.09,
p<.0001 were found as a function of the role assigned. Specifically, post-hoc comparisons (Sheffe tests) revealed that
people assigned to defend the driver mentioned fewer factors
related to the driver than those assigned to defend the photographers (p<.01) or those in the control condition (p<.05).
However, these individuals did not mention more photographer factors than did participants in the control condition
(p>.05).

The effect of the role manipulation on the causal strength
ratings was also measured. For each category of causal factors, the average causal strength rating w a s calculated over
the number of items that were actually listed by the participants. A N O V A s assessed differences between conditions in
these ratings for each causal category. Participants in the
different role conditions did not evaluate causes firom the
Driver category, F(2,83)=7.72, p<.0001, or the Photographer category in the same way, F(2,74)= 16.44, p<.0001.
Sheffe post hoc tests revealed the same pattern observed with
the number of causes. Participants assigned to defend the
driver ascribed less importance to driver-related causal factors
than participants in the photographers' lawyer role (p<.001)
and the control condition (p<.05), but did not rate photographer-related causal factors as more important than the control
PhotographerDriver-related
group (p>.05). Similarly, those in the photographers' lawrelated causes
causes
yer role rated photographer-related factors as less important
0.34
S D = 0.5
Defend Photog2.28
S D = 1.6
dian did those assigned to defend the driver (p<.0001) and the
raphers
control group (p<.001), but did not rate the driver-related
1.12
SD=1.3
factors as more important than the control group (p>.05).
Defend Driver
1.06
SD=0.8
Table 2 displays the m e a n causal strength ratings for driverrelated and photographer-related causes across conditions.
Control
2.11
SD= 1.3
1.03
SD=0.8
Factors related to the defended party were rated less important
while the importance of alternate causes w a s not amplified.
Table 1: M e a n number of driver-related and photographerT
h e causal strength ratings for Diana-related and Other
related causes mentioned across conditions
causes were not significantly different across the three condiSimilarly, people assigned to defend the photographers men- tions.
This pattern of results indicates that individuals assigned
tioned fewer factorsrelatedto the photographers than those
the
role of defending one party tended to decrease the number
in the driver's lawyer role (p<.001) and those in the control
and causal importance of the factors related to the defended
condition (p<.01) but did not mention any more driver facparty, rather than exclude them from their models. Furthertors than participants in the control condition (p>.05). Table
more,
defending one party did not lead to a significant in1 depicts the m e a n number of driver-related and photogracrease
in the importance ratings of other causes. Interestpher-related causes mentioned in each condition. A N O V A s
ingly,
the role did not reduce the overall number of causes
were also performed on the number of factors mentioned
identified; those assigned a role did not differ from the confrom the Diana category and the Other category. N o signifitrol group in the total number of causes mentioned. This
cant difference emerged between the role conditions
indicates that individuals did not discount, even in conditions
(F(2.98)=0.46, p>.05 and F(2,98)=2.89, p>.05, respectively). T h e role manipulation did not have any effect on the were they were given a constraining goal.
total number of causes contained in the models, nor on the
number of different categories mentioned. A N O V A s con-
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Analysis of C a u s a l M o d e l s
Causal models werefirstassessed for the number of factors
incotporated. Participants included, on average. 4.08 different
causal factors (SE>= 2.49) and, on average, 2.34 (SD= 1.31)
of the four possible causal categories in their models. This
indicates that multiple-cause explanations were preferred.
Only 2 models included a single cause and only 3 models
included just one category of causal factors. In terms of
structural complexity, simple models, which included only
direct causes of Diana's death, were found to be the most
frequently produced (n=65, 64.4%). N o models that could be
coded as simple linear chains were observed. Seventeen of
the models were coded as multi-linear (16.8%) and nine as
interactive (8.9%). Ten models were not classifiable into any
of the coding categories (9.9%). This result shows that people generally produced simple causal models where interrelations were not depicted between causes.
The effect of the role manipulation on the structure of the
causal models produced was also assessed. A chi square test
revealed that the different types of structures were not equally
distributed across the different conditions. x^(6.N=101)=
14.35, p<.05. Specifically, models with interactive structures were mostly found in the control condition (77.8%).
This finding indicates that the role manipulation had an effect on the complexity of the models generated, reducing the
likelihood that interactive relations would be depicted among
causal factors.
Across all conditions, individuals tended to list more
causesrelatedto the driver (M=1.83) than to the photographers (M=0.82), t=6.57, p<.0001. There was also a difference in the average ratings of causal strength. O n average,
participants rated driver-relatedcausal factors to be more
strongly linked to the death of Princess Diana (M=5.72).
This reveals that individuals, in general, attributed greater
caus£il importance to the driver in explaining Diana's death.
Discussion
In the control condition, people were not observed to discount causes. The majority of explanations generated were
multicausal in nature, yet they exhibited a simple structure
where no indirect causes or relations between causes were
dqjicted. Relatively few multi-linear or interactive models
were observed, and the latter were more likely to be produced
by participants in the control condition. The manipulation
of roles in this study resulted in the inclusion of fewer
causes associated with the defended party, and their importance was downplayed. However, individuals did not show a
tendency to place greater importance on other causal factors.
The results of the goal manipulation show that when
people were given the role to defend either the driver or the
photographers, they decreased both the number of causal
factors associated with the defended party and the strength of
the causal role assigned to them. Specifically, when instructed to defend the driver, individuals specified fewer
causes related to the driver in their models and rated them as
less important than causes associated with the photographers. The same pattern of minimization held when people's
goal was to defend the photographers. Interestingly, individuals defending either the driver or the photographers did

not ascribe more importance to other causal factors than
those in the control condition. Rather, people downplayed
the causal significance of the defended party and did not attempt to over-emphasize the importance of other causes. The
total number of causes mentioned as well as the number of
different causal categoriesreferredto. however, did not differ
between the role and control conditions. These results indicate that the presence of goals in this study constrained the
information attended to, which is consistent with previous
findings (e.g.. Dunbar, 1993; Spellman & Holyoak, 1996).
It must be emphasized that the assignment of a particular
goal produced a tendency to minimize the importance of the
defended party; causesrelatedto the defended party were not
simply excluded, and single-cause explanations for Diana's
death were not generally observed. Thus individuals in the
goal condition discounted to the extent that they minimized
the importance of causes related to the defended party.
Analysis of the structural complexity of the causal models
further revealed that although most explanations for Diana's
death were simple in structure (i.e., no indirect or interrelated
causes were depicted), they included multiple causal factors.
Models were not found to be limited to the one cause or one
class of causes rated to have maximal causal importance, as
explanations based on a single cause or a single category of
cause were rare; models, on average, included four causes.
This indicates a preference for multi-cause explanations for
Diana's death, as was hypothesized.
The fact that single-cause explanations were not observed
in this study, even in the goal conditions m a y be due to the
interrelatedness of the causal factors operating in the situation and the fact that these causes can be integrated via
mechanisms. The different causal factors present can be integrated to form a single coherent explanation of Diana's
death. A h n and Bailenson's (1996) findings indicate that
discounting is less likely to occur when a mechanism exists
to cohere two causal explanations for an event. For example,
both the driver and the photographers can be assigned causal
status, and viewed to contribute to the crash by increasing
the speed of Diana's car. Similarly, Thagard's (1992) explanatory coherence model states that explanations will be
viewed as competing when no explanatory connection between them can be made. Analysis of the causal diagrams,
however, revealed that people did not generally provide
mechanisms showing such integration of the causal factors
(i.e., the majority of people produced simple models, rather
than multi-linear or interactive ones). Thus, while people (£d
not exclude causes, they did not explicidy integrate them
either. A plausible interpretation of thisfindingis that the
causes were integrated, but that the process is not necessarily
an explicit one. It is possible that the majority of individuals, for pragmatic reasons, did not feel it necessary to specify
h o w the causes were related, perhaps assuming that the connections were obvious.
Although few interactive models were observed, they w o e
more likely to be generated by individuals w h o had no role
assigned to them. It appears that having the goal to defend
one party had an impact on the structure of the model produced, specifically lowering the likelihood of depicting interacting causes. This indicates that the manipulation of goals
resulted in a simplification of the explanations generated.
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Further, linear models, in which a single causa! chain is
delineated, were not observed. Previous investigation of
people's representations of real-world causal processes has
found causal models to be characterized by linear chains
(White, 1995). This divergence m a y be due to the temporal
features of the causal situation used in this study. In this
case, the causal factors can be represented as operating simultaneously (i.e., the driver was drunk at the same time the
photographers were in pursuit of Diana's car). The presence
of simultaneous causes m a y be less conducive to linearchain representations. Consequently, time factors m a y be an
important constraint on the way models are constructed.
Overall, these results suggest that findings from typical
causal attribution tasks m a y not all be generalized to realworld contexts. The goal manipulation of adopting a certain
viewpoint resulted in discounting, in terms of individuals
minimizing the role of the defended party rather than excluding these factors. In the absence of a goal, however, the apparent bias of discounting was not observed. In addition,
goals resulted in the simplification of causal models, particularly of interactive causal relationships. In the present
real-world situation where multiple interrelated causes are
available, focusing on a single cause is not a reasonable
strategy to use. In general, discounting should be less likely
to occur in real-world situations where many interrelated
causes interact. Further, causal mechanisms will play an
important role in determining which factors are aocaded
causal status and which can be discounted.
The present results also answer the question of w h o killed
Princess Diana in the minds of people. It appears that while
no one party was held solely responsible for causing her
death, individuals tended to name more causes associated
with the driver and ascribed greater importance to them.
Thus, the driver wasregardedas more culpable in the public's eye.
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Abstract

sound patterns. According to MacNeilage, the serial organization of consonants and vowels into syllables emerges natuIn this paper wc present an approach to modeling emergent sylrally from the basic close-open cycle of the jaw that characlable systems using simulated evolution of a "vocabulary" of
terizes all of speech production. In MacNeilage's view, the
"words." The model is aimed at testing the general hypothesis
close-open cycle is basic because it reflects the evolutionary
that language-universal sound patterns emerge from selection
history of speech production in which h u m a n ancestors im>ressures exerted on the system by the perceptual and articuposed
phonation onto a cycle that existed (and is still curatory constraints of language users. The model is able to disrently in use across m a m m a l s ) for a variety of ingestive protinguish between hypotheses about how specific, biologicallycesses.
motivated constraints affect the sound structure of language.
For example, it is shown that mandibular oscillation provides
T o test a hypothesis about emergence, instrumental (i.e. exa strong constraint on the sequential organization of phonemes
perimental) phonetic research, which identities the percepinto words. Future work will explore the potentiaJ of other
tual or articulatory constraints, must be complemented with
constraints that, with mandibular oscillation, will be sufficient
demonstrations of h o w sound patterns can emerge. O n e way
to describe the emergence of syllable systems.
to accomplish such demonstrations is via computational simulations. For example, it is possible to set up a model with
Introduction
an initially randomly organized vocabulary. T h e phonemic
Although m u c h variability exists in the sound structures of
structure of words changes over time by a process of selection
languages, there are a n u m b e r of c o m m o n patterns. Several
to satisfy the specific constraints of the system. T h efinalreindependent statements can be m a d e that capture these unisult is a well-organized and regularly-structured vocabulary.
versal (or highly frequent) sound patterns of language. For
In thefirsthalf of this paper w e describe such a model for
example, the most c o m m o n vowel sounds in the world's lansyllable systems that are evolved under the selection presguages are [i]. [u], and [a], and voiceless stop consonants
sure of specific perceptual and articulatory constraints. In
[p]. [t], [k] are the most c o m m o n set of consonants (Madthe second half of the paper, w e present results from simdieson, 1984). According to a number of phonetic theories,
ulations in which the emergence of one universal aspect of
such patterns emerge from perceptual and articulatory consyllable structure, namely, die occurrence of C V syllables
straints. This idea is inspired by the biological theory of evo(Bell and Hooper, 1978), is modeled. Specifically, w e test
lution by natural selection. Just as the morphological strucwhether mandibular oscillation, as described by MacNeilage
ture of an organism reflects the types of selection pressures
(1998), provides a better constraint on the serial organizato which it has been exposed, the sound structure of language
tion of phonemes than either a simple random concatenation
reflects the pressures originating from the perceptual and arof phonemes or than a constraint that ensures maximal perticulatory systems of language speakers and listeners. For
ceptual distinctiveness between words in a vocabulary. Oiu'
example, Lindblom (1986) has demonstrated that the criteria
findings indicate that mandibular oscillation does provide a
of maximal perceptual distinctiveness is sufficient to predict
strong organizational constraint on the system, but that other
the systematic occurrence of [i], [u], and [a] in vowel systems
constraints must also be involved. In conducting these simof different sizes. Similarly, the prevalence of the voiceless
ulations w e aim to demonstrate the utility of this type of opstop series can be understood as resulting from a pressure for
timization model in testing biological, constraint-based hysound systems to maximize ease of articulation (Willerman,
potheses on the emergence of linguistic sound patterns.
1994).
It should be noted that in spite of the use of terminology
In these examples, a language-universal sound pattern is
such as "fitness" and "selection" the model is not a model of
identified and explained as resulting from a constraint that is
language evolution. T h e goal is to demonstrate that specific
either perceptual or articulatory. Like in the specific examperceptual and articulatory constraints, which are hypotheples provided above, the sound patterns that are usually exsized to create the regular syllable systems of language via
plained are context-free segmental patterns. O n e might wonselection, are in fact capable of doing so.
der whether these types of perceptual and articulatory explanations will also be sufficient to account for patterns that arise
The Emergent Syllable System (ESS) Model
from the organization of segments into larger units such as
syllables. MacNeilage (1998) has proposed an articulatoryIn order to simulate the emergence of syllable systems, it
based hypothesis to explain one aspect of super-segmental
is necessary to simulate the emergence of a vocabulary of
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The openness scores were derived from measurements m a d e
by Lindblom (1983).

words. This is because the syllable system of a language
can be determined from the organization of phonemes in the
words of that language. Thus our model, which will be referred to as the Emergent Syllable Systems model, or E S S ,
simulates the emergence of a "vocabulary" of "words."

Constraints

Architecture of Vocabulary Evolution
The E S S model is based on Symbiotic Evolution (Moriarty
and Miikkulainen, 1996). In this method, genetic algorithms
evolve a population of partial solutions that combine to yield
an optimal solution to the given problem. In the present adaptation of this model a set of words are randomly generated to
form vocabularies and the "fitness" of these vocabularies is
evaluated according to a set of specified perceptual and articulatory constraints. T h efitnessesof all vocabularies that a
word participates in are averaged to get afitnessfor the word.
Words are then sorted according to theirfitnessvalues and a
percentage of the best words are bred to create a n e w population of words. T h e subsequent generation of vocabularies
is then randomly selected from this population, and so on. In
this way, words that participate in successful vocabularies are
more likely to reproduce and become highly represented in
the population. Via this process the search space of potential
vocabularies is explored until a vocabulary with high fitness,
satisfying the constraints as well as possible, is discovered.

T h efitnessmeasure in the E S S model incorporates a number of constraints, each of which is based on the premise that
the sound patterns of language emerge in response to selection factors provided by the perceptual and articulatory systems of language speakers and listeners. T h e constraints are
weighted by the experimenter. T h e weight values determine
the penalties that lessfitvocabularies (and consequently their
constituent words) receive during evaluation if they violate
the constraints. T h e penalties are added together to determine
thefitnessfor the vocabulary. In the present simulations the
following constraints were used:
1. No two identical words are allowed in the vocabulary.
Thisfirstconstraint follows directly from the function of language. Different concepts will only be understood if they are
labeled with different acoustic patterns. Given that words are
represented as strings of phonemes and vocabularies consist
of a set of these strings, the constraint is easily implemented
by comparing each word in the vocabulary to every other
word on a phoneme by phoneme basis. T h e penalty Pi associated with this constraint is calculated as:

Word Representation

(1)

The vocabularies each consist of a set of words (25 in these
simulations) that have been randomly drawn from the entire
population of words. In thefirstgeneration, the words represent random concatenations of phonemes. These phoneme
strings have a m a x i m u m length (set to 15 in these simulations), but words m a y be of any length under the m a x i m u m
length. In the subsequent generations, a new population of
words is produced by "interbreeding" the best words (i.e.,
words with the highestfitness)from the previous generation.
Interbreeding takes place through crossover where a portion
of one word is concatenated to a portion of another word to
form an offspring word. T h e offspring is novel, but no longer
randomly organized, since it contains parts of words that have
been found to be highlyfit.A fixed rate of mutation is also applied. For each phoneme, there isfixedprobability (1%) that
the phoneme will be replaced by another, randomly-selected
phoneme. Mutation ensures that diversity is maintained in the
population of words outside of the crossover operations.
Phoneme Representation
In the present simulations, the phonemes include [i, a, u, p, t,
k, s, 1, n]. These phonemes are encoded in the model along the
following dimensions: (1) vowel height; (2) vowel front-back
dimension; (3) vowel roundedness; (4) consonantal place
of articulation; (5) consonantal manner of articulation; (6)
consonantal voicing characteristics; (7) segment class (either
consonant or vowel); and (8) jaw openness scores. Parameters (1) - (7) are the standard distinctive features proposed
by Chomsky and Halle (1968) to describe consonants and
vowels. Parameter (8) jaw openness scores - reflects an
articulatory characteristic of consonants and vowels that is
not included in standard feature lists. This parameter was
included in order to test the hypothesis that mandibular oscillation plays the main organizational role in syllable systems.
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where H^i is the weight associated with this constraint, x and
y are words in the vocabulary, and
• _ / 1

ifVp Xp = yp,

otherwise,
'^~\0 o

(2)

where Xp is phoneme p in word x.
2. Short words are preferred. This constraint assumes that
the utterance of every segment in speech requires energy, and
that natural systems try to conserve energy. T h e production
of longer words therefore requires more energy than the production of shorter words. Consequently, all other things being
equal, the system should favor shorter words. This constraint
is implemented by counting the total number of segments in
the vocabulary and dividing the s u m by the largest possible
number of segments in the vocabulary:

Wi

^ - f k E E ^ .

(3)

where W 2 is the weight associated with this constraint, x is a
word in the vocabulary, p is a p h o n e m e in this word, N x is the
number of words in the vocabulary (25 in these simulations),
and N p is the m a x i m u m length of the phoneme string (15 in
these simulations).
3. The sound structure of different words should be as
different as possible. This constraint assumes that the cognitive task of accessing the conceptual structure that underlies
language is m a d e easier if the different labels that encode different concepts are as perceptually distinct from one another
as possible.

Given the elaborate representation of phonemes in E S S it
is possible to construct a metric of similarity between words
that is based, in part, on the similarity of the characteristics of
the phonemes in words and, in part, on the position within the
word in which the phoneme occurs. Each word in the vocabulary is compared with every other word in the vocabulary,
and the number of c o m m o n features shared by each of the
phonemes in the corresponding positions is counted:
P3 =

W3_
NfNi E E E E ^ - ' v p / '
I yjtx p

Table 1: Initial and final vocabularies in the mandibular condition.
Initial

8

nkksnusupiipas
tast

ts
ukn
i
upil

(4)

f

_
_
kusnitkau
_

usuksukanisaks
where W 3 is the weight associated with this constraint, x and
y are words in the vocabulary, p is a phoneme location in
these words, / is a feature in the phoneme, N f is the number
of features in the language (8 in these simulations), Ni is the
number of phonemes in the language (9 in these simulations),
and

,

,_ / 1

^'VPf - -j^ 0

otherwise,

'^fxpf=ypf^
(5)

1
nuuatlapl
nnktsksnpkktlk

s
nlnial
kilnpauuutlaap
aintttuitukinl
np
atsnip
ianaitlui

Final
nunlpui
sipl
suslps
su
nuna
nana
tunika
tusl
tusa
sapas
sunas
tunl
sunlsn
sitasp
pnsas
kkunls
ltlsn
slsis
nipl
pisls
kltls
kuts
tuslpul
tlnin
tusls

where Xpj is feature / of phoneme p in word x.
4. Mandibular oscillation. The mandibular oscillation constraint is based on work by Davis and MacNeilage (1995),
w h o suggest that simple syllable structure is derived from
the basic cyclic gesture of mouth opening and closing.
The constraint implies that in the sequential organization of
phonemes, each phoneme must move away from the position
of the preceding segment either towards openness or closure
until a m a x i m u m openness or closure is attained. Once at the
m a x i m u m , the following segment must m o v e in the opposite
direction. In the present model, the constraint has been implemented to encourage a maximal difference in jaw height
between adjacent segments. Openness scores (parameter 8
above) for adjacent segments are compared and the differences in openness are calculated:
P44 ==

H^4
/
= ,
E x y/Epiop - Op+i)^

(6)

where W 4 is the weight associated with this constraint, x is a
word in the vocabulary, p is a phoneme in the word, and Op is
the "openness" feature of phoneme p. B y this method, vocabularies with the biggest difference scores receive the smallest
fraction of the penalty associated with the constraint

3. In addition to constraints 1 and 2, constraint 4 was included, that is, the sequential organization of phonemes
was constrained by mandibular oscillation.'
The hypothesis was that a vocabulary with a simpler syllable system, that is, one with more C V syllables and fewer
consonantal clusters, would be produced only in the condition where the organization of phonemes into words was constrained by mandibular oscillation.
In all three conditions, the best vocabulary of 25 words was
taken from the 750th generation of evolution. The 750th generation was chosen because by this point die progress in fitness had leveled off. Twelve simulations were run in each
condition. Each simulation began at a different starting point
(generated with a different random number seed), but from
the same point in each condition. Table 1 shows example initial and final vocabularies in the mandibular oscillation condition.
The final best vocabularies (of the 750th generation) were
analyzed in terms of (1) the number of consonants and vowels
they contained, (2) the number of C V syllables, and (3) word
initial and word final consonant cluster sequences. Repeated
measure analyses of variance ( A N O V A ) were conducted to
test the strength of the differences between differentially constrained vocabularies.

Experiments
T h e set of simulations described in this paper explore h o w
different constraints effect the sequential organization of
phonemes within evolving vocabularies. Vocabularies were
evolved under three separate conditions in the E S S model:

Results and Discussion
Simple Syllable Structure

A n analysis of the number of C V syllables present in each
condition showed that, in keeping with the prediction, more
V syllables occurred in the condition in which the organiza1. As a control, only constraints 1 and 2 were active, thatC is,
tion of phonemes was constrained by mandibular oscillation
no constraint was placed on the sequential organization of
than in either of the other two conditions.
phonemes.
2. In addition to constraints 1 and 2, constraint 3 was in- 'Which of the constraints are included in the simulation makes
a big difference, but the relative weighting of the consU-aints is not
cluded, that is, the system was constrained to produce a
crucial. Values Ci = 1000, C3 = 5000, C* = 10000 were used
vocabulary of words that were maximally perceptually disthroughout, and d = 10000 was used for the control, C j = 7000
tinct from one another.
for the perceptual, and C j = 2500 for the mandibular condition.
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Figure 1: T h e average n u m b e r of total C V syllable tokens in
twelve final vocabularies is plotted as a function of simulation
condition.

Control
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Figure 3: T h e average n u m b e r of C C clusters and C V syllables are plotted as a function of condition in simulations
where afifth,mandatory vowel, constraint w a s included.

Perceptual

Figure 2: T h e average n u m b e r of C C clusters and C V syllables are plotted as a function of conditions.

Figure 1 presents this result graphically. T h e average n u m ber of C V syllables per vocabulary is plotted o n the y-axis
and the different conditions are plotted o n the x-axis. There
was a significant difference between the mandibular condition on one hand and the r a n d o m and perceptual conditions
on the other (F(l) = 7.9,p < .01). This effect w a s not due
to a higher ratio of vowels to consonants in the vocabulary.
A n analysis of the relative ratios of vowels to consonants in
the three conditions indicated that a significant difference existed between the conditions (F(2,11) = 21.48, p < .01),
but it was the perceptual condition, not the mandibular oscillation condition, that exhibited a higher ratio of vowels to
consonants than the other t w o conditions. Thus, the large
number of C V syllables present in the vocabularies that were
constrained by mandibular oscillation indicate that this constraint provides a powerful organizational force.
Complexity of Organization

Mandibular

pler than vocabularies that were not constrained or that were
constrained in another manner. All conditions had the s a m e
average n u m b e r of nonmedial consonant clusters (Figure 2).
A n even m o r e disturbing finding w a s that in all conditions,
the average n u m b e r of nonmedial clusters exceeded the average total n u m b e r of C V syllables. However, an examination of the types of consonant sequences indicated that clusters in the mandibular oscillation condition were systematically organized according to the close-open cycle such that
the most "closed" consonants occurred at the edges of syllables (words) and the most "open" consonants occurred in
the nucleus of the syllable (Table 1). This result contrasted
with the results from the other two conditions where a single
consonant w a s often repeated diree or four times.
"Syllabic consonants" exist in a n u m b e r of languages including the famous examples of Bella Coola and Berber.
Nevertheless, languages in which s o m e syllable peaks are
consonantal are m u c h rarer than languages in which all syllable peaks must be vocalic. In addition, these exceptional languages have m u c h larger consonantal inventories than the 6consonant and 3-vowel inventories used to evolve these (tiny)
vocabularies. If pure combinatorics is at w o r k in shaping
the structure of these actual language vocabularies, it might
be expected that vocabularies with m a n y m o r e consonants
than vowels would have syllables with consonantal peaks,
but, again, this is not the case here. T h e fact that so m a n y
sequences of adjacent consonants are found, even in the vocabularies consU-ained by mandibular oscillation, therefore,
indicates that other constraints m a y be operative in the organization of p h o n e m e s into syllables.
T o verify this hypothesis, a second set of simulations w a s
run with an additional constraint included in all three conditions. This constraint specified that each word in a vocabulary
must contain a vowel:

A second aspect of sound structure is the relative complexity
Ps = w^Y.t^,
(7)
of the syllable structures found in each condition. Clusters, or
phoneme sequences that consist of t w o or m o r e adjacent conwhere W 5 is the weight associated with this constraint, x is a
sonants, are typical of m o r e complex syllable structure. Thus,
word in the vocabulary, and
the number of clusters at the beginning and end of words were
counted for each of the vocabularies.
ifVp Xp 6 [p, t, k, s, 1, n],
(8)
T h e results of this analysis did not support the hypotheotherwise,
sis that vocabularies in which the sequential organization of
where Xp is phoneme p in word x.
phonemes w a s constrained by mandibular oscillation are sim-
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Initial
Final
pisansk
itap
ussnappklsnnka pist
ipnp
pisini
ipi
pisu
lisukl
sus
spnuksp
knplsssl
sasukl
P.
sanuksp
ukn
sasu
klnuanu
takunt
tk
pusun
klnuanu
sasuns
kuninpauklnnak
stiuemsatnskla salap
spnuki
sululal
snkunsa
nps
iisuascinuspsup siku
pisunlk
psnuti
pikaks
pi
sisukls
apapkaillul
pnlsnlstilkapt pusukls
san
Itunissu
nalpkuiusasunu pisani
The vocabularies evolved under this constraint should have
psalpssiipla
lisukls
an increased vowel-to-consonant
ratio.
This constraint was
Intialkik
siklni
developed in a post-hoc fashion, butDunanu
the results are nevertheless informative. Table 2 gives an example initial and final
vocabulary in the mandibular oscillation condition, and Figure 3 shows the average number of C C and C V structures.
W h e n more vowels are present in the vocabulary, and the
serial organization of phonemes is constrained by mandibular
oscillation, m a n y more C V syllables occur while the number
of initial andfinalclusters remains stable. The increase in C V
syllables relative to the number of clusters results in a system
with more realistic proportions than in the preceding simulations. Note also that even with a greater presence of vowels
in the vocabularies, if serial organization is not constrained or
if it is constrained following a perceptual criterion, few C V
syllables emerge.
T h e results from this last set of simulations imply that,
although mandibular oscillation provides an important constraint on the sequential organization of phonemes, other constraints are also operative in the emergence of a syllable system, and the E S S system is a useful tool in identifying them.
T h e nature of these other constraints will be explored in future research.
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Conclusion
The E S S model demonstrates that specific perceptual and articulatory constraints are capable of creating, via selection,
the regular syllable systems of language. The model can be
used to veri^ hypotheses about the emergence of particular
sound patterns by assessing the relative power of specific, hypothesized constraints.
In future work the model will be scaled up so that larger vocabularies with larger phonemic inventories can be evolved.
The purpose will be to provide comprehensive demonstrations that sound patterns could have emerged during evolution from the selection forces provided by the perceptual and
articulatory systems of language users.
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Abstract

Iconicity a n d S e m a n t i c E x t e n s i o n

The meanings expressed by reduplication, or linguistic doubling, are similar across a wide array of languages. Interestingly, some of these shared meanings do not concern doubling,
repetition, or plurality. This non-arbitrariness of the sign may
be attributable to the interplay of two forces: iconicity, and
conceptually-based semantic extension. Cross-linguistic evidence supporting this account is presented. More generally,
this paper argues that the interaction of iconicity and semantic extension constitutes a potentially powerful source of nonarbitrariness in the mapping between sound and meaning.
Introduction
While the relationship between sound and meaning in language is largely arbitrary (de Saussure, 1966), there are exceptions to this general rule. O n e of these can be found in
reduplication, or linguistic doubling. While this form expresses an array of meanings cross-linguistically, there is a
core set of meanings which recur so frequently and in so
many languages as to demand explanation.
Consider for example the English words dum-dum, claptrap, nitwit, and riffraff. These words have two things in
c o m m o n : a reduplicative form, and an element of contempt
in the meaning. O n e can also cite examples such as arbitraryshmarbitrary, based on a productive borrowing from Yiddish.
Moving further linguistically afield w efindUzbek ikir-chikir
(petty, trivial, idle) and Farsi chart-o-part (irrelevant talk,
nonsense), a m o n g m a n y others. This phenomenon is intriguing because the connection between contempt and doubling
is not an obvious one.
Other senses that recur cross-linguistically include small,
scatter, lack of control, plurality, intensity, affection, baby,
continuity, and completion (Moravcsik, 1978; Niepokuj,
1991; Regier, 1994). There is no simple abstraction over the
set of meanings expressed by reduplication. But the set of
meanings is not boundless either, and in fact covers only a
relatively small region of semantic space (Moravcsik, 1978).
Interestingly, the same fairly specific meaning is often expressed by reduplication in unrelated languages. It is exceedingly unlikely that this would occur either by chance,
or through widespread borrowing. W h a t is happening, then?
And what are the ramifications for the doctrine of the arbitrariness of the sign?

This paper suggests that the observed regularities may result from the interplay of two forces. O n e force is iconicity or sound symbolism - a "direct linkage between sound
and meaning" (Hinton et al., 1994). For example, m a n y languages use reduplication in baby talk, that register of the language used w h e n addressing small children (Ferguson, 1964;
Haynes and Cooper, 1986). Since babies themselves reduplicate extensively in learning to speak (Fee and Ingram,
1982; Ferguson, 1983; Schwartz et al., 1980), it is understandable w h y doubling and babies would c o m e to be associated, and this association reflected in a variety of unrelated
languages. Similarly, the widespread use of reduplication to
express repetition and plurality is self-explanatory. But what
about other widely attested meanings, such as contempt? In
such cases, there is no clear mirror of the meaning in the doubled form.
This is where the second force comes into play, building
on thefirst.Meaning m a y spread, either synchronically or
over the history of a language. Once reduplication marks
one meaning in a language, it m a y c o m e to also mark others that are closely conceptually related. A n d this process
of semantic extension m a y then repeat itself, chaining out to
yet other meanings (Bybee et al., 1994; Heine et al., 1991;
Lakoff, 1987; Sweetser, 1990). For example, the iconically
grounded notion of baby is clearly related to the notion small.
Thus, w e might expect to find reduplication expressing small
in some languages - and w e do. In its turn, small is conceptually close to contempt, as small things tend to be dismissible
(small fry, peanuts). Thus, reduplication m a y mark contempt
in s o m e languages because of a trail of semantic extension
from the iconically grounded sense of baby, through small.
to contempt. Categories formed of senses chained together
in this fashion have been termed 'radial categories' (Lakoff,
1987).
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Figure 1 illustrates the central theoretical claim being advanced here: that the interaction of these two forces can account for what might otherwise be a puzzling set of crosslinguistic regularities in the semantics of reduplication. W e
begin by noting that dissimilar senses can be iconically
grounded in the same form. In this case, baby, repetition,
and plurality are all taken to be sound-symbolically related
to the form itself - this is shown by the dashed lines cross-

reduplication

SOUND

MEANING
repetition

j j ^

smal
intensity ""^

affection

spread, scatter
V

continuation
j f lack of control

attenuation
contempt

/ completi

non-uniformity

Figure 1: T h e interaction of iconicity and semantic extension

ing the sound-meaning divide. Motivation has already been
given for baby, and the other two d o not require much. Each
of these three senses then serves as the root node for a tree of
related concepts. Links between senses are initially posited
on the basis of apparent conceptual relatedness, and motivation is then sought for each of the connections. T h e senses
listed in the graph are the primary ones attested in the literature (Bybee et al., 1994; Moravcsik, 1978; Niepokuj, 1991).
T h e hypothesis is that they appear because of this interaction
between iconic and conceptual structure.
H o w can this hypothesis be tested? It makes two related
predictions, both stemming from the assumption that m u c h of
the observed regularity is conceptually rather than iconically
mediated. T h e first prediction is that w e should expect to find
each of the displayed inter-concept links implicated in the semantic extension of other linguistic forms. For example, in
the expressions small fry and peanuts w e have already seen
that terms for small things sometimes assume a contemptuous
or dismissive meaning. This observation supports the small
to contempt conceptual link in Figure 1, since it is a linguistic manifestation of that link that has nothing whatever to do
with reduplication per se. Such evidence strongly suggests
that the connection is both real, and genuinely conceptual. It
will be the burden of this paper to demonstrate that s o m e such
non-reduplicative motivation can be adduced for m a n y of the
individual links shown here, such that thisfirstprediction is
largely met. This prediction will be referred to as the local
prediction, since it concerns individual links on a one-by-one
basis.
T h e second, or global, prediction is that w e m a y expect to
find a non-reduplicative linguistic form that expresses an entire subtree of the senses in this graph. W h y should this be
expected? Because if conceptually-mediated semantic extension produces a chain from baby all the w a y out to the apparently unrelated notion of contempt in the case of reduplica-

tion, this same conceptual chain should be available to other
linguistic forms. Thus, one might expect tofind,for example,
a form associated with all senses in the circled subtree on the
left, or in the circled subtree on the right. This global prediction is met as well, as w e shall see. This paper will argue
that the entire subtree of senses rooted at baby is shared with
the ^j/nmunVe (Jurafsky, 1996): cross-linguistically, diminutives express a range of senses other than just small, including each of the senses in the baby subtree. This systematic
semantic overlap strongly suggests that these senses cohere
for conceptual reasons, rather than reasons related to linguistic form. A similar argument will be advanced concerning
the other circled subtree, rooted at spread, scatter. Each of
the senses in this subtree is expressed by the Russian verbal
prefix raz- (Regier, 1994). Again, this semantic sharing of an
entire cluster of senses with a linguistic form that is not itself
doubled suggests a conceptual basis for the particular set of
senses observed. It is significant for this argument that while
the diminutive and raz- each express a range of senses, that
range is fairly limited in both cases (Jurafsky, 1996; Regier,
1994). Thus, the sharing of specific sets of senses cannot be
attributed simply to extreme broadness of coverage of either
the diminutive, or raz-.
The central ramification of this account is simple. If there
is indeed such a conceptual rippling-out to senses that are not
themselves iconically grounded, this can generate a greater
degree of non-arbitrariness in the mapping between sound
and meaning than w e would otherwise expect. Reduplication
serves only as an instance of this more general point. The
same principle could also operate elsewhere in language.
This paper takes the following form. It considers each of
the senses in Figure 1 in turn, and provides linguistic evidence
for the local and global predictions with respect to the current sense. This supports the overall view that iconicity and
semantic extension m a y both contribute to the observed reg-

ularities in the mapping from reduplicative form to meaning.
Finally, the data are discussed as they bear on the question of
the arbitrariness of the sign.
The Senses of Reduplication

to also mean small is illustrated in such English sentences as
Look, a baby airplane, meaning a small airplane. Overlap:
The notion small is also a central sense of the diminutive, and
appears widely across languages, such as E w e kpe-vi (small
stone; kpe - stone), and Hungarian felhdcske (small cloud;
felho - cloud).

Each of the senses listed above is treated in turn. Each entry is subdivided into three parts. First, evidence is given
Attenuation
exemplifying the cross-linguistic use of reduplication to express the sense in question. Sometimes, this data will indicate Reduplication: Swahili maji-maji (somewhat wet; maji wet). Thai kaw-kdw (oldish; k d w - old), Tagalog mahiyahiya
that reduplication expresses a particular sense in the gram(be
a little ashamed; mahiya - ashamed) (Moravcsik, 1978).
mar of some language* However, coverage is also deliberLinks:
The link from small to attenuation is exemplified in
ately broadened to include non-productive uses in the lexinon-reduplicative
expressions such as It's a little cold today,
con, such as nitwit, knick-knack, and the like. M a n y of these
little, which means small, is used to atin
which
the
word
express the same senses as those expressed by more proptenuate the force of the utterance. Overlap: The diminutive
erly grammatical reduplication. The second part of the entry
lists non-reduplicative evidence for any links that m a y tie this is widely used to express attenuation, for example Hungarian
nagyocska (fairly large; nagy - large) and Greek ksinutsikos
sense to its predecessors in the semantic network - in support
(sourish; ksinos - sour).
of the local prediction. Finally, the third part lists evidence
for any overlap this sense m a y exhibit with the diminutive, or
Contempt
with raz-, in support of the global prediction.
Reduplication: Bengali bhethor-shethor (in, but that is inBaby
significant; bhethor in), Dutch mik-mak (worthless collection), English claptrap, hillbilly, G e r m a n Pille-palle (inReduplication: English baby, French bebe, and Tamil papa
significant things), and Yiddish layfen-shmayfen (running is
(baby). In addition to these lexical examples, many languages
use reduplication productively to mark baby register, that reg- beside the point; layfen - to run). Links: W e have already
seen motivation for the link from small to contempt in the
ister used when addressing babies (Ferguson, 1964; Haynes
English expressions small fry and peanuts. Overlap: A s one
and Cooper, 1986). This is exemplified by the English forms
might expect, given the existence of such a link, the diminuGeorgie-Porgie, doggy-woggy, and there there. Links: The
tive is also often used to express contempt. Consider for exiconic grounding of this sense has already been motivated.
ample
Latin Graeculus (miserable Greek), and English limey
Overlap: Baby is also a central sense of the diminutive
(a
derogatory
term for an Englishman, considered a diminucross-linguistically, along with the very closely related notive
by
analogy
with doggy, Jimmy, and the like).
tions child and young. W e can see this in examples such as
This
concludes
the set of senses that overlap with senses
Ojibwa kwezens (girl; kwe - w o m a n ) , Tibetan dom-bu (bearcub; dom - bear), and N e z Perce 'iceye.ye-qen (young coyote; of the diminutive. Diminutive data listed here was obtained
from a recent cross-linguistic treatment of the semantics of
'iceye.ye - coyote).
the diminutive (Jurafsky, 1996). In this work, w e find 16 sepAffection
arate senses of the diminutive that are c o m m o n l y found in the
languages of the world. The fact that only 16 senses were
Reduplication: Arabic R a m r u m (the affectionate form of the
identified suggests that the diminutive is relatively restricted
name Rima), English honey-bunny and bye-bye (a more intiin the range of meanings it m a y assume. This grants the fivemate version of bye). Moravcsik (1978) also notes that this
sense overlap with reduplication that w e see here its signifsense appears cross-linguistically. Links: The link from baby
icance, for it means that the overlap cannot be attributed to
to affection is a pragmatically natural one. Evidence for this
broad semantic coverage on the part of the diminutive. This
link comes from the use of the term baby itself as an endearin turn suggests that the overlap m a y result from a network of
ment in English. Overlap: The diminutive is also very comshared conceptual links.
monly used to mark affection. Examples include Russian
belochka (dear little squirrel), Afrikaans oorgrootjies (dear
Repetition
great-grandparents), and English Terry (the affectionate form
Reduplication: English boogie-woogie, Mongolian bayn
of the name Terrance).
bayn (often, constantly), Sundanese guguyon (to jest repeatSmall
edly; guyon - to jest), and Tzeltal -pikpik (to touch it lightly
Reduplication: Agta walawer (small creek; wer- creek), Co- repeatedly; -pik - to touch it lightly). Links: This sense is
taken to be sound-symbolically grounded directly in the doum o x djidjidis (little tooth; djidis - tooth), and English tidbit
bled form - the repetition of the stem in the doubled form
and itty-bitty. Links: The link from baby to small is m o maps easily onto the meaning of repetition. Overlap: This
tivated by the perceptually very salient fact that babies are
sense is not a part of a systematic semantic overlap with any
small, and m a y well be the most conceptually salient class
other linguistic form currently under study.
of small things. The use of linguistic forms meaning baby
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Continuity
Reduplication:
T h e use of reduplication to express
continuity has been noticed by m a n y researchers. Reduplication expresses continuative aspect in Tagalog (French, 1988)
and Javanese (Niepokuj, 1991). In addition, the continuative
sense of reduplication is evident in Hindi kit kit (monotonous
droning on) and arguably English dilly-dally. Links: The use
of reduplication in the sense of continuity is easily motivated
from repetition. Lakoff (1987) has noted that multiplicities
are often spoken of as masses, as w e see in the sentence The
guards were posted all over the hill. Here, the multiple guards
are implicitly viewed as a mass which covers the hill. Such
examples m a y occur because w h e n a multiplicity is viewed at
a coarser level of resolution, it will appear to be a mass. While
this sentence concerns physical mass and multiplicity, it motivates the multiplicity-to-mass transformation generally. The
link from repetition to continuity is the temporal analog of
this physical example: w e blur the individual repetitions of
an action together such that conceptually it becomes a single continued action. Overlap: This sense is not a part of
a systematic semantic overlap with any other linguistic form
currently under study.
Plurality
Reduplication: The use of reduplication to express plurality
is widespread, appearing in Dakota, Agta (Niepokuj, 1991),
C o m o x (Sapir, 1915), Papago, Samoan, and numerous other
languages (Moravcsik, 1978). Links: This sense is taken to
be sound-symbolically grounded directly in the doubled form
- the plurality of elements in the form m a p s cleanly onto the
meaning of plurality. Overlap: This sense is not a part of
a systematic semantic overlap with any other linguistic form
currently under study.
Spread Out, Scatter
Reduplication: A number of languages use reduplication to
express the notion of spread out or scatter. Examples are
Japanese tokoro-dokoro (scattered) and Mongolian aravgarsaravgar (spread out). Links: The link from plurality can be
motivated by noting that the result of scattering is a plurality
of objects in a plurality of locations. However, this paper does
not present non-reduplicative linguistic evidence for this link.
In this case, w e must rely rather on the intuitive plausibility of
such a connection. Overlap: M a n y Russian verbs beginning
with the prefix raz- also have a semantics related to scattering or spreading out. Examples are razgonjat' (to disperse),
razmetat' (to scatter (s.t.); to spread (s.t.) out), raznosit'sja
(to spread), raskidyvat' (to scatter; spread), rasprostranjat'
(to spread, distribute), rasseivat' (to disperse, scatter), rassredotochivat' (to disperse), and rasstilat' (to spread).
Intensity
Reduplication: Reduplication is very widely used to express
intensity. Consider for example English a whole whole lot,
very very good, Hindi lal-lal (very red; lal - red), and M o n golian aray caray (just barely; aray • barely) and ocndon
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tdinOOn (a great deal). In addition to these examples, this
sense appears in Dakota, Turkish, Dagur, Perak Malay, Tangale (Niepokuj, 1991), Sundanese, and Thai (Moravcsik,
1978). Links: There are at least two possible sources of motivation for this sense. O n e of these is a link from plurality,
highlighted by the English expressions many thanks (Moravcsik, 1978) and a thousand pardons, in which quantity is used
to express intensity. The other is a link from spread out, or
the result of spreading out, namely enlargement. For example, w e can see from the Russian expression bol'shoe spasibo (literally, big thank-you) that size can also be used to
express intensity. Overlap: The Russian prefix raz- can be
used to express intensity of a condition or feeling: razbalivat'sja (to be or become properly ill), razobidet'sja (to take
great offense; obidet'sja - to be offended), raskaljat' (to make
scorching hot), and rasshalit'sja (to get very playful).
Completion
Reduplication: M a n y languages use reduplication to express
completion or perfectivity, particularly in the Indo-European
family (Moravcsik, 1978; Niepokuj, 1991), including Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and Gothic. Links: A possible motivation
for the use of reduplication in this sense stems from intensity:
performing an action intensely can lead to completion of the
overall action. Thus, working on a project intensely will lead
directly to completion of the project, while a more lackadaisical approach to the same project will result in its remaining in
a state of incompletion for a considerable time. However, this
paper does not present non-reduplicative linguistic evidence
for this link. In this case, w e must rely rather on the intuitive
plausibility of such a connection. Overlap: The Russian prefix raz- can be used as a perfective marker: rasserdit'sja is the
perfective form of serdit'sja (to become angry). In addition,
a number of Russian lexical entries beginning with raz- express completion: raskupat' (to buy up), raspivat' (to empty
a bottle drinking), razgadyvat' (to solve; to get to the bottom
oO. razljubit' (to stop loving), razrjazhat'sja (to run down, be
used up), and razygryvat' (to bring to a conclusion).
Lack of Control
Reduplication: Lack of control and disorder are expressed
by reduplication in a number of languages. Consider for example Danish misk-mask (mess, disorganized jumble), Dutch
schelle-belle (overly independent young w o m a n ) , English
helter-skelter, higgledy-piggledy, pell-mell, willy-nilly, Farsi
gati-pati (pell-mell), Hebrew tohu-va-bohu (chaos), and Russian tjap-ljap (anyhow, in a slipshod manner). Reduplication
is also used grammatically to express lack of conu-ol in some
Salish languages (Carlson and Thompson, 1982). Links:
This sense m a y be motivated by noting that lack of control
can easily cause spatial scattering or spreading out. This link
is highlighted in the English word scatterbrained: the notion
of scattering here is used to express mental lack of control
or absent-mindedness. W e see this link again in the colloquial American English sentence She's a very together person, which uses a word whose central sense is the opposite

of dispersion or distension to express poise and self-control,
i.e. the opposite of lack of control. Overlap: A number
of Russian verbs beginning with the raz- verbal prefix have
meanings that concern lack of control. Consider for example: razbushevat'sja (to rage, get violent, start lashing out),
razvolnovat' (to upset (s.o.)), razlazhivat'sja (to go wrong),
razmechtat'sja (to be lost in dreams), razozlit'sja (to get furious), razrydat'sja (to burst into sobs), raskaprizjnichat'sja
(to become very naughty, act up), and rasserdit' (to annoy, to
make angry).

to other linguistic forms. A s w e have seen, such linguistic evidence has been cited for links to all but two of the senses
under consideration. Thus, this local, link-based, prediction
is in large measure substantiated. T h e account also predicts,
more globally, that entire clusters of senses will be marked by
the same non-reduplicative linguistic form. A s w e have seen,
there is a subset offivesenses that are shared with the diminutive, and another subset offivesenses that are shared with the
Russian verbal prefix raz-. This sharing of entire clusters of
senses across linguistic forms strongly suggests a conceptual,
rather than purely iconic, basis for the phenomenon.

Non-Uniformity
Reduplication: Non-uniformity is sometimes expressed by
reduplication. Consider colloquial Levantine Arabic nus-nus
(half and half, a mixture of the two; nus - half), English
hodge-podge, bric-a-brac, mish-mash, Neoaramaic rangerange (in several different colors; range - color), and Tamil
ithe-athe (this and that). Links: This sense m a y be linked
to scatter, in that non-uniformity of state m a y be metaphorically viewed as non-uniformity of location - which is the
natural result of scattering. W e can see this in such colloquial
expressions as This guy's grades are all over the place, meaning that they are not at all uniform. There is a reliance here on
a very general and widespread metaphor that views abstract
states as locations (Lakoff, 1987). This sense m a y also be
iconically grounded to some extent. It is interesting to note
that the sense of non-uniformity is often expressed by nonuniformity of form. M a n y English redupiicatives with this
sense seem to exhibit variance in form between thefirstand
second instantiations of the stem, such as mish-mash. hodgepodge, knick-knacks, bric-a-brac, zig-zag. This is not the
case in all languages however; Arabic nus-nus and Neoaramaic range-range are counterexamples. Overlap: T h e Russian prefix raz- can be seen to also express non-uniformity
in examples such as: razdumat' (to change one's mind), razlichat'sja (to differ, be distinguished), raznit'sja (to differ),
raznoobrazit' (to diversify), and raskhodit'sja (to disagree,
differ).
This concludes the subset of senses that overlap with
senses of raz-. Earlier work had identified seven different senses of this verbal prefix: scatter, lack of control.
non-uniformity, intensity, completion, split, and analysis
(Regier, 1994). O f these, thefirstfiveappear to be shared
with reduplication. A s in the case of the diminutive, this semantic overlap suggests a conceptual basis for this subset of
senses, as the senses cohere across linguistic forms.
Discussion
This paper has argued that the regularities in the semantics
of reduplication stem from an interaction of iconicity and semantic extension. O n this account, some senses are iconically
grounded, and others derive from these through a conceptual
spreading-out. This account predicts that w e will be able to
find non-reduplicative manifestations of each of the links in
Figure 1 (the local prediction), since if the links truly exist and
are conceptual in nature, they should be available, one by one.
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This argument is not without its weaknesses. There are
three that d e m a n d immediate treatment, and future work will
be directed at them. Thefirstweakness is that evidence from
more languages is clearly required, to further determine just
h o w widely shared the listed senses are. T h e current paper has
relied heavily for its data on earlier published studies of reduplication. O n that basis it has simply demonstrated that each
sense is fairly widely shared - this is perhaps a reasonable beginning, but it is only that. T h e second weakness is that there
are some senses that have not yet been incorporated into the
network of senses. A n apparently fairly widespread example
is the notion game: consider English ping-pong, pall-mall,
tic-tac-toe, Basque (and n o w Spanish and English) yai-a/a/,
Hindi holi-koli, and ses-bes, the n a m e for b a c k g a m m o n in
large regions of Turkish- and Persian-influenced southwestern Asia. O n e might imagine a link to the baby cluster on
the basis of playfulness, or since the games tend to pit one
player against another, a link to plurality. But given the current lack of either local (link-based) or global (cluster-based)
support for this sense, such connections must remain speculative at this point. T h e third weakness is that it is possible,
even probable, that some of the links in the proposed graph
are incorrect. This is particularly true in light of the fact that
non-reduplicative linguistic evidence could not be found for
two of these links. A more satisfying approach to this issue
would be to provide further independent motivation for the
links, by basing the links in the graph on non-linguistic evidence, such as conceptual relatedness judgments collected
from subjects.
Returning to the central claim, however, even given such
possible flaws, it still seems quite probable that these regularities in the sound-meaning mapping can be attributed to an interaction between iconicity and semantic extension. For even
if our cross-linguistic coverage is somewhat limited, and not
all senses have been worked into the semantic network, and
s o m e of the links have been incorrectly ascertained, there remain two critical facts. First, across a range of languages, the
same general form is used to express the same fairly tightly
circumscribed set of meanings. S o m e of these meanings are
clearly iconically grounded in the form itself, and interestingly, some of them appear not to be. Second, subsets of these
senses are also expressed by other linguistic forms, suggesting that the senses travel together for reasons of conceptual
relatedness. Thus, w e have a clear exception to the arbitrari-

ness of the sign, and a strong suggestion that conceptuallymediated semantic extension may play a role in this exception.
Ultimately, reduplication is simply a case study; it establishes a principle. It is an instance in which iconicity and semantic extension seem to have conspired to violate de Saussure's doctrine in a less than transparent fashion. There may
be other instances, iconically rooted at very different spots in
semantic space. It remains to be determined to what extent
such other instances exist. But the larger ramifications of this
study lie precisely in the possibility of such other instances.
For if these two forces, iconicity and semantic extension, can
yield non-trivial regularities of the sort we have seen in the
case of reduplication, they should in principle also be able
to do so elsewhere in language. In this manner, they constitute a potentially powerful source of non-arbitrariness in the
mapping between sound and meaning.
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Abstract

similarity dissociation that implies that categorization can
be based on something besides (or in addition to) similarity
Does categorization involve more than the similarity of an comparisons. For example, categorization m a y involve the
item to a category prototype or other category members?
application of rules ("if itflies,it's a bird", Anderson, Kline,
Rips (1989) argues yes, because categorization and
& Beasley, 1979; Nosofsky, Palmeri, & McKinley, 1994;
similarity ratings sometimes diverge, indicating that they
Pazzani, 1991), or general reasoning processes (Barsalou,
are based on different factors. However, Smith and Sloman
1983; M u r p h y & Medin, 1985), such as "inference to the
(1994) suggest that such categorization/similarity
best
explanation" (Harman, 1986; Rips, 1989).
dissociations m a y be limited to special conditions. W e
In a replication of Rips' (1989) study of the effect of
examined the effect of causal relationships between
variability on categorization and similarity. Smith and
category attributes on categorization and similarity, and
Sloman (1994) asked under what conditions similarityfound that causal knowledge had a much larger effect on
categorization than on similarity. This result was obtained
versus rule-based categorization is triggered. T h e y found n o
with stimuli rich in characteristic attributes and without
evidence of a categorization/similarity dissociation w h e n the
participants thinking aloud, that is, in just those
novel item included a feature characteristic of the fixed
conditions where Smith and Sloman found categorization
category (e.g., a circular object with a 3-inch diameter that
to be solely similarity-based. Thus, the categorization/
is silver colored), or w h e n their participants did not think
similarity dissociation demonstrated by Rips is alive and
aloud while categorizing (as in Rips' study) and were asked
well, and the need for an account of categorization that
to respond "as quickly as you can while being as accurate as
goes beyond similarity is again highlighted.
possible". These results suggest that cases of categorization
that involve more than simple similarity comparisons m a y
The abilities to categorize and note similarities among
be rare, limited perhaps to circumstances where the
objects and events are central to virtually all cognitive
categorizer feels the need to justify his or her decision, and
processes, including reasoning, problem solving, decision
only with artificially sparse stimuli.
making, and m e m o r y storage and retrieval. Not surprisingly
Categorization is so central to all of cognition that it is
then, researchers have tried hard to unveil the relationship
crucial to determine under what conditions categorizers
between categorization and similarity. O n e possibility that
employ rules and explanatory/causal reasoning in addition to
has received empirical support is that categorization largely
similarity relations. A s discussed above, demonstrations of
consists of similarity comparisons: A n item will be placed
categorization/similarity dissociations have also involved
in a category to the extent that it is similar to a category
causally-central essential attributes. In this study w e tested
prototype or to other category m e m b e r s (Smith & Medin,
whether the conditions that eliminated the dissociation in
1981). This reduction of categorization to similarity, if true,
Smith and Sloman (characteristic features and no thinkis important because it suggests that the focus of research
alouds) would also eliminate it with categories laden with
should be on similarity itself rather than on categorization.
inter-attribute causal relationships. W e found that the
However, there is also evidence that categorization cannot
presence of causal relationships affected categorization m u c h
always can be reduced to similarity. For example. Rips
more than similarity, even with stimuli rich in characteristic
(1989) found that while most undergraduates classified a
features and without participants thinking-aloud.
novel item (e.g., a circular object with a 3-inch diameter)
into a variable category (e.g., pizzas) rather than a fixed-size
Method
one (e.g., quarters), they judged the item to be more similar
to thefixed-sizecategory (see also Fried & Holyoak, 1984;
Materials
Rips & Collins, 1993). Rips also found that changes to
O u r goal w a s to create materials that described categories
"essential" properties of natural kinds that are causallythat could really exist. W e constructed six categories: t w o
central (e.g., level of maturation) influenced categorization
biological kinds (Kehoe Ants, Lake Victoria Shrimp), t w o
more than similarity (for related research with children, see
nonliving natural kinds (Myastars, Meteoric S o d i u m
Carey, 1985; G e l m a n & W e l l m a n , 1991; Keil, 1989).
Carbonate), and two artifacts (Romanian Rogos, Neptune
Because categorization ratings did not always agree with
Personal Computers). Each category had four binary
similarity ratings, these studies demonstrate a categorization/
attributes, the values of which were either abnormal or
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normal relative to its superordinate category. For each
attribute, the base rates were described as 7 5 % for the
abnormal value and 2 5 % for the normal value, which are
henceforth referred to as the characteristic and uncharacteristic
values. The attributes for Kehoe Ants are shown in Table 1.

Procedure

Table 1

Al
A2
A3
A4

Attribute
k o n sulfate
in blood
Immune
system
Consistency
of blood
Nest
building

Characteristic
Value
High

Uncharacteristic
Value
Normal

Hyperactive

Normal

Thick

Normal

Fast

Normal

While participants in the control condition were given no
other information about the category, those in the c o m m o n cause and common-effect conditions were also taught about
three causal relationships arranged in the patterns shown in
Figure 1. In the common-cause condition, one attribute, A l ,
was the cause of the other three attributes, while in the
common-effect condition, one attribute, A 4 , was caused by
the other three attributes. These causal patterns have been
useful in past research (Waldmann, Holyoak, & Fratianne,
1995), because they manifest the asymmetries inherent in
causal (as opposed to simply associative) relationships:
While the effect attributes in the common-cause pattern (A2,
A 3 , A 3 ) should be correlated with one another (because they
have a c o m m o n cause), the cause attributes of the c o m m o n effect pattern (Al, A 2 , A 3 ) should not be correlated.

A1
A2

A1

A4

A3
Common-Cause

Common-Effect
Figure 1

Each causal link was described as the characteristic value
of one attribute causing the characteristic value of another
attribute, and included some detail of the causal mechanism
involved. For example, the cause linking A l and A 2 of
Kehoe Ants was described as "Blood high in iron sulfate
causes a hyperactive i m m u n e system. Iron sulfate molecules
are detected as foreign by the i m m u n e system, and the
i m m u n e system is highly active as a result".
Participants
252 University of Colorado undergraduates received course
credit for participating in this experiment, and were
randomly assigned in equal numbers to one of the six
categories, and to either the common-cause, the c o m m o n effect, or the control condition.

All phases of the experiment were conducted by computer.
Participantsfirststudied several screens of information about
the category at their o w n pace. Participants in the control
condition received a cover story, attributes, and attribute
values and their base rates ( 7 5 % / 2 5 % for the characteristic/
uncharacteristic values). Participants in the common-cause
and common-effect conditions also received a description of
three causal relationships, and a diagram depicting those
relationships. W h e n ready, participants took a multiplechoice test that tested them on the knowledge they had just
studied. Participants could request help which led the
computer to re-present the information about the category.
Participants were required to retake the test until they
committed 0 errors and made 0 requests for help.
Participants then performed three tasks (counterbalanced
for order): a categorization task, a similarity rating task, and
an induction task. (Space limitations prevent us from
reporting the induction results, which are not discussed
further.) During the categorization task, participants rated the
category membership of exemplars on a 20-point scale.
There were 32 exemplars, consisting of all possible 16
examples that could be formed from four binary attributes,
each presented twice. The attribute values of each exemplar
were presented in order (1-4) on the computer screen.
During the similarity task, participants rated the similarity
of two exemplars on a 9-point scale. Participant rated 32
pairs of exemplars randomly generated subject to the
constraint that no pair was repeated and the pair never
consisted of the same exemplar. N o feedback was provided
during either the categorization or similarity tasks.
Results
W e report results of the categorization task and the
similarity task. T o facilitate comparisons, ratings from both
tasks werefirstconverted to a 0-100 scale.
Categorization Results
The categorization results were analyzed by performing a
multiple regression for each participant. Four predictor
variables (ai, a2, &3, m ) were coded as -1 if the attribute
value was uncharacteristic, and +1 if it was characteristic.
The regression weight associated with each aj represents the
influence of that attribute on a participant's categorization
ratings. Positive weights will result if participants make use
of the 7 5 % / 2 5 % base rates for characteristic and
uncharacteristic values, that is, if a characteristic value
increases the categorization rating and an uncharacteristic
value decreases it. A n additional six predictor variables were
constructed by computing the multiplicative interaction
between each pair of attributes: aia2, aia3, aia4, a2a4,
a3a4, and a2a3. The resulting interaction terms are coded as
-1 if one of the attributes has an uncharacteristic value and
the other a characteristic value, and -i-l if the values are both
characteristic or both uncharacteristic. These interaction
terms can be considered second-order configural properties
like those assumed by feature-frequency models of
categorization (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1977). For those
attribute pairs on which a causal relationship was defined.
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the configural property can be interpreted as representing
whether the causal relationship is confirmed (+1, cause and
effect both present or both absent) or violated (-1, cause
present and effect absent, or cause absent and effect present).
The regression weight associated with such a configural
property is the influence that confirmation or violation of a
causal relationship had on categorization ratings, with a
positive weight indicating that confirmation leads to a
higher categorization rating and violation to a lower one.
The regression weights averaged over participants in the
common-cause, common-effect, and control conditions are
presented in Figure 2. A s expected, in all conditions the
weights given to the four attributes (ai, a2, as, &4) were
positive, indicating that participants used the base rate
information w h e n generating categorization ratings. In
addition, in the common-effect condition, the common-effect
(34) had greater weight (8.11) than the three causes (7.02,
5.64, and 4.32 for ai, a2, and 33, respectively). In the
common-cause condition, the common-cause (aj) carried
greater weight (8.54) than the three effects (3.94, 4.19, and
3.82 for a2, a3, and 34). Note that in the control condition
the first attribute also had greater weight (8.62) than
attributes 2-4 (6.77, 6.81, and 6.52), an effect w e believe is
due to the first attribute always appearing first in an
exemplar's list of attribute values. T o s o m e extent, the
greater salience of thefirstattribute explains the greater
weight associated with the common-cause in the c o m m o n cause condition. However, the difference between ai and 32,
33,34 is greater in the common-cause condition (4.56) than
in the control condition (2.20), so the greater weight of the
common-cause cannot be explained solely by the greater
salience of thefirstattribute.
These conclusions are supported by statistical analysis.
W e carried out a 3 (causal pattern condition: common-cause,
common-effect, control) by 6 (category) by 3 (order of
category task:first,second, or third) by 4 (attribute: 1, 2, 3
or 4) analysis of variance on the regression weights, with
repeated measures on the last factor. The pattern of weights
for the four attributes differed significantly between the
common-cause and common-effect conditions (significant
interaction between the common-cause/common-effect
contrast and the attribute factor: F(3, 696)= 11.50,
MSE=22.3, p<.0001), and the pattern of weights in each of
these conditions differed significantly from the control
condition (F(3, 696)=2.67, M S E = 2 2 . 3 , p<.05 for c o m m o n cause, F(3, 696)=6.14, M S E = 2 2 . 3 , p<.001 for c o m m o n effect). In the c o m m o n - c a u s e condition, the weight
associated with the c o m m o n cause was significantly greater
than the weights of the three effect attributes (F(l,
76)=40.73, M S E = 4 3 . 5 , p<.0001). In the common-effect
condition, the weight associated with the c o m m o n effect was
significantly greater than the weights of the three causes
(F(l, 76)=20.47, M S E = 1 2 . 4 , p<.0001).
Figure 2 also demonstrates that causal knowledge affected
the weight given to configural properties. T h e configural
properties corresponding to those attribute pairs assigned
causal relationships had substantial positive weights in both
the common-cause condition (4.66, 4.15, and 3.87 for aia2,
ajas, and 3134), and the common-effect condition (3.02,
2.89, and 3.21 for 3134, 3234, and 3334). In other words,
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Categorization Regression W e i g h t s
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Common Cause

• Common Effect
'#---- Control
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Figure 2

categoriz3tion r3tings were higher if a pair of attributes
confirmed a C3us3l rel3tionship that p3rticip3nts had learned,
and lower if the pair violated that relationship. A 3 (csusal
p3ttem) by 6 (c3tegory) by 3 (order of category task) by 6
(configural property) A N O V A on the regression weights
revealed that the pattern of configural property weights in
the common-cause and common-effect conditions differed
from one another (F(10, 1160)=26.79, M S E = 1 0 . 0 , p<.0001)
and each differed from the control condition (F(5,
1160)=10.56, M S E = 1 0 . 0 , p<.0001; F(5, 1160)=7.65,
M S E = 1 0 . 0 , p<.0001). Weights of the configural properties
corresponding to the three causal relationships differed
significantly from the control condition (all p's<.0001), in
both the common-cause and common-effect conditions.
A further result of note is that in the common-cause
condition the regression weights for the interactions between
the effect 3ttributes (1.39, 1.47, 3nd 1.48 for 3234, 3334, 3nd
3233) were signifiC3ntly different from the control condition
(p<.05). In other words, c3tegoriz3tion rstings were higher if
two effect 3ttributes were both unch3r3cteristic or both
ch3r3Cteristic, 3nd lower if one W3S uncharacteristic and the
other characteristic. A property of common-cause C3us3l
p3ttems is th3t effect 3ttributes will be corrected, bec3use of
their c o m m o n c3use. In fsct, p3rticipants in the c o m m o n cause condition exhibited this knowledge by weighting the
correlation between the effects w h e n making c3tegoriz3tion
decisions. This is evidence th3t they were tre3ting the C3us3l
rel3tionships 3s more th3n simple 3ssoci3tions 3nd engsging
in 3 form of C3us3l re3soning. In contr3st, the c o m m o n effect p3ttern of C3us3l rel3tionships does not imply the
existence of correlations between cause attributes, and, in
fact, in this study the parameter estimates for these
interaction terms (3132, 3133, 3nd 3233) did not differ
signifiC3ntly from the control condition (sU Fs<l). This
result replic3tes other findings th3t people tske into 3ccount
the asymmetries inherent in caus3l rel3tionships (W3ldmann
& Holyoak, 1992; W 3 l d m 3 n n et 3I., 1995).
W e 3sked whether the psttem of weights shown in Figure
2 W3S represent3tive of most psrticipants. O f the 168
c o m m o n - c a u s e and common-effect p3rticip3nts, 5 %
exhibited the p3ttem of 3ttribute weights shown in Figure 2
but not the p3ttern of configural fe3ture weights, 1 3 %

exhibited the pattern of configural feature weights but not
the pattern of attribute weights, and 2 0 % exhibited both.
4 5 % exhibited a similarity-based, or "family resemblance",
strategy in which there was no discernible use of the causal
knowledge. Thus, the group means in Figure 2 do not
represent the categorization strategy used by most
participants, i.e., substantial individual differences existed.

Similarity Regression W e i g h t s
Common Cause

^ Common Effect
60

Control

I
B
O

Similarity Results
T h e similarity results were also analyzed with a multiple
regression per participant. Four predictors (mai, m a 2 , m a 3 ,
m a 4 ) were formed by multiplying aj of the first exemplar
with aj of the second, the result being that each maj w a s
coded as -1 if the values of attribute i in the two exemplars
mismatched (i.e., one uncharacteristic and one characteristic)
and +1 if they matched (i.e., both characteristic or both
uncharacteristic). Six predictors (maia2, maias, maia4,
ma2a4, ma3a4, and ma2a3) were formed by multiplying ajaj
of the first exemplar with aiaj of the second, the result being
that each maiaj was coded as -1 if the configural property in
the two exemplars mismatched and +1 if they matched.
Matches (either between attributes or configural properties)
that increase the rated similarity of two exemplars will
manifest themselves with positive regression weights.
Figure 3 presents the regression weights averaged over
participants in the three causal conditions. T h e pattern of
weights given to matches of attributes (ma].4) mirrors the
attribute weights found for the categorization results (Figure
2). In the common-cause condition, whether the c o m m o n cause attributes matched in the two exemplars (maj)
influenced similarity ratings more (weight of 14.24) than
matches on the three effect attributes (weights of 11.86,
11.50, and 9.86 for ma2-4). In the common-effect condition,
matches between the common-effects (ma4) had greater
weight (11.76) than matches on the three cause attributes
(11.13, 10.10, and 9.83 for mai.3). Statistical analysis
confirmed that the pattern of weights differed significantly
between the common-cause and common-effect conditions
(F(3, 696)=11.88, M S E = 1 6 . 5 , p<.0001) and each of these
conditions differed from the controls (F(3, 696)=5.15,
M S E = 1 6 . 5 , p<.005; F(3, 696)=2.30, M S E = 1 6 . 5 , p<.10). In
the common-cause condition, the weight associated with
matching c o m m o n causes w a s significantly greater than
effect matches (F(l. 76)= 13.72, M S E = 5 8 , 2 , p<.0005). In
the common-effect condition, the weight associated with
matching c o m m o n effects w a s significantly greater than the
cause matches (F(l, 76)=32.36, M S E = 1 8 . 4 , p<.0001).
T h e weights for matches between configural features
(Figure 3) were small and not appreciably different from the
control condition. While the pattern of these weights differed
significantly between the common-cause and common-effect
condition (F(5, 1160)=4.64, M S E = 7 . 5 , p<.0005). neither of
these conditions differed significantly from the control
condition (F(5, 1160)= 1.46, M S E = 7 . 5 , p=.21 for c o m m o n cause; F(5, 1160)=!.72, M S E = 7 . 5 , p=.13 for c o m m o n effect). Thus, while the causal relationships that participants
learned affected similarity ratings by changing the weight, or
salience, of matches between attributes, matches between
configural features that code whether a causal relationship
was confirmed or violated had no effect on similarity ratings.

O

14-

I
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Figure 3
A Categorization/Similarity Dissociation
W e have shown that categorization ratings, but not
similarity ratings, are affected by whether causal
relationships are confirmed or violated in presented
exemplars. W e illustrate this result with two examples.
Figure 4a presents the categorization ratings of 0111 and the
similarity of 0111 to the category prototype 1111 (1
meaning the characteristic attribute value, and 0 the
uncharacteristic value) in the common-cause and control
conditions. T h e presence of common-cause causal
relationships resulted in 0111 being given a m u c h lower
categorization rating (45.2) relative to the control condition
(70.9) because, presumably, in 0111 all three common-cause
causal links are violated (the cause is absent but all three
effects are present). However, the presence of these causal
relationships had little effect on the similarity of 0111 to the
prototype relative to the control condition (69.4 vs. 72.5).
Analogously, in Figure 4b the presence of common-effect
causal links had a large effect on the categorization rating of
exemplar 1110 relative to the control condition (53.5 vs.
74.5) because, presumably, 1110 violates all three of the
causal relationships (all three causes are present but the
effect is absent). But, the presence of those causal
relationships had little effect on the similarity of 1110 to the
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prototype relative to the controls (70.9 vs. 77.7).
Note that w e did not directly ask our participants to rate
the similarity of each exemplar to the category, but rather
only to other category members. However, assuming that
similarity to the category prototype can be taken as
similarity to the category, then Figure 4 demonstrates a
categorization/similarity dissociation, because causal
relationships had a large effect on categorization ratings, but
little on similarity ratings. In the Discussion section w e
return to the issue of whether similarity to the category
prototype is the same as similarity to the category.
Discussion
The present study demonstrates that categorization and
similarity are not influenced in the same w a y by the
presence of causal relationships between category attributes.
On the one hand, causal relationships led participants to
weigh attributes similarly in the categorization and
similarity rating tasks, specifically, weighing the c o m m o n cause most heavily in the common-cause condition, and the
common-effect most heavily in the common-effect
condition. O n the other hand however, while categorization
ratings were dependent on whether the causal relationships
were confirmed or violated (that is, on what w e have called
"configural properties"), the confirmation or violation of
causal relationships had no effect on the perceived similarity
of two exemplars. Thus, causal knowledge about categories
appears to influence categorization processes through means
other than changing similarity relations.
The results of Smith and Sloman (1994) raised the
possibility that categorization/similarity dissociations such
as those reported by Rips (1989) might only occur in
rarefied circumstances, specifically, with sparse stimuli
lacking characteristic attributes, and when participants are
required to think-aloud. Contrary to this view, in the present
study categorization and similarity ratings were differentially
influenced by causal knowledge even when exemplars had
many characteristic values (e.g., three in the exemplars 0111
and 1110 of Figure 4, compared to Smith and Sloman's
one), and without our participants thinking-aloud.
There are two ways in which the categorization/similarity
dissociation presented in Figure 4 might be explained in
terms of similarity comparisons. First, dissociations that are
intended to show that tasks employ different component
processes are not decisive, because dissociations m a y also
arise when one task is more resource demanding than the
other (Dunn & Kirsner, 1988). In this study, configural
properties m a y have not been used in the similarity task
because of resource limitations. The similarity task involved
comparing two exemplars, and hence 6 configural properties
needed to be computed, whereas only one exemplar was
presented in the categorization task and thus only 3
configural properties needed to be computed. Assuming a
similarity model that accounts for both similarity ratings
between category exemplars and categorization judgments
(by computing the similarity between an exemplar and some
category representation, Lassaline & Murphy, 1998), the
dissociation shown in Figure 4 could be accounted for if (a)
the causal relations between attributes contributed to
perceived similarity, but (b) there was a limit to the number
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of relations that could contribute due to resource limitations
(of working memory, for example). Similarity models such
as S M E ( M a r k m a n & Centner, 1993; 1996) or S I A M
(Goldstone, 1994; Coldstone & Medin, 1994) m a y be
promising starting points for such an account.
Second, the dissociation presented in Figure 4 is between
categorization ratings and similarity with the category
prototype. Conceivably, similarity to the category prototype
m a y not be the same thing as similarity to the category, and
similarity with the category m a y track (and hence possibly
explain) categorization ratings. For example, in the context
model of categorization (Medin & Schaffer, 1978),
similarity to a category is the s u m of similarities to
category exemplars stored in m e m o r y rather than similarity
to the prototype. O n the face it, the context model appears
inapplicable to the current experiment because our
participants observed no exemplars of the category.
However, the context model could be adapted to the current
situation by assuming that our participants encoded the
conceptual information about the categories (i.e., the
attribute base rates and causal relationships) by mentally
constructing what they thought was a set of representative
exemplars. (See Heit, 1994, for a similar strategy for
representing background knowledge by the presence of prior
exemplars.) It is a virtual certainty (because the number of
free parameters would exceed the number of data points) that
some set of constructed exemplars (combined with a set of
context model similarity parameters) would fit the current
categorization data. Although this would provide an account
of categorization in terms of similarity comparisons, the
explanatory burden would then fall on w h y participants
chose to represent the category with that particular set of
constructed exemplars, and part of the answer would surely
involve the presence of causal relationships.
The categorization results presented here replicate those of
Rehder and Hastie (1997). That study was identical to the
present one except that participants were exposed (in the
guise of a classification-with-feedback training task) to
exemplars of the category that manifested the 7 5 % / 2 5 % base
rates but not the correlations a m o n g attributes implied by
the common-cause or common-effect causal patterns. That
study, together with the current one in which participants
observed no exemplars of the category, demonstrate that
causal relationships need not manifest themselves as
correlations that inhere in observed exemplars to have an
effect on categorization decisions (for related results see Malt
& Smith, 1984; Murphy & Wisniewski, 1989).
A h n and Lassaline (1996) have proposed that causes have
more influence than effects on categorization. T h e current
results from the common-effect condition in which the
c o m m o n effect was more heavily weighted than the three
cause attributes do not support this hypothesis. Perhaps
more importantly, the current results emphasize that causal
knowledge affects not just the weight given to attributes,
but also the weight given to configurations of attributes that
either confirm or violate that knowledge. There is still m u c h
w e don't k n o w about which configurations people consider
to be consistent with prior causal knowledge. O u r use of
two-way interactions in the regression analyses presupposes
that the causal relationships were viewed as "necessary and
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sufficient" by our participants, that is, an attribute value pair
violates the relationship either when the cause is absent and
the effect present (a violation of necessity), or when the
cause is present and the effect absent (a violation of
sufficiency). In fact, people inay consider an attribute pair to
be inconsistent with a causal relationship only when
necessity is violated, or only when sufficiency is violated.
Further research will be required to determine which notions
of confirmation and violation people typically employ.
Finally, although our results highlight the differences
between categorization and similarity, we are nonetheless in
agreement with those who argue that similarity almost
always plays at least some role in categorization (Allen &
Brooks. 1991; Smith & Sloman, 1994). Of those
participants in this study who learned causal relationships
between category attributes, 4 5 % made no use of those
relationships and generated classification ratings on the basis
of simple family-resemblance. And, when the causal
knowledge was used, it was usually in addition to, rather
than instead of, the attribute base rate information. Thus, a
full account of human categorization needs to include
processes sensitive to both similarity and causal relations.
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Solutions to the Catastrophic Forgetting

Problem

Anthony Robins (C'()SCAVR@OTAGO.AC.NZ)
Computer Science Department, The University of Otago,
P.O. Box 56, Dunedin, N e w Zealand

information when necessary. O n e consequence of a failure to
address this "stability / plasticity dilemma" (Grossberg,
In this paper we review three kinds of proposed solutions 1987) in m a n y neural networks is excessive plasticity,
usually called "catastrophic forgetting" (or "catastrophic
to the catastrophic forgetting problem in neural networks.
The solutions are based on reducing hidden unit overlap,
interference", or the "serial learning problem"). If a network
rehearsal, and pseudorehearsal mechanisms. W e compare
is exposed to the learning of n e w information, then any
the methods and identify some underlying similarities. W e
previously learned information will typically be greatly
then briefly note some potential implications of the
disrupted or lost. Grossberg (1987) suggests the analogy of a
rehearsal / pseudorehearsal based methods, including their
human trained to recognise the word "cat", and subsequently
application to sequential learning tasks.
to recognise "table", being then unable to recognise "cat".
A number of recent studies have used multi-layer
Introduction
perceptron (typically back-propagation) networks to
In most standard neural network learning algorithms, such as
highlight the problem of catastrophic forgetting and explore
back-propagation (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986),
various issues - these include, McCloskey & Cohen (1989),
all information is learned "concurrently". In other words,
Hetherington & Seidenberg (1989), Ratcliff (1990),
the whole population of interest is presented and trained as a
Lewandowsky (1991), Murre (1992a, 1992b), French (1992,
single, complete entity. Training is then "finished" and no
1994, 1997), M c R a e & Hetherington (1993), Lewandowsky
further information is added to the network. Being limited
& Li (1995), Sharkey & Sharkey (1995), Robins (1995,
to concurrent learning is undesirable in practical terms,
1996a), and Frean & Robins (1997). Similar issues have
making it very difficult to modify or extend any given neural
been explored in the context of Hopfield networks by Nadal,
network application without completely retraining the
Toulouse, Changeux & Dehaene (1986), Burgess, Shapiro
network (compared with a traditional rule based system
& Moore (1991), and Robins & McCallum (1998).
where information or rules can easily be added to or removed
In a typical illustration of catastrophic forgetting w e use a
from the system). It is also a highly implausible constraint
back-propagation network to learn a base population of
for cognitive modelling where so m u c h of human learning is
items (input / output vector pairs) in the usual way.
clearly sequential or incremental in nature. This limitation
Subsequently a number of n e w items are learned one by
arises because of the "catastrophic forgetting" problem - the
one*. The effect of these n e w items can be illustrated by
learning of n e w information disrupts previously learned
plotting a measure (such as goodness or error) of the ability
information in a network.
of the network to correctly reproduce the base population
In this paper w e review three kinds of proposed solutions
after each n e w item. A s shown in Figure 1, the error m a
to the catastrophic forgetting problem. Thes are based on
base population of items increases "catastrophically" after
reducing hidden unit overlap, rehearsal, and pseudorehearsal
the learning of even one n e w item, and continues to rise as
mechanisms. W e compare the methods and identify some
further new items are learned.
underlying similarities. Rehearsal and pseudorehearsal allow
This catastrophic forgetting is the underlying constraint
new information to be added to a network sequentially (at
that restricts most neural networks to concurrent learning
any time) without disrupting old information. W e briefly
(where the whole population of interest must be learned as a
explore some potential implications of these methods,
single, complete entity).
including the possibility of a framework for modelling
ongoing or continuous learning / development with neural
'All simulations in this paper use the "Iris" data set (Murphy
networks, and speculations about the relationship of these
&
Aha, 1994) consisting of 150 items divided into three classes
methods to the consolidation of information during sleep.
(distinct species of iris) of 50 items each. Each item consists of
four real valued measurements of the iris (such as petal length).
Catastrophic forgetting and concurrent
W e used a 4:3:4 or 4:4:4 autoassociative back-propagation
learning
network with a learning constant of 0.05 and a momentum
Ideally the representations developed by a learning system
constant of 0.9, and an error criterion of 0.01. All results
should be stable enough to preserve important information
reported were averaged over 50 individual replications of the
over time, but plastic enough to incorporate n e w
simulation (using different populations for each replication).
Abstract
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all others. T o illustrate these points consider a hypothetical
network with four hidden units which has learned a
0.1-r
0.09.1
rehearsal
I, 0.08.L
p.seudorehearsal
g 0.07.L
u 0.06 • ^
0.05 4
0.04 • \0.03-L
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0.01
0 10 I I2 I I I I6 I I8 I 10
I I 12
I I 14
I I 16
I I I18 20
N e w items

I II I II II I II I II II I I I
2
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
N e w items
Figure 1: The basic catastrophic forgetting effect. (Adapted
firom Robins (1996) Figure 1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

1234 1234 1234
Hidden Units

Hidden Units

Figure 3: Rehearsal and pseudorehearsal methods
effectively eliminate the catastrophic forgetting. (Adapted
from Robins (1996) Figures 3 & 4).

Hidden Units

Figure 2: Hypothetical hidden unit activations.

Solutions to catastrophic forgetting
In this section w e briefly review three general approaches to
solving the catastrophic forgetting problem. These are based
on reducing hidden unit overlap, on rehearsal, and on
pseudorehearsal respectively. Other proposed solutions
based on specific "purpose built" architectures are noted in
Sharkey and Sharkey (1995).
Reducing hidden unit overlap
French (1992) suggests that the extent to which catastrophic
forgetting occurs is largely a consequence of the overlap of
distributed representations, and that the effect can be reduced
by reducing this overlap. Catastrophic forgetting will be
worst when n e w item inputs are similar to br>e population
inputs (i.e. generate similar hidden unit patterns) but require
very different output patterns to be produced.
Several studies have explored mechanisms for reducing
representational overlap and their impact on catastrophic
forgetting. T h e novelty rule (Kortge, 1990), activation
sharpening (French, 1992), and techniques developed by
Murre (1992a) and M c R a e and Hetherington (1993) all fall
within this general framework. These methods focus on
increasing the separation (orthogonality) of the hidden unit
representations developed by the network, typically by
creating "sparser" representations (hidden unit patterns with a
smaller number of active units). French's activation
sharpening, for example, introduces an extra step to the
learning process for each input which adds weight changes
that slightly increases the activation of the most active (or k
most active) hidden units while decreasing the activations of
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population where the inputs are divided into two relatively
distinct categories. Figure 2 (a) illustrates possible hidden
unit patterns of activation for each category in a standard
back-propagation network. The representations of each
category m a y not be well separated. Figure 2 (b) illustrates
typical hidden unit patterns of activation for each category in
a back-propagation network using single node activation
sharpening. The representations of each category are well
separated, and sparse.
While these methods can reduce the impact of catastrophic
forgetting in varying ways (as discussed below), French
(1994) identifies several problems with the use of sparse
hidden unit representations. French shows that the reduced
representational capacity of sparse patterns of activation can
in some circumstances result in an increase in catastrophic
forgetting, and also argues that it results in a reduced
capacity to categorise and discriminate inputs, and a reduced
capacity to generalise. The use of sparse (more "localist")
representations would also imply a decreased robustness in
the face of noise and damage. French (1994) concludes that
hidden layer representations need to be highly distributed as
well as separated, and describes a new method, "context
biasing", which generates such representations. Context
biasing introduces an extra step to the learning process for
each input which adds weight changes that enhance the
differences between the pattern of hidden unit activation
generated by the current input and the pattern generated by
the previous input. Figure 2 (c) illustrates typical hidden
unit patterns of activation for each of two hypothetical
categories in a back-propagation network using context
biasing. The representations of each category are well
separated, but distributed, avoiding the problems associated
with sparse representations.
O f the methods for reducing hidden unit overlap,
activation sharpening and context biasing do not actually
prevent a base population from being disrupted by new
items. These methods do, however, ameliorate the effects of
this catastrophic forgetting to the extent that they allow the
base population to be subsequently retrained to criterion
more quickly than is the case in a standard back-propagation
network. The novelty rule (Kortge, 1990) has been shown
to prevent catastrophic forgetting, but can only be used with
autoencoder (autoassociative) networks. Catastrophic

forgetting m a y also be prevented if it is possible to pre-train
the network on a population which is "relevant" to the base
population and n e w items (simulating prior knowledge of a
task domain) as explored by Sharkey and Sharkey ( 1 W 5 ) and
In M c R a e and
M c R a e and Hetherington (1993).
Hetherington's simulations this pretraining naturally reduced
the overlap of hidden unit representations in subsequent
learning.
Rehearsal
A second general approach to preventing catastrophic
forgetting involves "rehearsing" the base population by
retraining some base population items as the n e w items are
trained. Ideally this will allow the n e w items to be
incorporated into the structure of the base population instead
of just overwriting it. Rehearsal w a s first explored in the
context of catastrophic forgetting by Hetherington and
Seidenberg (1989) and Ratcliffe (1990), and a range of
rehearsal methods have been explored by Murre (1992b) and
Robins (1995).
Following Ratcliffe (1990), rehearsal can be thought of as
introducing each n e w item not alone, but in a rehearsal
buffer along with a number of old items. The population of
items in the rehearsal buffer are then trained over a number
of epochs (iterations of the learning algorithm) in the usual
way. The various possible ways of selecting and managing
the old items in a rehearsal buffer define a family of possible
rehearsal regimes. Robins (1995) explores a range of
rehearsal regimes, including a "recency" regime (following
Ratcliffe (1990)), a "random" regime (independently
proposed in Murre (1992b)), and a "sweep" regime. In this
paper w e will illustrate the general properties of rehearsal
using the sweep regime as a specific example. In sweep
rehearsal the rehearsal buffer always contains the n e w item,
and also contains a number (one or more) of old items that
are randomly selected/or each epoch of training (replacing
the old items used in the previous epoch so that the buffer
remains of a fixed size)^. Training continues until the
single new item reaches criterion.
Our second simulation explores the performance of
(sweep) rehearsal compared to the simple no rehearsal
condition illustrated in the first simulation (see Figure 1).
W e use the same network, parameters, and populations, i.e.
a base population consisting of 30 items of one species of
iris and 20 n e w items drawn from a second species. Each
new item is trained in a buffer along with a number (five in
this case) of previously learned items (base population items
or new items learned earlier in the sequence) chosen at
random for each epoch. T h e results are shown in Figure 3,
2 The ratio of old items in the buffer to the size of the base
population is an important factor. Simulations based on the Iris
population in this paper continue to use the baseline
established in Robins (1995) of setting the size of the rehearsal
buffer to include a number of old items equal to roughly 1 5 % of
the size of the base population. Thisfigureappears to provide
an acceptable tradeoff between performance and the amount of
rehearsal required. The performance of all regimes can be
arbitrarily improved by increasing the size of the rehearsal
buffer.
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"Rehearsal" condition. Performance on the base population
is maintained very effectively.
In rehearsal one chooses some number of old items to be
learned alongside a n e w item. If all old items were included,
rehearsal would simply amount to retraining the entire base
population as n e w items are introduced (as is the case in for
example the "interleaved learning" proposed by McClelland,
M c N a u g h t o n and O'Reilly (1995)). W h a t is interesting
about the studies described above, however, is that subsets
of the base population or less rigorous training criteria can
also be used effectively. T h e (sweep) rehearsal regime
illustrated here is very effective despite the fact that it does
not use all the items at every step and does not explicitly
retrain old items to criterion. This suggests that in general
rehearsal should be "broad" but it does not need to be "deep".
Pseudorehearsal
Rehearsal of this kind is an effective solution as long as the
previously learned items are actually available for releaming.
It m a y be, however, that the old items have been lost, or it
is not practical for s o m e reason to store them. Sharkey and
Sharkey note, for example, that:
"the interference [catastrophic forgetting] problem is [...]
general and should be of concern to all those involved in
developing applications in which the training data only
become available piecemeal over an extended period of
time. For example, in on-line learning of control
processes, such as found in robotics or manufacturing, it
may not be practical to maintain all of the training data in
memory and retrain each time a novel aspect of the data is
encountered." Sharkey & Sharkey (1995, p 302).
In any case, retaining old items for rehearsal in memory
seems somewhat artificial, as it requires that they be
available on demand from s o m e other source, which would
seem to m a k e the m e m o r y itself redundant!
It is possible to achieve the benefits of rehearsal, however,
even w h e n there is no access to the base population. In
other words, w e can do rehearsal even w h e n w e do not have
the old items to rehearse! This "pseudorehearsal"
mechanism, introduced in Robins (1995), is based on the
use of artificially constructed populations of "pseudoitems"
instead of the actual old items.
A pseudoitem is constructed by generating a n e w input
vector at random, and passing it forward through a network
in the standard way. Whatever output vector this input
generates becomes the associated target output. For a given
network (trained on the base population) a population of
pseudoitems constructed in this w a y can be used instead of
the actual base population items in any rehearsal regime.
Such a population is constructed before each n e w item is
learned^ . Learning proceeds exactly as before, except that
instead of rehearsing items chosen from the old base
population they are chosen from the population of
pseudoitems.
Just as for simple rehearsal, in this paper w e use the
"sweep" regime for choosing pseudoitems (see Robins
(1995) for other variants). Using the s a m e network and
^ Our simulations use populations of 128 pseudoitems.

populations as above, w e repeat the training procedure of the
rehearsal process (second simulation) except that
pseudoitems are used instead of actual old items.
Specifically, before each new item is learned a population of
pseudoitems is constructed. The new item is then learned
alongside pseudoitems (five in this case) that are chosen at
random for each epoch. Training continues m this way until
the new item is trained to criterion. The results are shown
in Figure 3, "Pseudorehearsal" condition. Pseudorehearsal
remains highly effective at preserving performance on the
base population. After the twentieth new item, the error is
roughly two percent of the error of the no rehearsal condition
(Figure 1) and increasing only gradually.
In short, pseudorehearsal is a promising method for
achieving the benefits of rehearsal in reducing catastrophic
forgetting without assuming access to old information.
Rather than explicitly storing all learned items for later
rehearsal, pseudorehearsal approximates this information
whenever it is needed. A s well as autoassociative learning
with the Iris data set used in this paper and Robins (1996),
pseudorehearsal based mechanisms have been shown to be
effective on: autoassociative and heteroassociative randomly
constructed data sets by Robins (1995) and Ans & Rousset
(1997); a classification task using the Mushroom data set
(see Murphy & A h a (1992)) by French (1997); and an
autoassociative alphanumeric character set (using a Hopfield
type network) by Robins & McCallum (1998).
Pseudorehearsal is based on sampling the functionfitby
the network to the base population in the process of
learning. Obviously the performance of pseudorehearsal
based methods will be greatly influenced by the nature of
this learning process. Networks which have been trained so
as to generalise well (fit the base population data points
with a smooth, compact function) will in general generate
useful pseudoitems that preserve the structure of the base
population well. Networks which do not generalise well (fit
the base population data points with a noisy function) will
not necessarily generate useful pseudoitems. A s good
generalisation isfi-equentlya specific objective of training,
however, there are a wide range of techniques which can be
applied to constrain a network to learn compact functions
(see for example M o o d y (1994)).
Comparing the methods
The essence of preventing catastrophic forgetting is to
localise changes to the function learned by the network.
Rehearsal accomplishes this by relearning the original
training data points during n e w training. Pseudorehearsal
accomplishes this by relearning other points randomly
chosen fi-om the function during new training (see Frean &
Robins (1997) for further discussion). In short, rehearsal /
pseudorehearsal works directly with the function to localise
changes. Methods based on reducing the overlap of hidden
unit patterns work indirectly
by manipulating the
"representation" of the function within the network. The
two approaches are related in that some sharpening of hidden
unit representations emerges naturally from the rehearsal /
pseudorehearsal process.
In order to explore hidden unit representations this
simulation uses the Iris population and a back-propagation
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network of the same architecture and parameters as the
simulations above. Once again the network is trained on a
Rehearsal
Pseudorehearsal

c
•2

(b)
• '^_

(c)
•s
M

l
1 2
3 4
Hidden Units

1 2
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4
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Figure 4: Hidden unit activations.
base population of 30 irises drawn from one species, and
subsequently on 20 individual irises drawn from a second
species.
The hidden unit patterns of activation after the learning of
the base population and after subsequent learning of the new
items are represented in Figure 4. Each graph shows the
representations of the base population (filled bars) after
learning, where a representation consists of the activation of
the network's 4 hidden units arranged in order of most to
least active (averaged over all items in the population). For
the rehearsal condition (graphs (a) to (c)), graph (a) shows
the representation of the base population after its initial
learning. Graph (b) shows that this representation has been
somewhat sharpened after the 20 new items have been added
to the network using rehearsal. Graph (c) shows the same
representation of the base population as graph (b) and
contrasts it with the representation of the 20 learned new
items (unfilled bars). Graphs (d) to (f) show equivalent
results using pseudorehearsal instead of rehearsal.
For both rehearsal and pseudorehearsal conditions the
subsequent learning of the new item population results in a
somewhat "sharper" representation of the base population.
Particularly in the rehearsal condition, the representations of
both the base and new item populations (see Figure 4 (c) and
(f)) have the same form as hidden unit representations
generated by French's (1994) context biasing method (see
Figure 2(c)), being usefully "distributed but separated". W e
suggest that in general the tendency to develop distributed
but separated hidden unit representations will emerge
naturally from rehearsal based processes. This "localisation
of representation" m a y be one of the mechanisms by which

the rehearsal processes achieve local changes to the base
population function in a neural network.
A reduction in overlap also emerges naturally from M c R a e
and Hetherington's (1993) pretraining method. This may
account for the fact that both pretraining and rehearsal are
able to actually prevent catastrophic forgetting, whereas in
general techniques that directly modify the learning
algorithm just ameliorate its effects as noted above. A
relevant observation from our current simulation is that in
only a minority of cases (11 out of 5 0 replications of the
simulation for rehearsal, and 13 out of 50 replications for
pseudorehearsal) are the two hidden units that are most active
after the base population has been learned (i.e. parts (a) and
(d) in Figure 4) the same units as the two most active units
after the new items have also been learned (i.e. parts (b) and
(e) in Figure 4). In general, then, the representation
developed during the rehearsal process has involved a
significant re-ordering of the units as well as an overall
sharpening. This suggests that considerable flexibility m a y
be needed to develop appropriate hidden unit representations,
whereas any modification to the learning algorithm that
directly sharpens patterns of activation works against
flexibility byftirtherentrenching established patterns.
French (1994) notes that very sparse representations m a y
generalise poorly, and this is one of the motivations for his
use of context biasing to develop distributed but separated
representations. The similar representations emergent from
the rehearsal and pseudorehearsal processes not only preserve
the base population, but they also maintain good
generalisation performance (as is characteristic of both neural
networks and h u m a n cognition) on that base population.
During the training and testing of the base population
described above the performance of the network on a test
population was also assessed. The test population consisted
of a further 20 examples drawn from the same species of iris
as the 30 base population items. Every time the average
error of the base population was computed (i.e. for each trial
from 0 to 20 n e w items) the average error of the test
population was also computed. For both rehearsal and
pseudorehearsal the error of the test population over all 21
trials typically exceeded the average error of the base
population by no more than 0.005. Note that it is not the
case that the networks are generalising well simply because
they have learned to autoassociate any input (see the
discussion of discriminability in Robins (1995) and Sharkey
and Sharkey (1995)). Networks trained on all 150 irises to
criterion and subsequently tested on 150 randomly
constructed autoassociative items produce an average error of
0.158 for the random population (cf. 0.01 for the Iris
population).
Discussion
To summarise, catastrophic forgetting is a natural
consequence of an neural network style of learning and
affects a wide range of networks. O n e family of solutions
has been proposed which focuses on reducing the overlap of
hidden unit representations. S o m e of these methods are
effective at reducing catastrophic forgetting in specific
circumstances, others reduce it in the sense that the disrupted
base population is able to be quickly retrained. A second
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family of solutions is based on rehearsing some previously
learned items as n e w items are added to the network, but
these methods require the separate storage of all previously
learned information so that it is available for relearning.
Pseudorehearsal is very like rehearsal but does not require
access to old information. Instead, pseudorehearsal
approximates old information as needed by randomly
sampling the behaviour of the network. Both methods
work by forcing changes m a d e to the function embodied by
the network to be local to the n e w information being
learned. Rehearsal / pseudorehearsal methods are related to
other proposed solutions to the catastrophic forgetting
problem in that they naturally result in a sharpening of
hidden unit representations. (In contrast to other methods
however, hidden units are also reordered, implying that
considerable flexibility m a y be required to fully exploit
sharpening).
The main significance of these methods is that they
provide a practical w a y of extending the capabilities of
current neural network learning algorithms to allow
sequential learning (learning new information at any time).
This should enable a range of topics, including the
consolidation of newly learned information, ongoing /
lifelong learning, developmental effects, and also transfer
effects (see for example Robins (1997)), to be more easily
modelled within the neural network framework.
In Robins (1996) w e have also argued more specifically
pseudorehearsal can be related to the "sleep consolidation"
hypothesis. If the catastrophic forgetting problem has
occurred during the evolution of the brain then a specific
solution, a mechanism for consolidating knowledge, is
obviously required. T h e sleep consolidation hypothesis
proposes that newly learned information is consolidated into
long term m e m o r y during sleep (see for example Winson
(1990)). There are a number of similarities between
pseudorehearsal and sleep consolidation. Both serve the
function of consolidation without requiring explicit access to
the old information (previous learning experiences) for
relearning. Both involve the random stimulation of the
"long term memory", pseudorehearsal by the construction of
random pseudoitems, and sleep in the stimulation of the
neocortex by random or chaotic input from the brainstem.
Robins (1996) describes these similarities in more depth.
Extending rehearsal and pseudorehearsal methods to other
network types has resulted in some interesting insights. In
contrast to the feed forward "function approximation"
networks described in this paper, Hopfield networks are
recurrent "dynamical systems". A s shown by Robins &
McCallum (1998), rehearsal and pseudorehearsal (where
pseudoitems are randomly chosen attractors in the network)
are both effective in this context, but the distinction between
the methods starts to break down. Randomly sampling the
attractors of a network results in both novel "spurious"
attractors and also actual attractors corresponding to learned
items. Either can be effectively rehearsed to minimise
catastrophic forgetting. W e are currently exploring the
relationship between this relearning effect, and the
unlearning model of Crick & Mitchison (1983, 1986) as a
model of the consolidation of information during sleep.
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Abstract

internal processes. At a biological level, the initial burst of
synaptogenesis between 0 and 2 years of age marks a develWhen naming the ink color of color words, adults and chilopmental or "experience-expectant" process (Greenough,
dren show Stroop interference (Stroop 1935). Cohen, Dunbar
Black, & Wallace, 1987). This is a maturational controlled
and McClelland (1990) produced a connectionist model that
process
by which n e w structures (new connections) are beaccounted for many of the Stroop phenomena within adults.
ing
put
in
place to enable complex learning to take place. A t
This paper shows how the paradigm can be extended to show
a behavioral level in children, this might manifest itself in
the development of the interference in children as they leam
terms of increases in processing speed, better control of
to read. W e train a network taking into account the amount of
reading practice and attentional skills that would befit a
attention, or better control of m e m o r y (Weinert and Schneiyoung child to give a prediction of the development of the
der, 1995).
Stroop effect. These predictions are then tested using a picLearning involves tuning existing structures in response
ture-naming Stroop study with two groups of 8 year olds of
to idiosyncratic environmental pressures. This m a y involve
differing reading ability. The results support the model, suggesting children initially show reverse Stroop interference
developing n e w internal representations of a problem or
that with practice becomes normal Stroop interference.
building associative links in memory. At a biological level,
the tuning of synapses in response to neural activity marks a
learning or "experience-dependant" process (Greenough,
Introduction
Black, & Wallace, 1987). It is a process that is predomiThis paper explores whether a connectionist model can
nantly
dependent on the environment and will vary from
account for developmental phenomena in the classic Stroop
to individual depending on experience. A t a beindividual
interference task (Stroop 1935). Cohen, Dunbar and
havioral
level
in children this might manifest itself in terms
McClelland (1990) describe a connectionist model that acof
differences
in factual knowledge of color n a m e s or readcounts for m u c h of the Stroop related phenomena. This ining
ability.
cludes the emergence of interference as a result of learning.
A behavior that required attentional control becomes more
The picture of Stroop interference painted by MacLeod
automatic through learning and interferes with less well
and Dunbar (1988) is consistent with a learning account.
leamed tasks. Although the model accounts for m a n y asThey report on experiments showing the continuous nature
pects of reading/color naming interference in adults, it is not
of automaticity and its dependency on the learning expericlear that it adequately models the development of Stroop
ence. This account forms the basis of the C o h e n et al model.
interference during childhood (i.e., as the child learns to
However, during early childhood m u c h more is going on.
read) because it does not take into account changes in in- While simple tasks like reading or color naming are being
formation processing capacity that occur during childhood.
leamed, the child is developing along a whole host of dimensions
that m a y affect the performance of reading and
One can make a distinction between learning and develcolor
naming.
Such dimensions include the ability to supopment (e.g., Liben, 1987; Boden, 1989). Development
press
erroneous
responses (inhibition of response) or the
involves a change in processing capacity of a cognitive
ability
to
attend
to a task for longer periods of time (fosystem. This m a y include an increase in representational
attention).
cussed
capacity or simply a change in the efficiency of the information processing system. It is generally believed to be
maturationally controlled or at least strongly dependent on

The purpose of this paper is to adapt the Cohen el al.
model by incorporating some developmental changes in

' N o w at the Department of Psychology, Birkbeck College, Universoty of London, Malet St. London, W C I E 7HX, Uk.
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Gerstadt, Hong, and D i a m o n d (1994) used a simple counterfactual picture task to test Stroop interference in very young
children. They found that children under the age of 6 could
remember the counterfactual rules of the task but failed to
inhibit the wrong response during testing. This w a s accounted for by appealing to the development of focussed
and sustained attention during childhood. A purely learning
model of the Stroop effect would be valid for adults or possibly older children as the processes underlying the acquisition of n e w skills are relatively stable. In contrast, a developmental model must take account of other changes that are
occurring in children.
This aspect of development w a s modeled by blurring the
activation on the task node in a graded fashion on the testing trials; i.e. simulating task confusion in early networks.
A s with Gerstadt et a/'s younger children, the network is
capable of completing the tasks in control conditions (i.e.
the training set) but finds it difficult to carry out the response in the testing pheise. T h e network w a s trained without adding noise to the inputs but tested with the addition of
noise. The following testing regime w a s devised to capture
the development of focussed and sustained attention: at 10
epochs 5 0 % random noise w a s added (values ranging between 0.75 to 1.25), after 25 epochs test with 1 0 % noise
(0.95 to 1.05) and at 4 0 epochs no noise w a s added.

The following picture naming Stroop study was carried
out to test the model's predictions. A picture naming rather
than a color naming task w a s used in order to increase the
range of stimuli that could be presented. This ensured that
the younger xihildren would maintain their attention on the
task longer

•Name
•Read

conflict

Participants: Forty-five normal healthy children were
tested (15 male, 30 female). They came from two primary
schools in Exeter, U K . T h e children were separated into two
groups according to their reading abilities (median split).
Those with a British Ability Reading Scale ( B A R S ) score
less than 120 (22 children) and those scoring more than 122
(22 children). Group 1 (poorer readers) had a mean age of
7.8 years and reading score 82 (standard deviation of 18),
group 2 (better readers) had m e a n ages and reading scores
of 8.5 and 158 (standard deviation 21) respectively. O n e
child w a s unable to read well enough to complete the exercise. Note that the two groups differed in age by about 1
year (t42=3.403 p<.01) providing scope for changes in selective attention and not just reading ability.

congruent

25 Epochs

40 Epochs
1 a.
LU
0.5-

o5
,~„,„i
control

The model makes a strong prediction. It suggests that, in
children, the development of Stroop interference will first
pass through a phase of reverse interference before shifting
to the classic interference curve as children's reading becomes more automated with practice. T h e reverse interference should be found in poor readers of a younger age (i.e.,
whose information processing capacity m a y be lagging behind that of older children).

Testing the Model's Predictions

10 Epochs

control

initial period in which reading is slower than naming (i.e.,
error for reading is higher than error for naming) and naming interferes with reading. Although at 10 epochs there is a
large amount of error in both task responses, there is a slight
amount of interference in the conflict conditions and positive interference on congruent trials. (This interference can
be increased if less noise is added to the task demand
nodes). B y 25 epochs the classic Stroop profile is apparent.
Further training just brings both error curves lower while
preserving the shape of the interaction.

^^,1.^ ,
, control
conflict congruent
^
conflict congruent
Figure 3: T h e developing network results

Figure 3 shows the performance of the new model (averaged over n=10 different networks). These networks were
run with the same learning rate, m o m e n t u m , and initial
weight range as the replication models above. These simulations show a progression from a reverse Stroop effect
pattern to the more usual Stroop profile. That is, there is an
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Materials: The experiment was carried out using A4
cards with stimuli printed on them. These were held in a
ring-bound folder. Each sheet held six stimuli (3 by 2 landscape orientation) containing pictures and labels. There
were 108 stimulus picture/words (and a further 6 practice
items). The words were taken from a popular British child's
book " M yfirst1000 words in English". T h e objects came
from 6 broad categories, and each card contained an item
from each of these categories; farm animals, food, household objects, zoo animals, transport and children's objects.
Each item selected had a simple phonetic n a m e under eight
letters long and a prototypical color picture taken from a

information processing. The adapted model is then tested
against children's performance on a Stroop interference
task. The result of this paper unfolds as follows. First, the
Stroop literature is briefly reviewed with an eye on developmental effects. Next the Cohen et al. model is described
and the results replicated. This model is then adapted to take
account of information processing changes in childhood.
The new model makes an explicit prediction of reversed
Stroop interference in early childhood. The prediction is
tested and the implications of the new model for understanding connectionist models of development are discussed.

Stroop Interference in Children
The Stroop effect concerns the non-symmetrical interference of an automatic process on a controlled process. For
example, if the instruction given is to n a m e the ink color
(red) and the word spells "green", naming that ink color can
take significantly longer than a control color naming condition. This interference is not present w h e n reading a word in
an incongruent ink color (although Stroop did acknowledge
the existence of such interference in special circumstances;
this is known as the reverse Stroop effect). There have been
many other Stroop type interference phenomena (for example Picture-Word interference by Dyer, 1973) that can all be
described by this automatic/controlled process explanation.
(See MacLeod 1990 for a detailed review of the Stroop literature).
Within the empirical literature, the developmental aspects of the Stroop effect have been reasonably well documented. The main finding is that this interference is apparent from an early age and quickly reaches a m a x i m u m after
two or three years schooling. This level of interference then
falls slightly, though remains highly significant throughout
adult life until old age when interference increases again
(MacLeod 1990, Ehri and Wilce 1979). The same pattern is
true of the picture naming Stroop analogue (Ehri 1976). It
has also been noticed that poor (i.e. younger) readers show
little interference although early on in their development,
and suggested that children m a y pass though a "reverse"
Stroop effect phase when presented with a simplified Stroop
type task (Arochova 1971). Given that the more automatic
(practised) process interferes with the controlled process
and the fact that children can color n a m e quite accurately
before they learn to read, it seems reasonable to suggest
that, when a childfirstlearns to read, color naming is the
more automatic process and therefore gives rise to a reverse
Stroop effect. Finally, Corbitt (1978) showed that the
amount of interference was related to the reading ability and
not just the chronological age per se.
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T h e C o h e n , D u n b a r and McClelland M o d e l
The model employed by Cohen et al consisted of interconnected nodes in three layers. The input layer contained
nodes representing the color of word and content of the
word (i.e. red and green) and two task nodes that informed
the network of the task to be carried out (read the word or
n a m e the color). The output layer contained two nodes, one
for the output "red", the other "green". Between the input
and output nodes there is a hidden layer of nodes organized
as two task pathways (color naming and word reading) for
the colors red and green. The architecture is shown in Figure I. Note that this network could be employed for any two
conflicting tasks, for example the picture-word Stroop task.
The network was then trained on reading and color naming
tasks at a ratio of 10:1 (reflecting the fact that w e read more
often than w e n a m e colors).
"Red"

"Green"
Output

Hiildeii

Inputs
Red

Green
Colour
Nammg

Red

Green

Word
Reading

Figure 1: The Network Architecture
The model makes a number of simplifications. Two of
these are architectural assumptions. First of all, this is a
feed-forward backpropagation model; information flows
one way (from input to output). It m a y be more realistic to
look at a recurrent type architecture where the output m a y
influence the response of following decisions. Secondly, it
is assumed the output of such a model can be translated into
reaction time data comparable to that in empirical studies.
T o convert these output activations into reaction times,
Cohen et al use a method of adding small amounts of stochastic noise to the actual outputs to drive them towards a
target output. The number of cycles required to do this is
mapped onto reaction times.
T w o further assumptions that reflect the authors' beliefs
about the nature of the task are built into the network. First,
the weights from the "task" units to the hidden layer
weights are fixed. The idea is to ensure that the task demands remain clear; i.e. only the task that is being demanded (reading or color naming) has any impact on the
hidden units, and that impact is always constant. Secondly,
although the weights are initially randomized, the weights
between the input units and the hidden layer are set deliberately larger than the weights from the hidden layer to output

units. This captures the assumption that w h e n children learn
to read and first encounter the Stroop type situations, they
have long since acquired s o m e representation of the stimuli
(e.g., a color or a w o r d ) and are primarily learning the response task (embodied in the hidden unit to output layer
weights).

that there is a qualitative fit with the h u m a n reaction time
data.

The aims within the next two sections are to: (1) replicate the C o h e n et al. Model, (2) adapt the model by providing a training set with an increasing vocabulary, and (3)
adapt the model to capture changes in focussed attention
and inhibition of response during childhood.

Replicating the Cohen el aL Model

T o address this issue, the next set of simulations remove
the assumptions that color and w o r d representations were
better developed than response abilities, and varies the ratios of reading to n a m i n g during training. This network w a s
initially seeded with completely r a n d o m weights, unlike
C o h e n et a/'s constraint of larger initial weights from the
inputs to the hidden units. T o simulate the growth in vocabulary and the increase in reading practice as the child
gets older, the naming/reading training set ratios were increased over time.

Empirical Data

a: 0.5

control

confw congruent

control

Modelling the Effect of Development on Stroop
Interference
T h e C o h e n et al m o d e l focussed o n the development of
the Stroop effect as the result of t w o skills learned simultaneously, but needing s o m e kind of initial weight constraint
to achieve a g o o d fit to empirical data. This can be interpreted as the acquisition of the Stroop interference in adults
(see especially simulation 6 in C o h e n et al 1990). However,
children usually learn to n a m e colors b y the age of three and
start learning to read w o r d s a couple of years later. Hence,
learning to n a m e colors is well u n d e r w a y before learning to
read even begins.

T h e network (Figure 1) w a s initially set up exactly as
stated in the C o h e n et al paper; including the initial randomising of weights (with hidden to output weights weaker
than input to hidden weights), and with the task selection
weights fixed. T h e network w a s then trained with the ratio
of reading items to naming items at 10:1. After training for
1000 epochs (learning rate=0.3, m o m e n t u m = 0 . 3 ) , the network w a s tested with 12 items for both the reading and
naming tasks in the control, conflicting and congruent conditions.

Simulation Data
1T

Figure 2 s h o w s the results o f the m o d e l replication. A s
reported b y C o h e n et al, w e find a clear qualitativefitbetween the performance of the m o d e l and the results of the
empirical study reported in D u n b a r and M a c L e o d (1984).
This confirms that the m o d e l -- including its fixed and confined weights assumptions - captures the shape of the effect
found in the empirical studies.

The two new parameters introduced here are the ratio of
naming/reading, and the rate of increasing that ratio. Cohen
et al state that ratios between 5:1 and 20:1 give the same
Stroop like profile and settled o n 10:1 as a reasonable value.
T h e y point out that the whole m o d e l w o r k s under the assumption that w o r d reading is a m o r e frequent task in adults
than color naming, although admittedly there is n o evidence
to put a n u m b e r o n it. For these simulations, the training
regime ratios were: 0:1 (reading to color n a m i n g ) from epochs 1-5 , 1:1 from epochs 6-10 at, 10:1, from epochs 112 5 , and 50:1 from epochs 26-40. Each epoch consists of 100
training presentations of a randomly selected example from
the training set.

conflict congruent

Figure 2: C o m p a r i n g simulation results with empirical
study data.
Cohen et al. used a stochastic iterative method to convert error scores into reaction times. This aspect of the
original m o d e l has been criticized b y M e h w o r t , Braun, and
Heathcote (1992) because it fails to capture the distribution
of reaction times in real subjects. H e n c e , w e did not implem e n t this part of the m o d e l . Reaction times are a s s u m e d to
be linearly related to error scores (cf Seidenburg and
McClelland, 1989; for a similar assumption). In models
with t w o output units (such as this one), a winner take all
constraint satisfaction m e c h a n i s m s that adds a constant
a m o u n t to each output unit per cycle w o u l d take a n u m b e r
of cycles proportional to the absolute error to reach equilibrium (Feldman and Ballard, 1982). In the results below, w e
report the absolute error of the network (the absolute value
o f the difference between the target and output) and s h o w

A fiirther point is that it cannot be assumed that the ability to encode the task requirements or the ability to maintain
a representation of the task requirement has fully developed
b y the time reading and n a m i n g interference begin to appear. A s discussed above, m a n y components of information
processing continue to develop during childhood (see
Weinent and Scheider 1996 for a review). For example.
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CorelDraw3 clipart collection. T h e items within each group
were ranked according to w o r d length and distributed across
each card accordingly to ensure all cards contained words of
the same overall difficulty.

Stroop interference.

Figure 4: M e a n response times for the picture naming
task

Task completion times were measured with a hand-held
digital chronometer. A n u m b e r of children were video taped
to provide cross-validation of recorded times.

T o confirm this, the data were analyzed using a repeated
measures A N O V A with three factors (Condition, Task, and
reading Group). T h e A N O V A revealed a significant three
w a y interaction of Condition, Task and G r o u p F;g.^= 16.93
p<.O0I. T o explore this interaction, a two-way A N O V A w a s
carried out within each group. A significant interaction of
Condition b y Task w a s found for both the reader groups
(/^z«=8.55 p<.001 and F^^j=I3.96 p<.OOI for the poorer
and better readers respectively). Both groups were experiencing s o m e kind of task/condition interference.

Procedure: The experiment took place in a small, welllit room within the children's school and each child tested
on their o w n . Each child w a s seated at a desk and given a
very general introduction to put them at ease. T h e participants were then required to read from the B A R S index to
locate their reading abilities.
There are two main tasks: word reading and picture
naming. These tasks were kept separate so the child did not
get confused over what w a s done. Each task has three conditions: control (either w o r d or picture o n o w n ) , conflicting
(word presented with semantically related picture, or vice
versa), and congruent (matching word and picture). Each
condition was carried out twice for both tasks. T h e test consisted of 108 trials in total. T h e n u m b e r of trails w a s kept
low to prevent boredom or fatigue, especially with younger
children. Clear instructions including a practice were given
when the task changed from reading to naming (or vice
versa).
The basic instruction was to "name the picture (or word)
as quickly as possible without making a mistake; try to
think before you speak. If y o u cannot read or n a m e a word,
go onto the next one". Each subject w a s given 6 practice
items. If the subject w a s not able to complete the task they
were given the option to repeat the practice until they were
performing satisfactorily. Before the experimental trails
each subject w a s asked if they where ready to proceed.
The experimenter supervised each trial, operated the
digital chronometer and m a d e a note of every error m a d e by
the participants. T h e trials o n which the children m a d e errors on more than t w o words were excluded from further
analysis.

The m e a n reaction times for each group are s h o w n in
Figure 4. These results confirm the model prediction that
the poorer (younger) readers display the reverse Stroop effect and the better (older) readers display the standard

Poor«r Riadera

7 16.
o
S 10.
0
control

B«tt*r Riadtrs
20-.
•—Name
•S 16a—Read
u
S 10.
fe 6.
0conflict congruent-1
control conflict congruent

Further paired T-tests showed a longer response time for
the conflicting reading words (compared with the m e a n o f
the control and congruent conditions) within the poorer
reading group (t2]=6.75 p<.001). A similar test s h o w e d that
the better reading group were significantly slower with
naming the conflicting pictures (/2/=V.14 p<.001).

Conclusion

Experimental Results

20-1

There was a significant effect for Task within each
G r o u p (F,i/=15.28 p<.001 and F/j,y=252.3I p<.OOI for
group 1 and 2 respectively) confirming that the poorer readers in group 1 took longer to read than to n a m e the pictures,
and the better readers in group 2 took longer to n a m e the
pictures than to read. Collapsing across tasks, w e see that
there is a significant difference in reading response times
(F/^j= 130.36 p<.001) between the poor and good readers
(as would be expected) but that there are also significant
naming response times {F, 4^=5.16 p<.05) demonstrating a
small increase in processing speed associated with the age
differences between the two groups.

The results of the empirical study confirm the predictions made by the connectionist model; namely, that there is
a reverse Stroop interference giving way to the classic
Stroop during the development of Stroop effects. These
results are consistent with thefindingsof Arochova (1971)
who suggested there may be reverse Stroop interference
with pre-school children with letter naming type tasks and
the Ehri and Wilce's (1979) demonstration that Stroop interference becomes very pronounced after a couple of years of
schooling.
One clear distinction between the model and the empirical study is that the network is based on a two color Stroop
task and the empirical results are based on a multiple picture
naming task. However, it would be straight forward to extend the developmental model to include muhiple responses, as was done by Cohen et al.
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This work suggests that more attention should be paid to
the distinction between learning and development. While
learning is an integral part of what happens during childhood, m a n y maturational and developmental processes are
also present during childhood. Fine grained models of child
development should incorporate changes in information
processing as well as changes in knowledge.
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Ehri, L. C. (1976) D o words really interfere in naming pktaresT Child Development. 47, 502-505.
Ehri L. C. & Wilce L. S. (1979) Does word training increase
One shortcoming of this model is its failure to capture
or decrease interference in a Stroop task? Journal of Exthe decline in the Stroop effect after reaching optimum inperimental Child Psychology. 27, 352-364.
terference. There are two possible explanations for this.
Feldman, J. A. & Ballard, D. H. (1982). Connectionist modFirstly (and probably the most likely), by the age of 11 chilels and their properties. Cognitive Science. 6, 205-254.
dren have mastered other skills that affect their performance
Gerstadt, C. L., Hong, Y. J., & Diamond, A. (1994) The
on Stroop tasks such as the ability to monitor and conrelationship between cognition and action: performance
sciously change their response.
of children 3_-7 years old on a Stroop like day-night test.
One way to overcome this problem within the model is
Cognition. 53, 129-153.
to change the ratio of reading to naming in the training set.
Greenough, W . T., Black, J. E., & Wallace, C. S. (1987).
Experience and Brain Development. Child Development,
If the ratio of reading to naming is allowed to progress so
that reading does not massively exceed naming (i.e. kept at
58, 539-559.
a m a x i m u m of 10:1), the network is able to make better
Liben, L. S. (1987). Development and Learning: Conflict or
progress in learning the naming task. The result of this is
Congruence? Hillsdale, NJ: Earlbaum.
that the error (and so predicted reaction time) for the color
MacLeod, C. M . (1990) Half a century of Research on the
naming time is reduced, lessening the Stroop effect. ConStroop Effect: an Integrative Review. Psychological Bulletin 109, 163-203.
versely, if the ratio is allowed to creep up to 1000:1, there
MacLeod, C. M . & Dunbar K. (1988) Training and Stroop
will be large amounts of error in the color task as the network becomes optimized to carrying out the reading task.
like interference: Evidence for a continuum of automaticity. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning,
Hence, the final amount of Stroop interference in these
M e m o r y and Cognition, 14, 126-135.
models can be adjusted by adapting the training ratio.
Mehwort, D. J. K., Braun, J. G., & Heathcote, A. (1992)
In summary, this paper has (1) replicated the results of a
Response time distributions and the Stroop Task: a test of
published model of Stroop interference, (2) extended the
the Cohen, Dunbar and McClelland (1990) Model, Jourmodel to embody constraints from cognitive development,
nal of Experimental Psychology: H u m a n Perception and
and (3) tested and confirmed the predictions of the extended
Performance. 18, 872-882.
model on young children. This project continues to argue
Seidenburg, M . S., & McClelland J, L. (1989) A distributed,
for the validity of connectionist methods as a serious means
Developmental Model of word recognition and naming.
of addressing cognitive development in children.
Psychological review, 96, 523-568.
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Abstract

present study, however, investigates cognitive behavior in the face of problems like unfamiliar problems,
How does time pressure affect cognitive behavior when which can not be solved by rule-based action. For
solving problems in an uncertain environment?
unfamiliar problems knowledge-based action is necesW e found substantial evidence that, under time pressary performance. Knowledge-based action is the third
sure, decision makers can not apply knowledge-based
cognitive stage in which the decision maker must conaction, even if that approach is absolutely necessary for
sciously analyze the nature of the situation and create
solving the problem. The present study aims to explain
n e w rules applicable to the unfamiliar task. In such a
this phenomenon in terms of the subjective probabilcase, knowledge-based action is applicable but it requires
ity of the uncertain events associated with the problem.
more
time and cognitive load to execute than rule-based
Our model insists that overestimating the possibility of
action. There is substantial evidence that, under time
getting correct answer with rule-based action, affected
pressure, decision makers can not apply knowledge-based
by time pressure and the attitude of decision makers,
leads to the persistence of rule-based action. The exaction, even if that approach is absolutely necessary for
periment's results supported the proposed model.
solving the problem. T h e present study aims to explain
this phenomenon in terms of the subjective probabilities
Introduction
for the uncertain events associated with the problem.
H o w does time pressure aflFect cognitive behavior when
solving problems in an uncertain environment? In recent
Model of decision making under time
studies Rohna(1986)investigated the cognitive process of
pressure
an offshore installation manager and McLennan(I997)
T o solve problems, peoplefirsttry to use holding rules
investigated the rapid decision making on the fire
applicable to the problems. However, in the case of
ground. These studies demonstrated that Recognitionsolving unfamiliar problems people don't have applicaPrimed Decision Making(RPD)(Klein, 1989)is the effecble rules for solving the problems. If all keeping rules are
tive strategy for rapid decision making. Klein, Calderinapplicable people have to realize that knowledge-based
wood and Clinton-Cirocco (1986) found that even exaction is the effective approach for solving the probpert decision makers hke fire fighters would not be able
lems. Rapidly applying knowledge-based action leads
to consider a wide range of response options because of
to rapidly solving problems. However, w e assumed that
time pressure. F r o m investigating m a n y experts, they
under time pressure people can't apply knowledge-based
suggested effective model of decision making applying
action even if that approach is absolutely necessary for
by experts as R P D model in which decision maker is besolving the problem. Even after trying all the applicable
coming aware of events that have occurred, and relying
rules, they retry the same inappHcable rules, and they
on experience to recognize these events. This model is
can not apply knowledge- based action, which leads to
very similar to the rule-based action suggested by Rassticking to rule-based action. W e try to explain these
mussen. In this present study w e analyzed decision m a k ing under time pressure using Rasmussen's theory. Ras- p h e n o m e n a in ternns of decision making.
In the case of rule-based action, at each point in the
mussen (Rasmussen,1986) described three stage models
of performance with which people arrive at decisions. At
problem solving process, decision makers have to choose
one rule from m a n y useful rules. If applying the chosen
the lowest level is skill-based action primarily involving
rule turns out not to advance the solution, another rule
sensori-motor coordination. In the second stage ruleis chosen. This process continues until the problem is
based action, the reactions are semi-automatic and do
not require any conscious analysis. T o solve familiar
solved. W e assumed that in order to choose one rule,
the decision makers evaluate the subjective probability,
problems rule-based action is the most effective performance and decision maker under time pressure like fire which describes the degree of usefulness of the rule for
solving problems. T h e decision makers choose the rule
ground commanders like to use rule- bcised action for
which obtains the highest subjective probability. If the
rapid decision making (Klein, 1989).
rule is inapplicable, the decision makers m a y try to use
M a n y other studies (Svenson and Maule,1993 etc.)also
the rule obtaining the second highest subjective probainvestigated h o w people apply rule-based action in evalbility, and so on. However, the present study is focused
uating the problem and choosing relevant rules. T h e
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in which decision makers can't solve problems with rulebased action and must move to knowledge-based action.
W V assumed that decision makers have some threshold
which determines the switch from rule-based action to
knowledge-based action. W h e n the possibility of getting
a correct answer with rule-based action falls below the
threshold , they decide to move to knowledge-based action. This state value is described as follows:

where /3 denotes passing time with 0 < /?. /? becomes
larger as time passes for WAi, on the other hand, /3 becomes samller as time passes for W ^ . Therefore to evaluate usefulness of rule-bsised action, people focus only on
high representative rules more and more, and the border degree of representativeness between focusing and
ignoring becomes higher as time passes. O n the other
hand, when evaluating the uselessness of rule-based action, people underestimate uselessness of high representative rules and overestimate uselessness of low represenPt{0) = p^p(v;)
tative
rules.
P.(„) =
Pt{n-l) + [iPA{V„))-PiiVr,)]
Q denotes the degree of overestimation of the highest
=
P,(\]) + E'„^,[{Pa(V,))-P,{V,)]{1)
representative rule and does not change much as time
k=l...n
(2)
passes. For W 4 , , a is large and, for H^/,,a is smaller than
it for Wai- This describes that people want to overestimate usefulness but don't want to estimate uselessness
where n is the number of trials and V, is the rule which
as large, even after high representative rules were inapdecision makers use on i trial. Pap(V<) is the primairy
plicable for solving the problem. These changing values
subjective probability of rule V, describing the possibilof parameters describe that people focus on high repreity of getting the correct answer with 0 < P4p(Vj) < 1.
sentative rules and ignore the fact that these rules are
Before starting to solve the problem, the decision makers
inapplicable for solving these problems.
first set the starting point PAp{^ i) with their intuition.
In the next section we estimate parameters from data
The subjective state changes through the trial as preobtained from experiment and test these hypotheses.
sented in equation(2). PAi^i) 's the subjective probability describing usefulness of ruleV^; with 0 < PAiVi) < 1
> Pl{^i) is the subjective probability describing the useExperiment 1
lessness of ruleV; with 0 < Pi{Vi) < 1. P,(n) is the total
subjective state value until trial n describing the possibil- M e t h o d
ity of getting correct answer with rule-based action. W e
Subjects 127 students at Tokyo University particidenoted Pt{n) as "state value" not probability because
pated in the experiment.
people cant keep law of probabihty all the time. The
Procedure There were two sessions (exercise session
decision maikers decide to move from rule-based action to
and
test session) in the experiment. W e used Raven's
knowledge-based action when Pt(n) < ^(threshold). In
test
for both sessions. First, in the exercise session,
this present study 6 is set to 0, meaning that possibihty
easy two tasks, including rules for solving the tasks were
of getting correct answer got 0 and people give up applypresented. The rules for solving exercise tasks were
ing rule-based action and decide to move to knowledgeA
+ B = C and A — B = C. At the end of exercise sesbased Jiction.
sion subjects were required to write down all rules used
The present study also proposed the model of evalufor solving the exercise tasks and number these tasks.
ation of subjective PAi^i) describing the usefulness of
Subjects were informed that these rules could be used in
ruleV; and /*/( V,) describing the uselessness of rule Vj as
the test session. After being given time to think about
follows;
the task subjects proceeded to the test session in which
an answer was required within a fixed time (3 minutes).
PAiVi) =
PAp{V,)*WAi
(3)
The test task could not be solved using only the rules
Pi(V,) = PipiVi).Wi,
(4)
learned in the exercise session. To solve the test session
it was important to focus on the combination of figures.
Plp{Vi)is the primary subjective probability of rule Vj
It was necessary to discover a new rule to solve the test
describing possibility of getting the wrong answer with
task. One rule was about the number of dots inside the
0 < PipiV,) < 1. Weight WAi,Wii expresses the repfigures and the other rule was about the shape of the figresentativeness of rule Vi. Equation(3) and (4) describe
ures. Therefore, obtaining the correct answer required
that if the rule has high representativeness, the decision
subjects to move from rule-based action to knowledgemakers overestimate the usefulness or uselessness of the
based action within thefixedtime. Before the test sesrule and low representativeness leads to underestimatsion, subjects were required to estimate the two kinds
ing the usefulness or uselessness. The degree of overesof possibilities of getting right and wrong answer within
timation, denoted as WAi^Wj^, is mainly determined by
time limit in percentage. After each minute, subjects
representativeness.
were required to choose one rule most applicable to the
The weighting function is defined as follows:
test task. Subjects could choose "there is no rule applicable to the test task". If subjects choose no rule,
a
subjects
were required to write down other rule appliW., =
(5)
l+exp(-0*{r{V,)-C)
cable to test task. Subjects could answer "I have no
idea right now". Subjects were required to evaluate the
u.sefulness and the uselessness of rules numbered in the
^'' " l+exp{-0*{riV,)-C) ^^^
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exercise session. After choosing one rule, subjects were
required to m a k e circle on the line. A circle at the right
end meant the rule was completely useful or completely
useless. A circle on the left end m e a n t the rule was not
at all useful or not at all useless. Subjects were required
to respond about all the rules at the exercise session If
subjects chose "there is n o rule applicable to test task"
for the previous question, they were required to evaluate the rule from the previous question. These questions
were required to be answered on a separate page to avoid
influencing other questions. T h e answer to test task was
also required after every minute. After the test session
subjects were required to indicate whether the test task
was unfamiliar task or not. Data retrieved three times
after eax;h minute were used for analyzing. W e denoted
thefirstdata as "first step data" , the second data as
"second step data" and the third data as "third step
data"
Results 124 out of 127 subjects answered that the test
task was unfamiliar task. Subjects were divided into
two groups: these solving the task (successful group)
and these not solving the task (unsuccessful group)
within time limit, and were further divided into two
more groups: these applying only rule-based action and
these applying knowledge-based action in addition to
rule-based action. Three researchers familiar with Rusmussen's theory divided subjects into groups. Subjects
choosing rules were judged as performing rule-based action. Subjects choosing "no rule" and if the written rule
by subjects was created newly in the test session, they
were judged as performing knowledge-based action. Subjects answering "I have no idea right n o w " were judged
as rule-based action.
31 subjects could solve the test task and 96 subjects
could not solve the test task within the time limit. 26 out
of 31 subjects w h o solved the task within time limit, applied knowledge-based action, O n the other hand, only
13 out of 83 w h o couldn't solve the task within time
limit have applied knowledge-based action. F r o m chi
square test there is a relation between solving a problem
and knowledge based action(x(l) = 55.066,p < .01).
It can be said that to solve the unfamihar task applying knowledge-based action is absolutely necessary. Secondly, w e plot the m e a n percentage of getting correct
answer with rule-based action through the test session
by finding out the difference between successful group
and unsuccessful group from equation(2). These are in
Figure 1 and Figure 2. W e found that successful group
exceeded the threshold, on the other hand unsuccessful
group did not exceed the threshold within time limit.
Thirdly, w e estimated W ^ , Wii{i = 1,2,3) from
equation(3) and (4). There were three kinds of data:
first step data, second step data and third step data.
Data about which subjects answered "no idea", and answered "new idea"but judged which was not n e w rule
were not included, because for these data representativeness of rules could not be measured. Plotting W j H ,
Wji and representativeness of rule Vi are presented in
Figure 3 and 4 for successful group Figure 5 and 6 for
unsuccessful group.
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Figure 1: Possibility of getting correct answer
(successful group)

Figure 2: Possibility of getting correct answer
(unsuccessful group)
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Figure 4: Plot of 11'/,(successful group)

Table 1: Estimation value about successful group
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a

2.87 1.38
3.85 0.96
4.56 -2.94

H'/i
Wi2
Wj3

P

2.10 -0.20
1.72 0.97
1.79 0.83

Forth w e estimate value of parameters a and 0 of equation(5) a n d (6) by least square method. C is fixed at 0.5
for fitting of the model. T h e results about successful
group in the Table 1 a n d unsuccessful group in Table 2.
Also estimated curve of M^ij.W/, is presented in Figure
7 a n d 8 for successful group Figure 9 a n d 10.
F r o m these estimated values, significant difference between successful groups and unsuccessful groups could
be found. First, subjects w h o solved the test teisk within
the time limit overestimated the high representative rule
m o r e than subjects could not solve the test. Second,
at the beginning of test session successful group subjects tended to ignore the usefulness of low representative rules a n d only focused o n high representative rules
B u t as time passed, they tended to focus not only on
high representative rules but also on low representative
rules. O n the other hand, unsuccessful group subjects

.2 .4 6
Table 2: Estimation value about unsuccessful group
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Figure 5: Plot of W>ij(unsuccessful group)
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Figure 7: Curve of Estimated l^Ai(successful group)

Figure 10: Curve of Estimated VV/j(unsuccessful group)
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tended to focus only on usefulness of high representative
rules and that tendency increased as time passed. Third,
successful subjects tended to focus on uselessness of high
representative rules after failing to apply rules and the
tendency increased as time passed. O n the other hand,
unsuccessful group subjects tended to underestimate of
uselessness of high representative rules even after failing
to apply rules and overestimate the uselessness of low
representative rules and the tendency increased as time
passed. W e discovered these results that overestimation
of usefulness of high representative rules and underestimating of uselessness of high representative rules leads
to persistently choosing only high representative rules
and thus they don't try to apply other low representative rules. That leads people to not exceed the threshold
of rule-based action and people can't decide to apply
knowledge based action and can't create the n e w rule.
Experiment2
To test the model suggested in the present study, the
same experiment as Experiment 1 was presented to the
new subjects. From this data, we estimated values, and
test the data that estimated values are approximate to
actual data.
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on the high representative rule causing them to exceed
the threshold quickly and decide to move to knowledgebased action.
r
r
Some estimated value approximated actual data not so
W j , .681
.715
W.Al
much. One of the reason could be said that subjects may
H'^o .908
Wi2 .556
be poor at using percentage or thinking about representativeness caused by experience of outputting the cogniVV/3 .561
IV'a3 .972
tive process, but we should analyze them further. However, since most of the estimated value approximated the
actual data, the suggested model described the behavior
Table 4: Correlation coefficient(unsuccessful group)
of decision making. This model doesn't cover the whole
process of behavior under time pressure and we could not
r
r
test all the behaviors under time pressure, but this model
Wn
.448
.620
Wax
could be afirststep in estimating what type of people
Wa2 .736 W,2 .930
can solve unfamiliar problems very well. People who de»A3 .941
W/3 .842
sire to solve unfamiliar problems well and quickly have
to try not to overestimate possibility of applicability of
rule-based action and always focus on knowledge-based
action.
Method
In this paper we didn't much specify the difference
Subjects 55 students at the Tokyo University particmeaning between a and 0 but it could have different
ipated in the experiment.
meaning and we can specify them, our model can describe decision making in more detail. Since, in future
Procedure The procedure was the same as Experiresearch we should investigate the character of people
ment 1.
who can estimate rules correctly and whether level or
Result First subjects were divided into the success-type of unfamiliar problems affect overestimation or not.
ful group and the unsuccessful group. 10 subjects out
Also we should investigate how can people overestimate
of 55 solved the test task and 45 subjects didn't solve
correctly and revise the overestimation of usefulness.
the test task. W e cadculated actual Wai,Wa2,Wa3 and
^^'/i.^/2-'^V3 from the equation(3) and (4). W e esReference
timated ir^i,tV^2'^A3 and Wii,Wj2,Wj3 of the sucKlein, G., Calderwood, R., & Climton-Cirocco, A.
cessful group and the unsuccessful group from the equa(1986). Rapid decision making on thefireground.
tion(5) and (6). Estimated a and (3 in Experiment 1 were
Proceedings of the human factors Society SOth annual
used. W e got the correlation coefficient between actual
meeting,! (pp. 576-880).
data and estimated vcdues presented in Table 3 and 4.
Klein, G. (1989). Recognition-Primed Decisions. AdFrom the correlation coefficients most of the estimated
vances in Man-Machine System Research J, 47-92
values were approximate to actual data.
Tcible 3: Correlation co«'fficient(succrssful group)

Conclusion
In the present study we focused on unfamiliar problem
solving and tried to explain this behavior as decision
making by subjective probability of solving only by rulebased action. From the results of experiments, we found
several differences between successful and unsuccessful
problem solvers. People who could not solve problems
have the tendency to persistently overestimate high representative rules and ignore low representative rules even
after faihng to apply them, and this increased as time
passed. Although they only focused on high representative rules for usefulness, for uselessness, high representative rules were underestimated. These tendencies caused
those not exceeding the threshold of rule-based action to
persistently choose rule-based action and not to decide
to move to knowledge-based action.
O n the other hand, people in the successful group first
only focused on the high representative rule for usefulness but as time passed they focused on not only the
high representative rule but also on the low representative rule. This led to try other rules after failing to
apply high representative rules. For uselessness they estimate not only on the low representative rule but also

McLennan, J. (1997). Neuralisitc Decision making can
involve both recognitional and analytical strategies:
"Rapid decision making on thefireground. Proceedings of the 16th Bi-annual Conference on Subjective
Probability Utility and Decision making
Rasmussen, J., & Goodstein, L. P. (1988) Information
technology and work. Handbook of Human-Computer
Inter-action. Elsevier Science Publishers,B.V.
Rhona, F. (1996). Emergency decision making in the
offshore oil and gas. H u m a n Factors, 38(2), 262-277
Svenson, O., & Maul, J. (1993) rime pressure and stress
in human judgment and decision making. London:
Plenum
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Abstract

These syntactic parameters are standardly taken to be
binary and their two values to be mutually exclusive. It is
We consider the process by which the syntactic parameters ofnot yet k n o w n h o w m a n y syntactic parameters there are
human language are set. Previous work has shown that for
(see Roberts, in press, for discussion). For convenience
natural languages there can be no instant "automatic"
here, suppose h u m a n s are equipped with 30. T h e n there are
triggering of parameters because the trigger properties in
2^°= 1,073,741,824 possible languages. Importantly, the
natural languages are often deep properties, not recognizable
number of languages grows exponentially with the number
without parsing the input sentence. There are parametric
of parameters. T h e insight that underlies Chomsky's
algorithms that learn by parsing, but they are inefficient
parametric approach to language is that for a learner that
because tliey do not respect the Parametric Principle, they
sets parameters, the complexity of the learning process
evaluate millions of grammars, rather than establishing the
values of a few dozen parameters. They do so because they
need be no more than linear in the n u m b e r of ways
cannot tell in advance which input sentences are pertinent to
grammars can differ from each other (i.e. in the number of
which parameters, and because they have no protection
parameters). For this, the learner must establish the value
against misleaming due to parametric ambiguity of the input.
of each parameter independently of the values of all others.
There is one model that does implement the Parametric
W e call this the Parametric Principle.
Principle. This is the Structural Triggers Learner (STL).
Setting parameters in accordance with the Parametric
For an STL, a parameter value and its trigger are one and the
Principle
permits a very rapid reduction of the pool of
same thing; they are what w e call a structural trigger or
possible
grammars.
Each time a parameter is set, one
treelet (a subtree or in the limiting case a single feature).
parameter value is eliminated; and since half of all
These structural triggers are made available by U G and
grammars have that value, that eliminates from
adopted into the learner's grammar just in case they prove
consideration half of the candidate g r a m m a r s remaining.
essential for parsing input sentences. This permits efficient
recognition of the parameter values entailed by input
In a domain of 30 parameters, setting one parameter rules
sentences and allows the learner to avoid errors by
out roughly 500 million grammars; setting the next one
discarding ambiguous input. However, the high degree of
excludes another 250 million; setting five reduces the pool
ambiguity inlierent in natural language impedes learning
to roughly 3 % of its original size.
even for this efTicient system. A n S T L must wait a long time
Very few existing parameter-based learning models abide
between unambiguous inputs. A s w e explain, this problem
by
the Parametric Principle. Rather, the learner evaluates
is particularly acute in the early stages of learning. In this
complete
collections of parameter values, i.e. whole
paper we give a computational analysis of the performance of
grammars.
Typically, no one parameter value is finally
an STL. W e then identify an important factor - the
established until the learner discovers the full target
parametric expression rate - that holds promise of a solution
grammar. Statistical weighting systems, such as those
to this early learning problem.
proposed by Valian (1990) and Kapur (1994), do settle o n a
value for each parameter independently, although along the
Setting Syntactic Parameters is Hard Work
w a y they postpone setting a parameter for s o m e time while
evaluating the evidence. It seems surprising that other
The Parametric Principle
models do not take advantage of the powerful reduction of
Chomsky (1981 and elsewhere) has proposed that all
the acquisition problem that the Parametric Principle
natural languages share the s a m e innate universal
makes possible. There are no compensating advantages to
principles (Universal G r a m m a r - U G ) and differ only with
be gained by searching through the space of grammars. At
respect to the settings of afinitenumber of parameters. For
best, clever search strategies m a y m a k e it less punishing
example, all languages have subjects of some sort, but (see Nyberg, 1992). It appears that the sole reason for
whether a language's g r a m m a r dictates that the subject
violating the Parametric Principle is that obeying it has
must be overt is determined by the setting of the "null
been judged to be too difficult. T h e literature on language
subject" parameter. T h e null subject parameter is set "ofi"
leamability has not emphasized this. Only Clark (1994)
in English and "on" in Spanish and Italian.
has addressed it explicitly, and he considered the
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computational costs of respecting the Parametric Principle
to be "too great to be acceptable."
W e believe this
pessimistic conclusion to be premature. The learning
model \\c present here obeys the Parametric Principle at
minimal cost, and has other advantages besides.
Parametric Ambiguity
A sentence is parametrically ambiguous if it is licensed by
two or more distinct combinations of parameter values.
Parametric ambiguity is rampant in natural language. For
example, an input string of the form Subject-Verb-Object
( S V O ) is parametrically ambiguous between underlying
S V O order as in English, and "verb second" order as in
German. Although S V O sentences can be parsed by either
kind of grammar, tlie derivations will be different due to
the different parameter settings.
A "\erb second" language has a positive value of the V 2
parameter (i.e. + V 2 ) . This entails that the finite verb is
transformationally fronted and that a topic phrase is moved
intofirstposition before it. ff the topic is the subject, this
gives an S V ( 0 ) sentence. S V O order can be licensed by
+ V 2 \\ith any values for the parameters that control the
imderlying order of subject, verb and object (in G e r m a n the
underlying order is S O V ) . S V O order can also be licensed,
without mo\ement, by the parameter values for underlying
subject-before-verb and verb-before-object order with a
negative \alue of the V 2 parameter, as in English. B y
contrast, a V O S sentence is not parametrically ambiguous
(at least with respect to its word order). It can be licensed
only by the -V2 value with underlying verb-before-object
and verb-before-subject.
In order to abide by the Parametric Principle, a learner
must be able to establish a parameter value with sufficient
confidence to be prepared to rule out all grammars in which
that parameter takes the opposite value. Otherwise, the
number of candidate grammars could never be reduced.
This would effectively nullify the benefit of the Parametric
Principle: the halving of available grammars with each
parameter that is set. Parametric ambiguity is potentially
very damaging since it robs the learner of confidence. T o
be certain that its setting of a parameter was correct, the
learner would need to run an exhaustive check of all
possible parses of the input sentence, ff the parameter
value in question were present in every grammar that could
parse the sentence, then it could be adopted with full
confidence. Anything short of exhaustive grammar testing
would lea\e it uncertain whether the parameter value was
indeed necessary. G r a m m a r s can be applied to sentences
by parsers; however, an exhaustive search through a billion
grammars is hopelessly impractical. The consensus in
sentence processing research is that even adults are capable
of only limited parallel parsing if any (see Gibson, 1991),
even w h e n the alternative analyses all involve the same
grammar. It does not seem plausible to suppose that a twoyear old can apply a billion grammars to each sentence.
It might seem that a less demanding alternative would be
for the learner simply to establish which inputs were
parametrically ambiguous and refrain from setting
parameters in response to them. Learning would be based
solely on unambiguous triggers.
However, this also
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demands parsing with multiple grammars. Parametric
ambiguity can be established by parsing with just enough
grammars to find two that parse the input, but nonambiguity can be established only by parsing with all
possible grammars and finding no more than one that
parses the input. Fortunately, the S T L model proposed by
Fodor (1998) and described below manages to curtail the
excessive parallel parsing needed to test multiple
grammars.
In summary: the complexity of the learning problem
remains exponential unless the Parametric Principle can be
implemented. But, this must not require massively parallel
parsing of input sentences, which appears to be far beyond
the capacity of a h u m a n learner. What is needed is a
system that can test g r a m m a r s in parallel without having
to engage in full parallel parsing of input sentences. This
is possible within the S T L model to which w e n o w turn.
The Structural Triggers Learner
The Structural Triggers Learner (STL) has made parallel
grammar testing possible without the need for full parallel
parsing of input sentences. It achieves this because it takes
triggers and parameter values to be the kinds of things that
are both ingredients of grammars and ingredients of trees.
W h a tfitsthese specifications is a subtree consisting of just
a few nodes and/or feature specifications. A trigger and the
parameter value it triggers are then identical, so that only
one innate specification is needed, rather than linked
specifications of parameter values and their triggers. U G
provides a pool of these schematic treelets, one for each
parameter value, and each natural language chooses to
employ some subset of them. The U G treelets can be folded
into the learner's current grammar, w h e n the current
grammar alone is insufficient to parse an input. The
resulting grammar (termed a ""supergrammar") can be
applied by the parser to the input in exactly the same way
as any natural language grammar would be applied. N o
unusual parsing activity is needed, yet all parameter values
are evaluated simultaneously. Parametric treelets necessary
to that sentence can be detected in the output of the parser.
T h e learning device can "see" which values contributed to
the parsing of an input sentence, and thus know which
values to adopt. Once a parameter value is adopted into the
learner's grammar, it is available for licensing new
sentences.
Fodor discusses various learning strategies which could
utilize these structural triggers / parameter values. The one
that is of interest here is what has been called the weak STL
( W S T L ) , which is most appropriate as a model of human
learners. T h e W S T L employs what is essentially a serial
parser that parses sentences with the supergrammar (i.e. the
current grammar augmented with parametric treelets).
W h e n the parser notes a choice point in assigning structure
to a sentence, it selects one analysis to pursue for purposes
of comprehension and it ignores all other analyses. But it
reports the presence of ambiguity to the learning
mechanism, and the learner thereafter adopts no new
parameter values on the basis of that sentence. Since it
cannot k n o w what parameter values might have been

involved in the other parses, had it pursued them, it cannot
W S T L - Algorithm:
be certain which values, if any, would be c o m m o n to all
1) Receive an input sentence s from the
analyses of the string, and so it cannot safely acquire any of
linguistic environment
them. However, if during the parse, no choice points were
2)
Attempt
to parse s with the current
encountered, then the parser reports that the sentence is
if successful, go to 1
grammar;
unambiguous and consequently the learner adopts all of the
3)
Otherwise,
begin to parse s with the
novel trcelets that were used by the parser in constructing
supergrammar
(= current grammar +
the parse tree.
both parametric treelets for every
The W S T L thus learns only from fully unambiguous
parameter)
sentences, so it does not make errors. The drawback is
4) If at some point in the parse, there is a
tiiat, due to the high degree of parametric ambiguity in
choice of treelets, disregard 5 for
natural language, fiilly unambiguous input is likely to be
learning
scarce. So the W S T L , though eflRcient in other ways, faces
s is unambiguous, so adopt
5)
Otherwise,
the problem that it must discard a high proportion of
all
novel
parametric
treelets that have
sentences and must often wait a long time for usable
been
employed
in
parsing
s
(unambiguous) input. This problem is particularly acute at
6) If not all parameters have been set,
the earliest stages of parameter setting. In later stages, the
goto 1
input has become less ambiguous because each parameter
that is set disambiguates some previously ambiguous
sentences. But, before progressive disambiguation gets
underway, it would seem that the learner could find very
The number of input sentences consumed by the W S T L few unambiguous input sentences to learn from. W e n o w
before convergence on the target grammar can be derived
formalize the W S T L model to illustrate the scale of this
from the probability that the W S T L - will adopt some
problem and in following sections w e offer a solution.
number of new parameter values, w, on the basis of a single
sentence. There are several factors (described in detail
Analysis of a WSTL
below) that determine this probability:
•
the number of relevant parameters ( r )
•
the expression rate { e )
The WSTL-minus
•
the
"effective " expression rate ( e' )
The W S T L outlined above is the one we believe most
Not
all
parameters
are relevant parameters. Irrelevant
closely models human learners. However, the complete
parameters
control
properties
of phenomena not present in
mathematics that describes its performance is intricate (due
the target language, such as clitic order in a language
to the dynamic nature of the progressive disambiguation;
for details of this, see Sakas, in prep). Moreover, the fiill without clitics. For our purposes, the number of relevant
parameters, r, is the total number of parameters that need to
matliematics is not necessary for the present purpose of
be
set in order to license all and only the sentences of the
analyzing eariy parameter setting. W e can consider here a
target
language.
simpler version of the W S T L that w e will call the WSTLO
f
the
parameters relevant to the target language as a
minus (WSTL-). This does no learning unless a sentence is
whole, only some will be relevant to any given sentence. A
completely unambiguous regardless of whether any
sentence expresses those parameters for which a specific
parameters have already been set, i.e. it behaves as if there
value is required in order to build a parse tree, i.e. those
were no progressive disambiguation.
This can be
parameters that are essential to its structural description.
implemented by assuming that the W S T L - has access,
For instance, if a sentence does not have a relative clause, it
while parsing an input sentence, to both treelets associated
will not express parameters that concern only relative
with each parameter (whereas for the "true" W S T L , the
clauses; if it is a declarative sentence, it won't express the
parser's pool of parametric values does not include the
properties peculiar to questions; and so on. The expression
rejected value of a parameter that has already been set).
rate, c, for a language, is the average number of parameters
Due to the lack of progressive disambiguation, the W S T L expressed
by its input sentences. For simplicity, w e will
does not do justice to the efficiency of thefiillW S T L : it
(not realistically) that e is the same for all
assume
here
requires substantially more input sentences to acquire the
target language sentences.
target grammar than the W S T L does. Yet, at the outset of
A s a measure of ambiguity, consider that each sentence,
learning, when few parameters have been set, the
on
average, is ambiguous with respect to a of the
performance of the two versions differs relatively little, and
parameters
it expresses. The effective rate of expression,
so the W S T L - is adequate as an approximation to the true
e',
is
the
average
number of expressed parameters that are
WSTL.
expressed unambiguously (i.e. e' = e - a). (Note: Readers
not interested in further mathematical details m a y skip the
following sub-section.)
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Derivation of a Transition Probability Function
W e can n o w present a derivation of the number of inputs
the W S T L - can be expected to consume before converging
on the target grammar.
W e m a k e the following
background assumptions throughout this section.
•
T h e sample of the target language that a learner is
exposed to entails the value of every parameter
rele\ ant to the language.
•
T h e sample is uniformly distributed (i.e. no
particular sentence type within it is systematically
w ithheld or delayed).
•
All sentences within the target language are
ambiguous with respect to the same number of
parameters. (This is for mathematical convenience
only.)
O u r approach is to first derive the probability that the
learner is exposed to a sentence containing one or more
parameters (expressed ambiguously or unambiguously) that
have not >et been set. W e then derive the probability that
the W S T L - does not discard that sentence because it
contains an ambiguity. Combining these probabilities, as
shown below, w e will arrive at a formula that yields the
probabilit> that tlie learner will adopt w n e w parameter
values (0 < w < e) o n the basis of a given input sentence,
given that t parameters had already been set.
T o begin this computation, let us set ambiguity aside for
a moment. In order to set all r parameters, the W S T L - has
to encounter enough batches of e parameter values possibly
(in fact, probably) overlapping with each other, to m a k e up
thefiillset of r parameter values that have to be established.
Let P(w\t.r.e) be the probability that an arbitrary input
sentence, s. expresses m- new (i.e. as yet unset) parameters,
given tliat the learner has already set t parameters
(correctly), for s o m e r and e as defined above.
P(w\t,r,e) is simply the number of ways s can express w
unset parameters drawn from the current total pool of unset
parameters (the size of which is r -1), times tlie number of
ways s can ex-press e-w previously set parameters fi-om the
total collection of t set parameters, divided by the total
number of ways 5 can express e parameters out of all r
rele\ant ones. This is displayed in the following equation:

" ' I
'
P(w\t,r,e) = - w
Ke-w

r

v^/
N o w , to deal with ambiguity, w e bring the effective rate
of ex-pression, e', into play in order to calculate the
probability that any single parameter is expressed
unambiguously. This is e'le. T h e probability that all e
parameters expressed by a sentence are expressed
unambiguously is (e'le)'. This is the probability, u, that an
input is unambiguous and hence usable for learning.

W e are n o w in a position to give the formula for the
probability, P'(\«\t,r,e,e'), that the W S T L - will set w
additional parameters after encountering an arbitrary input
sentence.
(l-u)+uP(w\t.r.e). i f w = 0
P'(w\(,rx,e') =
uP(w I /, r, e),

otherwise

For values of w other than 0, the probability of setting w
n e w parameters is simply the probability that the sentence
is usable for learning (i.e., all e parameters are
unambiguously expressed (= «)) times the probability that w
of those e parameters were previously unset (= P(w\t,r,e)).
T h e probability of setting 0 parameters (i.e., w = 0) is the
probability that not all e parameters are unambiguously
expressed (= 1- u) plus the probability that even if the e
parameters are unambiguously expressed (= u) all of them
had already been set (= P(w=0\t,r,e)).
In order to analyze the performance of the W S T L - after
several inputs have been encountered, w e model the learner
as an absorbing Markov system where each state depicts the
number of parameters that have been set' The system
starts in state S„ and on receiving an input, m a y stay in
state So or m o v e to any of the states Si, S2, S3, ... 5,. In
general, the transition probability that the system will
change from an arbitrary state 5, to state S,+^ is given by:
PiS,-*S,^J = P'{w\t,r,e,e'), O^w^e

Given values for r, e and e' one can calculate all possible
transitions of the system and present them in a transition
matrix. Since the W S T L - is error-driven (if the input is
licensed by the current g r a m m a r no learning occurs), once
it has set all relevant parameters (i.e. once it achieves state
Sr), it stays in state Sr. Thus the system is absorbing. A
well-known result from Markov chain theory is that the
fundamental matrix of an absorbing Markov system yields
the expected waiting time until absorption (see Waner and
Costenoble, 1996, for a readable presentation of Absorbing
Markov Models). T h e ftindamental matrix Q is defined as
the inverse of the difference between the identity matrix
and the sub-matrix, A^, that gives the transition probabilities
between the non-absorbing states. That is: Q = (I - N)'.
T h e s u m of the first {So) row of Q yields the average
number of inputs required for the W S T L - to enter the
absorbing state Sr starting in state So-

' What follows is a presentation of one method for arriving at
the expected size of tlie input sample consumed by the WSTL-.
This approach is related to discussions in the literature by Niyogi
and Berwick (1996) and elsewhere. There is at least one other
approach that can be used for establishing these results. It utilizes
dynamic programming to compute the following recurrence
relation: that the expected sample size required, on average, to set
n parameters can be determined from the size required to set n-i,
0<i<e parameters, together with the probability of setting /
additional parameters given that n-i have been set.

'e'^'
M =
ve y
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N u m e r i c Results

o f expression a n d ambiguity there are very f e w sentences
that the learner can m a k e use of This is w h y the worst
cases in Table 1 occur for high a' and e. For low ambiguity
and/or low expression rate, however, learning proceeds
very m u c h more rapidly.
W e emphasis that the results presented in this table
portray the weakest W S T L which does not benefit from
progressive disambiguation.
This serves as a useful
baseline for what follows, where w e will consider h o w its
performance can be improved.

Table 1, below, displays numerical results derived for
dififerent \alues of r, e, and e'. e' enters indirectly via an
ambiguity factor. Rather than using a as defined above, w e
employ a percentage measure of ambiguity a' in order to
make comparable assessments of performance across
dififerent situations. W e calculate a' as: a' = 100 (e-eye.
Table 1: Average number of inputs consumed by the
W S T L - before convergence

How to Set the First Parameters
e )»'(%)

R=15

r=20

r=25

r=30

1

62
83
124
249
27
lis
871

90
120
180
360
40
171

119
159
238
477
55
230

150
200
300
599
69
292

27,885

1,296
41,472

1,747
55,895

2,218
70,983

34
604

54
964

76

98

28

91

5

10

15

20

20
40
60
80
20
40
60
80
20
40
60
80
20
40
60
80
20
40
60
80

1,342
77,397
34,848
55,578
35,683,968 56,912,149 79,254,943

135

1,738
100,193
102,597,823

181

2,127
6,794
2,975,115
931,323
over 30 billion ...

10,136
13,545
4,438,464
5,931,148
almost 200 billion

.

256

87

366

27,351
80,601
115,415
90,949,470 268,017,383 383,783,455
... in the trillions ...

Adjusting the m a t h e m a t i c s to take into account
progressive disambiguation as parameters are set (Sakas, in
prep), w e find that the input c o n s u m p t i o n rates in Table 1
are reduced b y a factor of anything f r o m approximately 1 to
20. This is useful, but less o f a reduction than o n e m i g h t
expect. T h e reason is that the benefit is strongest at later
stages of learning, w h e r e fewer a n d fewer parameters in a
sentence need to b e expressed u n a m b i g u o u s l y ; only n e w
parameters need to b e expressed u n a m b i g u o u s l y in order
for the sentence to b e usable for learning. T h u s , o n c e
learning gets well u n d e r w a y , it is quite efficient. B u t at the
early stages, the wait for u n a m b i g u o u s input is crippling.
Fortunately, this early ambiguity p r o b l e m is not equally
severe throughout the learning d o m a i n . Notice that the
n u m b e r of parameters to b e set (r) h a s relatively little effect
on convergence time. W h a t d o m i n a t e s learning speed is
the degree of ambiguity a n d the expression rate. W h e n
both a' a n d e are high, u n a m b i g u o u s inputs are very scarce.
This is to b e expected. F o r instance: there is little c h a n c e
of encountering a fiilly u n a m b i g u o u s input if every sentence
expresses 2 0 parameters a n d the ambiguity rate is 9 9 % (the
probability w o u l d b e (1/100)^°). A s a resuh, for high rates
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T o avoid the inefficiency due to making and correcting
errors, a W S T L waits for fully unambiguous input to learn
from. W e have shown that this can result in very slow rates
of learning. Fortunately, this problem is not equally severe
across the board. T h e generally damaging effect of
ambiguity is absent at lower expression rates. W e see that
humble sentences that reveal only a few parameter values
are the most useful for a learner seeking reliable
information. This is important because expression rate is
the one factor that might plausibly be low in real life
learning. That there is a high degree of parametric
ambiguity in natural languages seems undeniable. And,
though linguistic research might prove otherwise, there
seems little hope that the number of syntactic parameters
relevant to a language will be reduced to less than a dozen.
So there is not m u c h prospect of a breakthrough in learning
efficiency due to a reduction of either ambiguity rate or
total number of parameters to be set. But it does seem
within the realms of possibility that the expression rate for
natural languages is as low as half a dozen parameters per
sentence, particularly at the early stages of learning where
the degree of parametric ambiguity is at its greatest. It is
encouraging, therefore, to find that in the Structural
Triggers framework, a reduction in the expression rate has
a beneficial effect on learning speed.
Whether the earliest encountered sentences exhibit low
expression rates must be determined by empirical research
on child-directed language. But it seems reasonable to
suppose that most of the sentences that early learners
encounter do not exhibit every syntactic phenomenon in the
language packed into 4 or 5 words or so. For instance,
there are early child-directed sentences that contain
negation, or overt W H - m o v e m e n t , or a subordinate clause,
but probably few that involve them all.
T o summarize: W e have observed here that accurate
learning is possible without loss of efficiency if the learner
can take advantage of low expression rates at early stages of
learning. W h a t is essential to this solution to the early
learning problem is the W S T L ' s ability to distinguish
ambiguity of parameter expression from irrelevance of a
parameter to a sentence. T h e former is to be avoided; the
latter is very welcome as it divides the learning task into
manageable steps. B y contrast, whole-grammar testing
systems treat parametric irrelevance as a species of
parametric ambiguity.
T h e parser reports success or
failure for a grammar without distinguishing between the
case where all its parameter values are either correct or

irrelevant, and the case where its parameter values give a
wrong anal.Nsis of a sentence that is parametrically
ambiguous. The W S T L does not conflate ambiguity and
irrelevance because the conception of parameter values as
treelets permits "superparsing", in which ambiguity shows
up as a choice point, while irrelevant parameters never
intrude at all.
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Abstract

movements is often extremely tedious. Several trials from
even the simplest tasks can generate massive eye m o v e m e n t
protocols which must be coded into a more convenient form
for analysis. In addition, these protocols typically suffer
from significant amounts of noise due to variability in both
h u m a n scanning behavior and eye-tracking equipment.
Because of the size and complexity of the data, it is often
implausible for h u m a n s to analyze more than a few eye
m o v e m e n t protocols in close detail without sacrificing
consistency, accuracy, and large amounts of time.

In using eye movements to develop cognitive models,
researchers typically analyze eye movement protocols with
aggregate measures and test models with respect to these
measures. Because aggregate analyses sometimes conceal
informative low-level behavior, protocol analyses
comparing model predictions to individual trial protocols
are frequently desirable; however, protocol analysis for eye
movement data is often tedious and time-consuming. W e
describe how to automate the protocol analysis of eye
movements using hidden Markov models. Working with
data from an equation-solving task, we demonstrate two
methods of tracing eye movement data—that is, mapping
eye movements to the sequential predictions of a cognitive
process model. W e evaluated these tracing methods in an
experiment where participants were instructed to execute
given equation-solving strategies. W h e n coding the
experimental protocols in terms of the given strategies,
the automated tracing methods performed as well as human
expert coders in a fraction of the time.

Automated Eye Movement Protocol Analysis

Introduction
In the cognitive sciences, the study of eye movements has
become increasingly popular for the investigation of h u m a n
problem-solving behavior.
E y e movements provide
numerous clues to underlying cognitive processes and their
interactions with the outside world, helping to determine
how and when people encode information, what information
they use or ignore, and h o w they interleave encoding and
computation.
M a n y researchers have utilized eye
movements to develop and test cognitive models in various
domains. Typically, eye movements are analyzed in terms
of aggregate measures—for instance, the number of fixations
on an item or the total time spent fixating an item—and
cognitive models are developed and tested with respect to
these measures. This methodology has led to highly
successful cognitive models in numerous domains, including
reading (Just & Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, 1995) and
arithmetic (Suppes, 1990).
While aggregate analyses help to understand aggregate
behavior, they sometimes conceal additional informative
aspects of behavior that appear in single trial protocols.
Recognizing this problem, researchers often find it desirable
to perform protocol analyses that compare model predictions
directly to individual trial protocols, as is c o m m o n with
verbal protocols. Unfortunately, protocol analysis for eye

This paper describes an automated approach to the analysis
of eye m o v e m e n t protocols. Previous work on automated
protocol analysis systems has concentrated primarily on
verbal protocols (e.g.. Waterman & Newell, 1971) and
generic-action protocols (e.g., Ritter & Larkin, 1994).
These systems use a process of tracing to m a p observed
actions to the sequential predictions of a cognitive model
(Ohlsson, 1990). Unfortunately, w e have found that these
systems do not generalize well to eye m o v e m e n t data, which
can be collected at a very fine temporal grain size and often
include significant individual and equipment variability. O u r
approach exploits the special characteristics of these data to
allow for fast and accurate tracing of eye m o v e m e n t
protocols. The proposed methods can analyze protocols in a
fraction of the time needed by humans while achieving
comparable, if not better, accuracy in their analyses.
The automated analysis of eye m o v e m e n t protocols has
numerous significant applications in the real world. The
methods can be used off-line to code larger, more complex
eye m o v e m e n t data sets than h u m a n coders could manage.
In addition, they can help evaluatefitsof low-level cognitive
models to large data sets at the level of trial protocols. The
methods can also be used on-line to control eye-based input
devices for user interfaces. They could also help intelligent
tutoring systems disambiguate solution strategies which
cannot be inferred solely from student responses.
Eye Movements and Hidden Marlcov Models
T h e proposed methods perform eye m o v e m e n t protocol
tracing by means of hidden Markov models ( H M M s ) . For
years H M M s have been widely employed in implementing
recognition systems for speech and handwriting. In m a n y
ways, the analysis of eye movements has m u c h in c o m m o n
with speech and handwriting recognition. These recognition
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Figure 1: Sample equation-solving problem screens with eye movement protocols and target value labels.
systems take a person's speech or handwriting input and
determine the most likely interpretation of this input given a
model of the person's possible intentions. O u r automated
algorithms perform the analogous task for eye movements,
taking a person's eye movements and determining the most
likely sequence of intended fixations.
Several researchers have explored possibilities for
applying H M M s , and more generally Markov models, to eye
m o v e m e n t data. T h e most c o m m o n use of Markov models
has appeared in analyses of transition probabilities from one
fixation target area to another (e.g.. Stark & Ellis, 1981;
Suppes, 1990). Although such analyses begin to shed light
on the sequential nature of eye m o v e m e n t protocols, they
ignore more global information by assuming that transitions
do not depend on the prior sequence of fixations. Other
researchers have used H M M s
to represent velocity
distributions in smooth eye movements (Kowler, Martins,
& Pavel, 1984) and to model explicit foveal sequences
(Rimey & Brown, 1991). W e use ideas from such work as a
basis for developing a more complete process model
approach to tracing eye movements.
Tracing Eye Movements
Before discussing the details of the proposed methods for
tracing eye movements with H M M s , we motivate these
methods by illustrating the tracing process for a sample task
and showing the difficulties that can arise in the process.
O u r sample task involves solving equations of the form:
bxl ac = bdl a
The terms a and b represent integers in the interval [2,9], and
ac and bd represent the product of a and b with other integers
c and d in [2,9], respectively. In the task, subjects must
determine the value of the unknown quantity x, which in all
cases equals the product cd. Thus, the process for solving
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the problems involves dividing ac by a to compute c,
dividing bd by b to compute d, and multiplying c and d to
compute the answer. For instance, for the sample problem
4 j; / 45 = 32 / 5
the answer can be computed by finding c = 45/5 = 9,
d = 32/4 = 8, and finally c d = 9-8 = 72.
For a single
trial, eye movement data were collected while the subject
solved the on-screen problem and typed her response into the
answer box.
The tracing process requires a cognitive process model fw
the task which describes the steps taken in encoding items
and computing results. The model m a y be implemented
within a theory of cognition such as A C T - R (Anderson &
Lebiere, 1998), but need only generate sequences of predicted
actions for the task. Let us consider a sample model which
can generate two distinct strategies for solving equations in
the task: a left-to-right strategy {b ac b d a ) and a paired-leftto-right strategy {b b d ac a). In the left-to-right strategy,
items are encoded in order and intermediate results are
computed at the earliest possible time—that is, d is
computed after fixating bd and c is computed after fixating a.
In the paired-left-to-right strategy, items are encoded in pairs
as needed for intermediate results, decreasing working
m e m o r y load. Both strategies assume that the structure of
the equations has already been internalized, making fixations
on the variable and operators unnecessary. Each strategy
thus represents a cognitive process for solving the equations
which manifests itself in a unique fixation ordering.
Using this sample model, w e can trace a given protocol
by mapping observed eye movements to predicted fixations.
Figure la shows a sample problem screen for the above
equation along with the subject's eye movement protocol,
sampled every 8.3 m s ; the protocol points are shaded and
sized such that later samples appear lighter and lowervelocity samples appear larger. T o trace the protocol with

our sample model, w e must m a p the observed data points to
the best matching model strategy—in this case, the pairedleft-to-right strategy (b bd ac a). In this mapping, the final
two observed fixations on ac and answer cannot be mapped
to the model since our simple model does not predict them.
Note that the subject had already solved m a n y similar
problems and had learned this very efficient strategy for
solving them.
Unfortunately, tracing eye m o v e m e n t protocols is rarely
as simple as this example might imply. Figure lb shows a
similar protocol that exhibits the same {b b d ac a) strategy.
However, the first fixation for this protocol lies
ambiguously between several target areas; while humans
may be able to resolve this ambiguity, a naive analysis
algorithm that m a p s fixations to their closest targets might
interpret the fixation as being on / or ac rather than its more
likely interpretation, b. Figure Ic illustrates a protocol that
presents serious difficulty for h u m a n and automated analysis
alike; the protocol contains blinks and m a n y ambiguous
fixations that seriously degrade its readability. A successful
automated analysis system must m a k e intelligent global
decisions to help resolve local ambiguities, making H M M s
an excellent tool for tracing eye movements.

Figure 2: Saccade-fixation submodel for target bd.
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Tracing Eye Movements with HMMs
W e now describe two automated methods for tracing eye
movement protocols. The tracing algorithms take three
inputs: eye movement tuples, target areas, and model
strategies. The eye m o v e m e n t tuples comprise sampled
points of the form < x , y, v>, where x and > indicate the
location of the point and v indicates the velocity at that
point; velocities can be calculated as adjacent point-to-point
distances. The target areas include the n a m e and location of
possible fixation targets on the experiment screen; for the
equation-solving task, the target areas would include the four
values [ b , a c , b d , c ] , assuming w e ignore possible
fixations on the variable and operators. The model strategies
comprise a set of possible fixation sequences predicted by
some process model, such as the left-to-right and paired-leftto-right strategies discussed earlier. The tracing algorithms
produce two outputs: a model trace and a model evaluation.
The model trace represents a mapping from eye movement
data points to the fixation sequence predicted by the best
corresponding model strategy.
T h e model evaluation
represents the probability of the model trace, which can be
used to evaluate thefitof the model to the data.
Both tracing methods trace eye movements by means of
hidden Markov models ( H M M s ) . H M M s are essentially
probabilistic finite state machines: transition probabilities
determine the likelihood of taking the transition from one
state to the next, and observation probabilities determine the
likelihood of seeing a particular observation in the state.
More information on H M M s and their applications can be
found in Rabiner (1989).
Saccade-Fixation Submodel (SFS) Tracing
Thefirsttracing algorithm, saccade-fixation submodel (SFS)
tracing, begins with the construction of a saccade-fixation
submodel for each target area. Each submodel is itself an
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Figure 3: Sample S F S tracer model.
HMM which represents a model of the possible observations
generated when a person intends to fixate that target. A
sample saccade-fixation submodel for the bd target area is
shown in Figure 2. The submodel has two states with three
observation probability distributions: an x and y coordinate
distribution and a v velocity distribution. T h e first state
models points that represent saccades; its velocity
distribution is weighted toward high velocities to model
high-velocity saccadic movement, and its x and y
distributions are uniform to show that saccades to this target
can c o m e from any location. T h e second state models
points that represent fixations; its velocity distribution is
weighted toward low velocities to model near-stationary
fixations, and its x and y distributions have means over the
center of the target area. Thus, as w e attempt to find the
most likely interpretation for a given protocol, high-velocity
saccade points will likely match to the first state of the
submodel, while low-velocity fixation points near the target
area will likely match to the second state. T h e submodel's
transition probabilities can be trained using the data set;
however, w e have simply chosen values that work well with
our particular eye m o v e m e n t data.
Next, w e use the submodels to construct a tracer model
that incorporates the predicted fixation sequences of the
model strategies. W e use the model strategies to build the
tracer model as follows. For each strategy, substitute each
predicted fixation with its corresponding submodel and link

the submodels serially. Then, link these strategy H M M s
together in parallel to form the composite tracer model
H M M . Figure 3 shows a sample tracer model for the leftto-right and paired-left-to-right strategies described earlier;
the square boxes representing the predicted fixations are
replaced by corresponding submodels, as shown.
Finally, given this tracer model, w e can produce a model
trace for a given protocol. W e first determine the most
likely state sequence for the protocol's eye movement tuples
using the Viterbi H M M decoding algorithm (see Rabiner,
1989). Conceptually, this decoding process is analogous to
laying out the tuple sequence onto the H M M such that the
probability of the sequence (including observation and
transition probabilities) is maximized. The decoded state
sequence links the data points to predicted fixation targets,
thus producing a model trace that maps the observed eye
movements to the model's predictions. Note that the model
trace describes both which model strategy was most likely
executed and the most likely assignment of data points to
their corresponding predicted fixations.
The decoding
process also provides the model evaluation value as the
probability of the most likely sequence.
T h e primary cost of S F S tracing comes from decoding the
eye m o v e m e n t protocol with the tracer model. The Viterbi
decoding algorithm uses dynamic programming to decode
sequences in OiN^T) time, where A^ is the number of H M M
states and T is the length of the decoded sequence (see
Rabiner, 1989). For S F S tracing, N depends crucially on
the strategies fwedicted by the cognitive m o d e l — m o r e
strategies with longer sequences will increase the size of the
tracer model and thus increase N . The length of the decoded
sequence T corresponds to the length of the eye movement
protocol being aniyzed.

saccade \
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Figure 4: Centroid decoding H M M .
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Figure 5: Centroid submodel for target bd.
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Centroid Submodel (CS) Tracing
S F S tracing, as w e will soon see, works well in tracing
various eye m o v e m e n t protocols. O n e problem with S F S
tracing, however, is its speed: the number of possible states
in the tracer model and the potential length of the point
sequence can m a k e S F S tracing somewhat slow. The second
tracing algorithm, centroid submodel (CS) tracing, alleviates
this problem by tracing eye movements in two stages: first,
it finds the centroids of each fixation in the protocol; and
second, it generates a model trace by mapping the fixation
centroids onto the model's predicted fixations. Though this
two-stage process is faster, it has the disadvantage of
incurring a loss of information between the two stages:
while the S F S tracer model can influence wherefixationsare
identified and to which targets they correspond, the C S tracer
model can only influence to which targets the given
centroids correspond. W e will discuss this tradeoff further in
the next section.
T h efirststep of C S tracing involves producing a sequence
of fixation centroids for the given protocol. W e perform
this task using an H M M similar to the SFS-tracing saccadefixation submodels, except without positional x and y
distributions. The H M M , shown in Figure 4, has a saccade
state and a fixation state as before, but the two states are
linked together to form a circular path between them. Thus,
this H M M models repeated saccades andfixationsaround the
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Figure 6: Sample C S tracer model.
screen without making predictions about where these actions
occur. The parameters shown in Figure 4 work well for our
particular eye movement data; in general, however, both
observation and transition probabilities can be learned using
H M M parameter reestimation over a set of training
protocols (see Rabiner, 1989).
Given this H M M , w e produce the desired centroid
sequence as follows. First, w e create a sequence of velocityonly point data by removing location information from the
eye movement tuple data. Next, w e decode the most likely
state sequence through the H M M .
Finally, w e take the
resulting
state
sequence, remove
saccade
points
corresponding to thefirststate, and collapsefixationpoints
corresponding to the second state. A s w e collapse the
fixation points, w e calculate the centroid of each fixation
(using location information from the original point data),
yielding the desired sequence offixationcentroids.'
' There are various other methods of separating fixations and
saccades—for instance, using a strict velocity cutoff or moving

After computing fixation centroids, w e n o w generate a
model trace by mapping the centroid sequence onto the
predictions of the model. T h e process of finding a model
trace in C S tracing is identical to that in S F S tracing except
for the submodels used.
Instead of saccade-fixation
submodels, C S tracing uses centroid submodels that model
the distribution of where centroids can occur for each target
area. Figure 5 illustrates one possible submodel for the W
target, with the means of the jc and y distributions over the
center of the bd target area. T o account for skipped or extra
fixations, the submodel allows the state to be bypassed or
repeated with the given probabilities. Once the centroid
submodels are constructed, w e proceed to produce a tracer
model and decode the most likely model trace as before. A
sample tracer model with simple centroid submodels is
illustrated in Figure 6.
Because C S tracing uses the Viterbi algorithm in both
stages of analysis, the complexity of C S tracing is the same
as that of S F S tracing, namely 0{I^T).
In practical
application, however, the two stages of C S tracing can run
much faster than S F S tracing. In thefirststage, C S tracing
uses a two-state H M M to decode fixations and fmd fixation
centroids. Although T, the length of the decode sequence,
may be large, N remains small, namely A^ = 2.
In the
second stage, C S tracing decodes centroids using its tracer
model. Here, N m a y be large (depending on the model
strategies), but T is m u c h smaller than in S F S tracing, since
/"represents the number offixationcentroids rather than the
number of data points. Thus, both stages of C S tracing can
operate more efficiently than the one stage in S F S tracing.
Testing the Tracing Methods
The S F S and C S tracing methods provide an automated
mechanism for mapping eye movements to their underlying
thought processes. Because w e can never be sure what a
person was thinking while executing a particular eye
movement pattern, w e cannot possibly describe the
"accuracy" of these methods with absolute certainty. W e can,
however, provide strong support for the methods in two
ways: evaluating the methods on protocols collected in what
we call an "instnicted-strategy" paradigm, and comparing the
methods' interpretations of protocols to that of h u m a n
expert coders.
The instructed-strategy paradigm has subjects executing a
specific strategy w h e n solving a task. Before starting the
task, the subject is instructed to solve the task using a
specific strategy that describes a strict order of accessing
information and computing intermediate results. O f course,
we cannot guarantee that the subject perfecdy executes the
given strategy, but w e m a k e it clear to subjects that they are
to use the strategy as diligently as possible. Using this
paradigm, w e can show support for the tracing methods by
comparing their interpretations to the subjects' given
strategies; the paradigm gives us a "correct" interpretation
with which w e can test the tracing algorithms.
Because subjects m a y not execute the given strategies as
instructed, it is reasonable to expect that the tracing methods

will not interpret s o m e number of the protocols "correctly."
However, since the tracing methods automate an analysis
task that is typically performed by humans, our primary
interest is to k n o w h o w well the tracing methods perform in
comparison with h u m a n coders. O u r goal is to have the
tracing methods interpret protocols as well as or better than
h u m a n coders.
Data Collection and Human Coding
Using the instructed-strategy paradigm, w e collected
protocols from five Carnegie Mellon students performing
the equation-solving task. Each subject solved 24 problems
per session for five sessions. O n thefirstsession, subjects
were given the equations with no instruction and asked to
solve for the u n k n o w n quantity. O n each of the four
following sessions, subjects were given a single strategy and
asked to execute this strategy as faithfully as possible in
solving the problems. T h e four strategies given to subjects
included the order with which tofixateequation elements and
the time at which to compute intermediate results. The
fixation orderings, representative of the strategies entailed by
these orderings, were: ieft-to-right, (b ac b d a); paired-leftto-right, (b b d ac a);right-to-left,(a b d ac b); and pairedright-to-left, (a ac b d b). D u e to extreme noise in the
protocols, data from one subject were omitted from analysis.
W e gave a subset of the collected protocols to h u m a n
expert coders to compare their performance to that of the
tracing methods. The test protocols comprised the last two
protocols from each session for each of the four subjects (32
protocols in all) and were given to the coders in displays
similar to those in Figure 1, with additional information
describing the sequence offixations.The h u m a n coders then
classified each protocol as one of the four given strategies.
Both h u m a n coders (a professor and graduate student in tiie
cognitive sciences) were highly experienced in examining
such displays and in working with cognitive process models.
Results
W e ran both tracing methods on all the protocols and had
them determine which of the four given strategies best fit
each protocol. W e first compare the tracing methods'
performance to that of h u m a n coders on the 4 0 test
protocols. W e then evaluate the tracing methods over the
entire data set with respect to the given instructed strategies.
Table 1 shows the percent agreement between the
classifications of the two tracing methods (SFS and C S ) , the
classifications of the two h u m a n coders ( H C l and H C 2 ) , and
the given strategies for all subjects. The tracing algorithms
show the highest agreement with the given strategies (90.693.7%), while the h u m a n coders exhibit somewhat lesser
Both h u m a n coders show
agreement (78.1-90.6%).
predominantly equal or higher agreement with the tracing
methods ( H C l - C S , 8 1 . 2 % ; H C 2 - C S , 87.5%; H C 2 - S F S ,
90.6%) than with each other ( H C 1 - H C 2 , 81.2%). Also,
while the first h u m a n coder agrees more with C S tracing
than S F S tracing, the second agrees more with S F S tracing.
In summary, performance for the tracing methods is almost
indistinguishable from h u m a n coder performance.

windows with a given dispersion. We use the two-state HMM
method to illustrate similarities with SFS submodels.
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• optimizing submodel probabilities by means of H M M
parameter reestimation

Table 1: Percent agreement between tracing
methods, human coders, and given strategies.
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SFS
HCl
HC2

CS

SFS

HCl

HC2

100.0

96.9
100.0

81.2
78.1
100.0

87.5
90.6
81.2
100.0

W e also plan to apply these tracing techniques to different
task domains in an effort to evaluate their usability as
general-purpose sequential data analysis tools.
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Table 2: Average time to code a protocol, in seconds.
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Abstract

the representations underlying deductiais are rules which
are specific f w each logical connective. Accurate T I
Two experiments are reported that investigated the influence
performance is taken as evidence {or possession of the
of linear spatial organization on transitive inference
principle of transitivity, i.e. that if A > B and B > C , then
RewardAio-reward
relations
between
performance.
A > C . O n e problem for such rule theories is that people d o
overlapping pairs of elements were presented in a context of
not always follow logical rules cx' always m a k e errors: the
linear spatial order or random spatial order. Participants in
same incUvidual m a y s h o w TI in one circumstance and not
the linear arrangement condition showed evidence for visual
another.
reasoning: They systematically mapped spatial relations to
Mental model theories (e.g., Johnson-Laird & Byrne,
conceptual relation and used the spatial relations to make
1993) address such variability in reasoning performance by
inferences on a reasoning task in a new spatial context. W e
arguing that people reason by constructing a set of semantic
suggest that linear ordering m a y be a "goodfigure",by
mental models based on given problem information.
constituting a parsinuxiious representation for the integration
of premises, as well as for the inferencing process. T^e late
Conclusions are drawn by asking whether, given this
emergence of transitive inference in children m a y be the
problem information, a certain model is possible or not.
result of limited cognitive capacity, which -- unless an
Because these models capture essential prc^rties of the
extemal spatial array is available ~ constrains the
situation, they can explain the variable performance that
construction of an internal spatial array.
rule theories d o not. Critics of mental model theories
contend that semantic informaticm alone is inadequate for
specifying the model construction process, and syntactic or
Introduction
structural information must also be considered (Braine,
Transitive inference describes one of the most fiindamental
1993).
processes in reasoning. A subjectfirstlearns a relationship
A third possibility is that transitive inference is based on
between two stimuli a and b, o R b , then a relationship
spatial
models ~ the internal or extemal construction of
between stimuli b and c, b'Rc. T h e combination of these two
ordered
spatial representatiais which are structural analogs
premises in order to infer the relationship between a and c,
for
the
given
conceptual relations (i.e., DeSoto, London &
oRc, is called 'Transitive Inference" (TI). Experimental
Handel,
1965).
T h e advantage of spatial models is that they
investigations of T I often use verbal three-term series
and structural information, a n d
incorporate
semantic
problems such as " B o b is taller than M a r y " , "Mary is
specify
h
o
w
models
are
constructed for reasoning. DeSoto
taller than Susan", with the conclusion " B o b is taller than
et al. (1965) suggested that people m a p non-spatial
Susan", OT nonverbal problems such as comparing the
relations between objects onto linear spatial representaticMis
relative value of physical objects, for instance, "Red object
by means of what they call a "spatial paralogic." Based on
is bigger than blue object", "Blue objects is bigger than
principles of Gestalt psychology, linear ordering can be
yellow object", and the conclusion "Red object is bigger
viewed as constituting a "good figure." "The prototypic
than yellow object". Because the relation between a and c
example of good arrangement is order in its narrow sense
has not been stated or observed, arriving at the correct
of
linear arrangement (DeSoto et al., 1965, p. 520, italics
answer requires a deductive process of some sort.
added)."
Similarly, Huttenlocher (1968) proposes that
T w o popular explanations of transitive inference
w
h
e
n
solving
relational problems, adults manipulate spatial
postulate that TI is based on the application of inferencing
images
in
the
same w a y as they would manipulate real
infOTmation - either linguistic rules cx' mental models. In
objects.
Indeed,
w h e n participants were faced with problem
general, linguistic theories of TI (e.g., Clark, 1969)
situations where arranging physical objects would have
emphasize the formal logical properties. For instance,
been difficult, arranging imagined objects w a s difficult, too.
prqxxients of mental logic (e.g., Braine, 1978) claim that
T h e benefit of spatial model theories is that inferencing
deductive schemata which are based on Uie logical form of
about
implicit conceptual relations is based on
the premises account for deductive processes. In this view.
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corresponding explicit spatial relations, a process k n o w n as
visual reasoning (Gattis & Holyoak, 1996, Gattis, 1997).
For instance, a spatial model containing a linear order in
which A is to the left of B and B is to the left of C also
explicitly represents that A is to the left of C. This benefit
of visual reasoning is, however, dependent on systematic
rules for mapping concepts to space; without systematic
rules for mapping, visual reasoning would involve a time
and resource consuming process of searching for the
apprc^riate structural analog. Research indicates that
despite their lack of experience with graphs ex similar
rq)resentations, young children asked to reason about rate
relations with graph-like diagrams exhibit very similar
judgment patterns to adults, and furthermore that these
judgment patterns are based on structural similarities
between conceptual and spatial schemas, indicating that
systematic rules for mapping conceptual and spatial
schemas do indeed constrain visual reasoning (Gattis &
Holyoak. 1996; Gattis, 1997).
T h e experiments presented here investigated whether
similar constraints on mapping conceptual relations to
spatial relations also govern reasoning about relations
between elements ~ the basis of transitive inference. W e
hypothesized that because a linear spatial order is a
structural analog fcv a set of ordered relations, that learning
ordered concqjtual relations from a spatial linear
organization would lead to better learning and higher levels
of TI. While most investigations of spatial mapping in
transitive inference with humans have used verbal problems
such as the three term series problem (Clark, 1969; DeSoto
et al., 1965; Sternberg, 1980) or have involved learning
verbal labels fix values on physical dimensions (Bryant &
Trabasso, 1971), w e employed an alt^nate strategy, a
mostly non-vo-bal task inspired by studies of swial ordering
and transitive inference in non-human animals. O u r reason
for choosing a mostly non-verbal task was to avoid
introducing linguistic representations of relations contained
in the task, and thus to test the usefulness of spatial models
in a TI task with little or no linguistic structure. W e did this
to address Clark's (1969) claim that linguistic structures
alone m a y explain TI perfcMmance. Both experiments
introduced
a
reward/no-reward
relation
between
overlapping pairs of elements to young children. T h e pairs
were preseaisd either in a context that included spatial
structure (linear wder) or did not (a random order), to test
whether providing children with a linear spatial
rqn-esentation of ordCTed conceptual relations facilitated
pofcrmance on a subsequent test of transitive inference.
This paradigm was based on previous comparative
studies which indicate that non-human animals are able to
use k n o w n relations between elements to choose between
two elements f w which the relation is not k n o w n (Davis,
1992; Gillan. 1981; McGonigle & Chalmers, 1977; Roberts
& Phelps, 1994). In one set of studies, Roberts and Phelps
(1994) trained rats to learn the sequence of
A > B > C > D > E > F by associating relative values to olfactory
cues. Stimuli were presented in either a linear or random
spatial OTganization. Each rat was presented with two
distinctly scented containers at a time, only one of which
was rewarded. For example, box A was rewarded (A+), B
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was nonrewarded (B-). in the next trial B was rewarded
(B+), and nonrewarded (C-), and so on. This was done for
all adjacent pairs of stimuli A through F. In one condition,
boxes were presented in a linear arrangement, that is, two
boxes in adjacent locations were presented at a time with
each box being associated with a certain position on the
training board. In the other condition, the spatial
arrangement was random, no stimulus could be associated
with a specific location. Roberts and Phelps (1994) found
that rats that learned relations from a linear arrangement
chose B more often in a subsequent B D test, while rats that
learned from a random spatial arrangement chose B and D
equally often on a B D test.
These and other results indicating that non-human
animals can perform TI provide a sharp contrast to debates
in developmental psychology about whether young children
are capable of TI. Considerable research effort has
addressed the question to what extent, and at what age
children are able to succeed on TI tasks. Although Piaget
and others (e. g., Inheldra^ & Piaget, 1958) assumed that
only children around 7-8 years and older perfom correctly
on TI tasks, younger children (Bryant & Trabasso, 1971;
Riley and Trabasso, 1974) have been reported to show TI if
given extensive training on premise pairs ovct multiple
days. Bryant and Trabasso (1971) demonstrated that with
extensive training of the premises, and testing for memory
of the premises to eliminate the possibility of memorymediated
failures, children as young as 4.5 years
performed above chance on a subsequent TI test. Bryant
and Trabasso concluded that failure in TI tasks can be due
to limitations in working m e m o r y rather than to cognitive
deficits.
Given these comparative and developmental results, w e
reasoned that the late emergence of transitive inference in
children m a y well be due to limited processing capacity,
constraining not CMily the retention of learned elements and
relations, but also constraining construction of a spatial
representation based on mapping learned conceptual
relations to advantageously explicit spatial relations.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was similar to Roberts and Phelps (1994) but
differed in several respects. Instead of olfectoy stimuli,
containers in different colors were used, based on the
assumption that f w humans, color provides a better identity
cue than scent, and stickers rather than food pellets were
used as rewards. Because pilot training using six stimuli
showed that it was extremely difficult f w the children to
learn allfivepremises to an acceptable criterion, only five
stimuli (A, B, C , D, E ) were used, and thus children were
exposed to four reward/no-reward premise pairs during
learning (each adjacent pair). Like Roberts and Phelps, w e
used a comparison of B and D as the TI test pair following
learning.
Reinforcement during testing trials also differed from
Roberts and Phelps (1994). W h e n participants m a d e a
mistake, they were allowed to check if the reward was in
the other container, but they were not given the reward. W e
used this procedure to maintain children's motivation to

leam which element of a pair contained the reward.

irregular OTder, four times each, for a total of 8 trials. T h e
remaining stimuli pairs were introduced in the same
manner byfirstpresenting an individual pair four times
Method
each and then combining that pair with previously
presented pairs in a random order. A f t ^ 3 6 trials all
Participants. The participants were 62 first graders (mean
premises had been introduced and the criterion phase
age: 6.9; range: 6-8 years) recruited from grade schools in
followed. T h e criterion was set to be three c(»Tect choices
Munich, Germany. Half of the children were randomly
out of four (random combination of all the four premises)
assigned to the linear condition and half to the random
twice in a row, from a m i n i m u m of 8 trials and a m a x i m u m
condition. In the linear condition, two children did not
of 2 4 trials. Altogetha the learning phase (initial pair
reach criterion, in the random condition, 13 children did
training plus criterion phase) thus consisted of a m i n i m u m
not reach criterion. After excluding the data of children
of 44 trials and a m a x i m u m of 80 trials.
who did not reach criterion, the data of 47 children were
In the linear arrangement group, during the training
analyzed.
phase the containers were placed in a linear spatial
sequence, for example, A was always placed on position 1
Apparatus, Procedure and Design. The experimenter
of the board (see Figure 1), B was always on position 2, etc.
brought each child individually to the experimental room
For the random arrangement group, the positions of the
(Figure 1). For the training procedure, a 1.5 m long white
containers changed randomly between trials, for example,
board withfiveblack cardboard "cups" on it was put on the
in one trial A was on position 4, and B on position 5. In a
floOT. T w o red x's on the floor on two opposite sides of the
different trial, A was on position 3, and B w a s on 2, etc.
board marked the points from which the child was asked to
Thus, fOT the random arrangement group, n o position nor
start searching.
relative position could be associated with a certain color,
Five corrugated cardboard containers each 18 c m in
nor with reward ot n o reward. For the BD-test, the long
diameter in red, yellow, blue, green, purple with lids
board was removed and a shmt board (0.60 m ) with two
(diameter 21 c m ) in the same coIcks were used. Each lid
black cups was used. Red tape was placed on one side of the
had a black plastic handle on it and could comfortably be
training board to indicate the point from w h ^ e the child
placed on and removed from the container. For each trial,
would start searching on the BD-test (see Figure 2).
two containers were placed onto adjacent locations on the
T h e B + D- pair was then placed on the test board. T h e
training board, and one of these two contained a reward, a
position of B and D was manipulated, so that for half of the
small sticker. Thus, two containers at a time formed the
children B was on the door side, whereas for the other half
following premises: A + B-, B + C-, C + D-, D + E - ("+"
of the children B was on the window side of the board (see
means that that the choice was rewarded with a sticker, "-"
Figure 2). This meant that for children in the linear
means that the container was empty). T h e child was
condition, the alignment of B D w a s either consistent with
instructed that a sticker was inside of one of the two
training or reversed from training. This manipulation
containers, and that the purpose of the g a m e was to look
allowed us to test w h e t h w children used spatial alignment
for the sticker. If the sticker was in the first container
as an inference cue. Then the child was asked to start
opened, the child could keep it. If it was not, the child
searching by uncovering the containers. T h e BD-test was
should look in the other container to find the sticker, but
administered once per child.
could not keep it. Lifting up the lids of both containers
ensured that the child saw the actual location of the sticker
Door Side
Window Side
on every trial.
1
At the beginning of each trial, the child was asked to
A
B C
D
E
stand at one end of the board, marked with a red x. O n c e
^
the child stood on the x, the experimenter signaled the
X
©
•
@
©
0
child to begin searching. T h e side of the board from which
search began was alternated from trial to trial, to encourage
an exocentric spatial representation of the experimental setJ
up and to prevent children in the linear condition from
Figure 1: Experimental set-up for training period.
using a simple rule such as "Choose the object on the left
side."
The entire procedure consisted of three phases: initial
training for each of the four adjacent pairs (36 trials), a
B
D
criterion phase (between 8 and 2 4 trials), andfinallya B D
^
test. Children in both conditionsfirstlearned pair A + B - ,
then B+C-, and so on, in that order. T h e training
procedure was adapted from the method used by Gillan
X
(1981). In thefirsttraining block the child was exposed to
the stimulus pair A + B- four times in a row. In the second
block, B + C- was presented four times. T h e third block
Figure 2: Experimental set-up for BD-test
consisted of presenting both A + B- and B + C- in
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Results a n d Discussion
Table 1 displays the participants' correct choices of B on
the BD-test. Although bodi groups performed equally well
in terms of the total percent of B choices ( 5 0 % for the
linear arrangement group, 5 2 % for the random
arrangement group), it's important to note that
performance on the B D test strongly interacted with B D
alignment. B D alignment was a aucial factor in test
performance, but only for the linear condition: when the
order of presentation on the test was consistent with the
order of presentation during the training period,
participants chose B 9 2 % of the time, compared to 8 %
w h e n die order of presentation was reversed, x (1. A^ = 24)
= 13.50, p <.001. Within the linear group, binomial
probabilities showed that performance in the consistent
group was significandy above chance (p = .003), whereas
for the reversed order, it was significandy below chance (p
= .999).
A separate x* was calculated comparing die two test
positions of B for the random arrangement group, and, as
expected, no difference was found, x (1, A^ = 23) = 1.07, p
> .2. Obviously, for this group, varying the alignment of the
test pair was not a meaningful factor.
Table 1: Number of CMrect choices on the BD-test.
B D alignment on test
compared to alignment
on training

Arrangement condition

Linear
Consistent
Reversed

Random

11*

8'

1*

4"

12
12
total
Note: • number of correct choices out of 12 trials.
" number of correct choices out of 11 trials.
Experiment 1 showed diat providing children with a
linear organization of reward/no-reward relations indeed
facilitated performance on a subsequent test of a nontrained pair - as loig as the spatial relaticMis present during
training were maintained during test. Children w h o had
been presented reward/no-reward pairs in a linear
organization clearly used that organization as die basis of
their choice on the B D test. W h e n B D alignment was
consistent with training, children in the linear condition
chose B , and w h e n B D alignment was reversed from
training, children in the linear condition chose D, Uius
demonso^ting their capability to abstract and utilize a
spatial cue as the basis of transitive choice, even from an
extremely short training paiod. In contrast, die B D
choices of children w h o had been presented reward/noreward pairs in a random organization were not affected by
spatial positicMi at test.
While verifying the utility of spatial organization for
transitive choice, these results also demonsQ-ate diat the
spatial cue influenced children's choices more strcMigly
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than any odier cue, including the identity cue of colcH*. In
diis experiment, children's overriding use of die spatial cue
was resourceful: for children in the linear condition, spatial
organization was a 1 0 0 % predictor of reward during
training - the rewarded item was always die item closer to
the door (see Figure 1) - whereas color was a 5 0 %
predictor. Most of die time, successful TI performance
requires die utilization of bodi an identity cue (in diis case
colcx-) and relational cues (in diis case linear o-ganization
as well reward/no-reward). W e wondered whether children
in die linear condition were also learning identity
information, but revealed only knowledge of the spatial
relational cue because that cue was still present at test.
For diis reason, a second experiment was conducted to
dissociate die spatial organization of learning from die
spatial organization of testing. In Experiment 2 it became
crucial for participants to recall and integrate die premises
from die learning set, since mapping on an external spatial
array was not possible.
Experiment 2
Although Experiment 1 demonstrated that children w h o
learned relations in a linear organization did use the spatial
cue of relative position to m a k e a choice about a nonexposed pair, it did not demonstrate diat diose children had
successfully learned the identities of die individual
elements (coIot) or could use diat knowledge on die B D test. In Experiment 2, w e tried to maximize die use of the
color cue in the test phase by eliminating die spatial cue
provided in die training trials. A n e w TI test was created
by using 8 very small envelopes in the colors of the B D
pair, four of each color. During die B D test, the envel(^)es
were shaken in a clear plastic bowl, so it was obvious to the
child that the location of die stimuli was completely
arbitrary.
A s in thefirstexperiment, w e hypothesized that children
w h o had learned reward/no-reward pairs in a linear
arrangement conditicxi should be more successful at
learning pairs and more successful on the B D test dian
children w h o learned reward/no-reward pairs in a random
arrangement.
Method
Participants. 81 first graders (mean age: 7.10, range: 6-9
years) recruited from grade schools in Munich, Germany,
served as participants. Half of the children were randomly
assigned to the linear condition and half to the random
condition. In die linear condition, 9 children did not reach
criterion, in the random condition, 28 children did not
reach criterion.
Apparatus, Procedure and Design. The apparatus for die
training procedure in diis experiment was identical to the
one used for Experiment 1. T h e procedure of Experiment 2
was nearly identical to that of Experiment 1 with three
exceptions. A n equal number of criterion trials, only 8,
were given to all children following the initial 36 trials in
which relations between adjacent pairs of A - E were

introduced. Learning thus consisted of 44 trials (11 trials
for each relation) fcx- all children in both conditions. In
addition, all children were given the B D test regardless of
perfcxmance on the 8 criterion trials. Finally, the B D test
was changed to a test in which no spatial cues were
available during testing.
The B D test did not involve the board nor the containers
used in the training phase. Instead, the experimenter put 8
small sealed envelopes in the colors of the B D pair into a
clear plastic bowl and moved them around. T h e child was
told that some of the envelopes contained stickers, and was
asked to choose four of the envelopes.
Results and Discussion
Learning. Children in the linear condition were
significantly more likely to master criteriwi (three correct
choices out of four trials, twice in a row), x^ (1, N = 81)
=26.87, p < .001. In the linear arrangement group, 80.43%
reached criterion, compared to 20.00% in the random
arrangement group.
B D Test. Table 2 shows the frequencies of responses on the
BD-test for all children, regardless of criterion. Both groups
show about the same proportion of chance responses (.61 for
the linear anangement group, ,60 f w the random
anangement group), and therefore, the rest of our analyses
concentrate on differences in unequal B and D responses.
Based on binomial probabilities, the linear arrangement
group shows a significantly higher proportion of three or
more B responses (p = .004), compared to a non-significant
propffltion for the random arrangement group (p = .090).
Furthermore, the two groups differed significantly in the
prqwrtions of people w h o had three or more B choices,
depending on whether training performance was above or
below criterion, z ( N = 25) = 2.96, p = .003 (see Table 3).
Table 2: Number of responses on BD-test
Arrangement condition
Linear

Random

MoreB

15

10

Equal B/D

28

21

3

4

46

35

MoreD
total

Table 3: N u m b e r of participants with three ot m w e correct
choices
Training? level

Arrangement condition
Linear Random

Above criterion

12

2

Below criterion

3

8

15

10

total

T h e results suggest that the two different ways of presenting
the premises, linear vs. random arrangement, lead to
different performance in learning the premises as well as in
succeeding on the TI test. Without separating out
participants in terms of reached criterion, participants in the
linear arrangement condition chose consistently more often
the corect stimulus. Although participants in the random
arrangement condition also chose somewhat more often B
over D , when factoring in learning of the premises to
criterion, the results are even more clearly in favw of our
hypothesis. Out of all subjects in the random arrangement
group w h o performed above chance on the BD-test, only a
few (20.00 % ) had mastered the criterion in the training
trials. T h e opposite was the case for the linear arrangement
group: Most of the children (80.00 % ) w h o had performed
up to criterion also perfwmed above chance on the TI test. In
other words, arrangement of premises during training
mediated learning, as well as retrieval of the premises.
A s with Experiment 1, the results of Experiment 2
demonstrate that learning pairwise relations from a linear
organization indeed facilitated performance on
a
subsequent test of a non-trained pair. Furthermore, whereas
test performance in Experiment 1 depended on maintaining
during test the spatial relations present during training, in
Experiment 2, the benefit of learning pairs with a spatial
organization was demonstrated in a n e w spatial context.
T h e more frequent B choices m a d e by children in the linear
condition indicate that when given the B D test, children
recalled the linear array acquired during training and used
the relationship of B D in that memorial array as the basis
of their choice on the B D test.
Altogether, by eliminating spatial cues during the TI test
trials. Experiment 2 suppwts the hypothesis that w h e n
using explicit spatial coding strategies in order to integrate
premise information, the resulting spatial representaticm
also facilitates inferences in a non-spatial context.
General Discussion
T h e results of the two experiments presented in this paper
strongly support the hypothesis that providing children
with linear spatial structure facilitates the process of
mapping conceptual relations onto spatial relations, and
thus, facilitates visual reasoning.
Children utilized space to represent relational
information, as well as identity information of given
elements. In our example, the spatial arrangement helped
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encoding the linear wganization, as well as the color cue of
the premises. However, the two components of the spatial
representation were not equally powerful: As shown in the
first experiment, when present in both learning and
recalling of the premises, the spatial cue of the linear
organization dominated over other aspects, such as color,
of the premises.
DeSoto et al. (1965) had suggested that a linear order is a
"goodfigure",and our results corrobwate this view. The
linear arrangement is the most parsimonious representation
for overlapping ordered relations in two respects: First,
when integrating premises, the shortest possible line
connecting two (x more elements is always a straight line.
Second, when making inferences about the premises, no
additi(Mial models have to be created: The conclusion can
simply be "read off" one spatial model which contains all
necessary information, similar to the model theory
prqxKsed by Glenberg and Langston (1992). Thus it seems
very likely that one of the systematic rules of mapping
concepts onto space is that a linear array is being preferred
over other arrangement of elements. In addition, linear
arrangement may provide the most essential information
when making inferences, as found in thefirstexperiment.
If reading off the conclusion fw a TI problem by means
of a spatial structure is such an effortless process as we
suggest here, why do young children often not succeed in
doing so, whereas even animals seem to be able to make
transitive inferences? The problem seems not to lie within
the inference process, but in constructing a linear
rq}resentation in thefirstplace. Young children's limited
cognitive capacity may constrain recall of the relations
among premises, as well as the construction of spatial
models, and the two may well be causally related: perhaps
children cannot remember multiple premises because they
are not yet able to construct a linear spatial representation.
Providing children with an external spatial organization
should therefcre circumvent the difficulties in constructing
an internal model, and that is precisely what we found in
two experiments. Remarkably, once an internal spatial
representation has been constructed, it needs not be present
during the TI test phase, since the children in our second
experiment were successful on a TI task in a new spatial
cmtext. Our explanation fa- the late emergence of
transitive info-ence is also consistent with computational
models of reasoning which suggest that an important
constraint on reasoning is computational capacity, not
simply fw remembering relations, but more importantly for
combining relatiwis (Hummel & Holyoak, 1997). The same
explanatioi f(x successful TI performance may hold for
RdjCTts and Phelps (1994) and other comparative studies:
Presenting an external spatial representation facilitates the
construction and utilization of an internal spatial model.
Givea our results, a common coding strategy for both
humans and animals is indeed very conceivable, and most
likely, this strategy is based on spatial models.
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Abstract

categories of signs: symbols, icons, and indices. A symbol
bears a purely arbitrary and conventional relationship to that
which it signifies. All non-onomatopoetic words in a h u m a n
This paper derives a number of logically necessary principles
that govern cognitive functioning, and reviews empirical
language (both spoken and written) are symbols.
evidence supporting the validity of these principles. It advances
A n icon bears a physical resemblance to that which it
an argument in which mental representations are conceived as
signifies. A portrait is an icon of the person w h o posed for it,
indexical signs, in that they are causally related to the objects
as is a pictograph of its referent.
they represent. This indexicality gives rise to four general
A n index signifies its object by virtue of being physically
principles of cognitive functioning. First, mental activity is
connected
to it, or by having a cause-and-effect relationship
strongly influenced by that which is present. Second, mental
to that object, such that the index is the effect and the object
activity exhibits relative insensitivity to absence. Third, minds
the cause. T h e following examples of indices m a y help to
exhibit difficulty representing negation, because representing
negation entails representing the absence of that which is
clarify the concept:
negated. Fourth, thinking is believing, in that representing a
A thermometer indicates temperature, because the ambient
proposition implicitly entails accepting the truth of the
heat causes the mercury to rise in the tube. A weathervane
proposition.
indicates wind direction, because the wind causes the vane
to point in a certain direction. S m o k e indicates fire, because
thefirecauses the smoke. A fever indicates illness, because
Theory
the infection causes the i m m u n e system to raise body
temperature.
Scientific theories delineate the boundaries of the possible. The physical connection between an index and its object
gives rise to three properties not shared by other types of
They identify what can and can not occur in this particular
signs: First, an index signifies presence; second, an index
universe and they explain w h y certain phenomena are
can not signify absence; third, an index is veridical; it can
impossible. In Physics, for example, the second law of
not lie (though it can be misinterpreted).
thermodynamics holds that entropy can not decrease in a
If mental representations are signs, what type of sign are
closed system. This, in turn, explains w h y a perpetual
they?
The question is by no means trivial. Symbols, icons,
motion machine can not exist. In Biology, the theory of
and
indices
differ from one another in important ways,
evolution by natural selection holds that traits that solely
benefit the reproduction of other individuals' genes will not particularly concerning the degree to which they are
constrained by the objects they signify. O f the three classes
proliferate within a population. This, in turn, explains w h y
of signs, a symbol is the least constrained by its object, for a
altruism is rare in nature. Cognitive scientists, however,
symbol can signify whatever the people using it choose it to
seem thus far to have identified few, if any, necessary
represent. B y contrast, an index is the most constrained of
constraints upon what type of mental phenomena are
the three, for the relationship between an index and its object
possible. I therefore undertook the following research with
is not a matter of social convention, but of the invariant
two goals in mind: First, to identify logically necessary
properties of matter encoded in the laws of physics and
principles that govern cognitive functioning.; and, second, to
chemistry or in the anatomy and physiology characteristic of
use these principles to integrate diverse empirical findings
a given species. Conceptualizing mental representations as
into a coherent conceptual framework.
one type of sign rather than as another, therefore, will
M y approach is semiotic, in that I treat mental
influence our models of mind in important ways.
representations as signs, things in the nervous system that
T o answer the question, consider first perceptual
stand for or signify things outside of the nervous system.
representations. According to James (1892), perception is
More technically, the American philosopher C. S. Peirce
"the consciousness of particular material things present to
defined a sign as an entity that represents some object to
sense" (p. 179). Gregory (1987) has written that perception
some interpreter. Peirce (1966) distinguished three broad
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gives us "knowledge of the causes or sources of sensations"
(p. 600). Finally, a natural science perspective entails the
assumption thai the perceiving mind is physically connected
to the phenomena it perceives via mechanisms of energy
transduction.
Perceptual representations thus appear to exhibit a number
of indexical properties. First, our perceptions indicate to us
the presence of that which w e perceive. Second, our
perceptions do not, and can not, indicate to us the absence of
that which w e perceive. Finally, seeing (or hearing or
smelling or touching) is believing. Although w e can and do
err in our perceptions, by misinterpreting the evidence of our
senses, in general w e do not question the validity of our
perceptions. W e implicitly take our perceptions to be true
indications of the state of the world or of our o w n bodies.
I therefore propose as thefirstpremise of m y argument
that perception is an indexical form of representation. A s m y
second premise, I propose that the properties of perception
are the properties of cognitive functioning in general. This
latter premise, expounded m a n y years ago by psychologists
of the Gestalt school, finds support in the work of scientists
such as Hebb (1980), Bruner (1973), and Shepard (1981).
Taken together, the two premises suggest that indexical
properties should characterize all forms of cognitive
functioning. A somewhat weaker, but more tenable
conclusion is that indexical properties should constrain all
forms of cognitive functioning. Four general principles
follow from this conclusion. First, mental activity will be
strongly influenced by that which is present. Second, mental
activity will exhibit relative insensitivity to absence. Third,
minds will exhibit difficulty representing negation, because
representing negation entails representing the absence of that
which is negated. Fourth, thinking is believing, by which I
m e a n that representing a proposition implicitly entails
accepting the truth of the proposition.
O n e can evaluate the merit of the preceding argument in
two ways. First, one can evaluate it in terms of its logical
coherence. It seems coherent to m e , but others more skilled
in this type of analysis m a y be able to find fault with m y
reasoning. Second, one can treat the general principles
derived from the premises as empirical predictions, and
determine whether minds, h u m a n or otherwise, do, in fact,
behave as the theory suggests they should.

Data
The conceptual framework developed in the preceding
section thus proposes that perception in particular, and
mental representation in general, functions as an indication
of the world. A s such, mental processes are concerned
primarily with ascertaining what is present in or true of the
organism's environment (including, for those with more
complex nervous systems, what will be present or true in the
near or not-so-near future). Though h u m a n minds can, with
some effort, detect absence or conceive propositions as
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being false, the ability to do so is relatively weak (and
perhaps fragile) compared to the ease with which w e detect
presence and implicitly believe whatever information comes
to mind.
In the area of detection, for example, psychophysicists
have found that people detect the appearance (onset) of a
visual (Bartlett el al., 1968), auditory (Zera and Green,
1993), or tactile (Sticht and Gibson, 1967) stimulus more
readily than they detect the disappearance (offset) of the
stimulus. In visual search tasks, moreover, people more
quickly detect the presence of a target feature among a field
of distracters that lack it (Q among Os) than the absence of a
target feature among a field of distracters that have it (0
among Qs) (Hearst, 1991).
Finally, Fischoff, Slovic, and Lichtenstein (1978)
presented subjects with various versions of a diagram
describing ways in which a car might fail to start. These
versions differed in h o w m u c h of the full diagram had been
deleted. W h e n asked to estimate the degree of completeness
of these diagrams, the subjects were very insensitive to the
missing parts. Even the omission of major, commonlyk n o w n components (e.g., the ignition and fuel systems) were
barely detected.
Without detection there can be no learning, and so it does
not surprise that animals, including humans, learn
contingencies involving presence more readily than they
learn those involving absence. For example, gigeons and
m a n y other species discriminate m u c h better between two
stimuli in feature-positive situations (in which the presence
of something signals a reward) than in feature-negative
situations (in which the absence of a feature signals a
reward) (Hearst, 1991). In addition, Nisbett and Ross (1980)
have documented that people have more difficulty detecting
covariations when the presence of one stimulus covaries
with the absence of another than when it covaries with the
presence of another.
Horn (1989) reviewed the considerable body of empirical
evidence concerning the psychological asymmetry between
affirmative and negative propositions. W a s o n (1959; 1966),
for example, reported that people find it easier to reason
with affirmative statements (e.g., modus ponens) than with
denials (e.g. modus tollens). Clark (1974) found that
negation is more difficult to comprehend than is affirmation,
and that in sentence verification tasks, people take longer to
verify denials ("x is false") than to verify affirmatives ("x is
true"). Clark also found that people take longer to verify
absence than presence, which seems further evidence for the
mind's
relative
insensitivity
to absence. Finally,
psycholinguists have documented that the ability to deny
propositions (i.e.. truth-functional negation) is one of the last
linguistic abilities to emerge in childhood (Gilbert, 1991).
The claim that thinking is believing strikes many people as
counter-intuitive, if not patently absurd. Yet there exists both
philosophical and empirical support for this position.
Spinoza (1993/1677) and William James (1892), for
example, both argued that representation entails belief.

Moreover
in recent decades
psychologists
have
accumulated a large body of findings which suggest that
belief is automatic upon comprehension, that beliefs persist
even when explicitly discredited, and that the strength of a
belief varies as a function of one's familiarity with the
information a given proposition contains.
Gilbert (1991), for example, found that subjects w h o
hslened to a counter-attitudinal communication while
attending to an irrelevant stimulus were particularly likely to
accept the propositions they comprehended. H e also reported
that when "resource-depleted" persons are exposed to
doubtful propositions, their ability to reject those
propositions is markedly reduced.
Swann and Giuliano (1987) found direct support for the
notion that simply entertaining a belief elevates the
perceived informativeness of evidence that m a y confirm that
belief. According to Gilbert (1991), this suggests that in the
process of entertaining an hypothesis, people m a y actually
embrace it—thus raising the perceived diagnosticity of
confirmatory evidence. Finally, Clark's and Chase's (1977)
model of sentence verification suggests that all sentences are
initially coded as true, and that the comparison stage leads to
further mental work only w h e n the sentence turns out to be
false.
The research concerning belief perseverance suggests that
people are particularly poor at ignoring, forgetting, rejecting,
or otherwise failing to believe that which they have
comprehended. Ross, Lepper, and Hubbard (1975), for
example, found that subjects in a study believed things they
were told about themselves despite having been warned in
advance that the information was invalid. The subjects
seemed unable to represent statements in a truth-neutral
fashion, even when directly motivated to do so.
Nisbett and Ross (1980) reported that w h e n people
formulated a theory based upon some putatively probative
evidence and later discovered that the evidence w a s false,
the theory often survived such total discrediting. Finally,
Johnson and Seifert (1994) found that people do not forget
misinformation. Once having been informed that a person
died of food poisoning contracted at a particular restaurant,
people continued to express the belief that the restaurant
serves bad food even after being informed that the person
actually died of a heart attack unrelated to the food.
Finally, I note that belief is not an all-or-nothing
phenomenon, but, rather, varies along a continuum from
more to less. W h a t then, determines the extent to which one
accepts the validity of a proposition? If w e implicitly
interpret our thoughts as evidence indicative of the presence
in the world of that to which the thought corresponds, then it
seems reasonable to assume that the stronger the presence of
some information in our minds, i.e., the clearer, more
distinct, and more familiar the thought, the more likely w e
are to accept the validity of the situation posited by the
thought. Thus w e expect the validity people attribute to
propositions to vary, in part, as a function of their prior
exposure to the information.
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Empirical findings support this expectation. Arkes (1991),
for example, found that the more often a person encountered
a proposition, the more likely they were to judge the
information it contained as true. Both Loftus (1979) and
Rnediger and M c D e r m o t t (1995) have shown that familiarity
manipulations induce false memories. Finally, Gerbner
(1978) found that the more time a person spent watching
television, the more likely they were to overestimate the
incidence of violence in their o w n neighborhood.

Conclusion
The three empirical generalizations discussed in the
preceding section, the mind's greater relative sensitivity to
presence, the psychological asymmetry between negative
and positive propositions, and the automaticity and
perseverance of belief, all have been k n o w n to psychologists
for some time. It would be odd indeed were three such
robust properties of the mind entirely unrelated to one
another. The novelty and value of m y contribution, such as it
is, lies in m y having conceptualized these three
characteristics of cognitive functioning as differing
manifestations of a single basic property of mind, and in m y
having attempted to articulate the nature of that property.
Whether or not one agrees with the position I have taken in
this paper concerning the indexicality of mind, I hope I have
persuaded the reader that progress in cognitive science will
be aided by the identification logically necessary constraints
that govern cognitive functioning.
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Abstract

suspects must automatically access the target information
before answering, regardless of whether they intended to
Recent alternatives to the polygraph-based Guilty Knowledge
admit to having the knowledge. Innocent suspects, howTest by (Farwell & Donchin, 1991; Seymour, Mosmann, &
ever, would not have this knowledge and therefore it could
Seifert 1997) raise important questions about automatic acnot be accessed. Using the P300 (P3) component of evoked
cess to knowledge already in memory. Despite subjects' inrelated
potentials (ERPs) measured during an Old/New rectentions, "guilty" knowledge in memory can be detected beognition
task, Farwell & Donchin were able to reliably discause its automatic access interferes with other recognition
tinguish
subjects possessing guilty knowledge and those
tasks (Seymour, et al., 1997). To account for thisfinding,w e
without such knowledge. Because their paradigm measured
present a model based on classic models of recognition (e.g.
Kintch 1970; Anderson & Bower 1972). W e posit that 'recrecognition of information in memory, and because E R P s
ognition' is a dual process involving & familiarity component
are thought to be difficult to manipulate, Farwell and Donwhere recent occurrence is quickly assessed, and a slower
chin propose that their higher reliability and accuracy ( 9 0 %
source resolution component, where the source of the famil"guilty" and 8 5 % "innocent" classification) make their
iar information is identified. Our model of the Guilty
method a superior alternative to the polygraph.
Knowledge Effect can account for patterns of response time
and accuracy used to measure access to guilty knowledge
The Guilty Knowledge Effect
(Seymour, et al., 1997). W e also explain why strategies used
to mask the Guilty Knowledge Effect are likely to fail given
A variation of this methodology using response times (RT)
constraints on the recognition process, and discuss potentially
rather than ERPs, Seymour, M o s m a n n and Seifert (1997)
successful strategies suggested by the model.
showed that a better differentiation between "innocent" and
"guilty" subjects ("guilty" 9 0 % and "innocent" 1 0 0 % corIntroduction
rect classification) could be attained without the use of
In most cases, information regarding the contents of another
ERPs. Based on Farwell & Donchin's (1991) paradigm,
person's m e m o r y isfilteredthrough that person's wzmts,
Seymour, et al. (1997) brought subjects into the laboratory
needs and biases. Individuals m a y deny or alter reports of
and then asked them to "commit" a crime: L o g into an email
what information they have in memory. In order to deteraccount on one university computer and send a message to a
mine whether someone does possess particular privileged
student suspected of computer fraud. Subjects learned 6
knowledge, a polygraph-based measure called the Guilty
pieces of information in order to carry out their "assignKnowledge Test (e.g. Lykken, 1981) was devised. In this
ment," which included the n a m e of a street on campus,
method, "lying" is presumed when a suspect's responses to
name of a person to login as, some identifying article of
crime-related information consistently result in higher levels
clothing, a "mission" name, afilefolder to ask for and the
of arousal compared to control questions. This arousal is
name of the documents within. After memorizing this indetected by physiological measures such as galvanic skin
formation, subjects logged in and sent the message as diresponse and heart rate. The subsequent pattern of results
rected (a mockup of the university interface provided a refrom the polygraph are then used to infer the emotional imalistic experience, though no message was actually sent).
pact of a suspect's responses. Though such polygraph-based
Next, in an ostensibly unrelated task, subjects were asked
tests are admissible in m a n y states (provided that both sides
to memorize a Target List of items very similar to the list
consent), there are numerous studies questioning their relithey had learned for the m o c k crime. Subjects then particiability and validity (e.g., Bashore & Rapp, 1993; Furedy &
pated in a List Priming Task where items were presented on
Heslegrave, 1988).
a computer screen and subjects asked to m a k e "old/new"
As an alternative to the Guilty Knowledge Test, Farwell
judgements by pressing one of two response keys. O n e
& Donchin (1991) set out to determine whether a suspect
sixth of the items presented were Target Items from the list
possesses crime-related information by measuring knowlmost recently learned, and required an "old" response. T w o
edge activation in m e m o r y rather than physiological rethirds of the items presented were Irrelevant Items (Nonsponse. Their assumption was that in order to answer the
Target), to which subjects were to m a k e a "new" response.
question "Do you k n o w the color of the getaway car," guilty
U n k n o w n to the subject was a third category of stunuli that
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associated with crime related words. The deadline procedure employed (around 1000ms) forced subjects to respond
too quickly to allow strategic manipulation of their responses (Ratcliff & M c K o o n , 1981). Even subjects motivated to foil the test were unable to do so.
Given these results, our goal was to posit a theory of the
recognition processes which lead to the Guilty Knowledge
Effect. This model could then be used to account for how
and when conscious strategies can affect the activation of
related knowledge in memory.

occurred o n 1/6 o f the trials. T h e s e stimuli were, during
Guilty blocks, items from the m o c k crime the subject h a d
c o m m i t t e d and, during Innocent blocks, items from a m o c k
crime for w h i c h the subject h a d n o knowledge. Items from
this Probe stimulus category w e r e to b e responded to as
Irrelevant ("new") items.
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Figure 1. R T results from Seymour et al. (1997).
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Figure 2. Accuracy results from Seymour et al. (1997).
Figure 1 shows the standard RT result for the critical
parison between Probe and Irrelevant items (both were
"new" judgements). A s predicted, the only reliable R T differences were between Guilty-Probe Items and InnocentProbe Items. This "Guilty Knowledge Effect" was also
supported with the accuracy data (see Figure 2), where only
accuracy for F*robe items differed as a fiinction of Guilt.
This pattern suggests that subjects had no trouble rejecting
Innocent-Probe items as Irrelevant while there was considerable difficulty rejecting Guilty-Probe items as Irrelevant.
In sum, the recognition of items as related to the earlier
crime interfered with subjects' performance on the
"old/new" task: they were both slower and less accurate if
items referred to the crime.
In other experiments, subjects were informed about the
nature of the testing, and even given specific instructions
about h o w to "beat" the test by minimizing interference
from the crime words. However, in several different studies, no subject was able to mask the longer response times

The recognition process in human memory has been characterized by Kintsch (1970), and refined by Anderson &
Bower (1972). Kintsch's model of recognition essentially
described a single process of signal detection (Tanner &
Swets, 1954; Green & Swets, 1966), where familiarity is
judged in the context of "old" and "new" item distributions
using a positive D-prime (difference between each distribution's mean activation) and Beta (subjects' decision criterion
indicating their threshold for "old" responses).
Kintsch hypothesized that study of the test list of items
causes an increase in the activation associated with those
items in memory. The set of distractors was hypothesized
to have a similarly-distributed set of activation levels, with a
mean activation lower than for the test list. The subject sets
a decision threshold for the degree of activation required to
say "old," and the activation of a stimulus on each trial is
used to make the "old/new" judgement. Subjects are not
only good at making such distinctions, but perform nearly
as well when required to distinguish among items from several target lists in an "old/new" paradigm (Anderson &
Bower, 1972). T o account for this fmding, Anderson and
Bower posited that instead of a single general activation,
items are associated with specific elements of the study
context. The "old/new" judgment is then mediated by the
degree to which the test stimuli are associated with specific
elements of the target context (i.e., relative to some particular target list).
More recently, models of recognition have posited two
separate processes, where both "know" and "remember"
comjudgements are made (Mander, 1980; Rajaram, 1993;
Tulving, 1985; but see Hirshman & Henzler, 1998 for a
single process account). "Know" judgements are based on
familiarity alone: fast, automatic judgements that an item
was on the study list, but without a recollection of its actual
occurrence. "Remember" judgements are slower and more
deliberate, producing explicit memories of having seen the
specific item on the study list in question. It is this dual
process of recognition that w e propose underlies recognition
in the guilty knowledge paradigm (Seymour et al, 1997).
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A Model of the Guilty Knowledge Effect
Figure 3 depicts, our model of the processes involved in the
Guilty Knowledge Effect in terms of standard recognition
memory processes. The two most important stages of the
model are the Familiarity and Context stages. In our model,
the familiarity judgement ("Know") is described by the
standard signal detection model, with the addition of an
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Figure 3. Model of Guilty Knowledge Effect.
evaluation of the degree to which the test item is associated
with the study list context (as proposed by Anderson and
Bower, 1972). This is accomplished without identifying a
specific source context. After our Familiarity stage, while
Response Preparation begins, the Context stage commences.
The Context stage is also described by a signal detection
process where the differentiation is between a composite of
contextual elements associate with the test item and a composite of contextual elements associated with the study
context. This process requires resolving the contextual associative links of the test item; consequently, this judgement
requires more time w h e n the target and distractor contexts
are similar. W e believe that it is only at this second stage
that list-discrimination can occur.
Combining these components, w e can walk through the
model during the recognition judgement that produces the
Guilty Knowledge Effect. O n each trial of the List Priming
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Task described above, subjects are presented with a stimulus item. After encoding, this stimulus is subject to a familiarity judgement, which decides whether an "old" or a
"new" response will be prepared. Because the activation of
"old" and "new" items are assumed to be equally distributed
with similar variances, the judgement m a d e in the Familiarity stage is fallible (Green & Swets, 1966; Kintch, 1970;
Klatzky, 1980; Johnson, 1996; Tanner & Swets, 1954) (may
produce either a Hit or False Alarm). Its completion initiates the Response Preparation process, and once completed,
its output motor program will be automatically executed.
Concurrently, while preparing an "old" response, the Context stage checks whether the " K n o w " judgement that has
been m a d e is in fact a " R e m e m b e r " judgement. That is, the
Context stage checks to see if the test item comes fi-om the
list (context) in question - the Target list ~ or fi-om s o m e
other list having similar items and context; for example, the

crime-study list. If the Context judgement produces a "Hit"
(the item is recalled as being in the target list context) the
system simply waits until the currently selected "old" response is executed. In addition, a successful recognition in
both the Familiarity and Context stages result in setting the
threshold for the Familiarity judgement to a lower level.
The decrease in Beta follows a decreasing function, so that
as successes accumulate, the magnitude of changes to Beta
approaches zero.
If, on the other hand, the Context stage produces a
"Miss", meaning that the stimulus just judged as "old" has
been identified as coming from some context other than the
Target List, an alternative path (the shaded path in the Figure 3) is taken. In this path, an attempt is made to abort the
erroneous preparation of the "old" response already underway, since it is in error. If the abort is successful, the appropriate "new" response is prepared and eventually executed. Otherwise, if Response Preparation is too far along
or if Response Execution has begun, the erroneous response
will not be prevented. A s a result of traversing this alternate
path, the R T will increase. Finally, the Familiarity threshold
will be raised according to a decreasing function in order to
be more conservative and avoid further errors.

5/6 of the trials, only I cycle will be used to choose "new"
responses and 1/6 of the time, two cycles will be required
for "old" responses. This produces a mean response selection duration of 58 ms. The response preparation time is the
amount of time needed to prepare each feature of the selected response. Responses in the guilty knowledge paradigm (Farwell & Donchin, 1991; Seymour et al., 1997)
were with either the left-index finger ("old") or with the
right-index finger ("new"), which, according to EPIC, consists of programming two motor features (hand and finger)
and requires 100 milliseconds on average. The actioninitiation time refers to the amount of time required to begin
executing the prepared motor program and the device transduction time refers to the average amount of time required
for the recording device to register, in this case, a keypress.
These two parameters add an additional 60 m s to our
movement production time (Meyer & Kieras, 1997).
Meyer & Schvaneveldt (1976) reported average response
time for a two-choice familiarity judgement to be on the
order of 550 ms. B y subtracting out the overall time w e
have indicated for movement production (218 m s ) w e are
left with 332 m s for the familiarity judgement. According
to the recognition model proposed by Reichle, Pollatsek,
Fisher & Rayner (1998), the mean time for the lexical access (similar to our Familiarity stage) of word n will be
equal to a linear function of the natural log of the frequency
of that word. More formally:

Modeling Response Time Data
The main predictions from this model are that, because of
the visual and contextual similarity between the Target List
(study) and the Probe List (crime), Guilty-Probe items
should lead to positive Familiarity judgements and negative
Context judgements ~ the alternate path in the model —
m u c h more often than any other item type. Furthermore,
because of the stochastic nature of both the Familiarity and
Context stages, the Abort stage will be initiated with varying degrees of Response Preparation already completed.
Therefore, the system will sometimes fail to abort the "old"
response in time, and should lead to more errors during
Guilty-Probe trials than other trial types.
In order to capture the general R T resuh w e used the Executive Process Interactive Confrol (EPIC) model of human
multiple-task performance (see Meyer & Kieras (1997) for
an overview) to determine parameters for the response selection and motor stages of our task. Table 1 shows the
relevant EPIC response execution parameters in milliseconds.
Table 1: EPIC Response Execution Parameters.
Parameter N a m e
Cognitive processor cycle duration
Response preparation time per feature
Action-initiation time
Device transduction time

M e a n Value
50 m s
50 m s
50 m s
10 m s

Thefirstparameter, cycle duration is essentially the duration of a single decision cycle and is necessary to determine
the response selection time. For simplicity, w e will posit a
response selection process for our "old/new" judgements
without repetition effects (due to the fact that "old" responses are only correct on 1/6 of the trials). Therefore, on

t(f„) = A-(f„''Hfreq„))

(1)

Where b and m are the intercept and slope parameters, respectively. A second component of their recognition model
represents lexical completion (similar to our Context stage)
and is a constant multiple of t(f„):
t(lc„) = A * t ( f „ )

(2)

Where A is a fixed parameter greater than zero. Reichle et
al. found that a A of 0.65 produced a reasonablefitto their
recognition data, and when w e substitute the 332 m s derived
for our familiarity judgements into the t(fn) term of Equation 2, our Context stage requires approximately 218 ms.
The remaining stages "Abort Preparation - Successful"
and "Hit Or False Alarm" are single decision stages, and are
assumed to take one cognitive cycle (50ms each). The fmal
stage, "Abort Preparation O f 'Yes' Response," is presumed
to take two decision cycles if successful (thefirstchecks if
an abort is possible and the second effects the abort) and
one decision cycle if unsuccessful, or 100 m s and 50 m s
respectively.
With these latencies assumed in our model, responses to
three of the item types ~ Guilty-Irrelevant, InnocentIrrelevant and Innocent-Probe items - should take approximately 600 m s on average. This estimate represents
the simplest path through the model, requiring 332 m s for
the Familiarity Stage, 50 m s for the "Hit Or False Alann"
stage, 218 m s for the "Response Preparation" and "Response Execution" stages together. However, for GuiltyProbe responses where the "Abort Preparation" stage is successful, the path is composed as follows: 600 m s for the
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simple path, 218 m s for the Context stage, 50 m s for the Hit
Or False Alarm stage, 100 m s for the Abort Preparation
stage and 218 m s for the preparation and execution of the
appropriate response, yielding a total response time of 968
ms.
These predicted response times of 600 m s and 968 m s are
similar to m e a n values observed by Seymour et al. (1997),
as shown in Figure 1. However, w e point out that not only
will variation in the familiarity stage affect the response
time for the simple path, but variation in both the Familiarity and Context stages will produce variability in the R T for
Guilty-Probe trials. Specifically, because the Context stage
is concurrent with the Response Selection and Response
Execution stages, variation in the Context stage will affect
exactly when the Abort Preparation process is attempted,
which in turn will effect the likelihood and time to produce
a corrected response. Therefore, although the critical path
durations are close to those reported by Seymour et al., a
detailed analysis must take stage variability and overlap into
consideration to provide appropriate ranges of response
times. However, in broad strokes, this analysis paints a
plausible picture of the recognition processes involved in
the Guilty Knowledge Effect.
Modeling Strategic Differences
Seymour et al. (1997), conducted 2 experiments where
subjects were given instructions about h o w to "beat" the test
by suppressing response differences on the Guilty-Probe
trials (i.e., appear "innocent"). In one experiment, subjects
were given general instructions about the task, including
revealing the presence of the Probe stimulus category and
the relationship between the List Priming Task and the
Crime Scenario. In a second experiment, subjects were
given more detailed information about the task, including
the expected patterns of results and warnings about strategies that would lead to failure or easy detection (e.g., giving
the same response to both "old" and "new" items, or missing
the deadline). Subjects were also given an incentive to appear "innocent" during Guilty trials: They were told that the
experiment would end sooner if they succeeded in masking
their knowledge of the crime. Because of the repetitive
nature of the task, subjects found this incentive quite compelling.
The results showed that, in both experiments, subjects
were unable to produce response times to Guilty-Probe
items that looked similar to responses to Irrelevant items. In
fact. Guilty Knowledge Effect observed was nearly identical
in R T and magnitude to uninformed subjects. The difficulty
of strategically manipulating response times under 8 0 0 m s
has been used to characterize processes that occur automatically (Ratcliff & M c K o o n , 1981). Because appearing "innocent" during Guilty-Probe trials involves producing R T s
of approximately 600 m s and requires strategic processes
which are not available for at least 800ms, it is not surprising that such attempts are unsuccessful. Similarly, the
model w e have outlined involves mostly automatic processes with stages supporting strategic intervention arising
only after the bulk of processing has ah-eady occurred and
thereby adding additional time to the response. This addi-
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tional time differentiates Guilty-Probe responses from responses arising from only automatic stages.
However, the recognition model proposed suggests h o w
particular strategies m a y prove effective in altering performance. O n e method to mask the Guilty Knowledge Effect is to set a very conservative threshold for the Familiarity stage, reasoning that items from the Target list should
have more association with the-Target List context than will
any distractors, including Probe items. However, this approach is m a d e more difficult due to the similarity of the
Target and Probe items, and of the Crime Scenario and Target List study contexts. The high degree of similarity m a y
m a k e Target and Guilty-Probe items indistinguishable on
the basis of context association strength alone. A n y measures that increase the distinctiveness of the two contexts such as a long time delay between the crime context and the
target study context ~ will facilitate systematic difference in
context association.
Another strategy involves suspending the Response Execution stage until the source context for the test items has
been verified in the Context stage. This strategy amounts to
avoiding the Guilty Knowledge Effect by simply making
sure to accurately classify Guilty-Probe items as "new." In
Seymour et al., (1997) m e a n accuracy for Guilty-Probe
items is considerably improved w h e n subjects are motivated
to appear "innocent." However, their response times still
reliably reveal their difficulty with Guilty-Probe items. In
general, any strategy that involves judging familiarity in
advance of verifying that the item is from the Target context
will, necessitate additional time to halt and replace the prepared response already underway. These additional stages
(marked in gray in Figure 3) in Guilty-Probe trials will foil
attempts to respond as in Irrelevant and Innocent-Probe
trials.
O n e strategy suggested by the model is to avoid the initiation of the Response Preparation and Response Execution
stages until the source of the stimulus item has been verified
in the Context stage. In this way, there is no need to abort
an erroneous motor program w h e n a "False Alarm" is detected in the Context stage. This strategy would, using logic
from the previous section, produce response times on the
order of 7 6 7 m s for all stimulus types and therefore typically
occur before the response deadline. Though these processes
appear to proceed automatically, it m a y be possible to avoid
initiating them until the Context assessment has been completed. Whether or not subjects can actually use this strategy is an empirical question, though it is clear that it w a s
not spontaneously used in Seymour et al. (1997).
Conclusion
W e have proposed a model of the Guilty Knowledge Effect,
where correct rejection of items related to a prior crime
takes longer than for other, irrelevant items (Farwell &
Donchin, 1991; Seymour et al., 1997). This model builds
upon an existing theory of h u m a n performance (Meyer &
Kieras, 1997) and prior theories of recognition (Anderson &
B o w e r 1972; Kintch 1970; Mandler, 1980; Rajaram, 1993;
Tulving, 1985). This model predicts response time difference that closely correspond to observed response times
(Seymour, et al., 1997). W e have also shown that the model

rules out certain strategies aimed at attenuating the Guilty
Knowledge Effect, and suggests potentially more successful
ones. Because it can account for absolute and relative differences in mean response time for Guilty compared to Innocent subjects, the model suggests a promising direction
for theories of memory recognition.
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Abstract
We argue that the connectionist modelling of visual word
recognition can be made more explicit and more accurate by
the incorporation of information concerning the initial
projection of the visualfieldto the visual cortex. W e show
that this initial projection involves the precise splitting of
the visualfieldinto two hemifields, even in the case of the
foveal projection: when a single word isfixated,that part
of the word to the right of thefixationpoint initially goes
to the left hemisphere and that part to the left initially goes
to the right hemisphere. W e present a number of reasons
why this initial splitting should be assumed to persist into
the higher cognitive processing concerned with visual
word recognition. W e explore three different phenomena the processing priority given to the exterior letters of
words, the optimum and preferred viewing positions for
word recognition, and the core phenomena of dyslexia and show that in each case a model based on a split
architecture makes the correct predictions and captures the
human data in a parsimonious and natural way. W e conclude
that anatomical information concerning the initial visual
projection can enrich the modelling of visual word
recognition.
Modelling and Anatomical Information
The relative success of the connectionist cognitive
modelling of visual word recognition partly reflects the fact
that such models embody some of the style of processing of
the neuronal level of description: m a n y simple units
working in parallel, graded activity, distributed
representations. T o this extent, these models reflect cortical
physiology and anatomy. In this paper w e explore what
benefits might accrue to the modelling of visual word
recognition by incorporating the gross anatomical structure
of the visual system - specifically, the precise splitting and
contralateral projection of the visualfield.Current models of
visual word recognition assume that the relevant processing
has equal and simultaneous access to all of the visually
presented word. W e m a k e the case that the initial splitting
and contralateral projection of the visualfield- including the
foveal projection - persists into the higher cognitive
processes of word recognition. W e explore this conclusion
with respect to existing data on normal visual word
recognition, and also demonstrate that the impairment of a
split connectionist architecture provides a principled and
parsimonious explanation of dyslexic data that enriches
existing connectionist lesioning accounts.
The Foveal Projection is Split
The visual field is split in its initial projection to the
primary visual cortex. This precise splitting is true even of
the foveal projection: w h e n an isolated word is read, the left

of the word is initially projected to the right hemisphere
( R H ) and the right to the left hemisphere (LH). Sugishita,
Hamilton, Sakuma, and H e m m i (1994) present compelling
data to this effect, with a commissurotomised subject
reading single words straddling the fixation point and
controlled by eye-tracking equipment. They demonstrate that
any sharing of visual information between the initial
projection to the two hemispheres is very limited, and
adjacent letters m a y typically be projected to different
hemispheres ^
This fact of peripheral visual processing has n o role in
conventional modelling of visual word recognition as it is
assumed either that this initial foveal splitting does not
happen or that such splitting is completely transcended by
the time that the processing directly relevant to word
recognition occurs. See Shillcock & M o n a g h a n (submitted)
and Brysbaert (1994) for further discussion. Below, w e
present four arguments to the effect that this conventional
view is too strong a position to sustain, and that word
recognition is influenced to some degree by foveal splitting.
Intra- and Interhemispheric Processing
(a) O u rfirstargument against ignoring foveal splitting in
visual word recognition concerns the nature of information
and information-flow in the brain. Recurrent connectivity is
pervasive in the visual system, and in the rest of the brain.
Visual information does not m a k e its w a y unidirectionally
from more peripheral, cruder representations/areas-of-thebrain to more central, m o r e sophisticated ones, and
ultimately to those mediating word recognition. Rather,
conscious word recognition depends upon the orchestration
of activity in all the relevant areas, including the precisely
split primary visual cortex.
Although it is possible to claim that the higher visual
areas contain receptivefieldsthat span the two hemifields,
and that the primarily homotopic arrangement of callosal
neurons can be interpreted as providing each hemisphere
with information from the entire visual field (see, e.g.,
Berlucchi & Antonini, 1990), w e claim that conclusions
about the functional architecture of visual word recognition
cannot be directly drawn from observations of receptive
fields alone. For instance, the parietal lobule (in the
macaque), concerned with visual attention, has been shown
to have generally large and bilateral receptivefields,with an
average diameter of 44°. However, the centres of the
receptive fields (the retinal location at which peak response
occurs) tend to be located in the contralateral visual field
(Andersen, Asanua, Essick, & Siegel, 1990). T h e necessary
data on h o w the functional architecture of word recognition
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Note that these arguments apply to each eye.

finds expression in the physiology and anatomy of the
h u m a n brain is as yet underdetermined, and w e argue that the
cautious assumption is to accept that the initial splitting of
the visual field m a y not be completely transcended by a
single passing of information across the corpus callosum to
join the relevant information from the other hemifield.
Indeed, a recent Hebbian account suggests that bihemispheric cell-assemblies mediate word recognition
(Pulvermiiller, submitted).
(b) Laterality studies constitute the second argument against
the current assumption that the two hemispheres delay any
and all processing relevant to word recognition until
complete and equal sharing of all information has occurred.
Laterality studies typically involve the presentation of letters
or words to a single hemifield, and m a n y such studies have
s h o w n different processing predispositions w h e n
presentation is exclusively to one or other hemisphere (see,
e.g., Hellige, 1995; M o h r , Pulvermiiller, & Zaidel. 1994).
These differences would not occur if the two hemispheres
postponed lexical processing - letter and word recognition until visual information in the two hemifields had been
completely shared.
(c) In neglect dyslexia, damage to one hemisphere (typically
the R H ) can cause asymmetric (contralesional) impairment
of lexical representations (see, e.g., Ellis, Flude & Young,
1987). T h e complete, conscious awareness of a single
visually presented word seems to require both hemispheres
to be intact and m a y be disrupted in spatially predictable
ways by the (often not very specific) impairment of one
hemisphere (see also Chatterjee, 1995).
(d) In s o m e cases of neglect, damage to one hemisphere
causes contralesional errors in oral spelling (Hillis &
Caramazza, 1990). Even the high-level cognitive processing
involved in oral spelling, with no external visual stimulus,
seems to show spatially predictable asymmetries.

better identify speeded postmasked presentations of pairs of
legitimate exterior letters (like d k, as in dark) compared
with non-legitimate pairs (like z k) (Jordan, 1990).
T o model this behaviour w e employ a simple network
as shown in Figure 1. The four-letter input words are
presented across any and all sets of tour adjacent input nodes.
Three input positions straddled the "fixation point" between
the two hemifields, two fell wholly in one or other half of
the model. Individual letters are coded in terms of eight
binary units representing visual features. The model was
trained on the 60 most frequent four-letter words in the
C E L E X database, and it successfully learned to reproduce the
words at the output units for all five positions in which the
word occurred at the input units. The network was judged to
have learned the task when mean squared error for each word
was less than 0.5. This occurred after approximately 200
epochs of training.

output

left hidden

right hidden

Thus these four different types of data suggest that the initial
splitting of the visual field into two hemifields m a y be
perpetuated in some form in the higher cognitive processing
immediately relevant to visual word recognition. The
left input
right input
information from the ipsilateral hemifield m a y arrive later,
or it m a y be accorded a lesser status for some part of the
Figure 1: T h e split model used to simulate the exterior and
processing prior to word recognition. A range of options is
interior letters effect
possible, short of the complete and equal sharing of
information from the two hemifields before any letter or
The model was then tested using as inputs the exterior and
word recognition.
interior letters of the words, respectively, and replacing the
missing letters with a mask, produced by setting each input
Implications for Word Recognition
feature to half its maximal value. (In the experiments being
Below, w e investigate some of the consequences of foveal
simulated, word length is typically conveyed by making the
splitting for modelling visual word recognition. W e assume
mask exactly overlap the four word positions.)
a degree of intrahemispheric processing of the information
A s Figures 2 and 3 s h o w , the exterior letters effect
from the contralateral hemifield. W e report three different
emerges, whether the nodes measured at output correspond to
sets of visual word recognition data and demonstrate that in
the whole w o r d (f(59) = 7.82, p < 0.001) or just to the
each case the h u m a n data emerges naturally from the
letters presented at input (r(59) = 10.12, p < 0.02). This
requirements of a split processing architecture.
robust effect is directly due to the split architecture, as
s h o w n by parallel simulations carried out with a non-split
Processing exterior letters of words
architecture with equivalent computational resources (i.e. the
s a m e n u m b e r of units and connections). In this set of
T h efirstand last letters of visually presented words seem to
simulations, the behaviour of the non-split network did not
be accorded s o m e sort of processing priority. Thus, the
reliably produce the exterior letters effect. A n analysis of
"exterior" letters are better than the interior letters at priming
variance ( A N O V A ) comparing the behaviour of the two
the whole word (Forster & Gartlan, 1975) and subjects can
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networks gave a significant interaction between the factors
of architecture (split vs. non-split) and input (exterior v*.
interior letters: for the whole word. F(l, 236) = 28.23, p <
0.001; for the presented letters, F(l. 236) = 31.44, p <
0.001.
1u-
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m
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ipm iiciwuiK
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non-split network

\\\\^

7.56.66
6.03

0.Z4

letters in terms of their immediate contexts. Interestingly,
the effect also emerges in our split model for those
presentations solely to one half of the model; this behaviour
raises a novel principle in theorising about hemispheric
interaction, that w h e n a single hemisphere attempts a task,
it m a y be convenient for it to recapitulate the splitting that
typically occurs when the two hemispheres collaborate.
W e conclude that the exterior letters effect - a
phenomenon that has remained largely outside the purview
of current models of word recognition - is a processing
signature of a split processor.
Optimum and Preferred Viewing Position

Subjects' optimal or preferred viewing position for single
words is either in the centre of the word, or slightly to the
left of the centre (O'Regan, 1990). This behaviour m a y be
1
i
directly observed using eye-tracking, or it m a y be inferred
from the speed and accuracy of word recognition w h e n the
2.5w o r d is presented with different letter positions
corresponding to the initial fixation point; performance is by
^
^
definition best at the optimal fixation point. This behaviour
is conventionally accounted for by saying that the processor
^
is attempting to position a limited w i n d o w of high-fidelity
l
i
0 processing over the most informative part of the word (see,
exterior letters
interior letters
e.g., Legge, Klitz & Tjan, 1997). W e will n o w explore a
letters presented
different account based on the hypothesis that this fixation
behaviour is optimal for a split architecture.
Figure 2: Mean error on whole word at output, with
W e willfirstconsider a level of representation dealing
presentation of the exterior letters and the interior
with whole words. It is a c o m m o n observation that the first
letters for the split and non-split architectures.
halves of English words tend to be more informative than
their last halves (see Yannakoudakis and Hutton (1992) for
comparable phonological statistics): syllable onsets contain
[nJ split network
a greater range of segment combinations than do codas, and
2.90
3(in English) the ends of words often contain suffixes. A
1 1 non-split network
simple consequence of this fact is that a processor that was
M
trying to provide each hemisphere with the best information
about the identity of the single word straddling its fixation
1.95
point - simultaneously minimising entropy in each
§
2hemisphere - would optimally position itsfixationpoint in
1.60
the centre of the word or to the left of centre
W e n o w consider the lower level of individual letter
zr
recognition. Letter identity and location must be determined
•y.
c
during word recognition. W e m a y reconceptualise this
0.76
1 'problem as one of h o w to align the words k n o w n to the
processor
in such a w a y that the ("vertical") distribution of
^ S ^
letters at any one position is such as to minimise entropy at
that position. L o w e r entropy at a certain position
H
^
(signifying a skewed distribution of letters at that position)
0- ^
is taken to entail less processing, and greater reliance on
exterior letters
interior letters
k n o w n probabilities. Figure 4 illustrates three options: leftjustified (the strategy suggested by Legge et al., 1997),
letters presented
right-justified (for purposes of comparison), and middleFigure 3: Mean error at output for only the presented letters,
justified^ (the strategy favoured by a split processor). (Note
for the exterior and interior letters and for the two models.
that our model's central split gives us an absolute point
around which to organise such justification, allowing us to
Subsequent exploration of the behaviour of the two
be less specific about the existence of letter "slots".) T h e
networks showed that the split network invariably gives the
relevant entropies were calculated from all of the words in
exterior letters effect, and that the non-split network only
occasionally adopts a strategy of prioritising the processing
of the exterior letters. T h e effect is due to the split
^ For odd numbers of letters, the midpoint is placed to the
disproportionately disrupting attempts to define interior
left.
5-
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C E L E X , multiplied by their frequencies, and plotted (see
Shillcock & Monaghan, submitted).
T h e plots revealed that there was no difference in total
entropy between the left- and middle-justified conditions
(/(19) = -0.787, U.S.), but that both differed significantly
from the right-justified condition, which showed greater
entropy (respectively, /(19) = -7.424, p < 0.001; r(19) =
-4.124, p < 0.001). A s the plots also m a d e clear, for a split
architecture there is a natural advantage in the middlejustified condition in that the distribution of entropy by
letter position is symmetrical, compared with the skewed
left-justified condition. It is preferable for the labour to be
shared by the two hemispheres, and for the positions with
highest entropy to fall in the foveal centre, where
discrimination is best.
W e conclude that, if fixation position is determined so as
to facilitate individual letter recognition, there is no inherent
advantage in the left-justified strategy suggested by Legge et
al. as approximating to optimal behaviour, compared with
the middle-justified condition. In a split processor with
significant intrahemispheric processing of hemifieid-specific
information, the observed o p t i m u m h u m a n fixation
behaviour optimises both letter-in-word and word
recognition.
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Figure 4: Examples of (a) left-justified, (b) right-justified,
and (c) middle-justified.
Impaired Visual Word Recognition
W e n o w briefly review s o m e of the central behaviours
associated with the different subtypes of dyslexia and show
that dysfunction in a split processor can provide a principled
basis for m a n y of these behaviours. T h e simplest
dysfunction that w e consider is the maladaptive coordination
of the two halves of the model, each with their hemifieidspecific information. O n e consequence of such a dysfunction
is that m o r e hypotheses and/or more specific hypotheses
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m a y be developed intrahemispherically - before effective
interhemispheric communication can occur - than would
normally be the case. Problematic hemispheric interaction
and atypical lateralisation have long been linked to dyslexia
in a variety of ways (see, e.g., Davidson & Saron, 1992).
Surface Dyslexia The regularisation errors of surface
dyslexia {pint pronounced as /pint/) (Marshal & Newcombe,
1973) naturally emerge as failures of access to the whole of
the orthographic word. The relevant simulation has been
presented by Plaut and McClelland (1993) in which they
show that the appropriate pronunciation of the vowel in an
exception word like pint requires the coordination of
information from the orthographic input onset, nucleus and
coda. In contrast, their model allows onset, nucleus and coda
individually to determine their o w n pronunciation in regular
words like mill. Substituting a phonological output for the
orthographic one in Figure 1, w e can see h o w dysfunctional
coordination of the two halves of the model would cause
regularisation errors based on the two halves of the input
word: thefirsthalf of pint would be pronounced as in pink
and pill, and the last half as in hint or lint.
Existing connectionist accounts of surface dyslexia rely on
reducing the computational resources available to the
processor (in the developmental case) (see, e.g. Harm &
Seidenberg, 1996) or else characterise it in terms of the
abilities of a surviving orthography-to-phonology pathway
that had a division of labour with a now-impaired
orthography-to-semantics pathway (in the acquired case) (see,
e.g., Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg & Patterson, 1996).
Our o w n account m a y be seen as a special instance of the
reduced resources account. It is a parsimonious account of
surface dyslexia because hemispheric coordination is
particularly vulnerable to non-specific insult or
developmental abnormality. It is more motivated than the
division of labour account; after all, even a small network
model such as that presented by Plaut and McClelland
(1993) can succeed in pronouncing exception words in a
general model of pronunciation. Finally, the account w e
offer applies to both acquired and developmental surface
dyslexia.
Phonological Dyslexia Phonological dyslexia is
characterised by disproportionately poor performance in the
pronunciation of nonwords, such as nust (Derouesne &
Beauvois, 1979). A split processor allows a degree of more
or less autonomous processing to occur in each half of the
model, based on the visual information in the relevant
(contralateral) hemifield. If w e allow autonomous semantic
processing to occur in each half of the model in this way,
then a natural account of phonological dyslexia emerges.
O n e way that a split model can adapt to poor coordination of
the visual/orthographic input is to allow semantic
processing to develop further in each half of the model, with
the part of the word in each hemifield encouraging the partial
activation of the semantics of the words possibly involved.
The left half of chair might activate the semantics of chase,
chair, choir, ... and the right half air, chair, flair
The
intersection of these two sets is the presented word, chair.
W e might expect that mapping a word's phonology onto the
semantic coordination of its two halves might be less

problematic than mapping a word's phonology onto the
visual coordination of its two orthographic halves: callosal
connectivity is more extensive for the "higher" cortical
regions; orthographic-phonological mapping m a y be more
exacting, requiring detailed temporal processing of the
phonological representation in conjunction with positionspecific processing of the orthographic representation.
A processor that relies on a semantics-to-phonology
mapping cannot cope with nonwords or unknown words.
The best that can be done is to be aware of similarities
between known words and the two halves of the nonword, an
observation which phonological dyslexics can often readily
make.
This outline of an account of phonological dyslexia m a y
complement existing accounts which rely on an impairment
of the phonological representations (Harm & Seidenberg,
1996; Brown, 1997; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg &
Patterson, 1996), although w e might note that the originally
observed phonological dyslexic (LB) seemed to present with
no such phonological difficulties. It should also be noted
that callosal agenesis - a close h u m a n equivalent to one end
of the range of split models w e have begun to explore seems to involve a reading impairment that closely
resembles phonological dyslexia (Temple, Jeeves &
Vilarroya, 1990). T h e correlation between phonological
impairment and phonological dyslexia m a y not be causal.
Deep Dyslexia Hinton and Shallice (1991) and Plaut and
Shallice (1993) provide comprehensive coverage of the data
from deep dyslexia, using a model that m a p s from
orthography to semantics (and ultimately to phonology).
The introduction of a split architecture into their
connectionist modelling of deep dyslexia provides a
principled and specific basis for the disintegration of
orthographic and/or semantic processing. Relatively
autonomous semantic processing in the two halves of the
model provides an account of one very specific behaviour
produced by deep dyslexics: when a confusion occurs over a
word, it is typically the case that a less concrete word is
replaced by a more concrete word, as in plan -^ flan. It is
generally assumed that the R H is concerned with the
representation of more concrete words. B y allowing more
independent processing to occur in the R H , w e allow for the
fact that more concrete interpretations of the data m a y
become more influential in later processing. This account
provides a basis for a longstanding suggestion (Coltheart,
1980) that deep dyslexia reflects the behaviour of a R H
reading system.

In general, in this necessarily brief examination of the
different subtypes of dyslexia, w e can see that split
connectionist architectures are able to provide a principled
and specific basis for the emergence of a range of relevant
types of reading impairment. A unified treatment of the
subtypes of dyslexia is possible, based on maladaptive
hemispheric coordination. At the same time, such models
may be expected to inherit the general advantages, already
demonstrated in the literature, of connectionist models in
simulating other aspects of reading dysfunction.

Conclusions
W e began by considering h o w the initial projection to the
visual cortex is precisely split, and w e then explored the
implications of assuming that this split is not completely
transcended by the time that visual word recognition occurs.
W e have shown that this assumption leads directly to natural
accounts of a set of data drawn from different parts of the
word recognition literature. T h e exterior letters effect is
given an explanation that is not available to current
connectionist models of visual word recognition. Similarly,
the data on the optimum and preferred viewing position are
given a coherent reinterpretation from the perspective of a
split architecture. W e have shown, empirically, that rightjustification and middle-justification are no different in their
ability to minimise entropy in individual letter positions.
Finally, w e have shown that a split model has the potential
to provide motivated and specific explanations of a variety of
behaviours found within the different subtypes of dyslexia.
The exact details of the functional architecture of word
recognition are still far from being adequately mapped onto
the k n o w n physiology and anatomy of the h u m a n visual
system. However, the disparate data w e have discussed above
represent a growing body of circumstantial evidence that the
most accurate and illuminating w a y to model w o r d
recognition is by means of a class of split architectures.
This general model makes specific and testable predictions
concerning a range of word recognition paradigms. For
instance, if the processing in the two hemispheres is more
autonomous than is allowed for in current models of visual
word recognition, then a variety of confusion errors between
the different hypotheses being entertained in the t w o
hemispheres might be expected to occur. Just such errors
have been reported in the literature: Mozer (1985) presented
subjects very briefly with pairs of words such as line and
lace and observed that "letter migration" errors occurred, in
which subjects reported seeing lice or lane. F r o m the
perspective of the model discussed above, these errors might
be better described as "hemifield mismatch errors".
W e conclude that split connectionist models of visual
word recognition will largely inherit the demonstrable
advantages of existing connectionist models of visual word
recognition, and will augment their coverage of the data in a
parsimonious manner. Models of visual word recognition
should reflect the w a y in which the brain makes sense of its
immediate data about the visual world, something that is
reflected in the large-scale anatomy of the visual system. At
the same time, this modelling can inform our theories of the
hemispheres' more general representational principles and
strategies.
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to the topic of the conversation (Gump>erz, 1991; Grosz &
Hirschberg, 1992; Koiso, Shimojima, & Katagiri, 1996).
Edioic responses abound in dialogues, where a speaker reuses
Our approach toward echoic responses in this paper is pria portion of the text uttered by another in a preceding ftim,
marily from an informational perspective, and w e begin by
though semantically they contribute little if any new informaexamining the following hypothesis.
tion. The phenomenon has attracted the attention of researchers
from diverse academicfields,ranging from sociolinguistics
Integration signaling hypothesis: The prosodic and temand developmental psychology, to computational linguistics
poral features of an echoic response carry information about
and human-computer interfaces. This studyreportsan empirthe degree in which the speaker has integrated the repeated
ical investigation on echoicresponsesfrom an informational
information into her body of knowledge.
perspective. Drawing on statistical analyses of instances exSuppose a speaker says, "Then g o to Keage station," and antractedfromcorpora of spoken dialogues in Japanese, we show
other speaker responds by saying, "Keage." T h efirstspeaker
that echoicresponseswith different timings, lengths, intonais trying to give a piece of information about where the sections, pitches, and speeds signal different degrees in which the
ond speaker should go for the next destination. At the time of
speakers have integrated therepeatedinformation into their
producing her echoic response, however, the second speaker
prior knowledge. W e further consider dialogue-coordination
m a y or m a y not have succeeded in assimilating the part of the
functions enacted by this informational potential of echoic reinformation that she repeats, namely, the part represented by
sponses, and identify the function of display as distinguished
"Keage," with the body of her prior knowledge in a consistent
from the functions of acknowledgment and repair-initiation.
manner. T h e above hypothesis claims that the degree in which
Introduction
she has succeeded in this, is signaled by the prosodic/temporal
A n echoic response is an utterance in which a speaker reuses a
characteristics of her utterance (such as its length, timing,
portion of the text uttered by another in the preceding turn. W e
speed, pitch, and intonation).
invariably do this w h e n w e talk, though w e k n o w semantically
W e test our hypothesis in two steps through analyses of
it contributes little n e w information. T h e general theme of this
Japanese dialogue data. T h efirstanalysis focuses on sigpaper is the functions of echoic responses in dialogues. W e
naling possibilities of prosodic/temporal features of echoic
can distinguish three different perspectives toward this general
responses, taken individually, for the degrees of the speaktheme: social, dialogue-coordinating, and informational.
ers' information integration. T h e second analysis focuses on
From a social perspective, w e ask h o w the occurrence of
their signaling potentials in more detail. W e will use the
an echoic response in a conversation creates or otherwise
measures of accuracy and comprehensiveness to determine
changes the social circumstances a m o n g participants of the
(1) exactly what ranges of the speakers' integrations are sigconversation. Tannen (1994) describes the creation of internaled by the prosodic/temporal features, and (2) exactly what
personal involvement by the repetition of prior text. Norrick
prosodic/temporal features, or what combinations of these
(1994) argues that echoic responses play an important role in
features, signal those integration ranges.
interactional achievement of joking.
W e then discuss the implications of ourfindingson the inFrom a dialogue-coordinating perspective, w e ask h o w
formational potentials of echoic responses with respect to their
echoic responses in a dialogue contribute toward the coorgrounding fiinctions. If w e can identify the prosodic/temporal
dination of the dialogue to a specific goal, particularly their
features that signal the high and low degrees of integration,
contributions to the process of information-sharing. Clark and
then it seems natural to conclude that echoic responses with
Shaeffer (1989) separate out the information-sharing aspect
those respective features are used to perform the grounding
of the coordinating functions of utterances as their groundacts of acknowledgment and repair-initiation. Contrary to this
ing functions. Traum (1994) lists seven different "grounding
simple generalization, w e argue that w e need to posit a n e w
acts" that m a y be performed in an interactive dialogue, and
type of grounding function display to capture the entire range
Beun (1995) and Walker (1992) suggest, as the coordinatof dialogue-coordinating functions of echoic responses.
ing functions of echoic responses, what Traum would call
acknowledgment and repair-initiation.
Analysis I
From an informational perspective, w e ask what information is carried by the occurrence of an echoic response during
Methods
a conversation. Even if an echoic response adds little infor- Data T o examine the validity of our hypothesis, w e conmation to the topic of a proceeding conversation, it still m a y ducted an analysis on actual occurrences of echoic responses
carry significant information at the meta-level, namely, infor- extracted from a corpus of dialogue data w e earlier collected.
mation concerning the conversation process itself, as opposed
Our corpus consists of two-party face-to-face task-oriented diAbstract

'Also with Nara Institute of Science and Technology.

alogues in Japanese in which the participants engage in block
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construction tasks in a sound-isolated studio, where one participant {instructor) verbally gives instructions, referring to
a set of pictures for target block configurations, to the other
participant (constructor), w h o in turn tries to recreate the configurations out of the set of blocks available to her. Both the
target pictures and the blocks were kept invisible from the
other party until both sides agreed that they had completed
the constructions. Both participants were allowed to m a k e
gestures while communicating, but the instructor could not
physically touch any of the blocks.
W e analyzed three dialogues, each between two participants familiar with one another. T h e speech materials from
both participants were digitally recorded on separate channels, and transferred to a computer at a sampling frequency
of 1 6 K H z . They were subsequently divided automatically by
power measurements into "utterance units (UUs)," consecutive stretches of speech bounded by silence. T h e start time
and end time of each U U were also extracted automatically.

features were obtained through automatic procedures.
Length: Repeat instances were categorized in terms of their
lexical make-up. A long repeat is a repeat which contains
or paraphrases at least all of a repeated part of a U U and
possibly contains additional lexical materials. A short repeal
is a repeat which repeats or paraphrases a strict subpart of a
repeated U U .
Boundary Tone: Repeat instances were categorized in terms
of theirfinalintonation patterns. A variant of J-ToBI (Venditti, 1997) labels was assigned to repeat instances by an
independent researcher w h o was not aware of the purpose of
the current research. W e m a d e a simple distinction between
high-ending contours, which include a simplerise( H % ) and
a fall-rise ( L % H % ) , and low-ending contoiu^, which include
a simple fall ( L % ) and arise-fall( L % H L % ) .
Pitch Registers: Pitch registers, which refer to the fact that
utterances can be m a d e in a low voice or in a high voice, were
measured as the Fq m e a n per utterance unit.

Echoic Response Repeats can be classified according to a
number of different criteria. They can be classified in terms
of w h o makes the repeats, into self-repetitions, or into otherrepetitions. They can be classified in termsof forms of repeats,
ranging from an exact repetition to a paraphrase. They can
also be classified in terms of the number of intervening turns
before them, or into immediate and delayed repetitions.
For this study, w e focused on immediate other-repetitions,
e.g., echoic responses. Taking the U U as the unit of analysis,
w e define "echoing" in the following way:
A sequence of UUs (X) made in a turn and another sequence of U U s (Y) m a d e in the directly following txmi
are echoic pairs if and only if a sequence of morae that
occupies a half or more of Y has already appeared in X
or is a semantic paraphrase of a part of X .

Tempo: T h e normalized average mora duration per utterance
unit was chosen as a measure of the articulation rate. Using
transcriptions of speech data, mora labels werefirstautomatical y time-aligned, and average mora durations were calculated and normalized with respect to durational variations
a m o n g vowels.
Delay: Delay was measured as the duration between the offset
of repeated fragment and the onset of a repeating fragment.
A large negative number reflects overlap, whereas a large
positive number reflects a considerable delay.
Results

To guarantee that repeats are genuine instances of echoic
sponses, w e only considered repeats coming from the responder, and exlculded the instances of "initiates" and "repairs,"
which do not constitute responses to previous utterances.
W e also omitted repeats in standardized opening/closing sequences, such as those in greetings, e.g., "mosimosi"(hello).
With these two restrictions, the definition given above resulted
in a total of 71 repeat occurrences in our corpus.
Integration Rating W e assigned, to each instance of the
echoic response, an information integration rating, which is a
measure for the degree in which the responder had integrated
the repeated information into her body of knowledge. Integration rating involves a 5-point scale ranging from minimal
integration (score 1) to full integration (score 5).
Ratings werefirstm a d e by means of a consensus labeling
a m o n g three of the authors. Both the speech and transcription
of each of the repeat instances were presented to them, which
they examined until a consensus was reached. T o test the
reliability of the labelings so obtained, they additionally conducted a follow up experiment, in which seven instances of
repeats were taken randomly from each of thefiveintegration
categories and were subjected to integration ratings by three
subjects (two females and one male). Ratings were m a d e
several times to guarantee the stability of the rate assignment,
and the last ratings were compared with those obtained in a
consensus labeling operation.

Labeling Reproducibility T h e reliability of a labeling
scheme is a basic, but often hard to confirm, requirement
in corpus-based research. The kappa coefficient (/c) of agreerement (Siegel & Castellan, 1988), which takes into account
chance level biases, has been widely accepted by many researchers as one of the most useful measures of such reUability (Carletta, 1996; Hirschberg «& Nakatani, 1 9 % ) ; a value
of 0.8 or higher is generally regarded as indicating agreement
with a high reliability.
W e calculated k coefficients between integration rate labels
obtained in the consensus labeling and those obtained from
each of the three independent subjects. Calculations were
performed under the "strict match" criterion and the "loose
match" criterion. For the former, only strictly equal ratings
were considered as indicating agreement, whereas for the
latter, up to one point differences were deemed to indicate
agreement. W e obtained an average pairwise k score of 0.58
for the strict match, and 0.84 for the loose match^. Thus,
even though the inter-labeler reliability for the integration
ratings was not high enough for strictfivecategory distinction,
w e could claim a sufficiently high inter-labeler reliabihty by
slightly weakening the rating agreement criterion.

Prosodic/temporal Features For prosodic and temporal
features of speech, w e considered the folowing two categorical features and three continuous features, which w e think are
the most significant in their dialogueftjnctions.Categorical
features were obtained by manual labeling, and continuous
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Single Features and Integration We next looked into the
question of whether and to what degree thefiveprosodic and
temporal features, taken individually, of echoic responses reflect the degree of information integration of the responder.
T o that end, w e applied statistical tests to see if w e could
find statistically significant distributional differences of feature values between integration and disintegration responses.
^The loose match condition guarantees a higher observed value
than the strict match condition, but it also gives a lower expected
value, so we cannot say that the loose match condition necessarily
produces higher k coefficients.

Table 3: Statistical tests for differences between integration
and disintegration. (" P < .01 * P < .05 )

Table 1: Distributions of categorical features of echoic responses.
111 123451
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Table 2: Distributions of continuous features of echoic responses.

UJ

12345]
[121

345
123
45]
I 2341
[51

temp
mean s.d.
4.96 0.66
4.61 0.73
4.84 0.52
4.55 0.82
4.80 0.50
4.40 1.01
4.76 0.47
4.28 1.34

Delay
mean s.d.
7.49 0.52
7.00 1.04
7.40 0.46
6.88 1.18
7.31 0.39
6.65 1.56
7.17 1.00
6.76 0.70

A d
y'(i)
'(69)
< 69)
<(69)

1-2345
5.47*
3.50
1.61
1.62
1.28

12-345
2.66
1.44
1.64
2.23*
1.94

123^5
4.09*
4.80*
2.20*
2.75"
2.55*

1234-5
8.13**
0.35
2.19*
1.38
1.88

prosodic/temporal features w e consider as candidates for such
signals.

Pitch
mean s.d.
4.90 0.36
4.80 0.25
4.89 0.26
4.76 0.27
4.87 0.28
4.70 0.22
4.84 0.27
4.69 0.25

W e first categorized echoic responses into integration and
disintegration categories based on the consensus labeling of
integration rates. There are four different w a y s to divide
the S-point scale of integration ratings into binary integration/disintegration categories: [l]-[2345], [12]-[345], [123][45], and [1234]-[5]. W e examined all of these possibilities.
For the two categorical features, boundary tone and length,
w e appUed x^ ^^^ for distributional differences. Table 1
gives the distribution of features between the integration and
disintegration responses. Results of the x^ ^^^ ^ ^ shown
in Table 3. T h e tables s h o w that, for boundary tone, there
are significant distributional differences in three out of four
)ossible divisions of integration/disintegration. Similarly, for
ength, w e found significant difference in the [123]-[45] division. The results also indicate that a high boundaiy tone and
a short repeat are more probable in disintegration responses.
For the continuous features, tempo, delay, and pitch, w e
applied <-tests for distributional differences. Original feature
values werefirstconverted by logarithmic transformation to
satisfy the normality of the distribution. Table 2 summarizes
the viues of the m e a n and standard deviations of these continuous features. For all three features, higher values tend to be
associated with disintegration responses. Table 3 summarizes
the results of the <-tests. T h e results show that for all three
continuous features, there are significant distributional differences in the [123]-[45] division; further differences are also
found in [1234]-[5] for tempo, and in [12]-[345] for delay.
These results clearly indicate that thefiveprosodic and temporal features examined here reflect the degree of information
integration, suggesting the possibility that they play important
roles in actual dialogues with their signaling potentials.

Measures for Signaling Potentials Suppose you are wondering whether a feature a signals another feature /?. O n e
natural way to approach this issue is to see h o w often (3 occurs when a occurs. This method measures the accuracy of
a as a signal to /9. If /? occurs whenever a occurs, then a is a
perfectly accurate cue to /?.
However, w e cannot determine the signaling potential of a
with the measure of accuracy alone. Suppose a seldom occurs
when /? occurs, but when a does occur, P also occurs. In such
a case, a is a perfect cue to /? in the accuracy measure. W e
would not, however, call a a good cue to /?, simply because a
misses most of the occurrences of /?. T o be counted as a good
cue, a must also be a comprehensive signal to /3.
W e compute the accuracy ( A C C ) and the comprehensiveness ( C O M ) of a as a signal to 0 in the following way ^:
. , „, _ Number of cases where a and /? occur
Number of cases where a occurs
Numljer of cases where a and 0 occur
COU(a/0) =
Number of cases where p occurs

A s w e can see from the above formulas, the accuracy of
a as a signal to 0 tends to be higher w h e n (1) a occurs less
frequently, and w h e n (2) 0 occurs m o r e frequently. O n the
contrary, the comprehensiveness of a tends be high in the
opposite case. Accordingly, there is a trade-off between the
accuracy and the comprehensiveness of a, and they normalize
each other's chance level. Accuracy and comprehensiveness
thus m a k e a fairly good measure for signaling potentials, w h e n
used conjunctively.
W e s a w before that a perfectly accurate cue m a y be useless
if it is low in comprehensiveness. T h e converse is also true: a
perfectly comprehensive cue m a y be useless if it is low in accuracy. Therefore, w h e n w e compare the cuing potentials of
two different features a i and a2, it would be a mistake to simply compare the s u m of a i 's accuracy and comprehensiveness
with the s u m of ai's accuracy and comprehensiveness. W e
should rather compare the minimal value of a i 's accuracy and
comprehensiveness with the minimal value of a2's accuracy
and comprehensiveness. Ordering the signaling performances
of different features in this w a y would exclude from the top
list those useless cues with an extremely high accuracy but
Analysis II
with low comprehensiveness, or with exu-emely high c o m Motivated by this observation, w e will n o w take a closer look
prehensiveness but a low accuracy. M o r e precisely, w e use
at our data, in order to answer the following questions:
the following ordering to compare the performances of two
• Exactly what prosodic/temporal features have signaling po- features ai and a 2 as signals to a feature 0:
tentials as to the speaker's integration rate.
• Exactly what ranges of integration rates are signaled by
min{ACC(Qi/;3),COM(ai//3)) > min(ACC(a2//3),COM(a2//?))
those features.
^The measures of accuracy and comprehensiveness correspond
to the measures of precision and recall traditionally used in the field
Methods
of information retrieval to evaluate the efficiency of a search engine.
Before w e start investigating these issues, however, w e need
W e will use our own terms of "accuracy" and "comprehension,"
specify (1) h o w w e measure the signaling potential of a spehowever, to avoid confusion on the issue of cuing performance with
cific feature as to another feature, and (2) what range of
that of search efficiency.
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R a n g e of Candidate Signals According to analysis I, a
higher pitch, faster tempo, and longer delay of an echoic
response reflect a lower degree in which the speaker has
integrated the repeated information, while a lower pitch,
slower tempo, and shorter delay reflect a higher degree
of the speaker's integration rate. Therefore, w e take the
prosodic/temporal features in the left column of Table 4 as
candidate signals to integration and those in therightcolumn
as candidate signals to disintegration. The variable X appearing in Table 4 indicates the threshold value of the relevant
continuous feature, ranging over -0.3, -0.2, - 0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2,
and 0.3. These values are normalized in units of standard
deviations from the mean.
Table 4: Candidate signals.
IntegratJorT
disintegration
length = l>ong, Short length = Long, Short
B T = High, L o w
B T = High, Low
Tempo < X
Tempo > X
Delay < X
Delay > X
Pitch < X
Pitch > X
It is certainly possible that the prosodic/temporal features
in Table 4 individually have certain signaling potentials to the
speaker's integration rate. However, it is also possible, or
even natural, that two or more of these features work together
to m a k e accurate and comprehensive cues. Let's think of the
case features a and a' are fairly accurate cues to /?, but neither covers the cases of /? comprehensively enough, namely,
neither occurs frequently enough when /? occurs. Even under
such a circumstance, however, it might well be that a and a'
complement each other to cover the cases of 0 fairly comprehensively, in such a w a y that w h e n (3 occurs and a does
not occur, a' occurs instead; and when (3 occurs and a' does
not, Q occurs instead. This is the case where the disjunction
of Q and a' makes a comprehensive cue to 0, even though
a and a' are not comprehensive individually. A s the dual
to this disjunctive complementation, w e can also think of the
possibility of conjunctive complementation, where a and a'
work together to enhance the accuracy of the signaling.
In order to take these possibilities of disjunctive and conjunctive complementations into account, w e decided to include the conjunctive and disjunctive combinations of the features in Table 4 in our list of candidate signals to the speaker's
integration rate. T o prevent the explosion of the search space,
however, w e had to hmit ourselves to the combinations of up
to three different features in Table 4. A s a result, the combinations that w e considered were of one of the following forms:
a V 7 , a A 7 , a V(7A6),a A(7V6),a V 7 V(5,andaA7 a6.
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F i g u r e 1: Distributions o f signaling p e r f o r m a n c e s .
didate prosodic/temporal features according to their potentials
as a c u e to the range in question. T h e candidate features a n d
the method of ordering arc as described above. Thus w e can
compare the overall cuing performances of prosodic/temporal
features with respect to different ranges of integration rates,
and hence can determine what ranges, if any, are the targets of
prosodic/temporal cuing. B y studying the features in the top
places of the relevant orderings, w e can also determine what
particular prosodic/temporal features d o the cuings.

Results
Signaled Information Table 5 shows results of ordering
candidate signals for the following integration ranges: [1],
[12], [123], [1234], [5], [45], [345], and [2345]. (Only the
top five candidates are s h o w n for each integration range.)
A s it turns out, the integration range [1234] is the target of the most accurate and comprehensive signaling from
prosodic/temporal feanires (91.67% and 94.83%). T h e integration range [2345] receives the second best signaling
( 9 1 . 3 8 % accuracy and 9 1 . 3 8 % comprehensiveness). T h e integration range [123] also seems to be the target of a fairly
g(X)d signaling (87.76% accuracy and 8 9 . 5 8 % comprehensiveness). O n the other hand, the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the top candidate signals for the integration
ranges of [1], [12], [345], and [45] are significantly lower;
they are, respectively, (61.54%/61.54%), (68.97%/68.97%),
(66.67%/76.92%), (77.27%/73.91%), and (78.57%/78.57%).
These discrepancies in cuing performances are visualized
in Figures 1 (a) and (b), where the best twenty features for
each range are plotted according to their accuracy and comprehensiveness. Figure 1 (a) shows a clear discrepancy in
cuing performances between the group of features targeted at
[2345] and the group targeted at [5], [45], or [345]. Figure 1
(b) s h o w s a discrepancy between the group targeted at [123]
or [1234] and the group targeted at [1] or [12].
Consequently, w e must conclude that the integration ranges
signaled by the prosodic/temporal features of echoic responses
are [1234], [123], and [2345], but not [1], [12], [5], and [45].
Intuitively, the information that one receives is either that the
Procedures As we indicated at the outset, we are interested speaker has not completely integrated the information she
in not only what prosodic/temporal features have signaling
repeats (the case of [1234] signaled), or that she has not c o m potentials as to the speaker's integration rate, but also what
pletely failed to integrate it (the case of [2345] signaled), or
ranges of integration rates are c u ^ by those features. There
that she has not integrated it well (the case of [123] signaled).
might be a prosodic/temporal feature that signals strong inIn either case, the information m a d e available through this
formation that the speaker's integration rate is exactly 5, but
signaling is rather weak.
of course, there m a y be only a cue with weak information
Signaling Features What exactly, then, are the tempoindicating that the speaker's integration rate is in the range of
ral/prosodic features that signal these pieces of information?
[2345]. W e wish to address this issue of signaled ranges of
integration rates explicitly.
"intermediate ranges" such as [234], [34], and [3]. This amounts to
Assuming that the signaled ranges are closed in the direcsorting our integration scale into three or more categories, rather than
tion of integration or disintegration, there are eight possible
focusing on the binary classification of integration and disintegraranges that m a y be signaled: [1], [12], [123], [1234], [5], [45],
tion. In this paper, however, w e choose to focus on the ability of the
[345], and [2345]." For each of these ranges, w e order our cantemporal/prosodic features of echoic response for this binary classification, and try tofindwhat our testrevealsabout the coordinating
functions of echoic responses.

^Of course, w e might well lift this assumption, and consider
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Table 5: Results of ordering candidate signals ( L N : length, D L : delay, T P : t e m p o ) .
Integration
ace. coniD.
l»r=L%) A [ D L < OD]
73,9* 73.9%
£BT= L»l A [ FT < o n A I DL < 0^1
151
77 3* 714%
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70 8* 73.9%
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[LN^L] V[TP<07]V[PT<0.11
900* 93.1*
For the integration range [123], o n e of the best signals is
clearly the disjunction of a higher tempo, a higher pitch, and
a longer delay, because the top eight features targeted at this
range are all of this form. O u r data, however, does not clearly
differentiate the cuing performances of these features, and so
w e cannot determine the exact threshold values for tempo,
pitch, and delay that define the best signal of this form.
Our data suggest that the integration range [1234] is signaled by the disjunction of a high boundary tone, a longer delay, and a higher pitch. H o w e v e r , the top six features targeted
at this range also contain a simpler disjunction consisting of
a high boundary tone and a longer delay. Since the accuracy
and comprehensiveness of the feature are not discernible from
those of the other five, a higher pitch might not really play a
role in signaling [1234]. In either case, our data d o not allow
us to determine the exact threshold for pitch that defines the
best signal of this form.
A s for the integration range [2345], the disjunction of longness of a repeat, a slower tempo, and a lower pitch have a
strong signaling potentials (the top fifteen candidates are all
of this form), although, again, our data d o not allow us to
determine the exact tlvesholds for the t e m p o and delay for the
best signal of this form.
Figures 2 (a)-(c) s h o w , for the integration ranges [123],
[1234], and [2345], the distributions of die best signaling features over the integration scale 1-5. T h e bold curve indicates
the distribution of all echoic responses over the scale, while
the non-bold ciu^e indicates the distribution of the signal.
Accordingly, a prosodic/temporal feature is a g o o d cue for the
relevant integration range if its curve follows the bold curve in
the shaded area as closely as possible and goes d o w n as low as
possible in the non-shaded area. N o t e that the non-bold curve
in each graph does a fairly g o o d job in this respect, endorsing
our observations.
T o summarize the observations m a d e in this section:
1. T h e integration range [123] is disjunctively signaled b y a
faster tempo, a higher pitch, and a longer delay.
2. T h e range [ 1234] is disjunctively sign^ed b y a high boundary tone, a longer delay, a n d possibly a higher pitch.
3. T h e range [2345] is disjunctively signaled b y a long repeat,
a slower tempo, and a lower pitch.
4. T h e ranges [1], [12], [5], [45], and [345] receive n o significant prosodic/temporal signals.
Discussions
So far in this paper w e have concentrated on the informationalfimctions of echoic responses, with respect to the degree
in which the responder has integrated the repeated information into her body of knowledge. In this section, w e discuss
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Figure 2: Distributions of the best signals over the integration
scale.
what our findings on the informational potentials of echoic
responses imply about their dialogue-coordinating functions,
or more specifically, about the varieties of grounding acts that
might be performwi with them.
For brevity, let us denote the prosodic/temporal featiu^es
that signal the integration ranges [123], [1234], and [2345] by
Si23. Si234, and S2345, respectively. N o w , if w e assume that
echoic responses m a y be used to perform the acts of acknowledgment and repair-initiation, it seems natural to suppose that,
generally, an echoic response cuing high integration for the
responder performs the act of acknowledgment and that cuing
low integration performs the act of repair-initiation. Therefore, on the basis of the observations 1 - 3 above, one might
be tempted to infer that echoic responses with feature S123 or
with feature S1234 are used to perform repair-initiation, while
those with feature S2345 are used to perform acknowledgment.
T h e story is not that simple, however.
A serious problem with this story arises from the fact that
according to our observations, the alleged integration cue
overlaps with each of the alleged disintegration cues in what
they signal. That is, the cue S123 and the cue S2345 both contain the integration rates 2 and 3 in their targets, and the cue
S1234 and the cue S2345 both contain the integration rates 2,
3, and 4 in their targets. Therefore, no matter h o w w e m a y
interpret the integration rates 1-5 and divide them into those
representing integration and those representing disintegration,
there will always be a large number of echoic responses for
which these cues will fail to classify as either integration cases
or disintegration cases.^
'interpret, for example, [123] as representing disintegration and
[45] as representing integration. Then, although those echoic responses with the feature S123 are classified as disintegration cases,
the other instances are classified neither as integration nor disintegration. For even when some of them have the feature S2345, the feature
simply classifies them as being in the range of [2345], which, on the
current interpretation, contains both the rates 2 and 3 representing
disintegration and the rates 4 and 5 representing integration. The
cue S1234 does not work either, because its target contains [4] as well
as [123]. The other interpretations of the scale 1-5 will encounter
analogous problems.

N o w if w e arc right about this observation and the information about the integration/disintegration status is absent in
m a n y instances of echoic responses, then what sort of grounding act. if any, is performed with these instances? Note that
in these instances, information concerning whether the responders have integrated or failed to integrate the repeated information is absent. Therefore, acknowledgment and repairinitiation cannot be the acts performed by them, assuming
that the performances of the acts require the availability of
positive information about the responders' integration and
disintegration. Saying that echoic responses do not perform
any grounding acts is hardly a satisfying answer, since clearly,
the presence of the echoic responses m a k e some difference in
the process of putting information into the c o m m o n ground.
To capture this sort of grounding act, w e propose the notion
of display. W h e n performing the act of display, w e reproduce
the information that w e believe to have been received in the
directly preceding tiuii by the other party. The point of the
reproduction is to expose the other party to the information
again and, more importantly, let her maike corrections j/the
reproduced information is not what she had intended, or alternatively, let her continue on to the next turn if the reproduced
information is correct.
The act of display is fundamentally different from the acts
of acknowledgment and repair-initiation in that while the latter positively guides the other party to perform a certain act
(repair or the initiation of the next turn), the former lets the
partner c/ioo5e an appropriate action depending on whether the
reproduced information is correct. Therefore, for the purpose
of displaying, the responder does not have to positively indicate whether she has integrated the reproduced information,
while for the purpose of acknowledgment or repair initiation,
the speaker must indicate it to guide the partner into a specific
act. In fact, an echoic response would not constitute the act
of display (and become acknowledgment or repair-initiation)
if either integration or disintegration on the responder's part
were indicated strongly. Consequently, the act of display is
not only possible in the absence of such information, it is
ideally done in its absence. This explains the existence of a
large number of echoic responses that are signaled neither as
integration cases nor disintegration cases.
W h a t then is the overall picture of the grounding acts that
are performed with echoic responses? Precisely speaking, the
picture varies depending on h o w w e decide to interpret the
scale 1-5. If w e were to consider [123] as the disintegration range and [45] as the integration range, then w e would
assign the act of repair-initiation to those echoic responses
with the prosodic/temporal feature S123 while assigning the
act of display to others; similarly, if w e were to adopt the division [1234]-[5], w e would assign the act of repair-initiation to
those echoic responses with the feature S1234 while assigning
the act of display to others. O n the other hand, the division
[l]-[2345] would let us assign the act of acknowledgment to
those echoic responses with the feature S2345 while assigning
the act of display to others. Finally, if w e were to adopt the
division [12]-[345], w e would have to assign the act of display
to all echoic responses.
W e will not commit ourselves to either of these specific
cases in this particular paper. Although the last one m a y
appear to be too extreme a position to take, our discussions so
far have given nothing that precludes the possibility. However,
our empirical investigations into the informational potential
of echoic responses does suggest, as a logical consequence,
that the notion of display must play a significant, even central,
role in explaining the varieties of grounding acts that m a y be
performed with echoic responses.
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Conclusion
O n the basis of statistical analyses on the signaling accuracy
and comprehensiveness, w e examined the informational potential of echoic responses found in corpora of the Japanese
spoken language. W e found that variations in the speed, pitch,
boundary tone, length, and timing of an echoic response have
a definite potential in signaling the responder's informational
state, concerning h o w successfully she has integrated the repeated information into her existing body of knowledge.
O n the other hand, w e did not find any pair of temporal/prosodic feamres that divide the scale of the speaker's
integration rates at a unique point, and had to abandon the
simple picture that partitions the instances of echoic responses
into those performing acknowledgment and those performing
repair-initiation. Thisfinding(or non-finding) required us to
poshilate a grounding act that a speaker m a y perform without signaling positive information about her integration rate,
and m a d e us argue that the notion of display defines such a
grounding act and explains the phenomenon in a natural way.
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Abstract

adequately specified, and the theory has traditionally been
viewed as distinct from those concerning more mundane
The consonance constraint-satisfaction model is applied psychological processes.
to Machiavellianism self-concept effects in cognitive
A variety of phenomena from the major paradigms of
dissonance. Networks parameterized for low
cognitive dissonance theory, k n o w n in the psychological
Machiavellian traits showed the usual dissonance effect,
literature as insufficient justification and free-choice, have
i. e., more attitude change after giving a counterrecently been modeled with constraint-satisfaction neural
attitudinal speech than after not giving such a speech,
networks (Shultz & Lepper, 1992,1996). In several cases,
whereas networks parameterized for high Machiavellian
phenomena
were covered more accurately by this so-called
traits showed the reverse, thus capturing human data.
consonance model than they were by classical dissonance
Qassical dissonance theory had not accounted for the
theory. Superior coverage w a s due to the inclusion of
fact that people with high Machiavellian traits showed
less attitude change after giving a counter-attitudinal
constraints not present in dissonance theory and to the
speech than after not giving such a speech. The model
increased precision inherent to the computational
predicts initial dissonance and the course of dissonance
formulation. S o m e predictions of the consonance model
reduction in the various experimental conditions. The
have been confirmed by n e w psychological research on
results underscore the point that cognitive dissonance
free-choice (Shultz, L6veill6, & Lepper, in press).
operates according to the same constraint-satisfaction
T h e success of the consonance model enables a
principles that govern a variety of other psychological
reinterpretation of cognitive dissonance and its reduction
phenomena.
that underscores commonalties with several other
psychological
phenomena that appear to be governed by
Introduction
constraint-satisfaction, including content-addressable
If you are induced to publicly support a position with m e m o r y , comprehension, revision of beliefs, explanation,
which you initially disagree, and are provided with rather
attitude change, and person perception (Holyoak &
litde justification for doing so, it is very likely that your
Thagard, 1989; Kintsch, 1988; K u n d a & Thagard, 1996;
attitude will change in the direction of your argument.
Read & Miller, 1994, 1998; Rumelhart, Smolensky,
Somewhat paradoxically, the less justification that you
McClelland, & Hinton, 1986; Sloman, 1990; Spellman
receive for making the public argument, the m o r e your
& Holyoak, 1992; Spellman, Ullman, & Holyoak, 1993;
attitude will change in that direction. Such compelling,
Thagard, 1989).
but somewhat counter-intuitive, results have long been
This paper reports n e w simulations of phenomena in
the hallmark of a psychological theory k n o w n as
the cognitive dissonance literature concerning the role of
cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957).
the self-concept in the experience of dissonance. People
Briefly, cognitive dissonance theory holds that w e
w h o agree widi Machiavellian ideas have been shown to
experience dissonance a m o n g our attitudes and beliefs as
experience and reduce dissonance in a different manner than
psychological discomfort, and that w e try to reduce this
other individuals (Epstein, 1969). Because Machiavellians
dissonance by changing our attitudes in order to increase
do not adhere to traditional moral prohibitions against
consistency as m u c h as w e can without creating n e w
manipulative duplicity, they apparently do not experience
dissonance. For the last four decades, cognitive dissonance dissonance from arguing for a view that is contradictory to
theory has been the subject of over 1000 publications and
their o w n . W e start with an overview of the consonance
has become a central foundation of social psychology.
model, proceed to a review of psychological results on
However, the underlying cognitive mechanisms for
dissonance and Machiavellianism, and then present the
dissonance phenomena have not, until very lately, been
simulations.
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The Consonance Model
T h e consonance model is based on the idea that dissonance
reduction can be interpreted in terms of constraintsatisfaction. Dissonance reduction and other m o d e s of
consistency seeking (Abelson, Aronson, M c G u i r e ,
N e w c o m b , Rosenberg, & Tannenbaum, 1968) can be
solved by the satisfaction of numerous soft constraints
that can vary in their relative importance. Soft constraints
are those that are desirable, but not essential, to satisfy.
Consonance networks can be used to represent an
individual's interpretation of a situation created by the
experimental setting of a cognitive dissonance experiment.
Activations on units in the network represent the strength
and direction of the person's attitudes and beliefs. Units
can differ in their resistance to change, reflecting
differences in the extent to which cognitions m a y be
supported by other cognitions or anchored in reality.
Connection weights between cognitions represent the
psychological implications a m o n g attitudes and beliefs.
These connections between units can be excitatory,
inhibitory, or nonexistent. Both unit activations and
connection weights can vary across the different conditions
of an experiment Consonance is roughly the degree to
which similarly evaluated units are linked by excitatory
weights and oppositely valued units are linked by
inhibitory weights. Activations change over time cycles
to increase consonance while satisfying the various
constraints introduced by initial activations and connection
weights.
M o r e precisely, the consonance contributed by a
particular unit i is
consonancei = ^

w^jC-aj

(i)

i
where W y is the weight between units i and;, a/ is the
activation of the receiving unit /, and aj is the activation
of the sending unity. Consonance over the entire network
is the s u m of the values produced by Equation 1 over all
receiving units in the network

At each time cycle, n units are randomly selected and
updated via Equations 3-5. Typically n is the number of
units in the network. T h e updates produced by Equations
3-5 ensure that consonance either increases or remains
constant across cycles. W h e n consonance reaches
asymptote, the updating process is stopped.
A generic consonance network can be used to instantiate
any particular dissonance experiment consistent with five
principles that m a p dissonance theory to the consonance
model.
1. A cognition is implemented by the net activation of
a pau- of negatively connected units, one of which
represents the positive pole and the other represents the
negative pole of the cognition. Net activation for the
cognition is the difference between the activation on the
positive unit and the activation on the negative unit. B y
default, the activation floor is 0; the ceiling is 1 for
positive poles and 0.5 for negative poles.
2. Cognitions are connected to each other based on their
assumed causal implications. A negative implication is
represented by a negative relation between two cognitions
and a positive implication is represented by a positive
relation between the cognitions. Connection weights
range between -1 and 1, with 0 representing a lack of
causalrelation.T h e connection scheme for two generic,
positively related cognitions is illustrated in Figure 1.
W h e n two cognitions are positively related, their positive
poles are linked with excitatory weights, as are their
negative poles; inhibitory weights link the positive pole
of one cognition with the negative pole of the other
cognition. These links are reversed for cognitions that are
negatively related (not shown in the Figure). Each unit
has an inhibitory self-connection specified by the cap
parameter, described later. All connection weights are bidirectional (also not shown in the Figure). Connection
weights have an initial default value of 0.5.
Cognition 1

Cognition 2

consonance^ = 2 X ^H'^^^j ^)
• i
Activation spreads across the network over time cycles
following these two update rules:
Giit + 1 ) =fl.(r)+ netXceiling-aXt)),
w h e n net, > 0

C3)

fl. (r + 1 ) = a, ( 0 + neti (a. ( 0 - floor),
w h e n neti < 0
(4)
where a/(r+l) is the activation of unit i at time / + 1, ai(0
is the activation of unit / at time t, ceiling is the
m a x i m u m activation, floor is the m i n i m u m activation,
and neti is the net input to unit /, defined as
/i€<i = re5Wf,^w.;,fl^

(5)

Figure 1: Connection scheme for two cognitions that are
positively related. Each cognition, enclosed in a rounded
rectangle, has two poles, one positive and the other
negative. Excitatory connection weights are indicated by
solid lines and inhibitory connection weights by dashed
lines.

3. Total dissonance is defined as the negative of total
The parameter resisti indexes the resistance of receivingconsonance divided by r, the number of inter-cognition
unit / to having its activation changed.
relations that are not zero
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- S I - 'iJ^^iOj
dissonance =

«

>

(6)

Dividing by r standardizes the dissonance index across
different networks by controlling for the number of
relevant relations. Self-connections, designated by w a , are
excluded from this computation of dissonance. This
definition of dissonance differs from Festinger's (1957) in
that it is formalized, indexes the amount of dissonance in
each inter-cognition relation, includes within-cognition
ambivalence and consonant relations, and m a y vary even
when all relations are dissonant or all are consonant.
4. Networks tend to settle into more stable, less
dissonant states as unit activations are updated with
Equations 3-5. This settling is influenced by two
parameters. A c a p parameter with a default of -0.5,
corresponding to the value of the connection between each
unit and itself, w a , prevents activations from reaching
their ceiling. Weights, resistances, caps, and initial
activations are randomized by adding or subtracting a
random proportion of their initial amounts. T h e r a n d %
parameter specifies the range, in terms of a proportion, in
which additions or subtractions are randomly selected
under a uniform distribution. T h e main purpose of this
randomization of parameters is to efficiently assess the
robustness of the simulation across variations in
parameters. It also increases psychological realism because
not everyone can be assumed to share precisely the same
parameter values. Further, it violates a connection weight
symmetry assumption such that wij * wji and thus
decreases the stability of network solutions. Typical
rand% values of 0.1 (low), 0.5 (medium), and 1.0 (high)
are used (Shultz & Lepper, 1996).
5. Cognition unit activations, but not connection
weights, are allowed to change, and some cognitions are
more resistant to change than others, as implemented in
Equation 5. In particular, beliefs and justifications are
more resistant to change than are evaluations. T h e resist
parameter has default values of 0.5 (low) or 0.01 (high).
As shown in Equation 5, the larger the resistance
parameter, the more readily a unit changes its activation.
Additional details about the consonance model and support
for its various assumptions are presented in Shultz and
Lepper ( 1 9 % ) .

manipulation of others would not likely experience
dissonance from performing such behaviors.
Initial support for the importance of the self-concept in
dissonance c a m e from studies of the trait of
Machiavellianism.
People
scoring
low on
Machiavellianism seem to experience dissonance in a
situation of insufficient justification via forced
compliance, but those scoring high on this trait do not
(Epstein, 1969). In Epstein's experiment, people were
induced, with rather little justification, to write an essay
that was contrary to their o w n attitudes. For those high on
the trait of Machiavellianism, lying or writing a counterattitudinal essay would not be inconsistent with their selfconcept, and thus they should not experience the
dissonance that others would experience. Epstein's
undergraduate participants initially supported fluoridation
of water, but were persuaded to give a speech against it.
They read some anti-fluoridation arguments and were paid
a mere $ 2 to give the speech. In another condition,
participants read the same arguments against fluoridation,
and gave no speech, but were paid $ 2 anyway.
Epstein's results are shown in Figure 2. In support of
dissonance theory predictions, m e a n opinion change
towards anti-fluoridation w a s higher for l o w
Machiavellians w h o gave the speech than for low
Machiavellians w h o did not give the speech. High
Machiavellians showed the opposite trend, which Epstein
explained by citing evidence that high Machiavellians are
more susceptible to persuasion by factual arguments than
are low Machiavellians (Harris, 1966). In this case, the
factual arguments were presented in the anti-fluoridation
readings. Strictly speaking, dissonance theory only
explains the results for low Machiavellians.

3-t

Machiavellianism
0-"

\

(B
T3
3

Low
High

2-

Machiavellianism, Self-concept, and

Dissonance
Relatively recently, there has been concern with the role
of the self-concept in the arousal and reduction of
dissonance (Steele, 1988; Thibodeau & Aronson, 1992).
The basic idea is that dissonance occurs because a person's
behavior is inconsistent with his or her self-concept.
Because most people possess a relatively positive selfconcept, behaviors such as lying or supporting a
disagreeable position arouse dissonance. However, people
possessing a self-concept that allows duplicitous
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Speech
No speech
Condition
Figure 2: Mean attitude towards the view espoused in a
speech (from Epstein, 1969).

Simulations
Network specifications for the four cells of Epstein's
(1969) experiment were created following the foregoing
five principles that m a p dissonance theory to constraintsatisfaction models. T h e specifications are identical to
those used in the consonance model simulations (Shultz
& Lepper, 1996) of the binder, Cooper, and Jones (1967)
forced compliance experiment with the required exceptions
that reflect differences between that experiment and
Epstein's (1969).
Specifications for the speech conditions are shown in
Figure 3. There are four relevant cognitions, concerning
giving the speech, attitude towards the view expressed in
the speech, the anti-fluoridation arguments, and the
payment. Relations a m o n g these cognitions reflect
assumed causal relations. The relation between attitude and
speech is positive because the more favorable one's
attitude, the more likely one would be to agree to m a k e
the speech. This relation between attitude and speech is
low (0.1) for high Machiavellians, because, for them,
there is not a strong relation between attitude and public
statement, and high (0.5) for low Machiavellians, for
w h o m there is a strong relation between attitude and
public statement. T h e relation between payment and
speech is high and positive (0.5) because a greater
payment should increase the likelihood of giving the
speech. T h e relation between attitude and payment is
negative (-0.5) because, for any given level of counter
attitudinal speech, the more favorable one's attitude, the
less one would need to be paid to give the speech. T h e
relation between the anti-fluoridation arguments and antifluoridation attitude is positive, but more so for high
Machiavellians (0.5) w h o are supposed to be more
influenced by factual arguments than are low
Machiavellians (0.1) (Harris, 1966).

-0.5
GttitudT)

0.5
0-1 or 0.5

speech

1

1

0.1 or 0.5

arguments
0.1

payment
0.1

ire 3 : N e t w ork desi gn for the soet^ch coiiditi(
this and Figure 4, cognitions with l o w resistance are
drawn with an ellipse, and those with high resistance are
d r a w n with a rectangle. Positive relations are portrayed
with solid arrows and negative relations with dashed
arrows. Directions of the arrows reflect the direction of
causal influence.
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Initial attitude w a s negative (-0.5) to reflect the actual
views of Epstein's (1969) participants. T h e speech was
given an initial positive value (0.5) because it w a s in fact
given by all participants in the speech conditions.
A r g u m e n t s and p a y m e n t were given low initial values
(0.1) to reflect their assumed potency. Attitude, being an
evaluation, w a s given low resistance to change, and the
other three cognitions, being beliefs or justifications, were
given high resistance to change.
Network specifications for the no speech conditions are
s h o w n in Figure 4. Here, there are only three cognitions
because the speech w a s not given. T h e positive relations
between speech and attitude and between speech and pay
b e c o m e 0 under no speech, as there is no speech. T h e
relation between p a y m e n t and attitude is changed to
positive because, with neither of these cognitions
connected to giving a speech, receiving a payment might
improve one's attitude to the entire experimental session.

-0.5
attitude

0.1 or 0.5

arguments

payment

Figure 4: Network design for the n o speech conditions.
Twenty networks were run in each of the four
conditions at each of the three levels of parameter
randomization. Updating continued for 3 0 cycles, by
which time activation asymptotes were reached.
M e a n attitude towards the view expressed in the speech
is presented in Figure 5 at the highest level of parameter
randomization (1.0). Attitude is c o m p u t e d as net
activation of the t w o units representing the attitude
cognition, as specified in mapping principle 1. Networks
at all three levels of randomization s h o w the cross-over
interaction that had occurred with Epstein's h u m a n
participants. L o w Machiavellian networks s h o w the
predicted dissonance effect, i.e., m o r e attitude change with
a speech than without a speech, while high Machiavellian
networks s h o w the reverse. A t each level of parameter
randomization, there is a statistically reliable
Machiavellianism x speech interaction, p < .001, F(l,
76) = 9 1 3 for low randomization, 26.96 for m e d i u m
randomization, and 12.83 for high randomization.
Although there is n o direct measure of dissonance in
h u m a n participants, the a m o u n t s of dissonance
experienced by the networks, as computed in Equation 6,
can b e examined for predictive purposes. Dissonance
reduction over time is s h o w n in Figure 6 for the four

conditions of the experiment for networks run at high
parameter randomization. The low Machiavellianism with
speech condition shows the highest initial dissonance and
the most dissonancereduction.The other conditions show
little initial dissonance and little reduction of dissonance,
all of which corresponds to the attitude change results
shown in Figure 5.

0.3 n

Machiavellianism
Low
High

0.2-

<
0.0-

-0.1
Speech
No speech
Condition
Figure 5: M e a n attitude towards the view espoused in a
speech, from simulations at a high level of parameter
randomization (1.0).
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Speech/low
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Discussion
The simulation results on attitude change mirror those of
the human participants in Epstein's (1969) experiment.
There is the expected dissonance effect for low
Machiavellians and the opposite effect for high
Machiavellians. A s noted earlier, the results for high
Machiavellians are not explainable by classical dissonance
theory. A s in earlier simulations (Shultz & Lepper,
1996), the inclusion of constraints not present in
dissonance theory allows the networks to more closely
approximate human data In this case, the extta constraints
concern the relation between attitudes and public
statements (generally high, but low for Machiavellians)
and the relation of arguments to attitudes (higher for
Machiavellians than for others).
The plots of dissonance reduction reveal something
about the underlying dynamics in these networks. It is
clear from these dissonance plots and those of attitude
change that there is a close correspondence between
amount of attitude change and amount of dissonance
reduction. The higher the initial dissonance, the steeper
the dissonance reduction, and the more the change in
attitude.
There are a number of other self-concept phenomena in
cognitive dissonance that also m a y be possible to
simulate with the consonance model. These phenomena
concern the finding that, after affirming an important
aspect of the self-concept that m a y be irrelevant to an
experimentally induced inconsistency, people do not need
to reduce dissonance by attitude change (Steele, 1988).
Such effects have been found in both thefree-choiceand
insufficient justification paradigms of dissonance research.
The fact that reduction of cognitive dissonance can be
modeled by constraint-satisfaction networks suggests that
dissonance is governed by processes c o m m o n to a wide
variety of other cognitive p h e n o m e n a (Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989; Kintsch, 1988; Kunda & Thagard. 1996;
Read & Miller, 1994, 1998; Rumelhart et al., 1986;
Sloman, 1990; Spellman & Holyoak, 1992; SpeUman et
al., 1993; Thagard, 1989). Processes as diverse as
memory, belief revision, explanation, attitude formation,
person perception, and dissonance reduction all appear to
reflect the progressive application of constraints supplied
by cognitions and relations between cognitions. There is
considerable scope here for theoretical integration and
unification using constraint-satisfaction ideas.
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Abstract
Bailenson, Shum. and Uttal (1998) showed that when
people are asked to selectfioinpotential routes on a nap,
their decision relied heavily on the initial attractiveness
of the routes. Specifically, people preferred routes that
were initially long and straight and headed in the
general direction of the destination, even if that route
was not the optimal (shortest) route. This paper extends
this road climbing theory to route choice on maps of
college campuses and to actual navigation around a
college campus. Both experiments confirm that when
given a choice among routes, people often resort to
choosing the one that is most initially attractive. The
road climbing model provides an explanation for both
people's navigational decisions and also the path
asymmetries that have been discovered by previous
researchers studying route choice.
Introduction
W h e n people are asked to m a k e decisions or judgements,
they oftenresortto use of mental shortcuts, or heuristics
(Tversky & K a h n e m a n , 1973). U s e of heuristics
minimizes cognitive effort and often leads to a satisfactoiy
but non-optimal solutioa U s e of a heuristic m a y also
result in peoples' judgements being asymmetric. For
instance, people often m a k e asymmetric judgments about
spatial (Ustance. Their distance estimates vary depending
upon which location is viewed as the origin and which is
viewed as the destination (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997;
Ncwcombe, Sandberg, & Lie, 1996; M c N a m a r a 1991;
Holyoak & M a h , 1982; Sadalla, Burroughs, & Staplin,
1980).
Asymmetries can be found in the domain of route
choice as well. Path asymmetries occur w h e n subjects
consistently choose a differentroutew h e n traveling from
point A to point B than they do w h e n traveling in the
opposite direction, from point B to point A . Path
asymmetries have been demonstrated in people's route
choices from m e m o r y (Stem & Leiser, 1988), from m ^ s
(Bailenson, S h u m , & Uttal, 1998). and from decisions
a m o n g identical paths during actual navigation
(Christenfeld, 1995).
Bailenson, Shum, and Uttal (1998) proposed that these
asymmetries arise from use of a heuristic that is similar to
those employed during other forms of decision making.
They labeled as road climbing the strategy wherein
peoples'routechoices are largely influenced by the initial
attractiveness of potential routes. They showed that
subjects consistently preferred routes that were initially
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long and straight and that headed in the general direction
of the destination. These particularrouteswere preferred
even w h e n alternate routes (that were not as initially
attractive) provided m o r e optimal solutions. For
example, subjects in their Experiment 1 chose road
climbing routes over non-road climbing alternatives even
in situations where the road climbing routes were SO
percent longer in lengthl
The road climbing theory provides an explanation for
w h y asynunetric route choices occur. Path asymmetries
result because the initial attractiveness of a route varies
depending o n which portion of the route is close to the
origia W h e n origin ^ destination are switched, a route
that was initially attractive one w a y m a y no longer be so;
this is reflected in subjects' differential preferences.
In the current paper w e attenqjt to further generalize the
road climbing theory by demonstrating use of the strategy
in more realistic settings. While previous research has
s h o w n asymmetries in actual navigation for identical
options (Christenfeld. 1995). no studies have s h o w n
asymmetries w h e n subjects actually traversed routes
which possess different types of characteristics. Separate
paths which are completely redundant (in terms of length,
number of turns, angulari^ of turns, etc.) rarely occur in
most urban systems.
W e argue that path asymmetries occur because subjects
disproportionally weigh the utilities of the initial portion
of a route. In the current line of experiments, subjects
navigated on routes which were chosen specifically for
h o w attractive they were in terms of the road diinbing
theory. W e predicted that those routes that more closely
approximated a road climbing ideal would be the ones
selected by subjects. In Experiment 1, w e asked subjects
to choose paths between two locations o n actual m a p s of
American college campuses. In Experiment 2, w e
observed subjects as they traveled between two points o n
the Northwestern University campus.
Experiment 1: Campus Maps
In their Experiment 1, Bailenson, Shum, and Uttal
(1998) created very artificial map stimuli that were
designed to test specific aspects of the road climbing
theory. In their attempt to use actual m ^ s in Experiment
2, they did find evidence for road climbing on two college
campus maps, but only o n half the trials. Moreover,
subjects in their Experiment 2 were required to only
choose a path from A to B o r B to A ; thus, the
asymmetries found in the experiment were between-

subject. T h e goal in the current experiment is to extend
route between two buildings. T h e letter " S " appears
these results by including a larger number of college
on the building y o u must start from.
Your
campus m a p s (while inqxising more stringent selection
destination is the building which is denoted with the
criteria), and also requiring subjects to choose routes in
letter "F." So your job is to f m d a path from " S " to
both directions. This way, any asymmetries w e discover
"F." While you travel, you must stay o n the streets
will be within-subject, a result that would clearly bolster
(the thick, dark lines). Please begin on a street which
the existence of path asymmetries in general, and the road
emerges from the building indicated by "S." Please
cUmbing heuristic in psuticular.
do not look back over maps that you have completed
O u r predictions for E}q)eriment 1, then, were as follows:
akeady.
1. People's route choices would often be asymmetric.
After they completed the packet of maps, subjects rxeived
That is, they would select one route going from A to B , a post-experiment questioimaire where they had to
and a dLSerent one going from B to A .
indicate their age, gender, and handedness.
2. T h e routes people will select will be those that are
most initially attractive near the origin (i.e., the road
Results and Discussion
clinibing routes).
T h e dependent variable w a s the percentage of times
subjects selected the predicted road climbing route as
Method
opposed to any other route available. Over all
experimental trials, subjects selected the road climbing
Subjects The subjects were 32 students (19 females
route 5 6 % of the time. This differs significantly from
and 13 males; 30right-handersand 2 left-handers) in a
5 0 % , J(31)=3.16, ii<.05. Note that in this case selection
Northwestern University Introductory Psychology class
w h o participated to earn partial experimental credit.
by chance is less than 5 0 % , as subjects were allowed to
Materials a n d Design W e gathered the stimuli by
take any route that was available to them based on the
configuration of the maps. The fact that w e can predict to
examining booklets of campus maps. W e selected five
different campus maps which met the following criteria:
such a degree theroutesubjects will take out of numerous
possibilities indicates that the road clinibing model has
1. There were two clear buildings which were joined
efficacy beyond artificial m a p s like those used by
by two or more distinct paths.
2. T h e paths wererelativelystable; that is, once on a
Bailenson, Shum, and Uttal (1998).
path there were not m a n y opportunities to exit that
Table 1 shows theroutechoices made by subjects on
specific path.
each of the five experimental maps. T h e percentages
indicate the proportion of subjects w h o selected the road
3. T w o of the routes between the buildings had to
climbing route in that particular conditioa Note that on
serve as road climbing routes, one for each direction
each m ^ , subjects were asked to go between two points
condition. In other words, one of the routes had to
contain a long, straight segment near one of the buildings,
o n the m a p (i.e., points A & B ) , once with A as the
while another route had to contain a long, straight
origin and once with B as the origin. Direction on Table
segment near the other building.
1 indicates the general direction in which the route was
heading: either North or East, or South or W e s t This
T h e five c a m p u s m a p s selected were C l e m s o n
arbitrary classification allows us to look at route
University, the University of Hartford, the University of
preferences w h e n origin and destination are switched.
Alabama, Adelphi University, and the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst Each subject saw a packet of
Table 1: Percentage of road climbing route selections in
twenty maps, organized into two blocks. In the first
block, subjects saw all five experimental maps along with
Experiment 1.
five filler maps. For the e}q)erimental m ^ s , w e denoted
the origin with a sticker showing the letter "S", while w e
1:>irBCtion
denoted the destination with the letter "F." T h e order of
Mean
Map
N/E
S/W
the fillers and the experimental maps was randomized. In
Clemson
63
41
85
the second block, subjects saw the same five experimental
Hartford
51
53
48
maps, however the origin and the destination buildings
58
83
33
Alabama
were reversed. For the filler maps, the origins and
destinations were denoted with entirely separate buildings
33
Adelphi
47
60
than in the first block in an attempt to hide the
66
61
56
Amherst
experimental goal from subjects. M a p s in the second
block speared in the exact same order as m ^ s in the first
As an example, w e include a schematized version of one
block.
of the campus maps (University of Massachusetts at
Procedure Subjects participated in groups of twelve or
Amherst) in Figure 1. This version differs from the actual
less. They were instructed as foUows:
m a p that subjects saw in that it is simplified to include
In the following experiment, you will see a series of
only the pertinent road climbing paths and the origin and
m a p s of a t o w a Each m a p is o n a separate page.
destination buildings. Theroutesin question concern the
Thick dark lines on the m a prepresentroadso n which
loop existing between two buildings, one at the
you can travel; you will also see buildings and lakes
intersection of Commonwealth Ave. and Massachusetts
o n the maps. Y o u r task for each m a p is to find a
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Ave. (point A ) and one at the intersection of Governor's
Drive and N . Pleasant S t (point B ) . Subjects in the
experiment were asked to find a route between points A
and B , half the time with A as the origin and half the time
with B as the origin. Notice in Figure 1 that there are
two potential road climbing routes between A and B , the
first involving C o m m o n w e a l t h A v e . and Governor's Drive
(route 1; approximately 2 0 . % c m in length), and the
other involving N . Pleasant S t and Massachusetts A v e
(route 2; 22.71 c m ) . T h e question of which route would
be predicted by the road climbing m o d e l depends o n
whether A or B is the origia It is in^rtant to note that
in the actual m a p s that subjects s a w their were other
possible routes to take b e t w e e n the t w o buildings.
However, w e only include the routes which satisfied the
road climbing constraints; these also tended to b e the
routes that subjects took.

44). Overall, subjects selected the predicted road
climbing route 61 of the time for this particular m a p .
O n the A m h e r s t m a p , both routes were similar in
length. H o w e v e r the road climbing effect is particularly
striking w h e n w e e x a m i i ^ m a p s o n which there w a s a
choice between a clear-cut "optimal" route versus a n
alternative that w a s m o r e initially attractive. In t w o cases
(Clemson &. A l a b a m a ) , there w a s a single route that w a s
overwhelmingly preferred by subjects in either directiorL
H o w e v e r , the proportion of subjects w h o chose the less
optimal alternative varied significantly as a ftmction of
which direction the subject w a s traveling in, as per the
road climbing model.
Williamson Rd.

Governor's Dr.

B

W

Calhoun Dr
Massachusetts Ave.

Figure 2: Schematized version of C l e m s o n m a p used in
Experiment 1.

Figure 1: Schematized version of Amherst m a p used in
Ejqxriment 1.
When heading from point A to B, route 1 provides a
more initially attractive route as per the road climbing
model: C o m m o n w e a l t h A v e . is long and straight and
heads in the general direction (North) of the destination.
O n the other hand, route 2 is less attractive because the
initial heading is South, w h i c h is in the o p p o s i n g
direction of the destination. These intuitions were
confirmed by the data, in that subjects heading from A to
B selected route I over route 2 b y a two-to-one margin
(66 vs. 34). W h e n heading from point B to A , the
attractiveness of the potential routes switch. Route 2
becomes the preferred route because it is initially long and
straight and heads South, in the general direction of the
destinatioa Route 1, o n the other hand, heads W e s t for a
bit and then enters a turn where subjects have to go
North, in the opposing direction of the destination. In
this case, subjects selected route 2 over route 1 (56 vs.
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To illustrate this difference we present as another
example a schematized version of the C l e m s o n m ^ in
Figure 2. Notice that between points A and B , there are a
n u m b e r of possible routes. Ilie t w o w e were primarily
interested in were Fort Hill St-Calhoun Dr. (route 1), and
Williamson Rd.-Rte. 93 (route 2). Route 1 is the m o r e
optimal alternative as it is 20 shorter than route 2 (7.47
c m vs. 8.89 c m ) . It is also the road climbing route w h e n
traveling from building A to building B . O n the other
hand, route 2, although longer, is more initially attractive
w h e n traveliiig from B to A since Cahlboun Dr. initially
heads a w a y from the destinatioa This distiiKtion w a s
reflected in the results. Although, route 1 w a s chosen
almost 7 0 % of the time overall, it w a s chosen 8 5 % of the
time w h e n it w a s the road climbing route from point A to
B , aiKl only 5 4 % of the time w h e n it w a s not the road
climbing route (from B to A ) . Likewise, route 2 w a s

chosen less than 2 5 % of the time overall, 4 1 % when it
was the road climbing route and only 1 2 % of the time
when it was not'.
Experiment 1 shows that subjects make asymmetric
route choices w h e n navigating on campus maps.
Furthermore, these asymmetries appear to stem from the
use of the road climbing heuristic. In E^qxriment 2. w e
generalize the results to navigation in the real worid by
observing travelers'routechoices on the Northwestern
University campus.

Our predictions were similar to those in Experiment 1:
1. People's preferences for any particularroutewill be
dependent on the direction on which they are traveling.
In other words, w e should fmd asymmetric path choices
between subjects traveling one way, and subjects traveling
the other.
2. These asymmetries will reflect bias toward road
climbingroutes,those that are initially attractive near the
origia

Experiment 2: The Real World

Method

Christenfeld (1995) found in naturalistic observation
that when given choices between three identical routes,
subjects tended to pick the one that had the turn latest
along the route. In a sense, Christenfeld's finding
conforms to the road climbing model, which states that
subjects prefer to travel long and straight initially, and
defer turns or changes until later in theroute.The goal of
Experimeru 2 was to see if this fmding would hold up for
routes that were iK)t "identical" (in Christenfeld's sense),
in thatroutestypically vary in length and other features.
In particular, w e chose as the observation piece a section
of the Northwestern campus in which there were two main
potential routes. Each varied in initial attractiveness
depending on which of two locations was viewed as the
origin; in addition, the routes varied in length (see
below). In terms of distance, then, oneroutewas a more
"optirnal" choice than the other.

Subjecti W e observed 185 (76 males, 109 females)
people on the Northwestern campus as they traveled
between two points.
Procedure Figure 3 shows the two points and the
paths that coimect them.
Notice that when point A is the origin and point B is
the destination,routeX is a betterroadclimbing choice
thanrouteY since it satisfies the requirements of being
long and straight initially, and it heads in the general
direction of point B. Route Y, on the other hand,
contains a turn eariy in the route which is visible from
point A. W h e n origin and destination are switched,
however, route Y becomes the more attractive route;
whereasrouteY is long and straight initially, route X
contains an eariy turn (also visible from point B). Thus,
road climbing principles predict that subjects should be
more likely to takerouteX when A is the origin, and
route Y when B is the origia
In order for a traveler to qualify as a subject, he or she
had to pass through both points A and B. Furthermore,
travelers who didn't stay on marked paths did not qualify
as subjects. Multiple travelers who were clearly moving
in a group were counted as a single subject. The data
were collected in two separate hour and a half sessions,
each session occurring on a different day at a different
time.
Results and Discussion
Table 2 shows the number of subjects who chose either
route X orrouteY in the two direction conditions. First,
there was a clear preference overall forrouteY over route
X (86% vs. 14%) over all trials across both directions.
However, note that when B was the origin,routeX was
chosen only 6 % of the time, while when A was the
origin, route X was chosen 2 2 % of the time. This
asymmetry was significantly different from chance,
x2(l)-I0.29, B<.05.
Table 2: Route choice by subjects in Experiment 2.
Route Choice

Figure 3: Representation of the Northwesternroutesused
in E;q)eriment 2.

Origin
A
B

'The percentage of times subjects selectedrouteA (70%) and
route B (25%) do not add to 100% because subjects selected
routes that were neither A nor B about 5 % of the time.
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X
21
5

Y
75
85

Interestingly, considering just length, route Y is a
better choice than route X, as it is over 1 2 % shorter
(97.61 m vs. 108.81 m ) . That almost a quarter of the
subjects heading from A to B choserouteX evidences
that people do not always choose the optimal solution;
rather, their decisions may be based on use of a strategy
such asroadclimbing.
Because this experiment involved observing behavior in
a naturalistic setting, w e were unable to control for a
number of factors that m ^ have affected subjects' choices,
such as subjects' familiarity with theroutes,general
condition of the paths, the slope of theroutes,etc.; the
fact that we were able to find an observable bias suggests
thatroadclimbing may be a fairlyrobustphenomenon
when navigating in the actual world.

make these sorts of decisions they are imposing some
kind of their ownregionalizatioaIt has been found that
subjects automatically regionalize spatial layouts such as
m ^ s (Downs, Liben, & Daggs, 1988; McNamara, 1986).
In effect, this in4)licitregionalizationmay cause subjects'
choices to adhere to theroadclimbing model.
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Abstract
Current theories concerning the comprehension of noiui-noun
combinations propose that relational interpretations are tlie
result of tlie modifierfillingsome role witliin the head noun
(Murphy. 1988; Wisniewski, 1997), whereas property interpretations involve the structural alignment of tlie head noun
and modifier concepts (Wisniewski, 1997). hi tliis paper w e
argue that structural alignment underlies the formation of
both relational and property interpretations of noun-noun
combinations. Property interpretations result from the alignment of the modifier with the head noun, whereas relational
interpretations resultfi-omthe alignment of the modifier with
afillerin the head noun. Modifiers for noun-noun combinations were chosen based on their similarity to relational fillers in the head noun concept. Results indicated that fi-equency of instantiation of relational interpretations was
positiveh correlated with the similarity of the modifier to
fillers in the head noun. Similarity of modifier tofillersin
the head noun predictedfi"equencyof instantiation of relational interpretations to a greater degree than the rated ability of modifiers tofillroles in the head noun concept.
Introduction
Research on the comprehension of conceptual combinations has proven \ aluable to several fields of cognitive science. It has provided information concerning the manner
in which combinations are utilized to specify referents of
discourse contexts and to extend the vocabulary of a language. It has also provided information concerning the
structiu-e of concepts and categories, and the constraints on
the utilization concepts which need to be implemented in
comprehensive models of
conceptual fiinctioning
( M a r k m a n & Wisniewski. 1997; M e d i n & Shoben, 1988).
Conceptual combination models have been developed to
explain various types of combinations. In this paper w e
focus on the processes involved in the interpretation of
noun-noun combinations and propose a mechanism by
which interpretations are formed for such combinations.
Current models designed to explain the interpretation of
noun-noun combinations take one of two forms - a thematic
relations approach (Gagne & Shoben, 1997; Shoben &
Gagne, 1997) or a schema approach (Murphy, 1988; Wisniewski, 1997). Both approaches assume that interpretations of noun-noun combinations are formed through the
identification of a relationship that holds between the
modifier and head noun in the combination. For example,
the combination C A T E R P I L L A R A P P L E might be understood as referring to an apple that has a caterpillar living in

it. Interpretations of this sort are k n o w n as relation-linking
(Wisniewski, 1997) or relational interpretations.
Thematic models propose that relational interpretations
are formed by determining which one of a fairly small subset of general relations holds between the two concepts.
This approach assumes the relation is chosen based on the
combinatorial history of the constituents of the combination
(Gagne & Shoben, 1997; Shoben & Gagne, 1997).
Schema models represent the concepts in a combination
as schemas or frames. Knowledge associated with each
concept is stored in terms of slots andfillerswhere the slots
refer to dimensions of the concept and thefillersassociated
with those slots consist of the various instantiations of that
dimension in the concept. Slots also contain default fillers
which are the most frequently instantiated or typical value
for a particular slot. Schema approaches assume that interpretations of combinations result from the modifier noun
filling a relational slot in the head noun's conceptual space.
T o explain h o w a slot is selected to be filled by the modifier, these models propose that associated with each slot is a
set of preconditions that must be met by the modifier in
order for it tofillthat slot (Wisniewski, 1997). For example, in order for the combination B L U E B E R R Y S P O O N to
be interpreted as referring to "a spoon for eating blueberries", the modifier of the combination (Blueberry) must
meet the constraint of being edible in order tofillthe Used
For Eating slot of the head noun concept (Spoon).
Although both thematic and schema models predict that
combinations will result in relational interpretations, neither predict the existence of another c o m m o n type of interpretation, namely property interpretations. Property interpretations involve the assertion of a property of the modifier to be true of the head noun (e.g., C A T E R P I L L A R
A P P L E interpreted as referring to "a fuzzy apple") and
constitute about 3 3 % of the interpretations generated for a
combination (Costello & Keane, 1997). T o extend the
theoretical scope of conceptual combination models to account for this phenomenon, Wisniewski (1997) has proposed that property interpretations are formed through the
structural alignment of the head noun and modifier, a different mechanism from the one that produces relational
interpretations (i.e., rolefilling).While this account represents an important advance, a more parsimonious explanation would be that one process (structural alignment) underlies the formation of both types of interpretations. Thus,
a goal of this paper is to demonstrate that this same
mechanism of structural alignment can be used to account
for relational interpretations of conceptual.
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This is not to say that rolefillingdoes not occur, ample
concept and the more likely it will be that a relational ine\idence exists suggesting it does. However, a role-filling
terpretation will be generated for the combination in which
explanation of the generation of relational interpretations
the modifier fills the role of the filler with which it w a s
leaves several questions unanswered. H o w is it that a slot
aligned.
is selected in the head noun concept for the modifier to fill?
In this experiment w e tested the hypothesis that the
similarity between a modifier and a defaultfillerof a head
W h y is it that the combinatorial history of a word inlluences the relational interpretation chosen?
noun is positively correlated with the frequency with which
W e propose that structural aligiunent of the constituents
the modifierfillsthe same role as that defaultfillerin the
of a combination underlies both processes
Structural
interpretation of the combination.
W e also examined
alignment of the head noun and modifier is necessary for
whether relaUonal interpretations of the combination would
determining the role the modifier canfillin the head noun.
be better predicted by the rated ability of the modifier to fill
The relational structure of a concept determines h o w it is
a role in the head noun rather than by its similarity to the
going to interact with most other concepts thereby influencfiller of that role.
ing its combinatorial history.
If relational interpretations of conceptual combinations
Whether a property interpretation or a relational interpreresult from the alignment of the modifier withfillersof the
tation results from the aligiunent process depends on the
head noun then similarity of the modifier to a default filler
manner in which the constituents of the combination are
in the head noun should be positively correlated with the
aligned. Property interpretations result from the global
frequency of instantiation of relational interpretations for
alignment of the modifier and head noun concepts. In
the combination. T h e more similar the modifier is to a decomparison, relational interpretations result from the
faultfillerthe more frequently it is instantiated as particialignment of the modifier with afillerof the head noun.
pating in the same relation as the defaultfillerin the interBecause the concepts involved in noun-noun combinapretation of the combination.
tions are complex concepts, those concepts consist of a vaBecause the ability to determine what role the modifier
riety of slots containingfillerswhich are concepts in their canfillin the head noun depends on the alignment of the
own right (Murphy, 1988). W h e n the modifier is aligned
modifier and head noun concepts, it is predicted that simiwith one of thesefillerconcepts the result is a relational
larity and role filling will be highly correlated with each
interpretation of the combination.
other. However, if structural alignment is the underlying
For example, for the combination C A T E R P I L L A R
mechanism of role-finding, then similarity ratings will be a
A P P L E , if the concepts of Apple and Caterpillar are
more direct measure of this process. Consequently, w e
aligned such that the slots for texture in both concepts are
predict that the similarity of the modifier to afillerin the
brought into aligimient then "fiizzy" (the texture value for
head noun will uniquely account for more of the variability
Caterpillar) replaces "smooth" (the texture value for Apple)
in the frequency of instantiation of relational interpretations
as the texture for Apple resulting in the interpretation of
than will the capacity of the modifier tofilla particular role
C A T E R P I L L A R A P P L E as "a fuzzy apple". However, if
in the head nouns concept.
Caterpillar is aligned with the defaultfillerof W o r m in the
T h e experiment required a series of steps to determine
the relationship between similarity, role-finding, and the
Apple concept ( W o r m being the default filler of the slot
generation of relational interpretations. T h e first step inHas Living In It) this would result in the relational interpretation of the combination "an apple with caterpillars living
volved generating the stimuli set to be used in the experiment. This step consisted of a) choosing a set of nouns to
in it'.
be used as the head nouns in the combinations, b) obtaining
To reiterate, alignments found at the most global level of
the constituents often result in property mapping interprefeature listings of those nouns to identify their relational
tations of the combination (Wisniewski, 1997). W h e n the
features/slots, c) determining the default fillers of those
slots, and d) selecting modifiers similar to the default fillers
concepts are searched recursively and structural alignments
are sought within the slots of the constituents, this results
of the head noun that were not already listed asfillersof
in relational interpretations. This is possible because the
those nouns.
concepts being combined (especially noun-noun combinaT h e next step in the process w a s to use this stimulus set
tions) are frequently complex concepts whose slots and fill- to determine the relationship between the frequency of iners are often concepts in their o w n right (Murphy, 1988).
stantiation of any given relational interpretation, and the
Empirical evidence has been provided by Wisniewski
similarity and role-filling capacity ratings of the modifiers
(1997) suggesting that property mapping interpretations of
and defaultfillersof the combination. This step involved a)
combinations are more likely to be generated w h e n the
identifying the relational interpretations generated for the
constituents of the combination have very similar represennoun-noun combinations and determining their frequency
of instantiation, b) determining any n e w defaultfillersfrom
tational structures. This similarity facilitates the aligiunent
process (Wisniewski, 1997). If structural alignment operthose interpretations that involved relations that had not
ates in the formation of relational interpretations, it should
been observed during the generation of the stimulus set, c)
be possible to manipulate the similarity of the modifier with
measuring the similarity of the modifiers to thefillersthey
respect to defaultfillersof the head noun to affect the genreplaced and d) obtaining ratings of the capacity of modifieration of relational interpretations of the combination.
ers tofillthe roles ordinarily served by the default fillers
The more similar a modifier is to a particularfillerin the
they replaced.
head noun, the more completely it will align with the filler
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S t e p I: G e n e r a t i n g t h e S t i m u l u s S e t

Method
Participants
O n e hundred twenty-two introductory psychology students participated in generating the stimulus set in exchange for class experimental credit. All were native
speakers of English. Fifty-nine students generated the feature listings for the head nouns. Forty students generated
thefillersfor relational slots in the head nouns and twentythree students participated in the similarity rating task.

Materials and Procedure
Feature Listing Task
T o assure the generalizjibility of the results w e chose
nouns that spanned a broad range of categories.
W e used a system similar to the one employed by Wisniewski & Gentner (1991). N o u n s were chosen that differed
along r\\o dimensions: artifact versus natural kind and
count noun versus mass noun. Place N o u n s (artificial and
natiual) were also included in order to be able to generalize
the findings to more complex structures such as schemas.
Six nouns from each group were selected. T o fiuther
broaden the range of concepts explored, nouns were chosen
from each group that occupied different taxonomic categories (e.g., animal,flower,fiiiit,tree, insect, vegetable for
natural count nouns). This resulted in the following set of
words used as the head nouns of the study:
Count nouns/natural kinds: fi-og, poppy, apple, oak,
wasp, lettuce
Count nouns/ artificial kinds: chair, gun, helicopter,
rake, pencil, dress
M a s s nouns/ natural kinds: clay, copper, sand, milk,
m u d , fog
M a s s nouns/ artificial kinds: pudding, glass, steel, plastic, glue, trash
Place nouns/ natiu-al kinds: Park, Mountain, Beach, Desert, Lake, Forest
Place nouns/ artificial kinds: H o m e , School, Store, Restaurant, Office, Circus
T o choose the words used as the modifiers in the combinations, feature listings for each of the head nouns were
obtained. T h e 59 participants involved in the feature listing task were given a booklet containing 12 of the head
nouns in the corpus (2 nouns from each of six groups) and
were asked to list the features of those nouns. W o r d order
w a s counterbalanced across participants to control for order
effects.
Filler Generation Task
Because the experiment focuses on the generation of relational interpretations, it w a s necessary to identify the relational features of each noun listed by subjects in the feature listing task. Relational features are features denoting
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roles the nounfills,activities within which it participates,
or connections with other concepts. These relational features (e.g., "used for writing on paper" for Pencil, "tossed
in garbage can" for Trash) were then used to determine the
objects of those relations. Relational objects are the objects
of relational features. For example, "paper" would be the
relational object of the relational feature "used for writing
on paper". T h e relational features might be considered slots
of the concept, and the relational objects of those features
are thefillersof those slots.
Because m a n y of the students participating in the feature
listing task did not explicitly specify the relational object of
the relational feature they listed for a given word (e.g.,
listing "flies" as a feature of bird as opposed to "flics with
wings" or "flies through the air"), the relational features
listed for each noun were compiled and a group of forty
students were asked to generate the relational objects for
each of these relational features. For example, they were
asked tofillin the blanks in statements such as "Birds fly
with
." This resulted in a list of relational features and the objects of those features for each head noun in
the corpus.
For each head noun, the three most frequently listed relational features (high dominant slots) and the most frequently listedfiller(the defaultfiller)for each feature were
noted. T h e three least frequently listed relational features
(low dominant slots) and their default fillers were also
noted. T h e addition of low dominant features was included
to broaden the range of relational interpretations to which
the results could generalize.
T h e hypothesis of the study states that similarity of the
modifier to fillers of the head noun will facilitate the
alignment of the modifier with thefiller,resulting in a relational interpretation. T o test this hypothesis it was necessary to select modifiers for the combinations that were
similar to the defaultfillersof the head nouns but that had
not been listed by any participant as a potentialfillerfor a
relational slot in the head noun. For example, w h e n "used
for writing on paper" was listed as a relational feature of
Pencil, "parchment" was chosen as a potential modifier
because of its conceptually similarity to the relational object
"paper" and because it did not already participate as a filler
in that relation. This initial choice of potential modifiers
was based on the experimenters' intuitions regarding similarity to the defaultfiller,but those intuitions were subsequently verified via a similarity judgment task. This process produced a list of 216 potential modifiers (Three modifiers chosen from high dominant relations and three modifiers chosen from low dominant relations for each of the 36
head nouns).
Similarity Rating Task
O n c e potential modifiers were selected, it w a s necessary
to chose those modifiers with the highest similarity to the
defaultfillersfrom which they were generated.
Twenty-three students judged the similarity of the potential modifiers to the relational objects from which they were
derived (e.g., judge the similarity of "parchment" to
"paper").

For each head noun, the modifier-relational object pair
with the highest similarity rating out of the three high
dominant pairs and the modifier-relational object pair with
the highest similarity rating out of the three low dominant
pairs were chosen to serve as the modifier to be paired with
the head noun from which they were generated. This resulted in each of the 36 head nouns being paired once with
the modifier generated from the high dominant relational
feature and once with the modifier generated from the low
dominant relational feature (72 noun-noun pairs in all).

Step 2: Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis testing involved using the noun-noun combinations generated in Step 1 to determine the relationship
between the frequency of instantiation of any given relational interpretation, and the similarity and role-filling capacity of the modifiers to the defaultfillersof the relation.
In this step w e a) had subjects generated interpretations to
the noun-noun combinations, b)identified the relational
interpretations generated for the noun-noun combinations
and determined their frequency of instantiation, c) obtained
a listing of defaultfillersfor those interpretations that involved relations not produced during the generation of the
stimuli set in Step 1, c) measured the similarity of the
modifiers to thefillersthey replaced and d) obtained ratings
of the capacity of modifiers to fill the roles ordinarily
served by the defaultfillersthey replaced.

Between 1 and 7 different relational interpretations were
generated for each combination T h e frequency of instantiation of each interpretation w a s then determined.
Filler Generation
For each relational interpretation generated for a combination, our intent was to assess the similarity of the modifier in the combination to the defaultfiller(relational object) of the relational feature in question. In most cases, the
defaultfillerhad been identified from responses to the filler
listing task in Step 1. Because s o m e subjects generated
relational interpretations for combinations which involved
slots for which the default fillers were u n k n o w n , it was
necessary to compile a list of those newly emergent relational features and have another group of subjects supply
the relational objects of those features. For example, subjects given the combination C A T E R P I L L A R
APPLE
sometimes provided the relational interpretation "an apple
m a d e out of caterpillars" Because M a d e O f w a s not listed
as a relational feature for Apple by subjects engaged in the
feature listing task in Step 1, its relational object had not
been determined. Consequently, a different group of subjects were given the open ended question "Apples are m a d e
of
?" and were asked tofillin the blank.
Twenty-four subjects participated in thefillergeneration
task. T h e most frequent response for each relational feature
w a s determined. These were then counted as the default
fillers for that relational feature.
Similarity Rating

Method
Participants
One hundred and nineteen students from the same subject pool as participants in Step 1 participated in exchange
for experimental credit, Fifty-nine students generated interpretations for the conceptual combinations, 24 participated in generating relational objects for relational features
that emerged from the combination, but that had not been
observed in the previous feature listing task, 19 participated
in the similarity rating portion of the experiment, and 17
participated in the capacity rating portion of the experiment. Participants were all native speakers of English.

O n c e the fiiU set of defaultfillerswere determined for
each relation used in the relational interpretations generated for the set of 72 combinations, w e determined the
similarity of the modifier noun to thefillerit w a s replacing
in the interpretation.
T h e defaultfillerfor each relational interpretation w a s
paired with the modifier noun of the combination from
which that interpretation w a s generated. Nineteen subjects
were asked to rate the similarity of the complete set of
modifier-default filler pairs associated with the combinations. T h e m e a n similarity rating w a s then determined for
each relational interpretation.
Capacity Rating

Materials and Procedure
Interpretation Generation
In order to determine the frequency of instantiation of
relational interpretations it w a s necessary to have subjects
generate interpretations to the combinations generated in
Step 1.
Each participant received a booklet containing 36 of the
72 conceptual combinations generated in Step 1 for which
they had to generate interpretations. T h o u g h word order did
not vary within the noun-noun pairs, presentation of pairs
was counterbalanced to control for possible order effects.
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T h e same modifier-filler pairs were given to another
group of 17 subjects w h o were asked to judge h o w well the
modifier could serve in the same capacity of thefillerit w a s
replacing for the head noun (e.g., " H o w well could parchm e n tfillthe same role as paper for a pencil?") T h e m e a n
capacity rating for each interpretation w a s then determined.
For the correlational analyses, the frequency of occurrence of each relational interpretation w a s paired with the
m e a n similarity rating and the capacity rating of the modifier-defaultfillerpair associated with that interpretation.
Because modifiers in this study were chosen based on
their high similarity to the defaultfillersof relational features, interpretations in which the modifiers serve in the
same capacity as those defaultfillersought to predominate.
Should this not occur, it would provide a serious challenge

to the hypothesis under iii\estigation. Thus, to provide a
conservative estimate of the correlations, the 72 target relational matches identified in Step I were included regardless
of whether participants actually gave relational interpretations that included them. If no participants provide relational definitions that m a d e use of a given target relation,
that relation received a frequencj score of 0 which w a s
matched with the m e a n similarity and capacity ratings of
the modifier and the default filler of the target relation.
This w a s necessary forfiveof the 72 combinations.

Results
Analysis of the data in\ olved determining the correlation
between the fi-equenc> of instantiation of an interpretation
and the m e a n similarity and capacity ratings of the modifier
to thefillerwith which it w a s aligned in the head noun.
This involved an item-by-item analysis in which the unit of
analysis was the relational interpretations given for the
combinations
A Pearson correlation examined the relationship between
frequenc> of instantiation ( M = 6.48) and similarity ratings
( M = 5.44) There w a s a significant positive correlation
r(225) = 442. p < .001 between fi-equency of instantiation
and similant> suggesting the greater the degree of similarity between the modifier and a defaultfiller,the more frequenth the relational interpretation w a s instantiated in
w hich the defaultfillerw a s replaced by the modifier.
A Pearson correlation examined the relationship between
frequenc\ of instantiation ( M = 6.48) and capacity ratings
( M = 5.17). There w a s a significant positive relationship,
r(225) = 425. g < .001, between fi-equency of instantiation
and capacity suggesting that the greater the degree to which
a modifier w a s judged to be able tofillthe s a m e role as the
defaultfiller,the more frequently that relational interpretation w a s instantiated
Similarity ratings and capacity ratings were also highly
and significantly correlated with each other r(225) = .878,
g < .001 suggesting that similar processes or constructs
underlie subject's performance on either task.
Because of the high correlation between similarity and
capacity ratings, a multiple regression analysis w a s performed in order to determine which variable is contributing
m o r e to the frequency of instantiation of a relational interpretation
Analysis revealed that similarity entered the
equation first accounting for 1 9 % of the variance in frequenc> of instantiation,^(l, 226) = 54.97, p < .001, and
that rated capacity did not account for a significant percentage of the remaining variance.
General Discussion
The hypothesis that there would be a significant positive
correlation between frequency of instantiation of a relational interpretation and the similarity of a modifier to the
default filler for that relation w a s supported. There was
also a significant positive correlation between the frequency
of instantiation of a relational interpretation and the ability
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for the modifier to serve in the same capacity as the default
filler for that relation in the head noun. However, when the
variance due to similarity was accounted for, the correlation
between a modifier's ability tofilla role in a slot and the
use of that slot in interpreting the combination was no
longer significant.
Similarity has frequently been used as a measure of
alignability. T h e more similar two concepts are the better
they align structurally. Conversely, the better two concepts
align structurally the more similar they are judged as being.
T h e results of this study suggest that similarity and therefore alignability is a factor in the generation of relational
interpretations of conceptual combinations.
T o extend this argument, the results parallel earlier
findings that have been used to support the operation of
structural alignment in property mapping interpretations.
Specifically, Wisniewski (1997) used the fact that high
levels of modifier-head noun similarity were associated
with greater use of prof)erty mapping to support the idea
that property mapping definitions result from a structural
alignment process. B y the same reasoning, the fact that
modifier-relational object similarity predicts the extent to
which particular relational interpretations are used supports
the use of structural alignment in relational interpretations.
Importantly, w e are not suggesting that rolefillingdoes
not occur. O n the contrary, it is quite c o m m o n . What we
are suggesting is that a structural alignment, similarity assessment process m a y well underlie determinations of exactly which role the modifier will fill in the head noun
structure. T h e fact that similarity accounts for more unique
variance than the rated role-filling capacity of the modifier
in the generation of relational interpretations suggests that
similarity judgment is the more direct measure of the processes at work.
T h e results suggest that strucmral aligmnent operates not
only in the generation of property interpretations of combinations but also in relational interpretations. The former
involves the alignment of the modifier and the head noun
in a global sense, whereas the latter involves the aligrunent
of the modifier tofillersof the head noun
T h e fact that one process, structural alignment, can account for both property mapping and relational interpretations, provides a parsimonious account of the processing
involved in comprehending conceptual combinations.
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m a y generate broad knowledge goals to get domain expertise,
while the knowledge gained through knowledge goals m a y be
This paper identifies goal handling processes that begin to used
ac- to generate n e w enterprise goals.
count for the kind of processes involved in invention. W e
D u e to their high risk, and to the possibility of crossidentify new goal properties and mechanisms for processing
fertilization a m o n g overlapping goals, an inventor tends to
goals, as well as means of integrating opportunism, deliberapursue several enterprise goals in parallel. Gruber (1974)
tion, and social interaction into goal/plan processes. W e focus
used the term network of enterprises to describe the way scion enterprise goals, which extend traditional design goals and
entists such as Darwin pursued a set of related enterprise
knowledge goals to address significant enterprises associated
goals. However, since the successful pursuit of an enterprise
with an inventor. Enterprise goals represent "seed" goals of an
goal m a y often d e m a n d most of the recognition and processing
expert, around which the whole knowledge of an expert gets
capabilities available to the inventor, the number of enterprise
reorganized and grows more or less opportunistically. Entergoals pursued in parallel tends to remain low.
prise goals reflect the idiosyncrasy of thematic goals among
O u r exploration is based on a well-documented example:
experts. They constantly increase the sensitivity of individuals
the invention of the telephone by Alexander Graham Bell.
for particular events that might contribute to their satisfaction.
W e started by analyzing Bell's invention process in terms
Our exploration is based on a well-documented example: the
of themes-, goals and plans (Schank & Abelson, 1977), but
invention of the telephone by Alexander Graham Bell. W e
w e realized that s o m e of the thematic goals^ got refined and
propose mechanisms to explain: (1) how Bell's early thematic
achieved a preferential status in an unexpected way, that furgoals gave rise to the new goals to invent the multiple telether guided the whole invention process. A s an example, Bell
graph and the telephone, and (2) how the new goals interacted
became obsessed by the idea of the telephone, even if it was
opportunistically. Finally w e describe our implemented comnot in his thematic expertise domain (i.e., acoustics).
putational model, A L E C (Analogical Learning by Explaining
Social interaction played an important role for the invenCreatively), that accounts for the role of enterprise goals in
tion of the multiple telegraph and telephone. Bell needed
invention.
Introduction
Watson's help to build, evaluate and repair electrical artifacts.
Through collaboration. Bell learned specific plans to achieve
This paper investigates the enterprises of invention. W e focus
his enterprise goals. Reading electricity books and performon enterprise goals in design, which address those enterprises
ing electrical experiments were a m o n g those plans. But it
of an inventor resulting in the creation of novel and interesting
was the opportunistic recognition of information interesting
artifacts. Enterprise goals extend design goals (e.g., Goel et
al., 1997) and knowledge goals (e.g., R a m & Hunter, 1992) to his enterprise goals that guided Bell's learning processes.
Unlike traditional goals, enterprise goals m a y remain active
with n e w properties, providing one w a y to explain h o w creafter finding several alternative design solutions'*.
ative and innovative ideas are generated, evaluated and further
Whenever Bell c a m e across a better model/design in the
pursued by expert reasoners, such as inventors.
In our view, a professional inventor pursues his enterprise
service of an enterprise goal (suspended or active in the background), he learned/assimilated the n e w alternative. A s an exideas to satisfy his curiosity (i.e., learn m o r e ) and/or to get soample. Bell's initial conceptual model for the telephone (i.e.,
cial recognition (e.g., to get famous and wealthy). W h e n e v e r
the inventor c o m e s across a n e w design idea (e.g., through exthe harp apparatus^) w a s based on the idea that speech must
perimentation or social interaction) that is interesting for him
be decomposed explicitly in its harmonic tone constituents
and/or for society, the preliminary preconditions for posing
for electrical transmission at a distance. Later, during an exan enterprise goal are met. But a rational inventor must also
periment with the multiple telegraph, Bell c a m e across a new
estimate his chances of success, before allocating significant
design able to transmit all the components of speech at a discognitive resources for pursuing a n e w design idea. T h e estitance without decomposing it explicitly into simple tones. At
mation is based on the inventor's knowledge and also on his
once, the goal of inventing the telephone was opportunistiavailable cognitive resources. Bell's quests for the multiple
cally remembered, and the n e w design was considered as a
telegraph and for the telephone' ( U S v. Bell, 1908) count
^A theme, according to Schank, is a generator/predictor of thea m o n g enterprise goals. These goals help to expand and rematic goals.
organize the whole expertise of the inventor, by providing a
^Thematic goals are those goals that are "around" all the time,
reason to try n e w approaches and learn m o r e w h e n classical
and can be predicted for an individual.
design methods don't work. In particular, enterprise goals
''Old design solutions provide a context for adapting and evalu'Alexander Graham Bell's Notebooks are available on the ating new solutions.
W W W at: http://jefferson. village. Virginia. edu/~meg3c/id/albell/
'The harp apparatus was Bell's mental model for a device that
could transmit either musical tones or speech.
homepage.html
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more promising solution for it.
Whenever a recently considered/processed artifact was
primed during the elaboration of the current enterprise goal,
that artifact was considered as a potential alternative to satisfy the enterprise goal. For example, while working on the
telephone microphone. Bell was also performing experiments
with the ear phonautograph, a mechanical device for visualizing speech. W h e n Bell tried to design a device able to m o v e
a piece of steel in the w a y that the air was m o v e d by the action of the voice, he was reminded that the ear phonautograph
provided the required behavior*.
This idiosyncratic sensitivity for enterprise goals behaved
like a kind of "knowledge lens", which helped Bell to deal
with large amounts of information, by focusing him only on
the relevant parts. The relevant information was constantly
reorganized and learned as n e w cases (i.e., chunks of knowledge). Consequently, Bell achieved a goal-directed expertise
in electricity, very efficient for his goals, but which sometimes
ignored the traditional view of the domain.
Based on our analysis of Bell's inventions, this paper identifies a process of goal/plan handling that begins to account
for the kinds of goal processing that inventors and expert
researchers do. Enterprise goals extend the properties of clasical design goals. W e identify n e w mechanisms for processing such goals, as well as means of integrating opportunism,
deliberation, and social interaction into goal/plan processes.
Based on Bell's case study, w e have developed a computer
program, A L E C , which accounts for the role of enterprise
goals and social interaction in invention and creative design.
Our computer model extends the m e m o r y architecture presented in Simina and Kolodner (1995) and Simina and Kolodner(1997).
Cognitive Issues in Invention
H o w do interesting ideas give rise to n e w enterprise goals (i.e.,
goals to invent n e w artifacts)? W h a t knowledge and processing is relevant for pursuing an enterprise goal? W h a t is the
role of social interaction in invention? These are some of the
issues that a cognitive model of invention must address. O u r
analysis of Bell's quest for the multiple telegraph and telephone has identified ways in which existing goal processing
methods (e.g., Schank & Abelson, 1977; Kulkarni & Simon
1988; H a m m o n d et al., 1992; R a m & Hunter 1992) must be
modified or augmented to handle invention.
A Critical review
W e started by analyzing Bell's reasoning in terms of goals,
plans and themes, according to Schank and Abelson's (1977)
computational model of goal generation and refinement. Using Schank and Abelson's model, w e could easily identify
Bell's main life theme as a "teacher of the deaf", which generated the goal to invent machines that would m a k e it easier
for the deaf to hear and to learn to speak (e.g., to "visualize
. speech" by providing visual feedback). But w e could not
identify a straightforward theme-goal-plan chain to account
for Bell's goal to invent the multiple telegraph or the telephone. After all. Bell was an expert in acoustics and his
thematic goals, as taught by his father, had nothing to do with
electricity. Nor is it clear w h y a teacher of the deaf would want
to invent devices such as a multiple telegraph or telephone.
Note that the required behavior was not reflected in the phonautograph function, namely to transform the speech in a graphical
representation. Consequently, Bell could not remember the phonautograph based solely on its function. This issue is addressed in
Simina and Kolodner (1995).
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According to our analysis, the generation of enterprise goals
is a deliberative process, in which the rule-based mechanisms
for goal generation proposed by Schank and Abelson (1977)
are only part of the story. Even if an inventor finds s o m e
design ideas interesting for himself and/or society, he will
not decide instantly to pursue these ideas. Before that, an
inventor must also estimate if he has the prerequisite knowledge and cognitive resources to pursue the idea successfully.
Bradshaw and Lienert (1991) argue that successful estimation must be guided by a functional analysis^ to focus and
guide the further design process. But analyzing functional
constraints and identifying efficient methods to further investigate those constraints is usually not a straightforward process
to be completed in one reasoning session. A n inventor might
need to postpone the generation of an enterprise goal until
he opportunistically learns methods to investigate functional
constraints critical for fulfilling that goal.
O n c e an enterprise goal is generated, what processing
mechanisms are relevant for pursuing it further? W h e n an
inventor decides to pursue an invention, he allocates significant cognitive resources to it. Even after processing, enterprise goals still remain active in background for a while,
affording subtle priming effects. B y strategically activating
and suspending the current enterprise goal, an expert reasoner
m a y maintain an interrelated network of active goals in the
background. Similar reasoning processes were identified by
Gruber (1974) in Darwin's work:
The fact that he was all these things [the pigeon fancier,
the evolutionist, and the materialist] at once meant that
a unique and productive intersection of m a n y enterprises
could occur in his thinking. At the same time, the existence of this ensemble was not an accident but the
deliberately cultivated fruit of Darwin's work.
Research on predictive encoding ( H a m m o n d & al., 1992)
grew up from the difficulties associated with managing active goals (e.g., it is unlikely that all the goals are active due
to computational demands). Basically, goals that cannot be
satisfied immediately are associated at the time of encoding
in m e m o r y with features of the environment in which goal
achievement would likely to be possible. But in invention
the structure of goals is more complex and it is difficult to
enumerate, in advance, all the features of the environment in
which goal satisfaction might be possible. Fortunately, w e
can maintain a small number of goals active at any time, without excessive computational demands. Simina and Kolodner
(1995) presents a m e m o r y model which accounts for the existence of active goals and postulates their limited number. W e
suggest that Gruber's networks of enterprises have active-goal
properties.
While the explicit purpose in invention is designing novel
and useful artifacts, learning also plays an important part.
A n inventor often must learn n e w concepts (sometimes by
consulting others; sometimes by experimentation and exploration) in order to m o v e forward with designing. R a m and
Hunter (1992) describe the role of knowledge goals to guide
inference and learning, in the context of story understanding
and problem solving. But in addition, inventors (and scientists) have a specific w a y of addressing such knowledge goals
through deliberative experimentation and exploration (Gorm a n , 1997). Indeed it sometimes seems that experimentation
drives invention. K E K A D A (Kulkarni & Simon, 1988) illustrates this. It proposes a scientific discovery method driven
'The Wright brothers functionally decomposed theflightof birds
and matched it with bicycles; Bell decomposed speech transmission
and matched it with telegraphic equipment.

by experimentation. But in allowing itself to be driven by experimentation, K E K A D A misses opportunities to achieve its
goals. Namely, K E K A D A ignores its background goals while
it focuses on a current experimentation subgoal. A combination of deliberative and opportunistic processing of goals is
needed.
T h e role of social interaction has, in general, been minimized in cognitive models of invention. Both I M P R O V I S E R (Wills & Kolodncr. 1993) and I D e A L (Bhatta & Goel,
1993) propose an oracle for modeling external interaction. In
I D e A L , an oracle supplies the needed information w h e n the
system itself fails to solve a problem and the system assimilates the new information so as not to fail for the same reason
in future. Thus IDeAL's interaction with other agents is quite
limited. O u r analysis of Bell's notebooks suggests that external interaction in invention takes the elaborated form of social
interaction. A n inventor m a y request information or assistance from his peers, but an answer is not guaranteed, nor is
it guaranteed in a timely way. N e w processes are responsible
for handling social interaction.

the multiple telegraph idea for his o w n research.
Bell functionally assessed the problem as follows: (1)
multiplex multiple messages and send them over telegraphic
wire, and (2) demultiplex the messages at destination. Bell
remembered that he had some experience with telegraphic
equipment, while he was trying to understand Helmholtz's
Apparatus'. According to Bell's understanding, Helmholtz's
Apparatus was able to unscramble (demultiplex) multiple
tones sent over a single wire, by using tuned receivers. Since
both devices performed demultiplexing. Bell could use his
understanding of Helmholtz's Apparatus for the multiple telegraph idea. Bell estimated that he also had the prerequisite
knowledge for inventing the multiple telegraph. Helmholtz's
Apparatus provided an easy solution for half of the problem
(demultiplexing), while the multiplexing part looked even
easier: just add several tone generators in series with the
one existing already in Helmholtz's Apparatus. Given these
premises. Bell decided to pursue the invention of the multiple
telegraph (as an enterprise goal), for which he already had a
theoretical model and a partial implementation.
What knowledge and processing are relevant for pursuing
enterprise goals? Enterprise goals are goals that identify inEnterprise Goals in Invention
teresting artifact ideas (functions and behaviors), to be pursued
To deal with the above invention issues, we identified a disfurther as design goals. Consequently, enterprise goals may
tinguished class of goals, namely enterprise goals. Enterprise
contain a behavioral device specification, possibly incomplete
goals are open goals, outside the operational knowledge of
and inconsistent. T h e synthesis of a structural solution may
a reasoner, which are "interesting" for him, and for which
be facilitated by evolving in parallel several alternative sothe reasoner has s o m e "competence" to approach them. Enlutions to the design specification (Wills & Kolodner, 1993;
terprise goals borrow from design goals (e.g., Goel et al.,
Gruber, 1974). A s a side effect of pursuing enterprise goals,
1997) and knowledge goals (e.g.. R a m and Hunter, 1992),
the expertise of the inventor increases. Namely, if enterprise
but they: (1) fulfill explicit thematic goals of a reasoner, (2)
goals cannot be pursued due to the lack of expertise, they may
have a long-term significance and activity assessed explicitly
spawn broader knowledge goals to get that expertise.
(enterprise assessment), (3) rely explicitly on opportunistic
In our view, two complementary and interacting procross-fertilization processing (even partial results m a y help
cesses are responsible for incrementally evolving an invensatisfy overall thematic goals indirectly), and (4) are actively
tion (Kolodner & Wills, 1993): (1) Enterprise Processing,
seeking solutions by planning and acting (e.g., experimentawhich proposes n e w design solutions to the current design
tion),fillingimplicit knowledge gaps in the process. Enterspecification, and (2) Evaluation & Repair, which crinques
prise goals are usually long-term goals, are not easily satisfied
the current design solution and m a y update the design spec(they might look for several alternative solutions to facilitate
ification. Both processes rely heavely on the previous expereasoning and evaluation), and they require both theoretical
rience of the inventor Enterprise Processing relies on a
qualitative reasoning and experimentation for their achievelibrary of k n o w n artifacts and techniques for adapting them to
ment.
fit the current design specification, while Evaluation & R e H o w d o interesting ideas give rise further to n e w enterprise
pair relies on simulation, experimentation and knowledge to
goals? In our view, an idea is interesting for an inventor when:
interpret the experimental results. T h e critique provided by
(1) it is instrumental to satisfying some of his higher thematic
Evaluation & Repair m a y also suggest a divide and conquer
goals, and (2) he has s o m e idea about h o w to investigate it.
strategy for pursuing an enterprise goal by decomposing it into
S o m e of the higher thematic goals are personal (e.g., scientific
subgoals. G o r m a n (1992) reports that Bell used such a stratcuriosity), while others have to do with what society will
egy to independently elaborate critical functional subparts of
value. If an invention idea is judged to be interesting for the
the telephone.
inventor and/or the society, the inventor must also deliberate if
But what processing is responsible for generating such subhe has a minimal knowledge (e.g., functional decomposition to
goals? O u r exploration of the invention of the multiple telequickly assess what is k n o w n ) and the cognitive resources for
graph and of the telephone suggests the following approach.
pursuing it further. Enterprise goal generation isi deliberative T h e inventor chooses a design alternative responsible for satprocess in invention.
isfying the main, or most difficult to satisfy, constraints. Then
Let's illustrate the above ideas with the episode w h e n Bell
he generates subproblems to satisfy the other secondary condecided to approach the invention of the multiple telegraph.
straints, in the framework of the main design alternative. For
In October 1872, Bell read a newspaper article* describing the
the invention of the telephone, the main constraint was to
impact of a n e w telegraph system able to transmit simultanetransmit an "undulatory current" (i.e., both pitch and ampliously two telegraphic messages over the same wire (Stearn's
tude) over a telegraphic wire. O n c e Bell identified such a
duplex system). T h e article also suggested that fame and
design, he generated subproblems to improve its secondary
fortune awaited the inventor of a telegraphic system able to
characteristics. Those subproblems resulted in the design of
transmit more than two messages simultaneously. The multhe telephone's microphone and receiver.
tiple telegraph idea was definitely interesting for society, and
Let's also address some of the processing differences bethis could be an incentive for Bell to check the relevance of
tween enterprise goals and thematic goals. While themes
'Helmholtz's Apparatus was an electrical device for producing
artificial vowels, relevant to Bell's acoustical research.

"in Boston Transcript, the newspaper in which Bell advertised
his speech lessons.
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may characterize the goals c o m m o n to most inventors, they
don't say anything about h o w inventors idiosyncratically refine these themes and w h y different individuals working in
the same domain m a y chose different paths to achieve their
(similar) thematic goals. Also, the traditional view of thematic goals does not explain w h y and h o w inventors allocate
more computational resources to some thematic goals (keeping them more active), but not to others. Enterprise goals are
intended to explain the idiosyncrasies of individual experience
among experts, providing a "knowledge lens" for efficient interaction with the events noticed in the world. O u r analysis
of Bell's diaries and related literature suggest the following
mechanism. Once an expert evaluates the potential of a goal to
fulfill at least one of his major thematic goals, he activates and
focuses mostly on that (enterprise) goal. T h e expert ignores,
for a while, other ways to satisfy his thematic goal, since the
achievement of an enterprise goal will implicitly satisfy the
associated thematic goal.
What is the role of social a n d environmental interaction in
invention ? In our view, a cognitive model of invention must
account for social and environmental interaction. Otherwise,
the model fails to give a plausible account of the huge computanonal resources involved in acquiring the "right" knowledge
for making the invention possible. A real expert takes advantage of the knowledge and processing available elsewhere
through strategic social and environmental interaction.
A n expert inventor is part of a society of experts (agents),
who m a y communicate a m o n g themselves. Each expert has
similar cognitive abilities, but different knowledge. Consequently, particular enterprise goals m a y be addressed by some
experts, but not by others. Each expert can ask (i.e., m a k e
queries) to: (1) retrieve knowledge available elsewhere, and
(2) request external evaluation of a proposed design. Once an
expert learns to design a n e w artifact, all of the other experts in
the society have access to that design through the publications
and social interactions of that expert.
By reading a newspaper article (i.e., environmental interaction), Bell learned about the importance of inventing the
multiple telegraph. The Enterprise A s s e s s m e n t process
found the problem interesting and feasible, so it generated the
goal to invent the multiple telegraph. W h a t about the role
of social interaction? If the Enterprise Processing process
cannot propose a design solution to the current specification,
it may ask other experts for a solution. In particular, this was
the reason w h y Bell hired Watson for developing electrical
artifacts. Also, if a design solution proposed by the Enterprise Processing process cannot be evaluated/repaired by
the Evaluation & Repair process (due to his lack of previous experience), it m a y ask other experts to perform the
evaluation. For example, when Bell had doubts about the
physical principles involved in telephony, he requested help
from distinguished scientists, such as Joseph Henry.

in Figure 1) operating on the W M rely heavily on previous
experience, w e also need a L O N G - T E R M M E M O R Y ( L T M ) to
account for the role of experience in invention. O u r model
builds on the blackboard model of W M (Hayes-Roth 1985)
and on the C B R m e m o r y model of L T M (Kolodner, 1993).
Basically, changes in the W M generate events used to activate
or generate n e w goals in the A G E N D A . A Strategic Control
process selects the next C U R R E N T G O A L from the A G E N D A ,
based on a C O N T R O L Plan.
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Figure 1: A L E C : a Framework for Invention

Let's elaborate the L T M of our architecture. In an eventdriven architecture, the monitored events m a y remember
Suspended Enterprises and Thematic Goals. The Suspended Enterprises are indexed in L T M in terms of their
preconditions, represented as monitored events. To facilitate
the generation of design solutions, given their intended function, the L T M contains a collection of Cases, Artifacts,
Models, indexed by their function. To facilitate internal
evaluation of the CURRENT Solution proposed by the Enterprise Processing, the L T M contains EVALUATION K N O W L EDGE (e.g., Forbus, 1984) used by the Evaluation & Repair.
To facilitate a further analysis of the invention process, L T M
contains a NOTEBOOK, which provides a derivational record
of the invention.
Once an expert learns about other relevant experts (and their
expertise domains), its External Interaction process must be
able to use this knowledge, if needed, to send request messages. Consequently, L T M should be also a repository of
knowledge about Expert N e t w o r k , indexed by their expertise domains.
The W M represents the "activated" part of L T M . To simulate p n m w ^ effects, W M keeps track of the recently processed
Computational Model
design goals. B a c k g r o u n d Enterprises, and of the recently
processed artifacts, Background Artifacts. A decay proArchitecture
cess (not represented in the Figure I) limits the number of
Our computational architecture for invention is implemented
activated items in W M . Based on the events noticed in W M ,
in a computer program called A L E C (see Figure 1). W e
the Enterprise Assessment & Activation may update the
assume A L E C is an agent, representing an expert inventor,
A g e n d a by: (1) activating suspended enterprise goals, or
that can collaborate with other agents (same architecture, but (2) generating enterprise goals, instrumental for satisfying
different knowledge).
thematic goals. The Strategic Control selects a Current
Since our view of the invention process relies heavily on
Enterprise from the Agenda. The Current G o a l may
event detection and processing, w e opted for an event-driven
contain a Current Spec of a design (possible incomplete
architecture. A W o r k i n g M e m o r y ( W M ) keeps track of all
and inconsistent), a CURRENT SOLUTION, and a set of ALthe state information which m a y generate internal or external
TERNATIVES (used by the Enterprise Processing to propose
events. Since the processes (represented as gray rectangles
new designs). The MAILBOX I N / O U T is used for c o m m u -
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nication with other experts, via External Interaction. If a
design goal cannot be achieved using the knowledge available
locally, a request is sent to relevant experts. Since an answer
is not guaranteed and it m a y c o m e asynchronously, the system
must be able to predictively encode the goal in m e m o r y and
to approach other enterprise goals from the A g e n d a in the
meantime.
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N o w w e can describe the main algorithms for creating and
manipulating enterprise goals, essential to our theory of invention.
Enterprise goal generation is part of the Enterprise A s s e s s m e n t & Activation process. Whenever A L E C learns
about a n e w design idea (by social interaction or experimentation), it performs the following steps: (1) identify if the idea
is interesting (does the implementation of the idea result in
conditions that match those of important unsatisfied thematic
goals?), (2) estimate its expertise to implement the idea as an
artifact (given the idea's rough design spec, can the Artlfactor
Generator generate an artifact, judged/simulated as promising by the Evaluation & Repair?) (3) generate an enterprise
goal (instrumental for satisfying specific thematic goals), if
the results of steps (1) and (2) are positive.
Enterprise Processing attempts to derive n e w designs
by opportunistically adapting and merging pieces of k n o w n
designs. This involves W M priming and L T M retrieval of
devices based on a given design specification according to
the following enterprise processing algorithm: (1) if the current enterprise specification matches any pieces (behavioral
segments) of the design alternatives associated with the Background Enterprises, adapt (by analogy) those pieces and add
them to alternative solutions of the current enterprise (2) otherwise, if L T M retrieval is successful, extend the alternative
solutions of the current enterprise with the retrieved devices,
and check also if the behavior of those devices is opportunistically relevant for the background enterprises, (3) otherwise,
send a message to other experts for artifacts fulfilling the enterprise specification, and suspend the enterprise in m e m o r y ,
indexed by its design specification. T h e Enterprise Processing algorithm is responsible for the synergy a m o n g (related)
enterprises evolved in parallel.
In Figure 2 w e have represented two enterprises. Enterprise
1 and Enterprise 2, which evolve in parallel. A functional
specification of an enterprise accounts for an initial given
state, which is transformed by the device function in a final
makes state (Goel et al. 1997). Each enterprise specification
contains a makes state (e.g., M 1 for Enterprise 1), a given state
(e.g., G l for Enterprise I), and possibly, constraints restricting the (behavioral) paths between the given and makes states
(e.g., C I for Enterprise 2). The design synthesis task is responsible for incrementally evolving a path between the given
and makes state, relying on analogy. In the C B R framework,
the adaptation step is responsible for such behavior.
If the Enterprise Processing is unable to retrieve artifacts that satisfy most of the design spec constraints, it attempts Enterprise Decomposition of the initial enterprise
into subgoals to facilitate the further synthesis of the desired
artifact. T h e algorithm for functionally decomposing an enterprise goal into subgoals, given the design specification of the
artifact is: (1)finda design alternative that satisfies the main
constraints'", (2) identify which components of this design
alternative are responsible for satisfying the secondary con'"The main constraints are most difficult to satisfy (i.e., a very
limited number of retrieved artifact cases may satisfy them).
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straints. (3) generate subproblems for designing components,
to satisfy (better) the secondary constraints.
But Evaluation is essential to validate the design solutions
proposed by the Enterprise Processing. Here are the steps:
(1) perform simulation of the artifact and critique it, if A L E C
has enough domain knowledge, (2) otherwise, implement the
artifact, perform experiments and interpret the results, if this
is possible, (3) otherwise, send message to relevant experts to
remotely perform the evaluation.
Step (3) of the Enterprise Processing retrieval and Evaluation & Repair algorithms m a y result in the deliberative
generation of broad knowledge goals to provide missing expertise. T h e details are beyond the scope of this paper.
Example: the Multiple Telegraph Idea
After reading a newspaper article suggesting that fame and
fortune awaited the inventor of a multiple telegraph. Bell realized that he could design a multiple telegraph based on his
knowledge of Helmholtz's Apparatus and acoustics. Moreover, the goal to invent the multiple telegraph became Bell's
enterprise goal for the next several years. W e present a possible analysis of Bell's reasoning, in terms of our computational
model ( A L E C ) presented in Figure 1.
Reading the newspaper article about the multiple telegraph
is equivalent in our system to receiving a message (in the
M a i l b o x ) , containing a design goal (i.e., Multiple Telegraph),
characterized by a sketchy DESIGN SPECIFICATION and a postcondition describing that the inventor will become/arnoM^ &
wealthy. This event is analyzed by Enterprise Assessment,
which identifies that famous & wealthy is a postcondition associated with some of Bell's thematic goals (i.e. designing
the multiple telegraph might provide a novel alternative plan
to satisfy thematic goals) and is also a precondition to other
thematic goals (e.g., get married). Consequently, the MuUiple Telegraph is interesting, and if A L E C could relate it to its
o w n expertise, the Multiple Telegraph would become a good
candidate for an enterprise goal. Based on the specificafion of
the Multiple Telegraph (i.e., multiplex telegraphic messages
over a single wire and demultiplex them at destination), Enterprise Processing searches the m e m o r y of Cases, Artifacts, M o d e l s and retrieves Helmholtz's Apparatus, which
was able to demultiplex a collection of harmonic tones. After a quick case-based adaptation, involving using several
generators instead of only one, Enterprise Processing has

a theoretical design solution. Evaluation theoretically simulates that indeed the new adapted design satisfies the CURRENT
Spec, and it reports the result to Enterprise Assessment,
which promotes the Multiple Telegraph as an enterprise goal,
by associating with it an initial (theoretical) solution. The
new enterprise goal is put in the Agenda and will be further
selected for processing.
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Abstract
The importance of discrimination shifts to learning and
developmental psychology is highlighted. Basic tasks used
in continuous and total change paradigms are presented, and
major theoretical accounts are briefly reviewed. The lack of a
general and comprehensive interpretation of human shift
learning is identified, and a recent model based on neural
network research is described. This model suggests that
human adult performance in discrimination shifts differs from
preschool performance because of a process called
spontaneous overtraining.
This hypothesis has been
previously used in neural network simulations to successfully
in continuous
capture
developmental
regularities
discrimination shifts (e.g., reversal and nonreversal shifts).
In the present paper, new simulations using this model are
applied to total change discrimination shifts (e.g.,
intradimensional and extradimensional shifts).
Several
developmental regularities are successfully captured by the
networks. The contribution of the spontaneous overtraining
hypothesis is discussed.

research addresses, as well as the psychological regularities
associated with them. In the second section, w e review
previous theoretical interpretations of discrimination
learning. T h e third section presents our cascade-correlation
model of discrimination learning and n e w simulations that
model intradimensional and extradimensional shifts. The
discussion focuses on the implications of our model for a
general theory of discrimination learning.
Discrimination Shifts

Introduction
Discrimination learning involves learning to m a k e different
responses to particular stimulus conditions. Specifically,
participants must learn to reliably identify a m o n g
competing stimuli the one that exhibits a single, several, or
combinations of attributes.
T h e vast psychological
literature o n discrimination learning offers a substantial
database of empirical regularities about learning and
development (e.g., Esposito, 1975; Wolff, 1967). These
findings o n both child and adult learning are of significant
importance for theories of h u m a n learning, cognition, and
cognitive development. A rigorous w a y to develop and test
such theories is through computational modeling. Because
m a n y neural networks use learning algorithms and have
been favored for modeling a variety of perceptual,
cognitive, and learning phenomena, discrimination learning
tasks provide a useful benchmark for the adequacy of neural
networks as models of h u m a n cognition.
Surprisingly, there are few studies that report
connectionist modeling of discrimination shift learning. O f
these, only one model successfully captures the h u m a n
ontogeny of reversal shift and nonreversal shift performance
(Sirois & Shultz, submitted).
In the present paper, w e extend the application of this
model to intradimensional and extradimensional shifts. T h e
first section presents the discrimination shift tasks that this

T h e discrimination shift tasks w e consider involve the
pairwise presentation of stimuli with varying attributes on
three binary dimensions (e.g., shape, color, and position).
In each pair, the stimuli are constrained such that they
exhibit mutually exclusive combinations of the attributes on
all three dimensions. Figure I presents four stimulus pairs
that exhaust such a combination of shape, color, and
position.
Participants in these tasks are required to consistently
identify in each pair the stimulus that exhibits the attribute
targeted by the experimenter (e.g., square). They are
repeatedly presented with the pairs of stimuli, and they are
provided with reinforcement feedback on each trial.
Learning continues until the participant reliably identifies
the target stimulus, typically on eight out of ten consecutive
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Figure 1: Pairs of stimuli that exhaust the mutually
exclusive combinations of shape, color, and position. R
denotes red, and G denotes green (from Sirois and Shultz,
submitted).

trials. W h e n this initial criterion is reached, shifts in reward
contingencies m a y be introduced. Performance on such
shifts often reveals important features of the leaning. For
example, shift performance might reveal whether the learner
is using concepts or attentional responses to mediate the
associations between stimuli and responses. W e elaborate
this later in a presentation of different theoretical
interpretations of shift learning. Participants are not usually
told explicitly about the introduction of a shift.
In a reversal shift (RS), the stimuli that exhibit the other
attribute of the initial dimension are n o w associated with
reward (e.g., circle instead of square). Participants must
consequently change their responses on all pairs. This is
shown in the first row of Figure 2.
A nonreversal shift (NS) involves a shift to an attribute of
a previously irrelevant dimension (e.g., red instead of
square). In this task, only half of the responses must be
changed. In our example, half of the square stimuli are also
red. The second row of Figure 2 presents a N S task.
Because R S and N S use the same attributes in both
learning phases, they are referred to as continuous paradigm
tasks. T w o other discrimination shift tasks also involve a
complete or a partial shift in reinforcement contingencies.
These are the intradimensional (IDS) and extradimensional
(EDS) shifts. They are k n o w n as total change tasks,
because n e w attributes of the initial dimensions are
introduced at the onset of the shift (Esposito, 1975).
In an IDS, stimuli that exhibit a specific novel attribute of
the previously relevant dimension are associated with
reinforcement (e.g., from square to diamond). O n the other
hand, an E D S involves a shift to a novel attribute of a
previously irrelevant dimension (e.g., from square to

yellow). Both tasks are shown in the bottom rows of Figure
2.
Continuous and total change paradigms are highly
similar. R S and I D S tasks involve a shift within the initially
relevant dimension, and N S and E D S tasks involve a shift to
a previously irrelevant dimension.
T h e important
distinction is that total change paradigms introduce n e w
stimuli at the onset of the shift, which makes the shift more
obvious to participants.
Decades of research have identified robust psychological
regularities within the continuous and total change
paradigms. O f importance, the ease of executing a shift, as
measured by the number of trials to criterion, has been
shown to vary between tasks and age groups. Children
above the age of 10 years and adults reach the shift criterion
in a R S quicker than in a N S , and reach the shift criterion
quicker for I D S than for E D S (Esposito, 1975; Wolff,
1967). Preschool children also execute an I D S faster than
an E D S , but they execute a N S as quickly as a R S (Esposito,
1975; Wolff, 1967).' Between the ages of 4 and 10 years,
R S becomes easier than N S (Esposito, 1975). Although
s o m e studies report comparisons between continuous and
total change paradigms (Esposito, 1975), w e have failed to
find well replicated, unequivocal regularities in such
comparisons.
A final psychological regularity is that w h e n trained
several trials beyond the usual success criterion in the initial
learning phase, most preschoolers then execute a R S faster
than an N S , as do adults. This is called the overtraining
effect, and is significant for the design of our neural
network model.
Theoretical Interpretations
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Figure 2: Examples of R S , N S , IDS and E D S . Plus
signs identify reinforcement. R, G , B, and Y denote
red, green, blue, and yellow, respectively.

Three major accounts of discrimination learning have been
presented over the years to account for a variety of findings
(Sirois & Shultz, submitted). These are the Kendlers' twostage theory (Kendler & Kendler, 1975; Kendler, 1983),
Z e a m a n and House's attentional theory (Zeaman & House,
1963), and the Tighes' perceptual differentiation theory
(Tighe & Tighe, 1966).
T h e Kendlers worked primarily within the continuous
paradigm, and their model fairs poorly w h e n applied to total
change data (Sirois & Shultz, submitted). They argue that
older children and adults use covert categorical responses to
mediate between the stimuli and overt behavior (Kendler &
Kendler, 1975; Kendler, 1983). These responses represent
the specific attributes of the stimuli. Participants thus learn
to respond to the relevant attribute and use this covert
response to produce overt behavior. For the Kendlers, a R S
is easier than a N S because only the link between the covert
and overt responses needs to be changed. In a N S , the
previous covert response has to be extinguished, and a n e w
covert response must be learned, as well as the appropriate
' This last finding is in contradiction with a pervasive belief that
preschoolers execute a N S faster than a R S (Kendler, 1983). A n
extended discussion of this controversy, in our paper on continuous shift paradigms (Sirois & Shultz, submitted), shows that the
confusion steins from misinterpretations of results that are confounded with certain methodological variations.
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All three theories have their o w n limitations, which
prevented the formulation of a general and comprehensive
account of discrimination learning (Esposito, 1975; Sirois &
Shultz, submitted). This in spite of the fact that work in
discrimination learning began over sixty years ago
(Kendler, 1983).
Because of the important issues of
learning and development raised by this literature, the
formulation of a comprehensive theoretical account of shift
learning is still relevant today.

response to the categorical response. This implies more
learning than required for a N S . Because the covert
responses represent the discrete attributes of the stimuli,
though, their mediational model does not account for the
regularities observed in total change tasks (Sirois & Shultz,
submitted; Wolff, 1967).
T h e Kendlers suggested that preschoolers, unlike older
children and adults, behaved according to an associative
model (Kendler, 1983).
M e r e associations between
stimulus and response are involved in their shift
performance. This model predicts that a N S is easier than a
R S , because more responses must be changed in the latter.
T h e prediction has little support in the literature (Sirois &
Shultz, submitted).
Z e a m a n and House, on the other hand, developed a model
within the total change paradigm (Zeaman & House, 1963).
They suggested that the stimuli were associated with an
attentional response, which in turn was associated with an
overt response. T h e attentional responses involve the
different dimensions of variation, and not the discrete
values of these dimensions. Following the same logic as
that found in the Kendlers' model, this model predicts that
an I D S will be easier than an E D S . Indeed, only the link
between the attentional response and overt behavior needs
to be changed in an EDS. In an E D S , both a n e w attentional
response and the appropriate association with overt
behavior must be learned. It also predicts that a R S will be
faster than a N S , for the same reasons.
W h a t IS novel in Z e a m a n and House's model is that
mediation is also involved in preschoolers, and different
learning parameter values would explain their distinct
behavior. Unfortunately, it also predicts easier R S over N S
in preschoolers, which is not supported by the literature.
Finally, Tighe and Tighe's perceptual differentiation
model does not imply mediation of stimuli into covert
responses (Tighe & Tighe, 1966). Rather, the compound
stimuli are differentiated in specific overt responses as a
function of reinforcement. Older children and adults,
compared to preschoolers, perform differently due to their
larger amount of perceptual experience. This enables them
to better focus on the relevant dimension and ignore the
irrelevant one. T h e model predicts that R S and IDS are
easier than N S and E D S , respectively, because participants
are attending to the dimension that remains relevant.
Preschoolers, on the other hand, poorly differentiate the
stimuli into relevant dimensions and instead respond to the
c o m p o u n d properties of the stimuli (Tighe & Tighe, 1966,
1978). They associate the appropriate response with the
poorly differentiated stimulus pair. A s such, they cannot
use information about the relevant dimension as an
advantage in shifts within this dimension using the same
stimuli (i.e., R S ) . A n d because a R S requires more
releaming than a N S , this model also wrongly predicts
faster N S . In total change paradigms, though, the model
suggests a faster I D S than E D S (Tighe & Tighe, 1978).
This is because the n e w stimuli prevent an interference of
the previous associations, which were bound to the initial
stimuli.
T h e minimal differentiation acquired during
preshift learning then becomes helpful for a shift within the
s a m e dimension (i.e., IDS).

A Cascade-correlation Model
W e have recently applied the cascade-correlation neural
network algorithm to continuous paradigm tasks (Sirois &
Shultz, submitted). T h e algorithm successfully captured the
psychological regularities in preschool and adult behavior.
Networks parameterized as adults executed a R S faster than
a N S , whereas networks parameterized as preschoolers
executed both shifts equally quickly. The networks also
captured other developmental regularities associated with
the continuous paradigm that are not discussed here (i.e.,
trial-by-trial behavior in shift learning and optional shifts).
But the success of the model is of limited interest if it
cannot capture the regularities in total change paradigms as
well.
Central to our model is the suggestion that older children
and adults, compared to preschoolers, submit themselves to
extended processing of stimuli and reinforcement through a
process similar to rehearsal (Sirois & Shultz, submitted).
This had already been suggested in the discrimination
learning literature by Levine (1975). B y using a lower
score threshold, neural networks are submitted to additional
training trials. This is because, in cascade-correlation,
training continues until all output activations are within
score threshold of their targets.^ W e used a score threshold
of 0.01 to model adult performance, and the default value of
0.4 to model preschool performance. Using a lower score
threshold allows networks to learn a problem to greater
depth and precision. All other parameters in the algorithm
were set to the default values of cascade-correlation
(Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990).
This adjustment of the score threshold parameter resulted
in capturing the developmental effects in continuous
paradigms with networks that lack hidden (i.e., mediational)
units, because cascade-correlation will not install any for
such linear problems. It is consistent with developmental
changes in spontaneous rehearsal, as well as with the
overtraining effect (Sirois & Shultz, submitted). Adult-like
performance in continuous discrimination shifts can be
achieved through extended training with a low scorethreshold. W e n o w report the application of this model to
total change tasks.
Simulation of Continuous and Total Change Tasks
In these simulations, w e used networks with eight input
units. T h e first two units coded shape of the left stimulus,
the next two units color of the left stimulus, the following

^ The same thing could be accomplished in backpropation networks by lowering the error criterion.
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two units the shape of the right stimulus, and the final two
units color of the right stimulus. These units were
connected to two output units, with initially random
connection values. Target output was [0.5, -0.5] when the
correct stimulus was on the left, and [-0.5, 0.5] when it was
on the right.
W e used two input units for each attribute in each
stimulus because w e needed to represent four attributes in
the total change paradigms (two initial attributes, and two
new attributes at the onset of the shift). The four possible
attributes of each dimension were represented by a
combination of-1 and 1 values. For example, four possible
shapes were coded as [-1, -1], [-1, 1], [I, -1], and [1, 1].
Because each attribute is a combination of values of the
same magnitude (all Is), pre- and post-shift attributes have
equivalent salience.
Networks parameterized as adults are expected to
replicate our previous finding that a R S is performed faster
than a N S . They should also execute an IDS quicker than
an E D S . Networks parameterized as preschoolers should
also perform the IDS quicker than the E D S . A s w e have
previously observed, though, R S and N S should be learned
at equivalent rates.
Method Two hundred and eighty adult networks were used
in this simulation, with a score threshold of 0.01. O n e
hundred and forty were initially trained on one attribute of
color, and one hundred and forty on another attribute of
color.
W h e n performance reached threshold on all
problems of the initial discrimination, training was shifted
to another attribute. In each subset of one hundred and
forty networks, training was shifted to the other attribute of
color for twenty networks (RS). For forty networks, it was
shifted to an attribute of the previously irrelevant dimension
(NS, n = 20 per attribute). For the remaining eighty
networks, n e w dimensional attributes were introduced.
Forty networks were trained on a n e w attribute from the
previously relevant dimension (IDS, n = 20 per attribute),
and the remaining forty were trained on a new attribute
from the previously irrelevant dimension (EDS, n = 20 per
attribute). Learning continued until criterion was reached in
the shift training phase (i.e., output activations were within
threshold of the target values for both output units on all
problems).
Two
hundred and eighty
networks
parameterized as preschoolers were used under the same
conditions, with the score-threshold set at 0.4.
To assess h o w quickly networks perform each task, w e
recorded the number of epochs required to reach criterion in
shift learning. A n epoch is, in this case, a block of four
trials, one with each stimulus pair. For control purposes, w e
also recorded epochs to criterion for the initial learning
phase.
Results There were no significant differences between any
of the groups in the preshift phase, for networks
parameterized as adults (F(3,276) = 2.56, n.s.). There were
no significant differences either in the initial phase for
networks parameterized as preschoolers (F(3,276) = 1.06,
n.s.). Table 1 presents the m e a n number of epochs required
to learn each type of shift, for both types of networks.
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Table 1: M e a n number of epochs to criterion for shift
training.

Task

RS
NS
IDS
EDS

Adult
6.48
10.08
8.43
9.69

Network Parameterization
Preschool
4.25
4.28
2.93
3.59

For adult networks, the result of a O n e - W a y analysis of
variance show a significant difference between the groups
(F(3,276) = 136.09, p < .001). W e performed Scheffe posthoc comparisons on the data. Table 2 presents the
significant differences between the groups (significant test
values are between 21.08 and 114.26).
In child networks, the results of a O n e - W a y analysis of
variance also show a significant difference between the
groups (F(3,276) = 52.189, p < .001). W e report significant
Scheffe post-hoc comparisons in Table 2 as well (significant
test values range between 6.98 and 43.44).
Discussion The simulation results reported in the first two
rows of Table 2 are consistent with the psychological
regularities reported for both adults and preschoolers.
Networks parameterized as adults execute a R S faster than a
N S , and an IDS quicker than an E D S , as normal adults do.
A n d networks parameterized as preschoolers execute an
IDS quicker than an E D S , even though they perform
equally fast on R S and N S , like preschoolers do.
Network analyses in our previous simulations suggested
that extensive training in adult networks yields finely tuned
discriminations that focus on the relevant dimension and
ignore the irrelevant one, which enable faster R S over N S
(Sirois & Shultz, submitted). The adult networks in these
n e w simulations also executed the R S faster than the N S .
Because such discriminations remain relevant in IDS (the
shift is within the initial dimension), this also enables the
networks to execute an I D S faster than the E D S .
For networks parameterized as preschool children,
though, w e have argued that their behavior was a function
of the compound properties of the pair of stimuli (Sirois &
Shultz, submitted).
That is, the minimal amount of
Table 2: Post-hoc comparisons between groups. Significant differences are represented by < (the group on the left
took less time than the one on the right) or > (the group on
the left took more time than the one on the right). The
equal (=) sign indicates no significant difference between
the two groups.

Comparison
R S vs. N S
IDS vs. E D S
R S vs. IDS
R S vs. E D S
IDS vs. N S
N S vs. E D S

Adult

<
<
<
<
<
=

Network Parameterization
Preschool
<
>
>
<
>

processing they perform does not allow fine discriminations
between the dimensions to be made. This prevents an
advantage of R S over N S . But in the case of total change
tasks, the introduction of new attributes may remove the
influence of the initial stimuli and allow the minimal
abstraction achieved in the initial phase to favor an IDS
over an E D S . These generalizations would otherwise be
masked by the influence of the initial attributes in
continuous tasks, as Tighe and Tighe (1978) have argued.
Further network analyses are required before general
conclusions are drawn.
The results reported in rows 3-6 in Table 2 can be taken
as predictions made by the model. As w e have noted
previously, these comparisons have either not been
performed, or have led to equivocal findings.
Our
simulation results should be evaluated in light of any new
evidence from such psychological comparisons.
Finally, the reader may notice that preschool networks
take fewer epochs to learn the tasks than adult networks do.
This is in contradiction with human data (e.g., Wolff, 1967).
Our assumption, though, is that older children and adults
spontaneously submit themselves to extended training. The
number of epochs w e report is an index of the amount of
processing needed to learn the tasks, and should not be
equated with the actual number of trials in humans. In
particular, at least some of the epochs taken by networks
parameterized as adults represent rehearsal of the patterns
rather than discrete trials. Consequently, valid main effect
comparison of epochs to learn between child adult networks
cannot be made.
General Discussion
Our previous simulations of discrimination learning were
based on the assumption that older children and adults
spontaneously train themselves to a greater extent than
preschoolers do (Sirois & Shultz, submitted).
This
hypothesis was derived from the overtraining literature, and
is consistent with the development of active rehearsal in
children. Indeed, changes in discrimination learning and
spontaneous rehearsal overlap between the ages of 4 and 10
(Sirois & Shultz, submitted). More training results in better
discrimination of the relevant dimension, which in turn
allows shifts within the same dimension to be performed
more quickly than shifts to previously ignored dimensions.
In networks parameterized as preschoolers, nonselective
encoding of the input prevents an advantage of shifts within
the previously relevant dimension.
The new simulations reported here provide further
support for the adequacy of this model. Continuous
paradigm tasks like R S and N S may mask a minimal
amount of abstraction by networks with preschool
parameters. The introduction of new stimuli at the onset of
the shift removes the influence of the initial stimuli and
allows faster shifts within the same dimension. This had
previously been suggested by Tighe and Tighe (1978).
They argued that the distinct nature of continuous and total
change paradigms stress different processes, and that the
latter is more sensitive to dimensional discrimination than
the former (i.e., it better detects generalization). This is
because total change tasks assess generalizations acquired in

preshift learning, without the influence of the specific
material used to acquire the discrimination. Previous
responses to the specific stimuli may exert too large an
influence on shift learning to yield generalization effects in
continuous paradigms.
Our model does not implement mediation, which in
neural networks would require hidden units (Sirois &
Shultz, submitted). A s such, our model is more consistent
with Tighe and Tighe's (1966) perceptual differentiation
model than with the Kendlers' and Zeaman and House's
mediational models. Unlike all three other models, though,
ours has been able thus far to capture all regularities it was
applied to in continuous and total change paradigms. It has
not shown the limitations identified in the other models,
including Tighe and Tighe's (Sirois & Shultz, submitted).
Our
spontaneous
overtraining
hypothesis
of
discrimination learning requires further research before
general theoretical claims can be made. One important step
will be to evaluate the discrimination shift performance of
older children and adults in conditions that would prevent
processing of the stimulus pair beyond its presentation (e.g.,
by using a distracter task simultaneously). Our model
would predict equal ease of R S and N S in conditions that
prevent rehearsal, yet IDS should still be faster than E D S .
Their performance is expected to be like that of
preschoolers in such conditions, because only the amount of
processing distinguishes both groups in standard tasks under
the spontaneous overtraining hypothesis.
There are also a variety of related tasks on which our
model should be tested. These include dimensionless shifts
(e.g., Goulet &
Williams, 1970) and compound
categorization (e.g., Kruschke, 1996), which would provide
a good test of the generality of our model (Sirois & Shultz,
submitted). Hopefully, further work will represent positive
steps towards a comprehensive account of human shift
learning.
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Abstract
MMD is an aigorithm that learns without supervision
intensional definitions of classes of knowledge errors using data (similarity) and theory (causality). Causality
can be especially useful when similarity fails to discover
certain errors due to their entanglement in complex behaviors, while similarity can be especially useful when no
causal relationships for robust co-occurring discrepancies are present in the background knowledge. This paper examines the individual and combined effectiveness
of M M D ' s similarity and causality components in discovering error classes and classifying behaviors in which
these errors occur. Experimental results show how similarity and causality can serve to complement each other
in the discovery of novice P R O L O G programmer errors.
Introduction
Although most concept formation systems in artificial
intelligence (Gennaji, Langley & Fisher, 1989) as well
as concept learning models in cognitive psychology (Komatsu, 1992) have tended to rely almost exclusively on
similarities in the data, evidence is mounting that theories and goals are at least as important as data in the
formation of concepts (Murphy & Medin, 1985; Barsalou, 1991; Rips &: Collins, 1993; Wisniewski &: Medin,
1994).
In (Sison, N u m a o & Shimura, 1997) an algorithm
called M M D ^ , w a s presented that utilizes similarity and
causality for unsupervised concept formation in a more
tightly coupled w a y than previous systems have. Morever, M M D deals with the formation of categories that
are intended to represent classes of knowledge errors.^
Thus, the usual problem of concept formation is complicated by the additional requirement that the conceptual
descriptions that are formed also need to be explainable, at least in terms of causal relationships, since a
conceptual description that is an ordinary conjunction
of seemingly correlated discrepancies in novice behavior
can hardly be considered as representing a knowledge er-

ror unless causal relationships a m o n g the discrepancies
can be found.
This paper further examines the utility of coupling
data and theory in the discovery of knowledge errors of
novice P R O L O G programmers. Specifically, it examines
(1) the usefulness of the causality component of M M D
especially when the similarity component fails to discover certain errors due to these errors' entanglement
in complex behaviors (particularly in novice P R O L O G
programs with multiple bugs), and (2) the usefulness
of the similarity component w h e n no causal relationships for robust co-occurring discrepancies are present
in the background knowledge. In what follows, w e first
review the basic representation and algorithm of M M D .
W e then present and discuss results of experiments that
reveal h o w similarity and causality can serve to complement each other in the discovery of novice P R O L O G
programmer errors.

MMD: A Review and Closer Look
Representation
The objects that M M D deals with — discrepancies in
behavior — are represented as sets of relational descriptions (specifically, as atomic formulas in the function-free
first order logic). Consider the following ideal behavior
in the form of a correct P R O L O G clause for the reversal
of the elements of a list:'
*/, correct clause */,
reverse ( [HIT] , R) : reversed,Tl),
append(Tl,[H],R).

*/. head
*/. subgoall
*/. subgoal2

The correct clause has a head, reverse([HIT] ,R),
which states that the reverse of a list that is m a d e up
of afirstelement, H, called the list's head, and a sublist, T, called the list's tail, is R. R is determined in the
clause's body, which has two subgoals. T h efirstsubgoal,
r e v e r s e d , T l ) , states that the reverse of the list T is Tl.
T h e second subgoal, append (Tl, [H] ,R), states that R is
just the concatenation of the list Tl and the element H.
^Multistrategy Misconception Discovery
In short, the clause as a whole recursively states that the
^Misconceptions are incorrect or inconsistent knowledge
— facts, procedures, concepts, principles, schemata or strate- reverse of a list is the concatenation of the reverse of its
gies — about a domain that result in errors in behavior.
tail and its head.
Behavioral errors can also be due to insufficient knowledge,
however, and w e use the term knowledge error to include
^Words or phrases that come after a '/, symbol in a P R O insufficient knowledge as well as incorrect or inconsistent
L O G program are considered comments; they are not part of
knowledge.
clause definitions.
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N o w consider the following actual student behavior,
which is incorrect.

DISCREPANCY SET I
replace(head,R,[TllHl)
remove(subgoal2)

t buggy clause */,
rever8e([H|T],[Tl|H]) :reverse(T.Tl).
The above clause differs from the correct clause in two
ways. First, in place of the variable R in the head of the
conect clause, the buggy clause has the list [Tl IH] in
its head. Expressed in relational form, this discrepancy
is:

®

ERROR HIERARCHY

/^jfemove(subgoal27

remove(subgoall)
replace(subgoal2,T1 ,T)
replace(subgoal2,[H].H)

'replace(head,R,[TIH])
remove(subgoall)

replace(head,R,[Tl|H]).
Second, the second subgoal in the correct clause is omitted in the buggy clause. Expressed in relational form,
this discrepancy is:

REVISED
ERROR HIERARCHY

remove(subgoal2).

®
(femove(subgoal2) |

The two discrepancies just described form a discrepancy
set, and constitute one input object to M M D . M M D
takes one such discrepancy set at a time and clusters
it into an error hierachy (Figure lA; w e shall explain the
figure shortly).
For ecLch input discrepancy set, M M D outputs two
things: (1) a revised error hierarchy (Figure IB) and
set of intensionally defined error classes,'* and (2) the error class or classes to which a discrepancy set (as well as
its corresponding program) belongs.

remove(subgoall)
replace(subgoal2,T1 ,T)
replace(subgoal2,[H],H)

'•[replace(head,R,[X?IH)) | '"'
^ ^ " ^ - \ ^
remove(subgoall)
tX? = Tl|
X? = T

B

O
@

Algorithm
M M D uses a similarity measure that adapts Tversky's
(1977) contrast model, and a set of causality heuristics
to classify a discrepancy set into an error hierarchy. T h e
similarity measure is:

denotes a causal relationship
intersection generalization
variabieization generalization

Figure 1: Clustering set of behavioral discrepancies into
a n error hierarchy I (See explanation in text.)

Sim{C,0) = ef{C n O) - af{C - O) - l3f{0 - C)
3. Subconcept-level causality:
where C and O are sets of behavioral discrepancies; 6, a,
and l3 are user-redefinable parameters; f { X ) returns the
cardinality of X ; and, the set of commonalities ( C n O )
is:
m n

( C n O ) = C o m i c O ) = U U ^99iCr,O,)
1=1j=i
where lgg(x,y) is the least general generalization (Plotkin,
1970; Muggleton & Feng, 1990) of discrepancies x and
y in the function-free first order logic, and m and n are
the number of discrepancies in C and O , respectively.
The causality heuristics are:
1. Component-level causality:
Causal relationships
a m o n g the c o m p o n e n t s of the ideal behavior that are
present in a set of discrepancies suggest causal relationships a m o n g these discrepancies.
2. Concept-level causality: T h e co-occurrence of t w o discrepancies dl a n d d 2 in a generalization n o d e of a n
error hierarchy, w h e r e dl is a n intersection generalization a n d d 2 is a variabilization generalization, suggests
that dl causes d2.

C a u s a l relationships b e tween a parent node dl of an error hierarchy and its
child dS suggests that, all other things being equal, d2
causes dl.

We shall illustrate the use of the first heuristic later.^
M M D , whose algorithm is summarized in Figure 2,
takes one discrepancy set at a time and classifies this recursively into the nodes of the error hierarchy that match
it to a certain degree (Figure 2, steps 1 and 2). Referring back to Figure lA, for example, note that the node
remove (subgoal2) below the root node of the error hierarchy is actually one of the discrepancies in the input
discrepancy set (remove (subgoal2) is called an 'intersection' generalization of the two). Assuming that the 7
parameter of step 1 indicates that this is a match, the
input discrepancy set will therefore be classified into this
subtree, a m o n g possible others.
Next, the remaining discrepancy replace (head, R,
[TllH]) of the input discrepancy set is compared against the child node [replace(head,R, [TIH]),
remove(subgoall)]. This time, a 'variabilization' gen-

^Each subtree (minus its variable-instantiating leaves) under the root node of an M M D - i n d u c e d hierarchy forms a n
intensional definition of a clctss of errors which, in turn, represents a misconception or other knowledge error.
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^The second and third heuristics do not directly affect the
results we discuss in this paper, and are provided only for
completeness. Further details regarding the similarity measures, causality heuristics, and algorithm of M M D can be
found in (Sison, N u m a o & Shimura, 1998).

1. Match.

DISCREPANCY SET 2
remove(8ubgoall)
replaca(8ubgoal2,T1,T)

Determine which children of a given node N of an
error hierarchy match the input set of input discrepancies D. Specifically, compute the set of commonalities, C o m , and the degree of similarity, Sim, between a child and D, and determine whether Sim exceeds a system threshold, 7. In addition, determine
causal relationships among discrepancies in D using
the component-level causadity heuristic.
2. Position.
If no match is found, or if the input discrepancy is a
single discrepancy (in which case it has no causal ties),
place D directly under TV. Otherwise, place D in its
appropriate position vis-a-vis the matching child(ren)
of N .
3. Sever (unnecessary ties).
For every new node created in (2), determine conceptand subconcept-level causalities. If no concept-level
causaUty exists among discrepancies in this node, retain the node nevertheless. If this node is a leaf node,
and no subconcept-level causality exists between components of this node amd its parent, sever the link between this child and its parent, and reclassify it (and
the current subtree) into the hierarchy.
4. F o r g e t (the occasional slip).
Nodes whose weights fall below a system parameter
m a y be discarded on a regular or demand basis. (No
nodes are discarded in the current implementation.)

ERROR HIERARCHY

yemove(
'•••[feplace(head,R.[X7IHl) |
remove(subgoal1
X? = T

remova(subgoal1)
.
replace(sut)aoal2,T1,T) •'
replace(8ub9oal2.[H].H)
* *

K?=tri

REVISED
ERROR HIERARCHY

|femove(sub9oal2) 1

* * * remove(subgoal1)
replace(subgoal2,T1 ,T)

'•••tfeplace(head,R,[X?IHl) | * * *
replace(subgoal2,[H],H)
remove(subgoall)

^<?^Tn

Figure 2: Basic procedure of M M D

Q

eralization (replace (head, R, [X? IH])) occurs,^ and so
a node for this vaxiabilization is created, and the instantiations of the pattern variable X? (i.e., X?=T and X?=T1),
a m o n g others, are pushed d o w n to the next level. Figure I B shows the revised hierarchy. T h e left subtree in
Figure I B (though not complete in the figure) characterizes a misconception in which the append/3 relation
(in subgoal2) and the [|] operator are thought to be
functionally the same, at least as far as concatenating
two lists is concerned. This is in fact the misconception
underlying the student's buggy clause presented earlier.
The Se\er Operator In addition to the hierarchical
reorganization that step 2 entails, the absence of causal
relationships between a parent and a child in a hierarchy can cause further reorganization: said child can
be severed from its parent and then reclassified (step 3
(Sever)). This aillows the algorithm to disentangle the
multiple misconceptions or knowledge errors that m a y
have produced the discrepancies in a student's behavior.
Consider the following buggy clause:
•/. buggy clause 2 '/,
reverse([HIT],R) :append(T,H,R).
T h e discrepancies between the above clause and the
correct clause presented earlier are:
remove(subgoal1),
^Variabilization generalizations correspond to M a r k m a n
a n d Centner's (1993) 'alignable differences.'
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denotes a causal relationship
intersection generalization

Figure 3: Clustering a set of behavioral discrepancies
into a n error hierarchy II (See explanation in text.)

replace(head,Tl,T).
Clustering the discrepancies of the above buggy clause
into the error hierarchy in Figure 3 A produces the revised error hierarchy in Figure 3B. N o w note that the
node replace (subgoal2, [H] ,H) in the right subtree of
Figure 3 B is not at all (causally) related to its parent
([remove(subgoal1), replace(subgoal2,Tl,T) ]).
Since the child replace (subgoal2, [H] ,H) is not related to its parent, M M D severs (denoted in the figure
by a jagged line) the child from the parent and then
reclassifies the child into the hierarchy. This particular severing operation is consistent with the fact that
omitting or forgetting to put the list brackets [] around
a variable (denoted by the discrepancy replace(subgoal2, [H] ,H)) has nothing to do with omitting the
first subgoal of the correct clause (i.e., the discrepancy
remove (subgoall)), and the natural consequence of the
latter, which is using some other variable in place of Tl
in the second subgoal of the correct clause (i.e., the discrepancy replace(subgoal2,T1,T)).
It will be noted that the S e v e r operator only applies
between a child and an unrelated parent; i,e., a subset
of discrepancies will not be severed from its original set,
5, even if no causal relationship can be found between it
and 5, unless it has already been 'gently pushed out of

5, only connected to S by a parent-child link. In other
words, the Sever operator will not split a node even
though its contents are unrelated with respect to the
background knowledge. This conservative approach of
retaining nodes despite the absence of component-level
causalities thus takes into account the possibility that
the background knowledge may be incomplete.
Experiments and Discussion
Experiments
To empirically examine the individual and combined effectiveness of M M D ' s similarity and causality components in discovering error classes and classifying behaviors accordingly, we compare the performance of M M D
against its similarity and causality components working
'alone' on the discrepancy sets of 64 buggy reverse/2
and 56 buggy sumlist/2 P R O L O G programs^ obtained
from third year undergraduate students learning the language. W e shall call the similarity and causality components S M D and C M D , respectively. Specifically, S M D
is M M D without the checks for causality in steps 1 and
3 (of Figure 2), while C M D is M M D in which the last
part of step 1 would be chcinged to read "... threshold,')
and causal relationships exist among the discrepancies in
Com.'''' The latter modification implies that for two sets
of discrepancies to match, their similarity value must not
only be above the system threshold, but their commonalities must also have (the same) inter-discrepancy causal
relationships.
Performance is viewed from two perspectives, namely,
(1)•programclassification (i.e., the percentage of buggy
programs, or more specifically, their corresponding discrepancy sets, that are correctly classified) a n d (2) error discovery (i.e., the percentage of misconceptions a n d
knowledge errors, or m o r e specifically, their corresponding error classes, that are correctly discovered). Performance accuracy is determined by comparing the classification a n d discovery results of S M D / C M D / M M D
against the error categories and groupings that were produced by a team of P R O L O G teachers w h o have examined (1) the buggy programs and (2) M M D ' s output.
Specifically, performance accuracy is the percentage of
buggy programs (discrepancy sets) correctly classified or
knowledge errors (error classes) correctly discovered by
S M D / C M D / M M D with respect to those of the experts.
Earlier w e have noted that a buggy program can exhibit more than one misconception or knowledge error.
Thus, in our experiments, a buggy program is considered
fully classified only if all the misconceptions a n d knowledge errors underlying it are detected; otherwise, it is
only partially classified, receiving only a partial point
(^), where n is the total n u m b e r of knowledge errors
underlying the program. Similarly, a knowledge error is
considered fully discovered (with respect to past data)
only if the knowledge error's intensional definition contains all the manifestations that the error can assume
in a buggy program; otherwise, it is only partially discovered, receiving only a partial point (^), where m is

Table 1: Results for the reverse dataset
Algorithms

SMD
CMD
MMD
BC:
ED:
P-P:
P-F;

Be
P-P P-F

61
68
84

79
81
94

ED
FT

P-F

34
44
70

38
50
88

Buggy Programs Correctly Classified {%)
Error Classes Correctly Discovered (%)
Partial classification/discovery awarded Partial point
Partial classification/discovery awarded Full point

Table 2: Results for the sumlist dataset
Algorithms

SMD
CMD
MMD
BC:
ED;
P-P;
P-F:

BC
P-P P-F
76
44
95

81
45
97

ED
P-F P-F
55
63
75

58
63
75

Buggy Programs Correctly Classified (%)
Error Classes Correctly Discovered (%)
Partial classification/discovery awarded Partial point
Partial cleissification/discovery awarded Full point

the total n u m b e r of possible ways in which the error has
been observed to appear in a program. Partially classified buggy programs or partially discovered error classes
can, of course, be awarded full points. This is appropriate w h e n , for example, all that is required in a certain
application is for one student error to b e determined.
The mean accuracies of S M D , C M D , and M M D for
5 random orderings of the input datasets are shown in
Tables 1 and 2. These results were obtained using the
following parameter settings: ^ = 1, a = 0.5, (3 — 0.5,
and 7 > 0. These values of 0, a and /3 are intuitive and
give good results for 7 > 0. Other values of 7 are possible, but are somewhat more arbitrary and contrived.
Using different values for a and 0 (e.g., to model some
asymmetry) do not yield better results, at least not in
the two datasets. (Sison et ai, 1997) shows some results for different values of these parameters. The first
causality heuristic is implemented using input-output relationships between components in the ideal behavior
(see appendix).
Results and Discussion

The overall result is that M M D can identify the bugs
in most of the programs, and can do this more effectively than either of its similarity or causality components working alone. Tables 1 and 2 show that M M D ' s
classification performance (P-P) was 3 8 % better than
SMD's and 2 4 % better than C M D ' s on the reverse
dataset, and 2 5 % better than SMD's and more than a
hundred percent (!) better than C M D ' s on the sumlist
dataset. As far as discovery performance is concerned,
M M D (P-P) was almost a hundred percent (!) better
than S M D and almostfiftypercent better than C M D
^For the naive reversal of elements of a list and for sum- on the reverse dataset, and 3 6 % better than S M D and
ming the elements of a list of numbers, respectively.
19% better than C M D on the sumlist dataset. The dif-
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• -

''

^
•••

discovery process involving the search for n e w causal relationships.

l'°on
^

^

replace(subgoal2,Tl .H)
replace(subgoal2,lH],X?)
*%•

T h e results also indicate s o m e important differences
between the t w o datasets. For example, the sumlist
dataset seems to b e simpler than the r e v e r s e dataset
in the sense that b u g g y programs in the former tend to
each have only o n e misconception or knowledge error.
In contrast, m a n y programs in the r e v e r s e dataset are
m o r e complex, having multiple knowledge errors. T h u s ,
the ratios of the P-P values to the P-F values are smaller
in the r e v e r s e dataset than in the sumlist dataset for

•••

•••

Figure 4: A n error unlearnable b y C M D

SMD, CMD, and M M D .
ferences were even greater w h e n partially classified prograjns or partially discovered error classes were given full
points (P-F).
Moreover, M M D ' s P-P-to-P-F ratios for program classification performance (84/94 or .89 for reverse, 95/97
or .98 for s u m l i s t ) were higher than those of S M D ' s
(61/79 or .77 for r e v e r s e , 76/81 or .94 for s u m l i s t ) , indicating that M M D w a s better able to disentangle multiple errors as a result of its causality c o m p o n e n t . This
is the m a i n reason for w h a t w a s reported in previous papers as M M D ' s superior performance c o m p a r e d to S M D .
Although C M D ' s P-P-to-P-F ratio for program classification performance w a s quite high, quite as high in
fact as M M D ' s for the s u m l i s t dataset (44/45 or .98),
its rather surprisingly dismal performance (both P - P a n d
P-F values for classification accuracy were only half as
g o o d as M M D ' s o n this dataset) quickly negates this
slight P-P-to-P-F advantage. This poor performance can
b e traced to the fact that C M D requires that t w o similar discrepancy sets have (the s a m e ) inter-discrepancy
causal relationships. T h u s , for example, C M D w a s
not able to learn the subtree in Figure 4 because the
discrepancies in the n o d e [ r e p l a c e ( s u b g o a l l , T l , H ) ,
r e p l a c e ( s u b g o a l 2 , [H] ,X?)] are not causally related
according to thefirstcausality heuristic a n d the background knowledge (in the appendix).
Unfortunately, not all co-occurring discrepancies in
the above experiments h a d causal relationships that
could b e found in or explained by the background knowledge. This is not to say that there are are n o causal relationships between these co-occurring discrepancies; this
only says that the background knowledge of causal relationships that w a s used in the experiments w a s not c o m plete. W h i l e a perfectly complete background knowledge is desirable, it might not always b e feasible. B y
retaining such robust (i.e., frequently co-occurring but
unseparatable b y a parent-child link) groups of discrepancies in spite of the absence of causal relationships in
the background knowledge, M M D can in fact correctly
discover m o r e errors a n d classify m o r e programs than
C M D . In addition, such as-yet-not-fully-understandable
co-occurrences® c a n b e used to trigger a n e w kind of
* W e say 'not fully' understandable or explainable because,
although M M D ' s second causality heuristic can be used to inductively determine which discrepancy causes which (e.g., the
second causality heuristics suggests that thefirstdiscrepancy
in Figure 4 causes the second), this still does not specify the
exact nature of the relationship.
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Finally, although M M D w a s not able to discover all
error classes, M M D succeeded in discovering the m o r e
c o m m o n ones. This explains w h y the classification rates
were higher relative to the discovery rates.

Related Work
The similarity component of M M D is similar to
U N I M E M (Lebowitz, 1987) and C O B W E B (Fisher,
1987), which eure also incremental concept formation systems. Like U N I M E M , it adopts a set theoretic concept
representation. U N I M E M ' s similarity measure, however,
considers only the differences between two sets of features. Moreover, U N I M E M only deals with attributevalue descriptions. C O B W E B uses a probabilistic concept representation and a corresponding probabilistic
similarity measure (category utility (Gluck & Corter,
1985)), and can thus only produce disjoint clusters of
whole objects. In terms of explaining errors in novice
behavior, this means that a buggy behavior can only be
classified under one misconception, though it may well
be symptomatic of several. Like U N I M E M , C O B W E B
deals only with attribute-value descriptions (but see the
C O B W E B variant in (Thompson & Langley, 1991)).
Causal relationships among features that have been
previously clustered can be induced or deduced in a variety of ways. In the U N I M E M extension proposed in
(Lebowitz, 1986), for example, frequently occurring features in other concepts are considered causative, from
which one can forward-chain to the other features using heuristic, low-level, causal domain rules. In M M D ,
causality between discrepancies is determined by the existence of causal relationships among their components,
and whether a generalized discrepancy is an intersection
or a variabilization, or if it is a parent or a child. There
is no need in M M D for a given set of heuristic directional
causal rules linking discrepancies, though the causal relationships among their components can be viewed as
a lower-level and less ad hoc form of such. In (Pazzani, 1993), which likewise uses a UNIMEM-like clusterer, there are two kinds of features, namely, actions
and state changes, and actions are always the causative
features. Explanation is achieved by instantiating general causal domain rules or templates. In our approach,
any discrepancy is potentially causative, and no general
causal domain rule templates are necessary.
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Figure 5: Input-output (caused) relationships between
ideal behavior components

Conclusion
In this paper, we have reviewed the basic representation
and algorithm of M M D , and presented and discussed
results of experiments in which the individual and combined use of M M D ' s similarity and causality components
were examined to evaluate their usefulness in discovering novice programmer errors. Results have shown that
M M D can effectively discover such errors and classify
discrepant behaviors according to these errors. Moreover, results have revealed the usefulness of the causality
component of M M D especially when the similarity component fails to discover certain errors due to these errors' entanglement in complex behaviors (particularly in
P R O L O G programs with multiple bugs), and the usefulness of the similarity component when no caused relationships for robust co-occurring discrepancies are present in
the background knowledge. Future work involves the incorporation of a failure-driven mechanism for extending
the set of causal relationships in the background knowledge. M M D is part of M U L S M S (Sison & Shimura,
1996), a framework for a multistrategic learning student
modeling system.

Appendix
Figure 5 shows the input-output relationships between
components of the correct reverse clause presented earlier. T o illustrate, recall the discrepancy set of Figure lA,
which is m a d e u p of the following two discrepancies:
replace(head,R,[Tl|H]),
remove(subgoal2).
These two discrepancies are causally related according
to thefirstcausality heuristic because both involve the
user variable R, and the R involved in the second discrepancy can be viewed as causing (emphasized in Figure 5
using a broken line) the R involved in thefirst.O f course,
the R in the head and the R in the second subgoal of the
correct clause refer to one a n d the s a m e thing. T o be
more precise, therefore, what w e m e a n by the R in the
subgoal "causing" the R in the hecid is that: given that
both R's are output variables, the subgoal (rather thcin
the head) is responsible for binding R to a value.
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utility considerations prescribe a choice diametrically
opposed to that prescribed by the principle of dominance.
A s in the case of other paradoxes, seemingly impeccable
reasoning gives rise to contradictions. Thus, logician
Richard Jeffrey (1983) says that Newcomb's Problem
m a y be seen "as a rock on which ... Bayesianism ... must
founder". In a similar vein, M . Resnik (1987, 111)
declares "... this paradox has shaken decision theory to its
foundations" and R. Campbell (1985. 3) says "Quite
simply, these paradoxes ... cast in doubt our
understanding of rationality...". Despite a staggeringly
vast literature of great technical subtlety and complexity,
no solution has emerged.
I propose a novel analysis going beyond the usual
solutions which merely give a preferred or "right" answer
to the choice problem. M y account provides an essential
further element of any satisfactory solution by revealing
the source of the persistent intractability of the problem
itself.

Abstract
Among data implying pessimistic conclusions about
human rationality, one might include evidence from the
notorious Newcomb's Problem (Nozick 1969), which
has hitherto, however, been largely confined to the
philosophical literature. After nearly thirty years of
inconclusive discussion, Newcomb's Problem is still
widely seen as exposing inadequacies of the current
standard theory of rational decision since the most
plausible principles of choice give conflicting
recommendations. Thus, Jeffrey (1983) says that
Newcomb's Problem may be seen "as a rock on which ...
Bayesianism ... must founder". Despite a staggeringly
vast literature of great technical subtlety and
complexity, no solution has emerged. 1 offer a novel
analysis which goes beyond merely giving the right
answer to the choice problem by also revealing the
source of its persistent intractability. U m y solution
suggests good news about human capacity for rational
choice, it entails bad news about other important
problem-solving abilities central to cognitive science.

Newcomb's Problem

Introduction
T h e issue of rationality in reasoning and decision-making
has become a hot topic in cognitive science largely
through the stimulus of research by Kahnemann, Tversky,
W a s o n , Johnson-Laird, St John Evans, and others. In
particular, certain decision problems have become famous
for being able to elicit choices that conflict with those
recommended by utility theory. T h e two most famous of
such "paradoxes" are those of Allais (1953) and Ellsberg
(1961) which, like the cases of Kahnemann and Tversky,
have led s o m e to raise serious doubt about the extent of a
much-vaunted h u m a n capacity for rational thought.
A m o n g such data implying pessimistic conclusions about
h u m a n rationality, one might include evidence from the
notorious N e w c o m b ' s Problem (Nozick 1969) which has,
however, been largely confined to the philosophical
literature. Nevertheless, like the research on various
paradoxes, biases* and 'heuristics', N e w c o m b ' s Problem
suggests deep and ill-understood puzzles in rational choice
behavior. Despite almost complete neglect a m o n g
cognitive psychologists (though see Shafir 1995),
Newcomb's Problem should be of crucial relevance to
cognitive science through revealing anomalies in our tacit
principles of decision making.
After nearly thirty years of inconclusive discussion,
N e w c o m b ' s Problem is still widely seen as exposing
inadequacies of the current standard theory of decision
making since the most plausible normative principles
give conflicting recommendations. Subjective expected
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The Problem involves a choice between two alternatives:
O f two boxes A and B, you m a y choose either to take
B o x B only, or you m a y choose to take both b o x e s
A and B. B o x A contains $1,000; Box B contains either
a million dollars or nothing depending on the prediction of
the agent w h o places the m o n e y there. If the agent predicts
you will choose only B o x B , then he will place the
million dollars in it. If he predicts that you will choose
both boxes, he will leave B o x B empty. This predictor is
k n o w n from previous experience to be extremely reliable,
making correct predictions 95 percent of the time. H e
makes his prediction, and depending on what he predicts
about your choice, either places the million dollars in Box
B or not. H e departs and can no longer influence the
outcome, and then you m a k e your choice.
Given the high reliability of the agent's predictions,
the principle of subjective expected utility recommends
taking only box B since there is almost certainty of
winning a million dollars. However, since the agent either
places the m o n e y or not prior to your choice and can no
longer influence the situation, the principle of dominance
recommends taking both boxes since you will be $1,000
better off regardless of what the agent has done. There is
no point leaving a certain gain of $1,000 w h e n it can not
influence the outcome of the choice.
Prima facie, at least, it is surprising that Newcomb's
Problem has persisted in the literature for so long without
any decisive solution. Recently returning to the problem
he presented nearly thirty years ago, Nozick (1993) aims
to "formulate a broadened decision theory to handle and

encompass this problem adequately" (1993. p. 41) and a
wide variety of other solutions have been proposed.
A m o n g these. Richard Jeffrey shares David Lewis' view
that Newcomb's Problem is "a prisoners' dilemma for
space cadets: a secular, sci-fi successor to the problems of
predestination" (1983. p. 25). However, none of these
succeed in demystifying the problem and explaining why a
solution has been so elusive. A truly insightful solution
will reveal why the problem should have evaded the best
philosophical minds w h o have toiled over it. That is,
none of the many solutions proposed appear to decisively
expose the source of the puzzlement.

Pseudo-Problem
Despite having been neglected, available analyses of
Newcomb's Problem suggest its crucial relevance to
cognitive science as a symptom of further anomalies in
our heuristics for rational decision making. However, in
venturing to offer a new approach here I must, at the same
time, admit to sharing something like the sentiments of
Wittgenstein's Preface to his Tractatus. At the same time
as claiming to have solved all the problems of
philosophy, Wittgenstein confessed that little had been
accomplished since the problems were, after all, not real,
but only pseudo-problems. It is in this spirit that I
propose m y "solution" to Newcomb's Problem. In this
respect, the relevance of Newcomb's Problem to
psychology turns out, after all, to be somewhat indirect
and less serious than it appears on current accounts.
However, demonstrating this is not without interest for
cognitive science. Somewhat like Wittgenstein's ladder, it
must be thrown away only after one has climbed up with
it. Thus, I a m concerned to make two inter-related points.
First. I wish to draw attention to the unnoticed relevance
of Newcomb's Problem to cognitive science given the
currently available analyses. This is to place it among the
paradoxes such as those of Allais and Ellsberg which are
taken to raise questions about human reasoning and its
normative foundations. Second, however, I will suggest
that the standard approaches have failed to capture the
precise source of the paradox in Newcomb's dilemma. If
m y own analysis is correct, then the decision problem and
its consequences for cognitive science are, in fact, quite
different from what is entailed by existing theories. If m y
solution suggest good news about our capacity for rational
choice, it suggests bad news about other cognitive
abilities of importance. A s an instance of a certain
familiar class of paradox, it is revealed as a further
manifestation of deep cognitive illusions which have
plagued theorising about the mind (see Slezak 1982,
1983, 1984).
The lack of empirical or theoretical research may be due,
in part, to the science-fictional nature of the choice
situation which appears impossible to realise in an
experimental set-up, omniscient predictors being hard to
find in practice. Close real-life analogs of Newcomb's
Problem have been discussed in the literature, but these
have been mentioned only anecdotally and not studied
systematically for what they might reveal about human
choice behaviour.
Due to the limitations of space. I w ill proceed here by
ignoring most of what has been written in the vast
literature on the subject becau.se m y resolution of the
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problem appears to be radically distinct from available
analyses and is, therefore, neither derived from, nor
illuminated by. them. In particular. Newcomb's Problem
is universally construed, following Nozick's (1969)
original presentation as raising problems of decision
theory, however I suggest that these problems are merely
•symptomatic of difficulties which lie elsewhere. In the
thirty years of extensive analysis it appears not to have
been noticed that the circumstances of the choice, though
seemingly plausible if somewhat extravagant, are in fact
incoherent and logically impossible. That is, the choice
involving the predictor is not merely fantastic in a
science-fiction sense, but paradoxical in a strict logical
sense.
What appears as a conflict between two principles of
rational decision is, in fact, a clue to the peculiar nature of
the problem. The vacillation between two impeccable but
contradictory recommendations is induced by certain
specific characteristics of the conditions of choice. The
scenario involving a super-predicting demon has served to
disguise certain crucial logical features of the problem.
The extensive and subtle discussions of expected utility
and dominance principles of rational choice, have merely
distracted attention from the real locus of the problem. In
this sense the vast literature spawned by Nozick's original
paper has served only as a misdirection from the real
sleight-of-hand.
Self-Referential Paradoxes
In particular, a vast amount of speculation concerning
conditional probabilities and causal decision theory has
been precipitated by the mysterious link between the
choice and its consequences via the earlier action of the
Predictor, even though this cannot be a causal connection.
However, the link need not be as mysterious as widely
believed. The deliberations leading to a choice of boxes
must make inescapable reference to the Predictor and his
criteria for placing the $ M , since the choice necessarily
involves calculating the consequences of the Predictor's
actions. However, the Predictor's actions themselves are
predicated upon these very deliberations and their outcome.
Thus, we see an inescapable circularity in the conditions
of the choice as the subject attempts to incorporate
features of his own reasoning into themselves.
Calculating his preferred choice involves taking into
account the demon's prediction which, in turn, must take
into account the subject's o w n calculations. In short, the
subject is caught in a self-referential loop of trying to
predict his o w n actions. His choice attempts to anticipate
the outcome of the choice itself.
W h e n the self-referential nature of the subject's
deliberations are noticed, it becomes clear that the
situation is closely analogous to the notorious Liar
Paradox and the family of related conundrums. Noticing
this fact is illuminating through assimilating the
seemingly independent puzzle to a familiar class of
problems. Furthermore, of course, noticing the relatedness
of Newcomb's Problem to the class of self-referential
paradoxes explains not only why it should have remained
so recalcitrant, but also the peculiar vacillation it induces.
The failure to have noticed that Newcomb's Problem is
a variant of familar self-referential paradoxes appears to be
due to the fact that its formulation serves to disguise this
connection. In order to expose these links we may briefly

auend to ihe central features of self-referential paradoxes
such as that of the Liar. In its most familiar and direct
form, the Liar Paradox arises with a sentence (I) which
asserts its o w n falsehood;

key features w e have just noted which lead to
contradiction, namely, self-reference and negation.
Moreover, Newcomb's Problem has the structure of
indirect paradoxes in which the contradiction is mediated
by intervening steps - perhaps accounting partly for the
universal failure to have noticed its character.
(1) This sentence is false
In N e w c o m b ' s problem, the Predictor acts as an
Notoriously, sentence (I) is true if it is false, and it is intermediary serving to externalise what is. in fact, a loop
in one's attempt to second-guess one's self. This is
false if it is true. Without rehearsing two thousand years
closely analogous to the w a y in which the Liar Paradox
of inconclusive debate, w e m a y note only that the
contradiction arises in this and related cases due to t w o can be extended via intermediary agents whose beliefs
extend the loop and thereby avoid a direct contradiction in
features of the sentence.
the manner of sentences (3) and (4) above. Here too, the
Self-Reference. First, there is a loop or self-reference
self-referential
nature of the puzzle is obscured by the role
in all cases of paradox. Thus, for example, Russell's set
of the Predictor, though it only extends the loop and does
theoretical paradox turns on essential reference to classes
not essentially alter the self-contradictory nature of the
whose m e m b e r s are classes, giving rise to the possibility
problem.
of classes which are m e m b e r s of themselves. In its
popular formulation, Russell's Paradox concerns the
village barber w h o shaves all and only those w h o d o not
shave themselves. T h e question is w h o shaves the barber?
Does he shave himself? Similarly, contradiction arises
from a seemingly innocuous definition of the adjectives
'autological' and 'heterological' as those words which do
or do not apply to themselves respectively. Thus, most
adjectives do not apply to themselves: the words 'red',
'frightening', 'flexible', 'delicious', carnivorous' etc.. do
not possess the properties to which they refer. W e m a y
define these as 'heterological'. However, a few adjectives
do apply to themselves and w e m a y define these as
autological':
'English',
'short',
'polysyllabic',
'unambiguous', 'pronounceable' etc. T h e question n o w is:
T o which class does the adjective 'heterological' belong?
If it applies to itself, it must be autological. but in that
case it must have the property to which it refers and be
heterological. A n d if it is does not apply to itself, being
heterological. then it is autological! A h a ! Gotcha.
Not all self-reference leads to contradiction. Thus.
sentence (2) is not paradoxical;

A Reformulated Variant of Newcomb

T h e essential logical features of the problem can be seen
clearly in a reformulation which eliminates the usual
complexities of the conflict between expected utility and
dominance principles. Instead, in this reformulation, a
decision is required between two simple alternatives, one
of which results in a reward. A s before, however, the
alternative which secures the reward depends on the
prediction of an agent concerning your choice. Consider,
then, two boxes X and Y , one of which will contain a
million dollars depending on the Predictor's anticipation
of your decision. If the Predictor expects you to choose
box X , he will put the m o n e y in box Y and vice-versa.
Y o u r reasoning must be as follows: O n first
deliberation, your choice is to take box X , but if you do,
then the Predictor will almost certainly have anticipated
this and put the m o n e y in box Y . Therefore, you should
choose box Y . But, of course, the predictor will have
anticipated that you will m a k e this second-level
calculation involving his reasoning and put the money in
box X after all. Therefore, you should choose box X as
(2) This sentence is true.
you originally intended .... and so on ad infinitum. The
vacillation between choices is precisely parallel with the
Negation. In addition to self-reference, a further element familiar vacillation of truth values in the Liar paradox
where the sentence is alternately true and false, each one
is required to generate paradox, namely, negation. Thus,
leading directly or indirectly to its opposite. Here, you
the Liar sentence asserts of itself that it is not true,
Russell's paradoxical class is that which is not a m e m b e r
should choose the opposite of whatever the Predictor
of itself, 'heterological' applies to itself only if it does not thinks you will choose. If the predictor is reliable, this
etc.
means that you should choose the opposite of whate\er
you would choose! The best choice is whatever you decide
Indirect P a r a d o x . Finally, it is crucial here to notice
not to do. This reformulated problem eliminates the
that paradox m a y be generated in less direct ways. For
complexities of the original N e w c o m b Problem
example, contradiction can arise not only from a sentence
which asserts its o w n falsehood, but indirectly as in the concerning utilities etc. which serve to distract attention
from the essential logical features of the choice. In this
following pair of sentences (3) and (4):
distilled form the contradiction and analogy with the Liar
are evident and permit us to see h o w the original
(3) Sentence (4) is true.
N e w c o m b Problem is also essentially of the same form.
(4) Sentence (3) is false.
In both cases, via the intermediary role of the Predictor,
Neither of these sentences is paradoxical on its own, but the subject is placed in the position of trying choose
whatever he doesn't wish to choose. The Predictor merely
together they generate a contradiction and the chain of
serves to extend the loop, making the self-reference
such sentences could be extended indefinitely.
indirect. In attempting to anticipate his choice the subject
is, in fact, attempting to anticipate his own.
Newcomb as the Liar
In the original N e w c o m b ' s Problem, the temptation to
W e are now in a position to see more clearly how
take both boxes according to the dominance principle is
Newcomb's Problem may be diagnosed as a version of
the futile effort to win the guaranteed extra Sl.CXX) by
self-referential paradox. It can be seen to have precisely the
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outsmarting the predictor and thereby outsmarting one's
self. Although it is absurd and even amusing, inevitably
one thinks that one might outwit the Predictor by
intending to take just box B all along and only switching
choice at the last m o m e n t to take both boxes. Something
like this has, in fact, been seriously discussed in the
literature on 'Tickles" and "Metatickles" (Eells, 1984).
Clearly, this is absurd since the Predictor would anticipate
this strategy, but it captures something of the inescapable
paradox of trying to avoid one's self - to flee one's o w n
shadow. T h e Predictor introduces an inessential step in
what is, in fact, the calculation and anticipation of one's
o w n decisions. Deliberating about the Predictor is
indirectly to deliberate about one's o w n current
deliberations. Thus, the state of nature is not independent
of m y choice - not in the sense of backward causation, but
because the very conception of such a state intrinsically
embodies assumptions about that choice. Conversely, the
choice I m a k e is itself determined by considerations which
attempt to encompass supposed knowledge or information
conceming the choice itself. In making the choice I a m
trying to weigh up facts including those which determine
the outcome of the choice - of course, via the intermediary
of the Predictor. T h e Predictor serves as a sort of mirror of
m y o w n deliberations. T h e problem is beguiling because
the assumption of the predictor seems merely extravagant
in a science-fictional sense, but otherwise innocuous.
However, the assumption appears to have camouflaged the
circular reasoning it abets. Reflection on the postulated
circumstances in the course of deliberating itself requires
considering a prediction about the choice as part of the
very act of making the choice itself. Thus, attempting to
take into account the prediction involves attempting to
anticipate the choice in the very act of making it. The
situation is impossible not because it involves science
fiction speculations, but because it involves selfcontradiction of a notoriously familiar sort.
Conditional Probabilities
The failure to recognize the foregoing considerations as
relevant to N e w c o m b ' s Problem has meant that elaborate
analyses have been undertaken in terms of conditional
probabilities. However the talk of conditional
probabilities in the context of N e w c o m b ' s Problem has
been seriously misleading since, the link in question here
is conditional but not probabilistic. O f course, the
difficulty is that the link is not causal either and hence the
incentive to develop 'causal decision theory' as a critique
of, and alternative to, conditional expected utility theory.
Causal decision theory as articulated by Gibbard and
Harper (1978) recommends the maximization of an
expected utility different from conditional expected utility,
this alternative utility being formulated in terms of
"nonbacktracking" counterfactual conditionals instead of
conditional probabilities. However, this might be seen as
an elaborate question-begging. The problem with
conditional probabilities in the context of Newcomb's
Problem is that it does not explain the nature of the link
and the underlying basis for it. In this sense the
conditional probability is merely a s y m p t o m of a deeper
problem rather than a full explanation as such. It follows
that existing analyses at this level have failed to diagnose
the source of the difficulty in N e w c o m b ' s Problem or to
deal with it decisively.
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T h e Causal Decision Theory was introduced in order to
deal with the fact that cau.sal independence m a y occur
without probabilistic independence. T h e article of Gibbard
and Harper (1978) argues that Bayesian decision theory
cannot account for such probabilistic dependence with
causal independence and "solves" N e w c o m b ' s problem by
claiming that the absence of causal connection removes
the conflict of principles by making the probabilistic
dependence irrelevant. That is, w e should act as if w e had
probabilistic independence and take both boxes as
recommended by the Dominance Principle. This has an air
of question-begging about it and the paradoxicality of their
conclusion seems to m a k e little advance on Nozick's
original statement of the paradox. In response to the
seeming irrationality of recommending a policy (taking
both boxes) which is guaranteed to be worse than the
altemative they write:
We take the moral of the paradox to be something
else: If someone is very good at predicting behavior
and rewards predicted irrationality richly, then
irrationality will berichlyrewarded. (1978, p. 369)
Good News and Bad Choices
A realistic analog to N e w c o m b ' s Problem is the situation
in which two independent events have a c o m m o n cause.
For example, w e might assume that smoking is not a
cause of lung cancer but merely a manifestation of a desire
or personality trait which is caused by a gene which also
predisposes one to cancer. S m o k i n g is then merely a
symptom or indication that one has the deadly cancer gene
but not itself causally relevant to contracting the disease.
The choice whether to s m o k e or not presents a dilemma
similar to N e w c o m b ' s Problem since one knows that
smoking cannot cause cancer but provides unwelcome
evidence that one is likely to be a victim. T h e temptation
is to avoid smoking in order to avoid the disease, but this
is plainly irrational since foregoing the pleasure of
smoking in no w a y affects the prior genetic facts.
Gibbard and Harper talk of the tendency or temptation to
bring about an indication of a desired state of the world,
even if it is k n o w n that the act that brings the news has
no effect in bringing about the desired state itself.
However, such talk about the impotent manipulating of
news simply misses the point. Specifically it misses the
nature of the connection between the "news" and the event
it seems merely to announce. Despite the absence of any
causal connection, the universal conclusion that there is
no relevant connection has been too hasty and has
overlooked what is, after all, a crucial link. T o appreciate
the specific nature and the force of this link it is essential
to distinguish the science-fictional or metaphysical aspects
of the N e w c o m b scenario and its logical features. That is,
the science-fiction features m a y be accepted as
unproblematic but should not obscure quite different
problems namely, the stricly logical issues confronted
by the an agent in the suppased circumstances in
attempting to reason in order to m a k e a choice. In
focussing attention on the reasoning process, I have been
concerned to draw attention to purely logical or conceptual
issues confronted by one w h o tries to calculate the best
course of action under the supposed circumstances. Such a
reasoner is forced to m a k e a sequence of inferences which

are noi merely problematic regarding principles of choice
as generally assumed.
References
Demons, Deceivers and Liars
There is an uncanny but not entirely coincidental
similarity between Newcomb's demon and that of
Descartes. Just as Descartes's demon systematically
thwarts his beliefs, so Newcomb's demon systematically
thwarts his choices. Descartes' demon defeats our attempt
to understand the world, while Newcomb's demon defeats
our attempt to change it.
The analogy between these cases has not been remarked
upon despite the prima facie similarity, but this oversight
is undoubtedly due to a curious failure to notice the kind
of self-referential paradoxes to which I have been referring.
It is perhaps no accident, therefore, that both Newcomb's
Problem and Descartes' doubting argument have been
unusually recalcitrant. Whether or not the controversy
over Newcomb's Problem might persist for another three
hundred years like Descartes's, there are grounds for seeing
their peculiarity as deriving from c o m m o n sources. Thus,
Slezak (1983) has set out the logical features of Descartes'
notorious argument which leads to the conclusion 'Cogito
ergo sum' and reveals this to have the structure of
'diagonal" arguments like Godel's Theorem and the Liar
Paradox. The fact that the Cogito argument is a variant of
the Liar Paradox helps to explain many of the textual and
philosophical features of this notorious argument which
remain obscure on other accounts. In particular, the
inexplicable certainty of Descartes's insight follows as a
strict logical consequence of his attempt to doubt
everything: In short, everything m a y be open to doubt
except doubt itself, which thereby comes to be selfcertifyingly certain. The interest and relevance of Descartes
in the present context is seen from the suggestion (Slezak
1983) that the peculiarities of the Cogito argument reflect
certain deep, inherent cognitive mechanisms arising from
attempting to understand one's self as part of the world.
Such self-reference gives rise to well-known paradoxes in
logic which m a y be abstract schemata capturing deep
psychological processes. These cognitive mechanisms
m a y be inherent features of our mental representations of
the world insofar as they attempt to encompass the self as
part of the world. A n analysis along these lines has been
given by K. Gunderson (1970) as an account of the
aetiology of certain puzzles about the mind. Specifically,
it is the asymmetry between our perceptual, cognitive
relation to our selves and the world which gives rise to the
characteristic
mind-body
perplexities.
Newcomb's
Problem and its paradoxical features m a y be due to the
operation of the same self-referential schemata and m a y be
yet another manifestation of the peculiarities of such tacit
logical reasoning. Such reasoning m a y be seen as
influenced by 'heuristics' and 'biases' of a particular
intellectual variety. Happily the domain affected seems to
be narrowly confined: The cognitive illusions in question
appear to violate the norms of rational thought only in
philosophical speculation.
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Abstract

allow the organism to discriminate a m o n g different objects
or classes, and highly variable cues, those that m a y or m a y
How do people deal with ambiguity and indeterminacy
ofpresent in the same object or class (see Estes, 1988;
not be
incoming information? The results of the two reported
1994, for reviews). For example, the red color of the tomato
experiments indicate that both young children and adults tend
does not allow one to distinguish the tomato from other red
to reduce ambiguity, systematically 'converting' nonvegetables (nondiagnosticity), whereas the changing color
informative propositions into more informative ones.
of the chameleon does not help in identifying this animal
Although young children and older participants use different
(high variability). This tendency is especially apparent in
strategies, high rates of conversions were found in both
h u m a n cognition that relies heavily on linguistic
groups. These conversions seem to represent an adaptive
representations. A number of authors (Gibson, 1940,
cognitive constraint — a tendency to reduce ambiguity and to
increase the informativeness of incoming information.
Shepard, Hovland, & Jenkings, 1961) have demonstrated
that that the difficulty of learning a classification increases
Introduction
if the stimuli that are assigned to different classes are less
discriminable (nondiagnosticity), or if stimuli that are
It is well k n o w n that people commit multiple errors w h e n
assigned to the same class are more discriminable (highly
reasoning and making judgments (Evans & Over, 1996; for
variable). Similar difficuhies have been demonstrated in
review). For example, w h e n processing deductive
concept attainment (Bruner, G o o d n o w , & Austin, 1956;
arguments, they tend to deviate from the argument's logic,
Estes, 1994), reasoning and problem solving (Fay & Klahr
confusing familiar or believable conclusions with logically
1996; Evans & Over, 1996), and early word learning
necessary ones; they also commit various logical fallacies in
(Markman, 1990). W e hypothesize that these difficulties
reasoning with conditionals (Evans, Newstead, & Byrne,
m a y represent an adaptive cognitive constraint. This
1993). Traditionally these errors have been explained as
constraint prohibits the organism
from
acquiring
resulting from a variety of random factors (e.g., fluctuations
ambiguous, indeterminate information, which cannot be
of attention) and from reasoners' tendency to misconstrue
readily used to adapt to the environment, thus directing
some premises in accordance with conversational uses of
learning toward acquisition of more usefiil and less
connectives (e.g., reasoners m a y mistake a premise " If P
ambiguous information. In other words, the organism's
then e " for " If and only if P then Q " ) (Braine & O'Brien,
spontaneous learning might be limited to those cues that
1991; Rips 1994). However, these deviations exhibit
better inform the organism about the environment. A t the
amazing regularity and systematicity for purely random
fluctuations. In this paper w e argue that some of these errors same time, h u m a n discourse is replete with ambiguities and
indeterminacies — people use various propositional forms
may stem from an adaptive strategy people use w h e n
that do not unambiguously inform about states of the world.
dealing with uncertainty and ambiguity. This strategy m a y
result in certain distortions of incoming information, but it For example, the proposition " Either theory A or theory B
is true" is ambiguous with respect to theory selection.
allows reductions in the uncertainty and ambiguity of the
Ambiguous propositions (e.g., " it is either blue or green")
environment.
are less informative with respect to the environment than
This tendency to reduce ambiguity seems to be a general
more
determinate ones (e.g., " it is green").
property of cognitive systems whose function is to process
The formal treatment of informativeness w a s proposed in
information from the environment, and to adequately
semantics. Bar-Hillel and C a m a p
(1964) defined
navigate the organism using available environmental cues.
informativeness of a proposition to be a function of the
There is ample evidence that both h u m a n and animal
species tend to avoid nondiagnostic cues, those that do not number of states of the world that the proposition rules out.
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Table 1: Informativeness of propositions varying in their logical form.

Proposition
Affirmation
Negation

Form

Example

A

Conjunction

AANDB

Disjunction
(inclusive)
Disjunction
(exclusive)
Conditional

A ORB

/ drank tea this morning
I did not drink tea this
morning
I drank tea A N D coffee
this morning
I drank tea O R coffee this
morning
I drank E I T H E R tea O R
coffee this morning
IF I drank tea T H E N I
drank coffee
I drank coffee IF A N D
O N L Y IF I drank tea
I drank tea this morning
O R I did not drink tea
this morning
I drank tea this morning
A N D I did not drink tea
this morning

Bi-Conditional
Tautology

Contradiction

Not-A

A O R B (but
not both)
IF A THEN
B
IFF
A
THENB
A O R not-A

A A N D notA

Proportion of
states of the
ruled
world
out by the
proposition

M o r e precisely, the informativeness of a statement is
inversely related to the logical probability of the statement
(see, Bar-Hillel & C a m a p , 1964; Johnson-Laird 1993), for
discussions). According to Bar-Hillel (1964), the relations
are specified by the following equation.
inftO = - log2 P(/) Equation 1
The logical probability of a statement is the number of
states of the world where the proposition is true divided by
the total number of all possible states of the world covered
by the proposition. Thus, logical probability could be
calculated using equation 2.
P(0 = IT,/2"

Equation 2

Ty is a state of the world where the proposition is true
and n is the number of atomic statements in the proposition.
The informativeness of the most c o m m o n forms of
propositions is provided in Table 1. According to the table,
a conjunction of two statements is more informative than an
atomic assertion, a biconditional, and an exclusive
disjunction, and these are more informative than a
disjunction and a conditional. At the same time, a tautology
is a totally non-informative statement, and informativeness
of a contradiction is not defmed.
It seems plausible that if the tendency to reduce
ambiguity stems from a cognitive constraint, then people
would try to reduce ambiguity of non-informative
propositions b y increasing their informativeness, and this
tendency will be present early in their lives. In particular.

N of states
of the world
where the
proposition
is true (ITj)

Logical
Probabilit
y(i:i^/2")

Informativeness
(-loe^PfO)

.5
.5

1
1

.5
.5

1
1

.75

I

.25

2

.25

3

.75

0.42

.5

2

.5

1

.25

3

.75

0.42

.5

2

.5

1

0

4

1

0

1

0

0

Undefined

they m a y change the propositional form of less informative
propositions to increase informativeness. This tendency
could be defmed as conversion of less informative
propositions into more informative ones. Therefore, w e
predicted that contradictions and tautologies would be
converted more frequently than disjunctions, which, in turn
would be converted more frequently than conjunctions. T o
test this hypothesis w e designed tasks where young children
and adults had to determine the truth status of more and less
informative predictions (Experiment 1), and where
adolescents and adults had to memorize and recall more and
less informative propositions (Experiment 2). The goal of
the two reported experiments was to test the hypothesis and
to provide descriptive accounts of h u m a n conversion
strategies.
Experiment 1
Method
Participants T w o groups of participants were included in
the design. The first group consisted of 34 four- and fiveyear old children currently enrolled in two child care centers
in a large Midwestern city. These participants were selected
on the basis of returning a parental consent form. The
second group of participants included 31 undergraduate
students currently enrolled in a large Midwestern university.
These participants were recruited from introductory courses
in a department of h u m a n development and family science.
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Materials The experimental tasks consisted of a series of
predictions by an imaginary character, Z Z (references to Z Z
were omitted for the university students), as to the outcome
of a ball dropped in the Tautology Machine. The Tautology
Machine is a 36" x 2 4 " board with a chute at the top in
which a ball dropped will fall through several nails which
direct the ball to one of two terminating points (the two
chutes were marked with red and green colors). Z Z m a d e
predictions regarding the outcomes of the game. These
predictions had syntactic forms of logical constants
(tautologies and contradictions), and contingent statements
(aflfumations and negations). The following predictions
were presented to subjects in four random orders:
Tautology 1: The ball will NOT land on Red OR will land
on Red.
Tautology 2: The ball will land on Red O R will N O T land
on Red.
Contradiction 1: T h e ball will N O T land on Red A N D
will land on Red.
Contradiction 2: The ball will land on Red A N D will
N O T land on Red.
Negation: T h e ball will N O T land on Red.
Affirmation: T h e ball will land on Red.

Procedure O n e within-subject variable, the form of the
prediction, and age and gender as across-subject factors
were included in the design. The experiment was conducted
in a single 10-15 minute session that included two phases:
warm-up/instruction phase and the experimental phase.
Each participant was tested individually in a quiet room.
Children were videotaped in order to ensure accurate coding
of responses. In the warm-up phase, the participants were
familiarized with the device. T o ensure that the participants
could distinguish between statements that were true and not
true, they were also asked to evaluate two statements (one
explicitly true and another explicitly false). In the
experimental phase, the instructions and predictions were
read to each participant and repeated if requested. The
participants were asked three questions. First, they were
asked to evaluate the a priori truth status of the prediction
as "Not True", "True", or "Can't Tell" (a priori
evaluation). Then participants were asked if it was
necessary to drop the ball to check the truth status of the a
priori prediction, constituting the request for empirical
verification (request for verification). If empirical
verification was requested, then the ball was actually
dropped through the machine. Finally, after the ball was
dropped, the participants were asked to again evaluate the
initial predictions as "Right", " W r o n g " or "Can't Tell" (o
posteriori evaluation).
Results and Discussion
Table 2 contains data on h o w the participants handled
propositions of different logical form. These data indicate
that children did not distinguish between logically true,
logically false, and contingent statements. At the same time,
university students consistently distinguished between
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propositions of different logical form. Note that for all six
propositions, all 34 children requested to drop the ball in
order to test the truth status of the proposition, but only 3
university students requested to drop the ball in order to test
Tautology I. A s a result of these uniform responses,
university students were excluded from further analyses.
After the ball was actually dropped, children's responses
presented in Table 2 changed dramatically. These n e w
responses are presented in Table 3. Data in the table indicate
that the truth status of the predictions is a function of the
ball's landings rather than the logical form of the
predictions. Correlations between where the ball actually
landed and what truth status children attributed to the
propositions appeared to be very high (see the note at the
bottom of Table 3). In addition, there were almost perfect
correlations between thefirstpart of c o m p o u n d statements
and affuTnations and negations (see Table 4). Data in Tables
3 and 4 clearly indicate that (a) the determiner of the truth
status of tautologies and contradictions (non-informative
logical constants) was not their logical form, but empirical
outcomes (i.e., where the ball actually landed) and (b)
children systematically ignored the second part of
tautologies and contradictions. These fmdings suggest that
children have considered the fu-st part of c o m p o u n d
statements by cutting the second part, and converting noninformative tautologies and contradictions into m o r e
informative affirmations or negations. T h e described " cuts"
appeared to be the only conversion strategy used by young
children.
The results partially support our hypothesis and provide
descriptive accounts of the conversion strategy children use
to increase the informativeness of non-informative
propositions. However, a number of important points are
missing fi-om the results. First, only younger participants
exhibited conversions. Second, the design included only
non-informative and informative forms and did not include
forms that differ in degree of informativeness (e.g.,
conjunctions and disjunctions). Finally, the results do not
allow to rule out the possibility that "cuts" merely reflect
young children's m e m o r y limitations (i.e., young children
simply forget the second part of a lengthy statement). These
problems were addressed in the second experiment.
Experiment 2 focused on older participants, it had a whole
range of logical forms differing in informativeness, and the
procedure allowed us to distinguish conversions from
m e m o r y limitations.

Table 2: Percent of participants' responses evaluating a priori predictions by response type, form of the proposition, and
participants' age.

Form of the proposition
Tautology 1
Tautology2
Contradiction!
Contradiction2
AfTumation
Negation

Not true
Students
Children
17.7
0.00
0.00
8.8
83.87
17.65
17.65
100
0.00
14.71
0.00
23.53

Response type
True
Children
Students
35.3
90.32
26.47
100
32.35
3.22
38.24
0.00
50.00
0.00
44.12
0.00

Can not tell
Children
Students
47.00
9.68
64.71
100
9.67
50.00
44.12
0.00
100
35.29
32.35
100

Table 3: Numbers of participants' a posteriori evaluations of the initial predictions as true or false by different landings of the
ball.
Ball's actual landing and a posteriori
evaluations
Lands on Red
Lands on Green
True
False
True
False
20
1
0
10
14
1
0
13
16
0
0
16

Initial predictions
The ball will land on Red or will N O T land on Red'
The ball will N O T land on Red or will land on Red^
The ball will land on Red and will N O T land on
Red^
The ball will N O T land on Red and will land on
15
17
0
1
Red*
The ball will land on Red'
13
0
2
19
The ball will N O T land on Red*
20
2
0
11
Note: V = -93, Ct^(l) = 26.8,/K.OOOl); V = --93, (^(1) = 24.3,/7<.0001); V = 1, (^(1) = 32,p<.0001); V = --94, (x'O) =
29.2,p<.0001); V = -89, 0^(1) = 26.7,/7<.0001); V = --88. ix'O) = 25.4,;7<.0001).

Table 4: Correlations between evaluation of the truth status
of empirical statements and logical constants after dropping
the ball.
Affirmation Negation
Contradiction! (Negation first)'
Contradiction 2 (Affirmation first)^
Tautology! (Negation fu-st)'
Tautology 2 (Affirmation first)*
Note: ^,.j = -.9; A., = -.76.

-.99
.99
-.8!
.81

.89
-.86
.84
-.82

Experiment 2
Method
Participants Participants included 31 college students (11
males and 21 females) from a large Midwestern university
who were enrolled in introductory psychology classes
(mean age = 19.3 years) and 34 sixth graders (19 males and
15 females) selected from a local middle school (mean age
= 11.8 years).
Materials Materials for the experiment consisted
pictures and 12 short descriptions referring to the people in
the pictures as "college professors" (e.g. "This professor

walks to school or goes fishing") or " school teachers."
The appearances of the people in the pictures were all quite
distinct from one another. These 12 descriptions were
evenly divided, in form, among tautologies, contradictions,
disjunctions, and conjunctions. Thefirstatomic proposition
in each of the descriptions was affirmative. Each description
was paired with one of the pictures.
Procedure The only experimental factor, form of
description (Tautology, Contradiction, Disjunction, and
Conjunction) varied within subjects. Each participant was
tested individually in a session lasting from 20-40 minutes,
depending on how many repetitions the participant required
to reach the criterion (to be described below). Participants
were informed that the experimenter would show them a
series of pictures of professors (or teachers, in the case of
the sixth graders) along with short descriptions of them, one
at a time. The participants were required to remember at
least 7 of these descriptions correctly; once they reached
this criterion, the experiment would move onto another task.
The first part of the experiment, the learning phase,
consisted of several training trials (the number ranged from
1 to 4, depending on how many trials each participant
ofrequired
12
to reach the criterion of 7 correct recalls). In each
trial, the experimenter placed one picture and its
corresponding description on the table in front of the
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participant. T h e experimenter read the description aloud,
and then the participant repeated the description. A s soon as
the participant finished repeating the description, the
experimenter went on to the next picture-description pair.
The 12 pairs were presented in a single random order meant
to minimize the confounding of order of presentation with
the logical form of the description. After all 12 descriptions
had been presented, the experimenter shuffled the pictures
randomly, then placed them, one at a time, in front of the
participant and asked for recall of the corresponding
description. This entire process w a s repeated until the
participant recalled 7 descriptions correctly, at which time
the expernnent proceeded to a 5-minute distracter task
(consisting of math w o r d problems). After the distracter task
came the recall phase. T h e experimenter again presented the
participant with the pictures, one at a time, and asked the
participant to recall the description going with each. All
participants received the pictures in a single random order
(different from that used during the learning phase). This
recall phase concluded the experiment. All participants were
videotaped (all gave consent to do so in advance) for
subsequent analyses of errors in recall.
Results and Discussion
Because there were no gender or age differences found, all
the participants were analyzed as a single group. T h e
percent of correctly recalled items aggregated within the
same logical form is presented in Figure 1. While in the first
trial, the recall rate did not differ significantly for
propositions of different logical form, in the delayed recall
trial, recall rates differed markedly for different forms of
propositions. With 8 2 % recall rate, conjunctions were most
likely to be recalled (F(l,65)=106.3, p<.000l), while
contradictions with 4 1 % recall rate were least likely to be
recalled (F(l,65) = 11.5, p<00l). Recall rates of
disjunctions and tautologies were in-between these two
extremes ( 4 9 % and 5 2 % respective recall rates).

fiinction of total responses, across trials is presented on
Figure 2.

I—Taul
I—Conti
, Disj
I—Conj

Trl

Tr2

Tr3

Recall

Trials
Figure 2: Conversion rates by proposition type and by trial
The results indicate that across training trials (Trl-Tr3),
confradictions were m o r e likely to be converted than the
other forms (F(l,65) = 12.3, p<.01), whereas recall rates of
the other forms were approximately the same. H o w e v e r , in
the recall trial not only contradictions were most likely to be
converted (f"(l, 65) = 24.9, p<.OQl), but also conjunctions
were least likely to elicit conversions (F(l, 65) = 117.6,
p<.0001). These data also suggest that participants try to
convert less informative propositions into m o r e informative
ones w h e n trying to memorize them. A s predicted, the
participants exhibited (I) higher conversion rates for less
informative propositions (tautologies, contradictions, and
disjunctions), and (2) higher recall rates for m o r e
informative propositions (conjunctions).
O n e could have expected that recall rates for disjunctions
would be higher than those for tautologies. H o w e v e r , both
recall rates and conversion rates of disjunctions and
tautologies were approximately the same. O n e possible
explanation is that the informativeness of disjunctions is
low enough to be frequently confiised with the
informativeness of tautologies.
General discussion

....... Disi
o: 0}

Recall
Trials
Figure 1: Recall rates of propositions of different logical
form across training and delayed recall trials.
While recalling the descriptions, the participants
exhibited a variety of m e m o r y errors. The most systematic
errors were those of substitution, " and" for " or"; and " or"
for "and." These substitutions indicated conversions of
some types of propositions into propositions of different
types. The percentage of these substitution conversions, as a

Results of both experiments indicate that people have a
tendency to increase the informativeness of propositions.
However, in so doing they m a y use different strategies.
Y o u n g children tended to completely ignore (or cut) the
second part of non-informative propositions, e.g.,
converting a statement A V ~ A into A. Older participants
exhibited different strategies. The most prevalent strategy
was to substitute or for a n d and a n d for or to increase
informativeness. The rate of substitutions, however, differed
dramatically across logical forms. For example, in
conjunctions and disjunctions the likelihood of substituting
a n d for or (substitution that lead to an increase in
informativeness) was three times higher than the likelihood
of substituting or for and (substitution that lead to an
decrease in informativeness). This pattern of substitutions
along with markedly higher recall rates for more
informative propositions suggests the tendency to increase
informativeness of propositions is present in both children
and adults. However, additional studies are needed in order
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to determine specific quantitative relations between the
informativeness of a form and the likelihood of this form
being converted into a more informative one.

Learning
and
memorization
of classifications.
Psychological Monographs, 75(13), 1-42.

Conclusion
The paper has two major results. Tliefirstis that young
children almost invariably converted non-informative
tautologies and contradictions into more informative
affirmations and negations. In so doing, they simply ignored
("cut") the second part of the non-informative statements.
These results, in conjunction with results of the second
experiment, indicate that cuts do not stem solely from a
memory failure.
Second, older participants used more sophisticated
conversion strategies than young children. The most
prevalent strategy among older participants was to
remember less informative forms as more informative ones.
This strategy resulted in the tendency to substitute or for
artd, thus converting less informative disjunctions into more
informative conjunctions. As a result, more informative
forms were more likely to be correctly recalled than less
informative forms.
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Abstract

scious awareness, or m a k e them more accessible w h e n the
subject returns to the unsolved problem.
A passive spreading activation theory of incubation effects states
A set of expenments on intuitive guiding by Bowers, Regehr,
that hints, encountered by chance after an unsolved problem has
Balthazard, & Parker (1990) used Remote Associates Test
been put aside, direct spreading activation to solutions in mem( R A T ) problems, which consist of triads of words (e.g.,
ory. Results from three experiments reject this explanation. PreA P P L E - H O U S E - F A M I L Y ) , each of which is associated with a
tested hints that were seen seconds before unsolved problems
single solution word (e.g., tree). According to Bowers et al 's
were retested did not aid resolution unless hints were intentionally used to help problem solving.
theory, activation spreads from each word of a R A T triad to
the word's associates. The solution to the tnad therefore gets
Introduction
activation from each of the three problem words, because the
activation from each stimulus word adds mcrementally to the
activation
of the solution, even if that level of activation does
The term incubation has been used to refer to a stage of crenot exceed a threshold for conscious awareness. Bowers et
ative problem solving in which work on an initially unsolved
al.'s theory, therefore, predicts that activation spreads without
problem is temporarily put aside (Wallas, 1926). After a time
awareness from encountered stimuli to solutions, as in a pasaway from the problem, the solution m a y c o m e suddenly to
sive
spreading activation theory.
mind, a phenomenon referred to as illumination or insight. A
provocative and popular account of this phenomenon, sometimes referred to as the unconscious work (e.g.. Smith &
Dodds, in press) or cognitive unconscious (Weisberg, 1993)
hypothesis, states that incubation is the result of problem solving processes that occur without and beyond one's conscious
control or direction.
One contemporary version of a theory of incubation that could
be characterized as a type of unconscious work explanation is
based on the notion of semantic activation of information in
memory (e.g., Yaniv & Meyer, 1987). The theory, dubbed the
memory sensitization hypothesis, states that concepts representing solutions to unsolved problems (or key information
needed for reaching solutions) can be activated by problems,
but that this activation might at times be msufFicient for bringing the activated material into consciousness. The activation
imparted to these critical concepts occurs by the passive and
automatic process of spreading activation, the same process
used to explain semantic priming effects found with a lexical
decision task (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). This m e m ory sensitization hypodiesisftirtherstates that the critical concepts remain activated below the conscious threshold level
untilftirtheractivated by (perhaps chance) encounters with
other stimuli that are related to the key concepts. Such encounters should add enough activation to the already sensitized concepts to "raise the critical traces above threshold
(Yaniv & Meyer, 1987, p 200)." Presumably, exceeding such
a threshold should either push the critical concepts into con-

T h e spreading activation theory (e.g., Yaniv & Meyer, 1987)
would predict that encounters with a fourth word, a hint semantically related to a R A T solution word, should increase the
likelihood of accessing that solution. A R A T solution word,
for example, receives activation not only from the three problem words, but additional activation from a fourth word. This
fourth word is an example of the w a y in which a hint to the
solution of a problem, encountered by chance during an incubation period, might impart extra activation to the solution,
making it more accessible.
Pasteur's notion that "chance favors the prepared mind" implies that w h e n chance hints c o m e along, one must be ready to
use such clues to solve problems, a theory sometimes k n o w n
as opportunistic assimilation (e.g., Seifert, Meyer, Davidson,
Patalano & Yaniv, 1995). Whether chance hints automatically
aid the resolution of unsolved problems is the issue under consideration in the present study. D o hints in the environment,
such as a fourth word associated with the solution to a R A T
triad, unconsciously prime solutions to problems?
There is reason to believe that hints in the environment might
contribute unconsciously to the discovery of insightful solutions to problems. For example, Maier found that w h e n a
seemingly accidental hint w a s given, subjects often used the
hint to quickly solve the problem, even though they seemed
unaware of having used the hint to reach a solution.
Other research, however, suggests that hints m a y not automatically yield solutions, but rather that hints must be deliberately
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considered within the context of the problem Studies of analogical transfer in problem solving show that hints to the solutions of problems in the form of story analogues rarely stimulate spontaneous transfer, although subjects are able to use the
analogues when instructed to do so (e.g., Gick & Holyoak,
1980, 1983). It may be that opportunistic assimilation only
works if hints are intentionally applied to the problem.
This line of reasoning leads to the hypothesis that the way that
hints facilitate problem solving is not by providing passive
spreading activation that increases the accessibility of solutions b the present expenments w e tested the efficacy of a
passi\e spreading activation mechanism for explaining incubation effects in problem solving, hi Hxperiment 1 a set of
associates to R A T solution words was tested to determine
whether the associates primed the solution words in a lexical
decision task. This experiment was necessary to determine
whether semantic activation spread from the associates to the
solution words, hi Experiments 2 and 3 R A T problems were
presented twice, the problems intermixed with trials of a lexical decision task. Immediately pnor to the second presentation of a R A T problem, there was a word on the lexical decision task (to be referred to as a cue word) that was either unrelated to the solution, or the semantic associate of the solution
word. The passive spreading activation theory predicts that
more initially unsolved problems should be resolved at retest
when the cue word is semantically related to the solution.
O n e condition of Experiment 3 also involved instructing participants to intentionally use the cue words as hints for subsequent R A T problems Related cue words were predicted,
both by the passive spreading activation theory and the intentional version of the opportunistic assimilation theory to
facilitate resolution of initially unsolved problems when the
cues w ere intentionally used to aid problem solving.
Experiment 1

different from the six used in counterbalancing B.
Procedure. Participants sat facing a computer screen with the
left index fmger resting on the " 1" key and therightindex finger on the "0" key. Instructions to participants, which were
shown on the computer screen, indicated that the "0" key was
to be pressed when a nonword was shown, and the " 1" key
was to be pressed when a word appeared. Participants were
urged to press the correct key for each item as quickly as they
could give an accurate response There were 3-sec given between each response and the onset of the next verbal stimulus.
Design. Half of the 12 solution words in each of the two counterbalancings were immediately preceded by related associates (the primed items), and half were preceded by unrelated
words (the nonpnmed items). The six items that were primed
in counterbalancing A were nonprimed items in counterbalancing B, and vice versa. Thus, priming (primed vs. nonprimed) was manipulated within-subjects, and counterbalancing (A vs. B ) was manipulated between-subjects.
Results and Discussion
A significance level of g < .05 was used in all tests in all three
of the experiments reported in the present study, unless otherwise indicated.
A one-way A N O V A compared the reaction times for primed
vs. nonprimed responses to solution words, a within-subjects
comparison. Responses exceeding 1000 msec were omitted
from the analysis. A total of 40 of the original 552 responses,
21 in the related prime condition and 19 in the unrelated
prime condition, were thereby omitted. The 40 omitted responses came from 31 different participants
Priming was significant [£(1,45) = 32.37, M S e = 1325.30];
responses to solution words were faster when the words had
been preceded by related words (mean = 583 msec) rather
than unrelated words (mean = 626 msec). The priming effects
for all but two of the items exceeded 30-msec.

The selected associates primed the semantically related R A T
solution words. This result clearly satisfies the standard criteExperiment 1 tested whether passive spreading activation rion, showing that activation reliably spreads from the associfrom associates would spread to solution words, as measured
ates to the R A T solutions (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971).
by a lexical decision task.
It is also noteworthy that priming did not depend on any intentional relation of primes to R A T solution words, participants
Method
were not inshucted or encouraged to relate test stimuli in any
Participants. The participants m all three reported exway. Therefore, it can be concluded that activation appears to
penments were student volunteers from introductory psycholhave
passively spread from associates to R A T solution words
ogy classes w h o enrolled for experimental sessions by signing
in
Experiment
1.
up on posted sheets m the Department of Psychology. Participants fulfilled part of a course requirement by participating in
expenments. There were 46 participants w h o participated in
Experiment 2
the lexical decision task.
Materials Twelve R A T problems were selected that were
judged to have unambiguous solution words, each of which
forms a compound word or c o m m o n two-word phrase with the
three corresponding R A T problem words.

Given that associates primed processing of RAT solution words, is it the case that such associates also facilitate the resolution of initially unsolved R A T problems? In Experiment 2
participants were given two opportunities to solve each of 12
There were 72 stunuli presented m a session, 36 of which
R A T problems. Participants saw, immediately prior to the
were words, and 36 of which were nonwords that resembled
second presentation of each R A T problem, a prime word that
English words (eg," pormoil"). The 36 words shown in each
was either unrelated or related to the solution to the subof the two counterbalancings were drawn from a set of 42
sequent R A T problem. For example, pnor to the second prewords, 12 of which were the R A T solution words, 12 of which
sentation of the R A T problem A P P L E H O U S E - FAMILY
were associates related to the solution words, and 18 of which
(solution: tree) appeared either the related prime {leaves) or
were words unrelated to solutions and associates. Each counan unrelated prime {ironic). The passive spreading activation
terbalancing included all 36 nonwords, all 12 solution words,
hypothesis predicted that the probability that an initially unall 18fillerwords, and six of the 12 associates of solution
solved problem would be resolved on a second attempt would
words. The six associates used in counterbalancing A were
be greater if the retest of a problem were preceded by a word
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that was semantically related to the solution word.

shown in Table 1.

Method
Participants. There were 55 participants in Experiment 2
Expenmental sessions were held in groups ranging in si/e
from 5 to 12 participants at a time.
Materials. Twelve R A T problems with corresponding cue
words were used. There were also 90 filler items, half of
which were English words that were not obviously related to
any of the R A T problem solutions ( e g , ironic), and half of
which were nonwords that resembled words (e.g., pormoit).
The stimulus sequence presented 2 4 blocks of items, with
each block consisting of four lexical decision items, followed
by a single R A T problem. Thus, the procedure consisted of
120 trials, including 96 lexical decision trials, and 2 4 R A T
problems (each of the 12 problems w a s repeated). The 12
R A T problems presented in the fu"st 12 blocks were repeated
in the same order in the next 12 blocks of trials. A nonword
(in the lexical decision task) immediately preceded the first
presentation of each R A T problem. A single word (in the lexical decision task), to be referred to as a cue word, appeared in
the stimulus sequence immediately before the second presentation of each R A T problem. For six of the retested R A T
problems, the immediately preceding cue word w a s the semantically related word used as a prime in Experiment 1,
whereas the other six retested problems were preceded by unrelated words, also drawn from the lexical decision materials
in Experiment 1. Six of the 12 related cue words were used to
cue second presentations of corresponding R A T problems in
counterbalancing A , and the other six were used in counterbalancing B.
Procedure. The instructions informed participants that they
would alternate between two different tasks: a lexical decision
task, and a Remote Associates Test. For each trial of the lexical decision task a letter strmg appeared on a television screen
for 2-sec. Participants then had 3-sec to circle either >'« (if
the letter string formed an English word) or no (to indicate the
string was not a word) in the appropriate spaces on their response forms. For each R A T problem participants were given
10-sec to write the solution.
Design. Cuing (related vs. unrelated cue) w a s a within-subjects factor, and counterbalancing (A vs. B ) was manipulated
between-subjects. Each participant's resolution score was calculated as the number of initially unsolved problems that were
solved at retest divided by the number of initially unsolved
problems. Resolution scores were computed separately for
retested problems corresponding to related cues vs. retested
problems corresponding to unrelated cues.

Table 1: Resolution Rates and Cuing in Expt.s 2 and 3.
Related C u e
Experiment 1

13

.12

.10

.13
.12

Experiment 2
Not histructed

histructed to U s e Hints .16

The results show that cuing retested R A T problems with semantically related words did not facilitate resolution of the initially unsolved R A T problems. The same cue words, processed the same way (i.e., judging whether the letter string
w a s a word or not), successfially primed solution words in a
lexical decision task in Experiment 1, indicating that the related cues provided passive spreading activation to solution
words. The failure of the same words to cue R A T solutions in
Experiment 2 is evidence that passive spreading activation
from semantically related words does not facilitate resolution
of initially unsolved problems, and cannot explain incubation
effects in problem solving.
Experiment 3
There were two purposes for conducting Experiment 3. One
purpose was to replicate the non-eflfect of cuing on the resolution of initially unsolved R A T problems, using a larger n u m ber of participants in order to enhance the power for detecting
effects. The second purpose w a s to deteimine whether the cue
words could be intentionally used as hints to facilitate resolution. Even if the results do not support a passive spreading
activation theory of incubation effects, it m a y nonetheless be
possible that hints encountered in the envu-onment can be intentionally used to facilitate resolution of initially unsolved
problems. Furthermore, an instruction to intentionally use
related cue words might facilitate resolution because participants might be more likely to consider the hints and cues as
part of the same task. In contrast, uninstructed participants
should be more likely to see the two tasks as unrelated, thereby failing to use the cues as hints to facilitate resolution.
Method
Participants. There were 152 participants in Experiment 3;
7 9 participants were in the nonintentional instruction condition, and 73 were in the intentional mstruction condition.

Results and Discussion
The R A T problems were solved on their fu-st presentation
3 3 % of the time, leaving approximately two-thirds of the
problems initially unsolved. The resolution rate was the proportion of initially unsolved problems that were successfully
solved at retest. A one-way within-subjects A N O V A was
computed to analyze the effect of cuing, using the proportion
of resolved R A T problems as a dependent measure. C u m g , a
repeated factor, was either related or unrelated. There was no
main effect of cuing [F(l,53) = .27, M S e = .010]. The mean
resolution rates for related vs. unrelated cuing conditions are

Unrelated C u e

Materials. The same materials described for Experiment 2
were used in Experiment 3.
Procedure. The procedure in Experiment 3 w a s the same as
that used in Experiment 2, with one exception, hi the intentional instruction condition participants were told that sometimes the words immediately preceding R A T problems could
provide hints to the subsequent problem solutions. The intentional instructions stated, "Some of the Remote Associates
Test problems will be preceded by hints. TTiat is, for some,
but not all problems,ttieword that appears just before the
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problem on the word decision task will be closely related to
the solution to the problem. Pay attention to those words, and
try to use the hints to help you solve the problems." This instruction was omitted in tlie nonintentional instruction condition. As in Experiment 2, half of the retested problems were
immediately preceded by cue words, and half were preceded
by unrelated words.
Design. Cumg, a within-subjects variable, was related or unrelated cues. Counterbalancing (A vs. B) and instruction (intentional vs. nonintentional) were between-subjects variables.

R A T problems shows that the cue words, in and of themselves, did not impede retrieval of correct solutions. This result is consistent withfindingsthat analogues do not spontaneously transfer to newly encountered problems, but rather that
attention must be directed to relate the base analogue to the
target (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980; 1983). The general pattern that emerges from these studies is that an active use of
incidentally encountered information is necessary if one is to
take advantage of hints that might facilitate resolution of unsolved problems.

Although the results of the present experiments are inconsistent with a passive spreading activation theory of incubation,
The solution rate for initial attempts at R A T problems was
they do not necessarily contradict the assertion of Yaniv &
3 6 % A 2 (cuing) X 2 (instruction) A N O V A was computed,
Meyer's (1987) memory sensitization hypothesis that activausing resolution rate as the dependent measure Cuing, a
tion from an initial attempt at a problem accrues and persists
within-subjects factor, was either related or unrelated cues.
at nodes representing information that may be critical for solvInstruction, a between-subjects factor, was either intentional
ing problems. Such activation and persistence of activation
or nonintentional instructions. There were no significant main
was not tested in the present experiments. The results do indieffects of instruction [F. (1,150) = 1.02, M S e = .036] or of
cate, however, that if memory sensitization is important for
cuing [F(l,150) = .04, M S e = .010]. There was a significant
incubation, then it is not because chance encounters with relecuing X instruction interaction [F(l,150) = 7.51, M S e =
vant stimuli passively bestow the extra activation needed to
.010]; related cues, relative to unrelated cues, improved resobring solutions or key information above the threshold of conlution m the intentional instruction condition, but impeded resscious awareness. What is rejected is the notion that semantic
olution in the nonintentional condition (Table 1). Simple main
activation that passively spreads from incidental encounters
effects analyses indicate that cuing with related items marginwith stimuli can explain incubation effects.
ally reduced resolution rates in the nonintentional instruction
condition [£(1,79) = 3.72, g = .057, M S e = .010], but improved resolution m the intentional instruction condition [FReferences
(1,73) = 3.76, M S e = .010].
Results and Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 show that when participants were
not instructed to intentionally use the cue words as hints, the
presence of semantically related cues before the retest did not
aid resolution of initially unsolved R A T problems. In contrast
to these results, the intentional use of semantically related cue
words facilitated resolution of initially unsolved R A T problems. Cue words were not detrimental to retrieval of solution
words. Unless cues were intentionally applied to the problems, however, they did not facilitate resolution through some
passive process, such as spreading activation.
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Abstract
The problem of multiple instantiation is the ability to
handle different instances of a unique object at the same
time. For connectionist models that do not use a working
area containing copies of items from a long-term
knowledge base, the problem of multiple instantiation is a
particularly difficult one. While people are able to deal
with multiple instances, their performance when doing so
is nonetheless poorer, which is not the case for symbolic
models. A cognitive model should reflect competence, as
well as its limits. Some connectionist solutions to the
problem of multiple instantiation are mentioned in this
paper.
A n n e w solution which makes use of
semi-distributed representations is presented. This model
does not separate the long term knowledge base from a
working area and has no recourse to copies. This solution
limits the process of multiple instantiation in a way that
should better reflect human data.
Introduction
Multiple instantiation involves the simultaneous use of the
same parts of the knowledge base in different ways. If you
hear that "John is in love with Louise" and that "Louise is
in love with John", you can easily infer that they should be
happy. T o do this inference, you must instantiate the
predicate "is in love with" and the objects "John" and
"Louise" twice. Precisely h o w this is done is the problem
of multiple instantiation or "the type-token problem"
(Norman, 1986; Dyer, 1991).
Symbolic models that load copies of pieces of knowledge
into a working area before transforming them do not have
any problem with multiple instantiation. They simply
place several copies of the same content from the long-term
knowledge base ( L T K B ) into the working area. However,
for connectionist models, which do not use this copying
process, multiple instantiation poses a serious problem.
H o w can the same part of the knowledge base be related to
different roles at the same time without making several
copies of the knowledge in question? Multiple instantiation
is even a greater problem for distributed representations.
T w o closely related concepts will, in principle, share nodes.
If both concepts are needed simultaneously, their shared
nodes must be instantiated twice.
A n ability to handle multiply instantiated concepts
assigned to different roles at the same time is required for
many cognitive tasks. S o m e examples include:

• Transitive inferences: K n o w i n g that M a r y is older than
Francis and that Francis is older than Jack, a cognitive
system should be able to infer that M a r y is older than
Jack. This task requires t w o instantiations of the same
predicate and two instantiations of Francis, each assigned
to two different roles, "older object" and "younger object".
• Symmetric and non-symmetric inferences: F r o m "John
loves Louise" and "Louise loves Gray", the system should
infer that "John is jealous of Gray." Here again, the task
involves two instantiations of the predicate and t w o
instantiations of "Louise", once in the role of "lovee" and
once in the role of "lover".
• Recursion: Understanding this sentence: "The boy w h o hit
the girl w h o hit the cat w a s m y friend" requires t w o
instances of the predicate "hit" and the concept "girl".
Connectionism and Multiple Instantiation
Classically, in a connectionist network there is n o
separation between L T K B and a temporary store (or a
working area), in which copies of pieces of L T K B are loaded
before transformation. In these models, activation of the
L T K B creates a Short T e r m M e m o r y ( S T M ) . For systems
that do separate L T K B and S T M (most traditional A I
models), multiple instantiation is not a problem since the
system can make as m a n y copies of L T K B information as
needed in S T M . Without this copying process, neural nets
suffer from "crosstalk." (Feldman, 1982). Adding "John
loves M a r y " to "Gary loves Rita" can lead to pseudomemories (Dyer, 1991) like "John loves Rita". Even if w e
assume that John and Gary are correctly bound to the role of
lover, and Mary and Rita to the role of lovee, both m e n and
both w o m e n remain bound to the same respective roles.
The system needs to distinguish the two facts by separating
the two identical predicates and their respective roles
bindings.
T h e problem of multiple instantiation arises in localist
networks if two instantiations differ by more than one
arguments value. For example, "Jack eats eggs and Jack
eats fish" does not require separate instances of the predicate
"eats" since this statement can be reduced to "Jack eats eggs
and fish". However, w h e n two sets of two items must be
bound to identical pairs of roles, the system must be able to
handle two copies of the predicate and argument slots. For
example, "Jack eats eggs and M a r y eats fish" cannot be
reduced to "Jack and Mary eat eggs and fish," otherwise one
cannot distinguish w h o eats what.
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The problem for distributed representations is even more
difficult. Multiple instantiation problems appear as soon as
one node must be shared by entities that have to be
differentiated. If an n-ary predicate must be represented
where either predicate roles or their fillers need to share a
c o m m o n node, this node will have to be linked to different
entities. In systems with distributed representations, the
loss of a single node is of minor importance and,
consequently, the problem will be a function of the
proportion of shared nodes.
Relevance for Cognitive Science
N o r m a n (1986) wondered if it was really necessary to solve
the problem of multiple instantiation. The connectionist
limitations involving multiple instantiation could be
considered a virtue since humans have difficulties with tasks
involving multiple instantiation. Empirical evidence can be
found in psychological studies of reasoning (Sougn^ &
French, 1997; Carreiras & Santamaria, 1997), of similarity
and working m e m o r y (Baddeley, 1966), and of repetition
blindness (Kanwisher, 1987; Morris & Harris, 1997). These
studies show that multiple instantiation can indeed cause
problems for humans. But they also show that the
cognitive apparatus possesses the means to deal with it.
Confronted with multiple instantiation people tend to be
slower or to m a k e more mistakes. A cognitive model
should not only be able to deal with multiply instantiated
concepts, but should also reflect h u m a n performance
including difficulties (see Sougne, 1998).
Connectionist Solutions
Tliere are three main types of connectionist solutions. The
first uses two systems, one for the L T K B and another as
working area where elements of L T K B are loaded. The
second makes several copies of the same elements in L T K B .
The third is the present attempt to solve the problem with
different frequencies of oscillation.

better at reflecting not only the ability, but also the
difficulty, that humans have in doing multiple instantiation.
Multiple Copies of Concepts inside the LTKB
R O B I N (Lange & Dyer, 1989) separates roles from
concepts, each concept has an associated node that outputs a
particular constant value (called its signature). W h e n a role
node has the same activation as that of a concept signature,
this concept is bound to the role. Multiple instantiation is
performed by adding activations and signatures (see Lange,
1992).
S H R U T I (Mani & Shastri, 1993) uses synchrony of
node-firing to bind objects to their roles. Multiple
instantiation is achieved by the use of a bounded (usually 3)
set of copies or banks of predicates and their argument slots
and activation is directed to an uninstantiated copy by means
of a switch. This model makes psychological predictions
about both W M span and multiple instantiation abilities.
S H R U T I predicts that the number of instantiations is
limited and that the time required for doing multiple
instantiation is proportional to the number of predicate
banks.
Period Doubling
I N F E R N E T ( S o u g n e , 1996; Sougne & French, 1997)
achieves variable binding through temporal synchrony of
node firing. In short, when one node fires in synchrony with
another, they are temporarily bound together. It has a limited
W M span and the content of W M is maintained by
oscillations. O n c e a node is activated, it tends to fire
rhythmically at a particular frequency. It achieves multiple
instantiation by means of period doubling. Nodes pertaining
to a doubly instantiated concept will sustain two
oscillations. This means that these nodes will be able to
synchronize with two different sets of nodes. The following
section describes the proposed solution in more detail.

INFERNET
Multiple Copies Loaded in a Working Area
B o o k m a n and Alterman (1991) combine a localist
semantic network that stores dependencies between concepts
with a distributed network of semantic features that
determines which schema slots will get filled. Each
combination of a concept instance and its associated role
will lead to a n e w schema. Another model, ABR-Composit
of B a m d e n (1994) uses two systems, a Long term m e m o r y
( L T M ) and a Working m e m o r y ( W M ) , both systems being
connectionist networks. In this model, W M is composed of
several registers which are filled with activation patterns
from L T M .
Models that separate " L T M store" and " W M store"
inadequately reflect difficulties people have w h e n they
perform multiple instantiation. For these models, even if
W M store has a limited capacity, it is as easy to load one
copy as to fill W M with copies of the same content from
L T M unless this is prevented in an "ad hoc" manner. Other
solutions have been developed, however, in which W M
store is the activated part of L T M . These models are m u c h

I N F E R N E T is a connectionist model using integrate-and-fire
nodes. Each concept is represented by a cluster of nodes
firing in synchrony. Concepts are bound to their roles by
synchronous firing. Similar use of synchrony can be found
in Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993); H u m m e l & Holyoak,
(1997); Henderson, (1996). For example, to represent the
fact "John loves Louise", nodes belonging to "John" must
fire synchronously with nodes belonging to "Lover" (Figure
1).
There is considerable neurobiological evidence for
considering synchrony as a possible binding mechanism in
the brain (see Roelfsema, Engel, Konig, & Singer, 1996;
Singer, 1993).
Since concepts are represented by a set of nodes,
I N F E R N E T focuses on the distribution of node-firing times.
If the firing distribution is tightly concentrated around the
mean, the concept is considered to be activated.
There is neurobiological evidence (see Engel, Kreiter,
Konig, & Singer, 1991) that if several objects are present in
a scene, several groups of cells fire in distinct windows of
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synchrony. In I N F E R N E T , discrimination is achieved b y
successive w i n d o w s of synchrony. Predicates a n d roles are
linked b y a specific temporal order. T h e activation of a
predicate is always followed b y the successive activation of
its different roles, each o f w h i c h is assigned to a particular
w i n d o w of synchrony.
Ill 2nd M
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Inference with Multiple Instantiation
I N F E R N E T uses a two-step process for drawing inferences.
The first is to encode premises by temporarily "learning"
the binding of objects to their respective roles. For
example, Figure 2 shows the activity of the premises "John
loves Louise" and "Louise loves John." T h e second step is
the network's response to a query. For example. Figure 3
shows the activity of the concepts comprising the query,
"Whose love is reciprocated?"
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0

term m e m o r y items can be found in the literature (Shastri &
Ajjanagadde, 1993; Lisman and Idiart 1995).
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Figure 1: Synchronization as a binding mechanism.
Understanding "John loves Louise" requires grouping
"Lover-John" and "Lovee-Louise" and discriminating them.
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A number of neurobiological parameters are involved in a
representation that relies on clusters of nodes firing
simultaneously. T h e first is the frequency of oscillation.
Some specific oscillatory activities seem to facilitate
synchronization (Roelfsema et al., 1996; Singer, 1993). In
I N F E R N E T once a node is activated, it tends (but not
necessarily) to begin oscillating at a y frequency range,
whose lower limit is 3 0 H z and upper limit varies according
to various authors from 7 0 H z (Abeles, Prut, Bergman,
Vaadia, & Aertsen, 1993) to 100 H z (Wilson & Shepherd,
1995). The temporal gap between 2 spikes of a node is
therefore from 10-14 to 33 m s . These y waves have been
observed to be associated with attention ( W a n g & Rinzel,
1995) and with associative m e m o r y (Wilson & Shepherd,
1995) and seem to be the best candidate for enabling
synchronization and binding (Singer, 1993). T h e second
key parameter is the precision of the synchrony at this
frequency range. According to Abeles and al. (1993), this
precision is about 5 m s , sometimes less, and depends on the
frequency of oscillation. This allows us to approximate the
number of windows of synchrony that can be differentiated,
i.e., 25/5 = 5, based on a typical frequency of 40Hz. If w e
assume that a window of synchrony corresponds to an item,
a word, an idea, an object in a scene, or a chunk in working
memory ( W M ) , this puts W M span at approximately 5,
with a small amount of variance since precision is
proportional to oscillation frequency. This corresponds to
estimates of h u m a n W M span (Cowan, 1998). T h e more
the system needs to discriminate objects in W M , the more
precise the synchrony should be. Since this parameter is
bounded, it can lead to W M overload in which windows of
synchrony are no longer distinguishable. Therefore, the
number of distinct items and the number of predicate
arguments in W M is limited (Sougne, 1996). Finally, the
representation is maintained in W M by bursts of y waves.
Similar explanations for the brain's ability to store short-
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Figure 2: Concepts firing following the presentation of
premises: "John loves Louise" and "Louise loves John" after
a certain amount of learning. Vertically aligned histograms
(denoting binding) have in the same color.
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Figure 3: Concepts firing following the query: " W h o loves
each other?" once premises in B have been encoded.
During the encoding phase, the system is sensitive to
synchronous firing of nodes. W h e n two nodes fire in
synchrony, if there is a connection between them, the
strength of this connection will be positively increased and
the delay associated will be adjusted. After learning, the
firing of one of these two nodes will actively participate to
the synchronous firing of the other. In short, this "learning
phase'' independently reproduces the synchronous firing of
nodes detected from the input. T h e modifications of
connection parameters decay over time to ensure that the
system will be ready to n e w information.
I N F E R N E T has a Long Term Knowledge Base that is
used for encoding premises and answering queries. Figure 4
shows the knowledge necessary to m a k e inferences about

love and jealousy. Arrows represent connections; they are
tagged with numbers that indicate the time required to
propagate activation. Specifically, in this example, a delay
of 3 0 m s corresponds to the lag between two spikes of a
node oscillating at 33Hz. This delay ensures that these
concept-node spikes will synchronize after 3 0 m s .
I N F E R N E T also implements AND-gates, which require all
inputs to reach the target at the same time. This is achieved
by a set of excitatory and inhibitory links combined with
presynaptic inhibition and facilitation (see Hawkins, Kandel,
and Siegelbaum, 1993 for neurobiological counterpart).
Unlike most links, these latter links act on connections
rather than nodes (French, 1995; Shastri & Ajjanagadde,
1993). Similarly, XOR-gates are only on when one of the
inputs is active and NOR-gates are only active when all
inputs are silent. These gates are related to the
neurobiological phenomenon of coincidence detection (see
Konnerth, Tsien, Mikoshiba, & Altman, 1996).

"jealousee" is the person w h o is the lovee of someone who
is loved by someone else.
During the premise-encoding phase, connection weights
and delays will be modified by a Hebbian learning rule to
reproduce synchronies. In Figure 2, "John" is synchronized
with both "Lovee" and "Lover". The connection strengths
between "John" and these two roles will be increased. At a
particular moment (95ms in Figure 2), the connections from
"John" will be sufficient for the role of "Lovee" to be
activated whenever "John" is activated. Thereafter, the
expected activation of "Lovee" at 100ms will be prevented
due to the refractory period of the "Lovee" nodes.
W h e n the query comes (Figure 3), "Love-each-Other?"
will be followed by the firing of " X " then "Y." Since the
strength of the connections between "John" and "X", and
between "Louise" and " Y " has increased, "John" and
"Louise" will also fire.
W h e n doubly instantiated, nodes sustain two separate
oscillation frequencies and this m a y sometimes lead to
uneven lags between successive spikes: (compare the double
instantiation of " M a n " with that of "Lover" in Figures 2).
This phenomenon is similar to bifurcation by period
doubling (Canavier, Clark, & Byrne, 1990). A stable
oscillatory state can lose its stability, giving rise to a new
stable state with doubled period. This phenomenon, when
repeated, often leads to chaos.
The solution in the above example is restricted to double
instantiation because multiple instantiation puts extra
constraints on working memory. T h e above example
requires 6 windows of synchrony, which fill working
memory.
W h e n multiple instantiation is needed
I N F E R N E T must split role nodes into different phases.
H o w to take greater number of instantiations into account,
is currently being studied.
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Figure 4: Connections, delays and gates required for
reasoning about love and jealousy
The knowledge encoded, as shown in Figure 4, can
correctly answer the query " W h o loves each other?" and
" W h o is jealous of w h o m ? " for all possible combination of
two premises. In short, the connections of Figure 4
represent the following facts: People's love is reciprocated if
one individual is a w o m a n , w h o is both lovee and lover, and
the other is a m a n w h o is also both lovee and lover; a
"jealouser" is a lover whose love is not reciprocated and the
person w h o m she/he loves, loves someone else; a

Figure 5 shows the performance of the computational
implementation of I N F E R N E T . The task was to find
" W h o s e love is reciprocated?" and " W h o is jealous of
w h o m ? " when given "John loves Louise and Louise loves
John" and "John loves Louise and Louise loves Gray." The
performance of the system is measured by the percentage of
correct responses and by the time taken by the system to set
the correct bindings.
T w o variables were manipulated: the amount of
distribution (Overlapping vs. N o n overlapping distributions)
and the presence or absence of noise in the system. In this
experiment, each concept is composed of 16 nodes. In the
Non-overlapping condition, no concept shares nodes with
other concepts, whereas in the overlapping condition, each
concept shares 4 nodes with two other concepts which will
never be bound to the same role. Noise is added at each
time step. Experiments consisted of 20 trials for each of the
four conditions. Figure 5 shows that, in general,
overlapping distributions reduce the percentage of correct
answers, and when the response is correct, response time
decreases (if there is no noise). In the task tested, most
concepts are doubly instantiated and the representational
overlap means that more instantiations will occur.
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Consequently, certain nodes must be assigned to more than
two window of synchrony. For example, "Louise" nodes
must be synchronized with "Lover" and "Lovee" nodes, but
if "Louise" shares nodes with "Love", these shared nodes
mustfirein additional w i n d o w s of synchrony. Since ihese
nodes cannot oscillate faster than l O O H z , s o m e of the
required spikes cannot occur and the proportion of correct
answers thus decreases.
%
100

Noise free

Non overlapping

Overlapping
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The first uses separate L T M and S T M stores. Even if
S T M has a limited capacity, one can fill it with instances of
the same concept. This solution does not predict people
difficulties with multiple instantiation.
The second solution makes multiple copies of the same
content in L T M .
It increases the storage capacity
requirement of L T M . It predicts an increase in reaction time
proportional to the number of concept instances, and an
abrupt disruption of response quality if the number of
instantiation required by the task is superior to the number
of available copies.
The third solution uses multiple oscillation frequencies
which increases the load of S T M . The number of
instantiations is limited by S T M capacity and by the range
of possible oscillation frequencies. This solution predicts a
decrease in response quality proportional to the number of
instances required. This decrease is associated with increased
S T M load.
The last solution better reflects people's difficulties with
multiple instantiation, although additional psychological
studies are still needed.
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Figure 5: I N F E R N E T results for a task requiring multiple
instantiation. (A) shows the percentage of correct responses,
(B) displays the time taken by the system to learn the correct
bindings.
Why does binding fixation convergence time decrease in
the noise-free overlapping condition? Postsynaptic nodes
require the conjunction of activation at a precise time to fire.
If the conjunction involves input from different concepts and
if these concepts share nodes in c o m m o n , the increase in
firing rate increases the chance of having a conjunction of
activation that causes the firing of the postsynaptic node.
O n the other hand, this will also increase the n u m b e r of
inappropriate firings of these postsynaptic nodes. This
increases response errors and the system rapidly reaches a
local m i n i m u m . W h e n noise is added, it provides a m e a n s
of escaping from these local minima, thus improving the
frequency of correct responses, but also increasing response
times. Noise makes the system more erratic before reaching
a stable point. It allows exploration of a larger part of the
space, which takes time, but also improves the chance of
finding the best answer. T h e general effect of noise is
similar to the p h e n o m e n o n of stochastic resonance (see
Levin & Miller 1996).
Conclusions
Multiple instantiation poses problems not only for
connectionism, but for humans as well. However, with
adequate time, humans can represent data that involve
multiple instantiation. In this paper, various solutions to
the problem of multiple instantiation are discussed.
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Abstract
Responding appropriately to multiple, fast evolving, high
risk situations is difficult W e investigated the design of a
decision support tool called a Response Manager within
the context ofnaval air warfare. Our question was whether
support, in the fonn of presenting response options for
consideration, should be generic to all aircraft or
specifically tailored to different types of aircraft.
Specifically tailored options hmit clutter on a display, but
peiiiaps at the price of constraining options and decision
making to an inappropriately small set. In our experiment,
air warfare-trained naval ofiicers saw snapshots of air
warfare situations consisting of a map of an airspace,
detailed data about one aircraft, plus a set of response
options. W e varied the contents of the response sets. The
results indicate that participants tended to give orders to
execute responses that were congruent with the presented
response set. Highly experienced ofiicers showed as large
an influence of response set presentation as did less
experienced officers. Separate threat assessment ratings,
however, indicated that the specifically tailored response
sets were not influencing threat assessments; they were
influencing response selection only. W e concluded that
the response manager works more Uke a memory aid, by
orienting attention toward the presented response
options,ratherthan by biasing situation interpretations.
Introduction
Automation is becoming increasingly c o m m o n everywhere
from manufecturing to military c o m m a n d and control. A s a
result, fewer people are doing more by becoming supervisors
of automated systems. For these changes to be successful
and safe, w e must understand the cognition involved in
supervision and naturalistic decision making, and w e must
design effective tools to support this cognition.
Supervision and naturalistic decision making are in m a n y
ways similar to problem solving in general (Klein, 1993).
The situation isfirstencoded, then assessed, and then one
or more responses are selected for execution. Decision
making cycles through these steps continually as the
situation evolves. Here, w e have focused o n sui^rting
response management: h o w to choose the most appropriate
response at each point.
Response management is m a d e difficult by having to 1)
monitor and respond to multiple simultaneous situations as
they evolve over time, 2) assess and respond to highly
ambiguous situations, 3) consider and choose a m o n g large
numbers of response choices, and 4) cope with time pressure
and high risk.
In our research, w e have ^preached these issues from a
behavioral perspective: h o w do different versions of a

response management support tool influence actual decision
maldng behavior? Naval air war&re, defending against
threatening aircraft while maintaining safe passage fir
friendly and civilian aircraft, provides an excellent example
of response management, and it serves as the focusft)rthis
research. First, m a n y aircraft fly through an area
simultaneously, and they range from helicopters visiting oil
platforms, news helicopters, private planes, commercial
airliners, maritime patrols, to military aircraft of m a n y
varieties. Managing multiple situations simultaneously is
difficult because data must be quickly and accurately
assessed and remembered ft»r each situation. Failing to
remember previous responses, current states, and previous
assessments of each evolving situation can lead to disaster.
Second, because an aircraft's intent is invisible, a N a v y
ship's officers must rely o n frequently ambiguous electronic
and voice information, always ambiguous geopolitics, and
good judgment for deciding h o w to handle each aircraft.
Assuming the worst case and responding accordingly m a y
actually cause a situation to deteriorate. Yet, waiting fir
clarifying information that m a y never c o m e can allow a
problem to develop beyond easy recovery. This ambiguity
leaves the decision maker vulnerable to a host of decision
biases.
Third, a Navy ship's C o m m a n d i n g Officer and its
Tactical Action Officer, have at their disposal an array cf
response options, both defensive and offensive, that vary
from benign to provocative to overtly hostile. T h e first
response that leaps to m i n d m a y not be the best, yet culling
through a large set of inappropriate responses takes time and
efifort better spent elsewhere.
Fourth, air warfare is clearly high risk, as the incidents
involving the U S S Stark and U S S Vincennes have shown us.
T h e unsuspecting Stark was struck by two Exocet missiles
fired from an Iraqi jet, and the Vincennes shot d o w n an
Iranian airliner mistakenly believed to be an attacking
Iranian F-14. Air warfare is also very time-pressiured; only
seven minutes elapsed between Flight 655's take off and its
subsequent destruction (Rogers, Rogers, &. Gregston,
1992).
A first generation response management tool w a s
developed by the T A D M U S project (Morrison, Kelly, &
Hutchins, 1996) as part of a suite of air watl&re decision
support tools. T h e T A D M U S response manager presented
1) a history of responses already taken toward each aircraft,
2) a list of responses for the decision maker to consider
taking, and 3) the reconunended (broad) ranges, between
one's o w n ship and the aircraft in question, during which to
take each response.
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T h e T A D M U S response manager w a s well received by
naval ofBcers w h o used it during realistic tactic^
simulations and by senior officers and defense analysts w h o
observed demonstrations of the T A D M U S
system.
However, a number of questions about both the content and
form of the response iiumagcr were identified.

Set Weapons Posture 2 SM, SR B O C / 5 "
Set Weapons Posture 1 CIV\ 5
Minimize RCS / Maximize C lA^S & Illuminators
SLQ-32 to HOSTILE BIAS / W Response I
Watch Altitude. Verify With Air Corridor
Level I Query
Notify Senior
Level II Warning
Notify Senior
Consider Condition I
Enable Guns Battery Releasf d V A B
Authorize Fwd/Aft Lnchrs, I ermit S M 2 Fwd/Aft
Authorize Battle Short
Set Weapons Posture 1 SM, 5R B O C / y
Cover / Report
lluminate
Verify CIWS Status
E W Response
Maneuver
RLEP to M A N U A L
FIS to ENABLE
Notify Senior
Addtl Deconfliction
Engage Deasion
•iniM
Figure 1 A response manager for air warfare. Numbers
across the top indicate range fiom o w n ship. Bars indicate
wtien each response is apprqjriate for execution. Greyed-out
bars indicate responses that have already been taken.
Next generation: How specific? We unagined a next
generation response manager that would provide more
specific response recommendations as more became k n o w n
about an aircraft T h e response manager would start out by
providing only a generic set of response options; then, as
information about the aircraft's identity and intent accrued,
the response manager could provide increasingly specific
response sets and recommendjutions. W e will refer to this
response manager as aircraft-specific or Track-Specific.
O n e might well argue that experienced air war&re ofiBcers
are ejqpert decision makers w h o decide which responses to
take o n the basis of available information without regard to
any response set, generic or specific. T h e basic ideas of
naturalistic decision making theories (e.g. Klein, 1993)
predict this result. T h e expen decision maker assesses the
situation, matches the situation to a similar situation in
m e m o r y , and retrieves an associated response. There is no
place in this model for the response sets to operate. In this

simple model the decision maker does not consider
alternative options. T h e response sets, in this view, are
superfluous, so any difierenoes between sets would be moot.
O n the other hand, one might just as well argue that since
recognition is better than recall, laying out a set of
appropriate response options is better than requiring
decision makers to dredge them up fi'om memory.
Further, it m a y be the case that more and less e?q)erienced
decision makers utilize aids such as the response manager
differently. Specifically, while more ejqjerienced participants
might feel confident in disregarding a response set and
following their o w n minds, less e^qierienced participants
might adhere strongly to the set of presented responses.
T o answer these questions, w e used a simple method in
which naval officers with various levels of air war&e
experience viewed and responded to "snapshots" portraying
air w a i & e situations. Each snapshot contained a variety cf
information including a response manager that presented
either a Track-Specific or Generic response set. tf the
presented response set influences decisions, then an aircraftspecific response set should produce different responses than
a generic response set.
When does the effect occur? If the decision maker's
responses vary, the next question is why? Does presenting
aircraft-^jecific responses bias the decision maker to interpret
an ambiguous situation in terms of the presented response
set? O r does presenting aircraft-specific responses orient the
decision maker's attention toward evaluating those
responses, but not others, without actually altering the
decision maker's interpretation of the situation?
We
address this question by asking participants to rate each
aircraft's level of threat. If the threat ratings vary in the
same w a y that the responses vary, then the presented
response sets would be altering interpretations.
Which manager is best? Since the identification and
intent of an aircraft can never be certain, response
management requires reasoning under uncertainty. This
uncertainty raises issues of strength and detail of
recommendations, trust in automation, and the potential ftr
errors due to decision biases. A n aircraft-specific aid m a y
lead a decision maker to over-interpret an ambiguous
situation; then again, a generic aid might lead a decision
maker to treat subtly different cases too similarly.
An
aiicraft-q)ecific aid might focus a decision maker's attention
to too few or the wrong potential responses, but a gerieric
aid might focus attention on either too m a n y or the wrong
responses.
T o address these issues, w e polled the participants fir
their preferences, and w e marshalled a number of arguments
based o n their decision data. Based o n information b o m a
prior e>q)eriment, (St. John & Seymoxu:, 1997). w e also
created a third version of the response manager in an attempt
to combine the generality and prudence of the Generic
manager with the relevance and specificity of the TrackSpecific manager. T h e result was the Combination response
manager.
T h e idea of the Combination response manager is to
present the entire Generic response set, but to color-code
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which specific responses are most appropriate for a given
aircraft. Participants could use the color codes or examine
the entire set.
Method
Participants The participants were 16 U S Navy officers.
W e classified 8 of these participants as "more e.xperienced"
with air warfere and the Aegis air defense system. These
(fficers had all had toiu-s of duty as Tactical Action Officers
or Commanding Officers. W e classified the remaining 8
participants as "less experienced", though all had stood
watch in the Combat Information Center aboard an Aegis
equipped ship and were ^miliar with the Aegis system.

assumed enemy responses were shown with a yellow
background. A daricer green and a daricer yellow were used
to indicate responses that had already been taken.
The
designation of which set was more appropriate for a given
aircraft was indicated by text stating " U n k n o w n Assumed
Commercial" or " U n k n o w n Assumed E n e m y " and by
coloring the text background either green or yellow. T h e
designation allows the user to concentrate on the more
£^propriate actions while the presentation of the alternative
set allows the user to consider alternative courses of action.

Procedure Participants were first oriented toward the
information in the snapshots, including the response
manager. They were also provided with a "mission
Materials The stimuli were a set of "snapshots" porU^yingstatement" and Rules of Engagement for the operational
context. They were then instructed about their task of
air warfere situations during an imagined scenario in the
evaluating
snapshots and making response decisions. They
Persian Gulf during a time of increasing tensions. The
were
told
that the responses presented in the response
snapshots took the form of printed color screen images of
manager were merely suggestions and that they werefieeto
e;q)erimental air vwSare displays. Each snapshot contained a
give orders to execute any responsefi^omthe set, c S the set,
window displaying a m a p of the airspace surrounding o w n
or m a k e no response at all—^whatever they feU was most
ship overlayed with aircraft symbols, rather like an air traffic
^propriate.
control display. The snapshot also contained several other
All eight snapshots of each condition were shown
windows contaiiung more detailed information about one
sequentially,
in the same order for each condition.
aircraft, such as altitude, bearing, electronic war&iie
Participants saw the conditions in diffaent orders. Each
emissions, and a course history. O n e of these windows
snapshot was shown for 15 seconds, or until a response was
contained a response manager that displayed a set rf
given.
Participants alsoratedeach aircraft's level of threat on
responses, both defensive and offensive, that could be taken
a
seven
point scale, where 1 meant the aircraft was "neutral"
against the aircraft. Each snapshot indicated which responses
or
no
threat
and 7 meant the aircraft was a definite threat.
had already been taken toward that aircraft by the point in
Participants'
responses were scored on a scale of 0 to 5,
time illustrated in the snapshot.
to
their
location on the Generic response set (See
according
Five snapshots portrayed "assumed commercial" aiiciaft
Figure 1). Responses residing near the top of the set are
(two airliners and three helicopters), and three snapshots
basic defensive and monitoring actions, so they received a
portrayed "assumed enemy" aircraft (one P-3, one F-4, and
score of 0. Responsesfiirtherd o w n the list are more
one unknown jet), all behaving somewhat provocatively.
aggressive,
and theyreceivedprogressively higher scores.
These identifications and categorizations to commercial or
Participants
occasionally gave no order to execute any
enemy are assumptions based on available (simulated)
response in other words, the participants decided to "wait
information such as altitude, speed, and radar emissions,
and see". In these cases, the responses on the snapshot
and they are always uncertain to some degree. Instructions
shown to have been taken already were scored. W h e n a
to participants emphasized that these aircraft identifications
participant
gave orders to execute more than one response,
and classifications were based only on available data that
the
highest
scoring response was used.
they themselves could verify.
The experimental manipulation involved inserting
difierent response managers into the snapshots. The same
eight snapshots were used in all three conditions. In the
Generic condition, all eight snapshots contained the same
generic response set. This response set was developed by
subject matter experts fi'om batUe orders taken fi^om Navy
ships. The Genericresponseset is shown in Figure 1.
In the Track-Spedfic condition, the five assumed
commercial aircraft snapshots contained the Assumed
Commercial respome set: just the top five responses fiom
the Generic set, all of which were defensive. The three
assumed enemy aircraft snapshots contained the Assumed
Enemy response set: all except the top five responses fixMn
the Generic set (Seefigure1).
In the Combination condition, the Combination manager
presented both the Assumed Commercial and Assumed
Enemy response sets, but designated which set was more
appropriate for a given aircraft. The assiuned commercial
responses were shown with a green background, and the
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Response Manager
. • Track-Speafic
n Generic
H Combirwd

^
Assumed
Commercial
Track Type
Figure 2. Averaged response scores for each version of the
response manager. Error bars indicate one standard
deviation.

Results
Response scores Figure 2 shows the averaged response
scores. T h e response scores were submitted to a 3x2x2
repeated niciisures A N O V A . Response set (Generic, TrackSpecific, Combination) was a within participant vjuiable;
aircraft-type (commercial, enemy) was a within participant
variable; e.-'qjerience (more, less) was a between participant
variable.
Overall, the different response sets elicited dififerent
response scores: F(2. 28) = 10.3, p < .001. This main efiect
of response sets is more clearly understood in terms of the
significant response set by aircraft type interaction:
F(2,28)=4.1. p=.03.
For assumed commercial aircraft,
responses varied depending on which response manager was
presented: F(2, 28) = 17.2, p = .0001. For assumed enemy
aircraft, however, responses did not vary: F(2, 28) = 1.8, p
= .71. In a prior experiment (St. John & Seymour, 1997),
the response presentation efiect obtained for both commercial
and enemy aircraft.
T h e large response presentation effect found for assumed
commercial aircraft is most likely due to the large difference
between the Track-Specific commercial response set and the
Generic response set. T h e commercial set contains only five
responses, and all of the responses were assigned a response
score of 0 because they c o m e fiom the very top part of the
generic set.
W e found no difference between more and less experienced
participants: F(l. 14) = .003, p = 1.0. This result means
that the more e.^q)erienced participants were just as
influenced by the presentation of different response sets as
were the less e;q)erienced participants. This finding is
somewhat surprising, since one might well think that more
e:«q)erienced participants would weigh their o w n ample
exp^enoe hea\ily and pay little credence to the response
manager. Nonetheless, w e found the same null result in a
prior study (St. J o h n & Seymour, 1997).
O n e explanation is that captains and commanders might
be "rusty" on thefinedetails of air wai&re and appreciate the
si^port that the response manager provides. Working
against this idea, however, is the fact that even a current
Tactical Action OflBcer on an Arleigh Burke class destroyer
(top of the line) showed strong response presentation effects.
W e conclude that experience really does not reduce the
influence ofresponsepresentation.
Finally, how did the n e w Combination response manager
compare with the Track-Specific and Generic response
managers? H a d participants used the color coding to focus
selectively on the suggested commercial or enemy subset.
then the Combination response manager would have elicited
responses similar to the Track-Specific response manager.
T h e results, however, indicate that the Combination
response manager elicited responses more like the Generic
response manager. Though w e befieve it is unlikely that
participants entirely ignored the color coding arid the
suggested subset, participants were clearly less impacted by
this color-coding presentation scheme than by the
present/absent presentation scheme of the Track-Specific
response manager.

Preference ratings All participants reported that they
remembered the individual snapshots and their responses to
them from one condition to the next. Nonetheless, all
participants reported re-analyzing the situations, and cf
course the results indicate that different orders were
ultimately given.
Most reported interpreting the response sets as being
based on a ship's Battle Orders, and treating the response
sets as "serious suggestions" or "recommendations",
though some reported treating the sets as simple "memory
joggers".
Ten of the participants were asked which of the three
response managers they would prefer to use while standing
watch. Seven of the ten participants preferred the
Combination response manager and three preferred the
Generic response manager. N o participants preferred the
Track-Specific response manager Apparently, the benefits cf
specificity provided by the Track-Specific manager, that
some participants preferred in a prior study, were co-opted
by the Combination manager which simultaneously benefits
from showing all responses. Meanwhile the Generic manager
was again preferred by those participants w h o distrusted any
suggestions fiom the response manager as potentially
biasing their decision making.
Threat ratings Pariicipants' threat ratings were averaged
and submitted to a 3x23^2 A N O V A . The mean ratings are
shown in Figure 3. T h e most important question is whether
the threatratingsshow the same response presentation dBfect
as did the response scores. For the threat ratings, airoaft
type and response manager did not interact: F(2, 28) = .7, p
= .48. Especially for assumed commercial aircraft, where the
response presentation effect was pronounced for recuse
scores, no threat rating differences were foxmd. Based on this
null effect, w e argue that the threat assessment process is not
affected by the content or form of theresponsemanager.

'. Response Manager
• • Track-Specific
• Q Genenc
• Combined

Assumed
Assumed
Commercial
Enemy
Track Type
Figure 3. Threat ratings.
Discussion
There were two major questions posed in this research:
1) h o w specific to diflferenl aircraft should an air waifere
response manager be, and 2) h o w does response
management work and h o w might a support tool enhance
it?
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Design of the R e s p o n s e M a n a g e r
Determining which response manager is best is a difficult
but inywrtant question. First, the preference data were
strong but not overwhelming: two out of three participants
preferred the Combination response manager.
The
Combination response manager benefited from the generality
of a complete set of responses, as well as the relevance of
having an assigned specific set that w a s more ^propriate.
The unbiased nature of the Generic manager, however,
remained an important benefit for s o m e participants. T h o u g h
no participants disagreed with the assignments of the
snapshots, these participants described themselves as more
skq)tical of the response manager and more cautious against
felling prey to either their o w n or the system's biases. Their
opinion was that the Track-Specific and Combination
managers drew conclusions and classified aircraft into
assumed commercial or assumed e n e m y too early; they
preferred to "stay on thefence"longer.
O f course this issue of w h e n the manager classifies aircraft
will ultimately be under the decision maker's control. T h e
classification could be performed manually by either the
decision maker or a subordinate, or the classification could
be performed automatically by the system, but the decision
maker could tune the system to wait for higher certainty
before making any assignments.
But preference data can only take us so fer. W h a t does
the participants' behavior tell us? First, it tells us that
choosing a response manager truly matters because it afflects
the responses that even expert decision makers order for
execution. T h e Track-Specific manager elicited less
assertive—more hands off—responses toward the assumed
commercial aircraft than did the other managers.
O n e might have argued that this influence is simply due
to the category assignments influencing h o w the participants
perceived the level of threat of each aircraft This argument,
however, is not supported by the data. First, both the
Combination response manager and the Track-Specific
response manager m a d e the same category assigiunents, but
the response presentation eflect did not obtain with the
Combination response manager. Therefore, the assignments
alone were not sufficient to influence the participants'
decisions. Second, and most compeUing, the actual threat
assessments did not vary a m o n g managers. Therefore, the
response manager is not manipulating threat assessments; it
is manipulating the later decision making stage of response
selection (Seefigure4). T h e response selection nature of the
presentation eflfect suggests that the efifect w a s more a result
of the availability for evaluation of certain potential
recuses rather than a result of interpretation biases.
This interpretation also fits with our observation that
participantsfrequenflyran through the visible response set sometimes using aforefinger- deciding as they went, which
responses to order for execution. Under this interpretation,
the response manager acts more as a m e m o r y aid than as a
recommendation or decision aid. In Distributed Cognition
and Ecological Psychology terms (e.g. Gibson, 1979,
Hutchins, 1995), the presented response set affords
orienting to each response in turn and evaluating it for
execution.
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Figure 4. T w o possible models of w h e n the response
presentation effect occurs: early, during the threat assessment
stage, or late, during the response selection stage.
But what does this influence tell us about which version
of the manager is better? First, since the Combination
manager shows the s a m e classifications and response sets as
the Track-Specific manager, then users could order fix
execution the s a m e responses. T h e &ct that they did
not—they
responded
like users of the
Generic
m a n a g e r — i n c h e s they chose not to. This implication that
users choose not to w h e n they don't have to suggests that it
is the Track-Specific manager that limits or biases
responses. This limitation occurs because the Track-Specific
manager presents fewer response options for consideration.
W h e n m o r e responses were s h o w n , either in the
Combination manager or in the Generic manager, users
availed themselves of the opportunity a n d ended u p
choosing differently.
If w e are correct that the Track-Specific manager limits
choice by orienting the user to fewer response options, then
w e should rule out the Track-Specific manager. That leaves
us with the Generic and Combination managers. T h e
Combination manager w a s fweferred by m o s t partidpants.
M o r e importanUy, it provides m o r e informatioa Especially
with the ability to tailor the classification function, the
Combination manager seems the superior choice.
W h a t would be especially impressive is if w e could s h o w
that even though participants using the Combination or
Generic response managers chose similar responses, the
participants using the Combination response manager were
m o r e thoughtful or fester or less error prone. A n y such
demonstration awaits fiirther investigation.
Beside choosing a manager, a n equally important issue
derives fi-om the finding that participants tend to follow the
response sets. In cognitive terms, the response sets orient
the user to those responses and m a k e the presented
responses m o r e mentally available—and in turn m o r e
fi-equenUy chosen. W e can use this finding to improve
decision m a k i n g skill, regardless of the particular response
manager w e choose, by including in the response sets
additional options for users to notice and perfomu such as a)
additional deconfliction responses, and b ) actual Critical
Thinking stiategy actions, such as "consider alternative
explanations for aircraft behavior" and "consider outcomes".
W h i l e these examples m a y appear clumsy or hokey, they
m a y prove to b e valuable reminders for critical thinking.

Cohen. Freeman, and Wolf (1996), for example, have shown
that easily taught Critical Thinking strategies can effectively
supplement naturalistic decision making and improve
poformance.
Cognitive Principles
What can we learnfiomthis research about decision making
more generally? First, we found that the responses that a
response manager presents do indeed influence decision
making. Second, we found that this effect occurs during the
response selection stage of tactical decision making. The
response presentations afifected the responses made, but they
did not influence the threat ratings.
Third, siiKe no effect was fouivd when participants used
the Combination manager, which presented all the responses
but labeled some as more appropriate, we concluded that the
presentation effect was due to which responses were made
available to the participant for consideration rather than
which responses were labeled as more appropriate by the
response manager. It's the presentation thai mattered; not
the manager's recommendations per se.
The response presentation e£fect should transfer to other
response management domains. What this means is that
making available to decision makers a list of response
options will affect their decisions. The decision makers'
actual assessments of the situation will not change, but
presenting reqwnses will orient users' attention toward
those responses, they will receive first or most
consideration, and they will be preferentially selected.
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Abstract

From the computational point of view one m a y ask:

We specify a model for the conceptual interpretation of rela• How are comparison classes actually determined given a
tive adjectives (like "big "), which covers a crucial aspect of
degree expression?
the underlying comprehension process - the comparison to a
norm that is associated with a comparison class. Building on
• Is there aflexible,on-the-fly assembly process for comparan elaborate domain ontology and knowledge about intercorreison classes or are they just accessed from a static, precomlations, comparison classes are dynamically created depending
piled
class inventory?
on the context in which adjectival utterances occur.

Introduction
The conceptual description of relative adjectives^ differs significantly from those of other word classes. Unlike concepts
denoted by nouns and verbs, such degree expressions have no
canonical, self-contained concept representation. They are
rather dependent on a reference point or class norm that is
associated with a comparison class. For instance, "Peter" in
(lb) should not be referred to as "tall" in a general sense, but
as "faii in comparison to the class norm of a comparison class
C", where C is constrained by the context in which "tall"
occurs. This becomes immediately evident in example (1)
where the context of the utterance (la) crucially determines
the valid comparison class for "tall(Peter,C)".
(1) a. Peter is 4 years old.
b. Peter is tall.
While linguists (Sapir, 1944; Klein, 1980; Bierwisch,
1989) have already agreed upon modeling relative adjectives
like "tall" by a binary predicate that relates a degree to a comparison class (respectively, its class norm), m a n y challenging
problems from a natural language understanding perspective
are still left open. These fall into two main categories, viz.
representational and computational issues. From the representational perspective one m a y ask:
• H o w are comparison classes represented?
• What kind of knowledge is needed to select the most suitable comparison class in a given discourse context?
"Thefirstauthor is now affiliated with Fraunhofer lAO, Institute for Industrial Engineering, Nobelstr. 12, D-70569 Stuttgart —
http://vAiw.swt.iao. fhg.de.
'Relative adjectives like "tall" or "fast" are opposed to absolute adjectives such as "married" or "rectangular". Though this
distinction can be further refined (cf., e.g., Bierwisch (1989)), the
particular relevance of relative adjectives is commonly agreed upon
(Klein, 1980; Hutchinson, 1993).
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In order to answer these questions, we introduce a model
for the representation and proper selection of comparison
classes. These representational prerequisites are then used
in a computational model which accounts for a variety of linguistic phenomena. W e claim that this joint model constitutes
an improvement upon proposals which cannot account for dynamically created classes, like "4 year old boy". W e start,
however, with the presentation of experimentally grounded
cognitive evidence which lays the framework on which w e
build our model of the comprehension of degree expressions.
A Cognitive Framework for Grading
Early on it was recognized that the determination of the
class norm or the respective comparison class^ against which
the graded property of the object is compared is hard to
determine (cf., e.g., Sapir (1944)). The only explicit proposal with respect to this problem w e are aware of assumes that the comparison class is given by a superordinate class of the semantic subject^ of the adjective, e.g., a
superordinate of "Peter" in example (1) (Bierwisch, 1971;
1989). Though this proposal is on the right track, it is, nevertheless, insufficient to account for frequently occurring expressions which refer to u n c o m m o n or ad hoc categories.
Rosch et al. (1976) showed that people are aware of correlational structures by which attributes are linked. Also, they
prefer to use categories that take maximal advantage of these
linkages. For instance, "feather" and "flying" are strongly intercorrelated with each other and these attributes, as well as
their intercorrelations, are strongly indicative for the c o m m o n
^The terms class norm and comparison class, cf. Bierwisch
(1971), can be interchanged with reference point and reference class,
respectively, as used by Rips & Tumbull (1980).
^The semantic subject of an adjective is its head noun if it is in
atuibutive position. If the adjective is in predicative position, the
subject of the predicate is the semantic subject.

category "bird". In contrast, a d hoc categories,'* e.g.. "things
to take for a camping trip", are defined by Barsalou (1983)
as "sets that (1) violate correlational structure and (2) are
usually not thought of by most people". H e finds that ad hoc
categories generate typicality ratings very similar to the way
c o m m o n categories do. This is an important observation for
any model for determining comparison classes that accounts
for ad hoc categories like "4 year old boy". Only the existence of typical degrees for a gradable property allows the
division of such a comparison class into groups of "more",
"less" and "equal" with regard to the relevant graded property.
In contrast to c o m m o n categories, he also finds that ad hoc
categories lack any strong category-instance and instancecategory links.^ H e suggests that because ad hoc categories
are so specialized, the perception of an entity should not activate all the ad hoc categories to which it belongs. Furthermore, he concludes that ad hoc categories should c o m e to
mind only w h e n primed by current goals. Considering the
apparent complexity of the task of constructing appropriate
comparison classes, this raises the question as to w h y people
are still so versatile at understanding graded attributes even
w h e n they encounter ad hoc categories such as "4 year old
boy" in example (1).
Starting from Bierwisch's (1971) proposal. Rips & TlimbuU (1980) investigate the reference class determination
problem. They let subjects verify sentence pairs like (2) and
(3). Whereas reaction time decreases from (2a) to (2b), no
such change can be observed between (3a) and (3b).
(2) a. A n insect is small.
b. A n insect is a small animal.

of attributes which correlated with the displayed events. A n
agent, e.g., with one body color approaching the patient made
it flee, another agent triggered a color change in the patient. In fact, Kersten & Billman (1992) found that correlations between attributes and events were learned. Simulations with richly intercorrelated attribute-behavior patterns
generated a rather high learning accuracy. Richly correlated
settings generated higher accuracy rates than lowly correlated ones. Hence, these findings support the availability of
complex intercorrelations like "an expensive printer produces
good output" in richly intercorrelated world descriptions.
W e m a y n o w summarize the cognitive framework underlying our model of determining comparison classes: Barsalou's
conclusion indicates that only information given in the discourse context should play a role for determining reference
classes/points. Also, the existence of typicality effects for ad
hoc categories fosters the assumption that reference points do
exist/or ad hoc categories. T h e results from Rips & TlirnbuU (1980) yield support to a dynamic reference class/point
model. Finally, w e will exploit rich intercorrelation knowledge to guide the computation of comparison classes.
Representation of Comparison Classes
Our efforts directed at the conceptualization of degree expressions are rooted in a text understanding system (Hahn et al.,
1996), which operates in two domains, viz. test reports from
information technology magazines and medical finding reports. In each domain, understanding the evaluative portions
of the discourse is vital for adequate comprehension results.
A typical example from our IT corpus is given by (4).
(4) The picture has good quality for a picture printed by a
laser printer.

(3) a. A n insect is six-legged.
b. A n insect is a six-legged animal.

In this example, a relative adjective occurs with an explicitly given comparison class. Hence, its computation merely
boils d o w n to a parsing problem and the associated knowledge base operations for the generation of a conceptual interpretation of the utterance. In our system, the representation of
a comparison class is dynamically created from the utterance
and the concepts available in the knowledge base.
Following the terminology introduced by Bierwisch (1989)
and Klein (1980), w e say that a relative adjective a is related to a class norm,^ which is a degree of the same type
(e.g.. Q u a l i t y ) as the one described by the adjective (e.g.,
"good"). The class norm belongs to a comparison class (e.g.,
the set of pictures printed by laser printers), which is a class
C with instances Oj. If the degree of such an instance Oj of C
is above the class norm, one m a y assert that "o,- is a for C".
W e use a terminological knowledge representation system
••This notion is extended by Barsalou (1985) toward goal-derived
(cf. W o o d s & Schmolze (1992) for a survey) as a framework
categories. This (roughly) subsumes true ad hoc categories as well
for the specification of domain knowledge. It allows, e.g., to
as categories which once have been ad hoc but meanwhile turned
create
a comparison class C o m p - C l a s s - 1 for example (4)
into conventionalized expressions.
on thefly.C o m p - C l a s s - 1 is defined by restricting the class.
^Note that these results, in particular the lack of categoryinstance hnks, predict that subjects should have difficulties in dePicture, to pictures printed by a Laser-Printer, which is
termining this reference point, though they should have less problem with categorizing instances into the "high", "medium", or "low"
^ W e abstract here from different graded properties which are asgroup for the relevant graded property.
sociated with different class norms.

Rips & Tumbull conclude that the determination of reference classes/points ought to be considered a dynamic process,
one that uses information available from the discourse context. Given the assets from Bierwisch (1971), Rosch et al.
(1976), and Barsalou (1983), our basic idea for determining the comparison class is to use the correlational structure
between a grading attribute and the properties which are attached to the major category. W t h regard to size then, the
property of being 4 years old has a different knowledge status
than, e.g., the property of being of a fair complexion. But,
h o w m u c h correlational structure is available to humans?
Kersten & Billman (1992) have investigated the correlational structure of complex events. Subjects observed events
in an artificial world rendered on a computer screen. Agents,
patients and the environment in this scenario each had a set
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a subconcept of PRINTER (cf. Fig. 1, with Comp-Class-1
= Picture n Vprinted-By.Laser-Printer). As a necessary result, the instance of picture, 0-1, is classified not
only as belonging to Picture, but also to Comp-Class- 1.
In a metarelation (CLASS-NORM-OF) the comparison class is
associated with CLASS-NORM-1 which is related to the quality Q-1 of the picture O-1 by the relation EXCEEDS.
graph viewer
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In order to exploit knowledge about intercorrelations, w e
first specify what they describe and h o w they are represented.
T h e intercorrelations w e consider characterize local restriction classes which will later be gathered to define the comparison class. W e categorize intercorrelations along two dimensions. Considering the symbolic representation layer, one is
the length of the intercorrelation structure. This roughly corresponds to the distinction between intercorrelations within
object categories and across event structures as m a d e by Kersten & Billman (1992). T h e other dimension is given by the
type of the property (whether it is gradable or not) that correlates with the degree that is interpreted.
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it conforms with observations w e m a d e about the formation
of comparison classes for utterances from our text corpus.
Finally, it is not necessary that knowledge about intercorrelations be overiy fine-grained. T h e need for constructing a
conceptually more specific comparison class arises only due
to the strength of the intercorrelation.* A s a consequence, the
specification of intercorrelations and, thus, the construction
of new comparison classes are subject to a principle of parsimony, since only the most relevant intercorrelations have
to be accounted for. O n e could think of means to provide
a strength indicator in the representation of intercorrelations.
For reasons of simplicity, w e limited our approach such that
an intercorrelation is either represented or it is not.

CLASS-NORM-Or

PRINTS

Figure 1: Representing C o m p a r i s o n Classes and Class N o r m s
Knowledge about Intercorrelations
In a discourse setting, various linguistic expressions can be
formed to associate an adjective with a comparison class.
(5) Paul is 4 years old. H e is tall.
(6) Paul celebrated his 4th birthday yesterday. H e is tall.
(7) Paul is tall for a 4 year old boy.
These examples indicate that purely linguistic criteria, e.g.,
Bierwisch's proposal mentioned earlier, are insufficient to restrict the comparison class of an adjective. Computations
that rely only on static knowledge structures fail to determine the proper interpretations, too. A s an alternative, w e use
(metajbiowledge about intercorrelations that describes h o w
a class subhierarchy m a y influence the relations of class norm
instances on a scale or h o w two degrees of a given concept
are correlated. A s an example, consider the sentences (8) and
(9). In both of these the comparison classes are stated explicitly, and, thus, they elucidate the distinction between a proper
comparison class restriction and an improper one:
(8) Peter is tall for a gymnast.
(9) ? Peter is tall for afluteplayer.
The intercorrelation between "hasHeight" and "practicesGymnastics" describes gymnasts to be usually smaller than
average people. So, being tall for a gymnast does not necessarily imply being tall for the comparison class of all people. It is exactly the absence of corresponding intercorrelations between "hasHeight" and "playsFlute" that renders the
restriction of the comparison class tofluteplayers awkward.
Several important aspects of intercorrelations should be
noted here. First, knowledge about intercorrelations is part
of humans' common-sense knowledge (Malt & Smith, 1984;
McRae, 1992). Second, these intercorrelations need not be
symmetrical.^ Third, it need not be the case, of course, that
all possible intercorrelations one m a y conceive of are also encoded by people - only the particularly salient ones are available (cf. Malt & Smith (1984), p. 264). This is not an argument against, but rather one in favor of our proposal, since

Sentence (10) illustrates a simple case of a degreehierarchy intercorrelation (relevant comparison classes are
underlined: for a description of the relevant relations in the
knowledge base, cf. Fig. 2). In this example, the relevant
comparison class ( L a s e r - P r i N T E R ) is the concept N O I S E L e v e l is directly associated with. Therefore, the path from
the relevant degree N O I S E - L E V E L to the relevant restriction class L a s e r - P r I N T E R has the unit length 1 (inheritance links are not counted). Example (11) refers to the same
type of intercorrelation, but it takes effect across the relation
PRINTS which represents printing events in our knowledge
"^ Common-sense knowledge tells us that though gymnasts tend to
be smaller than average people, small people do not tend to do gymnastics very much. Assume that a population consists of 5 0 % small
and 5 0 % tall people, respectively, 1 % being gymnasts, and 9 0 % of
the gymnasts being small. Then the probability that a gymnast is a
small person is 9 0 % . However, the probability that a small person is
a gymnast is only 1.8%. Thus, restricting a comparison class from
all people to gymnasts, in fact, decreases the class norm for height
considerably, while the reverse is not true.
*For instance, for "a small gymnast", it is necessary to define
the comparison class G y m n a s t (as opposed to the more general
class H u m a n ) in order to assure that proper assessments about the
property Height can be derived. For "a small iceskater", however,
the construction of a corresponding comparison class Iceskater
could possibly be justified, but is not necessary at all. This is due to
the fact that iceskaters can still be compared relative to the general
class of humans with respect to their height, even though a weak
intercorrelation might hold between HEIGHT and Iceskaters, viz.
a preference for being small. This case of a weak correlation can
further be distinguished from one in which actually no intercorrelation seems reasonable as in the case of Sprinters, whose average
heights do not seem to differ from those of other persons.
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base. Thus, it differs in the length of the distance (two relations have to be passed) that lies between one of the relevant restrictions, 300dpi-Laser-Printer. and the degree
Q u a l i t y (of picture). Finally, (12) shows an example where
the intercorrelation differs with regard to the types that are
engaged, viz. in conUast to (10) and (11) an intercorrelation
between two degrees holds here.
(10) Degree-hierarchy intercorrelation (with distance I ) :
T h e noise level of the 300dpi laser printer X l l is high
for a laser printer.
(11) Degree-hierarchy intercorrelation (with distance 2 ) :
T h e picture of the X l l has a g o o d quality for the
picture o f a 300dpi laser printer.
(12) Degree-degree intercorrelation (with distance 2 ) :
The
Xll
offers very
good
quality for
laser printer that costs $ 8 0 0 .

a
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Figure 2: Hierarchy a n d Definitory R o l e s
In order to represent the a b o v e - m e n t i o n e d intercorrelations, k n o w l e d g e is m a d e available about w h i c h relations lie
b e t w e e n the restricting hierarchy a n d the correlated degree.
F o r instance, the representation of the intercorrelation appearing in (11) is depicted in Fig. 3:

either below or above the class norm associated with their direct superclass. In our example, Laser-Printer, InkjetPrinter and 600dpi-Laser-PR!NTER belong to the set of
classes that are associated with class norms above that of
their superclass, while Dot-Matrix-Printer and 300dpiLaser-Printer relate to corresponding lower class norms.
They are therefore marked as belonging to the Pos-Class
set and to the N e g - C l a s s set of I-1, respectively.
Computation of Comparison Classes
Often relative adjectives refer to comparison classes that are
only implicitly available (cf. (5) and (6)). TTieir recognition cannot be considered the task of the parsing mechanism
proper, but rather constitutes a task on its own. Accordingly,
w e illustrate here such an algorithm that computes implicit
comparison classes by making use of semantic relations, of
the knowledge about intercorrelations, of text-specific and
world knowledge, and of the representation mechanism for
comparison classes. A s a starting condition, w e presume the
completion of anaphora resolution, verb interpretation and
the interpretation of prepositional phrases.
The basic idea of the algorithm for computing implicit
comparison classes is expressed in Fig. 4 (for a more technical presentation, cf. Staab & Hahn (1997)): A positive adjective a denotes a degree d in the current text fragment. This
degree d is related to a n object O i , w h i c h itself is related to another object Op. O f course, there m i g h t b e n o object or several
objects related to oi, a n d Op itself m i g h t h a v e other relations.
E a c h object Oj h a s a m o s t specific type C,-,i.

Degree
Ci,„(i)
A
A
Cp,k{p) = R C p KKp ^1,^(1) = RCi
k
A
Ci,i
DEGTYPEj
^
HasRe -p
'' degreeOf, V
Op
-•^ 0]
'•d
Figure 4: Knowledge Structures for Comparison Classes
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Figure 3: T h e Intercorrelation K n o w l e d g e N e e d e d for (11).

The relations Q U A L I T Y - O f and PRINTED-By connect the
relevant degree, Q U A L I T Y , with the subhierarchy with which
it correlates, viz. the hierarchy below Printer^. This connection is reflected by QUALITY-Of having the domain (D:)
Q u a l i t y , by printed-By having the range (R:) PRINTER,
and by both being associated to the hierarchy-degree intercorrelation I-1 throughthe series of relations: rel-I, REL-2.
Moreover, it must be k n o w n which c o m m o n subclasses of
Printer have a norm attached for Noise-Level, which is
*We abstract here from the consideration of multi-hierarchies.
Furthermore, for each relation (e.g., HAS-QUALITY, PRINTS) we
always assume the existence of its inverse, which is then referred to
by an intuitively plausible name (e.g., QUALITY-Of, printed-By).

The goal of the algorithm is to select all objects o, that
are relevant for the computation of the correct comparison
class. Furthermore, for each object o, it must select its correct intermediate superconcept C,-,fc(,), which neither restricts
the comparison class too narrowly (as C,i might do) nor too
widely (as Cj,„(i) might do, since it yields no restriction at
all). This goal is achieved by matching the available knowledge on intercorrelations against the semantic structures of
the current text fragment. Finally, a comparison class is (recursively) computed by combining all the gathered restrictions. In Fig. 4 this means that the new comparison class is
defined by restricting R C i to a new class where the role R R p
is restricted to the range R C p . W e illustrate the comparison
class determination by considering example (13):
(13) The picture with the giraffe was printed by the fast laser
printer XI1. It shows good quality.
The information conveyed by this fragment is depicted in
Fig. 5. W e must n o w find the proper comparison class for the
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Figure 5: Input for E x a m p l e Text
graded property "good quality". P I C T U R E 0-1 itself is not in
a particular hierarchy that correlates with Q U A L I T Y Q - 1 , but
since Q U A L I T Y is modeled at the level of P I C T U R E , the latter
is chosen as thefirstrestriction class from which the comparison class is computed. P I C T U R E O - 1 is furthermore related
to Giraffe 0-2 and to Printer XI1. The former has no
correlation whatsoever with the quality of the picture — unless knowledge about such a correlation has been introduced
in the preceding discourse. Given that no such correlation
is available, there is no reason to consider GIRAFFE for the
computation of the comparison class. The object Xll, however, shows an intercorrelation with the quality of the picture,
because laser printers tend to produce better output than general printers, which include the class of dot matrix printers
(cf. Fig. 3). At this point our algorithm always proceeds with
the most specific concept for which such an intercorrelation
is found. Under this heuristic, Laser-Printer is activated
here, though in general Printer might also be a reasonable
alternative.
The algorithm proceeds recursively here, meaning that
it considers the objects related to Xll. One could possibly imagine that the Printing-Velocity correlates with
the quality of the picture, since high velocity printers tend
to be more expensive and more expensive printers tend to
produce higher quality. A n expert in thefieldof printers
could perhaps produce such a reading which differs from
that of a novice. However, since the intercorrelation between
Printing-Velocity and Quality is weak, if there is one
at all, including or disregarding it will hardly affect the location of the class norm to which "good quality" is compared.
Here, for our system, w e decided that it was too weak to be
included. Hence, w e ignore the velocity property for Xll
and end up with the restriction classes PICTURE and LaserPrinter which are composed to Comp-Class-1, picture
printed by a laser printer, as shown in the section on explicit
comparison classes. Fig. 1 depicts the corresponding relations computed by our algorithm for example (13).
Empirical Data
In a preliminary empirical evaluation study w e compared our
algorithm (henceforth, c3) against two simpler, more naive
approaches. Thefirstof these, nl, constantly uses the most
specific concept the semantic subject has. The second one,
n2, does not select this most specific concept, but its immedi-
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ate superconcept instead. Both approaches constitute somewhat of a lower bottom line to our approach, since it can revert to one of these simpler approaches if it is unable to identify more selective restrictions.
W e chose a text which contained 226 sentences with about
4,300 words. 121 positive gradable adjectives were screened,
for which a reasonable semantic representation could be determined in 72 cases - and only these were evaluated. The
remaining 49 occurrences graded idiomatic expressions, concepts that are hard to model (e.g., "a good idea"), or entailed
other problems that were not directly related tofindingthe
correct comparison classes. Under the assumption of complete knowledge, c3 achieved a high success rate (60 cases
(83%) were correctly analyzed), nl and n2 performed m u c h
worse, as they were only able to properly determine 20 and
15 valid comparison classes ( 2 8 % vs. 2 1 % ) , respectively.
nl and n2 are equivalent to the procedures Bierwisch
(1989) suggests for adjectives related with generic and nongeneric nouns, respectively (e.g., in "towers are high" the related noun "towers " is generic, while in "this tower is high '
it is not). A n oracle that tells whether an adjective is related
to a generic object and, depending o n the result, changes the
strategy from nl to n 2 would render a m e c h a n i s m close to
the one Bierwisch proposes. However, it w o u l d not add m u c h
benefit. Since none of the 7 2 considered adjectives are related
to generic nouns, the positive cases of n 2 are not d u e to any
generic use. O u r results are still interesting, even though w e
restricted our approach to distance-1 and distance-2 interrelations to keep the modelling problem manageable.
Related Work
Though the notion of comparison class has been around for
quite a long time among linguists (Sapir, 1944; Klein, 1980;
Sinmions, 1993), no comprehensive theory of comparison
class formation has been shaped that accounts for ad hoc categories and properly incorporates context information. W e
build our model for determining comparison classes on considerations by Bierwisch (1971, 1989) andfindingsby Rosch
et al. (1976), Rips & Turnbull (1980), Barsalou (1983,1985),
and Kersten & Billman (1992). In particular, w e extend Bierwisch's (1971) approach to cover ad hoc categories. Rips &
Tumbull's (1980)findingssupport our model in that they favor a dynamic process without excludingrichdomain knowledge that guides the understanding process. Moreover, Barsalou's (1983) results support the existence of reference points
also for complex categories like "quality of a picture printed
by a laser printer".
Further supporting evidence for our proposal is available
from research that does not directly address the comparison class formation problem, but which is based on experiments that indicate that major assumptions underlying
our approach can be traced in empirical findings. First,
distance and contiguity effects that are observed in comparative judgments suggest that people categorize dynamically for grading processes (Sailor & Shoben, 1993; Cech
et al., 1990). Second, several sources (e.g., M c R a e (1992),

Sailor & Shoben (1993)) maintain the assumption that people
encode knowledge about intercorrelations, which lies at the
heart of the proposed mechanism, and use this information
for categorization processes. In particular, Kersten & Billman
(1992) report that intercorrelations are not restricted to simple
object categories, but are also learned for complex dependencies, e.g., a more expensive printer produces better output.
This holds especially in richly intercorrelated settings such as
the conunonsense world.
The importance of comparison classes for the semantics
of relative adjectives has often been underestimated. M u c h
previous work on the representation of degrees completely
abstracts from the problem of comparison class determination. Simmons' interval approach (1993) uses class norms to
denote the meaning of relative adjectives, but disregards the
comparison class formation problem. Other computational
accounts, e.g., Raskin & Nirenburg (1996), Zadeh (1978), neglect the effects a comparison class has at all.
Hutchinson (1993) shows in detail that comparison classes
are not an inherently semantic feature, but rather dependent
on language use. H e also gives examples that go way beyond the capabilities of our comparison class determination
method. Example (14) could plausibly mean that C h o m s k y is
famous for a linguist, for a scholar, or even for an American.
(14) C h o m s k y is a famous linguist.
Though w e cannot cope with all the challenges Hutchinson
(1993) puts forth, our proposal improves the existing model in
a w a y that makes it interesting for text understanding systems.
Finally, one should note that reference points affect comparative judgements, in general. Holyoak & M a h (1982)
observed that explicit reference points strongly increase discriminability in their vicinity. However, for implicit reference
points they could produce only inconclusive evidence.
Conclusion
Only little evidence has been collected so far concerning the
conceptualizations underlying adjectival expressions, relative
adjectives in particular — the third major word class of Weste m languages. W e have introduced a model of adjective interpretation that accounts for some of the intriguing complexities of relating degree expressions to a proper conceptual representation. At the center of the model lie comparison classes
and their associated class norms to which degree expressions
are related. This is not a static linkage. Rather, contextual
information together with knowledge about correlations controls the process of selecting the appropriate comparison class
on thefly.W e extend Bierwisch's (1989) approach thereby,
and include ad hoc categories into our model.
Still, s o m e desiderata remain unsolved: A more comprehensive model, e.g, would have to take into account shared
beliefs between participants in the discourse, since these m a y
substantially influence the comparison class formation process. Also, granularity effects in the knowledge base are notoriously difficult, but should be solvable along the lines of
path-length neutral computations for textual ellipsis resolution as discussed by Markert et al. (1996).
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Abstract
W e describe an experiment that examines observational learning
of either rules or instances. Subjects were asked to learn a
dynamic computer control task and were given either a specific
goal, to make the computer produce a specific response, or a nonspecific goal, to find the pattern underlying the computer's
behavour. Subjects either interacted directly with the computer
(the 'models') or observed a model's learning trials (the
'observers'). Both the goal of the models and the goal of the
observers were varied so that specific goal and non-specific goal
models were crossed with specific goal and non-specific goal
observers. W e predicted that the goal of the observer and not the
goal of the model would determine whether observers learned
ralesOTinstances and that learning through observation would
hinder instance learning. These predictions were confirmed.
Non-specific goal models learned rules whereas specific goal
models learned instances. Non-specific goal observers also
learned rules, irrespective of the goal of the model, but specific
goal observers failed to learn at all. A subsequent test confirmed
that the failure of the specific goal observers to learn was due to
the lack of feedback about correct responses. W h e n such
feedback was provided, specific goal observers learned instances.
However, the presence of feedback was detrimental to rule
learning. W h e n non-specific goal observers received feedback,
they learned only instances. These results support the view that
both goal specificity and the presence or absence of feedback
guide learning by directing attention to either instance space or
both instance space and rule space.
Introduction
Rule learning has been distinguished from instance
learning in both research on concept learning (Erickson &
Kruschke in press; Lebowitz, 1986; Wisniewski, & Medin,
1995) and research on implicit learning (Geddes, &
Stevenson, 1997; Shanks & St. John, 1994). Geddes &
Stevenson (1997) showed that w h e n learning to control a
dynamic control task, whether subjects learn rules or
instances depends on their learning goal: If they have a
specific goal (to control the system), they learn rules; if they
have a non-specific goal (to understand the system), they
leam rules. In this paper, w e investigate the learning of
rules and instances through observation so that the roles of
action and of feedback can be examined.
Geddes and Stevenson (1997) used a dynamic control
task in which subjects interact with a computer person'
called Clegg and try to get h i m to t)ecome and stay Very

Friendly. Clegg initiates the interaction by displaying one
of twelve attitudes (e.g. Polite. Very Friendly. Loving) on
the computer screen, after which the subject responds by
typing in another attitude. The attitudes reflect an intimacy
sc^e from low to high and
Clegg's response to the
subject's choice of attitude is retaliatory. If Clegg is Polite,
and the subject responds with Friendly, then Clegg
Clegg's attitude o n
retaliates with the attitude Loving.
each thai is a simple numerical fimction of the subject's
response on that trial and Clegg's previous output. Subjects
successfidly leam to carry out this task, but w h e n
questioned about the experiment afterwards, they are
unable to describe h o w they did it or what the underlying
rule is (Berry & Broadbent, 1984).
In Geddes and Stevenson's study, one group of subjects
was given a specific learning goal, comparable to the
learning goal used in Berry and Broadbent (1984). Subjects
were instructed to m a k e Clegg polite and stay polite.
However, in contrast to Berry and Broadbent, Geddes and
Stevenson gave a second group of subjects a non-specific
learning goal. These subjects were instructed to find out
the pattern that explained Clegg's behaviour.
All the subjects had 30 learning trials, after which they
were tested on what they had learned. In the first test,
subjects in both goal groiq)s were given 30 trials to leam a
novel specific goal - to m a k e Clegg very friendly. T h e
results showed that non-specific goal subjects performed
better than specific goal subjects with the novel specific
goal ( 5 2 % correct responses vs. 4 1 % ) . In a second test,
all subjects predicted Clegg's response, given a sequence of
three responses. For example, a subject might be told
" Y o u were very cool, then Clegg w a s very rude. Y o u were
then polite. W h a t did Clegg d o nextT' S o m e of these
prediction questions described 'old' situations, which the
subject had encountered during learning. Others described
'new' situations, which the subject had not seen before.
Non-specific goal subjects m a d e correct predictions in both
old and n e w situations while specific goal subjects only
m a d e correct predictions in old situations. In a third test,
subjects were asked to describe the rule that governed
Clegg's behaviour. Whereas 7 9 % of the non-specific goal
subjects gave either correct or partially correct rule
descriptions, over 8 0 % of the specific goal subjects gave
wrong descriptions.
Thus, subjects given a non-specific goal leamed the
abstract rule underlying Clegg's behaviour while subjects
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given a specific goal remembered specific responses These
results are consistent with other evidence suggesting that
the learning goal can have profound effects on learning,
whether it be instance learning (Whittlesea & Dorken,
1993) or rule learning ( O w e n & Sweller, 1986; VoUmeyer,
B u m s & Holyoak, 1996).
"Dual space" models of learning explain rule learning
and instance learning within a single framework (Klahr &
Dunbar, 1988; Simon & Lea, 1974). Simon and Lea, for
example, proposed that the problem space is separated into
two spaces: a rule space and an instance space People
search instance space w h e n seeking the solution to a
specific goal. Geddes and Stevenson suggested that one w a y
in which instance space is searched to reach a specific goal
is through means-ends analysis, involving successive
reductions of the difference between the learner's current
state and the goal state until the goal is reached. Thus, what
get learned are the specific states encountered on the route
to the goal. O n the other hand, people search both rule
space and instance space w h e n generating and testing
hypotheses. Explicit h>potheses are generated in rule
space, which are then tested by experiments that generate
states in instance space. In these circumstances, subjects
learn rules that explain the system being studied.
In order to explore the boundary conditions of instance
learning and rule learning, the present study was
conducted. Instead of having our learners interact with the
computer, w e asked them instead to observe other learners.
In additioru w e s>stematically varied the goal of the model
and the goal of the observer so that the observer had either
a control task goal or a pattern search goal and observed a
rtKKlel w h o also had either a control task or pattern search
goal.
Berry (1991) originally used this observation
procedure, but both her models and observers were given a
control task goal. She found that the observers' learning
w a s very poor under these conditions, suggesting that
action is the critical ingredient for instance learning.
However, Berry did not exphcitly check that her subjects
were learning instances, hence in the present study w e used
the same tests of learning as Geddes and Stevenson (1997)
so that w e could examine the eflfectiveness of observational
learning o n the learning of instances compared to rules.
W h e n learning to control the system, and so learning
instances, the decisions m a d e by the learner concern which
response to m a k e on each trial. These decisions are less
likely to be m a d e if the learner observes someone else
making and implementing those decisions. Consequently,
in accordance with Berry's (1991) results, w e hypothesize
that instance learning will be inhibited during observational
learning.
W h e n trying to understand the system, the
decisions m a d e by the learner concern generating and
testing hypotheses.
Since these decisions are purely
cognitive, they should be unaffected by whether the learner
interacts with the computer or observes someone else
interacting. Consequendy, w e also hypothesize that rule
learning will be successfiil during observational learning.
Method
Subjects
Seventy two student volunteers from Durham University

served as subjects. Their ages ranged from 18 to 24 years.
Twenty foiu- were models, 12 in each goal group; 48 were
observers, 12 in each of the four groups defined by the goal
of the model and the goal of the observer.
Design
A two (goal of model) by two (goal of observer)
independent groups design was used for the four observer
groups. Both observers and models were given either a
control task goal or a pattern search goal. Half the control
task observers observed control task models and half
observed pattern search models. Similarly, half the pattern
search observers observed control task models aiid half
observed pattern search models. See Table 1. The two
groups of models were testedfirstafter which the observers
were tested.
Table 1: Design of the Experiment (Spec = Specific)
Goal of
Model
Goal of
Observer

Spec. Goal
Spec.
Goal

NonSpec.
Goal

Non-Spec. Goal
Spec.
Goal

NonSpec.
Goal

All subjects were required to complete 30 learning and
30 test trials. T h e goal groups were defined by the nature
of the goal in the 30 learning trials, either specific ('Make
Clegg polite') or non-specific ('Find the underlying
pattern'). T h e models interacted with the computer during
learning whereas the observers observed the models'
learning trials. In the test trials, all subjects were given a
new specific goal ('Make Clegg veryfiiendly')and they all
interacted with the computer. After the test trials, all
subjects were given two further (unexpected) tests of
learning:
predicting Clegg's next response from a
sequence of three responses and answering questions
designed to elicit descriptions of the rule underlying
Clegg's behaviour.
Learning and Test Trials Models were told that they
would be meeting a computer person named Clegg and
would communicate with Clegg through the screen and
keyboard. Clegg would express his attitude towards them
by displaying one of twelve descriptions (Very Rude. Rude,
Very Cool, Cool, Indifferent, Polite, Very Polite, Friendly,
Very Friendly, Affectionate, Very Affectionate, Loving).
Following this, subjects responded to Clegg by choosing
one of the above descriptions. This was done by typing in
thefirstletter or letters of that description (e.g. V P for Very
Polite). Once subjects had responded, Clegg would displj^
his n e w attitude (produced by the equation described
below). It would then be the subject's turn to enter their
next attitude, and so on. T h e list of possible responses was
displayed on a piece of paper attached to the bottom of the
screen for permanent reference.
In addition to the above instructions, each group of
models w a s given specific instructions concerning their
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learning goal and their secondary task. Models in the
Clegg's behaviour was displayed on the screen, below this
control task group were told "Your aim is to shift Clegg to the subject's new behaviour was displayed - e.g. You were
the Polite level and maintain him at that level". Models in Very Cool, Clegg was Very Rude. You were then Polite.
the pattern search group were told "Your aim is to establish Subjects then had to predict what Clegg's response would
under what pattern Clegg is reacting". To remind subjects
be. The five new' situations were generated randomly from
of their respective goals, the goal of their task was
a list of all possible trial situations that the subject tiad not
permanently displayed on a piece of paper attached to the
encountered during either the learning trials or the testing
bottom of the screen.
trials. The five 'Old-wrong' situations were randomly
O n each trial Clegg's and the subject's responses were
selectedfi'omall the trials the subject had got wrong during
di^layed on the screen. These scrolled up the screen so
the test phase. The five 'Old-correct' situations were
randomly selectedfi-omall the trials the subject had got
that it was possible to see the previous six trials on the
screen at any one time. The equation relating Clegg's
correct during the test phase. To produce five Old-wrong
responses to those of the subject's was identical to the non- andfiveOld-correct questions meant that the subject must
salient rule used by Berry and Broadbent (1984). The
get at leastfivewrong orfivecorrect respectively during
descriptions were given a value from 1 (Very Rude) to 12
the test trials. The program controlling the experiment
(Loving) and Clegg's response was determined by the
allowed for the possibility of this not occurring and would
equation:
have substituted any uncreated questions with New
C N R = (2 X SOR) - C O R + Z,
questions.
where C N R = Clegg's new response, S O R = subject's old
response, C O R = Clegg's old response and Z = a random
Rule descriptions. Two questions tested the subjects'
number with the value of -1, 0 or +1. The random element
ability to describe the rule underlying Clegg's behaviour.
in the equation ensures that subjects must exercise
One was "How did you get Clegg to behave as you wanted
continuous control over the computer person. It also means him toT' This question was designed to be sensitive to any
that there is no unique input associated with any one
procedural knowledge that may have been acquired during
output. If subjects reached their target output then simply learning. The other question was "Could you try to describe
re-entering the same input is unlikely to keep them on
what sort of pattern you thought Clegg was using to
target (Berry & Broadbent, 1984). To allow for the random respond to your behaviour?" This question was designed to
element in the equation producing Clegg's response, the
be sensitive to declarative knowledge.
responses of subjects in the specific goal group were scored
as correct if they were either on the target or one response Procedure
either side of the target. That is, a responsefi-omClegg of Subjects were randomly allocated to one of the six
Indifferent, Polite, or Very Polite was scored as correct.
experimental groups. The two model groups carried out the
Each observer was randomly assigned to a model with
learning instructions while interacting with the computer,
the relevant goal. In addition to the general instructions
the foiu observer groups observed the learning trials of the
about the task, the control task observers were told "For this models.
section of the experiment however, you will not interact
O n completing the learning trials, all subjects were told
with Clegg, but, will view some interactions that have
the learning goal for the test trials and then the test trials
occurred. You should watch what the person has done on
started. Clegg initiated both learning and test trials by
the earlier occasion as this should give you a feel for how
displaying one of the three adjectives centered on Polite.
Clegg responds. It is important you pay close attention to
Following the test trials, subjects were instructed on the
the interactions you shall be viewing as, later, you will have prediction questions. The instructions described the
to control Clegg, making him produce a specific output and questions and gave an example of a prediction situation.
then maintaining his output at the specific level." For the
The instructions also explained that each question was
pattern search observers, thefinalsentence was changed to unrelated to the previous one. After completing the
"It is important you pay close attention to the interactions prediction questions subjects were given a pen and paper
you shall be viewing as, later, you will have to establish
and were asked to answer the two general questions
under what pattern Clegg is reacting." The observers were
appearing on the paper.
not told the task that the model had been set. Observers
pressed the space bar of the computer to display each trial
Results and Discussion
of their model. With each key press, the trials scrolled up
Models
the screen in the same way as they did for the models.
The test trials were identical to the learning trials for the Test trials (Novel Specific Goal) Test trials were scored
as correct for the control task subjects if they obtained a
control task models except that the goal was changed. As
was the case in the learning trials, a response either on the response from Clegg of Indifferent, Polite or Very Polite.
This scoring takes into account the random element of the
target or one step either side of the target was scored as
equation producing Clegg's behaviour. Both control task
correct, to allow for the random element in the equation.
and pattern search models produced 4 3 % correct test trials.
These scores were significantly above the chance level of
Prediction Questions There were 15 prediction questions,
5 new, 5 old correct and 5 old wrong. For each question, a 24.7% (p <.03). Chance level was calculated by running
50,000 simulated sessions, each of 30 trials, in which the
typical trial situation was presented. The subject's and
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Fisher Exact Probability tests comparing the number of
answers in the Correct or Partially Correct categories with
those in the Wrong category showed that pattern search
Prediction questions Responses to the prediction questions models performed significantly better than control task
modcls(p<.01).
were scored as correct if the response predicted by the
All of the above results replicate the findings of Geddes
subjects was one above, the same as, or one below the
and Stevenson (1997)
response expected from Clegg in each situation The
response expected from Clegg w a s calculated by using the
Observers
equation from the learning phase of the experiment, but not
including the random element of the equation, since the
Test Trials (Novel Specific Goal) Table 2 shows the
scoring process took it into account. All subjects produced
percent correct test trials for observers as a function of their
sufficient correct and incorrect responses in the test trials to
learning goal and the goal of their model. A 2 (goal of
have 5 old correct and 5 old wrong prediction questions.
model ) by 2 (goal of observer) analysis of variance
T h e data for old-correct and old-wrong situations were
revealed
a significant main effect of goal of observer
combined in the results. Control task models produced
(F(l,44)=23.37,p<.001).
Pattern search observers produced
1 8 . 3 % correct responses in n e w situations and 4 5 . 3 7 %
more
correct
trials
than
control
task observers. There were
correct responses in old situations. Pattern search models
no
other
significant
effects.
Furthermore,
the performance
produced 6 6 . 7 % correct responses in n e w situations and
of both pattern search observer groups was significantly
7 1 . 7 % correct responses in old situations. A two (learning
goal) by two (prediction situation) analysis of variance with better than chance (both p values <.02), whereas neither of
rqjeated measures on the last factor revealed a significant
the control task observer groups was sigmficandy different
main effect of goal (F( 1,22)= 16.26, p<.001), a significant
from chance.
main effect of type of situation (F( 1,22)= 10.05, p<.001),
and a significant interaction (F(l,22)=4.75, p<.04). Pattern
Table 2: Percent correct responses on the test trials as a
search models produce more correct responses than control
fimction of goal of model and goal of observer.
task models; there were more correct responses in old than
in n e w situations: and the difference between old and n e w
Goal of Model
situations w3s confined to control task models (t(ll)=3.05,
Control Task
Pattern Search
p<.01; pattern search models: t(ll)=1.03).
Goal of Observer
Rule descriptions Subjects' answers to the two questions
Control Task
24
18
about the rule (asking h o w to control Clegg and asking
Pattern Search
46
54
what was Clegg's underlying pattern) were treated together
as subjects generally answered only one of the questions
Prediction Questions The percent correct responses for old
and included information in that answer that was relevant
and n e w situations are shown in Figure one. A two (goal of
to both questions. The answers were judged by two judges
model) by 2 (goal of observer) by 2 (situation type) anal>'sis
and placed into one of three categories; N o information or
of variance was performed on the data. Theresultsshowed
Wrong. Partially Correct, Correct. Answers were
a significant main effect of goal of observer (F(l,44)=47.59,
categorized as N o information or Wrong if subjects gave no
p<.001). T h e pattern search observers performed better
relevant information about the pattern Clegg was following
than control task observers.
There were no other
or about h o w they controlled Clegg, and if part of the
significant effects. In addition, both the new and
answer gave wrong informatioa Answers were categorized
as Partially Correct if subjects mentioned Clegg's tendency
IN T
• CantnlTuk
to mo\'e along the scale beyond the subject's response
Okstrvvs
(away from his o w n ) ; mentioned any other information that
aPtXcnSMrdi
described this approximate characteristic of Clegg's
Obnmri
Ptraw 68
behaviour, m a d e one precise possible prediction of Clegg's
OMTWt
behaviour: or mentioned h o w Clegg's behaviour clustered
mpoasei
around a continuous behavioxu- of the subjects. Answers
were categorized as Correct w h e n subjects mentioned
Clegg's tendency to m o v e along the scale, beyond the
M '
subject's response (away from his o v m ) A N D described the
distance along the scale that Clegg would m o v e (i.e.
OM New
OM New
roughly double the distance the subject was from Clegg).
Control
Task
Pattern
Search
Answers that m a d e 3 or more precise possible predictions
Modek
Models
of Clegg's behaviour were also classified as Correct.
11 wrong rule
Control task models produced
Figure 1: Percent correct predictions as a
descriptions and I partially correct description. Pattern
function of goal of observer and goal of model.
search models produced 7 correct rule descriptions, 3
partially correct descriptions and 2 wrong descriptions.
subjects chose any one of the 12 responses with equal
probability.
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old correct responses of the two pattern search observer
groups were significantly better than the chance level of
2 4 % (all p's<.02), whereas none of the response of the two
control task observer groups differed from chance.
Rule Descriptions The results are shown in Table 3.
Fisher Exact Probability tests comparing the number of
answers in the Correct or Partially Correct categories with
those in the Wrong category showed that pattern search
observers performed significantly better than control task
observers (p<.OI).

observer's attention to the correct response and away from
a general exploration of the overall pattern of responses.
T o examine these possibilities, w e focused on the
responses to the prediction questions and the results are
shown in Figure two. Figure two also shows the data for
the original observers of control goal models so that
performance with and without feedback can be directly
compared.

INt
• FMttack

Table 3: Percentage of correct, partially correct and
wrong rule descriptions as a function of model and
observer goals. (CT=Control Task; PS=Pattem
Search.)
Correct
Goal of
Model

Goal of
Observer

CT

CT
PS
CT
PS

PS

Partially
Correct

PmMt

M ,

rcspansei

Z8'

Wrong

Old Nmr
Control Task
Observers

8
33
0
75

8
33
16
0

84
33
84
25

OM New
Pattern Search
Observers

Figure 2: Percent correct predictions as a
function o f goal o f observer a n d presence or
absence o f feedback. (All observers h a d control
task models.)

Overall, therefore, the results for the observers indicate
that whereas pattern search observers learned the rule
successfully, control task learners failed to learn at all,
since their performance was consistently at chance level.
This lack of any learning on the part of control task
observers is consistent with the idea that the decisions
made by instance learners must be tied to their actions for
learning to occur. W h e n the relevant actions are not
performed, there is no learning.
However, there is an alternative possibility for the lack
of any learning by the control task observers. In the
experiment, none of the observers were told the goal of the
model. Hence, w h e n the model had a control task goal,
observers were unable to tell w h e n the model had made a
correct response. Thus it m a y have been the lack of
feedback about correct responses that was responsible for
thefeilureof control task observers to learn. Only with
feedback can control task observers decide what would be
the correct response. T o examine this possibility, two
additional groups of observers were tested. O n e group was
given a control task goal, the other was given a pattern
search goal. Both groups observed control goal models and
both groups were told the goal of the model so that they
would receive feedback about the model's correct and
incorrect trials. W e wished to k n o w whether or not such
feedback would improve the performance of control task
observers. W e also wondered whether the presence of
feedback would affect the performance of pattern search
observers. It is possible that having feedback about correct
responses might inhibit rule learning by directing the

A 2 (goal of observer) b y 2 (feedback) b y 2 (situation
type) analysis of variance w a s carried out o n the data in
Figure 2. T h e results s h o w e d a significant m a i n effect o f
goal o f observer (F(l,44)=12.87, p<.001), a significant
m a i n effect of situation type (F(l,44)=7.04, p<.02) a n d a
significant interaction between goal o f observer a n d
situation type (F(l,44)=4.12, p<.05).
Pattern search
observers produced m o r e correct responses than control
task observers; there w e r e m o r e correct responses in old
than in n e w situations; a n d the difference between old a n d
n e w situations w a s confined to the feedback conditions
(old: 9 6 % , new: 5 5 % ; no feedback conditions: old: 8 2 % ,
new: 7 8 % ) . There were no other significant effects.
A s w e saw above, in the absence of feedback, only
pattern search observers are significantly better than chance
with both n e w and old predictions. W h e n feedback is
present, control task observers are above chance with old
predictions (p<.05) but not with new. B y contrast, w h e n
pattern search observers are given feedback, they perform
at chance level with n e w predictions, although they are still
above chance with old predictions (p<.01).
General Discussion
W e conclude from these results that feedback rather than
action is the critical ingredient for instance learning. W h e n
feedback was provided control task observers were above
chance level in old but not n e w situations. W h e n there w a s
no feedback, control task observers were at chance level in
both old and n e w situations, indicating that learning had
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not taken place. Presumably, feedback affects the kinds of
decisions that can be made while learning instances. W e
also conclude that feedback prevents rule learning. When
informed of the model's goal, pattern search observers
learned instances and not rules, as indicated by the
difference bet\veen their performance in old and new
situations. By contrast, when not informed of the model's
goal, pattern search observers made correct predictions in
both old and new situations, indicating successful rule
learning.
These results suggest that learners may use either
empirical learning or rule learning, depending on both their
learning goal - whether to produce a specificresponseor
discover the underlying pattern - and on whether or not
they are given feedback about correct reqwnses. In the
concept learning literature, Erickson and Kruschke (in
press) and Wisniewski and Medin (1995) have proposed
models in which empirical learning and theory driven
learning interact. Machine learning researchers have also
devel(^)ed systems that combine both empirical and
ejq)laiiation based learning (e.g. Lebowitz, 1986).
Our results pose a problem for these learning models:
how to e?q)lain the influence of learning goal and feedback
on the acquisition of instances on the one hand and rules on
the other. In our experiment, the strongest evidence for a
dissociation b^ween instances and rules comes from the
prediction questions. According to Wisniewski and
Medin's interactive model, people learn instances when
they have no prior knowledge to inform learning, otherwise
they learn rules. HowcNer, in our study, we can assume
that all subjects had roughly the same prior knowledge
available to them. Subjects who bad a pattern search goal
and no feedback presxmiably used their prior knowledge of
mathematics to help them generate and test hypotheses.
But this prior knowledge was not used by subjects who had
a specific goal or who had no feedback. In Erickson and
Kruschke's (in press) model, every stimulus is processed
simultaneously by the rule module and the exemplar
module, with thefinalou^ut being a combination of the
ouQMits of these two modules. This model too, therefore,
has difficulty accounting for the way attention is directed to
either rule learning or instance learning as a function of
learning goal and of the presence or absence of feedback.
The dual space models of KJahr and Dunbar (1988) and
Simon and Lea (1974) give the best generalframeworicfor
e?q)laining our observations. In such models, learning can
be directed to one or both problem spaces as a fvmction of
learning goal and feedback. A pattern search goal
encourages learners to e)q)lore both rule space and problem
space. By contrast, a control task goal to produce a specific
output from the system and the presence of feedback direct
the learner's attention to the goal state and how to reach it
and so the learner focuses on instance space. In the absence
of such direction, it is likely that relevant prior knowledge
guides the learner to use rule space as well as instance
q>ace, as was observed Wisniewski and Medin (1995).
In conclusion, our findings suggest ways in which
learners can be guided to learn more effectively, since we
have shown that goal orientation and whether or not
feedback is given can be tailored to the type of learning

intended. The results also highlight the limitations of
observational learning
Observation supports instance
learning only when feedback is given, and it supports rule
learning only when feedback is withheld.
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effect. Example (5) below describes an event and the
consequences following. Intuitively, the act of N P l
This paper examines the way in which high level ('John') annoying N P 2 ('Bill') is also usually followed by
semantic information influences the production and
some consequence affecting the character occupying the
comprehension of pronouns. It reports a new type
N P 2 ('Bill') position. W e propose this is an example of
of verb semantic processing bias. W e examine the
an implicit consequentiality bias.
effects of this bias on language comprehension.
In Example (5), what follows from 'John' annoying
'Bill' is 'Bill' complaining about it.
Introduction
Experimental work on pronoun resolution places particular
(5) Because John annoyed Bill, he complained to the art
focus on the influence of a type of high level information
teacher.
referred to as implicit causality ( G a m h a m , Traxler, Oakhill
& Gemsbacher, 1996; Garvey & Caramazza, 1974).
But there is no restriction as to which character may
Implicit causality is a semantic bias associated with
experience the consequences of the event. In Example (6),
particular verbs which affects clausal integration.
the same subordinate clause is followed by a consequence
Abstract

focusing on thefirstmentioned character, 'John'.
(I) John blamed Bill because he broke the window.
(6) Because John annoyed Bill, he was punished by the
art teacher.

(2) John fascinated Bill because he was interesting.
In Example (I) there is a preference to interpret the
pronoun as referring to the character 'Bill' (Noun Phrase 2)
whereas in Example (2) there is a preference to interpret
the pronoun as referring to the character 'John' (Noun
Phrase I). T h e implicit causality congruency effect is the
finding that it takes longer to read a sentence when it
contains an ending inconsistent with the verb bias than an
ending consistent with the verb bias (Caramazza, Grober,
Garvey & Yates, 1977) (Examples (3) and (4) below).
(3) John blamed Bill because he hated Bill.
(4) John fascinated Bill because he was interested by
John.
However, implicit causality is not the only semantic
bias associated with the process of clausal integration. In
this paper w e examine a n e w type of bias which w e refer
to as implicit consequentiality. In the same w a y that
events have causes, they also have consequences. Causes
of an event occurring at t arise at some point prior to t.
Conversely, consequences arise at some point following t.
In the same w a y that different types of events can have
different types of causes, different types of events can also
have different types of consequences. Recall Example (1).
The act of N P l ('John') blaming N P 2 ('Bill') is usually
preceded by the character occupying the N P 2 ('Bill')
position doing something to bring about this outcome.
This locus of cause gives rise to the implicit causality

We expect to find an implicit consequentiality
congruency effect similar to the implicit causality
congruency effect. In other words, w e expect reading time
to the disambiguating region, i.e. the region following the
pronoun, in (6) to be read more slowly than the equivalent
region in (5) if it is the case that the verb 'annoy'
possesses a strong bieis to focus o n the character
occupying the second N o u n Phrase.
Finding evidence for biases arising as a result of
knowledge about consequences of events is interesting for
a number of reasons. Traditional explanations of the
implicit causality phenomenon have suggested that verbs
possessing such biases have a tag encoded at the verb root
corresponding to that particular verb's bias (Garvey &
Caramazza, 1974).
Finding that an individual verb
possesses different types of biases depending on the
context in which that verb occurs weakens this manner of
explanation as it requires as m a n y tags to encode biases as
there are biases. Additionally, indication of an influence
on processing of general knowledge about the temporal
context in which events in the world typically occur
immediately raises the question of h o w (and when) such
knowledge comes to bear a processing influence. A n
alternative to an account proposing that biases are encoded
as lexical tags is an account focusing on a more general
mechanism informed by knowledge about typical events in
the world.
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Subjects
Twenty-two English speaking subjects participated.

O n e problem pervasive in the literature examining
implicit causality is one of a lack of employment of
relevant experimental controls. It is well documented that
sentences containing continuations following the pronoun
that ultimately resolve with reference to the character
inconsistent with the bias take longer to read (Caramazza
et al, 1977). However, it m a y be the case that such
sentences simply describe less plausible events.
In
Stewart, Pickering and Sanford (1998) w e addressed this
question and reported that implicit causality congruency
effects are independent of plausibility effects. In our
examination of implicit consequentiality below w e
employ plausibility controls of the same type as w e have
used previously.
So, there are two main goals motivating this paper.
Thefirstis one of examining whether biases other than
the implicit causality bias documented in the literature
exist. The second is concerned with the time course of the
influence of the semantic bias on reading. This is
motivated by general issues concerning the structure of the
cognitive architecture and focuses on the time course of
biases influencing processing. M u c h work on other
aspects of language processing has been guided by Fodor's
modularity thesis (Fodor, 1983). The basic proposal of
modularity is that initial processing proceeds in a restricted
manner informed by only a subset of all the information
that will ultimately c o m e to bear a weight on the final
processing outcome. In parsing it is considered that some
degree of processing informed purely by syntactic
information precedes processing informed by semantic
factors (Frazier, 1987). Drawing an explicit analogy
between the parsmg literature and the processing of
pronouns, w e propose that if the part of the language
system associated with interpreting pronouns behaves in a
modular or restricted manner w e would expect to find a
delayed influence of high level semantic factors such as
implicit consequentiality. Under arestrictedprocessing
account initial processing will proceed withreferenceonly
to low level information. Before an answer to this
question can be broached, however, w e need to satisfy
ourselves that implicit consequentiality does exist as a
bias which influences language processing. Experiment 1
following examines subjects sensitivity to implicit
consequentiality information when engaged in a language
production task.
Experiment 1
Ourfirstexperiment was performed to insure that implicit
consequentiality information does influence language
processing in the manner that w e suggest. Specifically,
w e propose that some verbs focus on the character
occupying thefirstN o u n Phrase, while others lead to a
focus on the character occupying the second N o u n Phrase.
Method
The task was an off-line production task requiring subjects
to complete fi-agments of the sort 'Because John loved
Mary,...'. The two characters were differentiated by gender
to allow us to unambiguously score whether pronominal
reference was to thefirstor second mentioned character.

Stimuli
Experimental booklets were constructed containing 110
sentence fragments. W e examined the same 50 verbs
whose implicit causality biases had been examined by
Stewart (1998). Each verb appeared in a sentence of the
form :
Because Sue VERBED John,...
Names were varied. Each booklet contained 60 filler
materials of a similar structure to the above fragment.
Each verb appeared only once. The gender of the two
characters in each sentence were different.
Procedure
O n e random order was used for half the booklets while the
reverse of this was order used for the other half. Subjects
were simply instructed to provide a sensible continuation
to the sentence fragments.
Results
The endings for each experimental sentence were scOTed on
the basis of whether the main clause initially contained an
anaphor referring to thefirstor second noun phrase. Other
types of continuations were scored as 'Others'. The table
below contains the 16 most strongly biasing verbs (the
full list of 50 verbs can be obtained from the authors).
Table 1 : Completion type for 16 biasing verbs
Verb
dreaded
appreciated
adored
admired
loathed
resented
despised
liked
aggravated
annoyed
scolded
coniused
punished
flattered
thanked
congratulated

NPl
17
17
21
22
19
18
18
19
0
6
0
0
I
0
0
2

NP2
I
3
1
0
2
2
2
1
20
15
21
20
21
19
22
19

Others

4
2
0
0
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
0
3
0
1

Discussion
The data gathered by Experiment 1 certainly indicate that
subjects are sensitive to implicit consequentiality biases in
language production. A particular subset of verbs possess
implicit consequentiality biases which focus on the
character occupying thefirstN o u n Phrase and a particular
subset possess biases focusing on the character occupying
the second N o u n Phrase. Our initial question of whether
w e could find semantic biases which influenced production
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in the same w a y that implicit causality influences
production has been answered.
W e n o w turn to the second question addressing the issue
of the manner in which such biases exert an influence on
processing.

Experiment 2
Experiment
1
provided
evidence
for
implicit
consequentiality biases influencing language production.
In Experiment 2 w e examine the w a y in which such biases
influence language comprehension. Assuming that the
language system has developed to take advantage of the
statistical regularities in the linguistic environment, w e
expect tofindevidence that comprehenders are sensitive to
implicit consequentiality biases in a manner similar to
language producers. T h e bias acts as a potentially
informative cue with respect to which character the
pronoun refers. However, the bias is not as strong as a
gender cue which effectively rules out pronominal
reference to a potential antecedent differing in gender from
a gender marked pronoun.
W e examine the behaviour of implicit consequentiality
information in the context of the presence and absence of a
gender cue. In the presence of a gender cue, w e propose
the relative influence of implicit consequentiality will be
reduced as the pronominal antecedent can be identified
using gender information (Example 5).
(5) Because John punished Sue, she started to cry.
However, when such a gender contrast is lacking we
argue the degree to which implicit consequentiality
influences processing will be maximised as it provides a
strong cue as to which character is referred to by the
pronoun (Example 6).
(6) Because John punished Bill, he started to cry.
So, we have defined the conditions under which we
expect to find implicit consequentiality information
exerting a processing influence. Precisely w h e n this
influence will occur depends on when the reader interprets
the pronoun. If the reader tries to interpret the pronoun as
soon as it is encountered w e expect tofindevidence for the
implicit consequentiality congruency effect on the reading
time data associated with the fragment ending in the
pronoun. If its influence is delayed w e expect to find the
implicit consequentiality congruency effect on reading
time second fragment of the sentence.
Method
Subjects
Thirty two English speaking subjects participated.
Stimuli
W e manipulated pronominal ambiguity, verb bias and
referent.
T h e pronoun could either be referentially
ambiguous or marked for gender to unambiguously refer to
one of the two participants. Verb bias could either be

N P l or N P 2 biasing. Referent could either be first or
second mentioned character.
There were 32 sets of experimental materials.
Unambiguous pronoun /NPl verb/ Referent character 1
Because Harold dieaded Joanne, he steadfastly
refused to go back to school.
Unambiguous pronoun / NPl verb / Referent character2
Because Joanne dreaded Justin, he w a s told to try
acting less aggressively.
Ambiguous pronoun / NPl verb / Referent characterl
Because Harold dieaded Justin, he steadfastly
refused to go back to school.
Ambiguous pronoun / NPl verb / Referent character2
Because Harold dreaded Justin, he was told to try
acting less aggressively.
There were also 96 filler items. There were 32
experimental items created using the 16 verbs which
Experiment 1 indicated exhibited strong implicit
consequentiality biases. Each subject saw each verb twice.
Pretesing ensured that regardless of whether the sentence
resolved in a manner consistent or inconsistent with the
implicit consequentiality bias, the plausibility of the
described events were equivalent. This control ensures that
a simply plausibility difference between each condition
cannot account for any reading time differences w e m a y
find. The materials were also carefully controlled for
length. T h e experiment was divided into two halves with
a break halfway through. Thefirstoccurrence of each verb
was in thefirsthalf of the study and the second occurrence
in the second half.
Procedure
T h e experiment w a s run on an Apple Macintosh computer
using the PsyScope experimental software (Cohen,
M a c W h i n n e y , Flatt & Provost, 1993). A button box was
connected to the computer which recorded subjects'
responses with millisecond accuracy. A fixation point
appeared on the left hand side of the screen. Subjects
pressed a button on the button box and the fixation point
was followed by presentation of the first fragment of the
sentence. This fragment included the pronoun, e.g.
'Because John blamed Mary, she'. Once subjects read the
sentence they pressed the button again. T h e second
fragment then appeared. Pressing the button again resulted
in a question appearing after every trial. A break of a
m i n i m u m duration of 30 seconds occurred halfway through
each experiment.
Each subject participated in 10 practice trials similar in
structure to the experimental items at the start of the
experiment. The experiment lasted roughly 35 minutes.
Before the experiment subjects were provided with both
verbal and written instructions.
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Results
First Fragment Analysis (e.g. 'Because John annoyed Bill,
he')
We performed 2 (Unambiguous pronoun vs Ambiguous
pronoun) x 2 (NPl verb vs N P 2 verb) x 2 (Charl vs
Char2 referent) A N O V A s with both subjects and items as
random factors.
N o main effects or interactions
approached significance. W e performed 2 (NPl verb vs
N P 2 verb) x 2 (Charl vs Char2 referent) A N O V A s with
both subjects and items as random factors for just the
unambiguous pronouns. N o main effects or interactions
approached significance (Fs<2).

Pronoun conditions separately. W e shall firstly focus on
the Ambiguous Pronoun conditions.
Ambiguous Pronoun Conditions
W e performed 2 (NPl verb vs N P 2 verb) x 2 (Charl vs
Char2 referent) A N O V A s with both subjects and items as
random factors. W e found a significant verb bias x
referent interaction that was marginal by items
(F 1(1.30=7.56, p<0.01; F2(l,30)=3.09, p<0.1).

Unambiguous Pronoun Conditions
W e performed 2 (NPl verb vs N P 2 verb) x 2 (Charl vs
Char2 referent) A N O V A s with both subjects and items as
random factors. W e found a main effect of verb bias
Table 2 : Reading times for first fragment, subject means
(F 1(1,3 0=23.74, p<0.0001; F2(l,30)=6.09, p<0.05)
for each condition with all times in msecs.
corresponding to faster reading time following an N P 2
biasing verb. There was no evidence of a verb bias x
referent interaction (both Fs<0A m b i g Pro
Verb/Referent
Unambig Pro
W e can interpret the 3-way interaction as reflecting a
2332
NPl/Charl
2159
difference
in the implicit consequentiality congruency
2174
N P l / Char2
2201
effect
between
the Ambiguous and Unambiguous Pronoun
NP2/Charl
2391
2230
conditions.
W e found a congruency effect in the
2334
N P 2 / Char2
2355
Ambiguous Pronoun conditions (marginal by items) but
failed to find one in the Unambiguous Pronoun
Second Fragment Analysis (e.g. 'complained to the
conditions.
maths teacher.')

W e performed 2 (Unambiguous pronoun vs Ambiguous
pronoun) x 2 (NPl verb vs N P 2 verb) x 2 (Charl vs
Char2 referent) A N O V A s with both subjects and items as
random factors. W e found a main effect of ambiguity
(Fl(l,31)=24.64, p<0.0001; F2(1.30)=29.37, p<0.0001),
reflecting faster reading times following unambiguous
reference.
W e found a main effect of verb bias
(Fl(l,31)=23.09, p<0.0001; F2(l,30)=3.94, p<0.06),
reflecting faster reading time following fragments
containing N P 2 biasing verbs. W e found an interaction
between ambiguity and verb bias that was marginal by
items (Fl(l,31)=4.55, p<0.05; F2(l,30)=2.96, p<0.1).
W e found an ambiguity x referent interaction that was
significant by subjects only (Fl(l,31)=4.87, p<0.05;
F2<2). W e also found a vert) bias x referent interaction
which again was significant by subjects only
(Fl(l,31)=5.39, p<0.05; F2(1,30)<1).
The 3-way
interaction of verb bias x referent x ambiguity was
significant by both subjects and items (Fl(l,31)=4.26,
p<0.05; F2(l,30)=4.50, p<0.05). W e examine this 3-way
interaction in detail below.
Table 3 : Reading times for second fragment, subject
means for each condition with all times in msecs.
Verb / Referent
N P l / Charl
N P l / Char2
NP2/Charl
N P 2 / Char2

A m b i g Pro
2210
2566
2355
2241

Question Response Time Analysis
W e performed 2 (Unambiguous pronoun vs Ambiguous
pronoun) x 2 (NPl verb vs N P 2 verb) x 2 (Charl vs
Char2 referent) A N O V A s with both subjects and items as
random factors. W e found a main effect of ambiguity
(Fl(l,31)=55.83, p<0.0001; F2(l,30)=49.48, p<0.0001)
indicating faster question response times following a
sentence containing unambiguous reference. W e found a
main effect of verb bias (Fl(l,31)=8.57, p<0.01);
F2(l,30)=6.29, p<0.05), indicating faster response times
following a sentence containing an N P 2 biasing verb. W e
also found a main effect of referent that was significant by
subjects only (Fl(l,31)=5.98, p<0.05; F2<2) reflecting
faster response times following reference to the first
mentioned character. W e found an ambiguity x referent
interaction (F 1(1,30=12.26, p<0.005; F2(l,30)=9.39;
p<0.005) and an ambiguity x verb bias x referent
interaction significant by subjects only ((Fl(l,31)=4.43,
p<0.05; F2(l,30)=2.33, p<0.14).
Table 4 : Question response times, subject means for each
condition with all times in msecs.
Numbers in
parentheses correspond to response accuracy expressed as
percentage correct.
Verb / Referent
N P l / Charl
N P l / Char2
N P 2 / Charl
N P 2 / Char2

Unambig Pro
2208
2055
1809
1789

W e explored the nature of the 3-way interaction by
performing analyses on the Ambiguous and Unambiguous
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A m b i g Pro
2323 (80.5%)
2910(50.4%)
2229 (90.5%)
2508 (74.0%)

Unambig Pro
2083(91.3%)
1824(92.9%)
1730 (96.0%)
1727 (93.7%)

Question Response Accuracy Analysis
For the question response accuracy data w e also performed
2 (Unambiguous pronoun vs Ambiguous pronoun) x 2
(NPl verb vs N P 2 verb) x 2 (Charl vs Char2 referent)

A N O V A s for both subjects and items as random factors.
W e found a main effect of ambiguity (F1(I,31)=103.51.
jxO.OOOl; F2(1,30)=51.79, p<0.0001) reflecting greater
response accuracy following a sentence containing
unambiguous reference. W e found a main effect of verb
bias(Fl(l,31)=26.78, p<0.0001; F2(l,30)=8.41, p<0.01)
reflecting greater response accuracy following a sentence
containing an N P 2 biasing verb. W e also found a main
effect
of
referent
(Fl(l,31)=34.74,
p<0.0001;
F2(1.30)=21.25, p<0.0001) reflecting greater response
accuracy following a sentence containing reference to the
first mentioned character. T h e ambiguity x verb bias
interaction was significant (F 1(1,31)= 14.72, p<0.001;
F2(1.30)=6.56. p<0.05).
T h e ambiguity x referent
interaction w a s also significant (Fl(l,31)=24.04,
p<0.0001; F2( 1,30)= 16.27, p<0.0{)05).
T h e 3-way
interaction of ambiguity x verb bias x referent was
significant only by subjects (Fl(l,31)=4.90, p<0.05;
F2(1.30)=2.40. p<0.14).
Discussion
The lack of an interaction between referent and verb bias
for the unambiguous pronoun conditions in the fragment 1
reading time data indicates that implicit consequentiality
does not influence processing as soon as a pronoun is read.
Either processing of the pronoun is delayed until
information sufficient for antecedent identification is
encountered or an initial commitment to a possible
antecedent informed by low level factors is made.
Our 3-way interaction found in the fragment 2 reading
time data indicates that the point at which implicit
consequentiality first exerts an influence of processing is
during integration. Whether such an influence occurs is a
function of the presence or absence of additional
information pertinent to the goal of interpreting the
pronoun.
T h e 3-way interaction corresponds to a
difference in the nature of the implicit consequentiality
congruency effect between the Unambiguous and
Ambiguous Pronoun conditions. W e found evidence for a
congruency effect for the Ambiguous Pronoun conditions
(marginal on F2s). N o hint of a congruency effect was
found in the case of the Unambiguous Pronoun
conditions. T h e most obvious explanation for our 3-way
interaction is that under circumstances where a pronoun's
antecedent can be identified using information at a level
lower than that of semantics (e.g. gender information),
identification will proceed informed solely by this
morphosyntactic information. W h e n such unequivocal
information is available to the reader it seems reasonable
that other factors that would be informative in the absence
of such a cue are not called upon to aid processing of the
anaphor. However, in cases where there is not a
restriction as to which antecedent is appropriate the
language processor takes advantage of what other cues are
available in the input. Under circumstances of this type,
the implicit consequentiality bias is used by the system.
The question response time and question accuracy data
indicate that subjects responded more slowly and with
reduced accuracy to those questions following sentences
which contained continuations referring to the second
mentioned character inconsistent with the N P l biasing

verb.
W e didn't find equivalent difficulty for the
incongruent conditions where reference w a s to the fu-st
mentioned character in the context of an NF*2 biasing verb.
W e suggest this is due to the first mention privilege
which results in thefirstmentioned character always being
easy to access (Gemsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; Neath &
Knoedler, 1994).
General Discussion
The basic question w e posed at the outset of this paper
was whether w e could find verb bias effects comparable to
implicit causality effects but corresponding to implied
consequences rather than implied causes. W e have been
successful in answering this. T h e production data fi^om
Experiment 1 indicates that subjects are sensitive to the
consequences of events described by particular verbs and
use this information to focus on one participant rather
than the other.
In language production implicit
consequentiality exerts an influence in a manner similar to
implicit causality.
The second question w e raised focused on the point in
time at which implicit consequentiality information exerts
an influence on processing. Consider Example (7) which
contains an ending inconsistent with the verb bias :
(7) Because Michael annoyed Kathryn, he was punished
by the art teacher.
Our production experiment indicated that the verb
'annoy' contains an implicit consequential bias focusing
on the second character (i.e. 'Kathryn'). However, the lack
ofevidence of readers detecting the anomaly in reading the
first fragment (up to and including the pronoun) in
Experiment 2 indicates that implicit consequentiality isn't
used by the system to inform processing as soon as a
pronoun is encountered. W h e n the pronoun is encountered
it indicates that the sentence is going to continue in a
manner inconsistent with the verb bias. If verb bias
information w a s being used at this point w e would have
expected to have found evidence for an implicit
consequentiality congruency effect in the fragment 1
reading time data. There w a s no evidence for this. The
earliest point at which w e found the congruency effect was
in the pattern of data associated with reading the second
fragment (i.e. following the pronoun). With respect to the
time course of the influence of this information, finding a
delayed influence is consistent with the literature
examining the manner in which implicit causality
influences processing ( G a m h a m et al, 1996; Stewart,
1998).
This seems to suggest that either initial
processing of a pronoun proceeds in a restricted manner
informed solely by low level factors or processing is
delayed.
The 3-way
interaction suggests
that implicit
consequentiality information only exerts an influence
w h e n additional cues that would unambiguously identify
T h e implicit
the pronominal referent are lacking.
consequentiality congruency effect w a s present in the
ambiguous pronoun conditions (although marginal by
items) but absent in the unambiguous pronoun conditions.
W h e n gender information which would otherwise have
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uniquely identified the pronominal antecedent is lacking,
implicit consequentiality is a strong cue which the system
employs to facilitate processing. W h e n such information
is present, implicit consequentiality information is not
used by the system.
W h e n implicit consequentiality
information is used, a persistence of the effect in both the
question answering time and response accuracy data
suggests that not only m a y the relative incoherence
present in sentences containing continuations which clash
with a verbs bias lead to a processing difficulty, but the
lack of coherence m a y also carry over to influence the way
in which the reader represents the described event.
Responses querying a representation lacking strong
coherence are slower and exhibit reduced accuracy compared
to those querying a representation possessing a stronger
cohesive structure. So, w e propose that both reading and
representational problems arise as a result of a reader
encountering
sentences
containing
information
inconsistent with a particular verb's implicit consequential
bias.
The pattern of production data in Experiment 1 is
strongly similar to the set of data found in an equivalent
study examining the w a y in which implicit causality
information is used in language production (Stewart,
1998). Comparing the verbs in Experiment 1 with those
verbs reported in Stewart (1998) it is clear that a particular
verb's implicit causality bias cannot be used to predict that
verb's implicit consequentiality bias. There is no obvious
relationship between the two sets of biases. W e strongly
believe that biases arising as a result of focusing on either
causes or consequences of particular events should only be
seen as two examples drawn from a larger set of possible
biases. In this paper w e have demonstrated the influence
of an implicit consequentiality bias both in language
production and comprehension. At its most general w e
can define a processing bias as anything that directs the
language producer's or comprehender's focus of attention.
A n account proposing that such biases are encoded as
lexical tags appears inadequate to account for a m u c h more
pervasive focus effect. W e believe that only through
reference to general knowledge andreaders'awareness of
the typical temporal contexts in which events occur can an
explanation capable of accounting for general processing
biases be forthcoming.
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We present a skill learning model Clarion. Different from
existing models of high-level skill learning that use a topo
+..
down approach (that is, turning declarative knowledge into
o
procedural knowledge), we adopt a bottom-up approach too
ward low-level skill learning, where procedural knowledge developsfirstand declarative knowledge develops later. Clarion is formed by integrating connectionist, reinforcement, and
Figure 1: Navigating Through Mines
symbolic learning methods to perform on-line learning. W e
compare the model with human data in a minefield navigation
task. A match between the model and human data is found in
practice. Similar distinctions have been made by other reseveral respects.
searchers based on different sets of data, in the areas of skill
learning, concept formation, and verbal informal reasoning
Introduction
(e.g., Fitts and Posner, 1967; Keil, 1989; Sun, 1995).
The acquisition and use of skill constitute a major portion
Most of the work in skill learning that makes the declarof human activities. Skills vary in complexity and degree
ative/procedural distinction assumes a top-down approach;
of cognitive involvement. They range from simple motor
that is, learnersfirstacquire a great deal of explicit declarmovements and other routine tasks in everyday activities to
ative knowledge in a domain and then through practice, turn
high-level intellectual skills. W e study "lower-level" cognithis knowledge into a procedural form ("proceduralization"),
tive skills, which have not received sufficient research attenwhich leads to skilled performance. However, these models
tion. O n e type of task that exemplifies what w e call low-level
were not developed to account for skill learning in the abcognitive skill is reactive sequential decision making (Sun et
sence of, or independent from, preexisting explicit domain
al 1996). It involves an agent selecting and performing a seknowledge. Several lines of research demonstrate that inquence of actions to accomplish an objective on the basis of
dividuals can learn to perform complex skills without first
moment-to-moment information (hence the term "reactive").
obtaining a large amount of explicit declarative knowledge
A n example of this kind of task is the minefield navigation
(e.g., Berry and Broadbent 1988, Stanley et al 1989, Lewicki
task develof)ed at The Naval Research Lab (see Gordon et al.
et al 1992, Willingham et al 1989, Reber 1989, Karmiloff1994). This kind of task setting appears to tap into real-world
Smith 1986, Schacter 1987, and Schraagen 1993). In research
skills associated with decision making under conditions of
on implicit learning. Berry and Broadbent (1988), Willingtime pressure and limited information. Thus, the results w e
h a m et al (1989), and Reber (1989) expressly demonstrate
obtain from h u m a n experiments will likely be transferable
a dissociation between explicit knowledge and skilled perto real-world skill learning situations. Yet this kind of task
formance in a variety of tasks including dynamic decision
is suitable for computational modeling given the recent detasks (Berry and Broadbent 1988), artificial grammar learnvelopment of machine learning techniques (Sun et al 1996,
ing tasks (Reber 1989), and serial reaction tasks (Willingham
Watkins 1989).
et al 1989). Berry and Broadbent (1988) argue that the psyThe distinction between procedural knowledge and declarchological data in dynamic decision tasks are not consistent
ative knowledge has been made in m a n y theories of learning
with exclusively top-down learning models, because subjects
and cognition (for example, Anderson 1982, 1993, Keil 1989, can learn to perform the task without being provided a priDamasio 1994, and Sun 1995). It is believed that both proori declarative knowledge and without being able to verbalize the rules they used to perform the task. This indicates that
cedural and declarative knowledge are essential to cognitive
procedural skills are not necessarily accompanied by explicit
agents in complex environments. Anderson (1982) originally
declarative knowledge, which would not be the case if topproposed the distinction based on data from a variety of skill
d o w n learning is the only w a y to acquire skill. Willingham
learning studies, ranging from arithmetic to geometric theoet al (1989) similarly demonstrate that procedural knowledge
rem proving, to account for changes resulting from extensive
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is not always preceded by declarative knowledge in h u m a n
learning, and show that declarative and procedural learning
are not necessarily correlated. There arc even indications that
explicit knowledge m a y arise from procedural skills in some
circumstances (see Stanley et al 1989). Using a dynamic decision task. Stanley et al. (1989) found that the development
of declarative knowledge paralleled but lagged behind the development of procedural knowledge.
Similar claims concerning the development of procedural
knowledge prior to the development of declarative knowledge have surfaced in a number of research areas outside
the skill learning literature and provided additional support
for the bottom-up approach. Implicit m e m o r y research (e.g.,
Schacter 1987) demonstrates a dissociation between explicit
and implicit knowledge/memories in that an individual's performance can improve by virtue of implicit "retrieval" from
m e m o r y and the individual can be unaware of the process.
This is not amenable to the exclusively top-down approach.
Instrumental conditioning also reflects a learning process that
differs from the top-down approach, because the process is
typically non-verbal and involves the formation of action sequences without requiring explicit knowledge. It m a y be
applied to simple organisms as well as h u m a n s (Gluck and
B o w e r 1988). In developmental psychology, Karmiloff-Smith
(1986) proposed the idea of "representational redescription".
During development, low-level implicit representations are
transformed into more abstract and explicit representations
and thereby m a d e more accessible. This process is not topd o w n either, but in the opposite direction.

The Model
T h e distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge leads naturally to "two-level" architectures (Sun 1995).
W e thereby developed the model C l a r i o n , which stands for
Connectionist Learning with Adaptive Rule Induction O N line. It embodies the distinction of declarative and procedural knowledge (or, conceptual and subconceptual knowledge),
and it performs learning in a bottom-up direction. It consists of two main components: the top level encodes explicit
declarative knowledge in the form of propositional rules, and
the bottom level encodes implicit procedural knowledge in
neural networks. In addition, there is an episodic m e m o r y ,
which stores recent experiences in the form of "input, output,
result" (i.e., stimulus, response, and consequence).
A high-level pseudo-code algorithm that describes C L A R ION is as follows:
1. Observe the current state x.
2. Compute in the bottom level the Q-value of each of the
possible actions (a.'s) associated with the perceptual state
x:Q{x,ai),Q{x,a2)
Q{x,an).
3. Find out all the possible actions (6i, 62,
bm) at the
top level, based on the the perceptual information x and
other available information (which goes up from the bottom level) and the rules in place at the top level.
4. Choose an appropriate action a, considering the values of
a,'s and bj 's (which are sent down from the top level).
5. Perform the action a, and observe the next state y and (possibly) the reinforcement r.

6. Update the bottom level in accordance with the Q-LeamingBackpropagation algorithm, based on the feedback information.
7. Update the top level using the Rule-Extraction-Refinement
algorithm.
8. G o back to Step 1.
In the bottom level, a Q-value is an evaluation of the "quality" of an action in a given state: Q{x,a) indicates h o w desirable action a is in state x. W e can choose an action based
on Q-values. To acquire the Q-values, supervised and/or reinforcement learning methods m a y be applied. A widely applicable option is the Q-leaming algorithm (Watkins 1989), a
reinforcement learning algorithm. In the algorithm, Q{x, a)
estimates the m a x i m u m discounted cumulative reinforcement
that the agent will receive from the current state x on. The updating o f Q { x , a ) is based on minimizing
r-\-ye{y)-Q{x,a)

(1)

where 7 is a discount factor, y is the new state resulting from
action a in state x, and e{y) = m a x a Q{y,a). Thus, the updating is based on the temporal difference in evaluating the
current state and the action chosen: In the above formula,
Q { x , a ) estimates, before action a is performed, the (discounted) cumulative reinforcement to be received if action a
is performed, and r -f- 7e(j/) estimates the (discounted) cumulative reinforcement that the agent will receive, after action a
is performed; so their difference (the temporal difference in
evaluating an action) enables the learning of Q-values that approximate the (discounted) cumulative reinforcement. Using
Q-learning allows sequential behavior to emerge in an agent.
Through successive updates of the Q function, the agent can
learn to take into account future steps in longer and longer
sequences.
T o implement Q functions, w e chose to use a four-layered
network (see Figure 2), in which thefirstthree layers form
a (either recurrent or feedforward) backpropagation network
for computing Q-values and the fourth layer (with only one
node) performs stochastic decision making. The output of the
third layer (i.e., the output layer of the backpropagation network) indicates the Q-value of each action (represented by an
individual node), and the node in the fourth layer determines
probabilistically the action to be performed based on a Boltzm a n n distribution (i.e.. Luce's choice axiom; Watkins 1989):
p{a\x) = ^.gQ(i,ov)/a

(2)

This learning process performs both structural credit assignment (with backpropagation), so that the agent knows which
element in a state should be assigned credit/blame, as well
as temporal credit assignment, so that the agent knows which
action leads to success or failure. This learning process enables the development of procedural skills potentially solely
based on the agent independently exploring a particular world
on a continuous and on-going basis.
In the top level, declarative knowledge is captured in a simple propositional rule form. T o facilitate correspondence with
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n u m b e r of times that an input matches the condition C , action a is performed, and the result is negative). Here, positivity/negativity is determined by the following inequality;
maxfc Q { y , h) — Q { x , a) -\- r > threshold, which indicates
whether or not the action is reasonably good (Sun and Peterson 1998). Based on these statistics, w e calculate the information gain measure; that is.

6 -

1G{A,B) = log2

where A and B are two different conditions that lead to the
same action a. T h e measure compares essentially the percentage of positive matches under different conditions A and
B (with the Laplace estimator; Lavrac and Dzeroski 1994).
If A can improve the percentage to a certain degree over B,
then A is considered better than B. In the algorithm, if a rule
is better compared with the match-all rule (i.e, the rule with
the condition that matches all inputs), then the rule is considered "successful" (for the purpose of deciding on expansion
or shrinking operations).
W e decide on whether or not to construct a rule based on
a simple success criterion which is fully determined by the
current step (x, y, r, a):

Figure 2: T h e implementation of C L A I U O N .
The top level contains localist encoding of propositional rules. The
bottom level contains connection! st networks for capturing procedural skills.

the bottom level and to encourage uniformity and integration
(Clark and Karmiloff-Smith 1993), w e chose to use a localist
connectionist model for implementing these rules (e.g.. S u n
1992). Basically, w e translate the structure of a set of rules
into that of a network. For each rule, a set of links are established, each of which connects a node representing an element in the condition of a rule to the node representing the
conclusion of the rule. For m o r e complex rule forms including predicate rules and variable binding, see Sun (1992).
To fully capture bottom-up learning processes, w e devised
a new algorithm for learning declarative knowledge (rules)
using information in the bottom level (the Rule-ExtractionRefinement algorithm). T h e basic idea is as follows: if an
action decided by the bottom level is "successful", then the
agent extracts a rule (with its action corresponding to that
selected by the bottom level and with its conditions corresponding to the current sensory state), and adds the rule to
the top-level rule network. Then, in subsequent interactions
with the world, the agent refines the extracted rule by considering the outcome of applying the rule: if the outcome is
"successful", the agent m a y try to generalize ("expand") the
condition of the rule to m a k e it more universal; if the outcome
is not successful, then the agent m a y specialize ("shrink") the
condition of the rule.
Specifically, at each step, w e compute an information
gain measure that compares the qualities of two candidate
rules. T o do that, w e examine the following information:
(x, y, r, a), where i is the state before action a is performed,
y is the n e w state after an action a is performed, and r is
the reinforcement received after action a. Based on that, w e
update rule statistics: the positive match and the negative
match counts for each rule condition and each of its minor
variations (i.e., the rule condition plus/minus one possible
value in one of the input dimensions) C , with regard to the
action a performed; that is, P M a { C ) (i.e., Positive Match,
which equals the number of times that an input matches the
condition C , action a is performed, and the result is positive) and N M a { C ) (i.e., Negative Match, which equals the

PMa(A) + \
PA/„(B) + 1
- log2
PMa(A) + NM,{A) + 2
PMa(B) + N M a ( B ) + 2

• Construction: if r + 7e(y) — Qix, a) > threshold, where
a is the action performed in state x and y is the resulting
n e w state [that is, if the current step is successful], and
if there is no rule that covers this step in the top level, set
up a rule C — > a, where C specifies the values of all the
input dimensions exactly as in x.
The criterion for applying the expansion and shrinking operators, on the other hand, is based on the afore-mentioned
information gain measure. Expansion amounts to adding an
additional value to one input dimension in the condition of a
rule, so that the rule will have more opportunities of matching
inputs, and shrinking amounts to removing one value from
one input dimension in the condition of a rule, so that it will
have less opportunities of matching inputs. Here are the detailed descriptions of these operators:
• Expansion: if IG{C,all) > thresholdl and
m a x c I G { C ' , C ) > 0, where C is the current condition of an applicable rule, all refers to the match-all
rule (with regard to the same action specified by the rule),
and C is a modified condition such that C = C plus
one value (i.e., C has one m o r e value in one of the input
dimensions) [that is, if the current rule is successful
a n d a n e x p a n d e d condition is potentially better], then
set C " = a r g m a x c ' I G { C ' , C ) as the n e w (expanded)
condition of the rule. Reset all the rule statistics. A n y rule
covered by the expanded rule will be placed in its children
list. '
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'The children list of a rule is created to keep aside and make inactive those rules that are more specific (thus fully covered) by the
current rule. It is useful because if later on the rule is deleted or
shrunk, some or all of thoseraleson its children list may be reactivated if they are no longer covered.

•®T3#»1
Figure 3: T h e Navigation Input
The displey at the upper left corner is the tiiel gauge; the vertical
one at the upperrightcomer is the range gauge; the round one in the
middle is the bearing gauge; the 7 sonar gauges are at the bottom.

• Shrinking: if IG{C,all) < threshold! and
m a j c c / G ( C , C ) > 0, where C is the current condition of an applicable rule, all refers to the match-all
rule (with regard to the s a m e action specified by the
rule), and C is a modified condition such that C = C
minus one value (i.e., C has one less value in one of
the input dimensions) [that is, if the current rule is
unsuccessful, but a shrunk condition is better], then set
C " = a r g m a x c ' I G { C ' , C ) as the n e w (shrunk) condition
of the rule. Reset all the rule statistics. Restore those rules
in the children list of the original rule that are not covered
by the shrunk rule. If shrinking the condition makes it
impossible for a rule to match any input state, delete the
rule.

the sonars and the sonar readings in each of these directions
are shown as circles in these boxes. A circle becomes larger as
you approach mines in that direction.
(2) A fuel gauge shows you how much time you have left before you run out fuels. Obviously, you must reach the target
before you run out of fuel to successfully complete the task.
(3) A bearing gauge shows you the direction of the target from
your present direction; that is, the angle from your current direction of motion to the direction of the target.
(4) A range gauge shows you how far your current location is
from the target.
II. At the beginning of each episode you are located on one
side of the minefield and the target is on the other side of the
minefield. You task is to navigate through the minefield to get
to the target before you run out of fuel. A n episode ends when:
(a) you get to the goal (success); (b) you hit a mine (failure);
(c) you run out of fuel (failure).
A random mine layout was generated for each episode.
This setting was stochastic and non-Markovian. Because of
the tight time limit, the subjects were forced to be reactive and
use bottom-up learning. Five training conditions were used,
in order to produce differences of performance resulting from
differential emphases placed on the two levels respectively:
• The standard training condition. Subjects received five
blocks of 2 0 episodes on each offiveconsecutive days (100
episodes per day). In each episode the minefield contained
6 0 mines. T h e subjects were allowed 200 steps.

• Deletion: included in Shrinking.
• The verbalization conditions. They were identical to the
standard condition except that subject were asked to step
Note that although the accumulation of statistics is gradual,
through replays of selected episodes and to verbalize what
the acquisition and revision of rules are one-shot and all-orthey were thinking during the episode. O n e group of subnothing, as opposed to the gradual changes in the bottom
jects verbalized forfiveof thefirst2 0 episodes andfiveof
level.
the last 20 episodes on thefirst,third, andfifthdays, while
In choosing an action to be performed at each step, w e
another group verbalized on thefifthday only.
combine the corresponding values for each action from the
two levels (at step 4 of the overall algorithm) by a weighted
• The over-verbalization condition. Subjects were required
sum; that is, if the top level indicates that action a has an actito perform verbalization on 15 of the 25 episodes that they
vation value V (which should be 0 or 1 as rules are binary) and
received during one session of training.
the bottom level indicates that a has an activation value g (the
Q-value), then thefinaloutcome \ s w i * v + W 2 * q . Stochastic
• The dual-task condition. Subjects performed the navigadecision making with Boltzmann distribution (based on the
tion task while concurrently performing a category deciweighted sums) is then performed to select an action out of
sion task. (In the category decision task, subjects listened
all the possible actions (Wiilingham et al 1989). wi and W 2
to a series of exemplars fromfivesemantic categories at the
are automatically determined through probability matching.
rate of one every three seconds (on average). O n e category
was designated the target category each day and subjects
Experiments
had to respond verbally when an exemplar of the category
In all of the h u m a n experiments, subjects were seated in front
was presented.)
of a computer monitor that displayed an instrument panel
• The transfer conditions. Subjects were trained in 30 mine
containing several gauges that provided current information
minefields until they reached the criterion of 8 0 % success
(see Figure 3). T h e following instruction was given to exon
two consecutive blocks. O n e group was trained under
plain the setting:
the single task condition, while the other under the dual
I. Imagine yourself navigating an underwater submarine that
task condition (as described earlier). Then they were both
has to go through a minefield to reach a target location. The
transfered to the 6 0 minefields(without secondary tasks).
readings from the following instruments are available:
(1) Sonar gauges show you how close the mines are to the subThe rationale for designing these experiments was to manipmarine. This information is presented in 7 equal areas that
ulate training settings so as to allow differential emphases
range from 45 degrees to your left, to directly in front of you
on the two levels in subjects, which serves to illusu-ate the
and then to 45 degrees to yourright.Mines are detected by
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effects of the two levels in an indirect way, and thus verify
the model indirectly (there is no way that w e can verify the
contributions of the two levels directly). For instance, with
verbalization, subjects might be forced to be more explicit,
and thus their top-level mechanisms might be more engaged
and the performance enhanced to some extent (Stanley et al
1989, Willingham et al 1989). W h e n subjects were forced to
be completely explicit, their top-level mechanisms might be
overly engaged and thus the bottom-level mechanisms might
be hampered; thus the performance might be worsened (Reber 1989, Schooler et al 1993). W h e n subjects were distracted by a secondary (explicit) task, their top-level mechanisms might be less available to the primary task (since attentional manipulation affects explicit processes more than
implicit processes; Stadler 1995, Nissen and BuUemer 1987),
which led to worsened performance.
Clarion was applied to the task in the same ways as
human subjects. The effect of (regular) verbalization was
posited to stem from heightened explication (rule learning)
activities (Stanley et al 1989) and to a lesser extent, from rehearsing previous episodes. Thus for the model, w e reduced
the rule learning thresholds (to encourage more rule learning)
and also used episodic m e m o r y replay (to capture rehearsal).
To capture the effect of over-verbalization, w e assumed that
too much verbalization (e.g., verbalizing for more than half
of the training episodes) reduced the rule learning thresholds
even further. The effect of the dual task was conjectured to
be hampering the top level. Thus in the model, the effect of
the dual task was captured by significantly increasing the rule
learning thresholds at the top level (which discouraged rule
learning).

Figure 4: Single vs. Dual Task Training
The left panel contains averaged human data, and therightaveraged
model data.

Figure 5: Single vs. Dual Task Transfer
The left panel contains averaged human data, and therightaveraged
model data.

the data to a 4 (days) x 2 (human vs. model) x 2 (verbalization vs. no verbalization) A N O V A . The analysis indicated
that both human and model subjects exhibited a significant
increase in performance due to verbalization (p < .01), but
that the difference associated with verbalization for the two
groups was not significant. See Figure 6.
T h e effect of over-verbalization.
In the over10 human subjects were compared to 10 model subjects
verbalization condition, virtually all subjects were perform(randomly selected) in each experiment. W e obtained perforing at floor at the end of their 25 episodes of training. ^
mance data for each subject separately. These were divided
C l a r i o n captured this effect through the aforementioned reinto blocks of 20 episodes each.
duction of the rule learning thresholds.
The effect of the dual task condition on learning. SucIn addition, w e compared the human and model subjects
cess rates were averaged for each human or model subject.
under the standard, the verbalization (starting thefirstday),
Comparing human and model performance with single vs.
and the dual-task condition. They were highly similar. The
dual task training, 2x2 A N O V A (human vs. model x single
model data were within the standard error of the h u m a n data.
vs. dual task) indicated a significant main effect for single vs. T w o corresponding sets of data in each condition were both
dual task (p < .01), but no interaction between groups and
bestfitby power functions. A Pearson product m o m e n t corretask types, indicating similar effects of the dual task condition lation coefficient was calculated for each pair, which yielded
on the learning of human and model subjects. See Figure 4.
high positive correlations (r ranged from .82 to .91), indicatThe effect of the dual task condition on transfer. 2x2
ing a high degree of similarity between human and model
A N O V A (human vs. model x single vs. dual task) revealed a
subjects in h o w practice influenced human and model perforsignificant main effect of single vs dual task (p < .05), and no mance in each condition.
interaction between groups and task types, again indicating
similar effects of the dual task condition on the transfer of
Concluding Remarks
human and model subjects. See Figure 5.
In sum, w e discussed a hybrid connectionist model C L A R I O N
The effect of verbalization. The effect was revealed by
as a demonstration of the approach of bottom-up skill learncomparing performance of the two groups of verbalization
subjects (one started verbalization on thefirstday and the
^Overall, these subjects achieved a 1 0 % success rate, whereas
the subjects in the regular verbalization condition achieved a success
other on thefifthday). Thefirstfour days were used to exrate of 33%. If we eliminate the one subject who performed at 6 0 %
amine the effects of verbalization. W e averaged success rates
in the over-verbalization condition, the remaining subjects achieved
across each of these 4 days for each subject, and subjected
a success rate of approximately 3%.
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Figure 6: Verbalization vs. N o Verbalization
The left panel contains averaged human data, and therightaveraged
model data.

ing. The model essentially consisted of two levels for capturing both procedural and declarative knowledge and enabling
bottom-up learning, which differed markedly from existing
models. Initial experiments demonstrated some matches of
the model with human data across a number of manipulations.
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contribution to inference in t w o ways. First, it is used for
inference as its major component. This is the case where the
Design sketches are believed to play essential roles in earlyinformation extracted corresponds to a meaningful predicate
conceptual design processes. Exploration of how sketches
in the domain, for example, "equalness" in size in geometry
are essential for the formation of new design ideas is
proof problem-solving (Gelemter, 1963), and "adjacent"
expected to bring important implications for design
arrangement of components of a device in physics problemeducation and design support systems. Little research has
solving (Narayanan, S u w a & Motoda, 1994). In these cases,
been done, however, to empirically examine the ways in
external representations serve as a spatial model, providing a
which designers cognitively interact with their o w n
concrete appearance of the problem-structure and thereby
sketches. Using a protocol analysis technique, w e examined
encouraging
people to attend to particular predicates.
the design thoughts of an architect from the following
Second, the visuo-spatial information extracted becomes
point of view; how he drew depictions, inspected depicted
the visual cues for association or reminding of abstract
elements, perceived visuo-spatial features, and thought of
non-visual functional or conceptual information. The
concepts, functional issues, relevant past experiences, or
findings suggest that design sketches serve not only as
problem-solving strategies. Larkin and S i m o n (1987)
external memory or as a provider of visual cues for
discussed that proximity on a diagram could be a good guide
association of non-visual information, but also as a
for solvers to decide what to infer next. Petre (1995)
physical setting in which design thoughts are constructed
discussed that indentation, alignment, white space, and
on the fly.
symmetricality in the notation of programming language
help people understand the structure of programming
Introduction
components and their functional relationships.
Designers typically use less rigid forms of diagrammatic or
These views, especially the view as a provider of visual
pictorial representations, such as freehand sketches, in early
cues, apply to design sketches as well. Arnheim (1977)
conceptual design processes. It is widely believed that
enumerated m a n y examples in which forms of architecture,
sketches play an essential role in the formadon of creative
e.g. shapes, sizes, and spatial arrangements of elements,
ideas. Research on the roles of sketches in design processes
carry abstract meanings, functions and psychological effects
is expected to lay the foundation for design education in the on people for which the architecture is designed. S u w a and
effective use of sketches and for the development of computer
Tversky (1997) suggested that experts' tendency to maintain
tools to support sketch-based design.
a successive chain of related thoughts is attributable to the
ability to use visual cues for association of functions.
Relevant to this is a more general question. That is, w h y
and h o w d o diagrammatic or pictorial representations
Further, designers tend to associate a visuo-spatial feature
facilitate people's problem-solving or decision-making? T h e
with one concept at a time and then with another afterwards
ubiquity of these representations in our everyday life, e.g. in
(Goel, 1995; Goldschmidt, 1991). This act, called nspublic signs and icons, maps, textbooks, advertisement and
interpretation, is believed to be involved in the formation of
brochures, intensifies the significance of the pursuit of this
creative ideas.
issue. Newell and S i m o n (1972) discussed h o w these
Design sketches have another important characteristic.
representations serve as an external memory. Externalizing
They are not something given to designers at the beginning
intermediate results of inference as visual tokens reduces
of a task, but something which designers dynamically
memory load. W h e n s o m e of the results need to be available
produce from scratch during the process. B y putting ideas
for furthering inference later in problem-solving, people have
d o w n on paper and inspecting them, designers see n e w
only to visually revisit the corresponding tokens.
features and relations that suggest w a y s to refine and revise
their ideas, and thereby are driven to draw again. Schon and
Recent research has revealed more active roles of external
Wiggins (1992) discussed that this sort of interaction with
representations. Inspecting representations allows visuosketches is the essence of early design processes.
spatial information to naturally emerge in perception
(Koedinger & Anderson, 1990). Emergence of visuo-spatial
Little research has been done, however, to empirically
information sometimes occurs in unexpected ways, because
examine h o w designers cognitively interact with their o w n
externalizing a set of ideas forces a specific organization of
sketches. W h a t w e m e a n by cognitive interaction is a whole
elements (Stenning & Oberlander, 1995). T h e visuo-spatial
set of design actions consisting of drawing, paying attention
information extracted will, in turn, m a k e a central
Abstract
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to previously-drawn depictions, perceiving their visuo-spatial
features, thinking of non-visual information and so on. H o w
are the occurrences of these actions related to one another?
W e have examined the design process of a practising architect
from this point of view. W e employed a protocol analysis
method, because of its suitability for examination of the
cognitive processes of h u m a n beings (Ericsson & Simon,
1993). After a brief review of previous protocol analysis
techniques, the basic idea of our coding scheme will be
described. The findings of this examination have provided
important views about the roles of sketches in design
processes.
Protocol Analysis Techniques
Design is a typical field where protocol analysis has been
intensively used. Dorst and Dijkhuis (1995) classified
protocol analysis techniques used in design research into two
categories; the process-oriented approach and the contentoriented approach. The former focuses on describing the
structure of design processes in terms of a general taxonomy
of problem-solving, i.e. problem-states, operators, plans,
goals, strategies, and so on (e.g. Eastman, 1970; Akin,
1993; Purcell, Gero, Edwards, & McNeil, 1994). By
contrast, the content-oriented approach aims at revealing the
contents of information, resource and knowledge that are used
for making inference (e.g. Schon & Wiggins, 1992;
Goldschmidt, 1991; S u w a & Tversky, 1997). F r o m our
concern with designers' cognitive interaction with sketches,
w e have taken the content-oriented approach.
Another dichotomy in protocol analysis methods is the
one between "think-aloud" and "retrospective report"
techniques. The former technique, in which subjects are asked
to talk aloud about their on-going thoughts while working
on a given task, is regarded as a reliable method (Ericsson &
Simon, 1993), and therefore has been used widely. However,
it is not without disadvantages; the requirement of talking
interferes with the subject's perception (Lloyd, 1995). Since
this m a y well be fatal for examining designers' cognitive
interaction with sketches, w e chose to employ the
"retrospective report" technique. Subjects are asked to
remember and report their past thoughts after the task. This
technique, too, potentially has a disadvantage, that is
selective retrieval due to decay of m e m o r y , as Ericsson and
S i m o n pwinted out. O n e plausible measure to alleviate this
problem is to allow subjects to watch the videotape of their
sketching activities while reporting (Suwa & Tversky,
1997), B y doing so, subjects are provided with visual cues
about the exact sequence of sketching, including the timing,
hesitations, returns and redrawings. Those cues apparently
help subjects remember their past thoughts.

on the task for 45 minutes while sketching on tracing paper.
His sketching activities were videotaped. After the design
task, he reported what he had been thinking of while drawing
each stroke of his sketches.
Analysis of Protocols
Segmentation
Following the standard protocol analysis method, we
segmented the entire verbal protocols. W e carried out
segmentation in such a way that a change in his intention
and in the contents of his thoughts or actions flags the start
of a new segment (Gero & McNeil, 1998; Goldschmidt,
1991; Purcell et al., 1994; S u w a & Tversky 1997). A single
segment sometimes consists of one sentence and sometimes
of many. The architect's protocols contained 250 segments.
Action Categories
From our concern with designers' cognitive interactions with
sketches, w e needed a coding scheme to classify the contents
of their thoughts or actions. A m o n g the schemes belonging
to the content-oriented approach, S u w a and Tversky's (1997)
is the only one that classifies the contents of information
which designers attended to or thought of. The major
dichotomy in their classification was between visual
information and non-visual information. The former was, in
turn, divided into "depicted elements" and "spatial relations",
and the latter to "functions" and "knowledge". The dichotomy
of visual information into elements and relations was based
on the "what" vs. "where" distinction in vision and spatial
cognition. So, the category of "depicted elements" includes
not only evidence that designers drew elements but also one
that they perceived visuo-spatial features of elements. For the
purpose of our study, however, drawing and perceiving
should be distinguished. W e revised S u w a and Tversky's
classification in the following way, still inheriting m u c h of
its concept.
Table 1: Action categories
categories names

description or examples

D-action
L.action

depict, e.g. dots, lines, symbols, words
physical
look at depicted elements
M-action move a pencil, make gestures
perceptual P-action perceive shapes, sizes, spatial relations
functional F-action conceive of functions, non-visual concepts
E-action evaluate aesthetic values
concepnial G.^^jj^n set up goals
K-action retrieve knowledge

The Coding Scheme
Design Task
W e used the data of a practising architect that S u w a and
Tversky collected using the retrospective report technique. H e
has been practising for more than 2 0 years, to design both
office buildings and natural environment. The task given to
him was to design an art m u s e u m on a given site. H e worked

The first category, physical, refers to actions that ate
directly relevant to physical depictions on paper. It consists
of three actions. O n e is to m a k e depictions on paper, such as
diagrams, symbols, annotations, m e m o s , and sentences. W e
call it 'D-action'. The second is the motion of a pencil or
hands that do not end up with depictions. W e call it 'Maction'. The third is to pay attention to the existence of
previously-drawn depictions. W e call it 'L-action'.
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The second category, perceptual, refers to actions of
perceiving visuo-spatial features of depictions, such as
shapes or sizes of depicted elements and spatial relations
among elements. W e call it 'P-action'. For example, if a
designer draws a n e w depiction near an existing one by
anending to the spatial relation between both, the new
depiction is coded as a D-action, his attention to the existing
depiction as a L-action, and his attention to the spatial
relation as a P-action. This P-action is viewed as having
occurred dependent on the D-action and the L-action. This
way, P-actions have inherent dependency on physical actions.
The third category, functional, refers to actions of
thinking of non-visual functional issues or abstract concepts
with which designers associate physical depictions or their
perceptual features. W e call it 'F-action'. For example, if a
designer attends to a spatial relation between two regions and
associates it with a view from and to both places, his
thought on "view" is coded as a F-action. This way,
functions or abstract concepts are not actually given in the
£q)pearance of elements and relations, but suggested by it.
Therefore, F-actions have inherent dependency on physical
actions and/or P-actions.
The fourth category, conceptual, refers to actions that
deal with non-visual information which is not inherently
suggested by the appearance of elements and relations. There
are three types. T h efirstis to evaluate the aesthetic value of
design decisions made by P- or F-actions. W e call it 'Eaction'. The second is to set up goals. W e call it 'G-action'.
A goal is sometimes set up by being triggered by P- or Factions, or sometimes as the subgoal of an existing goal.
Once a goal is set up, it in turn gives birth to other actions,
i.e. G, F, P or physical, in a top-down way. The third is to
retrieve knowledge for making inference. W e call it 'Kaction'. All the categories of actions are shown in Table 1.
The four categories correspond to the levels at which
incoming information is processed in human cognition.
Information isfirstprocessed sensorily, then perceptually and
semantically. T h e sensory level corresponds to physical
actions in our category, and the perceptual level to
perceptual. The semantic level is more precisely divided into
functional and conceptual actions, dependent on whether or
not it has inherent dependency to physical or P-actions.
The coding of design actions into these categories is done
for each segment of the architect's protocols.

An Example of The Coding Scheme
Figure 1 is an excerpt of the protocols 10 minutes into the
design task. The architect had calculated the necessary size of
the museum building and the parking lot, 40,000 and 80,000
sq. ft. respectively, and had just depicted arectanglefor the
parking lot. In this excerpt, he noticed the relationship
between the sizes of both, and drew a rectangle for the
building by cutting the one for the parking lot in half.
This excerpt is coded as follows. B y revisiting the m e m o
(L-action), "40,000 sq. ft.", and interpreting it again as the
size of the building (F-action), he set up a goal, "draw a
building of this size" (G-action). His words, " O K , building
is then ..", suggest the existence of this goal. In the
meantime, by revisiting another m e m o , "80,000 sq. ft." (Lr
action) and interpreting it as the size of the parking lot (F-

action), he noticed that the building should be half the size of
the parking lot (F-action). Discovery to this relation allowed
him to decide h o w to accomplish the goal; that is to cut the
rectangle of the parking in half. In other words, he set up
new subgoals (G-actions) under the original goal. The
subgoals were to look at the rectangle for the parking and
then to create a n e w depiction with half the size. Directed by
thefirstsubgoal, he revisited the rectangle of the parking (Laction). Directed by the second subgoal, he drew a new
rectangle (D-action) with half the size (P-action). The shape
happened to become thin and narrow (P-action).
And then I did the same thing [i: drew a rectangle as a
museum building]. O K , building, then, is half of that [i: the
parking], but I thought thin at the moment. I was thinking it
might be long and narrow. So, again, I drew a long narrow
one which was about 40,000 sq. ft. at that time.
[i:

] —interpretation of the protocol

Figure 1: A n excerpt of the protocols of an architect

Analysis of Cognitive

Actions

Through interaction with sketches at the physical level,
designers are then able to have higher interaction at the
perceptual and functional levels. This way, information
"emerges" in a bottom-up way. W e conjectured that this
bottom-up process is a key to understanding the roles of
sketches. O n the other hand, processes involving conceptual
actions are different in nature. They are a top-down control
over subsequent actions. Although top-down processes arc
also worth studying, they are beyond the scope of this paper.
Our examination here is limited to the lower three levels of
actions.
Dominant Cognitive Actions
W e examined the frequency with which functional, perceptual
and physical actions occurred throughout the design process.
The architect produced seven sheets of sketches. Pages 1, 3
and 5 are shown in Fig.2. The triangular closed shape and a
pair of parallel lines beside it in Page 1 is the property line
of the site and a public road running nearby, respectively. Ife
was asked to arrange m u s e u m buildings and other functions
on this site. H e stated in the report that each page represented
a distinct design phase in his process. Pages 1 and 2 involved
analysing both the site and the design requirements. Page 3
was the phase to roughly arrange things on the site. This
arrangement became the basis of all the subsequent pages. In
Page 4, called "scheme A", he explored a detailed design
based on the arrangement. In Page 5, called "scheme B", he
tested another way. In Page 6, called "scheme B plan", he
worked on a precise building plan based on Page 5. In Page
7, called "scheme A plan", he worked on a building plan
based on Page 4.
For each page, w e calculated the s u m total of occurrences
of physical, perceptual and functional actions. Figure 3
shows, for each page, the ratio of occurrences of each type of
action to the total number of occurrences of all types.
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Figure 2: Sketches of a practising architect
In Pages 1 and 2, physical actions were dominant while
functional actions were less frequent. In Page 3, functional
actions occurred more frequenUy than in the first two pages,
and physical actions were less dominant. In Pages 4, 5 and 6,
this pattern w a s more salient. In Page 7, the ratios of the
three actions are closer to those of Page 3. Actually, he made
a n e w spatial arrangement, instead of the one of Page 3, in
thefirsthalf of Page 7, and then explored a detailed plan on
it in the latter half of the page.
^ 60-

• physical
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Pages
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Figure 3: The occurrences of each type of action in each page
These findings brought two insights. First, his design
process contained three distinct phases: problem analysis,
spatial arrangement, and functional exploration. Second, in
the beginning of his process, the architect m a d e depictions
and perceived their visuo-spatial features without necessarily
frequent thoughts of functional issues. Rather, it took a
substantial time before functional thoughts began to occur
frequently.
Correlation of Different Types of Actions
W e examined whether or not the frequencies of different
actions changed over time in correlation with each other.
This is expected to reveal h o w bottom-up emergence of
actions happened from physical level through perceptual to
functional, and thus h o w the architect cognitively interacted
with his o w n sketches.
For this purpose, w e needed to examine the occurrences of
each type of action with a more precise granularity than just
examinations of the s u m total of its occurrences in each
page. W e chunked every five segments from the beginning of
the protocols, and thereby calculated the s u m total of the
occurrences of each type in each 5-segment period. This way,
w e obtained the changes (i.e. increase or decrease) of the

frequency of each type of action with the granularity of 5segment periods
Based on this data on the changes of each type of action,
w e examined whether or not there are any portions of the
process in which the frequencies of two actions changed in
correlation to each other. W e carried out this examination for
the following pairs: P- vs. L-actions, P- vs. D-actions, Pvs. M-actions, D- vs. L-actions, F- vs. P-actions, F- vs. Lactions, F- vs. D-actions, F- vs. M-actions. Statistical
analyses were carried out in the following manner. First, for
each 5-segment period, w e calculated the difference of the
frequency of each type of action from its immediately
previous 5-segment period. Then, w e identified the portions
in which the differences for both actions correlate with each
other for more than or equal to two consecutive transitions
fi"om a 5-segment period to the subsequent period. This way,
the portions in which two actions happen to increase or
decrease to a similar extent only for a single transition are
eliminated. W e did this by conducting ^-square tests on the
pair of series of differences for both actions. W e identified the
portions in which the correlations are statistically valid with
a certainty of more than 9 0 % .
If P-actions correlated with L-actions in a period (we will
call it a P-L correlation), it means two things. First, the
majority of P-actions occurred during the period by being
triggered by revisiting existing depictions, although Pactions could be in principle dependent on any of L-, D-, or
M-actions. Second, w h e n L-actions occurred they often
induced P-actions to occur simultaneously.
The periods in which F-actions correlated with D-actions
only and not with P-actions were m u c h shorter than the
periods of F-P correlation. So were the periods in which Factions correlated with L-actions only. W e found no P-M and
F-M correlations. Therefore, in this paper, w e will discuss
only the correlations of the four pairs; P vs. L, P vs. D, D
vs. L, and F vs. P.
Figure 4 shows, for each pair of actions, the periods in
which there were correlations. The horizontal axis is the
segment number of the architect's protocols, representing the
time frame of his process. Represented along with the axis
are portions corresponding to pages of his sketches. The
horizontal bars represent periods of correlation. The number
written near each bar is the identification number of the
period, corresponding to each period number in Table 2.
Table 2 shows the statistical data for each period of
correlation: the duration of the correlation in terms of the
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number of consecutive transitions, a x-square value, and a
certainty.
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Figure 4: The periods in the design process in which there
were correlations between pairs of different types of actions.

Table 2: The statistical data of periods of correlation
period
number

duration of
the period

X-square
value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

10
2
2
9
2
5
2
3
4
5
6
3
7
2
2
4

0.699
0.160
0.140
2.08
0.039
0.526
0.012
0.088
0.880
1.19
1.84
0.457
0.972
0.171
0.162
0.549

certainty
p> 0.995
p> 0.9
p>0.9
p> 0.99
p> 0.975
p> 0.99
p> 0.99
p> 0.99
p>0.9
p> 0.95
p>0.9
p>0.9
p> 0.995
p> 0.9
p>0.9
p> 0.95

In the entire Page 3 and the last half of Page 5, there was a
co-occurrence of P-L and P-D correlations (and thus a D-L
correlation at the same time). This means that perception of
visuo-spatial features is induced by both drawing and
revisiting existing depictions. This is characteristic of the
phase of spatial arrangement, in which designers often
arrange new things on a sketch by attending to the spatial
relations between them and existing depictions. Actually, the
architect stated that Page 3 was the phase of spatial
arrangement. W e recognized in his protocols that he spent
the last half of Page 5 on arranging other functions on the
site after having explored the detail of a building plan.
There were periods in which P-actions correlated with Lactions only and not with D-actions. This means that the
majority of the architect's perceptual actions occurred in these
periods when he inspecteid existing depictions. There were
periods, too, in which P-actions correlated with D-actions
only. This means that the majority of his perceptual actions
occurred in these periods as soon as he made new depictions.
The former periods covered 3 2 % of the entire process, while
the latter 1 6 % . This implies that, except for the phase of

spatial arrangement, visuo-spatial features of depictions are
more likely to be perceived later when the depictions are
revisited rather than simultaneously when they are being
drawn.
W e also examined whether or not there was a negative
correlation between D and L-actions. Both actions were
negatively correlated in 6 2 % of the entire process,
corresponding to 7 6 % of the periods in which there was no
positive correlation. This indicates the separation of drawing
actions and inspecting actions except when he worked on
spatial arrangements. If drawing becomesfrequent,inspecting
existing depictions becomes lessfrequent,and vice versa.
F-actions correlated with P-actions from the latter half of
Page 2 to the beginning of Page 3, for the almost entire part
of Pages 4 and 5, and for the latter half of Page 7. During
these periods, the major way in which F-actions occurred was
to associate visuo-spatial features with functional issues,
although F-actions could potentially occur by being
suggested by physical actions without mediation of Pactions. Visuo-spatial information perceivable from sketches
became the cues for association of functional information.
Perception of visuo-spatial information itself during these
periods was induced sometimes by D-actions only, L-actions
only, or both.
The important characteristic true to all the three major
occurrences of a F-P correlation is that it came after a P-L
correlation had lasted for a while. This finding tells
something about the conditions and ways in which visuospatial information becomes the cues for association. It will
be discussed in more detail in the next section. There was a
page break from Page 1 to Page 2 before thefirstoccurrence
of F-P correlation, and a break from Page 3 to Page 4 before
its second occurrence. This does not, however, weaken the
relationship between a F-P correlation and the preceding P-L
correlation, because the architect sketched by laying a sheet
of tracing paper over a previous page so that previous
depictions were visible, e.g. Page 2 over Page 1, Page 4 over
Page 3, and Page 5 over Page 3.
Discussion
Our analysis has provided the following insights into the
roles of sketches in design processes. First, sketches serve as
a representation, i.e. external memory, in which to leave
ideas as visual tokens, so that they m a y be revisited later for
inspection. This is supported by the negative correlation
between drawing and inspection except in the phase of spatial
arrangement, and by the finding that perceptual actions are
more likely to occur when depictions are inspected later than
while they are being made.
Second, thinking of non-visual functional issues is central
to design activities. This is supported by the finding that
ftinctional actions became more and more frequent after the
phase of spatial arrangement. A n d importantly, sketches play
a role as a provider of visuo-spatial cues for association of
functional issues. The meaningful duration of periods of F-P
correlation, especially in the phase of functional exploration,
supports this interpretation.
Third, the finding that a period of F-P correlation was
always preceded by a period of P-L correlations provides an
important insight. W e interpret the period of P-L correlation
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as a preparation for functional thoughts. In this period,
designers create basic elements of sketches, and keep
perceiving visuo-spatial information without necessarily
frequent thoughts about functional issues. Only after a
preparation of this sort does the entire set of visuo-spatial
features become "ripe" for cueing functional issues. This
interpretation is supported by the finding that there was a
time delay in his design process before functional actions
began to occur frequently, too. These suggest that sketches
serve as something more than just a provider of visuo-spatial
cues. Cognitive interaction with sketches, i.e. making
depictions, inspecting and perceiving, enables designers to
determine when to think of functional issues and how. Put
differently, sketches serve as a physical setting in which
design thoughts are constructed on the fly in a situated way.
This coincides with the recently prevailing view (e.g. Agre
& Chapman, 1987; Kirsh, 1995) that people act not just in
goal-oriented or knowledge-intensive ways, but more often in
response to visuo-spatial features of the physical setting they
are in.
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Future Work
Although our findings suggest that design thoughts occur in
response to visuo-spatial features only after certain
conditions are satisfied, w e have not yet identified precisely
what those conditions are. W h a t sorts of visuo-spatial
features do designers tend to use for cueing functional issues?
Is there any patterns indicating that particular visuo-spatial
cues are associated with particular functional issues?
Further, is designing in a situated way by responding to
visuo-spatial features in sketches an acquired skill that only
expert designers can enjoy? If so, what sorts of visuo-spatial
features do experts tend to be sensitive to? What sorts of
expertise are needed for using sketches in an effective way?
These are the issues to be addressed in future.
Conclusion
T h e purpose of this study was to explore the roles of design
sketches in early conceptual design processes. Conducting
protocol analysis, w e empirically examined the cognitive
processes of a practising architect. Our examination centered
around the ways in which he cognitively interacted with his
o w n sketches. Our coding scheme, especially its
classification of design actions into physical, perceptual,
functional and conceptual levels, was suitable for this aim.
Observing the frequencies of and the correlations between
actions belonging to the lower three levels has led us to the
following insights, although the generality of these insights
is still an open question due to the lack of extensive number
of subjects. First, sketches serve as an external m e m o r y in
which to leave ideas for later inspection. Second, sketches
serve as a provider of visual cues for association of
functional issues. Third, most importantly, sketches serve as
a physical setting in which functional thoughts are
constructed on the fly in a situated way.
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Abstract

anomalies occur, since they are considered to be
"anomalies." A different perspective of h u m a n s as adaptive
This study investigated the dimensions of the psychological
decision makers that w e endorse, focuses on determining
similarity space associated with decisions people commonly
the factors that influence h o w people select ~ consciously
encounter in their life. Four distinct clusters were found
or unconsciously ~ different decision strategies. With such
within a three-dimensional space, >\1iich suggested that
perspective in mind, w e review some of the "anomalies"
people classifiy decisions based on content per se
found in decision making.
(professional-personal), as well as general characteristics of
the decisions, namely, importance and complexity. These
Variance due to Content Per Se
findings have implications for decision strategy selection.
Introduction
Many theories of decision making assume that every
decision can be represented as a choice in the gambling
paradigm (i.e., it can be reduced to outcomes and their
Most prominent normative
associated probabilities).
theories based on this assumption, e.g., expected utility
(EU) and subjective expected utility ( S E U ) theory, take into
account only those elements of a decision problem that
remain after reduction to such a representation. According
to S E U theory, because "all information that could
determine the decision is contained in this reduced
representation" (Wagenaar, Keren & Lichtenstein, 1988),
this forms the deep structure of the decision problem. In
the past four decades after the development of E U theory by
von N e u m a n n and Morgenstem (1947) and that of S E U
theory by Savage (1954), a great deal of evidence has
accumulated that people's choices deviate systematically
from models that only take into account the deep structure.
The predominant interpretation of these findings has been
that people fail to conform to the normative model as a
result of various cognitive deficiencies (Frisch & Clemen,
1994). With this premise, Tversky and K a h n e m a n (1974)
developed the "Heiuistics and Biases" program to describe
how these deviations occur as the result of cognitive
limitations. However, after over two decades of effort, the
program has failed to systematically consider w h e n these

Wagenaar et al. (1988) presented a variety of cover stories,
all of which had the same deep structure, namely, versions
of Tversky and Kahneman's (1981) well-known Asian
disease problem. Although the m o d e of presentation (with
or without pictorial illustration) did not influence the
results in their study, the change in the role assumed by the
participants (public health officer vs. islander) as well as
the change in the identity of the potential victims (islanders
subject to a disease vs. children held hostage by terrorists)
had a profound effect on the choices of participants w h o
were all considering the same deep structure problem.
Wagenaar et al. (1988) suggest that this effect can be
perceived to be the result of differences in framing (i.e., the
phonomenon that some simple wording changes ~ e.g.,
from describing outcomes in terms of lives saved to
describing them in terms of lives lost ~ can lead to different
preferences). However, varying responses to different cover
stories can also be attributed to the content of the stories if
certain characteristics of content elicit different modes of
processing, hence altering the choices (Goldstein & Weber,
1995).
In a review of framing effects in personal health
decisions, R o t h m a n and Salovey (1997) determined that
depending o n the categories of health behavior (whether it
was preventative, diagnostic, or recuperative), the
effectiveness of gain vs. loss framing changed.
This
suggests that not only the perception of the outcomes affects
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the behavior but also the decision content mediates the
effect.
Cognitive Perspective on Decision Making
T h e fact that choices are not predictable from their deep
structure seems to indicate that people's preferences do not
result solely from the calculation of outcome and
probability information. Preferences for and beliefs about
objects or events of any complexity apjsear to be
constructed, and this construction seems to be affected by
variables not represented in models such as E U or S E U . It
appears that decision makers have a variety of strategies for
identifying their preferences and developing their beliefs,
and they seem to use different strategies contingent on
decision content and context, such as those discussed above
(Payne, Bettman & Johnson, 1992).
Variance due to Complexity and Importance
S o m e decisions are more complex than others by nature.
For example, choosing a marriage partner is m u c h more
complex than deciding to buy one type of candy bar versus
another. A number of studies have been conducted to
assess the influence of complexity on the choice of decision
strategies with the hypothesis that the more complex the
decision problem, the more people use simplifying decision
heunstics (Payne et al., 1990).
S o m e studies examined the impact of the number of
alternatives available. They found that people tend to use
compensatory decision strategies w h e n faced with two
alternatives; however, wiien faced with decision tasks with
more alternatives, they prefer using noncompensatory
choice strategies (e.g., Johnson, Meyer & Ghose, 1989;
Sundstrom, 1987). Others smdied the effect of the number
of attributes of decision alternatives, finding that decision
quality decreases with increases in the number of attributes
beyond a certain level of complexity (e.g., Keller & Staelin,
1987). Also, time constraints influence both the speed of
processing and the shift in processing strategies (e.g.,
Payne et al., 1988)
In the accuracy-effort framework presented by Payne et
al. (1990), it is also believed that the importance of a
decision increases the amount of effort one will put in to
arriving at a decision. This implies (though not always)
people tend to use more compensatory choice strategies for
important decisions. T h e result of a study by Lindberg,
Garlmg, and Montgomery (1989) supports that factors such
as perceived importance affect which decision rule is used.
Towards Predictability in the Choice of Decision
Strategies
There are m a n y other task and context related factors, as
well as some individual-difference factors, which have been
found to lead to choices deviating systematically from
predictions of the E U / S E U models (for a review, see Payne,

Bettman & Johnson, 1992). From such findings, the
question arises whether people systematically choose to use
different strategies. In other words, are people coherent,
adaptive decision makers? Results obtained from Payne et
al. (1990) seem to suggest that people tend to choose
strategies that optimize accuracy/effort tradeoffs. If this is
true, what are the factors that determine required decision
accuracy and effort?
T o answer these questions, it would be useful to know
h o w people categorize the decisions they commonly
encounter in their life. If people indeed are adaptive
decision makers w h o select decision strategies in a
systematic fashion, there must be in their mind some
representation of the similarity between decisions.
However straightforward and logical this m a y sound, there
has not been any attempt to arrive at a representation of
decision similarity.
Thus, exploratory methods of
hierarchical clustering analysis and multidimensional
scaling ( M D S ) were used to discover the dimensions of
such a representation.

Method
StimuU
In a pilot study, 64 introductory psychology students wrote
d o w n 20 decisions they had m a d e within the last two years.
T h e majority of decisions used as stimuli in our study came
from this list. S o m e decisions, which m a y have been too
non-deliberative to appear on the list (e.g., deciding to stop
at a red light) or which they m a y not yet have encoxmtered
(e.g., whether to leave a spouse of m a n y years) were added
to extend the range of decisions. Fifty decisions were
selected to represent a variety of contents (e.g., decisions
related to money, school, relationship, one's future, moral
conduct, societal well-being) and decision characteristics
(e.g.,
nature
and
number
of
alternatives,
consciously/unconsciously made decisions) known to
influence decision processes. T h e decision situation
questionnaire ( D S Q ) was constructed to assess h o w
participants perceived each of the 50 decision situations in
terms of importance, length of time taken to make each
decision, emotional involvement, pleasantness, amount of
information required, difficulty, and the consequences
associated with each decision (for a list of specific decision
characteristic assessed for each item, see Table 2). A
question about the frequency with which similar decision
situations had been encountered was also included. A small
amount of context (generally one sentence of description)
was added to provide respondents with similar
interpretations of the decision situation. Each decision was
also printed on an index card which was subsequently used
in a sorting task.
Participants and Procedure
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Seventy-eight introductory psychology students at the Ohio
State University participated in this study in fulfillment of a
course requirement. Participants were each given a set of
50 index cards. They were asked to sort the decisions into
categories on the basis of similarity, which w e intentionally
left undefined. T h e instructions explained that there were
no right or wrong w a y to sort the decisions, and that they
could sort them into as m a n y or as few categories as they
wished. A s an example, they were told that typically
people in similar sorting tasks use two tofifteencategories,
to suggest a lower and an upper limit for the number of
categories. T h e instructions also stated that if a decision
situation did not seem similar to any other, respondents
were allowed to put it in a category labeled miscellaneous.
Upon completing the task, participants were asked to write
down the decisions that appeared in each category on a
category recording form and to label each category. This
was done to discourage respondents to arrive at
meaningless categories. T h e n the sorting task was repeated
to enable us to assess reliability. Subsequently, respondents
were asked to complete the D S Q and a personal
information sheet inquiring about some d e m o g r ^ h i c
information. T h e order of tasks was counterbalanced.
Thus, a group of 38 students completed the sorting task
twicefirst,and then filled out the D S Q and the personal
information (group 1) while the other 4 0 students
completed the D S Q and the personal information sheet
first, and then performed the sorting task twice (group 2).

predicting the result of the second sort on average (Siegel &
Castellan, 1988).
Hierarchical clustering The hierarchical clustering using
between groups average linkage w a s conducted on the two
matrices. Aldenderfer and Blashfield (1984) describes the
average linkage clustering as "an antidote to the extremes
of both single and complete linkage." It computes an
average of the similarity of the decision item under
consideration with all items in the existing cluster, and
joins the item to that cluster if this value exceeds a specified
level of similarity (Aldenderfer and Blashfield, 1984).
Between-groups average linkage has been foxmd on the
average to recover the underlying clusters more accurately
than other methods (Sneath & Sokal, 1973).

Results
Aggregate D a t a
Because of the nature of the free sort technique, the sorting
information was aggregated across individuals to produce a
dissimilarity matrix for each group. Each entry in the
matrix denoted the number of times (across participants
and replications) that the two corresponding decisions were
not sorted together in the same category. High numbers
indicated that the sorters perceived high dissimilarity
between two decisions, whereas low entries indicated low
dissimilarity. O u r interest in this study was to arrive at a
representation of decision similarity c o m m o n to relatively
homogeneous individuals w h o had similar prior exposures
to the decision items. W e initially aggregated the data into
two different groups because it is quite possible that those
who completed the D S Q first might have utilized a
different scheme to sort the decisions, having been
influenced by the questions in the D S Q . Conversely, the
sorting task might have introduced a certain bias in
responding to the D S Q .
Participants appeared to sort the cards reliably.
A
measure of reliability, lambda, had a m e a n of .73 and .79 in
the two groups, respectively. This means that knowing the
result of an individual's first sort, there is 7 3 % or 7 9 %
reduction in error (in comparison to random responses) in
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Table 1: I N D S C A L stress, R , and dimension weights for two-, three-, and four-dimensional solutions
Dimensionality

Group

Stress

;r

2

1
2
1
2

.184
.204
.123
.131
.107
.114

.815
.773
.890
.877
.896
882

3
4

I
2

graduation. Beneath this is a cluster concerned with
relationships It included somefriendship-relateditems
such as deciding w h o to have asfriends,as well as some
relationship items such as whether to leave a spouse of
m a n y years. T h e third cluster is a group involving nondeliberative decisions. A small sub-cluster included simple
non-deliberative items such as whether to cry (after hearing
your good friend died in an accident), and a larger subcluster included more value-laden items involving religious
preference, drug use, and support of euthanasia. Finally,
the last cluster can be identified as concerning monetary or
consumer decisions. This cluster also included a range of
items from whether to buy a cancfy bar to whether to buy a
house.
Multidimensional scaling Given our interest in
determining wiiether the sorting results can provide a basis
for understanding the structure by which decisions are
categorized in a psychological space, a multidimensional
scaling ( M D S ) analysis was the next logical step. In M D S ,
it is assumed that judgments about stimulus similarity
depend in some fashion on attributes of the stimuli; thus, its
purpose is to identify those attributes (MacCallum, 1988).
A three-way multidimensional scaling using I N D S C A L
was performed on the dissimilarity matrices for the two
groups to determine wiiether the two groups indeed share a
similar stimulus space, and if so, whether each dimension
was weighted similarly (for a description of I N D S C A L , see
Arable, Carroll & DeSarbo, 1987).
Two-, three-, and four-dimensional solutions were
obtained to compare the fit of these solutions. Table 1
displays the Stress values, the proportions of variance
accounted for (i.e., R^) in the two groups, and the
dimension weights for the two groups for all solutions.
Because the Stress value and R^ improved significantly
from the two-dimensional solution to the three-dimensional
solution but did not improve appreciably from three to four,
the three-dimensional solution ^ipeared to be most
appropriate. Also, the dimensions in this solution seemed
very interpretable, and the clusters found in the previous
analysis appeared distinctively in the solution. This can be
seen in Figure 2. Thus, the three-dimensional solution was
retained for further analysis. T h e two almost overlapping
needlepoints (labeled 1 and 2) in the middle of the stimulus

Dimension weights
2
3
.74
.73
.55
.56
.46
.46

.61
.62
.51
.52
.43
.44

.64
.62
.52
.50

.57
.57

.*f"

VO

m

t

'""v^

Figure 2: I N D S C A L 3-dimension configuration
space indicate the centroids for the two groups. This, with
the similarities in dimension weights for all solutions
indicated that two groups had nearly identical
representations of the decisions.
Linear regression for dimensional interpretations In
order to determine whether the I N D S C A L configuration
extracted previously had some systematic associations with
characteristics of the decision items, a sequence of linear
regressions was performed. Kruskal and Wish (1978)
describe this c o m m o n method of performing a linear
multiple regression, using a scale that measures a
potentially relevant characteristic of the decisions (each of
nine Likert-scale questions from the D S Q ) as the dependent
variable and the decision coordinates of the threedimensional decision space as the independent variables
because w e "seek some weighted combination of the
coordinates of the configuration vAach agrees with or
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Table 2: Linear regressions of rated decision characteristics on dimensions of decision similarity

Rated Decision Characteristics (from D S Q )
1. Importance of making the decision
2. Length of time taken to make the decision
3. Emotional involvement in making the decision
4. Pleasantness in making the decision
5. Information required to make the decision
6. Difficulty in making the decision
7. Length to live w/ the consequences of the decision
8. Frequency w/ which to think of the effects
9. Frequency of previous similar encounter
**/K.001, *p<.Ol

Regression Weights
(Direction Cosines)
DIM 2
DIM 3
DIMl
.927
.357
-.120
.041
,645
.763
-.468
.804
.366
-.424
.755
.500
.649
.061
.758
-.020
.832
.554
-.246
.910
.335
-.260
.871
.417
.451
.361
-.366

Mult. Corr
.767**
.791**
.813**
.499**
.772**
.787**
.795**
.800**
.421*

'explains' the variable as well as possible." The afirst
cancfy three
bar (#30) on the lower end and that of who to
marry (#8) on the higher end adds support to this
columns of Table 2 show the optimum weights
interpretation.
corresponding to each multiple correlation; these are the
direction cosines, which are regression coefficients
normalized for their sum of squares to equal 1.00 for every
Discussion and Conclusion
scale. Kruskal and Wish (1978) mention two necessary
Our analysis identified three rather stable dimensions of
conditions for a scale to provide a satisfactory interpretation
decision similarity. One dimension appeared to correspond
of a dimension: 1) the multiple correlation for the scale
to the perceived importance of decisions.
Another
must be high, and 2) the scale must have a high regression
distinguished between professional and personal decisions.
weight on that dimension. As can be seen in Table 2, most
The last dimension seemed related to the complexity of
rated decision characteristics, except for 4 and 9, had a
decisions.
multiple correlation greater than .75. Among those, three
Our results succeeded in tying together two sets of results
characteristics loaded high on the second dimension and
in decision making described in the introduction. One set
relatively low on the other dimensions. These were the
of studies has shown that factors such as type of decisions
importance of making the decision, the length with which
(personal vs. professional), perceived decision importance,
to live with the consequences of the decision, and the
and decision complexity influence the choices people make
frequency with which to think of the effects of making this
above and beyond the effects of outcome and probability
decision, all of which are related to the concept of
value. Presumably these factors affect decision outcomes
(perceived) decision importance. None of the decision
because they trigger different decision strategies.
characteristics loaded high on thefirstdimension although
Another set of studies has shown that decision strategy
emotional involvement loaded moderately on all three
selection is mediated by accuracy/effort maximization. Our
dimensions Some items, which also loaded on the second
results show that the factors that affect decision outcomes
dimension, loaded moderately on the third dimension.
(i.e., type of decisions, perceived importance, complexity)
Thus, it appears that dimensions 1 and 3 did not
are, in fact, dimensions of the space used by people to
correspond closely to the decision characteristics assessed
categorize decisions. This makes it very plausible that they
by the DSQ. The patterns of loadings nevertheless provide
would also be used as factors in the selection of decision
some indications of what these two dimensions represent.
strategies, in the sense that people would apply the same
Cluster 2 (dealing with relationships) was found on the
decision strategy to "similar" decisions and a different
lower end of dimension 1 while clusters 1 (school/career)
decision strategy to "different" decisions. It is important to
and 4 (monetary) were found on the higher end. Along
note that the two groups who performed the sorting and the
with a moderate loading of emotion, thefirstdimension
rating tasks in the different orders arrived at virtually the
may have to do with the professional-personal distinction
same similarity space, suggesting that the underlying
Frisch, Jones and O'Brien (1993) found in their study
dimensions are relatively stable.
(cited in Frisch & Clemen, 1994). O n the other hand,
Our results also have implications for other areas of
length of time taken, information required, and difficulty in
cognitive science. For example, what if the factors that
making the decision are loaded moderately on the third
distinguish expertsfi-omnovices showed up as a different
dimension, suggesting that it may be concerned with
dimension in the decision similarity space or as different
decision complexity; seeing the decision of whether to buy
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space? Knowing the decision similarity space for experts
should then facilitate the development of more faithful
expert systems in AI. Also, the comparison of decision
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experts vs. novices may provide us with evidence about the
evolving nature of decision processes.
The decision items included were limited to those that
are commonly made (though not necessarily encountered
everyday) in this particular population. Further exploration
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needed to determine the generalizability of our results and
to identify other factors that may affect decision strategy
selection.
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Abstract

becomes automated, i.e., relying on the explicit
dimension(s) consumes fewer processing resources. O n this
In the first experiment, participants learned an easy rule that
view, category learning starts by noticing the association
allowed perfect categorization that they had to automate.
between a dimension (or a set of dimensions) and a category.
During learning, a new ancillary dimension was
O n e does not normally consider the possible influence o n
systematically associated with the defining feature of each
categorization of characteristics of the stimuli that have not
category. In the test phase, items in which the association
been explicitly noticed.
created during learning was broken were categorized more
O n the other hand, implicit learning studies have s h o w n
slowly than those in which the association was present,
that characteristics of stimuli participants are unable to
even for participants w h o did not notice the association.
verbalize seem to contribute to their performance in the task
However, when the category-defining and the ancillary
(or what they say explicity does not account for their
features were reversed in a second experiment, w e did not get
the anticipated results: there was no effect of the implicit
behavior in the task, see Cleeremans, 1993; Reber, 1993;
association created during the learning phase. Results are
Berry & Dienes, 1993 for reviews).
explained in terms of dependencies between properties
In most implicit learning experiments, the rule that would
during processing. It is argued that similarity to previous
produce perfect control of the task is so complex that
exemplars does not explain the results obtained here.
participants never find it or are unable to explicit it (see
Berry & Dienes, 1993, for review). T h e question of which
properties of the stimuli are encoded implicitly remains open
Introduction
(except if one denies the existence of implicit representations
W h e n people are confronted with n e w stimuli, they can
and argues for explicit representations, Perruchet & Pacteau,
acquire knowledge that enables them to categorize the
1990, see also Shanks & Saint-John, 1994). Implicit
stimuli on the basis of features. In these situations, people
learning has been defined as being "associated with incidental
attempt to build a vocabulary of features and a rule (or rules)
learning conditions rather than deliberate hypothesis testing"
constructed from this vocabulary (Thibaut & Schyns, 1995).
(Berry & Dienes, 1993, p. 14). Hayes and Broadbent (1988)
Once people k n o w the rule, i.e. the particular set of relevant
define implicit learning as an "unselective and passive
properties, whatever its structure might be defined with
aggregation of information about the co-occurence of
necessary and sufficient features or constituting what has
environmental events and features." Implicit learning should
been called a family resemblance structure -, they can learn
be particularly good at discovering nonsalient covariance
to apply it properly.
between the variables defining the task.
What does it m e a n to apply a rule? In most category
W h a t kind of properties are used during a categorization
learning experiments, it has to do, at the very least, with
task? The prevalent view in category learning is that people
accuracy, correct generalization, and speed. In traditional
use properties they have noticed and reference is frequently
approaches to categorization, the control of the structure of
made to attentional weighting of properties, and so on. In
the stimuli presented to participants and the w a y participants
thefieldof implicit learning, given the complexities of the
generalize to n e w stimuli, enables the experimenter to derive
situations, it is not always easy to k n o w what properties of
models of the representation of concepts and, in particular,
the stimuli are really encoded and used by the participants
the weighting of the various dimensions of concepts (see
(part of the debate in the field is devoted to this issue; see the
Nosofsky, 1992, for a review), i.e. the attention paid to each
debate between Shanks & Saint-John, Perruchet, etc., and
dimension constituting the stimuli.
Reber, Lewicki, and their colleagues).
What does it m e a n to pay attention to a particular
In the following experiments, w e will address the problem
dimension in categorization? O n e possible meaning is that,
of the properties that control classification in a
during learning, participants explicitly noticed that a
categorization task, especially
properties
associated
dimension or a set of dimensions in a stimulus is a relevant
implicitly with an explicit simple rule of categorization. W e
cue for categorization. This constitutes a rule for
designed a category learning task in which participants were
categorization and, with practice, application of the rule
expected to learn an explicit rule for categorization and to
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automate it through extensive training. During learning,
they had to discover the rule for categorization for a set of
unknown stimuli with two different arrangements of four
legs (the rule was defined as a group of 1+3 legs for one
category and 2 + 2 for the other category, see figure 1). The
structure of the categories was conceived in such a way that
apart from this rule (1-3 vs. 2-2), there was no other
characteristic of the stimuli usable as a perfect rule for
categorization. During the second phase of training,
participants were required to categorize the stimuli according
to the rule learned during the first phase as quickly as
possible. This phase was intended to automate the explicit
rule. However, in each category, a dimension perfectly
correlated with the defining explicit dimension of the
category was introduced (e.g., all the stimuli of the category
1-3 were rounded whereas 2-2 stimuli were elongated). In the
test phase, w e compared the classification reaction times for
stimuli in which the explicit dimension defining a category
was associated with the dimension introduced in the second
phase (the association phase) (i.e., 1-3 and rounded, 2-2 and
elongated; those were called congruent stimuli) with reaction
times for stimuli that violated this association (i.e., 1-3 and
elongated, 2-2 and rounded, these were called contradictory
stimuli).
Since the rule (1-3 vs. 2-2) was a perfect cue for
categorization and since participants had automated it during
the association phase, one would exjject participants to
extract the rule equally well from either congruent or
contradictory stimuli, specifically because the associated
properties -rounded and elongated-- do not affect the rule. In
particular, this should be true for participants w h o did not
notice the association between the explicit cues and the
associated features. In addition, participants w h o noticed the
association between the explicit cues and the associated
dimension during the second phase should be slower for the
contradictory stimuli. Previous research (Miller, 1987; Allen
& Brooks, 1991) have shown that irrelevant information
influences the use of relevant information in categorization.
Though their experimental paradigms were different, one
would predict that contradictory stimuli will be categorized
more slowly than congruent stimuli.

Photoshop software. In one case a positive spherization was
applied and in the other case a negative spherization. In the
latter case, height of the stimuli was multiplied by 1.25.
The "sherize" function was applied to each stimulus taken as
a whole and not to parts taken separately. The positive
transformation resulted in stimuli that were perceived as
more rounded than the neutral, the negative were perceived as
more angular and vertically elongated than the neutral. In the
learning phase, each category was composed of ten stimuli:
category A (1-3), six rounded stimuli, three neutral and one
angular-elongated; category B (2-2), six angular-elongated
stimuli, three neutral and one rounded. Since, in this phase,
participants had to discover the explicit rule for
categorization, neutral and angular stimuli were added to
prevent them from using rounded versus angular as the
explicit rule.
Keeping in mind that the purpose of the experiment was
to create an association between an explicit rule and another
characteristic of the stimuli, in the association phase, it was
decided that participants would have to leam the association
between 1-3 and a rounded shape (positive spherization) and
between 2-2 and an angular shape (negative spherization). In
the association phase, the six 1-3 rounded stimuli and the six
2-2 angular stimuli from the learning phase were presented.
The aim of this phase was to create an association between

(
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1-3 Neutral

Category A
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2-2 Contradictory

2-2 Neutral
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Methods
Participants.
Thirty-three undergraduates from the
University of Liege were volunteers for the experiment.
Material. Two categories of unknown stimuli composed of
four connected appendages, called "legs", were constructed.
The spafial layout of the legs distinguished the two
categories. Stimuli in category A had one leg on the left and
three legs on theright(1-3), and those in category B had two
sets of two legs (2-2) (Figure 1). Participants had to leam
this distinction between the two categories (1-3 versus 2-2)
in order to categorize all the stimuli appropriately. A
primary set of stimuli was constructed, composed of 1-3 and
2-2 stimuli called the neutral stimuli. These stimuli were
then transformed with the "spherize" function of the Adobe

Figure 1 : the three types of stimuli for the learning phase.
During the association phase, only congruent stimuli were
used.
1-3 and rounded on the one hand, and 2-2 and angular on the
other. In the test phase, 30 new stimuli were presented: five
1-3 rounded stimuli and five 2-2 angular-elongated (since
these stimuli display the association created in the
association phase, they are called congruent stimuli);five13 angular-elongated stimuli and five 2-2 rounded stimuli
(these stimuli contradict the association created and are
therefore be called contradictory); five 1-3 and five 2-2
neutral stimuli.
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Procedure. Participants were seated at approximately 50
cm in front of a computer screen. The computerrecordedthe
time elapsed from the presentation of a stimulus to the
categorization of the stimulus. The experiment was
composed of three phases: a learning phase, an association
phase, and a test phase.
Learning phase. Participants were told that they would have
to learn to classify a set of stimuli into two categories. The
stimuli were displayed until the participants responded. A
first stimulus was presented to the participant w h o had to
guess its category name. They were asked to press the key
corresponding to one category. Feedback was provided about
the accuracy of the answer. The second stimulus was
presented in the same way, and so forth, for the other
stimuli. Feedback was provided for each stimulus. The order
of presentation of the stimuli was random. Once the entire
set had been presented to the participant, it was presented a
second time, a third time, etc. The learning phase ended
when the participant made no mistakes during two
successive presentations of the set of the stimuli.
Association phase. In this phase, congruent stimuli were
presented for 150 ms. The entire set was presented ten times.
Participants were instructed to classify the stimuli as quickly
as possible without sacrificing accuracy. Feedback was
provided after each stimulus presentation.
Test phase. Participants were presented with the 30 test
stimuli twice, each stimulus presented for 150 m s . Again,
they had to categorize all stimuli as fast as possible. There
was no feedback.
At the end of the experiment, the experimenter asked
participants questions about the structure of the stimuli. The
purpose of these questions was to assess whether they
noticed the association "1-3 and rounded" and "2-2 and
elongated." In order, to avoid questions that did not address
the information they had encoded, w e started with the
participants description of the stimuli. Questions were
formulated in terms of participants' descriptors and addressed
the association between the different dimensions and the
categories explicitly in the following way. During the
association phase, "did you see 1-3 rounded and 2-2 elongated
and/or more angular stimuli, or did you see 1-3 elongated
and/or more angular stimuli and 2-2 rounded stimuli, or the
same number of rounded and elongated stimuli in the two
categories". With such a procedure, w e addressed explicitly
the association between the relevant features in our task (1-3,
2-2, rounded, and elongated).
Results and discussion
Since we wanted to k n o w whether participants w h o did not
notice the association between the 1-3 with rounded and 2-2
with elongated would be influenced by this association, we
separated those participants from participants w h o noticed
the association. A first 2 x 2 Anova with Type of stimuli
(congruent vs. contradictory) and Category (1-3 vs. 2-2) as
repeated measure variables was carried out on the reaction
times obtained for the twenty participants w h o did not notice
the association between the explicit rule (1-3 vs. 2-2) and the
associated dimension (rounded vs. elongated). There was a
main effect of Type of stimuli: F(1.19) = 9.82, p < .01

(congruent: X = 358 m s , contradictory: X = 417 ms). There
was no main effect of Category and no interaction.
A second A N O V A with Type of stimuli and Category as
repeated measure variables was carried out on the reaction
times obtained by the 13 participants w h o noticed the
association. Again, congruent stimuli were responded faster
than contradictory stimuli (congruent, X = 337 m s ,
contradictory,X = 414 ms), F(l,12) = 9.67, p < .01. There
was no main effect of category and no Type of stimuliCategory interaction.
A 2 X 2 mixed Anova with Type of stimuli and
Participants (association noticed vs. association not noticed)
with repeated measure on Type of stimuli revealed that there
was no main effect of Participants and no Type of stimuli x
Participants interaction.
T o summarize so far, the results show that the two groups
of participants were slower for the contradictory than for the
congruent items. This means that even when they had not
noticed the association between the rule (1-3, 2-2) and the
associated features (rounded or elongated, respectively),
participants nevertheless associated them during learning,
even though the rule was easy to manipulate, had no
exception, and that was easy to automate.
Before w e discuss these results more thoroughly, w e will
present a second experiment which is the same as the first
but in which the rule-defining and associated features are
reversed. Participants learned the explicit rule "rounded shape
versus elongated shape" in thefirstphase and automated it in
the second (association) phase. In this experiment, the
associated features introduced systematically in the
association phase were 1-3 and 2-2.
Experiment 2
Given the results of the first experiment, w e expected a
significant difference between the congruent and the
contradictory stimuli.
Methods
Participants. Eighteen undergraduates from the University
of Liege.
Material. Category A consisted of rounded stimuli and
category B of elongated stimuli. In the learning phase,
category A was composed of 6 rounded stimuli with 1-3 legs
(congruent), 3 neutral (the space between the legs was
uniform), and 1 contradictory stimulus (rounded with 2-2
legs); category B was composed of 6 angular-elongated
stimuli with 2-2 legs (congruent), 3 neutral stimuli and 1
contradictory (angular-elongated with 1-3 legs). In the
association phase, only the congruent stimuli were
presented. In the test phase, 10 new congruent and 10 new
contradictory stimuli were presented. Note that, apart from
the neutral stimuli, all the stimuli were those presented in
thefirstexperiment.
Procedure. The instructions were the same as in the
previous experiment. Recall that in this experiment, the rule
was rounded vs. elongated and the associated dimension was
1-3 vs. 2-2.
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Results
A first 2 x 2 A n o v a with T y p e of stimuli (congruent vs.
contradictory) and Category (rounded vs. angular) as repeated
measure variables w a s carried out on the reaction times
obtained for the 15 participants w h o did not notice the
association between the explicit rule (rounded vs. angular)
and the associated dimension (1-3 vs. 2-2). There was no
main effect of T y p e of stimuli: F(l,14) = 0.17. p > .5;
congruent: X = 318 m s , contradictory: X = 324 m s . There
w a s no effect of Category and no interaction between Type
of stimuli and Category. W e did not carry out the analysis
on the three participants w h o noticed the association.
Comparison between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. In
order to compare the results obtained in the 2 experiments,
w e analyzed the difference between congruent and
contradictory stimuli in the 2 experiments. A t test n:vealed
that the difference between congruent and contradictory
stimuli in experiment 1 w a s significantly greater than the
equivalent difference in experiment 2 : t(33) = 2.22, p < .05.
(Experiment 1, X = 5 9 m s ; Experiment 2, X = 6 m s ) .
Discussion
T h e main result of thefirstexperiment is that the decision
reaction time w a s influenced by the addition to the stimuli of
certain (ancillary) characteristics that were associated with the
explicit, rule-defining characteristics. T h e addition of these
associated features increased reaction time even for
participants w h o did not notice the association between the
rule and the additional characteristics of the stimuli. If one
considers only the properties of the rule -automated during
the association phase and easy to apply--, this result is
unexpected since the association phase should allow
participants to learn to extract the relevant information and
tofilterout the irrelevant dimensions.
However, contrary to experiment 1 - and quite
unexpectedly -, there w a s no difference between congruent
and contradictory stimuli in experiment 2. This is
particularly intriguing because the only difference in the two
experiments is that the rule-defining and associated
(ancillary) features of thefirstexperiment are switched in the
second experiment. But in this latter experiment, the
interference effect of the associated characteristics on the ruledefining characteristics that w a s observed in the first
experiment disappears.
T h e explanation for this probably lies in the abstraction
process itself and in the characteristics of the stimuli to
which participants pay attention during the association
phase. W e will first discuss the implicit association created
between the rule and other systematic properties of the
stimuli. T h e n w e will analyze the absence of a similar result
in the second experiment.
T h e basic idea is that the defining features (1-3 and 2-2
groupings of legs in the first experiment; rounded and
elongated in the second experiment) are aspects of the
stimuli that are not independent of the other features of the
stimuli. W h e n a particular dimension of a stimulus is
focused on, other properties of the stimulus are also
processed. For example, to distinguish a 1-3 stimulus from a
2-2, one has to find the location of the largest space between
the legs. This space does not exist independently of the legs

and, therefore, one must look at the legs themselves, along
with their characteristics, which include other dimensions,
such as size, orientation, elongation, roundness, thickness of
the lines, and so on. In our experiments, the stimuli were
designed in such a w a y that a number of characteristics were
systematically associated with each rule-defining feature (see
material).
In order to understand the asymmetry between experiments
I and 2, w e hypothesized that associated properties were
processed differently in the 2 experiments. M o r e precisely,
the ancillary properties associated with the rule-defining
features are not encoded in the same w a y in the two
experiments. In thefirstexperiment, it seems likely that the
processing of the rule-defining features also necessarily
involves some degree of processing of the associated
features. This, however, is not the case in the second
experiment.
T o see this, consider thefirstexperiment. T h e difference
between 1-3 and 2-2 stimuli depends on the location of the
space. In order to locate the space, one has to look at (and
therefore process) the information about the legs because the
space is defined in terms of the legs. Since in the 1-3
configuration, the legs are rounded and in the 2-2
configuration the legs are elongated and straight, the
difference between 1-3 and 2-2 stimuli will also include
information about the associated roundness and elongation.
N o w compare this to the second experiment. In order to
identify a stimulus as rounded or elongated (the rule-defining
feature in this experiment), one does not need to process the
spatial ordering of the legs of the stimuli. In fact, 'elongated
and angular" or "rounded" are global properties of the stimuli
that do not need a local analysis to be identified. In other
words, one can identify the rule-defining features in this case
without ever looking at the location of the largest space of
the legs (first and second legs, or second and third legs). T o
summarize, in thefirstexperiment, the identification of the
rule-defining features 1-3 and 2-2 necessarily involves the
processing of the properties directly associated with the legs,
because in order to find the location of the largest space
between the legs, one must directly observe the legs. O n the
other hand, in the second experiment, the identification of
the rule-defining features "rounded" and "elongated" does not
require the processing of the location of the space between
the legs.
H o w can w e explain the difference between congruent and
contradictory stimuli in this light ? During the second
(association) phase, participants learn to locate the relevant
information on the stimuli as fast as possible, i.e. to extract
the relevant information from the other features of the
stimuli. During this phase, the attentional system becomes
more efficient at extracting the defining feature of each
category from the other features. At the end of this phase,
the features associated by the experimenter with the defining
features are encoded and play the role of a correlated cue for
the perceptual system. In the test phase, participants are
shown contradictory stimuli in which
the rule-defining
feature of category A (category B ) is presented along with the
ancillary feature previously associated (during the association
phase) with the rule-defining feature of category B (category
A ) . In the context of this contradictory evidence, participants
answer more slowly.
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In experiment 2, however, w e suggest that the 1-3 and 2-2
leg-grouping feature w a s not encoded w h e n participants
looked for the defining features "rounded" and "elongated".
Consequently, these features did not influence their
performance. W e are currently running experiments to further
examine this hypothesis. Note that w e have replicated the
results from these two experiments in somewhat different
experimental contexts or with transformed stimuli.
The difference between congruent and contradictory stimuli
in experiment 1 can be interpreted as a case of interference.
Our "microdevelopmental" approach is interesting because it
investigates the emergence of an association between
properties of stimuli and the origin of interference. The
absence of such an interference in experiment 2 underlines
the necessity of studying which properties of stimuli are
processed w h e n one learns to categorize them.
Allen and Brooks (1991) obtained similar results they
interpreted differently. In their experiment, they used an
additive rule defined in terms of three dimensions, each
dimension assuming two values. Categorization in one or
the other category depended on the value assumed by at least
two of the three dimensions (e.g., in one experimental
condition, two of the three following values were required for
categorization in category A : presence of spots, long legs, or
angular body). Consequently, no single value on the three
relevant dimensions w a s perfectly correlated with either of
the two categories. In the test phase, participants were given
some stimuli that were similar to one category and had to be
categorized in the same category (positive match) and to
other stimuli similar to one category but that had to be
categorized in the other category (negative match). Results
indicated that participants categorized positive matches faster
than negative matches and m a d e more mistakes for negative
matches. Allen and Brooks' interpretation emphasized the
role of similarity of test items to exemplars presented during
learning. Their interpretation can also be applied to our data.
In this framework, the reaction times for our contradictory
items (equivalent to the negative matches in Allen and
Brooks's terminology) were slower because they were less
similar than the congruent test stimuli (the positive
matches) to the items in the association phase.
But their notion of similarity to prior exemplars (Allen &
Brooks, 1991) does not seem able to account for the absence
of difference between contradictory and congruent stimuli in
experiment 2. According to Allen and Brooks, contradictory
stimuli should have been categorized more slowly than
congruent ones because they are more similar to the stimuli
of the association phase. T h e problem with Allen & Brooks'
explanation, at least in the present context, is that it does
not include any reference to the w a y stimuli are processed.
Our analysis is more in line with the notion of processing
episodes (Jacoby & Brooks, 1984). However, to have some
explanatory power, this notion must include a discussion of
how the stimuli are processed, in other words, in other
words, the extent to which the processing of one dimension
(or set of dimensions) does or does not engender the
processing of other properties of the stimuli.
Another possible explanation of the asymmetry that w e
observed between experiments 1 and 2 could involve saliency
of dimensions 1-3 versus 2-2, on the one hand, and elongated
versus rounded, on the other. However, such a proposal leads

to the following problem. It is generally assumed that
implicit learning deals with non-salient aspects of stimuli
(otherwise they would be explicit). Such a proposal must
assume that the association between the explicit dimensions
and their correlated features w a s not salient enough to
become explicit in either experiment A N D that one of the
two associations was more salient than the other. Since all
the dimensions could be associated with their respective
category as an explicit rule by participants (1-3 and 2-2 in
experiment 1 and rounded and elongated in experiment 2)
when it was relevant for categorization, the claim that these
associations were more or less salient w h e n they were not
the rule to be learned, (1-3 and 2-2 in the second experiment
and elongated and rounded in thefirst)seems unfounded. W e
think the explanation lies instead with the specifics of the
encoding and processing the stimuli than with general
notions like saliency or similarity to previous exemplars.
The power of implicit learning. Usually, it is
claimed that implicit learning is more powerful than explicit
learning in detecting regularities. M o s t experiments in
implicit learning show that participants w h o cannot
associate an explicit dimension to a particular decision can
nevertheless use this association implicitly. Here w e have
the opposite situation: a dimension that is discovered and
used explicitly (1-3 and 2-2) in one experiment does not
influence reaction time in another in which it is
systematically correlated with the rule-defining feature.
Is implicit learning passive? The difference between
experiments 1 and 2 shows that, contrary to a prevalent view
in the field, implicit learning is more than an "unselective
and passive aggregation of information about the cooccurrence of environmental events and features" (Hayes &
Broadbent, 1988, p. 251). T o emphasize our key point once
again, one has to understand the w a y in which people
process associated dimensions w h e n they focus their
attention on particular aspects of stimuli. Surface features
that are associated with the rule-defining features, the features
that are explicitly focused on, will nonetheless be included in
the representation of the stimuli and will influence
participants in subsequent tasks performed on similar stimuli
Consequently, the problem of learning is not whether or not
it is implicit or explicit but, rather, to understand which
dimensions of the stimuli are processed by participants,
implicitly or explicitly. W e agree with Whittlesea and
Wright (1997) w h o "argue that implicit learning is not
qualitatively different from explicit learning: in both cases,
what is learned is dictated by an interaction between the
structural affordances of stimuli and the processing conducted
to satisfy the subjects' current intentions. (...) w e suspect
that the intention to process the stimuli ... guides and
constrains their behavior but does not completely control it"
(p. 182). In fact, w e think that, even if participants can
describe the rule for categorization explicitly and mention
that they used it, this does not m e a n that they really used it
or that they did not use other information.
Categorization under the influence. Our results raise
the question of the nature of the rule used for categorization.
In the standard literature on category learning, a
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characterization of categorization is thai rules control
behavior. W h a t does it mean? A n implicit assumption in the
field seems to be that people know the rule they use. In
other words, they compare a target stimulus with a set of
potential rules (or concepts, i.e., sets of features) and decide
to categorize it in one category. However, our data
(experiment 1) show that participants' description is an
approximative description of what guides their behavior. W e
think that their description is at best correlated with the
information that really controls for their behavior.
Complementarily, even though their description of the rule
for categorization is perfectly correlated with their
categorization, this does not mean that they used these
information in order to categorize the stimuli.
In concept learning, the importance of a dimension in
categorization is described in terms of the weighting of the
dimension. This notion is supposed to mean that subjects
pay more or less attention to this particular dimension. This
notion of weighting is too general and cannot account for the
difference between experiments i and 2. The notion remains
empty until one has described h o w it interact with particular
stimuli. In other words, our results show that as a result of
the way stimuli are processed, dimensions subjects did not
attend to explicitly influenced categorization or not.
Attention does not seem to be a sufficient concept to account
for what dimensions influence categorization.
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Abstract
The debate between single and dual route accounts of
cognitive processes has been generated predominantly by the
application of connectionist modeling techniques to two
areas of psycholinguistics. This paper draws an analogy
betweoi this debate and bilingual language processing. A
prominent question within bilingual word recognition is
whether the bilingual has functionally separate lexicons for
each language, or a single system able to recognize the words
in both languages. EmpiricaJ evidence ha.<; been taken to
support a model which includes two separate lexicons
working in parallel (Smith, 1991; Gerard and Scarborough,
1989). However, a range of interference effects has been
found between the bilingual's two sets of lexical knowledge
(Thomas, 1997a). Connectionist models have been put
forward which suggest that a single represeiiiational resource
may deal with these data, so long as words are coded
according to language membership (Thomas, 1997a, 1997b,
Dijkstra and van Heuven, 1998). This paper discusses the
criteria which might be used to differentiate single route and
dual route models. A n empirical study is introduced to
address one of these criteria, parallel access, with regard to
bilingual word recognition. The study fails to ftnd support
for the dual route model.
Introduction.
T w o well k n o w n connectionist models have questioned the
necessity of dual route processing accounts within the
psychology of language. In inflectional morphology,
connectionist models of the formation of the past tense have
suggested that a single network is sufficient to learn both
rule-based past tense formations as well as idiosyncratic
formations and family clusters (e.g. Plunkett and
Marchman, 1991). The naming and word recognition
models of Seidenberg and McClelland (1989) and latterly
Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, and Patterson (1996) have
suggested that a single network is sufficient to learn both a
rule-based method of constructing pronunciations of novel
word strings, as well as the various irregular and
idiosyncratic pronunciations of English monosyllabic
words.
The single route / dual route debate has often revolved
around whether it is necessary to postulate a priori rulebased processing mechanisms to underlie various aspects of
cognition; because rules have exceptions, a rule-based
processor must be accompanied by an exception
mechanism. However, the debate can also be seen simply as

a question of whether w e need to postulate one or t w o
functional processing mechanisms to underlie a given
cognitive ability.
In ibis paper, ) will propose that the one or two lexicons
debate within bilingual word recognition is analogous to
this question. After outlining this debate, 1 will suggest four
criteria which m a y be used to distinguish between single
and dual route models of a given cognitive ability. Lastly, I
will introduce empirical evidence from a bilingual priming
study which addresses one of these criteria. This study
produces results which appear inconsistent with a dual route
account of bilingual word recognition.
Bilingual word recognition.
A primary issue w h e n investigating the bilingual language
processing system is its relation to that of the monolingual
system. At one extreme, one could envisage that the
bilingual's two languages serve merely as subdivisions
within a single system. At the other extreme, one might
envisage an entirely separate system for each of the
bilingual's two languages.
In terms of bilingual word recognition, the traditional
account takes an intermediate position Assuming that
knowledge about words can be separated into knowledge
about word meanings and knowledge about word forms, the
traditional account postulates a c o m m o n semantic system
for both languages, but separate systems to recognize the
word forms of each language (Smith, 1991). Thus in a task
like visual lexical decision, priming paradigms show that
short term semantic priming occurs between the bilingual's
languages as well as within them (e.g. Chen and N g , 1989);
but long term lexical priming between thefirstand second
presentations of a word is only found for repetitions within
a language, not between translation equivalents in different
languages (e.g. Kirsner, Smith, Lockhart, King, and Jain,
1984).
For m a n y pairs of languages, there are word forms that
exist in both languages. These are k n o w n as homographs.
Non-cognate homographs on the other hand are words
which have the same form but a different meaning in each
language (e.g. the French words M A I N and FIN m e a n
'hand' and 'end' in English). Since these words have a
different meaning in each language, they often have a
different frequency of occurrence. W h e n bilinguals are
required to recognize the visual forms of non-cognate
homographs, they do so according to their frequency of
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occurrence within each language (French and Ohnesorge,
1 W 5 : Gerard and Scarborough, 1989); that is, the same
word form is recognized quickly in the language context
where it has a high frequency of occurrence, and slowly in
the language context where it has a low frequency of
occurrence. The behavior of these words appears to be
unaffected by the presence of the same word form in the
other language. This is taken as additional evidence of
independent lexicons for each language. A.nd indeed, as if to
confirm that a different representation underlies each
version of the visual word form, presentation of a noncognate homograph in one language context does not
facilitate later recognition of the word form in the other
language context (Thomas, 1997a).
In broad metaphorical terms, then, the bilingual word
recognition system comprises separate mental dictionaries
to look up the word forms in each language, but dictionaries
pointing to a c o m m o n set of meanings. In order to retrieve
the meaning for a given input, there are dual lexical routes.

than words of comparable frequency in that language;
Beauvillain (1992) found that when operating in a single
language context, bilingual subjects recognized words more
quickly if the words possessed orthographic partems
specific to that language, rather than c o m m o n between the
two languages; and Grainger and Dijkstra (1992) found that
the number of orthographic neighbors in the non-active
language could affect lexical decision times for words in the
active language. If a word had more orthographic neighbors
in the other language than its own, it was recognized more
slowly.
Evidence of cross-language interference effects has led
researchers to suggest that the bilingual has a single set of
lexical representations, but representations that are
structured by a combination of language membership and
morphology (Grainger and Dijkstra, 1992; Thomas, 1997a,
1997b; Dijkstra and van Heuven, 1998). This approach has
been supported by computational modeling within the
connectionist tradition.

Two criticisms of the dual route model of
bilingual w o r d recognition.

Two single route connectionist models.

There are two kinds of criticisms that have been m a d e of
this dual route model.
The first is based on the assumption that morphology is
the principle which guides organization of the bilingual's
lexical representations. O n the basis that words of different
languages often sound or look different, morphology alone
could be sufficient to produce the apparent effects of
independence in a single undifferentiated system. Kirsner,
Lalor, and Hird (1993, p. 228) comment: "morphology m a y
be the critical feature for lexical organization, providing the
pegs around which clusters of words are organized,
regardless of language" In this kind of system, one would
not expect long term lexical priming effects between
translation equivalents (such as D O G and C H I E N in
English and French) when they are orthographically
different, in the same w a y that orthographically different
synonyms within a single language do not prime each other
over long intervals (e.g. D O G and H O U N D ) . However, the
morphological approach cannot account for w h y noncognate homographs, with the same orthographic form in
each language, nevertheless show different recognition
latencies depending on the language context in which they
are presented.
The second criticism of the dual route model of bilingual
word recognition arises because, despite evidence for the
independence
of lexical representations, there is
nevertheless a wide range of cross-language interference
effects found w h e n stimuli exhibit some degree of similarity
between the two languages. That is, recognition of a word
in one language m a y be facilitated or inhibited if it
resembles a word in the other language. Thus Klein and
Doctor (1992) found that non-cognate homographs ( M A I N ,
FIN) were recognized more slowly than matched cognate
homographs (words which have the same form and meaning
each language, such as T R A I N in English and French);
Cristoffanini, Kirsner, and Milech (1986) and Gerard and
Scarborough (1989) found that cognate homographs in a
bilingual's weaker language were recognized more quickly

Single route connectionist models have been put forward
within both the interactive activation and distributed
fi-ameworks.
Grainger and Dijkstra (1992) proposed that a bilingual
version of the interactive activation model could account for
the cross-language neighborhood effects found in their
lexical decision study. Dijkstra and van Heuven (1998)
implemented a version of this model and simulated a
number of results from experiments with Dutch-English
bilinguals demonstrating inhibitory effects of crosslanguage
neighborhoods. The
bilingual interactive
activation model ( B I A M ) contains an integrated lexicon at
the word unit level, with units for the words in both
languages. All word units compete with each other
regardless of the language to which they belong. In
addition, an extra representational layer is added which
contains two "language nodes", one representing each
language. The units for the words in each language have
excitatory connections to their respective language node.
The language nodes in turn have inhibitory connections to
the word units of the other language. During recognition,
excitation of the word units of one language will inhibit the
activity of the word units in the other language, via their
language node. In this model, there is a single lexicon
differentiated only by the addition of information
concerning language membership.
T h o m a s (1997a, 1997b) has put forward a distributed
model of bilingual word recognition, based on an extension
to Seidenberg and McClelland's (1989) fi-amework for
monolingual word recognition and naming. The Bilingual
Single Network ( B S N ) model postulates a single
representational resource to perform each of the mappings
between orthography, phonology, and semantics for both of
the languages. However, words are tagged for language
membership as part of their input and output
representations.
The B S N model can account both for empirical data
suggesting the independence of lexical representations
(French and Ohnesorge, 1995; Kirsner et al, 1984), and also
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for between language interference effects (Cristoffanini,
Kirsner, and Milech, 1986; Gerard and Scarborough, 1989;
IClein and Doctor, 1992). For example, in generating the
semantic output for a non-cognate homograph like FIN in
one of the languages, the model shows a frequency response
determined by h o w often the model is trained on the
orthographic code in association with the appropriate
language code. Thus FIN would show a within language
frequency response - a behavior taken to suggest
independence. However, when attempting to learn noncognate homographs, the network is presented with two
mappings that are very similar at input but dissimilar at
output (i.e. word form + language code a = > meaning a;
same word form + language code h = > meaning h). Such
inconsistent mappings are less well learnt than consistent
mappings where similar inputs generate similar outputs.
Thus FIN would be recognized more slowly and less
accurately than matched cognate homographs - evidence of
interference between the two languages at the lexical level.
The dual route model strikes back.
W e have seen, then, two models which account for the
cross-language interference effects apparently incompatible
with the traditional dual route account. However, an
alternative avenue is open to the dual route theorist which
may allow them to deal with these problematic effects. The
dual route theorist m a y propose that interference effects at
the lexical level arise merely from the competition of two
independent routes. Thus Sharwood Smith (1991, p. 16-17)
comments:
...evidence from crosslinguistic influence in language
and language acquisition... would suggest that LI and 12
knowledge is not rigidly separated and that knowledge in one
system can indeed affect the shape of knowledge in the other
What this precisely means with respect to the idea of
autonomy or encapsulation is. of course, theory-dependent.
Since knowledge is only "visible" in performance, any
crosslinguistic influence between LI and L2 could still be the
on-line accessing of what are still separate systems, as in
code-switching. In other words, crosslinguistic influence
could be a purely real-time control phenomenon
In this version of the dual route model, the lexical
representations are still functionally independent, but n o w
any evidence of interference between the two routes is taken
to arise because the routes work in parallel and both
contribute (for good or bad) to the overall response. For the
dual route theorist, evidence of between language
interference is evidence of a failure to properly control
independent processing mechanisms, not evidence that there
is a single representational resource.
In light of this response, it is no longer clear h o w w e m a y
distinguish between single route and dual route accounts.
Four criteria to distinguish single route and
dual route m o d e l s .
The dual route theorist's response to evidence of between
route interference effects is found not only within bilingual

word recognition, but also within the past tense debate and
the monolingual word recognition debate.
In the past tense debate, the claim m a d e for the single
route model is that a single processing mechanism can
produce the U-shaped learning characteristic of children
(e.g. Plunkett and Marchman, 1991). A single connectionist
network demonstrates over-generalizations, whereby
irregular past tense formations (go = > went) are temporarily
treated as regular verbs (go = > goed), before additional
training draws the model towards overall competence.
However, the traditional dual route account does not take
such interference as evidence of a single mechanism. It
suggests that the interference effect arises because two
independent mechanisms (one for regular past tense
formations, one for irregular past tense formations) are
generating conflicting responses, and, at a certain stage in
development, there is a failure to control the mechanisms.
For a brief period, the irregular route fails to 'block' or
override the regular route (e.g. Pinker, 1994).
With regard to monolingual naming, the traditional
account suggests that two processing mechanisms are
necessary to generate the pronunciation of a written word.
T h e word m a y be recognized and its stored pronunciation
retrieved (lexical route). Or the pronunciation m a y be
constructed on the basis of the letters that m a k e up the
word, using a set of rules which convert letters into sounds
( G P C route)'. The single route model (Plaut et al, 1996)
suggests that a single processing mechanism m a y achieve
both of these functions, that is, store the pronunciations for
written words, and construct the pronunciations of letter
strings (at least as well as humans can). In addition, the
single route model can account for consistency effects. In
loss
the dual route model, pronunciations for letter strings such
as Z A I D and Z A K E are constructed in the G P C route. Over
in the word store, it turns out that when -AID arises within
known
words, it does not generate consistent
pronunciations: M A I D , P A I D , B R A I D etc. but also S A I D .
O n the other hand, w h e n -AICE appears in words, this
segment is always pronounced the same: B A K E , T A K E ,
W A K E , S H A K E etc. The interesting thing is that human
subjects reliably show longer latencies when naming strings
like Z A I D than they do when naming strings like Z A K E
(Glushko, 1979). Presumably, this is because the
construction of the pronunciation is influenced by the fact
that, over in the word store, there is a difference of opinion
about -AID words but not about - A K E words.
For the single route account, this interference effect is to
be expected, since both functions are realized over a single
representational resource. In the dual route account,
construction of pronunciations and retrieval of stored
pronunciations occur in independent mechanisms. So where
does the interference effect c o m e from? B y n o w w e can
guess the response: interference is the result of the parallel
function of two independent mechanisms where both
compete to generate a response. Cohheart, Curtis, Atkins,
and Haller, (1993) continue "...because competition
increases naming latency, this is a w a y in which a pure
' There is a third route via semantics which both 'dual route'
and 'single route' accounts agree upon.
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dual-route model can explain consistency effects on
nonword (and word) naming latency" (p. 605).
Here then are three examples of single route / dual route
debates in which both sides can claim to provide equally
valid explanations of the data. H o w can w e distinguish
between these accounts? In the next section, 1 will discuss
four possible criteria:
1. Are there between route interference effects in the
empirical data?
2. Can the two routes be dissociated?
3. Can the two routes be acquired independently?
4. Is there evidence of parallel access?
1. Are there between route interference effects in
the empirical data?
Such interference effects might be taken as support for
the single route account. It seems a reasonable starting point
to require that, if a model wants to postulate two
independent mechanisms, then during the normal
functioning of one mechanism, there should be no
interference from the other. Consistency effects might be
seen as a prototypical example of a between route
interference effect supporting a single route model.
Empirical evidence of consistency effects has been found
not only in naming (Glushko, 1979), but also in past tense
formation (Seidenberg and Bruck, 1990), and in bilingual
word recognition (Grainger and Dijkstra, 1992). However,
in the light of the preceding discussion, this criterion m a y
well prove inconclusive: dual route models have a w a y to
account for between route effects. O n e might merely note
that given that single route models have provided
computational accounts of consistency data, the onus is on
dual route models to provide a computational account of
h o w the activity of the separate routes m a y be glued
together to produce the requisite interference patterns. Thus
far, such dual route computational accounts have been thin
on the ground.

3. C a n the t w o routes b e acquired independently?
Evidence that routes can be acquired independently might
support a dual route account. This criterion is not usefully
applied to the naming or past tense debates, where both
routes are acquired more or less simultaneously. In the
bilingual case, however, both simultaneous and sequential
acquisition of languages are possible. Moreover, sequential
acquisition of two languages produces a functional word
recognition system not markedly different from the
simultaneously acquired system (Magiste, 1984; Potter, So,
von Eckhardt, and Feldman, 1984).
This places constraints on a single route model,
particularly one using distributed representations. Although
the bilingual interactive activation model aims only to
provide an account of final state performance, the
distributed network model would hope to include an
account of acquisition. However, it is well known that
distributed networks which are trained sequentially on
different tasks can experience interference effects between
the first and second training set (see e.g. McCloskey and
Cohen, 1989). In bilingual terms, this would predict damage
to LI during acquisition of L 2 This does not appear to be a
prominent characteristic of second language acquisition
(although it is not clear that anyone has specifically looked
for such an effect, for instance under conditions of intense
L 2 acquisition).
Given the apparent independence of acquisition, the onus
here is on the single route model to show h o w a single
mechanism can integrate sequentially acquired functions. A
distributed model of bilingual word recognition employing
a single representational resource for both languages would
need to address the sequential learning problem. S o m e
(limited) progress has been made on this issue (see e.g.
McClelland, McNaughton, and O'Reilly, 1995), but much
remains to be done. It is worth noting that this issue is not
limited to bilingual models. Even a distributed monolingual
model of word recognition needs to establish h o w
vocabulary expansion can progress in a single mechanism
without disruption of pre-stored distributed knowledge.

2. Can the two routes be dissociated?
A second possible criterion to distinguish single route and
dual route models would be the presence of dissociations
between the two routes. Evidence of dissociations might
support a dual route account. Pinker (1991) and Coltheart et
al (1993) have pointed to cognitive neuropsychological
evidence of double dissociations between regular / irregular
routes in past tense, and lexical / G P C routes in naming. In
the bilingual case, there is some evidence of differential
impairment of languages, although this generally appears to
be associated with levels of proficiency and histories of
acquisition (see Paradis, 1996; Vaid and Hall, 1991).
For this criterion, the onus is on single route models to
show h o w damage to a single mechanism m a y lead to
separate impairment to one or other function (be it regular /
irregular, lexical / G P C , or LI / L2). S o m e work has been
carried out in the lesioning of distributed networks, which
has shown both the potential difficulties in this enterprise
(e.g. Bullinaria and Chater, 1995) but also the possibility of
generating double dissociations in such networks (Plaut,
1995).

4. Is there evidence of parallel access?
T o account for between route interference effects, dual
route models employ the notion of parallel access. Both
routes are working at once, and their combination causes
interference. It is important to note that in a single route
model, such parallel access is not possible: there is only a
single representational system, which m a y take on different
forms in different contexts (regular vs. irregular, lexical vs.
G P C , LI vs. L2). Evidence which demonstrates that parallel
access must have occurred would be evidence for a dual
route model.
W e have to be reasonably careful, here, in what w e accept
as pertinent empirical evidence. For example, monolingual
research on h o w the meanings of ambiguous words are
retrieved has suggested that during word recognition, both
meanings of an ambiguous word are initially accessed, but
that only one meaning remains active after a delay
(Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman, and Bienkowski, 1982,
Experiment 1). W e could take this to mean that there are
two independent representations of word meaning accessed
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in parallel, one of which is subsequently suppressed.
However, using a recurrent connectionist network,
JCawamoto (1993) demonstrated that the empirical results
taken to suggest such parallel access could be simulated by
a distributed system where both meanings were represented
over the same representational resource.
Evidence for parallel access might work as follows. A
subject is required to perform some task which should only
invoke activity in one of the 'routes' In the dual route
account, this task must have also activated the other route
(to potentially cause interference effects). W e then attempt
to search for some residue of the activity in the second
route. O n e candidate residue would be a priming effect. A s
an illustration of this approach, 1 will briefly discuss an
empirical study carried out to evaluate the dual route model
of bilingual word recognition (see T h o m a s , 1997a, for
further details).
Empirical study: a test of the parallel access
criterion in bilingual w o r d recognition.
In the language exclusive bilingual lexical decision task,
one of the subject's languages is defined as active. The
subject is then required to separate words from plausible
letter strings, but to respond positively only to stimuli that
are words in the currently active language. If a letter string
appears which is a word in the currently inactive language,
this should be rejected as if it were a non-word.
In the standard monolingual lexical decision task, if
stimuli are repeated after a gap of 20 or so trials, responses
to words are accelerated, but plausible letter strings gain
little from repetition (Scarborough, Cortese, and
Scarborough, 1977). This priming effect is assumed to arise
because accessing the word representation on the first
occasion makes subsequent access easier. Plausible letter
strings on the other hand, are assumed not to have a
representation in the lexicon that can be so facilitated.
In the current experiment, stimuli were blocked into sets
of 50. T h e active language alternated between each block.
Stimuli were repeated either within a block (i.e. within a
language) or across blocks (between the languages).
Let us take a given word from LI; w e will focus on the
situation where the second presentation of the LI word
occurs in a block where L I is the active language, and thus
where the stimulus should be accepted as a word. T h e first
presentation of this word m a y either have occurred when
the subject was also responding according to LI; or it m a y
have occurred when the subject was responding according
to L2, where (assuming the word form does not also exist in
L2) it should have been rejected as a nonword. N o w
according to the dual route model, all word recognition
should activate both routes in parallel. So long as accessing
a word's representation causes later access to be facilitated,
it shouldn't matter whether the word was first viewed in an
LI context or an L 2 context. Parallel access predicts that the
priming effect should be the same.
A n experiment was run according to this design using 16
tmdergraduate English-French bilinguals, whose native
language was English, but w h o had studied French at least
until age 18. Half of the subjects were also studying French

at undergraduate level^ In order to ensure that subjects did
not develop a strategy based on the orthographic
characteristics
of
stimuli,
all
stimuli
formed
orthographically legal strings in both languages.
Table I shows the results for repetitions of English and
French words either within language or between languages.
For English words, in the subjects' dominant language,
within language repetition caused the expected priming
effect (56 msec, p=0.031). O n the other hand, preview of an
English word from a French language context did not cause
any facilitation at all (p>0.5). For French, the subjects'
weaker language, within language repetition again caused
the expected priming effect (95 msec, p<0.001). O n this
occasion, preview of a French word from an English
language context did cause a significant facilitation effect
(53 msec, p=0.035), but a smaller effect than the within
language repetition. Overall, between language priming
effects were significantly smaller than within language
effects (simple factorial anova, F( 1,3)=4.39, p=0.036).
Table 1: Within and between language word repetition.
l-nglish words.
Presentation context
Prime
target
English
Englvih
French
English

Response Time (msecs)
Unprimed
Primed
630
574
630
646

DitT.

French words
Presentation context
Prime
Target
French
French
English
French

Response Time (msecs)
Unprimed
Primed
669
574
669
617

Diff.

56
-16

95
53

t-test
p-value
0.031
0.5S9

t-test
p-value
0.000
0.035

In terms of the dual route model, the simplest
interpretation of these results is that recognition in LI is
associated with some limited parallel access of the L 2
lexicon, but that recognition in L 2 is not associated with
any parallel access of LI. However, this interpretation is
not consistent with the explanation the dual route model
gives for an interference effect w e encountered earlier.
CristofFanini et al and Gerard and Scarborough found that
low frequency L 2 cognate homographs experienced a
facilitation effect in the lexical decision task compared to
matched words. For the dual route model, this would imply
that, that since the word exists in both routes, during
recognition in L 2 , parallel access of LI is indeed required to
produced the facilitation effect.
Conclusion.
Connectionist models of bilingual word recognition are an
exciting prospect. It is clear from the criteria reviewed here,
that single route models in this domain still must overcome
a number of hurdles to establish superiority over traditional
dual route accounts. Nevertheless, with regard to one
criterion, w e saw empirical evidence against a dual route
' These subjects may more properly be referred to as second
language learners, but see discussion of criterion 3.
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Abstract

with performance in the hypothesis space. In order to understand what differentiates successful from unsuccessful perMuch of the research on scientific reasoning has investi- formance, m a n y researchers have examined the explicit hygated the use of explicit, hypothesis-testing strategies.
pothesis-testing strategies by which people attempt to solve
However, there is evidence that scientific reasoning probscientific reasoning tasks. Several such strategies have been
lems can be solved by exploration of the experiment space.
identified, including the varying-one-thing-at-a time strategy,
This study investigates the strategies by which people exor
V O T A T (Tschirgi, 1980), which involves holding all
plore the experiment space. W e examine the relationship
variables constant except one.
between the systematicity of this search and successful perO f all explicit hypothesis-testing strategies, V O T A T is
formance and find that improved problem-solving may be a
the only consistently effective strategy. It has been closely
function of systematic data collection strategies.
associated with successful performance (VoUmeyer et al.
1996; Shute & Glaser, 1990). For example, Shute and
Introduction
Glaser found that in using an economics microworld to
"discover" the laws of supply and demand, more successful
The processes underlying successful performance on scienparticipants
typically changed only one variable at a time.
tific reasoning tasks represent an important skill, or set of
Vollmeyer
et
al. had participants discover the relationships
skills, that are crucial for students of science at all levels in
a
m
o
n
g
variables
in a biology task. A s participants shifted to
all disciplines to acquire. However, the precise nature of
the
V
O
T
A
T
strategy,
the number of correct answers inthese skills, as well as the extent to which they might transcreased.
fer across scientific domains, is still an open question.
The hypothesis-testing strategy people use to solve this
O n e of the primary theoretical frameworks in which scientype
of task is thus an important part of successful performtific reasoning has been studied is Klahr and Dunbar's (1988)
ance.
A s Vollmeyer et al. (1996) explain, V O T A T is an
characterization of scientific reasoning as a search in two
effective strategy, because it "allows the logical disconfirmaproblem spaces, a hypothesis space and an experiment space.
tion of alternative hypotheses." However, m a n y of the exAlthough recently the exact number and nature of the search
periments conducted by the experimenters in Klahr and Dunspaces has become a matter for debate (Baker & Dunbar,
(1988) BigTrak study were not designed to test an exbar's
1996; Schunn & Klahr, 1995), the distinction between hyplicit
hypothesis, and yet these participants were still able to
pothesis-formation and experimentation has remained.
solve
the problem correctly. This suggests there m a y be a
Klahr and Dunbar (1988) analyzed participants' performdistinction between their data collection and their interpretive
ance in figuring out h o w the repeat key worked on a prostrategies. Tschirgi (1980) also suggests that adults, as well
grammable robot (BigTrak). They identified two types of
as
children, manifest this same separation. She proposes that
participants, characterized by differences in the w a y they
do not necessarily analyze the logical underpinnings
people
searched the different spaces. Participants working in the
of their experimentation.
hypothesis space (called theorists) were able to form n e w
S o m e research has explored the characteristics of performhypotheses by searching m e m o r y . They stated and tested
ance in the experiment space (e.g. Klahr, Dunbar, & Fay,
hypotheses more frequently than participants w h o worked in
1990), yet a number of questions arise. W h e n people explore
the experiment space. O n the other hand, participants workthe
experiment space without explicitly using a hypothesising in the experiment space (called experimenters) stated
testing
strategy, h o w are they able to solve scientific reasonfewer explicit hypotheses, conducted more experiments, and
ing problems successfully? Are there patterns of behavior in
took longer to find the solution. Furthermore, they formed
gathering data that are associated with being able to interpret
the correct hypothesis only as a result of running experiand explain those data appropriately? There is s o m e evidence
ments. Interestingly, however, the experimenters were ultithat this might be the case; for example, Shute, Glaser, and
mately as successful in solving the problem as the theorists.
Most research on scientific reasoning has focused on ex- Raghavan (1989) analyzed performance of two successful and
two unsuccessful participants in Smithtown, an economics
plicit hypothesis-testing strategies and can thus be associated
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Y o u have taken a s u m m e r job at an amusement parte, wortcing on the rollercoaster ride. The
roilercoaster is operated by three switches, which must ail be set for the ride to operate. The
rollercoaster will give the parte visitors different rides, depending on h o w these switches are
set. O n e of the switches, however, serves a difTerent function, and has no efTect on the kind of
ride. Before you are allowed to begin operating the rollercoaster, you must figure out which of
the switches does not alTect the ride. Set each of the switches, then click Run Rollercoaster to
see h o w the rollercoaster goes. W h e n you are ready to enter your answer, click S O L V E .
1st Switch

2nd Switch

3rd Switch

RIGHT
LEFT LEFT LEFT looping upside-down ride
LEFT LEFT RIGHT looping very-fast ride

n

•Rie 3rd switch is upside-down or very-fast

Run Rollercoaster

SOLVE

Figure 1: Screenshot of interface
microworld, and found thai in addition to effective thinking
and planning, efficiency in data management was associated
with more successful performance. Their results suggest that
the method by which people collect data is indeed important.
T h e present study explores the relationship between exploration in the experiment space and performance. Specifically,
w e wanted to determine whether data collection skills are
separate from explicit hypothesis-testing strategies such as
V O T A T and to determine whether systematic data collection
is related to successful performance.
W e chose a task for which the experiment space was constrained and quite small, so that participants would not find
the task too complex to solve. Pilot tests indicated that although the task involved only three variables, solving it was
not trivial for our participants. T h e small experiment space
has the further advantage of making it easier to determine the
systematicity with which participants collect their data.
W e also wanted to explore h o w these data collection
strategies are used w h e n participants solve the same task
m o r e than one time and whether they transfer from one task
to another. Consequently, there were two conditions in the
study, an identical task condition and an isomorphic task
condition, to study strategy transfer.

Method
Participants
Participants were 30 George M a s o n University undergraduates (16 males and 14 females), w h o received course credit
for their participation. Participants were randomly assigned
to one of two conditions. Protocol data from five participants was lost because of equipment failures; data from these
participants w a s not included in the analysis.
Materials
Five isomorphic tasks were developed, based on an adajtotion of a task from Siegler and Atlas (1976). A s an example,
in one task participants were asked to solve a problem about
a rollercoaster. T h e rollercoaster w a s operated by three
switches and gave a different ride, depending on h o w the
switches were set. Although all three switches had to be set
for the rollercoaster to work, one of the switches did not
affect the kind of ride. The task was to identify which switch
did not affect the rollercoaster ride. Each switch had two possible settings (left or right); participants had to select a setting for each of the three switches, then run the rollercoaster.
T h e resulting ride was represented on the computer screen.
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W e refer to each episode in which participants set the variables and observed the result as an experiment
Participants could run as m a n y experiments as they
wished, and the interface included a "notepad" on which they
could type comments if they chose. Figure 1 shows a sca-cn
snapshot of the rollercoaster task. T h e interface was the
same for each task; only the instructions, variables, and answer were different across tasks. W e used the same interface
to avoid any interaction between performance and interface.
A different cover story was developed for four additional
tasks in different domains. The tasks were isomorphic in
that they shared the same deep structure and could be solved
by applying identical procedures (Simon & Hayes, 1976).
For each task, there were three possible causal variables,
each with two settings. O n e variable had no effect, and the
task was to identify that variable. The optimal solution
strategy in each task was to test each variable by changing
its setting, while holding the other variables constant. If the
result was the same in both experiments, one could deduce
that the variable had no effect. If the result was different, one
could infer that that variable did have an effect and test another variable in the same way. Thus, for each task, there
was a hypothesis space consisting of three variables and an
experiment space consisting of eight cells representing eight
different combinations a m o n g those variables.
Design
There were two conditions in this study: a "same task" condition, (hereafter referred to as the identical condition), and an
"isomorph" condition. There werefivedifferent tasks. In the
identical condition, participants were asked to solve the same
taskfivetimes. Each cover story was given to three participants in this condition. In the isomorph condition, participants were asked to solve a series of five isomorphic tasks,
one each of the five tasks used in the identical condition.
The tasks were partially counterbalanced, so that each task
appeared three times in the last position of the sequence. The
correct solution for each task was randomly generated in
both conditions.

the hypothesis space, protocols were coded for identification
of an a priori plan.
A n important component of the task was recognizing that
the results of two different experiments were the same. W e
used the verbal protocols to code whether participants noticed this, and if so, on what experiment. Table 1 shows the
coding scheme used, with examples from the protocols.
Table 1: Coding scheme

ID
205

Code
right answer/
right reason
(at solution)

107

VOTAT

203
204

plan
notice-2-same

Utterance
Third switch, because the first 2
are the same, the third is different, and it doesn't change
I just have to keep 2 the same
and change one and see if it's
different
So I need to test the switches
It's the same ride

In order to investigate the strategies by which participants
explored the experiment space, protocols were coded for systematicity of data collection. Recall that the experiment
space consisted of eight possible combinations of variables
that participants could select and test. They could run as few
or as m a n y experiments as they chose, and experiments
could be repeated or duplicated. For data collection to be
coded as systematic, 7 5 % or more of the experiments chosen
had to conform to a discernible pattern.
Switch 1
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right

$witQh 2
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Left
Right
Right

Switch 3
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

Measures
Keystroke data was collected and time-stamped as participants solved the tasks. In addition, verbal protocols of the
entire task sequence were collected (Ericsson & Simon,
1984). Verbal protocols were coded as described below.
T w o measures of solution correctness were used. The first
was generated from the keystroke data and measured only
whether the solution entered was correct (right answer). Because of the high probability (.33) that a correct answer
could be chosen by chance, a second measure (right answer/right reasoning) was developed using the verbal protocols. This measure identified correct solutions for which
there was evidence of explicitly verbalized correct reasoning.
In order to investigate the participants' use of the hypothesis space, verbal protocols were also coded for explicit
hypothesis-testing strategies used, specifically whether the
V O T A T strategy was adopted. A participant was coded as
using the V O T A T strategy only if he or she explicitly verbalized this strategy. In addition, as a measure of activity in

Figure 2: Systematic strategies
Several different patterns of data collection emerged. Figure 2 shows an example of a systematic data collection strategy. S o m e participants recognized that there were eight possible combinations and organized their data by conducting all
four experiments with one variable at one setting before
conducting a second block of four experiments with that
variable at its second setting. Often, the second block of
experiments was ordered in exactly the same w a y as the first.
This strategy, and variants of it, were coded as systematic.
This type of systematic strategy m a y seem like the
V O T A T strategy, in that only one variable is changed at a
time. However, it differs from the V O T A T strategy in two
important ways. First, participants did not explicitly state
that they were using V O T A T . Second, participants continued to run more experiments after changing each of the variables. If they had been using V O T A T , an explicit hypothesis-testing strategy, they would not presumably have con-
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tinued with these extraneous experiments.
S o m e participants simply tried various combinations
without close attention to prior experiments. Such a strategy
w a s characterized by duplications of experiments which finequently went unnoticed. Others attempted to find new combinations and avoid duplications on an ad hoc basis (i.e.,
experiment by experiment). Others realized there were eight
combinations and tried to find all of them, again, on an ad
hoc basis. These two last approaches were characterized by
participants searching the records of prior experiments to see
if they had already tried a given combination. In the last
approach, participants searched the data to see if they had
tested all the combinations. The strategies described above
were coded as unsystematic.
T o date, only one coder has coded the protocols; consequently, no inter-rater reliability scores will be reported.
Procedure
Participants were trained on the talk-aloud process and on the
features of the interface used for the experimental task (i.e.,
h o w to set variables, run experiments, read the results, and
use the notepad). W h e n participants understood the interface,
they began the experimental task. They proceeded through
the series of five tasks without receiving feedback as to
whether their solutions were correct.
Results and Discussion
W e first analyzed the time it took participants in each condition to complete the series of five tasks. The m e a n completion time for the identical condition was 23 minutes 44 seconds, and for the isomorph condition it was 30 minutes 20
seconds. It is most likely that participants in the identical
condition took less time to solve the task because they did
not need to re-read the task instructions every time. H o w ever, in general these times are not very informative, because w e were collecting verbal protocols.
Correct Solution
W e analyzed performance, measured by the number of correct
solutions according to the keystroke data. The identical condition showed little if any improvement; means for tasks 1
through 5 were, respectively, .72, .45, .45, .63, .63 (N =
11). In the isomorph condition, performance improved,
s h o w n by an increase in the m e a n correct. Respective means
for tasks 1 through 5 in the isomorph condition were .64,
.78, .71, .92, and .92 (N = 14).
Because of the high probability of a correct answer's being
chosen by chance, w e analyzed performance using the right
answer/right reason measure described above. Note that all
further analyses of correctness use this measure.
Again, in the identical condition, performance did not improve; m e a n s for tasks 1 through 5 were .45, .36, .27, .36,
and .45, respectively (N = 11). In the isomorph condition
performance improved as participants progressed through the
tasks; m e a n s correct were .29, .50, .42, .79, and .71, respectively (N = 14). A test for increasing linearity showed that
for participants in the isomorph condition, performance improved in a linear fashion as they progressed through the
series of five tasks, F ( l , 13) = 13.42, M S e = .16,/? < .05.
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W h y didn't performance in the identical condition improve? The protocols suggest two possible reasons. First,
because there was no feedback, s o m e participants thought
that w h e n the same task appeared it meant they had got the
answer wrong. S o m e participants did not recognize that the
tasks were independent of one another and consequently uned
to carry information from one task over into another. For
example, if they chose the first variable on the first task,
they thought that thefirstvariable was not the correct solution for the next task, regardless of what the data indicated.
Second, the verbal protocols suggest that some participants in this condition began with a poor representation of
the task. They never revised this representation, so they kept
getting the answer wrong. O n the other hand, if a participant
began with an appropriate representation of the task, he or
she could begin by solving the task correctly and would then
continue with correct performance. In either case, there
would not be an increase in the number of correct solutions.
If this were the case, w e would expect the majority of participants in the identical condition to have got almost all the
tasks either incorrect or correct. In fact, the participants w h o
either got four or five of the tasks wrong or got all five of
the tasks right account for over 8 0 % of the participants in
the identical condition. It would appear then that either these
participants started out well and continued well or they
started badly, got stuck in a rut, and perseverated on their
strategy because the task did not change. Participants in the
isomorph condition did not have these problems. The lack of
feedback did not affect them in the same w a y because after
they had entered their answer, they got a different task and
did not associate the n e w task with their performance on the
previous one. Furthermore, with each new task, they had to
construct a n e w representation. If they did construct a poor
representation, it affected performance on that task only.
Systematicity
Performance in the isomorph condition improved as participants progressed through the sequence of tasks. W h a t caused
this improvement? Possibly, participants recognized the
isomorphism between tasks and used that information to
solve the problems more accurately. In fact, only three participants made reference to similarities to previous tasks.
Perhaps they c a m e to a better understanding of the task and
developed a better strategy to solve the problems. T o explore
the role of planning and strategy use in performance on these
tasks, w e examined whether participants stated an a priori
plan and whether they used the V O T A T strategy. W e also
examined the systematicity with which they collected data in
these tasks.
Explicit Hypothesis-Testing Strategy Use and
Planning Recall that explicit strategies and plans were
coded only if participants verbalized their use. Only three
participants stated an a priori plan. Overall use of the
V O T A T strategy was also very small; only three participants explicitly used this strategy. In the identical condition,
only one participant used this strategy, and this use was on
the last task in the series. In the isomorphic condition two
participants used the V O T A T strategy, one on the fourth
task and both on the last task.

Thus, although it appears that there was a very small increase in explicit use of the V O T A T strategy, this shift is
not sufficient to account for the improvement in performance in the isomorph condition. Apparently, very few of the
participants were searching the hypothesis space in order to
solve these problems. If participants were not using an explicit hypothesis-testing strategy, h o w did they set about
solving the tasks? T o answer this question, w e investigated
the strategies by which they explored the experiment space.
Data Collection Systematicity Recall that 75% of
the experiments on a task had to be systematic for performance on that task to be coded as systematic. In the identical
condition, there was little if any difference across tasks on
this measure. M e a n s for tasks 1 through 5 were .27, .56,
.38, .40, and .40, respectively. In the isomorph condition,
however, participants became more systematic. M e a n s for
this group for tasks 1 through 5 were .29, .50, .33, .86, and
.92, respectively. Next w e explored the relationship between
systematicity and performance in both conditions.

refer to the percentage of participants). O n each task, each
participant's performance w a s coded as non-systematic and
not right, non-systematic and right, systematic and notright, or systematic and right. Three participants in each
condition were systematic and right on task 1 and continued
this performance on all five tasks. In both conditions, the
majority of participants began by being non-systematic and
not-right. In the identical condition, performance remained
relatively stable. In the isomorph condition, however, a clear
shift occurred away from non-systematic, not-right performance to systematic and right. In tasks 4 and 5, no participants in the isomorph condition were non-systematic and
not-right, and the majority were both systematic and right.
non-syst = non-systematic

non-syst

non-syst syst

60
C

55

0

18

27

Systematicity and Correctness
Figure 3 illustrates the trends for both correctness and systematicity for each condition. It shows that as participants in
the isomorph condition became more systematic their performance became more correct. It also shows that participants in the identical condition did not become more systematic and their performance did not improve. Overall, systematicity was strongly correlated with correct solution, r =
.51,/7<.01.
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Figure 3: Relation between systematicity and correctness
(numbers shown are percentage of participants)

Figure 4: Systematicity and correctness
How did participants in the isomorph condition progress
from being unsystematic and wrong in task 1 (mean correct
was .29, m e a n systematicity w a s .29) to being systematic
and right in task 5 (mean correct w a s .71, m e a n systematicity w a s .91)? W h y did participants in the identical
condition not s h o w this progression?
It appears that participants in the isomorph condition
gradually refined their systematicity and also became more
correct. Figure 4 illustrates this progression (the numbers

What could account for the very different pattern in the
identical condition? Over 5 0 % of the participants in both
conditions began by being non-systematic and not right.
Figure 3 shows an initial increase in the identical condition
in m e a n systematicity (from .27 in task I to .56 in task 2);
however, this increase represents a shift to a systematic
strategy by only two participants. O f these two, one solved
the problem correctly, and then became unsystematic and
wrong for the remaining three tasks. T h e protocol reveals
that after the second task, this participant reverted to her
initial poor representation of the task. T h e other participant
shifted to a systematic data collection strategy in task 2 but
did not solve the task correctly. T h e protocol shows that this
participant's answers were significantly influenced by his
belief that his prior solutions must have been wrong.
W h a t advantage did being systematic in exploring the experiment space gain for participants in the isomorph condi-
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tion? O n e of the keys to solving the tasks was noticing that
the resuhs of two experiments were the same, even though
the setting of one variable was different in these two experiments. S o m e participants noticed this immediately,
some noticed it only after conducting more experiments, and
some participants apparently did not notice it at all.
Were participants more likely to notice this important
piece of information if their data were organized in a systematic way? W e analyzed the correlation between systematicity
and participants' noticing immediately that the results of
two experiments were the same. This correlation was significant, r = .36, p < .01. This correlation suggests that as
participants were more systematic, they were more likely to
detect important and relevant patterns in the data, allowing
them to successfully solve the problems.
It appears then that there was a strong relationship between being systematic in collecting data and successful
performance in the isomorph condition. A s participants became more systematic, their performance became more correct. Participants in the isomorph condition began the series
of tasks without a systematic data collection strategy and the
majority dkl not solve the task correctly at first. However,
by the last task, the majority of these participants were using a systematic strategy and were getting the answer right.
Finally, the overall correlation between systematicity and
correct performance was positive and significant.

atic search of the experiment space is also associated with
peoplefindingthe correct solution.
Second, there are implications for instruction in scientific
reasoning. It seems likely that more people are
"experimenters" than "theorists" and therefore more likely to
search the experiment space than the hypothesis space when
presented with a scientific reasoning task. However, teaching
explicit hypothesis-testing strategies per se may not lead to
improved performance (e.g. Tweney, et al., 1980). h is possible that teaching strategies to conduct a systematic search
of the experiment space, by using a systematic data collection method, might be an effective means of helping students improve performance on scientific reasoning tasks.
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Abstract
This paper proposes an experimental system called
1ST for the facilitation of users' analogical transfer
by providing image-schemas. First, by taking the radiation problem as an example, w e hypothesized that
a proper image-schema can promote human analogical
problem solving owing to its plasticity and ascertained
the hypothesis based on a cognitive experiment. W e
then constructed the 1ST system which can provide
image-schemas with plasticity, by using the extended
techniques of analogical mapping and of constraintbased graphics.
Introduction
Various features of diagrammatic representation have
been investigated and compared with those of verbal one; for instance, compactness (Larkin & Simon,
1987), locality (Larkin et al., 1987), and diagrammatic
configuration schema (Koedinger k Anderson, 1990).
W h a t is considered to underlie these features is that diagrammatic representation limits abstraction because
of its specificity (Stenning & Oberlander, 1995). Most
of these previous studies focus on the use of diagrams
in deductive reasoning or problem solving (the typical example is Hyperproof (Barwise & Etchemendy,
1994)). A diagram which facilitates analogical problem solving, one of the nondeductive types of problem
solving, is, however, considered to be a little different
from that useful in deductive one: it has moderate abstractness rather than specificity because an analogy
requires a moderate level of abstraction which provides
a bridge spanning different problems. For example, the
anecdote that Kekule intuitively derived the structure
of benzene ring from the image of a snake in a circle
with biting its o w n tail can be interpreted as follows:
his image in a dream gave a hint for solving a problem
in a quite different domain because it was moderately
abstract. It is true that a diagram must be specific in
some aspects (e.g., the location of its constituents), but
a diagram facilitating analogical transfer can - owing
to its moderate abstractness - also be interpreted as
the diagram of another problem in a different domain.
W e will call this feature of a diagram plasticity. A diagram with appropriate plasticity can be called, after

Lakoff (Lakoff, 1987), an i m a g e - s c h e m a ^ that brings
out some essential aspects of a problem.
This paper will first show, by a cognitive experiment, that a diagram facilitating analogy is an imageschema which has relevant plasticity. It will then propose and explain an experimental system called 1 S T
that enables such image-schemas to be provided. A s
an example of target problems is taken the so-called
radiation problem described below.
Suppose you are a doctor faced with a patient who
has a malignant tumor in his stomach. It is impossible
to operate on the patient, but unless the tumor is
destroyed the patient will die. There is a kind of ray
that can be used to destroy the tumor. If the rays
reach it all at once at a sufficiently high intensity, the
tumor will also be destroyed. Unfortunately, at this
intensity the healthy tissue that the rays pass through
on the way to the tumor will also be destroyed. At
lower intensity the rays are harmless to healthy tissue,
but they will not affect the tumor either. W h a t type
of procedure might be used to destroy the tumor with
the rays, and at the same time avoid destroying the
healthy tissue?
What is good plasticity?
S o m e studies such as those of (Beveridge k Parkins,
1987; Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Kinoe & Anzai,1994)
used experiments in which subjects were asked to solve
the radiation problem by using diagrammatic or verbal representation, or both, that has various degrees
of similarity to the radiation problem. T h e latter
two studies showed that the kind of diagram facilitating analogical problem solving is not a realistic image
where most aspects of a problem are represented concretely, but is an abstract diagram. This implies that
our insistence on plasticity is appropriate. In both the
studies, however, some explicit instructions needed to
be given if the subjects were to perform well.^
In the study of (Beveridge et al., 1987), in contrast,
no clear instructions were needed for the subjects to
m a k e good scores. This difference is considered to be
'Interestingly, the neurons reacting to visual primitives
which are considered to be similar to image-schemas were
discovered (Fujita, Tanaka, Ito, L Cheng, 1992).
The diagrams used were different in the two studies in
that the operators were visualized in the diagrams of (Gick
et al., 1983) but not in those of (Kinoe et al., 1984).
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caused by the difference in characteristics of the diagrams presented: in the diagram used in (Beveridge et
al., 1987), not only the useful operators but also their
effect w h e n being applied were symbolically visualized,
while the latter was not in those of (Gick et al., 1983;
Kinoe et al., 1984).
W e can, thus, reach the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1 A diagram which has enough plasticity to
facilitate a kind of analogical problem solving (i.e., solving a problem by contriving operators based on analogical
transfer) is the so-called image-schema in which not only
operators but also their effects when being applied are moderately specifically but symbolically visualized. In such an
image-schema, the spatial information of its constituents
also needs to be moderately specifically but symbolically
visualized, while the other information is visualized less
specifically.

Figure 1: T h e image-schema of thefire-fightingstory
and its convergence solution.

Cognitive E x p e r i m e n t
Method
Table 1: T h e result of the experiment.

Two hundreds and four undergraduate students of
three universities were divided into four groups. T h e
experiment was implemented as a written test given
in two sessions. In thefirstsession (3 minutes) all the
subjects in every group were asked to solve the radiation problem without any hint.^ In the second session
(10 minutes) each group was provided with the radiation problem differently: the Control-group was given
no hint, the Story-group wa s given the fire-fighting
story^ in the appendix, the Diagram-group wa s given
the image-schema of thefire-fightingstory (i.e., Figure 1), and the Story-f-Diagram-group was given both
the story and its image-schema.^ T o the latter three
groups, the attack story in the appendix or its imageschema, or both, wa s also presented as a distraction
(irrelevant analogue) in order to test the robustness of
the analogical transfer.
Result and Discussion
T h e results are listed in Table 1.^ A 4 x 2 x^-test
revealed that the difference in performance between
the Story-group and the Diagram-group was significant (p = 0.044 < 0.05, one-tailed) as well as the difference between the Control-group and the Diagramgroup (p < 0.01). O n the other hand, the Diagramgroup was just a httle superior to the Story-hDiagramgroup, although the difference between the two was not
The subjects who could solve in this session were excluded from consideration, because they might know the
solution in advance. Three minutes was the minimum time
in which a subject could, in a preliminary experiment, solve
the target problem without being given a hint.
*It is equivalent to the Red-Adair story in (Gick et al.,
1983).
*No instructions (e.g., to use the story or diagram provided as a hint) were given to all the subjects.
^The only correct answer was assumed to be the socalled convergence solution, which is to use simultaneously
several weak beams from different directions.

Correct
Incorrect I Total
Group
Control
41(91.1)
45
4(8.9)
Story
26(51.0)
51
25(49.0)
Diagram
36(65.5
55
19(34.5)
Story-HDiagram
54
33(61.1)
21(38.9
Total
II 97(47.5) 107(52.5) | 204
Note: Each figure denotes the number of subjects
with the percentage in the parenthesis.

significant. Therefore w e can conclude that our conjecture is right. That is, not only the constituents and
operators of a problem but also the effects of the operators should be moderately specifically but symbolically visualized if an image-schema is to have enough
plasticity to facilitate analogical transfer.
Zhang & N o r m a n (Zhang k N o r m a n , 1994) indicated that the degree of difficulty in solving the Tower
of Hanoi problem depended on the way the problem
was represented. T h e results of the present experiment
show that the same holds for the radiation problem.
1ST Session
This section proposes an experimental system called
1 S T (Image-Schema Transfer) that facilitates human analogical problem solving by providing imageschemas that satisfy our conjecture. Figure 1 and
7 were actually drawn automatically by the system.
The image-schema provided by 1ST is, therefore, partially ascertained, based on the cognitive experiment,
to have enough plasticity.
Framework
The central part of 1ST is of course the module in
which some aspects of a problem are visualized. It is,
however, necessary to elicit a predicative representation of a potential source from which a useful image-
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I outside(radiation-source,flesh),surround(flesh, tumor).
G alive(patient).
O apply-from-to(radiation, radiation-source, tumor), -ioperate-on(doctor, tumor),
increase-in-intensity( radiation) V decrease-in-in tensity (radiation).
R 1) increase-in-intensity(radiation1 A apply-frorn-to^radiation, radiation-source, tumor) A
outside(radiation-source,flesh)A outside(radiation-source,flesh)A surround(flesh, tumor)
=*• destroy(radiation, tumor) A destroy (radiation, flesh),
2) decrease-in-intensity(radiation) A apply-from-to(radiation, radiation-source, tumor) A
outside(radiation-source,flesh)A surround(flesh, tumor) =» -'destroy(radiation, tumor) A --destroy(radiation, flesh),
3) destroy(radiation, tumor) A -'destroy(radiation,flesh)^ alive(patient).
Figure 2: The predicative expression of the radiation problem.

schema is generated,^ because only the image-schema
of a target problem which cannot be solved deductively
would not be useful for the problem solving. Hence a
module for retrieving source analogues relevant to the
target problem is required. A module for eliciting the
cause of impasse in solving the target, which gives the
retrieval cue, is also needed. 1ST therefore consists of
three modules: (1) one for analyzing the target problem, (2) one for retrieving relevant analogues, and (3)
one for visualization. A useful image-schema must be
visualized in such a way that the operational factors
relevant to a possible solution of the target, which give
some constraints on visualization, are salient. Note
that the cause of impasse elicited in the first module
provides both a retrieval cue in the second module and
a part of the constraints on visualization in the third
module.
1ST Procedures
The procedure of each module will be explained here,
taking the radiation problem as a target problem.
Each problem is assumed to be represented by a 5tuple {I,G,0,R,S) where / denotes the initial state,
G the goal state, O a set of operators, R a set of rules,
and S a solution.* The radiation problem can be represented as shown in Figure 2. The predicative representation of each solved problem and the conceptual
hierarchy (such as that shown in Figure 4) are given
to the 1ST database in advance.

3 = {-idestroy(radiation, flesh)}
C = {increase-in-intensity (radiation),
apply-from-to(radiation, radiation-source, tumor),
outside(radiation-source, flesh),
surround(flesh, tumor)}
C = {decrea.se-in-intensity(radiationj,
apply-from-to(radiation, radiation-source, tumor),
outside(radiation-source, fiesh),
surround(flesh, tumor)}
Solving this problem thus reaches the impasse.
N o w suppose Cc = C n C". Then the essential elements of O and /, which appear in any derivation
in the above definition, are to be substituted into
Cc- It is significant for 1ST to retrieve such potential source analogues as have Cc, because a good way
of using the operators in the target problem needs to
be invented with the essential elements such as Cc unchanged. Cc can thus be a retrieval cue in selecting
relevant analogues. In case of the radiation problem,
Cc = {apply-from-to(radiation, radiation-source, tumor), outside(radiation-source,flesh),surround(flesh,
tumor)}.
O n the other hand, suppose C„ = (C U C')/CcW h e n some operators opposite to one another {e.g.,
increase-in-intensity v.s. decrease-in-intensity) are involved in C„ concerning one operation {e.g., change
intensity), some devices should be thought out concerning the operators. Cv is therefore considered to be
made salient in an image-schema and, as a result, to
give some constraints on visualizing an image-schema.
W e call such constraints the focus F for visualization.
This focus consists of the concept {e.g., intensity) common to the opposite operators.

The First Module First we define an impasse in
solving a problem as follows:
Definition 1 (Impasse in Solving a Problem)
If3g,g'{g\Jg' = G{or G , ) A g n g ' = 0 A 3 C , C " C
The Second Module In this module, some relevant
0UI(C # C ' A C l-« g A C \f^ g ' A C \f"- g A C (-« g')), analogues are retrieved by using Cc- Here d means
Cc n / and Co means Ccf^O.
then the problem solving reaches an impasse.
Ci and Co are first abstracted by using the given
In solving the radiation problem by backward chaining,
conceptual
hierarchy and then generalized into AbstI
we have
and
AbstO
by
substituting the corresponding variable
g = {destroy(radiation, tumor)}
into each constant appearing in C, and Co- In the
'Each problem is assumed to be represented as a radiation
set of problem, AbstI and AbstO are as follows:
predicates.
AbstI ={outside(vl, v2), surround(v2, v3)}
*Each element appearing in /, G, 0, and 5 takes the
AbstO ={apply-from-to(v4, vl, v3)}
form of an atomic formula and each appearing in R takes
For each solved problem in the 1ST database, Abthe form of a rule clause. The target problem does not
stI
and AbstO are instantiated {i.e., calculated by the
involve S.
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I o u t s i d e ( p u m p , space), surround{space, fire), small(puinp).
G extinguish(fire).
O throw-from-to(water, p u m p , fire), multiply(pump).
R 1) o u t s i d e ( p u m p , space) A surround (space, fire) A small(puinp) A multiply(pump) A place-around(pump, space) A
throw-from-to(water, p u m p , fire) A converge-to(water, fire) =^ increase-in-pressure(water),
2) incre2ise-in-pressure(water) ^ extinguish(fire).
S throw-from-to(water, p u m p , fire), m u l t i p l y ( p u m p ) , place-around(pump, space), converge-to(water, fire).
Figure 3: The predicative expression of the fire-fighting story.

{X3, y3)_=(x2, ys)

displacement

di.splacement denoted by
a simple arrow
Figure 5: T h e image of surround{g2,g3).
sinipkdisplaLVnicnt
; m o v e shift send dispatch

simple
opcrauon
fire-fighting story is visualized as the center circle labeled ^3 in Figure 5, where X3 and 2/3 denote its x and
y coordinates and rs denotes its radius.

apply throw

I It indicates a collection of concepts which are regarded
as similar to one another by the 1ST system
Figure 4; The given conceptual iiierarchy.

method reverse to the above method): each atom in
AbstI and AbstO is instantiated by using the conceptual hierarchy, and each variable of each predicate is
tried to be unified to a corresponding constant of the
equivalent predicate. T h e problems which have the
predicates in / and O equivalent to the instantiated
AbstI and AbstO respectively are assumed the potentially relevant analogues. In case of facilitating the radiation problem, thefire-fightingstory and the attack
story were retrieved by using the conceptual hierarchy
shown in Figure 4. T h efire-fightingstory, which is a
proper analogue of the radiation problem, is shown in
Figure 3.
The Third Module Finally, the image-schema of
each retrieved problem is visualized in a bottom-up
way. T h e visualization process consists of the following four steps: (1) transforming objects appearing in
/ into graphic objects, (2) transforming atomic formulas appearing in / into equations holding for graphic
objects, (3) transforming atomic formulas appearing
in 5 or O into equations holding for graphic objects,
and (4) solving the equations to determine the value
of each variable in the equations. All the steps other
than the third one are implemented on the basis of
constraint-based graphics (Kamada, 1989).
1st Step Each graphic object is symbolically visualized as a circle. For example, the object "fire" in the
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2nd Step Each atomic formula appearing in / is
transformed, according to the given transformation
rules, into a corresponding equation. The equations
give constraints on spatial information such as the locations and sizes of graphic objects. For instance,
surround(g2,g3), which means that the graphic object
g2 surrounds gs, is transformed as illustrated in Figure
5 into the following equations. It should be noted that
the system transforms inequalities into corresponding
equalities by using some constants given in the rules.
X2 = -cs, y2 = 1/3, r2 = C2 X r3(c2 : constant)
52 : circle{x2,y2,r2),g3 • circ/e(a:3,y3, rs)
3rd Step Each atomic formula in 5 (in case of a
source analogue) or O (in case of a target problem)
is transformed into a corresponding equation holding for the graphic objects including novel ones such
as an arrow, according to the given transformation
rules. T h e transformation rules are now limited to
those concerning the phenomena of displacement (e.^.,
change/shift/operation). Only the rules necessary for
the visualization of Figure 1 are shown as follows:
• Simple Displacement
( F o r m ) funcfOb],Terminal)
{e.g., m o v e , shift, send, dispatch)
It generates the equation for the visualization of a n
arrow from Obj to Terminal.
• Simple Operation
( F o r m ) func (Obj, Start, Terminal)
(e.g., apply, throw)
It generates the equation for the visualization of an
arrow from Start toward Terminal whose length is
StartTerminal x 1.5.

(«'.»')

(ii.rii

in Figure 1.
,•• - u

( ^ ^ ^ ^
Figure 6: T h e image of apply-from-io(g^, ,/,, g.^)_

Result and Discussion
Figures 1 and 7 are actual outputs of the 1ST system: Figure 1 represents the image-schema of the firefighting story with the convergence solution and Figure
7 does the same for the attack story. Considering the
result of the cognitive experiment, w e can conclude:

For example, both apply-from-tofg^, gi, 33^ and throwfroTn-to(g4, gi, gz) are transformed as illustrated in
Figure 6 into the following equations because both of
them belong to the class of Simple Operation.

T h e 1ST system can provide an image-schema
which has enough plasticity. T h e subjects of the
experiment were considered to transfer the convergence solution analogically, which is due to the
plcisticity of the appropriate image-schema.

g^: arrow((x4,, t/4,), (x4t, VAt), U, «^4, dashi, colovi)
This system only visualizes seemingly proper image2^44 = xi, yi, = J/l,
schemas
and leaves it to users to transfer and modify
X4t =
= '-^^.
^___ y« = ^ V ^
possible solutions. Given that most of the subjects
U = \/{x4, - X 4 t ) ^ + {y4,-y4ty,
could use the appropriate image-schema, this method
Wi = C4 (C4 : constant),
is considered useful to facilitate h u m a n analogy. 1ST
where gI : circ/e(xi,yi, rj), 33 : circle{x3,y3,r3).
facilitates h u m a n visual analogy not by deciding the
most appropriate analogue, such as is done in S M E
In the above novel graphic objects named 34, the
(Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Centner, 1989), but by provariable dash^ takes as its value either T or NIL (deviding the image-schemas of several analogues which
fault value), which determines whether or not a dashed
might not be isomorphic to the target but which are
Une is used to draw the arrow, and the other variable
color^ takes either black or light-gray (default value)
visually and operationally similar to the target. Hence
the constraints on retrieving source analogues in 1ST
which shows the degree of shading. W h e n the focus F
specifies strength or intensity as in the radiation probare weaker than those in S M E .
lem, the following process is executed to make strength
V A M P (Thagard, Gochfeld, k Hardy, 1992) is a sysor intensity salient: (1) when increase-in-intensity(5i)
tem intended to visualize a relevant analogue. T h e
study of (Thagard et al., 1992), however, lacks both in
is applied, dashi takes NIL^ and colori takes black; (2)
when decrease-in-intensity(3j) is applied, dashi takes
considering what useful features of a problem should
be visualized in order to draw an image-schema and
T and colori takes light-gray; and (3) otherwise, dashi
and colori take the respective default values. In order
in providing a more general method of visualizing the
to visualize a summative effect of several radiations at
useful features (especially, operators with their effects).
By comparison, the 1ST system adopts a way of visuthe point of convergence, the 1ST system calculates the
composition of shading at the overlapping points (see
alization which are based on constraint-based graphics
the center part of Figure 1). In this way, the focus F
(Kamada, 1989) and which is more general than that
specified in thefirstmodule is reflected in the process
in V A M P . Moreover, a new technique for visuaUzing
of visualization.^°
a class of dynamic operators with their effects is proposed, which technique has not been developed.
4th Step Concerning thefire-fightingstory, eight
T h e radiation problem referred to throughout this
graphic objects (five circles and three arrows) were
paper is one of the typical and actual (or historical)
generated and thirty-three equations were built in the
scientific problems whose solution requires insight (or
first three steps. In this step, all the equations are
emergent thinking). T h e 1ST system is intended to
solved. But because the number of variables is larger
support users in solving such problems by providing
than that of equations, six variables take the default
visual analogical transfer. In this sense, this study is
values given in the rules and the most focused object
closely related to studies about the use of diagrams
{i.e.,fire)is displayed in the center of a window. In
in a scientific discovery (for example, the discovery of
this way, 1ST visualizes image-schemas like that shown
the conservation of m o m e n t u m using one-dimensional
diagrams (Cheng k. Simon, 1995)).
®When the variable color, takes black, it is, in fact, not
But the class of problems whose solution is in fact
relevant to visualization whether the variable dash, takes
facilitated by the system is now limited. Such a limitaTor NIL.
tion is considered to be mainly caused by a procedure
^°The visualization of multiply(f?i) and of placearound(ji, g2) is now realized rather ad hoc: the two novel of deriving the cause of impasse. Definition 1 formulates the situation in which multi-constraints should
graphic objects named 311 and 312 arefirstgenerated and
be satisfied simultaneously although they seem to be
then placed so that they look to be revolved around 33 from
in contradiction atfirstappearance, which situation is
51 for 120° and 240° respectively. In addition, the system
visualizes both throw-from-to(gii, gn , gi) and throw-from- represented by the phrase "the horns of a dilemma."
to(gi2, gi2, gz) where both 341 and 342 are the copies of
Thus the first module inevitably limits the class of
S4.
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problems that are facilitated, but the other modules
are considered to be considerably general. Definition
1 should therefore be extended.
Conclusion
First, it was ascertained on the basis of a cognitive
experiment that one kind of diagram facilitating analogical problem solving is the so-called image-schema
that has plasticity. The following two conditions for a
useful image-schema were derived:
1. Both spatial information of objects and operators
with their effects are moderately specifically but
symbolically visualized.
2. The other visual information is displayed less specifically.
The experimental system 1ST, which enables such
image-schemas to be visualized automatically, was
then proposed. The study investigates a possibility that some external diagrammatic representations,
which are provided automatically by the 1ST system
in this paper, may support human internal representations, which possibility is also discussed in (Zhang
et al., 1994). T?his study is a step toward the computational facilitation of human emergent thinking by
providing the image-schemas of relevant analogues, an
approach that has rarely been discussed in the previous
studies on diagranmiatic reasoning or problem solving.
Appendix
Fire-Fighting Story
One day a building caught fire and the result was
a blazing inferno. The fire chief knew that the fire
could be put out if a huge amount of water could be
dumped on the origin of thefire.There were enough
pumps available at the site, but there was none with a
hose large enough to put enough water on thefirefast
enough. The small pumps available could not shoot
the water quickly enough to do any good. The fire
chief, however, knew what to do. He stationed men
in a circle all around thefire,with all of the available
hoses of the small pumps. W h e n everyone was ready,
all of the hoses were opened up and water was directed
at thefirefrom various directions. In this way, a huge
amount of water could be delivered to the origin of the
fire quickly enough for thefireto be extinguished.
Attack Story
Attacking Romans unable to get inside surrounding a
king's palace had camped outside. One morning they
found an unlatched gate and rushed in through it, overcoming the king's soldiers and the king himself.
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Abstract
In Wason's (1960) inductive learning task, subjects must
discover a rule that governs the production of sequences of
three numbers, such as '2-4-6', by generating new triples
that receive feedback. Data obtained with Wason's original
procedure suggest that people test few hypotheses before
announcing their guess and mostly proceed on the basis of
a positive-test strategy. These features are commonly
regarded as lamentable aspects of reasoning agents who fail
to appreciate normative models of hypothesis-testing.
Such interpretations, however, are relative to the
inferential context in which the behavior is observed. In
the present study, Wason's original procedure was modified
such that in one condition desirable consequences were
associated with the production of positive exemplars and
undesirable consequences with negative exemplars. In a
second condition, the consequences were reversed. Subjects
in the latter condition produced more exemplars, of a
greater variety, and were more likely to discover the rule
than subjects in thefirstcondition. It seems then that in
this second condition the hypothesis-testing strategy
emerging from the subjects' appreciation of the cost and
benefit of generating certain kinds of triples coincided with
the normative strategy. However, since subjects in both
conditions aimed to achieve different goals their
hypothesis-testing strategies can, in that respect, be
characterized as rational.
Wason (1960) originated a simple rule discovery task to
assess h o w people test hypotheses and whether the process
of doing so could be said to approximate the then popular
prescriptive philosophy of science, namely Popperian
falsificationism. In this task, subjects seek to discover a rule
that governs the creation of number triples by producing
new triples which the experimenter classifies as conforming
or not conforming to that rule; the to-be-discovered rule is
'any increasing sequences'. In the original W a s o n procedure
(cf Klayman & H a , 1989) subjects produce n e w triples until
they feel confident they k n o w the rule and then announce it
to the experimenter. Before subjects generate theirfirsttriple
they are told that the triple '2-4-6' conforms to the rule. O n
the basis of this initial example, subjects are naturally lured
to believe that the rule involves even numbers increasing by
a constant (Kareev, Halberstadt, & Shafir, 1993; Wetherick,
1962) and n e w triples motivated by this hypothesis (e.g.,
'10-12-14') will receive positive feedback. The likely initial
hypothesis thus falls within the scope of the target rule
(since all sequences of even numbers increasing by a
constant are increasing sequences; Klayman & H a , 1987).
Should subjects seek to test this initial hypothesis by
producing sequences of even numbers increasing by a
constant they will unfailingly encounter positive feedback
from the experimenter, bolstering their confidence in the
hypothesis. In fact this initial hypothesis is sufficient to

produce triples that receive positive feedback, but not
necessary since a sequence such as '1-5-19' will as well. T h e
nature of the task instructions, the initial triple offered as an
'example' to the subjects, the initial hypothesis it strongly
implies, and the to-be-discovered rule together configure a
certain inferential context in which h u m a n reasoning is
observed.
In that inferential context W a s o n found that 8 0 % of his
subjects offered an incorrect guess for their first
announcement. W a s o n found that solvers and nonsolvers (on
thefirstannouncement) could be demarcated in terms of h o w
hard they worked, with solvers producing a reliably greater
number of triples before making their first announcement
than nonsolvers (see left panel of Figure I), and solvers
produced a greater variety of triples than nonsolvers as
evidenced by the reliably greater proportion of triples that
received negative feedback (see left panel of Figure 2).
Wason's findings are n o w textbook wisdom. For example,
Sutherland (1992) writes: " W h y is it difficult to find this
simple rule? T h e main reason is that people try to prove that
their current hypothesis is correct -they test it by picking
only examples that will confirm it and d o not look for ones
that would disconfirm it." (p. 136) Schustack (1988) draws
pessimistic implications of this so-called confirmation bias:
"(...) to the extent that [Wason's data] characterize behavior
outside the experimental setting (and there is m u c h evidence
that it does), all of us probably hold m a n y erroneous beliefs
for which w e can adduce m u c h evidence, convincing
ourselves and others of generalizations that are at least
overly narrow." (p. 110).
These sentiments illustrate two important misconceptions
about the implications of the data obtained via Wason's
original inferential context. First, seeking to disconfirm
one's hypothesis is not sufficient to lead to discovery. For
example, assume that a reasoner's current hypothesis is
'evens increasing by a constant (where the constant = 2)'.
Following a strategy that aims to disconfirm the hypothesis,
the reasoner could test '6-4-2' or '1-7-23', but the latter is
clearly more informative. Thus, an appreciation of the logic
of disconfirmation alone does not guarantee successful
induction (Tweney, Doherty, Worner, Pliske, Mynatt,
Gross, & Arkkelin, 1980). N o hypothesis testing
methodology can guarantee true inductive inferences,
although a broad or creative exploration of the space of
possible experimental manipulations (Klahr & Dunbar,
1988), or in this context, of the space of possible triples,
helps.
Second, Schustack's characterization suggests that the
positive test strategy (Klayman & H a , 1987) exhibited by
subjects in the W a s o n task has nefarious consequences.
However, as Klayman and H a (1987) demonstrated elegantly,
an evaluative characterization of a reasoning 'strategy' is
relative to an inferential context. In the original W a s o n
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Wason(1960)

G o r m a n etal. (1987)

Plague vs. Vaccine

t

Figure I. M e a n number of triples produced by nonsolvers (white bar) and solvers
(shaded bar) in W a s o n (1960) left panel, by subjects working with single-goal
instructions (white bar) or dual-goal instructions (shaded bar) in G o r m a n et al.
(1987) middle panel, and by subjects in the present study with the Plague scenario
(white bar) and the Vaccine scenario (shaded bar) right panel.
procedure an unvarying positive test strategy might not have
fruitful consequences. In other contexts, however, such a
strategy might be the only one to adopt (e.g., if the to-bediscovered rule describes a subset of items characterised by
the subjects' current hypothesis -see Klayman & Ha, 1987,
Figure 3).
Textbook w i s d o m thus treats the original W a s o n
inferential context as the canonical context from which to
evaluate the consequences of the ways in which most
subjects go about testing their hypotheses. There is no
inherent virtue to the original W a s o n procedure that should
grant it such a privileged status. Other inferential contexts
offer equally legitimate perspectives from which to examine
the consequences of hypothesis-testing strategies.

constant. Thus if a, b, and c are the three number that make
up a triple, a posvar is a positive triple for which (b - a)
^ (c b). Negtypes refer to the 8 possible types of triples
that receive negative feedback^. Vall6e-Tourangeau et al.
found that the D G inferential context fostered a greater
number of posvars compared with the traditional single-goal
(SG) procedure, as well as a greater number of negtypes (left
panel of Figure 3). Thus D G instructions foster a creative
exploration of the triple space.
The originator of the D G inferential context were puzzled
by the potency of the manipulation: "(...) the key to an
explanation lies, w e feel, in an understanding of the relation
between the subjects' entire conceptualization of the problem
at hand and the w a y empirical evidence is related to the
components of that conceptualization." (Tweney et al., p.
Dual-Goal Instructions (Dax-Med)
121). Wharton, Cheng, and Wickens (1993) suggested that
T w e n e y et al. (1980) modified the original W a s o n procedure
the D G effect hinged on subjects conceptualizing the Daxby instructing subjects to discover two rules, a D a x rule that
M e d rules as being complementary. However, explicit
produced triples of the kind '2-4-6' and a M e d rule. D a x
violations of the rules' complementarity in the task
triples are those that conform to the to-be-discovered rule in
instructions do not mitigate the D G effect. For example in
Wason's original procedure and M e d triples to those that
one of the conditions of Experiment 2 of Vallee-Tourangeau
don't. This dual-goal ( D G ) manipulation (a term coined by
et al. subjects were given D G instructions but told that
Wharton, Cheng, & Wickens, 1993) transforms the usually
triples could be Dax, M e d or neither. Changes in the
unsuccessful, 'lazy', uncreative' triple generators, into
conceptualization of the kinds of triples did not alter the
successful, 'hard-working', 'creative' ones. That is, the rate of beneficial effect of the D G instructions.
rule discovery is doubled and sometimes tripled with D G
D G instructions encourage the production of 'negative' or
instructions; D G instructions encourage the production of a
M e d triples. This should not be thought of as attempts to
greater number of triples (see middle panel ^ of Figure 1) and
disconfirm D a x hypotheses, but rather as attempts at
a greater proportion of 'negative' or M e d triples (see middle
discovering the nature of the M e d rule (Evans, 1989). In
fact, a dual positive-test strategy seems to characterize
panel of Figure 2 -see Gorman, Stafford, & Gorman, 1987;
Tukey, 1986; T w e n e y et al., 1980). In their replication of
hypothesis-testing in the D G inferential context. A bythe D G manipulation, Vallee-Tourangeau, Austin and
product of this broader exploration of the triple space is a
Rankin (1995) formulated two n e w indices of creative
larger more informative sample of triples on which to base
exploration of the triple space, namely posvars and
inferences and as a consequence reasoners are more likely to
negtypes. Posvars are triples that receive positive feedback
discover the (Dax) rule. The challenge has been to explain
and for which the increment between numbers is not
w h y in the D G manipulation subjects seek to explore an
entirely n e w region of the space of triple, one populated by
non-increasing or M e d sequences. Such an explanation m a y
' The to-be-discovered rule in Gorman, Stafford, and Gorman
(1987) was 'three different numbers'. The relationship between
the to-be-discovered rule and the one implied by the initial
2 There are eight possible patterns that produce a negative
triple '2-4-6' is the same as in the original Wason procedure
triple: I. a > b > c; 2. a = b = c; 3. a > b < c; 4. a < b > c; 5. a = b
however.
< c;6.a = b > c;l.a > b = c;and8.a<fc = c.
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Figure 2. M e a n proportion of positive (white bars) and negative triples (black bars)
produced by subjects in W a s o n (1960) left panel, by subjects with S G and D G
instructions in G o r m a n , Stafford & G o r m a n (1987) middle panel, and by the
subjects in the two different scenarios used in this study, right panel.
be sketched in terms of the epistemic utility (cf. Evans &
Over, 1996a) attached to both D a x and M e d triples. In other
words, with D G instructions, subjects become interested in
both positive and negative triples (disguised as Daxes and
Meds) and thus value their production.
Different regions of the triple space m a y vary in their
perceived utility and this suggests that a decision-making
perspective on this rule-induction task m a y yield n e w ways
of characterizing hypothesis-testing behavior. O u r aim in
this study was to explore this idea by creating an inferential
context where the underlying cost and benefits associated
with the production of different kinds of number sequences
were m a d e m o r e explicit. W e created two inferential
contexts: in one subjects were informed that the production
of positive triples had more beneficial consequences than the
production of negative triples, whereas in the other the
utility assignment was reversed. Subjects were observed to
favor the kinds of triples that had the highest benefits, and
when those were the triples that received negative feedback,
subjects were more likely to m a k e the appropriate inductive
inference.

Method
Subjects
Sixty-two undergraduates from the University of
Hertfordshire received course credits for their participation.
Design & Procedure
A rule discovery task was used where subjects sought to
infer the nature of a rule governing the production of
sequences of three numbers. T h e rule was 'any increasing
sequences'. Subjects were given the sequence '2-4-6' as an
initial example that conformed to the rule. Subjects produced
new sequences of numbers which were classified by the
experimenter.
T w o different inferential contexts were instantiated in two
different scenarios. In the first scenario, the Plague scenario,
desirable consequences were associated with the production
of triples that received positive feedback but undesirable
consequences were associated with the production of triples

that received negative feedback. Subjects in this condition
read the following instructions;
"The plague sewer rats have invaded a major city.
This breed of rats has developed immunity to all
commercially available brands of rat poison. Health
officials fear an outbreak of the plague if these rats
are not exterminated.
Chemist at the local university have isolated three
chemical elements, call them P, Q , R, which w h e n
combined together kill the rats. Chemists however do
not know the law that regulates which combinations
of the three elements and in which quantity, but
preliminary tests have s h o w n that the following
combination killed a captured sewer rat:

P
Q
R
OUTCOME
2
4
6
RAT KILLED
Your task is to test new combinations of the
chemicals in any quantity you choose, in order to
discover the general ryle that determines which
combinations of the chemical elements are lethal for
the sewer rats. It is important to discover the rule to
save as m a n y people from contacting the plague as
possible."
Thus in this scenario a 'positive' triple is one for which the
combination of chemical elements kills the animal, and a
negative' one is one which fails to do so. From the subjects'
perspective positive and negative consequences mapped onto
positive and negative triples respectively.
T h e second inferential context w a s instantiated in a
scenario, the Vaccine scenario, which reversed the
assignment of consequences to triple type such that desirable
consequences were associated with negative triples and
undesirable consequences with positive triples. Subjects in
this condition read the following instructions:
"The Teragglia parasite has infested most of the
elephant calves in their natural habitat. T h e parasite
causes fatal heart disease before the animals reach
maturity.
Researchers working on a treatment have identified
three chemical elements, call them P, Q , R, which
w h e n combined together destroy the parasite, but
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w a s reliable, F(l, 61) = 17.4, p < .001. T h e m e a n
proportions of negative triples were thus 0.33 in the Plague
condition and 0.62 in the Vaccine condition (same standard
errors, same F ratio).

which in most tests kill the calf as well. Researchers
believe that there exist combinations of chemicals
w h o s e interactions should be lethal only to the
parasite and not the elephant. Researchers do not
k n o w the law that regulates which combinations of
the three elements and in which quantity are lethal to
both the parasite and the calf, but preliminary tests
have shown that the following combination is lethal
to both:

P
2

Q
4

R
6

OUTCOME
CALF KILLED

Y o u r task is to test n e w combinations of the
chemicals in any quantity you choose, in order tQ
discover the general rule that determines which
combinations of the chemical element are lethal for
the calves. It is important to discover the rule to save
as m a n y of this endangered species as possible."^
A s in the Plague scenario, a 'positive' triple w a s one for
which the combination of the chemical elements killed the
host organism and a 'negative' triples was one which did not.
H o w e v e r , from the subjects' perspective positive
consequences were associated with negative triples and
negative consequences with positive triples.
In both conditions, subjects were instructed to produce
n e w chemical combinations (number triples) until they felt
confident they knew the rule that killed the rats/calves. They
then wrote their answer at the bottom of the response sheet.
At that point, the experimenter told them what the target
rule was. Subjects were then debriefed.
Thirty one subjects were randomly assigned to each
inferential context. Subjects were run individually in a quiet
room.

Results
Success
O f the 31 subjects in the Plague condition, 8 discovered the
rule, and 23 announced an incorrect rule. O f the 31 subjects
in the Vaccine condition, 16 discovered the rule and 15
announced an incorrect rule. Thus twice as m a n y subjects
discovered the rule in the condition which attached desirable
consequences to the production of negative triples. T h e
difference was reliable, x^(l) = 4.35, p < .05.
Triples
Subjects in the Plague condition produced an average of 7.5
triples (SE = 0.90) before announcing their guess while
those in the Vaccine condition produced an average of 12.3
triples (SE = 1.48; see also therightpanel of Figure 1); this
difference was reliable, F(l, 61) = 7.47,p < .009.
T h e m e a n proportion of triples that received positive
feedback were 0.67 (SE = 0.05) and 0.38 (SE = 0.05) in the
Plague and Vaccine conditions respectively (the means are
also plotted in the right panel of Figure 2). T h e difference

^ A n analogous real-word set of circumstances arose with the
development of the anthrax vaccine which, in its early stages of
development, was often lethal to the recipient organism. These
difficulties were largely resolved by the research of M a x Sterne
in the 1930's which lead to an effective yet safe vaccine (the
Sterne anthrax spore vaccine).

Triple Heterogeneity
Posvars. The mean number of positive triples where (b - a)
?t (c • b), or posvars, were 1.52 (SE = 0.40) and 1.94 (SE =
0.60) in the Plague and Vaccine conditions respectively (see
also therightpanel of Figure 3). While subjects in the latter
condition seemed to have produced slightly more varied
positive triples, the difference was not reUable, F < 1.
Negtypes. The mean number of different types of negative
triples were 2.16 (SE = 0.33) and 3.68 (SE = 0.44) in the
Plague and Vaccine conditions respectively (see right panel
of Figure 3). Subjects in the Vaccine condition produced a
reliably greater number of different types of negative triples,
F(l,61) = 7.66,/7<.008.

h
B
a
Z
s
a
S
4>

1-

SG
II Posvar

DG

Plague

Vaccine

• Negtype

Figure 3. M e a n number of variable positive triples
(posvars) and types of negative triples (negtypes) in the
S G and D G groups of Vallee-Tourangeau et al. (1995),
left panel, and in the two groups of the present study,
right panel.

Discussion
In this modified W a s o n rule discovery task, subjects were
more likely to discover the rule "any increasing numbers" in
a context in which benefits were associated with the
production of triples that would have received negative
feedback in the original W a s o n procedure than in a context
in which they were associated with the production of
positive triples. Subjects in the Vaccine inferential context
seemed to have been more successful than subjects in the
Plague context because they worked harder, as indexed by the
reliably greater number of triples they produced, and
generated a more creative set of triples, as indexed by the
reliably greater proportion and greater variety of triples that
received negative' feedback. A s a result, the Vaccine
inferential context encouraged the production of a more
informative set of triples over which subjects were naturally
more likely to infer the 'correct' rule. These data also bolster
the explanation of the D G instructions effect in terms of a
similar albeit more implicit consideration of the relative
importance or epistemic utility of generating triples of a
certain kind.
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This experimental manipulation also offers a clear
illustration of the fact that terms such as 'successful' or
'correct' or indeed negative' and positive' used to quantify
kinds of inferences and triples are thoroughly relalivistic.
From the perspective of the subjects in the P l a g u e
inferential context a 'merely sufficient' hypothesis such as
'evens increasing by 2s' that unfailingly produces positive
triples (in this context, triples that kill plague-carrying rats)
is a very successful inductive inference. Indeed to experiment
further would be costly in delaying the extermination of rats!
In turn, from the perspective of the subjects in the Vaccine
scenario such a sufficient hypothesis simply won't do. A n d
the reason is not because these subjects abhor such
"satisficing" reasoning or seek to abide by loftier canons of
hypothesis testing. Rather these subjects are motivated to
produce 'negative' triples (and hence save elephant calves).
The richer more creative set of triples produced by the
subjects in the Vaccine scenario is a by-product of these
goal-directed efforts. Describing the subjects in the Vaccine
condition as being more successful than their counterparts in
the Plague condition makes sense only from the perspective
of Wason's original inferential context. Outside this frame
of reference, and outside the cognitive psychologist's
laboratory, reasoners test hypotheses to achieve goals.
A useful distinction is made by Evans and Over (1996a, b)
between rationality] which is characteristic of "reasoning in
such a way as to achieve one's goals [in contradistinction to]
rationality2 [which conforms to a] relevant normative
system such as formal logic or probability theory." (1996a,
p. 357). Normative considerations of hypothesis-testing
practices orthogonal to reasoners' goals are unlikely to do
justice to what m a y otherwise be "rational" reasoning in the
sense of Evans and Over's rationality] The experimental
conditions designed in this study set out different goals.
Subjects adopted these goals and as a result' employed
hypothesis-testing strategies that yielded triples that differed
in quantity and quality. The output of these strategies clearly
reflected the subjects' efforts to achieve their respective
goals. Hence, subjects in both conditions exhibited equally
adaptive reasoning behavior.
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Abstract
Although tutoring by expert human tutors is usually
effective, it is not always. By contrasting cases where
tutoring does and does not result in learning, we can find out
what causes learning during tutoring. Approximately 125
hours of physics tutorial dialog were analyzed to see what
features of the dialog were associated with learning.
Successful learning appears to require that the student make
an error or reach an impasse; too much help can prevent
learning. Features of successful tutorial explanations appear
to be different for different pieces of knowledge. For
instance, some pieces of knowledge are learned only if the
tutor emphasizes generalization, whereas other learning
requires that the tutor fu-st explain why the student's error is
wrong.

Introduction
Tutoring by an expert h u m a n tutor is one of the most
effective forms of instruction known (Bloom, 1984).
However, not all tutoring is equally effective. T h e research
presented here tries to find out what distinguishes effective
T h e results have
tutoring from ineffective tutoring.
implications not only for theories of learning, but also for
improving both h u m a n and computer tutoring.
Methods

VanLehn. 1995) and Cascade (VanLehn, Jones, & Chi,
1992).
A test was designed to assess the learning of each rule
used during the training problems. The same test was used
for both pre- and post-testing.
For each student and rule, each test was scored according
to whether the student used the rule or not (2 coders, with
an interrater reliability of .95). If a subject failed to use a
rule on the pre-test but used it on the post-test, the subject
was said to "gain" that rule. If a subject failed to use a rule
on both the pre- and post-tests, then the subject was said to
"not gain" that rule.
Since w e could not feasibly analyze all 42 students, w e
chose a subset of 8 that would maximize the contrast
a m o n g learning and non-learning. For each of the 2 tutors,
w e selected for analysis the 2 students with the most gains
and the 2 students with the fewest gains.
For each of the 8 subjects, potential learning events were
located in the protocols. A potential learning event is an
episode where the student has the opportunity to learn one
of the rules that the student missed on the pre-test. More
specifically, an episode was classified as a potential
learning event if the tutor and student were either
discussing the rule or applying the rule in order to solve the
problem.
General Features

A study was conducted in which 2 expert physics nators
worked with 4 2 college students for approximately 3 hours
each. T h e students were tested before and after the tutoring
session in order to determine what they learned. Tutoring
sessions were recorded and selected recordings were
transcribed for analysis.
T h e 5 physics problems covered in the tutoring sessions
were analyzed in order to find out what rules the students
could learn. W e use "rule" to stand for any piece of physics
knowledge, both procedural and conceptual. For instance,
one rule is, "If a taut string is attached to an object, there is
a tension force on the object exerted by the string." T h e
physics rules were the ones used in Andes (VanLehn,
1996), Pola (Conati & VanLehn. 1995), Olae (Martin &

Our first analysis sought to find general features of
potential learning events that would explain w h y some
caused learning and some did not. W e coded the potential
learning events using the following codes, then correlated
them with the gains. (Pearson correlations are shown in
parentheses when p<.05).
• W h o initiated the discussion: student or tutor.'
• W h a t initiated the discussion: a student-flagged error, a
tutor-flagged error (r = -.24), or the student getting
stuck?
• H o w m a n y of the key ideas behind the rule were
mentioned by the tutor? B y the student.'
• H o w m a n y misconceptions were mentioned by the
student? B y the tutor?
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• W h o first mentioned the correct conclusion generated by
applying the rule: the student (r = .34), the tutor, the
student w h e n there was only one plausible choice, or
neither?
• H o w m a n y times was the correct conclusion mentioned
by the student? B y the tutor (r = -.24)?
• H o w m a n y words were uttered by participants during the
discussion (r = -.40)?
• H o w m a n y impasses or errors (r =-.29) occurred for this
rule overall?
The coding was done by two coders. T h e reliabilities were
calculated separately for each code, and all were judged
acceptable.
The pattern of correlations is consistent with the idea that
some of the rules were harder to learn than others—they
required more words, caused m o r e errors, and the errors
were not caught by the student. This suggested looking at
the correlations with the difficulty of the rule partialed out.
W e used the number of key ideas underlying the rule as a
measure of the rule's difficulty. W h e n difficulty was
partialed out, only two features were significantly
correlated with gain:
• The number of words uttered by the participants during
discussion of the rule (r = -.27).
• The number of times the correct conclusion was first
generated by the student (r = .30).
However, neither correlation explained m u c h of the
variance in learning. This suggested that there were other
factors besides these general features that determined w h e n
a student would learn from a tutoring event.
Rule-Specific Features
W e suspected that the reason w e could not observe strong
explanatory patterns was that our analysis sought a single
pattern that explained every rule's learning. Perhaps
different kinds of tutorial interactions were important for
different rules. Thus, our next analysis examined each rule
separately, looking for features of the tutorial dialogs that
explained just that rule's learning.
Because w e needed enough tutorial events per rule to get
statistical power, w e abandoned the labor saving device of
examining only 8 subjects and analyzed all 4 2 subjects.
However, w e did not examine idl rules. W e examined a
rule only if 5 or more subjects gained it and 5 or more
subjects failed to gain it. These constraints were necessary
in order to have enough variance to explain.
The
constraints eliminated all but 5 rules.
W efirstchecked whether gains could be explained by the
overall competence of the students. For instance, for the
fu-st rule discussed below, of die 15 students w h o missed
the rule on the pre-test. 8 gained and 7 did not, and the pretest scores of the gainers (25.4) were not significantly
different (p=.57) from the pre-test scores of the non-gainers
(27.1). In fact, for none of the 5 rules were the pre-test
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scores of the gainers significantly different from pre-test
scores of die non-gainers.
For each rule, w e separately checked whether the
competence of the tutors could explain the gains. For none
of the 5 rules were gains associated with tutor (Chi-square
test).
In short, it appears that learning is associated with what
occurred during the tutorial dialog, and not w h o w a s
involved. In each of the sections below, the tutorial dialog
features associated with one rule's gains are described.
The Deceleration Rule
T h e deceleration rule is "If an object is slowing d o w n , then
it is accelerating in the direction opposite its movement."
This rule was taught in the context of an elevator that is
slowing d o w n as it descends. Students w h o k n e w the rule
would conclude that the elevator is accelerating upwards.
O n the tests, the students are asked to draw the acceleration
of a truck that is slowing d o w n while moving rightwards on
a horizontal surface. Students w h o k n e w the rule would
draw a leftward horizontal arrow.
All 15 students w h o missed the rule on the pretest
initially failed during fraining to correctly indicate that the
elevator's acceleration was upward. In all cases, the tutors
noticed the error and provided remediation. T h e tutors
used 8 different tactics to teach die rule, including:
• T h e nitor begins by asking the student for the definition
of acceleration, which is, "change in velocity divided by
the duration." The tutor next asks die student to draw
the initial velocity of the elevator, the final velocity, and
die change in velocity. T h e latter should be a short arrow
pointing upwards. T h e tutor then asks the student what
direction the acceleration of the elevator is. T h e student
should say "Up."
• T h e tutor poses an analogy by saying, "Suppose I a m
moving north. W h a t direction would you have to push
m e in order to slow m e d o w n ? " T h e student should say,
"South." T h e tutor dien asks the student, "So according
to Newton's law, what direction would m y acceleration
be?" The student should say, "Soudi." T h e tutor dien
asks the student what direction the acceleration of die
elevator is. T h e smdent should say, "Up."
• T h e tutor uses a Socratic approach. If the student says
the acceleration is downward, the tutor asks what that
would do to die velocity vector. T h e student should say
that the velocity vector gets longer. T h e mtor asks what
diat would do to die elevator's speed. T h e student should
say diat the elevator would speed up. T h e tutor asks if
die elevator is speeding up. T h e student should realize
die contradiction and retract the belief that the elevator is
accelerating downwards.
• T h e tutor gives some kind of mild negative feedback,
such as "Are you sure die acceleration is downwards?"
T h e student then says something like, " N o , I meant
upwards."

Sometimes the tutors would try one line of reasoning, then
try a second if the first seemed not to work.
T h e 8 tactics (lines of reasoning) were coded by two
coders, with inter-rater reliability of .88. The following
features of the tutorial dialog were found not to be
associated with gain:
• W h i c h line of reasoning (tutorial tactic) was used.
• H o w m a n y lines of reasoning were used.
• H o w m a n y steps were in the line of reasoning, or h o w
m a n y steps were in all lines of reasoning if more than
one was used.
• H o w m a n y of the steps in the lines of reasoning were
explicitly presented (tutors sometimes skipped steps).
• H o w m a n y of the steps in the lines of reasoning were
produced by the tutor vs. by the student.
• H o w active the student was (number of steps produced by
the student divided by total number of steps produced).
• Whether the student drew a correct acceleration vector at
the end or merely staled that the acceleration was
upward.
In other words, it did not seem to be the lines of reasoning
or even their quality that determined gain.
However, what was reliably associated with gain was
whether the tutor stated a general version of the rule,
namely "If a body is slowing d o w n (decelerating), the
direction of its acceleration is opposite its motion"
(X"=12.4, p=.00O4; Coding was done by two coders with
reliability of 1.0.) A correct answer to the vertical training
situation (the elevator problem) was not sufficient for the
student to answer correctly in horizontal testing situation
(the truck problem). In order to obtain generalization and
u-ansfer. the tutor had to mention the critical concepts
"slowing d o w n " and "opposite."
The Knot Rule
Students often think that the only objects that they should
apply Newton's law to are blocks and other objects with
mass. However, for some problems, massless objects are
the appropriate choice for the "body." (Physicists use
"body" to m e a n the object that one will apply Newton's law
to.) A c o m m o n massless object is a knot formed by tying
together several massless strings. Ideally, the rule to be
learned is. " A massless object can be a body." However,
die only massless objects used in our problems are knots, so
students m a y have learned only the more specific rule, " A
knot can be a body."
In the training, this rule was used on a problem where
two blocks are hung from a harness of 5 massless strings
that has two knots (see Figure 1). T h e correct solution
follows from applying Newton's law once for each knot. In
the testing, the rule was used on a problem where two m e n
are pulling a cart with a harness that has 3 strings and one
knot. Thus, students must transfer the application of the
rule from a vertical case to a horizontal case, and from a
more complex harness to a simpler one.
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Tutoring on the knot rule proceeded as follows. Tutors
sometimes mentioned quite early in the problem that there
was a knot at the junction of the strings, but they did not at
that time mention diat knots could be bodies. W h e n they
came to the part of the problem where a body needs to be
chosen, diey either explicitly stated that a body must be
chosen (20 cases) or did not explicitly state this (16 cases).
If they did not state that a body must be chosen, then they
just started using knots as bodies, for instance, by asking
the student to draw the forces acting on one of the knots. If
die tutor stated that a body must be chosen, then sometimes
the tutors chose the knot diemselves (4 cases) and
sometimes they asked the student to choose the body (16
cases). W h e n the students chose die body, die student
usually chose incorrectly (14 cases). Regardless of w h o
chose die knot as the body, the mtor would sometimes
explain die rule (13 cases). During those explanations,
they would sometimes (6 cases) state a general version of
the rule, such as " A body should be chosen that connects
objects widi k n o w n properties to objects whose properties
w e seek."
T h e following features were associated with gain:
•
Whether a student incorrectly chose die body (14
cases) or not (22 cases). (%^=6.5, p=.011)
•
Whether a student chose die body (16 cases) or not
(20 cases). (%'=10.2, =.0014)
•
Whedier die tutor stated that a body needs to be
chosen (20 cases) or not (16 cases). (X'=6.1. p=.014)
Because these features are nested, w e believe it is really die
fu-st feature (errors) that makes a difference. That is. die
snidents w h o chose a body incorrectly are a subset of die
students w h o chose a body, w h o are in turn a subset of die
students w h o heard the tutor state that a body needs to be
chosen. There are enough gainers in the smallest set to
cause all three sets to be reliably associated widi gains.
This interpretation is consistent with die fact by the time
the knot rule comes up, die tutor and student have afready
discussed m a n y times the need to choose a body, so
mentioning it one more time probably doesn't make m u c h
difference. Thus, it is more likely that the gains were
caused by making errors.
T h e following features were not correlated with gain:
•
Whether the tutor stated diat die knot is an object.

•

Whether the tutor explained w h y the student's choice
of body is wrong (e.g., by demonstrating that choosing
a weight as a body leads to a dead-end).
•
Whether the tutor explained w h y knots should be u.sed
as bodies (e.g., " Y o u want to relate T 3 and W l , and
that knot is what you need." ).
•
Whether the tutor stated the rule in general form.
The non-significance of these features shows that the
tutors' explanations are not associated with gain. Because
the tutors always gave explanations after the student m a d e
an error, and errors are associated with gains, it might have
been thought that it is the explanations and not the errors
that are critical for learning. However, the tutors tended to
explain the knot rule even w h e n students did not m a k e an
error. Apparently these explanations were not effective,
because explanations overall were not associated with
gains.
Unlike the deceleration rule, there was no value (or
harm) in stating the knot rule in a more general form.
However, generalization of the knot rule was not required
for solving the test problem because it also involved a knot.

The Compound Body Rule
Some physics problems are easier to solve if one treats two
or more objects that m o v e together as a single body. For
instance, if the problem asks for the acceleration of a 4 0 kg
boy on a 10 kg sled that is sliding d o w n a hill, then it is
easiest to treat the boy/sled combination as a single 50 kg
body. The compound body rule is, " A set of objects that
move together can be considered a single body." It is
taught in the context of a problem where two blocks, one
sitting on top of the other, slide d o w n a frictionless inclined
plane. It is tested in the context of a problem where two
adjacent blocks sit on a horizontalfirictionlessplane, and a
horizontal force is applied to the left side of the left block.
The tutorial dialogs had the following general form.
Because the physics problem used in the training actually
asked, "What is the acceleration of the two-block system,"
it strongly suggests that one should choose a compound
body. Nonetheless, 4 students mistakenly chose a single
block as the body. The other 21 students correctly chose
the two blocks as the body but 5 showed uncertainty (e.g.,
by asking the tutor if it was correct). Regardless of h o w the
body was chosen, the tutors would often (23 of 25 cases)
contirm that the two blocks should be treated as a single
body and sometimes (9 cases) would even explain w h y (i.e..
because they have the same acceleration or because they
move together).
Of the 6 students w h o gained, all 6 m a d e a mistake or
showed uncertJiinty, whereas of the 19 students w h o did not
gain, most (16) m a d e die correct body choice without
comment. The difference was significant (x'= 14.035, p =
.0002). N o other significimt differences were found a m o n g
the other features that w e coded for, namely:

•

Whether the tutor explained that the two blocks can be
considered a body because they m o v e together.
•
Whether the tutor m a d e any other explanations (e.g.,
there is no need to consider internal forces between
blocks).
•
Whether the tutor stated the rule in a general form.
•
Whether the tutor asked the student to choose the
body.
•
Whether the student mentioned mass during the
selection of the body (because it might be possible to
work the problem by simply adding the masses of the
two blocks together instead of conceptualizing die pair
as a single body).
These findings suggest that in order to learn die compound
body rule, the students needed to m a k e a mistake or show
uncertainty. A s with the knot rule, it is unlikely that
learning was caused solely by the explanation diat followed
the mistake, because explanations diemselves were not
associated with gains.
A Kinematics Equation
There are several kinematics (time-rate-distance) equations
used in physics, and one of them is s=Vot+^/i at^, where s is
die distance an object travels, t is the duration of travel, vo
is the object's initial velocity and a is die object's
acceleration. During training, this equation is used in a
problem where a block starts at rest and slides d o w n an
inclined plane for 2 seconds. It is tested by asking h o w far
an object travels during 10 seconds when starting fi-om rest
and accelerating at 5 m/s".
T h e tutorial dialogs for Uiis rule had die following
general form. N o n e of the students was able to produce a
correct version of the equation. S o m e produced incorrect
equations (13 cases), and some could not produce any
equation (9 cases). If the student could not supply an
equation, then die tutor did so and sometimes justified it by
deriving it from the definitions of velocity and acceleration
via either calculus (2 cases) or algebra (1 case). If die
student produced an incorrect equation, the tutors
responded in two ways:
•
Sometimes (6 cases) die tutor explained w h y the
student's error was wrong. For instance, a c o m m o n
error was to use s=vt, where v is supposed to be the
average velocity but students used die tinal velocity
instead. Tutors pointed this out juid suggested using
the target equation instead. In 2 of the cases, the tutor
justified die target equadon by deriving it via calculus.
•
Sometimes (7 cases) the tutor did not explain w h y the
student's equation was wrong. For instance, w h e n
one student used s=ar, the tutor sunply pointed out
that it should be s='/2at'. Additionally, in 3 cases, the
tutor derived die equation via calculus.
T w o features were associated with gains. First, if the
student produced an incorrect equation and the tutor did
not explain w h y it was wrong, then students rarely (in 1 of
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7 cases) gained; but if the tutor explained w h y the equation
was wrong, then they usually (in 4 of 6 cases) gained,
which was a signific<mt difference (x'=3.8, p=.053).
Second, whenever the tutors derived the target equation via
calculus, the students never (out of 7 cases) gained, which
was a significant difference (X^=5.9. p=.015).
Other features that w e coded were not associated with
gain:
•
Whether the student produced an incorrect equation or
no equation.
•
Whether the student gave an incorrect answer on the
pre-test or gave no answer on the pre-test.
•
Whether the student m a d e the same mistake they
m a d e on the pre-test.
•
Whether the kinematics equation was discussed before
or after the value of acceleration was found (and thus,
could be substituted into the equation).
•
Whether the tutor asked the student to n a m e or give
values for the variables in the equation.
•
Whether the student used the equation during training
to calculate a numerical value for the distance.
These findings suggest that merely correcting a mistaken
equation was not sufficient to remedy the buggy knowledge;
the tutor should have explained w h y the error was wrong.
W h e n teaching the target equation, the tutors used different
kinds of explanations, but using calculus to derive the
target equation apparently only confused the students.
The Rotated Axes Rule
W h e n solving physics problems that have forces arrayed in
two dimensions, it is sometimes convenient to use
coordinate axes that are tilted from their usual horizontal
and vertical orientation. For instance, if a block slides
d o w n an inclined plane, then simpler equations are
produced by making the x-axis parallel to the plane and the
y-axis perpendicular to the plane. During training, the
rotated axis rule was used on two inclined-plane problems,
although w e analyzed only diefirstone. During testing,
students were shown an object with forces drawn on it and
asked to draw coordinate axes.
Tutors" explanations were usually based on an overly
specific version of the rule, namely, that the axes should be
rotated to align with the direcfion of motion. Although this
version of the rule applies to the training problems, it does
not apply in the test problem, whose body is stationary.
T h e more general version of the rule is to rotate the axes so
that one axis is aligned with the vector one seeks. For most
problems with moving objects, the sought quanuty is
usually a kinematic quantity such as acceleration, which is
w h y the overly specific version of the rule usually works.
T h e tutors discussed the general version of the rule only
once, although they could have mentioned it on subsequent
problems, which w e did not analyze.
T h e tutoring of the rotated axes rule proceeded as
follows. In 12 cases, the tutor suggested rotating the axes
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before giving the student a chance to draw them. In the
remaining 5 cases, the student chose the axes and usually
(4 cases) chose non-rotated ones. However, even if the
tutor did suggest rotating the axes, I of the 12 students
apparently misunderstood, because the student failed to
rotate the axes even after receiving the suggesfion. O n the
other hand, if they did choose correctly, they did not
express uncertainty. Regardless of h o w the axes were
chosen, the tutors often (16 or 17 cases) gave a short
explanation of the rule (e.g., "It'll save you work if you
rotate the axes so x aligns with the acceleration.").
T h e major feature that predicted gains was whether or
not the student m a d e an error by drawing a non-rotated
axis. O f die 5 students w h o m a d e die mistake, 4 were
gainers. O f the 12 students w h o did not m a k e a mistake,
only 3 were gainers. (x^=4.4, p=.036).
Other features that were not associated with gains
include:
•
Whether the tutor explained the benefits of rotating
the axes.
•
Whether the tutor mentioned the overly specific
version of the rule.
•
Whether force vectors were drawn before or after the
coordinate axes.
•
Whether a problem diat required a single, vertical axis
had die axis labeled x or y. Labeling it x could be
interpreted as rotating the axes by 90 degrees.
A s with the knot and compound body rule, it is errors
rather than die explanations that are associated with gain.
Discussion
O u r original hypothesis was that effecfive potential
learning events could be discriminated fi^om ineffecrive
ones on the basis of general features, such as
1. W h o (student vs. tutor) and what (error vs. question)
initiated the event?
2. H o w m a n y key ideas behind die rule were mentioned?
3. H o w m a n y words were uttered by participants during
die discussion?
4. H o w m a n y times was the correct conclusion first
generated by die student?
Only the last two features turned out to be significantly
correlated with learning. Feature 3 suggests diat longwinded
explanations thwart learning.
However.
discussions generally continue until die tutor judges diat
the student has learned the rule or die tutor gives up. Thus,
short discussions occurred whenever die tutor found it easy
to teach die rule to die student, and in diose cases, die
smdent tended to apply die rule on die post-test. Thus, it
could be lack of learning diat causes long discussions and
not vice versa.
Feature 4 has two interpretations. First, it suggests that
w h e n tutors let students produce thefirstcorrect application
of die rule diemselves. dien die students tend also to
construct the rule themselves, and diis produces success on

the post-test. However, it may also be that whenever a tutor
sees that a student is not learning a rule despite the tutor's
best efforts, the tutor applies the rule instead of
embarrassing the student any further, and in these cases,
the student tends not to apply the rule on the post-test.
Although interesting, none of these general features
explain much of the variance. This suggested examining
rule-specific features.
Five rules were analyzed to see what features of the
tutorial dialogs discriminated students who learned the rule
from students who failed to learn it. The features
associated with learning were different with different rules:
•
For the knot rule, the compound body rule, and the
rotated axes rule, students who made an error tended
to gain. For the compound body rule, students who
applied the rule correctly but expressed uncertainty
also tended to gain. For all 3 rules, if the tutor
applied the rule or the student applied the rule
correctly without expressing uncertainly, then the
students tended not to gain.
For the deceleration rule, only students who heard a
generalization of the rule tended to gain.
•
If a student produced an incorrect kinematics
equation, explaining why it was wrong produced
gains. Correcting the equation without explaining
why it was wrong did not produce gains.
•
If the target kinematics equation was explained by
using calculus to derive it from the definitions of
velocity and acceleration, then students did not gain.
From these findings, several general observations can be
made.
First, it seems essential that students become aware that
they have a knowledge deficit. In the cases of the
deceleration and kinematics rules, all students either made
an error or got stuck, and thus realized that their
knowledge was either incorrect or incomplete. In die cases
of the knot, compound body, and rotated axes rules, only
some students made errors or got stuck, and they were the
ones that tended to gain. If the tutors either applied the
rules themselves or provided such strong hints that the
students could easily apply the rule correctly, then the
students may not have realized that their knowledge was
flawed, which could explain why they tended not to gain.
However, even if the students realized that they had a
knowledge defect, they did not necessarily learn from the
tutoring. When die explanation involved less familiar
background knowledge, such as calculus, the explanation
may only have confused the students. T w o of die rules, the
deceleration rule and the roLited axes rule, required some
generalization in order to be used successfully on the posttest. In the case of the deceleration rule, when the tutors
mentioned the general rule, die students tended to gain.
Remedying misconceptions that produced incorrect
kinematics equations seemed to require that the tutor
explain why the misconceptions were wrong. This is

surprising, given Uiat Sieeman, Kelley, Maninak, Ward
;md Moore (1989) found that tutors who explained why
algebra "mal-rules" were wrong did no better than tutors
who merely said that die rule was wrong without
explaining why. Their result is consistent with most of the
rules in diis study, where gains were not associated widi
explanations of why errors were wrong. Apparently, a few
misconceptions must be "untaught" while others can simply
be overridden.
From a practical standpoint, two heuristics for tutoring
emerge from diese data. First, tutors should let students
make mistakes instead of usurping the opportunity by
giving strong hints or doing the reasoning themselves.
This heuristic must be applied with caution, since we only
measured the students' learning and not the change in their
modvation or interest, which could be negatively affected
by letting diem make errors. The second heuristic is that
different rules may require different emphases during
tutorial explanations. This could be a significant challenge
tor developers of intelligent tutoring systems, since it
necessitates finding out, for each rule, what makes that rule
difficult to learn.
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Abstract

Goal-specificit> has been found to affect performance: In
difficult tasks, specific goals may be detrimental for learning.
Locke and Latham (1990) claimed that goal-specificity has an
impact on performance via motivation. Vollmeyer and
Rheinberg's (1998) cognitive-motivational process model
proposed that cognitive and motivational processes interact.
Therefore, w e investigated if goal-specificity may change the
nature of this interaction, by trying tofitdifferent structural
equations models for groups given a specific goal (SG) or a
nonspecific goal (NSG). Before beginning a complex
dynamic task, the S G group was given a specific goal to
reach, but the N S G group only received a goal when they had
to transfer their knowledge. W e found that the S G group
learnt less and had lower motivation during learning
Contrary to earlier claims, there was no direct effect of goalspecificity on initial motivation, but it did alter the interaction
between strategies and motivation during learning. The
empirical model for the S G group showed a strong effect of
initial motivation on the learning process and goal-directed
strategies were effective. For the N S G group motivation
during the task and systematic strategies were important.
Goals, Motivation, and Performance
W h e n setting goals for peiformance, there has long been a
debate in the industrial psychology literature over whether a
nonspecific goal (e. g., " D o your best"), or a specific goal
(e. g., "Get within ten points of the target") leads to better
performance. For example, Tubbs (1986) in a meta-analysis
found that specific goals lead to better performance {d =
.82). However, this relationship m a y be moderated by task
difficulty: For easy tasks specific goals lead to better
performance; but for difficuk tasks this effect m a y be
reversed (see Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989; the meta-analysis
by W o o d , Mento, & Locke, 1987). Vollmeyer, B u m s , and
Holyoak (1996) also showed that specific goals can hinder
learning of a difficult task.
T o disentangle the complex relationship between goals
and performance, two different types of mediators have been
proposed: 1) motivation, and 2) strategies.
Locke and Latham (1990) proposed that goals directly
affect motivational mechanisms (such as, intensity of effort,
direction of attention, persistence), but that they only
indirectly affect strategies. Kanfer and Ackerman's approach
(1989) also emphasized motjyation as a mediator, however.

they defined motivation more narrowly as a "subject's total
capacity actually devoted to the task." (p. 664)
Vollmeyer et al. (1996) found that goal specificity m a y
affect the strategies that learners used. Participants given a
nonspecific goal were more likely to use systematic
strategies appropriate for learning about the underlying
structure of the task, than were participants given a specific
goal, w h o were more likely to focus on the goal rather than
structure. DeShon and Alexander (1996) also found
evidence of goal effects on strategies.
A third possibility, is that motivation and cognitive
strategies m a y interact. This is the perspective of the
cognitive-motivational process model of Vollmeyer and
Rheinberg (1998). This model proposes that initial
motivation affects the motivational state during learning,
which in turn influences strategy use and the acquisition of
knowledge. This model has been supported by experiments
in which participants had a nonspecific goal. However, the
structure of this model m a y change for participants given a
specific goal, and this m a y explain the complex relationship
between goals and performance. S o in the current study w e
examined the modelfitfor participants given a specific goal
and for those given a nonspecific goal.
In addition, w e tested the direct impact that goals m a y
have on participants' initial motivation, as motivation alone
might explain the goal effects on performance. W h e n a
learner approaches a learning task, the literature suggests
that several motivational factors can arise and be measured.
(1) Learners can vary in their certainty that they will succeed
in understanding the task. This factor w e will call mastery
confidence (similar concepts have been proposed, e.g.,
subjective probability of success [Atkinson, 1957]; selfefficacy [Bandura, 1977]). (2) Learners can differ in their
anxiety about failing in the task. This factor w e will call
incompetence fear (a similar concept is Atkinson's fear of
failure, however, for him this concept is measured as a trait).
(3) Learners can perceive this task as a challenge (e. g.,
Czikszentmihalyi, 1975). (4) The task m a y or m a y not evoke
the learner's interest (see Schiefele, 1991). All these
motivational factors are part of the initial motivation.
Alternatively, goals could indirectly impact motivation
during the task, because they present participants with
evidence of success and failure, leading to lower motivation,
if the task is difficuk and complex. This in turn could affect
their strategies. So, in contrast to Locke and Latham (1990),
w e measured motivation during the task.
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Biology-Lab: A C o m p l e x System
Vollmeyer et al. (1996) studied goal-specificity using a
computer-driven system called biology-lab, which was
constructed with the shell D Y N A M I S (Funke, 1991). W c
again used this system, but changed the variables names. In
our cover story, participants were told that they were in a
chemical lab in which they had to study the effects of
chemical elements (iron, carbon, aluminum) on the results of
chemical processes (oxygenation, chlorine concentration,
and temperature). Figure 1 shows the system's hidden
structure, which is complex in that it involves multiple input
variables that are manipulated to control multiple output
variables. A decay factor (marked as a circle connected to
temperature) adds a dynamic aspect, and was implemented
by subtracting a percentage of the output's previous value on
each trial, therefore, the variable changes even if there is no
input. Participants tried to learn h o w to control this system,
then they applied their knowledge to trying to reach a goal
(i.e., bring it to specific values).

iron

carbon

oxygenation

CI concoitrat.

series of six trials was defined as a round. All participants
received three initial learning rounds (the specific goal
group with a goal, the nonspecific goal group with no goal)
followed by a fourth round (the transfer round) in which
they were asked to reach a specific goal state.
The procedure varied slightly from previous studies
(Vollmeyer et al., 1996). Although, the specific goal
participants were told that they should explore the system,
they were also told that they only had three rounds and
should try to reach the goal as soon as possible. Thus, w e
maximized S G participants' focus on the goal. Vollmeyer et
al. had found that this change of focus appeared to be a
major effect of giving a specific goal. Nonspecific goal
participants were given no goal until the fourth round, as in
Vollmeyer et al. For both groups, the fourth round goal was
the same, but it was different to that given to S G participants
at the start of the learning rounds.
Before starting the learning rounds all participants
received general instructions about the task. In addition, w e
explained that the best strategy for exploring the system was
to vary one input variable at a time (Vollmeyer et al., 1996,
showed that this was a good strategy). After having read the
instructions, the participants answered
the
QCM
(Questionnaire of Current A/otivation, by Vollmeyer &
Rheinberg, 1998) which measured their initial motivation on
the four factors mastery confidence, incompetence fear,
interest, and challenge (see Table 1).
Table I: Example items for the motivational factors (with
factor loadings), and all items for the motivational state.

aluminum

factor
loading

temperature
Mastery confidence
I think everyone could do this task.
I can't wait to start.
I think I a m u p to the difficulty of the task.

Q
Figure 1: Biology-lab system (same structure but different
variable names than in Vollmeyer, RoUett, & Rheinberg,
1997).

Challenge
This task is a real challenge for m e .
If I can do this task, I will feel proud of myself
I'm excited about h o w well I will perform in this
task.

Experiment
Method
Participants. O n e hundred and sixty students (80 male, 80
female) at the University of California, Los Angeles
participated in the experiment for course credit.

Incompetence fear
I'm a little bit worried.
I feel paralyzed by the d e m a n d s of the task.
I'm afraid I will m a k e a fool out of myself

Design. There were two levels of goal specificity. The
specific goal group (SG) consisted of 80 participants w h o
received a goal at the beginning of the learning phase. The
nonspecific goal group { N S G ) consisted of 80 participants
who were not given the goal until the transfer round. In the
transfer round the goal states were n e w to both groups.

Interest
After having read the instruction, the task seems
to be very interesting.
I like riddles and puzzles.
I would work on this task even in m yfi-eetime.

Motivational State (all items)
Procedure. To learn about the biology-lab system, required T h e task is fiin.
participants on each trial to set the levels of the three input
I'm sure I willfindthe correct solution.
variables and to observe the resulting values of the output
It's clear to m e h o w to continue.
variables (numbers for each of three chemical processes). A
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.73
.67
.65

.76
.75
.70

.72
.72
.71

.75
.75
.75
Cronbach

a = .80

After each of the three learning rounds, participants
completed a structure diagram, in which they indicated h o w
they believed the input variables affected the output
variables. The participants were provided with a diagram
showing the inputs and outputs as in Figure 1, but with all
links and weights omitted, which n o w had to be filled in.
After this, they answered three items that measured their
motivational state (see Table 1). After the transfer round,
participants did notfillin a structure diagram, they were to
focus on reaching the goal.
Mediating variables. T w o mediating variables were
measured that m a y intervene between motivational factors
and the learning outcomes. (1) Motivational state. At the
end of every learning round participants answered three
questions (see Table 1) on a seven-point scale, which were
averaged together. (2) Strategy systematicity. For each
learning round, the six trials were coded for either
systematicity, or whether participants tried reaching the goal
states. W e had four categories: low systematicity, all input
variables were varied; medium systematicity, a systematicity
was recognizable (e. g., two variables are varied; for one
variable there is a positive number, for two a negative); high
systematicity, only one or no input variable was varied (i. e.,
the strategy explained to participants at the beginning); goaldirected strategy, participants either reached a goal, or on
three consecutive trials they came closer to a goal state. The
last category was difficult to code, but the inter-rater
reliability ( k = .84, Cohen, 1960) was acceptable.
Dependent variables. We measured two indicators for
learning. (1) Structure score. For each of the three structure
diagrams (one for each learning round) w e computed a
structure score: the sum of the number of correct
specifications of links, directions, and weights, adjusted with
a correction for guessing. (2) Transfer score. In order to
calculate h o w well participants were able to approach the
target goal, accuracy in reaching the goal state during Round
4 (the transfer round) was computed. This was the sum of
the absolute differences between the target value and the
obtained value for each of the three output variables (as this
measure produced a skewed distribution, the variance was
corrected by applying a natural log transformation),
computed for each of the six trials that comprised Round 4.
The m e a n of these six sums was then subtracted from an
arbin-ary constant, so that high transfer scores indicated
good performance, just as for structure scores. Therefore, w e
could consistently predict correlations in the same direction
for both scores.

A s Locke and Latham (1990) assumed that goalspecificity affects motivation, w e analyzed the initial
motivation as indicated by our four factors. After having
read the instructions, including our goal-specificity
manipulation, there was no difference between the
experimental groups regarding the four QCM-factors (all p's
> .20). The overall means (on a seven-point scale) for the
four factors were: for challenge, M = 4.52, S D = 1.01; for
interest, iV/ = 4.02, S D = 1.04; for fear. A / = 3.32, S D = 0.91;
and for confidence, M = 4.43, S D = 1.00.

Table 2: Correlations of the motivational factors and the
dependent variables. Thefirstcoefficient belongs to the
NSG-group (rt = 80), the second to the SG-group (n = 80).
mastery
confidence
incompetence
-.31**/
fear
-.26*
challenge
.51**/
.26*
interest
.71**/
.67**
motivat. state
.37**/
(Round 3)
.56**
structure score
.24*/
(Round 3)
.14
transfer score
.19/
.22

Preliminary analyses. For the four motivational factors of
the Q C M w e calculated the means for the items on each
factor. Therefore, w e could interpret the absolute level of
these means, unlike the factor scores calculated in
Vollmeyer et al. (1997). However, this resulted in higher
correlations between factors than previously reported, as
Table 2 shows.
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interest

.07/
.35**
-.30**/
.58**/
.26*
.39**
.49**/
.39**/
-.23*/
-.41**
-.11
.47**
-.23*/
.24*/
.37*/
-.17
-.09
.15
-.25*/
.29**/
.25*/
.13
-.23*
-.43**
*/7<.05
**p<.001

Goal-specificity effects on strategies. As reported in
Vollmeyer et al. (1996), the strategies for the S G group
differed from the N S G group, in that they tried in the
learning phase to reach the goal states (i.e., use a goaldirected strategy). In this experiment, S G participants were
told to reach goal states as soon as possible. A s shown in
Figure 3, they changed to a goal-directed strategy. Figure 2
shows that the N S G group mainly used the instructed high
systematicity strategy ( 6 7 % of all learning trials).
nonspecific goal
100%-,
>>

80% •

in
•s

60% •
40% -

a>
a.

Results

incompet. challenge
fear

20% -

Round 1
systematicity:
• low • medium

Round 2

Round 3

strategy:
• high D goal-directed

Figure 2: Percentage of N S G participants using each of the
four types of strategies in each round.

interrelationships a m o n g a set of variables. There are two
criteria for whether the hypothesized model fits the
empirical data: (1) the goodness offit(e.g., Comparative fit
80% •
/ndex), which has the m a x i m u m value 1.0, (2) and ^ , which
M 60% •
should not be significant.
"5 4 0 % •
W e expected that goal-specificity would lead to
2 20%fundamentally different relationships in the data because it
influences the whole learning process. Therefore, w e
°- 0%analyzed two empirical models, one for participants with a
Round I
Round 2
Round 3
specific goal, one for participants with a non-specific goal.
strategy:
systematicity:
The model for the non-specific group was theoretically
• low •nnedJunri • high D goal-directed
derived from our cognitive-motivational process model
(Vollmeyer & Rheinberg, 1998), which was empirically
supported by Vollmeyer et al. (1997).
Figure 3: Percentage of S G participants using each of the
The model for the N S G group is presented in Figure 4.
four types of strategies in each round.
T h e empirical datafitto our theoretical expectations, C F I =
.98, ^^(61) = 71.28, p = .17. A s before, w e found a
Goal-specificity effects on learning. Our research question cognitive path: Participants using the instructed good
was, whether goal-specificity affects performance via
strategy learnt more about the system's structure (links from
motivation. Initial motivation w a s not affected by the
strategies to structure scores), which led to more knowledge,
manipulation, but the four motivational factors had effects
that could be applied to reaching the goal state more
on learning (motivational state, structure score, transfer
accurately in the transfer round (structure score - > transfer
score) as shown in Table 2. Although correlations
score). This cognitive path w a s affected by motivation. T h e
demonstrated relationships between variables, a more
initial motivation, incompetence fear, interest and mastery
complex statistical analysis was required to examine the
confidence, combined as the latent variable motivation,
interdependencies in the data. So initial motivation (as a
affected h o w the participants felt during learning
predictor), the mediator and dependent variables' scores
{motivational state). Participants w h o initially had less fear,
from the three measurement points in the learning phase, and
but more confidence and interest, enjoyed learning more.
final performance, were analyzed together using structural
equations modeling (using E Q S , see Bentler, 1995). Linear
structural equations modeling is a methodology for
specifying,
estimating,
and
testing
hypothesized
specific goal

>>
O)
1

100% 1

R o u n d

1

m astery
confidence
Strategy

interest

.85 ^> motivation

.67
.23

incom p e t e n c e
fear

R o u n d

2

R o u n d

45
— * ~ strategy

m otivat. 80
state
26
structure .38
score

.50
— * - strategy

m otivat.
state
32
structure
score

3

87

m otivat.
state
26

44

.32

structure
score \ 32

.20

transfer
score

Figure 4: Path analysis for the cognitive-motivational process model for participants with a nonspecific goal.
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Participants in a more positive motivational state gained
more knowledge, perhaps because they put more effort into
calculating the system's weights. T h e positive motivational
state also helped participants reach the goal state more
accurately in the transfer round (motivational state - > goal
achievement). This path analysis replicated the VoUmeyer
and Rheinberg (1998) model of h o w initial motivation
affects learning (knowledge and application) via mediating
variables (motivational state and strategy systematicity).
The model for S G participants, was more explorative as
there were no exact theories explaining h o w goal-specificity
has an impact on performance via motivation. First, w e tried
to fit the same model as shown in Figure 4 for N S G
participants. T o do this w e , combined the category low
systematicity with the goal-directed strategy, as in
VoUmeyer, et al. (1996). Both strategies were inappropriate
for discovering the underlying structure of the system. A s
expected, the model fit dropped to a C F I =.90, ^^(61) =
94.99, p = .004. S o w e tested alternative models based on
the theoretical principle discussed earlier.
Goal-directed strategies seem qualitatively different to
systematic strategies appropriate for discovering the
structure. S o w e examined a n e w model for the S G group
using a strategy measure which was the frequency of h o w
oflen the goal-directed strategy w a s used during the whole
learning phase, a measure which w a s not possible for the
N S G group. Therefore, in the model shown in Figure 5,
there is no indicator for strategy systematicity but instead for
the frequency of goal-directed strategies.
The model in Figure 5 had a C F I = 1.00, A*(30) = 24.38,
p = .76. For the S G group the initial motivation (a latent

Round
m astery
confidence

.79
89
.57.
interest—• motivation
-.38
incompetence
fear

1

variable derived from interest, incompetence fear, mastery
confidence) influenced learning not only in Round 1 of the
learning phase (motivation - > motivational state) but also in
Round 3 (motivation - > motivational state and structure
score) and in the transfer phase (motivation - > transfer
score). This sfrong influence of initial motivation appears to
be due to participants w h o had a good knowledge in Round
1 changing their instructed strategy to a goal-directed
strategy (link from structure score to goal-directed strategy).
A s previous studies (VoUmeyer et al., 1996) have suggested,
S G participants experienced failure because they started
reaching the goal states without having enough knowledge.
W e tested this hypothesis by calculating for Round 3 the
difference between the S G and N S G group on motivational
state and structure score. A s expected, the S G group had less
knowledge (A/ = 1.08, S D = .92) than the N S G group ( M =
1.45, S D = 1.0), /(158) = 2.43,/) = .016, which could be w h y
their motivational state is also lower, /(159) = 2.33, p = .021
(MsG = 3.32, S D = 0.91; Hisg = 3.70, S D = 1.60).
Therefore, although initial motivation was not affected by
goals specificity, for S G participants it had a major effect on
performance, as only those participants with high initial
motivation were still confident at the end of the learning
phase (motivation - > motivational state), gained more
knowledge (motivation - > structure score), and were more
accurate in reaching a second goal state (motivation - >
transfer score). A s expected, S G participants were not able

Round

2

Round

3

.40
-*- goal-directed
strategy

.55

m otivat. .66
m otivat. .75
motivat.
*" state
*" state
state
>^ .27
.25
.39
T
.52
structure—*" structure—*" structure
score
score
score

transfer
score

39
.28
31

Figure 5: Path analysis for the cognitive-motivational process model for participants with a specific goal.
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to transfer what they learnt about the system's structure
to a new goal state (missing link from structure score in
Round 3 to transfer score). Instead the structure score in
Round 1 was a better predictor (structure score ->
transfer score) because this knowledge level affected
their subsequent strategies. For reaching the transfer
goal more accurately a high utilization of the goaldirected strategy during learning was more helpful than
acquiring knowledge (structure score).
Discussion
The aim of our study was to investigate h o w the way
people learn about a complex system is influenced by
the type of goal they are given: specific or nonspecific.
In contrast to Locke and Latham (1990), w h o assumed
that specific goals motivate people more than
nonspecific, w e did notfindsuch a difference in initial
motivation. Instead a specific goal affected the strategy
which people used (although w e did tell specific goal
participants to consider the goal, unlike Vollmeyer et
al., 1996). Motivation also had an impact on strategies,
but more critically, goals affected the nature of the
interaction between motivation and strategies. The same
model did notfitto data from both experimental groups.
Structural equations modeling showed that initial
motivation was a more important aspect for S G than for
N S G participants. Initial motivation appeared to
influence S G participants' ability to maintain the
motivation necessary to persist with a goal-directed
strategy, a strategy that was associated with successfiil
performance. Perhaps initial motivation is important
because they experienced failure, as indicated by the
lower structure scores for S G participants. For N S G
participants, current motivation influenced knowledge
acquisition. However, initial motivation was not an
independent contributor to motivation at the end of the
task, perhaps because failure was not so clearly
experienced by N S G participants. Vollmeyer et al.
(1997)fita very similar model for N S G participants,
except that there was also a link from current motivation
to strategy systematicity in that model, a link that was
not statistically significant for this data.
The results support Vollmeyer and Rheinberg's
(1998) cognitive-motivational process model and
illustrate the importance of measuring mediating
variables between goal-specificity and performance.
Further, they show the importance of treating learning as
a process, which makes it critical to measure these
mediators during the task. Other theories (Locke &
Latham, 1990; Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989) also assume
that motivation is a mediator, but they have not
measured it during learning. B y providing a model of
how goals change the process by which other variables
(i.e., motivation and strategies) affect performance,
these results provide a way to start to disentangle the
inconsistencies found in the studies of h o w goal
specificity affects performance in learning tasks.
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particular attention to specifying assumed hierarchical
relations a m o n g concepts and categories, in other words to
a syntactic description
of conceptual
The purpose of this study is to propose a process model to providing
organization. Other researchers pay more attention to
explain elementary school students' solutions of three
mental representations or mental models (e.g., Larkin,
simple problems in elementary mechanics. Forty eight 5"
1983), or to assumed underlying theoretical structures,
grade students were given three drawings depicting objects
such
as schemes or theories (Carey, 1991).
of various sizes in different kinetic states or being pushed
In
previous work (loannides and Vosniadou, 1995;
by a human agent. They were asked to say whether a force
submitted)
w e used the theoretical model and methodology
was being exerted on the objects and to explain why. A
described in a series of studies on knowledge acquisition in
process model has been proposed to explain students'
astronomy (Vosniadou and Brewer, 1992; 1995;
answers to the three questions. The innovation of the
Vosniadou, 1994), to investigate the development of the
process model is that it attempts to link two levels of
concept of force. The results showed that it is possible to
representation: A semantic level, where a concept is
classify
approximately 8 0 % of the students in our sample
analysed in terms of the presuppositions, beliefs, and
one out of six relatively well-defined mental
as
using
mental models that underlie it and a syntactic level that
models
of
force in a logically consistent way. More
specifies h o w concepts are related to other concepts in
specifically, the six mental models of force shown in table
hierarchical categories. The work has been validated by a
1 were identified. These models were used in diffaent
computer model designed by the AI team (Vosniadou,
frequencies by students ranging in age from 5 years
Kayser, Champesme, loannides & Dimitrakopoulou, in
press).
(kindergarten) to 15 years (9th grade).
A s can be seen in table 1, young children start with a
mental model of force as an internal property of objects that
1. Introduction
appear to be large and/or heavy. Soon, the notion of an
T h e present project is based on collaborative and
acquired
force is added to or replaces the notion of internal
interdisciplinary work that took place in the framework of
force.
This
acquired force is supposed to be imparted to a
the project Learning in H u m a n s a n d Machines sponsored
moving inanimate object by the push or pull of another
by the European Science Foundation. The purpose of the
research was to bring together the know-how from the fields object and to explain the object's movement. T h e use d
iarfx to explain the movement of inanimate objects has
of cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence in view
been
noted in previous research (Clement, 1983;
of the fulfillment of two main goals. Thefirst,mostly
McCloskey,
1983). Older children start to mention the
relevant for cognitive psychology, is to propose a theory of
force
of
gravity
but construct various misrepresentations of
the development of knowledge acquisition in mechanics,
gravity which will not be discussed here (for more details,
with the help of computational models, clearly formalised
see loannides and Vosniadou, 1993).
and precisely testable. T h e second, relevant mostly for
Abstract

artificial intelligence, is to obtain powerful guidelines for a
more effective design strategy of learning systems, starting
from the very basic issue of what knowledge they should
handle and h o w to represent it.

2.2 Hypothesized conceptual structure

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 M e n t a l M o d e l s o f F o r c e
TTiere are different ways to think about the w a y concepts are
organized in the knowledge base. S o m e researchers pay
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Mental models are assumed to be based on the subject's
interpretation of the incoming information and to be
constrained by underlying knowledge structures. In the
theoretical framework w e have developed to explain the
process of acquiring knowledge about the physical world,
w e have made a distinction between what w e call specific
theories said framework theories (Vosniadou, 1994).

Table 1: Mental models of force and their use as a function
of grade

4th

6th

9th

ten

grade

grade

grade

1. I N T E R N A L
FORCE: There is
an internal force in
heavy objects, not
affected by position
or motion

40%

6.7%

0%

0%

2. INTERNAL +
ACQUIRED
FORCE: There is

13.3%

Mental Models

1 Kind/

interpretations of observations and information presented by
the culture under the constraining influence of the relevant
framework theory. In tables 2 and 3 w e can see the
assumed framework and specific theories that imderlie the
model of internal force and the model of acquiredforce.
A s can be seen in table 2, the internal force model is
assumed to be constrained by an underlying presupposition
that force is an internal property of physical objects. T h e
specific theory underlying this mental model of force
appears to be based on the everyday observation that heavy
objects resist the push/pull of other objects or humans.
Table 2: Hypothesised conceptual structure underlying the
internal force model

26.7%

13.3%

0%
F r a m e w o r k theory

an internal force in
heavy objects that
are stationary and an
additional, acquired
force, when they
move.

Presuppositions

3. INTERNAL
13.3%
FORCE IN
STATIONARY
OBJECTS: There is

6.7%

0%

- There are physical
objects. There are
animate and
inanimate physical
objets

0%

- Physical objects
have properties.
Force is a property
of inanimate or
animate objects etc.

an internal force
only in stationary,
heavy objects.

4. ACQUIRED
0%
FORCE There is an

10%

43.3%

20.7%

0%

Observations or other information
in the cultural context

H u m a n s that push
or pull other
humans
or objects,
exert force

Heavy objects
resist the push,
pull of other
objects or
humans. Light
objects do not

Beliefs
Heavy objects have internal
force

acquired force in
moving objects
only.

5.GRAVnY+
ACQUIRED
FORCE: There is

Specific theory

6.7%

6.7%

Mental model

46.7%

There is an internal force in heavy
objects, moving or stationary not
affected by motion or position

the force of gravity
on all stationary and
falling objects, and
an acquired force in
all objects that have
been thrown.

6. N O FORCE:

0%

0%

0%

3%

There is no force on
any object unless an
obvious agent is
acting on it
7. Other
8. Mixed

6.7%
26.7%

10%
33.3%

13.3%
23.3%

6.7%
23.3%

A frameworic theory is supposed to consist of certain
fundamental presuppositions about the w a y physical
objects behave, acquired early in infancy. Specific theories
consist of a set of interrelated propositions or beliefs that
explain physical phenomena, generated through the

In the theoretical framework w e have described the
knowledge acquisition process proceeds through changes in
specific and framework theories which c o m e either as the
result of systematic instruction or through new
observations and cultural experiences in the absence cf
systematic instruction. For example, the change from the
internal force model (table 2) to the acquired force model
(table 3) is explained on the basis of changes in the
presuppositions of the fiamewoik theory (force is still
considered to be an internal property of animate objects but
not of inanimate objects). There are also changes in the
beliefs of the specific theory that take place. A s table 3
shows, inanimate objects are differentiated from animate
objects on the grounds that they lack self-initiated
movement. Force is n o w considered to be the cause of an
inanimate object's motion. In this theoretical fiBmewoik,
concepts are analyzed in terms of the assumed dieoretical
structures that underlie them.
Conceptual change is
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explained in terms of changes in the presuppositions and
beliefs that m a y come spontaneously or as the product of
instruction.

W e hypothesized that in order to answer this question,
students would search their knowledge base for information
regarding force. If they would form the internal fwce
model, they would give responses of the kind Yes, there is
Table 3: Hypothesised conceptual structure underlying the
a force exerted on the stones because they have weight, or
acquiredforce model
mass, or There is force exerted on thefirststone because it
is bigger or heavier than the smaller stone. In the case
F r a m e w o r k theory
Specific theory
students formed the acquired force model, w e expected
answers such as No, there is no force exerted on the stones
Observations or other information
Presuppositions
because they do not move. The response types w e actually
in the cultural context
obtained when w e gave this question to 5th grade students
are shown in table 5.
Ontological
bianimate Animate
The motion
Table 5: Students' responses to question 1
objects
of an
objects
- There are physical
need to be m o v e by
inanimate
objects. There are
Response types
Assumed mental
themselves
pushed
or
object
animate and
model
pulled in
continues
inanimate objects
18.4%
Yes,
a
force
is
exerted
Internal force
order to be
for a while
-Physical objects
moved
and
then
i
t
on both stones
have properties.
stops
because they are
Force is a property
big/heavy they have
of animate objects
•lli^iUlUUjLLlLAiL
in rest or in motion
N o force is exerted on
Acquired force
26.5%
Beliefs
etc.
the stones because
they are not moving
W h e n an agent
The object
Epistemological
Yes, a force is exerted Force of gravity 20.3%
pushes/pulls/throws stops when
on both stones
etc. an object he/she the force
- In inanimate
because the earth
imparts
to
the
object
disappears
objects, processes,
pulls/attracts them
goes away
like motion, need to a force which
N o force is exerted on Push/pull
30.6%
sustains
its
be explained
stones,
because
the
movement
- Explanations
the m a n does not push
should be causal etc.
them/exerts effort
Other
4.2%
Mental model
There is an acquired
force in inanimate
moving objects

3. P r o c e s s M o d e l
3.1 F o r c e in a n i m a t e objects
In the present work w e tried to use the theoretical
framework described above as the basis for a process model
to explain 5th grade students' responses to problems in
mechanics. Let us start with question 1, which appears in
table 4.
Table 4: Question 1

1
These two stones are just standing there. Is there a
force exerted on them?
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A s w e can see a large percentage of the responses (45%)
to question 1 can be explained by assuming that students
used either the internal force model (18.4%), or the
acquired force model (26.5%), or the force of gravity
model (20.3%). This leaves unexplained the remaining
34.8% of the students' responses. S o m e children gave
responses of the sort N o force is exerted on the stones
because the m a n does not push them, or exerts effort.
These responses indicated that some students did not focus
their attention on the inanimate objects (the stones) but the
animate object (the man) and noted the absence of fixce
being exerted on the stones by the man.
After a close examination of students' responses to
question 1 as well as to questions 2 and 3 (shown in table
6) w e added another mental model of force, the push/pull
model. This model had been identified in our previous
work in reference to animate objects. It attempts to capture
the notion of force associated with animate ratiier than with
inanimate objects. According to this model, force is a
property of animate objects that can act on other objects
(mainly through push or pull). It is related to physical
characteristics of objects such as size and weight, and it
transfers to other objects by direct contact. Using this

additional model offeree w e were able to account for about
9 5 % of students' responses to the three questions.

W e have argued that 5* grade students' responses to the
three questions about mechanics problems shown bellow
can be explained by assuming that these students construct
one of four relatively well defined mental models of force. It
appears, however, that these mental models are not
mutually exclusive and that the probability of activating
one model of force as opposed to another is influenced by
the verbal and pictorial content of the questions asked.
Table 6 shows the percentage of responses obtained for the
four models of force.

other words, w e did not have even one case of a student
w h o used more than one model to answer a given question.
W e did not have responses of the sort, Yes there are two
forces exerted on the stone. The force of gravity and the
force from the man's push. F r o m this w e deduce that the
different models of force are relatively isolated from each
other and not integrated in a higher order system.
The co-existence of more than one mental models offeree
raises the issue of internal consistency.
S o fer w e have
argued in our work (Vosniadou, 1994; Vosniadou &.
Brewer, 1992, 1994) that most students are logically
consistent in their use of not more than one mental model
to answer our questions about the earth, the day/night cycle
or about force. Are the present findings contradicting our
previous claims?

Table 6: Context effects: Percentage of responses as a
function of question type

Table 7: Assumed Categorization of the Concept of Force
(for elementary school children)

3.2 Context effects

Mental
Models
of Force

Question 1:
T h e two
stones are
just standing
there.
Is there a
force exerted
on the
stones?

Question 2:
The second
stone
moves, the
first does
not. Is there
a force
exerted on
the stones?

All Entities

Question 3:
The m a n
cannot m o v e
the box. Is
there a force
exerted on
the box?

etc.

Abstract Entities

Physical Objects

j8

to be affected by
earth's
attraction,
gravit
ity

jfrn
Push/pull

30.6%

61.2%

89.6%

Internal

18.4%

8.1%

0%

Acquired

26.5%

24.4%

4%

Gravity

20.3%

0%

2%

Gravity

Animate

Push/pull

1. The push/pull model is the most frequently used. Its
probability of use increases in the presence of an animate
agent exerting force on an object (Questions 2 & 3).
2. The gravity model is the least frequent. Its probability
of use increases in the absence of a push/pull by an animate
agent (Question 1).
3. The internal and acquired force models are also most
frequent in the absence of a push/pull by a h u m a n agent.
The internal force model was most frequent in the absence
of movement (Question 1).
3.3 Internal Consistency
The context effects described above indicate that each
student has at his/her disposal different alternative
representations of force which are activated selectively in
different contexts. A s w e saw, there are noticeable changes
in the frequency of use of the four models of force in the
different questions by the same subject population. W e
also k n o w that the different mental models of force must be
relatively unconnected from each other and not integrated in
a higher order system. This must be the case because w e
found students to use only one model of force at a time. In

Force

Inanimate

Internal Force

—

Force

X
Acquired Force

W e believe that the problem can be solved if w e assume
that the internal force and acquired force models apply to
inanimate objects and that the push/pull model applies to
animate objects, as shown in table 7. In other words, w e
assume that in the conceptual system of the 11 year old
child, force is categorized differently for animate versus
inanimate objects. For animate objects, the push/pull
model of force applies, whereas for inanimate objects w e
have the models of internal and acquired force (in addition
to the other models mentioned in table 1). In such a
system, internal inconsistency appears only if the internal
and acquired fwce models are used by the same child in
different contexts. A n examination of the data shows that
out of a total of 49 subjects, only one subject used the
internal and acquired force models inconsistently (the
internal force model in questions 1 and 2 and the acquired
force model in question 3).
This still leaves unsolved the problem of h o w the mental
model of the force of gravity is used. It appears that the
gravity model comes through instruction to be added to the
existing conceptual system of the 11 year old child and to
be interpreted to apply to physical objects in general.
Thus, the gravity mental model can theoretically take the
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place of any animate or inanimate model of force. W h e n
contextual cues lead to the activation of the gravity model,
the search stops there and the other mental models of force
are not utilized. W e understand that this is a very
preliminary treatment of the notion of gravity. W e k n o w
from previous work that there are various misconceptions of
gravity. These issues are further investigated in ongoing
work.
T o conclude, as shown in table 7, force can appear in
different places in an assumed categorization tree. It can
appear under inanimate objects either as an inherent internal
property (internal force) or as an acquired property
(acquiredforce). It can appear under animate objects as the
fraice exerted by a person's push or pull. Finally it m a y
appear as a property of physical objects to be affected by the
earth's attraction (gravity). O n the basis of our previous
developmental work in this area w e can say that these
categorizations of force appear to have evolved from a
simpler system where the notion of gravity w a s absent and
were the internal force model preceded that of the acquired
force. N o t m u c h is k n o w n about the models of farce
associated to an animate agent.

Here, inanimate objects m a y have acquired force, and if
students k n o w about a m o v e caused by a pushing event,
they will infer the existence of an acquired force for the
moving object (the role term connects an event and the
object it concerns, therefore x being the m o v e event, the
moving object is accessed through the n a m e term s£ x), and
its qualitative value will depend on h o w strong the push
has been (intensityfifcause flfx).
In order to validate this representation, w e have
implemented the language and checked that, when the
description of a situation w a s given to the model, the
inferred features were exactly those that could be expected
from a student supposed to use that model.
Example: w e describe here partially h o w the question:
The same m a n pushes two stones. The small stone moves,
the big one does not. Is there a force exerted on the
stones?, is translated in our representation:

man: ao animate
bigStone: a n inanimate
with weight: bigValue
manPush: a push
4. Validation
with term: m a n
with theme: bigStone
From an A.I. point of view, the task of providing a model
with purpose: movinglntention
adapted to the above findings appears very difficult. A s a
movinglntention: a move
matter offeet,the problem requires the presence of several
ffiilh term: bigStone
"copies" of the same concept, e.g. force, within a single
with new-state: intendedState
global representation. Details on the solution adopted are
given in [Vosniadou & al., in press]. Briefly, each fact and intendedState: a moving
with term: bigStone
rule of the knowledge base is indexed with a boolean vector
indicating in which model(s) — e.g. Internal Force (IF)
First, the physical entities are asserted e.g., a m a n and a
and Acquired Force ( A F ) — it is considered as valid.
stone with big weight (we deal here with qualitative values
Facts and rules are provided in a language exactly tailored
of weight). Next, the push is described by means of its
for the needs of this experiment, which can be seen as a
agent: the m a n , its object: the big stone and its purpose
syntactic variant of a fragment of first-order predicate logic.
which in turn is described as an attempt to change the state
A very brief description of the model IF is given below:
of the stone, namely getting it moving.
N o w if w e run the model with these data, w e get:
inanimate: jg^ physical object
relation weight {< 1): S measure
** manPush wjlh transferred: big
i.e., w e infer from the purpose of moving a big object that
relation force (< 1): a measure
the qualitative intensity of the push is big. Then w e get:
Inference rule IF.1:
tfil x: an inanimate
** assert newforce-exerted.1
il is a(weight Qf x, measure)
with ternn: bigStone
then X wilh force: weight of x
with cause: m a n P u s h
This means that, in this model, inanimate objects may
with Intensity: big
have weight and (internal) force, and that if students have a i.e., w e infer the existence of an exerted force on the big
(qualitative) measure of the weight of an object, say big, stone, with some of its attributes. Concerning the small
then they infer that its internal force is also big. In
stone, as manPush succeeds, the rules that applied above
contrast, in the model A F , w e find the following (somehow
do notfireany more, and no force exerted is created.
simplified for keeping explanations clear):
T h e results obtained here are in complete agreement with
the expected answers of a subject using the model.
Inanimate: is a physical object
relation acquired force (<1): a measure
inference rule A F . 1 :
5. Summary and Conclusions
ISiT x: a m o v e
It j^pears that in the conceptual system of an 11 year old
if js^(cause, push)
student, force can have different representations that are
then term ol X wilh acquired force: intensity qI cause of x
categorized in different places, e.g., as a property of
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inanimate objects, as the force of gravity, as something that Vosniadou, S.. & Brewer, W . F. (1994). Mental models of
requires push or pull by an animate agent, etc. These
the day/night cycle. Cognitive Science, 18, 123-183.
alternative representations of force become available as
Vosniadou, S., Kayser, D., Champesme, M., loannides,
information comes through observation and from the
C , & Dimitrakopoulou, A. (in press). Modelling
culture in the form of systematic or unsystematic
elementary school students' solution of mechanics
instruction. In previous work we described some of the
problems. In D. Kayser, & S. Vosniadou (Eds.),
beliefs and presuppositions about f a w that underlie these
Changes in Understanding: Case Studies in Physical
representations. In the present work we note that the
Reasoning. Elsevier Press.
different representations offeree are associated with diflferent
contexts of use. Depending on the nature of the question
and on the context, the student activates selected pieces of
his or her prior knowledge to eventually create a specific
mental representation offeree on the basis of which he or
she provides a response. O n the basis of the present
evidence, it appears that for most 11 year olds the different
meanings of force are isolated and have not been integrated
into a higher order system. Finally, the meaning of fiarce
as an abstract entity has not yet appeared.
W e believe that this work succeeds in capturing
important aspects ofthe concept of force in young children,
both in terms of how it is related to assumed underlying
beliefs and presuppositions (semantic description) and in
terms of its relationship to other concepts and categories
(syntactic description). It also provides a rich basis for
understanding the process of conceptual change, which will
be described in future work.
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Abstract

W e have conducted a number of experiments which show
that this class of models is inadequate for describing causal
Associationist theories of causal induction model learning as
learning (see W a l d m a n n , 1996, for an overview). Our exthe acquisition of associative weights between cues and outperiments demonstrated that h u m a n learners are indeed
comes. A n important deficit of this class of models is its insensitive to the causal status of cues and outcomes. In parsensitivity to the causal role of cues. A number of recent exticular, the experiments showed that a predictive learning
perimentalfindingshave shown that human learners differentask in which multiple causes are used to predict a c o m m o n
tiate between cues that represent causes and cues that repreeffect is learned differently from an otherwise identical
sent effects. Our Bayesian network model overcomes this rediagnostic learning task in which multiple effects are used
striction. The model starts learning with initial stractural asas cues to a c o m m o n cause.
sumptions about the causal model underlying the learning
domain. This causal model guides the estimation of causal
The Temporal Order of Events Constraint
strength, and suggests integration schemas for multiple cues.
In this way, causal models effectively reduce the potential
A key feature of our model is the decoupling between the
computational complexity inherent in even relatively simple
temporal order of the incoming information and the reprelearning tasks. The Bayesian model is applied to a number of
sented temporal order of events. Learning events are asexperimental findings, including studies on estimation of
signed to the causal model on the basis of the temporal
causal strength, cue competition, base rate use, and learning
order
of events in the real world and not on the basis of the
linearly and nonlinearly separable categories.
temporal order of information. Thus, our model honors the
temporal order of events constraint. W e assume that leamers
Introduction
bring to bear prior knowledge about the precedence of
T h e T e m p o r a l O r d e r of Information Constraint
causes and effects. Causes occur temporally prior to their
A popular approach to causal learning postulates a process
effects, regardless of whether the information given first is
that is associative in nature (e.g.. Shanks & Dickinson,
about causes (predictive learning) or about effects (diagnos1987). According to this view, learning involves the assotic learning). In both tasks, the cause information is assigned
ciation of cues and outcomes. A n important characteristic of
to the cause layers of the causal models and the effect inthis class of models is its insensitivity to the semantics of
formation to the effect layers.
learning events. Regardless of whether the cues represent
conditional stimuli, features, causes, or effects, the learning
The Model
process is always identical. Most notably, the reduction of
The model involves four steps. It starts with initial assumpcausal learning to the association of cues and outcomes
tions about the causal model that presumably underlies the
implies the equation of predictive learning and diagnostic
learning data (Step 1). This initial causal model serves two
learning. Predictive learning involves the association of
functions. It guides the process of estimating the causal
causes (cues) and effects (outcomes), diagnostic learning the
power of each cause with respect to its effects (Step 2), and
association of effects (cues) and causes (outcomes). A s long
it suggests schemas for integrating the causal power estias the cues and outcomes in these two tasks have comparamates for multiple cues (Step 3). In predictive learning these
ble characteristics, learning should be identical. This apcues represent multiple causes, in diagnostic learning multiproach to learning embodies a temporal order of information
ple effects. Whenever the initial model fails to represent the
constraint. T h e information received first in time is assigned
learning data, errors will occur. These errors will suggest a
to the cue layer of the associative network. Associative
revision of the causal model (Step 4). Subsequent learning
theories are only one example of a large class of theories
will be based on the revised model.
that use this constraint. Multiple-cue integration models,
such as the lens model, and m a n y categorization theories
Setting up an Initial Causal Model (Step 1)
also assign cues on the basis of temporal order of informaAccording to the model, learners m a k e initial hypothetical
tion.
assumptions about the causal model underlying the learning
input. In our experiments these assumptions are typically
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manipulated by means of differential initial instructions, but
other cues to causality such as temporal precedence m a y
also be used (see W a l d m a n n , 1996).
The top-down orientation of our model deviates sharply
from the majority of Bayesian network models (e.g. Pearl,
1988; Spirtes, Glymour, & Scheines, 1993). Such models
are typically developed as normative tools for statistical
analysis, and they often aim at developing strategies to
bootsU-ap causal structures from covariation data in a bottom-up fashion. These methods are not intended to model
everyday causal reasoning. O n the contrary, they are often
motivated by the assumption that causal analysis needs to be
guided by expert systems that e m b o d y Bayesian strategies.
In our view, it is unlikely that h u m a n learners are good at
inducing the causal relations between several interconnected
events solely on the basis of covariation information.
Causal models have the potential to dramatically reduce
the processing effort during learning. Consider, for instance,
the potential effort involved in a domain with three interrelated binary events, entailing dozens of unconditional and
conditional frequencies that a learner might decide to focus
on (see Pearl, 1988).
Figure 1 illustrates three different causal models that can
be generated by three events. The arrows denote direct
causal influences that point from causes to effects. The
computational advantage of such models is that they encode
not only information about direct dependencies, but also
additional structural information about further dependencies
(see Pearl, 1988; Spirtes et al., 1993). For example, a common cause model with two effects (Fig. l A ) conveys the
information that the two effects are marginally correlated
but become independent conditional upon their c o m m o n
cause. A c o m m o n effect model (Fig. IB), by contrast, implies that the two alternative causes are marginally independent of each other, but become dependent conditional
upon their c o m m o n effect. Finally, a causal chain model
(Fig. IC) entails that the initial cause becomes independent
of thefinaleffect once the intermediate cause is held fixed.
These are just s o m e examples of the m a n y useful implications of these models. Whenever these models describe the
learning domain appropriately, they have the potential to
greatly reduce the learning information required.
Estimating Causal Power (Step 2)
One of the primary functions of causal models is that they
specify the information relevant to the assessment of the
strength of causal relations. Not every statistical relation
observed in learning input is relevant for assessing causal
hypotheses; causal models can provide guidance in the selection of relevant information.
Following Cheng (1997), the strength of a direct causal
relation, the causal p o w e r of the cause, can be defined as the
probability of the effect in the presence of the cause in the
absence of all alternative influences. Causal power is assessed in the cause-effect direction regardless of the order of
learning events. At this point, the model is restricted to
situations in which information about frequencies is available (e.g., trial-by-trial learning). W e assume that learners
use frequency information, which is updated after each
learning trial, to assess causal power. However, not all the

unconditional and conditional frequencies have to be encoded, but only those frequencies which, according to the
initial causal model, are relevant to the estimation process.
Assuming a situation in which all the causal factors are
specified within the causal model ("closed world assumption"), causal power can be directly measured on the basis
of observed conditional frequencies. In the simple case of
one cause and one effect, the causal power of the cause is
represented by the conditional probability of the effect e
given cause c, P(e\c). This estimate is already guided by a
prior causal model that specifies which of the two events is
the cause and which the effect.'

Figure 1: A c o m m o n cause (A), c o m m o n effect (B), and
causal chain (C) model.
The role of causal models is even clearer in more complex
situations with three events (see Eells, 1991; W a l d m a n n &
Hagmayer, submitted). In the c o m m o n cause situation (Fig.
lA), the causal power relation between the cause c and each
of the effects e, and e^ can similarly be inferred on the basis
of the conditional probabilities P{e,\c) and Pie^lc), because
the model implies conditional independence of the two
effects. T h e situation is different w h e n the causal arrows are
reversed, yielding a c o m m o n effect model with two alternative causes c, and Cj (Fig. IB). In this situation, the probability of the effect in the presence of either cause is also
influenced by the possible presence of the alternative cause.
Thus, in a situation in which the two causes increase the
probability of the effect (generative causes), the appropriate
method of measuring causal power is to focus on situations
in which the alternative causes are absent (for a discussion
of preventive causes, see Cheng, 1997). For example, the
causal power of c, can be inferred on the basis of
P(e\c, .-Cj). (An isolated period means "and," and "~" refers
to the absence of the cause.) Finally, in causal chains the
causal power of the initial cause c over its direct effect e,
should be independent of the final effect e^. Therefore, the
simple conditional probability P(e,\c) should serve as an
indicator of the causal power of event c. T h e causal power
of the intermediate cause e, is dependent on the kind of
causal chain underlying the domain. In a genuine Markov
chain, in which the initial cause is independent of the final
'a more realistic assumption is that there are other unknown causal
influences. Cheng (1997) has derived an empirical estimate of
causal power for a single cause-effect relation, for situations in
which there are unknown causes. Although w e have also developed our model for this more realistic case, w e will focus in this
paper on fully specified models. Most of the experiments described
below can be explained using the simplifying assumption of a
closed world. The more complex version of the model that includes unknown causal factors does not qualitatively change the
predictions for these experiments.
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effect conditional upon the intermediate cause, the conditional probability Pi^ey,) is an appropriate indicator of
causal power. However, more complex chains are possible
in which the events c and e, interact (Eells, 1991). In these
situations it would be appropriate to control for the influence of the initial cause c by looking at P{e^\e,.c) and possibly also P{ej\e,.~c). (See also W a l d m a n n & Hagmayer,
submitted.) With genuine Markov chains both methods
should lead to the same results.
In summary, the model estimates causal power on the basis of the relevant frequency information. These estimates
are updated after each learning trial.

the causal powers of c with respect to either effect. In a
situation with two mutually exclusive, exhaustive causes (a
situation typical of m a n y categorization experiments), a
diagnostic decision is achieved by comparing the conditional probability of the cause (Equation 2) with the conditional probability of the absence of the cause, P(~cle,,ej).
According to the model, the learner will hypothetically
assume that a specific cause is present, estimate the probability of the observed pattern, and then compare this estimate with the hypothesis that the cause is not present. These
estimates are weighted by the frequency of the stored
learning exemplars.

Integrating Causal Power Estimates (Step 3)

Revising the Causal Model (Step 4)

T h e second important function of causal models is the guidance they provide for the integration of multiple cues. W e
assume that the initial strategy of learners is to integrate the
causal power estimates on the basis of structural assumptions implied by the semantics of causal networks. This
strategy is computationally less demanding than trying to
assess the probabilities of the outcomes conditional upon all
possible patterns of cues from the learning input.

So far, the model can only learn about domains that are
consistent with the structure of the initial causal model.
However, this consistency is not always given. In a predictive learning task, for example, a c o m m o n effect model m a y
not adequately represent a causal situation. It could be the
case that while neither of the causes alone causes the effect,
both causes together do so. With a c o m m o n effect model as
the initial model, the two power estimates will be zero. If
these estimates are plugged into the noisy-or schema, the
incorrect prediction that the effect is absent when both
causes are present is obtained. Thus in this situation the
model will m a k e prediction errors. W e assume that learners
will notice these errors, and consider modifying the structure of the model in a parsimonious fashion. A small modification is one that does not add unknown causal factors,
and does not change the causal roles of the learning events.
O n e possibility would be to include configural causes in the
causal model. This modification amounts to adding an extra
term for the conjunctive cause c„ which expresses its power
independent of the power of the two components,
P(e\c„c,) = p,_, + p,_, + p „
(Equation 3).
Unlike in the noisy-or schema, the causal power of each
individual cause only manifests itself in the absence of the
causes with which it interacts. Therefore the individual
causal power estimates only apply to situations in which
interacting factors are absent (e.g., p,.^ refers to the causal
power of c, in the absence of c^). O n the basis of this modified integration schema (And schema), power estimates have
to be obtained for each individual cause and separately for
the conjunctive cause. This n e w model can learn about some
types of interactions between causes, such as the situation in
which the presence of two causes is necessary for the effect.
However, it will fail in situations with more complicated
interactions. For example, in an exdusive-or scenario
( X O R ) , either the presence of both causes or the absence of
both causes produces the effect, but neither of the causes
does so on its own. T o account for this situation a more
complicated schema has to be invoked.
In general w e claim that people attempt to make small
modifications to the initial causal model. T h e initial schema
for multiple causes will be the noisy-or schema, followed by
the A n d schema. Other modifications of the causal structure
are also possible (e.g., adding causal links).
It is important to note that, despite the top-down direction
of the model, it is implicitly sensitive to violations of model
assumptions. The initial model will generate prediction or

Predictive Learning Common effect models are typical
causal models underlying predictive learning with multiple
cues (see Fig IB). A n important assumption implicitly encoded by these models is that the alternative causes occur
independendy of each other, and that their individual causal
impacts on the effect are also independent. Thus, a noisy-or
integration schema provides a natural integration strategy
for multiple causes (see also Pearl, 1988, chap. 4.3.2). Assuming two causes, a noisy-or schema predicts that the
effect is caused either by cause^ or by cause^. Since these
two causes m a y overlap it is necessary to subtract the intersection. Based on the two power estimates p, and p^ for the
two causes c, and Cj, the conditional probability of the effect
can be computed using the noisy-or schema,
P{e\c,,c^)=p^ + P 2 - P r P 2
(Equation 1).
In summary, in a predictive learning situation with a comm o n effect model the causal power of each individual cause
is assessed on the basis of frequency information (Step 2).
Then these estimates are integrated into a prediction using
the noisy-or schema (Step 3). This process is repeated at
each learning trial.
Diagnostic Learning A typical causal model underlying
diagnostic learning with multiple effect cues is the c o m m o n
cause model (see Fig lA). This model assumes that the
effects are independent of each other conditional upon the
states of the cause, thus simplifying the diagnostic judgments. Instead of having to store the probability of the cause
conditional upon all patterns of effect cues, the model
makes it possible to use the individual power estimates and
integrate them by taking their product. For example, in a
c o m m o n cause situation with two effects e, and e^, the Bayesian c o m m o n cause integration schema can be expressed as
Pic\e,,e,) = aP(c)P(e,\c)P(e,\c)
(Equation 2).
In this formula, a refers to a normalizing constant, P(c) to
the unconditional probability (base rate) of the cause, and
the two conditional probabilities on the right-hand side to
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diagnosis errors w h e n it is inconsistent with the learning
data. This will in turn lead to a (parsimonious) modification
of the initial model.
Empirical Evidence
The model provides a theoretical basis for a number of
findings in the domain of causal learning.
Estimating Causal Power
Waldmann and Hagmayer (submitted) have studied the
process of assessing the causal power relation between a
potential cause and an effect in the presence of a covarying
third event. Participants received information about the raw
data of a fictitious neuro-immunological study. All participants in our study received identical learning data (a list of
cases), and had to answer the same question about the
strength of the causal relation between the cause and the
effect. Across participants, w e manipulated the causal role
of the third event by means of initial instructions in which
the causal role of this event was differentially described (see
Fig. 1). Thus participants believed they were confronted
with a c o m m o n cause model, a conmion effect model, or a
causal chain model. T h e results clearly confirmed the predictions of our theory. Participants only held the third event
constant when they thought it was part of a c o m m o n effect
model, otherwise they tended to ignore it. O n e additional
interesting result of this study is that no participant explicitly attempted to test the fit of the model to the data. Since
learning data was identical, the statistical structure of the
learning input was not equally consistent with the hypothesized causal model. However, as anticipated by our model,
participants did not become aware of these inconsistencies,
but rather used the instructed model to estimate causal
power in a top-down fashion. (In this experiment no learning feedback was given so that participants could not become implicitly aware of these mismatches.)
Asymmetries of Cue Competition
The model readily explains the asymmetries of cue competition found in experiments that characterize the learning
cues either as causes of a c o m m o n effect or as effects of a
c o m m o n cause (Waldmann & Holyoak, 1992; Waldmann,
1996). In these experiments, a blocking paradigm was used
to investigate cue competition. Participants learned in Phase
1 that a specific cue was perfectly correlated with the outcome. In Phase 2, a second redundant cue was constantly
paired with the fu-st cue. N o w the compound of both cues
was predictive of the outcome. Associative theories such as
the Rescorla-Wagner rule (1972) predict lower associative
weights for the redundant cue relative to a condition in
which this cue is not paired with the predictive cue from
Phase 1. Our experiments show that, although the learning
input was identical, a significant reduction in the ratings of
the redundant cue was only observed when the cues were
introduced as causes of a c o m m o n effect (predictive learning), but not when they were characterized as effects of a
c o m m o n cause (diagnostic learning).
The model anticipates this asymmetry, because causal
power estimates are computed in the cause-effect direction

on the basis of assumptions about the underlying causal
model. In the predictive condition the cues represent multiple causes. The model predicts that for c o m m o n effect m o d els it is necessary to calculate causal power estimates for
individual causes in the absence of alternative causes. Since
in Phase 2 of the blocking design the n e w redundant cause
is never presented in the absence of the cause established
within Phase 1, no causal power estimate can be obtained
for this redundant cause. Thus w e can expect participants to
be uncertain about the causal impact of this cue, and express
this uncertainty in lowered ratings. B y contrast, in the diagnostic condition a c o m m o n cause model is assumed; the
causal power of each effect can be assessed without having
to hold constant collateral effects. Thus, both effect cues
should yield similar ratings (i.e., absence of blocking).
Asymmetries of Base Rate Use
In the last few years, a number of psychologists have shown
that sensitivity to base rate information can be obtained
w h e n frequency information is given as learning input (e.g.,
Cosmides & Tooby, 1996). Although our model is restricted
to frequency data, it predicts interesting asymmetries in the
use of base rates. Whereas the predictive integration schem a s (e.g., noisy-or schema) do not contain terms for the
base rates of the causes, the diagnostic schemas (e.g., comm o n cause schema) integrate causal power estimates with
base rate information.
W a l d m a n n and Reips (in preparation) have tested this assumption. In a number of experiments, participants learned
about identical causal structures with varying causal base
rates in either the cause-effect or the effect-cause direction.
Subsequent to the learning phase all participants had to give
diagnostic judgments. In line with the model's predictions,
participants used base rate information w h e n prior learning
was diagnostic but tended to ignore base rates w h e n it was
predictive (see also Waldmann, 1996).
Linearly Separable Versus Nonlinearly Separable
Category Structures
Waldmann, Holyoak, and Fratianne's (1995) experiments
on category learning provide a further test case for the
model. These experiments showed that the relative difficulty
of linearly separable and nonlinearly separable category
structures interacts with the causal role of the learning cues.
Table 1 shows two of the category structures investigated.
The learning exemplars embody three binary dimensions
that indicate either high intensity (H) or low intensity (L)
values. For example, in Experiments 4 and 5 participants
received pictures of a stone surrounded by three colored iron
compounds. The orientation of the compounds specified the
values of the dimensions: Either the ends of the compounds
pointed to the stone (H) or their sides faced the stone (L).
Thus, case 1 ( H H H ) in Table 1 represents a picture in which
the three compounds point to the stone.
T w o category structures were compared. In the linearly
separable arrangement (LS), high values are more typical
for category A and low values for category B. Within category A , at least two out of three dimensions had high values. B y conu-ast, in the nonlinearly separable arrangement
(NLS), neither high nor low values were typical for the two
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categories A and B. This structure can only be categorized
on the basis of a configural cue. Within category A the first
and the third dimension are positively correlated ( H H or
L L ) , whereas within category B they are negatively correlated ( H L or L H ) . This structure corresponds to an X O R
structure with an additional irrelevant feature (Dimension
2).
Table 1: Structure of item sets (Waldmann et al., 1995)
Dimensions
1 2 3

Linearly Separable
Categories

A

B

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Nonlinearly
Separable Categories

A

B

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

H H H
H H L
H L H
L H H
L L H
L H L
H L L
L L L
Dimensions
1 2 3
H H
H L
L H
L L
H H
H L
L H
L L

H
H
L
L
L
L
H
H

In the experiments, the factor category structure (LS vs.
N L S ) was crossed with a second factor in which the causal
interpretation of the cues was manipulated by means of
initial instructions. In the predictive learning condition,
participants were told the three compounds were potential
causes: They emit either high (H) or low (L) intensity magnetic waves which m a y cause some stones to become magnetic. The task was to decide whether the stones in the pictures were magnets (category A ) or were not (category B).
Thus in this condition a c o m m o n effect model was instructed. In the diagnostic learning condition a c o m m o n
cause structure was suggested to the participants; they were
instructed that some of the stones potentially emit magnetic
waves which m a y affect the orientation of the compounds.
The orientation m a y indicate either a strong (H) or a weak
(L) effect. In both conditions the orientation of the compounds served as cues, the only difference was whether the
cues were interpreted as causes or as effects.
The experiments yielded a number offindingsthat can be
explained by our model (see Waldmann et al., 1995). O n e
general finding was that in the predictive learning condition
the L S category structure was easier to learn than the N L S
structure. This finding is in line with the assumption inherent in the model that learners sequentially activate integration schemas that are ordered on the basis of complexity. A s
the model starts with a noisy-or schema, it fails initially
with both category structures. However, the next schema
(And schema) includes additional terms for paired cues.

This schema picks up the two-out-of-three rule embodied in
the L S structure but is unable to capture the more complex
X O R interaction in the N L S structure.
The findings in diagnostic learning conditions are more
complex. In Experiment 5 (Waldmann et al., 1995), participants learned that the exemplars in category A were caused
by the presence of a magnet, whereas the stones in category
B were not magnetic. This instruction yielded a clear learning advantage for the L S structure. Far less errors were
committed when participants learned the L S structure than
when they learned the N L S structure. However, when the
instructions were slightly modified the opposite effect was
observed. In Experiment 4 participants were told that there
are two types of magnets, strong and weak. A s in Experiment 5, participants only had to decide whether there was a
magnet (category A ) or not (category B). N o feedback was
given about the strength of the magnet. Thus, apart from the
instructional difference, the procedure was identical in the
two experiments. Nevertheless, the N L S structure proved
easier to learn than the L S structure in Experiment 4, in
which the variability of the strength of the magnets was
pointed out. H o w can this reversal be explained by the
model?
For Experiment 5, the model first sets up a c o m m o n cause
model, which is based on the initial instructions (Step 1) and
specifies h o w causal power is assessed (Step 2). O n the
basis of frequency input, updated after each learning trial,
the causal power between the presence and absence of the
cause (category A vs. B ) and each of the three effects will
be estimated by calculating the conditional probability of
the states of the effects (H vs. L), given the two categories.
For example, P(e^=}i\c) expresses the probability of the first
dimension having a high intensity value in the presence of a
magnet. In the L S condition, the model will eventually learn
that the probability of each effect having a high value is
0.75 within category A and 0.25 within category B. The
probabilities of a low value are the complements. By contrast, in the N L S condition these estimates will be 0.5 for
both categories. T o obtain categorization judgments the
power estimates will be plugged into a c o m m o n cause
schema (see Equation 2) for three effects. Using this
schema, the probability of the presence (category A ) or
absence (category B ) of the cause will be compared. For
example, given an H H H pattern (case 1) the probability of
category A is the product of the three power estimates of the
three effects (0.75') multiplied by the base rate (0.5) and the
normalizing constant (identical for both categories). The
fact that the probability of category A is higher than that of
category B will lead to the correct decision that this case
belongs to category A. Applying this schema to the other
learning exemplars also leads to correct categorizations. By
contrast, applying this procedure to the N L S structure will
not be successful. Given that each effect is equally associated with both categories, no reliable categorization can be
achieved. The only solution is to modify the initial model
(Step 4), which will take time relative to the L S condition.
T o model the results of Experiment 4, the additional assumption has to be made that participants enter the task with
prior knowledge that strong magnets tend to produce high
intensity values whereas weak magnets are more likely to
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cause low values. The model again approaches the task
using a conunon cause model (Step 1). However, based on
the instructions, the model has to express the fact that the
cause (category A ) can be strong or weak. It is therefore
necessary to obtain causal power estimates for three causal
events, the cause being strong, the cause being weak (e.g.,
P(e,=Hlc=weak), and absence of the cause (category B).
Since no feedback is given about the strength of the cause,
the participants have to infer the probable state of the cause
by themselves. This can be achieved on the basis of prior
assumptions about a positive correlation between the state
of the cause and the state of the effects, which can be implemented by having the learning process start with a preset
data base that embodies these correlations. These assumptions will, for example, lead to the decision that the H H H
case in the N L S structure is probably caused by a strong
cause. The feedback confirms that this case indeed belongs
to category A. Therefore, the causal power estimate for the
strong value of the cause will be updated. Similarly, an LLL
case will lead to an updating of the weak value of the cause.
Due to the outlying value of the middle dimension, the other
two cases within category A (e.g., H L H ) will initially lead
to incorrect category B decisions (the model does not know
yet that Dimension 2 is irrelevant). However, the learning
feedback reassigns these two cases to category A. N o w a
decision has to be made between a strong and a weak cause,
which in the H L H case leads to an update of the power
estimate for the strong cause, and in the L H L case to an
update for the weak cause. Eventually the model will learn
that the probability of high intensity values of the relevant
effects (Dimensions 1, 3) is 1 when the cause is strong and 0
when it is weak, or vice versa when the cause is weak. Dimension 2 will lead to estimates of 0.5 with either state of
the cause. Furthermore, the probabilities of the values of all
three effects are uniformly 0.5 within category B. Using
these power estimates the model is able to correctly classify
the eight cases of the N L S arrangement. The model classifies a case into category A when either a strong or a weak
cause is inferred; otherwise the case will be assigned to
category B. With the power estimates generated in Step 2
(and 0.25 as the base rate estimates for the two states of the
cause) the probability of category B will always be lower
than that of category A for cases 1 to 4. By contrast, cases 5
to 8 will be correcdy assigned to category B.
Using the initial assumptions outlined above, the model
will make more errors with the LS structure than with the
NLS one. Again, the model will initially assign the LLL
case to category A (weak state), although this is the wrong
decision in this condition. Except for the correctly classified
H H H case, the other cases within category A will create
problems. They will be wrongly assigned to category B.
After feedback they will be reassigned. However, since
these exemplars have more H than L values, only the power
estimate for the strong variant of the cause will be updated.
Eventually this will lead to a fading out of the hypothesis
that the cause might also be weak, because the constant
updating of only one value of the cause will boost the base
rate estimate for this value at the expense of the alternative
value. At the asymptote the model will have learned that
there is no weak cause, but this will take time.
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Abstract
Ideas, empirical data and methodologies from a broad range
disciplines are deployed in exploring the functional borderline
between subsymbolic and symbolic processing in human
cognition. Initial clarification of functional relationships
between the two forms of representation involves a brain
monitoring study based on the concept of 'semantic
transparency.' The search for further clarification focusses on
two majcs- issues, the ontogenetic and phylogenetic origins of
local neural areas and processes underlying formation of distal
associaticHis between them. Pursuing these objectives has
proved to be a challenging, interdisciplinary enterprise. A
model of development of local neural areas is presented which
assigns a critical role to astrocytes and their interaction with
adjacent neurons. A n extension to include the phylogenetic
dimension, draws on the concept of 'cortical inheritance', a
largely ignored aspect of genetic theory. A n account of distal
association formation involves co-option of hippocampal place
fields far a new use.
Introduction
The goal of the work to be reported is exploration of the
nature and development of the functional borderline
between n o n ot subsymbolic processing and symbolic
processing in h u m a n cogniticm. Pursuing this objective has
involved the combination of ideas, empirical data and
research methodologies derived from a broad range of
disciplines.
Johnson's (1997) recent definition of
'developmental cognitive neuroscience' captures m u c h of
the territory involved. W e do, however, range more widely
across both dcanains and levels of explanatiai than he
considers appropriate. This will become evident in the
following outline of our work to date.
In seeking initial clarification of functional relationships
between the two forms of representation w e adopted
Smolensky's (1988) ccmcept of "semantic transparency' as
an analytic tool. For our purposes a suitable definition is
provided by Clark (1989) in an extended discussion of
Smolensky's views: " A system will be said to be
'semantically transparoit' just in case it is possible to
describe a neat mapping between a symbolic (conceptual
level) semantic description of the system's behaviour and

s o m e "projectible' semantic interpretation of the internally
represented "objects' of its formal computational activity."
of(p. 18). This definition provides a theoretical basis for the
formal description of a range of systems varying in their
degree of semantic transparency. A t one end of the
spectrum providing an example of total semantic
transparency is a classic symbolic system in which all
internal processing proceeds by manipulation of symbols
directly and constantly mappable onto features of the
system's interaction with its environment. A total absence
of semantic transparency would be exhibited by a
subsymbolic P D P system in which internal processing
proceeded via units devoid of constancy across contexts and
any identifiable mapping onto environmental features. In
using semantic transparency as a m e a n s of assessing the
extent to which cognifive tasks draw upon subsymbolic or
symbolic processing the critical variable is die contait of
conscious awareness. T h e degree of semantic transparency
of a segment of cognitive performance is determined by the
extent to which the course and/or results of internal
processing can register in conscious awareness as a result of
mapping onto linguistic symbols or non-Unguistic symbols
such as sensory images. T h e extent of mapping is assumed
to reflect the degree of correspondence between the grain or
segmentation of processing and the modularity of linguistic
or sensory symbols.
A detailed account of our empirical investigation is
provided elsewhere (Wallace and Bluff, 1994). Three
quantification tasks were selected on the basis of subjects'
introspective reports during their performance. T h e first,
counting by ones, is charactCTised by a high degree of
semantic transparency; the second, subitising, represents a
very low degree of semantic transparency and the third,
subitising and adding, falls between the first and second on
the spectrum. Steady state visually evoked potential data
( S S V E P ) were acquired from adult subjects engaging in
each type of quantification, (Silberstein et al., 1990 a, b).
T h e results were consistent with the distinctive and
interactive nature of the two forms of representation.
Significant variatiais were detected in the activity level of
the prefrontal cortex and the parieto/temporal region of the
right cerebral hemisphere provided a fiirthCT source of
discrimination.
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T h e next phase of our work involved adoption of a
developmental perspective. Newell (1990) attributes the
existence of a physical symbol system to the fundamental
restriction imposed on the amount of information
represented and processed in a local neural area by the
limited energy available. Symbol tokens overcome the
restriction by providing distal access to another local area
and furtho- eno-gy while maintaining the linkage necessary
for integrated information processing. Critical to furthCT
specification of this account of the raigins of symbolic
processing is clarification of the nature and capabilities of
subsymbolic processing proceeding within a local neural
area. In seeking to contribute to this clarificatiwi w e have
focussed on two major issues, the ontogenetic and
phylogenetic origins of local neural areas and the processes
underlying formation of distal associations between them.
Pursuing these objectives has proved to be a challenging,
interdisciplinary enterprise.
Development of Local Neural Areas
Brain and, more specifically, cortical rhythmic activity
provides a means of defining local neural processing. Local
resonances are relatively high frequency rhythmic processes
in the 30-80 H z range with a spatial dimaision in the
millimetric range. A major distinction between local and
lower frequaicy global/regional resonant m o d e s is that the
local resonant m o d e s are not coherait over distances of
more than a few millimeters. H u m a n regional and global
resonant modes, in confrast, are always coherent over a
distance of centimeters. It is suggested that cognitive
behavioral or perceptual states requiring a high degree of
spatio-temporaj specificity in neocortical activaticm are only
consistent with local states, (Silberstein, 1995). W e focus
on the local cortical neural mechanisms at the millimetric
level underlying the acquisition and operation of specific
cognitive performance.
Although local acquisition ot
learning depends on the functioning of distant areas such as
the hippocampus and the striatum their role is relatively
global and complements the spatio-temporal specifics that
emerge in local areas, (Wickens, 1993).
Oiu- approach deviates from the current norm by assigning
a critical information-processing role to glia and, more
specifically, astrocytes and their interactions with neurons.
Although one of the two major cell types composing the
brain, glia have been assigned an entirely auxiliary role in
which they provide physical, trophic and metabolic support
to neurons. Recently, however, it has been established that,
although astrocytes show no evidence of the type of
elecfrical excitability involved in signalling between
neurons, they exhibit intracellular calcium dynamics that
provides an alternative basis for signalling between them.
Finkbeiner (1992, 1993), Smith (1992, 1994) and others
have, accordingly, proposed that astrocyte networks might
mediate slow modulations of neural function, like those
underlying arousal, selective attention, motivational state,
m o o d change, learning and memory.

O u r model of the development of local neural areas
assigns two critical roles to astrocytes: the formation of
associations between asfrocytes as a result of adjacent
neural functioning defines the dimensions of a local neural
area; astrocyte based mechanisms operate a boundary or
barrier which compartmentalizes a local neural area in
relation to adjacent cortical areas.
A detailed account of the model and the wide range of
experimental evidence from which it is derived is presented
elsewhere, (Wallace and Bluff, 1995 a, b; 1997). T h e
multiplicity of roles played by calcium (Ca^*) and,
specifically, fluctuations in the concentration of free
intracellular Ca^* provide the framework of the model and
offer a n e w approach to the constructicm and operation of
complex, neural cormectivity.
Astrocytes, unlike neurcxis, can only communicate
directly with other astrocytes if they are inunediately
spatially proximal, as the communication occurs through the
m e d i u m of a gap junction. T h e interaction between
astrocytes and neural synaptic activity is simulated as a two
step process. A s neural activity proceeds the coimection
sfroigths of synapses are adjusted by a competitive learning
rule. Occurrence of adjacent synaptic activity registCTs on
specific locations on the m e m b r a n e of astrocytes.
Continuation results in release of Ca^* from internal stores
close to the initial or trigger location and initiation of Ca^*
waves traversing the intracellular space. T h e wave direction
is determined by the relative levels of free Ca^*
concentration elsewhere in the astrocyte cytoplasm. W a v e
propagation beyond the initiating cell to adjoining
astrocytes depends on co-occurrence of raised free Ca^*
levels on both sides of a gap junction.
T h e considCTable difference in time scales of neiual and
astrocytic mechanisms is reflected in adoption of a time
window representing the nimiber of cycles of neural
activatiMi (and thus synaptic strength modification) which
constitute a cycle of asu-ocytic activity.
Over time
consistent associations between astrocytes are established
by repeated waves. T h e spatial directicxi of association
chains is represented by increases in the base levels of
appropriately situated Ca^* stores adjacent to trigger
locations and established gap junctions. T h e effect of the
formatioi of asffocytic association chains cycles back on
neurons via their gap jimctions. This results in a rise in the
intraneuronal free Ca^^ level and m a y produce intemeuronal
Ca^* waves. W h e n the Ca^* level in a neuron reaches a
threshold the plasticity of its current synaptic connections is
reduced to a level consistent with long-term stabilizatiwi.
T h e processes of astrocytic and neural association formation
via gap junctions and synaptic connection stabilization
interactively define the characteristics of functionally
significant local neural areas.
In seeking to extend our work to include the phylogenetic
dimension and, more specifically the intragenerational
learning represented in local neural area phenotypes w e
have taken inspiration from a controversial and largely
ignored aspect of genetic theory. Sapp (1987) provides the
background to the concept of 'cortical inheritance'; in this
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context 'cortex' refers to the complex structures that m a k e
up the cell surface (skeleton ot ectoplasm) of ciliated
protozoa. Genetic studies (Sonnebom, 1970) indicate that
the basis for the structures seems to be contained in the cell
cortex which carries information for its gross organization
and transmits it to progeny independently of the genes.
Structural elements of the ciliate cortex provide the
"scaffolding* for the insertion of n e w organelles. Ciliate
geneticists generally conclude that the location of the
cortical parts is not random but, at the time of their
development, forces exterior to the organelle itself dictate
their location, orientation and number.
There is no
consensus on the nature of the forces but Hershey (1970)
links them to ectoplasmic spatial principles underlying cell
polarity.
T h e inheritance of cell organization through structural
inf(xmation maintained and transmitted by supra molecular
structures clearly represents a challenge to the claim that
biological evolution is solely the evolution of nucleotide
sequences. T h e relevance of the idea of cortical inhaitance
for our work arises from the nature of organelles.
Peripheral organelles consist of endoplasmic reticulum and
s o m e mitochondria, both of which act as releasable Ca^*
stores. W e , thus, have a basis for linking local neural area
phenotypes to a genotypic mechanism by m e a n s of the
astrocytic Ca^* stores spatially adjacent to trigga locations
and established gap juncticms since they provide an
architectural trace of local neural areas arising from
intragenoatiraial learning.
fri seeking to incorporate the idea of cortical inheritance
into our modelling w e have been influenced by the
dwninant neuroanatomical view that the majority of
cerebral cortical tissue is largely equipotent early in
epigenesis. Evidence, such as that reviewed by Johnson
(1997), however, suggests a m o r e probabilistic epigenetic
view in which certain cortical areas have a detailed
architecture slightly different from the basic neural structure
c o m m o n to the COTtex. This makes than the most efficient
at processing certain types of input. It is possible for other
areas to carry out similar processing but not so efficiently.
W e take this view as our point of departure.
In seeking to translate astrocytic Ca^* store traces of local
neural area architecture into a genotypic form suitable as a
basis for the next goieration of a neural network w e are
currently exploring the effectiveness of a topological rather
than biological ^proach.
Discrete point positions
distributed in space can be characterised using a
representational network called a minimal spanning tree
( M S T ) . T h e M S T technique aims to quantify spatial dot
patterns by revealing hidden nearest-neighbour correlations.
It has recently been applied in a broad range of research
areas but has received relatively little attention in the
biosciences, (Jones et al., 1996). hi our case the locations of
the Ca^* stwes defining local areas provide the spatial dot
pattern from which gaiotypes are dwived reflecting
intragenerational learning.
A n increasing amount of biological evidence supports the
plausibility of the type of close relationship proposed
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between astrocytes and neurons in the initial wiring of the
cortex. Astrocytes play a critical role in detomining the
intra-neuronal Ca^* concentration level controlling the
direction and continuity of neural growth in the pre-, periand post-natal period, (Kater and Shibara, 1994; Kater and
Lipton, 1995). Studies involving Ca^* imaging of cortical
slices from embryonic and immediately post-natal rats and
mice reveal spontaneous waves of increased Ca^* spreading
through clusters of neurons (Charles ct al., 1996; Yuste et
al., 1995). W a v e s did not propagate to distant neurons or to
neighbouring neuronal clusters, even when there were
clearly visible processes between the two clusters. In some
cases neural Ca^* waves were associated with intercellular
waves in neighbouring glial cells. Clusters showed a single,
consistent trigger cell or site of initiation of intercellular
Ca^* waves which propagated over groups of 10 to 200
cells.
Results support a model in which a domain starts by the
activatiCTi of one or a few trigger cells that subsequently
activate the rest of the cells through gap junctions.
Spontaneous coactivation of neurons through gap junctions
is increasingly recognised as a general property of
developing circuits in the mammalian C N S . Nonsynaptic
interactions through gap junctions m a y be a more reliable
mechanism for interactions amcxig developing cortical
neurons than conventional synaptic transmission. Critical
gap junctions are primarily located on dendrites. Spatial
cell coupling patterns via gap junctions often resemble
fiiture synaptic connection patterns leading to the hypothesis
that groups of gap junction coupled cells represents
functional cell assemblies that guide formation of synaptic
connections and serve as a scaffold or blueprint for
columnar structure during development, (Kandler and Katz,
1995). Finally, it has been proposed that the restriction of
the spread of coactivation which provides domains with
distinct borders n w y be attributable to filtering of the
activation signal w h e n passing through gap junctions.
Learning of Distal Cortical Associations
The development and operation of distal cortical
connections have stimulated varied approaches. Shastri and
Ajjanagadde (1993), for example, rely on synchronous
oscillations as an operational means of achieving
integration. Learning is triggered by synchronous activation
rather than the co-activation familiar in connectionist
networks.
This highlights the fundamoital technical
problem of distinguishing spurious co-variance of widely
separated local neural areas from genuine, shared relevance
to a specific context in cognitive fimctioning.
O u r approach to establishing distal associatiwis between
local cortical areas has m u c h in conmion with Singer
(1994). SynchronizatiOT of responses of spatially separated
local cortical areas with zero-phase lag is adopted as the
definition of association. Simulation studies confirm that
synchrony can be established without phase lag by
reciprocal connections even if they have slow and variable

conduction velocities. This possibility does not exclude
c o m m o n input to local ccfftical areas as a contributor to the
establishment of synchronization. It seems highly probable
that c o m m o n input from bifurcating cortico-cortical
projections or diverging sub-cortical-cortical projections
will be necessary for the development of co-ordinated
temporal patterns of response between widely separated
local areas. W e adopt synchronous modulation of the
excitability of local areas as a means of influencing the
probability of them engaging in synchronous firing. TTie
source of the modulation is a proposed mechanism for
resolving the problems posed by cortical separation of local
areas and the determination of their shared, specific
COTtextual relevance. T h e mechanism is based on corticohippocampal intCTaction and involves both cortico-cortical
and sub-cortical-cortical connections.
Study of the hippocampus has yielded a range of views on
its function, (McClelland, 1995). Our mechanism adds to
the range by requiring priw recruitment of hippocampal
neural structures to n e w functions through evolution.
Burgess et al. (1994) provide an account of the structures
concerned and their function in the rat. Extracellular
recordings of pyramidal cells in freely moving rats show
that most cells in hippocampal regions C A l and C A 3 are
•place' cells which (MUy fire when the rat is in a particular
portirai of its environment. Burgess at al. (1994) consider
place cells in terms of their receptivefieldsand suggest h o w
place cell firing fields or 'place fields' are constructed.
Region C A l provides m a n y placefieldseach restricted to a
portion of the envirwunent. Extracellular recording data
indicate that less than 5 % of place cells have multiple place
fields and that place fields are single, peaked, smooth
functions. Place cells are controlled by sensory cues from
different modalities. It is believed that the sensory inputs
come from the entorhinal cortex which has access to
multimodal sensory information.
Our mechanism involves the assumption that, in h u m a n
cognition, local cortical areas can be substituted for sensory
input from portions of the environmait and via entorhinal
cortex become represented as place fields in the
hippocampus. It is indisputable that co-option of preexisting features into n e w features has occurred during the
course of evolution, (Raff, 1996). Our proposal conforms to
the definiticn of 'co-option' in that preexisting stractures
which perform a particular function are presumed to be
enlisted for a n e w use that is selectively advantageous in
evoluticmary terms.
The nature of the representations of cortical structure
available to the hippocampal system is problematic.
Consensus favours a form of attenuated representation. In
our model, sparse connections from cortical local regions,
via layers 2 and 3, connect to entorhinal cortex in a
fiinctionally similar manna- to environmental, sensory
inputs. These connections are reciprocal and impermanoit
since theflexibilityrequired for the development of n e w
envirCTunent representations is, also, necessary for
construction of a sequence of distal cortical associations.
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Each cortical local regicHi ( C L R ) currently represented in
the hippocampal system is connected to a cell ( E C ) in the
entorhinal layer. T h e layer of place cells (PCs) in
hippocampal area C A l is arranged in place fields (PFs).
Each E C has a reciprocal connection with P C s from 0.5 PFs.
Excitation of C L R s produces competitive learning in PFs.
Acceptable resolution of competitive learning is defined as
emergence of a m i n i m u m of two active PCs.
Our approach to establishing shared, specific contextual
relevance involves furthex connections to P C s in PFs. These
represent input to the hippocampal system
from
motivational/emotional activity in the brainstem.
TTie
structure of the hippocampal system as a whole features a
fimctional subdivision from input to output in a large
number of lamellae. This is exemplified in the mossy fibre
connections between the dentate gyrus and C A 3 pyramidal
cells and the Schaffer collaterals connecting the pyramidal
cells of C A 3 with those of C A l . In our model individual
lamellae between the dentate gyrus and C A 3 represent
motivational/emotional elemoits (MEs). T h e architecture
and operation of connectivity between the M E layer and
C A 3 place cells organised in M E fields ( M E F s ) is identical
to the E C - P F arrangements already described. T h e same
competitive learning process operates in M E F s .
Feedforward connections from the C A 3 layer to C A l
Each M E F has
place cells represent resolved M E F s .
connections with P C s from 0.5 PFs. Critical to establishing
shared contextual relevance is the requirement that
acceptable resolution of competitive learning in any P F
involves inclusiai of at least one M E F connected P C in the
active group.
Cortical activity and motivational/emoticHial activity
proceed on different time scales. Detection of appropriate
associations in our model is achieved by adoption of the
same intwactive process between astrocytes and neurons
involved in the identificaticm and stabilization of local
neural areas. This produces local aggregation of the effect
of E C - P C input to bring this aspect of P F competitive
learning resolution into temporal line witti the
neuromodulation rate of M E processes. Resolution results
in a 200Hz burst which reaches appropriate cortical local
regions via reciprocal P C - E C and E C - local region
connections (Ylinen et al., 1995). Arrival of a 200 H z burst
provides synchronous modulation of the excitability of
appropriate local areas and advances the process of
establishing reciprocal connections across the space
separating them. T h e performance characteristics of this
architecture are being explored through implementation of a
computaticaial model.
Conclusion
To date our attempts to explain the nature of the fimctional
relaticHiship between subsymbolic and symbolic processing
in h u m a n cognition have involved work on a variety of
levels ranging from complex cognitive performance to
intracellular mechanisms. W e have employed a diverse

range
of
disciplines
including
neuropsychology,
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, molecular biochemistry
and genetics. A range of methodologies and techniques has
been used as heterogeneous as brain monitoring, computer
modelling and confocal scanning microscopy.
In general, our results support the view of Norman (1991)
on the nature of the borderline between subsymbolic and
symbolic processing. The complexity and information
processing power represented in the intracellular
mechanisms of astrocytes and neurons and in neural-glial
intaaction in local areas suggests that much specific
cognitive processing can occur without the need for symbol
tokens to provide distal access to other local areas. The
principle that the units in the physical symbol system refer
to relatively elaborate local subsymbolic processing areas
m a y assist in explaining the effectiveness of symbolic
processing in spite of the constraints of slowness, seriality
and limited m e m o r y size imj)osed by its dependence on
neural networks. Our current work is focussed on proximal
and distal relaiicms between local areas and the emergence
of more aggregated representatiwis underlying development
of non-linguistic symbols such as sensory images and
linguistic symbols.
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Abstract

Abduction

This paper explcves the uncertainty aspects of human abduc- Abduction is an essential component of m a n y tasks, including medical diagnosis (Feltovich, Johnson, Moller, and
tive reasoning. Echo, a model of abduction based on the Theory of Explanatory Coherence (Thagard, 1992a), captures
Swanson, 1984), scientific discovery (Thagard, 1989), and
many aspects of human abductive reasoning, but fails to sufdiscourse comprehension (Kintsch, 1988). T h e key task of
ficiently manage the uncertainty in abduction. In particular,
abduction is to find a best explanation of a set of observaEcho does not handle belief acquisition and dynamic belief
tions (Peng & Reggia, 1990; Josephson & Josephson, 1994).
revision, two essential components of human abductive reaAbduction can be represented in the following general
soning. W e propose a modified Echo model (UEcho), in
form:
which we add a learning mechanism for belief acquisition and
The surprising fact C is observed.
a dynamic processing mechanism for belief revision. T o
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course;
evaluate the model, w e report an empirical study in which
Hence, tliere is a reason to suspect that A is true.
base rate learning serves as a testbed for belief acquisition
Clearly, different from deduction, where the conclusion
and the order effect serves as a testbed for belief revision.
necessarily follows from the premises, in abduction the conclusion does not follow from the premises with necessity.
Introduction
That is, given a set of observations, m a n y hypotheses (or
People live in an uncertain world. W h e n an event happens,
conjunctive hypotheses) can be formed, each of which m a y
the meaning or the implication of the event is seldom comhave different degrees of plausibility. In general, h o w d o
pletely clear at the very beginning. Uncertainty results in
w e select a best one?
belief and belief guides decisions and actions (Schmitt,
M a n y researchers (e.g., Josephson & Josephson, 1994;
1992). Therefore, accurately evaluating the nature of a beThagard, 1992a; Paul, 1993) distinguish two components of
lief is one of the fundamentid tasks that people have to face
an abductive reasoning process. That is, abduction is a proin bo\h everyday reasoning and scientific discovery.
cess that includes bodi hypoUiesis generation (forming a set
Abduction, a distinct type of inference from deduction
of plausible hypoUieses) and hypothesis evaluation (choosand induction, is a form of reasoning that infers causes or
ing a best one). Note that this distinction does not imply
explanations from effects (see Fann, 1970 for an introductliat abduction is a clean 2-stage process. T h e fact that peotion to the theory of abduction). Since in abduction premple d o not exhaustively generate all possible hypotheses
ises do not guarantee the truth of conclusions due to incomindicates that the two components can happen simultaneplete information, uncertainty and thus belief play an imously.
portant role in h u m a n abductive reasoning.
The research presented in Uiis paper represents an attempt
Uncertainty
to explore the essence of uncertainty in h u m a n abductive
Uncertainty is inevitable at all levels-of humans' intaaction
reasoning, and to capture it in a modified Echo model.
with tlieir environment. At tlie lowest level, biological proThis paper is organized as the following three parts. First,
cesses
are never clear-cut and without noise. A t the cognisome theoretical developments of abduction, uncertainty,
tive
level,
uncertainty results firom inadequate information
and Echo are reviewed. T h e conclusion is that altliough in
sources,
limited
information processing capacity, or ambigeneral Echo is a good candidate for modeling h u m a n abguities in natural hinguage.
ductive reasoning, in order to handle the uncertainty aspects
A n important aspect of uncertainty research is h o w to
of abduction, some modifications are needed. In the second
quandfy
or measure the uncertainty'•^ O n e classical appart, w e describe h o w to modify Echo to perform uncertainty and belief related functions. T h e model is evaluated
by comparing its performance with empirical data. In tlie
tliird part, future research plans are discussed.
' Non-quantitative approaches to uncertainty will not be discussed here.
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proach is probability theory in general and Uie Bayesian
approach in particular (see Robert. 1994). In the Bayesian
approach, uncertainty can be represented by a probability,
(P, a number between 0 and 1), interpreted as degree of belief based on all available knowledge. W h e n n e w evidence
comes, belief is updated or revised based on Bayes' Theorem, which is generally regarded as tiie normative mcxlel of
belief revision. This approach has a sound dieoretical foundation and is easy to understand, tlius it has been successfully applied to a wide range of domains. A n alternative
approach to uncertainty management is Dempster-Shafer
(D-S) theory (e.g., Shafer, 1976), which represents tlie belief
about a proposition as an interval [Bel, /*/]. Bel is interpreted as the degree of belief (or credibility) and PI is Uie
degree of plausibility. T h e interval between tJie two represents ignorance, which can not be represented by probability
theory. Both Bel and PI are numbers between 0 and 1, and
the two are related in the following way: P/(H)=l-fi^/(~H).
That is, the degree of plausibility of H is the complement of
the credibility of not H. Probability Uieory is claimed to be
a special case of D-S theory, w h e n the [Bel, PI] interval
degenerated into a point, i.e., Bel=Pl=P. It has been shown
that D-S theory has its limitations. It is harder to understand
and implement than probability tlieory. In the meantime, it
assumes that the set of hypotlieses is exclusive and exhaustive and requires an independent body of evidence, which is
usually unreaUstic.
A number of studies try to identify different types of uncertainty based on the psychological sources of uncertainty.
For example, K a h n e m a n and Tversky (1982) distinguish
external uncertainty from internal uncertainty. External
uncertainty refers to disposition or randomness of external
events, which are something people cannot control. A n
example is the outcome of throwing a coin. External uncertainty can be assessed in either arelativefrequency m o d e
or by subjective judgment of a single event Internal uncertainty refers to ignorance, which results from incomplete
knowledge. A n example is that one is unsure if Beijing is
the capital of China.
Clearly, h u m a n abductive reasoning involves both external and internal uncertainty. Therefore, adequately managing the uncertainty is a critical component of human abductive reasoning.
Echo
T h e Theory of Explanatory Coherence ( T E C hereafter; Thagard, 1989, 1992a) is claimed to be a theory of abduction.
M o r e precisely, however, it should be called a theory of
hypothesis evaluation since it ignores the hypothesis formation part of abduction. According to diis theory, the best
explanation is the one with the most explanatory coherence
based on all current hypotheses, evidence, and explanatory
relations.
We do not tackle the problem of imprecision measurement
studied in fuzzy sets theory and possibihty theory (see Dubois &
Prade, 1988 for distinctions between imprecision and uncertainty).
' Although people may sometimes distinguish belief updating
and belief revision (see Wang, 1993), we use them interchangeably
in this paper.

From the perspective of T E C , propositions P and Q cohere if there is some explanatory relation between them.
M o r e specifically, propositions P and Q cohere if any one of
tlie following conditions is satisfied:
• P is part of the explanation of Q;
• Q is pail of the explanation of P;
• P and Q are together pait of the explanation of R; or
• P and Q are analogous in the explanations they respectively
give of some R and S.
There are several underlying principles in T E C that provide general guidelines for explanatory coherence evaluation. S o m e important ones include symmetry (if P and Q
cohere, Q and P cohere; if P and Q incohere, Q and P incohere), explanation (if Pl...Pm explain Q , then for each Pi in
Pl...Pm. Pi and Q cohere; for each Pi and Pj in Pl...Pm, Pi
and Pj cohere; tlie degree of coherence is inversely propxjrtional to tlie number of propositions Pl...Pm.), data priority
(propositions that describe theresultsof observations have a
degree of acceptability of tJieir own), competition (if P and
Q botli explain a proposition, and if P and Q are not explanatory connected, tlien P and Q incohere), and acceptability (tlie acceptability of a proposition P in a system S
depends on its coherence with the propositions in S). Constrained by tliese principles and acting as a whole, the system tries to pursue Uie highest explanatory coherence at the
system level ratlier tlian at tlie individual proposition level.
Echo is a connectionist implementation of T E C . In Echo,
propositions (botli data and hypotheses) are represented by
nodes. Coherence relations are represented by excitatory
links and incoherence relations arerepresentedby inhibitory
links. N o d e activation represents the node's degree of coherence witli odier propositions in the network. The system
updates itself based on parallel constraint satisfaction. Once
the system settles down, die best explanation consists of the
nodes with highest activation values.
Theoretically, Echo satisfies some critical constraints in
abduction. For example, it simultaneously handles several
important criteria in hypothesis evaluation, including explanatory breadth (the model prefers a hypothesis that explains more); simplicity (the model prefers a simpler hypoUiesis); being explained (Uie model prefers a hypothesis
which itself is explained); datareliability(the credibihty of
an observation also depends on its coherence in the system);
and analogy (analogous hypotheses are coherent). Empirically, Echo has also acquired m u c h experimental support
(e.g.. Thagard, 1989.1992b).
Something is missing, however. Given the above discussions about abduction and uncertainty, it is clear that Echo
does not have enough power to handle various uncertainty
aspects in abduction. First, Echo does not handle belief
acquisition. Since Echo does not learn from its experience,
it has no background knowledge necessary to determine the
degree of belief for any given hypodiesis and die strengdi
for any given connection between hypothesis and evidence.
A s a result, it assumes Uiat all hypotheses are equally probable and die strengUis of all connections arefixed''when
' Although you can vary the stiength of a particular explanatory
relation by specifying a number between 0 and 1, the strength is
fixed thereafter.
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they are pre-entered into the system. This is not the case in
human abductive reasoning. People rarely treat all proposed
hypotheses equally and would often assign different prior
beliefs to different hypotheses and connections based upon
previous experiences. Second, Echo does not handle dynamic belief revision. Echo assumes that :ill evidence is
available at the very beginning, therefore, no belief revision
is necessary. This is not a realistic assumption eillier. Evidence usually does not c o m e all at once. People need to
revise their opinions as more and more information becomes
available. Since Echo does not do belief revision, it misses
this dynamic aspect of abduction.
Modifying Echo to Handle Uncertainty
In this part of the paper, w e propose a modified version of
Echo (UEcho, for Uncertainty Echo), designed to handle tlie
uncertainty aspects in abduction. In particular, w e add a
learning mechanism to handle belief acquisition, and a dynamic processing mechanism to handle belief revision. T o
evaluate UEcho, w e report an empirical study in which the
base rate learning serves as a testbed for belief acquisition
and the order effect serves as a testbed for belief revision.
Before w e do that, let usfirstbriefly review some relevant
findings and theories in the base rate learning and the order
effect literature.
Base Rate Learning and Order Effects
Base rate information describes tlie statistical properties of
the environment in general. It clearly plays an important
role in h u m a n reasoning. However, literature about ba.se
rate acquisition and use is conu-oversial. Although for some
researchers, "the genuineness, the robustness, and the generality of the base-rate fallacy" (Bar-Hillel, 1980, p215)
suggest Uiat h u m a n beings are programmed to systematically and stubbornly ignore base rate infonnation when
making judgments under uncertainty, olJiers disagree
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; for a general discussion on
human heuristics and biases, see Kahneman, Slovic, &
Tversky, 1982). Systematic investigations have been carried out to determine the conditions under which tlie base
rate fallacy appears or disappears. First, it has been shown
that, in some circumstances, people can automatically and
accurately acquire and use base rate and frequency infonnation (Hasher & Zacks, 1979, 1984; Medin & Edelson,
1988). Second, it has also been argued that people do not
ignore the base rate. Rather, they m a y simply misaggregate
the relevant information (Edwards, 1968). Third, tlie base
rate fallacy disappears when information is presented to
subjects in frequency format instead of single-event probability format (Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; Cosmides &
Tooby, 1996). Finally, from an ecological point of view,
natural sampling theory (Kleiter, 1993) claims that Uiere is a
condition in which it is rational to neglect base rate information since tlie base rate actually does not enter into the
estimated Bayesian probability. This condition is called
"natural sampling" which refers to tlie situation where tlie
structure of the environment is sequentially learned through
experience. Ecologically this is tlie most natural w a y people
acquire frequency information.

Another closely related phenomenon is tJie order effect.
Given that people naturally acquire information sequentially, should tlie order of infonnation presentation result in
a difference in thefinalresult?In other words, will it be
possible that people prefer hypothesis H I w h e n given evidence Afirstand evidence B second, and prefer hypothesis
H 2 w h e n given evidence B first and evidence A second?
Indeed, tliis kind of order effect is a fairly robust finding in
the h u m a n rea.soning and judgment literature (see Hogarth
& Einhom, 1992; SchlotUnann & Anderson, 1995, for reviews). HogarUi and Einhorn (1992) analyzed the various
features of tasks in which order effects occur (or d o not occur) and proposed a belief-adju.stment model of belief revision. T h e main assumption of the model is that people use
an anchoring and adjusunent heuristic — people adjust a
current belief (the anchor) on tlie basis of h o w strongly n e w
information confinns or disconfinns this belief. Therefore,
according to tliis model, people do not consider all available
information each time they need to revise their opinion;
instead, they adjust tlieir current belief in the direction of the
n e w information. T h e order effect results from the differendal weighting of the n e w information. M o r e specifically,
Uie adjusdnent for negative evidence is bigger w h e n the
current anchor is large tlian w h e n it is small; and the adjustment for the positive evidence is bigger w h e n the anchor
is small than when it is large. Therefore, the step-by-step
evaluation of beliefs for mixed positive and negative evidence produces a recency effect: thefinalevaluation of belief is mainly detennined by the last evidence item. H o w ever, tlie step-by-step evaluation of beliefs for consistent
evidence (all positive or all negative) produces a primacy
effect
Given the above overview, h o w can E c h o be modified to
do belief acquisition and belief revision? In particular, h o w
can Echo be modified to model base rate learning and the
order effect? W e address tliese issues in the following two
sections.
Belief Acquisition
Ideally, the weights of the connections between evidence
nodes and hypothesis nodes in Echo should reflect the
summarized probability of co-occurrence. However, in
Echo, the weights are fixed according to two parameters,

EXCITATORY_WEIGHT(EW) and INHIBITORY_WEIGHT
(IW). T o learn from experience the weights between node
pairs must be modified based on learning experience, so that
their magnitude can be tuned to the statistical structure of
the enviroiunent and reflect the corresponding probability of
co-occurrence. O n e central issue is to select an appropriate
weight-updating rule.
Our choice for weight updating is the Rescorla-Wagner
( R - W ) rule. Tliis choice is m a d e based on the following
considerations. First, numerous studies have shown that the
R - W rule is good at learning from experience and has been
successfully applied to a wide range of domains from behavioral specification to connectionist modeling (see Gluck
& Bower, 1988; also see Miller, Bamet, & Graliame, 1995
for a review). Altliough it has been shown that tlie R - W
rule has its limitations, such as its incapacity of handling
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c o m p l e x non-linear problems (see Barto, 1990), w c cluwse
it because 1) it demonstrates that a learning m e c h a n i s m can
be added to E c h o ; and 2) it is adequate to deal with tiie simple learning task used in iliis research. Second, o n the surface it s e e m s Uiat E c h o and tlie R - W rule are not compatible
in tlie sense that E c h o emphasizes s y m m e t r y and tiie R - W
rule is directional. W e argue Uiat a directional learning rule
is appropriate since 1) it is a natural mapping to the causal
relations w e are modeling; and 2) E v e n in E c h o symmetry is
not absolute: it is the hypothesis nodes "cause" tlie evidence
nodes but not vice versa.
T h e application of the R - W rule in U E c h o is illustrated in
Figure 1 (where F and H are hypotheses, and R and I D are
evidence that can b e eiUier positive or negative).
T h e system runs in the following manner. Given an episode, after it settles d o w n , U E c h o evaluates its current belief
(0 to 1) about a hypothesis based o n its activation (-1 to 1)
according to a logistic function. After tJiat, U E c h o receives
the actual truth-values of the hypotheses a n d calculates tlie
desired weight changes based o n tlie R - W rule. Finally,
U E c h o updates its connection weights. T h e weights are
b o u n d e d b y [IW, E W ] . T h e relative position of tlie final
connection weights in the w h o l e possible range (from E W
to I W ) will reflect the probability of co-occurrence^

R-

R

An Empirical Study
Zhang, Johnson, and W a n g (1996) have reported part of the
experimental work discussed here. Though new results
have been obtained, tlie experimental paradigm is the same.
For completeness, w e briefly introduce the experimental
task (for details, see Zhang, Johnson, & W a n g , 1996), then
report tlie combined results.
The experiment was implemented on the C I C (Combat
Infonnaiion Center) simulator developed by T o w n e (1995).
The task is to decide whether a contact, which is seen on the
ship's radar area, is friendly or hostile. T o m a k e the decision, subjects need to collect relevant evidence, such as
speed, altitude, route, and verbal (radio) identification.
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Figure 2: T h e design and procedure used in Uie experiment.

Belief Revision
E c h o in its original format is operating in an End-ofSequence ( E o S ) m o d e . In other words, tlie system runs itself after all the necessary hypotheses a n d evidence are
given. In order for U E c h o to m o d e l order effects, w e m o d i fied E c h o to operate in a Step-by-Step (SbS) m o d e . That is,
w h e n s o m e n e w evidence is available, U E c h o needs to incorporate the n e w evidence and continue updating itself.
Furdiermore, in order to account for the full range of order
effects, U E c h o s o m e h o w needs to encode tlie presentation
order of the evidence and distinguish evidence ba.sed o n
their different presentation positions.
H o w does U E c h o distinguish t w o evidence items that d o
not c o m e into play at the s a m e time? Since in E c h o every
evidence item is associated with a Special Evidence Unit
( S E U , which has a fixed activation value of 1), a simple
decay m e c h a n i s m is natural and sufficient to denote tlie different presentation time. That is, while the m o s t recent evi-
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The experimental design is illustrated in Figure 2. Two
factors are controlled in a 3 x 2 between-subjects design. T h e
first factor is friendly-to-hostile base rates, which can be
1:1, 2:1, or 1:2. T h e second factor is the order in which
evidence w a s presented in the questionnaire, either R- followed by I D + , or ID-i- followed b y R-. In the text and diagrams, R + and R- correspond to o n or off a commercial air
route, and ID-i- and ID- correspond to the response given to
a radio request for identification (either response or n o response claiming to be a commercial plane).
T h e experiment proceeds in t w o stages. First, subjects
acquire background belief information by natural sampling.
M o r e specifically, subjects perform the task in m a n y trials.
In each u-ial, subjects see a different contact. T h e y collect
route (which is either R + or R-) and identification (which is
either I D + or ID-) infonnation about the contact then decide
whether they think the contact is friendly or hostile. T h e y
Uien receive feedback about tlie true identity of the contact,
which ends the trial and immediately begins the next trial.

views under the R + I D + condition, where U E c h o suggests
p(F)=I, and the R-ID- condition, where U E c h o suggests
p(F)=0. Lack of noise in the input m a y be o n e of the reasons for this.

After they finish all the training trials, they enter the second
stage. In this stage, theyfillout a questionnaire that presents some evidence sequentially about a conujcl and requires belief evaluation after each n e w piece of evidciac is
revealed. T h e same design and procedure were used to test
the U E c h o model.
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4: Belief evaluation results for 1:1, 2:1, and 1:2 con0'
ditions
(left-riglii). T h e d;ishcd lines indicate the Bayesian
values of the base rate a n dfinalbelief.

Results and Discussion
The results are reported separately for belief acquisition
(training) and belief revision (questionnaire). However,
empirical results are combined together with the U E c h o
modeling results for easy comparison.
Training Performance The binary decisions of all training
trials by each subject were transformed into conditional
probabilities, which were then averaged across the 2 0 subjects in each base rate group. T h e results are shown in Figure 3, together with the corresponding Bayesian values (calculated from uaining trial disuibutions) and U E c h o training
results.
| H Bayesian

Experiment

^ n UEcho

Belief Evaluation The results of belief evaluations after the
training phase are s h o w n in Figure 4. First, both subjects
and U E c h o s h o w fairly accurate base rate judgments, which
suggests that they can correctly assess and report the base
rate information as long as die information is presented in
the natural sampling manner. Second, despite accurate base
rate information,fish-tailfiguressuggest that the order effect occurs under all conditions. M o r e specifically, both
U E c h o and die experiment s h o w a recency effect the final
decision is m o r e determined b y the direction of the last evidence item.
Conclusions and Future Plans
Abduction is a distinct type of hypothetical reasoning which
infers someUiing may-be. The empirical work here shows
tliat human abductive reasoning indeed involves uncertainty
and tlius requires belief operations. Echo, a proposed model
of abduction, accounts for m a n y aspects of h u m a n abductive
reasoning, but does not incorporate uncertainty management. W e described a modified version of Echo (UEcho),
which has the potential to handle die uncertainty aspects of
abduction. It was shown Uiat U E c h o does a fairly good job
en
a
Q
a
Q
Q
Q
Q
modeling
belief acquisition and dynamic belief revision,
it.
+
+
a
a.
"a.
Utwo critical components in h u m a n abductive reasoning.
CL
A s far as managing uncertainty in abduction is concerned,
U E c h o has advantages and disadvantages. O n the one hand,
Figure 3: Tniining perfonnance for 1:1, 2:1, and 1:2 condie learning and dynamic mechanisms in U E c h o allow it to
ditions (top-down).
adapt to iLs environment and learn from its experience. This
is preferable compared to some oUier uncertainty manageStatistics show that subjects can correctly acquire most of
ment models, such as Bayesian belief networks and graphithe probabilities. In addition, U E c h o does reasonably well
cal belief networks, which usually do not learn. The adapcapturing the statistical structure in the training uials. O n e
tive and parallel satisfaction nature of U E c h o also makes it
obvious deviation of U E c h o from both the Bayesian values
capable of modeling h u m a n heuristics and biases, thus it is
and the empirical results is UEcho's relatively extreme
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more preferable than nonnative models. O n tlie otlier hand,
it has been mentioned that Echo, and also IJEcho, can only
perform hypothesis evaluation and selection but not hypothesis formation, which makes it incomplete as an abduction model. It would be interesting to see h o w a complex
hypothesis can be formed by merging several strongly connected simple hypotheses. Moreover, at present, IJIxiio
does not handle higher-order uncertainty nor the distinction
between belief and plausibility in the D-S tlieory sense.
These disadvantages suggest that furtlier investigations are
needed.
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Patterns at the E d g e : Strategies of L o o k i n g at Nonrepresentational A r t
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Abstract
The hypothesis w a s that if experience and particular
Practicing artists, art students, and non artists were askedknowledge affect recognition, then viewers with particular
visual training, such as artists w h o have had extensive
to respond to six different two-dimensional infinite
patterns which they viewed via a new methodology that
training in the perception and manipulation of form and
presents the stimuli as iterating dots on a computer
color, would, in comparison to those with no art training 1)
screen. As evidenced in the drawings they made, most
more often correctly identify the patterns being generated
viewers searched for shapes with clearly defmed edges in
and 2), use a distinctive recognition strategy honed by years
the "negative" background space, rather than for shapes
of practice and experience in making and viewing art.
as defined by clusters of dots. The process of shape
definition using thefigure/grounddistinction and the
Participants
issue that past experience influences our perceptions are
discussed.
Forty nine participants from the Maryland Institute, College
of Art, Baltimore, Maryland: 12 faculty artists ( l O M , 2F;
age range 32-62 yrs.); 13 staff with no art training (8 F,
Introduction
5 M ; age range 24-63 yrs.); and 2 4 junior, senior, and
Research has shown that the process of perceiving shape
graduate art students (IIP, 1 3 M ; age range 18-39yrs.).
at the preattentive level focuses on such basic features as
line, angle, curvature, and brightness contrast. At the
cognitive level, the focus is on object identity through
Stimuli
comparison of the specific arrangement of these features
Six different two-dimensional infinite patterns (cm, pgg,
to knowledge stored in m e m o r y (Triesman, 1986).
p m g , p3, p4g, and p 4 m ) (Figure 1) (see Washburn &
Conventional wisdom imputes that the cognitive
Crowe, 1988 for description of plane patterns and their
translation from what is seen to what one thinks one has
crystallographic nomenclatures) were generated o n a
seen is interlaced with influences from "cultural" factors
computer screen using a program written by Field and
(cf Hochberg, 1978). Nodine, Locher & Krupinsky
Golubitsky (1992). T h e patterns developed as clusters of
(1993) have, for example, shown that knowledge and
white dots o n a black screen (although for clarity, the
expertise influence h o w individuals look at images. From
images were printed for this paper as black dots on a white
examination of eye m o v e m e n t scans of viewers looking at
background).
representational art images, they concluded that artists
e x a m m e compositional features while nonartists focus on
Procedure
specific items of content. But, although such eye scan
Individual respondents, seated in front of a computer
studies capture what individuals look at, w e need to k n o w
monitor, viewed sequentially the six patterns as they
more about the process of seeing.
iterated from an array of random dots to a fully formed
This paper reports a n e w method which explores h o w
pattern. With each iteration, the dot density increased.
viewers with a range of art training respond to patterns
Respondents were instructed to hit the pause key during the
presented 1) in-the-process-of becoming-a-pattem, rather
iterating sequence w h e n they discerned a pattern (that is, a
than afrillyformed pattern, thereby facilitating recovery of
regularly repeating array) and then to sketch what they saw.
the amount and kind of information which viewers use to
A screen d u m p printout of each paused image w a s m a d e for
determine that they have seen a pattern, and 2) asking the
reference.
viewers to m a k e a sketch of the pattern they see.
It is arguable whether the best presentation of geometric
Results
pattern should be as continuous line or in a dotted format
There w a s a statistically significant difference in correct
as used in this research. Uttal (1987) has noted that, while
pattern identification (x^ = 51.3 with 5 d O ; patternp4g w a s
conclusions about form detection of dot stimuli perhaps
the most difficult to discern while p m g and p 4 m were the
should be limited to forms in that format, the use of dot
easiest to detect.
stimuli is justified if the research is concerned with
Regardless of experience, respondents followed two
preattentive visual processing because it facilitates focus
strategies w h e n discerning patterns from the dot arrays:
on whole forms/shapes rather than local features.
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Further, not only did 7 0 % of the responses utilize the
negative space strategy, but of these responses, 6 0 % ol
them discerned the correct pattern. In contrast, of the 3 0 %
of the responses which focused on the dots as shape, only
1 6 % resulted in a conect pattern identification (Figure 3).
That is, in 8 4 % of the viewing episodes in which the
viewers chose to look at the "positive" image—that is, the
dot clusters—their identification of the pattern was
incorrect. This suggests that, under conditions where
stimuli presented in the positive has uncertain edges, it is
more difficult to recognize the dotted areas as pattern. In
the dot stimuli presented in this study, especially in the
early stages of the iteration sequence, the dot groupings are
thin and spread out and thus are difficult for most viewers
to discern as definable shapes.

panems were defined in the negative space or they were
seen as formed by dot groupings. Surprisingly, only 3 0 %
of the responses indicated that the viewers saw pattern in
the positive, that is, in clusters of regularly repeated dots.
Rather, 7 0 % of the responses showed that the viewers
focused on the negative space between the dot clusters.
Most individuals think of this space as space that performs
a secondary, supportive role, and, indeed, use linguistic
terms which imply this function, such as "negative" and
"background." Nevertheless, viewers used the sharp and
clear edges between the dots and the empty background as
the line boundary for a shape. This viewing strategy,
which will be called the negative strategy in this paper,
was clearly indicated in the sketches where viewers drew
the negative space as the pattern (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Iterated pattern and sketch of the background
areas as Ihe p 4 m pattern.

^-^^

Figure 3: Iterated pattern and incorrect sketch of the
positive areas as thep^g pattern.
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For the cm. p m g . p g g patterns, there vvas a statistically
significant ditTerence in the use of the negative recognition
strateg>' and conect identification of the patterns (x' =4.8,
p<,05; x"=7.6, p<.01; x" =9.8, p< .01 respectively).
Overall, training or experience had no significant effect
on the selection of a strategy for pattern recognition. N o
statistically significant difference in the use of the two
strategies by the faculty, students, or staff for recognition
of the six patterns was observed, except for pattern p4g,
where, a m o n g the three groups of viewers with different
training, viewing strategies leading to a correct pattern
identification were significantly different (p=.02).
The dot density required by each expertise group to
correctly recognize each pattern v\'as examined. Dot
density was measured by number of iterations; the higher
the number of iteranons, the greater the dot density. For
this analysis, the skewed distribution of iteration values
required nonnalization of the data by a square root
transformation. However, only for the pattern p m g was
there a significant effect of art training in dot density
required for identification (F=4.6. df=2, p< .05). There
was, tlirthennore. only for pattern p m g a significant
interaction between art training and age (F=5.9, df^2, p<
.01). Specifically, faculty and students required a lower
dot density to recognize tliis pattern than did individuals
with no an training.
For patterns p 4 m . p4g, and p 3 there was a significant
negative interaction between use of the negative stt-ategy
and age (x' = 4.5, 4.3, and 4.2 respectively; p<.05).
Specificalh. there was a decreased use of the negative
strategy with increasing age.
A significant difference was not found between male and
female use of either the negative or positive strategies, or
in their choice of a strategy that would lead to a conect
drawing.
Discussion
The results suggest that of the two strategies employed,
the negative strategy was the most successful. But only for
the p m g p a n e m was there an effect of an training on speed
of recognition, perhaps because this pattern was the easiest
to identify. S o m e patterns were identified correctly faster
than others. Not surprisingly, pattern p m g , a zigzag, was
identified, using the negative strategy, faster than the other
patterns.
From a preattentive point of view, individuals looking at
patterns in the process of becoming all search for contour,
regardless of cultural experience, such as an training.
Indeed, more than a decade ago Pinker (1984) questioned
the extent to which general knowledge plays a role in
recognizing shape. H e argued then that it was unclear
what kind of knowledge is used for shape recognition and
h o w that knowledge is used in the search for features and
wholes.
This exercise, which requested viewers to

produce drawings at the point when they discerned that a
pattern had fonned, suggests that the necessary information
is related to the edge and boundary of the shape. The
concept of figure/ground difference is an assessment about
a fully fonned image. It does not describe the process
which viewers use to discern emerging shapes that have
unclear edges, hideed, these results suggest, with another
methodology, that one important aspect of the process ol"
shape definition occurs at the edge.
Infixtureresearch the relationship of the specific nature of
a given pattern, such as its complexity, should be studied
reladve to choice of recognition stt-ategy. For exajnple, the
zigzag pattern p m g was m u c h simpler thaji the over/under
weaving p 4 g pattern. In addition, pattern stimuli should be
chosen that develop with identical shapes in the negative
and positive, as was the case for the p m g pattern.
These issues should not, however, detract from the
advantages of using this approach for stimuli presentation.
B y presenting stimuli iji the process of becoming an image.
instead of as a fully formed image, and asking the viewers
to stop the iteration sequence at the point when they iiave
seen enough intbnuation to say that they have seen a
pattern, and then to draw what tliey see, enables capttire
not only of the amount and kind of iivtbnnation processed,
but also of the strategy they were using to m a k e the pattern
determination. The use of a dynamic display for pattern
recognition should enable researchers to further explore the
process of pattern identification.
These explorations of the relationship between the
process of pattern recognition and cultural factors which
might affect that process reinforce experimental evidence
which suggests that the human visual system, regardless of
the subsequent kind of " cultural" experience, searches for
boundaries in an effort to define shape. W h e n stimuli are
presented in different fonnats, a looking strategy is used
which highlights boundary, regardless of whether the shape
is being produced with a positive application of line or in a
residual negative format, and regardless of whether the
viewer has had additional experience and training looking
at line and pattern.
These results redirect us to expand our ways of exploring
the process involved in form recognition relative to the
influences of culture on human perception. What is
preattentively universal and wdiat is culttirally learned are
thorny issues waiting for interdisciplinary intervention.
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Abstract
The idea that GOMS can be used to model HCI tasks within
the organizational environment in which they occur is
discussed and reviewed. A n example in terms of satellite
operations is provided.
Mantovani (1996) has proposed that the study of human
computer interaction (HCI) is currently limited because w e ,
"lack an integrated model of social context suitable for H C I
research," (Mantovani, 1996). However, while it is true that
social context has not often been explicitly addressed in the
H C I literature, this does not mean that the modeling systems
currently in use cannot accommodate social context. M o r e
specifically, w e propose that G O M S can be used to model
H C I tasks within the relevant contextual aspects of
organizations, such as companies and institutions. T o
support this w e review the relevant issues and present the
initial results of a study incorporating this goal.
G O M S (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983) is a modeling
system designed to capture h o w experts execute well
learned, routine tasks (e.g. word processing, satellite
tracking). Essentially, it breaks d o w n a task into Goals,
Operators, Methods, and Selection rules (see John & Kieras,
1994 for a detailed review and discussion of the different
variations of G O M S ) . Goals describe what the user wants to
achieve; methods are combinations of sub-goals and
operators used to achieve goals; selection rules are rules for
selecting between methods; and operators are actions, either
physical (e.g. m o v e the mouse), perceptual (e.g. search the
screen), or cognitive (e.g. add two numbers).
Although G O M S was originally developed to model
individual humans interacting with computers, the unit of
analysis is flexible. Thus a task performed by a room full of
humans and computers could be described at the level of
the interactions between the individual humans and
computers, or at the level of the room, i.e. without reference
to the specific agents involved. G O M S describes the
knowledge level of the task. T h e granularity of the units
involved depends on the goals of the researchers. Thus
G O M S is equally suitable for describing the knowledge of
an individual or the knowledge of a distributed cognitive
system, such as described by Hutchins (1990).
A s Olson and Olson (1990) note, the original formulation
of G O M S had m a n y limitations that have since been
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ameliorated. For example, the ability of G O M S to account
for learning, errors, the limitations of working memory, and
parallel processing have all been considerably improved
(see Olson & Olson, 1990 for a review). W h a t w e are
proposing is that organizations can be analyzed as
disU-ibuted cognitive systems, and that G O M S can be used
to describe the knowledge level of such systems, including
the knowledge structures mediating task related social
interactions (note, in this paper a social interaction is
defined as any interaction between two or more people).
Organizations tend to involve a high amount of routine,
well learned activity. In addition, w e suggest that the social
and cultural rules mediating interpersonal relationships
within organizations are likewise routine in nature.
Therefore, G O M S , which has a good track record for
modeling routine behavior, seems an appropriate modeling
choice. However, note, w e are not suggesting that G O M S
can be used for all social situations, e.g. G O M S m a y not be
a good choice for modeling close personal relationships and
the like.
In addition there are several important advantages to using
G O M S . First, G O M S is a well established modeling tool
with a host of studies demonstrating h o w to solve various
specific problems. Second, modeling at the organizational
level can entail a high degree of cross disciplinary work,
involving diverse areas such as cognitive science, social
psychology, game theory, sociology, and anthropology.
Because G O M S is relatively easy to understand at the
conceptual level, it is a good choice to serve as a c o m m o n
modeling language. Third, G O M S is currently used to create
models of the types of systems commonly found in many
organizations. If G O M S is used to model an organization's
structure then the model will be compatible with existing
GOMS
models of specific sub-tasks within that
organization. Fourth, G O M S can be used to address specific
questions such as time estimates, the efficient use of
resources, possible goal conflicts, the degree to which goals
can be fulfilled, and whether or not an organization would
be robust in the face of changing conditions.
In addition, this approach could also be applied to
psychological and sociological questions, such as
determining the nature of the employee environment (e.g.
does it promote undue stress? under what conditions?) or the
emergent functional properties of the organization (e.g. does
it perpetuate racism?). The advantage of a G O M S model for

very similar to intelligent software agents that use G O M S
models to predict the behavior of the user (e.g. Vera and
Rosenblatt, 1995). If this is the case, then it follows that
G O M S would be particularly appropriate for modeling this
type of behavior.

these types of questions is that it can provide a process
model of h o w such conditions arise, as well as h o w they
feed back into the system.
Modeling Social Actions
In this section w e consider the issue of modeling social
actions, that is, the interactions between two or more people.
From an individual's point of view, there are two broad
types of social actions, 1) actions relating to other
individuals, such as making the judgment, "do I trust this
person?" and 2) actions relating to groups, such as making
the judgment "will the market go up?"
In some cases, G O M S methods may be constructed to
make these types of judgments. Such methods would reflect
the knowledge level of the task. For example, to answer the
question of whether the market will go up or down, an
expert might execute the sub goals of gathering economic
and political information. However, it may also be necessary
to assume social operators for gut level decisions. For
example, to answer the question, "what is the mood of the
market?" an analyst may go with his or her feeling about it.
Damasio's (1994) Somatic-Marker Hypothesis is a good
candidate for understanding this type of process. Social
operators can also be modeled using the mechanisms
proposed in social psychology, combined with specific
organizational, social and cultural knowledge. For example,
Fishbein and Ajzen's (1974) reasoned action theory can be
combined with real world data to predict attitudes towards
alternative actions. Social operators could also be modeled
using AI models, such as A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) or
S O A R (Newell, 1990).
However, it is not always necessary to provide models of
operators. A s John (1995) notes, "Operators can be defined
at many different levels of abstraction but most G O M S
models define them at a concrete level, like button presses
and menu selections." This is certainly useful since simple
operations can be assumed to be performed correctly and
within an approximate time span most of the time (Card et
al, 1983), but operators needn't be limited to simple
operations. In principle, any process can be made into an
operator. For example, a model could be constructed in
which an architect calls an operator to judge the aesthetic
quality of a design. Thus by assuming a complex action
exists as an operator it becomes possible tofi-amewhere and
when it takes place within a G O M S model, as well as its
functional significance. For example, the output of the
aesthetic operator above could be used as the basis for a
selection rule (e.g. if aesthetic, continue drawing; if not
aesthetic, throw it away). The issue is one offindingthe
most useful level of operator abstraction for the task being
modeled (Card et al, 1983).
It is also interesting to note that G O M S itself can be used
as a model for certain types of social thought. Specifically, it
can be argued that when one person wants to predict what
another person will do in a particular situation, that they
construct something very much like a G O M S model of the
person in the situation and then mentally simulate it (e.g. see
Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). In this sense people may be

The Importance of Goals
As Mantovani (1996) notes, people have socially and
culturally based goals. Without considering such higher
level goals, most G O M S models implicitly assume that the
user's highest goal is to do the task as well as possible. T o
get at the organizational, social and cultural goals of a user it
is necessary to ask why the employee wants to complete the
task. In many cases the answer will be that the employee
will benefit from doing it (i.e. they will be paid, they will
avoid beingfired).In this case the goal hierarchy need go no
higher. However, in some cases, the higher level goal
structure may be more complex. In particular when an
employee is free to choose between various tasks it is
necessary to understand his or her higher level goals in order
to predict what he or she will do next. In addition, in the
case of multiple employees, it may be important to
understand h o w the higher level goal structure of an
employee interacts with the higher level goal structures of
other employees. This type of analysis could be approached
from a game theory perspective (i.e. assume payoffs for
achieving goals and that employees will act rationally) or a
social cognition perspective (i.e. modeling based on
questionnaires, observation, etc.).
Another interesting and related issue is determining the
goals of an organization. Organizations have goals, for
example, an environmental consulting firm may state their
goal as being to create a clean environment. However, it is
interesting to note that individuals can work within an
organization without adopting the higher level goals of the
organization. For example, a person could work for an
environmental consulting firm simply for the money. The
question as to whether the structure of an organization is
such that the goals of the individuals result in the stated goal
of the organization is an interesting and important one,
especially for governmental and other public service
organizations.
Also, as noted in the introduction, firms may have goals
implicit in their structure. For example, sociologists often
refer to institutionalized racism. The benefit of using a
G O M S to examine this type of issue is that it can provide a
highly specific process model of why various goals exist
within a system. This is because goals are triggered by a
clear chain of events involving higher level goals and
selection rules.
The Top Down Effects of Goals
The manner in which higher level organizational, social or
cultural goals can effect the behavior of lower level methods
and operators is of critical importance. G O M S is modular in
nature and thus based on the traditional cognitive science
assumption that we can abstract simple problem spaces from
a complex world and deal with them in relative isolation
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(Vera & Simon. 1993). Mantovani (1996), making the case
for his interpretation of the role of social and cultural
factors, argues that this is never the case, even for very
simple actions such as tying shoes.
when we wear shoes, we usually have some project in our
mind regarding some activity which is relevant with respect
to our current interests and requires wearing shoes. Thus
tying laces and wearing shoes are simple activities which
depend on actors' cultural models, for example, models of
healthy behavior generate broader projects like keeping fit
by running in the park in the morning. (Mantovani, 1996).

that could effect their operation, as well as in terms of h o w
they effect the general factors. T o keep track of this in a
model, an index can be attached to each employee (or
customer, or client) to record the general factors impinging
on them at each step in the process. For example, an index
could be used to keep track of m e m o r y load or stress due to
time pressure. This type of approach could be usefiil in
terms of modeling systems in which human error can cause
serious results.
Spin-off Effects: An Example

However, the traditional cognitive science perspective
argues that simple actions such as shoe tying can be treated
in isolation and that is it is unnecessary to understand the
context shoe tying beyond the goal of wanting one's shoes
to be tied. A person could tie his or her shoes as part of
fulfilling m a n y divergent goals (e.g. a run in the park, a
night at the opera, or overthrowing a dictatorship) and the
process would remain essentially the same. This is true in
two senses. First, in terms of the measurable outcome the
laces would be tied in approximately the same w a y each
time. T h e results might be affected by factors such as time
pressure and m e m o r y load (e.g. forgetting to tie ones shoes
or tying them sloppily), but these are not direct effects of the
social context, rather they are mediated by basic cognitive
variables (e.g. m e m o r y and processing speed). The second
sense in which this is true is in terms of the knowledge and
motor skills deployed to achieve the result. Again, allowing
for mediating factors such as m e m o r y load and time, w e
would expect the process of tying shoes to remain constant
once it has been well learned.
L o w level operators (such as clicking a mouse on an icon)
will generally be unaffected by higher level social/cultural
goals. However, in cases in which a low level operator is
affected, the effect will be mediated by well defined,
variables such as m e m o r y load, demands on attention,
speed/accuracy tradeoffs, and so on. This type of effect,
w h e n it occurs, m a y be an important consideration in
modeling the system. Specifically, if a low level operator
error can cause a significant problem, then the factors that
mediate the likelihood of such an error should be modeled
in. A n example of this approach is the use of G O M S to
predict the effect of work load on working m e m o r y (Card et
al., 1983).
In the case of social operators w e argue that the same
approach can be taken. That is, for the most part social
operators will not be affected by higher level goals, but
w h e n they are it will be through the mediation of a limited
number of variables. In fact, this is the approach used in
Social Cognition. Cognitive variables, such as those
mentioned above, can be used to predict mediators such as
stress, which is a major determinant of social functioning
(e.g. a social operator, such as, "behave politely towards the
customer," could be severely disrupted by stress). Other
socially mediating factors, such as threats to self esteem m a y
also play an important role.
Thus operators are defined in terms of the general factors

Although w e argue that lower level methods and operators
can be treated in relative isolation from higher level goals,
their appropriateness for fulfilling specific higher level goals
is still a potentially important issue. Specifically, evaluating
methods solely in terms of h o w they satisfy the immediate
goal m a y not lead to the optimal solution. This is because
methods can have spin-off effects which m a y be important
for satisfying goals elsewhere in the system.
For example, one of the authors ( R L W ) is working on the
H C I for an electronic Chinese-English dictionary designed
for those w h o cannot read Chinese. Initially the highest level
goal in the model for this task was to look up a Chinese
character and find its meaning in English. This generated a
lot of high tech suggestions, such as scanning the character
and using a neural network to identify it. However, by
identifying the higher level goal of the intended users, which
in this case was to learn to read Chinese, it was realized that
some form of the traditional system (the radical search
method), would probably be better. This is because the
traditional system requires the user to parse the characters
into their meaningful, pictographic components, which
studies show play an important role in character recognition.
Thus a process for learning the structure of Chinese
characters is situated in the process of looking them up in
the dictionary.
O f course, there are always ever higher goals being
generated by ever higher system structures. Obviously w e
cannot consider every possibility in a model. However, w e
have a better chance of finding spin-off effects within an
organization if w e possess a model of the organization. With
a detailed model, spin off effects can be located through
simulating different versions of the model (e.g. inserting
different H C I structures for specific tasks), or simply by
studying the model.
Reactivity to the Environment
Traditionally, G O M S models have assumed a pristine task
environment, one in which interruptions unrelated to the
specific task being modeled do not occur. However, in a
social setting (i.e. within an organization), the user can be
interrupted and information injected that can alter minor or
major components of the task. Thus tasks are situated within
a social/cultural/organizational environment.
T h e issue is one of reactivity to the environment, which
involves two aspects of G O M S modeling. T h efirstaspect is
the goal stack. A shallow goal stack increases reactivity by
allowing the system to more frequently run checks on the
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environment between executing goal stacks (e.g. John &
Vera, 1992). The second aspect is the level of abstraction
involved in defining the operators (Card et al, 1983).
Obviously, operators defined at a gross level of granularity
will tend to overlook opportunities in which a person could
be interrupted.
Another approach to dealing with this problem is to adopt
a parallel processing approach, such as C P M - G O M S (Gray,
John 8l Atwood, 1993). C P M - G O M S uses a schedule chart
to represent simultaneously occurring activity, which can be
analyzed using a critical path analysis. Using this approach
the environment can be monitored in parallel while other
tasks are going on. For example, an engineer waiting for
some plans might work on a side task while monitoring for
news that the plans have arrived.

6.

7.

running 10 seconds before its execution in order for
data collection.
Finish maneuver: W h e n the execution ends, the S T s
check the data and return the spin rate and temperature
of the satellite to normal, and the automated notation
control and antenna pointing systems to their usual
status.
Attend alarm: Alarms occurs anytime throughout the
maneuver task. The STs have to acknowledge and
analyze them individually before continuing the normal
task.

Although routine and largely automated, it was
observed that the STs actions were intimately dependent on
cues provided by the computer interface (primarily the
monitor screen). The interface captured m a n y aspects of the
Modeling Satellite Maneuvers
maneuver, breaking them d o w n into m u c h smaller sub-goals,
and cueing the STs when appropriate. Hence, although the
Currently w e are working on a G O M S model of satellite
task structure appeared retrospectively as a large serial plan,
maneuvering, a task that is very routine in nature but also
the
STs were actually highly reactive to their environment.
demands a high level of reactivity to the environment. The
This
was corroborated by the observations that, 1) STs
satellite technicians (hence forth STs) must pay attention to
constantly
referred to their monitor screens, 2) STs waited
the computer interface system as well as to each other. In
for
the
external
cue before taking action, and 3) when alarms
addition, the maneuvers take place within the larger context
unexpectedly interrupted the scenario, the S T typically
of the satellite management organization. Here w e report
completed the sub-goal he was engaged in, dealt with the
how we have approached modeling this activity with regard
problem specified by the alarm, and resumed his normal
to performing an attitude maneuver.
course of action by looking for cues on the interface.
T o model the STs' reactivity to system cues w e adopted
Method
the strategy of using very shallow goal stacks, prompted by
Unobtrusive observations of satellite attitude maneuvers
the system cues. For example, when the S T s perceive the
were conducted. The satellite technicians were all fully
cue " A P E to manual" the sub-goal of turning off the antenna
trained with an average of 6 months job experience. T w o
pointing system is pushed onto the goal stack. Note the unit
observers took notes during the task. Other sources of data
task is very small, in this case consisting of only two
included the task manual, checklists and other handbooks.
operators, "enter c o m m a n d " and "verify command,"
Separate interviews were also conducted with individual
allowing the STs to frequently return to monitoring the
operators after the missions were completed.
environment.
The STs, modeled in this way, do not need to understand
The Model
the relationship between the sub-goals to successfully
The completion of the maneuver required the fulfillment of
accomplish the maneuver. However, this approach could not
seven tasks:
fully account for the STs behavior. First, some of the subgoals were not cued by the interface. These were, turn on
1. Configure system: The satellite maneuver task is semi- printer, run printer, collect data, start counting, and select
automated. The STs must call up a program at the
data channels. A s a consequence, in one observation the STs
beginning of the scenario which consists of batches of
forgot to run the printer during the phase check, and the
conmiands and instructions that guide operator's
procedure had to be repeated. Second, although none of the
behaviors.
cued sub-goals were missed, as the procedure is very routine
2. Prepare for phase check: This includes selecting data
in nature w e would expect that the STs would be aware of a
channels for information collection, switching on the
missed a cue after receiving the subsequent cue, which
printer and refilling the printer paper.
would seem sequentially inappropriate. Finally, if the system
3. Execute phase check: The purpose of this is to ensure
made an error, such as failing to give a cue, w e would
synchronization with the satellite. The STs specify the
expect that the STs would be aware of this for the same
necessary parameters then starts the printer. At the end
reasons he would be aware of missing a cue (in fact one of
of phase check, a time-graph is charted and
the functions of the STs is to detect problems with the
measurements are taken.
system).
4. Prepare maneuver: The STs specify time of the
T o model this w e assumed that the STs have knowledge
maneuver execution and prepares for it (e.g. automated
of the sequence of sub-goals for the attitude maneuver.
notation control and antenna pointing are switched off).
W h e n an external interface representation causes a sub-goal
5. Execute maneuver: The actual maneuver process is
to be pushed onto the stack, it is verified against this
completely automated. However the printer must start
knowledge structure. W h e n a sub-goal cued by the interface
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is in conflict with the ST's knowledge of what should be
occurring it signals that a problem has occurred. At this
point the STs would engage in problem solving behaviors
(similar to Gray, Kirschenbaum and Ehret, 1997, this
process could be modeled using a problem solving
architecture, such as A C T - R or S O A R ) . Assuming no
problem is detected, after the current sub-goal is verified the
next sub-goal can be retrieved while work on the current
goal is going on in parallel.
Levels of Analysis
A s noted in the introduction, the unit of analysis for a
G O M S model can vary. For example, the seven tasks
comprising an attitude maneuver could easily be described
without distinguishing between the computer systems and
the STs. F r o m a G O M S perspective, distributed cognitive
systems, such as the satellite operations room, can be
considered to possess expert knowledge in the same way
that individual humans do. However, since w e were
interested in the H C I characteristics of the task, w e
differentiated between the STs and the computer systems,
and found that the task knowledge is distributed across the
S T s and the computer systems, with some level of
redundancy.
Another issue is the level of analysis with regard to the
STs. In actuality the maneuver is performed in a room
containing a supervisor and two operators, one to execute
c o m m a n d s and the other to verify commands. The
supervisor, in addition to supervising, also functions to
communicate with other departments involved with various
decisions pertaining to the maneuver. In terms of S T
knowledge, our observations showed that, in addition to
system cues and the knowledge stored in each ST's long
term memory, knowledge was also drawn from interactions
with job manuals, checklists, and the other STs.
Essentially, our model treats the STs, including their job
manuals and checklists, as a single unit. The behavior of
individual STs is never referred to. Treated in this way, the
STs function as a distributed cognitive sub-system within the
greater distributed system of the operations room. W h a t this
level of analysis leaves out is h o w the STs organize
themselves and h o w they draw knowledge from sources
other than the interface system. For example, our model
assumes that the STs can retrieve the next sub-goal while
work on the current sub-goal is going on in parallel. This
could involve an individual S T retrieving the next sub-goal
from m e m o r y while working on the current sub-goal in
parallel, or requesting another S T to look up the next subgoal on a check list while he or she attends to the current
sub-goal. O n e of the next goals in this project is to model
the flow of information between the individual STs, their
manuals, checklists, and the computer interface system.
Therefore, to summarize, w e can conceptualize this task at
three different levels of analysis:
1) The room itself as a distributed cognitive system. This
level focuses on a functional description of the task.
2) T h e computers as one distributed system and the STs
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(including their non-computerized reference material)
as another distributed system. This level emphasizes the
interaction between the STs and the computers.
3) The STs as individual systems interacting with their
manuals, checklists, and the computer interface system.
This level highlights the flow of information around the
room.
Social Actions
The social interactions were highly constrained by the
demands of the task, as well as organizational policies as to
h o w the STs should interact during this task. In addition, the
STs frequently perform this maneuver, as well as other
maneuvers which are highly similar in terms of what is
required from the STs. Thus the individual behaviors of the
STs towards each other are very routine in nature, and as
such can be captured using G O M S at fairly detailed level.
However, social interactions need not always be modeled
at the level of individual behaviors. For example, the STs
can decide w h o will "execute" and w h o will "verify" each
time the task is performed. Currently w e are modeling this
decision process as an operator attached to the distributed
cognitive system comprised of all three STs. That is, for our
purposes w e are not interested in the interactions involved in
this decision, just the fact that it is m a d e by the STs.
Social interactions between groups are also involved in
this process. Specifically, the satellite operations department
must interact with the control room (where instructions as to
what type of maneuver to perform c o m e from) and the
orbital engineers (who calculate the parameters of the
maneuver). These other departments are represented at the
level of the department (i.e. as distributed cognitive entities
without reference to the human and computer agents that
m a k e them up), and are modeled only in terms of their
relevance to the satellite room.
Conclusions
The thesis of this paper is that G O M S can be used to
model large, interactive systems such as organizations or
institutions, by treating them as distributed cognitive
systems. The example firom our ongoing research on satellite
operations is highly specific, but this is the point of G O M S
modeling - to uncover a knowledge level description of h o w
a particular task is performed. In contrast, work on social
interactions and the behavior of organizations has tended to
focus on finding general psychological mechanisms (e.g.
social psychology), or general principles or patterns of
interactions (e.g. sociology, anthropology). G O M S ,
therefore, offers an alternative perspective which w e believe
would compliment work in these areas. In addition, by
considering the organizational context in which an H C I task
occurs w e gain a broader picture of the task. This is
particularly relevant as organizations are increasingly
employing computer networks, instead of isolated PCs.
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that the present constructivist model outperforms the existing
symbolic and subsymbolic inodels both in terms of psychoA constructivist neural network model is presented that learns
logically realistic learning and generalization behavior. Furthe past tense of English verbs. The model builds its architecther, it is shown that the constructivist growth process leads
ture in response to the learning task in a way consistent with
to a modular architecture in which regular and irregular verb
neurobiological and psychological evidence. The model outforms are dissociated and can be selectively impaired by leperforms existing connectionist and symbolic past tense modsioning different pathways of the network.
els in terms of learning and generaHzation behavior, and it disIn the next section, the neurobiological and learning theoplays a U-shaped learning curve for many irregular verbs. The
retic
arguments for constructivist models of cognitive develtrained model develops a modular architecture with dissociopment are reviewed. Then, the network algorithm that was
ations between regular and irregular verbs, and lesioning the
different pathways leads to results comparable with neurologiused in the simulations in this paper and the precise experical disorders. It is argued that the successof the model is due to
mental setup are described. The Results section is concerned
its constructivist nature, and that the distinction between fixedwith the performance of the network in terms of learning,
architecture and constructivist models is fundamental. Given
generalization, U-shaped learning, and emergent modularity
this distinction, constructivist systems provide more realistic
leading to a dissociation between regular and irregular verbs.
models of cognitive development.
These results are then discussed in thefinalsection.
Abstract

Introduction
Models of learning the English past tense have in the past ten
years become representative of different theories of language
acquisition and cognition in general. While connectionist approaches (e.g., Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; M a c W h i n ney & Leinbach, 1991; Plunkett & Marchman, 1993) have
maintained that both regular and irregular past tense forms
can be produced in a homogeneous architecture by a single
process, dual-route accounts (Pinker, 1991) argue for two distinct mechanisms in different pathways, where regular forms
are produced by a rule and irregular forms are stored in an associative memory. M o r e recently, however, modular connectionist (Westermann&Goebel, 1995) and homogeneous symbolic (Ling & Marinov, 1993) models have been proposed.
While no working dual-route models exist (see Nakisa
et al., 1997, for a theory of w h y such models d o not work),
most of the existing homogeneous models rely on afixed,predefined architecture which is chosen specifically for the task
at hand. However, as is argued below, such fixed-architecture
systems are problematic both on neurobiological and learning theoretic grounds and might be limited in their usefulness
as models of cognitive development. In this paper a constructivist neural network ( C N N ) model is presented that learns the
English past tense by growing its architecture in response to
the specific learning problem (see also Westermann, 1997).
T h e performance of this network is evaluated against three
existing models of past tense learning: the original network
by Rumelhart & McClelland (1986, R & M ) , the improved
backpropagation model by M a c W h i n n e y & Leinbach (1991,
M & L ) , and the Symbolic Pattern Associator (SPA, Ling &
Marinov, 1993), a symbolic decision-tree model. It is shown

Constructivist Cognitive Development
Cognitive development has recently been argued to closely
correlate with the structural development of the cortex, with
an increase in structural complexity leading to an increase in
cognitive capacities (Quartz & Sejnowski, 1997). Moreover,
the initial functional restrictions of a child's cognitive capacities seem to be essential for reaching adult competence (e.g.,
Elman, 1993). In order to understand the principles of cognitive development it is therefore important to take the mechanisms of brain development into account.
Recent work in this area has provided evidence that the development of cortex is activity dependent on different levels
(see e.g.. Fields & Nelson, 1992). Activity can determine the
polarity of neurons, the rate and direction of dendritic and
axonal growth, and the formation of synapses (e.g., Quartz
& Sejnowski, 1997). Stabilization and loss of these synapses
is also activity dependent (Fields & Nelson, 1992). It has
also been shown that the cortex is not innately prespecified
but readily adapts to process afferent signals from different
domains (O'Lcary, 1989). These results indicate that neural
development proceeds in a constructivist way, with the neural
organization of the brain being modified through constructive
and regressive events by complex interactions between genetic predispositions and environmental inputs.
Cognitive development which is based on cortical development will thus proceed in the same constructivist manner,
where activity dependent architectural modifications lead to
increasingly complex cognitive representations.
Most significantly, research in learning theory (Quartz,
1993) has shown that incorporating activity dependent struc-
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perceptron-rule, or quickprop), and w h e n learning no longer
improves performance, a n e w unit is inserted. T h e place
where the n e w unit is inserted is determined by the classification error resulting from treating inputs within one rf as similar: the rf that previously caused the highest error is shrunk
and the n e w unit is inserted next to it. T h e idea here is that
a unit which produces a high output error is inadequate, and
therefore more structural resources are needed in that area.
Figure 1 shows a hypothetical start and end state in a twodimensional input space. While initially only two rfs cover
the whole of the space, later hidden units have been inserted
with different densities across the space to account for the
specific learning task.

tural modification into a learning system is not just a w a y
to tune performance, but leads to entirely different learning
properties of that system, evading m a n y of the problems that
are associated withfixed-architecturesystems. A n y a priori
choice of architecture severely limits the class of problems
that can be learned by a model, which is often manifested in
a trial-and-error approach to choosing the number of hidden
units in a network for a specific task and which has led to
the rejection of the concept of "learning" in favor of a "fixation of belief' on innate representations by some (e.g., Fodor,
1980). Constructivist systems, however, can overcome these
limitations (Quartz, 1993).
Given the fact that the cortex develops in an activitydependent way, and taking into account that systems developing in this w a y are fundamentally different from fixedarchitecture systems, plausible cognitive models should likewise adapt their architecture in a w a y which is specific to
the learning task. Such models can be called constructivist,
reflecting their proximity to the constructivist developmental theories of Piaget in which structural modification of the
learning system occurs in response to environmental input
(see also Mareschal & Shultz, 1996).
The C N N which is presented in this paper models the acquisition of the English past tense in a constructivist process.
The C N N is compared with other existing models, allowing
for the empirical assessment of the suitability of constructivist
models for the simulation of cognitive development.
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The Constructivist Neural Network Model
For the cognitive simulations described here, a modified version of the constructivist Supervised Growing Neural G a s
( S G N G ) algorithm (Fritzke, 1994) was used because it incorporates constructive and regressive events which depend
on the learning task, and because it provides mechanisms to
produce outputs based on both the structure and on the identity of input signals, conforming to both neurobiological and
psychological evidence.
The S G N G algorithm constructively builds the hidden
layer of a radial basis function ( R B F ) network. R B F networks are different from backpropagation networks in that
the hidden units have a Gaussian ('bell-shaped') rather than a
sigmoid activation function. This allows each hidden unit to
be active only for inputs within a certain range (as opposed
to being active for all inputs above a certain threshold), thus
forming a receptivefield(rf) for a region of the input space.
All input vectors are positioned in this space according to
their feature values, and the hidden units are placed at different positions to cover the whole space. Hidden units will be
activated by an input if it falls within their rf, and the closer
the input is to the center of the rf the more the unit will be
activated.
The problem in building R B F networks is to decide on
the number and positions of the hidden units. The S G N G
algorithm solves this problem by constructing the hidden
layer during learning, adding units when and where they are
needed.
The C N N starts with just two units in the hidden layer,
each covering roughly half of the input space (seefigure1).
The network tries to learn the task with this architecture
(by adjusting the weights with e.g., gradient descent, the

Hidden Layer with
Gaussian Units
Input Layer
(Template)
bring
Figure 2; The initial architecture of the C N N .
Figure 2 shows the CNN architecture. The input layer takes
a phonological representation of the verb stem, and the output layer has one unit for each possible output class (see below). The hidden layer initially consists of only two units but
is constructed during learning. There are direct connections
from the input to the output layer, and each hidden unit is
fully connected to both input and output layers.
The direct input-output connections allow the past tense
classes to be produced based on the structure of the input
stem. B y contrast, the (growing) hidden layer acts as a m e m ory: it produces an output based on the identity and not the
structure of the input. Initially, though, similar verbs will fall
into the same rf even when they require different outputs (e.g.,
h e a r and f e a r requiring h e a r d and f e a r e d , respectively). During the training of the network new rfs would be
inserted in the area of such verbs, and eventually similar verbs
with dissimilar past tense forms will be discriminated (see
fig. 1). W h e r e similar verbs have the same output class, h o w ever, (e.g., l o o k and c o o k with l o o k e d and c o o k e d ) ,
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no new rfs will be inserted and a single rf will cover several verbs without producing an output error. Thus, the internal structure of the network will adapt to reflect the learning
task. While taking advantage of a "starting-smali" approach,
this task-dependent adaptation is in contrast to other developing systems that incorporate a pre-programmed development
such as an extension of short-term memory span, where the
final architecture is independent from the specific problem
being learned (see e.g., Elman, 1993).
Experiments
In order to allow for comparisons between different models,
the present simulations employed the corpus from MacWhinney & Leinbach (1991), which was also used by Ling & Marinov (1993) in their SPA model. This corpus consists of 1,404
stem/past tense pairs of English verbs. The verbs were transcribed using U N I B E T and, following MacWhinney & Leinbach (1991), represented in a template format containing slots
for consonants and vowels. Table 1 shows examples of the
phonological encoding of some verbs. Each phoneme was
represented by ten features, such as voiced, labial, dental
for consonants, and front, center, high for vowels. A template consisted of 18 slots, resulting in a 180-bit feature vector for the representation of each verb. For the output the
verbs were classified according to how they form their past
tense (adapted from Pinker & Prince, 1988). For example,
the class /.v/ —>• /('/ contained the verbs understand,
withstand, overtake, stand, shake, and take, and
the class /j-/ —>• /6/ comprised string, strike, swing,
stick, fling, cling, spin, hang, and dig. This classification resulted in 23 output classes, one for regular and 22
for irregular verbs. Each output unit of the network corresponded to one output class.

Results
This section describes the results of the learning experiment.
Learning
The network was trained for 4,055 epochs, at which point
it correctly classified 99.6%. (939 out of 943) of the regular verbs and 9 7 . 6 % (120 out of 123) of the irregular verbs.
Table 3 compares the learning results of the C N N with the
R & M , M & L , and S P A models. While all models performed
equally well for the regular verbs, the C N N outperformed the
other models on the irregular verbs, closely followed by the
symbolic SPA. This success seems to be a direct consequence
of the ability of the C N N to allocate structure where needed,
and thus specifically for the harder-to-learn irregular verbs.
The precise structure of the trained C N N is analyzed below.
Table 3: Performance on training of the four compared
models (extended from Ling & Marinov, 1993).

Verb types
Percentage correct
Total
Regulars
Irregulars

R&M
420

M&L
1,650

SPA
1,038

CNN

97.0
98.0
95.0

99.3
100.0
90,7

99.2
99.6
96.6

99.3
99.6
97.6

1.066

Generalization to N o v e l V e r b s

T h e trained C N N w a s tested on its generalization to novel
verbs. A s Ling & Marinov (1993) have pointed out, testing the generalization ability of a model o n existing verbs is
misleading because irregular verbs are by their nature unpredictable. Therefore, in line with Ling & Marinov, the C N N
w a s tested on a set of 6 0 pseudo-verbs which had also been
o n h u m a n subjects (Prasada & Pinker, 1993). These
Table I: Some examples for the template-encoding of tested
verbs.
verbs consisted of blocks of ten which were prototypical, inbr-I-N
bring
termediate and distant with respect to existing regular and irI-ksp--l--e-n-explain
regular verbs.
recognize r — E - k — I - g n - 3 - z —
"remplate~ C C C W C C C W C C C W C C C
human
• CNN
I
From the original corpus of 24,802 tokens, 8,000 tokens
•
1'were randomly extracted according to the frequency of their
past tense forms. The structure of the resulting corpus is summarized in table 2.
4—
•

U,
'-

ai. -

Table 2: The structure of the training corpus.
Types
regular
irregular
total

1

Tokens

943
123

(88.4%)
(11.6%)

4579
3421

(57.2%) |
(42.8%)

1,066

(100%)

8,000

(100%)

P
I
D
Pseudo-Irregulars

Training was non-incremental: the whole training set of
8,(X)0 stem/past-tense-class pairs was presented to the network in random order at each epoch. Hidden units were inserted depending on the learning progress (see previous section), and the network was tested for its performance on the
training set prior to each insertion.
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•
1

P
I
D
Pseudo-Regulars

Figure 3: Generalization of the C N N to different classes
of pseudo-verbs, in comparison with humans, the SPA, and
R & M ' s network (extended from Ling & Marinov 1993). P =
Prototypical, I = Intermediate, D = Distant.
The results of the generalization experiments are shown
in figure 3. The C N N had a stronger tendency to regularize novel "irregular" pseudo-verbs than human subjects and
performed similarly to the SPA. For "regular" pseudo-verbs

the network performed very similar to h u m a n subjects and
better than both the S P A and the R & M models: 29 of the
30 pseudo-regulars were regularized, and the one remaining verb, p l e e m , was equally strong classified as regular
( p l e e m e d ) and belonging to the s l e e p - s l e p t class, thus
yielding p l e m t .
Developing Network Architecture
At the end of training the C N N had constructed a hidden layer
consisting of 397 rf units, i.e., on average each rf accounted
for 2.69 verbs. However, a closer analysis of the distribution
of these rfs over the input space showed a large difference
between regular and irregular verbs: the 123 irregular verb
types were distributed over 107 rfs, i.e., each irregular verb
claimed on average 8 7 % of an rf (ranging from one to three
verbs perfield).B y contrast, the 943 regular verb types were
distributed over just 347 rfs (some of which covered both regular and irregular verbs), i.e., each regular verb claimed on
average just 3 7 % of an rf, with the number of regular verbs in
a single rf ranging from one to twelve. This result clearly
shows the advantage of constructivist as opposed to fixedarchitecture models: a constructivist model can allocate its
resources where they are needed, and there is no need for an
a priori choice of the number of hidden units. Each hidden
unit processes only a small subset of the verbs and can therefore learn the correct output efficiently. The final network
architecture reflects the properties of the learning problem;
in this case, a number of large rfs for the regular verbs and
small,fine-grainedrfs for the more difficult irregular verbs.
U-shaped Learning Curve
The most striking feature of past tense acquisition in children is the U-shaped learning curve: an unlearning of previously correct irregular past tense forms and their subsequent
re-learning (e.g., s a w — s e e d / s a w e d — s a w ) , and a plausible model should follow this well-documented (Marcus et al.,
1992) course. However, most of the existing models have
been unable to provide a realistic account of the emergence
of the U-shaped learning curve: whereas R & M relied on the
assumption that the learning environment of a child changes
from afirststage of mainly irregular verbs to a second stage
of mainly regular verbs, and chose their training data accordingly, M & L ' s model could not account for any unlearning of
irregular forms. In the SPA, U-shaped learning was achieved
by the explicit manipulationof a learning parameter that controlled h o w m a n y times a verb had to be seen in order to be
memorized as an exception—if it occurred less often, it was
overreguiarized. Besides "hard-wiring" the theory that children possess such a variable parameter, and using the resulting U-shaped learning curve as evidence for the same theory,
this procedure also established a perhaps unrealistically direct
relationship between the frequency of a verb and its overregularization. Plunkett & M a r c h m a n (1993) were able to show
U-shaped learning in an environment where the training corpus was slowly expanded. However, it might be more plausible to assume that while the learning environment of the
child is static, the child himself is undergoing changes that
will influence the processing of the environmental input (see
also Elman, 1993). Therefore, it was interesting to investigate the behavior of the C N N in a non-incremental training
environment.

In fact the C N N displayed a U-shaped learning curve for
many of the irregular verbs in the training corpus. A period of overregularization (i.e., a classification of the verb as
belonging to the regular class) was preceded by a phase of
correct classification; this was the case e.g., for s a w , s o l d ,
t o l d , s a i d , r a n g , etc. At other points during training,
many of these verbs were classified equally strongly as regular and as irregular, which corresponds to a regularization of
the past tense form, e.g., s a w e d and s a n g e d . The overall
overregularization rate decreased from 2 5 % very early on in
training to 2.4% towards the end, although there were large
differences between individual verbs. While no across-theboard U-shaped learning affected all irregular verbs simultaneously, corresponding to psycholinguistic evidence (Marcus
et al., 1992) there was a phase of overregularizations at individual times for different verbs.
A s with children, frequent verbs in the C N N were overreguiarized m u c h less often than infrequent ones. The ten most
frequent irregulars were overreguiarized on average only in
0.16% of all cases, whereas the ten least frequent ones had an
average overregularization rate of 37.7%.
A further result corresponding to child language data
concerned the protection from overregularization by similar sounding irregulars: the three verbs h a n g , s l i d e , and
b e a r were overreguiarized on average in 7.3% of all cases,
whereas r i n g , s p r i n g , and s i n g , despite comparable token frequencies, were overreguiarized in only 0.9% of all
cases.
T h e C N N model was thus successful in modeling the
whole of the U-shaped learning curve including a conect production of past tense forms before their subsequent overregularization, and its performance corresponded to the details of
children's past tense learning.
H o w does the U-shaped learning in the C N N occur? Since
the verb set was held constant throughout training, the change
in performance could only be a consequence of the internal reorganization of the network architecture. Initially, the
network had only two hidden units, each of which roughly
covered about half of all verbs with their varied past tense
classes, and the C N N therefore had to rely on the direct
input-output connections for producing the correct past tense
classes. Given these restrictions the C N N initially learned
the past tense classes of fewer irregulars but of most regular
verbs.
During the training process, however, the C N N gradually
grew its hidden layer, adding more receptivefieldswhich lead
to the reorganization of the internal representations (mainly
of irregular verbs) from a structure-based (in the direct inputoutput connections) towards an identity-based (in the hidden
layer) representation.
This construction process lead to a phase in which production of the irregular classes was partly taken over by the hidden layer, but the few receptivefieldswere large and included
regular as well as irregular verbs, thereby causing errors even
for irregular verbs that had initially been produced correctly
through the direct input-output connections. This phase in
the C N N , in which representations are relocated to insufficient resources, corresponds to the overregularization stage
in children. It is evident that with this mechanism, different
verbs would be overreguiarized at different times, depend-
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pathways have been hard-wired have been shown to work
only with specific, unrealistic assumptions about the structure
of a corpus with regular and irregular forms (Nakisa et al.,
1997).
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Figure 4: T h e learning curves for the regular and irregular
past tense classes in the intact network and with a lesioned
hidden layer.
ing on whether they had been allocated to an individual receptive field. T h e process of internal reorganization of the
network's representations becomes evident infigure4, which
s h o w s the learning curves for the regular and irregular past
tense classes both in the intact C N N and after lesioning the
hidden layer (by deleting the connections from the hidden to
the output layer) w h e n only the direct input-output connections were used.
Initially, with only a few hidden units, lesioning the hidden
layer did not have a strong effect o n network performance:
with or without the hidden layer, initially about 6 0 % of the
irregular and 8 0 % of the regular past tense forms were classified correctly. A s the hidden layer grew, however, lesioning
lead to a marked decrease in performance for the irregular
verbs only, resulting in only 1 6 % being classified correctly at
the end of training w h e n the hidden layer w a s lesioned. This
result indicates that the representations of even initially correctly classified irregular verbs were shifted from the direct
connections into the growing hidden layer, leading in m a n y
cases to the temporarily incorrect production of initially correct classes. T h e internal reorganization of the C N N due to
a constructivist adaptation of its structure could thus account
for the unlearning of initially correct outputs and therefore
the U-shaped learning curve in the acquisition of the English
past tense.
There w a s almost no effect of lesioning the hidden layer on
the regular verbs, however, suggesting a developed dissociation between regular and irregular verbs. This dissociation is
discussed in the next section.
Emergent Modularity
The functional dissociation between regular and irregular
verbs that can be observed in psycholinguistic experiments
but also in certain neurological disorders such as Specific
Language Impairment (SLI) and Williams Syndrome, has led
to the postulation of different pathways and subsystems for
the production of these forms (e.g.. Pinker, 1991). Pinker
argued that irregular forms were produced in an associative
m e m o r y whereas regular forms relied on the application of a
mental rule. This rule was assumed to be independent from
environmental input, possibly having a genetic basis.
However, models in which these two functionally distinct

Hidden-Output Input-Output
Connections Lesioned
Figure 5: T h e effect o f lesioning different p a t h w a y s o n the
production o f regular a n d irregular past tense classes.
In the CNN, a dissociation between regular and irregular
verbs e m e r g e d as a direct o u t c o m e o f the constructivist process. D u r i n g learning, the t w o p a t h w a y s , the direct inputoutput connections a n d the hidden layer, developed to take
o n specific functions. W h i l e the regular past tense class w a s
p r o d u c e d through the direct connections, the irregular classes
were produced mainly in the developing hidden layer. The
double dissociation between regular and irregular verbs was
demonstrated by lesioning both pathways selectively (figure 5): lesioning the hidden layer in the fully trained network
left production of the regular verb class intact (97.45% correct) but severely impaired the production of irregular classes
(only 16.26% correct). 9 0 % of the irregular errors in this case
were overregularizations, and in the other cases the network
failed to produce any output class. B y contrast, lesioning
the direct input-output connections left production of the irregular classes only slightly impaired (83.74% correct) but
had a marked effect on the regulars (only 32.13% correct).
This functional modularity was not pre-specified, but developed solely through the construction of the hidden layer in
response to the learning task and the resulting shift of the internal representations of the irregular verbs into this hidden
layer.
These results might account for the language deficits observed in SLI and Williams Syndrome: SLI patients often
have problems with converting present tense to past tense
forms, with more pronounced difficulties for the regular
forms. Pinker (1991) cited a study in which SLI children
supplied 8 5 % of irregular past tense forms but only 3 0 % of
regular forms correctly. In the C N N a very similar result is
achieved by lesioning the input-output pathway. SLI could
thus consist in a failure to develop or utilize this pathway.
Similarly, children suffering from Williams Syndrome
seem to retrieve words in a deviant fashion and do not show
the normal tendency to favor high-frequency words (Pinker,
1991). The syndrome can be accompanied by high overregularization rates, an effect which in the C N N can be explained
with a partial or total lesioning of the receptivefieldhidden
layer, or an insufficient development of this layer.
Discussion
The simulations described in this paper give empirical evidence that constructivist neural networks can model the ac-
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Abstract
This paper explores the use of an artificial neural network
investigate the mental representation of abstract noun
meanings. Unlike concrete nouns, abstract nouns refer to
entities that cannot be pointed to. Cues to their meaning must
therefore be in their context of use. It has frequently been
shown that the meaning of a word varies with its contexts of
use. It is more difficult, however, to identify which elements
of context are relevant to a word's meaning. The present
study demonstrates that a connectionist network can be used
to examine this problem. A feedforward network learned to
distinguish among seven abstract nouns based on
characteristics of their verbal contexts in a corpus of
randomly selected sentences. The results suggest that, for our
sample, the contextual representation of abstract nouns is in
principle sufficient to identify and distinguish abstract nouns.
and thus meets the functional requirements of concept
representation.
Introduction
In the recent two decades, concept theories have
increasingly adopted the view offlexible,context-dependent
concept representations (e.g., Anderson. 1990; Barsalou,
1982; Kintsch, 1998). These theories can better account for
the empirical findings which suggest that concepts are
sensitive to different contexts of use.
T h e necessity of a context-sensitive representation
becomes especially evident w h e n considering abstract nouns
such as goal, and idea. Abstract nouns refer to entities that
are not perceivable and cannot be pointed to, as in the case
of concrete nouns, like cor. Therefore, the standard
approach of decomposing concepts into features cannot be
applied to abstract concepts. Instead, in order to understand
abstract nouns, the contexts in which they are used are
important (Quine, 1960). In order to understand what idea
means, for example, it m a y be useful to k n o w that someone
successfully solves a problem after having an idea.
In this study, w e explore verbal context. W e claim that
abstract noun meanings are strongly related to their verbal
contexts. T h e strong form of our hypothesis is that the
meaning of abstract nouns m a y be determined, not just
influenced, by the context of use. It is motivated by the
effect of context on word meanings on the one hand, and by
the difficulty to perceive the references of abstract nouns on
the other hand. Abstract nouns are acquired relatively late

in language acquisition, and it is therefore possible (but does
not necessarily follow) that children use a variety of verbal
to context cues to infer the meanings of abstract nouns. T h e
claim that context is the source for understanding abstract
nouns is intuitively compelling. Still, the claim needs to be
investigated to examine the relation of context and word
meaning. It seems necessary to examine the role of a broad
set of context features.
T h e fact that context plays a major role for a word's
meaning has been widely acknowledged. Evidence that
context contains information related to a word's meaning is
apparent in studies using the cloze method (for example,
Hamberger, Friedman & Rosen, 1996). Subjects are shown
a sentence in which a word has been deleted. In its place,
there is a blank. T h e subjects are asked to fill in a word that
fits the context best. T h e information that contexts provide
about a missing word's meaning varies. S o m e contexts
provide enough information for the subject to identify the
correct missing word, whereas in other cases a wide range of
words fits the context.
Lexicographers appreciate the importance of context. In
their attempts to define a word's definition, they draw
information from example sentences in which the defined
word is used. This would be an unproductive task if these
contexts did not contain information that constrains the
range of possible meanings of the word to be defined.
There is some evidence that humans often derive a word's
meaning from its context. Sternberg and Powell (1983) have
demonstrated that the meanings of unfamiliar words can be
derived from context. M c K e o w n (1985) and many others
have argued that word meaning can be learned from context.
It is assumed that, after exposure to different contexts, the
language learner ideally starts to decontextualize the word
meaning.
O u r strong hypothesis is further supported by research that
points out the relevance of context specifically in the
processing of abstract words. Schwanenflugel and Shoben
(1983) demonstrated that abstract nouns are processed more
easily when presented in a context that activates information
relevant to the noun in memory. They demonstrate that the
m e m o r y advantage of visualizable (that is, concrete)
material disappears if both abstract and concrete words are
embedded in context. They explain this with the context
availability model, according to which abstract noun
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representations are only weakly connected to associated
context information in memory.
Context Information
Miller and Charles (1991) have argued thai similar words
occur in similar contexts. They propose lour types ot
context information that is stored with concepts in the
mental lexicon: collocation, semantic context, syntactic
context, and pragmatic context. The subjects' ability to fill
in the correct word in studies employing the cloze procedure
may be explained with collocation information, that is,
associations of words that frequently co-occur in sentences.
T w o recent models of semantic representation have
emphasized the role of word co-occurrence in context: H A L
(Hyperspace Analogue to Language, Lund & Burgess, 1996)
and L S A (Latent Semantic Analysis, Landauer & Dumais,
1997). In these systems, context is not represented by
features, as in the network, discussed in the present paper,
but by the co-occurrence of words in contexts. Both H A L
and L S A impressively demonstrate that word co-occurrence
information (or collocation information) of a particular word
can go a far way in determining the word's location in
semantic space. W e argue in this paper that the meaning of
abstract nouns is not determined by co-occurring words, but
instead by semantic and syntactic context information.
Abstract Concepts in HAL
Burgess and Lund (1997) have demonstrated that a set of
abstract concepts can be classified in semantic space on the
basis of co-occurrences. According to their model, abstract
concepts can be classified in the same way as other types of
words (concrete nouns and others). This finding supports
the argument that context, in this particular case, word cooccurrence, is a powerful semantic information source.
However, the result and the model do not explain w h y there
are differences in the cognitive processing of abstract and
concrete concepts, as they have been demonstrated in
imagery and comprehension time studies. In this respect,
the H A L model does not present a convincing model of
abstract concept representation.
The concepts in the study by Burgess and Lund were not
exclusively abstract nouns. The emotional connotation
words were clearly separated from the legal terms in a
multidimensional scaling analysis, but it is not clear whether
this is due to their emotional connotation or due to the
ambiguity of their word class.
Burgess and Lund
demonstrate in the same study that H A L can separate
syntactic classes of words. W e think that this could explain
their results for abstract concepts. For example, happy is an
adjective, and love and hate are often used as verbs. Francis
and Kucera (1982) list a verb frequency of 145 and a noun
frequency of 179 for love. For hate, the verb frequency is
66 and the noun frequency is 10. These frequencies match
the semantic distances as presented by Burgess and Lund (p.
62): Love is closer to the cluster of law terms (mainly
consisting of nouns), and hate is at the distant corner. O f

course, a better estimate of frequencies would be based on
the text corpus that H A L used for the study.
The possibility that H A L has separated word classes
instead of categories of abstract concepts is further
supported by the fact that /ov and sorrow, which are clearly
emotional terms, are within the cluster of legal terms,
whereas the lerm judge, which in Francis and Kucera has a
verb frequency of 4 2 and a noun frequency of 81. is oriented
towards the love and hate cluster. Murder is in the 'noun
cluster , and according to Francis and Kucera, the verb
frequency for murder is rather low (16), whereas the noun
frequency is 83.
It is difficult to judge, based on this rather small sample,
whether the results are really confounded by word class
frequencies. The terms with emotional connotation are
clearly located at one side of the M D S outcome.
Semantic and Syntactic Context Information
W e believe that the contextual representation related to the
concept representation of abstract nouns goes beyond word
co-occurrence.
O f course, co-occurrence reflects
meaningful relations among words. However, it is difficult
to see h o w meaning can emerge from merely co-occurrence.
Determining word meanings by words in the context can
only work if the determining words have meaning
independent of other words. Otherwise, the determination
would be circular.
In this study, w e analyze the cooccurring words with respect to their features.
Semantic and syntactic context information can be
formulated as abstract features. A n example for semantic
features is provided by Plaut and Shallice (1991), w h o have
represented abstract and concrete nouns in a neural network
by different numbers of features. However, their features
did not represent context information.
O n e advantage of representing context with semantic and
syntactic features is that they can describe all verbal
contexts. The features can be similar in contexts of a
particular word in which the collocation information differs.
W e think also that it is possible on this more abstract
representational level to depict differences between the
representation of abstract and concrete nouns, because the
latter, by virtue of their references, do not depend on
contextual information.
This analysis is an extension of an earlier study by
Wiemer-Hastings (in press). A neural network was trained
to identify six abstract nouns. The input was a vector of 53
semantic and syntactic features of the contexts that the
abstract nouns occur in. The present study replicates this for
seven target nouns. However, the estimates for the relative
relevance of the context features looked dramatically
different for the present network (for a description of the
features see Wiemer-Hastings, in press). Whereas the
previous network's performance seemed to mostly rely on
verb and world domain information, the present network
provided higher estimates for syntax than previously. Verb
and knowledge domain got rather low estimates. The
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present network
synonyms.

was also tested with a larger set of

T h e N e t w o r k Architecture

The Network Model
It is assumed that context constitutes important aspects of
word meaning. O n e implication of this assumption is that
the contexts of a given word must have features in c o m m o n .
In particular, the contexts of similar words (synonyms)
should have features in c o m m o n (Miller and Charles, 1991),
and the contexts of different words must be sufficiently
distinct from each other.
T h e network model that w e present was not designed as a
model of h u m a n word learning. However, w e argue that our
results, as well as the findings of Burgess and Lund (1997),
show that context information is /'/? principle sufficient to
distinguish a set of abstract concepts. That is, they support
the view that v\ord meanings are learned from context.
Context Representation
In the network, context was represented by a vector of 53
semantic and syntactic context features. The features were
manually extracted from natural sentences in which the
target nouns occur. The features were assigned binary
values (1,0) depending on the context. Context information
covered the \erb and adjective that are directly related to the
abstract nouns, ontological status information about the
target as far as e\ident from the context, the case roles of the
nouns, and the information expressed by the whole sentence
(including domains of world knowledge). W e included
information that could be derived from the context only.
Thus, our knowledge of the meaning of the target noun did
not enter into the context analysis. Features that could not
be determined from the context of a given sentence were set
to zero. The features are described in more detail in
Wiemer-Hastings (in press).
The context feature vectors were the network input. The
network was trained to identify the target noun that fits the
sentence represented by a particular input vector. The
performance of the network was used to assess
(1) whether the information in the contexts is sufficiently
distinctive to classify abstract nouns, and
(2) whether the set of features cover the relevant
information.
Training and Test Corpus
Seven abstract noun targets were randomly selected from a
corpus: Attention, concept, consultation, goal, idea,
impression, and wisdom. For each of the seven target nouns,
125 isolated sentences were selected from the NexisLexis
online database. W e discarded semantically depleted
sentences, that is, very general sentences that do not contain
any information about the word's meaning. 875 training
cases with 53 features were constructed from these
sentences.

Figure 1 presents the architecture of the network. It has a 5321-7 fully connected feedforward architecture, with 53 input
units, 21 hidden units, and 7 output units. The network's
program forced the network to select only one output for
each input vector. Thus, multiple classification was not
possible.
Figure 1: The network architecture.
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Training
The network was trained with backpropagation, using
NevProp 3 (Goodman, 1996), in two phases. In the first
phase, only 775 sentences of the training set were used for
training. The other 100 cases were used to estimate h o w
well the network generalizes during training. After this
phase, the program computed the average square error for
which the generalization was best. This error was stored and
used as target error for training phase 2 to prevent
overtraining. In phase 2, the network was trained with the
full training set. Training stopped automatically when the
target error was reached.
Results
The network achieved the target eiTor of .085 after 120
training epochs. Generalization was tested with the feature
vectors of 71 new sentence that the network had not been
trained with. This test is comparable to a cloze experiment,
where a sentence frame is presented and humans have to
identify a missing word. Furthermore, the network was
tested with context features from sentences that contained
synonyms or words related to the target nouns. This test is
motivated by the assumption that similar words occur in
similar contexts (see, e.g.. Miller & Charles, 1991). It should
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be possible for the network, given the context features of a
synonym's context as input, to identify the target noun that
is most similar to the synonym. This test is constrained by
the existence of words that are really similar in meaning.
The test can show whether the context features used in this
study really cover the aspects of context which are relevant
to the meanings of the target nouns.
Generalization to Sentences with Target Words
The network could classify most of the test sentences (70%)
correctly. Performance at chance level would be a
classification rate of 1 4 % . T h e Average Square Error (ASE)
for the corpus of test sentences was .107.
The
generalization rate is very good.
The high correct
classification rate indicates that the features representing the
sentence contexts are, in most cases, sufficient to distinguish
among the target nouns. This suggests that word meanings
can indeed be distinguished and identified on the basis of
their contexts. Table 1 presents the correct classification
rates segregated by the target nouns.
Table 1: Number of test sentences per target noun
that are classified correctly by the network.
Target noun
Attention
Concept
Consultation
Goal
Idea
Impression
Wisdom

Classification rate
absolute and in %
9/11 (81.8%)
7/10(70%)
8/10(80%)
7/10(70%)
4/10(40%)
8/10(80%)
7/10(70%)

For none of the target nouns, the network could classify all
sentences correctly. This is not too surprising, considering
the fact that the amount of relevant context information
varies across sentences.
The network had difficulties classifying the sentence
frames for idea. Only 4 0 % of the test sentences were
classified correcdy. This phenomenon deserves some

attention. In the next section w e present results that
demonstrate that the network can classify a good percentage
of sentence frames that are the contexts of synonyms of the
targets. But even some of the targets are closely related in
meaning. In particular, Roget's lists idea as the synonym for
both concept and impression. T h e network misclassifies the
sentence frames for idea as concept once, and twice as
impression. A s the goal is for the network to identify
abstract nouns' meanings, it should m a k e these errors for
words that are synonymous to alternative targets.
Table 2 describes the specific misclassifications of the
network. The leftmost column presents the correct target
nouns fitting the test sentence contexts; the upper row
presents the target nouns that the network selects. For
example, contexts for attention were misclassified as
wisdom twice.
Test with Synonyms of the Targets
The network was tested on contexts of synonyms of the
target nouns.
Synonyms were selected from Roget's
Thesaurus and W o r d N e t (Miller, 1990). For most target
nouns (e.g. attention, concept, wisdom), there are no
satisfying synonyms but only related terms. Furthermore,
some target nouns have synonyms in Roget's thesaurus in
c o m m o n . W e have therefore used some of the synonyms as
test words for more than one target noun.
W e selected thought, plan, and visualization for concept,
counseling and advice for consultation; intention, motive,
plan and objective for goal; thought and plan for idea; belief
for impression; and knowledge, experience, maxim and
understanding for wisdom. For the target noun attention, no
acceptable synonym was found, therefore it was not tested in
this analysis.
Table 3 gives an overview of the results for synonyms.
For each synonym. Table 3 lists all the target nouns that the
network selected as the output, along with the number of
times the target was selected for the synonym. For some
synonyms, for example, objective, the results are rather
promising.

Table 2: Erroneous classifications made by the network on the test sentence corpus.
Target
Attention
Concept
Consultation
Goal
Idea
Impression
Wisdom

Attention

Concept

Consultation

Goal

Idea

Impression

2

(7).
1

(7)

1
1

1

I

I

For other synonyms, either a large variety of targets was
selected or a target was consistently selected which was not
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2
(4)

Wisdom

2
1
J

(9)

1
2
(8)

2
1
(7)

predicted by our sources. Even though some of the outputs
of the network are not consistent with our predictions, the

results are encouraging.

A R D values below 1%. These features are more
discriminative for the present set of target nouns.
Another domain with a high A R D value is 'person /
Table 3: Synonyms for the target nouns and the target nouns
reference', which indicates whether the target noun has an
they were classified as, with information about h o w often
explicit reference within a sentence. Examples are the
each synonym was classified as a particular target.
.sentences "The idea was to (...)", or "It is the company's
Synonym
Classified as...
goal to achieve (...)". The other feature in this category
Consultation
Counseling
indicates whether the target is something that a person
Thought
Wisdom
possesses, e.g., "I like your idea."
Goal
Knowledge
Experience
Wisdom
Table 4: ARD values for the modules,
Intention
Concept
averaged across the features.
Plan (14)
Concept 4, idea 3, consultation 2,
attention 2. goal 2, wisdom 1
Number of features
ARD in %
Feature module
Motive (14)
Consultation 4, attention 4, goal 2,
10
World knowledge
1.53
idea 2, wisdom 1
4
Ontological status
4.40
Attention 3
Visualization (3)
1.41
Adjective
6
Objective (5)
Goal 4, consultation 1
Verb
1.58
14
Idea 2. concept 2. impression 1,
M a x i m (7)
1.98
Dynamics
3
attention 1, wisdom 1
1.50
Case role
6
Attention 2, goal 1, impression 1
Understanding (4)
3
Time reference
1.99
Belief (7)
Impression 4, wisdom 2, idea 1
5
2.27
Syntax
Advice (7)
Attention 3. wisdom 2,
2
2.16
Person / reference
consultation 1. goal 1
A s stated above, there are hardly any "real synonyms'.
The network often succeeds in providing an output noun that
is at least similar to the word whose context was the input.
Automatic Relevance Determination
The second purpose of this study was to obtain estimates of
the relevance of the context feature domains. W e used
Automatic Relevance Determination ( A R D ; Neal, 1996) for
this analysis. A R D estimates the relevance of the input
features based on the amount of penalty assigned to the
connections weights (see G o o d m a n , 1996, NevProp
Manual). The resulting values indicate h o w much impact
each feature has on the network output relative to the impact
of the other features. The values are given in percent and
ranged from . 7 3 % to 6.36% for the single features.
In the previous study, the A R D results suggested that the
verb and world'knowledge domain were of major relevance
for the task. This result was confirmed by a subsequent
sensitivity analysis as well as by a discriminant analysis of
the training data. Interestingly, the average A R D values in
this study did not differ a lot among modules, with the
exception of the module of ontological status. The verb
categories and the world knowledge domain rank among the
least relevant modules for the present network. It is
conceivable that in a future model with yet more target
nouns these values m a y change again.
The A R D estimates are listed in Table 4. They were
averaged within each module to provide an impression of
the relative relevance of the modules. A somewhat
surprising result is the high A R D estimate for the syntax
module. In the previous analysis, most syntactic features had

Discussion
W e have presented a neural network that can distinguish
seven abstract nouns on the basis of their verbal context, as
represented by a set of 53 context features. In the majority
of test cases, the network could identify the correct target.
With respect to our strong hypothesis, the results seem to
support the view that context determines abstract noun
meanings. The evident difficulties of the network to
distinguish similar target nouns is not inconsistent with such
a view. The network's performance further demonstrates
that the semantic and syntactic features of the contexts of
abstract nouns contain distinctive information. The findings
support our hypothesis that the meaning of abstract nouns
can be derived from and may be constructed from context
information other than merely co-occurrence data.
W e have further tested whether the features are related to
the target nouns' meaning, rather than to particular words,
by testing the network's performance on sentences that
contained synonyms of the target nouns. For a few target
nouns, highly similar nouns could be found. The network
could classify many contexts of these similar nouns as their
synonymous target nouns.
The results provided by the network provide insight into
which elements of context, or what kinds of context
information, provide the critical information. The A R D
values suggest that for the present network, all modules are
involved in the computation of the output. The A R D values
have not been stable between the six-target (WiemerHastings, in press) and the present seven-target noun
network. These values might further change as w e add new
target nouns to the network. It is possible that the values
will stabilize at some number of target nouns.
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It is conceivable that there is an upper Mmit in the number
of abstract concepts that a network, such as the one
discussed here, can distinguish based on this set of features.
It is unclear, however, where such a limit would be. W c are
currently working on extending the network to more target
nouns. The performance of the network on highly related
targets like idea and concept suggests that the identification
task is increasingly difficult as more interrelated target
nouns are included. O n the other hand, a network with
similar target nouns only could provide us with valuable
information about how similar nouns can be distinguished.
Possibly, more features and finer distinctions within the
modules would be necessary.
W e are currently working on developing a network that
will be trained to distinguish concrete nouns based on the
same set of features. Our hypothesis is that the contextual
representation of abstract nouns and concrete nouns might
not contain the same information, that is, concrete and
abstract nouns might be related to different aspects of their
contexts.
It is also possible that the contextual
representation of concrete nouns does not have the same
function for concrete concept representation as it does for
abstract nouns. W e assume that context features as the ones
discussed here do not determine the meanings of concrete
nouns, as they have intrinsic representations. That is, it is
possible that a network cannot learn to distinguish between
concrete nouns based on context.
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Abstract

of text, performs a simple analysis on the surrounding structure, and then proposes template-like definitions which are
This paper describes a cross-disciplinary extension of previlater filtered by a human, for example:
ous work on infeiring the meanings of unknown verbs from
context. In earlier work, a computational model was develIf a Subject is followed by a passive fonn of "kidnap",
oped to incrementally infer meanings while processing texts in
an information extraction task setting. In order to explore the
put the Subject into the Victim slot of a K i d n a p p i n g
space of possible predictors that the system could use to infer
template.
verb meanmgs, we performed a statistical analysis of the corpus that had been used to test the computational system. There
One of the important trends has been statistical analyses
were various syntactic and semantic features of the verbs that
of corpora. Almost all of it, however, has focused on wordwere significantly diagnostic in detemiining verb meaning. W e
also evaluated human performance at inferring the verb in the
sense discrimination or lexical category training (Brill, 1993,
same set of sentences. The overall number of correct predicfor example). Resnik (1993) explored statistical methods of
tions for humans was quite similar to that of the computational
defining relationships between words, but only briefly mensystem, but humans had higher precision scores. The paper
tioned its implications for verb acquisition.
concludes with a discussion of the implications of these statistical and experimental findings for future computational work.
Developmental psycholinguists have known for a long time
that there are substantial differences between the learning of
Introduction
verbs and nouns (Centner, 1978). Researchers (Shatz, 1987;
Verbs play a critical role in h u m a n languages. They constrain
Landau & Gleitman, 1985; Gleitman, 1990) have examined
and interrelate the entities mentioned in sentences. It is thereh o w children, as they develop increasing knowledge of the
fore important to understand the processes by which w e acsyntactic structure of a language, use that information to conquire verb meanings. This paper examines verb acquisition
strain their ideas of what unknown verbs can mean. The refrom three directions: (I) a computational system which accent work by Gleitman (Gleitman & Gillette, 1994; Gleitman
quires verb meaning from the linguistic context of real-world
& Gleitman, 1997) is quite similar to the h u m a n tests reported
texts, (2) a statistical analysis of the predictiveness of various
in this study. Her empirical work examines the contribution
features of the context to the verb, and (3) two experiments
of the observational context in addition to the lexical contrion adults to determine their ability to infer missing verbs from
bution (as reported here).
context.
Granger (1977) conducted some of the earliest compuaCamille: A Model of Verb Acquisition
tional work on verb acquisition from context, and Salveter
Camille (the Contextual Acquisition Mechanism for Incre(1979. 1980) followed close thereafter. However, neither of
mental Lexeme LEarning) (Hastings, 1994, 1995, 1996), was
these systems was tested on real-world domains. Zernik's
developed
as an extension of Lytinen's natural language unthesis work (1987) concentrated on verb learning, but mainly
derstanding
system called Link (Lytinen & Roberts, 1989).
on verb-particle combinations and not on real-world texts.
W
h
e
n
the
parser
comes across a word that it does not know,
Likewise, Siskind's work (1994. 1996) examined verb learnCamille
infers
whatever
it can about the meaning of the uning with synthetic corpora that included sentences and repreknown
word.
U
n
k
n
o
w
n
nouns
are handled quite naturally by
sentations of their meanings.
a
unification-based
parser
because
the semantic constraints on
Cardie's M a y T a g system (1993) used a case-based apby
the
verbs
give
relatively useful limitaslot-fillers
provided
proach and statistical methods for determining relevance of
tions
on
what
those
nouns
could
mean.
For example,' if the
cases, but did not learn verb meanings. Riloff (1993) has resystem
processed
the
sentence,
"Mary
hijacked the limoucently introduced a computational mechanism that simulates
sine,"
and
i
t
didn't
know
what
"limousine"
meant, it could
a coarse-grained lexical acquisition from context. The A u toslog system operates in an information extraction task by
comparing completed template forms with the sentences that
the text was taken from. Autoslog selects just the key pieces

'All our examples will come from the domain of ARPA's M U C 4
evaluation (Sundheim. 1992) which consists of newspaper articles
describing terrorist activity.
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conclude that it is some lype ol vehicle because of the constraints on what can be hijacked. But precisely because the
constraints are associated with the verbs, learning unknown
verbs is m u c h more difficult. Verb acquisition has thus been
the focus of the research on Camille.
W h e n a sentence containing an unknown verb is encountered, Camille puts a default "definition" for the verb into the
parse. During the parsing process, as the other elements of
the sentence are attached as slot-fillers of the verb, Camille
compares each filler with the semantic constraints [for example. (OB.IECT = VEHICLE) for "hijacking"! on the various
action concepts in the domain s concept representation.- For
any example, there will be a set ol action concepts which are
logically consistent with the slotfillers.Bui Camille eliminates from consideration all but the most specific concepts,
that is, those that most closely match the actual slot fillers
This extreme inductive approach is necessary because of the
no-negative-evidence problem: Camille doesn't get examples
of h o w a word is not used, just h o w it is u.sed. Camille therefore must make the extreme hypotheses because they are the
most falsifiable. It relies on later (positive) examples of the
word and on its incremental learning mechanism to correct
erroneous hypotheses.
Camille was tested on several real-world domains within
information extraction tasks. W e u.sed ihe scoring methods
from M U C 4 (Chinchor, 1992) which calculate the recall and
precision of the system. Camille often guessed multiple concepts per word because the semantic constraints are not sufficient to distinguish them. For the lexical acquisition task,
recall is defined as the percentage of correct hypotheses. A
hypothesis was counted as correct if one of the concepts in the
hypothesis matched the target concept. Precision is defined as
the number of correct hypotheses divided by the total number
of concepts generated in all the hypotheses. Thus, there tends
lo be a recall/precision tradeolf: By guessing m a n y concepts
per hypothesis. Camille can increase its recall because it has
a better chance of "hitting" ihe right concept. However, as
the total number ol concepts gets larger, precision is reduced.
Camille has achieved a recall of 4 2 % and precision of 1 9 % on
a set of 50 randomly-selected sentences containing 17 different verbs. This was respectable performance, but w e thought
that the system should be able to do better.
Statistical Corpus Analysis
O n e deficit of Camille's lexical acquisition mechanism is its
failure lo make m u c h u.se of the syntactic context of example
sentences. It i.locs use syntax, but only indirectly. Specifically, the parser performs a syntactic and semantic parse of
Ihe .sentence constituents and then passes the semantic rolelillers on to Camille. But Camille has no information about
the syntactic structure of the sentence. S o m e of the verbs in
the terrorism corpus, "accused" for example, occur within a
very particular syntactic frame, as in, "John accused Mary of
-These constraints are ihere in order to limit the complexity of
the parsing process, not for the purpose of verb acquisition.
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bombing the building."' Camille should be able to use such
information in its learning process.
W e looked up the verbs' frames in Wordnet (Miller, 1990)
in order to evaluate the respective contributions of syntactic
and semantic features of linguistic context. T h e frames for
the verb "deny' are shown below:
Somebody
Somebody
Somebody
Somebody

denies something
denies that CLAUSE
denies somebody something
denies something to somebody

Next w e deleted the distinction between "somebody" and
"something" in order to distinguish purely syntactic information from semantic infomiation. W e eliminated those frames
that didn't occur in our corpus of 259 example sentences. Finally, w e broke d o w n the templates into separate syntactic
features to allow the different parts of the templates to be
evaluated independently. The resulting 11 boolean features
(including some surface features that were not specified in
the templates) are shown below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a syntactic subject (occurred in every case)
There is a syntactic object
There is an indirect object
Sentence is passive
There is a clausal object (.sentential complement)
The clausal object precedes the subject
There is a "to" -i- I N F I N I T I V E clause
There is a gerund object
There is a "with" prepositional phrase modifying the verb
There is an "of" -i- V E R B i n g prepositional phrase modifying the verb
• There is a leHexive construction

To evaluate the semantic features of the corpus, we analyzed the .sentences based on the semantic categories of the
slotfillers.In order to maintain consistency with the Camille
test, w e used the categories that occur in Link's semantic constraints. These categories, separated by semantic role, are
listed in Table I. M a n y of the categories subsume other categories, but w e left it to the statistical analyses to sort these out.
In fact, some interesting results can occur w h e n an ancestor
node is a .strong diagnostic factor in favor of a particular verb,
but one of its descendants is diagnostic against a particular
verb. This constitutes both a least upper bound and a greatest
lower bound for the possible meaning .space, which could not
be achieved with the simple Camille algorithm because of the
no-negative evidence problem.
The verbs did not occur equally frequently in our corpus of
259 randomly selected sentences. Table 2 shows the number
of occurrences of each target verb in the corpus.
'The line between the syntactic features of a verb (e.g. "accuse"
occurs in a frame like "Somebody accuses someone of something")
and the meaning of the verb becomes a bit hazy here. W e recognize
that not all of these features arc related to meaning, but some are.
and one goal of this research project is tofindout which features are
related to meaning.

Tabic 1: Semantic caiegories by role
actor

(ibjecl

instrument
location
of-object
time

none, human, human-or-official, human-ororganization. lenorist, physical-object, explosive
none, action, human-oi-oriicial, death,
liuman-or-organization,
responsibility,
clfecl-or-aciion, hunian-or-iiiacc, bomb.
physical-target, vehicle, building, tangible
none, explosive, gun
place
action
time

Table 2: N u m b e r
accused
attacked
claimed
denied
destroyed
died
dvnamited
exploded
kidnapped

of sentences per verb in corpus
S killed
50
24 machinegunned
4
X murdered
11
8 reported
61
1 1 riddled
1
4 stated
14
2 threatened
3
13 wounded
30

8

grouping the verbs with their related beta weights into the
syntactic/semantic groups of communication verbs, intransitive verbs, and terrorist actions. S o m e interesting clusters
of diagnosticity emerged. For example, the two intransitive
verbs, ""died" and "'exploded", show a very similar pattern.
Not surprisingly, the feature indicating the lack of a semantic
object is diagnostic for both of these verbs. A semantic aclor of type EXPLO.SIVE is strongly indicative of ""exploded"
and against "died" A .semantic actor of Phy.SICal-Object
rs weakly indicative ol' ""exploded" and against ""died". H o w ever, none of the syntactic features are diagnostic of these
verbs.
The syntactic features have little diagnosticity for the
terrorist-act verbs as well. They play a m u c h more pronounced role for the communication verbs, especially for "accu.sed", for which an ""of VERBing" complement is highly
diagnostic. The semantic actor features have a somewhat
smaller but still significant diagnosticity for the communication verbs, and less for the terrorist acts. A H U M A N - O R Official semantic object is only diagnostic for the terroristact verbs."* There is also a cluster of diagnosticity among
the semantic object features for the subset of terrorist actions
with physical targets. These statistial analyses suggest that
there is both .syntactic and semantic information available to
help language learners discriminate meanings. W e explored
human ability to make use of this information in the studies
described below.
Testing human performance

The results of a series of multiple regression analyses, one
analysis for each specific verb, are shown in table 3. The presence (1) or ab.sence (0) of a particular verb in the sentence was
the criterion variable in each regression analysis. The predictor variables were categorial variables for all of the syntactic
and semantic features of the corpus sentences. Table 3 shows
the beta weights for those features that were significant at the
.05 level. All of the verbs were in the simple past tense form,
although some of them (for example, mac-gun = 'machinegunned") are abbreviated here.
Table 3 shows that diagnostic syntactic and semantic cues
can be identified for each verb. For example, a terrorist actor
and h u m a n semantic object are both diagnostic of the word
•"kidnapped" For "claimed", the two diagnostic features are
a semantic object of Re.SPONSIBILITY, and a syntactic ""to"
-I- Infinitive clause.
O n e interesting case involved the verb ""attack"
A
T a n g i b l e object is diagnostic lor that particular verb,
whereas the descendant H u m a n - O R - O f f i c i a l , PhysicalT a r g e t , and V E H I C L E categories are diagnostic against it.
This is rather counterintuitive. W e might suspect that ""attack" would be used with human objects, but in this terrorist
activity corpus, that is apparently not so. Thus, this type of
statistical analysis, on a domain-specific basis, should help
line tune lexical acquisition, knowledge representation, and
parsing mechanisms.
W e perfonned a manual cluster analysis on these data.
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In order to test h o w well humans infer verb meanings, w e
performed an experiment using the same sentences that were
analyzed statistically. W e used the Cloze procedure in which
the target word is replaced by a blank, as shown below:
A mercenary group
worker.

an interior ministry

W e are interpreting the participants' ability to identify the correct verb in this situation as an indicatorof the extent to which
contextual information constrains the possible verbs, and w e
use that to estimate how this information facilitates verb acquisition.''
The participants (N=I4) were told that the sentences were
taken from a set of newspaper articles that describe terrorist
activity in order to compensate for the domain-specific nature of Camille. Camille's concept representation space contains primarily those concepts that are required in that domain
""As previously stated, a semantic object of type Human-OROfficial is diagnostic against ""attacked"".
""Of course, the participant.s also know a great deal about the
verbs that could be put in the blanks, including both their meaning and their subcategorization constraints. The participants might
simply match the syntactic templates of a set of verbs with the syntactic structure of the sentence. Because many of the verbs in the
corpus have quite similar syntactic frames, however, we suspect that
this would not provide sufficient discriminating evidence to account
lor the performance levels that the participants achieve. This issue
will be addressed by the planned experiment described in the linal
section of this paper

accused
attacked

1.00

.11
.23
-.14
-I.OI
1.09
-.31
-.16
-.12
-.10

claimed
denied

.68
.39
.40
-.61

.52
-.35
destroy

.55
.18
-.12

died

.11
.76
-.51

dynamite

.11
.52
.29
-.24

Table 3: Significant beta weights in multiple regression (p < .05)
syn •of VERBing clau.se
.72 sem actor is E X P L O S I V E
exploded
sem actor is Terrori.st
.27 no sem object
instrument is G U N
.11 sem actor is P h y s i c a l - O b j e c t
no location
.10 sem object is BUILDING
-.08 no time
sem object is Hlman-OR-Official
sem object is TANGIBLE
.23 sem object is H u m a n - o r - O f f i c i a l
kidnap
sem object is Physical-Target
.18 sem actor is Terrorist
sem object is Vehicle
.58 sem object is H u m a n - o r - O f f i c i a l
killed
syn form is passive
-.15 "of" A c t i o n clause
.12 syn reflexive form
syn ""of VERBing clause
.37 sem object is V e h i c l e
sem object is RESPONSIBILITY
mac-gun
.25 .sem object is H u m a n - o r - O f f i c i a l
murdered
syn •lo" Infinitive clause
-.12 no time
syn indirect object
rcpoited
.65 sem object is Effect-OR-ACTION
sem object is TANGIBLE
.24 sem object is A C T I O N
.sem object is ACTION
.12 syn indirect object
no sem object
sem object is Physical-Target
-.09 .sem actor is P h y s i c a l - O b j e c t
sem object is Vehicle
-.09 syn "to" Infinitive clause
sem actor is TERRORIST
riddled
.45 sem instrument is G U N
no location
.15 sem object is P h y s i c a l - T a r g e t
no sem object
stated
.32 syn object is C L A U S E
.sem actor is EXPLOSIVE
.20 sem actor is P h y s i c a l - O b j e c t
threaten
.sem actor is Human-or-Official
.58 .syn "with" clause
.sem object is Physical-Target
.22 no sem object
.sem objeci is Vehicle
.15 sem actor is Explosive
.sem objeci is BUILDING
.10 no sem actor
.44 sem object is H u m a n - o r - O f f i c i a l
wounded
-.12 syn "of" VERBing clause

to expedite parsing. Thus, the system tends to infer primarily meanings for the verbs that are related to that domain.
The participants were also told that they could fill in multiple guesses if they could not arrive at a single best answer.
[n practice, however, they rarely entered more than one word
per blank.
The subjects were each given 17 .sentences, one for each
verb in the corpus, but Ihey were not told that there was one
sentence per verb. The sentences were randomly chosen from
the corpus by verb and by syntactic frame, and they were presented to the subjects in random order.
W e scored the answers using the same basic method used
for evaluating Camille, using the lecall and precision measures. Because the subjects were guessing words and not concepts, all words which would normally be defined as mapping
lo the target concepts were accepted.
The average recall score was quite close to Camille"s: 4 2 %
(standard deviation I 1%) which compares favorably lo 42'/!
for Camille. However, the human subjects had a strong tendency againsi entering nuiltipio wdids per sentence, wiih only
three additional guesses for the entire set of 14*17 = 238 sentences. A s a consequence, their precision score was virtually
identical to their recall at 4 1 % , as opposed to Camille's 1 9 %
precision score. B y generating almost 2 concepts per hypoth-

esis, Camille increases its chance of identifying the correct
concept, but ends up with less usable hypotheses.
In a followup experiment, w e attempted to determine the
effect of the amount of context on verb identification. T h e
participants (N=27) were again given a .set of 17 sentences
from the same corpus. This time, there were two different
sentence conditions. In one condition, w e used the sentences
as they appeared in the original corpus. These sentences were
long and complex, with an average length of 28.6 words. In
the other condition, the sentences were pared d o w n until only
one proposition remained. These sentences had an average
length of 8.8 words. Examples of the original and shortened
versions'' of a sentence from the corpus, with the verbs removed, are shown below:
Original: "National Army spokesmen said that one noncommissioned officer and six soldiers were
, four
were wounded, and 15 others were injured during the
attacks against military bases and police installations in
Segovia by the 4th Front of the FARC."
Shortened: "Six soldiers were
in Segovia by the
4th Front of the FARC."
"In some cases the original sentence expressed a single proposition. In this case the original and shortened versions were the same.
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The participants were given 8 sentences I'rom one condition,
and 9 from the other.

the sentences in this corpus were all written by journalists,
and none of the participants (as far as we know) is a journalist. Perhaps some of the target words are unlikely ever to be
W e calculated overall recall and precision for the particiuttered by a non-journalist.
pants' answers. This time, both scores were slightly lower
One implication of this research for natural language probut still comparable to those in the lirst experiment: recall
cessing is its focus on domain-specific inference methods.
= 3 7 % and precision = 36'7r. W e also calculated the scores
separately for the original and shortened .sentences, lo exam- Camille requires a fairly complete domain concept represenine whether the full context facilitates the identification of the tation, but beyond that, its inference methods can be considmissing verb. In fact, howexcr, the scores were slightly lower ered "weak methods", i.e. they don't rely on any domainspecific heuristics — just a general search procedure. The
for ihe longer versions. 357f (longer), compared with .^9%
ishoricr) for recall, and ."^-l'-! and ?>19( ivspeclivciy for pre- statistical analyses performed here are also clearly domain
specific. W e wouldn't want to extend our inferences about
cision. Thus, the larger amount of context did not facilitate
the occurrences of "killed" and "denied", for example, to anverb identification.
other domain. But this very domain specificity can be an asset. General purpose parsers have been an unachievable grail
Discussion and future work
for NLP. Perhaps by performing fairly simple statistical analThe goal of this research was to find out how a (computayses of corpora in specific domains, we can augment parsers
tional or human) agent can learn the meanings ol' verbs from
to make them more effective in specific areas, as in the recent
context. A symbolic incremental learning system can perform
M U C evaluations. Furthermore, by narrowing the processfairly well on this task by comparing input sentences to the ,seing focus to a sublanguage, perhaps we can also facilitate the
lectional constraints on action concepts in its domain knowlacquisition of unknown words.
edge. In fact, werindthat humans in a similar setting perform
In future work, we plan to examine a larger corpus to enat relatively similar recall levels. However, the human results
sure the reliability of our statistical analyses. W e also want
were signihcantly different in their precision level. Humans
to test how well humans perform with multiple examples of
almost without exception produced a single verb for a sena word because Camille relies on getting multiple examples
tence, whereas Camille produced an average of just over two.
in order tofixerroneous initial inferences. W e have recently
Camille could not distinguish these concepts based purely on
begun a study to try to tease apart the different aspects of the
semantic constraints.
semantic and syntactic context. The materials are similar to
W o are left with the question of what type of informathose described in the human testing section here. But we will
tion humans use in order to distinguish between candidate
substitute, for the arguments of the verb, phrases which have
verbs. One possibility is the syntactic content of the senless information, for example, "the 4th Front of the FARC"
tence, which Camille did not use, but which a statistical corwill be replaced with "a terrorist organization," "a group." or
pus analysis showed could contribute significantly to verb in"an entity". This should give us a better idea of the contribuference. This possibility would argue against the claims of
tion of different types of contextual information.
some researchers in corpus-hased semantic representations
Finally, we will perform a qualitative analysis of the hulike L S A (Landauer& Dumais. 1997; Landauer, Laham, Reman responses versus Camille's guesses to see if any patterns
hder, & Schreiner, 1997) who suggest that word ordering
can be found. In the end, we hope to be able to implement a
plays an insignificant role in determining the meaning of a
computational lexical acquisition mechanism which incorpotext. It would also raise questions about Siskind's recent work
rates what we've learned about the aspects of linguistic con(1996). in which he showed that it was theoretically possible
text which are important for verb acquisifion.
for a learning system to acquire word meanings in particular situations without any knowledge of syntax. This may be
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Abstract

tated by conversation. But 1 argue that emergent interactional structure can make essential contributions to the
Advocates of distributed cognition argue that cognitivebackground
acthat cognition depends on. This is the meaning
complishments rely in part on structures outside the individof the "heterogeneously distributed cognition" in m y title. I
ual mind - structures located in other minds or in artifacts
argue that structure essential to cognition is distributed not
that we think with. This paper argues that, in some cases, injust across people and artifacts, but also across heterogeneteractional structure can also make essential contributions to
ous levels of organization like the micro-interactional level.
cognition. The data are transcribed classroom discussions, in
The argument centers around a particular type of speech
which teachers and students use language to establish both
event, that I have called "participant examples" (Wortham,
referential and interactional patterns. The analyses use tech1994). I focus on examples because successful use of any
niques from linguistic pragmatics, to uncover emergent interexample requires that people recognize the category that die
actional structure in the conversations and to show how this
instance exemplifies, and thus this type of speech event
structure might make essential contributions to the cognitive
centrally presupposes the process of categorization. A
value of those conversations.
"participant example" includes, as an example of some
category, people participating in the ongoing conversation
itself Participants with roles in the example have two roles:
one as hypothetical or actual characters in the example and
A s G o o d m a n (1983) showed with his "new riddle of inducone as participants in the conversation. Discussion of partion," instances do not unproblematically exemplify one
ticipant examples can function both to refer and to establish
category or another. People must draw on background
interactional organization in the conversation. For instance,
knowledge to infer which of various possible categories an
giving an example of one's rival doing (supposedly hypoinstance exemplifies. Understanding h o w this inferential
thetical) foolish things, in the presence of thatrival,might
process works will remain a basic problem in cognitive scibe interpreted as an insult and an interactional challenge. At
ence as long as categorization remains fundamental to our
the same time, the example might effectively establish some
theories of understanding and reasoning. W h a t types of
intellectual point. W e generally assume that the cognitive
structure provide the relevant background that allows peostructure established by an example comes exclusively from
ple to understand particular instances as unproblematic
its referential value (and the background knowledge made
members of recognizable categories?
relevant by referential value). This paper argues that the
Traditional cognitive science located this structure within
interactional structure established by participant examples
the individual mind (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983). Recent
can also make essential contributions to the cognitive
work in "distributed" or "situated" cognition suggests that
structure that such examples help constitute.
part of the background structure which allows categorizaThus I a m distinguishing between three types of structure:
tion to proceed unproblematically lies outside the individual
(a) cognitive structure in general, the largely implicit ormind (e.g., Hutchins, 1995; Kirshner & Whitson, 1997).
ganization of knowledge, procedures and practices that alTheories of distributed cognition argue that successful coglows people to understand experience as meaningful; (b)
nition depends on various interlocking structures, across
more local structure established through the referential
more than one individual mind, which fit together in a sysfunction of language, that serves to pick out and charactertem. Hutchins (1995) and Wertsch (1997) show h o w the
ize objects and relations; (c) emergent structure established
structures essential to categorization and reasoning can inthrough the interactional functions of language, which will
clude different pieces of background knowledge held by
be illustrated below. I a m arguing that in some cases cogdifferent members of a group, as well as aspects of the artinitive structure depends on both referential and emergent
facts or "tools" that people use while thinking.
interactional structures.
This paper describes h o w patterns at another level of organization can contribute structure to cognition. In parThe Study
ticular, it describes a type of "emergent interactional structure" that speakers create in conversation. In creating this
The data for this study c o m e from observations of ninth and
emergent interactional structure, speakers adopt roles and
twelfth grade English and history classes in an urban
enact social events of the sort Goffman (1967) describes.
American school, made over three years. Wortham (1994)
This sort of verbal social action might at first seem unreprovides ethnographic background on the school and the
lated to the cognitive accomplishments that can be faciliparticular classes studied. The primary data are eight hours
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of transcribed tape recordings of classroom discussions.
Half of the class sessions transcribed were selected at random from a year's worth of recordings, and the other half
were selected because they contained lengthy discussions of
participant examples. Wortham (1994) reports that, in this
sample, speakers gave one example for every three to five
minutes of classroom conversation. O n e of every three examples was a participant example. Half of all examples
appeared in only one speaking turn, but one in four were
discussed for more than ten speaking turns. Participant examples generated significantly more discussion than nonparticipant examples.
The transcripts with participant examples were analyzed
using a technique I have called "deictic mapping"
(Wortham, 1996). This technique takes advantage of a distinctive fact about deictics - those linguistic forms that depend for their referential value on aspects of the interactional context in which they are uttered. A s Jakobson
(1971) described, deictics (or "shifters," as he called them)
simultaneously function to refer and to establish social positions in the interactional event of the conversation. W e ,
for instance, refers to some group that includes the speaker.
In order to understand what group w e refers to in a given
instance, w e need to k n o w something else about the social
organization of the conversation (and perhaps the larger
society). A n y utterance of w e also establishes or reinforces
a particular interactional pattern - i.e., that the speaker and
certain others belong to some recognized group.
The technique of deictic mapping systematically traces
the use of deictics through a conversation, taking particular
note of transitions - as, for instance, when a speaker has
been including a particular participant as a referent of we,
but then starts to refer to that same participant as a part of
some group called they. A shift like this might indicate that
someone is being excluded from an important social group.
Deictic mapping was designed to reveal interactional patterns in conversation, by uncovering the groups that speakers align themselves with. B y applying this technique to
participant examples, however, w e learn about both interactional and referential patterns because the interactional position of participants in participant examples contributes
both to the social and the referential organization of the
discussion. For those participants with a role in the example, an understanding of their interactional position within
the example will help us understand the cognitive import of
that example.
Note that deictics participate simultaneously in the referential and interactional functions of speech, and their ability
to perform each of these functions depends on the other (cf.
Silverstein, 1976). Use of a deictic like w e can both establish and refer to the same social group. In such a case the
interactional organization (of some group of participants in
the conversation and/or the social world) makes an essential
contribution to the referential meaning of the utterance.
Thus deictics illustrate h o w interactional patterns might
contribute structure that helps establish cognitive meaning.
M y analysis of deictic usage in participant examples has
shown that the same thing can happen in participant examples. Participant examples can establish interactional organization a m o n g participants in the conversation, and this

interactional organization sometimes mirrors (and contributes to) the referential pattern laid out by the example.
In other words, I a m claiming that: (a) w e must understand the interactional positions attributed to characters
within a participant example, in order to understand that
example; (b) the interactional positions of participants'
characters within a participant example are often tied to the
interactional positions of those same participants in the
classroom interaction itself (i.e., there is sometimes a homology between the interactional positioning of characters
within a participant example and the positioning of those
participants in the surrounding interaction); (c) thus the interactional positions of teachers and students themselves can
contribute to the cognitive content of the classroom discussion.

An Example
Wortham (1994) describes some of the social implications
of this homology between the referential and interactional
structure created by participant examples. Here I want to
consider some of the cognitive implications, with reference
to one example. The following example was given in a
ninth grade discussion of Plutarch's "Life of Lycurgus."
This text describes the Spartan political system, in which the
welfare of the whole society was generally placed above the
welfare of the individual. Sparta was ruled by a committee
of elders, called "Ephors," w h o m a d e decisions on behalf of
the community. In this classroom conversation, the students
object strongly to one particular Spartan practice: w h e n a
citizen had a baby, she had to bring the baby to the Ephors
for judgment; if they felt the child was sickly, such that it
would likely be a burden on the society, the mother was
forced to leave the baby outside to die of exposure. A student named Jasmine argues against this practice, by presenting herself as an example of a hypothetical Spartan
mother.
ST: if she had a baby and hers lived and I had
a baby and mine didn't, we're not equal.
T: yeah you're right, you didn't produce a
healthy baby.
ST: h o w do you k n o w that, they just say that
one ain't healthy, and then lookit, mine
probably grew up to be taller and stronger.
T: because they're the Spartan Ephors w h o
m a k e a decision, the Ephors k n o w what
makes a good Spartan because they're
sixty years old and they've seen an awful
lot.
The student's example describes three roles: herself as a
hypothetical Spartan mother forced to kill her child; another
student ("she", a student named Erika) as a hypothetical
Spartan mother w h o gets to keep her baby; and the Ephors
w h o pass judgment. A s the student intended, the relations
between these three roles mirror those that the text describes
for ancient Sparta: the relationship between the two hypothetical Spartan mothers (a relation between the unprivileged and the privileged); and the relationship between the
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mothers and the Ephors (a relationship between the subordinate and the powerful).
Over the course of the classroom discussion, as it turns
out, this three-part structure involving the powerful,
privileged subordinates and unprivileged subordinates
c o m e s to organize the classroom interaction itself. That is,
teachers and students step into these three roles in an
interactional structure that emerges during the discussion.
W e can begin to see this in the following segment. Recall
that, because of Jasmine's dual role as hypothetical Spartan
and actual student, comments about Jasmine's character
within the example have implications for Jasmine the
student herself.
ST: if she had a baby and hers lived and mine died
w e not equal, and if they want it to be- everybody
to be equal then I should get to keep mine too.
T:
what- wait a second, you're baby's going to grow
up and be this unhealthy runt, her baby's going
to grow up and be healthy
S T : r m equal to her then
T:
yeah you're equal, but you k n o w take it twenty
years in the future, her baby's going to have to
do what for your baby, your baby's going to do
what, lay around.
S T S : hahahahaha drinking beer
T:
drinking beer, eating their bean soup.

role, is unprivileged and subordinate. This analogy begins
to develop in the passage above, w h e n the teacher
characterizes Jasmine's baby as naturally inferior (an
"unhealthy runt"), unproductive ("lying around"), and
intemperate. This narrows d o w n the social identity the
teacher is attributing to the child and its mother. Although
she is overtly talking about Sparta, her characterization of
Jasmine's baby as a lazy drunkard begins to sound like the
contemporary American stereotype for some lower class
black welfare recipients.
W o r t h a m (1994) emphasizes that at this point the teacher
is still either teasing the students or playing devil's advocate
to defend the Spartan political system. The implications of
their discussion for their o w n interaction are still only
potential, and almost surely not conscious. But these
implications are there, and they are in fact developed as the
classroom conversation proceeds. T h e following segment
occurs a few minutes later in the classroom conversation.
T/B: yeah but see you're- but that's the hitch isn't it?
you've got this baby that's not healthy and you're
afraid's going to go in the army, and w h y should
the rest of us support your baby.
STS: hahahaha
ST: if they wanted them to be equal then even if m y
Child was retarded or whatever he should go into
the army too

If we continue to examine the discussion for its interactional
If we read this simply for its referential value, the students
and teacher here are elaborating the pro-Spartan argument.
implications, one utterance in this passage stands out: the
They articulate the Spartans' reasoning, by imagining h o w
teacher's "why should the rest of us support your baby?"
an unhealthy baby would become a burden on the society.
This, again, indexically presupposes welfare critics. Note
If w e examine implications for the interaction a m o n g
the teacher's use of us in this utterance. For thefirsttime,
she includes herself in the example, in a group opposed to
teachers and students, however, a more disturbing pattern
Jasmine's. She attributes a definite social identity to
starts to emerge. W h a t sort of person would stereotypically
say "your baby's going to do what? lay around....drinking
Jasmine's baby: he is an unproductive freeloader. Mrs.
Bailey and her social group—whoever is included in u s —
beer"? W e would need more evidence to m a k e firm
conclusions, but this accusation indexically presupposes (cf
are taxpayers forced to support such people. Here the
Silverstein, 1976) a recognizable social group—welfare
teacher puts herself, and presumably other taxpayers, into a
critics, w h o often decry the alleged laziness of welfare
role analogous to the Ephors'. In both the text and the
recipients w h o m taxpayers must support. This indexical
example the Ephors refuse to expend resources on
presupposition has the potential to shape the classroom
unhealthy babies.
Analogously, in the classroom
interaction a m o n g teachers and students, if w e remember
conversation and in contemporary U.S. society, the teacher
that the students c o m e from a social group often stereotyped
herself seems to resent spending tax money on
as lazy welfare recipients (lower class blacks).
"unproductive" children. Thus I argue that discussion of the
example is becoming an implicit commentary on taxpayers
W o r t h a m (1994) argues that as the class progresses the
teachers d o in fact align themselves with contemporary U.S.
(like the teacher) and welfare recipients (like m a n y of the
welfare critics. Furthermore, the passage above represents
students).
the beginning of a pattern in which the students' o w n social
position becomes analogous to that of unprivileged
Spartans. Through this analogy students' utterances c o m e to
index underprivileged welfare recipients. In the classroom
and in contemporary America, just as in Sparta, w e have
relations between the privileged and unprivileged and
between the powerful and the subordinate. Like Spartan
mothers w h o must submit their children to be judged,
students must submit to teachers' judgments. And, as
Spartan society did to unhealthy babies, American society
often turns its back on the students' social group (lower
class blacks). Jasmine, in both her hypothetical and actual
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ST:

like some u m , like some of them Asian w o m e n
are taking over 'cause they are smart.
STS: Asians Asian giris hnh
T:
because they work hard?
ST: they work hard but they smart too.
ST: they have to be smart to learn all them signs.
STS: hahahahaha
T:
if that's the case because they're smart and they
work hard, then because you're not smart you
don't work hard maybe w e should throw you in
the glen early to give them the benefit?

classroom interaction

uupayers and
welfare cntics ^ ^.
example
^teachersj^

\^ Masmine s babO

QstudentiJ)
"your baby s going lo do what. Y
lay around dnnkjng beer"
welfare
stereotype
why should the rest of
us support your baby^'

pnvileged \
subordinaiesy
unpnvileged

Figure 1. Interactional implications o f the e x a m p l e .
Figure 1 represents this situation. The two inner boxes
represent referential structure set u p through discussion o f
the text a n d the e x a m p l e . Utterances f r o m the last t w o
excerpts, w h i c h the teacher uses to describe Jasmine's
hypothetical b a b y , are included in the left inner b o x . T h e
outer b o x represents teachers a n d students in the classroom
interaction itself. A s discussed a b o v e , the utterances used to
describe Jasmine's b a b y indexically presuppose groups that
both teachers a n d students recognize from their o w n
society: welfare critics a n d stereotyped welfare recipients.
In the last passage the teacher begins to align herself with
the welfare critics, as a n irate taxpayer. A n d the fact that
m o s t o f these students are l o w e r class blacks also m a k e s it
possible that they themselves are being a l i g n e d — t h r o u g h
the
too-common
U . S . stereotype—with
Jasmine's
hypothetical, unproductive b a b y . T h u s w e begin to see the
outline o f a n e m e r g e n t interactional structure organizing
relations a m o n g the teacher a n d the students. N o t e that this
structure w a s not established solely through the referential
function o f language.
It also d e p e n d s o n indexical
presupposition a n d social g r o u p s familiar f r o m the larger
society. T e a c h e r s a n d students d o not refer to these groups.
T h e y index a n d then inhabit or enact t h e m .
T h e class continues to discuss Jasmine's e x a m p l e for half
an hour. S e e W o r t h a m ( 1 9 9 4 ) for the transcript a n d further
analyses o f the interactional organization created in this
discussion. W e have space here for only one more excerpt
from the end of the classroom discussion. In the following
segment the topic shifts from the example to contemporary
America. T h e class is discussing h o w our society might be
strong like Sparta yet still humane to underprivileged
members like Jasmine's hypothetical baby.
T: yeah prosperity is money riches wealth. OK. How
do w e become arich,nation, a powerful nation.
ST: work hard? work for it.
T:
you've got to work for it.
ST: you need a good education
T:
you've got to have a good education, why.
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Analyzed just in terms of referential content, this final
passage fleshes out the concept of privileged, productive
members of a society. It does so by establishing another
realm, drawn from contemporary U.S. society, with social
organization analogous to that found in the example.
Asians, like Erika's healthy baby, will work hard and
contribute to the society. Less talented and diligent
students, like Jasmine's unhealthy baby, will not work as
hard and will not contribute as much.
W h e n w e also consider the implications of this segment
for relationships in the classroom conversation itself, it
becomes clear that more is going on here. The passage
contains several clues that the students' and teachers' o w n
social positions - and more generally, issues surrounding
race relations in contemporary America - are also at issue
here. At the end of the segment the teacher clearly connects
the relationship between these students and Asian students
to the relationship between Jasmine's and Erika's
hypothetical babies. She does this, for example, by talking
about throwing these students "in the glen." Plutarch uses
the same phrase, saying that unfit Spartan babies were left
outside "in a glen." to die. The teacher makes clear diat
students like Jasmine are less well endowed: Asian students
are smart and they work hard; other students are d u m b and
lazy. The "other" students are apparently the black students.
The class contains fifteen blacks, three whites, and one
Asian student, and all the students w h o speak in this
discussion are black. The teacher also follows Lycurgus in
claiming that society should turn its back on under-endowed
children.
I argue that, w h e n w e examine the interactional functions
of the speech used in this classroom conversation, w e find
that teachers and students themselves adopt roles as
powerful decision-makers, privileged and unprivileged
subordinates.
Discussion of this participant example
creates, in the classroom relations among teachers and
students, the same two types of relationships described in
the example and the text. A n interactional structure
emerges, in the relations a m o n g teachers and students
themselves, that mirrors the three-part structure referred to
in the example. Teachers, it becomes clear, are like Ephors.
They have the power to decide which students succeed
academically and which do not. O n e group of students is
privileged, and will m o v e ahead through educational
success. A s the class discussion proceeds, Asian students
are assigned this role. Another group of students is
unprivileged, and will not m o v e ahead through academic
success. Black students c o m e to occupy this role in the

classroom conversation.
W o r t h a m (1994) provides
evidence that these interactional patterns emerge a m o n g
teachers and students, by examining in more detail the
patterns of deictic (and other indexical) usage in the
classroom conversation.

classKHini inlcratlion
discussion

example

Qieachers"^.
(^sian siudenis

teachers

-f Ephors J -

inl?)Asian students

Erika s babv

r black sludenlsj" r\other students^)-—^(^Jasmine's babyV

(masters
pnvileged
subordinates
unpnvileged
subordinates

F i g u r e 2 : S t r u c t u r e in the text, e x a m p l e a n d interaction
Figure 2 represents the homology between role relations
in the referential content and the interactional positioning.
T h e three inner boxes represent role relations described
(i.e., established through the referential function of language) in the text, the example and the discussion of Asian
students. T h e outer box represents the classroom interaction. T h e three role positions in this box represent those
enacted by teachers and students, using the- interactional
functions of language, in the classroom discussion itself.
Classroom relationships are thus organized by the emergent
interactional structure represented in Figure 2. Note that
this interactional structure depends on, but cannot be reduced to, referential structures.

Conclusions
In their discussion of Jasmine's example, teacher and students act out the s a m e roles that they describe in the example. (As documented in W o r t h a m (1994) a small but robust
fraction of classroom participant examples get enacted in
this elaborate way). W h a t are w e to m a k e of the homology
between the described and the enacted roles in this classr o o m discussion? I claim that this sort of enacted participant example works in a w a y similar to deictic forms. T o
understand the interactional effect of we, w e must k n o w
something about its referential value. But to understand the
referential value of we, w e must k n o w something about the
interactional organization of the conversation in which it is
uttered. T h e referential and interactional functions cannot
be separated. In an enacted participant example, referential,
interactional and cognitive structures are intertwined as
well. W e could not appreciate the interactional positioning
done in the Spartan babies example without understanding
what speakers refer to in their classroom discussion of it.

But the full cognitive value of the discussion itself partly
depends on the emergent interactional structure established
with the interactional functions of speech.
The analogy between deictic forms and enacted participant examples has one flaw. Deictics are what Peirce
(1955) called "legisigns." They presuppose a rule that connects aspects of their context to their referential value. The
connection between interactional, referential and cognitive
patterns in participant examples is not normative in this
way. Nonetheless, interpretation of what the Spartan babies
example means, cognitively, depends in part on structure set
up through the interactional functions of language. In the
Spartan babies class all students have experience with the
invidious, stereotypical contrast between Asians (a "model
minority") and blacks. While discussing the example they
enact this contrast, without fleshing it our referentially. N o
one ever refers to blacks as underprivileged or unendowed.
But black students like Jasmine get positioned this way,
interactionally. B y enacting the stereotypical conu-ast between Asians and blacks, students bring into play an interactional structure that helps flesh out the larger cognitive
structure that they are wrestling with (i.e., h o w best to understand the social relation between privileged and unprivileged in Sparta). Without ever being referred to, the emergent interactional structure contributes to students' understanding of the text and the example. I do not claim that the
cognitive contributions of every participant example rely
centrally on interactional structure in this way. But in s o m e
cases they do, and this establishes that at least sometimes
interactional structure contributes to cognitive understanding.
I a m using "understanding" broadly here, to include (in
part) structure that is acted out but not (consciously or unconsciously) represented. M a n y of these students probably
do not mentally represent the nuances of Asian-black relations, but they k n o w h o w to act these relations out. In this
case, by acting them out the students contribute enacted
sUTicture to the cognitive value of their example. O n e could
of course argue that the interactional pattern simply derives
from the referential - that hearers use referential patterns to
develop mental representations of the text and example, and
then act these patterns out. But this would not be a parsimonious explanation. Language functions (largely through
deictics and other indexical signaling) to establish interactional structure. M a n y aspects of this structure are not referred to or represented at all, but simply enacted. People
enact interactional patterns they do not mentally represent
just as they walk without ment«dly representing all the complex movements required. In enacted participant examples,
where the interactional and referential patterns mirror each
other, aspects of the interactional pattern flesh out things the
speakers refer to and thus contribute to the cognitive structure that makes those things meaningful.
I argue that this kind of emergent interactional structure,
like the artifacts or tools described by Hutchins (1995) and
Wertsch (1997), partly constitutes the cognitive accomplishments of the classroom conversation. In this case these
cognitive accomplishments involve understanding an example, and thus require that the students determine what category the example represents. This example illustrates the
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relation between Ephors and Spartans, and the more general
relation between the powerful and the subordinate. The
students identify andfleshout this category in part through
the structure of their interactions. Thus I argue that we cannot solve Goodman's riddle, in some cases, unless we include emergent interactional structure as one component of
distributed cognition.
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Abstract
We investigated category-based inference tasics, contrasting
the predictions of structural alignment theory as applied to
categorization with those of feature-overlap models of
similarity. W e provide evidence for the differential level of
importance of causal information in category-based inference
tasks, as predicted by the systematicity principle (Centner,
1983). Our basic paradigm consists of a task in which
participants decide between inferences based on shared causal
antecedents or shared attributes. Experiment I demonstrated a
preference for the causal inference when the target animal
shares one attribute with one of the base animals and one
causal antecedent with the other base. In Experiment 2, w e
found that this preference holds even when the target animal
shares greater attribute similarity with the noncausal base
(i.e., the target shares two attributes with one base and one
causal antecedent with the other). Experiment 2 also served to
demonstrate that this result can indeed be attributed to the
influence of causal structure, and not to surface stimulus
properties, such as sentence length. Overall, the results agreed
with the predictions of structural alignment theory and were
inconsistent with a feature-overlap account.
Introduction
O n e important function of concepts is to support inferences
-deriving n e w information from previous knowledge. For
instance, given that you k n o w that your dog has an
appendix, you might infer this property for your cat. But
you would probably not infer it for your vacuum cleaner.
Given this, what are the constraints on the category-based
inference process?
T w o prominent theories of category-based induction posit
that featural similarity is important for arguments like D o g s
have a n appendix; therefore, cats have an appendix. T h e
similarity-coverage model (Osherson, Smith, Wilkie, Lopez,
& Shafir, 1990; Osherson, Stern, Wilkie, Stob. & Smith,
1991) encodes categories as exemplars, which are ultimately
comprised of features (e.g., "has fur," "has four legs"). T h e
strength of the above argument (i.e., people's confidence in
the truth of the conclusion given the truth of the premises)
would be a function of the similarity between cat and dog,
which is directly related to the number of shared features of
their exemplars and inversely related to the number of
distinctive features.
T h e model also makes use of

hierarchical relations between categories. Exemplars of the
lowest-level category that includes both dogs and cats,
m a m m a l , are compared to exemplars of the premise
category, dog.
In contrast to the similarity-coverage model, the featurecoverage model (Sloman, 1993) does not assume
hierarchical relations. Rather, categories at all levels (i.e.,
superordinate, basic, and subordinate) are represented by
features. Argument strength is directly related to the featural
overlap between premise and conclusion categories and
inversely related to the familiarity and complexity of the
conclusion category.
Although both of these models account for an impressive
array of phenomena (see Osherson et al, 1990 and Sloman,
1993), there is r o o m for an alternative. These models share
the assumption that exemplars are represented as sets of
features, which form the basis for the computation of
feature-overlap or similarity.
However, some recent
evidence
suggests
that exemplar
comparison is
accomplished by alignment of structural representations
(Clement & Centner, 1991; Lassaline, 1996; Heit &
Rubinstein, 1994). These results follow from an approach to
similarity based on representations consisting of features and
relations between them (Centner, 1989; Medin, Goldstone,
& Centner, 1994). In structural alignment, parts of two
structured representations are put into correspondence.
Inferences are possible w h e n predicates exist that are absent
in one representation but connected to the c o m m o n aligned
system. According to the systematicity principle, systems of
relations are preferred over individual features and higherorder relations (i.e., relations between relations), especially
causal relations, are preferred over lower-order relations
(Centner, 1983). For instance, the fact that both the solar
system and a hydrogen atom involve attraction and
revolution is more important than the fact that both have
spherical entities. Assuming the systematicity principle is at
work in inference tasks, inferences connected to causal
structure should be preferred over those unconnected.
In accord with this prediction, Clement and Centner
(1991) found that participants w h o read analogous stories
preferred to m a k e an inference from a shared causal
antecedent, relative to an unconnected fact. They were also
more confident in this inference.
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Lassaline (1996) applied structural alignment directly to
the issue of category-based inference. She demonstrated that
adding a causal relation to an argument about animals
For example, adding the
increased its rated strength.
relation For Animal B, a weak immune system causes an
acute sense of smell increased the strength of the argument
Animal A has a weak immune system, skin that has no
pigment, and dry flaky skin; Animal B has a weak immune
system and an acute sense of smell; therefore. Animal A
also has an acute sense of smell.
In addition, Lassaline found that adding shared features
(e.g., "has muscular forearms") to the premises also
increased inductive strength. However, she did not address
the question of which factor-relational or featural~is more
important for inferential strength. If the systematicity
principle holds for category-based inference tasks, causal
relations should be more important, and w e should see a
preference for an inference connected to higher-order
(causal) structure.
Experiments
Our experiments attempted to test whether category-based
induction tasks are governed by the process of structural
alignment.
In particular, w e tested the systematicity
principle. W e created a category-based induction task
similar to Lassaline's (1996). For both experiments, w e
followed Lassaline in using fictional animals (e.g., Animal
A). Stimulus items consisted of descriptions of one target
animal and two base animals, as shown in Table 1. The
"causal" base consisted of an unfamiliar but plausible causal
relation and the "attribute" base consisted of a list of
features. The target shared the causal antecedent of the
causal animal and all but one attribute of the attribute
animal. Participants were told to choose the stronger of two
possible inferences that could be made about the target using
the information about the bases. There were two obvious
choices: the causal consequent from the causal base or the
remaining attribute from the attribute base.
Attributes were grouped such that they were independent
of each other, the causal antecedent, and the causal
consequent. W e varied which of the attribute animal's
features were shared versus inferred. For instance, "has
protruding canines" was a shared feature for some
participants and a potential inference for others. The order
of stimulus items in the packet was also varied between
subjects.

Experiment 1
Our objective in this experiment was to test the prediction
that participants would prefer the systematic (causal)
inference. This prediction follows from a structural account
of similarity. In this study, the target animal shared one of
the two listed attributes with the attribute animal. According
to a "flat" or featural account of similarity, there should be
no preference for either the attribute or causal inference,
since both base animals are equally similar to the target. In
drawing predictions from the flat similarity account, w e
assumed a dot product similarity computation with equal
weighting of features, over features explicitly present in the
three exemplars only. T h e causal animal description
consisted of a statement that a causal antecedent caused a
consequent (A -> C ) . Although not explicitly stated, it
seemed likely that participants would assume that the causal
animal had the causal antecedent (A) and the consequent
( C). Had they done so, then the causal and attribute animals
would be equally similar to the target. However, one might
argue that participants' representation of the causal animal
differed from that assumed. For instance, they m a y have
assumed the base contained only the causal relation (A -> C )
and the antecedent (A), or that it contained only the causal
relation and neither the antecedent nor the consequent.
However, in none of these cases does the computed
similarity of the causal animal to the target exceed that of
the attribute animal to the target. This is true assuming either
a dot product or Tverskian computation (Tversky, 1977).
Sixteen
Northwestern
University
undergraduates
participated in partial fulfillment of a course requirement.
Materials consisted of a packet of 16 of the stimulus items
previously described.
Table 1: Sample Item fi-om Experiment 1

In using the term "category-based induction," we do not
necessarily assume that participants are basing inferences on
knowledge of taxonomic relationships or on a categorical
representation of "animal." Rather, the process of structural
alignment may operate on instances, species or perhaps at an
intermediate abstraction of a group of species (e.g., at a level akin
to pragmatic reasoning schemas, Cheng & Holyoak, 1985).
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The following facts are true of Animal A [the Attribute
base]:
Has large oil glands
Has protruding canines
The following facts are true of Animal B [the Causal base]:
Adenoviruses cause an increased risk for tumors
The following facts are true of Animal C [the Target]:
Has large oil glands
Has an adenovirus
Please infer only one property for Animal C (circle one
only):
Has protruding canines
Has an increased risk for tumors
Note: Information in brackets was not presented in
experimental materials.

T h e results s h o w a strong preference lor causal inference.
W e assigned participants to the "predominantly causal"
group if they chose the causal consequent on at least 13 of
16 trials, a significantly greater number that would be
expected by chance, p <.01. Figure 1 shows the results of
the sign test on participants. Thirteen out of 16 participants
had predominantly causal inferences, a significantly greater
number of participants than would be expected by chance,
p < .05. N o participant had predominantly attribute
inferences (13 or more attribute inferences), and the
remaining three participants demonstrated a pattern that did
not differ from chance. T h e same procedure was done on
items, with similar results.

Causal

Attribute

Chance

Response Class
Figure 1: Number of participants in each response class.
Experiment 1.

These results bear out the prediction of structural
alignment theory: there appears to be a preference to infer
from a base connected to causal structure, as predicted by
the systematicity principle. T h e finding of a causal
preference (Clement & Centner, 1991) appears to apply
within a category-based inference task (Lassaline, 1996),
even w h e n featural similarity is equalized. However, before
drawing conclusions, w e wished to address some possible
concerns of this study. First, perhaps participants were
initially attending to only the featural similarity between the
target and each base, but since the bases did not differ in this
regard, they felt compelled to use another strategy. Under
this scenario, participants inferred from the causal base
because it was more distinctive. A more definitive test for
the preference for causal inference would involve
constructing stimuli in which the attribute base is more
featurally similar to the target than is the causal base.
Another concern is with the syntactic differences between
the descriptions of the causal and attribute animals. T h e

causal animal description consisted of one long statement,
while the attribute animal description consisted of facts on
separate lines. Perhaps
participants chose the causal
consequent simply because the causal information was
presented in a way that m a d e it seem more important or
salient.
A final concern is with generalizability. T h e same set of
16 causal consequents was used for all participants. This
leaves open the possibility of stimulus effects. For example,
if the causal choices happened to yield more applicable or
enduring inference choices, then the preference for the
causal choice could not be taken to imply a preference for
higher-order structure per se. For instance, people m a y be
more willing to infer "bears m a n y offspring" than "lives in
Madagascar" because the first fact is true of more animals
than the second. Likewise, the first fact seems like a better
inference than "is sleepy" because it is a less transient
property. Although the differences in our stimuli were never
this extreme, it m a y be the case that the facts used as causal
consequents were slightly more applicable and enduring,
and were favored by participants as inferences because of it.
Experiment 2
This experiment was designed to determine whether a
preference for inferences from a base connected to causal
structure holds w h e n using a stronger test. W e contrasted the
causal animal with an animal with high attribute similarity to
the target animal. A s in Experiment 1, the target animal
shared a causal antecedent with the causal animal.
However, this time, the target shared two out of three
independent features with the attribute animal, rather than
one of two independent features, as in Experiment 1. In this
design, the attribute base exceeds the causal base in its
degree of feature overlap to the target. Thus, a flat similarity
view predicts a preference to infer from the attribute base,
whereas a structural similarity account predicts a preference
to infer from the causal base.
A second objective was to rule out alternative
interpretations of the data from the first experiment. T o
m a k e the causal and attribute base descriptions more similar
in appearance to each other, and thus eliminate possible
differences in salience, w e added the information that the
causal base animal had the causal antecedent and consequent
properties to the causal base description. W e also wished to
ensure that the causal consequent property was chosen as an
inference because of the causal relation connecting it to the
shared causal antecedent, and not because of any other
conceptual differences between it and the second feature of
the attribute base. T o this end, w e varied whether a given
possible response was associated with the causal base or the
attribute base. Specifically, for a given item, half of the
subjects saw one of the inference choices (e.g., "high risk for
strokes") as the causal consequent and the other choice (e.g.,
"underdeveloped visual system") as the second attribute
feature, while for the other half, the correspondences were
reversed.
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Sixteen paid Northwestern University undergraduates
participated. Materials consisted of a packet of 12 stimulus
items like the sample shown in Table 2.
The data again demonstrate a preference for the causal
inference. W e assigned participants to the "predominantly
causal" group if they chose the causal consequent on at least
II of the 12 experimental trials, a significantly greater
number than would be expected by chance, p < .01. A s
shown in Figure 2, 14 out of 16 participants had
predominantly causal inferences, a significantly greater
number of participants than would be expected by chance, p
< .01. O n e participant had predominantly attribute
inferences, and the remaining participant had a pattern of
responses that did not differ from chance. The same analysis
was done on items, with similar results.
Causal
Table 2: Sample Item from Experiment 2

The following facts are true of Animal A [the Attribute
base]:
Has muscular forearms
Has sensitive g u m s
Has high risk for strokes

Attribute

Chance

Response Class
Figure 2: N u m b e r of participants in each response class,
Experiment 2.

Discussion

These studies attempted to shed light on the issue of whether
featural or structural similarity is more crucial in evaluation
The following facts are true of Animal B [the Causal base]: of category-based inferences. T h e two experiments reported
Has an overactive thyroid
in this paper suggest that connection to causal structure
Has an underdeveloped visual system
drives inference. W h e n given two inference choices, people
A n overactive thyroid causes an underdeveloped
prefer to m a k e the inference from the base that is connected
visual system
to causal structure in the target, over the base that shares
independent features. This generalization is true even w h e n
The following facts are true of Animal C [the Target]:
the alternative inference is from a target with greater
Has muscular forearms
attribute similarity with the base (i.e., with a larger set of
Has sensitive g u m s
shared independent features). Taken together, these findings
Has an overactive thyroid
would appear to contradict the predictions from featureoverlap versions of a similarity-based account of categoryPlease infer only one property for Animal C (circle one
based induction (i.e., Sloman, 1993; Osherson et al., 1991).
only):
Our findings add to the body of literature demonstrating
Has high risk for strokes
the influence of systematicity and structural similarity on
Has an underdeveloped visual system
inference. Centner, Rattermann, and Forbus (1993) asked
participants to rate the inferential soundness, or degree to
which one could m a k e accurate inferences, of matched
stories. Rated soundness was positively related to the
degree of shared relational structure. Bowdle and Centner
(in press) found that people were more likely to m a k e an
These results rule out the alternative interpretations for
inference from a more systematic story to a less systematic
our earlier findings and support the systematicity principle.
story than the other w a y around. Moreover, the inferences
If w e count all shared assertions, then by flat similarity
tended to be information connected to c o m m o n causal
models, participants should prefer the inference from the
structure.
attribute animal, because it shares two of three features with
Other evidence points to the role of systems of interrelated
the target, whereas the causal animal shares only one of
relations in category-based induction. Heit and Rubinstein
three features. Thus, in a situation where a flat similarity
(1994) found that people m a k e stronger inferences in a
account would predict a clear preference for a particular
category-based inference task when the kind of property to
attribute inference, participants overwhelmingly choose the
be inferred (anatomical or behavioral) matches the kind of
causal consequent. These results are evidence for the role of
similarity between the animal in the premise and the animal
structural similarity in category-based induction.
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in the conclusion (anatomical or behavioral). For instance,
people judge the likelihood that whales travel in a zig-zag
trajectory higher when told that tuna have that property,
relative to when they are told that bears have that property.
This is presumably because whales and tuna match
behaviorally (they both swim) while whales and bears do not
(they match anatomically--both are mammals).
Heit and Rubinstein's results can be seen as evidence for
the importance of shared structure linked to the property to
be inferred. Tuna and whales can be represented as
structures containing features and relations connecting these
features. Moreover, one might argue that participants
assume that some (behavioral, and perhaps, anatomical)
attributes and relations of tuna are causally related to the
property of traveling in a zig-zag trajectory. In order to
evaluate
the
argument, participants
align their
representations of tuna and whale. They then search for
support for the inference that whales travel in a zig-zag
trajectory. They examine attributes and relations that are
causally connected to the property in tuna. If these are
shared by the target, whale, then they contribute to the
support measure. The more shared relevant attributes and
relations that are meaningfully connected to the candidate
inference, the greater the support for the candidate
inference.
W e have argued that similarity is indeed important for
inference, but that similarity involves more than simple
feature lists. Rather, representations encode features and
background knowledge, theories, and causal relations.
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that, early in development, go for beyond those seen in
explicit reports. A central question in this research is
therefore whether an emerging competency in grammar
This study examined the acquisition of Japanese numeral accesses and perhaps acts as a scaffold for conceptual
classifiers in Japanese preschool children, ages 3 to 6, with a
distinctions that are otherwise unavailable to the young
primary emphasis on developing comprehension ability. Numeral
children.
classifiers, which exist in a large number of Asian languages, are a
The numeral classifiers are a grammatical system that
group of morphemes that usually occur adjacent to quantity
reflects h o w language speakers categorize objects during
expressions. The selection of numeral classifiers is determined by
enumeration. Syntactically they occur as a group of
the inherent semantic properties of the noun whose quantity is
morphemes that are usually adjacent to quantity expressions.
being specified, suggesting that developing patterns of
The selection of numeral classifiers is determined by the
comprehension should be linked to underlying patterns of semantic
inherent semantic features of the noun whose quantity is
and conceptual development. Previous research claims that
being characterized. In Japanese, the following three
children acquire certain distributional patterns very early but that
structures are typical numeral classifier constructions, with
the acquisition of the semantic system is a very slow process. W e
argue instead that, different techniques and stimulus contrast sets the classifier in the examples, -ma/,referringtoflatand tworeveal a much greater sensitivity to semantic relations in young
dimensional objects such as paper, cloth, leaves etc.
children than was previously considered possible. Reasons for the
apparent slowness in classifier acquisition are also discussed as are kami o ni^mai kat-ta
the broader implications for relations between grammatical and
paper OBJ. two-CL buy-PAST
conceptual development.
'(I) bought two sheets of paper.'
Abstract

Introduction
M a n y languages throughout the world have grammatical
systems that require a linkage between abstract, generative
conceptual categories and grammatical forms. These
abstract categories can have an indefinitely large number of
subcategories, thus the category of flat two-dimensional
objects includes not only familiar sub categories like sheets
of paper and leaves, but also indefinitely novel categories
that conform to the abstract structural description. Relations
between such categories and grammatical forms can often
be elaborate and multi layered in the numerical classifier
systems of some languages. In these studies, w e ask h o w
developing patterns of language comprehension and
production for numerical classiflers in Japanese might help
us understand links to patterns of semantic and conceptual
development for categories whose levels of abstraction
might seem to be far beyond the cognitive capacities of
preschool children. Grammatical structure m a y top into
implicit conceptual structures of high degrees of
abstractness and complexity; and they m a y do so in ways

kami ni^mai o kat-ta
paper two-CL OBJ. buy-PAST
ni-mai no kami o kat-ta
two-CL G E N . paper OBJ. buy-PAST
(All three examfdes have basically the same meaning.)
There are approximately 150 Japanese numeral classifiers of
which roughly 3 0 are in frequent daily use (Downing 1984);
but in odier Asian languages, numeral classifiers have an
even more extensive distribution. A d a m s and Conklin
(1973) found 3 7 Asian languages with numeral classifiers
and argued that animacy and shape and function were
critical semantic features in most of them. Other language
groups with classifier systems show similar patterns (Croft,
1994).
There has, however, been far less work
systematically comparing those aspects of shape, animacy,
and function that are categorized with classifiers. Thus, w e
do not yet k n o w if there are imiversal constraints on the
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animate classifiers emerge first. In addition to a somewhat
unclear development pattern of classifier acquisition, certain
discrepancies seem to occur between recent research in
cognitive development and work on classifier acquisition. In
other areas of cognitive development young children are
seen as using complex concepts in a flexible and productive
manner. T w o and a half-yearolds can overlook perceptual
inanimate
ammate
[tsu]
appearance in favor of category
membership w h e n appropriate
human
animal
(Gehnan
and Coley, 1990); and
concrete obj.
abstract obj.
[-ri/nin] [hiki]
inductions about word meaning
are guided by knowledge o( two
[-ko]
A
major ontological categories [hiki] [too] [ w a ]
object and substance (Soja,
functional
shape specific
Carey and Spelke 1991). More
small large birds
recently, children w h o are just
[-hon] [-mai] [-ko] [dai] [soo] [-ki]
animals animals
at the d a w n of language
insects
acquisition, 18 months, seem to
I D 2 D 3 D cars boats airplanes
understand
such
global
machines
conceptual categories as
animals and vehicles (Mandler,
Figure 1. Japanese Numeral Qassifier System
Mauer and M c D o n o u g h 1991).
There are also impressive early
In Japanese, classifiers are divided into two major
conceptual competencies in the acquisition of noun classes
categories of animate and inanimate (see Figure 1). Animate
that canfillsimilar semantic roles as numeral classifiers. In
classifiers are further divided into two sub-categories:
Sesotho, a Bantu language in South Africa, children can
classifiers for h u m a n beings and classifiers for animals.
mark agreement productively with demonstratives and
Inanimate classifiers are also divided into two categories,
possessives at age 2 and can mark most of the nouns
with classifiers for concrete objects and classifiers for
appropriately at age 3 (Demuth, 1987). In French, children
abstract objects. Finally, concrete object classifiers are
first use nouns without articles and w h e n they start using
divided into two categories: shape specific classifiers and
articles children m a k e enormous gender agreement errors,
functional (non-shape specific) classifiers. Shape-specific
but by age 3 children can assign proper articles to nouns
classifiers have a broad semantic field, referring not only to
most of the time (Qark, 1985). In Spanish, children can
inanimate concrete objects, but also plants and natural
master gender-marking and gender-agreement before they
substances w h e n they have a solid shape like an icicle.
are 4 years old (Perez-Pereira, 1991). In German, 3 year
Since a dassifier's use depends on its referents' attributes,
olds show virtually no errors in pronoun use in connection
patterns of acquisition of classifiers have often been
with the natural-gender rule (Mills, 1986).
discussed as providing a potentially important source of
The literature on the acquisition of numeral classifiers
information about underlying patterns of semantic and
therefore does not seem to fit well with other work on
conceptual development (Adams and Conklin 1973, Clark
semantic and conceptual development. W e see no reason for
1977. Kokuritsu K o k u g o Kenkyusho 1983, Craig 1986,
assuming that either the conceptual complexity of the
Carpenter 1987, Matsumoto 1987). Yet, despite the strong
classifier categories or the grammatical complexities of their
interest in numeral classifier system and its relation to
usage should cause children to be unable to link up grammar
cognitive development, only four languages have been
and conceptual structure until well into middle childhood.
investigated in terms of the acquisition of numeral
Instead, the apparent developmental delay m a y be occurring
classifiers: Japanese (Sanches,1977; Kokuritsu K o k u g o
for a very different reason that in the end will reveal, almost
Kenkyusho, 1983; Matsumoto, 1985 a b and 1987; and
paradoxically surprisingly sophisticated and abstract
Uchida, 1992), Mandarin (Erbaugh, 1986; Fang, 1985 and
linkages between grammatical and conceptual structures in
H u , 1993); Thai (Gandour et al., 1984 and Carpenter,
very yoimg children. T h e delay m a y be caused by the faulty
1991), and Korean (Lee, 1994).
assumption that failures with lower level categories entails
Cross linguistically children can acquire the syntactic
failures with higher level ones. W e predict that young
constructions of numeral classifier phrases very early on (as
children can easily conceptualize categories in numeral
young as 2 years); but the acquisition of a corresponding
classifier systems and link them to grammatical forms.
semantic system seemed to be a m u c h slower process.
Previous research m a y have underestimated children's
Children first acquire a general classifier as a place holder
ability to acquire numeral classifier system accurately
and overuse it for any referents, a tendency that persists in
because the conclusions are all drawn from children's
m u c h older children. Pin-pointing the precise acquisition
production data In this study w e focus primarily on
order of specific classifiers is difficult, but in general,
children's comprehension of numeral classifiers. Thus, both

sorts of categories so employed. Studies on the early origins
of classifiers are therefore of special interest as the earliest
forms across languages might converge to yield a c o m m o n
framework; and the developmental patterns might bring any
possible constraints into reUef m u c h as they appear to do for
aspects of grammatical knowledge.
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an excessive focus o n production tasks and misleading
assumptions about ease of categorization at different levels
of abstractions m a y have created an illusion of lengthy
development for classifiers.
In the studies that follow w e tested 11 numeral classifiers
that are in frequent daily use and that have been tested in
production research. This enabled a direct comparison
between production and comprehension ability. The 11
classifiers are from four different categories; a classifier
-rUnin for a h u m a n being {-ri is used to count up to 2 and if
the number is more than two, -nin is used. There are other
h u m a n classifiers but -ri/nin is used most commonly and can
be considered as a default h u m a n classifier); three animal
classifiers -hiki, -too and -wa {-wa is used for birds, -too is
used for animals which are larger than h u m a n beings, and
-hiki is used for animals which are not referred to with -wa
and -too and is also used to count animals in general); three
shape-specific classifiers, -hon, -mai, and -ko (-hon is used
for one dimensional concrete objects, -mai is used for two
dimensional objects and -ko is used for diree dimensional
objects, however -ko is increasingly used as a default
concrete inanimate classifier); three functional classifiers
-dai, -soo, -ki (-dai is used for machines including cars, T V s
and such, -soo is used for boats, and -ki is used for
airplanes); and a default inanimate classifier -tsu (-tsu is used
for almost all kind of inanimate entities, both concrete and
abstract, however specific classifiers tend to be used as long
as objects being counted meet the criteria of those specific
classifiers). W e tested the comprehension of numeral
classifiers under two different conditions using the point-toa-picture task. In Experiment 1, classifiers from different
domains were compared, and in Experiment 2, classifiers
from the same domains were compared.
Experiment 1
Method
O n e hundred fifty-seven children (ages 3, 4 and 5) from
three Japanese daycare centers participated in the
experiment. Experiment 1 ccxisisted of four conditions. For
each condition, 12 cards, each containing three pictures were
prepared. In Experiment 1, numeral classifiers from
different domains were tested against each other. Therefore
the contrasts a m o n g classifiers were maximized, such as
animal classifiers vs. shape classifiers vs. functional
dassifiers.
The experimenter explained to the child that they were
going to play a point-to-a-picture game. T h e rule was that
the experimenter would count the items in one of three
pictures in a card, then the child bad to find out which
picture the experimenter counted and point to it. After the
explanation, the experimenter placed one of the cards
containing three different pictures in front of the child and
counted the items in one of the three pictures. T h e verbal
experiment. Experiment 1 consisted of four conditions. For
each condition, 12 cards, each containing three pictures were
prepared. In each picture there were two instances of the
same item. In Experiment 1, numeral classifiers from
different domains were tested against each other. Therefore

the contrasts a m o n g classifiers were maximized, such as
animal classifiers vs. shape classifiers vs. functional
classifiers.
The experimenter explained to the child that they were
going to play a point-to-a-pictw e ^ame. T h e rule was that
the experimenter would count the items in one of three
pictures in a card, then the child had to find out which
pictiu-e the experimenter counted and point to it. After the
explanation, the experimenter placed one of the cards
containing three different pictures in front of the child and
counted the items in one of the three pictures. T h e verbal
was *one-CL, two-CL' such as "is-satsu, ni-satsu" which in
English means "one-(bound object), two-(bound objects)."
Since the stimulus utterance did not have an actual referent
mentioned, the child had to identify objects based on the
classifier.
Four to seven days after the sense classifier conditions, the
same children participated in the nonsense classifier
conditions to measiue any picture biases. T h e procedure was
identical to the sense classifier trials, but three classifiers in
each test were replaced with three nonsense words.
Results
The number of correct responses for each classifier from the
four trials were aggregated in each sense classifier condition.
T h e base rate was determined based o n the nonsense
classifier results.
At age 6, all the tested classifiers are interpreted correcdy
(jx.0005, one tailed / test), except for a classifier -ki for
airplanes (p<.05). A t age 5, the classifier-A^i is not
interpreted correctly while the rest of the classifiers are
(ps<.0005 for 9 classifiers eaidps<.005 for a bird classifier
-wa.). At age 4, except {oi-ki, all the classifiers are
understood correctly (ps<.0005 for 8 classifiers and/?5<.005
for 2 classifiers). At age 3, only four classifiers are
understood cwrectly: -too for large animals (p<.0005); -hiki
for small animals in Condition 1 (p<.05), -hon for one
dimensional objects (p<.005), and -ri for h u m a n beings
(p<.0005).
A n analysis of frequency to chose correct picture with
sense classifier over nonsense classifier revealed that at age
4 children start comprehending almost all the tested numeral
classifiers, which include three general classifiers and eight
specific classifiers . A classifier-fa for airplanes seems to be
the most difficult classifier for children to comprehend and
correct comprehension of this specific classifier m a y not
occur until age 6.
Even at age 3, children start differentiating a general
classifier -ri for h u m a n beings from odier general classifiers,
-hiki for animals and -tsu for inanimate objects. They also
differentiated a classifier -too for large animals and -hon for
one dimensional long objects from other specific classifiers
tested together. W e tested the classifier -hiki twice,firstas a
specific classifier for small animals and insects and the
second as a general classifier for animals. -Hiki w a s
differentiated in Condition 2 by 3 year olds w h e n it w a s
tested against-fe? and -dai, from a concrete object category
and a functional category respectively, but it was not
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Table 1 Mean Percentage of Correct Responses

3 years old

4 years old

5 years old

6 years old

Condition 1.
Too (Laige Animal)
Ki (air plane)
Mai (2D object)

(N=68)
.50***
.40
.27

(N=88)

(N=80)
.58***
.51
.88***

(N=72)
.72 ***
.56*
79 ***

Condition 2.
Hiki 1 (animal)
K o (3D object)
Dai (machine)

(N=68)

(N=88)

.44*
34
.43

.77 ***
.47 ***
.63 ***

(N=80)
93 ***

(N=72)
.90***
.86***
.88***

Condition 3.
Hon (ID object)
W a (bird)
Soo(boat)

(N=76)
.45**
32
34

(N=88)
.56***
.59 ***
.48 *

(N=96)
77 ***

Condition 4.
Hiki 2 (animal)
Tsu (inanimate
object)
Ri (himian being)

(N=76)

(N=88)
.77 ***
.34*

(N=%)

.55
.26

.85 ***
.57 ***

(N=60)
.83***
.75 ***

.58***

.67 ***

.89 ***

.80 ***

.44***
36
.58***

.64***
.81 ***

.63 **
.65 ***

(N=60)
.93***
.78 ***
.68***

*p < .05. **p < .005. ***p < .0005
differentiated when tested against two general classifiers
-tsu and -ri in Conditicm 4. The mean percentage of correct
response for -hiki at age 5 and 6 are higher in Condition 2
than in Condition 4. The objective in experiment 1 was to
maximize the contrast among three classifiers but it is hkely
that having two animate categories, animal and human being,
in Condition 4 made the contrast less strong, and dius
affected the children's performance with the classifier -hiki.
There is clearly a large gap between children's
comprehension and production ability and an interesting
pattCTn of difference (see Figure 2-5). Production data has
shown that children, ages 4 to 7, are capable of using general
classifiers such as -tsu (inanimate general classifier) and -ri
(human general classifier), but are incapable of using
specific classifiers such as -wa (birds), -too (large animals),
-hon (ID objects), -mai (2D objects), -dai (vehicles and
machines).-500 (boats) and -ki (airplanes). In
comprehension, specific classifiers such as -too, -wa, -hon
and -mai were interpreted correctly, and about as well as
general classifiers. Although at age 7. the three functional
classifiers, especially -ki and -soo were hardly produced
correctly, 6 years olds could comprehend -ki and as early as
age 4, they could comprehend -soo. Comprehension often
precedes production by several years in the acquisition of
Japanese numeral classifiers. In the strong contrast
comprehension task, children showed a much more finegrain categorical ability which could not be demonstrated in
their production. One exception involves comprehension of
the 3 D classifier -ko and the general default inanimate
classifier -tsu which lagged behind the production data,
indicating that children especially at younger ages, classify

those two classifiers as across the board default classifiers.
They apply them both to animate and inanimate entities,
which resulted in correct production and relatively poor
comprehension. The comprehension data therefore shows
how correct production did not necessarily mean that
children had an adult like understanding of-^o and-/5u. In
Experiment 1, 11 classifiers were tested under conditions in
which the contrast among the three classifiers were
maximized, which meant that classifiers from three different
categories were tested against each other. The aitical follow
up question asks if children demonstrate the same level of
comprehension if three classifiers within the same category
are tested against each other. To address this question, we
conducted Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
Method
Thirty-two children (ages 3, 4 and 5) participated in the
experiment. Experiment 2 consisted of three weak contrast
conditions. In each test three classifiers from the same
category were tested against each other. The procedures
were identical to Experiment 1.
Results
At both age 4 and 5, the children did not comprehend all
three functional classifiers in weak contrast conditions. At
age 4 the shape-specific classifier -ko for 3 D objects and the
classifier -too for large animals were not interpreted
correcdy, but the rest of the tested classifiers were
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(ps<.005). At age 5, both shape specific classifiers and categories (strong contrast). It is likely that children start
animal classifiers were understood in the weak contrast
conceptualizing the classifier system at aroimd age 3. but it
condition (ps<.0005). Again the classifier -ki for air planes
is at a broader and higher level in a hierarchical categorical
was the most difficult classifier for children to acquire. Only structure, then gradually master m o r e specific subclasses
at age 6 in the strong contrast condition, did children
until, by age 6, they form an adult like semantic system for
comprehend this classifier. Since -ki is the least frequently
commonly used classifiers.
used by adults a m o n g 11 numeral classifiers, it makes sense
This view is consistent with Mandler, Bauer and
that it is the last classifier to be acquired. Interestingly,
M c D o n o u g h (1991), w h o claim that basic-level categories do
when these three functional classifiers were tested in the
not form an entry level in the development of hierarchical
weak contrast conditions, 4 and 5 year olds could not
categorical systems, with children appearing to begin
differentiate them, however in the strong contrast conditions, categorizing at a more global level, then gradually the global
they could differentiate two classifiers -soo and -dai from
categories become differentiated tofinerdistinctions.
classifiers in other categories.
The results from the strong contrast and weak contrast
General Discussion
conditions indicate that comprehension of the tested
The strong contrast comprehension tests revealed a m u c h
classifiers from three different categories jaroceeds through a
greater sensitivity to the semantic relations underlying
differentiation of broader categories (animal classifiers vs.
numeral classifiers in young children than was previously
sh^)e specific classifiers vs. functional classifiers) to m u c h considered possible. Production research had suggested a
finer distinctions (small animal classifier vs. large animal slow acquisition process in which first inanimate general
classifier vs. bird classifier). Although children could not
classifier-;.$u and 3 D object classifier -ko appeared as a
differentiate specific classifiers from the same categories
generic classifier before other specific classifiers were used.
(weak contrast), children could differentiate them when they
Then in each category domain, acquisition proceeded from
were tested against specific classifiers from different
more general to specific classifiers. However even at age
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Table 2: Mean percentage of correct responses from weak Contrast Test and Strong Contrast Test
Four year olds
Weak contrast
Strong contrast

Five year olds
Weak contrast

Condition
Ki (air planes)
Soo (boats)
Dai (machines)

(N=64)

(N=88)

(N=76)

38
.42
36

36
.48 *
.63***

38
39
33

Cmdition 2
H o n (ID objects)
Mai (2D objects)
K o (3D objects)

(N=64)
.53**

(N=88)
.56***

(N=76)

.52 ***
.42

Ccmdition 3
Too (large
animals)
W a (birds)
Hiki (animals)

(N=64)

Strong contrast
(N=80)
.51
.65 ***
.81 ***

.47 ***

.59 ***
77 ***
.58**

(N=80)
77 ***
.88***
.64***

34

(N=88)
.44***

(N=76)
.53 ***

(N=80)
.58 ***

.50**
.63***

.77 ***

.63***
.63 ***

.63 ***
.93 ***

*p < .05. **p < .005. ***p < .0005
seven, the generic inanimate classifier-teM and 3D
-ko were still over used with a large number of nouns. Yet in
these comprehension studies children as young as 4 years
had a good grasp of 10 out of 11 tested numeral classifiers
and even at age 3, children comprehended not only the
generic classifiers -hiki and -ri but also the specific classifier
-too. By age 6. children displayed adult like understanding
with almost all the 11 classijfiers. The acquisition of
classifiers proceeds, not from general to specific classifiers,
but through a differentiation of broader categories to much
finer distinctions which is similar to the process of the
conceptual categories in the taxonomy examined by
Mandler, Bauer and McDonough (1991).
Our data showed that the young children are capable of
conceptualizing highly abstract, complex conceptual
categories that are represented in the nimieral classifier
system. W e further claim that it is grammatical structure and
emerging competency in grammar that make this implicit
conceptual structure accessible to children and facilitate
conceptualization, otherwise, these conceptual distinctions
would be unavailable to children.
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Abstract
The mental model theory postulates that reasoners build
models of the situations described in premises, and that
these models normally make explicit only what is true.
A computer program revealed an unexpected consequence
of the theory: it predicts that certain inferences should
have compelling but erroneous conclusions.
Two
experiments corroborated the existence of such illusions
in inferences about what is possible given quantified
assertions, such as 'At least some of the plastic beads are
not red.' Experiment 1 showed that, as predicted,
participants erroneously inferred that impossible
assertions were possible, and that possible situations
were impossible, but they performed well with control
problems. Experiment 2 demonstrated the existence of
similar illusions in inferences from dyadic assertions,
e.g. 'All the boys played with the girls'.
Introduction
Consider the following problem:
Only one of the following statements is true:
At least s o m e of the plastic beads are not red, or
N o n e of the plastic beads are red.
Is it possible that none of the red beads are plastic?
Most people respond, 'yes'. T h e inference is a fallacy,
because the conclusion would render both premises true,
contrary to the rubric that only one of them is true.
Such illusory inferences are predicted by the theory of
mental models (Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991), though
w e have only recently discovered the prediction.
Previous studies have corroborated the occurrence of
illusions in inferences based on sentential connectives,
such as "if and "or" (see Johnson-Laird and Savary,
1996). A more powerful sort of reasoning, however,
hinges on quantifiers, such as "some", "all", and "none",
and so w e examined illusory inferences based on
quantified assertions.
In this domain, the same
premises can be used to elicit both illusory inferences
and control inferences for which the theory predicts that
the conclusions should be correct. In this way, w e can
eliminate the hypothesis that illusory premises are
s o m e h o w too difficult for logically untrained individuals
to understand. O u r plan in what follows is to outline
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the theory of mental models for quantified assertions, and
then to report two studies of illusory inferences in this
domain.
Mental models of quantified assertions
H o w are quantified assertions represented in mental
models?
T h e most recent computer implementation
(Bucciarelli and Johnson-Laird, 1998) postulates that an
assertion of the form:
All the A are B
elicits a model with a small arbittary number of tokens
representing the relevant individuals, and that individuals
m a k e a mental footnote to indicate that the set of A's
has been exhaustively represented, which w e here
represent by a square bracket:
b
[a]
[a]
b
This model accordingly depicts two individuals who are
A's and thus B's, and the ellipsis allows for the
possibility of other sorts of individuals.
T h e model
exhausts the cases of individuals w h o are A's, i.e.
individuals corresponding to the ellipsis cannot include
individuals w h o are A's. Table 1 shows the models of
the main sorts of singly-quantified assertion.
Such
models are isomorphic to one w a y of using Euler circles
(cf Stenning and Yule, 1997), but they generalize more
readily to capture inferences hinging o n relations, which
cannot be captured within Euler circles, e.g.: All horses
are animals. Therefore, All horses' heads are animals'
heads.
Likewise, h u m a n reasoners can construct
alternative models of the premises (Bucciarelli and
Johnson-Laird, 1998).
A fundamental principle of the model theory, the socalled "principle of truth', is that reasoners normally
represent only what is true in order to minimize the load
on working m e m o r y . This principle is subtle because
it applies at t w o levels: reasoners represent only true
possibilities, and within those true possibilities they
represent only those literal propositions (affirmative or
negative) in the premises that are true. Likewise, the
principle concerns falsity, which is not the s a m e as

Table 1: T h e mental models of the four main singlyquantified assertions. T h e square brackets indicate that a
set of individuals has been exhaustively represented, i.e.
no m o r e individuals of this sort can be added to the
model. T h e initial model of S o m e A arc not B supports
the converse conclusion, but this conclusion can be
refuted by an alternative model of the premise.
Assertions
All the A are B :

Mental models
[a]
b
la]
b

S o m e of the A are B:

Illusory inferences with quantifiers
Consider the following problem again:
1. Only one of the following statements is true:
At least some of the plastic beads are not red, or
N o n e of the plastic beads are red.
Is it possible that none of the red beads are plastic?
According to the model theory,
reasoners should
consider the model of thefirstpremise:

b
b

N o n e of the A is a B:

S o m e of the A are not B:

[a]
[a]

a
a

illusions. T h e footnotes m a k e it possible to flesh out
the models explicitly. A n d only fully explicit models
of what is possible given the disjunction represent both
the true and the false components in each model:
-I king -1 ace
king
ace
According to the theory, however, reasoners do not
normally construct fully explicit models, and retain the
footnotes only for premises that tend to be simpler than
the one above.

^b
-b
[b]
[b]

P
P

b
b
b
b

negation: negation is a syntactic notion, and a negative
assertion can be true or false, whereas falsity is a
semantic notion. W e can best illustrate this principle
with an example of sentential reasoning.
Given an
exclusive disjunction about a hand of cards, such as:
There is not a king in the hand, or else there is an
ace in the hand
reasoners construct two alternative models, which w e
show here on separate lines:
-> king
ace
where '->' denotes negation. Each model corresponds to
a true possibility given the disjunction -- each model
corresponds to a true row in a truth table, and each model
represents only those literal propositions in the
disjunction that are true within the possibility. Hence,
the first model does not represent explicitly that it is
false that there is an ace, and the second model does not
represent explicitly that it is false that there is not a
king. Reasoners m a k e mental 'footnotes' to keep track
of this false information, but these footnotes are soon
likely to be forgotten, which in turn leads to the
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T
^r
r

where 'p' denotes a plastic bead and 'r' denotes red. The
model supports the possibility that N o n e of the red beads
are plastic, and so reasoners should respond, 'Yes'. They
will m a k e the same response if they examine the model
of the second premise.
In either case, however, the
response is an illusion of possibility. W h e n the first
premise is true, the second premise is false, i.e. some of
the plastic beads are red, and so the correct model is:
P
r

P

-T

Conversely, when the second premise is true, the first
premise is false, i.e. all of the plastic beads are red,
which conflicts with the second premise, and so the
result is the empty (or null) model. T h e remaining
model refutes the possibility that none of the red beads
are plastic; and so the correct answer to the question is,
'No'. If w e present the premises of problem 1 above,
but ask a different question:
2. Is it possible that at least s o m e of the red beads are
plastic?
it should elicit the answer 'yes,' because the m o d e l based
on thefirstpremise can easily be modified to:
P
P
P

-> r
-> r
r
r

Indeed, evidence suggests that many people construct
this sort of model ab initio (Bucciarclli and JohnsonLaird, 1998). The answer 'yes* to this problem is
correct, even though the procedure still fails to take into
account what is false. Thus, the failure to consider
falsity does not lead to errors with the control problems.
With the premises of problem 1, the question:
3. Is it possible that all of the red beads are plastic?
should elicit an illusion of impossibility, i.e. reasoners
should wrongly respond 'no' on the basis of their mental
models. In contrast, the question:
4. Is it possible that all of the plastic beads are red?
should elicit the correct response, 'no'.
In Experiment 1, w e gave 20 Princeton students
inferences of each of four sorts: illusions of possibility
and their controls, and illusions of impossibility and
their controls. The inferences were based on five pairs of
monadic premises that each referred to the same two
terms. The five pairs of premises were combined on
separate trials with four different modal conclusions. Ten
of the problems were illusions, and ten of them were
controls. The 20 problems were presented in one of six
different random orders to each participant, and each
problem was based on a different set of contents. The
participants rated their confidence in each of their
answers on afive-pointscale.

inferences of impossibility (Wilcoxon's test, z = 2.77, p
< .01).
The results corroborated the model theory, but the
illusions of possibility were more telling than those of
impossibility. T o infer that a situation is impossible,
however, calls for a check of every model, whereas to
infer that a situation is possible does not, and so
reasoners are less likely to make the inference of
impossibility. This difference occurs in harder problems
that are not illusory (Bell and Johnson-Laird, 1998).
Experiment 2 was a replication of the previous
experiment, but using a new set of inferences in which
the premises concerned dyadic relations, e.g. 'All the
boys got red beads'. In these problems, the premises
contained a main verb that described a relation, such as
'got', that holds between two sets of individuals.
Twenty Princeton students carried out four sorts of
inferences: illusions of possibility, their controls with
the correct answer yes', illusions of impossibility, and
their controls with the correct answer 'no'. The design
and procedure were the same as those of Experiment 1.
Table 3: The percentages of correct responses to the
four sorts of problems in Experiment 2. The figures in
parentheses are the participants' mean confidence in their
answers (on afive-pointscale).

Table 2: The percentages of correct responses to the
Inferences of possibility
four sorts of problems in Experiment 1. Thefiguresin
Inferences of impossibility
parentheses are the participants' mean confidence in their
answers (on a five-point scale, where 1 signifies 'No
Overall
confidence' and 5 signifies 'Full confidence').
Illusions Controls
Inferences of possibility
23 (4.35) 87 (4.43)
Inferences of impossibility 67(4.36) 94(4.71)
Overall

54(4.39)

90(4.51)

Table 2 presents the results. The participants were
correct on 9 0 % of the control inferences, but were only
slightly better than chance, 5 4 % , with the illusory
inferences. All 20 of the participants were more accurate
with the control inferences than with the illusory ones (p
= .5^", i.e. less than 1 in a million). The participants
were also slightly more confident in their answers to the
control problems than to the illusory problems, and this
difference - a mean of .13 on the five-point scale
There
(Wilcoxon's test, N = 12, T + = 65, p < .03).
was a reliable interaction: the difference in accuracy
between the control problems and the illusions was
greater for the inferences of possibility than for the

Illusions
13 (4.37)
70(4.12)

Controls
94 (4.31)
93(4.69)

50 (4.22)

93 (4.54)

Table 3 presents the results, which were very similar
to those of the previous experiment. All 20 of the
participants were more accurate with the control
inferences than with the illusory ones (p = .5^", i.e. less
than 1 in a million). They were also slightly more
confident in their answers to the control problems than
to the illusory problems (Wilcoxon's test, z = 3.62, p <
.001).
And, once more, the difference between the
control problems and the illusions was greater for the
inferences of possibility than for the inferences of
impossibility (Wilcoxon's test, z = 3.22, p < .001).
The correlation between the results of the two
experiments was very high (Kendall's tau = .94, p <
.0001).
Evidently, the pattern of results with these
quantified inferences is highly robust.
General Discussion
The experiments showed that individuals succumb to
illusions in inferences about what is possible, and what
is impossible, given quantified assertions about
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individuals. T h e phenomena were predicted by the model
theory's principle of truth according to which reasoners
take into account what is true, but not what is false. Is
there an alternative explanation?
O n e hypothesis is
that the instructions, materials, or task, were too
difficult for the participants to understand. T w o
phenomena, however, count against this idea.
First,
the participants performed very well with the control
problems (over 9 0 % correct in each experiment).
These control problems were based on logically identical
premises to those used for the illusions, and they differed
only in the question posed to the participants.
These
questions themselves varied from one problem to
another, so that, for example, a question of the form: 'Is
it possible that none of the A are B?' occurred
sometimes for an illusion and sometimes for a control
problem. Hence, there is unlikely to be anything about
the instructions, materials, or task, that is intrinsically
difficult to understand. Second, the participants were
confident in their responses, albeit slightly more
confident in their responses to the controls than to the
illusions.
Another hypothesis is that the participants made their
inferences based on whether or not there was an exact
match between the questioned conclusion and one of the
premises. For example, they responded 'yes' when the
questioned conclusion matched a premise. But, if the
participants had responded 'yes' whenever there was a
match, and 'no' otherwise, then the pattern of their
responses would have been wholly different from those
that w e observed, e.g. the participants would have
responded 'no' uniformly to problems 1 through 4
above.
In two recent experiments, w e have further
corroborated the model theory's account of the quantified
illusions. T h e experiments used the same sorts of
inferences as Experiment 1, but after half the problems,
the participants received s o m e remedial instructions.
W h e n they were told to check that their putative
conclusions were consistent with the truth of the first
premise and the falsity of the second premise, there was
a significant improvement in their performance with the
illusory problems. Likewise, w h e n they were told to
check that their putative conclusions were consistent
with both relevant cases ~ 1) with the truth of the first
premise and the falsity of the second premise, and 2)
with the truth of the second premise and the falsity of
the first premise ~ the gap between the illusions and the
controls disappeared. There was both a significant
improvement with the illusions and a significant decline
with the controls, and performance converged at 7 1 %
correct. T h e decline with the control problems is
presumably attributable to the need to work through a
costly procedure that is unnecessary with problems that

the participants tend to get right even w h e n they neglect
falsity.
T h e illusions are predicted by the model theory but
they are not readily explained by theories based on
formal rules of inference (see e.g. Braine, 1998). These
theories apply valid rules of inference to the logical
forms of premises, and so they cannot predict the
systematic occurrence of invalid conclusions. Is it
possible to save the formal rule theories? O n e solution
is trivial.
Formal rules, in the broadest sense, have
universal Turing machine power, and so they are
equivalent to a programming language (Rips, 1994).
Hence, they can be used to simulate any theory
whatsoever, including the model theory. It is this
principle, of course, which
we
exploited in
implementing the model theory in a computer program.
In this broad sense, formal rules are no m o r e refiitable
than a programming language.
In the narrower sense
of the current theories, their rules contain no w a y to
embody the principle of truth.
Perhaps a more
plausible idea to save the current theories is that
reasoners s o m e h o w misapply a suppositional strategy
(Luca
Bonatti,
David
O'Brien,
personal
communications). Recent empirical studies of Braine's
theory (Yang, Braine, and O'Brien, 1998) have
investigated only direct reasoning with quantified
assertions. But, in the case of problem 1 above, for
example, a supposition of the first premise. At least
s o m e A are not B. fails to yield the conclusion N o B are
A. But, a supposition of the second premise. N o A are
B, yields the conclusion N o B are A. This inference, in
turn, leads to the response 'yes' to the question. But,
n o w consider problem 2, which has the same premises,
but a different question: 'Is it possible that some B are
A ? ' T h e putative conclusion cannot be inferred from a
supposition of either premise, and so reasoners should
respond "no' to the question. In fact, the vast majority
of participants in both experiments correctly responded,
'yes', to this control problem.
In other words, a
misapplication of suppositions here obliterates the
distinction between illusory and control problems.
Hence, an appropriate simple modification to current
formal rule theories m a y not exist.
T h e results of our experiments corroborate the mental
model theory. Other studies of illusions in sentential
and probabilistic reasoning have the same moral
(Johnson-Laird and Savary, 1996; Johnson-Laird and
Goldvarg, 1997). W h a t the illusions have in c o m m o n is
the failure to consider falsity at either of two levels: a
neglect of possibilities that are false, and a neglect
within true possibilities of those literal propositions
(affirmative or negative) in the premises that are false.
T h e principle of truth is therefore highly plausible:
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Braine, M.D.S. (1998) Steps towards a mental predicate
logic. In Braine, M.D.S., and O'Brien, D.P. (Eds.)
Mental Logic. M a h w a h , NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum

logically-untrained individuals tend to reason on the
basis of what is true, not what is false. With hindsight,
other well-known phenomena in reasoning appear to be
further manifestations of the principle of truth, e.g. the
difficulty of Wason's selection task, and the difficulty of
inferences in the form known as modus tollens (If A

Associates.
Bucciarelli, M., and Johnson-Laird, P. N. (1998)
Strategies in syllogistic reasoning. Under submission.
Johnson-Laird, P. N.,
and
Byrne, R. M . J.
(1991). Deduction. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Association.
Johnson-Laird, P. N., and Goldvarg, Y. (1997). H o w to
make the impossible seem possible. Proceedings of
the Nineteenth Annual Confgrenc? of the Cognitive
Science Society. 354-357.

then B, not-B, .-. not-A).
Formal rules and mental models do not exhaust the
domain of possible theories of reasoning. Neither sort
of theory tells the whole story about reasoning, and
some new theory m a y well transcend them. Our results
suggest that this new theory will have to accommodate
the principle of truth.
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Abstract
This paper describes a semantically based computational theory of natural language comprehension. The theory argues for
a semanticallyrichlexicon whose entries can be described as
monosemic, generative and image-like. The comprehension
process uses the basic definition of a word to decide how new
information is to be combined with what has been interpreted
so far. Next, and more importantly, the background information is used to generate the meaning of the combined words.
Other semantically based approaches are also reviewed, one
each from the disciplines of AI, Cognitive Science, and Linguistics.
Background
H u m a n language is generative in the sense that speakers can
create and easily understand n e w sentences endlessly, despite
a finite vocabulary. This generative property of language results from applying regular principles of combining vocabulary items. T h e question is, what is the basis of these
combinatory principles? A traditional answer is that they are
syntactically based (Chomsky, 1988). However, in the last
several decades the alternative, that combinatorial principles
are semantically based, has been explored by various researchers (Dowty, 1979; Lakoff, 1987; Langacker, 1990).
Since the early 70's, A I researchers have also emphasized the
use of semantics, beginning with their attempt to build wholly
semantic sentence analyzers to current models which exploit
both syntactic and semantic constructs (Ritchie, 1983).
Despite these efforts, no semantically based computational
model has been developed which can explain adequately h o w
language works. Most existing (AI) systems, although encoded with all kinds of knowledge, only use their knowledge as
a last resort, i.e. when other mechanisms have failed. This
strategy is contrary to the one which humans use, namely one
which involves rapid and apparently effortless retrieval of
very large amounts of 'encyclopedic' knowledge. Humans'
interpretation and production of language in real time, and
first-language acquisition by children suggest that such encyclopedic knowledge is immediately available to the compositional process (Hoff-Ginsberg & Shatz, 1982; MarslenWilson & Tyler, 1987).
Previous attempts to model the compositional process using word meanings are too concerned with what word meaning is, and what kinds of information must be encoded as
sense properties. These are difficult questions to answer and
perhaps should be left alone (Levin & Pinker, 1991). 1 have
thus taken a different approach, that there is no principled
w a y to differentiate word meaning from other knowledge
(such as pragmatic and commonsense), and instead allow all

kinds of knowledge to be encoded at the lexical level, at least
initially (like a child learning a n e w word). Therefore, I ask
not, what does a word mean but rather what is needed and
what is made explicit at each step of the process, from input
to output. In particular, I a m concerned with h o w word meanings are combined with preceding context to create a meaning
of the composite phrase and under what conditions the compositional process must be held in abeyance.
The theory will be described next before discussing related
work. A s pointed out above, a key feature of the theory is its
emphasis on h o w the different kinds of knowledge about
words encoded at the lexical level is used in comprehension.
T o capture such a possibly huge amount of knowledge, it is
important to distinguish what some linguists called the basic
definition of a word (Ruhl, 1989) from other related information. Hence, it is proposed that each lexical entry consists of
two parts, namely, (i) a basic definition and (ii) some background information. A s w e shall soon see, the former provides the initial constraints for combining words and the latter
provides the initial context for sense generation. The result is
arichoutput which I refer to as a Mental Sketch.
In the section on related work, the work of Pustejovsky and
Boguraev (1993) on generative lexicon, Franks (1995) on
sense generation and Langacker (1990) on cognitive grammar are critically reviewed. W e share a c o m m o n view that
language is generative but w e differ in h o w the process might
be realized. The conclusion presents a summary of the main
points of the theory.
A Computational Theory
Word Images
What is needed as part of a word definition in order to understand language? Consider the output produced from having
parsed the phrase, / eat, byfillingin argument structure of the
verb:
Eat :who I :what ? :how ? etc.
Although who is eating is now part of the representation, one
must k n o w m u c h more in order to claim understanding of the
phrase. In particular, it is reasonable to expect the use of
hands to transfer food to the mouth and depending on the
food, cutlery such as chopsticks or a spoon will be used.
S o m e kinds of food are cooked and prepared in certain ways
and eating is performed with manners. The phrase, the lion
eats, would conjure up a very different interpretation.
The lack of such contextual knowledge is a major problem
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with approaches which advocate the use of an independent
syntactic module prior to semantic processing. A typical

solution in the past has always been to m a k e available the
context as soon as possible, thus producing systems which

I - :isa person
person - :hasparts - i — mouth - :telic - i — eat - person uses nniouth to chew and swallow ? R
\
• use spoon to get ?R if eating soup, ice-cream, etc.
^
• use hands to hold ?R if eating fruit, sweets, etc.
:telic none
• check ?R is not too hot
— eyes
• chew ?R properly before swallow
• wash hands before eating
nose
—talk...
drink....
an- ? R :quantity one
•check if ?R is countable

apple- thasparts;
\
^

• firm rounded part
stalk

Xjglig ..^ eating - ?food=apple
^

eat - ? L uses mouth to chew and swallow ? R
• if ?R is bigger than mouth, chew a bit at a time
• usually ?L is hungry • check that ?R is edible
• test if ?L is animate and/or has a mouth, if not report
• ?R went into the stomach

cooking - ?ingredient=apple

• many varieties such as braebum, delicious, etc.
• one of the main export crops of NewZealand
Figure 1. Examples of how some words are defined in the lexicon (see text).
process syntactic and semantic parsing in tandem. But what
is context? F r o m an implementation standpoint the real concern is h o w m u c h context? If too m u c h is allowed, the system will be slow and m a y not be able to process language in
real-time. If too little, the information available m a y not be,
useful enough. I would like to argue here that the question
should not be h o w m u c h information is m a d e available as
context but h o w the contextual information is to be used.
This is because the amount of information depends on the
situation, not on the system being given a predetermined
context for each word. Similarly, such information, like the
different senses of a word, should be generative.
The lexicon thus proposed here will allow as m u c h or as
little context to be encoded as part of a word definition. Naturally, some words have more and others have less but it is
assumed that it is always possible to expand the context if
necessary. Naturally too, one would expect that for most
words, the amount of contextual information encoded is
quite significance. To avoid the problem of having to process
this possibly huge amount of information, a distinction is
made between one's experience with the use of a particular
word (i.e the context) and its basic definition. Thus, each lexical entry will consist of two parts: one part for describing its
basic definition and the other for any related information.
The latter is also referred to as background information.
Figure 1 shows some examples of h o w words are
described in the lexicon using the above scheme. The basic
definition is in bold and the background information is a list
of statements and/or questions. Note that the word / is simplified to have the same meaning as the word person. Since
w e are not interested in implementation details here, each
entry shows only what information is m a d e explicit (and
later I will argue w h y ) but not the exact mechanism by which
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it should be implemented.
The :hasparts for each noun word is intended to capture its
basic information. If the word describes a physical object,
then visual images of the object would be its best description. For our discussion here, a list of the different parts is
used instead. O n e also learns the function of each noun and
this extra information is also included as part of its basic definition. Following Pustejovsky and Boguraev (1993) this part
is referred to as its telic role. A n y subpart of a noun is itself a
noun and therefore, if necessary, will have its o w n hasparts
and telic role definition, thus producing a recursive structure.
The basic definition for each verb is a process description.
In it there are variablefieldswhich need to be assigned correctly to obtain the verb meaning. W o r d s like articles,
adverbs and adjectives enhance the meaning of an adjacent
word. Therefore their basic definition consists of a variable
field together with some extra information. T h e variable field
will be assigned with the definitions of the appropriate adjacent word and the extra information will then be used to
enhance that definition. A s w e shall soon see, the extra information itself m a y contain variablefieldswhich will need to
be assigned as well.
Note that the syntactic category of words is not m a d e
explicit in the lexicon although the different representations
m e a n that such information is implicitly available. Therefore,
when one perceives a word and retrieves its definition, it is
not its syntactic class or properties that one is attending to
but a complex description of its meaning. This cortesponds
to the powerful imagery of words that h u m a n s so often produce on hearing a word. In this sense, each lexical entry is
referred to as a word image and their composition would produce a complex image which is referred to as a Mental
Sketch. Note that the two m a y be used interchangeably since

a Mental Sketch is but a larger image.
W h e n combining two word images, their background
infomiation is merged. It is during this process that m u c h of
the reasoning goes on to generate the meaning of the new
image. The result is that some of the background information
will be highlighted (or selected) to describe the meaning of
the phrase and the rest will remain as background information in the individual image. Figure 2 shows h o w the interpretation of the two phrases / eat and Lion eats produces
different results. T h e important idea is that different background information is highlighted and this then provides a
context for later interpretation. This contrast significantly
with those approaches which identified only a subject-verb
agreement but nothing else.
[I*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

uses mouth to chew and swallow ?food]
if ?food is bigger than mouth, chew a bit at a time
usually [I*] is hungry • check that ?food is edible
?food went into the stomach
use spoon for ?food=soup, ice-cream.
use hands for ?food=fruit, sweets, etc.
check ?food is not too hot
chew ?food properly before swallowing
wash hands before eatng

ables. If not, it will attempt to use the image itself to replace
one of the variables in the Sketch (especially a ?R variable,
see below). It is not always possible or necessary to add the
current image to the Sketch and if this is the case, the Sketch
will hold independent images (which will have to be combined at a later stage for a meaningful interpretation).
Observe also that in most languages, certain words have a
preference where to look for images to replace its variables.
The choice is either a preference for the image on its left or
on its right. To indicate this in the representation, special
variables are used (e.g. ?L for left preference and ?R for
right). However, a ?R variable can still be combined with
something on its left but even if it does, it is important to set
up another possible parse which will check out what is on its
right. If the next image turns out to be a suitable image to
replace the ?R variable, then that image is preferred. In this
way, one thus sets up a preference mechanism for combining
words. S o m e example phrases indicating the need for such a
mechanism are shown below:
(1) He runs fast.
(2) H e runs fast food restaurants.
(3) The word 'a' is an example of an article in English.
(4) *The word a spider induces terror in s o m e people.

Sentences (1) and (2) show the preference for adjectives
over adverbial use of the word/a.sf. Sentence (3) shows h o w
a ?R variable can still be replaced by an image on its left and
sentence (4) show h o w even for a sentence which is not
grammatically correct, such preferential binding is still
clearly perceived.
Figure 2. Interpreting the phrases, / eat and Lion eats, will
The above algorithm shows h o w one could quickly comproduce different background information for the same
bine words without explicitly identifying syntactic categories
verb eat.
of words and without explicitly specifying the graimnar
It is important to stress that the background information isrules. However, this is only thefirstpart of the process. The
m a d e expUcit to indicate h o w the individual understands the
next important step is to reason whether the combination
phrase and not, as in the early work on predictive parsers, for
makes sense and if not, one either signals what is wrong or
predicting what is next. T o successfully predict, one needs to
tries to accommodate the differences in a variety of ways
k n o w with high probability what is next and this is not possi(see below). To illustrate this reasoning process, consider the
ble in language (as has been demonstrated in the early work).
parsing of a simple phrase / eat an apple. O n perceiving the
If the background information is not used to predict what is
first word, one simply retrieves its image, denoted by I*. and
next, h o w does one m a k e use of it in the compositional proplaced in the Mental Sketch, denoted by []'.
cess? The trick is to use the basic definition of the incoming
word as the initial basis for combining words. This is
I -» [I*]
described in the next section.
The next word perceived, eat, has both a ?L and a ?R variable. This prompts it to look into the sketch for an image to
Computing Mental Sketches
replace its ?L variable. There is only one image in the sketch
Since it is the definition of the next word perceived which will
and combining the two produces the output as shown in Figbe used to enhance the description of the Mental Sketch, it is
ure 2. Their background information is merged.
argued that its definition should provide the (initial) basis for
The third word perceived, an, has a ?R variable and this
deciding what to do next. However, given that the backrequires creating an independent image in the Mental Sketch
ground information contains mainly related information, it is
as follows (independent images are captured as a stack):
argued that it is the basic definition which is most useful.
Observe that most words have images with variables as
[?R :quantity one]
part of their basic definition (see Figure 1). This suggests that
[I* uses m o u t h to c h e w and swallow ? R ]
the main task in combining words is to reason h o w one
image could be used to replace a variable in another image.
Since the Mental Sketch is not empty, its images in it is
Thus, w h e n a word is perceived, its image is retrieved and
checked to see whether the image of an can be used to replace
checked for variable words. If found, an attempt is m a d e to
any of the ?R variable in the Mental Sketch itself. Note that
use the images in the Mental Sketch to replace those vari[lion* uses mouth to chew and swallow ?food]
• [lion*] is hungry • ?food is usually a small animal
• get ?food by chasing and killing using claws and mouth
• ?food is torn to pieces and eaten raw • bones left behind
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such a replacement which is not in the preferred sequence
would require that the composition be meaningful. That is,
one will have to infer that the composition makes sense given
the current context. For example, in the phrase runs fast the
v/ord fast is used to describe an action and runs is an action.
This strongly suggests that it is possible to combine the two,
with the definition of fast modifying the definition of runs.
However, in the above example, it is not possible to combine
eat with an. The fourth word perceived, apple, has no variable
in its definition and one thus uses it to replace a variable in the
Mental Sketch. This is done successfully and the result is:

viewed as monosemic (Ruhl, 1989), generative (Franks,
1995; Pustejovsky and Boguraev, 1993) and even image-like
(Langacker, 1990). Yet, another important aspect of the lexicon is that the information serves as only a guide as to h o w
each word m a y be interpreted. In particular, its definition can
be generalized or simplified when interpreting a particular
phrase. A s a last example, consider parsing the sentence M y
car drinks petrol. O n combining the images of m y car and
drinks, the process must try to make sense of it. O n e possible
outcome is:

[[car* :owner me] swallows ?R]
• [car*] not animate -» can't drink, h o w ?
• [car*] does not have mouth, uses what?
• check ?R is liquid
The process repeats itself until there is only one image on- ?R flows into the stomach?
the stack or that the process cannot proceed further. The im• [car*]? is possibly thirsty
age, [apple* :quantity one] is n o w a completed image and
The image of the next word, petrol, when added to the
once again it is used to replace a variable in the Mental
Sketch. This was done successfully again and the result is:
Mental Sketch satisfies the requirement of ?R and a relation
between petrol and car has to be established. Petrol flows
into the petrol tank of the car, thus giving the following inter[I* uses mouth to chew and swallow [apple* :
quantity one]]
pretation (=> indicates generalization):
• chew a bit at a time
[[car* : owner me] swallows petrol*]
• usually [I*] is hungry
• how? -^ [petrol*] pumped into the [car*]
• one [apple*] went into the stomach
• [car*] uses (mouth => opening to petrol tank)
• use hands to hold [apple*]
• chew [apple*] properly before swallowing
• [petrol*] flows into the (stomach => petrol tank)
• wash hands before eating
• [car*]? is (possibly thirsty => takes a lot of petrol)
[apple* : quantity one]
[I* uses m o u t h to chew and swallow ? R ]

There are many variations in language use and how well
The presence of adjectives and prepositions in the sentence
the theory can adequately explain these variations remain to
require more sophisticated reasoning when building the
Mental Sketch. For example, in addition to adding extra
be seen. A computer program is currently being implemented to test the theory and preliminary results seem
information to another image, an adjective must first work
out which aspect of that image that it is modifying> Thus, to encouraging.
understand the phrase a fast book, one has tofindout what is
"fast" about the book. This task is reflected in the basic defiRelated Work
nition of each adjective word. For example, the word fast is
defined as follows: fast - [?R :?action done quickly]. The
Generative Lexicon
?action means that the process must find out what is "fast"
Pustejovsky and Boguraev (1993) (henceforth, P & B ) argue
about ?R that one is describing.
strongly for the need to have arichand expressive vocabulary
For prepositional phrases one would utilize the basic defifor
lexical information so that it could account, among other
nition of the phrase much more in order to select where it
things, for the creative use of language. O f significance is the
should be attached to in the Mental Sketch. For example, to
idea of a qualia structure for each lexical entry and the use of
parse the sentence / saw the girl in the park with a telescope,
some generative devices operating upon them to produce the
the phrase with a telescope will be attached to the verb saw
required
interpretations. The qualia structure proposed is a
based on the telic role of the word telescope. Hence when the
system
of
four relations: a constitutive role which describes
phrase with a telescope is parsed, it will immediately search
the relation between an object and its constituent parts, a forthe Mental Sketch for a 'seeing' action and if found, attach
mal role which describes its role within a larger domain, a telthe phrase to it. If this fails then the Mental Sketch will be
ic role which describes its purpose and function, and an
searched for another possible attachment. This example also
agentive
role which describes the factors involved in its orihighlights the fact that although the earlier examples m a y
gin.
For
example,
following P & B , the qualia structure for the
suggest that interpretation takes place preferentially over
word car would be:
very short ranges, this is only because the examples are simple ones. The issue is not short versus long range dependencies in language but h o w contextual information is brought
to bear on the parsing process.
In summary, what is proposed is a natural language understanding process which emphasizes on its reasoning power to
interpret a sentence. The lexical entry required m a y best be

car(x)
C O N S T = {body,engine,...}
T E L I C = drive(P,y,x)

F O R M A L = physobj(x)
A G E N T I V E = artifact(x)

An important generative device is that of type coercion
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Although he suggested the use of a representation which is
more psychologically motivated than P&B's approach (see
Figure 3), his method of generating word meanings is quite
similar. For example, to understand the phrase, stone lion, he
coerced the two descriptions by negating the central
attributes of lion using what he called an M T C r operator.
The result of the coerced representation is shown in Figure 4.

which combines words by selecting the appropriate type of
information from one word so that it could be used as an argument for the other. Using the example of interpreting the
phrase, a fast car, P & B argued that/a^r is viewed as always
predicating the Telic role of a nominal and thus one would select the relation drive to generate the meaning "a car which
can go fast". Similarly, other meanings for phrases, such as a
fast typist, a fast book, and to decide fast, could also be generated. This method thus avoids the need to enumerate the different definitions m a d e explicit in the lexicon.
Anick and Bergler (1992) outlined h o w the qualia structure is used to resolve m e t o n y m y and other violations of
selectional restrictions w h e n parsing complete sentences
while Copestake and Briscoe (1992) argued the need to use
lexical rules in conjunction with the coercion process.
Although this work further supports the need to have semantically rich lexical information, they fail to question whether
the qualia structure itself is adequate or not. If a richer
description of a word is needed, w h y impose such an arbitrary structure?
Perhaps the need to impose such a structure has to do with
the need for strong typing information. For example, w h e n
discussing sentences (5) - (8), Anick and Bergler (1992) are
only concerned with h o w to describe the selectional restriction imposed by the verb eat on its direct object and h o w to
accommodate bagel as the object of a preposition selecting
for an event:
(5) John ate the bagel.
(7) John left after the meal.

Lion:
Central:
Diagnostic:
legs:
4
organic: +
tail:
+
animate: +
genus: lion texture: soft
colour: tawny
biological
essence: lion

Figure 3. Each concept is represented as having both
central and diagnostic features, an idea borrowed from
psychological studies of humans concept formation
(Medin & Shoben. 1988).

(6) John ate the meal.
(8) John left after the bagel.

The above shows a serious lack of emphasis on the use of
the "rich" semantic information m a d e available in the qualia
structure. For instance, no reasoning is afforded as to the
appropriateness of attaching eating the bagel to the earlier
part of the sentence, John left after W h a t if the sentence is
John ate after the bagell In this case, one needs to search for
a more appropriate action, not just an event type. O n e might
argue that such reasoning is done at a later stage, but if that is
the case then one is not using m u c h of what is available in
the enriched lexicon.
There is no reason w h y a lot more of the information available in the lexicon should not be used to provide a context
for reasoning about the sentence. A s such, it is not necessary
to restrict the lexicon by imposing the use of a qualia structure. Note that the significance of P & B ' s example in deriving
a generative meaning for the word fast lies in the way in
which the word fast is defined and used and not the fact that
the word car is being defined using a qualia structure. I have
provided an alternative lexicon and the accompanying process which shows h o w it might be done.
Sense Generation
Franks (1995) also presented a generative approach to understanding concept combination and in particular he showed
h o w different views of privative combinations (such as fake
gun, stone lion) could be computed via a two-step process.
T h efirststep combines the two words to generate its basic
meaning and the second step is to generate an appropriate interpretation depending on the viewpoints needed.

Stone:
Central:
Diagnostic:
Hard:
+
organic: texture:
rough
animate: weight: heavy
solid: +
colour: grey

I have also used a two-level description in my word definitions (which are loosely equivalent to Frank's concept representations). However, I find the distinction, between central
versus diagnostic properties unnecessary at the lexical level.
Like P & B , Franks also did not utilize m u c h of the available
context in generating the appropriate sense of the combined
phrase. Using the approach outlined here, the meaning of the
phrase stone lion is obtained by first observing that both
words do not have variables in their basic definition. O n e has
to search the context for more information. If it is possible to
realize that "stone is some kind of material for making
?things", then the image of lion would be used to replace the
variable ?things. This generates the meaning of a lion m a d e
of stone.
Stone lion
_ Central: _
Diagnostic:
Organic:
Hard:
+
Animate:
Texture: rough
Solid:
+
Weight: heavy
—(Genus: lion
Color: gray
"(Biological
Legs:
4
essence: lion
Tail:
+

Figure 4. Interpreting the phrase stone lion using
Franks' approach.
Cognitive Grammar
Langacker's (1990) cognitive grammar argues strongly that
each linguistic expression is understood by evoking the complex conceptual descriptions of each word and combining
them using a grammar which is inherently 'symbolic'. The
former implies that word meanings are not described in isolation but within one or more wider domains. Each description
is the product of a process of imagery, which shapes the content of a domain in a variety of ways so as to capture the ap-
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propriate relationship between its salient and related features.
Thus, for example, certain features of a domain may be highlighted and described at various levels of precision or at a different scale and scope. Figure 5 shows an example.

posite image but as shown here, it is also important to establish the necessary background information when generating
the composite meaning. A s for the 'imagic' characteristic of
the grammar, I have shown that this is not necessary here.
Conclusion

Although the meanings of words in an expression play a crucial role in understanding that expression, it is also true that
the grammar of the language gives us the order of interpretation. Thus, in the sentence John saw Jane, there is nothing in
the semantics that will tell us w h o is doing the seeing and w h o
is being seen. A semantically based approach to combining
words therefore does not imply that grammar is not needed.
However, it does imply that much of the effort in the process
GONE
should be expended on the reasoning process based on word
meanings and that much of the information should be availFigure 5. Different senses of go defined using imagery.
able as part of word definitions in the lexicon.
The left shows that the wordgo is defined by showing
I have shown here how this is possible and suggested a
that a trajectory (tr) is moving further and further away
two-step process of language comprehension. Thefirststep
from a stationary landmark (Im). Using the same
utilizes the basic definition of a word (which incorporates
domain, the right shows how gone is defined. Reprosome grammatical information) and the second, its backduced fromfigure4 of Langacker (1990).
ground information (which encode whatever the individual
feels as important). Thefirststep is done quickly so that
much effort can be spent on the second step for reasoning
The latter, claiming that grammar is symbolic, implies that
about the composite meanings of the combined words. The
grammar rules are also represented in the form of conceptual
theory is currently being tested with a computer program.
descriptions posited for representing lexical items. In general, such a description of grammar acts only as a schematic
templates representing established patterns for the assembly
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Abstract

between objective and subjective probability and between objective and subjective value. (See, for example, Tversky &
The field of Judgement and Decision Making has for some
Kahneman, 1974.)
time been dominated by normative theories which attempt to
Despite the arguable successes of the normative approach
explain behaviour in mathematical terms. W e argue that such
to J D M , such approaches say little about the cognitive proapproaches provide httle insight into the cognitive processes
which govern human decision making. The dominance of norcesses underlying decision making. There is now, however,
mative theories cannot be accounted for by the intractability
a growing body of research which addresses these processes.
of processing models. In support of this view, we present a
Fox (1980), for example, studied a simplified medical diagprocessing account of performance on a simulated medical dinosis task, in which each subject played the role of a docagnosis task. The performance of the model, which includes
tor attempting to diagnose a series of patients. Within the
learning, is compared with that of a normative (Bayesian)
model, and with subject performance on the task. Although
task (described in more detail below) symptoms were probthere are some caveats, the processing model is found to proabilistically associated with diseases, such that, for example,
vide a more adequate account of subject performance than the
headache occured in 7 5 % of cases of meningitis. Subjects
Bayesian model.
were given several blocks of trials in which to learn the task.
Introduction
O n afinalblock of trials three dependent measures — diagnostic accuracy, number of symptoms queried, and the order
A tension arises in many areas of cognitive psychology bein
which symptoms were queried — were collected.
tween mathematical accounts and processing accounts of beThe
relevant normative model in the case of diagnosis tasks
haviour. Mathematical accounts attempt to develop equations
on the application of Bayes' theorem. In Fox's task
is
based
with which behaviour can be described or predicted. This
this allows, for each disease, the probability that a patient
typically results in normative theories. Interest then focusses
has that disease given the patient's symptoms and the probon systematic departures from normative behaviour. Processability of each symptom given each disease, to be calculated.
ing accounts are less concerned with numerical relationships
Fox (1980) developed mathematical (i.e. Bayesian) and probetween stimuli and responses. Instead, these accounts focessing accounts of subjects' performance in the task. The
cus on the underlying sequence of informational states that a
Bayesian model yielded a reasonablefitto all three measures
cognitive agent progresses through in the processing of stimof subject performance, but thisfitwas at least matched by
uli leading up to the generation of a response. The tension
the symbolic model. Fox & Cooper (1997) replicated these
is exemplified by thefieldof Judgement and Decision Makresults with afirst-order,domain independent, version of the
ing (JDM), where the dominant approach has, for several
symbolic model.
decades, been a normative (i.e. mathematical) one.
According to the normative view, human decision makIn further work. Cooper & Fox (1997) reported learning
data for the task. This data is derived from subjects' perforing under uncertainty can be described in probabilistic terms.
mance over a series of blocks of trials. Subjects begin the
Given a set of options, each with several possible outcomes,
task in a naive state, performing at chance levels (which, with
the option chosen is that which maximises expected utility,
five possible diseases, corresponds to a diagnostic accuracy of
where the expected utility of an option is the sum of the sub2 0 % ) . After three blocks many subjects achieve a diagnostic
jective value of each possible outcome multiplied by the subaccuracy of over 8 0 % . T w o conditions, differing in the averjective probability of each outcome given that the option is
age number of symptoms associated with each disease, were
chosen. The cost of each option m a y also be included in
explored in the learning task. Cooper & Fox (1997) also exthis calculation. (See, for example, Lindley, 1985.) Attentended thefirstorder symbolic model of Fox & Cooper (1997)
tion within the normative J D M community has focussed on
to provide an account of learning. Only two dependent meathe investigation of heuristics which influence the relationship
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Table 1: Conditional probabilities of symptoms given diseases in each matrix condition.
Mesiopathy

Ritengitis

Katalgia

Bonanoma

Dense

Diarrhoea
Fever
Headache
Paralysis
Vomiting

1.00
{).()()
0.75
0.75
1.00

0.50
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.50

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.75
0.00

0.00
1.00
0.75
1.00
1.00

Sparse

Diarrhoea
Fever
Headache
Paralysis
Vomiting

0.00
1.00
0.25
0.25
0.00

0.50
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.50

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
1.00

1.00
0.00
0.25
0.00
0.00

Matrix

sures were collected in the learning task (diagnostic accuracy
and number of symptoms queried), but the extended model
exhibited the observed qualitative differences in these measures, both within and between the conditions.
This paper continues the research programme by 1) reporting new data replicating and extending that reported by
Cooper & Fox (1997); and 2) extending the Bayesian model
of the task to include learning and question ordering strategies. The replication reported here includes the third dependent measure, the order in which symptoms were queried,
not previously recorded for the learning version of the task.
These data, for thefinalblock of trials, are used in a oneply analysis, where w e compare subjects' initial behaviour
given a presenting symptom — whether they question any of
the remaining symptoms or offer a diagnosis — with predictions derived from both models' initial behaviour. Our results
again support the view that the symbolic model captures hum a n performance at least as well as the Bayesian model.
The rest of the paper begins by introducing the task in some
detail. W e then describe the relevant features of each of the
computational models, before reporting empirical findings.
W e conclude by evaluating each of the models in the light
of our empirical findings.

The Task
Within the simulated medical diagnosis task subjects are required to diagnose a number of "patients". There is a fixed
set of symptoms and diseases from which each patient might
be suffering. Five symptoms and four diseases are used in the
experiments reported here. Each patient is suffering from one
and only one disease. This disease manifests itself in the patient's symptoms. Each patient has at least one symptom, the
presenting symptom. In addition patients m a y have any or all
of the four remaining symptoms.
Each trial begins with the subject being told the current patient's presenting symptom. The subject m a y then query the
presence or absence of any of the remaining symptoms, and
can offer a diagnosis at any point. W h e n a diagnosis is given,
the subject is informed of its correctness, and, if incorrect, of
the disease the patient was actually suffering from. It is this

feedback that allows subjects to learn the task.
The task was designed to be relatively naturalistic, whilst
maintaining a high level of experimental control. O f particular importance are the number and variety of measures of
performance which the task makes available. At a purely numeric level, each block of trials provides measures of diagnostic accuracy and mean number of questions asked before
diagnosis. Importantly, the task also provides information
concerning sequential processing by subjects in the form of
question ordering preferences.
The task is also open to a variety of manipulations. A s
noted above, Cooper & Fox (1997) reported data from two
conditions differing in the average number of symptoms associated with each disease. These are further explored here.
In the "sparse" condition, each disease is characterised by relatively few symptoms. In the "dense" condition each disease
has the reverse symptom pattern to that of the sparse condition, so each disease has relatively m a n y symptoms.
The presence of symptoms is probabilistic, with symptom
patterns being generated from tables of conditional probabilities of symptoms given diseases, and presenting symptoms
are selected according to a function weighted by the symptoms' conditional probabilities given diseases. Table 1 shows
the conditional probabilities of symptoms given each disease
in each condition. In one sense, the dense and sparse conditions are informationally identical: given that symptoms are
either present or absent, presence of a symptom in one condition is informationally equivalent to absence in the other
condition and vice versa. In another sense the conditions
differ significantly: patients always present with a symptom
(rather than without a symptom). In the dense condition more
diseases are associated, on average, with each positive symptom than in the sparse condition. Hence, the initial presenting
symptom carries less information in the dense condition than
in the sparse condition.
Computational Models
Two models of performance of the task — one Bayesian
and one Symbolic — have been developed within the COGENT modelling environment (Cooper & Fox, in press). Co-
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G E N T provides a number of facilities which simplify the development and specification of cognitive models, including a
graphical interface to a rule based modelling language, and
tools for Monte Carlo simulation of multiple subjects.
The Basic Model
Figure 1 shows the functional modules (as they appear in the
C o g e n t specification) of both the Bayesian and Symbolic
diagnosis models with learning.

Tusk
Emironmenl

Input/Output y

A*

<

W'tirkmi;
Memory

DciisiDn
Proceiliire

Learning
Mt'L hanism

KlUiwU'diii'
Bast' '

Legend
A
»• B = A sends/writes to B
C Z ) = buffer
<IZ> = process A—^ B = A reads from B

Figure 1: Box/Arrow diagram of the model with learning,
from Fox & Cooper (1997).

The function of each of the boxes is as follows. Task Environment (which is not shown in detail) generates subject
data, presents it to the rest of the model, answers queries concerning the presence/absence of symptoms, and records all
protocols. It is not part of the cognitive model but is implemented within C o g e n t so as to automate the data presentation and analysis. Input/Output models the subject's perceptual/articulatory processes. Messages from Task Environment
trigger additions to Working M e m o r y (e.g., adding information about the presence of a symptom), and the existence of
appropriate elements in Working M e m o r y trigger generation
of articulatory output (e.g., a query about a symptom). Working M e m o r y is a passive data store in which information about
the current case is stored and manipulated. There is no limit
on, or decay of, the information stored here, and in both models information is retrieved in the same order as it is added,
that is, access is First-In/First-Out.
Decision Procedure is a set of inference rules which modify Working Memory, implementing the basic diagnostic strategy, which differs for the Bayesian and Symbolic models.
The details of the Symbolic model have already been pub-

lished in Cooper & Fox (1997), but to summarise briefly, receipt of a t o l d ( S y m p t o m , V a l u e ) message in Working
M e m o r y triggers a rule in Decision Procedure which augments Working M e m o r y with the set of diseases which are
suggested by the presenting symptom. The presence of suspected diseases in Working M e m o r y then prompts recall of
their associated symptoms (through a second Decision Procedure rule). O n e of these symptoms is then selected as a
query, and sent to Input/Output. Diagnosis depends on a Decision Procedure rule which matches the symptom pattern
with characteristic symptom patterns stored in Knowledge
Base; symptoms are queried sequentially until the diagnosis
rule succeeds in matching a stored pattern.
In the Bayesian model, by contrast, receipt of a
t o l d ( S y m p t o m , V a l u e ) message in Working M e m o r y
triggers a rule in Decision Procedure which calculates the
conditional probabilities of all the possible diseases given the
symptom information currently available, and adds these to
Working Memory. The presence of these conditional probabilities is used in the next processing cycle to either make
a diagnosis, in the case that one of the diseases already has
a conditional probability greater than the threshold value, or
otherwise, to select another symptom to query. This is accomplished by a rule in Decision Procedure which calculates the overall informativeness of each remaining symptom query, adding these to Working Memory. The symptom
with the greatest informativeness value is then selected as the
next symptom query, and an appropriate message is sent to
Input/Output. The Bayesian model therefore uses expected
utility theory (where utility corresponds to informativeness)
supplemented with Bayes' theorem to select each question.
In both models, the rules in Decision Procedure use task
knowledge stored in Knowledge Base. Both models learn this
knowledge as the task progresses.
Learning
A s detailed in Cooper & Fox (1997), the Symbolic model
learns by storing a variety of types of information in Knowledge Base; the three types of information stored are:
1. clauses detailing which diseases are suggested by which
symptoms;
2. clauses specifying whether symptoms and diseases are positively or negatively associated; and
3. clauses specifying typical patterns of symptoms for each
disease.
The Bayesian learning model is even simpler: its learning
procedure just counts frequencies, both of symptoms and of
symptoms given diseases. These are used by the diagnosis
procedure to estimate conditional probabilities.
In both models, the Knowledge Base has Last-In/First-Out
access, resulting in an overall recency effect. This does not
affect the operation of the Bayesian model, but does affect the
Symbolic model's questioning strategy.
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Table 4: M e a n % diagnostic accuracy (Bayesian model).

Table 2: M e a n % diagnostic accuracy (Symbolic model).
Matrix
dense
sparse
Mean

Blkl
57.50
63.00
60.25

Blk2
89.00
79.00
84.00

Blk3
94.50
78.00
86.25

Elk 4
99.50
75.00
87.25

Matrix
dense
sparse
Mean

Mean
85.13
73.75
79.44

Blkl
3.96
2.47
3.22

Blk2
3.88
0.56
2.22

Blk3
3.83
0.42
2.13

Blk4
3.87
0.53
2.20

Blk2
77.50
83.50
80.50

Blk3
82.00
85.50
83.75

Blk4
82.00
90.50
86.25

Mean
75.50
82.75
79.13

Table 5: M e a n symptoms queried (Bayesian model).

Table 3: M e a n symptoms queried (Symbolic model).
Matrix
dense
sparse
Mean

Blkl
60.50
71.50
66.00

Matrix
dense
sparse
Mean

Mean
3.89
1.00
2.44

Modelling Experiments
Each learning model was run 10 times in each matrix condition for 4 blocks of 20 trials each, and percentage accuracy and mean number of symptoms queried in each block
were recorded. Also, the first question asked in each trial of
the final block (or diagnosis if no questions were asked) was
recorded. Parameter settings for all runs were identical, so the
only source of variation in their behaviour was the particular
stimulus set used on each run.
For the Bayesian model, a diagnosis threshold value of
0.60 was chosen. This gives broadly similar diagnostic accuracy in both models.
Symbolic model Table 2 shows the mean percentage diagnostic accuracy scores in each block and matrix condition for
the Symbolic model. There is a highly significant effect of
block (F(3,54) = 38.31, p < 0.001), such that overall diagnostic accuracy increases across the blocks, and there is a
significant effect of matrix (F(l,18) = 42.61, p < 0.001),
such that performance is higher in the dense than in the sparse
condition. Also, they interact (F(3,54) = 9.36, p < 0.001);
whereas the dense learning curve continues to rise across the
blocks, the sparse oneflattensoff at a lower level.
Table 3 shows mean numbers of symptoms queried by
the Symbolic model, in each block and matrix condition.
There are highly significant effects of both block (F(3,54) =
94.85, p < 0.001) and matrix (F(l,18) = 1161.34, p <
0.001), and an interaction between them (F(3,54) —
76.03, p < 0.001). In the dense condition, the number of
symptom queries remains close to four in each block, whereas
in the sparse condition the number of queries drops to an average of less than one from the second block onwards.
Bayesian model Table 4 shows the mean percentage diagnostic accuracy scores in each block and matrix condition for
the Bayesian model. There is a highly significant effect of
block (F(3,54) = 29.14, p < 0.001), with accuracy increasing from block 1 to 4, and a significant effect of matrix

Blkl
1.71
1.21
1.46

Blk2
1.33
0.90
1.12

Blk3
1.46
0.99
1.23

Blk4
1.39
1.15
1.27

Mean
1.47
1.06
1.27

(F(l, 18) = 8.55, p < 0.01), such that diagnostic accuracy
is higher in the sparse condition, unlike the Symbolic model.
This time there is no interaction (F(3,54) = 0.92).
Table 5 shows mean numbers of symptoms queried by the
Bayesian model, in each block and matrix condition. There is
a significant effect of Block (F(3,54) = 18.00, p < 0.001),
such that the number of symptoms drops from block 1 to 2,
but then gently rises again. There is also a significant effect
of matrix (F(l,18) = 40.13, p < 0.001), such that more
symptoms are queried in the dense condition, and a barely
significant interaction (F(3,54) = 2.94, p < 0.05).
One-ply Predictions
The one-ply predictions of each model were generated by
aggregating initial selection behaviour, on each trial in the
fourth block, across all simulated subjects in each matrix condition. This resulted in a set of tables of percentages of occasions when each symptom, or a diagnosis, was selected,
for each presenting symptom. For each model, the two cells
with the highest values in each row were then selected as
the predictions. W h e n there was a second-place tie, all three
cells were included as predictions; this occurred once for each
model. These predictions are annotated on Table 8 below.
Experiment
Method
Subjects 38 second year psychology students from Birkbeck
College took part, 18 in the dense condition and 20 in the sparse
condition.
Design Each S was assigned to either the Dense or Sparse matrix condition, and performed four blocks of 20 trials, each of which
comprised 5 trials with each disease, in random sequence. All diagnoses and symptom queries were recorded.
Software The task was computer-based, mouse driven and administered by a client-server system on the departmental intranet,
using a network of 486 PCs. The client portion, written in JavaScript
for Netscape Navigator 4, randomised trials within blocks, presented
stimuli and collected responses. The server assigned subjects to
dense and sparse matrix conditions, and collated data.
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Figure 2: Graphs of diagnostic accuracy (left) and number of s y m p t o m queries (right) for h u m a n subjects and both models.

Table 7: M e a n symptoms queried ( H u m a n data).

Table 6: M e a n % diagnostic accuracy ( H u m a n data).
Matrix
dense
sparse
Mean

N
18
20
38

Blkl
34.70
53.00
44.34

Blk2
46.95
62.25
55.00

Blk3
46.95
67.00
57.50

Elk 4
46.10
75.25
61.44

Matrix
dense
sparse
Mean

Mean
43.68
64.38
54.57

N
18
20
38

Blkl
3.29
2.83
3.05

Blk2
3.35
2.53
2.92

Blk3
3.52
2.36
2.91

Blk4
3.41
2.36
2.86

Mean
3.39
2.52
2.93

that subjects in the sparse condition performed substantially
The client system* was launched by clicking on a button at the
better
than those in the dense condition, like the Bayesian but
foot of a web page of instructions, which opened a new window.
unlike
the Symbolic model. Also, there is a barely signifiO n each trial the program displayed a series of boxes labelled with
symptom names, running across the top half of the window, and a se- cant interaction (F(3,108) = 2.77, p < 0.0452), due to the
ries of boxes labelled with disease names running across the bottom. flattening of the learning curve in the dense condition.
The order in which both symptom and disease boxes were presented
Table 7 and Figure 2 (right) show m e a n numbers of symponscreen was randomised on each trial.
toms queried by h u m a n subjects in each block and matrix
The symptom boxes could be clicked by the subject, when they
condition. H u m a n subjects query substantially more sympwould change to reveal whether the symptom was present or absent
in the imaginary patient. At the beginning of each trial, one of the
toms than do either of the models. There is a modestly sigsymptom boxes was already in this changed state, giving the subnificant effect of matrix (F(l,36) = 4.83, p < 0.0345),
ject information about the patient's presenting symptom. W h e n the
such that more symptoms are queried in dense than in sparse,
disease boxes were clicked, a new box appeared in the centre of the
but
no overall effect of block (F(3,108) = 1.17). H o w screen stating whether the diagnosis was correct or not. If the diagnosis was incorrect, this box also gave feedback about the correct ever, there is a highly significant interaction (F(3,108) =
disease, allowing the subject to learn. Clicking on this box started
5.23, Greenhouse-Geisser p < 0.0045), due to the reducthe next trial.
tion in s y m p t o m queries across blocks in the sparse but not
At the end of each block, the program presented a score giving the
in the dense condition; instead the number of queries in the
number of correct diagnoses out of 20, saved the accumulated data
dense
condition rises from block 1 to block 3. Aside from
to the server, and gave the subject the opportunity to rest briefly.
Instructions The launch page of the experimental client systemthis increase, this pattern of results is more similar to the
described the screen layout and the block structure of the experiSymbolic model than the Bayesian model, as the number of
ment. Subjects were also verbally instructed to attempt to diagnose
queries in the dense condition remains effectively at ceiling
efficiently, that is, to minimise the number of symptom queries they
whereas that in the sparse condition drops across the blocks.
made, provided this did not compromise their diagnostic accuracy.
Results
Learning results Table 6 and Figure 2 (left) show mean
One-ply analysis Table 8 shows the human one-ply results,
percentage diagnostic accuracy for h u m a n subjects. H u m a n
the percentages of each possible initial selection behaviour
diagnostic accuracy is substantially lower throughout than
given each presenting symptom, aggregated across subjects,
that achieved by either model. However, there are highly
for both dense and sparse matrix conditions. T h e predictions
significant effects of both block (F(3,108) = 16.27, p <
of Symbolic and Bayesian models are indicated by super0.0001) and matrix (F(l,36) = 12.42, p < 0.0012), such
script B and S respectively.
'For a demonstration of the client system, see
http://www.psyc.bbk.ac.uk/staff/pgy/experiments/jdm2a/demo/

W e evaluate the relative performance of the models by
scoring h o w often each model predicts the top two values in
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Table 8: One-ply analysis for Block 4 (Human data). Superscript B and S indicate the respective model predictions.

Matrix

Presenting
symptom
diarrhoea
fever

dense

headache
paralysis
vomiting

paralysis

107
90
46
58

vomiting

99

diarrhoea
fever
sparse

N
54
123
64
48
71

headache

diagnosis

1.5%
6.4%
4.2%
14.0%
3.1%
34.7%SB
39.3%^^
14.3%^^
30.4%
25.9%^

diarrhoea

First query
headache
fever
20.0%^^

16.7%^
47.9%^

18.8%"

paralysis

vomiting

26.2%^"

23.1%

29.2%

20.6%"

26.2%^

30.2%^"

-

12.5%

16.7%^"
35.1%^"

26.3%^

12.3%"

12.3%

26.6%^

20.3%^"

35.9%^"

14.1%

-

14.9%^

19.8%^

15.8%

14.9%

28.1%

14.6%

12.4%

-

8.9%

5.6%
30.4%^

25.0%"

19.6%

4.4%"

15.2%^"

14.8%

19.4%"

20.4%"

each row; each model gets one point for each predicted cell
containing one of the two highest values in the row. According to this criterion, the Bayesian model scores 6 points in the
dense condition and 4 points in the sparse condition, totalling
10/20, whereas the Symbolic model scores 7 in the dense condition and 6 in the sparse condition, a total of 13/20. So the
Symbolic model performs better on this measure than does
the Bayesian model.

21.4%
30.4%^

19.4%^

edge base and L I F O Working M e m o r y , accounted reasonably
well for the one-ply data, corroborates the view that recency
in the accessibility of symptom information is a major determinant of subjects' questioning behaviour (Fox, 1980; Fox
& Cooper, 1997). The presentfindingextends Fox's earlier
results to the case of a learning model, and to a new materials set including the dense/sparse manipulation. In this model
the recency effect operates in the long term, that is for periods
longer than a single trial, and so recently learned information
in the Knowledge Base is thefirstto be retrieved, and to apDiscussion
pear in symptom queries, provided it is relevant. Other, unWe have presented subject data and two computational modreported attempts tofitthe present data with different buffer
els of performance (including learning) on a simulated medaccess settings were less successful, as expected. W e aim to
ical diagnosis task. Each model captures some aspects of
explore this issue further, and to develop other variants of the
the subject data, but although the Bayesian model predicts
Symbolic learning model with alternative questioning stratethe greater diagnostic accuracy observed in the sparse congies, in the hope of accounting more fully for the subject data.
dition, the symbolic model arguably gives a betterfitwith
the number of symptom queries, and clearly outperforms the
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discovered ( H a m m o n d , Converse, Marks, & Seifert, 1993;
Ohlsson, 1996).
Two main ideas are proposed in this article. Richard and Tijus O u r purpose is to consider (i) impasses as situations in
(in press) shown that problem solving can be explained by
which relevant properties of the objects involved in actions
object properties that subjects take into account during the
can be discovered, and (ii) as situations which enable
solving process. Stable properties are those which can not be
subjects to enrich their initial representation of the problem
modified by an action (for instance, an object's size, shape, etc.)
and of the goal state.
and unstable properties are those which can be modified by an
A s Richard and Tijus (in press) explain, each object has
action (for instance, an object's location). Our purpose is that
two
kinds of properties : stable properties which define the
the problem space (Newell & Simon, 1972) can be described by
object itself (size, shape, etc.), and unstable properties which
state properties and that this description permits explaining the
are location properties. A n action modifies these properties.
subjective distance (in the subject's mind) between two states.
W e suggest that similarity between state properties guides a
In the case of classical transformation problems, an action
subject's search through the problem space and can lead
almost always modifies location properties, excepting for
subjects through irrelevant paths. W e think that in this
s o m e T O H isomorph (changing-size problems, Kotovsky,
condition, the well known beneficial effect of impasse
Hayes, & Simon, 1985).
situations consists in the fact that they permit subjects to
Problem Space, as defined by Newell and Simon (1972) is
discover the relevant properties of objects, problem constraints.
the
objective space in which n e w states are generated after
and goal properties. T w o experiments are proposed here.
each
legal move. In the case of transformation problems (i.e.
Results obtained in the first experiment show that working on
the T o w e r of Hanoi, Missionnaries and Cannibals, etc.), a
impasse situations before solving the problem improves
state is defined both by the objects and their location. Thus,
performance. Results of the second experiment show that
states are differentiated by a change in location of the objects.
working on impasse situations allow subjects to discover the
relevant properties of a problem space, and that the benefit can
W e suggest that the properties of the objects can define a
be extended to all problems sharing the same problem space
state and the problem space. Thus, a Problem Space can be
(which naturally contain the same impasses), even if their
considered as a space of properties, whose modification
initial and final states are different. These results shed some
generates n e w states. T h e initial andfinalstates, as well as
light on the beneficial effects of impasses in problem solving.
impasse situations, can also be defined by a set of properties.
For instance, in the classical Tower of Hanoi problem (with 3
Introduction
disks), the initial state can be defined by a set of stable and
Skill acquisition can naturally be seen as the successive
unstable properties : the big, the m e d i u m and the little (stable
elimination of errors. H o w are errors unlearned and what are
property) disks, are in position A (unstable property). T h e
the cognitive mechanisms that enable people to detect and
final state is differentiated from the initial state by a change
correct errors? Impasse situations have been studied in
in the unstable properties : the big, the m e d i u m and the little
different domains of psychology. Great attention has been
(stable properties) on the position C (unstable property).
accorded to these situations in psychology of learning
This description permits characterizing each state by its
(Anderson, 1981, 1983; Ohlsson, 1983; Thomdike, 1913), in
properties, and thus explaining the subjective distance (in the
problem solving domain (Richard, 1981, 1994 ; Vanlehn,
subject's mind) between two states. Because they share some
1991). in piagetian literature (Cellerier & Inhendler, 1990),
properties, two states m a y be thought close to each other
and in A I (Langley, 1985; Ohlsson, 1983). In summary, w e
even though they are actually very far apart in the objective
k n o w the importance of impasses in learning, discovering,
problem space. With this view, as soon as one or several
thinking and reasoning, but what exactly is the beneficial
properties are considered, the problem space - usually
effect of these situations ?
considered as a homogeneous space - becomes a set of
In problem solving, impasses have almost always been
distinct areas of states. Each area can be considered as a
considered as favorable situations in which positive as well
category of states sharing properties (Zamani, Bernard, &
as negative subgoals are generated (Newell & Simon. 1972;
Richard, 1998).
Richard. 1981). Impasses are also considered as favorable
Our claim is that properties shared by different states guide
situations in which relevant features of problems are
a subject's behaviour and can lead him through irrelevant
paths. For instance, in some states, subjects m a y believe that
Abstract
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they are quite near the goal state only because the current
state shares s o m e properties with the goal state. However, in
the objective space, these two states can be very far from the
another and m a n y m o v e s might be needed in order to change
the current state into the goal state. W e believe that these
properties can guide subjects through the objective problem
space. For instance, subjects m a y attempt to reach states
where s o m e properties of the goal state are present. However,
the path m a y prove irrelevant (unable to provide real progress
through the problem space towards the goal). Thus, the
subjective distance between t w o states can be described by
differences between their properties. W e think that this is
w h y impasse situations are beneficial: they allow subjects to
discover all the other properties of the goal that subjects
believed to be able to realize and the observation that it is in
fact impossible. This leads subjects to notice overlooked goal
properties.
W e suggest that a subject's goal m a y be different from the
real goal. In problem solving literature, authors have almost
always considered that, during the solving process, subjects
have a good representation of the goal state. Results w e
obtained in our laboratory s h o w that at the beginning of the
solving process, indeed sometimes until the end, a subject's
goal can be very different from the objective goal state. That
is, a m o n g all the properties which define the goal state,
subjects m a y take only a limited set into account and thus, a
subject's (representation of the) goal m a y be more restricted
than the real final goal. T h e representation of the goal that
has guided a subject's solving process can be inferred from
protocols and verbalizations. Inappropriate goals are often
responsible for impasses. In order to clarify this point, w e
willfirstbriefly present problems w e have studied. They are
taken and adapted from the Passalong test (Alexander, 1935),
which is a test of practical intelligence.
T h e apparatus is a kind of rickshaw g a m e (figure 1) and
consists of 9 problems composed of blue figures (located at
the top of the playing board) and red figures (located at the
bottom of the board). Although u n k n o w n in problem solving
literature, Passalong problems are classical transformation
problems, i.e. similar in every w a y to T O H , Missionaries and
Cannibals, etc.
T h e problem space is exactly the s a m e for problems 7, 8
and 9 (Bernard, personal communication). H o w e v e r ,
problems 8 and 9 are the most difficult ones in the test'.
Figure 2 shows s o m e impasses belonging to problems 7, 8
and 9.
Verbalizations collected during impasse situations, w h e n
subjects tried to solve problem 8, show that the subjects' goal
almost always consisted in moving the red rectangle (the
horizontal one) to the top of the board, and of moving "all the
other pieces" or the "the blue ones" to the bottom.
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Figure 1: Initial and Final States of Problems 6,7,8 and 9 of
the Passalong Test.

This representation of the goal state is very limited as
compared to the final goal that subjects have to attain (see
figure 1), given that expressions "all the other pieces" or "the
blue ones", level the necessary distinction to be m a d e
between the "blue" objects according to their specific
properties. These properties are discovered in impasse
situations. For instance, w h e n subjects arrived at impasse n°l
(figure 2), they almost always explained that they got stuck
because they wanted to m o v e the horizontal rectangle but that
the empty space available w a s not sufficient for doing so.
This impossibility led subjects to realize that m o v i n g the
horizontal rectangle requires creating a horizontal e m p t y
place (two adjacent places), something which cannot be
obtained as long as the vertical rectangle remains above. O n
the other hand, the two little squares (figure 2, impasse n°l
and its corresponding favorable state), placed side by side in
a horizontal position, d o allow m o v i n g the horizontal
rectangle. This contrast shows the kind of distinction that
needs to be m a d e between objects according to their
properties: rectangles are different from squares. Further,
subjects in impasse situations did learn that satisfying a goal
depends on the specific properties of the objects and that the
objects cannot be treated in the same way. Thus, moving the
horizontal rectangle requires creating a horizontal empty
place with two little squares. This is a relevant property
which is valuable for all states in the problem space which
lead to the goal state and, once this property has been
learned, subjects were able to infer the appropriate goal
structure which consists in avoiding states in which a vertical
rectanglefiguresabove the horizontal rectangle. Likewise, in
impasse n°2 (figure 2), subjects have the opportunity to learn
that moving the horizontal rectangle creates a horizontal
space which can only befilledwith two squares, not with one
vertical rectangle. Thus, in order to avoid impasses, two
squares should always figure immediately below the
' As w e have shown (Zamani & Richard, submitted) this difficulty horizontal rectangle.
is due to the fact that analogy is recognized between problem 6
These impasse situations also led subjects to change their
(very easy to solve) and problem 7, whereas the analogy is not
representation of the goal. A s long as a subject's goal just
recognized between problem 7 and problems 8 and 9. In fact,
consisted of "moving the horizontal rectangle" to the top of
solving problems 8 and 9 by the expert path requires joiningthe
the board, the problem was impossible to solve. Impasses
rectangles from the beginning of the solving process and placing
permitted subjects to realize that in order to m o v e the
them just as they are in problem 7. Once the rectangles have been
horizontal rectangle, it was necessary to put the right objects
joined, the problem can be solved either by turning clockwise or
to
the right places. A m o n g "all the blue pieces", there were
counterclockwise until the horizontal rectangle is moved to the top
rectangles
and squares, with their specific properties, s o m e of
of the board. This procedure is generally used in problems 6 and 7,
which allow reaching s o m e subgoal but not others.
but as the analogy between these problems and problems 8 and 9
goes unrecognized, problems 8 and 9 are very difficult to solve.
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on the screen the entire time subjects were solving the
Moreover, subjects noticed that they had to arrange all of
problem.
these objects in some order to reach the goal state. This does
not m e a n that they had not previously noticed the objects or
that they had never analyzed the goal state. But rather that Procedure Participants were tested individually in an
isolated room. There were 2 experimental groups (20
specific properties of the objects and their relation to
subjects per group). O n e group (hereafter called G l ) solved
subgoals were not taken into account until impasses were
problems 6 and 7first.Then initial and final states of
been encountered. Impasse situations permitted subjects to
problem 8 were shown but subjects were not asked to solve
discover the relevant properties of the objects in order to
generate new and more relevant subgoals.
the problem. Instead, four illustrations of the most frequent
impasses for problem 8 (shown infigure2) were presented to
T h e experiments presented here aimed at showing that
the subjects. Each illustration contained the impasse situation
learning relevant properties from impasses is possible, even
and the two last moves which led to the impasse. Subjects
without any action. In thefirstexperiment, w e aimed at
were invited to explain w h y the situation was an impasse,
showing that studying impasse situations before solving a
which objects were the most blocking ones, and where these
problem increases performance as compared to cases when
objects had to be in order to make the goal pursed attainable.
subjects solve problems directly. This shed some light on the
Subjects worked for an average of 84 seconds on each
beneficial effects of impasses in problem solving. If studying
impasse. At the end of the presentation phase, they were
impasses allow subjects to discover the relevant properties of
invited to solve problem 8.
a problem space, the benefit should extend to all problems
The second group (hereafter called G 2 ) solved problems 6,
sharing this same problem space (which naturally contain the
7, and 8. Groups were compared as to their performance on
same impasses), even if their initial and final states are
solving problem 8.
different. T h e second experiment aimed at studying this
point: subjects learned impasses belonging to problem 8
Analysis Method Although we were interested in the
without solving it, and they then solved problem 9.
properties discovered in each impasse situation, analysis here
will only concern the behavior (performance) in solving
Experiment 1
problem 8. Dependant variables were: 1) number of
Method
impasses, 2) success or failure (failure was defined as having
Participants 4 0 volunteers participants, in differentfieldsat solved problem 8 in 80 or more moves, that is 4 times the
number of moves required by the expert path), 3) number of
the University of Paris 8, participated in the experiment.
subjects w h o reached favorable states in order to attain the
Material On a computer screen, we presented problems 6,7, final state (there are two important states which permit
moving the horizontal rectangle to the top of the board and
8 and 9 of the Passalong Test (see figure 1). A computer
attaining thefinalstate. If these situations are reached, then
program checked the legality of the intended moves and
the path through thefinalstate is not complicated. However,
placed thefiguresin the desired positions whenever the m o v e
was legal. W h e n it was not, nothing happened and the subject reaching these states seems to be very difficult. T h e most
favorable situation is reached by joining the two rectangles
had to attempt a n e w move. Every m o v e as well as latency
(see footnote in the Introduction part) and it requires only 5
between moves was recorded by the computer. Thefinalstate
moves.
Thus, in our analysis, the number of moves required
of each problem was visible
to reach a favorable state varies from 5 to 80 moves. Above
80 moves, w e considered that subjects had failed to attain a
favorable
state. This variable is called hereafter the
• • • • • • •
• • • •
"Favourable situation rate"), and 4) number of moves made
1
: i
by subjects to reach the favourable situations.
I I • • • •
i - i

N°3

N°4

Results
All subjects in thefirstgroup were able to discover relevant
properties in impasse situations. Results of the analysis of
• •
• •
•
•
verbalization are not presented here. Results of the behavior
" I I
analysis for problem 8 are presented in table 1. It should be
i i n
II.-7
l : : l
• • • •
noticed that groups did not differ as to performance on
problems 6 and 7.
A s it can be seen in table 1, the percentage of success
increased when subjects worked on impasse situations before
Figure 2: Four of the most frequent impasses in problems 8
solving problem 8. This difference was significant, Fisher's
and 9 of the Passalong test (the first line) and their
Exact Probability, /; < .001. In the same way, a greater
corresponding favorable situations in which the horizontal
number of subjects in G 1 were able to attain the favorable
rectangle can be moved to the top of the board (second line).
situations which lead to thefinalgoal. This difference was
In thefirstimpasse, the two last actions consisted in moving
again significant, Fisher's Exact Probability, p = .02. T h e
the little squares to the right. In impasse 2, the last action
number of moves required to reach the favorable situations
consisted on moving the horizontal rectangle up. In impasse
also differed between the groups. A s explained above, to
3, the last action consisted in moving the little square placed
attain the most favorable situation for reaching thefinalgoal,
above the horizontal rectangle to the left, and in impasse 4,
the two rectangles must be joined, something which requires
the last action consisted in moving the horizontal rectangle
only 5 moves (see Analysis method). A s results show, 35 %
up.
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of subjects in 0 1 were able to join the rectangles within 5 to
16 moves and 70 % of subjects were able to do so within 40
moves, while only 30 % of subjects in 0 2 did as well. This
difference was significant by a one-tailed KolmogorovS m i m o v test, D = S , p < .025.
Oiven the insufficient number of subjects in 0 2 , w e were
not able to make a statistical test for the number of impasses
encountered by subjects w h o succeeded in solving the
problem in each group (only 4 subjects in 0 2 solved the
problem). However, it can be noticed that the number of
impasses encountered by subjects w h o solved the problem in
each group was not very high.

These results also suggest that studying impasses without
making moves has a more beneficial effect than encountering
impasses during the solving process.
The next experiment aimed at examining whether studying
the impasses was also beneficial for solving a more distant
problem. That is, a problem sharing the same problem space,
but with different initial and final states.
Experiment 2
Method

Participants 40 volunteers participants, in different fields at
Discussion
the University of Paris 8, participated in the experiment.
W e hypothezised that working on impasse situations
improves performance in solving the problem. Results Material The material was the same as in experiment 1.
obtained are in accordance with this hypothesis. In fact,
subjects w h o worked on impasse situations were able to Procedure There were 2 experimental groups (20 subjects
discover properties of situations which are unfavorable for
per group). O n e group (hereafter called 0 1 ) solved problems
solving the problem (for instance, having one vertical
6 and 7first.Then initial andfinalstates of problem 8 were
rectangle above the horizontal rectangle is not a good
shown but subjects did not solve the problem. Instead, four
situation). These properties permitted subjects to avoid
illustrations of the most frequently encountered impasses in
unfavourable situations. W e emphazise that the beneficial
problem 8 (shown in figure 2) were presented to subjects.
effect of studying impasse situations consists in the fact that
The same procedure as in experiment 1 was used to get
subjects were able to create relevant negative and positive
subjects to work on impasse situations. At the end of the
subgoals.
presentation phase, subjects were invited to solve problem 9.
As it has been shown, a greater number of subjects in 0 1
The second group (hereafter called 0 2 ) solved problems 6, 7,
attained favorable situations and they did it more quickly
8 and 9. Groups were compared as to their performance in
during the solving process than did subjects in 0 2 . Analysis
solving problem 9.
of protocols also showed that the average number of moves
made to solve the problem was about 47 in 0 1 (i.e. nearly Analysis Metliod The method of analysis was the same as in
two times the expert path). Indeed, subjects did make some
experiment 1, except for the fact that the thresholds for
useless moves, but were not far from the expert path. This
analysis were fixed at 14 (the m i n i m u m number of moves
was also observed for subjects in 0 2 , though the total
necessary to reach a favorable state) to 140 moves (4 times
number of subjects w h o solved the problem in this group was
the expert path).
low as compared to 0 1 .
Analysis of a posteriori interviews with subjects w h o Results
solved problem 8 (02) show that the majority of these
Again, all subjects in thefirstgroup were able to discover the
subjects had a single main goal until the very end of the
relevant properties in impasse situations. Results of the
solving process. This goal was simply to move the horizontal
analysis of verbalizations are not presented here. The results
rectangle to the top of the board.
of the behavior analysis for problem 9 are presented in table
They did not change their goal even after encountering
2. Note that the groups did not differ as to performance on
impasses. Subjects explained that the problem was difficult
problems 6 and 7.
because none of the actions they made permitted moving the
A s can be seen in table 2, a greater number of subjects in 0 1
horizontal rectangle. N o subject was able to tell us conditions solved problem 9 than subjects in 0 2 , Fisher's Exact
necessary for moving the horizontal rectangle (for instance,
Probability, p = .03. Likewise, number of subjects w h o
having two squares above it). N o subgoal was reported by
reached a situation favorable for attaining was also higher in
these subjects. The poor performance of these subjects as
0 1 than in 0 2 , Fisher's Exact Probability, p = .01. The low
compared to those of 0 1 clarifies the beneficial effect of
number of subjects w h o solved the problem in 0 2 (only 5
studying impasses before solving the problem.
subjects), eliminated the possibility of making a statistic test
of the number of impasses. However, the groups showed
Table 1: Performance on solving problem 8, subjects in 02 nearly the same performance.
solved it directly, subjects in 0 1 examined four impasses
The number of moves required to reach the favorable
before solving it.
situations also differed between the two groups. Attaining the
most favorable situation (joined rectangles) requires only 14
Groups
moves. A s results show, 50 % of subjects in 0 1 were able
Measures
01
G2
to join the rectangles within 74 to 81 moves, while only 5 %
of subjects in 0 2 did as well.
Success rate
.75
.20
This difference was significant by a one-tailed
Favourable situation rate
.75
.35
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D = 9, p < .025. Although 74
Number of impasses
moves would seem to indicate poor performance, it is better
M
2.13
2.5
than not being able to reach any favorable situation at all,
SD
.53
2.6
which was the case for the vast majority of subjects in 0 2 . In
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Table 2: Performance on problem 9, after having solved
problem 8 (02), or after examining the impasses of
problem 8, without solving it (Gl).
Groups
Measures
Success rate
Favourable situation rate
N u m b e r of impasses

Gl
.55
.60

G2
.25
.25

M
SD

10
2.5

12.4
2.19

addition, problem 9 is a very difficult problem and subjects
rarely succeed in solving it by the expert path.
Discussion
In this experiment w e aimed at studying whether having
participants analyse impasses of a given problem would
improve performance in solving another problem belonging
to the same problem space.
Results show that w h e n subjects studied impasse for
problem 8 without solving it, their performance on problem 9
was better than performance of subjects w h o solved it after
having solved problem 8. The success rate and the number of
subjects w h o reached the favourable states in order to attain
the goal, differed significantly between groups.
Subjects w h o worked on impasses before solving problem
9 were also able to reach favorable states more quickly than
subjects w h o solved problems 8 and 9. A s explained above,
problem 9 is a very difficult problem. During the
experiment, w e noticed that even w h e n subjects were able to
discover the relevant properties which allow solving the
problem, they had difficulty in establishing priorities. For
instance, the property which leads to take the expert path
occurs w h e n the two rectangles are joined (as in problem 7).
Another favorable property occurs w h e n two squares are
below and two squares are above the horizontal rectangles.
But which property is most important? In fact, the first
property leads to the second (i.e. when the rectangles are
joined from the beginning of the solving process, the squares
are necessarily below and above the horizontal rectangle).
But it is very difficult to infer this relation and subjects were
not able to d o so during the analysis of the impasses. Thus,
during the solving process, they had difficulty in prioritizing
these properties related to subgoals. Impasses occurred in
these cases. Subjects in G l m a d e m a n y irrelevant moves and
encountered m a n y impasses. However these impasses were
local impasses, that is, they did not lead subjects away from
the expert path. This also explains the great number of moves
required to reach favorable situations. Analysis of protocols
show that these impasses almost always concerned subgoals
situations. Though subjects had difficulty in simultaneously
organinzing the different subgoals, the path they pursued was
the relevant one. O n the other hand, subjects in G 2 did not
show the same pattern of performance.
Results again suggest that studying impasses without
making moves has a more beneficial effect than encountering
impasses during the solving process.

G e n e r a l Discussion
T w o main ideas were proposed in this article. According to
Richard and Tijus (in press), objects have two kind of
properties : stable and unstable properties. Stable properties
are those which define the objects in a problem and which
can not be modified by an action. Unstable properties are
those which can be modified by an action. For instance, in
the case of classical transformation problems, unstable
properties are almost always location properties, whereas
stable properties are usually an object's size, shape, etc.
The first idea proposed here consisted in describing the
problem space as a set of stable and unstable properties. In
this way, all the states of the problem state can be described
by object's properties. This description permits characterizing
each state by its properties, and thus explaining the subjective
distance (in the subject's mind) between two states. Because
they share some properties, two states m a y be thought close
to each other even though they are actually very far apart in
the objective problem space. W e suggest that with this view,
as soon as one or several properties are considered, the
problem space - usually considered as a homogeneous space becomes a set of distinct areas of states. Our claim is that
properties shared by different states guide a subject's
behaviour and can lead him through irrelevant paths. This is
the case w h e n the properties subjects focus on at the
beginning of the solving process are irrelevant. For instance,
if subjects take only a limited set of goal properties into
account, they m a y try to reach the states where these
properties are present. However, the path they thus take m a y
be an irrelevant one for solving the problem. Thus, impasses
occur.
T h e second idea concerned impasse situations more
directly. In the experiments reported in this article w e
showed that working on impasse situations before solving a
given problem increases performance. Moreover, this
beneficial effect was also observed for more distant problem,
that is a problem belonging to the same problem space. These
results suggest that it is possible to learn the relevant
properties of a problem space through studying its impasses
and that this learning is transferable to all problems inside
this space.
W e suggest that the well k n o w n beneficial effect ol
impasse situations is due to the fact that they allow subjects
to discover the relevant properties of the objects involved in
actions and to enrich their representations of the problem and
the goal. Impasse situations are favorable situations because
they permit subjects to discover that in order to attain a goal,
the objects to work with must be selected because their
properties are what will allow satisfying the conditions which
are necessary for attaining the goal. The specific properties of
objects are related to subgoals. Thus, discovery of properties
has an effect on subgoal structure modification.
W e think that subjects construct subgoals according to
properties they have already taken into account. W h e n
subgoals are based on irrelevant properties, they lead to
impasses. If subjects analyze impasses they can discover all
the other properties of the goal (or the subgoal) that they
failed to take into account. In other words, impasses are
beneficial because they allow subjects to discover the
relevant prerequisites and to m a k e necessary detours in order
to reach the goal.
In terms of state properties, impasses enable subjects to
notice that the properties they have taken into account were
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irrelevant. This lead subjects to discover other object
properties. Generally, these properties are the functional
properties relevant to solve the problem. In this case, w e
consider that properties taken into account can be modified,
i.e. a property's weight (the cognitive importance of a
property) may change during the learning process.
Moreover, w e think that the benefits of the impasse
situations m a y depend on the subject's subgoal structure.
Results w e obtained in our laboratory show that subjects with
elaborate subgoal structure (even if irrelevant) benefit more
often from impasses than subjects without subgoals.
Impasses permit subjects to realize that properties they
have taken into account are irrelevant. But impasses rarely
indicate which properties are relevant. This m a y be one
reason w h y it is so difficult to conceptualize a problem
during the solving process. In order to benefit from impasses,
subjects have to think about the properties which are
necessary in order to attain a goal, i.e. in terms of favorable
states. This leads subjects to pay attention to properties they
have neglected. In the experiments reported here, when
subjects worked on impasse situations before solving the
problem, they were invited to explain which objects were the
most problematic and where these objects had to be placed in
order to make the goal pursued attainable. This led subjects
to think in terms of favorable states and favorable properties.
Such analysis rarely occurs when subjects are acting and w e
think that this is why the analysis of impasses without acting
was beneficial in our experiment.
These results are interesting in that they allow explaining
the pathways subjects take through the objective problem
space, from the point of view of the properties a subject takes
into account at each moment of the solving process.
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Abstract
This study examines the effects of representational
forms on the acquisition and transfer of problem
solving strategies. Three isomorphic representations
of the Tic-Tac-Toe are used as the experimental tasks.
The experiment shows that different representations of
a common structure lead to the discovery of different
forms of a common strategy with varying degrees of
generality. With a better representation, subjects not
only learn faster but also acquire more general forms
of the strategy. The transfer across different
representations can be either positive or negative, and
it is based on strategies, not on problem structures.
Introduction
Different isomorphic representations of a c o m m o n
abstract structure can generate dramatically different
representational efficiencies, task complexities, and
behavioral outcomes. This phenomenon is often
called representational effect (e.g., Zhang «& Norman,
1994). O n e obvious example is the different
difficulty levels of multi-digit multiplication using
Arabic and R o m a n numerals (see Zhang & Norman,
1995, for a detailed study). T h e study of the
representational effect has been focused on
performance and transfer, not on acquisition and the
relation between acquisition and transfer (e.g., Cheng
& Holyoak, 1985; Evans, 1983; Gick & Holyoak,
1980, 1983; Greeno, 1974; Griggs & Hewstead,
1982; Jeffries, Poison, & Razran, 1977; Kotovsky,
Hayes, & Simon, 1985; Kotovsky & Simon, 1990;
Larkin & Simon, 1987; Novick, 1990; W a s o n &
Johnson-Laird, 1972; Zhang & Norman, 1994).
The purpose of the present study is to examine
h o w representational forms affect the acquisition of
problem solving strategies and h o w the acquired
strategies affect transfer. The main hypotheses are (1)

different representations of a c o m m o n structure lead to
the discovery of different forms of a c o m m o n strategy,
with a better representation leading to faster learning and
to the discover of more general forms of the strategy; and
(2) the acquired strategy can cause both positive and
negative transfer, depending on the two isomorphs
involved.
Tic-Tac-Toe
The Tic-Tac-Toe (henceforth, T T T ) and its isomorphs are
used for the present study. The T T T is a well-known twoplayer game. A minor variation of the original g a m e is
shown in Figure 1A as the Line version. The task for the
two players is to select the circles in turn by coloring the
circles with different colors, one at a time. The one w h o
first gets three circles on a straight line (horizontal,
vertical, or diagonal) wins the game. The T T T is a draw
game, i.e., when both players use optimimi strategies,
neither can win. Figures IB and IC are two more
isomorphs of the T T T . In the N u m b e r version (Figure
IB), the task is to select the numbers in turn by coloring
the numbers, one at a time. The one w h o first gets three
numbers that exactly add to 15 wins the game. In the
Color version (Figure IC), the task is to select the big
circles in turn by drawing different background textures.
The one w h ofirstgets three big circles that contain the
same colored small circle wins the game. Figure 2 shows
the equivalence of the isomorphs: the center, comers, and
sides in Line (Figure 2 A ) correspond to the number five,
even numbers, and odd numbers in N u m b e r (Figiu-e 2 B )
and the 4-object, 3-object, and 2-object big circles in
Color (Figure 2C), respectively.
The representational properties of the T T T were
analyzed by Zhang (1997) in terms of four formal
properties and their representations. The four formal
properties are: (1) nine elements; (2) eight winning

* This research was in part supported by Grants NOOO14-96-1-0472 and NOOO14-95-1-0241 from the Office of Naval Research,
Cognitive and Neural Sciences & Technology Division, and by a Seed Grant from the Office of Research at The Ohio State
University.
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ning triplets are the 3-circle groups that lie on the 3
horizontal, 3 vertical, and 2 diagonal lines. T h e three
symmetry categories are the center, 4 comers, and 4 sides.
The winning invariants of the center, comers, and sides
are 4,3, and 2, respectively. For example, the center is an
element of 4 winning triplets: 1 horizontal, 1 vertical, and
2 diagonal lines.

triplets, each of which is a group of three elements
that constitute a win; (3) three symmetry categories
that group the nine elements, with the elements in a
symmetry category being identical to each other; (4)
winning invariants of symmetry categories, each of
which is the number of winning triplets to which an
element belongs. For example, for Line in Figure lA,
the nine elements are the nine circles. The eight win-

©

0

(A) Line

®
(C) Color

(B) N u m b e r

Figure 1. Three T T T isomorphs. (A) Line. Getting three circles on a straight line is a win. (B) Number. Getting three
numbers that exactly add to 1S is a win. (C) Color. Getting three big circles that contain the same colored small circle is a
win. The letters inside the circles indicate the colors used in the experiment: B = Blue, G = Green, L = Light Blue, O =
Orange, P = Pink, R = Red, Y = Yellow, W = Brown.
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Figure 2. The mappings of the T T T isomorphs. The center, comers, and sides in Line correspond tofive,even numbers,
and odd numbers in Number, and 4-object, 3-object, and 2-object big circles in Color, respectively.

The formal properties of the T T T are represented
differently in the three T T T isomorphs. The nine
elements are represented by nine circles in Line, by
nine numbers in Number, and by nine big circles with
2, 3, and 4 small circles in Color. The eight winning
triplets are represented by the 3 horizontal, 3 vertical,
and 2 diagonal straight lines in Line, by the eight
number triplets with the sum of the three numbers in
each triplet equal to 15 in Number, and by the eight
different colors of the small circles in Color. The
three symmetry categories are represented by spatial
symmetry in Line (the center, 4 comers, and 4 sides).

by parity in N u m b e r (the number five, 4 even numbers,
and 4 odd numbers), and by the quantity of objects in a
big circle in Color (4-object, 3-object, and 2-object big
circles). The winning invariant of a symmetry category
is represented by the number of straight lines connecting
a circle in Line (4, 3, and 2 for the center, the comers, and
the sides, respectively) and by the quantity of objects in a
big circle in Color (4, 3, and 2). In Number, however, the
winning invariants (4 for the number five, 3 for even
numbers, and 2 for odd numbers) are not directly
represented. T o get the wirming invariant of a number, it
must be grouped with all possible pairs of other numbers
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to form number triplets and the sums of the three
numbers in all number triplets have to be mentally
computed to see whether each sum is 15. Even with
extensive mental computations, this task is very
difficuh if not impossible.
Because all T T T isomorphs have the same
formal structures, for convenience, w e use the three
symmetry categories of Number, i.e., five, even
numbers, and odd numbers, to refer to the three
symmetry categories of all T T T isomorphs for the
rest of this article. For example, w h e n w e talk about
even numbers in Color, w e actually refer to the 3object big circles (see Figure 2).
In the current study, the task for the subjects is to
discover the Even-Even strategy, which requires them
to select any even numbers for thefirstand second
moves to get draws (for the detailed algorithm, see
the appendix of Zhang, 1997). The Even-Even
strategy is necessary and sufficient for subjects to get
draws. Thefirstand the second moves are crucial: if
either or both are m a d e incorrectly, then subjects
always lose, regardless of h o w other moves are made.
Under this strategy, subjects only have to m a k e
decisions for thefirstand second moves because for
all other situations, the subjects only have one
choice—blocking the piece that can lead to an
immediate win for the computer.
In addition,
subjects'firstand second moves only depend on the
symmetry categories (i.e., five, even numbers, and
odd numbers), not on specific elements.
Zhang (1997) found that for the Even-Even
strategy, the difficulty order was, fi-om hardest to
easiest: N u m b e r > Color > Line. T w o factors
contributed to this difficulty order. Thefirstfactor is
the perception of the symmetry categories. Subjects
had better perception of the symmetry categories for
Line than for Color, and had no perception of the
symmetry categories for Number. The second factor
is biases. For Line and Color, subjects had a
perceptual bias called more-is-better bias, which is
the tendency to pick an element that has higher
wimiing invariant (e.g., the center for Lirie and the 4object big circle for Color). This perceptual bias was
consistent with the Even-Even strategy, thus it helped
m a k e Line and Color easier. For Number, instead of
the more-is-better bias, subjects had a cognitive bias
called larger-is-better bias, which is the tendency to
pick up a larger number (e.g., 9 or 8). This cognitive
bias is irrelevant to the Even-Even strategy, thus it
did not help m a k e N u m b e r easier. Based on this
fmding of the difficulty order of the three isomorphs.
Line can be called the most effective representation
and N u m b e r the least effective representation for the
Even-Even strategy.

The experiment described below will examine
whether the different representations of the three T T T
isomorphs lead to the discovery of different forms of the
Even-Even strategy and whether the acquired strategies
affect transfer across isomorphs. The main hypotheses are
(1) the three isomorphs lead to the discovery of different
forms of the Even-Even strategy, with the most effective
representation {Line) leading to the fastest leaming and to
the discover of the most general form of the Even-Even
strategy; and (2) the different forms of the acquired
strategy can cause both positive and negative transfer,
depending on the two isomorphs involved.
Experiment
Method
Subjects. 90 undergraduate students enrolled in
introductory psychology courses at The Ohio State
University participated in the experiment to earn course
credit.
StimulL T h e three T T T isomorphs in Figure 1 were
the experimental tasks. They were p r o g r a m m e d in
SuperCard on Macintosh computers. T h e three T T T
isomorphs were controlled by the same program because
they have the s a m e formal structure. T h e computer
always m a d e the first m o v e in all games. Its strategy w a s
designed such that the subjects had to discover the EvenE v e n strategy to get draws. Subjects m a d e m o v e s b y
clicking the pieces with a mouse. T h e pieces selected by
the computer and subjects were in different colors or
background patterns such that they could be distinguished.
Design & Procedure. T h e design is shown in Figure
3. Each subject played t w o of the three T T T isomorphs.
Subjects were told that the best they could get w a s a draw
and were instructed to play the g a m e s against the
computer until they got 10 draws in a row. They were not
told about any relations between the first and second
games. Complete m o v e sequences and time stamps for all
g a m e s were recorded b y the computer. After each g a m e ,
subjects were asked to write d o w n the strategies they
discovered.
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Results
Pre-Transfer Performance. The results for first
games are shown in Figure 4, with 30 subjects for
each isomorph. In terms of the number of games
needed to get 10 draws in a row (Figure 4 A ) , Line
was marginally easier than Color (Tukey H S D , p =
0.08), which in turn was significantly easier than
Number (Tukey H S D , p < 0.01). In terms of the
number of games needed to get thefirstdraw (Figure
4B), Line and Color, which did not differ from each
other significantly (Tukey H S D , p = 0.38), were both
significantly easier than N u m b e r (Tukey H S D , p <
0.001, for both cases).
Figure 4 C shows the percentage of the subjects
w h o got draws for each g a m e position for the three
isomorphs. Consistent with the results on 10 draws
andfirstdraw, it is clear that subjects acquired the
Even-Even strategy fastest for Line and slowest for
Number.
O n e criticalfindingof this experiment is shown
in Figure 4D. W e say a subject discovered or
acquired the Even-Even strategy if the subject could
get 10 draws in a row. However, the Even-Even
strategy acquired by subjects can be in different
forms. R e m e m b e r that the Even-Even strategy
requires that the first and second moves be any even
numbers. If a subject could not perceive the
symmetry categories, they might use a fixed m o v e
sequence for all ten draws in a row. This is the Fixed
form of the Even-Even strategy. For example, a
subject might always select 2 as thefirstm o v e and
always select 4 as the second m o v e for all draw
games, even if any even numbers would be equally
correct. If the ten continuous draw games of a subject
all had the same m o v e sequence and the subject did
not indicate any knowledge of the symmetry in the
written report, then the Even-Even strategy acquired
by this subject is classified as Fixed. All other forms
are considered as Non-Fixed. Figure 4 D shows that
more subjects acquired the Fixed form of the EvenEven strategy in N u m b e r than in Color and in Line
(X^ = 25.5. p < 0.001; x' = 15.6, p < 0.001), which
did not differ from each other significantly (x^ = 1.8,
p = 0.12).
Transfer Effect
The transfer data were
analyzed for the six 15-subject groups corresponding
to the sbc combinations offirstand second games. In
terms of the number of games needed to get 10 draws
in a row (Figure 5 A ) , there were a significant positive
transfer from N u m b e r to Color (t(28) = -2.34, p <
0.05) and a significant negative transfer from Color
to Line (t(28) = -3.02, p < 0.005). Other transfers
were not significant (largest |t(28)| = 1.77 with

smallest p = 0.09). In terms of the number of games to
first draw (Figure S B ) , none of the transfers were
significant (largest |t(28)| = 1.17 with smallest p = 0.25).
It appeared that the positive transfer from N u m b e r to
Color and the negative transfer from Color to Line were
due to the transfer of the different forms of the EvenEven strategy. Figure 5 C shows that the percentage of
subjects w h o acquired the Fixed form of the Even-Even
strategy for the three isomorphs when they were played as
thefirstg a m e and w h e n they were played as the second
game. Although not significant (x^ = 1.20, p = 0.20),
slightly more subjects used the Fixed form of the EvenEven strategy when Color was played after N u m b e r than
when Color was played before N u m b e r ( 6 0 % vs. 4 0 % ) .
After acquiring the Fixed form of the Even-Even strategy,
it seems that subjects tended to use a fixed m o v e
sequence to get 10 draws in a row when they played
Color because they simply wanted to get 10 draws in a
row as soon as possible to satisfy the goal of the task.
Therefore, subjects needed fewer games to get 10 draws
in a row when Color was played after N u m b e r than when
Color was played before Number.
The negative transfer from Color to Line can be
explained in a similar manner. After solving Color, the
Even-Even strategy was acquired as a Non-Fixed form by
5 3 % of the subjects. W h e n Line was played after Color,
the Non-Fixed form acquired from Color tended to m a k e
subjects use Non-Fixed form in Line, causing them to
play more games before getting 10 draws in a row.
Therefore, slightly more subjects used the Fixed form of
the Even-Even strategy w h e n Line was played before
Color than when Line was played after Color ( 4 0 % vs.
2 0 % , x'= 1.42, p = 0.16).
The Pattern of Subjects' Moves. Figures 6 A - 6 C
show the averagedfrequenciesof even and odd nimibers
selected by the subjects as thefirstmoves in the initial 10
games for the six transfer pairs. The rightmost column in
each graph shows the expected frequencies for random
moves with replacement. N o transfer effect was observed
for the selection of thefirstmoves (largest t(28) = 1.43
with smallest p = 0.16).
Figures 6D-6F show the distributions of subjects
selecting even and odd numbers as their second moves for
thefirstg a m e in which an even number was selected as
the first move. Chi-Square tests showed that there was no
significant change of the selection of even numbers for
any of the transfer pairs (largest y } =2.40 with smallest p
= 0.12).
Therefore, the positive transfer from N u m b e r to
Color and the negative transfer from Color to Line were
not due to the transfer of problem structures that are
reflected by the selection of moves.
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Conclusion
The present study examined how the forms of
representations affect what strategies were acquired
and how the acquired strategies were transferred. The
experiment showed the following results.
First, different representations of a common
structure led to the discovery of different forms of a
common strategy with varying degrees of generality.
With a better representation, subjects not only
learned faster but also acquired more general forms
of the strategy.
Second, the transfer across different isomorphic
representations could be either positive or negative.
Although a less effective representation (Number) led
to the acquisition of a less general form of the EvenEven strategy, this less general form of the strategy
led to a positive transfer to a more effective
representation (Color). In contrast, the more effective
representation (Color) led to the acquisition of a
more general form of the Even-Even strategy.
However, this more general form of the strategy led
to a negative transfer to the most effective
representation (Line).
Third, the positive and negative transfers
mentioned above were not due to the transfer of the
structures of the task. In fact, the structures of the
task, reflected by the patterns of subjects' moves,
were not transferred from one isomorph to another.
This result is consistent with the generalfindingof
minimal spontaneous transfer across problems with
different surface representations in the studies of
analogical problem solving (e.g., Gick and Holyoak,
1980, 1983; Holyoak & Koh, 1987; Ross, 1984).
In conclusion, the present study is another
demonstration of the ubiquitous representational
effect. The major contribution is the demonstration
that different representations of a common
underlying structure can lead to the discovery of
different properties of the underlying structure in
terms of different forms of strategies, which can not
only determine problem difficulties but also affect
the pattern of knowledge transfer.
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What comes next in this pattern? To answer this
question, one must encode, or mentally represent,
features of the pattern, and apply a strategy to determine
the next item. Klahr (1970) has shown that children
use systematic strategies to solve such problems.
The present study investigated whether children and
adults use different strategies to solve such problems,
and whether they encode different features of the
patterns.
As Siegler (1976; 1989) has argued,
understanding problem encoding may be one key to
understanding the process of strategy change.

Method
Fifteen adults and eight five-year-olds participated in
two experimental tasks.
In the completion task,
participants viewed a pattern and were asked "What
comes next?" and "Why?" In the reconstruction task,
participants viewed a pattern for six seconds, and then
reconstructed the pattern using felt shapes.
For each task, participants completed six trials fixeach of three pattern types. Each pattern consisted of
six items, which were either circles (C) or squares (S),
and were either big (B) or little (L). In Same-Same
patterns, shape and size repeated in the same period and
same pattern (e.g., BS-BS-LC-BS-BS-LC). In SameDifferent patterns, shape and size repeated in the same
period but different patterns (e.g., BC-BS-LS-BC-BSLS). In Different- Different patterns, shape and size
repeated in different periods and different patterns (e.g.,
BC-LC-BS-LC-BC-LS).
To assess strategy use, we transcribed participants'
explanations in the completion task, and categorized
them in terms of strategies. To assess encoding, we
compared participants' reconstructions to the original
patterns. Four types of errors were identified: (a) Shapeonly errors (e.g., B C for BS), (b) Size-only errors (e.g.,
B C for LC), (c) Both-shape-and-size errors (e.g., B C for
LS), and (d) Omissions.
Results and Discussion

Separate (identify the patterns for size and shape
separately) and Invert (invert part of the pattern).
W e assessed each participant's mostfrequentstt-ategy
for each pattern type. Most adults (87%) used the same
primary strategy for Same-Same (SS) and SameDifferent (SD) patterns, but used a different strategy for
Different-Different (DD) patterns. In contrast, most
children (88%) used the same primary strategy across
all pattern types. Consequently, children used fewer
strategies overall than adults. Thus, adults adapted
their strategy use to the specifics of the patterns, but
children did not.
Children's reconstructions were less accurate than
adults', F(1,2I)=56.I3, p<.OI, and children and adults
had different patterns of reconstruction performance
across pattern types, F(2,42)=4.54, p<.02. Adults
encoded SS and S D patterns nearly perfectly, and D D
patterns slightly less well. Children encoded SS
patterns best, and S D and D D patterns equally poorly.
The distribution of encoding error types also differed
for children and adults, F(3,63)=13.89, p<.01. Since
children's problem-solving strategies often focused
exclusively on shape (e.g.. Decipher Shape), but adults'
strategies typically focused on both shape and size (e.g.,
Decipher Together), we hypothesized that children
would make fewer shape-only errors than adults. As
predicted, among single-dimension errors, children
made proportionately fewer shape-only errors than
adults (42 vs. 80%, t(19)=3.04, p<.01).
These results suggest that problem encoding and
strategy use are closely linked. However, differences in
encoding did not inevitably lead to differences in
strategy use—children's encoding performance differed
across problem types, but their problem solving
strategies did not. Thesefindingssuggest that, for the
pattern completion task, improvements in encoding
may precede changes in strategy use. Indeed, new
encodings may be one source of new problem-solving
strategies.
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Adults and children showed little overlap in the
specific strategies used. Among children, the most
common strategies were Decipher Shape (identify the
pattern for shape only) and Last Match (fmd a previous
instance of thefinalitem, and copy the following item).
Among adults, the most common strategy by far was
Decipher Together (identify the pattern treating size and
shape as integrated).
Adults also used Decipher
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Abstract

Method

Do Remote Associates Test (RAT) problems measure
process of remote association? In the present study a new set of
R A T problems was generated, and association norms were
determined for each test word, providing an index of the
remoteness of die association needed to solve each problem.
The observed remoteness of each problem correlated with the
difQculty of the problems.

the
Remote Associate Test items were pretested for their suitability. The triads chosen were ones in ^\1uch 1) The solution
word fcHins a conqmund word or two wcvd phrase with each
test word, and 2) The solution w w d needs to be recognized by
a high proportion of subjects as a legitimate soluticn.

A group of participants generated associates to each of the 36
test words (three w w d s fat each of 12 R A T problems). Associati(xi norms fcM* test wn-ds were created.
A remote associate is an unusual associate of a word. Remote
A second groiq) of participants was given the R A T problems
association has been hypothesized to be the basis of all creto solve, with 20-sec aUowed per problon.
ative thinking (e.g.. Mednick, 1962), including divergent
thinking, or the discovery of alternative ideas (e.g.. Guilford,
Results & Conclusions
1 % 7 ) , because imusual ideas are often needed to solve unusual problems. Although this assessment m a y overstate the
role of remote associaticm in creative cognition, it mmetheless
The Remoteness of a RAT problem was computed as the
highli^ts its imp(Mtance f<x accessing uncommon ideas.
number of subjects giving die solution w w d as an associate in
response to test word 1. plus the number for test word 2, plus
A laboratray instrument used to assess remote associationthe
isnumber fcx test word 3. The Difficulty of a problem was
the propcvtion of subjects viho solved the problon. The corthe Remote Associates Test (Mednick, 1 % 2 ) . T o solve Rerelaticm between Remoteness and Difficulty was r = .93; more
mote Associates Test problems, subjects sqiposedly must acremote problems were solved less often. Tlie R A T problems
cess mKxxnnKm associates of the test words. Each problem
w e generated appeared to measure the process of remote assocaisists of a triad of words (e.g., A P P L E , H O U S E and F A M ciation, showing that problem difficulty increased uiien the
ILY), and the solution is a single w w d associated with each of
solution word was more likely to be a remote associate of the
the three test w w d s {tree: APPLE-tree, tree-HOUSE. and
test w w d s , rather than a close associate.
FAMILY-tree). Accessing the soluticm word from the three
test w(»ds is said to require ideationalfluency(Guilford,
1 % 7 ) , the ability to reject (x avoid c o m m o n associates and
References
retrieve many respcxises, including raate xsaaoaaaoia, remote
associates. Although this notion has been veiy popularly enGuilford. J.P. (1967). Xbe nature of human intelligence. New
dorsed, there has been a remarkable absence of research cm
York: McGraw-HiU.
the process of remote associaticm and the question of whether
or not that process is involved when people solve Remote AsMednick, S.A. (1962). The associative basis of the creative
sociates Test problems.
process. Psychological Review. 69,220-232.
Introduction

Does solving Remote Associates Test problems involve remote association? Specifically, does a ctxnputational model
that uses association hierarchies more accurately simulate human perfcvmance on a Remote Associates Test task than c»e
that merely searches associates randomly?

Smith, S.M., & Blankenship, S.E. (1991). Incubation and the
persistence offixationin problem solving. American Jouragl ofPsychology. 104.61-87.
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Speech acts such as requests, verbal commitments, warnings,
and threats are a ubiquitous aspect of everyday language use.
They provide a means to share mental models of our
knowledge in social interactions. With them w e can direct
the assignment of future actions for ourselves and others by
simply uttering certain words arranged in a particular way.
The purpose of the present study was to determine whether a
theory of speech act comprehension concerning the sharing
of speakers' intentions in request-to-commit dialogs can be
used to isolate motivational factors in a therapy context in
which the therapist's goal is to obtain a verbal commitment
from the client to change his or her drug habit (see Miller &
Rollnick, 1991). According to speech act theorists (e.g.,
Searle. 1969, 1977), for each speech act type, different
intentions (e.g., desire. abiUty, need) are assigned to the
speaker of an utterance and the Ustener w h o receives it.
W h e n these intentions are not actually present in a discourse
situation, yet a speech act has been uttered, its performance is
unsuccessful to varying extents. The intentions of desire and
abihty have received the most attention in the empirical
hterature (e.g., Amrhein, 1992; Gibbs, 1986; Holtgraves,
1994; Francik & Clark, 1985). For example, in the case of a
successful request, the speaker wants a specified act to be
earned out by the Ustener, and the speaker believes that the
Ustener wants and is able to carry out that act. With these
intentions in place, it is likely that the act will mdeed be
carried out. Not so coincidentally, verbal commitments can
also be characterized m terms of these intentions. That is, for
a successful commitment, the speaker beUeves that die
Ustener wants a specified act to be carried out by the speaker,
and the speaker both wants and is able to carry out that act.
Data will be presented from experiments which illusti^te the
basic pattern of the contribution of speaker intentions to the
strength of verbal commitments as w e U as from tiierapist
(qua requester)-cUent (qua committer) protocols which

repUcate this pattern.
CoUectively, these data will
demonsti^te h o w speaker intentions influence the frequency,
form and strength of speech acts in discourse.
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perception effects, the hidden unit activation levels of each
input pattern were determined for each auto-association net
and
its expanded category learning version. Interpreted as
A number of recent studies have demonstrated what have
points
in a multidimensional space, distances were calculated
come to be known as "learned categorical perception" effects
between
every possible pair of items and mean distance was
in humans (e.g., Goldstone, 1994). The most common
determined
for male-male pairs, female-female pairs, and
form of these effects is called "compression": People have
pairs
for each net. Surprisingly, no compression was
mixed
greater difficulty discriminating or judge to be more similar
patterns that they have learned to classify together, compared observed in the categorizing nets relative to their
autoassociation only versions, i.e., within category item
to people who have not learned to classify the patterns.
pairs
did not move closer together following learning.
Harnad, Hanson, & Lubin (1995) trained simple, threethe nature of the hidden unit representations we
To
analyze
layer nets to categorize inputs coded to correspond to lines of
converted
the
final weights from the input units to each
different lengths. The nets were first required to produce as
hidden
unit
of
the
categorizing nets into greyscale images.
output lines identical in length to the inputs, and then
This was done for a net using only two output units (one for
trained to sort the inputs into the categories "short,"
each category) and two hidden units (HUs) that did not
"medium," "long" while maintaining auto-association
undergo
autoassociation in an effort to maximize the
performance. Additional output units marked category
category-relevant
information extracted by the hidden units.
membership. There were strong compression/expansion
These
images
are
shown on therightside of Figure 1; the
effects in hidden-unit activation space, as measured by
one shown furthest to therightperformed well by itself on
comparing the interstimulus distances for auto-association
females but not males, and the other one was the reverse.
alone with those for auto-association with categorization.
The purpose of the present study is to determine whether
categorical perception-like compression/expansion effects
would occur in three-layer networks trained using back
propagation to categorize a different, more complex set of
inputs which do generate compression effects in human
category learners (see Livingston & Andrews, 1997).
Figure 1: Sample stimuli (left) and H U images (right).
Background

Experiments and Results
Inputs to the nets were generated from stimuli used in
Livingston and Andrews (1997): drawings of the genitalia
of six male and six female day-old chicks for training and
two additional drawings for transfer testing (see the left side
of Figure 1; the leftmost picutre is of a male, the one to its
immediate right a female). Each drawing was mapped to a
25 by 20 grid (4 pixels per region) and the mean intensity of
each region was determined. These values were presented to
the 500 input units of each net.
A net with 500 output units wasfirsttrained to autoassociate the twelve stimuli. To prevent it from
memorizing individual input patterns while still achieving
satisfactory learning, six hidden units were used. Twenty
output units were then added, with ten corresponding to each
of the categories "Male" and "Female." The net was trained
to classify the twelve input patterns. This process was
repeated for ten different randomly seeded nets.
The nets' category training and transfer performance was
comparable to that reported in Livingston and Andrews'
(1997). To test whether the nets displayed categorical
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Outside of experimental settings, people rarely m a k e an
assessment of similarity between t w o items for its o w n
sake. Computation of similarity tends to be in the service of
further cognitive processes such as categorisation, the
projection of properties onto n e w category members, or
problem solving. T h e process of making similarity
judgments in an experimental setting is seen then as an
active, constructive one. Participants are not passively
observing and evaluating similarities but are engaged in an
active search for similarity. T h e present study sought to
investigate the influence of the type of category (ad hoc or
c o m m o n ) , the presence or absence of category label (which
w e call the context) and the typicality of the items under
comparison upon ratings of similarity. Barsalou (1982)
found that m e m b e r s of ad hoc pairs were rated as more
similar with context (the presence of the category label)
than without context (the absence of the category label)
while the manipulation had n o effect on the rating of
taxonomic pairs (if anything, ratings seemed to be slightly
depressed by the addition of context). In order to shed s o m e
light on the nature of the judgments m a d e by subjects under
these experimental conditions, subjects in this study were
requested to describe the thoughts underlying their ratings in
written self reports. This manipulation m a y in itself
encourage subjects to reflect upon their ratings m o r e
carefully; it also necessarily extended the period of time over
which the ratings were m a d e which again could encourage
deeper deliberation.
T h e design of the present study included three of the
factors believed to exert an influence upon similarity raUngs;
(i) the presence or absence of an explicit context, (ii) the
type of category from which the entities under comparison
are drawn ( c o m m o n vs. ad hoc) and (iii) the relative
typicality of the items being rated. Self-reports were
collected from a subset of subjects, constituting a fourth
factor.
Overall, main effects of typicality and category type were
reliable but not those of self-report and context. Overall the
interaction between category type and context, as first
reported by Barsalou (1982) was replicated (see left panel of
Figure 1), but the nature of the interaction changed as a
function of the self-report condition. T h e middle and right
panels of Figure 1 show that the m e a n ratings for items
with an explicit context (the black bars) remain fairly stable
across the S R (Self-Repot) and N S R ( N o Self Report)
conditions. T h e phenomena of greater interest are the ratings
in the absence of explicit context (the white bars). In the
case of c o m m o n category m e m b e r s , the m e a n ratings

without context are higher in the S R condition than they
were in the N S R condition. For ad hoc items, the Barsalou
(1982) effect is lost at least partly because the m e a n ratings
m a d e in the absence of explicit context are higher than they
were in the N S R condition. It appears then that an
explanation of the results hinges largely on what is
happening w h e n subjects are asked to rate items in the
absence of explicit context. Our proposal is that under these
Overall
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Figure 1. Mean similarity ratings for taxonomic and ad hoc
pairs over all three pair types in the presence (black bars)
and absence (white bars) of context over all conditions
(left panel), in the No Self-Report condition (middle panel)
and averaged from the two Self-Report Conditions (right
panel). Note: A H = Ad hoc, NSR = No Self Report, SR =
Self Report
circumstances, the active construal of similarity leads
subjects to instantiate their o w n context, suggested by the
co-presentation of the items. Items which are more typical
of a category are more likely to evoke a context than items
which are less typical. The effect of Context on the ratings
of ad hoc items found in the N S R conditions w a s most
marked for pairings of typical/typical items. It is our
contention that all judgments are in effect m a d e "in context",
whether it be the explicit context provided by the
experimenter or the context instantiated by subjects in their
search for similarity. It is anticipated that analysis of the
protocols will provide support for this interpretation.
It is unclear from this study whether it is the extended
time course of the judgments or the requirement to report on
the thoughts underlying the rating or w h e n subjects were
asked to give protocols that explains the different effects of
context. However, the results support the notion that
different "kinds" of similarity judgments are m a d e about the
same entities depending upon the time and effort afforded to
the task (Goldstone, 1995).
Barsalou, L. W. (1982). Context-independent and contextdependent information in concepts. M e m o r y a n d
Cognition, 10, 82-93.
Goldstone, R. L. (1995). Mainstream and avant-garde
similarity. Indiana University Cognitive science Technical
Report 132
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Introduction

Architectural P l a n s

Prior work has claimed that analogy can be a detriment to
problem solving. (VanLehn & Jones, 1993) VanLehn &
Jones claimed that pooro- problem solvers used analogy
more frequently and with less effectiveness. However,
analogy can be used in problem solving in a variety of ways,
and w e claim that some methods can have significant benefits. W e are exploring the possible ways that analogy can be
used in problem solving. In particular, w e intend to explain
some aspects of the performance of individuals in terms of
the differences in their use of analogy.

W e are studying physics problem solving because there
have already been studies of human problem solving in that
domain. Unfortunately, previous simulation efforts have
been limited to small number of examples, which precludes
simulation of substantial learning.
W e are constructing a spanning architecture, which w e
define as a model that is able to cover the space of individual
performances. This architecture will cover the ways that
people can use analogy in problem solving. Und^lying this
architecture is the M A C / F A C system, which is a two-stage
model of analogical retrieval. (Forbus, Gentner, & L a w ,
1995) This model includes S M E , which will be used to generate analogical inferences. (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989)
The architecture will be implemented as a suggestion
module in TPS. (Pisan, 1997) T P S is a suggestion-based
architecture that solves a wide variety and large number of
problems in thermodynamics.
Our architecture retrieves relevant past examples using
M A C / F A C . Since each example m a y be mapped to the current problem in different ways, there m a y be multiple mappings per example. All examples are considered independently. S o m e of these mappings are selected. If T P S chooses
to use one of the remaining mappings, then our architecture
chooses inferences from the analogical inferences that mapping supports and makes them into the T P S database, where
they contribute to the problem solving process.

Theory
Analogy can be used in many ways in problem solving. For
example, analogy can be used to lay out an initial overall
plan whenfirstattempting a problem. This indexical use of
analogy can quickly retrieve relevant knowledge. It can also
enable a problem solver to get to a solution faster by using
more optimal control knowledge. Alternatively, this can be
bad for a problem solver if the control knowledge in the example is less optimal.
This m a y also occur when analogy is used as a "recipe",
where a surface level match which lacks deeper relational
correspondences is chosen. In this case, w e would expect to
see errors in the problem solver's performance, because
where the past example m a y have used a particular technique, the problem solver would blindly use that technique
without considering the conditions of applicability.
Analogy can also be used to resolve impasses. This technique allows a problem solver to solve problems that it
would not have otherwise been able to solve. This w a y a
problem solver can also achieve a means of graceful degradation. Instead of failing, a problem solver can proceed with
a probable solution path.
Analogy can also provide a means to introduce learning
into problem solving. Since analogy involves a comparison,
an analogy can be used to discover differences between a
base and a target. These differences can be used to learn
other rules. For example, if in one case a technique was
used, and in another case a different technique was used,
then perhaps the analogy will highlight the difference between the two situations that caused that decision to be
made. Likewise, analogy can be used to discover commonalities between a base and a target. These areas of
overlap could provide the basis for constructing a schema.
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coded as to whether it referred to a telic or activity event.
Verbs which were not clearly telic or activity were excluded.
The prediction was that activity verbs should show an
During acquisition of the English past tense, children are
overall
greater rate of overregularization than telic verbs. In
observed to 'overregularize' many irregular verbs—for
order
to
test this prediction, the overregularization rates for
example, saying failed instead of fell. These speech errors
telic and activity verbs were compared. To avoid scaling
are commonly assumed to be the product of an underlying
effects, only those verbs which had been overregularized at
mechanism which maps the stem of a verb to its past tense
form. The meanings of these verbs, it is assumed, play no least once by a child were included in the analysis. The data
bear out the prediction: the mean overregularization rate was
role in this process. However, some research suggests that
0.67
for activity verbs, 0.39 for telic verbs. This difference
past tense acquisition is not independent of conceptual
was significant, f(78) = 4.06, p < 0.001.
development—the meanings encoded by the past tense
In a regression analysis, lexical aspect was found to be a
change along with the child's conception of temporality.
significant
predictor of overregularization rate, explaining
Bloom, Lifter, and Hafitz (1980) found that the initial
4
3
%
of
the
variance in rate among different verbs.
distribution of past tense morphology in children's speech
Controlling for the contributions of the frequency of a verb
was sensitive to the lexical aspect of verbs. Children were
in the child's speech and the age at which it was acquired,
more likely to use the past tense with telic verbs—that is,
lexical aspect accounted uniquely for 6.17% of the variance
verbs denoting bounded events, such as break or fall—than
(r2 = 0.0617, F(3, 76) = 8.4661, p < 0.01). To give a
with activity verbs, which denote unbounded, imperfective
sense of the relative significance of this figure, it should be
events such as draw or play. They demonstrated that past
compared
to figures cited by Marcus, et al. (1992) who
tense morphology initially refers to the result of change-offound that a 13.69% contribution of frequency in parental
state events (such as break or fall) rather than to pastness per
input and a 2 % contribution of phonological neighborhood.
se. In this study, we extend these ideas by investigating
The higher rate of overregularization for activity verbs is
whether lexical aspect accounts for differences in the
not
predicted by any extant models of past tense learning.
overregularization rate among verbs.
These
results lend support to the idea that morphological
As Bloom and others suggest, the temporal displacement
development
is tied to conceptual development and its
which underlies the appropriate use of the past tense is less
concomitant
shifts
in meaning, not just to changes in
readily available to children than aspectual distinctions, such
mappings
between
the
stem and past.
as whether or not an event leaves a clear result. Children's
focus of attention gradually shifts from event outcomes to
Acknowledgments
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Introduction
Over the past twenty years, a large amount of research has
been conducted on subjects' ability to use analogy in a wide
variety of contexts. A n issue that has received particular
attention is the relative use of structural and superficial similarity in analogical reasoning. Research has shown that
structural similarity detenmnes h o w people establish mappings between source and target acKi h o w they evaluate
analogical matches. However, empirical work has also
shown that the retrieval of analogical sources is mostly constrained by superficial similarity between the source and
target. Generally, people retrieve sources if they have high
superficial similarity with the target.
A n important feature of previous laboratory studies is that
subjects were provided with one, or a set of sources to retrieve from rather than goierating their o w n sources. Realworid studies of analogical reasoning, where people goietate
their o w n sources, have shown that in those situations,
analogies are mainly based on structural similarity
(Blanchette and Dunbar, 1997; Dunbar 1996). In both the
laboratory and the real-worid studies, people need to retrieve
a source. In laboratory studies, subjects retrieve from a predetermined and externally generated set, whereas in the the
real-wCTld studies, they retrieve the analog from their o w n
knowledge base in long term memory. T h e disoepancy between real-wcM-ld data and labcxatory data was the focus of the
present experiment. W e hypothesized that when subjects are
asked to generate their o w n analogies, they would goioate
analogies based on structural, and not superficial similarity.
W e used a target problem of political nature (the zeio-defidt
issue) to see whether they would produce analogies based on
surface or structural similarity, or both.

Method

fied. Analogies with similar structures were grouped into
categories. The number of elements explicitly stated in both
the source and the target was also recorded.
Superficial similarity was coded as either high or low.
Sources were coded as having high superficial similarity if
they mentioned money, budgets, perscaial finances, or if
they were taken from die wida domain of politics or economics.
Results and discussion
The analogies produced by the subjects showed complex
and varied imderlying structures. A total of 2 6 2 analogies
were pioduoed and most exhibited a systematic underiying
structure c o m m o n to the source and target. These structures
fell into one of ten idoitified categories. In the majority of
these analogies (n=191. 7 3 % ) , there was high strucbiral
similarity, but low superficial similarity. In these analogies,
the source domains were v o y differmt from the target deficit
problem but the structure imdo-lying the source and target
was the same. Only 71 (27%) of all analogies had high superficial similarity between the source and the target. These
analogies used sources such as family budgets, debts, and
mortgages. These results indicate that the retrieval of sources
was not highly constrained by superficial similarity. This is
contrary to what has been observed in laboratory studies
asking subjects to retrieve sources from a predetermined set.
In addition to influoicing the goieration of analogies,
structural features also influmced the evaluation of analogies. Analogies chosen as best ones contained, on average, a
greater number of elements in the source. Because the analogies were based on complex relational structures, a greater
number of elements is indicative of greater explicit structural
similarity.
Conclusions

Subjects were put in a hypothetical situation where they
to imagine they were consultants hired to generate analogies
to be used in a campaign either to argue for or against obtaining a zero-deficit. Participants were allowed 20 minutes
to generate analogies. Subjects ccxni^eted the task either in
groups or individually. Participants were also asked to select
their best two analogies.
Analogies were coded for structural and superficial similarity. For each analogy, the underlying structure was idoiti-
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The
bad results of the present study indicate that w h e n subjects
are put in a context where they generate, rather than b a n g
given sources, they will propose analogies that are not superficially similar to the target. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that type of task given to the subjects will determine whether or not m e m o r y search is based on supaficial features. Overall, these smdies and our investigation of
real-worid reasoning indicate that people are indeed capsiAe
of generating and using analogies based on structure.
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W e are working on a framework f w a comjM^hensive and
coordinated represention of authentic collaborative visual
design activity. Taking a multidisciplinary and ethnomethodological cognitive approach, w e investigate h o w designers
use graphical and natural language in a coherent discourse
that supports their collaborative negotiation and design activities. W e focus on h o w knowledge can be represented,
shared, and transfcvmed throughout these activities, and consider h o w w e m a y represent designer knowledge. The rqxesentation framework emerges from our on-going implied
research in collabcxative W e b design and is realized in an
interactive multimedia research environment (Blatter, 1998).
W e iKesent a brief overview of the representation framework
as an analytic resource.
Collaborative visual design and its products are ubiquitous
features of work in industry and education. However, the
knowledge constructed by designers in design practice is not
well understood, and current cognitive science paradigms are
challenged by representing and researching designer knowledge.
Our framework is multidisciplinary, calling on cognitive
research in display-based and diagrammatic reasoning
(Larkin, 1989; Goel, 1995), situated cognition (Greeno,
1989), activity theory (Cole & Engestrom, 1991), as well as
theories in visual design practices including software design,
architecture and gr^hic design (Winograd, 1996; A m h e i m ,
1993, Tufte, 1983). Our approach is informed by discourse
analysis (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983) and its application in
cognitive science (Bracewell & Breuleux, 1994), sociolinguistics (Hymes, 1974), and visual semiotics (Goodman,
1976).
Our framework supports a view of design as being mediated, situated, and socially constructed in dynamic and complex situations in which agents co-develop external representations in natural and graphical languages that support multiple objectives and processes. W e represent the multiple
types of representation -products and processes- as consisting
of visualizations, conversation, and semantic links. Visualizations include the fmal design as well as intermediary
graphical {H-oducts. Conversation is segmented into turntaking units incorporating verbal as well as visual acts. The
semantic links act as a controller for the knowledge needed
to coordinate multiple types of representations as cohaent
discourse.
This rejH-esentation framework supports our work through
a research tool which retrieves multimedia, text, concept
maps, design versions, analytic layers and views. W e code

semantically linked turn-taking and visual acts as negotiated
design actions which m a y be further analyzed and presented
in various views.
Our tool and approach has significance for cognitive researchers and educators. For researchers, it allows a richer
representation of design as a complex activity by offering
multiple representations and views, preserving the cohesion
between visual and verbal languages and consistency in sequential interaction. For educators, our framework can gukle
multimedia design projects, facilitate rich^ und^^tanding cf
the work of collaborative designers/learners, and foster the
development of new forms of qualitative assessment that
betterreflectthe complexity and quality of collaborative
design.
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Strategies o f C o n c e p t u a l C o m b i n a t i o n
In cognitive psychology, one recent thrust of research has
investigated h o w people interpret novel noun-noun combinations (Murphy, 1988; Wisniewski, 1996, 1997). O n e use
of such combinations is to allow people to represent novel
concepts and to subcategorize items without having to use
more complicated constructions such as relative clauses,
post-nominal modifiers, or prepositional phrases.
One of the primary questions surrounding noun-noun
compounds is h o w these compounds are interpreted. The
strategies used, and the types of information over which
these strategies operate, remain a matter of debate. T w o
general strategies of conceptual combination have been
postulated in recent literature: property mapping and relation linking (Wisniewski, 1996, 1997). In the former, one or
more properties or attributes of the modifier concept are
mapped to the head concept, so a leopard sparrow might be
interpreted as a sparrow with spots. In the latter, some thematic relation is postulated between the two concepts, leading perhaps to a sparrow which rides on a leopard's back.
Current Investigations
The current experiment attempted to investigate further
the extent to which these two strategies c o m e in to play in
the interpretation of noun-noun combinations. Furthermore,
within the strategy of property mapping it was assumed that
if there is a highly salient feature on the modifier concept
(i.e. spots for leopard) then this feature is likely to drive the
interpretation of the combination. If there are no highly
salient features then readers might be more likely to begin
the search for plausible relations between the two constituents,
300 words were normed for salience. From these, 20 high
salience and 20 low salience words were selected from the
two ontological categories of natural kinds and artifacts.
These 80 words were then paired to construct 8 groups of
combinations: high and low salience modifiers and heads
within artifacts and natural kinds ( H H , H L , L H , L L ) . A
total of 160 combinations were interpreted by 20 subjects.
It was hypothesized based on previous research
(Wisniewski, 1996, 1997) and on lexicalized animal names,
that more property mapping interpretations would be observed for natural kinds than for artifacts and vice versa for
relation linking. Furthermore, for combinations with highly

salient features on the modifiers, property mapping was expected to be driven by the salient feature. For combinations
with a high salience head and a low salience modifier, some
interference was expected from the salient feature on the
head. For combinations with no highly salient features more
relation linking interpretations were expected.
Natural Kinds
The most property mapping was found in the two conditions which had high salience modifiers ( H H , H L ) . Furthermore, property mapping was driven by the salient property of the modifier. For combinations with low salience
modifiers (LH, L L ) there was less property mapping, that
property mapping was not driven by salience, and there were
a greater number of relation linking interpretations relative
to property mapping when compared with the ( H H , H L )
combinations. Finally, for the L H condition, there was some
interference from the salient feature on the head in that more
switching errors were produced in this condition.
Artifacts
For artifacts, m u c h the same pattern holds. A s expected,
more relation linking was observed for artifacts overall.
There was more property mapping for H H and H L combinations, and this strategy was again driven by the salient
features. Relation linking was more c o m m o n than property
mapping for these two conditions with low salience modifiers (LH, LL). Again, there were more switching errors in
the L H condition.
Conclusions
Overall, it appears that salience is having an effect on
conceptual combination interpretations, implying that salient
features m a y well provide at least one fairly informative cue
on which to base interpretations of these combinations in the
real world.
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Introduction
T h e features of a concept that c o m e to mind depend on the
context in which that concept occurs. Tversky (1977) argued that context affects the outcome of a comparison by
changing the salience of particular features in the meanings
of all items in the comparison set. W e investigate further
the dynamics of the interaction between context and comparison. W e hypothesized that a context given just before a
target concept will have far greater influence on the salience
distribution of features of that target, than if the context is
given just after the target.

Experiment
In this experiment subjects were asked to generate differences
between a target concept and a contrast set, and to phrase
these differences in terms of some property of the target.
W e varied the order of presentation of the target and the contrast set. W e expected that different contrast sets would
cause people to generate different properties for the target.
However, w e expected to find this context effect was only
when the contrast set was presented first.

that 'sweet' is the most salient property of sugar. W e predicted that in the target-first condition, subjects would generate this most salient property regardless of the contrasttype. Just as predicted, an overwhelming majority of subjects chose "sweet' as the distinguishing property between
sugar and each of the three contrast pairs. There was no
effect of context when the target item was presented first.
The pattern was strikingly different for the contrast-first condition. W e predicted that in the contrast-first condition, subjects would name properties of sugar that were most salient
to the particular contrast pair, and this is indeed what w e
observed. For two comparison types, subjects overiooked
the most salient property of sugar ('sweet'), and instead produced context-specific properties. For example, when the
contrast pair was 'soot, pepper', 7 5 % of the subjects said
that sugar is "white'. W h e n the contrast pair was 'water,
whiskey', 8 6 % of the subjects said that sugar is "solid'.
Context had a strong effect on the outcome of a comparison
when the context preceded the target. However, context had
no effect when the context was presented after the target.
Table 1: Sample results for "sugar'.

Materials & Design
Each trial was composed of a target concept (e.g., 'sugar'),
and a contrast pair of concepts (e.g., 'pickles, olives').
Ten different target items were used. Three different contrast
pairs were constructed for each target item. For example,
the contrast pairs for "sugar' were 1. pickles, olives; 2.
soot, pepper; 3. water, whiskey. Each subject only saw
one of the three possible contrast-target combinations. For
half of the subjects, the target was presentedfirst,and for the
other half, the contrast pair was presented first. T h e first
item(s) a{^3eared on the computer screen and participants
were given 5 sec. to 'think about what the concept(s) mean.'
After 5 sec, the second item appeared. T h e target word
always appeared at the bottom of the screen. Subjects were
instructed to n a m e a difference between the target and the
contrast pair as quickly as they could, phrased in terms of
some property of the target concept. 4 0 Stanford University
Another
undergraduates participated in this experiment.
group of 7 0 subjects were simply asked to n a m e the first
property that c a m e to mind for each target item, thus providing "no context" norms (1st line of Table 1).

context-free
prop, naming
Qpntext-first
pickles, olives
soot, pepper
water, whiskey
target-first
pickles, olives
soot, pepper
water, whiskey

sweet

solid

white

other

73%

5%

3%

19%

71%
25%
—

—
—
86%

14%
75%
—

14%
—
14%

100%
100%
60%

—
—
20%

—
—
—

—
—
20%

Conclusions
The effect of context on comparison is order-sensitive. W e
found that context did not retroactively affect comparison.
A proper model of context effects on comparison must take
account of the order in which the concept properties are activated.
References
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Results
A typical example of the results appears in Table 1. W h e n
subjects were simply asked to name a property of sugar,
7 3 % responded that sugar is 'sweet'. Thus w e determined
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Introduction
Bock (1986) showed that using a particular syntactic pattern
in one's speech primes that use of that pattern in subsequent
speech. Bock et al. (1996) suggested that implicit learning
m a y account for these priming effects. T o support this
claim, they showed that priming exerts its effect on test
trials that are separated from the most recent priming trial by
as many as ten neutral trials. However, the amount of time
spanned by ten trials is only on the order of one minute,
much shorter than the typical time span covered in implicit
learning experiments (Seger, 1994).
This abstract describes the first evidence in normal
subjects that syntactic priming lasts longer than a few
minutes and thus proceeds on the same time scale as
implicit learning. In the experiment described here, w e
found evidence for syntactic priming occurring at a delay of
at least 20 minutes, which is an order of magnitude longer
than has previously been demonstrated in normals, and on
the same order of magnitude as is exemplified in typical
implicit learning experiments.

Third, after the priming phase, the participants worked on a
series of geometric puzzles for 2 0 minutes. Finally, the
participants were again shown pictures to describe; in
addition, they performed the cover task, of designating
whether the scene depicted had been encountered before in
either picture or sentence form. Onlyfillerpictures had been
described before in the priming phase. Participants'
descriptions of both n e w pictures and repeated pictures were
recorded, transcribed, and coded.
Results and Discussion
There w a s an overall effect of priming, 2 0 minutes later,
providing evidence that syntactic priming operates on the
same time scale as implicit learning. In contrast to earlier
findings with immediate trial-to-trial priming, however
(Boyland & Anderson, 1997), transitive structures were
primed m o r e strongly than dative structures. It is
hypothesized that differences between strategies for
producing transitive sentences and dative sentences m a y
account for this difference.
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Method
In this experiment, participants generate sentences before and
after a priming task and a distractor task. In order that
subjects not be self-conscious about the sentence structures
they were producing and listening to, participants were
required to perform a cover task, such that the apparent
purpose of the experiment was to test recognition m e m o r y
for scenes in picture versus sentence modality.
Stimuli consisted of a set of pictures depicting either
transitive or dative scenes, and a set of dative and transitive
sentences. Filler pictures and filler sentences were also
included (which were neither transitive nor dative), in order
to accommodate the cover task.
The experiment proceeded in four phases. First, the
participant was shown a subset of the pictures, describing
each of these pictures in sequence. T h e participant's
performance in this phase provides a baseline.
Second, the participant repeated the priming sentences,
one after the other. Each participant received either active or
passive transitive sentences (but not both), and either
prepositional or double-object dative sentences. Filler
sentences (which were neither transitive nor dative) were
included in order to provide variety and to prevent subjects
from being suspicious about the large number of sentences
employing the particular structures that were being primed.
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Syntactic priming is the proposal that 'processing of a
particular syntactic structure within a sentence affects
processing of the same (or related) syntactic structure
within a subsequently presented sentence.' (Branigan,
Pickering, Liversedge, Stewart & Urbach, 1995). In a
language production task Bock (Bock, 1986, 1989) asked
subjects toftrstread a sentence out loud and then describe
a picture. She found that the way in which subjects
described the pictures was influenced by the syntactic
structure of the sentence they had just produced. After
reading sentences containing a prepositional phrase such as
(la), subjects were more likely to describe a picture using
a prepositional phrase sentence, e.g. 'The girl handed a
paintbrush to the man.'
(la) The rock star sold some cocaine to an undercover
agent.
(lb) The rock star sold an undercover agent some
cocaine.
Similarly, sentences of a double object form (Example
(lb)) were more likely to elicit a picture description
containing a double object construction, e.g. 'The girl
handed the m a n a paintbrush'. Bock took this syntactic
persistence as evidence that the residual activation
associated with the syntactic structure of thefirst(prime)
sentence results in that structure being reused to describe
the picture. Branigan et al further demonstrate evidence for
syntactic priming in language comprehension. For certain
sentence structures, reading time associated with a sentence
is facilitated if that sentence has been immediately preceded
by one of equivalent syntactic structure. Branigan et al
take this as evidence that syntactic persistence also occurs
in language comprehension.
Because previous work has not employed an unrelated
baseline condition, it is unclear whether, in each case,
priming effects are associated with both alternative
structures. Hence it is possible that priming is centred
upon one structure only. For example, it might be the
case that only the marked structure in each structure pair is
affected by the priming manipulation. In (1) above,
double object primes might both facilitate subsequent
double object structures and inhibit subsequent
prepositional object structures, whilst
prepositional
object primes might have no effect on the structure of
subsequent sentences. If priming were to be centred upon
one structure only, this might cast doubt on some of the
conclusions that have been drawn from previous work
(e.g. Bock 1989).

In this poster w e report a language production
experiment which contains a baseline condition, allowing
us to examine whether priming effects are associated with
both structures in a pair of alternatives or with only one.
Our experiment employed a written sentence completion
task (see Pickering & Branigan, in press, for more details).
Subjects completed sentence fragments which encouraged a
prepositional object, double object or intransitive
continuation and then completed a target firagment which
could be completed either using a double object or
prepositional object phrase. The intransitive fragment
primes constituted our baseline condition.
Our results show that priming effects can be found for
both prepositional object and double object structures:
more double objects were produced following a double
object prime (relative botfi to the baseline and a
prepositional object prime) and more prepositional objects
were jaxxluced following a prepositional object prime
(again relative both to the baseline and a double object
prime). W e can conclude that syntactic priming occurs for
both structures in a structure pair, and is not restricted
simply to the more marked alternative.
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Introduction
The internal response structure for two Parallel Distributed
Processing (PDP) networks, used to model a concept attainment task, were compared. These networks' hidden cellular responses were examined using graphical techniques and
singular value decomposition. This examination was carried
out on both the dynamic andfinalstate of the network produced after network training. O n e version of the network
contained extra output units that constrained the network's
learning space and help the network to learn faster and
achieve better network generalization (Gallmo & Carlstrom,
1995). It was concluded from the internal analysis of the
networks' response structure that the constrained network
learned a set of rules which produced greater discrimination
among exemplars without any loss to correct categorization.

5 are clustered to therightand define positive concept instances. Input exemplars 2 and 4 cluster in the bottom right
hand comer, both of these contain specific concept attributes. Input exemplar 3 is in the upper left quadrant is also
separated out based on a uniquely defined set of attributes
with respect to the other input exemplars.
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McClelland and Jenkins (1991) used diagrams to plot the
dynamic learning performance of the network at various developmental stages during the learning of their network's
representation. A key part of their visual analysis is the
plotting of graphs that show the epoch by epoch performance. Hinton (1986) suggested one could infer certain facts
about weight data by visualizing the data in a diagrammatic
fashion, often referred to as "Hinton Diagrams." Another
analytical technique which appears to be effective in undCTstanding the solution structure of the network is a statistical
analysis of the activation patterns for hidden response cells
(Hanson & Burr, 1990).
A n important factor that can contribute to our interpretation of a network is to create a visual depiction of the internal network representation (Hunka & Carbonaro, 1997). In
the case of the work discussed here the interpretation of dynamic learning focused on the changes of the cellular responses at both hidden and output layer. In this context dynamic learning refers to the changes in cellular response
values that occurred during the epoch by epoch performance
of the network with respect to the input exemplars. For example, given thefinalstate of responses in the network.
Figure 1 shows the result of plotting the largest three principal components of W (i.e., F'^W) based on the largest
three eigenvalues (1.74, 1.32, and 0.42) and indicates the
dimensions by which the hidden layer discriminates among
the input exemplars.
The three axes are labeled for each of the principal components and indicate the range of component values. Most notably, input exemplars 2, 3, and 4 are clustered to the left
and define negative concept instances, while exemplars 1 and

1
0.8
Figure 1: First three PCs of hidden responses
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Introduction
Successful
performance
in
complex
dynamic
environments relies on accurate and timely acquisition and
interpretation of information, typically from multiple
sources, to guide decision making and action. Within a
ship's Combat Information Center (CIC). tactical decision
making teams continuously interpret ongoing events, based
on information from a variety of sources, in order to detect
and identify contacts, evaluate potential threats and take
appropriate actions, in direct response to those events. Part
of our work on the Shipboard Instructor Training Support
(SITS) program, has included identifying methods to
support assessment and diagnosis in scenario-based
training. This presentation discusses our efforts to assess
performance of the track identification process by
diagnosing the role of vanous information sources in track
identification decisions.
Track identification requires a team of operators to
initially detect the presence of a contact, usually through
observation on a display. The team m a y have received
notification from one or more sources of a potential contact
that m a y soon become apparent on the display, thus
priming the team to be observant for it. Once a contact
appears on the display, it is officially a track, and the
system assigns a number to it. At this point, the team must
attempt to identify the track in terms of its threat potential
to the ship and other friendly or neutral contacts. Once a
track is identified, the team monitors it to determine
whether or not the track should be reassessed with regard to
Its threat potential, and, thus, requiring a change in
identification and, possibly, any action taken toward it
T o make a correct track identification, the team uses
information from sources such as intelligence data,
electronic sensors, IFF, point of origin, and characteristic
maneuvering patterns that correlate highly with different
types of tracks. The identification process involves active
information seeking, communication among team members
and with external sources, and console interaction.
Approach
O n e objective is to use operator keystroke patterns to assess
performance on the track identification task and to
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diagnose which of the available information sources
participated in the identification process. There are a
number of sources of uncertainty in assessing the
identification process. First, there is uncertainty inherent
in the task, the confidence level associated with each source
of information differs, so it is important for the team to use
high reliability information sources and to use multiple
sources. Second, an accurate identification can be based on
various combinations of information, available to the team
at different times. Finally, the keystroke observables
provide only one window into the process, communications
between team members and with external sources provide
another window on the identification process. So assessing
the identification process in terms of the information
sources that contributed to a decision is a task well suited to
probability-based inference techniques (e.g., Martin &
VanLehn, 1995; Mislevy, 1995).
The Bayesian network for the track identification process
is made up of variables representing the observable
keystroke actions, the observable values of the relevant
information sources, and the inferred role of each
information source in the identification decision. The input
to the network is a set of values representing: the
identification assigned by the operator, keystroke actions
related to accessing a particular information source, the
correct identification of the track, and the content provided
by each information source at the time of the operator's
identification. The output from the network is a set of
values representing the probability that each information
source was accurately used, inaccurately used, or not used
at all in the decision process.
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"What is the nature of the knowledge that defines the executive process and h o w can this knowledge be learned?" In
Chong & Laird (1997), w e took thefirststeps to address
these questions for the Wickens' Task (the concurrent performance of a tracking task and a C R T task) using the EPICSoar hybrid architecture. W e identified four classes of executive knowledge and posited possible sources for the knowledge for three of the four. The fourth class, called strategic,
consisted of two instances: anticipatory motor programming
and pipelining. At the time, w e had no satisfactory hypothesis for the origin of the strategic knowledge class.
A key observation of these two instances is that they produce expert performance because they allow whole commands (or parts of c o m m a n d processing) to be moved, or
promoted, to chronologically earlier perceptual events. This
observation of motor promotions is the inspiration for a taskindependent promotion-based learning procedure briefly
presented here.
The learning procedure itself consists of three styles of
promotions: prepare promotions (which create anticipatory
motor programming rules), and perceptual-event promotions
and motor-status promotions (which combine to produce
pipelining rules). T o support the learning procedure, a chronological task strategy data structure was invented to represent a subject's initial knowledge about the chronological
ordering of perceptual task events and the associated motor
commands (per the task instructions). This chronological
task strategy data structure is essential to the procedure
because it keeps track of the chronology of events as promotions are made and it also identifies which promotion styles
can be performed. T h e learning procedure runs concurrently
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with task performance, so performance is improved while
the task is being performed.
Thefirstthree traces in the legend of Figure 1 show the
performance evolution of an initially-sequential (IS) novice
model that began with a sequential dual-task strategy (tracking halts when the C R T stimulus appears and resumes after
the response is sent). The promotion learning procedure produced a large reduction in tracking error. Then with a minor
change to one of the Soar rules to abandon the initial sequential strategy for a concurrent dual-task strategy (tracking is
uninterrupted by C R T stimulus appearance), thefinalperformance was a good match to the observed data.
In a second training run, w e used an initially-concurrent
(IC) novice model that began with the concurrent dual-task
strategy. ("Concurrent (novice)" trace in Figure 1.) W e
expected that the promotion learning procedure would produce the same (or at least an equally good)finalperformance
fit regardless of the dual-task strategy initially used by the
novice model. However, as seen by the "Concurrent
(expert)" trace in Figure 1, the model predicted thatfinalperformance is not the same under this condition.
This unexpected result however m a y be consistent with the
generalfindingsof a study by Gopher (1993) that examined
the effects onfinalperformance of varied task emphasis during dual-task training. Post-training performance was found
to be superior for subjects w h o were m a d e to vary task priorities during training (VP) compared to subjects w h o were
either in the equal-priority (EP) or no-priority (NP) groups.
Gopher's V P training group can be viewed as analogous to
the IS model since it initially emphasized the C R T task and
then was later changed to equal emphasis. Similarly, the E P
training group can be viewed as analogous to the IC model
since it used equal emphasis throughout. T h e R M S error of
thefinalperformance of the IS and IC models relative to the
observed data was 1.88 and 2.36 with a correlation of 0.89
and 0.74 respectively. In the same w a y that V P w a s better
than EP, so IS was better than IC. Therefore, w e tentatively
take the prediction of the model to be correct.
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Figure 1: The evolution of tracking performance
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tlie orientation and distance dimensions in a
cockpit information display is represented across
internal and external representations and can
dramatically affect tiie representational efficiency
of Uie display and tiie pilot's behavior.

Abstract
Distributed representation is a
representational system that is composed of an
integration and exchange of external and internal
representational information in a seamless and
interweaving manner. The performance of any
everyday task utilizes perceptual information
obtained from tlie external environment and
internal information retrieved from one's
memory.
External representations constructed
from information extracted from external objects
(such as written symbols) and internal
representations (such as schemas) dynamically
integrate and interweave to result in a rich pattern
of cognitive behavior.
The principle of
distributed representations is that a distributed
cognitive task involves a system of distributed
representations that consists of internal and
external representations (Zhang & Norman, 1994,
1995). The task is neither exclusively dependent
on internally nor exclusively dependent on
externally processed information, but rather on the
interaction of the two information spaces formed
by the internal and external representations.

The experimental study compares the
differing effects of a navigational task using three
of tlie more prevalent navigation systems in use.
A decomposition of Uie cognitive task into its core
component levels identifies tlie representational
properties
responsible
for
the
observed
representational effect. The resulting variance in
behavior in completing tlie task indicates which
representation systems are more efficient, and
tlius which instruments are more 'direct* in
producing such a representation system. Variance
in behavior is measured tlirough times for task
completion and error rate.

Even
though
different
isomorphic
representations may have a common underlying
formal
structure, the
representation
and
distribution of the same information across the
internal and external spaces can be different. The
variant distributions of
representational
information result in producing alternate and
occasionally contrasting behaviors. It would tlien
be possible to observe the differing efficiencies of
the
representational
systems.
This
representational effect is observed and studied
over a series of experiments involving various
navigational instruments from tJie aviation
industry in a navigational task.
Cockpit information displays are examples
of
distributed
representation
systems.
Navigational information in a cockpit infonnation
system can and is represented through a variety of
isomorphic navigation instruments. Witliin the
aviation industry, there exists a variety of
navigational systems based on a set of key
instruments.
Although
tJie navigational
infonnation displayed is similar, they vary in their
relative degree of directness and efficiency in
their representation of scale information (Stevens,
1946; Narens, 1981). The scale information of
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A learning effect was observed for all three
experimental conditions from repeated measures
data. This dramatic and robust power curve of
learning corresponds with tlie standard power law
of practice. The data supported the hypothesis of
a representational effect; performance differed in
initial task completion times and the rate of
observed learning between the three conditions.
Task performance varied only minimally at the
The
end of tlie experimental procedure.
performance convergence may be explained
through practice from the learning period of the
experiment.
The experimental results were consistent
with the predictions of tlie distributed cognitive
theory. The prediction was for representations to
have a distributed space extending across the
internal representational space and the external
representational space, which was supported by
the observed representational effect.
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Introduction
Several theorists have suggested that a smgle, global speed of
processing explams individual and developmental differences
in working memory (e.g.. Fry &. Hale, 1996; Kail & Park,
1994; Kail & Salthouse, 1994; Salthouse, 1996). 1 propose
that a more complex view must be taken. There are several
different processing speeds that are unrelated to one another,
both of which are nevertheless related to working m e m o r y
ability. Moreover, one of these processing speeds is affected
by memory load. These two separate types of speeds cannot
be reduced to a single, global speed of processing.
Discussion of Evidence
New evidence comes from the duration of responses in
memory span tasks administered to children ranging from 4
to 12 years old, and young adults. Using a sound waveform
editor, a fine-grained analysis has been obtained.
Specifically, the duration of words and silent pauses between
words in the spoken responses within span tasks have been
measured (Cowan, 1992; Cowan, Keller etal., 1994; Cowan,
W o o d et al., in press). These measurements have been made
only for stimulus lists that were repeated by the subject
without error.
The durations of words in the memory span task response
are affected very little by list length, the subject's age, or the
subject's memory span ability. Only the durations of stimulus
words affect them However, the durations of inter-word
pauses in the response are affected by different factors. They
are unaffected by stimulus word length but are longer within
responses to longer lists, suggesting that subjects must search
through the list repeatedly to retrieve each word to recall
next. For lists of a fixed length, the pauses are longer for
younger and less capable subjects. These results suggest that
a memory retrieval process (which is not covert rehearsal.
given the absence of word duration effects in pauses) occurs
between words in the response, is set-size-dependent, and
occurs more quickly for more capable subjects.
For converging evidence, w e also have collected memory
search probe reaction times in adults (Cowan, W o o d et al., in
press) using a modification of the method of Sternberg (1966)
that can be used with adults in groups. They are given a fixed
period to search through an array to find items that come
from the memory set and circle those items.
W e also have examined h o w quickly subjects can repeat
short sets of words as an estimate of rehearsal rates (see
Baddeley, 1986) and have developed another task in which
rehearsal remains covert and subjects make a mark on paper
to reflect each rehearsal cycle (Cowan, W o o d et al., in press).
Both retrieval rates (indicated by inter-word pauses in
span task responses and by memory search reaction times)
and rehearsal rates (indicated by rapid speaking and covert
rehearsal rates) are correlated with span, generally at about

r = .4. Nevertheless, retrieval and rehearsal rates are
completely uncorrelated with one another, accounting for
non-overlapping portions of the variance in m e m o r y span.
For example. Cowan, W o o d et al. (in press) found that, in a
sample of children ranging fromfirstgrade through fifth
grade, inter-word pauses and rapid speaking rates together
accounted for 6 0 % of the variance in span and 8 7 % of the
age-related variance in span.
Conclusion
These results suggest that there is not just a single, global
speed of processing. Retrieval rates are highly load-sensitive
and m a y reflect the capacity of the focus of attention, whereas
rehearsal rates may reflect the speed of automatic processing
in a phonological loop mechanism. The two types of
processing rates are not related to one another and therefore
must be accounted for through separate mechanisms.
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Cognitive scientists have long assumed the existence of
representations to make sense of the complex behaviors of
organisms. This widely held presupposition, characterized
as the traditional representationalist view, states that the
external world has pre-existing characteristics that an organism's cognitive system accurately recovers through the
means of a representation. In response to this received view,
Rodney Brooks advances the radical thesis that representations are not necessary for cognition (1991). He bases this
claim on the recent successes, attributed to the Artificial
Life research program (hereafter AL), which demonstrate
that complexly behaving systems can be constructed from
simple processes that interact locally without either a central
processor or representations. These systems deviate from
the standard computational model of cognition in two key
respects: 1) the occurrence of the desired behavior results
from the development of emergent properties, instead of
dependence on a central processor issuing directives and 2)
the system's interaction with its surroundings is a result of
unmediated detection of environmental cues, rather than the
creation of a model of the environment. These principles
enable the creation of organisms which utilize local cues to
generate complex behavior unaided by representation.
Yet, some cognitive scientists argue that the preliminary
successes in A L do not warrant a reconception of mind as
non-representational. Most notably, Kim Sterelny criticizes
A L successes for depending too heavily on agent neutral or
agentfriendlyenvironments where representation requiring
features are absent (1997). Sterelney contends that evolution
mandates the existence of representations if organisms are
to survive in hostile environments where reaction time and
perceptual constancy capacities are key.
I argue that Sterelney's criticism of A L assumes part of
the traditional representationalist model of cognition where
an organism utilizes an information processing model to
perceive X in the world (the input), generate a representation of X, and determine a behavior to execute in response
to X (the output) (Varela, Thompson, & Rosch, 1991). Such
an account presupposes that the organism must create a
model or map of its surroundings which, once processed,
enables it to react appropriately in its environment. Consequently, every interaction within the environment, ranging
fromfindingfood to avoiding prey, is merely a new "problem" that the organism solves by appealing to a representation. The representation then enables the problem space to
be adequately defined so that the appropriate output behavior can be calculated. Sterelney grants that A L successes,
utilizing a subsumption architecture, have produced complex behavior unaided by representation. However, he

claims that the success of these projects is thefiinctionof
the fact that the induced behaviors occurred in either agent
neutral or cooperative environment. Sterelney then denies
that subsumption architectures are capable of enabling an
organism to successfully navigate in hostile environments.
His idea here is that mere detection is not enough to "do the
job" of provoking successful behaviors in hostile environments. Thus, representation is an ineliminable part of any
cognitive model capable of explaining how an organism can
survive unfriendly circumstances.
I argue that Sterelney returns to his representationalist
roots before adequately examining the possibilities of the
A L program. In particular, the enactive/embodied model of
cognition advanced by Varela et. al. demonstrates that it's a
mistake to characterize A L behaviors as involving mere
detection (1991). According to this model, organisms don't
react to a perceiver-independent world. Rather, the organism and its local environment,friendlyor unfriendly, coevolve so that mutual specification occurs. This picture replaces adaptation with the complex notion of structural coupling between local habitat and organism. Thus, the current
status of the environment and the organism resultfromtheir
influence on one another. In effect, the history of the organism's sensorimotor capacities determine how it
views/interacts in the world and the structure of the world
jointly determines the way these sensorimotor capacities act
upon it. This type of mutual specification does not draw its
explanatory power from representation. Representation is
not needed, even in hostile environments, since the organism has co-evolved to detect the local cues of the other organisms existing within its environment. Such detection
results in various "coping strategies" and the ones that work
will appear in subsequent generations. These "strategies"
develop as a result of the close coupling of organism with
its environment. Moreover, these strategies are so finely
tuned to the specifics of the organism and its history within
its local habitat that the same predictive success can not be
assumed if the organism were placed in a different environment. Thus, the enactive model explains how organisms
can exist in hostile environments unaided by representation.
References
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Interest in teachers' cognitive processes emerged as
information-processing and cognitive sciences research
critiqued behavioristic methods of research on teaching
(Shulman, 1986). In a review of the teacher thinking
literature, Clark and Peterson (1986), describe it as an
eclectic genre of research with its roots in teachereffectiveness research, primarily focusing on some aspect of
teacher thinking like lesson planning, decision making,
judgment, implicit theories and beliefs, expectations, and
attributions. According to Clark and Peterson, "[t]he
ultimate goal of research on teachers' thought processes is to
construct a portrayal of the cognitive psychology of teaching
for use by educational theorists, researchers, policymakers,
curriculum designers, teacher educators, school
administrators, and by teachers themselves."
Research on teachers' beliefs, for example, indicate the
relationship between belief and practice is not clear and that
the correspondence between teachers' espoused beliefs and
instructional practice is not always high (Hashweh, 1996;
Thompson, 1992). Pre-service training and in-service
intervention studies produce an increase in teachers' content
and pedagogical knowledge, but have less effect on teachers'
classroom teaching (e.g., Knapp & Peterson, 1995; Wilson,
1994). Such studies point to both the complexities of
teaching and the difficulties of improving teachers'
instructional practices.
What is missing from the literature is knowledge about
h o w teachers learn to improve their instruction in school
contexts This study employs a model called "lesson
study" that starts with teachers' most immediate curriculum
and instructional concerns and embeds teacher learning in
everyday activities (Tharp & Gallimore, 1988).
Mathematics lessons are the objects of intellectual inquiry.
"Lesson study," fashioned after the Japanese approach to
professional learning, requires that teachers meet weekly for
1 1/2 hour sessions.
In these sessions, teachers
collaboratively develop mathematics lessons, teach these
lessons to their students, and assess the products from these
lessons. A distinguishing feature of "lesson study" is its
recursiveness. Teachers refine lessons according to student
achievement results. M o r e broadly, the research effort seeks
to document h o w engagement around mathematics lessons
enhances teachers' knowledge about what constitutes (1) the
"good" math lesson, (2) students' c o n c e p t u a l
understanding, and (3) "good" instructional practice. M o r e
specifically, this study seeks to document if such
engagement induces a change in teachers' relatively
undifferentiated notions of students' thinking and conceptual
understanding to more differentiated representations of
students' thinking and understanding.

The study began in mid-January 1998 There are four
participants: one fourth-grade, one fourth/fifth-grade, and
two fifth-grade teachers. Data collection methods are as
follows: Weekly sessions are audiotaped. Each teacher will
participate in 2 or 3 interviews. Classroom observations
will be conducted. Each teacher's collaboratively-developed
lessons will be videotaped. Students' work products from
these lessons will be collected and assessed. Protocols will
be used to sort and analyze data.
At the time of this writing, preliminary analysis of audiotaped sessions indicate that teachers have limited
understanding of what math reformists mean by conceptual
understanding. While they describe "concepts" as the
meaning behind "facts" and "skills," the examples they
provide to illustrate conceptual understanding are little more
than definitions of mathematical terms.
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Abstract
This article addresses the effectiveness of search
reformulation using query refinement mechanisms on the
Internet. Cognitive load was measured using a secondary
digit-monitoring task. The load was found to be lower when
using the refinement mechanisms than when perusing
document sunmiaries - suggesting that the development of
refinement mechanisms can make Internet searching easier.
T w o refinement mechanisms, one based on statistical term cooccurrence and the other on a shallow natural language
parsing technique were tested. N o difference in load was
found, possibly because of the limited time that subjects spent
in the refinement process.
Introduction
Short queries o n the W W W result in large, imprecise result
sets. If longer queries could he elicited from the user, then
the precision in the retrieval could be improved. For this
reason a number of query formulation aids have appeared in
conjunction with web-based search engines. For example,
the Excite search engine produces lists of keywords that the
user can use to m a k e the initial query more specific.
Similarly, the Hyper Index Browser' (HIB) provides the
user with a list of phrases that include the initial query terms
and that can be used in subsequent calls to the retrieval
engine.
T h e challenge for query refinement mechanisms is
to provide an interface to the search space that makes
searching easy and productive for the user through the
careful selection of information to present. In this abstract,
w e address two key issues.
Firstly, what are the merits of remaining in the refinement
processes rather than perusing document summaries? The
commitment to query refinement mechanisms hinges on the
assumption that it is easier and more productive for users to
process the refinements than to peruse a list of document
summaries. Perhaps, however, there is no substantive
difference between refinement and summary processing and
http://www.dstc.edu.au/cgi-bin/RDU/hib/hib
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the query refinement mechanisms are unlikely to lead to
more effective search.
Secondly, h o w should a refinement mechanism choose
candidate refinements for the users perusal? Excite produces
candidate keywords for query refinement using term cooccurrence statistics. The refinements selected are words
that tend to occur with the target terms. B y contrast, the
Hyper Index Browser (HIB) selects phrases that contain the
initial query. For example, if the query is "Internet",
refinements like "Internet security", or "guide for Internet"
are presented. The second question w e address is whether
the statistical or linguistic approach to refinement generation
leads to more effective search.
T o test these hypotheses cognitive load was measured
using a secondary digit-monitoring task while subjects were
engaged in a search task. The dependent variables were the
time taken to respond to repeated digits and the number of
misses.
Results and Discussion
N o difference was found between the H I B ( M = 1 8 6 7
milliseconds) and Excite ( M = 1 8 0 0 milliseconds) refinement
reaction limes F(l, 39)= 0.029, p=0.865. Nor was there a
difference between the reaction times as a function of
refinement ( M = 1 8 2 3 milliseconds) versus summary state
( M = 1 8 8 5 milliseconds) F(l,186)= 0.059, p=0.808. The miss
rate was calculated as the number of misses divided by the
total number of double digits played (the number of hits
plus the number of misses). Using the Wilcoxon matchedpairs signed ranks test there was a significant difference
between the miss rate during the refinement state and the
summary state (T=3, p < 0.05).
This abstract makes two main contributions. Firstly, the
current results suggest refinement mechanisms do reduce
the cognitive load experienced by the user.
Secondly, w e have demonstrated the use of dual task
methodology in the assessment of refinement mechanisms.
The digit-monitoring task has been shown to be appropriate
as a secondary task and both reaction time and miss rate are
sensitive to load variations while conducting internet search
tasks.

L e a r n i n g Syntactic F r a m e s with S i m p l e R e c u r r e n t N e t w o r k s

Rutvik Dcsai (RUDESAI@Indiana.Edu)
Computer and Cognitive Science; Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47505 U S A

Introduction
Syntactic bootstrapping and semantic bootstrapping are often
seen as rival hypotheses for learning the meaning of verbs.
While both theories have different starting points, both credit
the child with sensitivity to syntactic information in the input.
Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (1997) conducted experiments to
examine whether young children are capable of exploiting the
syntactic frames in which the verbs are embedded, by testing
whether they can distinguish between transitive and intransitive sentence frames.
Here, 1 present a preliminary connectionist model which
uses a Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) (Elman, 1990) to
learn to classify similar frames.
A brief, simplified description of the experiments follows.
The Experiments
Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (1997) used an experimental setup
where two television screens, set several feet apart, displayed
two different visual stimuli. The child sat in the mother's lap,
infrontof the two screens. Recorded linguistic stimulus was
played concurrently with the visual stimuli from a speaker
in the middle of the two screens. T w o characters. Big Bird
(BB) and Cookie Monster ( C M ) , were used throughout the
trials. Half of the subjects heard transitive sentences of the
form "Look, B B is turning C M ! " , while the other half heard
intransitive sentences such as "See, B B and C M are turning!".
Causal and non-causal events corresponding to the verb were
shown on the two screens to both the groups. Familiar verbs,
such as "turn" and "bend," as well as unfamiliar ones such
as "glorp" and "blick" were used in different sentences. The
mean visualfixationtimes were measured for each group by
a hidden video camera which recorded the child's responses.
If the children comprehend the sentence, they are expected
to look at the matching screen for a longer period of time on
average.
Twenty-four-month-old subjects looked at the matching
screen for a significantly more time than the non-matching
screen, implying that they were able to use the syntactic cues
in the linguistic input to distinguish between transitive and
intransitive frames.
The Network

in the three underlined positions in the frame, a total of 125
sentences of each type were generated. Then end of each
sentence was marked with a separate word, STOP. Each word
was encoded as an 18-bit vector, with one bit turned on.
If the task of the network is just to distinguish between
these two sentences, it can be done in a trivial way, e.g., by
checking for the presence of a particular word, or by considering the length of the sentence. T o force the network to attend
to the structure of the sentence, it was also required to identify the two nouns and the verb in the sentence. In addition,
two other sentences of the form "Where are John Mike and
David." and "Is John together with David." were added to the
training set, to be classified as "other." T h e choice of these
sentences is largely arbitrary, and they are simply supposed
to provide some representation to all the other sentences that
the children hear with words such as "is" and "are."
The S R N had 18 input nodes, 5+5+5+2=17 output nodes
(five nodes for identification of each of the two nouns and
the verb, and two for classification), 20 hidden nodes, and
20 context nodes. A learning rate of 0.05 and no m o m e n t u m
were used. The context units were reset after each sentence.
Results and Discussion
The network was able to achieve a near-perfect classification and identification accuracy on the training set after 500
epochs, in each of the several runs with different initial
weights. The known verbs were replaced with unknown verbs
(generated by turning on multiple bits in the input vector). In
all cases, the network correctly identified the sentence type
and the nouns. Thus, the network was able to use syntactic information in the frames to distinguish between transitive
and intransitive sentences.
The experiments like those described above show that children are sensitive to syntactic cues, and they can use this information to infer the meaning of unknown verbs. The question remains whether they actually do. The network described
here is able to produce the correct responses in spite of ignoring semantics completely. Children could also be relying on
syntactic cues to distinguish between sentences, without actually deriving any meaning for the unknown verb.
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A fundamental question driving research on aphasia is the
following: does the pattern of language deficits in aphasia
reflect a qualitative difference between the mechanisms
subserving language processing in aphasics and normal
populations, or does the same pattern of deficits gradually
emerge upon a continuum of increasing demands on the
processing system?
In the 1970s and 80s, linguistically inspired research on
Broca's and Wernicke's aphasia tended to portray these
syndromes as the result of destruction of tissue responsible
for syntactic and semantic information, respectively; more
recent proposals contend that Broca's aphasia in particular
results from the deletion of generative rules, or from lack of
access to closed-class lexical items. (Grodzinsky, 1995)
However, studies of aphasic patients across languages
suggest that deficits resulting from neurological insult m a y
be better characterized as a global reduction in general
processing, in that patients retain the processing strategies
unique to their language but manifest them in a degraded
form. Indeed, comprehension and production deficits
qualitatively similar to those observed in aphasia have been
reported
for orthopedic patients and elderly controls,
suggesting that the receptive agrammatism profile m a y
reflect more general effects of stress on weak or vulnerable
(Bates, Friederici, &
elements in the processing chain.
Wulfeck, 1987)
In fact, a number of recent studies have replicated the
characteristic Broca or "agrammatic" profile of deficits by
subjecting normal comprenders to a variety of perceptual or
attentional stressors.
(Kilbom, 1991)
In addition,
connectionist simulations of neurological damage to a
general learning mechanism lend support to the claim that
seemingly discrete and selective processing deficits can arise
in a distributed and domain-general processing system.
(Marchman, 1992)
The present study addresses this issue by comparing the
performance
of impaired populations and normal
undergraduates in a task that assesses comprehension of
complex syntactic structure. Participants in the study
included Broca's aphasics, Wernicke's aphasics, anomics,
elderiy controls, and college students. All participants
performed the same basic task, which was to identify the
agent in a series of auditorily presented active, passive,
subject cleft, and object cleft sentences. All sentences were
generated by randomly selecting two semantically neutral
nouns (animal names) and a transitive verb for insertion into

the sentence frame. One trial consisted of the following:
pictures of two animals were displayed on a video screen and
were named auditorily. A sentence containing both nouns
was then presented. The participant was asked to push the
button under the animal doing the "bad action".
College students (but not impaired or elderiy participants)
were randomly assigned to one of six stress conditions:
normal listening, 5 0 % speech rate compression, 5 0 % partial
noise mask, digit load, digit load and speech compression,
and digit load and noise mask.
Analyses of correct response and reaction time measures
indicate that 1) all aphasic groups share a similar profile of
deficits across sentence types, 2) this profile is shared (to a
lesser degree) not only by age-matched controls, but also by
college students under noise or compression, and 3)
surprisingly, digit load had no effect on
syntactic
comprehension, in contrast tofindingsin previous studies
that showed a deleterious effect of digit load on
comprehension of inflectional morphology. These data
provide additional support for the view that language deficits
caused by neurological insult m a y be better characterized as
the result of severe strain on a distributed processing system
rather than the result of damage to a discrete area of a
domain-specific processor.
In addition, they suggest that
processing of morphological and syntactic structures m a y
be differentially vulnerable to stress.
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Abstract
Tonality, contour, interval, and hemisphere are important
predictors of melody recognition. Using forced-choice
comparisons, listeners attempted to recognize the contour and
interval information for diatonic and nondiatonic melodies
presented to the left or right ear. For diatonic melodies, scale
was more salient than contour whereas listeners relied on
contour in nondiatonic melodies.
Introduction
Considerable research (Bartlett & Dowling, 1980; Dowling,
1978; Freedman, 1989) has shown that, for brief delays,
scale and contour information is important, whereas, as the
delay increases, interval information becomes relatively
more important than contour information. Freedman (1989)
found that diatonicism mediates the integration of interval
information. In cognitive neuroscience, Peretz and Babaie
(1992) found that the left hemisphere represents interval
information whereas the right hemisphere represents
contour.
Because it is not clear whether scale information mediates
hemispheric differences in the mental representation of
contour and interval information, the present study
investigates these variables simultaneously.
Method
Subjects
Subjects were 24 male and female right-handed college
students ranging in age from 16 to 42, M = 21.8, S D = 7.5.
Stimulus
Computer-generated seven-tone standard melodies were
constructed in the key of C- or G- major and melodies were
either diatonic or nondiatonic. Each tone was 150 m s with
50 m s between tones.
Procedure
At the beginning of each trial, an arrow indicated the ear in
which the target melodies would be presented. O n each trial,
listeners compared a standard melody to two comparisons.
While the standard was presented, a distracter melody was
played simultaneously in the opposite ear. Following the
standard, listeners heard one of these types of comparisons:
(a) melodies identical to the standard vs. different-contour
(DC) lures; (b) contour-preserving melodies vs. D C lures;
and (c) contour-preserving melodies vs. the standards.
Contour-preserving melodies included Preserve-ContourOnly ( P C O ) melodies that changed the intervals and pitches
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but maintained the contours and transposed ( K T ) melodies
that changed the key of the standard to preserve the contour
and interval information. Listeners had five seconds to
decide which comparison melody was most like the
standard.
Results and Discussion
Using the percentage correct, a 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 (Ear X
Tonality X Contour X Comparison) A N O V A was
calculated. A Comparison X Contour interaction, F(l,23) =
75.360, 2 < .001, indicated that, in P C O comparisons,
accuracy was higher in the P C O vs. D C comparison than in
the P C O vs. standard comparison ( M = .765 vs. .633). In
K T comparisons, accuracy was worse in the K T vs. D C
comparison than in the K T vs. standard comparison ( M =
.589 vs. .794). Thus, although listeners detected the contour
for P C O comparisons, listeners relied on scale information
when K T melodies were used.
Nondiatonic melodies were recognized more accurately
than the diatonic melodies, F(l,23)=4.722, e < 05. A
Tonality X Contour interaction indicated that, for diatonic
melodies, recognition was superior for P C O melodies than
for K T melodies ( M = .717 vs. 646), but, for nondiatonic
melodies, K T melodies were recognized better than P C O
melodies ( M = .736 vs. .680), F(l,23)=25.862, p < .001.
Thus, in diatonic melodies, scale information predominates
over contour information, but, for nondiatonic melodies,
listeners relied on the contour mformation. Contrary to the
previous research, no hemispheric differences were found.
The relatively long interval between the standards and
comparisons m a y allow inter-hemispheric communication.
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M a t r i x Cognition a n d Spiritual Progress
John Henry Frenster (matcog@ix.netcom.com)
Physicians' Educational Series, 247 Stockbridge Avenue
Atherton, C A 94027-5446, USA

In his psychiatric analysis of the modern American
character, Karl Menninger (1973) drew a contrast between
sins and crimes, with sins being the subjective mental traits
that precede the objective social actions of committed
crimes. A s illustrations of these subjective character traits,
he utilized an analysis of the Seven Deadly Sins, first
enumerated in 587 A D . These have been collectively
defined as: "deadly sin: one of seven sins of pride,
covetousness, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth held to
be fatal to spiritual progress" (Merriam-Webster, 1997), but
this definition merely begs the question of the meaning of
spiritual progress on our planet today. Continuing his
analysis, Menninger suggested that these limiting character
traits could be overcome, and even transcended, citing the
final mature conclusion of world-historian Arnold J.
Toynbee (1971): "I a m convinced, myself, that man's
fundamental problem is his h u m a n egocentricity."
Table 1: Character Traits for Spiritual Progress
Personal
(selfish)

Familial
(empathic)

Planetary
(dedicated)

Pride
Covetousness
Lust
Anger
Gluttony
Envy
Sloth

Praise
Sharing
Tenderness
Criticism
Dining
Respect
Helping

Offering
Giving
Communion
Analysis
Feasting
Sacrificing
Volunteering

O n e of the techniques of matrix cognition (Frenster,
1989) is to array categories of related subjects within a twodimensional matrix, each axis of the matrix representing an
important dimension of the topic under discussion. If w e
apply this technique to the problem of egocentric character
traits, w e might decide, for example, that egocentric
personal interests could be balanced by broader familial and
planetary interests. Our old seven deadly sins certainly could
fill the column under personal interests, but what would w e
find under the columns of familial interests and planetary
interests? In the following Table 1 is found afilled-inmatrix
of such character traits that would satisfy our need to enjoy
our familial and planetary interests as well as our inherent
personal interests. Obviously, our matrix needs to be
explored, tested and modified. But the emphasis can be on
joy and awareness as the hallmark of our progress and
evolution, with our focus on freedom of choice as the
method of our progress. The character traits in the Personal
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column are largely egocentric states with selfish
satisfactions. The character traits in the Familial column
then show a broadening interest and empathy for those w h o
are near and dear. Finally, the character traits in the
Planetary column are dedicated to the supreme importance
of our entire planet's safety and integrity for a continued
existence of humankind. Such growth of focus from
ourselves, to our family, and then to all the planet, could be
the means of enlarging our spirit and our life, and can call
forth our best in thoughts and deeds.
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What can differences tell us about the process of
comparison? The structural alignment model posits that
psychologically
salient differences arise out of
commonalities (Markman & Centner, 1993). This leads to
the counterintuitive prediction that high similarity pairs
(e.g., bicycle/tricycle) should elicit more differences than
low similarity pairs (e.g., broom/ambulance), since high
similarity pairs have more commonalities from which to
derive differences.
Centner and Markman (1994) tested this prediction using
a speeded difference task. Participants were asked to list
one difference for as many word pairs (of high and low
similarity) as possible in 5 minutes.
As predicted,
participants listed a difference for more high similarity pairs
than low similarity pairs. The authors concluded that the
high similarity pairs have a difference advantage because
they have a larger c o m m o n system from which to derive
differences. However, another possible explanation is that
many high similarity pairs (e.g., hotel/motel) have been
compared in the past, resulting in a stock of pre-stored
differences. Experiment 1 addresses this alternative by
directly testing whether producing commonalities facilitates
listing differences.
Forty-eight participants first listed a commonality for high
and low similarity pairs. They were then given a speeded
difference task, as described above. Half of the pairs were
"old" (i.e., used in the commonality task), and half were
"new." Differences were produced for more old pairs
(M=5.9) than new pairs (M=5.4, p<.04), as predicted. This
effect was obtained despite the presence of word pairs that
were unlikely to have pre-stored differences (low similarity).
However, w e still needed to rule out other explanations—
e.g., that the difference facilitation was a general result of
recent co-activation of the two terms.
In Experiment 2, half of the 48 participants performed a
commonality task and the other half performed a thematic
connection task on the same word pairs (which where
chosen to facilitate either task). For example, the pair
"tree/child" could elicit the commonality "both grow" or the
thematic connection "a child climbs a tree." After this
setting task, all participants were given the speeded
difference task. Sample responses are presented in Table 1.
The results showed the predicted interaction (p=.004): for
the Commonality group, differences were easier to list

for old pairs (M=8.5) than for new pairs (M=7.1); but this
was not the case for the Thematic group ( M (old)=6.1;
M (new)=7.2). If anything, their prior exposure to the word
pairs appears to have hampered their efforts to later generate
differences between the same pairs.
The current experiments demonstrate that recent structural
alignment of two items increases the ease offindingtheir
differences. This effect cannot solely be accounted for by
alternate causes such as mere exposure or interaction with
the pairs. Thus, an advantage for listing differences results
specifically from structural alignment.
Table 1: Sample responses from Experiment 2.
(Word pair: Locket/Safe deposit box)
Commonality Subiects
Consensus Commonalities: both close, lock for privacy;
keep things of value safe
Consensus Difference: one holds things of emotional
value; other holds things offinancialvalue
Thematic Subiects
Consensus Thematic Connections: locket may be
placed in a safe deposit box
Consensus Difference: [varied, no consensus]
one larger; one more expensive; you can wear one
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The use of word-shape as a source of information in visual
word recognition is a controversial issue where holists and
analytics take different views (Paap et. al., 1984). The
majority of experiments on case influence, has resorted to
the alternating case paradigm as a method of investigation.
Although this is a successful paradigm, the extreme
disruption it causes to the string's appearance produces a
stimulus not normally found in the environment.
Consequently, the strategies used to deal with these strings
m a y not be the same as those used in normal processing.
A same-different maching task was designed in which
pairs of strings had their letter cases manipulated in 12
different conditions. Subjects were asked to match each
pair of strings according to their spelling and ignore any
other difference they might encounter. For each target pair,
there was a filler pair in which the tw,o strings spelled
differently and response times (RTs) were measured. Table
I shows the twelve conditions.

U

CI C2

Kl

K2 LI

IJ

CONDITIOSS
Picture I - Average Reaction times for each of the experimental
conditions

pattern was the faster subjects matched them. Consistentcase were matched faster than mixed-case, with condition
A being the fastest. For mixed-case strings the D l
condition was the only one found to be significantly faster
than the others. There was no significant difference among
all the other mixed-case pairs.
A n explanation for the results is given terms of our
Table I - Experimental conditions for the nonword "hean". transformation hypothesis. It predicts that there is a
hierarchical structure concerning the easiness with which
code
code
type
type
strings are recognised by the cognitive system. The
B
HEAN HEAN
A
hean hean
easiness with which a string is recognised depends on the
H E A N - hean
C2
hean H E A N
level of disturbance of its physical appearance and h o w far
CI
D2
Hean - hean
hean - Hean
Dl
it departed from its more familiar shape. Consistent case
El
E2
H E A N - Hean
Hean - H E A N
pairs would then be the easiest type of strings to be
heaN - hean
hean - heaN
K2
Kl
processed and strings that exhibited unfamiliar patterns
L2
LI
would take longer to process. This is precisely the pattern
H E A N - heaN
H E A N heaN
found in the experiment. T h e transformation hypothesis
explains the intricate pattern of results above and also
A one-way repeated-measures A N O V A was used to
those found in alternated case experiments. This will be
verify any statistically significant differences between the
further developed in the poster.
twelve conditions. T h e result obtained was F=12.28 (II,
286), p < .001. A further test, a Pairwise Multiple
Comparison
Procedure (Student-Newman-Keuls) was
References
performed to isolate the groups that differ from each other.
This will be presented in the poster. Picture I shows the
Paap, K.R., Newsome, S.L., & Noel, R.W. (1984). Word
average reaction times obtained for each conditions.
shapes in poor shape for the race to the lexicon. Journal
Subject's R T s varied according to the familiarity of the
of
Experimental Psychology: H u m a n Perception and
patterns being matched. The more familiar a physical
Performance 10,412-428.
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A n item in a verification experiment consists in the
presentation of a category name followed by an object.
For instance, the name dog could be displayed, followed
by the picture of a cat. If the object is not a member of the
category-as in the previous example-it is a false item;
otherwise, it is a true item. Participants decide, as fast as
possible, whether or not the name and the object match;
RTs are recorded. T o respond to true and false items, one
must possess-in one form or another-representations of
categories and of their complementary (e.g., not-dog).
Table 1: Mean R T s (ms) and SLIP'S predictions for
Murphy and Smith's (1982), Murphy's (1991), Tanaka and
Taylor's (1992), and Gosselin and Schyns' (1998)
experiments.
Level
Source
Item
MidHieh• LowObs.
Murphy Sl Smith.
True
723
678
879
Exp. 1
SLIP
1.522
1.120
1.522
Obs.
False
691
714
882
SLIP
3.269
1.861
3.269
Obs.
Murphy & Smith.
True
574
882
666
Exp. 3. Size
SLIP
1.120
1.522
1.522
Obs.
6(XI
False
824
741
SLIP
1.861
3.269
3.269
Murphy. Exp. 3
Obs.
True
776
688
779
SLIP
1.522
1.120
1.522
False
Obs.
735
728
854
SLIP
3.269
1.861
3.269
Murphy. Exp. 4.
Obs.
True
862
311
980
SLIP
Simple
1.120
1.522
1.522
Obs.
False
949
792
983
SLIP
3.269
1.861
3.269
Murphy. Exp. 4.
Obs.
I.I32
Tiue
854
955
Enhanced
1.556
1.102
1.556
SUP
Obs.
l.(X)()
False
806
875
SLIP
3.536
1.540
3.536
Murphy. Exp 5
Obs.
1.072
True
881
854
SLIP
1.566
1.319
1.266
Obs.
False
961
827
914
SLIP
3.624
2.576
2.161
Tanaka & Taylor.
Obs.
True
778
678
746
Novice
SLIP
1.483
1.291
1.345
Obs.
False
855
734
802
SLIP
3.016
2.339
2.868
Tanaka & Taylor.
Obs.
True
622
623
729
Expert
SLIP
1.325
1.325
1.348
Obs.
73(1
False
783
772
SLIP
2.639
2.639
2.910
Obs.
1.184
Gosselin & Schyns.
1.012
True
819
Overall
4.000
1.333
2.667
SUP
Obs.
1.105
False
1.011
824
SLIP
3.583
3.226
2.7:7
True items' RTs have been used, almost exclusively, to
test models of basic-levelness (see Gosselin & Schyns,
1997, for a review); false items' R T s have received no
theoretical attention, although a quick inspection of the
results of classical basic-level experiments (see Table 1)
reveals a high correlation between true and false items'
RTs (r=.91."/7<.0001). This makes of false items' R T s as
good a predictor of basic-levelness as any other.
W e attempt here to explain this correlation within
SLIP'S (Strategies Length & Internal Prolixity) framework
(Gosselin & Schyns, 1997). In SLIP, a classifier with a
slippery attention works its way through the shortest
strategy required for a given verification trial by trial. If he
fails to complete a verification after t trials (f>strategy
length), either the item is false, or the categorizer's

attention has so far slipped on irrelevant features for the
task at hand. In SLIP, w e can compute the likelihood of
the latest possibility because w e k n o w the density
function of the number of trials necessary to complete any
strategy. Working backwards, a classifier could conclude
that an item is false having reached t_stop trials, the point
beyond which the probability that the item is true is
smaller than some costant A,. (This accounts for true
items' error rates en passant.) For length 1 strategies,
tjstop is especially simple to calculate:
log>.

\og{P-PQ)
where P is the probability of a slip; and where Q is the
probability that one diagnostic test is performed by chance
alone.
Table 1 shows SLIP'S predictions (with P=.5 and
X,=.05). The correlation between these predictions
(linearly adjusted within each experiment) and the data is
.84 (p<.0001). For length 1 strategies (all experiments
except Gosselin & Schyns' where strategy length becomes
a factor of the design), SLIP predicts the observed
correlation between the R T s of true and false items;
Furthermore, it predicts that false items should be verified
slower than true items. For Gosselin & Schyns' (1998)
mid- and low- levels categories (which have strategy
lengths of 2 and 3, respectively), SLIP correctly predicts
that false items' R T s decrease relative to true iems as the
length of the strategy increases, and that false items arc
verified faster than true items at the lower categorization
level. (This occurs because length n strategies require n
diagnostic tests, each one of which can reveal a false
item.)
W e believe SLIP is a powerful formal plateform to
study the hierarchical levels of object categorization.
Reference
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T h e basic-level is believed to be the most inclusive level
of categorisation at which objects look alike in terms of
their shape (Rosch, 1978). O n e determinant of shape is part
structure; Tversky and H e m e n w a y (1984) found a sharp
increase of listed parts from the superordinate to the basic
level, but littlerisefrom the basic to the subordinate level.
This w a s interpreted by Biederman (1987) as a strong
Hardwired Bias for parts in object recognition. This
observed correlation, however, could result from a
Contingent Diagnosticity of parts for the task.

som

Figure 1. T a x o n o m y used in our experiment.
M u r p h y (1991) tested these two rival hypothesis with
artificial category hierarchies. H e found that basic-levelness
w a s function of the structure of information in these
taxonomies rather than their content-corroborating
Contingent Diagnosticity and falsifying Hardwired Bias. H e
has been criticised for having used unnatural objects
(Tversky & H e m e n w a y , 1991). T h e primary aim of this
research w a s to replicate Murphy's results with objects
typical of those of Biederman's object recognition studies.
Thirty paid participants learned the category structure of
Figure 1.

Figure 2. Stimuli used in our experiment.
Eight stimuli filled the whole space defined by three
binary dimensions (Figure 2): colour (C) (X axis), geon (G)
(K axis), and texture (T) (Z axis). O n e dimension w a s
inserted at every level of the hierarchy of Figure 1. Objects
were designed with 3 D object modelling software (Form Z).
Participants were equally distributed between three
conditions: C T G , G C T , and T G C , where order of letters
reflects order of categorisation from high to low.
W e used the timed verification task to measure basiclevelness. The procedure of this experiment followed closely
that of Murphy (1991). A n item began with the presentation

of a category name. Participants had to recall the defining
feature(s) of the n a m e d category. A n object w a s then
presented and their task was to decide whether the name and
object matched. R T s were recorded.
M e a n s R T s of correct true items (saying "yes" when n a m e
and object match) are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: M e a n R T s by categorisation levels and conditions.
LEVEL
GROUP
lower
middle
hicher
CTG
1169.49
860.93
1395.95
•778.34
1123.46
GCT
918.67
818.20
1034.00
TGC
948.16
819.16
1184.47
1012.11
A two-way A N O V A ( G R O U P x L E V E L ) on the R T s
revealed a significant main effect of L E V E L . F(2,54)=12.93,
no effect of G R O U P , f(2.27)=1.07, p<.0001, and no
interaction, F(4,54)=0.89. Planned comparisons revealed that
differences between mean RTs of low- and mid- levels, and
mid- and high- levels were significant [r'D(2,54)=2.33, sign.
diff.> 167.48, /7<.05]. The higher level always yielded the
fastest categorisation decisions, and the lower level the
slowest, irrespective of pan structure (i.e., pro Contingent
Diagnosticity, con Hardwired Bias). The error rate was low
overall (5.7%) and was positively correlated with R T s
(r=.28), ruling out a speed-accuracy trade-off. SLIP
(Strategies Length & Internal Prolixity) is the only model
predicting these results (Gosselin & Schyns, 1997).
This experiment illustrates that the contingent
diagnosticity of object cues, rather than hardwired biases for
these cues might provide a better account of basic-level
performance in object recognition and categorisation.
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Knowledge about the mechanisms underlying contingency
judgements may further our understanding of human cognition. A recently established finding is the retrospective revaluation of causality judgements in the light of new experience. During a typical retrospective revaluation experiment,
compounds A B and C D are presented with reinforcement.
Next, A is presented with reinforcement, whereas C is presented alone. O n test, B is typically found to be less causally
effective than D. It therefore seems that some change in the
representations of B and D occurs during their absence to
account for their different ratings.
Prior to this work, it was unclear whether retrospective
revaluation would occur with cues that are absent and predicted not to occur. The experiments reported here examined
the consequence of inhibitory associations, formed through
negative correlations of cues during pre-exposure, on later
learning episodes.
Experiments
Subjects played the role of a medic and were asked to diagnose a series of hypothetical patients. They were divided
into 3 groups (A+, A- and X + ) as shown in Table 1.

consequence, an inhibitory association forms from B to A.
Thus symptoms A and B develop mutually inhibitory associations.

Figure 1: Subjects' beliefs about symptom-illness contingency

The results (Figure I) show that following conditioning of
A to illness (A+), B becomes less associated with illness.
The results are problematic for standard error correction
Table 1: Letters=symptoms, "+"=illness, "-"=no illness. models but are entirely consistent with m y modified learning
algorithm predictions.
Gp Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Test
Modeling
A+
A, B, C, D
AX
A+
Q+
I propose that within-compound associations formed during
Q, X, BQ
BX
CDpre-exposure mediate the retrospective revaluation of
judgements during subsequent learning. Thus if cues were
AX
AA, B, C, D
A
Q+
more highly correlated, therefore having greater within
Q, X, BQ
BX
C
Dcompound associations, presenting one cue alone would
induce more internal activation for the associated but absent
AX
x+
X+
A, B. C, D
Q+
cue,
and hence produce greater retrospective revaluation. I
Q,
X,
B
Q
BX
cDwill discuss a modified L M S network that can account for
these results. The algorithm uses a learning rate parameter
In stage 1, subjects familiarized themselves with the patterns of symptoms that occurred by typing in the initial letthat depends on the error term observed minus expected
ters of each symptom. During stages 2 and 3, subjects diaginternal input (c.f. McLaren, Kaye, & Mackintosh, 1989).
nosed, with feedback, a series of patients with either "Coullands disorder" or "No illness". The 3 groups differed only
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(A-); or symptoms X and C appeared with feedback (X+).
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Materials

Introduction
Graphics are used in m a n y situations w h a e a large set of
data is to be presented in an effective m a n n a . Having a set
of standards for the constructicxi of graphics is critical for
infcxmatioi graphics. T h e current work is thefirststep in a
project motivated to establish connections between applicati«i-criented work (e.g., Tufle, 1983) and the theoretical
work (e.g., Qeveland & McGill, 1984; Pinka, 1990). Our
model is an integration of Pinker's (1990) and Qeveland
and McGill's (1984) theories. Our model of graphics comprehension states that comprehension of information represented in grafiucs is affected by the organizational tendencies and the UmitaticHis of the paceptual system, capacity
ccMistraints of the wcM-king memory, and knowledge stored
in the m e m o r y system.
AccOTding to our model, there are a number of reasons
w h y a graprfi reader m a y have difficulty. First, the graph
m a y require the use of inferential and tqj-down processes.
Seccmd, the schema f w a type of graph m a y not contain an
indicaticm fcff needed infcMrnation. Third, just as in any other
cognitive task, the capacity of processing resources m a y
limit the amount of infcrmation that can be manipulated at
once. Finally, the graprfi schema m a y mislead the informaticxi search because the search relies primarily on defeult
patterns.
W e ccmsidered ei^t guidelines which were derived fi-om
the models and research in psychophysics and cognitive
psychology. W e selected some of our guidelinesfi-omthose
suggested by Tajdor and Anderson (1986) oa the basis of
canpatibility with the current research and theory in cognitive psychology. These eight guidelines were used to select
graiiiics which are difficult for extraction of information
and alternative graphics c(»itaining identical information
were CMistnicted in order to compare the difficulty of comprehensicHi.

Method
Participants
T h e participants of the study were 38 students in the M B A
program of K 0 9 University.

W e selected graphicsfi-omthe annual repOTts of companies
whose stocks are traded in Istanbul Stock Exchange. W e
used the guidelines to create correct versions of them. There
were 28 slides which included the questicms as well as the
graphs.
Procedure
The graphs were presented to the participants in groups
using the Microsoft Powerpoint presentation software.
Within the given amount of time, the participants needed to
respond to the questions presented ontiieslide.
Results and Discussion
There were 28 slides wtich were the correct and incorrect
versions of 14 graphs. Respondents answaed correctly to
79.9% (ranged between 60.5%-100%) of corrected graphics
and 3 0 . 6 % (ranged between 0%-68.4%) of the original
graphics. The proportion of correct answers to questions for
each pair of graphs were compared using the test for the
difference between two proportims. T h e differences between the two types of graphics were significant in 11 of the
14 slides. All the significant differences were in favor of
the correct vasions of the graphs.
W e obsCTved the predicted differences in the participants'
performance in most cases. The results w e obtained in this
study are motivating for continued research in applying
cognitive theory to graphics construction.
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The major category extension models tend to have two
underlying assumptions in c o m m o n . First, the meaning of
the metaphor is derived from the mapping of subordinate
features of the vehicle of the metaphor onto the topic of the
metaphor. In any metaphor, such as "Susan is a light in a
dark room," the object of comparison, "Susan," is the topic,
and the vehicle is the object to which Susan is being compared. Glucksberg, McGlone, and Manfredi (1997) differentiate between the contributions of the topic and the vehicle
as consU-aint and ambiguity, respectively. Ambiguity refers
to the range of meanings supported by (he vehicle, so that a
highly ambiguous vehicle like "light in a dark room" would
support anything from descriptions of Susan's intelligence
to her beauty. Constraint describes h o w the topic limits the
relevant characteristics to be mapped from the vehicle onto
the topic. Our conceptual knowledge of "Susan" as a person
precludes our belief that she might be electric or have an onoff switch; thus that knowledge of "Susan" limits the range
of possible applicable meanings of "light." While the ambiguity of the vehicle and the constraint of the topic do have
an effect on the interpretation of the metaphor, the reverse is
not true, so that topic ambiguity and vehicle constraint do
not affect metaphor meaning (Glucksberg, et al., 1997).
T w o major variants of the category extension approach to
metaphor processing exist. The property attribution model
takes the position that the category extension described
above happens immediately upon exposure to the metaphor
(Glucksberg, et al., 1997). The topic is treated as a prototypical member of the category designated by the vehicle
long enough for the metaphor to be understood. This model
accounts for the processing of metaphors which are explicit
class-inclusion statements, such as "Susan is a light in a
dark room." The other major approach, the conceptual
metaphor model, is a more drastic departure from the comparison model (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). The conceptual
metaphor model argues that our representations of concepts
in long-term memory are already partially metaphorical, so
that the concept " P E R S O N " m a y be partially represented by
a link to "LIGHT." Understanding lingustic metaphors depends on accessing these pre-existing conceptual metaphorical links. Conceptual metaphor theory appears to better account for the way metaphors can structure a text (Allbritton,
M c K o o n , & Gerrig, 1995).
M y previous work has supported Glucksberg and Keysar's
(1990) position that conceptual metaphors need not be
automatically accessed to understand metaphors in every
situation. However, the property attribution model still
does not preclude the existence of conceptual metaphors.
The goal of this research is to continue the systematic ex-
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ploration of the assumptions of the two models, to determine which model offers a better explanation of metaphor
processing, and whether a comprehensive theory of metaphor
may require multiple models of processing, depending on the
nature of the task. This work seeks to accomplish this goal
by directly comparing the two models' disparate predictions
for the comprehension of metaphors that are more implicit
category statements, such as "Susan lit up the room." Processing this metaphor could depend on treating the expressed
feature as designating a category (property attribution). Alternative, a metaphor's meaning could be entailed by a partial metaphorical mapping of P E R S O N as L I G H T . This
work will test this hypothesis via use of a priming paradigm
ad^ted from Glucksberg et al. (1997). Subjects will be
exposed to a priming sentence including either the topic and
vehicle expressed in the sentence, or the conceptual metaphorical linkage that might underlie that structure, to see
how each might facilitate the comprehension of a metaphor.
In the above example, the primes would employ sentences
featuring "Susan," "lit up," and "light," and measure response latencies for comprehension of "Susan lit up the
room." The experiment will also test for constraint and
ambiguity effects. This work expects to replicate the findings of an interaction between topic and vehicle, as well as
implicating a conceptual metaphor link in the understanding
of implicit category statements, and by extension, finding
evidence for a multiple model approach to the processing of
metaphor.
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Stepwise a n d Non-stepwise g r o w t h

Introduction

In order to get a understanding of the relationship beMost system designers of complex artificial systems extween body growth and spatial development, we complicitly/implicitly use a design principle, in which higherpared the robot under stepwise and non-stepwise condilevel functions are composed of encapsulated lower-level
tions. In the stepwise development condition, w e simmodules. Modularity is seen as a necessary feature of
ulated three stages of a child's development of motor
large-scale softwere design. However, in human cognitive
skills with the robot by varying its permitted actions
development, it is unlikely that there exists an executive
(DOF). In stage 1, the robot is only permitted head rofunction, analogous to a systems analyst, at work in the
tation. In stage 2, the robot can rotate both head and
modularization of cognitive function.
body. Finally, in stage 3, the robot is also permitted
In this research, we address the question: // higherself-locomotion, whereas in stages 1 and 2, locomotion
level cognitive functions are organized based on encapsuwas performed by an external agent. In the non-stepwise
lated lower-level modules, how are these modules created
condition, the robot commenses training at stage 3 (i.e.,
in the course of development? Elman (1993) suggested
all actions permitted).
that a developmental increase in working memory capacity promotes encapsulation, and improves learning.
Result
W e claim that maturational biases such as body
In each condition, the robots were tested on the "three
growth also promotes encapsulation. To elaborate upon
cups" paradigm (where children are required to select the
this hypothesis, w e have been using autonomous robots
cup containing the hidden object under vairious moveas the subject of cognitive development, and constructment conditions). The result showed that there was a
ing computer programs by which robots can behave analfaster decrease in error under the stepwise condition than
ogously to infants (Hiraki,Sashima and Phillips 1997; Hiunder the non-stepwise condition in stage 3 for both forrakijSashima and Phillips in press). The following sumward and inverse models. The simulation results sugmarizes the result of a simulation focusing on the re- gested that gradual growth of body might help spatial
lationship between spatial development and changes of
development by limiting degrees of freedom that infants
degrees of freedom ( D O F ) with body growth.
must control.

Simulation with Developmental Robot
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Informationfiltersfor the world wide web ( W W W ) require that users formulate a more or less stable information need. Often, however, an 'anomalous state of knowledge' (Belkin & Kwasnik, 1986) occurs: the user needs
information but is not aware of this. With the rapid
growth of information available on line, it is likely that
this need could befilled,if only there were a mechanism
to detect this need on the user's behalf. W e implemented
such a mechanism in an agent architecture, as part of the
proactive informationfilterProfile (Hoenkamp, 1997).
The mechanism subsumes three modules:
M o d u l e 1: a microtheory of the user. Most filters
and search engines express the user's information need
at the linguistic level (as keywords). Profile, however,
uses a deeper semantic representation. W e use the Stanford Ontology Server to encode the user's knowledge in
a taxonomy and axioms. Only the knowledge that pertains to a recurring information need is encoded, hence
we refer to it as a 'microtheory' (cf. C y c ) .
M o d u l e 2: W o r d N e t . W o r d N e t is an on-line
lexical reference system to use under program control
(Miller, 1995). English words are organized into synonym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept, or 'word sense'. Concepts in the microtheory of the
user may point to word senses, providing words (nouns
in Profile's case) to express the concept.
M o d u l e 3: Spectrum analysis. Traditionally, information retrieval relates documents via the words they
contain. However, several researchers have proposed
techniques to capture the content documents have in
common.
Examples include factor analysis, cluster-

o o o e C__0
*.!
From Ontolog7

ing, and the recent 'latent semantic indexing' or LSI
(Landauer k, Dumais, 1997). As they all rely on the
computation of the set of eigenvalues or spectrum of a
matrix, I use the term spectrum analysis as a generic for
such techniques. Thus, the c o m m o n ground of a collection of documents is characterized by its spectrum.
Figures 1 and 2 explain how the modules cooperate.
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Figure 2: Detecting an anomalous knowledge state step
two: (1) feed back representative words from the spectrum, (2) look u p the corresponding word senses, (3)
word senses originally absent, suggest lacunae in the m i crotheory.
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Figure 1: Detecting an anomalous knowledge state step
one. (1) express concepts in the microtheory as words via
W o r d N e t , (2) query W W W , and (3) apply spectrum
analysis (e.g. LSI, clustering).
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The remembered position of a target is usually displaced
from the actual position of that target, and the pattern of
displacement is usually consistent with the operation of
invariant physical principles (for review, see Hubbard, 1995,
1998). For example, m e m o r y for thefinalposition of a
moving target is often displaced forward and downward, and
these patterns have been referred to as representational
m o m e n t u m and representational gravity, respectively. The
magnitude of this displacement is diminished with increases
in implied friction, a pattern referred to as representational
friction. Also, m e m o r y for a target moving along a circular
orbit is displaced toward the focus of the orbit, a pattern
referred to as representational centripetal force.

Environmental Invariants Hypothesis

physical principles; however, Hubbard (1996) suggested
h o w such findings might instead reflect operation of
accurately incorporated physical principles.
Boundary Extension Representational momentum and
boundary extension m a y reflect a more general mechanism
that biases memory in ways consistent with experience.
Art Paintings are perceived as unbalanced when larger
objects are higher in the picture plane, and stationary targets
higher in the picture plane exhibit greater representational
gravity. These patterns m a y result from an interaction of
size-distance constancy scaling and representational gravity.
Implicit Processing Dissociations of representational
m o m e n t u m and explicit knowledge suggest displacement
m a y reflect implicit knowledge of physical principles.

The environmental invariants hypothesis proposes that
effects of invariant physical principles are incorporated into
mental representation; in other words, pwrcepdon and
m e m o r y systems respond as if the representation of an
object were subject to the same physical principles that
influenced the original object.' This incorporation takes the
form of an automatic extrapolation in which m e m o r y is
displaced in ways consistent with those principles.

Evolutionary Psychology Any organism that could
automatically extrapolate the effects of physical principles
on a prey or predator could have a selective advantage, and
so displacement should also be found in nonhuman animals.

A New Second-Order Isomorphism
The "as if nature of displacement suggests a n e w second(xda isomorphism between mental representation and the
physical world. M u c h as imagery reflects a second-order
isomorphism between properties of physical objects and
properties of images of those objects, so might
displacement reflect a second-order isomorphism between
properties of physical principles and properties of mental
representation. Accordingly, properties of invariant physical
principles m a y have been incorporated into the functional
architecture of mental representation.
Implications and Consequences
The environmental invariants hypothesis has implications
and consequences for several areas of investigation.
Naive Physics Findings from "spiral tube" experiments
suggest observers do not have veridical knowledge of
'The claim that mental representations respond "as if
influenced by physical forces does not endorse dualism. The
point is more subtle: factors influencing a given object need
not similarly influence or be present within a representation of
that object (e.g., a videotape representation of a moving target
would not experience the same momentum as the actual target).

Consciousness One function of consciousness may be
to monitor performance and compensate for errors produced
by displacement processes when a stimulus does not behave
as expected (e.g., prey changing direction of flight).
A Representational Reflex Arc The notion of
displacement suggests that mental representation does not
portray the world-as-it-is, but rather portrays the world-as-itsoon-will-be. Displacement m a y help bridge the gap
between an organism's initial perception of a stimulus and
that organism's subsequent response to the stimulus.
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Introduction

• expressing the concept structures by transition probabilities, this is essentially the transformation of knowledgecollected
in
based models
into stochastic models;
• predicting empirical data by using concept structures and
calculation of goodness offitscores;
• selecting the structure that produces the best goodness of
fit score.

Evidence for change of representation has been
fields as diverse as problem solving (Bauer & Reiser, 1990),
visual reasoning (Tabachneck-Schijf, Leonardo & Simon,
1998), scientific discovery (Kuhn, 1962), metaphor comprehension (Indurkhya, 1992) and developmental psychology
(Carey, 1991). Despite all differences in these fields there
is a clear cormnon denominator of work related to change of
representation: cognitive structures determine what can principally be conceived in human cognition. Thus, development
and selection of an appropriate cognitive structure is an indispensable requirement for addressing a problem successfully.
Take the example of replacing a particular component of a
complex technical system by a more efficient one. A cognitive structure that gives an account of the domain in terms of
functional equivalence between components surely provides a
good knowledge base to tackle the problem. Let us change the
example: if in the same system a short-circuit is to be identified, the cognitive structure mentioned above is not helpful. In
this case, it seems to be more promising to organize problem
solving in terms of conducting elements. The shift between
both structures, e.g., in different phases of problem solving,
is an instance of change of representation.

Empirical evaluation studies support the claim that the
structure that gives the best account of the data m a y be taken
to be the structure that dominates cognition. A n on-line tutorial along with the possibility of applying K T via the W W W
is provided by Janetzko (1998).' Since knowledge tracking
is suitable for automatic on-line analysis of huge amounts of
data, it can be very well applied to the analysis of humancomputer interaction.
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is interpreted as an approximation of the cognitive representation primarily used. K T combines results from cognitive
science with mathematical methods (i.e., Markov processes).
K n o w l e d g e TY-acking - A 5-Step S c h e m e
Analyzing changes of representation via KT involves five
steps:
• eliciting concepts and relations in the domain under study
and setting up concept structures;
'On the the client-side, the user may input sequential symbolic
• recording empirical data (sequences of concepts), this kind data, i.e., traces, and also concept structures, on the server-side a
of empirical data m a y be obtained in thinking aloud studies
LISP program analyzes the data and returns a goodness offitscore
or studies of HCI;
to the user.
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Introduction
A modified version of the Stroop color-naming task was
used to test theories of dual-task interference that propose a
central bottleneck in processing either at the responseselection stage (e.g., Pashler, 1994) or at the responseproduction stage (e.g., Keele, 1973; N o r m a n & Shallice,
1986). In considering the Stroop task from a dual-task
perspective, the processing of the word was defined as the
primary task (because of its obligatory and automatic nature)
and color identification was defined as the secondary task.
Following the locus-of-slack logic as it has been developed
in the psychological refractory period (PR?) paradigm
(Pashler, 1994; Schweickert, 1980), the difficulty in
selecting a response to the color was manipulated, along
with the stimulus onset asynchrony ( S O A ) between the
word and the color.
Based on Pashler's (1994) principles of testing botdeneck
models, different predictions follow from the two types of
theories. Response-production bottleneck theories predict an
interaction between response-selection difficulty and S O A ,
such that the manipulation of response-selection difficulty
should have a greater effect on color-identification times at
longer S O A s than at shorter S O A s . O n the other hand,
response-selection bottleneck theories predict that the effect
of response-selection difficulty should be the same regardless
of S O A , so that there should be no interaction between the
two variables.

become easier for the participants with each block of trials.
A two-factor, within-subjects A N O V A was conducted to test
the effects of response-selection difficulty (Block 1, Block 2,
Block 3) and S O A on the color-identification times. A s can
be seen in Figure 1, there was a significant effect of
response-selection difficulty, F (2, 64) = 7.22, p < .01, with
mean color-identification times significantly faster in Block
2 ( M = 781 ms) and in Block 3 (A/ = 783 m s ) than in Block
1 ( M = 817 ms). There was also a significant effect of
S O A , F (5, 160) = 30.10, p < .0001, with reaction times
generally decreasing across S O A s from 0 to 150 m s and
remaining fairly constant with further increases in S O A .
The critical result was that there was no interaction between
response-selection difficulty and S O A , F (10, 320) = 1.09,
p > .36, which supports the idea of a bottleneck in response
selection rather than in response production.
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Method
O n each trial, a single word appeared on a computer screen.
It either appeared in color (red, blue, green, or yellow) from
the beginning of the trial ( S O A = 0) or initially appeared in
gray and turned into one of the colors after an S O A of 50,
100, 150, 200, or 300 m s . N o n e of the words used in the
experiment were color words or words related to colors.
Rather than naming the color in which each word was
printed, the 33 participants responded by saying a number
aloud that corresponded to the color (red = 1, blue = 2, green
= 3, yellow = 4). The reaction times to identify the color by
saying the appropriate number were recorded from the onset
of the color.
Results
The 300 experimental trials were split into three equal
blocks. The manipulation of response-selection difficulty
was then defined by the amount of practice participants had
in mapping the colors onto the correct number responses,
based on the reasoning that the response selection would
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Figure 1: M e a n color-identification times in each of the
three blocks of trials as a function of the S O A between the
word and the color.
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Olmsted (1994) has suggested that the pervasive use of
diminutives in Russian child-directed speech reflects not just
an accomodation to the smaller world of children but rather
constitutes an important precondition for the acquisition of
Russian noun morphology, particularly the gender system.
Although most Russian nouns have regular morphophonological gender marking (transparent nouns), a subset of endpalatalized nouns is ambiguous with respect to marking as
either feminine or masculine (non-transparent nouns).
Russian diminutive derivations eliminate gender ambiguity
by adding morphemes that preserve the main morphophonological features of feminine and masculine nouns.
In the present study, w e investigate whether the presence
of diminutives aids second language learners in acquiring
Russian gender. If facilitation of gender learning through the
useof diminutives can be shown, this will support the idea
that child-directed speech registers may simplify aspects of
grammar which would otherwise pose learnability problems.
It also would point to the importance of input shaping in
second language learning and help in clarifying mechanisms
underlying gender transfer to novel nouns.

Method
Participants. Forty adult native speakers of English with
no prior knowledge of Russian were recruited and tested at
the College of Staten Island, C U N Y .
Half of the
participants were assigned to the diminutive and the other
half to the non-diminutive condition.
Materials. Twenty masculine and 20 feminine Russian
nouns were selected from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart
(1980) picture set. Fifteen masculine and 15 feminine nouns
had transparent gender marking. The remaining 5 feminine
and 5 masculine nouns were non-transparent. Five
transparent masculine and 5 transparent feminine nouns were
reserved for later testing. In the diminutive condition, all
nouns were presented in their diminutive form. In the nondiminutive condition, all nouns were presented in their base
form. During training, the pictures were presented either as
yellow or as red line drawings on black background. Color
was counterbalanced across gender and type of gender
markedness (transparent vs. non-transparent).
The testing set, which was identical in both conditions,
consisted of the 30 training nouns and 10 new nouns.
During testing, 10 familiar transparent nouns were presented
in diminutive form and 10 were presented in base form.
During testing, each line drawing was presented in the color
opposite from the color used during training. This change in
color ensured productive use of the adjective suffixes.

Procedure. Participants were trained during three sessions
conducted on a Macintosh computer with PsyScope software
(Cohen et al., 1993). In the first block of each session
(listen and repeat), they were presented with a series of
colored line drawings and the corresponding Russian color
adjective and nominative noun which they had to repeat. In
the second block (color comprehension), they heard the
Russian color adjective-noun combinations and had to chose
the correct color. During thefinalblock (color production),
they heard the noun and were asked to produce the inflected
color adjective corresponding to the color of the picture.
After three sessions of training, familiar and novel nouns
were presented in a generalization test in which the
participants had to produce the correctly gender inflected
form of the color adjectives. Gender agreement errors and
response latencies were measured.
Results
Participants in the diminutive condition showed faster
learning of noun gender as indicated lower gender agreement
error rates on training items in Session 2 and 3. This group
also showed lower error rates and faster reaction times in
generalizing gender inflection to novel color adjective-noun
combinations. Finally, the diminutive group was faster and
more accurate in determining the gender of novel transparent
nouns. A closer inspection of the diminutive group's error
rates suggests a morpho-phonological basis for gender
transfer. W e designed a recurrent cascaded backpropagation
network to simulate the empirical results. The network's
performance matches the main findings of the experiment
thereby illustrating h o w an associative learning mechanism
and characteristics of language input affect the acquisition of
gender.
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Recent research in h u m a n learning highlights the importance of selective attention, as has past research in animal
learning. Mackintosh (1975) presented a highly influential
model of animal conditioning which incorporated learned selective attention. In the present work, I derive two variants of
Mackintosh's approach from connectionist architectures previously applied as models of attentional learning in humans.
These connectionist architectures include the mixture of experts (Erickson & Kruschke, 1998; Jacobs, 1997) and an extension of A D I T (Kruschke, 1996).
This connectionist analysis yields several benefits: Mackintosh's (1975) model is shown to be (virtually) a special
case of independently motivated human learning models. U n like the somewhat arbitrary formulas proposed by Mackintosh
(1975), the connectionist formulas for changes in associative
strength and in attention are derived consistently from a comm o n objective: error reduction. The connectionist framework
also provides a natural generalization of Mackintosh's (1975)
ideas, from the presence or absence of a single unconditioned
stimulus to multiple categorical outcomes.
The connectionist models arefitto data from human learning experiments, including data showing the inverse baserate effect, blocking of associative learning, latent inhibition,
overshadowing, perseveration of attention through shifts of
relevance, etc. N e w experiments show that lack of learning,
^ la Kamin (1969) and Rescorla and Wagner (1972), cannot
adequately account for blocking in humans. Instead, learned
inattention better accounts for the data.
Latent inhibitionis treated as a special case of blocking, unlike any previous explanation of which I a m presently aware.
Latent inhibition is thereby also treated within a unified framework, instead of by alternative heuristics (e.g., Frey & Sears,
1978; Lubow, 1989; Pearce & Hall, 1980).
T h e analysis and modeling demonstrate that these statistically non-normative behavioral phenomena are "rational",
that various animal and human models can be formally unified, that attentional learning in animals and humans might
be simultaneously addressed within a c o m m o n model, and
that attentional learning is a crucial component of associative
learning in humans.
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N e w experiments examined two forms of retrospective
revaluation in human associative learning. Retrospective
revaluation occurs when a cue is initially associated with some
outcome, but subsequent learning about other cues causes the
prior association to be changed. Retrospective revaluation is
an especially challenging phenomenon for many contemporary models of associative learning because the associative
strength of the cue is changed when the cue is not itself present
in the stimulus. M a n y models, to the contrary, predict no
change in strength for absent cues. It is important, therefore,
to establish the extent of the phenomenon itself when trying
to explain it. (Examples of recent work include Dickinson &
Burke, 1996; Van Hanmie & Wasserman, 1994)

with backward blocking, m a n y models predict forward conditioned inhibition but do not predict backward conditioned
inhibition. Our results showed neither forward nor backward
conditioned inhibition, contrary to the models.
Our third experiment explored the cause of the lack of conditioned inhibition found in the previous experiment. W e discovered that the apparent lack was a consequence of the type
of control condition used as a comparison for assessing conditioned inhibition. Our control condition was directly analogous to controls used previously by other researchers. T h e
control condition simply has another pair of symptoms associated with another disease, denoted C D - 3 , learned concurrently with AB-1. The test for conditioned inhibition consists
of measuring responses to the pair of conflicting symptoms,
Our experiments used simulated medical diagnosis,
B
D . Because symptom B should be an especially strong prewherein people learned to classify lists of symptoms as pardictor
of disease 1, and D is only part of the two symptoms
ticularfictitiousdiseases. This paradigm, which has multiple
that
predict
disease 3, responses to B D should favor disease
possible outcomes (diseases), allows within-subject designs
1. But, as stated above, people showed no preference for disand greaterflexibilityof associative relations than many
ease 1 in this case. In our third experiment, w e expanded the
experiments previously reported in the literature, which used
design so that people would be forced to learn C D - 3 as a conratings of a single outcome, such as presence or absence of
junctive
pair, i.e., C A N D D indicates 3, rather than as a disallergic reaction
junctive pair, i.e., C O R D indicate 3. With this n e w control
Ourfirstexperiment investigated forward and backward
condition, w e found both forward and backward conditioned
blocking (i.e., preventing or diminishing) of associative learninhibition.
ing, in a within-subjects design. People learned in one phase
These new results present a complex situation for models
of the experiment that the pair of symptoms A + B indicated
of associative learning to address. Not only should the models
disease 1, which w e denote AB-1. If they learned in a prior
produce retrospective revaluation in blocking and conditioned
phase that symptom A alone indicated disease 1 (A-1), then
inhibition, the models should also be sensitive to the differlearning about symptom B was blocked in the subsequent A B ence between conjunctive and disjunctive encoding of cues.
1 phase. This is called forward blocking. If people learned A1 after they learned A B - 1 , then the significance of B could be
References
(and was) retrospectively diminished. This is called backward
Dickinson, A., & Burke, J. (1996). Within-compound associblocking. Unlike previous studies, w e found that the magniations mediate the retrospective revaluation of causaltude of backward blocking was as robust as forward blocking.
ity judgements. The Quarterly Journal ofExperimental
Thus, the challenge for models of human associative learning
Psychology, 49B, 60-80.
is indeed a strong one.

Our second experiment investigated what w e call forward and backward conditioned inhibition, again in a withinsubjects design. A s in thefirstexperiment, people learned
AB-1 in one phase of the experiment. In the other phase of
learning, however, the single symptom A was associated with
a different, second disease 2 (A-2). If the A-2 training is provided before AB-1 training, many models of associative learning predict that symptom B should be learned as an especially
strong indicator of disease 1, perhaps even inhibiting selection
of disease 2. This w e call forward conditioned inhibition. If
the A-2 training instead comes after AB-1 training, then this
result would be called backward conditioned inhibition. A s

Van Hamme, L. J., & Wasserman, E. A. (1994). Cue competition in causality judgments: The role of nonpresentation of compound stimulus elements. Learning a n d
Motivation, 25, 127-151.
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In m a n y domains, cues are only partially valid, probabilistic predictors of outcomes. In medical diagnosis, for example, symptoms are usually only probabilistically valid indicators of various diseases. Different cues can have different validities for different outcomes, e.g., fever is a relatively good
indicator offlu,whereas sore elbow is a relatively poor indicator offlu.Previous research by many experimenters has
shown that people can learn about the relative validity of various cues, and people can utilize the cues to an extent corresponding with the relative validity. The correspondence is ordinal, however, not linear or optimal. In particular, people's
utilization of a partially valid cue is inversely related to the
validity of other available cues. This "overshadowing" of a
less valid cue by a more valid cue, also known as "cue competition," has been documented in a number of species and
in a number of different experimental paradigms in humans.
Previous research has also shown that more salient cues can
overshadow less salient cues of equal validity. It has also been
shown that people can utilize probabilistic information from
non-linear combinations or configurations of cues, but utilization of such configural information is less than utilization of
equally valid component cues (e.g., Edgell, Castellan, Roe,
Barnes, N g . Bright, & Ford, 1996).

ential salience on utilization, when a second cue either is or is
not present. W e found that when a cue is presented by itself,
there is a small effect of salience on its utilization, but when
the same cue is presented with a second cue of zero validity,
the salience has a large effect on utilization. These new results
put additional constraints on any model of utilization.
W e successfullyfitthe data with an extended version of the
exemplar-based connectionist model, A L C O V E (Kruschke,
1992). Three aspects of the model are important for fitting
the data: First, the model rapidly shifts limited-capacity attention across cues, in response to error. This reallocation
of attention causes more valid or more salient dimensions to
pull attention away from less valid dimensions. Second, the
model uses an exemplar-based internal representation, which
permits the model to learn about configural information, but
less effectively than component cue information. Third, the
model anneals (i.e., decreases) its associative learning rates
and attention shift rates, which is computationally appropriate for probabilistic environments. All three properties of the
model are direct formalizations of three corresponding psychological principles: Learners rapidly shift limited-capacity
attention in response to error, learners can encode exemplars
or combinations of cues, and learners stop or decelerate leaming when they are in probabilistic environments with firequent,
uncontrollable errors.

A number of theorists have tried to address these findings,
but none has provided a detailed model that has also closely
fit experimental data. Several connectionist models of associative learning, in particular, have failed tofitthese phenom- References
ena (Edgell et al., 1996). In fact, it has been proven that a cer- Busemeyer, J. R., Myung, I. J., & McDaniel, M . A. (1993).
Cue competition effects: Theoretical implications for
tain class of connectionist models cannot exhibit overshadowadaptive network learning models. Psychological Sciing or cue-competition after asymptotic training (Busemeyer,
ence, 4, 196-202.
M y u n g , & McDaniel, 1993).

W e conducted new experiments, with human participants,
Edgell, S. E., Castellan, N. J., Roe, R. M., Barnes, J. M., Ng,
replicating and extending previous research on overshadowR C , Bright, R. D., & Ford, L. A. (1996). Irrelevant
ing. O u rfirstset of experiments examined the effect of otherinformation in probabilistic categorization. Journal
cue validity on cue utilization. W e measured utilization of a
of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and
binary-valued cue that had afixedvalidity, under a number of
Cognition,22, 1463-1481.
conditions. Our experiments used carefully counter-balanced
cues, consistent across conditions, unlike some previous reKruschke, J. K. (1992). ALCOVE: An exemplar-based consearch. In one condition the cue occurred by itself, without
nectionist model of category learning. Psychological
competing cues. In another condition, a second cue occurred
Review, 99,11-AA.
but had zero validity. In a third condition, the second cue had
equal validity, and in a fourth condition the second cue had
greater validity. Our data showed the classic overshadowing
effect of the second dimension, that is, utilization of the fixedvalidity dimension declined as the validity of the other dimension increased.
In other experiments, w e investigated the effect of differ-
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Asymmetry in analogical reasoning has generally been
assumed to occur at the post-mapping inference stage, with
the mappings themselves being inherently symmetric.
However, unlike previous theoretical explanations and
computational models, the L I S A (Learning and Inference
with Schemas and Analogies) model of analogical reasoning
(Hummel & Holyoak, 1997) makes the unique prediction of
asymmetry at the mapping stage. This prediction is a direct
result of LISA'S mapping algorithm. L I S A performs
mapping based on a process of limited-capacity guided
pattern recognition, where a driver analog creates a pattern of
activation through sequential firing of its propositions
which is received in parallel by a recipient analog. This
mapping algorithm predicts an asymmetry in mapping
between two analogs with differing levels of causal semantic
content, depending on which analog is the driver and which
is the recipient.
In previous work (Kubose, Holyoak, & H u m m e l , 1997),
we tested this prediction by measuring mapping performance
between two structurally isomorphic analogs with differing
levels of causal content (using a task similar to that of
Keane, 1997). Both simulation results and h u m a n
performance revealed asymmetry, with mapping being more
accurate when the driver analog contained causal semantic
content and the recipient analog contained noncausal
semantic content and less accurate when the driver analog
contained noncausal semantic content and the recipient
contained causal semantic content. That is, there was an
asymmetry in mapping accuracy between two analogs with
different levels of causal content.
To replicate and extend thesefindings,w e constructed a
similar mapping task using more meaningful materials,
Duncker's (1945) T u m o r problem, and the analogous
Fortress story (Gick & Holyoak, 1980). While analogous,
these materials also contain different amounts of causal
information. T h e Fortress story, because it includes a
solution to the problem, is more structurally and causally
coherent than the T u m o r story, which lacks a solution. W e
predicted that this difference in structural and causal
coherence would generate an asymmetry in mapping
accuracy when the roles of driver and recipient analog are
varied betweem the two stories. The greater causal
coherence in the Fortress story leads to more optimal
processing when it is the driver analog, which should
generate more accurate mappings. In contrast, when the

T u m o r problem is in the role of driver analog, its lower
coherence should result in suboptimal processing, and hence
less accurate mappings. W e also predicted that, due to the
asymmetry in mapping accuracy, the solution rate of the
T u m o r problem would also differ as a function of the
mapping direction, with a higher frequency of correct
solutions when the Fortress is the driver analog than when
the Tumor is the driver analog.
W e tested these predictions, and found that mapping
performance for both L I S A and college students was
significantly more accurate when the Fortress story was the
driver analog and the T u m o r problem was the recipient
analog (88%) than when the T u m o r problem was the driver
and the Fortress story the recipient (76%). In addition, the
solution rate for the T u m o r problem was greater when the
Fortress was the driver and the T u m o r the recipient (45%)
than vice versa (31%).
In addition to providing additional evidence of
asymmetries in mapping, for both h u m a n reasoners and
LISA, our results have educational implications regarding
the optimal focus of attention during analogical problem
solving.
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Abstract

were same-category and half were different-category pairs.
A Control group gave similarity ratings in the same manner
Tests of the influence of categorization and comparison on without receiving prior exposure to the stimulus materials.
the representations of relational categories show: 1) a category-based similarity effect, and 2) an indirect role of comResults and Discussion We focus on two main findings.
parison via facilitated learning with pairwise presentation.
First, the data extend earlier findings of Kurtz (1996) to
well-defined relational categories. W e found increased
The paths of explanatory power between similarity and
similarity ratings of same-category pairs without decreased
categorization are difficult to trace. W e suggest an evoluratings of different-category pairs by Ss with category
tion of the representations over which similarity operates
training compared to controls (see Table 1). Second, comfollowing from category-level constraints. There is n o w
parison served to facilitate category learning and possibly to
evidence that learning to co-categorize items can increase
promote re-representation. Ss in Cat2 took 2.7 epochs to
their similarity (Kurtz, 1996) and even alter their perception
reach criterion compared to 5.7 epochs in Catl. TTie simi(Schyns et al., 1997; Livingston et al., 1997). T h e present
larity data suggest that the influence of categorization on reresearch further addresses these phenomena and asks
representation m a y be greater with pairwise presentation.
whether these changes c o m e about through learning sophisticated feature spaces (Kurtz, 1997) or through comparison
Table 1: Similarity Ratings.
processes that abstract, extend or alter structured representations (Gentner & Medina, in press).
Transfer
Condition
Training
S
a
m
e
Diff
Diff
Same
Method Ss were shown pictures of rock arrangements (see
3.64
2.74
Control
(n=15)
3.75
2.63
Figure 1) and asked to classify them as to which of 3 culCatl
(n=23)
5.02
2.82
4.58
3.12
tures were the builders. Each category of 5 examples had a
Cat2
(n=23)
5.14
2.62
4.87
3.04
relational basis: 2 rocks on top of each other with same
color and shape, a rock supported by 2 rocks, and a downward slope from left to right.

In sum, w e have shown a category-based similarity effect
and facilitation of learning with pairwise presentation.
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Introduction
Current neural network models of word recognition claim
that all letters in a word are used in parallel to build up activation. This disagrees with the dictionary model of word
recognition, which claims that people use letters serially
from left to right.
This study uses a letter deletion technique to examine the
importance of each serial position in a word. Neural network models would predict that each letter deletion will
impact the naming time similarly, while the dictionary
model predicts that the letters are ordered in importance,
with a monotonic decrease over serial positions.

a reliable difference, p < .05, between the first position deletion and each of the second through seventh positions.
There were no reliable differences found between any of the
second through seventh positions.

660

Figure 1: The eight conditions of a stimulus
Subjects were told that m a n y of the words would have a
missing letter and that their task was to name the word in its
completed form. The subject's naming latency was recorded with the timer beginning at the onset of the stimulus
presentation and ended at onset of vocalization. The
stimulus stayed on screen until the word was named. All
words were hermits and could only be completed one way.
For each subject w e found a median naming latency for
each of the deletion conditions. Figure 1 shows the average
reaction time for all subjects at each segment deletion condition and the intact condition. W h e n the initial letter is
deleted, subjects are slowest to name the words, but when
other positions are deleted there are only the slightest of
differences.
Subjects take longer to name a word when a letter is deleted (Mean = 590ms) than when a word is intact (Mean =
542ms). This difference is statistically reliable, t(7) = 6.34,
p< .001. Fisher's post-hoc test comparing all pairs showed
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Methods & Results
Eight expert readers (7 graduate students and a professor)
were placed in front of a C R T and shown 120 different
seven-letter words. Each of the 120 words appears eight
times; once intact and with each of the letters serially removed and replaced with an underscore. The 960 words
were printed in capitals in a width-constant font (courier),
and were presented in random order. A n example is shown
in Figure 1.
_NTROPY
ENTR_PY
E_TROPY
ENTRO_Y
ENTROP_
EN_ROPY
ENT OPY
ENTROPY

640 .

580
560
540
520

\
Seventh
^ c o n d ^ ^•

*~A
\

None

Position Deleted

Figure 2: Naming latencies of words with a letter deleted
Discussion
The experiment revealed a large, consistent difference
between the first and second position, and almost no difference between the second through seventh positions. Words
are about 1 0 % slower to recognize if their first letter is
missing than if any other letter is missing. This finding is
not predicted by either neural network models or by the
dictionary model. It suggests that words are indexed by the
first letter in the mental lexicon.
Spoonerisms arefrirtherevidence offirstletter indexing.
The most c o m m o n form of Spoonerism is swapping the first
letter of two words. N o other single letter is ever m o v e d in
a Spoonerism, suggesting something unique about the first
letter.
While neural network models do not predictfirstletter
indexing, a model with the correct input representation
should be able to simulate this data. If the representation of
thefirstletter in the input layer of a neural network contains
greater statistical regularity than any other letter position,
than thefirstletter would take on an indexing function.
Future input representations should be designed with this
data in mind.
Reference
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Introduction
Recent research on metaphor interpretation stands out
from the dominant models based in the serial processing of
metaphor. These latter have proposed that the literal
meaning of the metaphor is processed first, and by the
figurative meaning in a second step. The more recent
research generally shows the effect of conceptual structures
in the processing of metaphorical statements. It is the reason
w h y a person's level of conceptual development can
influence metaphorical comprehension: the pattern of
metaphorical understanding a m o n g children appears to
parallel their semantic development. According to
Glucksberg et al. (1997), two types of contextual
information are activated in making sens a metaphor:
information on the topic and information on the vehicle.
Information about the topic allows the subjects to select
those features which are consistent with the particular
context of the statement. Information about the vehicle
allows the subject to select attributional categories
represented in this context. Metaphors consisting of
ambiguous vehicles can be easily understood when the topic
contains dimensions of relevant attributions and is
reasonably limited in scope.
W e conducted an experiment to study the effect of
knowledge about topic on interpretation of animal metaphors
of the form "P (a person) is an A (an animal)". W e expect,
therefore, that context-phrases presented before metaphorical
statements will have an effect on their interpretation when w e
subsequently ask research-participants whether they agree or
disagree with an interpretation of the metaphor provided in a
target-phrase presented after the metaphorical statement.
M o r e specifically, w e predict that:
(i) a neutral context (N) will not encourage the activation
of either of the two interpretations proposed to the
participants;
(ii) a context related to one of the two interpretations (X or
Y ) of the metaphor will contribute to decrease in ambiguity
and will encourage the interpretation (X or Y ) provided in the
target-phrase;
(iii) in the same way, depending upon the context, there
will be a clear difference in the time required by participants
to interpret the metaphor provided with the target-phrase.
Research-participants were asked to indicate whether they
agreed or disagreed with the content of a Target-sentence
providing an interpretation of the metaphor. A Contextsentence of the kind "Everyone knows that 'P' possesses the
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property p 1" is presented before the metaphor itself, followed
by the Target-sentence of the form "Does that m e a n that 'P
has the property p2 ?". Possessing property pi can be either
neutral, congruent or incongruent with property p2, which is
one of two properties known about animal A .
Results
We found a powerful Context-effect in our results. When
the context-phrase was compatible with the target-phrase,
participants agreed the interpretation of the metaphor given in
the target-phrase. In the conditions where the target was
neutral in a context compatible with one of the two metaphor
interpretations, the level of agreement with the neutral targetphrase is very low. Reaction-time to the " Y E S " was shorter
when the ambiguity of the metaphor was eliminated by the
context-phrase.
Conclusion
These results are interpreted in the light of models
developed by Glucksberg & Keysar (1990) and Wolff «&
Centner (1992), according to which the interpretation of the
metaphor is seen as inherent in the vehicle-category. The
attribution of a property to the topic involves choosing,
among categories superordinate to the vehicle, a property
compatible with what one already knows about the topic. The
two mechanisms of categorial attribution and matching of
properties are those of the Dynamic Allocation Model of
Meaning which w e have already used for modeling the
understanding of jokes (Tijus & Moulin, 1997).
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Abstract
A hippocampal phenomenon Icnown as the shaq> wave is correlated with a cellfiringpattern that recapitulates an earlier cell
firing pattern. The earlier cellfiringpattern is driven by external
stimuli while the recapitulative cellfiringarises spontaneously
from within the hippocampus. W e postulate that the sharp
wave associated cellfiringduit occurs in the awake state provides the basis for several well-known phenomena that involve
self remindings. The hypothesis ex|dains the resolution of cognitive impasses by hypothesizing an explicit, kxalized, internal
mechanismtiiatreminds one of an initially unsuccessful m e m ory retrieval. Combining this hypothesis with ideas expressed
by others provides a two-fold view of sharp wave associated cell
firing: Recapitulative cellfiring(1) mediates the consolidation of
intermediate hippocampal m e m c x y into kxig-term neocortical
memory during d o w w a v e sleep, and (2) drives implicit (unconscious) neocortical reprocessing of unresolved issues.

preceding the sharp wave.
Because sharp wave events are correlated with condensed recapitulations of prior hippocampal activities, such events coukl serve to remind the neocortex of unresolved issues. O u r hypothesis states that
engagement in repetitive motor activity will lead to hippocampally
produced recapitulations of uiuesolved questions. These remindings
include recapitulations of unresolved T O T states, unsolved problems,
and prospective m e m o r y reminders. There is a sharp contrast between cuing theories and the hypothesis here. Cuing theories depend
upon the introduction of external stimuli to lemind the subject of an
unresolved impasse; the sharp w a v e based hypothesis requires n o
such external cues to remind the subject of the impasse. In fact, sharp
wave events appear more likely to occur during informatioiudly impoverished situations (e.g., grooming and eating).

Introduction
M a n y cognitive phenomeru involve unfinished business, that is, tasks
that are unresolved and that one m a y return to even in the absence of
external reminders. These include the Zeigamik phenomenon, tip-ofthe-tonguc ( T O T ) states, incubation effects, self-initiated retrieval in
prospective remembering, and reminiscence effects. These phenomena share one notable characteristic: self-initiated remindings appear
to restart previously discontinued tasks in such a w a y that the chances
of successful task resolution m a y be enhanced. The mechanism responsible for reminding one to resume an unresolved task coukl be
cuing from encounters with stimuli associated with the uiuesolved
task, a mechanism rooted in cue-dependent m e m o r y theory.

If sharp wave "remindings" occur under stimulus conditions (and
neocortical states) different from those in which impasses occurred,
then the recapitulated questions will be processed differently. A s a
result of this difference there is a better chance to resolve the impasses than if remindings recur in the same context previously associated with the impasses.

The internal reminding theory does not rely on related stimuli to reinitiate progress on unresolved questions, and it gives a plausible
physiological mechanism for unprompted remindings. It also leads to
experimental predictions Jor example, it explicitly predicts an electrophysiok>gical correlate of T O T . resolution, and suggests that die
probability of suchresolutionscould be enhanced by biasing behavior
for situations that bias for sharp waves in the awake state. This later
Based on neurophysiological observations in rats, we propose an al- prediction contrasts with the prediction of cuing theories thatrelyon
ternative mechanism. T h e microscopic electrophysiological event
remindings externally cued by an information-rich environment
named the sharp wave arises spontaneously within the hippocampus
during slow wave sleep and w h e n animals perform repetitive motor
tasks of great familiarity (e.g., feeding, grooming). Analysis of single References
cell firing during brief sharp wave events of slow wave sleep reveals August, D. A & Levy, W . B (1996) Temporal sequence compression
a fast playback of cell firing patterns experienced earlier in the day.
by a hippocampal network nuxlel. INNS Worid Congress on Neural Networks, 1299-1304.
This earlier cell fuing w a s driven by a novel repetitive task that engaged the hippocampus. T h e rapidrefiringsduring sk)w wave sleep
August, D. A & Levy, W . B (1997) Spontaneous Replay of Tempoare postulated to be the re-teaching of neocortex that leads to kmgrally Compressed Sequences by a Hippocampal Network Model.
term memory. The patterned, high speedretiringoccurs because of
In: Computatiorud Neuroscience: Trends in Research. Proceedeariier associative modification of excitatory synapses in the hippoings of the Aimual Computational Neuroscience Conference. (J.
campal region C A 3 and decreased inhibition in the hippocampus just
M. Bower. Ed.) N e w Yoric:Plenum Press, pp. 231-236,1997.
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Abstract

measures of sentence priming. In one experiment
the similarity of syntactic structure between
priming and test sentences is maintained while
the thematic role relations are altered. Another
experiment maintains thematic role relations of
the priming and test sentences while altering
their comparative syntactic structures.
A
cognitive model incorporating an implicit
representation of syntactic structure would predict
that priming will occur for sentences which are
syntactically similar, regardless of thematic role
relations, but that priming will not occur on the
basis of thematic role relations alone.
The studies show that indirect measures
employed in implicit learning research m a y be
fseful tools with which to investigate sentence
priming phenomena.
Results of these
experiments have implications for theories of
implicit memory, metacognition, and cognitive
models of syntactic processing.

Recent research on sentence priming suggests
that IVcquent or recent processing of a syntactic
structure
influences
subsequent
linguistic
behavior (Bock, 1986; Bock & Loebell, 1990;
Bock. Loebell & Morey. 1992). The studies to
be presented investigate whether sentence
priming is due to an implicit memory of
ssntactic structure as distinct from lexical and
ihcmatic priming.
Experiment I uses an indirect measure of
conceptual fluency (a standard measure of the
•"Merc Exposure" effect and also of implicit
m e m o r y ) which employs self-reported, intuitionbased affective judgments (Bornstein, 1989;
Gordon & Holyoak, 1983; Seger, 1994). A n
affective measure of grammatical acceptability is
used as the dependent measure of conceptual
fluency, with the prediction that grammatically
acceptable .sentences which had been read for
content during an earlier part of the experiment
will be judged as more grammatically acceptable
during the subsequent test phase. This prediction
is supported by the results of Experiment 1,
which (bund increased grammatical acceptability
ratings lor recently read sentences. This finding
demonstrates an implicit m e m o r y or "Mere
Exposure" effect for identically repeated natural
language stimuli.
Experiment 2 examines whether the priming
effect found in Experiment I generalizes across
and test sentences
which are
priming
syntactically similar (as defined by a phrase
structural description) but which do not have the
same content words. The priming effect is found
for related syntactic structures containing novel
content words, showing that the priming effect
observed in Experiment 1 cannot be due to
simple lexical repetition.
In further experiments w e investigate potential
lexical and thematic influences on indirect
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Problem Solving may be classified into ordinary problem
solving (OPS) and creative problem solving (CPS). Within
our model, called INSPIRER, CPS is on a continuum with
OPS, although we point out some differences in the properties of the solutions and in the process of producing solutions in those two kinds of Problem Solving.
The goal of CPS is to produce an appropriate and original
solution (Boden, 1995). By appropriate we mean being useful and, internally and externally coherent. By original we
mean being somehow unexpected or non-obviously novel.
A non-obviously novel and appropriate solution causes surprise. On the other hand, we see OPS as the production of a
solution that is just appropriate but not original, and therefore not surprising.
In our opinion the process of producing solutions in CPS
and in OPS comprises a sequence of the following steps
(Wallas, 1926): Preparation (problem acquisition and background knowledge assimilation), Incubation (attempt to
construct a solution to the problem using background
knowledge). Illumination (preposition of the solution) and
Verification (validation and evaluation of the properties of
the solution). In our approach, background knowledge (both
episodic and theoretic) is represented by graphs. Each
knowledge graph comprises a set of spatially, temporally,
causally or hierarchically interconnected knowledge nodes
(knowledge fragments). A problem is just a set of possibly
interconnected knowledge nodes representing an incomplete
solution. The system just has to complete it. Knowledge
nodes iteratively retrieved from memory are adapted to fill
the missing nodes of that incomplete solution. This retrieval
is context-guided, i.e., candidate knowledge nodes are selected from prior knowledge structures taking into account
the similarities between their neighborhood (set of knowledge nodes and relations that surround a knowledge node)
and the neighborhood of the missing knowledge node.
In OPS the selected knowledge nodes are the ones with
higher context similarities, and the adaptation strategies are
the more obvious ones. However, considering the combination-theory of creativity, which says that creativity consists
on relating previously unrelated things, then, within our
approach, CPS is achieved relating previously unrelated
knowledge nodes. This is performed using a retrieval process that does not select the highest context similar knowledge nodes from prior knowledge structures, and/or using
an adaptation process that does not make the more obvious

adaptations. The result is that a knowledge node is put in a
different context, and thus new and probably non-obvious
relations may be established between it and the knowledge
nodes that belong to its new context. Within this process
some cognitive risks are taken, which may lead to bizarre
solutions (solutions without appropriateness). This way,
CPS results of mechanisms like retrieval and adaptation,
which are on a continuum with those used in OPS, as defended by Ram et al. (1995).
Guilford (1968) "has claimed that the exploration of creative solutions is mainly due to the mind ability that he called
divergent production. This ability involves the generation of
a variety of solutions to a same problem, and differs from
convergent production, which is used when reasoning logically to produce the sole appropriate solution for a problem.
Within our approach divergent production of solutions is
achieved by repeating the construction of an entire solution
for a same problem several times, each time changing the
threshold of context similarity used in the retrieval (divergent retrieval), and/or changing the adaptations applied to
the retrieved knowledge node (divergent adaptation). Exploring the possible combinations of the different thresholds
and different adaptation strategies for the several missing
knowledge nodes of a solution may lead to the construction
of an extremely great number of different solutions to a
same problem. The user may control this process: for example, he/she may choose the threshold to be used in a specific
selection of a knowledge node, and thus, he/she may control
somehow the originality of the solution. Other way may be
computing automatically the possible combinations. At the
end, the user may choose the best solutions.
Convergent production is used to construct ordinary solutions: a convergent retrieval and convergent adaptation involves no cognitive risks.
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There has been a lot of interest in a phenomenon
dubbed "the implicit causality in verbs." It has been
demonstrated that a subset of verbs which describe an
interaction between two individuals carries information
about which entity is the cause of the event. Sentences
of the form NPl Verbed N P 2 induce people to ascribe
the cause of the event to either thefirstN P or the second
NP. The former set of verbs are NPl biasing, the latter
N P 2 biasing. Hence, in John hit Mary, John is perceived
as the cause of hit, making hit a NPl biasing verb;
whereas in John praised Man,; Mary is seen as the cause
of praise, making praise a N P 2 biasing verb. This effect
has been demonstrated using a variety of techniques,
including forced response tasks (Brown & Fish, 1983),
completion studies (Au, 1986), and has, also, been shown
to influence comprehension (Caramazza, Grober, Garvey
& Yates, 1977).
Some researchers account for this verb bias in terms of
thematic roles (Rudolph & Forsterling, 1997). Verbs
have been divided into action verbs or state verbs. Of
the action verbs there are a further two categories,
Agent-Patient (AP) verbs (e.g., hit. kick, telephone) are
NPl biasing, whereas Agent-Evocator (AE) verbs, where
an Evocator is the causal impetus of a following action,
(e.g., praise, blame, congratulate) are NP2 biasing.
State verbs on the other hand can be classified as either
Stimulus-Experiencer (SE) or Experiencer-Stimulus (ES)
verbs. Examples of SE verbs are fascinate, bore,
disappoint, which all give rise to a NPl bias. O n the
other hand, E S verbs (e.g., adore, despise, honour) are
N P 2 biasing.
Kelley (1967) argues that the cause of an event is that
thing with which it covaries. T w o possible sources of
covariation are:firstly,the Person, the thing producing
the response, or having the experience (i.e., the Agent or
Experiencer). If many (few) people react in this way to
the stimulus, then there is high (low) Consensus. The
second source of covariation is the Entity, towards w h o m
the response is directed, or alternatively, the one who
gives rise to an experience (i.e., the Patient, Evocator, or
Stimulus). If the person responds this way to many (few)
entities then there is low (high) Distinctiveness.
In this experiment we aimed to discover how explicit
causal information, namely, covariational information,
influenced the implicit causality in verbs.
In a
completion task, 32 subjects were presented with a single
sentence of covariational information, followed by a
sentence of the form Proper Name-Verbed-Proper Name

because... For example, for the verb praised, subjects
were presented with one of the following sentences:
(1 a) Many people praised Mary. (High Consensus)
(lb) Few people praised Mary. (Low Consensus)
(Ic) John praised few people. (High Distinctiveness)
(Id) John praised many people. (Low Distinctiveness)
Each of these sentences was followed by (2)
(2) John praised Mary because...
The subjects' task was to complete sentence (2) given
the preceding context. It was found that (a) explicit
covariational information did not override the bias
present in interpersonal verbs; (b) L o w Consensus
information led to more Person attributions, whereas
High Consensus led to more Entity attributions; and (c)
Distinctiveness information did not influence the
continuations produced. Thesefindingsare explained by
assuming that information about the Person is more in
focus, making the Consensus dimension more accessible.
O n the other hand. Distinctiveness information does not
exert as strong an influence on continuations because
information associated with the Entity is not as
informative.
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Introduction
This paper examines the effect of perceptual cues and extrinsic motivation on the establishment and breaking of psychological "set" (Einstellung) in Luchins' (1942) water jar
task (WJT). Einstellung (E-effect) occurs when participants
become habituated to a particular solution strategy and persist in using it even when problem structure changes and a
simpler and more economical solution is available. Many
studies have shown that the blinding E-effect is quickly
established, hard to break, and exacerbated by extrinsic constraints such as time pressure. Luchins and Luchins (1950)
have further suggested that adding a perceptual element to
the basic abstract task and limiting the resources available to
participants might reduce the E-effect. W e conducted a
2x2x2 factorial experiment to study the separate and combined effects of these variables on problem solving performance in the WJT.

Method
Participants
Participants were 104 undergraduate students in an introductory marketing course at the University of WisconsinMadison who received extra course credit for participating.
Design
The experiment was a 2x2x2 between-subjects factorial
design. The manipulated variables were perceptual cues
(present/absent), time pressure (high/low), and limited resources (unlimited/limited liquid to solve problems).
Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight
experimental conditions. All were told that they were workers at a campus health clinic and had to use sets of three
sterile vials (with no graduated markings) to measure
needed amounts of flu vaccine for distribution to other
clinics. Perceptual cues consisted of scaled visual representations of the three containers and target amount to be obtained for each problem and were presented together with
the standard numerical representation of the problems. In
the high time pressure condition participants were given one
minute to solve each problem while in the low time pressure
condition they were given the standard 2.5 minutes to solve
each problem. In the limited resources condition participants were told that they had a total of 543 cc of vaccine
and that this would be exactly enough to fill all of the orders

if they used the most economical solutions. All participants
were given booklets containing Luchins' (1942) 10 basic
water jar problems (5 habituation problems and 5 critical
problems) and an 11"" "extreme obvious" solution problem
(in which the first container was equal to the target amount).
Results and Discussion
The experimental manipulations resulted in significant differences among groups in the size of the Einstellung effect
(E-effect) on the set of six critical test problems. Time pressure was found to be a "creativity killer" (Amabile 1987),
resulting in an E-effect of 54%. Adding perceptual cues to
the time pressure condition strengthened the tendency toward mechanization and rigidity, producing an overall Eeffect of 62%. In contrast, the E-effect was reduced to 3 2 %
in the limited resources condition and further reduced to
1 7 % when perceptual cues were added. Intermediate-size Eeffects, ranging from 2 8 % to 4 2 % , resulted when time pressure and limited resources were either both present or both
absent.
Thus, we find that typical real-world decision making
conditions such as time pressure and limited resources may
have a significant impact on creative problem solving in
dynamic contexts. When problem structure changes, time
pressure may prevent problem solvers from seeing more
direct and economical solutions. However, E-effects may be
offset by problem solvers' attention to resource limitations.
The presence of perceptual cues may further help performance in the latter case and hinder performance in the former.
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Introduction
Only under rather contrived experimental conditions have
readers been shown to build spatial situation models.
Reading normal texts, and given normal reading
instructions, readers do not form spatial mental models of
the described scene (Zwaan & van Oostendorp, 1993;
Z w a a n & van Oostendorp, 1994; Zwaan, Radvansky,
Milliard, & Curiel, in press).
Zwaan and van Oostendorp (1993, 1994) have suggested
that when spatial information is related to one of the other
dimensions of the situation described in the text, such as
the causal or motivational dimensions, then it is more
likely to be encoded in the situation model. This appears
to be the case: Z w a a n , van den Broek, Truitt, and
Sundermeier (1996) looked at h o w the causal relatedness
of spatial information affected the spatial situation model.
They found that readers are more likely to encode spatial
information in their situation models if this information
is potentially causally relevant. A further reason that
detailed spatial information might be encoded in a spatial
situation model is that it is related to an action in the text.
This is slightly different than being related to one of the
other dimensions of a situation, because the action in the
text that the spatial information is related to might not
have any causal, motivational, or protagonist relevance,
however it can still influence the likelihood that the
information is encoded into a spatial situation model. For
example, a piece of spatial information in a story such as
the fact that the recycle bin was located next to the door
might have no causal or motivational relevance.
However, if it is mentioned in the story that a character
threw a ball of paper across the room but it missed the
recycle bin and landed on the other side of the door, then
this spatial information suddenly becomes functionally
meaningful, because of the action. The paper would not
land on the other side of the door if the bin was not
somewhat close to the door. The question addressed in
this research was: h o w do actions in the text influence
m e m o r y for spatial information?

Method
The experiment examined m e m o r y for spatial information
related to actions in the text. Participants read two short
(5 page) narrative texts. In these stories, spatial
environments were briefly described as the scene in which

a series of actions took place. S o m e versions of the
stories contained only descriptive, scene-setting spatial
information. Other versions of the stories contained
spatial information specified within statements of actions
and events taking place. Spatial information given as part
of actions described in the story was either stated
explicitly or had to be inferred. Several different kinds of
actions were described, and were carried out by different
characters in the texts. After reading both stories,
participants were asked comprehension questions,
including questions regarding specific actions. After
answering the comprehension questions, participants drew
top-down views of the environments described in the
stories.
Results and Discussion
Results indicate that spatial information associated with
actions in the text is generally better remembered.
However, this is influenced by the type of action and also
in part by which character (protagonist vs. other) carries
out the action.
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When asked to relate information that previously has only
been considered separately, what do people do? Do we
integrate the information, suddenly removing barriers and
creating new connections? Or do we continue, as Bem
(1970) suggests, to view the ideas as separate, internally
consistent "belief bubbles" that have no need to be related?
Koslowski (1996) has suggested that people m a y respond
differently to apparent psychological (as opposed to logical)
inconsistencies in their o w n belief systems than to new,
factual information that disconfirms a belief
To explore these questions, w e examined people's beliefs
about the complex issue of affirmative action. Fifty undergraduate students were interviewed twice about their opinions about m a n y aspects of affirmative action. They were
asked a basic question to assess their opinion of affirmative
action in general, followed by m a n y specific questions
about related issues such the role of government, the value
of racial diversity, and the consequences of such polices. At
the end of the fu-st interview, some of the participants were
challenged on beliefs that they mentioned. That is, they
were asked to respond to a statement suggesting that two
responses they had given could be seen as conflicting. They
were not provided with any additional factual information,
but were simply asked to reflect on the opinions they had
stated. For example, some participants were told, " Y o u
mentioned that you generally support affirmative action
policies. In another section, you noted that you believe that
people should not be evaluated based on their race. S o m e
people have argued that these two points are incompatible
because affirmative action policies require making some
decisions based on race. Could you give some thought to
that?"
T w o weeks later, participants were interviewed again,
asked the same series of questions as in the initial interview.
For each question, participants gave both open-ended responses, and ratings of opinions on a 7-point scale. Here,
w e explore the ratings. W e measured the change in ratings
on each question.
There w a s no difference in magnitude of change on the
basic opinion question about affirmative action ("What are
your views and beliefs about affirmative action?") between
those confronted with inconsistencies and those w h o were
not challenged (p=.86).
However, on the individual questions, those w h o received
a challenge aimed at a particular belief were often more
likely to change their beliefs more than those w h o did not

receive the challenge. While m a n y of these differences did
not reach significance, in most cases those w h o were challenged changed their ratings more than those w h o were not
challenged. W e used a binomial probability to test h o w
likely it was for 19 of 23 responses would be in this direction, and found this to be a significant difference (p<.01).
In addition, w e looked at whether the direction of changes
indicated that people were becoming more consistent in
their thinking. Again, examining a binomial distribution w e
found that those w h o were asked to consider inconsistencies
became more consistent (p<.01).
These results suggest that reflecting on apparent inconsistencies in one's o w n thinking can lead to change in responses to particular questions, even w h e n it does not affect
a responses to a broader, related question. These findings
further provide evidence that information is organized in
separate "belief bubbles" that are not usually considered
together. W h e n considering issues, people can compartmentalize; they have separate "bubbles" of internally consistent information, that m a y be inconsistent with other internally consistent bubbles. W h e n asked to reflect on ideas
previously considered unrelated, people m a y change one
belief while retaining related general beliefs.
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Introduction
A C T - R is a general theory of cognition (Anderson. 1993)
which is capable of learning the relative usefulness of
alternative rules. In previous work (Matessa and Anderson.
1997). a model utilizing this implicit procedural learning
mechanism explained results from a concept formation task
created by McDonald and MacWhinney (1991). The same
model explains results from a role assignment task for
artificial languages created by Blackwell (1995). By focusing
learning on one cue at a time, the model predicted a blocking
phenomenon where certain cues came to dominate and block
learning of other cues. This prediction was supported by the
data from both of the experiments. This abstract describes
results fi-om a role assignment experiment designed to
further test the blocking prediction of the model.
What is role assignment? W h e n trying to understanding a
sentence, people assign nouns to linguistic roles such as
actor, patient, and recipient. In order to do this assignment.
cues of the language such as word order, noun animacy, and
case inflection are used. These cues may or may not be
present in every sentence, and one cue may conflict with
another cue as to the correct role assignment. These conflicts
are resolved by the cue dominance hierarchy of the language,
and cues higher in the hierarchy are more reliable than those
lower in the hierarchy.

reliable than cue B. In about half of the simulation runs
with the same stimuli and amount of exposure as the
experiment, cue B is seen as more reliable. In the other half,
cue C is seen as more reliable and its use blocks the learning
of the due reliability of cue B.
The experiment also had four instruction conditions. In
the first, an explicit description of the three cues was given
along with practice using the cues, and subjects were told
there was no time limit for their decisions (practice/notspeeded). The second condition was the same as the first,
but subjects were told that they should work as quickly and
accurately as possible (practice/speeded). The third condition
did not mention the three cues and subjects were told there
was no time limit (no-practice/not-speeded). The fourth
condition did not mention the three cues and subjects were
asked to work as quickly and accurately as possible (nopractice/speeded).
Results and Discussion
Only half of the subjects in the three speeded or no-practice
conditions preferred cue B over cue C in the testing phase.
However, nearly all of the subjects in the one practice/notspeeded condition preferred cue B over cue C. These results
support the prediction of the model that subjects using
implicit learning (in the speeded or no-experience conditions)
might not learn that cue B is more reliable than cue C. This
is not due to subjects being insensitive to the reliability of
the cues, since in all conditions subjects preferred the more
reliable cue A over cue B and cue C over 8 9 % of the time.
The ability of one model to explain results from three
different experiments suggests its learning mechanism is a
useful explanation of learning in role assignment tasks.

Method
The role assignment task used three linguistic cues
(animacy, case maricing. verb agreement) with varying
degrees of reliability (cue A being the most reliable,
followed by cue B, then cue C). For each subject, the
reliabilities of the linguistic cues were randomly assigned. In
thefirsttraining phase of the experiment, only cues A and C
were present. For example, in a sentence with a verb and
two nouns, only one noun could have the same
morphological suiffix as the verb (verb agreement cue
present) and only one noun could have a nominative marker
(case marking cue present), but the nouns would be either
both animate or both inanimate objects (animacy cue not
present). In the next training phase, all cues were available,
and in the testing phase, only cues B and C were available.
The model predicts that the early use of the A and C cues
could block experience with the B cue, with the consequence
that in the testing phase, cue C may seem to be more
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Introduction
Numerous studies have demonstrated the benefits of selfexplaining while reading text (e.g., Chi, de Leeuw, Chiu, &
LaVancher, 1994). Chi and her colleagues have found that
readers who explain the text either spontaneously or when
prompted to do so understand more from the text and
construct better mental models of the content. These studies
and others provide promising evidence for the benefits of
having students self-explain while reading text. The present
study examined the benefits of providing self-explanation
training to middle-school children to improve learning from
sdence texts.
Prior domain knowledge has also been found to enhance
text comprehension. However, little effect of jwior
knowledge on the effectiveness of self-explanation has been
found. One purpose of this study was to further examine
whether the effectiveness of self-explanation training
depended on the prior knowledge of the reader. If the
inferences encouraged during self-explanation are
unsuccessful due to the lack of sufficient knowledge, selfexplanation should be less beneficial for low-knowledge
readers (e.g., McNamara & Kintsch, 1996).
The second purpose was to determine whether the benefits
of training depended on prior reading skill. If skilled readers
already engage in the active jwocessing encouraged during the
self-explanation process, then these readers should benefit
less from self-explanation. Only less-skilled readers who do
not naturally engage in these processes should benefit from
training.

self explain but were not provided with strategy instruction.
The subjects were told to self-explain while reading the text,
but were not prompted to do so. The entire experiment
required five sessions.
Results

Training results allow the comparison of self-explanatio
(i.e., training) and reading aloud (i.e., control). T h e effect of
self-explanation was not reliable. This lack of an effect is
due to the contiibuting effects of both prior knowledge and
reading skill. A s s h o w n below, high-knowledge readers
understood m o r e from the texts than low-knowledge reados
regardless of condition. M o r e o v e r , skilled readers
comprehended the text well regardless of condition, whereas
less-skilled readers benefited from self-explaining while
reading the texts. This indicates that the skilled readers
actively processed the texts regardless of condition.
Qscir Explain
EOrmiI Aloud

$5^ ii
SclfEzpUiulion Read Aloud
Coadttion

Method

LcssSklUed
More Skflled
Readen

Fig. 1: C o m p r e h e n s i o n performance during training.

The subjects were 29 middle-school children, including 13
control subjects and 16 self-explanation training subjects.
Subjects prior domain knowledge, reading skill, and working
memcxy capacity were measured before training began.
During training, subjects read four science texts. The
training group first received a brief instruction in self
explanation and comprehension monitoring strategies. The
instiiiction focused on the benefits of paraphrasing, using
logic, predicting what the text would say, making tsidging
inferences, and monitoring comprehension. The training
subjects then read and self-explained aloud four science texts.
After answering questions about the text, they watched a
video of another student self-explaining the text. The subject
identified which strategies the student in the video was
using. The conti-ol subjects read the same four texts aloud
and answered questions about the text, but did not selfexplain the texts and did not watch the video.
After training, all of the subjects self-explained a text
about heart disease. The control subjects were told how to

All subjects self-explained a fifth text after training to
determine the benefits of self-explanation training. T h e r e
w e r e n o benefits. T h e r e w e r e also n o effects of reading skill,
nor of working memory capacity. The only contributing
factor to comprehension was the reader's prior knowledge.
High prior Imowledge readers performed better on the
comprehension questions (M=0.46) than low knowledge
readers (M=0.26). This advantage also did not depend on the
quality or quantity of the self-explanations while reading the
text. In contrast to previous findings, this study clearly
demonstrates that prior knowledge plays a critical role in
detennining the effectiveness of self-explanation.
Chi, M. T. H., de Leeuw, N., Chiu, M., & LaVancher, C.
(1994). Eliciting self-explanations improves
understanding. Cognitive Science, 18, 439-477.
McNamara, D. S., & Kintsch, W . (1996). Learning from
texts: Effects of prior knowledge and text coherence.
Discourse Processes, 22, 247-288.
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Although m a n y researchers argue that time is a fundamental
sd^cture of narrative few have developed the means to model
its use in the context of a story. T h e following figure
depicts a model of the temporal structure (Bruner, 1994) of a
single life-story ( M c A d a m s , 1988). This model m a y be used
to represent and examnine similarities and differences in the
temporal structuring of m a n y complex forms of narrative.

ri^3A
M

®
FF2B

1
3
5
7
9
11 13 15 17
Figure 1. Prototypical Time Map of a Life-Story
The horizontal axis of the time map represents the total
number of years covered by the episodes in the story (in this
case a life-story), from birth (i.e., year 0) to the present (i.e.,
the m o m e n t of narration). S o m e events project into the
future, represented by an arrow pointing to a capital letter F
at the far right margin. T h e progression of time on this
dimension is thus from the left to the right. T h e vertical
axis represents the number of episodes (major parts of the
story) and events (divisions within episodes) in the story
(i.e., from one to the total n u m b e r in story). T h e
progression of events on this dimension is from the bottom
to the top of the graph. Thus, time m a p s are read from
bottom to top and from left to right. Note that time m a p s
capture the time that episodes in a narrative cover (i.e., in
terms of years or months covered), not the pace of the story
(i.e., lines of protocol devoted to each event).
The dark horizontal lines labeled with R o m a n numerals
show the time period covered by each major episode in this
life-story (i.e., from I to II, etc.). T h e lighter-colored lines
and the Arabic numerals with capital letters to their right
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(i.e., lA to IB, etc.) depict the ordinal position (bottom to
top) and elapsed time (left to right) of events within the
episode. Thus, the example story begins at episode I
(denoted by the dark line at the bottom of the m a p with the
R o m a n numeral I to its left), which lasts from birth to age
six. T h e event structure of this episode is depicted by the
finer line immediately above the episode line T h e symbol
l A to the right of this line indicates that this is the first
event of thefirstepisode in the life-story.
The square symbol appearing in episode two indicates that
the episode concerns the present m o m e n t (i.e., the time at
which the narrator is telling his life-story). T h e circles that
appears in this episode represents the narrators use of the
"eternal present," signified by terms like "always" or
"never". T h e counterclockwise arrow in Episode III
represents the recapitulation of events in the story. Thus, in
event 3 A the narrator briefly reviewed events from episode
II.
The time m a p also displays more complex deviations
from temporal linearity such as flashbacks and flash
forwards. T o be considered aflashback or aflashforward an
event had to j u m p outside the temporal boundaries of the
episode that contained it and shift the narrative to a time
period bounded by a different episode in the story.
Event 2 B is an example of aflashforward. In addition to the
arrows pointing to the right, event 2 B is denoted by the
capital letters F F (i.e., a flash forward) to the right of the
arrows and to the left of the event number. Event 2 E is an
example of aflashback.This is denoted by the arrowline that
points to the left of the event line and the symbol F B ,
which stands forflashback.T h e R o m a n numeral I to the left
of the letters F B indicates that this event is aflashbackto
the time period covered by episode I.
Although this tool for mapping temporal structure w a s
developed in the context of a life-story research project, it
can be used to study the uses of time in a variety of forms of
discourse.
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A n examination of Jerome Bruner's intelectual ontogenesis
elucidates h o w cognitive psychologists can generate both
good theory and practice during their careers. Bruner
challenges psychologists to expand what they see as the
focus of their discipline and to actively work for social
change. In his early work Bruner challenged the behaviorists.
Today he challenges the cognitive psychologists. His
challenges are not just about theoretical concerns but about
the basic nature of science itself. H e calls for a
compassionate view of science.
In the 1950s he used evidence from his research to show
that people seem to have strategies in their heads that they
use to help them categorize information in the world. Thus
he along with such thinkers as C h o m s k y and Miller)
challenged behaviorism. Scientists had to acknowledge the
existence of mental structures which their then current
theories of s-r chains could not explain. This allowed Bruner
to argue that the study of structures of the mind is a valid
scientific enterprise. Hence, rational thinking could after
almost 50 years be re-introduced as a concept to be studied
by experimental psychology. Subsequently, Bruner could
use the study of 'rational thought' as the basis for
'compassionate' pedagogical and curricular reform.
In the 1980s and 1990s Bruner has again focused on n e w
ways of studying/conceptualizing cognitive processes, that
allows him to challenge a current and reductionistic view of
human consciousness. Interestingly, by doing this he
challenges the very cognitive view he helped create. B y
focusing on stories as cognitive structures, whose
complexity as multidimensional schemas can not easily be
reproduced or reduced to computer models, he forces
cognidve psychologists, especially those of the 'hard core'
AI variety, to acknowledge limitations to theirfield.In so
doing Bruner re-introduces culture and meaning into
psychology and he makes psychology more compassionate
by refocusing it on personal experience.
Philosophically, Bruner's thought has transformed from a
rationalism tinged with empiricism to a hermeticism laced
with empiricism. O n e can see that this involved; a) Bruner's
attempting,through empirical methods, to get the
reductionist behaviorists of the 1950s to acknowledge the
legitimacy of rationalist claims that mental phenomena
existed in the head, and b) attempting to get contemporary
1990s reductionist cognitive psychologists, again through
empirical methods, to acknowledge the legitimacy of the
hermetic approach.
This is not to suggest Bruner has evolved into some form
of' Pure Platonist'. H e doesn't believe mind can be divorced
from the world. Mind, in theory, m a y be able to generate an
infinite diversity of worlds. But, in practice it is limited by
the practical necessity of the environment within which it
finds itself. Hence, Bruner's constructivism is infused with

the functional perspective. Moreover, this evolution from
functional rationalism to functional hermeticism (i.e.
constructivism) has gone, hand in hand, with Bruner's use of
a constantly expanding multidisciplinary perspective.
Through biographical analysis w e can appreciate h o w
Bruner challenges the limits of what psychology defines as
its methods and as its 'field of application'. Also, w e can see
h o w Bruner transforms himself into a n e w form of scientist.
Bruner recognizes the cultural and social boundedness of his
o w n discipline and, he consciously synthesizes both theory
and practice in an effort to m a k e psychology a more humane
science. His intellectual career serves as an exemplar for 1
young scientists just entering the field.
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O u r research is organized around three questions, strict
analogues of the fundamental questions in Chomsky's
(1986) framework
(1) What constitutes moral knowledge?
(2) H o w is moral knowledge acquired?
(3) H o w is moral knowledge put to use?
Focusing first on (1), we propose that one component of
moral knowledge, deontic knowledge, is a mental structure
consisting of a system of rules and principles that generates
and relates mental representations of various types. This
s>stem is what enables individuals to distinguish actions
that are morally permissible from those that are not.
Like grammaticality judgments, permissibility judgments
do not depend on the superficial properties of an actiondescription but on the w a y an action is mentally
represented. Drawing primarily on Goldman's (1970)
notion of level-generation, w e argue that the latter can be
described in terms of a hierarchical sequence of act-token
representations - an act tree - which encodes whichever
information is relevant to determining an action's deontic
stams. Employing this technique, w e formulate a "fragment
of moral grammar" capable of accounting, in an explicit
and rigorous fashion, for a series of otherwise puzzling
commonsense moral intuitions, including those occasioned
by the "trolley problem" examples invented by Foot (1967)
and T h o m s o n (1986).
Unlike Kohlberg (1981), w e distinguish sharply between
a person's operative moral principles (those principles
actually operative in the exercise of moral judgment) and
her express principles (those principles verbalized by a
subject in an effort to justify or explain her judgments). W e
m a k e no assumption that the normal individual is aware of
the operative principles which constitute her moral
knowledge, or that she can become aware of them through
introspection, or that her statements about them are
necessarily accurate. O n the contrary, w e hypothesize that
just as normal persons are typically unaware of the
principles guiding their linguistic intuitions, so too are they
often unaware of the principles guiding their moral
intuitions. T h e universal and invariant aspects of moral
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knowledge, therefore, are often obscure to those w h o
engage in ethical debates.
Turning to (2), the fact that at least some operative
moral principles are inaccessible to consciousness suggests
that, as is the case with language, these principles are not
taught to successive generations explicitly. W e therefore
propose that they are the developmental consequences of an
innate, cognitive faculty.
In our poster, w e report the results of three experiments
conducted on a total of 125 subjects, m e n and w o m e n ages
18-60. In each experiment, w e elicited permissibility
judgments for a variety of action-sequences. In accord with
our expectations, subjects' deontic judgments about these
actions were widely shared, irrespective of gender. They
were consistent with the predictions of our act trees. The
subjects' expressed principles, on the other hand, were
widely divergent. Finally, the subjects were consistently
incapable of articulating the operative principles on which
their judgments were based. They often appeared puzzled
by the natiu-e and strength of their intuitions and by the way
those inmitions shifted w h e n w e introduced small changes
in the wording of the action-sequences in order to evoke
distinct act-token representations.
Our findings suggest that long-standing questions m
moral epistemology can be fhiitfully investigated from a
perspective similar to that adopted by linguists. These
findings prepare the w a y for future studies on the nature,
acquisition, and use of moral knowledge.
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Children go through a realtional shift that marks a shift
from making similarity comparisons on the basis of object
features alone (a round red ball is like a round red apple) to
similarity comparisons m a d e on the basis of shared relations
(a dollhouse is like a flowerpot if both are the largest items
in two sets). Centner, Rattermann, M a r k m a n & Kotovsky
(1995) utilize Structure-Mapping Theory ( S M T ) , and the
Structure-Mappbg Engine ( S M E ) computational model, to
explain the relational shift as a result of changes in the
child's knowledge of the world. W e present five critical
observations of their computational account:
(1) Gaps in the S M E simulation: S M E is a model of
representation structural alignment and mapping only —
S M E does not explain h o w structured repesentation
originates or changes, and therefore what mechanisms
produced the representation change (knowledge change) to
result in behavior indicating that the shift has taken place.
(2) The SME-based approach to representation and its
entailments: O n e of Centner et al.'s reported experiments
demonstrated that children w h o received simple (samedimensional) relational comparisons before any difficult
(cross-dimensional) relational comparisons (the blocked
condition) performed significantly better than those w h o
received random order of comparison difficulty. Centner et
al. propose that the mechanism for representation change
here is re-representation: over the course of simple samedimension comparison trials, the child comes to re-represent
the compared relations in dimension-general terms, giving
the child the capacity to m a k e dimension-general relational
comparisons. T w o possible accounts of re-representation: (a)
Pre-existing re-representation
capacity: child can
antecedently build dimension-general relations, but doesn't
recognize the need to do so until (and only until) repeated
presentation of the easier same-dimension relational
comparisons; or (b) Emergent re-representation capacity:
child cannot antecedently build dimension-general relations,
and over the course of repeated same-dimension
comparisons, the ability to build a dimensions-general
representation of the relations emerges. However, other
models which provide representations for S M E or can rerepresent SME-based representations require the existence of
predefined rules for representation construction and rerepresentation. Thus, the SME-based models suggest a
partial explanation of "pre-existing re-representation
capacity." Still lacking is an account of w h y the children
did not represent dimension-generally until after the
repreated and consistent presentation of the easier trials.
Accounting for "emergent re-representation capacity,"
however, is clearly beyond the scope of current SME-based
models. W e need an account of h o w the predicate categories
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for the relations, and the rules for replacement o
instantiation of already existing relations, get there in th
first place. While it is entirely possible that re-representatio
in the blocked-experiment case could involve either (a) pre
existing or (b) emergent re-representaiton accounts, w e fm
it highly unlikely that only the pre-existing conditio
occurs: (i) It is implausible that all of our cases of re
representation always antecedently require the requisit
knowledge of h o w to re-represent; (ii) T h e ability to re
represent has to be acquired at some point — it seem
strange to require that it not occur w h e n it is needed most
while trying to solve the very problems that require such re
representation; (iii) It is intuitively appealing that emergen
re-representation can occur during comparison because i
directly implicates analogy-making in the deepest form o
learning and creativity: where fundamentally n e w ways o
representing the world are acquired.
(3) S M E ' s modularity: S M E ' s modular decompositio
approach to the study of analogy is not the source of th
current incompleteness of S M T ' s account of the origins o
structured representation. S M E m a y closely interact wit
representation-building
(category building) modules
allowing alignment and mapping processes to influenc
representation construction. However, the blocke
experiment case highlights that accounting for representatio
development directly implicates mapping in categor
creation, and therefore the account will need to include both
mapping and constructing modules, with a focuss on th
interaction between the two.
(4) The role of language: Center et al. emphasize th
importance of language learning in analogy-making
However, they only consider the referential fiinction o
langiiage: linguistic labels invoke and refer to relevan
knowledge structwes that akeady exist in children. Not ye
integrated into the computational account is b o w children
learn relational terms or acquire higher-order relationa
concepts through language acquisition and use.
(5) The distinction between knowledge structures an
cognitive process: A clean distinction is m a d e betwee
knowledge representation as structures, and the cognitiv
process of alignment and mapping for comparing structures
While this distinction has proved useful for demonstratin
the role of knowledge change in the development of analogy
making, it is implausible that it can be maintained acros
all kinds of cognition and over developmental time
Developmental theorists like Vygotsky have m a d e a stron
case that children not only use language to catalogue th
ontology of their world, but also for representing what ca
be done with it — including h o w to think about it — th
w a y ihey process n e w information and m a k e inferences.

I m p r o v i n g E v o l v e d C o m m u n i c a t i o n with Imitation
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Bloomington. IN 47404 U S A
Abstracting the process of communication as a series of
exchanges in a g a m e whereby one or both parties m a y profit
has led to a number of informative models of emergent
communication. M o v e s transacted in this g a m e are the
selection of a topic and a signal to represent it by the
speaker, and the interpretation of this signal as a topic by
the listener; reward to each is based on the agreement
between topics. This framework has been adapted for use
in a formal analysis of evolved communication (Oliphant,
1997), in modeling emergent communication in a simulated
population where the "topic" is a complex of local and
global states (MacLennan & Burghardt, 1994), and as a
protocol by which situated autonomous agents learn to
communicate (Steels & Mclntyre, 1997). In all these
varieties of models, successfully sustained communication
arises under the conditions of symmetric reward: speaker
and listener benefit equally w h e n they agree on the topic of
a signal.
In m a n y natural situations, however, the benefit to both
communicating parties is not so evidently symmetric;
typical examples are alarm calls and food announcements,
which are apparently altruistic. In general, any signaling
favors the receiver because the sender contributes some
information without requiring a subsequent reward. This
paper describes two implementations of simulated evolution
with just such one-sided, receiver-only benefit. In the first,
stable communication evolves, but with far below optimal
quality, or with unnatural characteristics. The population
m a y be partitioned into disjoint subsets which understand
members of the opposing set, but not their o w n , or
exploitative receivers arise which profit by listening, but
send no signals of their own. A n improved model is sought
which still retains the natural reward bias for receivers.
Underlying the abstraction of the signal exchange g a m e is
the assumption that signal production and recognition are
independent processes, separately represented, and
incapable of influencing the other except indirectly through
their mutual contribution toward evolutionary fitness. A n
alternative assumption is that signal form and content are
not independent, but linked in a bidirectional (Saussurian)
relationship which permits each process to more directly
determine the other. Hurford (1989) showed that using this
relation alone as a learning strategy (with no reward
required) is strong enough to give rise to good, if not
optimal, communication. O n e mechanism that m a y realize
this bidirectional relation in nature is observational
imitation: the pre-communicative young observe adult
signal-response pairs and repeat them in later life.
A weaker, "unidirectional" form of this Saussurian
assumption is proposed here, and examined in a second

implementation. A signal's content is permitted to condition
the validity of its form, but only when the signal is received.
This is done by modifying the initial model so that the
sender selects a signal as usual for a topic, and agreement is
then measured by h o w well it matches what the receiver
would have sent in the presence of the same topic. In efFect,
the receiver takes the perspective of the sender in order to
select its response. Reward in the form of increased fitness
accrues to the receiver in proportion to agreement; the
sender is always unaffected. The amount of this contentform dependence evolves along with the other aspects of the
system, ranging from none at all (the same condition as the
original model) to complete (the relation is always
enforced).
This revised implementation always evolves toward
maximal content-form dependence on the part of the
receiver, which results in quantitative and qualitative
improvements to the communication which emerges.
Optimal communication, lost when symmetric reward was
removed, is n o w consistently achieved, and anomalous
patterns of communication no longer appear: a more typical
system of communication emerges from more typical
conditions of reward. The pronounced improvement is
likely due to the fact that the receiver is not only the
principal beneficiary in communication, but is also
responsible for helping secure consistency between signal
and content. In a natural system this imidirectional relation
m a y be realized by perspective-taking imitation (Whiten &
H a m , 1992) rather than observational imitation. The
evolution of this type of imitation, then, m a y enable the
development of effective communication without reliance
on symmetric rewards.
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Overview
Backward masking with h u m a n subjects is used to test
a fundamental processing commitment of the Interactive
Activation model of word recognition (McClelland &
Rummelhart, 1981), direct competition between lexical
representations. The model's performance in a simulation of
backward masking is not compatible with that of human
subjects.

L.OW

Introduction
In several studies, Ohnesorge & Theios (1996) have
shown that the phenomenon of backward masking is
influenced by the processing demand of the masking
stimulus, and is not simply the resuh of low level
interactions between the features of the target and masking
stimulus. In those studies, subjects were asked to identify
words that had been masked by other words. In a typical
experiment the masking sets were words that were either
high or low in printed frequency. The featural similarity
between the sets of high and low frequency masks was
closely controlled, as was the degree of similarity of each set
to the set of target stimuli. The results of these studies
reveal that high frequency masking words are m u c h less
effectivethan lowfrequencymasking words, £ = .64. W e
conclude that this result is consistent with a model in which
lexical elements share capacity, but do not directly compete
with each other.
In the current investigation w e asked whether the
Interactive Activation model
of word
recognition
(McClelland & Rummelhart 1981) produces the same
pattern of results as human subjects. This is an important
question because direct competition between lexical items
IS a fundamental assumption of this model. W e present the
results from two studies, one with humans and one with the
simulation, in which w e concurrently manipulate the printed
word frequency and orthographic neighborhood size of the
masking words.
Results and Conclusion
The IA model produces a pattern of results opposite that of
human observers, In the simulation High frequency masks
drove target activation down more quickly than did L o w
frequency masks, consistent with direct competition but not
capacity sharing.

Nelght
Figure 1: Target recognition H u m a n Observers

HUsh

Neighborhood

Size

Figure 2: Processing Cycle during which the activation of
the target w a s driven below zero. lA model
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This work is the modelling complement to empirical
studies which have been carried out at the University cf
Hertfordshire into the theory of Representational
Redescription (RR; Karmiloflf-Smith, 1992). This
important theory is currently central to psychological
theories of development and has been described using a
balance beam task (Karmiloff-Smith, 1992). This task is
representative of a whole class of early learning skill
problems but has not been modelled before. In a new
approach to modelling cognitive development a method
proposed for solving reinforcement learning tasks, rewarddriven learning (Gullapalli, 1995), is applied.
A developmental sequence in the balance beam task has
been identified whereby the child can balance beams of all
types, regresses to balancing only symmetrical beams and
tiien becomes successfiil at balancing all beams again.
Recent studies (Messer et al., 1996; Pine & Messer,
1995; Peters, submitted) have provided a high degree cf
correspondence
with
Karmiloff-Smith's
(1992)
descriptions of the R R Model in relation to this task but
have also indicated a more complex sequence cf
development. Modelling the balance beam task within a
connectionist framework therefore presents an interesting
and challenging problem.
In thefirstphase of this project, a model of the initially
successful balancing behaviour is being developed. Beams
are balanced through trial and error without any explicit
information about gravitational centres being available to
the child. The standard supervised leaming method,
where a 'correct' teaching signal is supplied, is therefore
inappropriate and instead a psychologically plausible
approach, based on Munro's dual back-propagation
scheme (1987) is applied. The model consists of a
supervisory network and an activity network. Using the
generalized delta rule (Rumelhart et al., 1986), the
supervisory network is trained on a variety of beam
configurations and positions. The supervisory network
then trains the activity network to produce, for each beam
presented, aftilcrumplacement that will cause the beam to
balance. W h e n trained as a perceptual model, the network
showed at early stages of training, an initial preference fabeams to be placed around the middle before going on to
develop generalised responses to novel beams. This raises

interesting issues about the empirical data gathered on
very young children which suggests that initial beam
placements tend to be around the center. W h e n trained as
an environmental model, analysis of the supervisory
network indicates the development of a counterbalancing
'rule', in which two entities (dimensions) must sum to
the same level of activity for balancing to occur. Thus, the
network has learned to represent torque correctly.
This network is n o w being used to train the activity
network where
movement sequencing will be
incorporated via a recurrent connection and importantly,
comparisons between the movements generated will be
made with real beam placement data gathered from young
schoolchildren.
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Introduction
In Miller's (1956) classic work, participants were asked to
rehearse sets of items. It was shown that, on average, people
were good at retaining up to about seven items, and also that
the limiting factor of this "rehearsal span" was the number of
items actually present, rather than the information value of
the items. A n adequate explanation for this limitation
(dubbed the magical number seven), one of the most robust
in the experimental psychology literature, is still elusive.
One of the puzzling aspects of the problem is the size of
the S T M span. W h y seven and not thirteen, for example?
So-called idiots savants display a seemingly unlimited S T M
capacity-reportedly they can memorize random numbers of
10 digits as easily as of 100 digits (e.g.. Sacks, 1985). Thus,
there does not appear to be a biological factor constraining
the S T M to this particular size. So the apparent conclusion
would seem to be that S T M has evolved to be limited in this
way possibly to optimize some aspects of the learning
process (cf. Elman, 1993).
In this work, this issue is investigated in the reverse way:
W e examine one of the major products of human thoughtlanguage-and look at whether the patterns of regularities in
linguistic text reflect in any way this S T M span.

V(x,y) is the probability of having both words x and y,
separated by a number of words equal to the range. The
average mutual information of all unique word pairs was
computed for ranges 0 to 16, and these values are plotted in
Figure 1.

Figure 1.

W e used the combined Sherlock Holmes novels from the
European Corpus Initiative, Multilingual Corpus 1 (ECI/
M C I ) database, which resulted in a corpus of approximately
750,000 tokens, and about 23,000 types. All tagging,
capitalization, as well as punctuation, was removed, so that
the material was effectively considered a long string of
words.

As can be seen, the mutual information between different
words levels off after about 7 words (this baseline is to be
interpreted as the "zero point" mutual information). In other
words, there are detectable statistical dependencies only
between pairs of words separated by 7 or less other words.
Future work will address whether this kind of statistical
regularity is evident also with other units of linguistic
structure (for phonemes at least, this seems to be the case)
and also the relation of the S T M size with general statistical
properties of our environment.

Analysis

Acknowledgments

Let "range" be the number of words in between two given
words, X, and y. For instance, a range of 1 will indicate that
words X and y are separated by only 1 other word. W e are
asking whether our expectation of obtaining word y at a
particular location is affected by the knowledge that w e have
word X in an earlier location. A measure of this is the mutual
information between P(jc) and ?(>), the probabilities of
obtaining word x and word y respectively. Mutual
information indicates h o w much the uncertainty involved in
expecting y is reduced by knowledge that w e have x, and is

I would like to thank K i m Plunkett and Nick Chater for very
helpful conmients on this work.
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locations should be symmetrically reversible for the rat. For
example, given that the N O R T H and E A S T locations
food at the same time (Experiments 2 & 3; see
Cohen and Eichenbaum (C&E, 1993) proposed thatcontained
the
hippocampus supports compositionality and inherently,
following), it should not matter that the rat always ran from
flexible relational transfer of learning. Based on this proposal, N O R T H to E A S T . W h e n started E A S T in the testing trials
rats were tested for symmetrical u-ansfer of learning after
(see Table 2) the rat should immediately proceed from
training on relations between locations. Since a rats
E A S T to N O R T H to obtain the second food reward.
hippocampus supports its spatial abilities, and since a
relational test was being conducted, it was predicted that a
Table 2: Testing on backward relations (example)
strong degree of transfer would be obtained. The finding,
however, was a general lack of relational transfer of learning.
//•food located EAST, then food next NORTH
These results appear to limit the generality of C&E's theory
and also seem to constrain the theory that the hippocampus is
//•food located S O U T H , then food next W E S T
the biological seat of compositionality.

Abstract

Cohen and Eichenbaum (C&E, 1993) proposed that the
hippocampus supports declarative memory. They consider
declarative
memory
to have
the property
of
compositionality (e.g., Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988), to be
"fundamentally relationar ( C & E , p. 62), and to, as a result,
support flexible transfer of learning.
TTie hippocampus is known to support spatial abilities in
animals such as rats (O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Based on
C & E ' s theory, I predicted that if rats learned relations on
mazes, and were then tested for transfer of learning of these
relations, they would show a high degree of transfer.
A Test of the Spatial Domain Theory of the
O r i g i n s of C o m p o s i t i o n a l i t y
I adapted the test of emergent symmetry (Sidman & Tailby,
1982) to use on mazes, both because it requires relational
transfer of learning and because nonhuman animals have
general difficulty with this test. According to C & E , rats
should show strong relational transfer of learning in tasks
supported by their hippocampus. I predicted therefore, that
rats should show emergent symmetry in their conditional
relation learning on mazes.
T w o separate groups of 12 male rats {Rattus norvegicus)
were trained in two initial experiments on pairs of
conditional relations between locations using four arms of a
radial maze (see Table 1).

A third experiment was conducted, with a third group of
12 male rats, using a modified maze. This maze was more
ecologically sound than the radial maze, having both
proximal and distal stimuli available for the rats. Radial
mazes are typified by their lack of proximal stimuli.
Results & Discussion
In these three experiments the rats displayed a general lack
of transfer of learning from conditional relation training to
symmetrical testing. O n e interpretation of this lack of
transfer is that C & E ' s theory is less general than portrayed.
A rats hippocampus m a y not always provide relational
transfer of learning. Consequently, according to C & E ' s
theory, the hippocampus supported spatial abilities of rats
m a y be limited in their properties of compositionality.
Acknowledgements
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Introduction
It is nearly a truism to state that meaningfulness improves
memory. Stimulus meaningfulness is widely reported to
improve free recall (Bower, Clark, Lesgold, & Winrenz,
1969), recognition memory (Bach & Underwood, 1970), and
figure recognition (Mandler & Day, 1987). W e prop)Ose that
the well-documented advantage of stimulus meaning is not
absolute and that the extent to which meaning improves
memory greatly depends on the nature of the memory task.
Recent research has explored the phenomenon of false
memory, defined as the erroneous retrieval of nonpresented.
but associated, information with presented stimuli (Roediger
& McDennott, 1995). TTiis study investigated the mediating
role of meaning on the incidence of such false memories.
Specifically, w e suggest that meaningfully encoding
pictures may be detrimental to recognition when distractors
are semantically related to previously seen items. In this
situation, we expect semantic distractors to be falsely
remembered.

Methods

shared the same identity but were different instances of
targets. F(m- example, when a cat was the target, a different
picture of a cat would serve as its semantic distractor.
Unrelated distractors depicted objects conceptually distinct
from the targets.
Results
Preliminaryfindingsrevealed that, as predicted, increased
access to meaning increased the incidence of false memory.
Correct responses on the old-new recognition task consisted
of responding "old" to a target and "new" to either type of
distractor. The percentage of correct responses was higher for
target items for all three pictures types in which access to
meaning was high (i.e.. upright, labeled, and easy).
The (^posite pattern holds for the semantically related
distractors. The percentage of correct responses was lower for
semantic distractors when access to meaning was high. That
is, participants failed to correctly reject semantlcally-related
distractors. These fmdings suggest that conditions that
encourage meaningful encoding may also encourage
participants to falsely recognize pictures that were never
presoited.

W e assembled a set of 16 tangram pictures (Figure 1).
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achieved in order to decide which action to take. The
plausibility judgements are used in a straightforward way to
limit the model's search to just the subset of labels that have
been judged to be plausible for the current goal. The
assessments of activation levels are used in a more complex
way according to a control scheme that is an extension of that
used by the A Y N model of interactive search (Howes, 1993;
1994); Before the goal has been achieved, the model avoids
labels that it assesses as definitely having already been tried.
Once the goal has been achieved, the model prefers items that
have been assessed as definitely-tried over "familiar"
(assessed as seen-and-possibly-tried) ones. It occasionally
makes errors by selecting, on the basis of their familiarity,
items that have only been seen before and not actually tried.
The model matches the observed behaviour of participants,
who were also seen to select menu labels that had only been
seen before. The model also avoids options assessed as veryrecentiy-tried once the goal has been achieved. This enables
it to switch back to an exhaustive search algorithm from an
algorithm based on repeating previously tried choices, when it
is searching for the goal for the second or third time.
Lastly, the model is consistent with some of the empirical data
from Howes, Richardson and Payne (1998). It was able to
learn the correct menu choices at roughly the same speed and
in the same pattern as the experimental participants in a
spatially inhibited condition. The model learns the correct
route through the menu simply through the gradual increase in
activation of the tried choices.

Abstract

Searching through menu structures is a common method of
interacting with computers; browsing the world-wide web,
using computer software and searching databases are just
some of the tasks that require menu search, or interactive
search. In this paper, w e address the question of how initial
search experiences are encoded and then used to guide
subsequent searches.
One of the most obvious guides as to which options to select
during initial search in an unfamiliar menu structure is the
semantic plausibility of the labels. However, the label
semantics are rarely a sufficient guide to the correct route to a
goal. In the absence of perfect semantic guidance, people
may rely on recognition to guide their search. In an
experiment reported by Payne, Richardson and Howes (1998),
we found that both the familiarity of menu labels and their
semantic plausibility were used as a guide to which options to
select by someone who had been shown how to traverse a
menu structure to reach a particular goal, and was then asked
to traverse part of the menu again to achieve the same goal.
In addition to using recognition knowledge, it is also possible
that users could rehearse their choices during the initial search
process. For example, at any one time, users could attempt to
rehearse the sequence of choices leading to their current
position in the menu structure. Upon reaching the goal, the
most recently rehearsed sequence would be the correct
sequence. In an experiment (reported in full in Howes,
Richardson & Payne, 1998), we found that rehearsal of this
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" W h y ? " is often the hardest question to answer, but at the
same time it is often the most interesting because its answer
reveals causes. Talmy (1988) proposes that language has a
force dynamic (FD) system for encoding h o w w e think about
causes. A strength of Tahny's framework is that it explains
that our understanding of complex situations by w a y of
sinc^ler situations, and it extends the analysis to cover social
situations, approach/avoidance situations, etc. For example,
according to the framework, our understanding of the Persian
gulf conflia (e.g. Hussein finally agreed to permit inspections to avoid the sanctions.) is based on the same fwocesses
as our understanding of sentence (a) in Table 1 below.

and both more than twice as often as choosing a matching
toidency for the agonist.
Exp 1: Similarity Judgments with match present

match
same tendency
same result
Experiment 2 (Difference J u d g m e n t ) : This experiment followed the same design as Experiment 1, but participants were instructed to indicate the sentence that w a s most
In Talmy's framework, four basic syntactic structures exdifferent from the target
ist to convey four archetypal F D situations. F D situations
W h e n a matching type was presented, participants most
include two entities, an agonist and an antagonist. T h e agofrequently selected sentence types with different win/loss and
nist's tendency is either toward rest or action. The antagonist
resultant action, but matching tendencies. W h e n n o match
opposes the agonist. The agonist either succeeds in its tenwas presented, participants selected all types equally often.
dency or fails, with some resultant action. Note that in the
examples, the agonists and antagonists are inanimate, hi
Expt 2: Difference Judgments with match present
other situations one or both might be animate. Also, the
0.5-1
forces involved m a y be physical or social forces. This flexi0.40.3bility permits categorization of all types of F D situations.
0.2Experiment 1 (Similarity Judgment): Participants
(N=40) viewed a target sentence along with a set of three
same result
matcb
same tendency
face-dynamic sentences on a computer saeen. The sentences
FDtype
were constructed to include a variety of F D situations, including conaeie physical settings, social settings, and abstract settings, and were constructed so that surface feanjres
alone could not be used reliably to distinguish the types.
Participants indicated by mouse click the sentence most
similar to the target. Half of the time, a sentence matching
in F D category (but not in topic) was presented. T h e other
half of the trials presented one of each of the other F D types.
Sentence combinations were counter-balanced so each sentences and comparison sets were equally likely across participants. Each participant made one judgment for each sentence, for a total of 4 0 trials.
Participants most frequently selected matching F D sentences w h e n a matching type was present in the comparison
set. W h e n no match w a s present, they chose situations
matching in resultant action or win/loss equally frequently.

Discussion
The results demonstrate that people can m a k e distinctions
based on the types in Talmy's (1988) force dynamic framework. T h e results further suggest that the resultant actions
in the situation being described, and whether the agonist was
successful or not are more salient to re^los than the agonist's original tendency. In conclusion, it appears that the
F D framwork provides at least a partial analysis of what it
means to understand " W h y ? "
Reference
Talmy, L. (1988). Force dynamics in language and cognition. Cognitive Science, 12, 49-100.

Exp 1: Choices, no matcb present
Table 1:
0.5
Examples of the 4 Force Dynamic Types rTalmv 1988. p. 55^
tendency win/loss resultant:
0.4a) The ball kept rolling because of the wind blowing on it.
rest
fails moves
b) The shed kept standing despite tbe gale wind blowing against it. rest
wins static
c) The ball kept rolling despite tbe stiff grass.
action
wins moves
tendency win/lose result
d) The log kept lying on tbe incline because of tbe ridge there.
action
fails static
Shared aspect
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Introduction
If a network is trained to minimize mean squared error tben
it will also learn to maximize the posterior probability of the
output given the input (Kuan, et al., 1994). In other words,
a network learns to maximize expectations. However, some
interesting and relevant psychological modeling are more
often concerned with the nature of generalizations across
classes of input. In the case of Simple Recurrent Networks
(SRNs) these learning effects can occur in temporal context
of the feedback connections. For example, Elman (1989)
showed h o w a S R N can learn a simple grammar in a prediction task and the network will learn to produce expectations for all items in a class, even though not all combinations were seen in training. In this work I take a geometric
viewpoint toward understanding h o w a feedforward networks have a "gang" effect due to class similarity in output,
and a S R N can have "gang" effects in context. Tlie problem is related to several connectionists models in language
that have shown that a network can have generalizations for
unseen input, (e.g. Hare, 1990). I will look at generalizations for unseen combinations of bigrams (input-to-output
mapping) and trigrams (context and input-to-output m a p ping), and extend the findings of Bartell, et al.(1993).
Class Effects
If input vectors for a network are encoded with 1-of-n encoding then there is no structure in the input space. In such
a case all generaUzations that a network learns is based on
similarity in the output vectors or similarity in context. In
order to draw out the detail of this gen^alization, it is useful
to compare the network to the actual expectations produced
by a simple counting procedure. T h e counting program
m w e l y coimts for each input the number of times it is
trained to produce each output. This gives a forward probability vector of P(outputlinput), which can be interpreted as
a vector in output space.
FurthCTmore, the program keeps track of the backward
probability for each output node, which is the numbCT of
time an input is trained to produce that output. This gives a
backward probability vector of P(input I output), which is
the class conditional probability of the output. T h e geometric intCTpretation is that the backward probability is related to the decision planes for that output node.
If a network is trained with simple grammars it can learn
to produce expectations for unseen input combinations. T h e
acmal bigram probability for unseen combinations is
P(outputliDput)=0. However, by using the geometric interpretations one can account for class effect by comparing the

backward probability across all output nodes. Chitput nodes
with similar backward probability vectors will share similar
output decision planes. T h e closer the vectors or the more
output nodes in a class, the higher and longer a class effect.
For example, assume a grammar task that uses sequence
of verbs and nouns, but during training some verbs are not
trained on all possible nouns that can follow. A class effect
can be surmised by producing output vectors from counting
program and performing a hierarchical clustering. The
cluster can be compared to a cluster of output weight vectors. The bigram counting produces output vectors that
cluster similarly, but do not give an absolute indication of
network performance. However, they give a nice w a y to
formalize the class effect as depending on the distance of
the following:
P(input=verb(i) I output= noun(/)) ~
P(input=verb(it) I output=nounfO),
where iJXl index the verb and noun examples that are seen
in training, but index combination /,/ are the unseen examples, and there is a class effect on ouq)ut node for noun(/).
A n S R N will also produce class effects in which the
network produces expectations for a verb-noim sequence
that has not been seen in training. O n e can extend the
above to include forward probabilities in context as follows:
P(output =nounf j) linput= verb(/).noun (k)) ~
P(ouq)ut=noimC/j i input= verbfrn) noun(nj)
where the unseen examples are indexed by i,m,n. T h e geometric interpretation is that similar contexts results in similar hidden unit activations. In conclusion, a S R N does
more than learn to maximize expectations and adding a
geometric int^retation to probabilities help explain the
relevant properties in psychological modeling.
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The relationship between spatial features and decision
making is readily evident in game playing. Often, the rules
of a game provide a structure for thinking about the spatial
relationships of the pieces on the board. For example, the
rules for moving pieces are related to spatial features such as
distance and contiguity. If we want to create a computer
program that can learn the salient spatial features of a game
playing task, we need to create a efficient concept formation
language. This work examines the relationship between
perceptual features and functional features in the creation of a
spatial concept formation language.
Studies of human problem-solving suggest that perception
receives both stimulus input from the sensory system and
input from internal intentions and expectations (Rogers
1995). Rogers (1995) has suggested a cyclic system of
interaction between the perceptual and problem-solving
processes. Prior knowledge and functionally relevant features
are known to influence concept formation (Wisniewski
1995). Olson and Bialystok (1983) define a spatial concept
as consisting of two parts: a structural description,
consisting of features and their relations, and meaning,
representing the intentions, purposes, and goals of the
perceiver. The meanings are represented independently of the
structural description, but are the criteria in terms of which
features are selected, detected, and added to the structural
description.
In a learning program, a natural representation for a
concept should reflect the reason for concept membership
(Flann & Dietterich 1986). In game playing, although
concepts are often naturally functional, recognition and
performance tasks favor a structural representation. Wyl
addresses this with a multiple representation strategy for
chess and checkers (Rann & Dietterich 1986). Our approach
differs from theirs because rather than converting between
structural and functional descriptions, we integrate the two
in forming a language to describe concepts where notions of
space and function are closely linked.
W e began with the general functional game playing
concept of opportunity, i.e., access to as many states as
possible that could lead to a win. Opportunity, as such, is
not a spatial concept. Through a particular subgoal in a
given game, this functional concept can generate spatial
concepts. W e focused on the defensive component of
opportunity to make a mill in the game of five men's
morris, where a mill is the explicit subgoal of obtaining
three pieces in a row. Clustering boards from actual games,
we developed two functional subclusters: those that
guarantee the future ability to construct a mill, and those
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that offer a strong possibility to do so. Each subcluster
constitutes a spatial concept generalized in terms of simple
features: line, occupy, and own, based upon the vertices of
the board. Boards with guaranteed mills possess a line with
all three vertices owned by the player who can make the
mill. Boards with a strong possibility of a mill have a line
in which one player owns two vertices while the opponent
owns none.
W e used this approach to construct a new spatial
decision-making module in Hoyle, a hierarchical mixture of
experts game-playing program (Epstein et al. 1996). The
module supports moves that result in states that are
members of the mill formation concepts described above.
W e tested this augmented version of Hoyle against an expert
program in the game of 5 men's morris. Hoyle played 200
training contests against the expert, followed by 10 testing
contests, in each of 5 runs. The new module was found to
vote in a manner that was consistent with expert play.
Acknowledgments
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Moxey and Sanford (1987, 1993a; Sanford, Moxey &
Paterson, 1996) observed that negative or monotone

wouldn't go - these fans constituting the Complement
Set).
decreasing quantifiers appear to allow a broader range of
Additional support for this explanation comes
from a body of evidence showing that connectives serve to
possibilities for prominal reference than do monotone
modulate the incidence of Complement Set references.
increasing or nonmonotone quantifiers. In particular, a
pattern emerges in which reference to the Complement Set
Results of three continuation studies show that because
is possible, as shown in (1):
amplifies Compset incidence, while but and and tend to
decrease it. Furthermore,
in the case of some
(1) Not quite all of the fans went to the game.
nonmonotone quantifiers, such as only a few X , and Only
They watched it on T V instead.
X % of the X, because can lead to a very dramatic increase.
The effects can be thought of in terms of influences on
Here the reference They is to those fans who did not go the process of inference in the wake of encountering
the match. It is clearly not a reference to the fans w h o
quantifiers which stimulate searches for reasons and
went to the match, and it is not areferenceto fans in
consequences of the numbers and proportions which they
general, since not quite all denotes a proportion which is
denote, which is consistent with the Inference Model.
nearly 1 0 0 % of the fans (or alternatively, just short of
References
100%). Suchreferencepatterns appear to be almost if not
completely impossible for positive and nonmonotone
Corblin, F. (1997). Quantification et an^hore
quantifiers (as is attested by the effect of substituting
discursive:
L a reference aux complementaires.
nearly all in example (1):
Langages, 123, 51-74.
(2) Nearly all of the fans went to the game.
Devlin, N . (1997) Pronominal anaphora resolution and
the quantified phrase. Unpublished M A Thesis, U.C.
•They watched it on T V instead.
Santa Cruz.
The possibility of complement set reference has met
K a m p , H., & Reyle, U. (1993). F r o m Discourse to
Logic: Introduction to model-theoretic semantic of
with resistance by some theorists because it has been
suggested that there is no operation in the formation of a
Natural Language, Formal Logic, and Discourse
discourse representation corresponding to subbtracting the
Representation Theory. Dordrecht: Kluwer.
set over which which the predicate is true from its superset
Moxey, L. M., & Sanford, A. J. (1987). Quantifiers and
(in the present case. The fans w h o went to the g a m e from
Focus, Journal of Semantics, 5, 189-206.
fans in general. (Corblin, 1997; K a m p & Reyle, 1993).
M o x e y , L. M., & Sanford, A. J. (1993a). Communicating
However, examples like (1) cannot be explained any other
Quantities: A Psychological Perspective. Hove, U K :
Erlbaum.
way (Sanford et al., 1996), and attempts have been made
M o x e y , L. M., &
Sanford, A . J. (1993b). Prior
to accomodate complement set anaphora into linguistic
descriptions (e.g. Devlin, 1997).
expectation and the interpretation of natural language
Subsequent studies of on-line comprehension
quantifiers. European Journal of Cognitive Psychology,
during reading suggest that the focus patterns underlying
5, 73-91.
anaphoric reference to negative quantifiers are late relative
Paterson, K., Sanford, A. J., M o x e y , L. M., &Dawydiak,
to the pattern underlying positive quantifiers (Paterson,
E. (1998). Quantifier polarity and referential focus during
Sanford, M o x e y & Dawydiak, 1998). This observation
reading. Journal of M e m o r y and Language, in press.
appears to support an account in which the reference Sanford, A . J., M o x e y , L. M., & Paterson, K. B.
patterns set up by negative quantifiers result from
(1996). Attentional focusing with quantifiers in
production and comprehension. M e m o r y and Cognition,
inferences based on negatives denying suppositions: for
instance, Not m a n y fans went to the g a m e denying the
24, 144-155.
supposition that M a n y might have gone (;see M o x e y &
Sanford, 1993b for empirical evidence on this). Positive
quantifiers create no such denial. The assumption behind
the Inference Theory of complement set reference (sanford
et al., 1996) further supposes that the processor is set to
find evidence as to w h y the denial is being m a d e (i.e., w h y
fans did not go to the match, and part of this is w h y fans
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It is well-known and widely discussed that anaphora resolution can be blocked by negated terms (e.g. (1)) or conditional sentences (e.g. (2)). So-called donkey sentences exemplify this phenomenon that is predominantly described
within the D R T framework ( K a m p & Reyle, 1993):

modelled as a narration between the subordinated and the
main clause. According to S D R T thefirstsegment (i.e. the
farmer beat the donkey) would be "closed off' and consequently not available for anaphora resolution in (3) as well
as in (3').
Instead of the discourse structure proposed by S D R T , I
(1) No man walks in the park. He whistles.
use a Tree Description G r a m m a r ( T D G ) (Kallmeyer, 1996)
reflecting the subordination effect observed. Following
(2) If a fanner owns a donkey, he beats it. He hates it.
Schilder (1997) an extension of S D R T via a T D G is given in
DRT predicts that the pronoun he cannot refer back to no order to express the discussed subordination phenomenon
more appropriately. This computational approach to dism a n or a farmer, respectively. The explanation the theory
course grammar is extended by providing a discourse tree
offers is based on the assumption that the discourse reffor (3) according to the assumption that only the right fronerents are embedded within the logical operators negation
tier of a discourse parse tree is available for further attachand implication.
ment (Webber, 1991). Taking thefindingsof Cooreman
However, note that the anaphora resolution in (2) can still
& Sanford (1996) into account, a discourse tree is given
be made. The whole sequence sounds quite odd, but it is
such that the anaphora resolution cannot be m a d e to disnevertheless understandable. Subordination indicated by a
course referents in a subordinated clause. Although these
discourse marker like after exhibits a similar effect:
discourse referent are deeply embedded into the discourse
structure,
they are nevertheless still obtainable. Hence the
(3) After the farmer beat the donkey, it smashed the cart.
He
discourse structure suggested provides an explanation for
was arrested later by the local policeman because of cruelty
the difficulties resolving the anaphoric link in (3).
to animals.
The reversed construction does not cause any problems forReferences
the anaphora resolution: (3') The farmer beat the donkey,
Asher, N . (1993). Reference to abstract Objects in Disbefore it smashed the cart. H e w a s arrested later by the
course. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht.
local policeman because of cruelty to animals.
Cooreman, A., & Sanford, A . J. (1996). Focus and synThis phenomenon was investigated by Cooreman & Santactic subordination in discourse. Research Paper 79,
ford (1996). Their psychological experiments clearly indiH C R C , Edinburgh, Scotland, U.K.
cate that subjects have a strong preference for the discourse
Kallmeyer, L. (1996). Underspecification in Tree Descripreferent in the main clause to be referred to by a pronoun
tion Grammars. Arbeitspapiere des Sonderforschungsin a subsequent sentence. These findings suggest that the
bereichs
340 81, Universitat Tubingen, Tubingen.
effects of syntactic subordination should be taken into acK
a
m
p
,
H.,
&
Reyle, U. (1993). From Discourse to Logiccount for a cognitively adequate discourse grammar.
Introduction
to Modeltheoretic Semantics of Natural
Moreover, the observation that a subordinated clause
Language. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht.
does not m a k e the discourse referent easily accessible for
anaphora resolution points out that the D R T approach does
Schilder, F. (1997). Towards a theory of discourse processnot fully explain cases such as (2) and (3). A hierarchiing — Flashback sequences described by D-trees. Procal notion of discourse structure as proposed by Segmented
ceedings of the Formal G r a m m a r conference, Aix-enD R T (Asher, 1993) is needed here to explain the subordiProvence, France.
nation effect. B y introducing discourse relations (e.g. narWebber, B. L. (1991). Structure and ostension in the interration, elaboration) that form discourse segments, one can
pretation of discourse deixis. Language and Cognitive
normally m a k e precise predictions about anaphora resoluProcesses, 6i2):l01-\35.
tion, but not for these data. The sequences would both be
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Abstract
W e are currently developing a Route Guidance system, based
on a mobile phone that gives Location Information. One of
our research goals is to discover what features a 'Route Guidance
Service' needs in order to be useful for pedestrians.
Is 'Houkou-Onchi' A Cognitive Problem ?
*Houkou-Onchi' is a Japanese term commonly used to
describe a person w h o has no sense of direction and w h o
easily loses his way. Shingaki (1997) found that those w h o
easily get lost neither find relevant landmarks, nor utilize
those they do find. This finding is in accord with previous
research that relates human navigation ability with cognitive
ability. However, it is not yet known whether 'Houkou-Onchi'
can be deduced to solely cognitive abilities. W e believe
there are two aspects: social and cognitive.
Social Aspect of Houkou-Onchi
It is interesting that the Japanese seem to like describing
themselves as Houkou-Onchi. Our survey of homepages on
the World Wide W e b in Japan, and from interviews, revealed
the following:
1) Self-reference as Houkou-Onchi occurred in more than
seven hundred homepages. There seems to be no equivalent
in the homepages in other cultures.
2) M a n y Japanese easily volunteer a description of
themselves as Houkou-Onchi whether they are or not.
3) W o m e n are more likely to describe themselves as
Houkou-Onchi.
4) S o m e people tend to declare that they are Houkou-Onchi
so that they can delegate the responsibility of navigation to
other people around them.
These indicate that, in Japanese culture at least, HoukouOnchi is not a purely cognitive construct, but a social construct,
because the concept is closely connected to the relationship
with other people. A s a result of self depreciation of navigation
ability as Houkou-Onchi, some of them does not initiate
navigation on their own, which leads to degradation in their
actual performance. Most of those w h o believe they are
Houkou-Onchi feel that they suffer a lot as a result of this,
hence it is necessary to give them support. Thus, it is necessary
to consider these social aspects if w e are to develop a routeguidance system.

R e q u i r e m e n t s for a R o u t e G u i d a n c e S y s t e m
W e believe that our Route Guidance system will be used
by both Houkou-Onchi and non Houkou-Onchi people. For
this purpose w e think it is necessary that our Route Guidance
System should support both cognitive and social aspects of
human navigation.
• Cognitive Support for Navigation: Route guidance should
provide enough information. According to Shingaki (1997),
bad navigators have difficulties such as memorizing
informative landmarks at intersections, finding them, and
utilizing them in a second visit. Guidance needs to be
informative enough so that even Houkou-Onchi can find
relevant landmarks and other cues.
• Social Aspects of Support in Navigation: S o m e abandon
their navigation on their own, saying that they are HoukouOnchi, in the situation where there are others that lead them.
It is, therefore, necessary to introduce a neutral guide which
give them just informational help for their navigation.
Route Guidance using the Mobile Phone
It is necessary to provide a system which enable the guide
to locate where a pedestrian is, as there is no previous
interaction with them. W e have been examining whether
Route Guidance via Mobile Phone can be of some help.
Our system uses Personal Handy Phone with Location
Information (PHS/LI), which is n o w in service in Japan. If
a pedestrian has this phone, his location is notified to the
Location Information Center (LIC), run by P H S company.
H e can ask questions to the route guides using P H S . The
guides have an access to LIC, and the appropriate location
of him is retrieved and drawn on the m a p in front of them.
Thus, guides can supply the pedestrian with the most
informative information without being in the same place.
B y using this guidance system, a user (even a HoukouOnchi) can have immediate cognitive support (directions,
landmarks, and other) from the guides. This system lessens
the burden on the Houkou-Onchi person w h o otherwise has
to describe where he is when he is lost, and helps him to get
some experience of navigation.
Reference
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In this paper I consider methods of teasing apart the role
of phonetic similarity versus the role of functional identity
in phonological category formation, and the relevance of
this issue for language acquisition and mental representation.
Linguists m a y be easily fooled b y the surface near-truth
of the traditional "phonetic similarity" diagnostic for allophony, but the functional and historical forces that have
shaped the surface in this w a y m a y nonetheless be irrelevant
to learners. Rather, the mere presence or absence of functional identity between one phone and another m a y be suffi
cient for learners to conclude which are allophonic, an
which are contrastive. T h e functional information relevan
to the learner then, comes in two forms: (a) alternatio
which informs the learner about the functional irrelev
of the observed phonetic distinctness a m o n g altemani
themselves, that is, that the phonetic change does not yield a
change in meaning. Also relevant, it should be noted, are
altemation chains, in which a series of allophonic relations
m a y functionally link altemants that rarely if ever immediately alternate with each other. Thus English has V-t^ ~ Vr,
and Vr ~ t^, but t'^ ~ V-t^ is exceedingly rare (e.g., dictatl^orial-dictaitie). Nonetheless, due to the existing altemation
chain, a functional link m a y be readily established between
the two. (b) substitution, by which a paradigmatic replacement of one phone with another indeed has functional relevance, i.e., yields a change in meaning. Thus 'phonetic
similarity' m a y play no immediate functional role in terms
of category formation by the learner.
N o w , it is well k n o w n from the experimental psycholog
literature that similarity indeed seems to play a crucial roL
in category formation: categories are more difflcuh to for-^
mulate w h e n the stimuli to be grouped together are dissiitu;,
lar (Shepard et al. 1961). These results, of course, seem/to
fly in the face of the suggestions of the previous paragrap
However such experimental procedures do not possess the
added dynamic dimension of altemation that is inherent to
language. It m a y well be the case that w h e n stimuli vary in
ways which result in no functional change (as in cases of
altemation) such information m a y augment—or even override—the otherwise natural tendency to categorize based on
similarity.
Back to English now, it is possible then, that the English
stop system (1) is no easier to learn than one which displays
no phonetic similarity a m o n g allophones (2). Such a system
is improbable not because of its hypothetical unleamability,
but only because it does not m a k e natural phonetic or historic sense. B y contrast, leaming/representational models in
the post-SPE generative school have been structured to encode the supposed "costliness" of rare and "uimatural"
allophonic pattems (such as, for example, the Southern M i n

tone circle, or Japanese palatalization), and yet there is no
evidence that such unnatural pattems are any more difficult
to master than natural ones: leamability does not appear to
be a contributing factor to such patterns' rarity; the reasons
for their rarity presumably lie elsewhere.
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Introduction
Implicit causality is a property associated with a particular
set of verbs which influences the way in which a reader
integrates causally related clauses ( G a m h a m , Traxler,
Oakhill & Gemsbacher, 1996).

Experiments
T w o written language production studies were run.
Experiment 1 examined implicit causality while
Experiment 2 examined implicit consequentiality.

Method
Twenty-two subjects drawn from the University of
Glasgow student population were run in each experiment.
The verb 'amuse' is classed as an NPl biasing verb. The They were presented with a number of sentence fragments
such as 'Because John amused Mary,' (Experiment 1) and
locus of cause underlying the described event is associated
with the character occupying the first N o u n Phrase.
'John amused Mary because' (Experiment 2) and were
Sentence (1) contains a continuation consistent with this
required to provide written continuations to the fragments.
bias while sentence (2) contains a continuation
Fifty verbs were examined in each experiment.
Continuation responses were scored on the basis of
inconsistent with the bias.
Sentences containing
whether thefirstword of the continuationreferredto the
continuations congruent with a verb's bias are preferred
over sentences which are incongnient (Gamham, Oakhill
first or second N o u n Phrase. The full table of results can
& Cruttenden, 1992). This preference isreflectedin a
be found in Stewart (1998).
number of different tasks and is independent of the actual
Results and Discussion
plausibility of the described events (Stewart, 1998). In the
For the full set of verbs, w e performed a correlation
same way there are verbs biasing toward thefirstNoun
Phrase, there are also verbs such as 'blame' which bias
between the two experiments, i.e. between implicit
Verbs possessing
toward the second N o u n Phrase.
causality biases and the implicit consequentiality biases.
implicit causality biases can be classified as N P l or N P 2
W e found a significant negative correlation between causal
biasing. In this poster w e examine whether it is correct to
and consequential biases.
Although significant, the
talk about biasing verbs possessing a single bias or
correlation is not perfect. S o m e N P l causal biasing verbs
whether it is the case that a particular verb possesses other
are also N P l consequential biasing while others are N P 2
biases, each realised only under the appropriate conditions.
consequential biasing. There is no obvious way of
Stewart (1998) reports another type of bias similar to
determining a verb's consequential bias on the basis of
implicit causality but focusing on an implied locus of
simply knowing what type of causal bias is associated
consequence rather than an implied locus of cause.
with it. W e propose that referring to a particular verb's
processing bias must be qualified with additional
(3) Because John amused Mary, she couldn't stop
information which captures the semantic characteristics of
laughing.
that bias.
(4) Because John amused Mary, he was considered
entertaining.
References
(1) John amused Mary because he was incredibly funny.
(2) John amused Mary because she was easily entertained.

Implicit consequentiality biases exert a processing
influence in a manner similar to implicit causality.
Sentences containing continuations consistent with a
particular verb's implicit consequentiality bias are read
more quickly than sentences that are inconsistent with the
bias (Stewart, 1998). The key question w e address in this
poster is one of whether there is a clear relationship
between a particular verb's causal and consequential bias.
If the relationship between the two is not clear then a
morefinegrained classification scheme must be adopted in
order to characterise each type of bias.

G a m h a m , A., Oakhill, J. and Cmttenden, H. (1992) The
role of implicit causality and gender cue in the
interpretation of pronouns. Language and Cognitive
Processes,l,2'i\-155.
G a m h a m , A., Traxler, M.J., Oakhill, J. and Gemsbacher,
M.A. (1996) The locus of implicit causality effects in
comprehension. Journal of M e m o r y and Language, 4,
517-543.
Stewart, A.J. (1998) The time course of the influence of
implicit causality information on resolving anaphors.
Unpublished P h D thesis, University of Glasgow.
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In the literature on disconfinning evidence, researchers
typicallyfindthat people are impervious to data that call into
question their beliefs and attitudes (e.g., Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979). Given this literature, one might expect those
wdth the most extreme beliefs and attitudes, that is, those
who have the strongest prior theories, would be even less
likely to revise their beliefs than those with less strong prior
theories. However, Swiderek, Koslowski, and Bern (1997)
have found that people are not as impervious to data as has
been previously thought, and that the presentation of disconfinning evidence can indeed sway beliefs. In our study, w e
examine patterns of belief revision among groups of varying
extremeness on the issue of capital punishment. W e are
asking whether people with more extreme beliefs are indeed
less likely to revise their beliefs than those with less extreme
beliefs.
Participants included college students with a range of beliefs about capital punishment. During an initial interview,
participants were asked questions that draw out, and were
asked to rate, their beliefs about six aspects of capital punishment (e.g., whether it is a deterrent, whether it is applied
in a biased way, etc.). Participants were then presented with
evidence that disconfirms each of their stated beliefs
(whether pro or con) and were asked to reconcile each piece
of evidence with their stated beliefs. During a second interview two weeks later, participants were asked questions
probing any gaps or apparent inconsistencies found in the
first interview (e.g., "You said that capital punishment is a
deterrent because it scares people. Y o u also said that criminals do not care about losing their lives. H o w would you
reconcile those two statements?) Participants were asked
again to describe and to rate their beliefs about capital punishment. Interviews were audiotaped for later coding. Participants were coded for extremeness of belief by examining
patterns of responses during thefirstinterview.

Our question is whether people with more extreme beliefs
are less likely to revise their beliefs than those with less extreme beliefs. The 58 participants interviewed make it clear
that, for the most part, this is not the case. Rather, in terms
of aspects relating to capital punishment, participants with
extreme beliefs, either pro or con, are as likely to revise their
beliefs as are those with initially less extreme beliefs. O n
fourteen different ratings scales, the amount of change fi-om
thefirstinterview to the second interview did not differ significantly between those with extreme beliefs and those with
less extreme beliefs (p-values ranging fi-om .161 to .889).
O n only three of the ratings scales, change was at least marginally related to extremeness (p-values of .010, .050, and
.016); these three scales related to questions of capital punishment's impact on particular groups. Thus, overall it does
not appear that the consideration and evaluation of disconfirming evidence is any more biased for those holding strong
prior theories about capital punishment than for those w h o
do not hold strong prior theories
Acknowledgments
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In descriptions of drawing events the layer of graphical
entities and the layer of real world entities interact (the latter
are called intended entities hereafter). W e explore such
interactions on the basis of drawing event descriptions (cf.
Tappe & Habel, 1998). Subjects perceive the genesis of
sketch maps as the one depicted in Figure 1. In an online
condition they produce simultaneous descriptions. In an
offline condition they witness the genesis of a whole sketch
prior to verbalization.

to intended objects. Yet, for the graphical and the intended
events the quantitative ratio is inverse.
Comparing whole propositions rather than lexical choices
on a word level, leads to the type of mixed propositions, in
which both representational layers are present and to a more
uniform decision pattern (See Table 2).

Table 2: Number of propositions per representational la
condition
online
offline

^/.-«

purely
graphical
84(29%)
40 (24%)

purely
intended
79(27%)
79 (48%)

mixed
54(18%)
20 (12%)

other
76(26%)
26 (16%)

The empirical study gives evidence that in the offline verbalizations there is a tendency towards the layer of intended
objects and events. In contrast, in online verbalizations we
i>r.nAc\W^•\^•
do not find any overall preference. W e assume, that the
dynamics of the sketch maps leads to conflicting conceptualizations: O n the one hand, the representational relation between the graphical objects and the intended objects is conBcWii
ventionalized. O n the other hand, the graphical events are
Meus
more salient than the intended events. Furthermore, the data
support the assumption that while describing sketch maps
the the two layers, that of graphical entities and that of real
world entities, are simultaneously accessible. This finding
Figure 1: The result of a drawing event
adds further evidence to the hypothesis that the preverbal
message
As indicator for representational layer decisions we
use is incrementally processed by the next component
of the language production process (Levelt, 1989).
lexical choice. Table 1 lists the numbers of referential
instances to objects and events according to this criterion.
•Vo(«l«#iniA»

Acknowledgments
Table 1: Reference to the representational layer
reference to objects
graphical objects
intended objects
reference to events
graphical events
intended events

online
101 (45.5%)
121 (54.5%)
online
84 (80%)
21 (20%)

offline
35 (30%)
80 (70%)
offline
49 (72%)
19 (28%)
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There are slightly more references to intended objects than
to graphical objects in the online condition. For event references the numbers are less balanced: Verbs which refer to
graphical events are used by far more often than verbs that
refer to intended events. In the offline condition there are
less than half as much references to graphical objects than

Tappe, H. & Habel, Ch. (1998). Verbalization of Dynamic
Sketch Maps: Layers of - Representation and their
Interaction. http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.deAVSV/
sprachrpoduktion/CogSci98.ps [extended version of this
one page abstract.
Levelt, W.J. (1989). Speaking. Cambridge, M A : M I T
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Simulation

Introduction
This paper is concerned with lexical context effects on the
access of polysemic word meaning. Whereas the Interactive
conception (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1987) argues for a
context-dependent access, the Modularist one assumes that
initially, "what matters is merely the associative relation
between the prime word and the target word" (Kintsch,
1988). Concerning the lexical effects, these two conceptions
can be reconciled with the hypothesis that the combination
of lexical items can prime related word, as proposed by
Duffy, Henderson, & Morris (1989).
Experiment
The critical stimuli were twenty-four triples of French
words, comprising a context-word, a homograph, and a target
word corresponding to the dominant meaning of the
homogr^h. The context word was related to the dominant or
to the subordinate meaning of the homograph, or was not
semantically associated to it The temporal interval between
the prime and the target (ISI) was equal to 50 ms. for 18
subjects and to 350 ms. for the 18 others.
Each trial began with the display of the context word
presented for 100 ms. Next, the homograph was presented for
100 ms., immediately followed by a mask presented during
either 50 or 350 m s . This mask was replaced by the target
word that remained on the screen until subjects m a d e a
lexical decision.

W e have attempted to reproduce the lexical decision data with
two-steps simulations carried out with the ConstructionIntegration model (Kintsch, 1988). In the first step,
activation spreaded from the context and the prime words to
their direct associates in the associative net W h e n the pattern
of activation values stabilized, the value was higher for the
node corresponding to the target word in the dominant
condition than in the neutral one. In the second step, links
were added between all the concepts associated in the
knowledge net and the activation continued to spread. W h e n
the stabilization criterion was reached, the activation value
for the target word was again higher in the dominant than in
the neutral condition.
Table 2: Final activation values for the target word
corresponding to the homograph "objectif (which has two
meanings in French, aim or lens).
Context word
First step
Second step

dominant
.3399
.3427

neutral
.2230
.2259

subordinate
.1926
.2092

Conclusion

In summary, lexical decisions were immediately facilitated
when a related word was presented before the prime-target
pair. Simulations carried out replicated this result,
Table 1: Mean decision times as a function of the ISI and
of
suggesting
that context effects provided by lexical items can
the Context word.
be conceivable within a modularist theoretical framewoiic.

ISI
50 ms.
350 ms.
mean

dominant
552
504

528

Context word
neutral subordinate
568
588
526
523
557
545

References
mean
569
518

Lexical decisions were faster for the dominant condition
than for the neutral one (£1(1,68)= 9.35, c < .01; £2(1,46)=
3.34, n = .07), whereas the comparison opposing the
subordinate condition to the two others conditions was not
significant (Es<l). There was no significant interaction
between the ISI and the Context word factors (£s<l). The
data show that a word presented as a context can immediately
constrains the access to the meaning of the homograph.

Duffy, S. A., Henderson, J. M., & Morris, R. K. (1989).
Semantic facilitation of lexical access during sentence
processing. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 15, 791-801.
Kintsch, W . (1988). T h e role of knowledge in discourse
comprehension: A Construction-Integration model.
Psychological Review, 95, 163-182.
Marslen-Wilson, W . D. & Tyler L. K. (1987). Against
modularity. In J. L. Garfield (Ed.), Modularity in
Knowledge Representation and Natural-Language
Understanding. Cambridge, Mass.: M I T Press.
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O n e of the important aspects of thinking scientifically is
the ability to rule out alternative hypotheses. H o w do people c o m e to be able to do this? M a n y researchers address
this question by examining the effect of formal training in a
discipline. Findings in the literature (Lehman, Lempert, and
Nisbett, 1988) suggest that formal training actually does
m a k e people more likely to generate alternatives w h e n
evaluating samples of social science research. However,
there is a problem: the implications of the finding are not
entirely clear. L e h m a n et al. suggest that formal training in,
for example, psychology is good because such training
teaches the general principle "rule out alternatives." A n other possibility, however, is that, in their psychology
courses, students learn about specific types of alternative
hypotheses that just so happen to be operating in the problems they're being asked by L e h m a n et al to evaluate. In
other words, it isn't clear whether the ability to rule out alternative hypotheses is attributable to the learning of a formal rule, or, instead, to learning content information about
specific types of alternatives that are likely to be operating
in the situations subjects were asked to evaluate.
W e suggest that training in a the social sciences might accomplish two distinct goals, and that it is important to separate these conceptually. O n e is, as L e h m a n et al would suggest, that training in social science involves learning a formal rule: Consider alternative hypotheses. However, this
sort of training also accomplishes another goal: It teaches
students about particular alternative causes (or sources of
confounding) that often plague social science studies. In
Lehman's study, for example, the dependent measure was
smdents' ability to critique social science research. W e
argue that students w h o had been trained in certain fields
might have been better at critiquing such research because,
in those fields, they would have learned about such plausible alternative causes as historical cohort effects, biased
sample selection, placebo effects, etc. Indeed, one reason
for thinking that these sorts of alternatives are not easily
spontaneously generated is that, historically, it took a long
time for social scientists to recognize them. W e suggest that
the reason Lehman's subjects benefited from the training
they received w a s not only that they were being taught a
formal rule, but that they also had been taught about and
therefore sensitized to particular, plausible alternative hypotheses (Koslowski, 1996).
In the present study, w e worked with college freshmen
w h o had little or no training in the social sciences or re-

search methods. Participants were divided into four groups.
A Time 1, Time 2 paradigm was used. At Time 1, students
in three of the groups read summaries of scientific research
that contained methodological flaws. In addition, students
in group 1 were taught about one of three particular sources
of confounding: historical cohort effects, mortality effects,
and volunteer effects. Students in group 2 were taught the
formal rule. Rule out alternatives, but they were not taught
about any particular types of alternatives. Students in group
3 read the summaries but were taught nothing. Students in
group 4 participated at Time 2 only. At Time 2, all students
were asked to read and critique 4 research summaries; these
included samples of flawed as well as of good social science
research.
The dependent measure w e used was the sorts of criticisms that students m a d e of the research summaries. Preliminary findings suggest that training in particular altematives made students more likely to consider those alternatives when considering research than students w h o learn the
formal rule (but no particular instances). Students w h o
learn the formal rule do, spontaneously, attempt to consider
alternatives, but they are less accurate on the whole at identifying specific problems in research, and the alternatives
they consider are not necessarily the ones that were present
in the research summaries. W e conclude that one m a y
k n o w the rule, Consider alternative hypotheses, but that in
order to invoke that rule, one needs to have information
about particular alternatives. The reason that some of
Lehman's subjects did well and others did not m a y be that
some had learned about the kinds of confounding factors
that often constitute plausible social science alternatives
while others had not, and the research they were asked to
evaluate was social science research.
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In the present paper, we modify and extend an earlier
Ippolito & Tweney (1995) showed that Faraday's work on
account (Tweney. 1989). Specifically, five levels of a
acoustics
in 1831 (just prior to his August discovery of
framework for the interpretation of scientific protocols (e.g.,
induction) manifested a progression from perceptual rehearsal
laboratory diaries) are redefined to enhance their utility for
through "inceptual rehearsal." in which selective aspects of
historical cognitive reconstruction of scientific episodes.
his perceptual experiences were enhanced and "run" in standSuch episodes possess "dynamics" which emerge with
alone fashion. The resulting inceptions formed the basis for
varying degrees of clarity depending upon the level of
a mental model, which was manifested in physical
analysis. From the lowest fi«quency dynamics to the
apparatus. Here, specific heuristics (Level 2) were
highest, these are as follows:
instantiated viarepeateduse of scripts (Level 3). which in
turn modified the heuristics, and so on; only then was
Level 1: Purposes
physical instantiation (Levels 4 and 5) possible.
Level 2: Heuristics
Level 3: Scripts & Schemata
The present account can incorporate explicit representat
Level 4: Goals «& Subgoals
of cultural and historical dynamics. For example, a recent
Level 5: States & Operators
investigation (Kurz &
Tweney, in press) of the
representational use of differential equations relied upon the
The levels constitute a partially decomposable hierarchy
representational multiplicity of the calculus (recoverable
in which purposes are implemented by a selection of
from the rich history of the calculus) to uncover the
problem-solving heuristics, which in turn are implemented
purposes and heuristics (Levels 1 and 2) at play in the realusing scripts and schemas. Each script or schema is then
time attempts of expert physical scientists and
instantiated via a series of goal-driven activities which can
mathematicians to solve a physical rate problem.
berepresentedas the transformation of mental states by
operators that transform one state into another. Thus, a
Here, representational change was capturable by using th
particular script (for example, "Wind a coil") can be
rich historical context of the cultural artifact that constitutes
decomposed into specific subgoals ("Obtain wire." "Wind
modem calculus. Such "archeology" of knowledge proves
wire on core." etc.). which in turn can be decomposed into
specific States and Operators. While our use of terminology fully consistent with even the most molecular accounts of
problem-solving activities.
in the levels sometimes differs from existing cognitive
theory, it can be shown that the analysis is consistent with
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Forming a coherent representation from texts is key to
comprehension. T h e processes of building and maintaining
such representations are very complex and dynamic. In this
presentation, w e describe a computational model of reading
comprehension—the competitive cohort model ( C C M ) —
which captures h o w readers construct an interconnected
network of m e m o r y representation during reading. The data
from modeling are compared to existing human data.
In C C M , the reading process is conceptualized as a
landscape of fluctuating activation. With each reading cycle,
n e w elements are activated while old ones m a y decline.
There are four major sources of activation, the current
sentence, the activation vector at the end of the preceding
cycle, readers' activated background knowledge, and the
m e m o r y representation for prior text. These activations are
updated after each statement is processed to reflect the
current state of working memory. The resulting contents in
working m e m o r y are represented in an activation matrix.
W h e n elements are co-activated in working memory, they
create associations with each others as well as autoassociations to themselves. Once some initial connections
are formed, whenever an element is activated, so are the
elements that have become associated with it through spread
of activation. T h e amounts of spread of activation are
proportionally determined by the strengths of connection
among elements and a free parameter. Additionally, this
cohort activation is kept in check by a nonlinear asymptotic
function to filter out noises. Furthermore, the elements
compete with each other for the privilege of predicting other
elements (hence the name of Competitive Cohort model).
The expectancy of a particular element is determined by its
contextual associations to all other activated elements. A
target elements expectancy serves as a target activation
value limiting its growth. A s an elements actual activation
approaches the expected activation in the context, the degree
of change in connection strength correspondingly decreases.
Elements in working m e m o r y are updated into episodic
m e m o r y through a delta learning rule. T h e results of all the
connections are captured in a connection matrix. T h e model
has a retrieval component based on the same cohort
activation mechanism as in the comprehension phase.

Results
The results from modeling show that C C M captures the
dynamically interactive nature of building representations
during reading by allowing various sources of activation to
contribute to memory representations. It also produces
unique patterns of results that are consistent with fmdings in
the literature, e.g., it shows a decay properly without an
explicit decay function. A s a result, it can model delayed
recall. The model also encodes the temporal dimension of
the text input therefore captures asymmetric priming of text
elements.
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A number of protocol studies comparing the performance of experts and novices have concluded that differences exist not just between the amount of knowledge
possessed by novices and experts but also in the way
experts and novices organize, retrieve and use knowledge to solve problems. Active apprenticeship has been
suggested as an effective technique to teach novices to
becme experts. Recently machine learning as well as
knowledge acquisition researchers have turned to apprenticeship learning as an effective way of acquiring
problem solving knowledge.

features of the plan that P I P P uses to store and retreive
plans.
Given a problem description, P I P P searches for a
similar case in its case m e m o r y and uses the retrieved
case to guide plan construction. If no such case is found,
it uses the control rules (if any are applicable) that it
has learned to guide plan construction. A generative
planner is only used when no guiding knowledge is available. T h e input to P I P P is a problem statement and
user's plan in the form of an ordered set of actions. Following is a brief outline of PIPP's learning algorithm.

A large number of A I apprenticeship systems have
been developed to apply to a variety of problem solving
tasks. However, these systems assume that only one
user interacts with the system and that that user is infallible. H u m a n apprentices are able to learn from multiple mentors (who m a y at times be wrong) by learning
from only those experiences in which they can explain
to themselves that the teacher's w a y of solving the problem is better. T o address these limitations, w e employ
PIPP, a multi-strategy learning and planning system
that learns to produce improve the efficiency as well
as quality of the solutions produced by a partial order
planner. P I P P remembers the good planning episodes
along with the justification as to w h y they are good. It
also learns local control rules that suggest a preferred
alternatives at a particular decision point.
Previous case-based planning systems such as
P R O D I G Y / A N A L O G Y and D e r S N L P that only learn
to improve planning efficiency index their solutions by
relevant initial conditions. These are the initial conditions that are needed as preconditions for zictions in
thefinalplan. Presence of these conditions in the new
problem specification guarantees that the plan created
under the guidance of the previous cjise will satisfy the
currently active goals but not that it will lead to a high
quality plan. T o ensure that the retrieved case's guidance will lead to a high quality solution w e also need to
remember the conditions under which the previous plan
was better (we call these conditions the betterness conditions of a plan). Betterness conditions are the range of
the values of variables (provided in the problem specifications) under which a plan is better. Together with the
relevent initial conditions they form the distinguishing

1. Given a problem description generate the system's
solution to the problem. Generate a trace for the
user's solution identifying the differences in selections
from the system's solution at various choice points.
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2. Compare the user's and the system's solution for
quality and identify the better solution and the worse
solution. Determine the distinguishing features of the
better and the worse plan. Index (re-index) each case
with the distinguishing features.
3. Compare the planning traces of both plans and form
preference rules that indicate 'prefer the choices m a d e
during the "better" planning episode if the partial
plan under refinement has the distinguishing features
that the "better" partial plan possessed at this point
in the refinement.'
W e have tested the performance improvements obtained by storing and retrieving the cases with
betterness-conditions. W e randomly generated 100
problems from the modified logistics transportation,
trained P I P P on first 10 of them and compared its
performance on the remaining 90 problems with DerS N L P . Problems contained two trucks and one plane
which were distributed a m o n g two cities. W e varied
the number of packages from one to two and ran five
trials for each case. T h e results are quite encouraging in
that they indicate that this relatively small amount of
training provided substantial improvements in planning
performance (10-15 % ) . P I P P does not produce worse
solutions on any of the test examples. Preliminary results are encouraging but more extensive testing will
have to be done to see that whether the improvements
in plan quality c o m e at the cost of planner efficiency.

Q u a s i - I m p l i c a t i o n in J u d g e m e n t s o f S e n s o r y A t t r i b u t i o n
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Laboratoire C N R S UPRES-A 7021 "Cognition & Activit^s Finalis^es"
University de Paris 8. 2 rue de la Libert^ 93260 Saint Denis. Cedex 02 F R A N C E
Jean-Marc Bernard (berj@univ-paris8.fr)
C N R S UPRES-A - 7021 "Cognition & Activitds Finalis6es"
Universite de Paris 8. 2 rue de la Liberty 93260 Saint Denis. Cedex 02 F R A N C E
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Introduction

W e a k color quasi-implies weak bitter taste. Strong color
quasi-implies weak caramel and weak hazelnut taste. Strong
The basic goal of categorization is to predict the probability
cocoa taste quasi-implies strong dark brown, m e d i u m
of various unexperienced features of objects (Anderson,
powdery and strong cocoa taste. W e a k powdery quasi1991). In addition, w e propose that the prediction of the
implies weak thickness.Weak cocoa taste quasi-implies weak
probability of unexperienced features is based on known
consistancy, weak color, weak bitterness and weak thickness.
oriented relationships between properties: to what extent does
M e d i u m bitterness quasi-implies weak hazelnut taste and
the color of a bird's feathers allow us to determine whether it
strong dark brown color, etc.
is male or female?
O u r assumptions are as follows: (1) the external
Conclusion
environment is composed of objects, (2) each object sustains
properties, (3) objects have properties in c o m m o n , (4) this
We have shown through descriptive and inductive analysis
commonality of properties furnishes a structure in terms of
that extensive property relationships can be detected and
oriented relationships between objects, andfinally(5) the quantified. It is nonetheless well to note that the quasiinternal environment should reflect this structure in terms of
implicational relationships found here are relative to the
relationships between properties.
group of three products analyzed in this study and could be
In studying the relationships between properties, i.e., modified if the world studied contained other objects. The
between the descriptors of objects, two types of relationships
property implication chains that descriptive and inductive
can be observed: intensive and extensive relationships. Here
analysis have brought to light here might, for example, allow
w e will mainly study extensive relationships of implication
optimising sensory testing sessions by asking experts to
through the Bayesian method of implicative analysis
evaluate only the most relevant properties (i.e., the
(Bernard & Charron, 1996) which is conducted in two
independent properties). This analysis also allows predicting
phases:
unexperienced object properties from k n o w n ones. For
(1) A descriptive phase which consists in determining, for example, w e have shown that "If a dessert cream has a weak
each pair of properties, the eventual relationships of quasicolor (is quite light), then there is a good chance that it will
implication strictly observable in the data set (the sample);
also have the weak bitterness property (not very bitter). W e
and
verified these quasi-implications by questioning the judges
(2) A n inductive phase (based on a Bayesian model) that
directly, " If a dessert cream is quite light, does that mean it
allows generalizing the results of the descriptive phase to a
will not be very bitter? " (and vice versa). Finally, w e believe
larger population from which the sample was extracted.
these results concerning the extensive implication of sensory
properties can be extrapolated to other domains such as the
Method
study of representations and comprehension.
The data consisted of judgments attributing intensity values
References
to perceived sensory properties (dessert creams). Twelve
experienced professional sensory analysis judges participated
Anderson, J. R. (1991). The adaptative nature of human
in the experiment, there were six m e n and six w o m e n , aged
categorization. Psychological Review, 98, 409-29.
25 to 40.
Bernard, J. M., & Charron, C. (1996). L'analyse implicative
bayesienne, une methode pour I'etude des dependances
Results
orientees. Donnees binaires. Mathematiques, Informatique
et Sciences Humaines, 134, 5-38.
The results allow demonstrating that several properties
c o m m o n l y considered independant are in fact related to
other:
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M o d e l i n g Implicit a n d Explicit Discovery L e a r n i n g

Hcddcrik van Rijn (rijn@swi.psy.uva.nl)
Department of Social Science Infonnatics; University of Amsterdam;
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Abstract

In the experiments of Klahr & Dunbar (1988), there
are clear differences between subjects in discovery learning
This paper describes the theoretical background of an Act-R
tasks. A subject can either rely heavily on the hypothesis
model of discovery learning in a simulated, conceptual dospace or on the experiment space. Although Klahr and D u n main: optics. It is assumed that learning in a simulation conbar labelled these subjects "Theorists" and "Experimenters",
text consists of both implicit and explicit learning. The Act-R
a better distinction between these subjects might be explicit
model under development tries to capture both learning types.
and implicit learners. T h e explicit learners are using their
meta-cognitive knowledge and the hierarchical information in
L e a r n i n g in C o n c e p t u a l D o m a i n s
the hypothesis space to deliberately choose a better hypothCurrent research on knowledge development in complex doesis. Whereas the implicit learners only use the hypothesis
mains often concentrates on the acquisition of knowledge in
space to identify possible variables to experiment with.
procedural domains (e.g., learning h o w to solve a "Towers of
Hanoi" problem). T h e development of knowledge in these
Modeling Implicit and Explicit Learning
domains can be described in terms of gradual changes of the
To test these ideas, a model is being developed in Act-R 4.0
procedures suited for the task at hand. In conceptual domains
(Anderson & Lebiere, in press). Explicit learning is modelled
the acquisition of knowledge can better be explained in terms
as rules which explicitly search the extended S D D S hypotheof qualitative restructuring of knowledge. During learning,
sis
space for a better hypothesis, using the knowledge already
the initially small and unstructured knowledge becomes more
gained
from the experiment space. Using this knowledge, the
structured and is expanded with newly inferred or discovered
model
can
decide h o w to manoeuvre in the hierarchical strucknowledge.
tured
hypotheses
as proposed by van Joolingen and de Jong
This process can be described using Klahr and Dunbar's
(1997). For implicit learning on the other hand, rules are used
(1988) Scientific Discovery as Dual Search ( S D D S ) theory.
which "just" select a new hypothesis, without explicitly testAccording to this theory \he learner discovers n e w knowling
or searching for a better fit between the hypothesis and
edge by alternating between a hypothesis space and an experthe
external
world.
iment space. B y searching the hypothesis space, the learner is
If this model is able to capture the behaviour of the subjects
able to identify hypotheses about the domain under study. B y
in the optics simulation, this would confirm the validity of
experimenting in the domain these hypotheses can be tested.
the
S D D S theories and provide a clearly specified distinction
Based on this searching and experimenting, existing hypothebetween
implicit and explicit learning.
ses can be tested and new knowledge can be derived fi-om the
existing knowledge or from the experiments carried out.
Acknowledgments
Van Joolingen and de Jong (1997) extended the S D D S theThis research was conducted while Hedderik van Rijn was
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esis space. In their theory, the hypotheses in this space are
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Experimental Studies
In projects parallel to the one described here, studies are carried out in which subjects have to discover the rules underlying a real world domain: an optics simulation. Both think
aloud and action logs are recorded. To measure the acquisition of knowledge the subjects completed two pre-tests and
two post-tests. T h e first pre- and post-test were constructed
to measure definitional knowledge whereas the second preand post-test were constructed to measure intuitive "WhatIf" knowledge as described in Swaak and de Jong (1996).
These two type of tests were chosen to be able to distinguish
between implicit and explicit learning effects. First analyses
show that subjects' performance increases on both tests.
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T h e Effects of Population Density a n d R e s o u r c e A b u n d a n c e o n the Evolution of
C o o p e r a t i v e Strategies
Kyle Wagner (elyk@cs.indiana.edu)
Department of Computer Science; Indiana University
Lindley Hall 215
Bloomington, IN 47405 U S A

Did some species evolve communication to perform cooperative tasks? MacLennan and Burghardt (1993) used an
artificial life approach called synthetic ethology to show that
animals might evolve a signaling system to facilitate cooperation w h e n cooperation leads to greaterfitness(their simulated
organisms were called simorgs). While their results were interesting, the use of synthetic ethology did not allow them to
investigate what a more realistic simulation might reveal. In
particular, organisms living in a spatial, temporal world will
have other options available to effect cooperation. T w o of
the possible strategies that can evolve to aid cooperation are
signal-seeking, where simorgs tell other simorgs that they've
found a resource, and company-seeking, where simorgs m o v e
around until they occupy the same sector as another simorg.
Thefirststrategy uses signals, but the second does not.
This project extends MacLennan and Burghardt's studies
by using a two-dimensional world and allowing the simorgs
to m o v e about the world for m a n y timesteps (one output action per timestep for each simorg), gathering resources. C o operation is defined as an act that must be performed with
several simorgs in order to gain a benefit of some kind.
T o facilitate cooperation, simorgs m a y send signals to other
simorgs in sectors beyond their own. They can also recognize w h e n a resource or another simorg is in the same sector
as they are (see figure 1). If several simorgs are in the same
sector as a resource, they all share some of the benefit of this
resource. O n e simorg alone cannot gainfitnessfrom a resource; thus, cooperation is necessary to gainfitness.They
are rewarded withfitnesspoints which are later used by a genetic algorithm to select parents from the population and mate
them to produce the population for the next generation of the
run.

the world. Resource abundance refers to h o w often a resource
will appear in a given sector. M y hypothesis is that population
density and resource abundance affect what type of strategy
evolves when cooperation is required.
A denotation matrix (MacLennan and Burghardt, 1993)
can indicate what kinds of strategies have developed. It is
a table with tallies of responses to the various possible inputs.
If one entry is particularly large, this usually indicates the
convergence of some reaction to certain stimuli. Table 1 (first
column) shows one such matrix for signal inputs after 190
generations in one run of the simulation ("runl"). The other
column of numbers comes from a separate run ("run2") which
had a high population density and very abundant resources.
Signaling did not evolve here. Another denotation matrix for
this run (omitted for space reasons) shows that most of the
population evolved to stay with other simorgs and wander if
alone or right after a resource had been gained.

Table 1: Compilation of two denotation matrices for signal
input vs. output. In column 1 (runl), the simorgs tend to
m o v e towards the source of signal ("taxis"). In run2 (column
2) simorgs evolved never to send signals, so there are few
responses out of a possible several thousand.
Output(Move/Signal) Signal (runl) Signal (run2)
Remain/No signal
293
0
Remain/Signal
235
0
Taxis/No Signal
2802
4
1
4
Taxis/Signal
51
0
Wander/No Signal
752
0
Wander/Signal

resource
#simorgs
nearby

z, Simorg's

move

I brain

signal

Figure 1: T h e brain of a simorg: a simple stimulus-response
mechanism, " m o v e " output can either be Remain, Taxis
(move towards the input signal) or Wander.

Earlier experiments with a related simulation showed the
evolution of company-seeking to be a somewhat u n c o m m o n
development. Such behavior has not yet been observed in this
simulation. While cooperation is certainly a sufficient pressure for the evolution of communication, it is not a necessary
condition. Other cooperative strategies can also evolve which
do not involve signaling.
References

This is an exploratory study that is in progress. Two vari-MacLennan, B. J., & Burghardt, G. M . (1993). Synthetic
ethology and the evolution of cooperative communication.
ables are being manipulated: population density and resource
Adaptive
Behavior, 2, 161-188.
abundance. Population density is the ratio of the number of
simorgs in any given generation to the number of sectors in
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Z e r o S u m G a m e s A s Distributed Cognitive S y s t e m s
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Abstract
By simulating game playing with neural networks, and by
using human subjects, it is demonstrated that the interaction
between two players in a game of Paper, Rocks and Scissors
can give rise to emergent properties that are not inherent in
the individual players.
Game theory (VonNeumann & Morgenstern, 1944)
describes h o w rational players should behave in a
competitive situation prescribed by rules and with payoffs
for certain results. However, to do this it is necessary to
make assumptions concerning the cognitive mechanisms
available to the players. O n e assumption that is frequently
made is that players have the ability to generate random
responses (i.e. to draw responses at random from a
predetermined distribution). For example, the game theory
solution for Paper, Rocks and Scissors (hence forth P R S ) is
to play randomly, 1/3 paper, 1/3 rocks, and 1/3.
However, the assumption of random responses is
problematic for two reasons. T h efirstis that people are
normally quite bad at generating random responses (see
Tune, 1964, and Wagenaar, 1972 for reviews), and the
second is that when people guess what is coming next in a
series they attempt to capitalize on sequential dependencies,
regardless if they are present or not (e.g., Anderson, 1960;
Estes, 1972; Restle, 1966; Rose & Vitz, 1966; Vitz & Todd,
1967). Given the above research, a more realistic model of
P R S play would have players trying to detect each other's
sequential dependencies.
T o model this, simple linear models (Rumelhart, Hinton,
and McClelland, 1986) were used. The networks were
designed to predict their opponent's next move based on
previous trials, and they differed only in h o w many of their
opponent's previous trials they could process. T o represent
this the networks are be referred to in terms of h o w many
lags back they had access to (i.e. a lagl network could
remember one trial back; a lag2 network, two trials back,
etc.). P R S games were then simulated by having the
networks play against each other.
The effect of processing more lags was clear, networks
that could remember more always w o n in the long term.
However, as would be expected by symmetry, when the
networks were evenly matched no advantage emerged. The
next step was to find out if human P R S play was consistent
with the simulations. T o do this, human subjects played P R S
against a lagl network.
The subjects were 13 volunteers from the University of
British Columbia and the University of H o n g Kong. Each
subject played for approximately 20 minutes. The number of
trials varied based on each subject's playing speed. All
subjects played at least 250 trials (mean number of trials =

441). The mean of subjects' final scores was 16.8, which
was significantly higher than zero, indicating that subjects
were able to outplay the lagl network.
P R S is an example of a zero sum, guessing game. From a
distributed cognition perspective (e.g. see Hutchins, 1994),
such games can be conceptualized as distributed systems
composed of coupled sequential dependency detection
mechanisms. T h e results of this study indicate that such
systems have emergent properties that benefit players w h o
can process more lags.
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It is quite easy to transfer information from sensory
storage to working-memory. W e do this with little effort
and no concern for the steps for doing so. O n the other
hand, transferring information from working-memory to
long-term m e m o r y , relatively permanent and integrated
storage, is m u c h more difficult and problematic.
There is general advice offered for this purpose. For
example, active learning, deep processing (Craik &
Lockhart, 1972), and the use of graphic organizers (Novak &
Gowin, 1984) are advocated.
Thinking about h o w w e
might be more specific with our advice to learners has
brought m e to the question of h o w this sort of learning can
be self-initiated. Since meaning is needed for long term
m e m o r y , a specific task that explicated meaning from the
materied to be learned should be particularly effective in
fostering learning.
Hypothesis
The widely held view is that the longer information is kept
in working-memory the better chance it has of being
transferred to long-term memory. Alternatively, w e might
focus on what the learner is doing and advise learners to do
something with the information in working-memory, such
as transforming it into a different representation.
If
information is transferred from working-memory by some
sort of probabilistic process, then learners w h o hold
information in working-memory by a rehearsal process
would not be expected to differ from those w h o performed an
transformation of representation on the information because
both would be keeping the information in working-memory,
one by rehearsal, the second while transforming its
representation.
O n the other hand, if the explication of
meaning was essential or central to learning, then the act of
transformation would lead to superior learning.

memory
during the study
period, and in the
T R A N S F O R M A T I O N condition Ss were instructed to
imagine a graphical representation of the information
presented. Their retention of this information was tested 40
minutes later by asking them to write a definition or
description of the subject in five minutes. Their answers
were rated on a scale of 1-10 for correctness and
completeness.
Results & Discussion
Table 1 gives the mean scores and standard deviations for
retention under each of the conditions.
Table I: Retention scores across groups.
Condition

Mean (sd)

READ
REHEARSAL
TRANSFORMATION

4.8 (1.27)
5.6(1.80)
7.1 (1.52)

The REHEARSAL group scored higher than the READ
group (t=2.17, p<.05) and the T R A N S F O R M A T I O N group
scored higher than the R E H E A R S A L group (t=3.39, p<.05).
The results suggest that transformation of representation is
more effective for learning than rehearsal, which is, in term,
more effective than the usual reading-learning strategy
students use. This supports the expectation that explication
of meaning by transformation of representation facilitates
learning. The results also support the conclusion that
transformation of representation is a specific intentional act
learners can do to foster the transfer of information from
working-memory to long-term memory.
References

Method
Fifty-seven college students learned relatively new concepts
and facts (Air traffic control zones) presented to them in
written form. Each studied the information for ten minutes.
They were randomly divided into three learning conditions
based upon what the Ss were told to do with the information
while studying it. In the R E A D condition Ss were
instructed to read the material and prepare to answer
questions about it, in the R E H E A R S A L condition Ss were
asked to mentally rehearse the information by keeping it in
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Recent research suggests that at around 9 or 10 months,
infants begin to represent kind concepts such as ball and
duck, and this is also the age at which they begin to
comiwehend count nouns such as "ball" and "duck." Two
recent studies raise the question of whether language plays
an active role in constructing kind concepts. Balaban &
Waxman (1997) found that when given a label (e.g., '*&
rabbit") along with
pictures of rabbits during
familiarizations, 9-month-old infants spent more time
looking at the exemplar from a new category (e.g., a pig)
paired with a novel exemplar from the old category (e.g.,
another rabbit) on the test trials. Without labeling,
however, no such preference was found. They argued that
labeling facilitates infants' object categorization. X u &
Carey (1996) asked 10-month-old infants to infer the number
of objects behind an occluder upon seeing two objects from
two different kinds/sortals (e.g., a ball and a duck) emerging
from behind the occluder one at a time. They found that at
10 months, only infants who understood words such as
"ball" and "duel?' succeeded in using kind information to
individuate objects.
These studies raise the possibility that distinct labels may
give infants pointers to distinct kinds/sortals, as suggested
by Xu (1997). In the present study, we predict that using
the Xu & Carey (1996) paradigm while labeling each object
(e.g., "a ball" vs. "a duck"), 9-month-old infants who do not
understand any words yet as a group would succeed in
inferring two distinct objects behind the screen.
Twenty-four 9-month-old infants w o e tested in three
conditions: the two-word condition, the one-word condition,
and the baseline condition.
In the two-word condition, a ball was brought out from
behind the screen and a voice said, "a ball," then the ball was
returned behind the screen. Next a toy duck was brought out
from behind the same screen and a voice said, "a duck," then
the duck wasreturnedbehind the screen. Each object was
brought out and labeled 6 times. O n the test trials, the
screen was removed torevealtwo objects (the consistent
outcome) or one of the two objects (the inconsistent
outcome). Looking times were recorded.
In the one-word condition (i.e., the control condition), the
ball and the duck were brought out from behind the screen
one at a time, but each one was labeled "a toy." The test
trials were identical to those in the two-word condition.
In the baseline condition, no object was brought out from
behind the screen. The screen was simply removed to show
the one-object and two-object outcomes. This provides a
measure of infants' intrinsic prefoence for the one- or twoobject outcome.

Analyses of variance were performed comparing each of
the experimental conditions with the baseline condition and
the two experimental conditions with each other, with type
of trial (test vs. baseline) and number of objects in tiie
outcome (1 vs. 2) as variables.
Two-word condition and baseline. There was an interaction
between type of trial and outcome, F(l,22) = 6.938, p <
.02. The infants looked longer at the two-object outcome
on the baseline (Mone-object = 9.4s; Mtwo-object = 5.1s)
but they looked longer at the one-object outcome on the test
trials upon hearing two labels for the two objects (Moneobject = 8.6s; Mtwo-object = 7.3s).
One-word condition and baseline. There was no interaction
between type of trial and outcome, F(l,22) = .754, p = .395.
The infants looked longer at the two-object outcome on the
baseline and test trials when only one label was used for the
two objects (Mone-object = 5.4s; Mtwo-object = 7.8s).
One-word condition and two-word condition. There was
an interaction between type of trial and outcome, F(l,22) =
3.303, p < .08. The infants showed different patterns of
looking on the test trials of the two word conditions.
The main result of the experiment was that when two
labels were provided in the X u & Carey (1996) object
individuation task, 9-month-old infants succeeded in
inferring two distinct objects. This effect does not appear to
be true of any language input, since the infants who heard
only one label failed.
The hypothesis that is made possible by these data is that
perhaps children have a built-in expectation that words
which refer to objects are count nouns and count nouns map
onto sortals. If two count nouns are present, there must be
two sortals. It is this syntax-semantic mapping between
count nouns and sortals which allowed the infants to succeed
earlier in the X u & Carey task.
Tentatively, we conclude that learning words such as
"cup" and "ball" may indeed play a role in constructing
concepts such as cup and ball.
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"...a clear, up-to-date presentation of one of the dominant theories in cogntive science. Anderson and his
colleagues argue that there are basic (and identifiable) symbolic units of thought, both for declarative and
procedural knowledge. Their theory accounts for data across an unusually wide variety of cognitive activities, and
thus provides a strong challenge to other views that attempt to explain cognition without these units. In addition,
the book provides pointers to the corresponding simulations available on the Web so that interested reades can get
hands-on experience with the models. This is an important book for cognitive scientists umnting to keep up with
the ivork on unified theories of cognition."
— B r i a n Ross
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana

This book achieves a goal that w a s set 25 years ago w h e n the H A M theory of h u m a n m e m o r y w a s
published. In writing this book, the authors wanted to go beyond just describing the theory correctly.
They decided to try to display what the theory could do by collecting and describing s o m e of its
in-house applications. This book reflects decades of w o r k in A C T - R accumulated by m a n y researchers. This is the first work in cognitive
science to precisely model such a wide range of phenomena with a single theory.
Contcnti: Introduction. Knowledge Representation. Performance. Learning. With M. Maiessa, Visual Interface. With M. Byrne, Action and Perception.
Maleua, List Memory. With M . Lovett, Choice. Cognitive Arithmetic. With D. Salvucci, Learning by Analogy. With C. Schunn, Scientific Discovery. Final Reflections.
0-8058-2816-8 [clothl / 1998 / 504pp. / $99.95
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THE N E W PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE
Cognitive and Functional Approaches to Language Structure
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Edited by
Michael Tomasello
E m o r y University

THE

The history of psychological approaches to the study of language has included periods of little
communication between the disciplines of linguistics and psychology, and periods where each field
drew upon the theories and methods of the other in limited—and often limiting—^ways. This book
represents a n e w and promising approach that m a y define the next era in the relationship between
psychology and linguistics. It does so by presenting the evolving linguistic theories collectively k n o w n
as Cognitive-Functional Linguistics in terms that are intended to be accessible to cognitive scientists
interested in h o w language works psychologically. The cognitive- functional approach focuses on the
things people communicate about (communicative functions) and the social conventions by means of
which they do so (linguistic symbols and structures). The chapters in this book were all written by
linguists w h o are leading proponents of this approach and edited by a psychologist committed to
bringing this n e w w a y of looking at language into the mainstream of psychology. The volume
promises to give psychologists a n e w appreciation of what this variety of linguistics can offer their
study of language and communicaHon, as well as to provide cognitive- functional linguists n e w
models for presenting their work to audiences outside the boimdaries of traditional linguistics.
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Content*: M. Tomaaello, Introduchon The Cognitive-Functional Perspective on Language Structure. R.W. Langacker, Conceptualization, Symt)olizabon,
mar. T. Giv6n, The Fimctional Approach to Grammar. W . Croft; The Structure of Events and the Structure of Language. W . Chafe, Language and the Flow of Thought.
A. Wietzbicka, The Semantics of English Causative Constructions in a Universal-Typological Perspective. P.J. Hopper, Emergent Granunar J.R. Taylor, Syntactic
Constructions as Prototype Categories. A.E. Goldberg, Patterns of Experience in Patterns of Language. R.D. van Valin, Jr, The Acquisition of WH-Questions and the
Mechanisms of Language Acquisition G. Fauconnier, Mental Spaces, Language Modalities, and Conceptual Integration.
0-8058-2576-2 [cloth] / September 1998 / approx. 304pp. / $65.00
0-8058-2577-0 [paper] / September 1998 / approx. 304pp. / $29.95
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